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Preface 

This book represents a comprehensive overview 
of the composition, biocompatibility, physical 
properties, mechanical properties, manipula- 
tive variables, and performance of direct and 
indirect restorative materials and auxiliary 
materials used in dentistry. The book is 
intended as a textbook for dental students, den- 
tal hygiene students and practicing hygienists, 
laboratory technicians, and dental materials 
scientists. It is also designed as an authoritative 
reference book for dentists, dental assistants, 
and corporate marketing staff. Although the sci- 
entific concepts presented in some chapters are 
somewhat advanced, the text information in 
most chapters can be readily understood by 
individuals with a general college education. 

The eleventh edition of Phillips' Science of 
Dental Materials is divided into four sections to 
reflect the focus of the chapters contained in 
each part. Part 1, General Classes and Properties of 
Dental Materials, consists of eight chapters 
that cover the structure, physical properties, 
mechanical properties, and biocompatibility 
of restorative and auxiliary materials used in 
dentistry. Part 11: Auxiliary Dental Materials, 
contains five chapters on impression materials, 
gypsum products, dental waxes, casting invest- 
ments and procedures, and finishing and pol- 
ishing abrasives and procedures. Part 111: Direct 
Restorative Materials, is focused on five areas, 
bonding, restorative resins, dental cements, 
dental amalgams, and direct-filling gold. Part 
1V Indirect Restorative Materials, consists of five 
chapters including dental casting and solder- 
ing alloys, wrought metals, dental ceramics, 
denture base resins, and dental implants. 
Direct and indirect materials are used to 
restore function and/or aesthetics in mouths 
containing damaged, decayed, or missing teeth 
by producing the restoration directly within the 

prepared tooth or a prosthesis indirectly in a 
dental laboratory before placement in the oral 
cavity, respectively. 

The previous 30 chapters have been con- 
densed into the 23 chapters of the eleventh edi- 
tion by combining Chapters 3 and 16 into the 
new Chapter 3, Physical Properties of Dental 
Materials; Chapters 6 ,  7, and 8 into the new 
Chapter 9, Impression Materials; Chapters 22 
and 23 into the new Chapter 12, Casting 
Investments and Procedures; Chapters 24 and 25 
into the new Chapter 16, Dental Cements; 
Chapters 17 and 18 into the new Chapter 17, 
Dental Amalgams; and Chapters 20 and 27 into 
the new Chapter 19, Dental Casting and 
Soldering Alloys. This condensed format places 
similar topics into one chapter, making it easier 
to find information on any given topic. 

Each of the chapters contains an introduc- 
tory terminology section that is designed to 
familiarize the reader with key words and defi- 
nitions and a number of critical thinking ques- 
tions, which are intended to stimulate thinking 
and to emphasize important concepts. The 
answers to these questions are generally found 
in the section or sections immediately after 
each question. Although the terminology is 
associated with generally accepted scientific 
and dental definitions, it is not intended to be 
a comprehensive dictionary of all terms used in 
dental biomaterials science. 

Several of the chapters represent totally new 
approaches to the specific subject. Chapter 1 
has been revised to provide an introductory 
overview of the use of dental materials, the his- 
torical evolution of biomaterials, and standards 
for safety and quality assurance. Chapters 5, 6, 
19, and 20 have been restructured to reflect an 
updated review of casting and wrought metals. 
Chapter 7 reflects a new approach on the 
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science of dental polymers. Chapter 8 is a 
totally new summary of the basic principles 
and clinical implications of biocompatibility 
evaluation. Chapter 9 represents an integration 
of the three previous chapters on impression 
materials. Chapter 14 is a new overview of the 
systems and principles for use of dental adhe- 
sives. Chapter 15 reflects a more applied review 
of restorative resins. Chapter 16 on dental 
cements is an expanded description of cement 
composition, manipulative characteristics, and 
clinical performance based on the integration 
of the previous Chapters 24 and 25. Chapter 21 
represents an updated summary of ceramics 
used for metal-ceramic and all-ceramic prosthe- 
ses. Finally, Chapter 23 is a new overview of 
dental implants with an emphasis on implant 
material and design considerations relative to 
clinical performance. 

Aims and Need for This Book 

The aims of this textbook are: (1) to introduce 
dental materials science to students with little 
or no dental background and facilitate their 
study of physical and chemical properties that 
are related to selection of these products by the 
dentist, (2) to describe the basic properties of 
dental materials that are related either to clini- 
cal manipulation by dentists and/or dental 
laboratory technicians, (3) to characterize the 
durability and aesthetics of dental restorations 
and prostheses made from the restorative mate- 
rials, and (4) to identify characteristics of 
materials that affect their biological safety. It is 
assumed that the reader possesses an introduc- 
tory knowledge of physics as well as inorganic 
and/or organic chemistry. 

The information in this book is intended to 
bridge the gap between the knowledge 
obtained in basic courses in materials science, 
chemistry, physics, and the dental clinic. As pre- 
viously noted, a dental technique does not 
need to be an empirical process, but rather it 
can be based on sound scientific principles as 
more information is available from further 
research. In any basic science, principles should 
be emphasized. The chapters that follow focus 
more on why the materials react as they do and 
how the manipulation variables affect their 
performance in a dental laboratory or dental 
clinic. 

One of the differences between a profes- 
sional and a tradesman is that the former pos- 
sesses basic knowledge with which he or she 
can establish conditions for a situation such 
that a prediction of eventual success of a proj- 
ect is reasonably ensured. A riveter must be 
responsible for the joined beams in a bridge, 
but the engineer is responsible for the design of 
the bridge, especially where the rivets and every 
truss and beam are to be placed and joined, 
and for the selection of the materials with 
which the structure is constructed. If the engi- 
neer knew nothing about the physical and 
chemical properties of the steels and other met- 
als with which the bridge is made, the structure 
would be more likely to fail. 

The dentist and the engineer have much in 
common. Dentists must estimate the stresses 
present in a dental prosthesis that they will 
build and be guided by such analyses in the 
design of the structure. They should possess a 
sufficient knowledge of the physical properties 
of the different types of materials that they use 
so that they can exercise the best judgment pos- 
sible in their selection. For example, they must 
know whether the clinical situation requires the 
use of an amalgam, a resin-based composite, a 
cement, a casting alloy, a ceramic, or a metal- 
ceramic. Only if they know the physical and 
chemical properties of each of these materials 
are they in a position to make such a judgment. 
In addition to the mechanical requirements of 
the materials, there are also certain aesthetic 
and physiologic requirements that often com- 
plicate the situation beyond the difficulties usu- 
ally experienced by the engineer. 

Once the dentist has selected the type of 
material to be used, a commercial product 
must be chosen. It is the intention of major 
dental manufacturers to cooperate with den- 
tists in supplying them with materials of the 
highest quality. The competition is keen, how- 
ever, and the dentist should be able to evaluate 
the claims of the respective manufacturers from 
an informed, intelligent perspective. It is unfor- 
tunate that there are a few unprincipled dental 
manufacturers who make preposterous claims 
and who exploit the dentist for their own 
profit. For the dentists' protection and for the 
protection of their patients, they must be able 
to recognize spurious practices of this sort. 
Courses or lectures in dental materials attempt 
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to provide dentists with certain criteria of 
selection so as to enable them to discriminate 
between fact and unproven claims. 

Furthermore, it is hoped that students of 
dental materials are given an appreciation of 
the broad scientific scope of their chosen pro- 
fession. Because a great deal of the daily prac- 
tice of dentistry involves the selection and use 
of dental materials for patient treatment proce- 
dures, it is obvious that the science of dental 
materials is critically important. 

The advances being made in dental materials 
science suggest that intriguing changes will 
continue to occur in the practice of dentistry. 
Based on your knowledge of materials science 
principles, you should be prepared to analyze 
the benefits and limitations of these dental 
materials to make rational decisions on their 
selection and use in a clinical practice. 

Not all the materials used in dentistry are 
included in this book. For example, anesthetics, 
medicaments, and therapeutic agents such as 
fluoride varnish, xylitol, and chlorhexidine are 
not within the scope of this book. The science 
of dental materials generally encompasses 
some of the properties of natural oral tissues 
(enamel, dentin, cementum, pulp tissue, peri- 
odontal ligament, and bone) and the synthetic 
materials that are used for prevention and 
arrest of dental caries, for periodontal therapy, 
and for reconstruction of missing, damaged, or 
unaesthetic oral structures. These categories 
include materials employed in dental disci- 
plines such as preventive dentistry, public 
health dentistry, operative dentistry, oral and 
maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics, periodon- 
tology, pediatric dentistry, and prosthodontics. 

Organization 

The engineering curriculum of most major uni- 
versities includes the discipline of materials sci- 
ence. This is concerned with the microstructural 
features of materials and with the dependence 
of properties on these internal structures. The 
sequence of instruction generally progresses 
from atomic to macroscopic structures, from 
the simple to the more complex. Knowledge in 
this field is derived from various disciplines, 
such as physical chemistry, solid-state physics, 
polymer science, ceramics, engineering mechan- 
ics, and metallurgy. Because fundamental prin- 

ciples of the physical sciences and engineering 
and microstructure govern the properties of all 
materials, it is logical to study the microstruc- 
tural characteristics before proceeding to the 
macrostructural features. 

Following the overview of dental materials 
(Chapter 1) , Part 1 focuses on the structure and 
properties of materials. This importance of 
relating properties of a material to its atomic or 
crystalline structure is emphasized in Chapter 
2,  which deals with the structure of matter and 
certain principles of materials science that are 
not usually included in a college physics 
course. These principles are in turn related to 
the properties of dental materials, as discussed 
in Chapters 3 and 4. The requirements placed 
on dental structures and materials are demand- 
ing and unique. To design prostheses appro- 
priately, the dentist must be aware of the 
limitations of restorative materials and the 
demanding conditions that exist in the oral 
cavity. These factors are also discussed in 
Chapters 3 and 4. One should be increasingly 
aware of the difficulties involved in selecting a 
material that is technique insensitive, biocom- 
patible, and durable. These characteristics are 
emphasized in the discussions that follow on 
specific materials. 

Following the chapters on the structure of 
matter and the physical and mechanical prop- 
erties of dental materials are overview chapters 
dealing with metals and alloys, polymers, and 
ceramics, and the biocompatibility of dental 
materials. 

The basic science of physical metallurgy is 
concerned with the properties of metals and 
alloys, whereas the study of metallography 
involves the microstructure of metals that result 
from their solidification (Chapter 5). The con- 
stitution of alloys represents the equilibrium 
phases that result in an alloy system as a func- 
tion of temperature and composition (Chapter 
6). Chapter 7 focuses on dental polymers. 

It is obvious from the earlier discussion of 
the regulatory agencies in dentistry, such as the 
ADA Council on Scientific Affairs, the FDA, 
the IS0 and the FDI that the precursor to the 
marketing or selection of a dental material is 
its biocompatibility with oral tissues. These 
biological considerations are covered in 
Chapter 8 and are noted thereafter throughout 
the book. 
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Chapters 9 through 13 in Part II  describe 
auxiliary materials and techniques that are used 
to fabricate and finish the surfaces of dental 
restorations and prostheses. These materials 
include impression materials (Chapter 9), gyp- 
sum products (Chapter lo), dental waxes 
(Chapter 11) , casting investments and proce- 
dures (Chapter 12), and finishing and polish- 
ing materials (Chapter 13). 

The chapters in Part III  for direct restorative 
materials include bonding (Chapter 14), 
restorative resins (Chapter 15), dental cements 
(Chapter 16), dental amalgams (Chapter 17), 
and direct filling gold (Chapter 18). 

Chapters in Part IV on indirect restorative 
materials include dental casting and soldering 
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Overview of Materials for Dental Applications 
Kenneth J. Anusavice 

OUTLINE 
What Are Dental Materials? 

Historical Use of Restorative Materials 

Standards for Dental Materials 

ADA Acceptance Program 

General Provisions for ADA Acceptance 

U.S. Food and Drug Administration Regulations 

International Standards 

I S 0  Standards, Subcommittees, and Working Croups 

Other Dental Standards Organizations 

How Safe Are Dental Restorative Materials? 

KEY TERMS 
Auxiliary dental-5ubstance that i s  used In the tonstructlon of a dcntal prostht3sis but that 

does not hccome a part oC the structure 
Direct restorative material-A t ement, metal, or reslri-basccl composite that IS plated and 

tormed ~rit~aoral ly to restore teeth 01 enhancc aesthet~ts 
Indirect restorative material-A ceramic, metal, inetal teranilc, or rcsln-based composite 

used extraorally to produce prostheses, wh~c h replace mlsslng ieeth, cnhance atlsthet~cs, 
andlor restore damaged teeth 

Preventive dental material-Cement, coating, or restorative mater~al that c~ther seals plts and 
Cissures or that releases a therapeutlc agent such as fluor~de or chlorhexldlne to prevent or 
arrest the demineralizatlon of tooth structure 

Restorative dental-Metallic, ceramrc, metal-ceraml~, or resln-based substance used to 
replace, repalr, or rebuild teeth, and/or to enhance aesthetics 

Temporary restorative material-Cement or resin-based composite used for period of a few 
days to several months to restore or replace mlssing teeth or tooth structure until a more 
long-lasting prosthes~s or restoration can be placed 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the differences anlong preventive, restorative, preveritive/restorative, and aux11- 

idry dental ~naterials used for the construct~on of a fixed partial denture (bridge)? 
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WHAT ARE DENTAL MATERIALS? 

The overriding goal of dentistry is to maintain or improve the quality of life of the 
dental patient. lhis goal call he accornplished by preventing disease, relieving pain, 
improving mastication efficiency, enhancing speech, ancl improving appearance. 
1Secause many of  these objectives require the replacemerlt or alteration of tooth stmc- 
ture, the main challenges for centuries have been the development and selection of 
biocompatible, long-lasting, direct-filling tooth restoratives and indirectly processed 
prosthetic materials that can withstand the aciverse conditions of the oral environ- 
ment. Figure 1-1 is a schem,ltic c~oss-section of a n,ltural tooth avid supporting hone 
and soft tissue. lInder healthy conditions, the part of the tooth that extends out of 
adjacent gingiva tiss~le is called the clznzcul nown, and that below the gingiva is called 
the ~ o o ~ h  root. 'Ilie crown of a tooth is covered by enamel. The root is covered by 
cementum, and it ronsists of dentin and tissue within one or mol-e root canals 

IIistorically, a wide variety of materials have been used as tooth crown and root 
replacements, including animal teeth, bone, human teeth, ivory, seashells, ceramics, 
and metals. Restorative materials for the replacement of missing portions of tooth 
structure have evolved more slowly over the past several centuries. 

The four groups of materials used in dentistry today are metals, ceramics, poly- 
mers, and composites. Despite recent improvemeilts in the physical properties of 
these materials, none of these are permanent Deiltists and materials scientists will 
continue the search in the 21st century for the ideal restorative material. An ideal 
restorative material would (1) be biocompatible, (2) bond permanently to tooth 
structure or bone, (3) match the natural appearance of tooth structure and other vis- 
ible tissues, (4) exhibit properties similar to those of tooth enamel, dentin, and 
other tissues, and (5) be cC1pable of iilitiating tissue repair or regeneration of miss- 
ing or damaged tissues. 

Enamel 

Pulp 
chamber 

Periodontal 
membrane 

Alveolar - 
bone 

Spongy - 
bone 

Fig. 1-1  Schematic illustration of a cross-sectional view o i  a nalural anterior tooth and supporting 
lissues. 
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Dental ~naterials may be classified as preventive materials, restor(~tive materials, or 
auxiliary maleriuls. Preventive dental materials include pit and fissure sealants; seal- 
ing agents that prevent leakage; materials that are used primarily for their antihacter- 
ial effects; and liners, bases, cements and restorative materials that are used primarily 
because they release fluoride (compomer, hybrid ionomel; glass ionorner cement, 
zinc silicophosphate cement), chlorhexidine, or other therapeutic agents used to pre- 
vent or inhibit the progression of tooth decay (denral caries). 'lable 1-1 sunimarizes 
the tn3es of preventive and restorative materials, their applications, and their poten- 
tial durability. In some cases a preventive material may also serve as a restorative 
material that may be used for a short-term application (up to several months), for 
mocterately long time periods (1 to 4 years), or for longer periods (5 years or more). 
Dental restoratives that have little or no therapeutic benefit may also be used for 
short-term (temporary) use, or they may be indicated for applications reqlriring 
moderate durability or long-term durability. For example, restorative materials that 
do not contain fluoride can be used for patients who are at a low risk for caries. 

Restorative dental materials consist of all synthetic components that can be used 
to repair or replace tooth structure, including primers, bonding agents, liners, cement 
bases, amalgams, resin-based composites, compomers, hybrid ionomers, cast metals, 
metal-ceramics, ceramics, and denture polymers. These materials can also be 

Comparative Applications and Durability of Preventive 
and Restorative Dental Materials 

Material type Applications of products Potential preventive benefit Durability 

Rrsin adheslve A F ( c e ~ t a ~ n  ploducts) M 

R e s ~ n  sealant S S M 

Rcslrl cemcnt I I (cci tam ptoducts) M 

Cornpornel K, L, 11 F M 

Flyhl~d lonornel B, 1, R F M 

Class ~onoruer (GI) /\, K, L, R, S 1,  S L, M 

Metal-mod~ficd CI R F L, M 

Zlnc ox~dc-eugenol B, 1 , T  1 ,  hi 

Llnc phoupilate L M 

Zinc polycarhoxylate B, 1, 

Zinc silicophosphate B, I. 

Resin composite R 

Dental amalgam R 

I: 

F (ce~tain products) 

Ceramic R t j  

Metal/ce~amic R 

Metallresin R 

Acrylic resin (temporary use) T 

Denture acrylic li 

Cast metal R 

Wrought metal R 1-1 

Applications: A, Adhesive; 8, h,isc; L, luting agent; S, pit/fissurc sealant; R, reslouativc; T, temporary restorative. 
I'otential preventive benefit: F, F~LIOI-idc-rcleasi~lg matel-ial; S, scaling agent. 
Durability: L, L.ow; M, moderate; H, high. 
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designed as controlled-delivery devices for release of therapeutic or diagnostic agents. 
Restorative materials may be used for temporary, short-term purposes (such as tern- 
porary cements and temporary crown and bridge resins), or for longer-tern1 applica- 
tions (dentin bonding agents, inlays, onlays, crowns, removable dentures, fxed 
dentures, and orthodontic appliances). Restoralive materials may fitrther he classified 
as direct restorative materials or indirect restorative materials, depending on 
whether they are used ( 1 )  intraorally to fabricate restorations or prosthetic devices 
directly on the teeth or tissues or (2) extraorally, in which the materials are formed 
indirectly on casts or other replicas of the teelh and other tissues. Auxiliary dental 
materials are substaslces that are used in the process of fabricating dental prostheses 
and appliances but that do not become part of these devices. These include acid- 
etching solutions, impression materials, casting investments, gypsum cast and model 
materials, dental waxes, acrylic resins for impression and bleaching trays, acrylic 
lesins f o ~  mouth gualds and occlu~ion aids, and finishing and polishing abrasives. 

Temporary restorative materials are a subcategory of restorative materials and 
include products used for dental restorations and appliances that are not intended for 
moderate-term or long-term applications. Examples include temporary cements used 
for luting, temporary cements, or other restoratives used for fillings, orthodontic wires, 
and acrylic resins used for temporary inlays, onlays, crowns, and f ~ e d  partial dentures. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What technological advances led to the development of n more precise fit of indirectly 
made prostheses? 

HISTORICAL USE OF RESTORATIVE MATERIALS 

Dentistry as '1 specialty is believed to have begun about 3000 1i.c. Cold bands and 
wires were used by the I'hoenicians (after 2500 KC.). Around 700 R.( . the Etruscans 
carved ivory or bone for the construction of partial denture teeth that wele fastened 
to natural teeth by means of gold wiles or bands. The gold bands were used to posi- 
tion extracted teeth in place of missing teeth. 

Although inscriptions on Egyptian tombstones indicate that tooth doctors were 
considered to be medical specialists, they are not known to have performed restora- 
tive dentistry. I Iowever, some teeth found in Egyptian mummies were either trans- 
planted human teeth or tooth forms made of ivo~y. The earliest documented 
evidence of tooth implant materials is attributed to the Etruscans as early as 700 KC. 

Around 600 A.D. the Mayans used implants consisting of seashell segments that were 
placed in anterior tooth sockets. Hammered gold inlays and stone or mineral inlays 
were placed for aesthetic purposes or traditional ornamentation by the Mayans and 
later by the Aztecs. The Incas performed tooth mutilations using hammered gold, 
but the material was not placed for decorative purposes. 

Cavities in teeth have been replaced or restored since ancient times to the eigh- 
teenth century with a variety of materials including stone chips, ivory, human teeth, 
turpentine resin, cork, gums, and metal foils (lead and tin). More recently, p t t a  per- 
cha, cements, metal-modified cements, unfilled synthetic resin, composites, other 
metals (gold leaf, amalgam, and a variety of cast metals and alloys), ceramics, and 
metal-ceramics have been used for tooth restoration. Par6 (1509-1590), surgeon to 
foul kings, used lead or cork for tooth fillings. Queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603) used 
cloth fragments to fill the cavities in her teeth. Fauchard (1678-1761), the father of 
modern dentistry, used tin foil or lead cylinders for filling tooth cavities. Wealthy 
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patients pleferred to have teeth that were rnacle of agate, mot he^ of pearl, silve~, or 
gold Modern dentist~y began in 1728, when Fauchard published a tleatlse desc~ ib- 
ing many types of dental restorations, includi~lg a method for the const~uction of 
artificial dentures made fsom ivo~y 

Gold foil has also been employed for dental restorative purposes Pfafl 
(1715-1767), the dentist of Frederick the Great of Prussia, ~lsed gold foil to cap 
the pulp chamber. IZull began producing beaten gold in Connecticut for dental 
,~pplications in 181 2. Arculanus recoinmended gold-leaf dental fillings In 1848 
Sponge gold was introduced in 1853 in the United States and England to replace 
gold leaf. In 1855 Arthur promoted the use of cohesive gold in the lInited States. 
In 1897 Philbrook described the use of metal fillings made from wax patterns of 
the tooth cavity. 

llsing filings fiom silvel coins mixed with mercury, Taveau (1 81 6) developed 
in France what 1s l~lzely the first dental amalgam. The Crawcour brothers, who 
emigrated from France to the United States, introduced Taveau's amalgam fillings 
in 1833; however, graduates of the Baltimore Dental College subsequently took 
an oath not to use amalgams in their practices. Many dentists criticized the poor 
quality of the early amalgam restorations This controvelsy led to the "amalgam 
war" from 1840 to 1850, during which time heated debates occurred over the 
benefits and drawbaclts of dental amalgam Research on amalgam formuldtions 
from the 1860s through the 1890s greatly improved the handling properties and 
the clinical performance of amalgam filling materials. In 1895 Black proposed 
standardized cavity preparations and manufacturing processes for dental amal- 
gam products. 

Gold shell crowns were described by Mouton in 1746, but they were not patented 
until 1871 by Beers. In 1885 I,ogan patented a porcelain fused to a plat~num post, 
replacing the unsatisfactory wooden posts previously used to build up intraladicu- 
lar (within the tooth root) areas of teeth In 1907 the detached-post c~owrl was 
intloduced, which was Inore easily adjustable. 

In 1756 I'fafldesciibed a method Sol making impress~ons of the mouth in wax, 
from which he constr~~ctcd a model with plaster of I'a~is Pfaffs use of plaster of 
Palis allowed dentists to rnalie impress~ons of the patient's edentulous jaws in the 
mouth Ducl~~~teau,  a lrench pha~macist, and de Chernant, n dentist, designed a 
process in 1774 lor p~oducing hard, decay-proof po~celdin dentures In 1789 cte 
Chcmant patented 'In improved vels~on of these "mineral paste" po~celain teeth. 
' f i e  porcelain inlay was introduced soon thereafter in the early 1800s I Iowever, 
poscelain bonding to metals was not fully refined for metal-ceramic clowns until 
the mid 1900s. 

The dentures of George Washington (1 732-1799) fit poorly, and he suffered ter- 
ribly throughout his presidency (1789-1797). Washington never wore wooden 
teeth as has been erroneously reported; he wore dentures made of some of his own 
teeth, cows' teeth or hippopotamus' teeth, ivory, ol lead Prior to his first term as 
president, he had worn partial dentures that were fastened to his remaining teeth. 
During the inauguration for his first term as president in 1789, Washington had 
only one natural tooth remaining and he wore his first full set of dentures made by 
John Greenwood. 'lhe base of these dentures was made of hippopotamus ivory 
carved to fit the jaw ridges. The upper denture contained ivory teeth, and the lower 
denture consisted of eight human teeth fastened by gold rivets that screwed into the 
denture base. The two dentures were secured in his mouth by spiral springs 

In 1808 Fon~i ,  an Italian dentist, developed an individual porcelain tooth torm 
that was held in place with an embecldeci platinum pin. Planteau, a French dentist, 
filst introduced porcelain teeth in the Clnited States in 1817. In 1822 Charles T'eale, 
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an artist, fired rrlineral teeth in Philadelphia, and Samuel Stockton began the 
commercial production of porcelain teeth soon thereafter in 1825. Ash further 
developed an improved porcelain tooth in England around 1837. 

Evans (1836) refined the method of making accurate measulernents in the 
mouth how eve^, it was not until 1839 that Charles Goodyeal's invention of a low- 
cost vulcanized rubber allowed dentures to be tnoldeci accurately and to fit the 
mouth. Vulcanized rubber dentute bases that held denture teeth accelerated the 
demand fol accurately fitting dentures at a reasonably low cost Since 1839 denture 
bases have advanced in quality through the use of acrylic ~esins and cast metals In 
1935 polymerized aclylic resin was introduced as a denture base rnalerial to suppolt 
artificial teeth. 

(11.3 to this point, we have focused primarily on the histotical evolution of direct 
filling materials and some rather crude indilect materials. Prior to the 20th century, 
because of inadequate technology and lack ot electricity, fillings were ot rather poor 
quality and did not fit well within the teeth. IIowever, in 1907 Taggert developed a 
more refined method for producing cast inlays. Cast alloys were introduced later in 
the 20th century, further developing this technology Commercially pure titanium 
(CP Ti), noble alloys, and base metal alloys of niclzel-chromium, cobalt-chromium, 
or cobalt-nickel-chromium are now available for use in the production of cast 
inlays, onlays, crowns, and frameworks for futed all-metal or metal-ceramic dentures 
and for removable dentures. Few major improvements in the construction of fixed 
partial dentures (bridges) occurred until the early 1900s Mason developed a detach- 
able facing to a crown to hold an artificial tooth in place for an adjacent missing 
tooth Thomas Steele ( 1  904), a colleague of Mason, introduced interchangeable fac- 
ings that solved the PI-oblem of fractured facings. 

Even though the practice of dentistly antedates the Chlistian em, comp,llatlvely 
little histotical data exist on the science of dental mateiials The use of fluoride to 
plevent tooth dem~nclalizntion originated from ohselvatlons rn 1915 of low decay 
r'ltes of people in alc'ls of <:olo~ado whose water supplies contained significant flu- 
oride concelliratlolrs (:ontiolleci water fluol~dation (1 ppm) to reduce tooth decay 
(deminelali~ation) begnn in 1944, and the ~ n c ~ d e ~ l c e  of tooth decay in children 
who have had access to fluoiidateci water has decreased by 50% since then The use 
of plt and f~ssurc sealants and fluoride-I eleasing varnishes and ~esto~ntive matcli,lls 
has ~ tduccd the calics ~ncidence even further 

L11tle scientific i~lforrndt~oil a1)out dc11ta1 restorative materi'lls has bee11 ,lvn~lnble 
until recenlly Prior to this linowledge, rhe use o l  these rnater1,lls was elltirely an ,IIT, 

and the only tcsting laboiatoly was the mouth of the patient. 'lhday, despile the 
availability of sophisticated technical equipment ,~nd the development of standard- 
ized testing methods for evaluating the biocompatibillty of pieventive and restora- 
tive materials, this testing sometimes still occurs in the mouths of our patients. 'l'he 
reasons for this situation are diverse In some instances, products are approved for 
human use without being tested in animal or human subjects. In other instances, 
dentists use materials for purposes that were not indicated by the manufacturer; for 
example, a ceramic product may be used for posterior fixed paltial dentures (1,PDs) 
when the product has been recommended only for inlays, onlays, crowns, and ante- 
rior three-unit Il'Us. 

The first important awakening of scientific interest occurred during the middle of 
the 19th century, when research studies on amalgam began. At about the same time, 
some reports appeared in the literature of studies on porcelain and gold foil. These 
sporadic advances in Itnowledge finally culminated in the investigations of 
G.V. Black, who began his research studies in 1895. TIardly a phdse of dentistry 
exists that was not explored and advanced by this pioneer in restorative dentistry. 
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STANDARDS FOR DENTAL MATERIALS 

'I'he next great advance in the knowleclge o l  dental materials and their manipulation 
began in 1919. [luring that year the U.S. hrmy requested the National Bureau of 
Standal-ds (now known as the Nutional Institute ot Sli~ndards and 'lechnology [NISI?) 
to set up specifications for the evaluation and selection of dental amalgams lor use 
in lederal selvice. This research was done under the leadership of Wilrner Souder, 
and an excellent J-eport o n  this study was published in 1 9 20. 

' lhe inlornlation contairled in the Souder report was received enthusiastically, by 
the dental profession, ancl similar testing data were then requested for other dental 
materials. At that time, the L1.S. govel-nment could not allocate sufficient funds to 
conli~lue the work, so a fellowship was created and supported by the Weinstein 
Research Laboratories. l I~ider  such an arrangement, the spo~lsor provided rnolley for 
the salaries of research associates and a certain amount of ecluip~nent and supplies. 
The associates then worked in the National Bureau of Standards under the direction 
of the staff members. For all practical purposes, these associates were members of 
the staff supported by private interests. All findings were published and became 
common property under this particular arrangement. Working under Dr. Souder's 
direction, several research associates investigated the properties of dental wrought 
gold materials, casting gold alloys, and accessory casting materials. 'This phase of the 
work resulted in the publication of an extensive and valuable research report. 

In 1328, the Dental Research r:ellowship at the National Bureau of Standards was 
assumed by the American Llental Association (ADA). The research carried out by the 
ADA research associates in conjunctio~l with the staff members of NIST' has been of 
inestimable value to the dental profession, and it has earned for this group an inter- 
national reputation. Reseal-chers such as Wilnler Soudet; George C. Paflenbargel; 
and William T. Sweeney will undoubtedly be remembered historically as the pio- 
neers whose work began a new era o l  intense research in the Geld of dental materi- 
als. It was the enthusiasm of these men that prompted the organization of (he first 
acaderllic courses in dental materials to be taught in I1.S. dental schools and abroad. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

1;..3;;" What 1s the p11mn1y puiposc of y,rci/,c,~t~o~~s nnd ~/nndn~cls /o1 dental n?,lt~r~,?lsl 

ADA ACCEPTANCE PROGRAM 

'lhe work at the American Dental Association (ADA) is divided into a number of cat- 
egories, including the measurement of the clinically significant physical and chem- 
ical properties of dental materials and the development of new materials, 
instruments, and test methods. Until 1365, one of the primary objectives of the 
facility at NlST was to formulate standards or specifications for dental materials. 
However, when the ADA Council on Dental Materials and Devices (now known as 
the Counczl on Scientific Affdirs) was established in 1966, it assumed responsibility 
for standards development and initiated the certification of products that meet the 
requirements of these specifications. 

Such specifications are standards by which the quality and properties of particu- 
lar dental materials can be gauged. 'These standards ~dentify the requirements for the 
physical and chemical p~operties of a material that ensure satisfactory ye~formance 
if the material is properly ~na~lipulated and used by the dental laboratory technician 
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and the dentist The Acceptance I ' rog~~~m of the Council on Scientific Affairs incor- 
polntes these specifications in the evaluation of dental products, and the proclucts 
ale tested for cornpliarlce with specification requirements. When a product is classi- 
fied as Acwpted, the manufactu~e~ is perrn~tted to signify on the label of the product 
the notation "ADA Accepted." 

The ADA, accredited by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), is also 
the administrative sponso~ of two standards-formulating committees opetating under 
the direction of ANSI. 'lhe ADA Standa~ds Committee for Derltal I'roducts (SCDP) 
develops specifications for all dental materials, instrurnents, and equipment, with the 
exception of dnigs and x-ray films. I he Council on Scientific Affails (CSA) is also 
responsible fol the evaluation of drugs, tooth-cleaning and tootl-whitening agents, 
therapeutic agents used in dentistry, dental equipment, and dental x-ray film 

Worlzing groups of ADA SCDP formulate the specifications. When a specification 
has been approved by the ADA SCDP and the ADA CSA, it is submitted to the 
American National Standards Institute. On acceptance by that body, it becomes an 
American National Standard. Thus the (:ouncil on Scientific Affairs also has the 
opportunity of accepting it as an ADA specification. 

New specifications are continually being developed to apply to new program 
areas Likewise, existing specifications are periodically revised to reflect changes in 
product formulations and new knowledge about the behavior of ~nater~als  in the 
oral cavity, for example, the ANSI/ADA Specification No. 1 for dental amalgam, 
which was revised in January 2003. 

The ADA Seal of Acceptance 

Denl~sts arid consumers of dental p~oducts have long ~ecogn~red  the ADA Seal of 
Acceptance as an important syrnhol of n dentnl product's safety and efft,ctiveness 
l or more than 125 yeals, the ADA has \ought to plornote the safety and effective 
ness of dentdl p l~duc t s  The f~rst Scal of Acceptance was awarded 111 1931 Although 
this proglam is stlictly voluntary, ovel 400 companies participate 111 the Se,~l pio- 
gram Mdnufactuieis comrnlt significant lesou~ces to evnludte, test, and m,irket 
products 111 the Seal ploglnrn App~oximately 1250 dental p~oducts cary the Sen1 of 
Acceptance Of these, ,~hout 60°/0 are products p~escribed ol used by dent~sts, such 
ns nntibiotics or dental lestorntive materials I he renl,~in~ng 40% are ele~ltal plod- 
ucts sold to consumers, such as toothpaste, dental floss, rn,lnual and e l ec t~~c  tooth- 
l>mshes, and rnoulh rinses 

Classification of Products Evaluated by the ADA Council on 
Scientific Affairs 

I'roducts that meet the standards of acceptance with respect to safety, efficacy, com- 
position and labeling, package inserts, advertising, and other promotional material 
are accepted. Once accepted, the products are listed and may be described in suitable 
reports and advertisements in The Journal of the American Dental Associution. The man- 
ufacturer may then use the Council's Seal of Acceptance and may be required to use 
an authorized statement if the ADA Seal is used in the advertisement. Products are 
usually accepted for a period of up to 5 years. Acceptance is renewable and may 
he reconsidered at any time. If there is a change in the manufacturer or distributor of 
a product, the period of acceptance expires automatically. PT-ovisionally accepted prod- 
ucts consist of those that lack sufficient evidence to justify classificatiol~ as ~~ccep t~ ( l ,  
but for which there is reasonable evidence of safety and usef~~lness, including clirlical 
feasibility. 'l'hese products meet the other qualifications established by the Council. 
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I he Council may authorize the use of a suitable statement to define specifically the 
area of i~sefulness of pr-oducts classified as provisionally accepted. Classification in this 
category is reviewed each yedr and is not ordinarily continued for mom than 3  years. 
Products that are obsolete, markedly inferior, ineffective, or dangerous to the health 
of the user ale declared unat-~eplcd. When it is in the best irlterest of the public or the 
profession, the Council may submit reports on unaccepted products to the editor for 
publication in The Iournal of the Ame~zcun Dcntal Associalion. Decisions of the Council 
are based on available scientific evidence and are subject to reconsideration at any 
time that a sigtiifica~lt amount of new evidence becomes available. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR ADA ACCEPTANCE 
Composition, Nature, and Function 

A quantitative statement of composition and adequate information on  the propei- 
ties of all ingredients must be provided to the Council. For instruments and equip- 
ment, a description of the materials used in the construction and the method of 
operation must be provided. Any change in the composition, nature, or function of 
an accepted product must be submitted to the Council for review and approval 
before a modified product is marketed. 

I'he company that seeks ADA acceptance should piovide evidence that manufac- 
turing and laboratory contiol facilities are under the supervision of qualified per- 
sonnel, that these facilities ale adequate to ensule purity and unifolmity of 
pioducts, and that p~oducts  ale ploduced in cornpliallce with the Good 
Manufactu~ing Practice Code. The company 111ust per-nlit Iepresentatlvcs of the 
C:ouncil to visit Iabordtories and f<~ctories on request. 1 01 pioducts whose guidcl~ncs 
include an official American Dental Assoc~ntion Spe~ific~~tion, the manufactuler 
rnust conduct testing 011 a regulai basis lo dcter~i~ine continued compliance with the 
specification, these Lest ~rcolds  must be made nva~lable to the Council on  Iecluest 
In addition the manufactu~rr rnust ~ndlze nvdilablr to the Counc~l on recluest test 
I ecolds and data f o ~  any batch of an accepted product 

Required Information 

The product must conform to appropriate standards or specifications. I or products 
that fall under the scope of offic~al American Dental Association Specifications, the 
following information should be submitted (1) the serial or lot numbei, (2) the 
composition; ( 3 )  the physical properties, as obtained by standard test methods; and 
(4) data covering every provision of the official specification Responsibility for 
guaranteeing that the product complies with an official specification lies solely with 
the manufacturer and not with the American Dental Association 

'I'he Council, at any time and without notice to the manufacturer, may authorize 
the testing of any or all such products. In the event that a sample f'lils the testing, 
the product will be removed from the List of Accepted Products Test samples are 
pJocured at the expense of the mnnufacturer If a product is ~ernoved from the List 
of Accepted Products, it may subsequently he resubmitted provided that the plod- 
uct that failed the testing has been rernoved hom the marlzet. 
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Names that are misleading or that suggest diseases or symptoms ale not accept- 
able. 'I his pr-ovision may not apply to c e ~ t a i ~ l  biological products such as serulns 
or vaccines. Because the uses of a pioduct may change, the product name should 
indicate the generic type of rndterial or its composition rather than a proposed use 
fol the p~oduct  IIowever, under certain circumstances the Counc~l  may accept '1 

name that denotes a long-established phys~ological action or use, particuld~ly for 
a mixtule. 

Evidence pertaining to mechanicnl and physical properties, operating ~har~tcter- 
istics (when applicable), actions, dosage, safety, and efficacy must be subrnitteci by 
the colnpany Infolnlation on acceptdhle standaid test methods for pl~ysical prop- 
er ties may be secu~ed hy lequest to the Council on Scientific Affails Ln general, the 
data ~equired on pllysical tests must include a brief descriptiovi of the appalalus 
used in performing the tesls, '1 complete statement of the results obtained, the 
names of the observers, and the date of the test 

'I he company must provide objective data fiom properly designed clinical and 
laboratory studies. Extended clinical experience may be used, in part, as a basis for 
evaluation of a product. IJroducts that fall under the scope of an official American 
Dental Association Specification will be tested for compliance with the specification 
by the American Dental Association Test samples, unless otherwise indicated in the 
appropriate specification, may be procured on the open market at the expense of 
the manufacturer. 

The company must disclose any past, present, or anticipated financial arrange- 
ments between the clinical investigator and the company, its affiliates, or sub- 
sidiaries, including, but not limited to, consulting agreements, speakers' fees, 
grants or contracts to conduct research, or membelship on the company's advi- 
sory comniittees. If the Council determines that the financial inteiests raise a 
question about the integrity of the data, the Council may take any action it deems 
necessary to ensure the reliah~lity of the data, including, but not limitvd to the 
following 

Requesting that the company suh~nlt  further analyses of the data 
II Request~ng that the company co~lduct '~dditional independent sludies 
r Rejectlng the data 

Information Required for Renewal of Acceptance 

For renewal of acceptance the manufacturer lnay he required to submit evidence 
dernons~ra~ing continued acceptable cl~nical performance of h e  product I his evi- 
dence may be in the form of new clinical studies, reports of adverse leactions or fol- 
low-up investigations of previously submitted clinical studies. 

The Council may occasionally find it necessary to review the status of a product's 
acceptance. Decisions of the Council are based on available scientific evidence and 
are subject to reconsideration at any time. If a significant amount of new scientific 
evidence demonstrates that a product is no longer safe or effective, or if a product is 
deemed obsolete, marlzedly inferior, e usel, Council 
acceptance will be withdrawn. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What are the differences among FDA I, Class 11, and Cbss Ill devices? @ h ~ h  class of 
a - - 4 m m w m - - m s -  L *  

regulat,ons does a dental implant need /cfsa~rsf~? 
\-&- -- 
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U.S. FOOD A N D  DRUG ADMlNlSTRATlON REGULATIONS 

On May 28, 1976, legislation was signed into law that g,we the I1.S. Tood and [>rug 
Administration (FDA) the ~egulatoiy authority to protect the public from hazardous 
01 ineffective medical (and dental) devices This legislation was the culmination of 
a series of attempts to provide safe and effective products, beginning with the 
passage of the Food and D n ~ g  Act of 1906, which did not include any provision to 
regulate medical device safety or the claims made for devices. 

The newer legislation, named the Medical Device Amendments of 1976, ~equires 
the classification and regulatioll of all noncustomi~ed medical devices that ale 
intended for human use According to the Federal Register, the tenn devzce includes any 
instiument, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, implant, or in vltro reagent 
that is ~ ~ s e d  in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in 
man and that does not achieve any of its pnncipal intended purposes through chemi- 
cal action within or on the body of humans or animals and that is not dependent on 
being metabolized for the achievement of any of its principal intended purposes. 

Some dental products, such as those containing fluoride, are considered drugs, 
but most products used in the dental clinic are considered to be devices, and thus 
they are subject to control by the FDA Center for Devices and liadiological Ilealth. 
Also subject to this control are over-the-counter products sold to the public, such as 
toothbrushes, dental floss, and denture adhesives 

The classification of all medical and dental items is developed by panels com- 
posed of nongovernmental dental experts, as well as representatives from industry 
and consumer groups 'Ihe Dental Products Panel identifies any lznown hazards or 
problems associated with a device and then categorizes the item into one of three 
classification groups bascd on  rclat~ve risk facto~s Clrlss I devices are considered to 
be of low risk, and thcy are subject to general controls, including the ~c,gistration of 
the manufacturel's products, adherence to good rnarlufrl~tuilng Pru~ii~Ps, and certain 
recold-lteeprng requirements If it IS dcemed that such genela1 conllols are not in 
thernselvcs adequate to ensurc safety and effectivent-'ss as claimed by the manufac- 
turer, the item is placed irlto the categoly of Clluss / I  devzc cs. I3oducts ~n t h ~ s  class ale 
~equired to meet pe~forma~lce standards established by the I LIA o~ approp~iatc stan 
dards from olher authoritative bodies, such ,IS those of the ADA I hese pc~forlllance 
stnndards may ielnte to components, construction, and p~operties of a device, nnd 
they may also indicate specific testing ~cquirernents to cnsule that lots or indiv~du,ll 
p~oducts coafolm to the regulato~y ~equ~rement .  

Class 111, the most stringent catego~y, ~cquiles that dcv~ces be approved f o ~  safety 
and effectiveness before they are marketed. All implanted or life-supporting devices 
are placed in this premarket clearance category Specific data must be provided to 
demonstlate safety and efficacy before marketing In certain instances, the product 
or device may be substantially equivalent to other approved products, and under 
these circumsta~lces, only the demonstration of equivalence is necessary Any item 
that does not have adequate clinical or scientific infolmation available to permit the 
formulation of a performance standard is placed in the premarket approval category 
For example, one of these devices, the e~ldosseous implant for prosthetic attach- 
ment, is considered a high priority relative to the need for adequate data to demon- 
strate safety and effectiveness. Manufacturers of this device need to submit 
premarket approval applications for their implants. These are then evaluated by the 
,Dental I'roducts Panel to de!ermine whether new implants can be marketed. 
-Guidnlioes that have been devkloped by the FDA ale available to all inte~ested par- 

to pro-vide the preclinical and clillical requirements f o ~  the preparation of a pre- 
market approval application. 
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Sevelal hundred dental items have been classified into one of these t h e e  cate- 
gories. 'lhe FDA proglam, in conjunction witll the ADA Acceptance Prog~am for 
dental products, p~ovides a cr~tcial framework lor standards developnient and pro- 
vides initial evidence that the product will be safe and effective as claimed Other 
countries have national government agencies comparable to the FDA that also 
include dental materials and devices within the jirlisdict~on of their ~egulatory 
autho~ity 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 

'Iwo olgani~ations, the FPdkration Ilentaile Internationale (FDI) nnd the 
Internat~onal Organization for Standardization (ISO), are wollzing toward the estab- 
lishment of specifications for dental materials on an international level O~iginally, 
the FDI initiated and actively supported a program for the formulation of interna- 
tional specifications for dental materials. As a result of that activity, several specifi- 
cations for dental materials and devices have been adopted. 

The IS0 is an international, nongovernmental organization whose objective is 
the development of international standards. This body is composed of national 
standards organizations from more than 80 countries. The American National 
Standards Institute is the U.S. member. A request by the FDI to the IS0 that they 
consider FDI specifications for dental materials as IS0 standards led to the for- 
mation of an I S 0  technical committee (I'C), 7'C 106-Dentistry The responsibility 
of this committee is to standard~ze terminology and test methods and to develop 
standards (specifications) for dental materials, instruments, appliances, and 
ecluipment. Additional infolmation on I S 0  sta~lcla~cls is plovided ill the following 
section 

Several 1111 specifications h'lve now been adopted as IS0 stanclards Since 1963, 
mole than 100 new standards have heen developed ol are cu~lently under develop- 
ment in IS0 I C 106 through cooperative ploglams with the I 111. I hus co~lsidelable 
p~ogress has already been realized in dchieving the ultimate goal of a broad range 
of international specifications for dental materials dnct devices. 

The benefit of such specifications to the dental profession has been invaluable, 
consideling the wolldw~de supply and demand for dental materials, inst~uments, 
and devices. Dentists are provided with cliteria for selection that are i m p a ~ t ~ a l  ,lnd 
reliable. In other words, if dcnt~sts use primarily those materials that meet the 
app~opliate specifications, they can be confident that the nlaterials will be sa~isf~lc- 
tory. Plobdbly no o t h e ~  single fact01 has contributed as much to the high level of 
dental practice as has this specification program. Awareness by dental laboratory 
technicians and dentists of the requirements of these specifications is essential in 
recognizing the limitations of the dental materials with which they are working. As 
is discussed frequently in the chapters to follow, no dental material is perfect in its 
restorative role, just as no artificial arm or leg can serve as well as the original body 
member that it replaces. 

Research on dental materials supervised by the ADA Council on Scientific Affairs 
or other national standard organizations is of vital concern in this textbook on den- 
tal materials. The ADA specifications for dental materials are referred to throughout 
the following chapters, although specific details regarding the test methods 
employed are omitted For those products sold in other countries, the counterpart 
IS0 standards, if applicable, should be used as a reference source. It is assumed for 
the cliscussions in this textbook that the student has access to a collection of speci- 
fications and Acceptance Program guidelines of the ADA or other national or inter- 
national standards. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

[I/ the seven I S 0  TC 7 06 subcommittees '2nd 51 wor king gio~ips, which onc.5 arc rcsponsi- 

blc /or dirt,( t ,~nd rndiiect rcstor,~tive materials< 

I S 0  STANDARDS, SUBCOMMITTEES, A N D  WORKING GROUPS 
I S 0  Technical Committee 106 

In 2002 the Internal Organization for Standaldization had 224 TCs to develop 
standards for testing the safety 'lnd efficacy of dental products O l  these TCs, TC 
106 is the committee responsible for dental standards, terminology ~ ~ s c d  in stan- 
dards, methods of testing, and specifications applicable to matelials, instruments, 
applidnces and equiprne~~t  used in all branches of dentistry. 4 Lola1 number of 134 
IS0 dental standards have been published related to the TC and its subcommit- 
tees (SCs) and working groups (WGs). In 2002 representatives from 25 member 
countries and 20 observer countries were involved. There are seven subcommittees 
for IS0 standards involving dental products. The following subcomm~ttees cover 
all the dental products included in the IS0 standards program under the direction 
of TC 106. 

TC 106/SC1: Filling and Restorative Materials. 'I'he following 10 working groups 
are included: WGZ -Zinc oxide-eugenol cements and noneugenol cements; W G 2 1  
bndodontic materials; WC5-Pit and fissure sealantsf WG7-Amalgam/niercury; 
WC9-Resill-based filling materials; WC10-Dental luting cements, bases, atid lin- 
ers; WG11 -Adhesior~ test methods, WL'12-Resin-based cements; WC: 13- 
O~thodontic products; and W(:14-01thodontic elastics. 

TC 106/§C2: Pmsthodonfic Materials. 1 he follow~ng 17 wol kmg groups develop 
standards for piosthodontic material\ WCl-Dental celamlcs, W(,2-Dental base 
metal alloys, WGh-<:olor stab~llty test methods, W(;7-Imp~ession m,lle~~al\,  
WG8-Noble metal casting alloys, WC9-Synthetic polylne~ teelh, W(,lO- 
Iles~l~ent I~nlng materials, WC 1 1  - [Ientu~ e base polymers, W(;12-C,o11os1on test 
methods, W(;l ?-Investments, WC:74-[)ental b1a71iig n~ater~als, W(:lh-Polymer 
veneering and dle mate~lals, WC: 1 7-Ce arnlc denture teeth, W(:1 #-Dental waxes 
and baseplate waxes, W(,11)-Wear test methods, W(20-A1t1fjcral teeth, and 
WL21 -Metallic matel ials 

TC 106/SC3: Terminology. There are four working groups in SC3: WC;I- 
Harmonization of dental codes and abbreviations; WC2-Dental vocabulary (Revision 
of IS0 1942 and thematic coding of its terms); WG3-Communication and commu- 
nications; and WC4-Definition of new terms related to the needs of dental standards. 

TC 106/§C4: Denfal Instruments. The following six working groups are included 
in SC4: WCl-Dimensions of rotary instruments; WC5-Numbering system; 
WG7-Dental handpieces; WG8-Dental hand instruments; WC9-Root-canal 
instruments; and WGIO-Dental injection systems. 

TC 106/SC6: Dental Equipment. There are six working groups in SC6: WGI- 
Dental operating light, WC:2-Dentdl patient chair nnd dental unit, WC?-Dental 
opelator's stool; W(:5-Amnlgdmntors, dispensers and capsules; WG7-Powerect 
polymeri~ation activators, and WGS-Suction equipment. 
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TC 106/SC7: Oral Hygiene Products. The followirlg four working groups are 
included in SC7: WC1-Manual toothbrushes; WG2-Powered oral hygiene 
devices; WC3-Auxiliary oral hygiene products; and WG4-'l'oothpastes. 

TC 106/SC8: Dental Implants. The five working groups in SC8 are as follows: 
WG1 -Implantable materials; W(2-Preclinical biological evaluation and testing; 
WG3-Content of technical files; WC4-Mechanical testing; and WC5-Dental 
implants-Terminology. 

How Are I S 0  Standards Developed? 

Manufacturers, dental vendors, users, consumer groups, testing laboratories, gov- 
ernments, the dental profession, and research organizations provide input informa- 
tion and requirements for the development of standards. International 
standardization is market-driven and is based on voluntary involvement of all inter- 
ests in the marketplace. 

The need for a standard is usually expressed by an industry sector, which com- 
municates this need to a national member body. The latter proposes the new work 
item to the IS0 as a whole. Once the need for an International Standard has been 
established, the first phase involves definition of the technical scope of the future 
standard. This phase is usually carried out by worlzing groups, which comprise tech- 
nical expelts from countries interested in the subject. Once agreement has been 
reached on which technical aspects are to be covered in the standard, a second phase 
is entered, during which countries determine the detailed specifications within the 
standard. 'The final phase constitutes the formal approval of the resulting draft 
International Standard, by 75% of all voting membe~s, following which the agieed 
text is published as an IS0  Intel n n t i o i ~ ~ ~ l  Standa~d 

Most standarcfs requiie periodic levision because of lechnological evolution, new 
methods and materials, ncw quality tests, a ~ l d  new saiety requirements. io account 
for these facto~s, all IS0 standaids should he reviewed at intervals of not more than 
5 years On occasion, it is necessary to revise ,I standard earlier. 

OTHER DENTAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS 

'lhe work at  he National lnsl~tute of Sta~ldards and 'lechi~olo~gy in C~,tithersburg, 
Maryland, has stimulated comparable programs in other- countries. lhe A~ist~dlian 
De~ltal Standards Laboratory was established in 1936 (until 1973 this racility was 
known as the Commonu~ealth Bureau oj Dental Standards). H .K .  Worner and 
A.R. Docking, the first two directo~s, are recognized for their leadership in the devel- 
opment of the Australian specifications for dental materials. Other countries that 
have comparable organizations for developing standards and certifying products are 
Canada, Japan, France, Czech Republic, Germany, IHungary, Israel, India, Poland, 
and South Africa. Also, by agreement among the governments of Denmark, Finland, 
Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, the Scandinavian Institute of Dental Materials, better 
known as NlOM (Nordisk Institutt for Odontologisk Materialprsvning), was estab- 
lished in 1369 for testing, certification, and research regarding dental materials and 
equipment to be used in the five countries. NlOM became operational in 1973. 

Also in burope, the Comite Buropeen de Normalisation (CEN) established Task 
Group 55 to develop European standards. After the establishment of the European 
Economic Community, the CEN was given the charge to outline reco~nmenti~~tions 
of standards for ~neclical devices, including dental matei-ials. In fact, the proper term 
to describe denlal materials, dental implants, denlal inst~utnenls, and denlul equzpment 
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in Europe is r~ledi~ral d e u ~ ~ e s  used In denlzslry 'The Cb marking on product labels 
denotes the buropean mark of confo~mity with the Essential Requirements in the 
Medical I>evice [lirective that became effective on Janua~y 1, 1995 All medical 
devices marketed in the Luropean Union countries must have the CB mark of con- 
folmity For certain products, some couiltlies may enforce their own standards when 
othel countries or the international con~munity have not developed mutually 
acceptable requi~ements For example, Sweden restricts the use of niclzel in cast den- 
tal alloys because of biocompatibility concerns, whereas no such restriction applies 
to those alloys in the United States Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Nolway ale also sig- 
natories of the European Economic Area Agreement and require the C E  ~nalliiilg 
and NIOM's Notified Body registration numbel on medical device paclzdging 

An increasing number of universities in the llnited States and abroad have estab- 
lished lahorato~ies for research in dental materials. In the past few yeas, this source 
of bdbi~  i11fo11llatio11 011 the subjec~ has exceeded 111at of all other sources combined. 
Llntil recently, dental research activities in universities were centered solely in den- 
tal schools, with most of the investigations being conducted by the dental faculty. 
Now, however, research in dental materials is also being conducted in some univer- 
sities that do not have dental schools. This dental-oriented research in areas such as 
metallurgy, polymer science, materials science, engineering, and ceramics is being 
conducted in basic science departments. lhese expanding fields of research in den- 
tal materials illustrate the interdisciplinary aspects of the science. Since the final cri- 
terion for the success of any material or technique is its service in the mouth of the 
patient, countless contributions to this field have been made by dental clinicians. 
The observant clinician contributes invaluable information by his or her keen obser- 
vations and analyses of failures and successes Accurate record keeping and well- 
cont~olled practice procedules fo111i an excellent basis fol valunble clinical research 

I he impo~tance of clinical documentation f o ~  claims made relative to the in vivo 
performance of dental malcri,lls is now readily appalent l+ol example, the 
Acceptance Program of the Councll on Scientific Affairs requires clinical data, when- 
ever appropriate, to support the lahoratoly tests for- physical properties Lluring the 
past two decades there has been an escalation in the number of clinical investigations 
designed to conelate specific properties with clinical perf01 rnance criteria. These 
studies ale designed to establish the p~ecise behavior of a given material or system. 
In the chapte~s that follow, frequent ~eference is made to such investigations 

Another soulce of info~mation is derived from man~~factu~ers '  research laborato- 
lies. The fal-sighted manufactu~er recogniws the value of a resenlch laboratory rel- 
ative to the development anti p~oduction concl-ol of p~oducts, and unbiased 
information from such groups is particularly valuable Duling the writing of this 
textbook, as with the previous edition, the counsel of scientists from dental and 
noildental industries was called upon. In this way the product formulations 
described in the succeeding chapters reflect with greater accuracy the commercial 
materials used by the dentist. 

This diversity of research activity is resulting in an accelerating growth in the body 
of knowledge related to dental materials. 1:or example, in 1978 approximately 10% 
of all U.S support for dental research was focused on restorative dental materials. 
The percentage would no doubt be considerably higher if the money spent by indus- 
try for the development of new materials, instruments, and appliances were 
included. This growing investigative effort is resulting in a marked increase in the 
number of new materials, instruments, and techniques being introduced to the pro- 
fcssion. Fol these and othel leasons, an intimace knowledge of the p~opercies and 
behavior of dental mnterials is imperative if the modem dental practice is to remain 
abreast of changing developments. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

HOW 15 11 possible for dc~nfal materials th'lt have not been acc q3ied by the American 

Dental Assot ration to Oe sold to cknlists and ~onsurncrsc 

HOW SAFE ARE DENTAL RESTORATIVE MATERIALS? 

Specifications and starldards have been developed to aid producers, users, and con- 
sulnels in the evaluation of the safety and effectiveness of dental products. TIowever, 
the decis~on of produce~s to test their materials according to national and interna- 
tional standards is purely volunta~y The existence of mate~ials evaluation standards 
does not preclude anyone from manufacturing, marketing, buying, ol using dental 
o~ medical devices that do not meet these standards However, producers 01 mar- 
keters of products and devices are expected to meet the safety standards established 
for those products in the countries in which they are sold. Thus it is possible for a 
producer to be given premarket approval by the 1'DA to sell a dental device such as 
a dental restorative material without the device being approved by the ADA in accor- 
dance with the specification or Acceptance Program requirements Nevertheless, 
these agencies are becoming increasingly dependent on one another to ensure that 
all products marketed wol-ld-wide are safe and effective. 

No dental device (including restorative materials) is absolutely safe Safety is rela- 
tive, and the selection and use of dental devices or materials are based on the assump- 
tion that the benefits of such use far outweigh the known biological rislzs. However, 
there is always uncertainty over the probability that a patient will experience adverse 
effects f~orn  dental t~eatment. I he two main biological effects ale alle~gic ancl toxic 
~eactions Pa~acelsus (1 493-1 5411, a Swiss physician and alchemist, fo~mulated revo- 
lutiona~y p~illciples that have lemained nn integral p a t  ofthe ctunent field of toxic01 
ogy. 1 le stated thal "all s ~ ~ b s t ~ ~ n c e s  ale poisons, thele is none which is not a poison The 
light dose ciifferentiates a poison from zr ~emt,cly." (Chllo and Doull, 1991 ) 

The ninjo~ ioutes by which toxic agents ente~ the body a1c tll~ough the gastioin- 
teslinal tiact (ingestion), lungs (inhalation), skin (topical, pelcutaneous, or delnial) 
and parenteral routes (Klaassm nnd I:aton, 1911). l+,xposul-e to toxic agents can be sub- 
divided into acute (less than 24 h ~ ) ,  subacute (repeated, 1 month or less), subch~onic 
(1 lo 3 months), and chronic (longer than 3 months) ldor Inally toxic agents, the effects 
o l  a single exposure are diffe~enl from those associated with repeated exposures 

Like toxicity, chernical allergy may also he dose-dependent, hut it often results from 
low doses of chemical agents once sensitization has occurred. For a dental restorative 
material to produce an allergic reaction, most chemical agents or their metabolic prod- 
ucts function immunologically as haptens and combine with endogenous proteins to 
form an antigen The synthesis of sufficient numbers of antibodies takes 1 to 2 weeks. 
A later exposure to the chemical agent can induce an antigen-antibody reaction and 
clinical signs and symptoms of an allergy. Munksgaard (1 992) concluded that occupa- 
tional risks in dentistry are low and that patient risk for side effects of dental treatment 
is extremely low. Adverse reactions to dental materials have been reported to occui in 
only 0.14% of a general patient population (IZallus and Mjor, 1931) and in 0.33% of 
a prosthetic patient population (Hensten-Pettersen and lacobsen, 1331). 
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Structure of Matter and Principles of Adhesion 

Kenneth J. Anusavice 

OUTLINE 
Change of State 

lnteratomic Primary Bonds 

lnteratomic Secondary Bonds 

lnteratomic Bond Distance and Bonding Energy 

Thermal Energy 

Crystalline Structure 

Noncrystalline Solids and Their Structures 

Diffusion 

Adhesion and Bonding 

Adhesion to Tooth Structure 

KEY TERMS 

Acid-etching technique-Proccss of iouglienlng ,I solid surface by cxposrng it lo an nc id and 
thoroughly rlnsing the residclc to pioniotr mic iomcc li,inic al bontling of ,In atiliesive to thc 
surtatc 

Adherend-A m,ltcrlal substiate that is bonded to ctnother nidteilal Ily means ol an adhesive 
Adhesion-A niolec ular or atoni~c attrae t ~ o n  between two contacting s~irfaccs promoted by 

the interfacial force of attraction I~elwecn thc molccule5 or atoms ot two tl~fferenl species, 
adhesion may occur ~s c licniical dtlheslon, mcc h,lnital adhesion (stiuctuial interlocl<ing), 
or a combination of both types 

Adhesive-Subskince that proiriotes aclheslon of one substance or material to another 
Adhesive bonding-Process ot joining two mater~als by means of an adhesive agent that solid- 

ifies during the hondrng process 
Cohesion-Force of molecular attraction between molecules or atoms of the same species 
Contact angle-Angle o i  lntersectlon between a Iiquld and a surface of a solid that is meas- 

ured from the solrd surface through the liquid to the Iiquid/vapor tangent l ~ n e  originating at 
the term~nus of the I~quid/sol~d interface, used as a measure of wettabil~ty, whereby no wet- 
ting occurs at a contact angle of 180" and complete wettlng occurs at an angle of 0" 

Diffusion coefficient-Proportionality conslant representing the amount of a suk~stance dif- 
Cuslng through a unit area and a unit thicl<ness under the Influence of a unlt concentration 
gradient at a given temperature 

Glass transition temperature-Temperature at which a sharp increase in the thermal expan- 
sion cocCficlent occurs, lntlicating rncreased molecular mobillty 

Heat of vaporization-Thermal energy requ~red to convert a solid to a vapor 
Latent heat of fusion-Thermal energy recl~i~red to convcrt a solid to Ilcluitl 
Linear coefficient of expansion-liclative Ilneai change in length per unit of initldl length dur- 

ing heating of a 5olitl per "I< withln a sl)eclfied temperature range 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Melting temperature (melting point)-Equilibrium temperature at w h i ~ h  heating of a pure 
metal, compound, or eulectic alloy produces a change from ,I solid to liquid. 

Metallic bond-Primary bond between metal atoms. 
Micromechanical bonding-Mec1i;tnicnI ,~dhesion associatccl with bonding o l  an atlhcsive to 

a rouglieneti adherend surface. 
Self-diffusion-Thermally driven transfer of an atom to an adjacent lattice site in a crystal 

co~mposed of the same atomic species. 
Smear layer-Tenacious deposit of microsc:opic dcbris that covers enamel and dentin surfaccs 

that have heen prepared lor a restoration. 
Stress concentration-Statc of elevatcd stress in a solid caused by surface or internal tlefects 

or I)y marked changes in contour. 
Supercooled liquid-/\ liquid that has been cooled at a sulficiently rapid rate to a point below 

the temperature at which an ecjuilibrium phase change can occur. 
Surface tension-Interfacial tension, usually between a liquid and a solid surface, which 

occurs because of unbalanced intermolecular forces. 
Wettability-R~lative affinity of a liquid for the surface of a solid. 
Wetting-Relative interfacial tension between a liquid and a solid substrate that results in a 

contact angle of less than 90". 
Wetting agent-A surface-active substance that reduces the surface tension of a liquid to 

promote wetting or adhesion. 
Vacancy-Unoccupied atom lattice site in a crystalline solid. 
van der Waals forces-Short-range force of physical attraction (hat promotes adhesion 

between nlolecules of liquitls or molecular crystals. 

CHANGE OF STATE 

To gain an ~ ~ n d e r s t ~ ~ n d i n g  of dentdl ~naterials, wc must bcgin with 'I basic knowledge 
o l  their atomic or rnolecula~ structule and their behavior during handling and 11se 
in the oral envi~onment OLII scientific undelslanding of this behaviol 1s limited. 
Liecause environmental factors are clitically important for clinical success, cxtmpo- 
lation of in vitio infolmntion to the clinical (in vivo) situation shoulcl be 
approached with extrerne caution 

The pel-fo~niance of all dental niatelials, wllethe~ ceramic, polymeric, or metallic, 
is based on their atomic structuie 'I'he collective pllysical and chemical iedctions of 
the alonls dete~mine the p~operties of the ~i iate~ial  'I'herelole a short review of mat- 
ter is justified to lay a foundation lor '1 basic understanding of dental materials 

Atoms and molecules are held together by atomic interactions. When water boils, 
energy is needed to transform the liquid to vapor; this quantity of energy is known as 
the heat of vaporization. During condensation of water vapor, the same amount of 
heat is released to the environment, thus satisfying the conservation of energy. The 
heat of vaporization is defined as the amount of heat needed to evaporate 1 g of liq- 
uid to the vapor state at a given temperature and pressure For example, 540 cal of heat 
is required to vaporize 1 g of water at 100" C at a pressure of 1 atm. Thus we can con- 
clude that the gaseous state possesses more kinetic energy than does the liquid state. 

Although molecules in the gaseous state exert a certain amount of mutual attrac- 
tion, they can move readily because of their high kinetic energy. This also explains 
why gaseous molecules need to be confined to avoid dispersion. Atoms present in a 
liquid can also diffuse, but because their mutual attractions are greater in the liquid 
state than in the gaseous state, kinetic energy of the liquid must be incleased to 
achieve separation. If the ltinetic energy of a liquid decreases sufficierltly when its 
tempelatuse is decreased, n second transformation in state may occul and the licluid 
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may change to a solid. Kinetic energy is released in the for111 of heat when the liq- 
uid freezes. In this instance, the energy released is known as tllc latent heat of 
filsion. For example, when 1 g of water Geezes, 80 cal of heat are released. If I g of 
a solid is changed to a liquid, the reverse is tuue and an input of energy is required. 
]:or pure metals and some other solids, the temperature at which this change occurs 
is known as the melting temperature. 

Because energy is required for the transfor~nation fr-om a solid to a licluicl state, 
the attraction between atoms (01- molecules) in the solid state must be greater than 
that in either the liquid or the gaseous state. If this were not true, atoms would sep- 
arate easily. In acidition, metals would deform readily, and they could exist in the 
vapor phase at low temperatures. 

The temperature at which a licluid boils or solidifies depeilds partly on environ- 
mental pressure. A liquid can vaporize (or evaporate) at ally temperature between 
its Ereezing and boiling points, provided that the space above the liquid is not 
already saturated or supersaturated with the vapor. Within a closed container, as the 
vapor density above the liquid increases, the vapor pressure produced by the mole- 
cules in the gaseous state also increases. This vapor density, as well as the resulting 
vapor pressure, attains a constant value in equilibrium, because the molecules enter 
and leave the liquid phase at an equal rate. It is possible for some solids to trans- 
form directly to a gas phase through the process of sublimation. Ilowever, this phe- 
nomenon is of little practical importance with respect to dental materials. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Wl7ith types of pr~mary hnnrlq control the propertie5 of dental resins and cast alloys? 

INTERATOMIC PRIMARY BONDS 

Thc fo~ces that hold atoms togelhcr ale cnlled colieslve foices Ihc\e Intelatolnnc 
bonds may be clnsslfied as primn~y o~ secondaly The stlellgtll of thcse bonds and 
the11 a b ~ l ~ t y  to ~ e f o r ~ n  aftel brralzage detelmlne the pliys~cal plopertIe5 of a lndtelrni 
Pi~rnn~y atorruc ho~lds ( I  ig 2 1) nldy be of three d~ffe~ent  types (1 )  ionic, ( 2 )  cova- 
lent, and (3) rrletall~c 

Bsnic Bonds 

Ionic bonds (Fig. 2-1, A) result from the mutual attraction of positive and negative 
charges. '1 he classic example is sodium chloride (Na+CIP). Because the sodium atom 
contains one valence electron in its outer shell and the chlorine atom has seven elec- 
trons in its outer shell, the transfer of the sodium valence electron to the chlorine 
atom results in the stable compound NaCI. Ionic bonds result in crystals whose 
atomic configuration is based on a charge and size balance. In dentistry, ionic bond- 
ing exists in certain c~ystalline phases of some dental materials, such as gypsum and 
phosphate-based cements. 

Covalent Bonds 

In many chemical compounds, two valence electrons are shared by adjacent atoms 
(Fig. 2-1, R) .  Ihe hydrogen molecule, H2, is an example o l  covalent bonding. The 
single vdle~lce electron in each hydrogen atom is shared with that of the other 
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Electron 
orbit 

B 

Fig. 2-1 A, l on~c  bond formatron-t hara~terrzed by 
electron transfer from one element (pos~t iw) to another 
(ncgatlve) B, Covalent bond format~on-characterrzed by 
electron shar~ng and very p r e ~ ~ s e  bond orlentations 
C, Metall~c bond forniation-characiertzed hy electron "Gas" of 

shar~ng and iorrnairon of a "gasu or "clou~l" 0, ele~trons c 
electrons 

that bonds the atoms (wh~ch become posltlvely charged 
because of the elrctron gas formation) together In a 
lat t rc~ (Courtesy of K J Soderholm ) 

Fig. 2-2 Carlmn .>lorn witlh ,in st-,' orhit ioi.rnatioti. Tlhis type of hybrid 
corifig~iraiion is also c-ornrnori frjr silicon. i('ourte5y of I<-J. Siitiel-holm.) 

combining atom, and the valence shells become stable. Covaler~t ho~lding occurs in 
many organic conipouncls, such as dental ~esins, in which the cornpourids link to 
form the backbone structure of hydrocarbon chains. The carbon atom has four 
valence electrons forming an sp3 hybrid configuration (Fig. 2-2) and can be stabi- 
lized by combining with hydrogen. A typical characteristic of covalent bonds is their 
directional orientation. 

Metallic Bonds 

The third type of primary atomic interaction is the metallic bond (Fig 2-1, C:), 
which results from the increased spatial extension of valence-electron wave func- 
tions when an aggregate of metal atoms is brought close together. This type of bond- 
ing can be understood best by studying a metallic crystal such as pure gold. Such a 
crystal consists only of gold atoms. Like all other metals, gold atoms can easily 
donate electio~ls from their outel shell and form n "cloud" of free electrons. 'l'he 
contribution of free electrons to this cloud results in the formation of positive ions 
that can be ~leutralized by accluirjng new valence electrons fi-om adjacent atoms. 
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liecause of their ability to donate and recover- electrons, atoms in metal crystal 
exist as clusters of positive metal ions surrounded by a cloud of eleclro~ls This st~uc- 
ture is responsible fou the excellent electrical and thermal conduclivity of metals and 
also for their ability to deform plastically. The electrical arid thermal conductivities 
of metals are coiltlolled by the ease with which the free electrons can move through 
the crystal, whereas their defor-mability is associated with (he slip of atonis along 
c~ystal planes. DUI-ing slip deformation, electrons easily regroup to retain the cohe- 
sive nature of the metal. 

INTERATOMIC SECONDARY BONDS 

In contrast with primary bonds, secondary bonds (I'ig. 2-3) do not share electrons. 
Instead, charge variatio~ls among molecules or atomic groups induce polal- forces 
that attract the molecules. Since there are no primary bonds between water and 
glass, it is initially difficult to understand how water drops can bond to an automo- 
bile windshield when they freeze to ice crystals. Ilowever, the concepts of hydrogen 
bonding and secondary bonding-two types of bonds that exist between water and 
glass-allow us to explain this adhesion phenomenon. 

'ydrogen Bonding 

Ilydrogen bonding can be understood by studying a water molecule (Fig 2-4). 
Attached to the oxygen atom are two hydrogen atoms. 'l'hese bonds are covalent 
because the oxygen and hydrogen atoms share electrons. As a consequence, the pro- 
tons of the hydrogen atoms pointing away from the oxygen atom are not shielded 

Fig. 2-3 Secontlary I ~ o n d  formallon ('h,>rgc 
v~ r i~ i l i ons  along molecules inrlucc polar 
for( es that ,Ittr,lc t olhcr molecules. (Courtesy 
oi' I<-]. Siiderholrn.) 

Fig. 2-4 I-lydrogen bond format~on between water 
molcculcs The polar w,tter molcc ulc lies up ,rtll,~ccnt 

Differences in electron densities 
result in charge variations 
along the molecule 

w~tter molcc ulcs via an Ha.@(> inter,lc[ion between 
molecules. (Coul-tesy of K-J. Siiclerholm.) 
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efficiently by the electrons, and the proton s ~ d e  of the watel n~olecule is positively 
charged On the opposite side of the water molecule, the elect1 ons that fill the outer 
orbit of the oxygen dtoin piovide '1 negative charge 111~1s a permanent dipole exists 
that repiesents an asyrnrnetiic ~nolecule The hydrogen bond, which is associated 
with the positive charge of hydrogen caused by poldii~ation, is an important exam- 
ple of this type of secondary bonding 

When a watel molecule intermingles with other watel molecules, the hydrogen 
(positive) portion of one molt~cule is attiacted to the oxygen (negative) portion of 
its neighbo~~ng molecule and hydrogen b~idges are foiined Polarity of t h ~ s  nature 
is Inll.>oitaut in accountirlg lo1 the ~nterrnoleculnl reactions in many organic com- 
pounds, such as the sorption of water by synthetic dental iesins 

Van der Waals Forces 

Van der Waals forces form the basis of a dipole attraction (Fig. 2-5). For example, 
in a symmetric molecule, such as an inert gas, the electron field constantly fluctu- 
ates. Normally, the electrons of the atoms are distributed equally around the 
nucleus and produce an electrostatic field around the atom. However, this field may 
fluctuate so that its charge becomes momentarily positive and negative, as shown in 
Figure 2-5. A fluctuating dipole is thus created that will attract other similar dipoles 
Such interatomic forces are quite weak. 

INTERATOMIC BOND DISTANCE A N D  BONDlNG ENERGY 
Bond Distance 

Regardless of the type of matter, thetc 1s a limiting fact01 t h ~ t  pievents the atoms 01 

molecules from approachnig each other too closely This factoi 1s the d ~ s t ~ ~ n c e  
between the center of '111 atom anci lbal o l  nelghbol, which 1s I~mittxl by the 
d~nmetei of the atoms rnvolved Although the ,\toin is lledled as n disc~ete pa~ticle 
w ~ t h  bounda~les and volume, its bounda~~es  ale estahl~shed by the elect~ostat~c 
f~elds of the electrons If the atoms approach too closely, [hey ale lepelled fiom each 
otlle~ by the11 elect~on charges 0 1 1  the other hnnd, fo~ces o la l l~act~on tend to dlaw 
the dtoms togethe1 I lie p o s ~ t ~ o ~ i  at wh~ch these fo~ces of ~ c p u l \ ~ o n  dlld dttiaction 
heconle equdl 111 inagn~tude (hut opposlte In d ~ ~ e c t ~ o n )  1s the eclurl~b~iunl posltlon 
oi the ntoms shown In I Igure 2-6 In thr\ pos~tion, the ~epel l~ng folccs are equal rn 
~nagnitude to the attlactlng fo~ces Atom 5 c,tn he d~splaced to p o \ ~ t ~ o n  B' by a dls 
tu~brng n~echan~cal, theimal, ol electi~cal fo~ce A foice may also cause the atoms to 
move more closely together ( p o s ~ t ~ o n  B" In Ilg 2-6) As the forces of attraction 

Fig. 2-5 Flu~tuat~ng d~po le  that b1nd5 Inert 
gas rnolecules together The arrows show how 
[hc iieltls may flu( t ~~ ,~ t t>  so [tiat the cllargcs 
hccomc momentarily positivc ant1 negative. 
(Courtesy of I<-J. Siitierholrn.) 
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\ Attractive force 

Fig. 2-6 Attractive arid repulsive forces 
balance each other, and atom B attains its 
equilibrium posilion. (Courtesy of K-J. 
Soderholm.) 

Attractive force 
C- 

Repulsive force 

increase, the interatomic space decreases. On the other hand, the forces of repulsion 
~emain  relatively inactive until the atoms are sufficiently close to each other. 'I he 
sum or resultant of the ~ w o  forces is indicated by the brolzen line in Figures 2-6 and 
2-7. The ~esultant fo~cc  in Flgu~e 2-6 heco~nes zelo, that is, the magnitudes of the 
two lo~ces nle equal at the ~nte~section of the broken line with the ho~i~orl tnl  axis 
At ecl~iilibnurn, the intelatomic distd~lce represents the ciistancc. between the centers 
ot the atoms involved (distance a in b ~ g  2-7). 

Resultant force 

Fig. 2-7 When the equilibrium position is 
reached, the interatomic distance is a. If [he 
alom is moved from this position, either n 
negative (repulsive) or a positive (nltractive) 
force is rerluiretl to move thc alom bat I< to ils 

Interatomic distance 

Resultant force = 0, 
which results in an 
interatomic distance 
equal to a 

I 

ecluilibrium position as shown in Fig. 2-6. 
(Courtesy of K-J. Siidcrliolrn.) 
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Bonding Energy 

Because conditions of equilibrium are usually described in terms of energy rather 
than interatomic forces, the relationships in I:igure 2-7 can he more logically 
explained in terms of interatomic energy. According to the laws of physics, energy 
can be defined as a force integrated over a distance. If the resultant force (F), repre- 
sented by the dashed line in Figure 2-7, is integrated over the interatomic spacing 
(a), the graph shown in 1:igure 2-8 will result. 'l'he horizontal axis in Figure 2-8 rep- 
resents the i~lteratoinic distance, and the interato~nic or bonding energy is plotted 
on the vertical axis. In contrast with the resulta~lt force plotted in Figure 2-6, the 
energy does not change a great deal initially as two atoms come closer together. As 
the resultant force approaches zero (see Fig. 2-7), the energy decreases (see Fig. 2-8). 
The energy finally reaches a minimum when the resultant force becomes zero. 
'I'hereaCter the energy increases rapidly (see Fig. 2-8), because the resultant repulsive 
force (see Fig. 2-7) increases rapidly with little change in interatomic distance. Tl'he 
minimal energy corresponds to the condition of equilibrium and defines the equi- 
librium interatomic distance. 

THERMAL ENERGY 

Thermal energy is accounted for by the kinetic energy of the atoms or molecules at 
a given temperature The atoms in a crystal at tempelatules above absolute zero are 
in a constant state of vibration, and the average amplitude is dependent on the tem- 
perature The higher the temperature, the greater the amplitude and, consequently, 
the greater the kinetic or intelnal energy Further consideration of 1 igures 2-7 and 2- 
8 can provide add~tional lntelpletatlons of these phenomena 

Tor a certain tempelatule, the minimal energy occur5 at equ~l~briurn and 1s 
denoted by the lowest point of the curve in I rgure 2-8 As the tempercltule mcleases, 
tllc amplitude of the atolulc (01 molecula~) vlblatron ~ncreasys it follows also ahat 
h e  m e m  ~nteidtornic spaclng ~ncleases (see I lgs 2 8 and 2 9), as well '1s the inter- 
nnl energy The overall effect represents the phenomenon known as therrnal expan- 
uon (Fig 2-9) 

If the ternpeiritu~e cont~nues lo Increase, the Intelatornic spaclng w~l l  ~ncrease 
and cveilt~~dlly a cllange of state w~l l  occu~ A solid changes to a l~cluld, and the liq- 
L I I ~  ~ ~ i h ~ e q ~ l e ~ l t l y  cllnnges to a vapoi It fc>llows frorn T igu~e  2-9, A and B, that the 
deepel [he lowest point of the culve, the greater the amount of energy ieclu~red to 

a, +- 
Fig. 2-8 By multiplying Ihc force shown in Fig. + 
2-7 by the atomic displacement from its 
ec l~~ i l i l~ r ium position, Ilic cncrgy cliange can bc 
plotted as a func:tion of displncenient in eithcr I zero energy 

dircc~ion. (Courtesy of K-J. Sijderholm.) I 
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Interatomic 
distance 

X 
P 
a, 
s 
a, 

B 
P 

Fig. 2-9 The depth of the cnergy curve IS 
4.- 
0 

determ~ned by the magn~tude of the attractwe- F2 a, + 
s repuls~ve forces Thus for a shallower curve 6, less - 

energy 15 necdcd lo separate the aloms than for 
deeper curve A. (Courtesy of K-J Soderholn~ ) 

achieve melting and boiling and, consequently, the higher the melting and boiling 
temperatuies By the same reasoning, it can be argued that the lower the minimum 
value o l  the energy curve is, the lower the thermal expansion pel degree of Lernper- 
n tu~e  increase, hecause the interatomic spaclng does 1101 l~ecessnrily inciease '1s the 
depth of thc l~ough increnses. In o t h e ~  words, the linear coefficielat of thermal 
expansion (tx) of materials with simil'lr atomic 01 moleculal stnictures tcnds to be 
inversely proportional to the melting tempeiature 

rigtires 2-7 and 2-8 illustlate another intere5ting relalronship between n~elcing 
temperature and [he force ~ecluired to move atoms away from thcil equilib~ium spac- 
ing. As shown in Figule 2-7, the net force 01-1 the atoms at the ecluilihliurn spacing is 
Lelo, but small displacements result in 1-'lpidly increasrng forces that rnamtaln the 
ecluilibrium spacing The stillness of the material is ploportional to the late of cl~ange 
of the force, with a change in displacement measu~ed by the slope oC thc net force 
curve near at interatomic distance equal to a. A greater slope of the force curve versus 
distance implies n narrower, deeper trough in the erlergy versus distance curve (see Fig. 
2-8). Hence a high melting point is usually accompanied by a greater stiffness. 

Thermal conductivity is related to interatomic spacing only to the extent that the 
heat is conducted from one atom or molecule to the next as adjacent basic structural 
units are affected by the kinetic energy of their neighbors. I lowevei-, the number of 
"free" electrons in the material influences its thermal conductivity. As discussed pre- 
viously, metallic structures such as dental casting alloys and dental amalgams con- 
tain many free electrons, and most metals are effective conductors of heat as well as 
electricity. On the other hand, nonmetallic materials, such as resin-based compos- 
ites and denture acrylics, do not contain many free electrons, and consequently, they 
are generally poor thermal and electrical conductors. 

The preceding principles represent gcneral~ties, , ~ n d  exceptions do occur 
Nevertheless, they allow us to estimate the influence of temperature on the propel- 
ties of most of the dental materials to be discussed in subsecluent chnpters. 
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CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

W h ~ c h  dental substances clre examples of c~ystallrne ~i~atenals! Wt11ch are noncryst~~ll~ne 

materials! Whlcl? dre (o~nh~nnt ions ot ( rystalline and noncrystall~ne 1nate11,11s! 

CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE 

'I hus fa ,  for the purpose of explaining specific concepts, we have generally assumed 
the presence o l  only two atoms o~ molecules. Dental matelials consist of many m ~ l -  
lions of such units. But how are the stn~ctulal units arranged in a solid, and how 
they are held together? In 1665, Robert Hoolze (1615-1703) simulated the charac- 
teristic shapes of crystals by stacking muslzet balls in piles It  was 250 years later 
berole anyone knew that he had created an exact moctel of the crystal structure of 
many familiar metals, with each ball representing an atom. 

Atoms are bonded to each other by either primary or secondaly forces In the 
solid state, they combine in a manner that ensures minimal internal energy. For 
example, sodium and chlorine share one electron, as previously described. In the 
solid state, howevel; the atoms do not simply form only pairs; in fact, all of the pos- 
itively charged sodium ions attract all of the negatively charged chlorine ions. The 
result is that they form a regularly spaced configuration known as a space lattice or 
crystal A space lattice can be defined as any arrangement of atoms in space in which 
every atom is situated similarly to every other atom Space lattices may be the result 
of primary or secondary bonds. 

'rllere are 14 possible lattice types or forms, but many of the metals used in den- 
tistry belong to the cubic system, that is, the atoms crystallize in cubic a~~angements. 
The simplest cubic space lattice is shown in 1;igule 2-10, with the spheres replesent- 
ing the positions of the atoms. Their positions are located at the points of inte~sec- 
tion of thief sets of palallel planes, each set being perpendiculai to tl1c other two 
sets of planes. These planes are often referled to as crystal planes All dental amal- 
gams, cast alloys, w~ouglit metals, gold foil, and dental amalgam are crystalline. 
Some pure celamlcs, such as alumina , ~ n d  zirconia coie ceramics, are entirely crys- 
talline. Other ceramics, such as dcntal porcelains, consist of noncrystalline glass 
matrix and crystalline inclusions that provide desired propelties, including color, 
opacity, and i~lc~eases i r i  thermal expansion coefficients, ~adiopacity, strength, and 
fr acture tough~less 

Fig. 2-10 Sirnple cubic sp,tcc latlice. (Courtcsy 
o i  K-J. Siiderholm.) 
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Shown in Figure 2-11, A, is one unit cell of the simple cubic space lattice I he cells 
are repeated in three-dimensional space, as indicated in rigure 2-10 Tl l~e  simple 
cubic arrangements are shown in I igures 2- 10 and 2- 11, A .  The arrangements shown 
in Figure 2-11, H and C, represent the cubic space lattices of practical impo~tance. 
Also, Figures 2-10 and 2-11 are diagrammatic only The atoms ale actually closely 
paclzed so that the interatomic spacing is equal to  the sum of their radii. The  close^ 
packing airallgernent for a model of a body-centered cubic structure is shown in 
rigure 2-12, and a similar model for a face-centeied cubic lattice is pictured 
in Figure 2- 1 3. 

The type of space lattice is defined by the length of each of t h ~ e e   nit cell edges 
(called the a x r ~ ~ )  and the angles between the edges. 1 or example, the cubic space 

Fig. 2-11 Single cclls of cul)ic 5r)atc Iallices. A, Simple c-ubic 
B, Body-ccntrrcxtl tubic. C, Face-cer1tere.d cubic. (Courtesy of 
K-I. Siiderholm.) 

Fig. 2-12 Model of a body-centered cubic crystal. (Courtesy o l  K-I. 
Siiderholm.) 
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Fig. 2-14 Other iirnpIr> 1,liLic.c types of t l rnh l  interr5t. A, Rhoml~oheclral. B, Orthorlloml~ic. 
C, Monoc linic. D, Iriclillic.. E, T(>II-agondl. F, Sirnplc hexagon.~l. G, ('loicl-patkc.d I i ( ~ x ~ l g o n ~ I .  
H, IKIholrll~ic. f io~tl-te5y of  /<-I.  Sii(lrrholtn.) 

lattice (see i . 1 ~  2-11, A )  is chn~actei~xcd by axes that are all of equal length and mecl 
a t  90 degree dngles Orhel types of space lattices are d~dgrarr~mcd in I igurc 2-14, 

NONCRYSTALLINE SOLIDS AND THEIR STRUCTURES 

Structures other than crystalline foims can occur in the solid state For example, 
some of the waxes used by a dentist or laboratory technician may solidify as amor- 
phous materials so that the molecules are distributed at random. Even in this case, 
there is a tendency for the arrangement to be regular. 

Glass is also cons~dered to be a noncrystalline solid, because its atotns tend to 
develop a short-range order instead of the long-range order characteristic of crys- 
talline solids. The ordered arrangement of the glass is more or less locally inter- 
spersed with a considerable number of disordered units. Because this arrangement 
is also typical of liquids, such solids are sometimes called supercooled liquids. 

A resin-based composite consists of a resin matrix, filler particles, and an organic 
coupling agent t11'1t bonds the filler pctrticles to the resin matrix. In some cases, the 
filler particles are made from radiopaque glasses that ale nonc~ystalline. Composites 
have a nonc~yst~~lllne rnat~ix and may or may not contain crystalline filler pa~ticles. 
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lhe  structural ~itrangements of the no~lc~ys t~~l l ine  solicis do not replesent such 
low internal erlelgles as do clystalline alrangements of the s'lme atoms and mole- 
cules. Noncrystalline solids do not have a clefinite melting temperntule, but rather 
they gradually soften as the temperature is raised. I he tempelature at which there is 
an abrupt incrense in the thelmal expansion coefficient, inciicating incleased molec- 
ular mobility, is called the glass transition temperature (T ) ancl it is clldracleristic 

g 
of the particular glassy structule Occasionally, the term is shorteneci LO glass tem- 
perature. Below 'I o, the glassy structure loses its fluid charactel-istics and has signifi- 
cant resistance tX shear defolmation Synthetic dental resins ale examples of 
materials that often have glassy structures 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Why are mercury and gdllrrlm of interest as components of direct restor'thve materials? 

Diffusion of molecules in gases and liquids is well known. However, molecules or 
atoms diffuse in the solid state as well. As previously described, the atoms in a space 
lattice are constantly in vibration about their centers. 'l'he average kinetic energy of 
vibration over the entire crystal is related to the temperature. At absolute zero the 
vibration ceases, the energy becomes zero, and the atom occupies the center of 
vibration (see Fig. 2-9). At any ternpel-ature above the absolute zero temperature 
(-273" C), atorns (or molecules) of a solid possess some lzi~letic energy. An under- 
standing of diffilsion in a solicl I-ecluires two new concepts. 

The first concept pertaining to cliffusion in a solid is that all [he atoms do not 
possess the same amount of energy. Rathel; there is a distribution of atolns with a 
particular energy that varies from very low to high, with the aver-age ener-gy related 
to the ahsolute zero temperature. Even at very low temperatures, some atorns have 
high energies. 

If the energy of a particular atom exceeds the bonding energy, it can move to 
another position in the lattice. In a noncrystalline solid with only short-range ordel-, 
there is a strong probability that a high-energy atom will he located adjacent to a 
vacant position. 

'I'he second concept required to describe solid-state diff~~sion in clystalline solids 
is the fact that at any temperature above the absolute zero temperature, there are a 
finite number of missing atoms (called vacancies), representing open areas through 
which diffusion can occur. Atoms change position in pure, single-element solids 
even under equilibrium conditions; this process is Iznown as self-diffusion. 
I Iowever, self-diffusion is generally not of practical importance, because no visible 
or measurable dimensional changes occur. As with any diffusion process, the atoms 
or molecules diffuse in the solid and liquid states in an attempt to reach an equi- 
librium state. For example, sugar molecules in solution tend to diffuse to achieve a 
uniform concentration. As discussed later, a concentration of atoms in a metal can 
also be redistributed through the diffusion process. 

Diffusion may also occur in the other direction to produce a concentration of 
atoms in a solution. For example, if the sugar in the water becomes supersatu- 
rated, the molecules of sugar diffuse toward each other, and the sugar crystallizes 
out of solution. In the same manner, too many copper atoms in a solid alloy of 
copper and silver may cause supersaturation and diffusion of the copper atoms 
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to increase the concentration of copper locally, causing them to p~ecipitate out of 
solution. 

Diffusion rates for a giver1 substance depend mainly on temperature and the 
cllemical potential gradient or concentration gradient. The highel the temperature 
or the higher the chemical potential gradient, the greater the rate of diff~lsion. '1  he 
diffusion late varies with the concentlation g~adients, atom size, interatornic or 
intermolecular bonding, and lattice imperfections. 'Thus diffe~ent dental inaterials 
exhibit a range of characteristic diffusion lates. The diffi~sion collstant that is 
unlquely charactelistic of a given elernent in a compound, clystal, 01 alloy is Itnow11 
as the diffusion coefficient, usually designated as 11. lhe  diffusion coefficient is 
defined as the amount of a substance that diffuses across a given unit area (e.g., 1 
cm2), through a unit thickness of the substance (e.g., 1 cm), in one unit of time (e.g , 
1 sec). In general, the diffusion coefficient of a pule metal is related to its melting 
temperature; that is, the lower its melting point, the greater its diffusion coefficient 

The diffusion coefficients of elements in most crystalline solids at room temper- 
ature are very low. Diffusion in dental alloys is so slow at room temperature that it 
cannot be detected in a practical sense, however, at temperatures only a few hundred 
degrees higher, the properties of the metal change marlzedly by atomic diffusion. 
Diffusion in a noncrystalline material may occur at a more rapid rate, and often may 
be evident at loom or body temperature. 'lhe disordered structure enables the mol- 
ecules to diffuse more rapidly with less activation energy. Some metals melt at tern- 
peratures below mouth temperature. For example, the melting points of mercury 
and gallium are -38.36" C (-37 05" F) and 29.78" C (85.60" F) respectively. Thus, 
because the diffusion rate of these atoms into solid alloy particles may be fairly 
lapid at int~aoral trmpeiatule, new rnet'll compounds can be formecl that may be 
useful as direct rrstolative matelials. 

ADHESION A N D  BONDING 

'The phenomenon o f  adhesion applies to many situatio~ls 111 de~lt~stry Fol exanple, 
leakage adjacent to dental ~estorativc rnateiials results from an insuffic~c~lt o~ ~ncom- 
plete c~dllesion Thc retcntron of drtificinl denlures 1s probably dependent, to somc 
ex~ent, on ndhesion between the der l t~ l~e  and saliva nnd between (he saliva and soft 
(issue Cc~tainly, the attachment ot plaque or calculus to toot11 structule can be par- 
tially explained hy an 'ldhesion mrchanism Therefole, an understarilding of the fun- 
da~nental prlnclples associated wrth (he phenomenon is essential to the dcntisl 

When two substances ale brought into ~nlimate contact with each oihe~,  the mol- 
ecules of one substance adhere, or are att~acted to, molecules of the other substance. 
'This force is called adhesion when unlike molecules are attracted and cohesion when 
molecules of the same kind are attracted. The material or film used to cause adhesion 
is known as the adhesive; the material to which it is applied is called the adherend. 

In a broad sense, adhesion is simply a surface attachment process. The term adhe- 
sion is usually qualified by specification of the type of intermolecular attraction that 
may exist between the adhesive and the adherend. 

Mechanical Bonding 

Strong attachment of one substance to another can also be accomplished by 
mechanical bonding or retention rather than by molecula~ attraction. Such struc- 
tural retention may be gloss in nature, as seen hy applications involving the use of 
screws, bolts, or ~~llclercuts Mechar-rical bonding may also involve rnole subtle mech- 
c ~ ~ l i s ~ n s  such ns the pcnetration of the adhesive into micloscopic or subrnicloscopic 
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irregularities (e.g., crevices and poles) in the surface of the substrate A fluid or 
slightly viscous liquid adhesive is best suited for such a p~ocedure, because it readily 
penetrates into these su~face defects. On hardening, the numerous adhesive projec- 
tions enlbedded in the adherend surface provide the anchorage for mechanical 
attdchment (retention) 

l his micromechanical bonding lnechanisrn has been commonly used in den- 
tistry because of the absence of truly adhesive cements or lestorative materials. For 
example, retention of cast restorations, such as a cast gold alloy clown ol a base 
riietal erldodontic post ,~nd cole, is enhanced by ~necllanical allachment of the 
cementing agent into irregularities that exist on the internal surface of the casting 
and those that are present in the adjoining tooth structule. 

A more recent example of mechanical bonding is that of resin (plastic) restorative 

nlate~ials Because these resins do not have the capability of truly adhering to tooth 
structure, leakage adjacent to the restoration may occur Such leakage patterns con- 
tribute to marginal stain, secondary caries, and irritation of the pulp. A specific tech- 
nique must be used to minimize the risks associated with deleterious agents that may 
migrate toward the pulp. Before insertion of the resin, the enamel of the adjoining 
tooth structure is exposed to phosphoric acid for a short peiiod. This is referred to as 
the acid-etching technique. The acid produces minute pores and other irregularities in 
the enamel surface into which the resin subsequently flows when it is placed into the 
preparation. On hardening, these resin projections provide improved mechanical 
retention of the restoration, thereby reducing the possibility of interfacial leakage. 

The acid-etching technique is an example of how bonding between a dental 
material and tooth structure can be achieved thlough mechanical mechanisms, 
rather than through molecular adhesion. This process is sometimes referled to as 
"mic~o~necl~an~cal  bonding." 'lhe plinciples of ;ldhesion anci the factors associated 
with chis phenomenon are discussed f~nthei in the, following sections. 

Surface Energy 
Tor adhesion to exlst, the sulfaces J ~ L I ~ L  be attlnc~ed to onc anothei at the11 intc~f,lce 
Such '3  c o n d ~ t ~ o n  may cx~sl 1cgalciles4 of the phases (sol~d, I ~ q u ~ d ,  oi gas) con~plls- 
ing the two suifaces, w~tl l  the exceptron that adhes~on hetwcen two gases 1s not 
expected, because they lack an ~rite~face 

The enelgy at the su~face of '1 solid rs g~catel tllan ~hn t  of rts lrllellol bor example, 
consider the space lattrcc shown In ~ g ~ ~ l e  2-1 5 l~lslde thc Iattrce, all the atom4 ale 
equally attlacted to one anotllel Tlle ~nte~alomlc d~slances are equal, and the enelgy 

Surface atom (8) 

Fig. 2-15 Cornparlng an atom under the 
surface (A) wilh one on the \urf,itc (5) reveals 
[hat a bond balantc cx~sts around Interior 
atom A. w h ~ l r  surface dlom 5 15 free to 
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is minirnal. At the suriace of the lattice, the energy is greater because the outermost 
atoms are not eclually attracted i n  all directions, as diagrammed in Figure 2-15. 'l'he 
interior atom A has a balanced an-ay of nearest neighbors surrounding it, w1ic:reas 
surface atom I3 has an unbalanced number- of adjacent atoms. 

The increase in energy per unit area of surface is referred to as the surf<~ce energy 
or surface tension. A soap fill11 COII~I-acts, and drops of a liquid form spherical 
shapes by minimizing surface area because this surface tension condition represents 
the state of lowesl energy. 

The surface atoms of a solid tend to form bonds to other atoms in close proxirn- 
ity lo the surface and reduce the surface energy of the solid. This attraction across 
the interface between unlilte molecules is called adhesion. For example, molecules 
in the air may be attracted to the suuiace and become adsol-beci on the material sur- 
face. Silvel-, plat in~~m, and gold adsorb oxygen readily. For gold, the honding forces 
are of the secondary type; but in the case of silver, the attraction may be controlled 
by chemical or primary bonding, and silver oxide may form. 

When primary bonding is involved, the adhesion is termed chemisorption, as com- 
pared with physical bonding by van der Waals forces. In chemisorption, a chemical 
bond is formed between the adhesive and the adherend. An example of this type of 
adhesion is an oxide film formed on the surface of a metal or a layer of solder 
bonded to a metallic substrate. Thus, van der Waals forces are weaker than primary 
bonding because they are intermolecular rather than intramolecular. 

The development of van der Waals forces invariably precedes chemisorption. As 
the distance between the adhesive and the adherend diminishes, primary bonding 
may become effective. However, chemisorption is limited to the monolayer of adhe- 
sive present on the adherend. 7'he surface energy and the adhesive qualities of a 
given solid can be reduced by any surface impurity, such as adsorbed gas, an oxide, 
or human st~cretions. The functional chemical groups available or the type, of crys- 
tal plane of a space lattice presenl at the s~~rfacc  rnay afkct lhe surf'lce energy. I n  
summary, thc grt.atc.1- the surface energy, the grr;rtrl- the capacity lor adhesion. 

CRITICAL QUESTBON 

M What cot)dit~ons are ncc essary to achieve the stronge51 levc~l o/ bonding? 

It is difficult to force two solid suriaces to adhere Regardless of how srnooth these 
surfaces may appear, they are likely to be extremely rough when viewed on an 
atomic or molecular scale. Consequently, when they are placed in apposition, only 
the "peaks" or asperities are in contact. Because these areas usually constitute only 
a small percentage of the total surface area, no perceptible adhesion talzes place. The 
attraction is generally negligible when the surface molecules of the attracting sub- 
stances are separated by distances greater than 0.7 nm (0.0007 pm). 

One method of overcoming this difficulty is to use a fluid that flows into these 
irregularities to provide contact over a greater part of the surface of the solid. For 
example, when two polished glass plates are placed one on top of the other and are 
pressed together, they exhibit little tendency to adhere for reasons previously 
described. I lowever, if a film of water is irltroduced between them, considerable dif- 
ficulty is encountered in separating the two plates The surface energy of the glass is 
sufficiently great to attract the lnolecules of wdter. 
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lb produce adhesion in this manner, the liquid must flow easily over the entire 
surface and adhe~e  to the solid lhis cllaracteristic is known as wetting. If the liquid 
does not wet the surface of the adlierend, adhes io~~  between the liquid and the 
adhelend will be negligible 01 nonexistent. If there is a true wetting of the surface, 
adhesion failures should not occur Failure in such instances actually occurs cohe- 
sively in the solid 01 in the adhesive itself, not along the intelface where the solid 
and adhesive are in contact. 

The ability of an adhesive to wet the surface of the adherend is influenced by a 
numhel of factors The cleanliness of the surface is of particula~ importa~lce A Glrn 
of water only one molecule thick on the surface of the solid may lower the surface 
energy of the adherend and prevent any wetting by the adhesive Likewise, an oily 
film on a metallic su~face may also inhibit the contact of an adhesive 

The su~face energy of some substances is so low that few, if any, liquids wet their 
surfaces. Some organic substances, such as dental waxes, are of this type. Close pack- 
ing of the structural organic groups and the presence of halogens may prevent wet- 
ting. Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene), a commercial synthetic resin, is often used 
when it is desirable to prevent the adhesion of films to a surface Metals, on the 
other hand, interact strongly with liquid adhesives because of their high surface 
energy. 

In general, the comparatively low surface energies of organic and most inorganic 
liquids permit them to spread freely on solids of high surface energy. Formation of 
a strong adhesive joint requi~es good wetting 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

You observe ,I lack otsof f  or hard [Issue detarls 1n a gypsum model you have ma& 110117 .1 

1iyc~rophol)rc rniprilsyron rnafer I J /  Wl~nt  stepjs) c an be iaken l o  e/rmrn,ile 1111s prohlcr n 
wlien osrrlg thrs rn7press1on ni,~terral rr1 the future? 

Contact Angle sf Wetting 
1 he extcrlt lo which an adhesive wets the su~face of nn ndllelend may he cleter- 
mined by rneasuling the contact angle betwccn the ndhesive and the adhelend. 
!lie contact angle i~ the angle iolmed at the interface of the adhesive a n d  the 
adherenti It  [he rl~oleculcs of the adhesive air  dttractcd to the moleculec of the 
adhelend as ~ n u c h  as, 01 more than, they are attracted to (he111selves, the licluid 
adhesive will sp~ead  completely over the surface of the solid, and no contact 
angle (0 = 0 degrees) will be formed (IGg 2-16, A) Thus the forces of adhesion 
are stronger than the cohesive forces holding the molecules of the adhesive 
together A dental material such as an elastomeric impression may not be ideal 
for replicating hard or soft oral tissues if an aqueous medium with a contact 
angle of greatel than 90" is poured into this rubber-type mold. Under this condi- 
tion the impression material is considered to be hydrophobic l o  improve the 
wetting of the impression by an aqueous solution of a gypsum-forming model 
material, the manufacturer could change the formulation to render the material 
more hydrophilic or a wetting agent could be added to the aqueous gypsum- 
forming mixture. 

I Iowever, if the energy of the adherend surface is reduced slightly by contamina- 
tion or other means, the surface tension of the solid (ySv) decreases and a slight 
Increase in the contact angle (0) c;ln be rneasured (Fig. 2-1 6, B). '1111s lnclease in 0 
retains the force balance shown in 1 igure 2-16, D. Note that as 0 increases horn 0 to 
90 degrees, the value of cos 0 dec~eases from I to 0. If a monolayer film of a 
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Fig. 2-16 Adhesion depcnds on wetting the 
surface. A, When the contact angle (8) is 0 
tlegrecs, the liquid contacts the surfdcc 
completely and spreads frrcly. B, S~nall 
contact angle on slightly contaminatccl 
surfxe. C, Large angle fc)rnicd by poor 
wetting. D, The relationships alnong the 
surlace tension oi the solid (yr,), the liyuitl 

B 

(y,,), and thv contact ,inglc (0) car) C)e clscd to 
determine the surface tension hctwcen the 
liquid ~ n d  thc solid (y,,) ~ccort l ing to ttic 
ecl~1,1tion, y,,, : yI I t y,, ( o<H. (Courtesy of K-1. 
Siitlcrtiolrn.~ 

contc~m~nant i s  plrsrnt ovel the entire su~face, d medium angle nligll~ be obtained, 
whe~eas a very high angle would resul~ on n solid of low sillface energy (y,,,), such 
as polyletrafluo~oethylene (rig. 2 16, C). Rccause the tcndency for the llcluid to 
spread increases as the contact angle decreases, the contact angle is a usefill indica- 
tor of spreadability or wettability (Fig. 2-16, D) .  Complete wetting occurs at a con- 
tact angle of 0", and no wetting occurs at an angle of 180". 

Thus the smaller the contact angle between an adhesive and an adherend, the bet- 
ter the ability of the adhesive to flow into and fill in irregularities within the surface 
of the adherend. The fluidity of the adhesive influences the extent to which these 
voids or ir~egulalities are filled 

Solid "flat" surfaces are not actually planar. Surface imperfections represent a 
potential impediment to the achievement of an adhesive bond. Air pockets may be 
created during the spreading of the adhesive that prevent complete wetting of the 
entire surface (rig. 2-17). When the adhesive inte~facial region is subjected to ther- 
mal changes and mechanical stresses, stress concentrations develop around these 
voids The stress may become so great that it initiates a sepalation In the adhesive 
bond adjacent to the void. 'lhis crack may plopagate from one void to the next, and 
the joint may separate under stress. 
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Fig. 2-17 Air voicls cre,ltrd in surfncc 
irregul~ritics. Such regions contribute to 
propagation of atihcsive failurc 11y concentration oi 
stress a1 thcsc sites. ((lourLesy of K-J. Siiclerholm.) 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Air bubbles acting 
as stress concentrators 

Mlcrornech,~n~c a/ bondrng of resln sealant to tooth enamcl rs usuC3lly qu~ te  efftlcbve ~n prcl- 

~ ~ I J ~ I I J ~  prt and fissure 'Ireas from 100th decay. However, many fiictors can reduc c the 

bon(11ng effcct~veness iesult~ng ~n partial or lotal loss of the sealant. W l ~ c  h of these factors 

are poss~ble causes of debonding! 

ADHESION TO TOOTH STRUCTURE 

The fundamental principles of adhesion can be readily related to dental situations. 
For example, when contact angle measurements are used to study the wettability of 
enamel and dentin, it is found that the wettability of these surfaces is marlzedly 
reduced after the topical application of an aqueous fluoride solution. Transferring 
this information to the clinical setting, we find that the fluoride-treated enamel sur- 
face retains less plaque over a given period, presumably because of a decrease in 
surface energy. Thus, in addition to the recognized mechanism of reduced enamel 
solubility in an acidic environment, it is conccivahlc that fluoride products may be 
effective in reducing dental caries by providing a toot11 surface that stays cleaner over 
a longer period 

Similarly, because of the highel surface enelgy of many restorative rndterials 
cornpared with that of the tooth sulface, lllele is a greater tendency for the surface 
and margins of the restoration to accumulate debris This may in part account for 
the relatively high incidence of secondary (recurrent) carious lesions seen in enamel 
at the margins of certain types of cierital fillings. 

The following chapters include discussions of the leakage that occurs between 
tooth stlucture and dental restorations. Under certain instances, secondary caries, 
pulpal sensitivity after placement of the filling or restoration, and deterioration at 
the margins of the restoration can be associated with a lack of adhesion between the 
restorative material and the tooth. Extensive research is in plogress to develop adhe- 
sives that adhere to tooth structure. In subsequent chapters, we shall consider how 
traditional dental restorative procedures are affected by such adhesive systems. 

By applying the principles that influence adhesion to dental structures, we can 
see that the problems associated with dental adhesives are indeed complex. The 
co~nposition of tooth structures is riot homogeneous. The amounts of both organic 
and inorganic components present in dentin differ from the amounts of these com- 
ponents present in enamel. A material that can adhere to the organic components 
may not adhere to the inorganic components, and an adhesive that bonds to 
enamel may not adhere to dentin to the same extent. 

After the dentist has completed a tooth preparation for a filling, tenacious micro- 
scopic debris covers the enamel and dentin surfaces. This surface contamination, 
called the smear layer, reduces wetting. In addition, the instruments used to cut the 
cavity leave a rough su~face that may increase air entrapment at the interface. 

The greatest problems associated with bonding to tooth surfaces are the inade- 
quate removal of etching debris and the contamination by water or saliva. The 
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inorganic components ol tooth strclctirre have a strong affin~ty f a  watei I hc com- 
plete reinoval of water would lecluile the henting of enanel and dentrrl lo a11 unac 
ceptahle ternperatule This means that n tooth cannot be safely c i ~ ~ e d  at mouth 
temperature with tllc dcv~ccs ,~nd  ~gcilts c ~ i ~ ~ e l l t l y  available to the dentist I he ples- 
ence o f  at lcasi a rnonolayc~ ofwatcr on the surface o f  the p~epd~eci cavity must be 
accepted I'l11s watel layel reduces the sulface enclgy, and ~t may ieducc the wetting 
of tllc ctchcd tooth sulfacr by the acthesive ~csto~ative matt,iial 

In c~cid~tion, f lu~d 1s exchanged thiough cc~tain componen~s of the tooth [he 
dental adhcs~vc mu51 drsplace [he wa~er, ~edct wrth it, oi wet the surface rrlole effec- 
tively th,ln the wdtc~ already P L ~ S C I I (  011 the sil~f'lce and with111 the tooth stluctule 
rui theimorc, the adhrsivr must susta~n long-term ndhcsion to tooth 511 ucture 111 an 
,~qucou\ envllonmcnt 

Although the obst~t les  ,lie foimrdnble, the progress of ~esea~cl l  In the field of 
adhesive rnater~als IS piomlslng So enhance adhes~ve bonding, manufacturers and 
dentlsts are developing aild usillg more hydrophilic resins that are not as sensit~ve 
to the presence of moistule as rnate~ials previously in use Cei-talnly, these goals are 
worthy of the challenges presented A truly adhesive filli~lg material could replace 
many of those used in restorative dentistry. Likewise, the techniqlre for placement o l  
the material would be simplified, and the mechanical retention of the malerlal in 
the cavity p~eparation would be unnecessaly 

Even more intriguing is the possibility of developing a material capable of forming 
a thln, durable film on the tooth surface that could be topically applied to the intact 
enamel surface Such a film with low surface energy could serve as a barrier to the for- 
mation of plaque, the development of caries, and even the deposition of calculus. 
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Physical Properties of Dental Materials 
Kenneth J.  Anusavice and William A. Brantley 

OUTLINE 
What Are Physical Properties? 

Abrasion and Abrasion Resistance 

Viscosity 

Structural and Stress Relaxation 

Creep and Flow 

Color and Color Perception 

Thermophysical Properties 

Introduction to Tarnish and Corrosion 

Causes of Tarnish and Corrosion 

Classification of Corrosion 

Electrochemical Corrosion 

Protection Against Corrosion 

Corrosion of Dental Restorations 

Evaluation of Tarnish and Corrosion Resistance 

Clinical Significance of Galvanic Currents 

KEY TERMS 

Chroma-Degree ot saturdtlon oC a parr~cular hue 
Coefficient of thermal expansion (linear coefficient of expansion)-Change In length per unlt 

ot o r~g~na l  leng~h of a mater~al when ~ t s  temperature IS ra~sed 1 "  K 
Color-Sensatton Induced from llght of varying wavelengths reach~ng the eye 
Concentration cell-An electrochem~cal corroslon te l l  In whlch the potentla1 d~fCetence 1s 

asoc~ated w ~ t h  the d~fference In concentrat~on of a dissolved specres, such as oxygen, In 
solut~on along cl~fferent areas of a metal surface 

Corrosion-Chcm~cal or electrochemrcal process rn whrch a solrd, usually a metal, IS 

attacked by an env~ronmental agent, resulting rn part~al or complete d~ssolutlon Although 
glasses and other nonmetals are suscept~ble to envlronmental degradahon, metals are gen- 
erally more susceptible to such attack because of electrochem~cal react~ons 

Creep-T~me dependent p las~~c  stra~n of a niaterlal under a static load or constant stress 
Crevice corrosion-Accelerated corrosion In narrow spates caused by l o c a l ~ ~ e d  electro- 

chem~cal processes and chem~stry changes, such as a ~ ~ d ~ f ~ c a t l o n  and depletion In oxy- 
gen contenk Crevrce torloslon commonly occurs when nilcrolealtage takes place 
between a reslorat~on and the tooth, under n pelllcle layer, or under other surface 
dcpos~ts 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Galvanic corrosion (electrogalvanism)-A(:(:eIera1e(1 attack occurring on a less nol~le nietal 
when electrochemically dissimilar metals are in electrical contact within a liquid corrosive 
environment. 

Galvanic shock-Pain sensation caused by the electric current generated when two dissimi- 
lar mctals are I~rought into contact in thc oral environment. 

Hardness-Resistance of a material to I~eing indented, cut, or scratched. 
Hue-Dominant color of an object, for example, red, grecn, or blue. 
Metamerism-Phenomenon in which the color of an olhject under one type of light appears 

to change when illuminated by a different light source. 
Pitting corrosion-Highly localizctl corrosion occurring on base metals, such as iron, nickel, 

and chronlium, which are protected by a naturally fornling, thin film of an oxide. In the 
presence oC chlorides in the environment, the film locally breaks down and rapid tlissolu- 
tion of the underlying rnctal occurs in the Corm oC pits. 

Rheology-Study of the deformation and flow characteristics of matter. 
Sag-Irreversible (plastic) deformation of metal frameworlts of fixed partial dentures in the fir- 

ing temperature range of ceramic veneers. 
Stress corrosion-Degradation caused by the combined effects of mechanical stress and a 

corrosive environment, usually exhibited as cracking. 
Tarnish-Process by which a metal surface is dulled or discolored when a reaction with a sul- 

fide, oxide, chloride, or other chemical causes a thin film to form. 
Thermal conductivity (coefficient of thermal conductivity)-Property that describes the ther- 

mal energy transport in watts per second through a specimen 1 cm thick with a cross- 
sectional area of 1 cm2 when the temperature differential between the surfaces of the 
specimen perpendicular to the heat flow is 1 "  K. 

Thixotropic-Property of certain gels or other materials to become liquefied (less viscous) 
when shaken, stirred, patlcd, or vibrated. 

Value-Kclative lightness or darltness of a colol-. 
Viscosity-Rrsistdnce of fluitl to flow. 
Wear, abrasion, and crosion-I-oss o l  miiteri,ll frorrl '1 surCacc causetl by '1 mechanical action 

or through n comhinalion of chemical anti mcchanic~l actions. 

WHAT ARE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES? 
PI~y.si~til propeilles are based on the laws of mechanics, acoustics, optics, the] mody- 
namics, electricity, magnetism, radiation, atonllc structure, oi nuclear phenomena. 
I-Hue, value, and chroma are physical properties that ale based on the laws of optics, 
which is the science that deals with phenomena of light, vision, and sight. Thermal 
conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion are physical properties that are 
based on the laws of thermodynamics. The influence of the atomic or molecular 
nature of solids on these properties is discussed in Chapter 2. The following sections 
offer brief descriptions of physical properties, although some of these topics are pre- 
sented in more detail in the chapters on specific materials kor example, color and 
thermal expansion coefficient are also discussed in the chapter on dental ceramics, 
flow is discussed in the chapter on impression materials, and creep is discussed in 
the amalgam chapter. 

This chapter addresses properties that are defined in several other scientific fields. 
For example, viscosity, which is the resistance of a fluid to flow, is related to the 
fields of materials science and mechanics Color, which is the sensation induced 
from l~ght  of varying wavelengths reaching the eye, is based on the laws of optics 
Mechanical properties are a subset of physical properties, which are based on the 
laws of mechanics and are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Haidnesc w l ~ i c h  is the property of being difficult to indent, cut, or scratch, is sometimes 

ustd to piedrci the wear reslsiance ot a material in n fixed or reinov,iblc denture and its 

al,rlriy to abrade opposrng dental structuics W/i,ti factors ofher than hardness 177~ly be 

respoi~siblc for excess~ve wear of n n t ~ i r ~ ~ l  /(loth enainel or piosl/~ctic surfaces by n harder 

~ n n t e r i ~ ~ l  such as a ceram1c7 How can a dei~iist prevei7i ibis piol~lem? . 

ABRASION A N D  ABRASION RESISTANCE 

Hardness has often been used as an index of the ability of a material to resist abra- 
sion or- wear. Ilowevel-, abrasion is a complex meclianism in the olal envilonment 
that involves an interaction among numerous factors. Tor this leason, the considel- 
ation of hardness as a predictor of abi-axon resistance is of limited value Hardness 
may be useful for comparing materials within a given classification, such as one 
brand of cast metal with another brand of the same type of casting alloy. However, 
hardness alone may be inappropriate for evaluating either the wear resistance or 
abrasiveness of different classes of materials, such as a metallic material compared 
with a synthetic resin. 

A reliable in vitro test for abrasion resistance is one that is designed to simulate as 
closely as possible the particular type of abrasion to which the material will eventu- 
ally be subjected in vivo. However, a simple in vitro wear test does not usually pre- 
dict in vivo wear perforinance accurately because of the greater complexity of the 
clinical environment. The wear of enamel by ceramic and by certain base metal alloys 
is well known. Ilowever, the hardness of a material is only one of many factors that 
dffect the wear of the contacting enamel surfaces. Other snajol factors include biting 
face, fr-equency or  chewing, abrasiveness of the diet, composition of intraoral liq- 
uids, ternperatule changes, surface roughness, physical plopelties of the materials, 
and surface i l iegula~~t~es such as llald irnpulity paltlcles, fine a~lntomic grooves, pits, 
or lidges llie exct,ssivtl weal of tooth enamel by an opposing ce~dnlic crown is mole 
lilzely to occul in the plesence of high biting forces and a lough celamic surface. 
Although dentlsts callllot conllol the bite force of 'I patient, they can adjust the occlu- 
sion to create broader contact aleas in oldel LO leducc localizetl stresses, and they can 
pol~sh the abrading ceramic surface to reduce the ~ a t c  of destructive enamel wcdr. 

VISCOSITY 
Viscosity is the resistance of a liquid to flow. Up to this point, discussion of the phys- 
ical properties of dental materials has been devoted to the room temperature or oral 
temperature behavior of solid materials that are subjected to various types of stress. 
Howevel-, dentists and dental office staff must also manipulate materials in a fluid 
state to achieve successful clinical outcomes when preventing caries or restoring 
teeth. Moreover, the success or failure of a given material may be as dependent on 
its properties in the liquid state as it is on its properties as a solid. For example, 
materials like cements and impression materials undergo a liquid-to-solid transfor- 
mation ill the mouth. Gypsum products used in the fabrication of models and dies 
are transformed from slurries into solid structures. Amorphous materials such as 
waxes and resins appear solid but actually are supercooled liquids that can flow 
plastically (irreversibly) under sustained loading or deform elastically (reversibly) 
under small stresses. The ways in which these materials flow or deform when sub- 
jected to stress are important to the i~  use in dentistry. ?he study of flow characteris- 
tics of materials is the basis for the science of rheology. 
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Although a liquid at rest cannot support a shear stress (shearing force per unit 
shearing area), most licluids, when placed in motion, resist imposed forces that 
cause them to move. 'l'his resistance to fluid flow (viscosity) is co~ltrolled L3y internal 
frictional forces within the liquid. 'Thus viscosity is a measure of the consistency of 
a fluid and its inability to flow. A highly viscous fluid flows slowly. Dental materi- 
als have different viscosities depending on the preparalion for their intended clini- 
cal application. Dental assistants, dentists, and dental students who have observed 
the more visco~ls nature of zinc polycarboxylate and resin cements conlpared with 
zinc phosphate cement when these materials have been properly mixed as luting 
cements are familiar with this viscosity difference. 

Iiigure 3-1 helps to quantify this concept. A liquid occupies the space between 
two metal plates; the lower plate is fixed, and the upper plate is being rnoved to the 
right at a velocity (V). A force (I:)  is required to overcorne the frictional resistance 
(viscosity) to fluid flow. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, stress is the force per unit 
area that develops within a structure when an external force is applied. This stress 
causes a deformation or strain to develop. Strain is calculated as a change in length 
divided by the initial reference length. If the plates have an area (A) in contact with 
the liquid, a shear stress (z) can be defined as T = F/A. The shear strain rate, or rate 
of change of deformation, is E = V/d, where d is the shear distance of the top plate 
relative to the fixed lower plate and V is the velocity of the top plate. As the shear 
force F increases, V increases, and a curve can be obtained for force versus velocity, 
analogous to the load versus displacement curves that are derived from static meas- 
urements on solids. 

To explain the viscous nature of some materials, a shear stress versus shear strain 
rate curve can be plotted. The rheologic behaviors of four types of fluids are shown 
in Figure 3-2. An "ideal" fluid demonstrates a shear stl-ess that is propoutional to the 
strain rate. 'l'he plot is a straight line, indicating Newronian behaviol-. liecause the vis- 
cosity (q) is defined as the shear stress divided by the strain rate, TIE, a Newtonian 
fluid has a constant viscosity and exhibits a constant slope of shear stress plotted 

Fig. 3-1 5hrat \train, d, o i  a viscous 
Itcl~ti(i between two plntcs cau\ed by 
trnnslatlon of the top plate at s velocity, V, 
relat~ve to thc r~g ld  lower plate. 

Fig. 3-2 Shear stress versus shear strain I 
for i l ~ ~ i d s  exliihiting dilfcrcnt Ivucs of 

Pseudoplastic 

, . 
rheologic behavior. Strain rate, r 
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against strain rate (see Fig. 1-2). The plot is a straight line and resembles thc elastic 
portion of a st~-ess-strdin curve (see (;llal>te~- 4), with viscosity ttie analog of the elas- 
tic lnodul~ls (elas~ic stress divideti by elastic strain). Viscosity is me,isured in units 
of MPa per second, or centipoise (cl'). Pure water at 20" C has a viscosity of 1.0 cP, 
whereas the viscosity of ~nol;lsscs is appi-oximately 300,000 cl? 'I'his value is similar 
to that of tempered agar llyclrocolloid impression material (281,000 cl' '11 45" (:). Of 
the el as tome^-ic impression materials, light-body polysulfide has viscosity of 
109,000 cl' compared with a value of 1,360,000 cl' fol- heavy-body polysulfide at 
36" (;. Many dental materials exhibit pscudoplasfic behavior, as i1luslr;lted by (he 
change in slope of thc plot in I:ipire 3-2. 'l'heir viscosity decrt-.ases with increcrsing 
strain rate ~lntil  it reaches a neal-ly constant value. Licluids that show the opposite 
tendency are describecl as rlilntanr. 'Jhese liquitis become more rigid '1s the rate of 
deformation (sheclr strain rate) increases. 

Finally, some classes of materials behave like a rigid body until some minirnum 
value of shear stress is reached. This is represented by the offset along the shear stress 
axis. These fluids, which exhibit rigid behavior initially and then attain constant vis- 
cosity, are referred to as plastic. Ketchup is a familiar example-a sharp blow to the 
bottle is usually required to produce an initial flow. 

'l'he viscosity of most liquids decreases rapidly with increasing temperature. 
Viscosity may also depend on previous deformation of the liquid. A liquid of this 
type that becomes less viscous and more fluid under repeated applications of pres- 
sure is referred to as thixotropic. Dental prophylaxis pastes, plaster of I'aris, resin 
cements, and some impression materials are thixotropic. 'l'he thixotropic nature of 
impression materials is beneficial because the material does not flow out of a 
mandibular impression tray until placed over dental tissues, '111d 'I p~-opIiylaxis pC1ste 
does not flow oul of a rubber cup until it is rotated against the teeth to bt. cleaned. 
If these materials are stirred rapiclly and the viscosity is measured, a value is 
obtained that is lower tlian tllc value for a sample that has been left undisturbed. 

The viscosity of a dental materi'll may deterrninc its suitability for '1 given appli- 
cation. Likewise, the nature of zlle sheal- stress versus shear stl-ain rate curve can he 
i luporta~t  in dcterrnining the best way to manipulnte a material. As explained in 
liiore delail latel; the viscosity as a f~~nc t ion  of time can also be used to measure the 
wol-king time of a material that undergoes a liquid-to-solid transformation. 

STRUCTURAL AND STRESS RELAXATION 

Aftel a sctbstance has been permanently defo~med (plastic defolmation), here are 
tlapped internal stresses. Tor example, in a crystalline substance such as a metal, the 
atoms in the crystal structure are displaced, and the system is not in equilibrium. 
Similarly, in amorphous structures, some molecules are too close together and 
others too far apart when the substance is permanently deformed. 

It is understandable that such situations are unstable. lhe displaced atoms are 
not in equilibrium positions I'hrough a solici-state diff~~sion process driven by ther- 
mal energy, the atoms can move back slowly to their equilibrium positions 'l'he 
result is a change in the shape or contour of the solid as the atoms or molecules 
change positions. The material wales or dzstorts. 'This slress reluxutzon leads to distor- 
tion of elastorneric impressions. 

I-he rate of relaxation increases wilh an increase in temperature. kor example, if a 
wire is bent, it may tend to straighten out if it is heated to a high temperatule. At 
room temperature, m y  suclr relaxation caused by rearlangenlent of metal atoms 
may be negligible On the other hand, there are many nonciystalline dental n1'1te~i- 
als (such as waxes, resins, and gels) that, when manipu1,lted and cooled, can then 
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undergo relaxation (distortion) at an elevated temperature. Considerable attention 
is given to this phenomenon in succeeding chapters, because such dimensional 
changes by relaxation may result in an inaccurate fit of dental appliances 

CREEP AND FLOW 

If a metal is held at a temperature near its melting point and is subjected to a con- 
stant applied stress, the ~esulting strain will increase ovel time. Creep is defined as 
the time-dependent plastic strain of a material under a static load ol constant stless. 
The related phenomenon of sag occurs in the permanent deformation of long-span 
metal bridge structures at porcelain-firing temperatules under the influence of the 
mass of the prosthesis. Tor a given thiclzness, a greater bridge rnass is related to 
greatel flexulal stress and, thus, greater flexurul ~ r e e p .  Metal cleep usually occurs as 
the temperature increases to within a few hundred degrees of the melting range. 
Metals used in dentistry for cast restorations or substrates for porcelain veneers have 
melting points that are much higher than mouth temperatures, and they are not sus- 
ceptible to creep deformation intraorally. IIowever, some alloys used for metal- 
ceramic prostheses can creep at porcelain veneering temperatures. This 
phenomenon will be discussed further in Chapter 21 

Dental amalgams contain from 42 to 52 wtOh Hg and begin melting at tempera- 
tures only slightly above room temperature. ('Fhe melting range of an alloy is dis- 
cussed in Chapter 6 . )  Because of its low melting range, dental amalgam can slowly 
creep from a restored tooth site under periodic sustained stress, such as would be 
imposed by patients who clench their teeth. Because creep produces continuing 
plastic deformation, the process can be destructive to a dental prosthesis 'I'he rela- 
tionship of this ploperty to the behavior of the amalgam restoration is discussed 
in Chapter 17 A creep test is required in American National Standalds 
Tnstitute/Ameiican Dental Association Specification No 1 and Addentturn l a  for 
dental dmalgarn ploducts 

The telm flow, rathe1 than creep, has generally been used in dentistry to describe 
the rheology of amo~phous mate~ials such as waxes The flow of wax is a measule 
of its potential to deform unde~  a small static load, even that associated with its own 
mass Although creep or flow may be measured u n d e ~  any type of stress, compres- 
sion is usually employed in the testing of dental mate~ials. A cylindel of prescribed 
dimensions is subjected to a given compressive stress for a specified lime and tern- 
peratu~e 'lhe creep or flow is measured as the percentage decrease in length that 
occurs under these testing conditions. Creep may cause unacceptable defo~mation 
of dental restorations (such as low-copper dental amalgam) made from a material 
that is used clinically at a temperature near its melting point for an extended period. 
Creep may also lead to an unacceptable fit of fixed partial denture frameworks when 
a cast alloy with poor creep (sag) resistance is veneered with porcelain at relatively 
high temperatures ( N  1000" C). 

COLOR AND COLOR PERCEPTION 

The preceding sections have focused on those properties that are necessary to per- 
mit a material to restore the function of damaged or missing natural tissues. 
Another important goal of dentistry is to restore the color and appearance of natural 
dentition. Aesthetic considerations in restorative and prosthetic dentistry have 
received greater emphasis over the past several decades. The search for an ideal, gen- 
eral pulpose, technique-insensitive, direct-filling, tooth-colored restorative material 
is one of the continuing challenges of current dental materials research. 
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Since aesthetic dentistry imposes severe dernd~lds on the artistic abilities of the 
dentist nnd technician, Iznowledge of the ~~nderlying scientific principles of color is 
esseritial 'I'his is especially true for the increasingly popular resto~dtions that involve 
ceramic materials (see Chapter 21). A more colnprehensive treatment of this subject 
call be found in otllei texts (see the Selected Readings list at the end of this chapter). 

Light is elec~romdgnetic ~ddiation that can be detected by the llumn~l eye. file eye 
is sensitive to wavelengths fiom approximately 400 11111 (violet) 10 700 nm (dark 
red), as shown in the color version of I'igu~e 3-3 (see also color plates). I he reflected 
light intensity and the combined intensities of the wavelengths present in incident 
and reflected light deternl~ne the appearance p~operties (hue, value, and chrorna). 
Pol an object to be visible, it Inlist ieflect or transmit light irlciclent on  11 fiom an 
external source. 'Jhe incident light is usually polychromalic, that is, a rnixtu~e of the 
va~ious wavelengths. Incident light is selectively absorbed o~ scattered (01 both) at 
certain wavelengths. I h e  spectral distribution of the transmitted or reflected light 
resembles that of the incident light, although certain wavelengths are reduced in 
magnitude. 

l h e  phenomenon of vision, and certain related terminology, can be illustrated by 
considering the response of the human eye to light reflected from an object Light 
from an object that is incident on the eye is focused in the retina and is converted 
into nerve impulses that are transmitted to the brain Cone-shaped cells i n  the retina 
are responsible for color vision. 'l'hese cells have a threshold intensity required for 
color vision and also exhibit a response curve related to the wavelength of the inci- 
dent light. I igure 3-4 illustrates such curves for individuals with normal color vision 
and for individuals with color-deficient vision The normal observer curve shown in 
kigure 3-4 indicates the human visual iesponsiveness to light reflected or emitted 
from a particular source o~ object. 1 his figtue indicates that the eye is most sensitive 

Fig. 3-3 Spectrum oi'visiblc light ranging in w,~vclcngth from 400 nm (violct) to 700 nm (rctl). Thc most 
visually pcrccplil~le region of the rqu,ll rnergy spc,c.lrLlm under ticjylighl contiition5 is bc,twern w,~velengths 
of 540 and 570 nm, with a ~n,rximum v,~lue of visu,ll prrc:eptibilily a t  555 nm (set: Fig. 3-41. See ~ l s o  
colol- platr. 
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Wavelength (nm) 

Fig. 3-4 Relative visual response of humans to wavelength of light for a normal observer and one with 
protanopia (reti-green) color blindness. Protanopia is experienced by 1 '% of tlie malc population and 
0.02% oi the (ernale population. 

to light in the green-yellow region (wavelength of 550 nm) and least sensitive at the 
red or blue regions of the color spectrum. 

Because a neural response is ~nvolved in color vision, constant stimc~lation by a 
single color rnay result in color fatigue and a decrease in the eye's response The sig- 
nals Siorn the retina ale piocessed by the blain lo produce the psychophysiological 
perception of coloi Defects 111 ce~ td i~ l  portions of the color sensing receptors result 
in the diSSerent types of co lo~  blindness, , ~ n d  thus, human observe~s vary greatly in 
their ability to distinguish colols. 111 a scientific sense, one might lilten the normal 
human eye to an exceptionally sensitive differential colo~imeter, 'I scientific ins1111- 
ment that measures the intensity and wavelength of light. Although the colorimete~ 
is more p~ecise than the human eye in measuring slight diffeiences in colored 
objects, it can he extremely irlaccurate when used on rough or cu~ved sulfaces The 
eye is able to differentiate between two colors seen side by side on smooth o~ irreg- 
u la~  surfaces, whether curved or flat. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

Why do some tooth-colored restorations appear to be missing when viewed under "disco" 

Three Dimensions of Color 

Verbal descriptions of color are not precise enough to describe the appearance of 
teeth. For example, to describe a brownish-purple color called puce, Webster's 'l'hild 
New International Dictionary defines the word as "a dark red that is yellower and 
less strong than cranberry, paler and slightly yellower than average garnet, bluer, less 
strong, and slightly lightel than pomegranate, and bluer and paler than average 
wine." This definition is Sar too complex and imprecise to describe a desired coloi 
of a dental crown to a laboratory technician. Such a written description does not 
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clearly and unambiguously allow one to perceive the color. Three variables must be 
measured to accurately describe our perception of light reflected from a tooth or 
restoration surface: hue, value, and chroma. Hue describes the dominant color of an 
object, for example, red, green, or blue. This refers to the dominant wavelengths 
present in the spectral distribution. Tlle continuum of these hues creates the color 
solid shown in I:igure 3-5 (see also color plates). Value increases toward the top 
(whiter) and decreases toward the bottom (darker or more black). 'lteth and othel- 
objects can be separated into lighter shades (higher value) and darker shades (lower 
value). For example, the yellow of a lemon is lighter than is the red of a cherry. I:or a 
light-diff~ising and light-reflecting object such as a tooth or dental crown, vt~lz~e iden- 
tifies the lightness or darkness of '3 color, which can be measured independently of the 
hue. Figure 3-6 (see also color plates) repr-esents a horizontal plane though the color 
solid in Figure 3-5. This color chart is based on the CIB L*a*b* color space in which 
L* represents the value of an object, a* is the measurement along the red-green axis, 
and b* is the measurement along the yellow-blue axis. The color of a red apple is 
shown by the letter A in the upper and lower charts. Its color appearance can be 

Fig. 3-5 Color soli(l t h ~ t  is 11sc.d to 

dcscrihc tti(x three tliniensioris of c:olor. 
V,llue increases irom hl~clc '11 Ihc bollorn 
ccnlt'r lo whilc , ~ t  the top center. (:lirom,~ 
in( rr,lsri fl-orn tlie center ouiwa~.tl, anti 
hue ch;tngcs occur in ,i c-ircumfc,~-cnlial 
tlircc lion. See ,rlso ~ o l o r  plate. (Co~rrtesy 
of Minolta Corporc~lion, Inslrumcnl 
Syslcrns Division, RCrmsey, NI.) 

(Yellow) 
I b* 
fin 

(Yellow) 
+ b* 

Chroma C' 

6 0  
(Blue) 

Fig. 3-6 I.*a*b* color chart showing thc color of a red apple at point A (top and h o ~ ~ o m ) .  For this chart, the appearance is 
expr-esscd by L* (v,iluc) = 42.83; a" (red-green axis) = 45.04; dntl I-," (yellow-blue ,\xis) = 9.52. In contrast, the color ol' 
shade A2 porc:rl,~in c ,\n he described by 1.j = 72.99; a X  = 1.00; and 13% = 14.41. Sec also colol pl,ile. (Courtesy of Minolta 
Corporation, lristrurnent Syslems Division, Ramscy, NI.) 
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expressed by I,* = 42.83, a* = 45.04, and b* = 3.52. In comparison, a dental body 
(gingival) porcelain of shade A2 can be described by a higher (lighter) I , *  of 72.99, 
a lower a* ol1.00, and a higher h *  of 14.41. 

The yellow color of a lemon is more "vivid" than that of' a banana, which is a 
"dull" yellow. 'l'his is a difference in the color intensity. Chroma  represents this 
degree o l  saturation of a particular hue. Just as value varies vertically, chroma varies 
radially (see Fig. 3-6, bouom). Colors in the center are dull (gray). In other- words, 
the higher the chroma, the more intense the color. Chroma is not considered sepa- 
rately in dentistry. It is always associated with hue anct value of dental tissues, 
restorations, and prostheses. In a similar manner-, the adjustments on a color televi- 
sion set make use of these hue, value, and chroma principles. 

In the dental oper-atoiy or laboratoiy, color matching is usually performed by the 
use of a shade guide such as the ceramic shade glide shown in Figure 3-7 (see also 
color plates) to select the color of ceramic veneers, inlays, or crowns to be made by 
a laboratory technician. The neck region of these shade tabs has been removed 
because its shade is darker and its presence would complicate the matching of the 
correct shade. Llnfortunately, although a reasonable match can be achieved between 
a tooth (or restoration) and one of the shade guide tabs, it is difficult to describe 
this information to a laboratory technician who may not have a chance to see the 
patient. Furthermore, the thickness of the shade tab may be quite different from that 
of the prosthesis to be made, and the shade of one porcelain crown may look dif- 
ferent from that of another crown made from the same batch of porcelain powder. 
Also, the porcelain of a given shade made by the same manufacturer may valy from 
batch to batch. Thus the challenges are formidable for the dentist and technician 
who work as a team to restore the proper appeararlce o i  teeth that ar-e damaged, 
decayed, or defective. 

The sl~ade guide shown in Iiigure 3-7 was specially prepared by grinding away the 
necks of the porcelain labs, because the cor-rect shade is determined from the gingi- 
val half of the lab and not irom the neck. 'l'hese tabs are usccl in much the same way 
as paint chips are used to match the color o l  house paint. Using these shade tahs, 
one can specify the colol- characteristics (hue, value, chroma) and tr-anslucency LO 

the technician who will produce the proper appearance in the laboratory. The tooth- 
shaped tabs in Figure 3-7 have been arranged in decreasing order of value (lightesl 

Fig. 3-7 Dental sh,ltlc gulcle tab5 of IheV~ta  I umln type arr,~iigcxcl In tlccressing ortltv of value (lighter 
lo tlarker) Thc nccks o l  the loot11 slidpr,d tabs have bccn g r o ~ ~ l i t i  away to f ~ c ~ l ~ ~ a t e  tlie selccl~on o i  loolh 
sli,idcs See <llso color plate 
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to darkest) from left to right rather than the standard grouping by hue (A1 to D4). 
This technique is based on the pe~ception that the matching of tooth shades is sim- 
plified by the arrangement of tabs by value. 

Obviously, if the technrcian can see the actual teeth, the p~obability of achieving 
an acceptable colo~ match is even gleater. However, patients often desile restola- 
tions of highel value than that of the natural teeth As shown on the left side of 
Figure 1-8, A, the shade of the two central incisor metal-ceramic crowns with polce- 
lain butt-joint margins is higher in value than that of the lateral inc~sor teeth. 
I lowever, the patient was pleased with this ~esult.  A close up view of the two metal- 
ceramic clowns is shown in rigure 3-8, R (see also color plates). 

As stated previously, signals of colo~ are sent to the human blain frorn t h ~ e e  sets 
of leceptors in the ietina called cones The cones are especially sensitive to red, blue, 
and green Factors that interfe~e with the true perception of color generally include 
low or high light levels, fatigue of the color receptors, sex, age, memory, and cultural 
background. Ilowever, according to a recent study (Anusavice and Barrett, 1335), 
there appears to be no effect related to observer age, sex, or clinical expeiience rela- 
tive to the accuracy of dental shade matching. 

At low light levels, the rods of the human eye are more dominant than the cones, 
and color perception is lost. As the brightness becomes more intense, color appears 
to change (1Seaold-Brucke effect). Also, if an observer looks at a red object for a rea- 
sonably long time, receptor fatigue causes a green hue to be seen when the observer 
then looks at a white background For this reason, if a patient is observed against an 
intense-colored background, the dentist or clinician may select a tooth shade with 
a hue that is shifted somewhat toward the complementary color of the background 
color [.or example, a blue background shifts color selection toward yellow, and an 
orange background shifts the color selection toward hlue-g~een. ITnfortunately, 8% 
of men and O 5% of wornen exhibit color blindness Most commonly, these people 
cannot distinguish I etl fi orn green because of the Iaclz of either gieen-sensitive or 
led-sensitive cones. I lowevel, this cleficiency niay not affect the shadc selcc lion of 
natu~al ~eeth 

Althoc~gh the rnnges of hue, c l ~ ~ o m a ,  and value ordinarily found in  human teeth 
represent only a small portion of the standard color space (such as that shown in 
l ig 3 5), the selectivity of the human eye is sufficient to make accurate color match- 
ing difficul~ when using a shade guidc that contc3ins only a small numbel of 
shades (1 ig 1-7). Spectrophotometric analysis of commercial shade guides has also 
demonstrated the nbsence of large regions oi hue, value, and ch~oma when corn- 
pared with (he coloi space value5 determined lo1 human teeth 

Fig. 3-8 A, Two centr,ll in< isor mek~l-ccramic crowns with porc-el.1i11 ~n~~rg ins .  The value of these 
crowrls is Iiighcr than [hat ol tlie adjacent Idter,~l incisor [ce[li. 6, Close-up vicw of ~ h c  rne~~l-ccr,lniic. 
crowns on the Icft. Sce r ~ l ~ o  color plate. 
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I3ecause the spectral distribution of the light ~eflected fronl or transmitted 
through an object is dependent on the spectral content of the incident light, the 
appearance of an object is dependent on the nature of the light in which the object 
is viewed Daylight, incandescent, and fluorescent lamps are common sources of 
light in the dental opelatoly or laboratory, and each of these has a different spectral 
distribution Objects that appear to be colol matched under one type of light [nay 
appear different under another light soulce This phenomenon is called 
metamerism. I hus, if possible, color matching should be done under two 01 more 
different light sources, one of whlch should be daylight, and the laboratory shade- 
matching procedures should be performed under the same lighting conditions. 

In addition to the processes alreaciy discussed, natural tooth stlucture absorbs 
light at wavele~lgths too short to be visible to the human eye These wavelengths 
between 300 and 400 nm nle referred to as ncal-ultru~~zolet mdzaizon. Ndtu~al sun- 
light, photoflash lamps, certain types of vapor lamps, and ultraviolet lights used in 
decorative lighting ale sources containing substantial amounts of near-ultraviolet 
radiation. The energy that the tooth absorbs is converted into light with longer 
wavelengths, in which case the tooth actually becomes a light source. This phe- 
nomenon is called fluorescence The emitted light, a blue-white color, is primarily in 
the 400- to 450-nm range. 1:luorescence makes a definite contribution to the bright- 
ness and vital appearance of a human tooth. As an example, a person with ceramic 
crowns or composite restorations that lack a fluorescing agent appeals to be miss- 
ing teeth when viewed under a black light in a nightclub. 

The researcher developing a tooth-colored restorative material and the dentist 
and technician who fabricate them must be concerned with color matching under 
light sources that contain a sufficierlt near-ultraviolet component lncandescent 
lighting contains little ultlaviolet radiation il'he dentist and labolato~y tecllnician 
must be aware of the impoitance of color matcl~ing under mole than one soulce of 
light Additional info~matlon on colo~ and color perception is presented in Chaptu 
21 and in several reference hooks on colol applications in dentistly 

THERMOPHYSBCAL PROPERTIES 
Thermal Conductivity 

Ileat transfer th~ough solid substances most corn~no~lly occurs by means of con- 
duction. lhe conductiorl of heat thlough metals occu~s through the interactions of 
crystal lattice vibrations and by the  notion of electrons and their inte~action with 
atoms. Thermal conductivity (K)  is a thermophysical measure ot how well heat is 
transferred through a material by conductive flow. The measurement of thermal 
conductivity is performed under steady state condztions. Ilnder these conditions, tem- 
peratures in the system (i.e., the temperature gradient) do not change over time. The 
rate of heat flow through a structure is proportional both to the area (perpendicu- 
lar to the heat flow direction) through which the heat is conducted and to the tem- 
perature gradient across the structure. 'l'hus if significant porosity exists in the 
structure, the area available for conduction is reduced and the rate of heat flow is 
reduced. I'he thermal conductivity, or ~oeflzczent of thermal ~onductivity, is the quan- 
tity of heat in calories per second that passes through a specimen 1 cm thick having 
a cross-sectional area of 1 cm2 when the temperature difference between the surfaces 
perpendicular to the heat flow of the specimen is I"  K. According to the second law 
of thermodynamics, heat flows from points of higher temperature to points of lower 
temperature. 

Materials that have a high thermal conductivity are called ~onduc-tors, wheleas 
materials of low thermal conductivity ale called znsulators. 'l'he International System 
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(SI) unit ol measu~e Sol thermal conductivity 1s watt per meter per second pel deg~ee 
I<elvin (W x ~ n - l  x s x I<-') The higher the the~rnal conduct~v~ty, the greatel 1s the 
ability of the substance to t~ansmit thermal enelgy, and vice versa Cornpaled w~tl l  
a resin based composite that has a low the~rnal conductivity heat is transferled 
mole rapidly away fiom the tooth when cold watel contacts a ~ n e t ~ ~ l l i c  resto~ation 
because of its higher the~mal conductivity 1 h ~ s  incleased conduct~vity of the metal 
compared with that o l  the lesln composite induces gleater pulpal sensitivity, which 
is experienced as a negligible, mild, rnoder'lte, or extlerne discornfoit, depending on 
lxevious tooth trauma and the pain response of the patlent 

Thermal Diffusivity 

1 he value of tliermal dzffusivify of a material controls the time rate o l  temperatuie 
clldrlge as heat passes through a material. It is a measure of the rate at which a body 
with a nonuniform temperature reaches a state of thermal equilibrium. Although 
the thermal conductivity of zinc oxide-eugenol is slightly less than that of dentin, 
its thermal diffusivity is more than twice that of dentin. The square root of thermal 
difklsivity is indirectly proportional to the thermal insulation ability, whereas the 
thickness of the cement base is directly related to its benefit as an insulator. 'l'hus 
the thickness of the liner is a more important thermal insulation factor than the 
thermal diffusivity of the ceramic. The relevance of thermal diffusivity is explained 
in the following discussion. 

In the oral environment, temperatures are not constant during the ingestion of 
foods and liquids. k'or these unsteudy state conditions, heat transfer through the 
material decreases the thermal gradient. Under such conditions, thermal diffusivity 
is important. 'l'he m,lthematical formula that relates therrnal dilfi~sivity (11) to thel- 
ma1 conductivity (K) is 

where K is the thermal conduclivity, cp is the tempe~atui-e-depei~cte~~t specific heat 
at constant pressure (heat capacity), and p is the tempel-ature-depel7dent ctensity. 
lieat capacity is numerically eclu'll to the more co~n~nonly  used term s p e ~ l f i c  hciit. 
'I'he S1 unit of thermal diff~lsivity is typical of diffusion processes, that is, square 
meler per second I lowevel-, the unit of square centimeter per second is often used 
As shown in 'hble 3-1, typical values of thermal diff~~sivity in units of cm2/sec 
are as follows: pure gold, 11,800; amalgam, 360, composite, 13-73, zinc phosphate 
cement, 30; glass ionomer, 22; dentin, 18-26; and enamel, 47. 'lhus for a patient 
drinking ice water, the low specific heat of amalgam and its high thermal conduc- 
tivity suggest that the higher thermal diffusivity favors a thermal shoclz situation 
more than is likely to occur when only natural tooth structure is exposed to the cold 
liquid. 

lor  a given volume of material, the heat required to raise the temperature a given 
amount depends on its heat capacily or specific heat (calorie per gram per degree 
Kelvin) and the density (gram per cubic centimeter). When the product of heat 
capacity and density (c p) is high, the thermal diffusivity may be low, even though 

p .  
the thermal conductivity is relatively high. Therefore, both thermal conductivity and 
thermal diffusivity are important parameters in predicting the transfer of t h e r ~ n ~ ~ l  
energy through a material. Because an unsteady state of heat transfer exists during 
the ingestion of hot or cold foods and liquids, the thermal diffusivity of a dental 
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Density and Thermal Properties of Water, Enamel, Dentin and 
Dental Materials 

Thermal Thermal 
Density Specific heal conductivity diffusivity 

Material (g cm-') (cal g-' K-') (W m-' K-') (cm2 S-') 

Water 

Dentin 

Glass ionomer 

Zinc phosphate 

Composite 

Ellainel 

Amalgam 

Pure gold 

restorative material may be more important than its thermal conductivity. As noted 
in Table 3-1, enamel and dentin are effective thermal insulators. Their thermal con- 
ductivity and thermal diffusivity compare favorably with silica brick and water, in 
contrast with the markedly higher values for metals 

I lowever, as for any thermal insulator, tooth structure must be present in suffi- 
cient thickness for insulating dental cements to be effective. When the layer of 
dentin between the bottom of the cavity floor and the pulp is too thin, the dentist 
should place an additional layer of an insulating base, as discussed in the chapter 
on dental cements Thc effectiveness of a material 111 preventing heat transfe~ is 
directly p~oportion,~l to the tliickness of the lrrlcr drld ~nve~sely p1(>po1t1o11<11 to the 
square 1 o o ~  ol lllc the~rnal diffusivity Thus the tlliclzllesses of the ncrnalnulg dcntln 
and the base are ns impo~tant as, if not more importanl than, bllc tllclrnal proper- 
ti

e

s of the materials 
The low allcrlnal conductiv~ty ol enamel anti clentin d~ds  in leci~~ciilg therm,ll 

shock and pulpdl pain when hot 01 cold foocis ale tdlzr~l ~ n t o  the inouth ~IOW~VCI, 
the presence of oral I-es~olat~ons of m y  type tends to change [he envilonment As 
discussed later, lllany lestolatlve materials , I I ~  inetdllic Because of the free e l rc t~o~ls  
present in solid metals (see (:hapter 21, these materials arc such good thermal con- 
ductors that the tooth pulp may be adversely affected hy the~rnal changes I11 many 
instances it is necessary to insert a thermal insulator between the lestoration and the 
tooth structure In this respect, a restorative material that exhibits a low thermal con- 
ductivity is more desirable. 

On the other hand, artificial teeth are held in a denture base that ordinarily is 
constructed of a synthetic resin, which is a poor thermal conductor In the upper 
denture, this base usually covers most of the roof of the mouth (hard palate) Its low 
thermal conductivity tends to prevent heat exchange between the supporting sofi 
tissues and the oral cavity itself. I'hus, the patient partially loses the sensation of hot 
and cold while eating and drinking The use of a metal denture base may be more 
comfortable and pleasant from this standpoint. 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 

A thermal property that is impoltallt to the dentist is the coefficient of thermal 
expansion, which is defined as the change in length per unit of the original length 
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Coefficients of Thermal Expansion ( a )  of Dental Materials 
Relative to That of Tooth Enainel and Dentin 

Material tr (ppm K-') nmatc,rial '('tooth cnamel 

Aluminous porcelain 6.6 0.58 

Dentin 8.3 0.75 

Comnlercially pure titanium 

Type I1 glass ionomer 

Tooth enamel 

Cold-palladium alloy 

Gold (pure) 

Palladium-silver alloy 

Amalgam 

Composite 

Denture resin 

Pit and fissure sealant 

Inlay wax 

of a material when its temperature is raised 1" K (see Thermal bnergy in Chapter 2) .  
Values of coefficients of thermal expansion of some materials of intci-est in dentistry 
ale presented In Table 3-2 The units of a nIe typically expressed in units o l  ym/m"IZ 
or plxn/"K 

A tooth ~eSm~ation may cxpantl or conalact mole than the tooth c l u ~ ~ n g  a cha~lge 
1 1 1  tenlpelatcilc, thus thele m ~ y  be rna~glnal mlcloleakage c ~ d ~ c ~ c e ~ l t  to the Iestora- 
tlon, 01 the IcSml'ltlon may debond t ~ o l n  the tooth Acco~ding eo the values in  Iable 
3 2, restolatlve rn'lte~iala lndy change rn cllmensron up to 4 4 limes mole' than the 
tooth enamel fcol every degree c ~ f  tempcintu~e ch~11lge I10weve1, although the 
dilncrls~ons of '1 wax paltell1 niay chailge rnnrkedly when the kcmpelntulc changes 
by LO(: , the rclatlve cont~,lctlon of an ,~rn,~lgam ~es to~at ion  rhCl1 IS 10 ml-n wlde is 
only 5 pm when the olal tempe~atiri-c clecienses by 20<? since the tooth en'irnel corl- 
tracts by about 2 2 ym Ihus the net dlfferencc 1s only 2 7 prn, which 1s much 
smaller than the dimensional change of 220 pnl between cusps that ale subjected to 
mechanical stresses during the polymerization of resin-based composites 

The high thermal expansion coefficient of inlay wax is also important because it 
is highly susceptible to temperature changes For example, an accuiate wax pattern 
that fits a prepared tooth contracts significantly when it IS ~emoved from the tooth 
or a die in a warrner area and then stored In a cooler area This dimensional change 
is transferred to a cast restoration that is made from the lost-wax process Similarly, 
denture teeth that have been set in denture base wax in a relatively warm laboratory 
may shift appreciably in their simulated intraoral positions after the denture base is 
moved to a cooler room before the processing of a denture. 

'I'hermal stresses p~oduced from a thermal expansion 01 contraction difference 
are also important in the production of metal-ce~amic restorations Consider a 
porcelain veneer that is fired to a metal substrate (coping). It may contract to a 
greater extent than the metal during cooling and induce tangential tens~le stiesses or 
tensile hoop (circumferential) tensile 5tlesses in the porcelain th,~t may cause 
immediate or delayed clack fo~mation Although these thermal stresses cannot he 
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eliminated completely, they can be reduced appvecidbly by selection of materials 
whose expansion or contraction coefficients are matched fairly closely (within 4%). 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

lNTRODUCTlON TO TARNISH AND CORROSION 

In most cases corrosion is undesirable. Ilowever, in dental practice, a limited 
amount of cor~osion around the margins of dental amalgam resto~ations may be 
beneficial, since the corrosion products tend to seal the marginal gap and inhibit the 
ingress of oral fluids and bacteria. Some metals and alloys are resistant to corrosion 
because of inherent nobility or the formation of a protective surface layer. 

A common example of corrosion is nisting of iron, a complex chemical reac- 
tion in which iron combines with oxygen in air and water to form the hydrated 
oxide Fe,O, e H,O. This oxide layer is porous, bulkier, weaker, and more brittle 
than the metal fiom which it formed Loss of the nonadherent oxide exposes a 
fresh underlying metal surface, which enhances continuation of the corrosion 
process. One method to prevent this corrosion is to alloy iron with chromium, 
forming stainless steel (which also contains other alloying elements). As discussed 
in Chapter 20, the austenitic and martensitic stainless steel alloys have a valiety of 
uses in dentistry. 

High-noble alloys used in dentistry are so stable chemically that they do not 
unde~go significant corrosio~l in the oral envilonment, the lnajo~ components of 
these alloys are gold, pallndium, ~ n c l  pldtinu~n (I~idium, osmlum, ~hod~urn ,  n~ld 
lcitheniunl are also class~fied as noble met,lls ) Silver is not considered noble by 
dental standaids, since it wlll ie'ict wilh air, water, and s u l f ~ ~ r  to form silver sulfide, 
a dark discoloration product 

Metals ~~ndergo chemical or elcctrochernical re,lctions with the e~lvironment, 
resulting in dissolution or formation of chemical compounds. Cornmonly known 
as co~rosion products, the chemical compou~lds may accelerate, retard, 01 have oo 
influence on the subsequen~ deleriordtion of the metal surface 11 is unfortunate that 
niany of the most commonly used metals derive lrttle or no protection from the cor- 
rosion products thnt form unde~  normal cilcumstances. I'he familiar lusllng of ilon 
is an example of the effects that may be produced by such a process 

A primary requisite of any metal used in the mouth is that it must not produce 
corrosion products that will be harmful to the body. Some metals that are com- 
pletely safe in the elemental state can form hazardous or even toxic ions or com- 
pounds. If the corrosion process is not too severe, these products may not be 
recognized easily. 

Several aspects of the oral environment are highly conducive to corrosion. I'he 
mouth is warm and moist, and is continually subjected to fluctuations in tempera- 
ture. Ingested foods and liquids have a wide range of pH. Acids are liberated during 
breakdown of foods, and the resulting debris often adheres tenaciously to the metal- 
lic restoration, providing a localized condition that promotes accelerated reaction 
between the corrosion products and the metal or alloy Because it has the least ten- 
dency to become ionized, gold resists chemical attack very well Thus it was natural 
thnt this most noble metal was employed early in modern dental histo~y for the 
construction of dental appliances. 
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CAUSES OF TARNISH AND CORROSION 

Tarnish is observable as a surface discoloration on a metal, or as a slight loss or 
alteration of the surface finish or lustel-. In the oral environment, tarnish often 
occurs from the formation of hard and soft deposits on the surface of the restol-a- 
tion. Calculus is the principal hard deposit, and its color varies from light yelluw LV 

brown. The soft deposits are plaques and films composed nlainly of microorgan- 
isms and mucin. Stain or discoloratiorl arises from pigment-producing bacteria, 
drugs containing such chemicals as iron or mercury, a ~ l d  adsorbed food debris. 
Although such deposits are the main cause o l  tarnish in the oral environment, sur- 
face discoloration may also arise on a metal from the formation of thin films, such 
as oxides, sulfides, or chlorides. This latter phenomenon may be only a simple sur- 
face deposit, and such a film may even be protective, as will be discussed subse- 
quently. However, it can be an early indication of corrosion. 

Corrosion is not merely a surface deposit. It is a process in which deterioration of 
a metal is caused by reaction with its environment. Frequently, the rate of corrosio~l 
attack may actually increase over time, especially with surfaces subjected to stress, 
with intergranular impurities in the metal, or with corrosion products that do not 
completely cover the metal surface. In due course, corrosion causes severe and cata- 
strophic disintegration of the metal body. In addition, corrosion attack that is 
extremely localized may cause rapid mechanical failure of a structure, even though 
the actual volume loss of material is quite small. 

This disintegration of a metal by the action of corrosion may occur through the 
action of moisture, atmosphere, acid or alkaline solutions, and certain chemicals. As 
noted previously, tarnish is often the foreninner of corrosion. '['he film that pro- 
duces tarnish may in tirne accumulate elements o r  compounds that clien~ically 
attack the metallic SLII-face. For example, eggs and certain other foods contain sig- 
nificant amounts of sulfur-. Various sulfides, such as hycil-ogen or ammoniuni sul- 
fide, corrocle silver, copper, mercury, and similar mctals present in dental alloys and 
amalgam. Also, water, oxygen, arlcl chlorine iorls are present in saliva and contribute 
to corrosion attacl<. Various acidic solutions sc~cll as phosphoric, acelic, and lactic 
acids are present at times and, at the proper concentration and pH, lhese can pro- 
mole corrosion. 

As will be seen in the later chapters, specific ions may play a nlajor vole in the cor- 
rosion of eel-tain alloys. ]:or example, oxygen and chlorine are implicated in the 
corrosion of amalgam at the tooth interface and within the body of the alloy. Sulfur 
is probably the most significant factor causing surface tarnish on casting alloys that 
contain silver, although chloride has also been identified as a contributor. 

CLASSIFICATION OF CORROSION 

Corrosion phenomena are often complex and incompletely understood. 'lhe more 
complex the environment and the more inhomogeneous the metal, the more com- 
plicated is the corrosion process. 'lhe microstnlctural phases and surface condition 
of the metal, as well as the chemical composition of the surrounding medium, 
determine the corrosion reactions Other important variables affecting corrosion 
processes are the temperature, movement or circulation of the medium in contact 
with the metal surface, and the nature and solubility of the co~rosion products. 
Despite these complexities, if the general corrosion mechanism is understood in a 
given situation, it is usually possible to recogni~e the controlling variables. 

'l'here are two ge~leral types of co~rosion reactions In ~hevvllcal ~o~rosiorl there is a 
direct combination of metallic and nonmetallic elements lo yield a chemical 
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compou~ld through processes such as oxidation, halogenation, or sulfurization 
reactions. A good example is the discoloration of silver by sulfur, where silver- sul- 
fide forms by chemical corrosion. It can also be a corrosion product of dental gold 
alloys that contain silver. This mode of corrosion is also referred to as dry corrosion, 
since it occurs in the absence of water or another fluid eleclt-olytc (i.e., an ionized 
solution that conducts electricity). Another example is the oxidatiorl of silver-copper 
alloy particles that are mixed with mercury to prepare certain dental amalgam prod- 
ucts. These alloy particles contain a silver-copper eutectic phase, and oxidation Jim- 
its their reactivity with inercuy, thereby affecting the setting reaction of the dental 
amalgam product. 'l'his is why it is prudent to store the alloy in a cool, dly location 
to ensure an adequate shelf life. 

Chemical corrosion is selciom isolated and is almost invariably accompanied by 
electt-ochcrnicral corrosion, which is also refen-ed to as wet conosion, since it requires 
the presence of water or some other fl~lid electrolyte. It also requires a pathway for 
the transport of electrons (i.e., an electrical current) if the process is to continue. 
This general mode of corrosion is much more important for dental restorations and 
will be the focus of the remainder of the chapter. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Which modes of electrocl~em~cnl corrosion are possible for metallic dental restorations 
and prostheses? 

ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION 

lhe \tailing point for discussron of electrochemlcnl corlos~on 1s the electrochern~cal 
cell ~llust~ated In rlgure 3 9 Such a cell 15 composed of t h ~ e e  essent1~11 components 
an anode, a ~rzlhode, and a n  ~>lettioIytc. An appalatus IS employed to measure the volt 
age and current between the two electlodes In this ex'imple, the anode can be a den- 
tal anlalgam lestordtlon, a gold alloy restoldllon can lepreserit the cathodc, and 
saliva may wive '1s the electrolyte 

I he anode 1s the su~face or sltrs on a surface wllele posltive ions ale fo~med ( I e , 
the metal su~face t h ~ t  is undelgo~ng an  c~xlcialzon Icrrr llorl and co~loding) with the 
production offiee electrons The reactloll may he descl~bed ns 

Ammeter 

Amalgam 
anode 

Fig. 3-9 Diagram o i  an electroc-hernical (.ell 
consisting o i  a simul,ttetl ,~rn;llg,lrn anodc, a 
golti ,~lloy calllode, anti sdliv,~ ,is the 
electrolyte. 

Gold 
alloy 
cathode 
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At the cathode or cathodic sites, a ~eductzon rca~tion must occur that will consume 
the free electrons produced at the anode. Numerous possibilities exist that are 
dependent on the enviionment. For example, nietal ions may be removed from the 
solution to f o ~ m  metal atoms, hydrogen ions may be converted to hydrogen gas, or 
hydroxyl ions may be formed: 

The electiolyte supplies the ions needed at the cathode and cairies away the cor- 
rosion products at the anode. The external ci~cuit serves as a conduction path to 
cariy electrons (the electric current) from the anode to the cathode. If a voltmeter 
is placed into this circuit, an electrical potential difference, i.e., a voltage (V), can 
be measured This voltage has considerable theoletical importance, as will be dis- 
cussed next. I t  should also be pointed out that this simple electrochemical cell is, 
in principle, a battery since the flow of electrons in the external circuit is capable 
of lighting a light bulb in a flashlight or producing a physiological sensation such 
as pain. 

In order for electrochemical corrosion to be an ongoing process, the production 
of electrons by the oxidation reactions at the anode must be exactly balanced by the 
consumption of electrons in the reduction reactions at the cathode. Often the 
cathodic reactions can be considered to be the primary driving force for electro- 
chemical corrosion This is a very important consideration in deteimining the rate 
of a cor~osion process, and it can be used to advantage in ordel to  educe or elimi- 
nate cor~ osion. 

The basrs for any discussion of electrochemical corrosion of ciental ,~lloys is the 
clecl~omc~tzve sp~zes 01 the metals, which classifies the metals by  theil equilibrium 
values of elertrorlc polcntzal, thereby a ~ ~ a n g i n g  them in the o r d e ~  of theil 
dissolution tendencies in water The electromotive serles of elements t h ~ t  is 
uselul f o ~  dental alloys is presented in 'lahle 3 3.  'The potential value (V) for each 
element is calculated lo1 a standard state, consisting of onc atomic weight (g) of 
ions in 1000 mL of wale1 at 25" (: Each of these s tanda~d hall-cell potentials m,ly 
be consideled as the voltage of an electrochemicnl cell in which one electrocle is 
the Ilyd~ogen electrode (equation 4), designated '~rbi t~ari ly as Lero potential, 
and the other electrode is the element of intelest. (I'he hydrogen electrode is 
created by directing TI, gas onto a platinum electrode ) The sign of the elec- 
trode potential in Table 3-3 indicates the polarity in such a cell, and metals 
with more positive potential have a lower tendency to dissolve in aqueous 
environments. 

If two pure metals are immersed in an electrolyte and connected by an electrical 
conductor to form a galvanic cell, the metal with the lower electrode potential in 
Table 3-3 becomes the anode and undergoes oxidation, that is, its ions go into solu- 
tion. As an example, for a galvanic cell composed of copper and zinc electlodes in 
an aqueous acidic solution, the zinc electrode becomes the anode and undergoes 
surface dissolution. In general, for galvanic cells having two different pule metal 
electrodes, the magnitude and direction of the current thus depend primarily on  the 
electrode potentials of the individual metals. 

It should be emphasized that the relative position of any element in the electlo- 
motive series is dependent not only on its inherent solution tendencies, but also on 
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Electromotive Series of the Metals 

Metal Ion Electrode potential (V) 

Gold 

Gold 

Platinum 

Palladium 

Mercury 

Silver 

Copper 

Bismuth 

Antimony 

Hydrogen 

Lead 

Tin 

Nickel 

Cadmium 

lron 

Chromium 

Zinc 

Aluminum 

Sodium 

Calcium 

Potassium 

the effective co~lcerltlalion o l  ions of that elemellt t l ~ t  is plesent in the environ- 
ment. As the ionic concelltlation of an element increases in the environment, the 
tendency for that ele~neill to dissolve decreases It  also should be emphasized that 
the electromotive series plovides information ollly about whethe1 a given corrosion 
reaction cannot occur. In an actual situation, i t  will p~edict neithe~ the occulrence 
nor the rate of corrosion 

The increase in metal ion content in the environment may eventually prevent fur- 
ther corrosion. Sometimes a metal ceases corroding because its ions have saturated 
the immediate environment. This situation does not usually occur in dental restora- 
tions because dissolving ions are removed by food, fluids, and the toothbrush. Thus 
corrosion of the restorations will continue. 

Many types of electrochemical corrosion are possible in the oral environment 
because saliva, with the salts it contains, is a weak electrolyte. The electrochemical 
properties of saliva depend on the coilcentrations of its components, pH, surface 
tension, and buffering capacity. Each of these factors may influence the strength of 
any electrolyte. Thus, the magnitude of the resulting corrosion process will be con- 
trolled by these variables 

In an environment in which a metal is corioding, both anodic and calhodic Ieac- 
tions take place simultanro~~sly on the surlace of the metal. Metal ions go into solu- 
tion or fornl corrosioll products because of (he anodic leactions, and other ions are 
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reduced in the cathodic reactions These two reactions may occu~ at landomly dis- 
tributed sites on the metal surface or, morc frequently, there ale anodic areas at 
which mostly the metal d~ssolves and cathodic areas at which rnostly other ions are 
discha~ged. Several forms of electrochemical corrosion ale based on thc mecha 
iiisrns that ploduce these inhomogeneous areas 

Dissimilar Metals 

An impo~tant type of electrochen~ical corrosion occurs when combinations of dzs- 
szrnilar r~zeials are in direct physical contact. Hele the dental reference is to two adja- 
cent restorations where the metal surfaces have different compositions The alloy 
combinations that m,ly produce galvanic corrosio~~ 01 electrogalvanism thlough 
the flow of galvanic currents may or may not be in intermittent contact 

I h e  effect of galvanic shock 1s well known in dentistry. For example, assume that 
a dental amalgam restoration is placed on the occlusal suiface of a lower tooth 
directly opposing a gold inlay in an upper tooth. Because both restorations are wet 
with saliva, an electrical circuit exists, with a difference in potential between the dis- 
similar restorations (Fig. 3-10) When the two restorations are brought into contact, 
there is a sudden short-circuit through the two alloys, which may result in the 
patient experiencing a sharp pain. A similar effect may be observed by touching the 
tine of a silver fork to a gold foil or inlay restoration, and at the same time allowing 
some other poition of the fork to come in contact with the tongue. An undetected 
piece of aluminum foil in a baked potato can produce the same effect. 

When the teeth are not in contact, there is still an electrical circuit associated with 
the difference in potential or electromotive force between the two restorations The 
saliva forms the electrolyte, and the hard and soft tissues can constitute [he external 
ci~cuit, although the electrical ~esistance of the external circuit is considerable in 
comparison with that which exists when the two ~estorations ale brought into con- 
tact The current geneiated is inversely rel'lted to the electrical resistance of the rnet'll 

Fig. 3-10 Possil)le path of d galv,~nic- current in 
the mouth.  
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of interest. The electric currents measured under these conditions between a gold 
crown and an amalgam restoration in the same mouth, hut not in contact, appear 
to be approximately 0.5 to 1 microampere (PA) with a corresponding potential dif- 
ference of apploxirnately 500 n~illivolts (mV). 'T'hese oral galvanic currents are 
solnewhat greater when dissimilar alloys are present, hut they also occur between 
~estorations of similal alloys, which nevel have exactly the same sulfate composi- 
tion or structure. 

A current is present even in a single isolated metallic restoration, although it is 
less intense. In this situation the electrochemical cell is generated as a result of the 
electrical potential differences created by the two electrolytes: saliva and tissue flu- 
ids. The term "tissue fluids" is used to denote the de~lti~lal fluid, soft tissue fluid, and 
blood that provide the means for completing the external circuit. Because the chlo- 
ride ion concentration is seven times higher than that of saliva, it is assumed that 
the interior surfaces of a dental restoration exposed to dentinal fluid will have a 
more active electrochemical potential. Possible current pathways are diagrammed in 
ligure 3-11. 

Although the magnitude of these currents usually diminishes somewhat as the 
restoration ages, it remains indefinitely at the approximate value cited. The clinical 
significance of these currents, other than their influence on corrosion, will be dis- 
cussed later in this chapter. Coating with a varnish tends to eliminate galvanic shoclz. 

Heterogeneous Surface Composition 
Another type of galvanic corrosion is associated with the heterogeneous Lomposztzon of 
the surfaces of dental alloys, whose ~niclost~uctu~es have been desc~ibed in the pre- 
ceding two chapters hxamples include the eutectic alloys and peritectic alloys (see 
Chapter 6) Commercial dental alloys gene~ally contain more than th~ee  elements, 
and they can have cornplex tnicrostmctu~es thdt ~esult ~n even mole Iletc~oge~~eous 
surface composltlons 

I he reason f o ~  tlic plCviou\ stiltenlent tllnl h e  co~~os lon  rcsrstance of multiph,lse 
,~lloys is gene~,llly 1c.s~ than that of a single-phase solrd solution should now be 

Fig. 3-1 1 Schemalic illuslralion of a single 
melallic restoralion showing two possible current 
pathw,~ys betwern an externdl surface exposed to 
saliva ancl an interior suriace exposed to denlinal 
fluid. Because the dcnlinal fluid conlains a higher 
CI concentration than saliva, it is assumeti that 
the electrode potential of the interior suriacc 
exposed to dentinal iluid is more active and is 
therefore given a negative sign (-). The potential 
difference between the two surfaces is represented 
I)y E. (Frorn Mclals Hantlhook, 9111 cd, Vol. 13. 
Met,lls P,lrk, C)t I, Amel-ican Soc.iety for Metals, 
1978, p 1342.) 
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evident. For example, when an alloy containing a two-phase eutectic microstructural 
constituent is immersed in an electrolyte, the larnellae of the phase with the lowel 
electrode potential are attacked, and cor rosion results. 

In an alloy that is a single-phase solid solution, any cored structure is less resist- 
ant to co~rosion than is the homogenized solicl solution, because of differences in 
electrode potential causect by microsegregation and variations in composition 
between individual dendrites for those alloys with a dendritic microstructure (see 
Chapter 5) bven a homogenized solid solution is susceptible to corrosion at the 
grain boundaries, which are anodic to the cathodic g~ain  interiors, because atomic 
arrangements at the grain boundaries are less regular and have higher energies (see 
Chapter 5). Solder joints between dental alloys also corrode because of ciifferences 
in compositions of the alloy and solder. 

Impurities in alloys enhance corrosion, and these impurities are typically segre- 
gated at the grain boundaries, as described in Chapter 5. Mercury impurities that can 
inadvertently contaminate gold alloys during handling by dental personnel have 
electrode potentials different from those of the bulk grains of the gold alloys. 
Finally, it follows from the preceding discussions that nominally pure metals, which 
do not contain significant quantities of impurities or secondary microstructural 
phases acting as miniature electrodes with different potentials, corrode at much 
slower rates than alloys. 

Stress Corrosion 

Since the imposition of stress increases the internal energy of an alloy, either 
through the elastic displacements of atoms or the creation of microstrain fields asso- 
ciated with dislocations (when permanent deformation occurs as described in 
Chapter 20), the tendency to undergo corrosion will be increased. It is plausible 
that, for most metallic dental appliances, the deleterious effects of stress and corro- 
sion, called stress corrosion, are most likely to occur du~ing fatigue or cyclic load- 
ing in the oral environment. Small surface irregularities, such as notches or pits, act 
as sites of stress concentration so that ordinary fatigue failure (in the '~bsence of cor- 
rosion) occurs at nominal stresses below the normal elastic limit of the alloy. Stress 
corrosion has been proposed as a mechanisln for the clinical failure of rubber darn 
clamps, and it nlay contribute to the clinical fracture of removable partial denture 
frameworlzs Furthermore, any cold worlting of an alloy by bending, burnishing, or 
~nalleting causes localized permanent defolmation in some parts of the appliance. 
Electrochemical cells consisting of the more deformed metal legions (anodic), 
saliva, and undeformed or less deformed metal regions (cathodic) are created, and 
the deformed regions will experience corrosion attack. This is one reason why exces- 
sive burnishing of the margins of metallic restorations is contraindicated. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

How can a small p ~ t  ~n the surface of a metallic restoration become deeper and susta~n 

aggressive, localized chemical attack? 

Concentration Cell Corrosion 

An important type of electrochemical corrosion is called concentration cell corro- 
sion, which occurs whenever there are variations in the electrolytes or in the com- 
position of the given electrolyte within the system. kor example, there are often 
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accumulations of food debris in the rnte~l>~oxiinal areas betweell the ttxlh, par ticu 
la~ly rf oral hygiene 1s poor This c i eb~~s  then pioduces an electrolyte in that area, 
wh~ch 1s dlffe~ent fiom the electiolyte that 15 p~oduccd by normal 5nl1va at thc 
occlusal surface Clectiochemrcal co~~osiorl  of the alloy surfcite unde~neatli the layel 
of food deb1 1s w ~ l l  taltc place in t h ~ s  srtuatloil 

A s~nlildr tvpr of attack m,ly occu~ frorn d~ffeientes 111 the oxygcil c o i i c e ~ i t ~ a ~ l ~ n  
brtwee~l pdit5 of the same lestolatlon, w ~ t h  the gleatest attack at the C I I C , ~ ~  co11t~1~1- 
Ing the [cast oxygen Ir1cguI;lr111e5, such as p~ts ,  on restolntions provide ~mportdnl 
cxnml>les of t h ~ s  phenomenon I he leglon at the bottom of such a conc,~vvlty has '1 

much lowc~ oxygen concentlatlon than ~h,lt at the su~lace of the ~ e s t o ~ a t ~ o n ,  
because the p ~ t  w~ll  typ~cally he coveled wrth rood del311s and mucln The alloy '11 

the bottom of the p ~ t  bcco~nes the ,lnode, and the alloy s u ~ f ~ ~ c e  ,~lound the Iiln of 
the p ~ t  becomcs the cathode, a5 d~ag~ammed  In I rg~lle 1-12 Con~ecluently, met'11 
atoms at the base of the pit i o n i ~ c  and go Into solution, causlng the pit to deepen 
The late of such coiros~on may be very rap~d, slnce the area of the anodic region is 
much smaller than that of the cathod~c reglon and theie inust be a balance of charge 
t1anspol-t In both regions Consequently, failuie may occur much mole raprdly than 
what would be ant~cipated from un~forrn surface attack kor t h ~ s  reason, all metallic 
dental iestoratlve matelials should be pollshed An iinportant category of concen- 
tlatlon cell corroslon 1s crevice corrosion, In which preferential attack occuls at 
crevices in dental prostheses or at margins between tooth structure and iestor'ltions 
from the same causes that wele prev~ously discussed, namely changes in electiolyte 
and oxygen concentration caused by the piesence of food debrls and o t h e ~  deposits 

Seldom 1s any one of the preced~ng types of electiochemical corrosron found 
alone Generally, two or more type5 act sirnultaneo~~~ly, the~eby compounding the 
piobleru I h ~ s  phenomenon can be illust~ated by considering the d ~ s s ~ ~ n l l d i  metal 
colloslon between a cast gold rnlay and an amalgarn lestoratlon I<ecause 5u1f,lce 
deposits can folrn du i~ng  t h ~ s  type of e lcc t~och~m~cdl  colloslon, differences rn oxy- 
gen concent~atron will nrlsc Moreover, 11 thc torroslon p~oduct  layer 1s ~ncolnplc~e 
o~ p ~ ~ o u s ,  as IS  usu,llly the case w ~ t h  rnetall~c deiit,~l restoralrons, the iesult~ng rnho- 
mogeneous s ~ ~ l i ~ ~ c e  produces new rlrctrochernic,ll cells feu continued corroslon I t  
15 ev~clent that good oial hygiene, which plevents the formallon of significant s u ~  
face deposits, is esscnllnl foi m ~ i i ~ m  171ng lllese con oslon ploccsses 

In the vely early stages of ta~n~sl i ,  collcentlation cells, and thus loc,ili~t~cl galvanic 
processe~ may opelate (,areful I ~ I I C I O S C O ~ ~ I C  exnlninatlon of (he progicss of tnrn~sh 
on dental gold alloys ~eve'ils that the ciepo5iled film is lnrtrally d15clcte o~ discon 
tinuous 'The apparenl coiltiiluity of the talnlsll layel ail\es f i o ~ n  an ovc~lappi~lg of 
these disciete regions, and this situation exlsts even when conditions renlaln con- 
stant It 1s unfortunate that pH fluctuations 111 the oral environment, oral hygiene 
habits, cha~actei~st~cs of the sallva, and cyclic stresses can accelerate the mult~ple cor- 
iosion processes that act upon rnelall~c restoratrons 

Fig. 3-12 A pit on a dental alloy as a 
corrosion cell. The region of the pit is an 
anode, and the surface around the r i ~ n  of 
the pit is the ca~hode. Thz ionic current 
flows through the electrolytr and [he 
electronic current flows through the melal. 
(With permission from Richman, MH: An 
Introductio~i to the Science o i  Met,lls. 
Waltham, MA, BI'~istkll Publishing Co, 
1967.) 
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PROTECTION AGAINST CORROSION 

The strategy of gold coating is employed to enhance the appearance of many corn- 
mercial nondental products. IIowever, the noble metal is soft and, wllen its surface 
becomes scratched oi pitted to such a depth that the base metal is exposed to the 
environment, the base metal will be corroded at a veiy rapid late because concen- 
tration cells have been created and two dissimilal rnetals are in direct contact 
Attempts to use metallic and nonmetallic coatings to provide corrosion piotection 
for dental gold alloys have genelally been ineffective because such coatings: (1) were 
too thin, (2) w e ~ e  incomplete, (3) did not adhere to the underlying metal, (4) were 
readily scratched, or (5) were attacked by 01 al fluids 

IIowever, in the case of two dissimilar metals in contact, paint or another non- 
conductive film can be used to advantage if it is applied to the mole noble metal 
7 he c o ~  losion late of the mole dclive meld1 will be  educed becduse the surface dred 
available for the reduction reaction has been decreased. A scratch in this type of 
coating will not lead to rapid attack of the active metal. 

Certain metals develop a thin, adherent, highly protective film by reaction with the 
environment; such a metal is said to be passive. A thin surface oxide forms on 
chromium, which is a good example of a passivating metal, and stainless steels con- 
tain sufficient amounts of chromium added to iron (and other elements) to passivate 
the alloy, as will be described in Chapter 20. Iron, steel, and certain other metals that 
are subject to corrosion may also be electroplated with nidzel followed by chromium 
for corrosion protection and esthetic reasons. I Iowever, it should be pointed out that 
tensile stress and certain ions, such as chloride ions, can disrupt the protective oxide 
film, leading to rapid con-osion Chromium-passivated metals can be susceptible to 
stless corrosion and pitting corrosion, and patients should be warned against using 
household bleaches for cleaning partial denture fiameworlzs or re~ilovable orthodon- 
tic appliances that ale alloyed with chromium. Titanium also forms a passivating tit'+ 
mum oxide film, which is of intelest since both cotnnlercially pure (CI') titanium ,~nd 
alloys in which titaniurn is a in,~jor component element are being used for '1 v,lriety of 
dental c~pplications, such as cast resto~,ltions, implants, orthodontic wires and 
endodontic instruments, to he described in Chapters 19, 20, and 21 

Noble metals resist corloslon hecause their electromotive fo~ce is positive with 
~egard to any of the common ~eduction reactions found in the oral envii-o~lment In 
order to co~rode a nohle metal undei such conditions, an extelnal cuirenl (overpo- 
tential) is req~lired 

CORROSION OF DENTAL RESTORATIONS 

It is apparent that the oral environment and dental structures present complex con- 
ditions that can promote tarnish and corrosion. Variations in diet, bacterial activity, 
drugs, smoking, and oral hygiene habits unquestionably account for most of the dif- 
ferences in corrosion often noted for patients in whom the same dental alloy, han- 
dled in the same manner, was employed. 

Corrosion resistance is a highly important consideration in the composition of 
dental alloys, since the release of significant amounts of corrosion products may 
adversely affect the biocompatibility of an alloy. Unfortunately, there is no labora- 
tory test that duplicates oral conditions in a way that can accurately predict the sus- 
ceptibility of the material to corrosion. Various accelerated tests using sulfide, 
chlolide, and other solutions have been advocated to evaluate tarnish and corrosion 
resistance. 18or example, the noble metal content, pa~ticularly gold, influences the 
resistance to sulfide tClrnishing. 
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A guideline that has been employed by manufactuvers for many dental alloys is 
that at least half the atoms should be noble metals (gold, platinum, and palladium) 
to ensure against corrosion. I7alladium has been found to be effective in reducing 
the susceptibility to sulfide tarnishing for alloys containing silver. If noble metals are 
used to avoid corrosion, it is important that the more active constituents of the alloy 
be uniformly dispersed in a random solid solution, since the formation of a second 
phase that is enriched in an active metal will produce a galvanic corrosion cell. 

Base metals, such as staillless steels, nickel-chromium alloys, cobalt-chromium 
alloys, and titanium are virtually irnmune to sulfide tarnishing. IIowever, these 
alloys are susceptible to localized attack in the presence of chlorides, and it is impor- 
tant that the corrosion testing of these alloys evaluate their resistance to p~ttillg and 
crevice corrosion. Generally, titanium and its alloys are supe~ior in their resistance 
to chloride attack, compared with the other dental base metal alloys. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How can potent~odynam~c polarizat~on tests provide ~nformation about the relat~ve In vitro 
corrosion behavior of different dental alloys in the same electrolyte? 

EVALUATION OF TARNISH AND CORROSION RESISTANCE 

IIigh-gold casting alloys tarnish very slowly, and a sodium sulfide immersion test to 
accelerate this process was developed three decades ago. Many investigations of the 
in vitro tarnishing behavior of a wide variety of dental alloys have been published 
since that time. Ihe most reliable method to evaluate tarnish and corrosiorl resist- 
ance is by clinical studies, which may require several years. Articles listed in the ref- 
erences should be consulted for the ~esearch methodology. 

I'otentiodynan~ic polariation tests have been frequently e~nployed to evaluate 
the in v i t~o corrosiorl behdvior of dental alloys. 'I llree electrodes arc requi

r

ed: an 
experi~nerltal electrode prepared from the clental alloy, a counter electrode (typically 
platinum) to complete the electroche~nicdl cell, and a relerence electrode (usunlly a 
saturated calonlel electrode ol saturated ~ g l  AgCl electrode). Several electrolytes 
have been used hy investigntors: saline solutio~l at an appropriate chloride ion con- 
cent~ntion, Fusayama solution, Ringers solution, or other chernical media designed 
to simulate the oral environment or body fluict. A potentiostat (high-precision 
power s ~ p p l y  with a voltmetel and an am mete^) slowly varies the potential between 
the experimental electrode and the reference electrode from a relatively high nega- 
tive value to a relatively high positive value (typically from -1000 mV to +I000 mV). 
For a typical scanning rate (voltage change) in the range of 1 mV/s, the entire range 
back to the starting negative potential (cyclic polarization) will be completed in less 
than 1 hr. IIowever, a much longer testing time is required, since the open-circuit 
potential (OCP) of the alloy relative to the reference electrode in the absence of an 
external voltage is first allowed to stabilize before scanning is commenced, and time 
periods for stabilization of up to 24 hr have been used by investigators. 

A highly schematic potentiodynamic polarization diagram for the in vitro corro- 
sion testing of a dental alloy that shows active-passive behavior is presented in 
Figure 3-1 3 .  The potential for the alloy relative to the reference electrode is shown 
011 the vertical axis (typically in units of mV or V) using a linear scale, and the hor- 
izontal axis shows the current density (typically in units of ,uA/cm2 or m ~ / c m ~ )  
plotted on a logarithmic scale. 'rile lower and upper portions of the diagram are, 
respectively, the curves for cathodic and anodic polarization of the alloy, where 
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potentials other than the OCT' have been applied. These curves represent the sum- 
mation of all electrochemical processes, whether they are 1:aradaic processes involv- 
ing charge transfer, such as metal ioni~ation and formation of passive films, or 
non-Faradaic processes that do not involve clla~ge tiansfel, such as adsorption of 
species, reorientation of surface molecules, and diffusion effects. The intelsection of 
the tangent lines to these curves at very low current density defines the co~rosion 
potential (Ecoll) and corrosion culrent density (I,,,,). (11 is not possible to indicate 
a zero value of current density on this diagram because of the logarithmic scale for 
the horizontal axis.) With increasing potential beyond qo,, (active region), where 
the polarization curve has an S-shape, the anodic current in the specimen first 
increases and tllen begins to decrease at the primary passive potrn~ial ( C  ) to a 

P' 
lowel value, as a passive film forms on the alloy su~face. After formation of tbc sur- 
face film, there is rninirnal change or a small increase in current density with 
increasing voltage (upper portion of the passive region in big. 3-1 3 ) ,  until the break- 
down potential (E,,) for the film is reached. Thereafter, in the transpassive region, 
the current density rapidly increases with further increases in potential. 

These diagrams can be used to compare the in vitro corrosion resistance of two 
dental alloys when the same electrolyte and scanning conditions are used. The 
more electrochemically active alloy will have a lower potential value for ECo,,, and 
the current density will be higher at a given value of potential in the active anodic 
region. For dental alloys that have naturally occurring passive surface films, such 
as the stainless steel and titanium alloys, a high brealzdown potential is observed. 
If the initial scanning is performed over a narrow potential range, such as from 
-20 mV to +20 mV relative to the OCP, the cathodic and anodic polarization 
curves are approximately linear, and the polarization resistance (Rp)  can be deter- 
mined from the slope of these curves as a measure or  the corrosion resistance of 

Log current density (FA/cm2 or mA/cm2) 

Fig. 3-13 Schrm,ttic po~enl~odynaniic polarization diagram for the in vitro cort-osion testing of a dental 
alloy [hat exhibits ac.tive-passive behavior. 
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the alloy. I<iguie 3-14 shows the cyclic pola~ization diagram for a high-palladium 
alloy in Fusayama solution, where the very low values of culrent density are 
indicative of excellent in vitro corrosion resistance. 'l'he reverse scan In this dia- 
gram, lbeginnlng with +I000 mV and ending at -1000 mV relative to the ~eference 
electlode, does not retlace the fo~ward scan fiom -1000 mV to +I000 mV, because 
the forward scan caused alterations in the specimen s~uface 

Recently, electrochemical impedance spectloscopy has been ernployed to gain 
insight into the corrosion mechanisms for dental casting nlloys. A small sinusoidal 
potential va~iation, such as + 10 mV, is imposed on the test specimen in the region 
of the OCI' or a selected active potential of interest, over a wide frequency range 
fiom 0.01 1 lz to 10 IzHz, and the current is collected and analy~ed fol phase rela- 
tionships with the voltage Llsing equivalent elect~ical circuit ~nodeli~lg f o ~  the elec- 
trochemical system, specific information can be obtained about the 1 a~adaic ancl 
non-karadaic corrosion mechanisms that is not possible to obtain fiom potentio- 
dynamic polarization methods 'l'he reader should consult corrosion textbooks for 
additional information about this technique. 

A recently developed experimental apparatus for observing the corrosion behavior 
of dental alloys is the scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM), in which the 
current and position are recorded as a microelectrode is scanned over a metallurgi- 
cally polished alloy surface The SECM can image microelectrochemical processes on 
alloy surfaces where charge transfer reactions are occurring. kigure 3-1 5 represents an 
SECM image that illustrates the formation of a pit in a low-copper dental amalgam 
(See also color plates.) 

In closing this section, it is important to note that the International Organization 
for Standardization (TSO) has approved Standard 10271, which requires alloy spec- 
imens to be immersed in an aqueous co~rosion testing solution of lactic acid and 
NaCl and the c~ncentr~ltions of the released elements to be meas~t~ed.  Iutule stud- 
ies ale rleeded to compnle the results fiorn this imme~sion test with those from 
potentiociynamic polar~~ation evaluations of co~rosion ploperties. 

Freedom Plus 
heat treated 
Fusayama solution 

Current density (mA/cm2) 

- Forward (anodic) direction 

--' Reverse (cathodic) direction 

Fig. 3-14 Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization diagram for a Pd-Cu-Ga alloy in I-usayarna solution. 
The alloy has bcen subjecLccl to heat treatment simulating the porcelain f i r~ng cycles. (From Sun D, 
Mon,lgIi,~n P, Rrantley WA, an0 Johnston WM: t'otentiodyn,~mic polarir,llion study of the in vitro 
corrosion I)ehavior of 3 high-palladium alloys and a g o l d - p ~ l l ~ ~ t l i u ~ n  alloy in 5 media. J I'roslticl Dent 
87:86-93, 2002.) 
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Fig. 3-15 Scanning clcctrochcmical microscope image of a pit in a low-coppcr dental amalgam 
(Courtesy o l  1'. Monaghan. From Ph.D. Thesis, Northwr,stern Univcrsity, Chicago, 1996.) 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

Why arc in vrfro methods of measc~ring elec trochemtcal corrosion behavior unable to pre- 

dict tn vivo ev,~lu,~/ion of c otrosion rcsisi,~nce lor dci?t<~l alloys? 

CLINICAL SIGNiFBCANCE OF GALVANIC CURRENTS 

It has bee11 ~ I O V E I I  that srlldll gdlvdn~c c ~ i ~ l e l l t ~  d\sc)ciated WJ t l l  e l c c t r o g a l v ~ ~ ~ ~ \ ~ n  are 
continually plcsent i n  the oral cavlty Tll~eir ~ntluciice o n  cotrosloll was di\cussed 
ea~liei As long as metallrc dentdl resto~ative ~naterials ate employed, thelc seem\ 
to be little possibility that these galvan~c cuiients can be elirnrrlated lhe cement 
h'lse, nlthough a good thelmal iu\ulato~, h'ls little effect in m~nimiz~ng the culrent 
that is carr~ed into the tooth and through the pulp Although many of these basc 
mateiials are effective elect~ical ins~~ldtors when they are d~y ,  they lose this prop- 
erty when they become wet through marginal microlealzage or fiom moisture in 
the dentin Until materials oi techniques are developed that will provide perfect 
adaptation to the cavity walls, the possibility of blocking such currents is highly 
improbable bor all practical puiposes, the metallic lestolation cannot be isolated 
electrically from the tooth 

Although postoperative paln caused by galvanic shock is not a common occul- 
rence in the dental office, it can be a source of discomfort to an occasional patient. 
IIowever, such postoperative pain usually occurs immediately after insertion of a 
new restolation, and generally it gradually subsides and disappears in a few days. It 
is likely that the physiological condition of the tooth is the primary factor ~esponsi- 
ble for the pain iesulting from this current flow Once the tooth has ~esponded from 
the Injury of p~eparing the cavity and has returned to a Inore normal physiological 
condition, the current flow then produces no response Practically, the best method 
f o ~  reducing oi dimlnat~iig galvan~c shock seems to he to pant  a coating vnl~lisll on 
the su~face of the metallic 1estolatlon. As long as the vanish remains, the restoiatiorl 
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is insulated froin saliva and no electiocl~emical cell is established. l3y the time the var- 
nish has worn away, the pulp has usually healed sufficiently so that no pain persists. 

Altho~tgh it has been suggested that these old1 galvanic currents, or the metallic 
ions that are liberated from restorations because of the galvanic curtents, could 
account for many types of dysclasias, such as lichenoid lesions, ulcels, leulzoplakia, 
cancel; and kidney disorder, research has failed to find any correlation between dis- 
sirnila~ metals and tissue irritation. While it is the opinion of the majority of 
research worltels in pathology and dental materials that these galvanic currents are 
probably deleterious only from the sta~lclpoint of patient ciiscomfort on lare occa- 
sions, dentists should avoid cli~~ical procedures that exacerlxite the conditloa, such 
as inseltion of an amalgam ~estoration directly in contact with a gold crown. 
Mercury released from the corroding amalgam (the anode) may iilte~ act with the 
gold alloy (the cathode) and weaken it A discoloration of both restoratiotls may 
also occur, and whethe1 it is harmful 01 not, n metnllic taste is present subsequent 
to the dental operation and may persist indefinitely. For further reading on this 
topic, consult the articles by Marek and Mueller listed under Additional Readings on 
Corrosion. 
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Mechanical Properties of Dental Materia 
Kenneth j. Anusavice 

OUTLINE 
What Are Mechanical Properties? 

Stresses and Strains 

Mechanical Properties Based on Elastic Deformation 

Strength Properties 

Mechanical Properties of Tooth Structure 

Mastication Forces and Stresses 

Other Mechanical Properties 

Stress Concentration Factors 

Criteria for Selection of Restorative Materials 

KEY BERMS 

Brittleness-Rel,~t~ve ~n,~hrlrly ot a rnatcr~al to tlcfoi In pl~stic ally 
Compressive stress-Ratlo of (ompipsslvc force to cross sec Ilona1 nrca pcrl~cnd~cular to Ihc 

axrs of applrcd force 
Compressive strength-Compress~ve stless w ~ t h ~ n  a compresslor1 test spec Iriien at the polnt of 

fracture 
Ductility-liel<ltivr ~ b l l i l y  of a inatcr~al to deform pl,ls~ically undcr a tcnsrlc strcss bcfore ~t 

frat turcs 
Elastic strain-Oefolrnat~on thdt 15 recovered upon temovsl of ,ln exlernally ,tpplled force or 

pressure 
Elastic modulus (Modulus of elasticity or Young's modulus)-Kelat~ve st~ffness ot a materlal, 

ratlo of elastic stress to elastic strain 
Flexural strength (Bending strength or Modulus of rupture)-Force per unrt area at the pornt 

oC fracture ot a test speclmen subjected to flexural loading 
Flexural stress (Bending stress)-Force per unit area of a materlal subjected lo  flexural 

load~ng 
Fracture toughness-The c r ~ t ~ c d l  stress lntens~ty factor at the beg~nnlng of rapld crack propa- 

gatron In a solid containing a crack of known shape and srze 
Hardness-Kes~stance of a mdter~al to plastlc deformation typically measured under an Inden- 

tatlon load 
Percent elongation-Max~muni amount of plastic strain a tensile test speclinen can sustaln 

hefore it fra~tures (See Ductility) 
Plastic strain-Deformatron that IS not recoverable when the externally applied force IS 

removed 
Pressure-korcc per unit aiea act~ng on the cxtcrnal surface of a material 
Proportional limit-Maxrmum stress at w h ~ ~ h  stress is propoitlonal to strain anti nbovc w h ~ h  

plastic dcformatlon occurs 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Resilience-Thr relative amount of elastic energy per unit volunle released on unloatling oC CI 

test specimen. 
Shear stress-Ratio of force to the original cross-sectional area p'~rallel to the t-lireclion of the 

force clpplied to a test specimen. 
Shear strength-Maximum shear stress at the point of fracture of ,i tesl specimen. 
True stress-Katio of applied force to thr actual cross-sec:tional area; however, for convcn- 

ience strrss i s  often calculatetl as the ratio of applied Corce to the initial cross-sectional area. 
Stress-Force per unit arcn within ;1 structure subjec~rd to an external force or pressurc (See 

Pressure). 
Stress concentration-Area or point of significantly higher stress associated with a structural 

discontinuity such as ,I crack or pore or a marltetl changc in dimension of slructurc. 
Strain-Change in length per unit inili,ll Icngth. 
Stress intensity factor-A nleasure ot the relative amount of incrcnsrd stress ,~t the tip of a 

crack of a given shape and size when the crack surfaces are displaced in the opening mode 
(See also Fracture toughness). 

Strain hardening (Work hardening)-Increase in strength and hardness and corresponding 
decrease in ductility of a metal that is caused by plastic deformation. 

Strain rate-Change in strain per unit time during loading of a structure. 
Strength-Maximum stress that a structure can withstand without sustaining a specific 

amount of plastic strain (yield strength) or stress at the point of fracture (ultimate strength). 
Tensile stress-Ratio of tensile force to the original cross-sectional area perpendicular to 

direction of applied force. 
Tensile strength (Ultimate tensile strength)-Tensile stress (in a tensile test specimen) at the 

point of fracture. 
Toughness-Ability of a material to ak~sorh elastic energy and to deform plastically before 

fracturing; mcasurcti as the tot,ll area under ,I plot of tensile stress vs. tensilc strain. 
Yield strength-Thc strcss at which test specirnen exhibits n specific anio~rnl of plastic st!-ain. 

WHAT ARE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES? 

I hrs cllapler focuses on the ~ilecha~l~cdl propelties of ~ n a ~ e r ~ a l s  Mech,lnic<~l plopel- 
ties are defined by the laws of ~nech~~nics, th,lt is, the physical scic~lce ~ h d t  deals with 
energy and ~ O I C ~ S  dr ld  theil effects on bodres The d~scussion celllels pl~nlalily on 
static bodies-those at rest-rather thall on dynamic bodies that ale In motioll 
Thus all mechan~cal properties ale measules of the ~esistance of 'I rnate~~al  to defol- 
mation ol fractuie u11de1 an applied force 

An impor Innt factor in the design of a dental prosthesis is strength, a rnechani- 
cal property of a material that ensures that the prosthesis serves its intended func- 
Lions effectively, safely, and for a reasonable time period. In a general sense, strength 
is the ability of the prosthesis to resist induced stress without fractu~e or permanent 
deformation (plastic strain) Plastic deformation occurs when the elastic stress limit 
(proportional limit) within the prosthesis is exceeded 

By the end of the section on stress concentration factors, you should have devel- 
oped a conceptual foundation of the causes of fr-actule of restorative materials and 
an u~lderstandi~lg of design features that will increase or decrease fracture ~esistance 
in the oral environment. This knowledge will allow you to differentiate the polen- 
tial causes of clinical failures that may be attributed to material deficiencies, dentist 
errors, technician errors, or patient factors. 

The failure potential of a prosthesis under applied forces is related to the 
mechanical properties of the prosthetic malerial Mechanical plopelties are the 
measu~ed lesponses, both elastic  eversible on fo~ce ~e~noval)  and plastic (ine- 
versible or nonelnstic), of ~ndterials under an appl~ed force, dist~ibutiorl of forces, 01 
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pressure. Mecha~lical properties are expressed most often in units of stress and /o~  
strain They can represent measurements of: (1) elastic or reversible defornlation 
(i.e., proportional limit, resilience, and modulus of elasticity); (2) plastic or irre- 
versible deformation (e.g., percent elongatio~l and hardness); or (3) a combination 
of elastic and plastic deformation, such as toughness and yield strength. To discuss 
these propel-ties, one must first understand the concepts of stress and strain 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

STRESSES A N D  STRAINS 

Stress is the force per unit area acting on  millions of atoms or molecules in a given 
plane of a material. Except for certain flexural situations, such as four-point bend- 
ing specimens, and certain nonuniform object shapes, stress typically decreases as a 
function of distance from the area of the applied force or applied pressure. ]<or den- 
tal applications, there are several types of stress that develop according to the nature 
of the applied forces and the object shape These include tensile stress, shear stress, 
and compressive stress The strength of a material is defined as the average level of 
stress at which a material exhibits a certain amount of initial plastic deformation or 
at which fracture occurs in test specimens of the same shape and s i ~ e .  The strength 
is dependent on several factors including the (1) strain rate, (2) the shape of the test 
specimen, (3) the su~face finish (that controls the  ela alive size and nurnbel of sur- 
face flaws), and (4) the environment in which a matelial is tested I lowevel, the clin- 
ical strength of brittle inntelinls (such '1s ceramics, c~malgams, composites, and 
cements) may appear to be low when lage  flaws are present or if stless concentla- 
tion areas exist because of imploper design of a prosthetic component (such as a 
notch along n section of a clasp dlrn on a pa~tial dentu~e).  Under these co~lditions 
a clinical prosthesis may fracture 'it a much lower applied fo~ce  becnuse [he locnl- 
ized stress exceeds the strength of the material at the critical locntion of the flaw 
(stless concentration) 

When a patient chews with a gold crown in place, the atomic sllucture of the 
clown is slightly defo~med elastically by the forces of niasticatlon. I1 only elastic 
defolmatlon occuls, the surface of the clown will lecover completely when the 
forces are removed. blastic stresses in materials do not cause permanent (irre- 
versible) deformation. On the other hand, stresses above the proportional limit 
cause permanent deformation and, if high enough, they may cause fracture of a 
material. Fol brittle materials that exhibit only elastic deformation and can sustain 
no plastic deformation, stresses at or slightly above the maximum elastic stress (pro- 
poltional limit) result in fracture. These mechanical properties of dental materials 
are important for the dentist to understand when designing a restoration or making 
adjustments to a prosthesis. I h e  differences between mechanical properties are eas- 
ier to visualize through the use of a stress-strain diagram, as described later. 

When an external force acts on a solid, a reaction occurs to oppose this force that 
is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the external force. The stress pro- 
duced within a material is equal to the applied force divided by the area over which 
it acts. A tensile force produces tensile stress, n compressive lorce p~oduces com- 
pressive stress, and a shea~ or bending force produces shear stress A bending f a c e  
can produce all t h ~ e e  types of stless in a stmcture, but in nlost cases fractu~e occu~s 
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because of the tensile stress component. I11 this situation, the tensile and compr-es- 
sive stresses are principal axial stresses, whereas the shear stress represenls a cornbi- 
nation of tensile and compressive components. 

Whenever a stress is pi-esent, deformation or strain is induced. As an illustration, 
assume that a stretching or tensile force of 200 N is applied to a wire 0.000002 m2 
in cross-sectional area. The terisile stress (o), by definition, is the tensile force per unit 
area perpendicular to the force direction, 

Because the wire has fractured at this stress level, ille tensile strength of this wire 
is 100 MPa. In the English system of measurement, the stress is expressed in pounds 
per square inch. Howevel-, the megapascal unit is preferred because it is consistent 
with the S1 system of units. (SI stands for Systeme Internationale d' Unites 
[International System of Units] for length, time, electric current, thermodynamic 
temperature, luminous intensity, mass, and amount of substance.) 

To illustrate the magnitude of 1 MPa, consider a McDonald's quarter-pound 
hamburger suspended from a 1.12-mm-diameter monofilame~lt fishing line. The 
stress per ~ ln i t  area within the line is approximately 1 MPa. If the wire above is 0.1 
m long, and if it stretches 0.001 m under the load, the strain (E),  by definition, is 
the change in length, Al, per unit original length, I,, or, 

We can conclucic (hat the wire fractu~es at a tensile stress of 100 Mt'a and , ~ t  a ten- 
~ z l r  strrlzn 01 0 01% Note that although strain is a dimensionless quantity, units such 
as metel per meter or centi~netel per centimeter are often used to rem~nd one of the 
systern of units employed in the actunl measurement. 'I he accepted equivalenl in the 
Cnglish system is inch per inch, foot per foot, and so folth 

Why is the maximum elastrc strain of a cast alloy used for an rnlay or crown an important 
factor when burn~sh~ng a marg~n? Use a sketch of a gap (e.g., Fig. 4-4) between a crown 
and the tooth margin or a stress-stram d~agram (e.g., F I ~ .  4-31 to explarn your answer. 

Strain, or the change in length per unit length, is the relative deformation of an 
object subjected to a stress. Strain may be either elastic or plastic or elastic and plas- 
tic. Elastic strain is reversible. I'he object fully recovers its original shape when the 
force is removed. Plastic strain represents a permanent deformation of the mate- 
rial that does not decrease when the force is removed. When a prosthetic compo- 
nent such as a clasp arm on a partial denture is deformed past the elastic limit into 
the plastic deformation region, only the elastic strain is recovered when the force is 
released. Thus, when an adjustment is made by bending an orthodontic wire, a 
rriargin o f a  metal crown, or a denture clasp, the plastic strain is pel-manent, but the 
wire, margin, or clasp springs back a certain amount as elastic strain recovery 
occurs. 
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As previously described, a stress is described by its magnitude and the type of 
deformatioil it produces. 'lbree types of "simple" stresses call be classified: (ensile, 
~ompressive, and shear. Cornplex stresses, such as those produced by applied forces 
that cause flexural or torsional deformation, are discussed in the section on flexural 
stress. 

Tensile Stress 

A tensile stress is caused b y  a load that tends to stretch or elongate a body. A tensile 
stress is always accompanied by tensile struzn. There are few pure tensile stress situa- 
tions in dentistry However, a tensile stress call be generated when stnictures are 
flexed. The deformation of a bridge and the diameti-a1 compression of a cylinder 
that are described later lepresent examples of these complex stress situations. In 
fixed prosthodontics clinics, a sticky candy can be used to remove crowns by means 
of a tensile force when patients try to open their mouths. Ilowever, tensile, com- 
pressive, and shear stresses can also be produced by a bending force as shown in 
Figure 4-1 as discussed in the following sections. Because most dental materials are 
quite brittle, they are highly susceptible to crack initiation in the presence of surface 
flaws when subjected to tensile stress, such as when they are subjected to flexural 
loading. Although some brittle materials can be strong, they fracture with little 
warning because little or no plastic deformation occurs to indicate high levels of 
stress. 

Compressive Stress 

If a body is placed ~ ~ n d e r  a load that tends to compress or shorten it, the inlernal 
resistance to such a load is called a r:onzpr-essive slress. A compressive stress is associ- 
ated with a comj~ressiz~e str(iir7. To calculate either tensile stress or compressive stress, 
the applied force is divided by the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the force 
direction. 

A B 
Fig. 4-1 A, Stresses inducecl in J Ihrcc-unit I~rit ige by a flexural force (P). B, Slrcsscs induccd in 3 two- 
 nit caritilever hridge. N o ~ c  I~J I  thc tensile stress tlevelops on  tic gingival sidc of the ~hree-unit bridge 
and o n  the occlusal sidc of [he cantilever bridge. See also color plales. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Although the shear bond strength of c l e ~ ~ t ~ t l  adhes~ve systems rs oiten reporled ~n manu61c- 

turers' ndvert~senients, most dental prostheses ,2nd res/or,~t~ons arc not I~kely lo fa11 

because o i p ~ r r e  shea~ stresses. Wl i~c h two L~cfoi-s t o id  lo prevenf the occurrence o i p u ~ e  

shear fa~lure? 

Shear Stress 

A shear stress tends to resist the sliding or twisting of one portion of a body over 
another. Shear stless call also be produced by a twisting or torsional action on a mate- 
rial. For example, if a force is applied along the surface of tooth enamel by a sharp- 
edged instnlrne~lt parallel to the interface between the enamel and an orthodontic 
bracket, the bracket inay deboud by shear stress failure of the resin luting agent. Shear 
stress is calculated by dividing the force by the area parallel to the force direction. 

In the oral environment shear failure is unlilzely to occur for at least four reasons: 
(1) many of the brittle materials in restored tooth surfaces generally have rough, 
curved surfaces. (2) The presence of chamfers, bevels, or changes in curvature of a 
bonded tooth surface would also make shear failure of a bonded material highly 
unlilzely. ( 3 )  To produce shear failure the applied force must be located inlmediately 
adjacent to the interface, as shown in rigure 4-2, B. This is quite difficult to accom- 
plish, even under experimental conditions under which polished, flat interfaces are 
used. The farther away from the interface the load is applied, the more likely that 
tensile failure rather than shear failure will occur because the potential f o ~  bending 
stresses would increase. (4) Because the tensile strength of brittle materials is usu- 
ally well below their shear strength values, tensile failure is more likely to occur. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Why do strtr~ftrrcs that ,ire flexed ~lsirally far1 on the strrtare th,li 15 rncreaslng ~n tonvex~ty! 

Flexural (Bending) Stress 

b,xamples of flexural stresses that are produced in '3  th~ee-unit bridge or fixed partial 
denlure (I 'PD) and a two-unit carltilever FPD are illustrated in 1 igures 4-1, A and 
4-1, B, respectively. These stresses are produced by bending forces in dental appli- 
ances in one of two ways: (1) by subjecting a structure such as an FPD to three-point 
loading, whereby the endpoints are fixed and a force is applied between these end- 
points, as in Iiigui-e 4-1, A; and (2) by subjecting a cantilevered structure that is sup- 
ported at only one end to a load along any part of the unsupported section Figure 4-1, 
B. Also, when a patient bites into an object, the anterior teeth receive forces that are 
at an angle to their long axes, thereby creating flexural stresses within the teeth. 

As shown in Figure 4-1, A, tensile stress develops on the tissue side of the FPD, 
and compressive stress develops on the occlusal side. Between these two areas is the 
neutral axis that represents a state with no tensile stress and no compressive stress. 
For a cantilevered FPD such as shown in Figure 4-1, B, the maximum tensile stress 
develops with the occlusal surface or the surface that is becoming more convex 
(indicating a stretching action). If you call visualize this ~111it bending downward 
toward the tissue, the upper surface becomes more convex or st~etched (tensile 
region), and the opposite surface becomes compressed. As explained in the section 
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Fig. 4-2 Atomic model illustrating clastic. shear tieiormation (A) and plastic shear deiormalion (B) for 
a unit length o i  a mntcrial structure. 

on stress concentration, these areas of tension represent potential fracture initiation 
sites in most materials, especially in brittle materials that have little or no plastic 
deformation potential. 

Shown in Figure 4-2 is a bonded two-material system with the white atoms of 
material A sllown above the interlace and the shaded atoms of material B show~i 
1)eIow the interface. 'l'he atoms are repl-esented over six atom planes, although den- 
tal structllres have millions of atom planes. IIowevei-, the principles of stress and 
strain apply in both cases. In the upper section of Figure 4-2, A a shear force is 
applied 'it a distance d/2 from interface A-B. As this force increc~ses in magnitude, it 
Grst prociuces an elastic shear strain (lower section of Figure 4-2) that will return to 
zero when the shear force is removed. As shown in Figure 4-2, H, if the shear force 
on the external surf-ace is increased sufficiently, a permanent or plastic deformation 
will be produced. 

For the case in Figure 4-2, B, the force is applied along interface A-K and not at 
a distance away, as shown in 1:igure 4-2, A .  Because of this applicatio~l of force 
along the interface, pure shear stress and shear strain develop only within the inter- 
facial region, and localized plastic deformation has also occurred. In the lower sec- 
tion of Figure 4-2, 13, the force has been released, and a permanent strain of one 
atom space has occurred. For Figure 4-2, A, the stress induced is not pure shear 
since the force is applied at a distance from the interface. This is the reason why 
most shear bond tests do not actually measure shear strength, but a tensile com- 
ponent of bending stress. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES BASED ON ELASTIC DEFORMATION 

Ihere are several impoitant mechan~cal piopertles and parameters that ale measures 
of the elastlc strain or plastic strain behaviol of dental materials These are elastic 
modulus (also called Young's modulus or modulus of elasticity), (Zyntlnli~ R~ung'~ 
modulus (determ~ned by measurement of ultrasonrc wave veloc~ty), ( I I P L I T  ~nodulus, 
flexzbzllty, rehzlzen~t., dnd Po~sson's rutzo O t h e ~  plopertles that ale de te~ni~ncd from 
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stresses at the end of the elastic region of the stress-strain or within the initial plastic 
dcformation region (proportional lirnil, el(isric lirnit, and yteld strength) are described 
in the following section on strength properties. 

Elastic Modulus (Young's Modulus or Modulus of Elasticity) 

Blaslt~ nlodulu~ describes the relat~ve stiffness or rigidity of a material, which is 
measured by the slope of the elastic legion of the stress-strain graph Shown in 
rigure 4-3 is a stress-strain graph fat a stainless steel o~thodontic wile that has been 
subjected to a tel~sile force. I he ultimate tensile strength, yield stlength (0 2% off- 
set), proportional limlt, and elastic modulus are shown in the figure This figu~e ~ e p -  
lesents a plot of true stress versus strain because thc force has been drvided by the 
changing cross-sectional dlea as the wire was being stretched The stlaight line 
region represents revers~ble elast~c deformation, because the stress remains below 
the propoitional limit of 1020 MPa, and the curved region represents irreversible 
plastic deformation that is not recoveled when the wire fractures at a stress of 1625 
Ml'a. However, the elastic strain (approximately 0.52%) is fully recovered when the 
force is ieleased or after the wire fractures. We can see this easily by bending a wire 
in our hands a slight amount and then reducing the force It straightens back to its 
original shape as the force is decreased to zero, assuming that the induced stress has 
not exceeded the proportional limit 

This principle of elastic recovely is illustrated in Figure 4-4 for a burnish~ng pro- 
cedure of an open metal margin (top, left) where a dental abrasive stone is shown 
rotating against the metal margin (top, right) to close the ma~ginal gap as a result 
of elastic plus plastic strain However, after the force is removed, the margin springs 
back an amount equal to the total elastic stlain. Only by lemoving the crown fro111 
a tooth 01 die can total closure he accomplishtd Because we musl provide nt le'lst 

1800 
Ultimate tensile strenqth- 1625 MPa 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Strain (%) 

Fig. 4-3 Stress-strain p l o ~  for a stainless steel orthodontic wire t h a ~  has been subjected to tension. The 
proportional limit (PL) is 1020 MPa. Aliho~rgli not shown, the elastic limil is approximately F~U~II to this 
v ~ l u c .  The yield strength (YS) ,~ t  ;I O.L'X, str,lin oiiset from [he origin (0) is 1536 MI1~l ,lnd Ih r  ultimate 
letlsilr strcngth (UTS) is 1 G25 ME>. An clastic. modulus vdluc (E) of 192,000 MP'l (1'12 CPa) was 
calculated f ro~n thc slope of thc elastic. region. 
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Fig. 4-4 Sc I->em,~tic ~ l l~~st ra t ion  of ,i procedure to close ;In open m;irgin of ,I met.tl crown (top, left) hy 
burnishing will1 '1 rol,iry Instrument (lop, right). Notc that At r r  the rotating stone is rcrnovcti (bottom), 
~ h c  cllastic \ t~- .~in h,ls I~ re r i  rt~covcrtd and ,I slight rn,\rginal tliscrepancy rcrnnins. See c~ lso  color p l ~ t v .  

2.5 pm o l  clearance for the cement, total burnishing on the tooth or die is usually 
adequate sincc (he amount of elastic strain  recovery is relatively small. 

A stress-strain graph is shown in Figure 4-5 for enamel and delltin that have been 
subjected to compvessive stress. These curves were constn~cted from typical values of 
elastic mocluli, pr-oportional limil, and ~~lt i rnate compressive strength reported in 
the scienlific literature. If the tensile slress below the proportional lirnit in Figure 4-3 
or the compressive stress (below the proportio~lal liniit) in Figure 4-5 is divided by 
its corresponding strain value, that is, tensile stress/tensile strain or compressive 
stress/compressive strain, a constant of proportionality will be obtained that is 
known as the elaslic modulus, modulus ofeluslicily, or Young's modulus. These terms are 
designated by the letter E. 'The slope of the straight-line region (elastic range) of the 
stress-strain graph is a measure of the relative rigidity or stiffness of a material. 
Although the stiffness of a dental prosthesis can increase by increasing its thiclzness, 
the elastic modulus does not change. The elastic modulus has a constant value that 
describes a material's relative stiffness as determined from a stress-strain graph. 

Differing values of proportional limit, elastic modulus, and ultimate compressive 
strength have been reported for enamel and dentin, depending on the area of the 
tooth from which the test specimens were obtained. Note that the proportional 
limit, ultimate compressive strength, and elastic modulus of enamel are greater than 
the corresponding values for dentin (see Fig. 4-5). In fact, the elastic ~nodulus of 
enamel is about three times greater than that of dentin and, depending on the study 
cited, it can be as much as seven times higher. Dentin is capable of sustaining 
significant plastic deformation under compressive loading belore it fractures. 
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Fig. 4-5 Stress-shin plot for enamel and dentin that have been subjected to compression. The 
~~ l t ima te  compressive strength (CS), proportional limit (PL.), ant1 elaslic mod~~ lus  (E) values are shown. 
(Data from Staniorcl JW, Weigel KV, Pafienbarger CD, and Sweeney WT: Compressive properties of hard 
tooth tissue. I Am Dent Assoc 60:746, 1960.) 

Thus, enamel is a stiffer and more brittle material than dentin. Conversely, dentin is 
more flexihlc and tougher. 

Since the elastic ~nodulus of a material is a constant, it is ~~naffected by the 
amount of elastic or plastic stress that is induced in the material. I t  is inctependent 
of the ductility of a malerial since it is measured in the linear region of the stress- 
strain plot, and it is not a measure of its plasticity or strength. Materials with a high 
elastic modulus can have either high or low strength values. Although a compressive 
test was selecteci to measure the properties of tooth slructures in Figure 4-5, the elas- 
tic modulus car1 also be measured by means of a tensile test. 

Because the elastic modulus represents the ratio of the elastic stress to the elastic 
strain, it follows that the lower the strain for a given stress, the greater the value of 
the modulus. Ibr example, if one wire is much mor-e difficult to bend than another 
of the same shape and size, considerably higher stress must be induced hefore a 
desired strain or deformation can be produced in the stiffer wire. Such a material 
would possess a coinparatively high modulus of elasticity. A polyether impression 
material has a greater stiffness (elastic modulus) than all other elastomeric impres- 
sion materials. Thus a greater force is needed to remove an impression tray from 
undercut areas in the mouth. Modulus of elasticity is given in units of force per unit 
area, typically giganewtons per square meter ( G N / ~ ~ ) ,  or gigapascals (GPa). This 
property is indirectly related to other mechanical properties. For example, two mate- 
rials may have the same proportional limit but may have elastic moduli that differ 
considerably. 

'lhe elastic modulus of a tensile test specimen can be calculated as follows: 
Where 

G is the elastic modulus 
P is the applied force or load 
R is the cross-sectional area of the material under stress 
A1 is the increase in length 
I,, is the original length 
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By definition: 

Stress = I' / A = o 

Strain = A1 / I(, = E 

Thus, 

Stress o (1' / A) 
B =  - =  -1- 

Strain E A V l ,  

Dynamic Young's Modulus 

Elastic modulus can be measuled by a dynamic method as well as the static tech- 
niques that were described in the previous section Since the velocity at which sound 
travels through a solid can be readily measured by ultrasonic longitudinal and trans- 
verse wave transducers and appropriate receivers, the velocity of the sound wave and 
the density of the material can be used to calculate the elastic modulus and I>ozsson's 
rutzo values 1 his method of determining dynamic elastic moduli is less complicated 
than conventional tensile or compressive tests, but the values are often found to be 
higher than the values obtained by static measurements kor most purposes, these 
values are acceptable 

If, instead of uniaxial tenslle or comple\sive stress, ,I sllea~ stress was ~nduced, the 
~esultmg sheal strain could be used to deflne a shea~ modulus f o ~  the matelial The 
sheal modulus (C) can be calculdted from the clast~c modillus (C) and I'oisson's 
rdtlo (v) ~ l s ~ n g  ecluation 6 

A value, of O '3 for Poisson's ratio is typicdl Thus, the s11ea1 n lod~~ lus  is c~sually 
about 18% of the elastic modulus. 

Flexibility 
In the case of dental appliances and restorations, a high value for the elastic limit 
(the stress above which a material will not recover to its original state when the force 
is released) is a necessary requirement for the materials from which they are fabri- 
cated, because the structure is expected to return to its original shape after it has 
been stressed and the force is removed (elastic I-ecovery). Lllsually a moderately high 
modulus of elasticity is also desirable, because only a small deformation will 
develop under a considerable stress, such as in the case of an inlay or an impression 
material. 

There are instances, however, in which a larger strain or deformation may be 
needed with a moderate or slight stress. kor example, in an orthodontic appliance, 
a spring is often bent a considerable distdnce i~ndel the influence of a small stress. 
In such a case, the stlucture is said to be flexible and it possesses the property of 
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Jlex~hzl~ty. The maxrlnurn flexibility is defined as the flexural strain that occurs when 
the inaterial is stressed to its proportional limit. 

Resilience 

As the interatomic spacing increases, the internal energy increases. As long as the 
stress is not grealer than the proportioilal limit, this energy is ltnown as I-esilience. 
I'opularly, the term resilience is associated with "springiness," but it connotes some- 
thing more than this. On the basis of the previous discussion, resilience call be 
defined as the amount of energy absorbed within a unit volume of a stnlcture when 
it is stressed to its proportional limit. The resilience of two or more materials can be 
compared by observing the areas under the elastic region of their stress-strain plots, 
assuming that they are plotted on the same scale. The material with the larger elas- 
tic area has the higher resilience. 

Shown in Figure 4-6 is a stress-strain diagram that illustrates the concepts of 
resilience and toughness. The area bounded by the elastic region is a measure 
of resilience, and the total area under the stress-strain curve is a measure of tough- 
ness. This figure is explained further in the following section. 

Work is the product of the force times the distance through which the force acts. 
When work is performed on a body, energy is imparted to it. Consequently, when a 
dental restoration is deformed, it absorbs energy. Lf the induced stress is not greater 
than the proportional limit (the oral structure is not permanently deformed) only 
elastic energy is stored in the structure. 

When a dental restoration is deformed during mastication, the chewing force acts 
on the tooth structure, the restoration, or both, and the magnitude of  the structure's 
strain (deformation) is deternlined by the induced stress. In most dental restora- 
tions, large strains al-e precluded because of the proprioceptive response of neural 
receptors ill the pel-iodontal ligamrnt. The pain stimulus causes llle force lo be 

Elastic Plastic strain -J 
strain 

Strain 

Fig. 4-6 Convenlional tensile stress-strain curve (bold  dashed line) in [he plastic deformation region 
calculated on the basis of the initial cross-sectional arca of a rod. The rolid 11ne (above the dashed line) 
represents the, ra lcula~c~d stress values h a s ~ d  on the actual reduced area of the rod as ddorrnation 
increases. The resilience C:,III he CAI(-ulated I)y measuring the ,vea within thc elastic region. Ttic 
toughness is rcl,~tetl to [he tor,ll are,t within thf, plastic and plastic rcgions. In [hi\ c'lse, thti proportional 
limit (PI ) remains constant, h u ~  h e  toughness and ultimate strength (UTS,) ,Ire differenl. 
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decreased and the induced stress to be reduced, thereby preventing damage to the 
teeth or restolations. 1.01 example, a proximal inlay might cause excessive movement 
of the adjacent tooth if large proximal strains developed during complessive load- 
ing o n  the occlusal surface. Hence, the restorative material should exhibit a moder- 
ately high elastic lnodulus and relatively low resilience, thereby limiting the elastic 
strain that is ploduced. 

Poisson's Ratio 

When a tensile folce is applied to a cylinder or rod, the object becomes longer and 
thinner. Conversely, a compressive force acts to malie the cylinder or rod sholter and 
thiclzer. If an axial tensile stress, o,, in tlle z (long axis) direction of a rnutually per- 
pendic~~lar xyz coordinate system produces an elastic tensile strain, and accompany- 
ing elastic contractions in the x and y directions ( E ,  and E , respectively), the ratio of 
E~ / 5 or E~ / E~ is an engineering property of the materiaj called 1)ozumoni ratio (v) 

Poisson's ratio can be similarly determined in an experiment involving an axial 
compressive stress. Poisson's ratio is related to the nature and symmetry of the inter- 
atomic bonding forces described in Chapter 2. For an ideal isotropic material of 
constant volume, the ratio is 0.5. Most engineering materials have values of approx- 
imately 0.3. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Is rt possrble for n stiff malerial with a hrgh inodulus o/elnstiory lo h i 1  with no pl,~strc 

deiormatro~~ and ,I( n lower strength than n niorc. ~ ' l c x r l ~ l ~ ~  materi,>l~ Explain your Jnswer 

STRENGTH PROPERTIES 

Strengtl~ 1s the stless necessary 10 cause eithe~ flacturc (ulrinzml~ strcwgih) or a sprci- 
fied amount of plastic delo~matlon (yzeld stlength) When we desciibe tlle stlength 
of an object 01 a ~nate~lal ,  we are most often referl~llg to the rnaxlmuln stress that 1s 
lequi~ed to cause fracture Both types of defo~mational behav~or can be described by 
strength properties, but we should use ploper stlength terms to d~fferentiate 
between the stress to cause permanent defo~mation and that required to produce 
fracture. 

For specific dental materials, particularly metals, we are equally interested in the 
maximum stress that a structure can sustain before it becomes permanently or plas- 
tically deformed. This stress can be described either by the proporlzonal limit or elas- 
tic lzmit. At stresses above these limits, plastic deformation occurs. 

'The strength of a material can be described by one or more of the followi~lg prop- 
erties: ( I )  proportzonal lzmzt, the stress above which stress is no longer proportional 
to strain; (2) eluslic limzt, the maximum stress a material call withstand before it 
becomes plastically deformed; ( 3 )  yield strength or proofslress, the stress required to 
p~oduce a given amount of plastic strain; and (4) ultimate tensile strength, shear 
strength, co~npressive strength, and flexural strenglh, each of which is a measure of 
stress required to fract~~re a material. Strength is not a measure of individual ntom- 
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to-atom attraction or repulsion, but rather it is a nleasure of the intel-atomic forces 
collectively over the entii-e wire, cylincier, implant, crown, pin, or whatever structure 
is stressed. Furthel-more, the ultimate strength may not necessarily be equal to the 
actual insta~ltaneous average stress at fracture since the original cross-sectional area 
has changed in size. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

1.-7,'? 
Why 1s the u/tin~alt' tet~si/e slrer~glh sometimes less thl,atl the ~~inx inforn slress? 

Shown in Figure 4-6 is a stress-strain plot of a rnetal rod that has been subjecteti to 
a tensile test. The stress is calculated by dividing the applied force at any instant by 
the original cross-sectional area and is represented by the bold dashed line above 
the lightly shaded area. IIowever, the diameter actually decreases as the metal is 
stretched. The tnle stress is calculated as the force divided by the actual cross- 
sectional area at each measured strain value and is represented in Figure 4-6 by the 
bold line in the plastic deformation region above the dashed curve. 

It is evident that the cross section of the wire decreases as it lengthens under ten- 
sile stress. Because of the reduction in area, the force required to increase deforma- 
tion actually decreases. Thus the stress calc~llated for testing purposes (force per unit 
initial area) decreases, and the ultimate tensile strength based on the initial area 
(lower U T S  value) as indicated in Figure 4-6 is less than the maximum tensile stress 
that occurs at the peak of the curve. 

Although the true stress-strain curve represents the situation more accurately, the 
stress-strain curve as indicated by the dashed line in [Figure 4-6 is commonly used. 
When we calculate the tensile strcngth of a certain wii-e, we wish to lcnow the max- 
imum stress it supports in tension without regard to the small changes that inay 
occur in the cross-sectional area. 'lherefore the ultimate tensile strength is defined as 
the tensile stress within a structure at the point of rupture. 

Brittle materials have a tensile strength that is niarkedly lower than the corre- 
sponding compressive strength, because of their inability to plastically deform and 
reduce the tensile stress at flaw tips. 'l'his is true of all brittle dental mater-ials, such 
as amalgams, composites, cements, and ceramics. The failure ol'these materials in 
clinical usage is most often associated with their low tensile strengths and the pres- 
ence of flaws within the tensile stress region. 

Proportional Limit 

As a wire is stretched steadily in tension, the wire eventually fractures. However, in 
dentistry we are also interested in the stress at which plastic deformation begins to 
develop. One method to detelmine this point is to plot a stress-strain diagram sim- 
ilar to that in kigures 4-3, 4-5, or 4-6. If the material obeys Hookers law, the elastic 
stress will be proportional to elastic strain For such a material, the stress-strain dia- 
gram shown in Figure 4-3 starts from the origin (0) as a straight line. Along this line 
the material behaves elastically, and it springs back to its initial shape and size at the 
instant the force is removed. When a certain stress value corresponding to point P is 
exceeded, the line becomes nonlinear, and stress is no longer proportional to strain. 
If a st~aight edge is laid along the straight-line portion of the curve fiom 0 to l', the 
stress value at P, the point above which the cu~ve  digresses from a straight line, is 
known as the p~oportzonnl lzrnlt. 
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FOI- a matevial to satisfy Hoolze's law, the elastic stress must be directly propor- 
tional to the elastic strain. 'l'he initial region of the stress-strain plot must bt, a 
straight line. Because direct proportionality between two quantities is grapllically 
represented by a straight line, the linear portion of the graph in 1:igures 4-3,4-5, and 
4-6 satisfies this law. Because the proportional limit (stress corresponding to point 
J') is the greatest elastic stress possible in accordance with this law, it represents the 
maximum stress above which stress is no longer proportional to strain. 1:or the 
stress-strain curve of dentin that is shown in Vigul-e 4-5, the strain corresponding to 
the proportional limit is important because it represents the percent deformation 
that can be sustai~led in dentin before it becomes defornled permanently. 

Elastic Limit 

If a small tensile stress is induced in a wire, the wire will return to its original length 
when the load is removed. If the load is increased progressively in small increments 
and then released after each increase in stress, a stress value will be reached at which 
the wire does not return to its original length after it is unloaded. At this point the 
wire has been stressed beyond its elastic lzmzt. ' I  he elastic limit of a material is 
defined as the greatest stress to which a material can be subjected such that it returns 
to its original dimensions when the force is released. Although tensile stress was 
used in the example, similar elastic limit measurements can be made for any type of 
stress, although different values of elastic limit are obtained in tension, compres- 
sion, and shear. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Y~r ld  sircwglh 1s a cornn~only reported property tor n~efal5 a l~r l  alloys bul r~o1 f o ~  ccran~~t s 

W l ~ y  15 11 ,701 possrble to rncasurc the yreld strength ot ( er,trn~t s or olhcr purc.1~ brrtllc 

rn~le11~157 Use n slress-strnrr~ plot to ~ x p l ~ i ~ n  y ~ l l r  an~wer 

Yield Strength (Proof Stress) 

'Ihe conditions assumed fol- the definitions of elastic limit and proportional limit 
are nol always realized under practical conditions. 1l tlle measuring i~lstruments are 
sufficiently sensitive, irregularitit~s on the straight-line region of the stress versus 
strain plot represent minor deviations from Hoolte's law and cause some uncer- 
lainty in determilling the precise point at which  he selected line deviates from lin- 
earity (proportional limit). Thus, a different property, yield strength, is used in such 
cases when the proportional limit cannot be determined with sufficient accuracy. 

Yield strength often is a property that represents the stress value at which a small 
amount (O.lOh or 0.2%) of plastic strain has occurred. A value of either 0.1% or 
0.2% of the plastic strain is often selected and is referred to as the percent oflset. 'l'he 
yield strength is the stress required to produce the particular offset strain (0.1% or 
0.2%) that has been chosen. As seen in Figure 4-3, the yield strength for 0.2% off- 
set is greater than that associated with an offset of 0.1%. If yield strength values for 
two materials tested under the same conditions are to be compared, identical offset 
values should be used. To determine the yield strength for a material at 0.2% offset, 
a line is drawn parallel to the straight-line region (see Fig. 4-3), starting at a value of 
0.002, or 0.2% of the plastic strain, along the strain axis, and is extended until it 
intersects tlle stress-strain curve. 'l'he stress corresponding to this point is the yield 
strength. Although the term strength implies that the material has fractured, it actw 
ally is intact, but it has sustained a specific amount of plastic strain (delormation). 
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[:or brittle materials such as dental ceramics, the stress-strain plot is a straight line 
with no plastic region. 'l'hus, a determination of yield strength is not practical at 
either a O.lo/o or 0.20/0 strain offset because there can be no intercept of straight line 
offset parallel to the elastic deformation line. 

Elaslic limit, proportiorial limit, and yield strength are defined differently, but their 
values (of stress) are fnirly close to each other in many cases. Elastic and propor- 
tional limits are usually assumed to be identical, although their experimental values 
may difft.1- slightly. As shown in I:igure 4-3, the yield strength (proof stress) is greater 
than the proportional limit. These values are important in the evaluation of dental 
materials, because they represent the stress at which permanent cieformation of the 
structure begins. If they are exceeded by mastication stresses, the restoration or 
appliance may no longer function as originally clesigned. 

Permanent (Plastic) Deformation 

As shown in Figure 4-3, the stress-strain graph is no longer a straight line above the 
proportional limit (PL), but rather it curves until the structure fractures. The stress- 
strain graph shown in Figure 4-3 is more typical of actual stress-strain curves for duc- 
tile materials. Unlike the linear portion of the graph at stresses below the 
proportional limit, the shape of the curve above P is not possible to extrapolate 
because stress is no longer proportional to strain. 

If the material is deformed by a stress at a point above the proportional limit 
before fracture, the removal of the applied force will reduce the stress to zero, but 
the strain does not decrease to zero because plastic deformation has occurred. Thus, 
the object docs not return to its original dimension when the force is removed. It 
remains bent, stretched, comp~essed, or otherwise plastically cteformed. 

Cold Working (Strain Hardening or Work Hardening) 

Whcn a metal Iiacl beer1 slrcssed beyond its pl-opo~tional limit, the ha~clness and 
strength of the lnetal inc~easr '11 the ,lle,i of defo~mation, but the ductility of the 
metal dec~eases As dislocat~o~ls move and pile up along glain bounda~ies, ftr~ther 
plastic deformation in these aleas becomes more difficult As a result, repeated plas- 
tic deformation of the metal, such as occurs during hending of olthodontic wire or 
actjustlncnt ofa  clasp arnl on a removable partial cienlure, can lead to brittleness of 
the wire and it will fracture wl~en f~uther permanent adjustment is attempted Since 
the elastic modulus remaills constant, the stress strain curve of thc defo~mcd area 
would extend above the level of ultimate strength of the metal, but the plastic defor- 
mation part of the curve would be decreased progressively with each bend of a wire 
01- clasp arm. 'The key to minimize the risk of reduced plasticity (embrittlement) is 
to deform the metal in small increments so as not to plastically deform the metal 
excessively. 

Diametral Tensile Strength 

Tensile strength is generally determined by subjecting a rod, wire, or durnbbell- 
shaped specimen to tensile loading (a uniaxial tension test). Since such a test is 
quite difficult to perform for brittle materials because of alignment and gripping 
problems, another test has become popular for determining this property for brittle 
dental materials It is lefelred to as the diumel~al tomprcsslon lesl, which is l e p ~ e  
sented schematically in t'igurc 4-7. Thls test should be used only for materials that 
exhibit predominantly elastic defoimation and little or no plastic deformation. 
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Fig. 4-7 Di,~mr.lr~il compression test. Alihotrgh n c-ornprrssiv~ 
force is applied along the side of the disk, a [ensile fracture is 
producecl. The tensile strenglh is calculated from the fracture load 
P, the disk diameter D, and the thickness t. 

In [his method, the compressive load is placed by a flat plate against the side of 
a short cylii~drical specimen (dislz), as illustrated in Figure 4-7. The vertical com- 
pressive force along the side of the disk produces a tensile stress that is perpendicu- 
lar to the vertical plane that passes through the center of the disk. Fracture occurs 
along this vertical plane (the dashed vertical line on the disk). In such a situation, 
the tensile stress is directly proportional to the compressive load applied. It is com- 
puted by the following formula: 

w h e ~ e  P 1s the appl~ed load, D is the cliametel, and I 1s the th~ckness 
11115 test 1s simple to co~lducl dnd p~ovides excellent ~ e p ~ o d u c i b ~ l ~ t y  of ~esultc 

I lowcve~, use of this test on ma~erials that exh~blt appreciable plast~c defc>~rn,ltlon 
befofore l ~ a c t ~ ~ ~ e  results In e~lo~leously high tens~le 5lrength dete~nn~nat~ons The h'ic- 
ture of the speclmen Into \evela1 pieces rather than the ideal fragmentat~on mto two 
segnlellls suggests an ullrel~ahle test ~esul t  

Flexure Strength 

Flexure strength, transverse strength, or modulus of rupture, as this property is variously 
called, is essentially a strength test of a bar supported at each end, or a thin disk 
supported along a lower support circle, under a static load. For the disk specimen, 
the failure stress value is referred to as the biaxial flexure strength and the theo~y  
involved is beyond the scope of this textbook. For a bar subjected to three-point 
flexure (upper central loading), the mathematical formula for computing the flex- 
ure strength is as follows: 

w h e ~ e  o is the flexural strength, 1 is the distance between the suppo~ts, 13 is the 
width of the specimen, d is the depth or thiclz~~ess of the specimen, and P is the max- 
imum load at [he point ot fracture. 
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'I'he units of stress are force per unit area, most often given in SI units of mega- 
pascals (MPa). This test is, in a sense, a collective measurement o l  tensile, compres- 
sive, and shear stresses simultaneously; howevel-, fol- sufficiently thin specimens, it 
is usually dominated by the tensile stress that develops along the lower surface. 
When the load is applied, the specimen bends. For a flat strip specimen, the result- 
ing strain is represented by a decrease in length of the top surface (compressive 
strain) of the specimen and an increase in the length of the lower surface (tensile 
strain). (:onsecluently, the principal stresses on the upper surface are compressive, 
whereas those on the lower surface are tensile. Obviously, the stresses change direc- 
tion within the specimen between the top and the bottom surfaces, with both stress 
and strain being zero at the region of change. This neutral surface does not change 
in dimension and is known as the neutral axis. Shear stress is also produced near the 
supported ends of the specimen, but it does not play a significant role in the frac- 
ture process. For brittle materials such as ceramics, flexure tests are preferred to the 
diametral compressive test because they more closely simulate the stress distribu- 
tions in dental prostheses such as cantilevered bridges and multiple-unit f ~ e d  par- 
tial dentures (FPDs or bridges), and clasp arms of removable partial dentures 
(RPDs). 

Fatigue Strength 

Strength values obtained from a measurement of the failure load described earlier 
may be quite misleading if they are used to design a structure that is subjected to 
repeated or cyclic loading. Few clinical fractures occur during a single-load applica- 
tion. If such fractures were common, these products would be withdrawn from the 
market soon after their introduction. This is a good reason why one should not be 
the first to buy a new restorative material, but rather allow sufficient time for clini- 
cal data to be reported. Most prosthetic and restor;ltion fractures develop progres- 
sively over Inally slress cycles alter i~litiation of a crack frorn a critical flaw and 
subsequently by propagation o l  the crack until a sudden, unexpected fracture 
occurs. Stress values well below the ul~imate tensile strength can produce premature 
fracture of a dental proslhesis because microscopic flaws grow slowly over many 
cycles of stress. Illis phenomenon is called jaliiqzie fi~ilure. Normal inastication 
induces several thousands o l  stress cycles per day within a dental restoration. For 
glasses and certain glass-containing ceramics, the induced tensile stress and the pres- 
ence of an aqueous e~~vironment lurlher reduce the number o l  cycles to cause 
dyriarrlic fatigue failure. 

Fatigue behavior is determined by subjecting a material to a cyclic stress of a max- 
imum known value and determining the number of cycles that are required to pro- 
duce failure. As shown in Figure 4-8, a plot of the failure stress versus the number 
of cycles to failure enables calculation of a maximum service stress or an endurance 
limil-the maximum stress that can be maintained without failure over an infinite 
number of cycles. For brittle materials with rough surfaces, the endurance limit is 
lower than it would be if the surfaces were more highly polished (see Fig. 4-8). For 
a given applied stress, the rougher material would fail in fewer cycles of stress. 

Some materials or prosthetic appliances exhibit slutic faligue, a phenomenon 
attributed to the interaction of a constant tensile stress with stiuctural flaws over 
time. The influence of flaw size on the stress to cause failure is shown in Figure 4-9. 
Note that for a given flaw size, less stress is required to produce failure if the stress 
is dynamically cycled between high and low values. Furthermore, aqueous solutions 
are known to corrosively degrade dental ceramics by converting surface flaws to one 
or Inore cracks over time in the presence o l  tensile stress. This environmental factor 
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Fig. 4-8 Uynarn l~  fatlgur f.tllure 5trc.55 for 
a I-~r~tt le matcr~nl ,is J tunchon o i  surface I 
roughness arid I ~ L I I ~ C ) ~ ~  of strr55 cyc Ics. Cycles to fracture 
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Fig. 4-9 Dynamic ,inti %\tic f,ltigue 
f a i l ~ ~ r c  slrcss for a 111.ittle material as a 
fur lct~o~i  ot fl,lw t l t~pil i  Flaw depth 

further recluces the magnitude of tensile stress that can be s ~ ~ s t ~ ~ i n e d  by ceramics 
over tirne. 

Cerarnic orthodontic b~ackets and activated wires within the brackets represent 
a clirlical systern that call exhibit s~u~zc  f(z1igzu~ ~ U I ~ U I Y .  1 he delayecl fractu~e of moldr 
ceramic crowns that are subjected to periodic cyclic forces may be caused b y  
dynamlr jalzgue juilzrre Thus, dental resto~ative materials can exhibit either static 
o~ dynamic fatigue failure, depending on the nature of the loading or residual stress 
situation. In either case, the failure begins as a flaw that propagates until cata- 
strophic fracture occurs. 

Impact Strength 

Impact strength may be defined as the energy required to fracture a material under an 
impact force. 'lhe term impuct is used to describe the reaction of a stationary object 
to a collision with a moving object. A Charpy-type impact tester is usually used to 
measure impact strength. A pendulum is released that swings down to fracture the 
center of a bar specimen that is supported at both ends. 'l'he energy lost by the pen- 
dulum during the fracture of the specimen can be determined by a comparison of 
the length of its swing after the impact with that of its free swing when no impact 
occurs. 'lhe energy ~lnits are joules, foot-pounds, inch-pounds, and so forth llnlilze 
most rnecllanical tests, the dimensions, shape, and design of the specimen to be 
tested should be identical for uniform results. 
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For another impact device, called the Izod zrnpuct trJstel, the specimen is clamped 
vcrticdlly at one end The blow is delivered at il certain distance above the 
clamped end instead of at the center of the specimen supported at both ends as 
described for the Charpy impact test. 

With approp~iate values for the velocities and masses involved, a blow by a fist to 
the lower jaw can be considered an impact situation. In the impact plocess, the 
exte~~lal  forces and resulting stlesses change rapidly, and a static property such as the 
propo~tional limit is not usef~11 In predicting the resulti~lg defor-mations. I lowever, 
a moving object possesses a known amount of kinetic energy If the sti-uck object is 
not permanently defolmed, it stores the energy of the collisioll in an elastic manner. 
This ability is reflected by the reszliencr of a mate~ial, which is measured by the alea 
~ ~ n d e i -  the elastic region of the stress-stlain diagram Thus, a rnate~ial with '1 low elas- 
tic modulus and a high le~lsile strength is more resistant to inlpact forces. A low 
elastic modulus and a low tensile strength suggest low-impact resistance. l+or dental 
materials of low-impact resistance, the elastic moduli and tensile strengths, respec- 
tively, are as follows. 

Dental porcelain: 40 GPa and 50-100 MPa 
Amalgam 21 GPa and 27-55 MPa 
Resin-based composite: 17 GPa and 30-90 MPa 
Poly(methylmethac~ylate): 3.5 GPa and GO MPa 
Alumina ceramic: 350-41 8 GPa and 120 MPa 
Thus, if one simply calculates the area under the stress versus strain graph, the 

greatest resilience is associated with the composite, followed in decreasing order by 
the porcelain, PMMA, amalgam, and alumina. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BOOTH STRUCTURE 

Many of tlie mechanical propelties of human loot11 stmcttur have bcen measured, 
but the ~eported values vary mnrl<cdly from oric study to another. llndoubtetlly, the 
difkrenccs arc att~ibutrd to [he technical problerns associnted with prepiring and 
testing such srnnll specimens, wll~cll in some instances are less than 1 mln in length. 
I he results ~cportecl in one study ale shown in lable 4-1 This study nnnly~ed the 
effect ol en,lmel ~ o d  orientation by p~opdgnting c~dclzs in the occlusal s u ~ f ~ ~ c r  and in 
axial seclions, in directions parallel and pe~pendicular to the occlusal surface. The 
cracks in the a x ~ a l  enamel sectloll were longer in the direclioil pe~pe~ldiculal rathcr 
than palallel to the occlusal surface The cracks that propagaled toward the denti- 
noena~ilel junction (DL)) were a ~ ~ e s t e d  and did not pelletlale the DEJ inlo dentin. 
The fracture toughness of dentin varied by a factor of 3 as a function of enamel rod 
orientation. The elaslic modulus of enamel also varied between the occlusal surface 
and the axial section. The results of this study suggest that, since the mechanical 
properties of tooth stiucture are a function of st~uctural orientation, values of elas- 
tic modulus and fracture toughness should be selected based on the structural fea- 
tures in the areas of interest. The indentation energy is a recently i~itroduced 
property that is used to predict the machinability and wear behavior of ceramics. 
Research data suggest that during indentation or cutting, brittle enamel may be 
removed by microfracture, whereas dentin may be removed by formation of ductile 
chips. 

Although the data in 'lable 4-1 indicate a variation in the properties of enamel 
and dentin from one type of tooth to another, the difference probably is more the 
result of variations within individual teeth than between teeth. 'l'he properties of 
enamel v ~ y  somewhat with its position on the tooth, that is, cuspal enamel is 
stronger than enamel on other su~faces of the tooth. Also, the properties vary 
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Properties of Tooth Structure (Human Third Molars) 

Microhardness Enamel occlusal Enamel axial 
indentation method section section Dentin 

Hardness (GPa) 3.23 3.03 0.58 

Toughness ( ~ ~ a . m % )  0.77 0.52 (1) 1.30 ( 1  1 )  
Modified microhardness Enamel occlusal Enamel axial 
indentation method section section Dentin 

Hardness (GPa) 3.62 3.37 0.57 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 0 4 8 0 2 0 

Indentation energy (pJ) 2 6 2 7 7 5 

t ~ o l n  Xu I I I IK ,  S m ~ t h  111, J d h a n m ~ r  5, Rolnberg L, I<elly JR, Ihornpson VP , ~ n d  I<cliow FD Indentc~tron 
damage and inechan~cal properties of human enamel and dentin J Dent Re\ 77(1) 472 80, 1998 
I Enamel axla1 sect~oil perpelldlcular to occlusal surface, I / enamel axla1 sectlon palallel LO occlusal 
surface 

according to the histological (microscopic) structure. For example, enamel is 
stronger under loiigit~~dinal compression than when subjected to lateral compres- 
sion. On the other hand, the properties of dentin appear to be independent of struc- 
ture, regardless of the direction of compressive stress. 

The tensile properties of tooth structure have also been measured Dentin is con- 
side~ably stlonger in (ension (50 MPa) than is enamel (10 MPa). Although the conl- 
pressive sl~engths of enamel and dentin ale comparable, the propc'rtioiial liii~it a n d  
modulus of elasticity of enamel are higher than the corresponding values for dentin 
'The higher rnodulus of elasticity results in less resilience of enamel in cornparison 
with dentirl 

MASTICATION FORCES AND STRESSES 

Because of their dy~lan~ic nature, the bjting sllesses dur~ng ruast~cation zlle dtfficult 
to measure A rlclmhel of studies have been ~nade  to dete~ mine the b~ting fol ce 1 he 
(iuinness Rook o / R ~ ( o ~ ( i s  (1994) l~sts the highe5t h~tingfolce ;IS 4337 N (975 pounds) 
sustained for 2 sec 'rhe average maximum susta~nnble 131ting foice is app~oxrmately 
756 N (170 pounds) Fiowever, the range of blling forces va~ies mdrkedly fiorn one 
area of the mouth to another and from one individual to another. For the molar 
region, bite forces lange from 400 to 830 N (90 to 200 pounds), in the premolar 
area, they range from 222 to 445 N (50 to 100 pounds), in the cuspid region, they 
vary from 133 to 334 N (30 to 75 pounds); and in the incisor region, they vary from 
89 to 111 N (20 to 55 pounds). Although there is considerable overlap, biting force 
generally is higher for males than for females and is greater in young adults than in 
children 

If one assumes that if a force of 756 N (170 pounds) is applied to a cusp tip over 
an area equivalent to 0 033 cm2 (0.006 square inch), the compressive stress would 
be 133 MPa (28,000 psi) If the area is smaller, then the stress within the cusp would 
be proportionately greater. 

Normally, the energy of the bite is absorbed by the food bolus during mastica- 
tion, as well as by the teeth, pe~iodontal ligament, and bone Neveitheless, the 
ciesign of the tooth is an engineei~ng marvel in that the tooth is generally able to 
absorb significant static as well as dynamic (impact) ene~gies As can be seen in 
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1:igure 4-5, the rnodulus of resilience oS dentin is greater than that of enamel and, 
thus, it is better able to absorb impact energy. Enamel is a brittle substance with a 
comparatively high rnodulus of elasticity, a low proportional limit in tension, and '1 
low rnodulus of resilience. However, although it is supported by dentin with signif- 
icant ability to deform elastically, teeth seldo~n fracture under normal occlusion. 

OTHER MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
Toughness 

Ibzighnehs is defined as the amount of elastic and plastic deformation energy I-ecluired 
to fracture a material. It is a measure of the energy required to propagate cr-itical flaws 
in the structule. As previously noted, the modulus oj ieszlien~e is the energy required 
to stress a sti-ucti~re to its proportioilnl limit. It can be measured as the area under the 
elastic, straight-line portion of the stress-strain curve. Toughl-ress is indicated as the 
total area under the stress-strain graph (such as shown in rig. 4-6) from zero stress to 
the fracture stress Toughness increases with increases in strength and ductility. 'The 
greater the strength and the higher the ductility (total plastic strain), the greater 
the toughness. Thus, it can be concluded that a tough material is generally strong, 
although a strong material is not necessarily tough. 

Fracture Toughness 

The strength of ductile materials such as gold alloys and some composites is useful 
for determining the maximum stress that restorations of these materials can with- 
stand before a ce~tain amount oC plaslic deSor11lation or fi-accure occur-s. For brittle 
niaterials such as dental ceramic, strength values are of only limited val~le in the 
design of ceramic prostheses. Small defects (porosity and microcracks) are I-an- 
domly distributed in location and in size throughout a ceramic, causing large 
strength val-iations in otherwise identical cci-arnic specimens. Furtherniore, surface 
flaws caused by grinding, such as from coarse-grit, medium-grit, or fine-grit dia- 
mond particles, can greatly weaken an otherwise strong ceramic, especially in the 
presence of tensile stress in the area of these flaws. 'l'he slrel-rgtll is inversely propor- 
tional to the square root of the flaw depth into the surfc~ce. Fracture toughness, or 
the critical stress ir-rtmsity, is a mechanical property that describes the resistance of 
brittle materials to the catastrophic propagation of flaws under an applied stress. 
Fracture toughness is given in units of stress times the square root oS craclz length, 
that is, ~ ~ a - r n "  or the equivalent form, M N . ~ ~ ?  

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Is a st~ffmaterial (h~gh elastic modulcls) stronger than a more flex~ble material! Explaln 

your answer by sketch~ng a stress-stra~n plot. 

Brittleness 

Shown in Figure 4-10 are three stress-strain curves of materials with variable 
strength, elastic modulus, and percent elongation. Material A is stronger, stiffer, and 
more ductile than materials B or C. Material U has less ductility than material A and 
is thus more brittle. Material C has no  ductility and is perfectly brittle; it is also the 
wealzest of the three materials. Brittleness is the relative inability of a material to 
sustain plastic deformation before fracture of a mate~ial occurs. For example, 
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UTS (A) 

PL (A) 

UJ UJ 

2 UTS (B) 
PL(B) 

UTS (C) 
PL (C) 

Strain (%) 

Fig. 4-10 Stress-strain p lok  o l  materials that exhibit different iiiechanical properties. UTS, ultimate 
tensile strrss; PL, proportional limit. 

amalgams, ceramics, and composites are brittle at oral temperatures (5 to 55" C). 
They sustain little or no plastic strain before they fracture. In other words, a brittle 
material fractules at 01 neal its propoltiolial lirnil This behavior is shown by mate- 
rial (: in Figure 4-10 

However, a brittle matelial is not necessarily weal< FOI example, a cobalt- 
chronliuln partial dentu~e  alloy may have a pelcent elongation of less than 1 5% 
elongation, but an ultimate tensile strength of 870 MPa 'I'he tensile strength of a 
glass-infiltrated alumina core c e ~ a ~ n i c  (In-Ceram Alumina) is moderately high (450 
Ml'a), but it has 0% elongation 

If a glass is drawn into a fiber with very srnooth su~f~aces and insignificant intei- 
nal flaws, its tensile stiength may be as high as 2800 MPa (400,000 psi), but it will 
have no ductility (0% elongation). Thus, dental materials with low or zero percent 
elongation, including amalgams, composites, ceramics, and nonresln luting agents, 
will have little or no bulnishability, because they have no plastic deformation 
potential. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What is [he difference in appearance between a stress-strain graph for a mater~al that has 

high strength, high stiffness, and high ductrl~ty and one for a material that is weal, flexible, 

and more brittle? 

Ductility and Malleability 

When a structure is stressed beyond its proportional limit, it becomes permanently 
deformed. If a material sustains tensile stress and considerable permanent defor- 
mation without rupture, it is ductile. Ductzlity represents the ability of a material to 
sustain a large permanent deformation under a tensile load before it fractures. I'or 
example, a metal that can be drawn readily into a long, thin wire is considered to be 
ductile. 
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Examples of three materials with different amounts of ductility (percent elonga- 
tion) are shown in I'igure 4-10. Mate~ial A is the most ductile as shown by the longest 
plastic strain range (curved region). Material C is typical of brittle materials because 
no plastic deformation is possible and fracture occurs at the proportional limit. 

The ability of a material to sustain considerable permanent deformation without 
rupture under co~~ipression, as in hammering or rolling into a sheet, is termed mal- 

leabilzly. Gold is the most ductile and malleable pure metal, and silver is second Of 
the metals of interest to the dentist, platinum ranlzs third in ductility, and copper 
ranks third in malleability. 

Iluctility is the maximum plastic deformation a material can withstand when it 
is stretched at room temperature. It is quite important from a dental standpoint. Its 
magnitude can be assessed by the amount of permanent deformation indicated by 
the stress-strain curve. For example, the plastic strain indicated in ltigure 4-10 is an 
estimation of the ductility of the substance. After fracture, the mechanical stress is 
reduced to zero, and the residual strain represents the amount of permanent defor- 
mation that has been produced in the object. 

Measurement of Ductility 

There are three common methods for measurement of ductility (1) the percent 
elongation after fracture, (2) the reduction in area of tensile test specimens; and 
( 3 )  the maximum number of bends performed in a cold bend test Probably the 
simplest and most commonly used method is to compare the increase in length of 
a wire or rod after fracture in tension to its length before fracture Two marks are 
placed on the wne 01 lod a specified distance apart anti this d~slance is designated 
as theguuge length I or dental materials, the starldard gauge length I S  usually 51 mm 
The wire 01 rod is then pulled apart ~ ~ n d e ~  a tens~le load The fiactu~ed ends are fit- 
tcd togethe], and the gauge length 1s again measured The ratio of the Inclease In 
length aftel flnctu~e to the o~~grna l  gauge length, c x p ~ e s s ~ d  111 pelcent, 1s c'llled the 
pu-~eni clorigialzon ,ind Ieplesents the quantitat~vc value of ductility 

Ano~her m,ln~festat~on of duct~l~ty  1s the neclz~ng ol conc-shaped constrlctlon 
that occuls at the finttured end of a duct~le WLI e aftel ruptule u n d c ~  a tens~le load 
I he prrcelltagc of decrease In cross-sectional area of the hdctuled cnd In compan- 
son to the ol~ginal alea of the wile or rod i s  lefer~ed to as ~ l l e  rrdzl~tlon zn aipa 

A third rnetllod f o ~  the nle,isulement of cl~~crrllty 15 linowrl as the cold bend tesst 
l lie nialer~al is clnnlpcd In a vlse and bent around a mandrel of a spec~fied radius 
lhe nurilbrl of bends to fiactuie 14 counted, and the greatel the number, the gleater 
the duct~lity The first bend 1s made fiom the vertical to the hori~ontal, but all sub- 
sequent bends are made thlough angles of 180 degrees 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Hardness 1s a property that rs used to predrc t the wear resrstance o i n  malerlal and 11s ab11- 

~ t y  to abrade opposrng dental structures. What other factors may be responsrble for exces- 

s~ve wear of natural tooth enamel or prosthet~c. surfaces by a hard ~naierlal? 

Hardness 

'[he term hardness is difficult to define. In mineralogy the relative hardness of a sub- 
stance is based on its dhility to resist sclatching. I11 metallurgy, and in most other 
disciplines, the concept of hardness that is most generally accepted is the "resistance 
to indentation." I t  is on this precept that most modern hardness tests ale designed. 
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The indentation produced 011 the surface of a material from an applied for-ce of 
a sllarp point or an abrasive particle results from the interaction of numerous prop- 
el-ties. Anlong the properties that are related to the hardness of a material are com- 
pressive st)-ength, proportional limit, and ductility. 

Knowlecige of the hardness of materials is useful to the engineer and f~irnishes 
valuable infc>r~~iation to the dentist. tlardness tests are included in numerous 
American Dental Association (ADA) specifications fbr dental materials. 'l'here a]-e 
several types of surface hardness tests. Most are based on the ability of the surface of 
a material to resist penetration by a diamond point or a steel ball under a specified 
load. The tests nlost frequently used in determining the hardness o l  dental rnateri- 
als are known by the names Rurcol, Rrinell, Rockwell, Show, Vichers, and IZnoop. The 
selection of the test should be determined by tlle ~naterial being measured. 

'I'he IZvinell hardness test is one of the oldest tests employed for determining the 
hardness of metals. In the Brinell test, a hardened steel ball is pressed under a spec- 
ified load into the polished surface of a material, as diagrammed in Figure 4-11. The 
load is divided by the area of the projected surface o l  the indentation, and the quo- 
tient is referred to as the Rrinell hardness number, usually abbreviated as BHN. Thus, 
for a given load, the smaller the indentation, the larger is the number, and the 
harder is the material. 

The Brinell hardness test has been used extensively for determining the hardness 
of metals and metallic materials used in dentistry. In addition, the BFIN is related to 
the proportional limit and the ultimate tensile strength of dental gold alloys. 
Because the test is a relatively simple one, it may often be conveniently used as an 
index of properties that involve more complicated test methods. 

ox 
Brinell Rockwell 

(Brale) 
Vickers 

or 
136 diamond 

pyramid 

rn 
Knoop 

Fig. 4-11 Shapes of hardness indenter points (upper row) and thc indentation depressions left in 
material surfaces (lower row). The measured dimension M that is shown for each test is used to 
calculate hardness. The following tesk are shown: Urinrll tcsl----a steel ball is used, and the diameter of 
the indentation is nicasured after removal of the indenter. Roc-lkwt~ll test-a conical inden~er is 
imprr~sed into the surfacc. under a minor load (dashed line) anti a major loacl (solid line), and M is the 
difference I)etwccn Ihc Iwo penetration clepths. Vickerr or Lib-o'c,grce cIlial~~ori(/ p y r d ~ i ~ i d  le.51-a 
pyramidal point is uscd, and the diagonal length of [he intlrnt,ition is mcasurrtl. K17oop L C S ~  ~ a 
rliombotiedral pyr,~niid diamond tip is used, and thc long axis of tht, indcnlalion is measured. 
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The Rockwell hardness test is somewhat similar to the 1Srinell test in that a steel 
ball or a conical diamond point is used, as diagrammed in Figure 4-11. Instead of 
measuring the diameter of the impression, the depth of penetration is measured 
directly by a dial gauge on the instrument. A number of indenting points with dif- 
ferent sizes a]-e available for testing a variety of different materials. 'l'he l<ochwell hard- 
ness number (abbreviated as It1 IN) is designated accordirig to the particular indenter 
and load employed. 

'I'he convenience of the Rockwell test, with dil-ect reading of the depth of the 
indentation, has led to its wide usage in industry. Neither the Brillell test nor the 
Rockwell test is suitable for brittle materials. 

The Vickers hardness test employs the same principle of hardness testing that is 
used in the Brinell test. I lowever, insteCld of a steel ball, a square-based pyramid is 
used (see Fig. 4-11), Although the impression is square instead of round, the 
method for computation of the Vichen hardness number (usually abbreviated as IIV) 
is the same as that for the BI-{N in that the load is divided by the projected area of 
indentation. The lengths of the diagonals of the indentation are measured and aver- 
aged. The Vickers test is employed in the ADA specification for dental casting gold 
alloys. 'l'he test is suitable for determining the hardness of brittle materials; there- 
fore, it has also been used for measuring the hardness of tooth structure. 

The Knoop hardness test employs a diamond-tipped tool that is cut in the geo- 
metric configuration shown in Figure 4-11. The impression is rhombic in outline, 
and the length of the largest diagonal is measured. The projected area is divided into 
the load to give the Knoop hardness number (usually abbreviated as KIIN). When the 
indentation is made, and the indenter is s~tbsequerltly removed, the shape of the 
I<noop indenter causes elastic recovery of the projected impression to occur priina- 
rily along tlie shorter diagonal. 'lhe str-esses are distributed in such a manner that 
only the dimensions ofthe minor axis are subject to cllarlge by relaxation. Thus, the 
hardness value is virtually independent of the ductility of the tested material. 
'I'he hardness of tooth enamel can be compared wit11 that of gold, porcelain, resin, 
and oll3~1- ~estorative materials. Also, the load may be var-ied over a wide range, from 
0.1 kg to more than 1 kg, so that values for both exceedingly hard and soft materi- 
als can be obtained by this test. 

'1Ple Knoop and Vickers tests are classified as microhardness tests in compariso~l 
with the JSrinell and Rockwell macrohardness tests. 1Soth Knoop and Viclters tests 
employ loads less tllail 9.8 N. The resulting indentations are small and a]-e liruited 
to a depth of less than 11 pm IIence, they are capable of measurir-rg the ha]-dness in 
small regions of thin objects. The Rockwell and Urine11 tests give average hardness 
values over much larger areas. Other less sophisticated measurement methods, such 
as the Shore and the Barcol tests, are sometimes employed for measuring the hard- 
ness of rubber and plastic types of dental materials. These tests use compact portable 
indenters of the type generally used in industly for quality control. The principle of 
these tests is also based on resistance to indentation. The equipment generally con- 
sists of a spring-loaded metal indenter point and a gauge from which the hardness 
is read directly. 'l'he hardness number is based on the depth of penetration of the 
indenter point into the material. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why do prostheses sometrnles far1 under a very small force, even though the strength o /  

the prostheirc r n a l ~ r 1 ~ 1  is relntively high! 
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STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS 

Although dental prostheses are designed to resist plastic deformation and fr-acture, 
unexpected lr-actures occur occasionally even when high-quality materials have been 
used. As stated previously, these failures result from locally high stresses in specific 
areas even though the average stress in the structure is low. The cause of this strength 
reduction is the presence of small microscopic flaws or microstructural defects on 
the surface or within the i~lternal structure. 'l'hese flaws are especially critical in brit- 
tle materials in areas of tensile stress because the stress at the tips of these flaws is 
greatly increased and niay lead to crack initiation and broken bonds. Shown in 
Figure 4-12 is a theoretical tensile stress distributioll in a brittle and a ductile mate- 
rial. Although the tensile stress has increased at the flaw tip in each case, it has 
increased by a ssrnaller arnoullt in the dclctile material (center illustl-ation of I:ig. 4-1 2) 
in which plastic deforrnatio~l has occurred with subsecluent widening of the flaw tip, 
thereby reducing the magnitude of localized tensile stress. As shown on the left side 
of Figure 4-12, the tensile stress in a brittle material cannot be relieved by plastic 
deformation at the flaw tip and a crack develops as the stress increases to a critical 
level. Note the increased level of tensile stress at the tip of the flaw. IIowevei-, the 
stress at areas far away from these flaws will be much lower if flaws are absent in 
these areas. The flaw does not play a significant role when the material is subjected 
to an exter~lal compressive force, as shown in the center of Figure 4-12. In this case 
the compressive stress that develops in the material tends to close the crack, and 
this stress distribution is more uniform. 

'I'here are two important aspects of these flaws: ( I )  the stress intensity increases 
with the length of the flaw, especially when it is oriented perpendicular to the direc- 
tion of te~lsile stress, and (2) flaws on the surface are associated with higher stresses 
than are flaws of the same size iu  intel-iol- ]regions. Thus surface finishing of brittle 
materials such as cerarnics, amalgams, and composites is extremely important in 
areas subjecteci to tensile stress. 

1,ocalized areas of stress enhancement can also result fi-orn factol-s other than the 
inherent ~nicroscopic flaws on the surface or i~itt,rior of a material. Areas of high 
stress concentration are caused by one or more of the following factors: 

1.  surface flaws, such as porosity, grinding rougliness, and machining damage 
2. interior flaws such as voids or inclusions 

Brittle Brittle or ductile Ductile 
material material material 

Flaw 

Tensile Compressive Tensile 
force force force 

Fig. 4-12 1nfluenc.e of tcnsile and ~oml)ressive stresses on flaws in hriltle and ducl~lc m,llcr~als 
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3 marked changes in contoul, such as the point of dttachrnent ot a clasp arm to 
a partla1 dentuie fia~newolli ol a sharp intelnal angle at [he pulpal-axial line 
angle of 'I tooth 1,reparation for an amalgam or composite restoration 

4 a large clifference 111 elastic moduli ol thermal expansion coeff~cient across a 
bonded interface 

5 a I-le tz~an loact (or pol111 contact) 
There are sevelal ways to minimize stless concentrations and thus reduce the lisk 

of clinical fracture Relatlve to fact01 1, the suif'~ce can be polished to rcduce the depth 
of the flaws. Little can be done fol inte~ioi flaws otlle~ than to imp~ove tlme qu'llity ol' 
the structule ol Increase the sue of the object 1.01 factor 3,  the design of any psosthe- 
sis should vary gladually rather than nbluptly Notches should be avo~ded lntclnal 
line angles of tooth pleparatlons should be well roundecl to m i n i m u  the ~isk of cusp 
fracture For factor 4, the most br~ttle nmdterlal should have the lower elastic modulus 
so that more stress is transferred to the material wlth the higher elastic modulus If this 
is not possible, the elastic moduli of the two materials should he mole closely 
matched. For factor 4, the materials must be closely matched in thei~ coefficients of 
expansion or contraction If a thermal mismatch cannot be avoided, the weaker, inole 
brittle material should have a slightly lower expansion or contraction coefficient so 
that a protective compressive stress 1s sustained in its structure next to the interface. 
Relative to fact01 5, the cusp tip of an opposing crown or tooth should be well 
rounded such that occlusal contact areas in the brittle material are large 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Fracture toughness 1s a more precrse measilre of the fracture resfstance of a hrrttle m;rterral 

than rts tmsrle strength W/?y 1s lenslle strength of hrrtl/cl materrals such CIS &/?la/ 

anialgam, c omposrtc, cerarnrc, and rnorgnnic cements so vnrrnble~ Wl~rch one of scArres 

o/ reported tens~le slrcngth values should be ~rsed when ( onsfderrng the seleciror~ ot .I new 

product ot or?e of l h ~ s c  materrais? 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF RESTORATIVE MATERIALS 

We have discussed the variability of tensile strength in earlier sections. Because br~ttle 
materials are so susceptible to sulfate flaws and internal defects when tensile stlesses 
are present dlld because they c~dil~lot plastically deforrn to reduce stress concentr~~tions, 
their tensile st~engths are far lowel thdn their compressive strenghs For convenience, 
complessive strengths are reported even though rnosl b~ittle materials rarely fail 
under compressive stresses IIowever, when tensile strength values are not available, 
flexural strength values should be used since they reflect a tensile mode of frac- 
ture. When tensile strength, flexure strength, or fracture toughness data are not avail- 
able, compressive strength values may be ~~seful  when comparisons are to be made of 
the fi-acture resistance of a similar family of brittle materials, such as groups of amal- 
gams, composites, or cements. Significantly lower values indicate a potentially higher 
risk of clinical failure although this hypothesis should be validated with clinical data 

Because the physical properties described earlier have been obtained using spec- 
imen shapes and s i ~ e s  quite different than those of tooth resto~ations, we must 
select materials intuitively on the basis of these property comparisons Cngineers 
employ similar criteria for the selection of materials to be used for the construction 
of a bridge. Cngineers have an advantage over dentists in this respect, because they 
lznow beforehand the maximurn ",~velage" stresses th'tt structures are expected to 
sustain befole fl-actu~e occurs 1 urthe~mo~e,  these expected stress values are multi- 
plied by a "safety factor" to ensure that the structure may be able to withstand a 
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certain amount of excess stress. IIowever, the tensile strength values reported for 
restorative materials repiesent the avelage stress values below which ',Oo/i of the test 
specinlens have fractured and above which only 50°/i have survived. Because this is 
an unacceptable failu~e rate f o ~  restorative dentistry, the lange of measured values 
should be known. From an ultracoliservative viewpoint, the lowest slrength values, 
not mean values, should be used to compare materials and also to design a plos- 
thesis to resist fracture at a high level of confidence. 

I t  is culfortunate that the magnitudes of mastication forces are not known for any 
given patient to the extent that the dentist can pledict the slresses that will be 
induced in restorative appliances. TTowever, knowledge of the relationships between 
the properties of restorative materials that are known to exhibit excellent long-term 
su~vrval perfor~nance is reinforced by clinical experience. As is true for the field of 
engineering, the dental p~ofession IS also awalc that the best test of a successful 
restorative material is the test of time under actual clin~cal conditions. 

When clinical survival data over a 3-year period or longer are not known for a 
restorative material, we should first investigate whether reliable short-term (less 
than 3-year) clinical data are available. In the absence of such clinical data, a new 
material should be evaluated on the basis of whether it meets minimal property 
requirements identified in dental materials specifications and standards such as 
those that have been developed by the ADA and the International Organization for 
Standardization If a new material meets these requirements, dentists can be rea- 
sonably confident that the material will perform satisfactorily if it is used properly. 
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White 
light source 

1 Spectrum o i  visible light ranging in wavelength from 400 nm (violet) to 700 nm (red). The most 
visually ~~erceptible region o i  the equal energy spectrum under daylight conditions is between 
wavelengths ot 540 and 570 nm, with a maximum value of visual perceptibility at 555 nm. 

2 . Color solid that is used to describe the 
three dimensions of color. Value increases 
from black at the bottom center to white at 
the top center. Chroma increases from the 
center outward, and hue changes occur in 
a circumferential direction. (Courtesy of 
Minolta Corporation, Instrument Systems 
Division, Ramsey, NJ.) 
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3 L*a*b* color chart showing the color of a red apple at point A (top and bottom). For this chart, the 
appearance is  expressed by L* (value) = 42.83; a* (red-green axis) = 45.04; and b* (yellow-blue axis) = 
9.52. In contrast, the color of shade A2 porcelain can be described by L* = 72.99; a* = 1.00; and b* = 
14.41. (Courtesy of Minolta Corporation, Instrument Systems Division, Rarnsey, Nj.) 

4.~~el~ta~;s~a~~Bgy~de;"r~b~r~f~tbe~UjtaLurnin type arranged in decreasing order of value (lighter to 
darker). The necks of the tooth-shaped tabs have been ground away to facilitate the selection of tooth 
shades. 



+. .-. : - _. . 5 A, Two central Incisor metal-ceramic crowns wlth porcela~n margins. The value (L') of these crowns 
is higher than that of the adjacent lateral incisor teeth. B, Close-up view of the metal-ceramic crowns 
on the left. 

I 
6 Example of an inflammatory response (mesial to the molar ... . a~stal to the premolar) to either the 
metal in a bridge or the temporary restoration in a 30-year-old female. The cause of the inflammation is 
not known; it could be either an allergic response or a nonspecific inflammatory response. Causes of 
reactions such as this are often difficult to determine with certainty. In any case, the response is caused 
by release of agents from the materials into the adjacent tissues. It is often suspected that reactions such 
as this contribute to periodontal inflammation caused by plaque, but this is difficult to prove. 
(Photo~raph courtesy of Dr. Kevin Frazier, Medical College of Georgia School of Dentistry). 

7 Example of nickel allergy around metal-ceramic crowns in a temale patient. Significant 
inflammation is present in the lingual gingiva, especially around teeth numbers 6 (13), 7 (12), 10 (22), 
and 11 (23). The allergic reaction, which occurs even though the majority of the nickel alloy is covered 
with porcelain, is caused by release of nickel ions from the crowns into the adjacent tissues. Allergic 
reactions such as this are often very difficult to differentiate from gingivitis, periodontal disease, or 
general irritation from toxicity. (Photograph courtesy of Dr. Michael Myers, Medical College of Georgia 
School of Dentistry.) 



8 A, Stresses induced in a three-unit bridge by a flexural force (P). B, Stresses induced in a two-unit 
cantilever bridge. Note that the tensile stress develops on the gingival side of the three-unit bridge and 
on the occlusal side of the cantilever bridge. 

9 Schematic illustration of a procedure to close an open margin of a metal crown (top, left) by 
burnishing with a rotary instrument (top, right). Note that after the rotating stone is removed (bottom), 
the elastic strain has been recovered and a slight marginal discrepancy remains. 
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Solidification of Metals 

KEY TERMS 
Alloy-A trystalllnr substance w ~ t h  metallic properties that IS composed of 1~vo or more 

chemical elements, n l  lcnst one of which i s  a metal 
Dendritic microstructure-A cast alloy nil( roslruciure consisting of highly elongated crystals 

with n brnnthcd morphology r,~thcr than eclui,~xecl grains 
Equiaxed grain microstructure-A (,]st alloy microsti~~c lure rn whlch all of the gr,lins have 

~ i m i l ~ ~ r  dimensions 
Grain-A mlcroscoplc single crystal In the nilc roslructcire or a metalllc nialcxr~,ll 
Heterogeneous nucleation-Fornint~on of 5olid nuclei on the mold wdlls or on partrcles 

wrlhin (he rnollcn metal 
Homogeneous nucleation-kor~n,ltio~x of solid nut 1e1 thal tal<cs plntc at ranclom lot ntions 

within a supeicooled molten metdl In n clean, ~nert  tonta~ner 
Metal-An element or alloy whose ,~tomic structure readlly loses elet Irons lo forirl pos~tivrly 

thargetl Ions, and whlch exh~blts metall~c hondlng (through a spatral exten5ion ol valence 
electrons), opaclty, good light reflectance from a pollshed surface, and high electrrcal and 
thermal conductivity 

Microstructure-Structural appearance of a metal revealed by microscopic imaging of the 
chemrcally or electrolytically etched surface of a flat, polished specimen 

Nucleus-Stable cluster of atoms of a new phase that torms w~ th in  a parent phase, such as 
durrng the solidification of a metal 

Phase-A honlogeneous, physically disttnct, and mechan~cally separable region of a metal 
microstructure 

Chapters 5, 6, 12, and 19 provide an introduction to cast metals and alloys and 
physical metallurgy. Although the use of cast metals has decreased in recent years 
because of increased consumer clernand for aestlletics over durability, a Iznowledge 
of the structure and properties of cast metals and alloys is essential to ensure proper 
handling of these materials in clinical practice and to diagnose clinical failures of 
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cast restorations should they occur. I:urthermore, cast metals are used as copings or 
substructures for metal-ceramic restorations, the most common crown and bridge 
prostheses and the most durable of all aesthetic restorations, especially when used 
to restore posterior teeth. In this chapter, the principles of equilibrium phase for- 
mation during the solidification of cast metals are presented. Take careful note of 
the key terms for this chapter. These terms will facilitate the understanding of phase 
transfornlations in dental casting alloys. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Why are lnetals w ~ l h  s~ni l ln~ proper tres tound in the same regron of the perrodrc table? 

Whcft transltlon met& arc /Inportant components 117 ci 'el~t~~l alloys? 

METALS 

In dentistry, metals represent one of the four major classes of materials used for the 
reconstruction of damaged or missing oral tissues. Although metals are readily dis- 
tinguished from ceramics, polymers, and composites, it is not easy to define the 
word metal because of the wide variation in properties of metallic materials 1 he 
Meluls Handbook (1 992) defines a metal as "an opaque lustrous chemical substance 
that is a good conductor of heat and electricity and, when polished, is a good reflec- 
tor of light." An alloy is a substance with metallic properties that consists of two or 
more chemical elements, at least one of which is a metal. Gallium and mercury, ele- 
ments commonly used in dental alloys, are liquid at body temperature how eve^, all 
metals and alloys used as lestorative mateui,lls in dentistly are c~ystalline solids. 
Metals can also be descl ibrd in telrns of qilalitalive , ~ n d  quantitative properties such 
as theil luslel, malleability, ductility, electrical conduct~vi~y, thelrnal conductivity, 
specific glavity, and ability to malie a linging sound when stilrcl<. 

With the cxcepllon ot pure gold foil, co~nme~c~al ly  pure ((:I") titanium, and 
endodontic silvcr pomts, mrtals used for dental restorations, partial dentu~e frame- 
works, orthodonlic wires, and endodontic instrume~lts are alloys The wide variety of 
complex dental alloy compositions ale described in  C l ~ ~ ~ p t r r s  6, 17, 19, and 20 and 
cotisist of the Following ( 1 )  dental amalgnms containing the majo~ elements mel- 
cury, s~lver, tin, and copper, (2) noble rnctal alloys in which the major elements ale 
some combination of gold, palladium, silver, and impo~tant secondary elements 
including copper, platinum, tin, indium, and gallium, and ( 3 )  base metal alloys with 
a major element of nickel, cobalt, iron, or titanium and many secondary elements 
that are found in the alloy compositions. Moreover, CP titanium, which is classified 
in four different grades, may also technically be considered as an alloy, because small 
percentages of other elements are allowed as impurities as specified by a standard set 
by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) for each grade. 

A clean metallic surface exhibits a luster that is difficult to duplicate in other types 
of solid materials. Most metals emit a metallic sound ("ring") when they are struck, 
although certain silica compounds can be made to produce a similar sound. A unique 
characteristic of metals is that they are good thermal and electrical conductors. 
Compared with ceramics, polymers, and composites, metals have a high fracture 
toughness (KT=), that is, the ability to absorb energy and inhibit crack propagation 
under increasing tensile stress. ?'his property is a measure of the resistance of a mate- 
rial to clack propagation For example, l(lc for most metals varies between 25 and 60 
M P ~ - I I I ~ / ~ ,  compared with a langr of 0 75 to 5.0 M ~ a - m l I ~  for dental ceramics 
Generally, solid metals are strongel and denser than other nonmetallic elements. Most 
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metals also ale mole ductile ~ 1 d  mnlleable than nonmetals, which ale generally hr~t-  
tle A few metals (iron, n~clzcl, and cobalt), which ; l~e  component ele~nents of dental 
alloys, can be magnetized, but they can also be produced In a norlmagnctic stntc 

Although m,my met,~ls ale lesistant to cllemit,~l attack In a11 nt loo111 tempelatule, 
somc m e ~ ~ l s  rccl~lire alloying clernents to reslst t,llnish and corloslon in the o ~ a l  
environment l o ]  example, c h ~ o r n ~ u ~ n  IS reclui~ed as alloying elclne~lt ln alloys 
h'lsed on Iton, nickel, 01 cobalt to plovide passwation of the alloy through the for 
matloll of a thm s ~ ~ i f ~ i c t ~  layer of chrom~um ox~de Noble metals (gold, ~ ~ ~ c l ~ u r n ,  
osm~um, p a l l a d ~ ~ ~ m ,  plat~num, rhodium, and ~uthenluni) ale lllgllly lesistant to 
coi~osion and ox~dal~oil  and do not ~equire dlloy~llg elements fol 1111s pulpose 
However, pure noble metals must be alloyed to p~ovlde suffic~ent resrslance LO 

dcfo~mation ,111d fracture when they ,11e used f o ~  cast lcsto~,~tlons Small atidit~orls 
of oxid~zdble elements, 5uch as iron, tin, and rnd~um, ale c~ddcd to noble nlloys used 
for metal-ceramic prostheses to promote bonding between the celamrc veneer and 
the metal oxide on the metal su~face 

Of the 115 elements currently listed in most recent ve~sions of the peliodlc tables 
of the elements, about 81 can be classified as metals. (Additional eleme~lts that have 
been cleated with nuclear leactors have short half-lives.) It is of scient~frc interest 
that the metallic elements can be grouped accoid~rlg to density, ductility, melting 
polnt, and nobility 'This indicates that the properties of metals are closely related to 
their valence electron configuration The g~oupings of pure metal elements can be 
seen in Figure 5-1, the periodic chart of the elements. Several metals of importance 
for dental alloys are tlansztzon elements, in which the outelmost elect~on subshells are 
occupied before the interior subshells are completely filled I he student should refer 
to a standard chemist~y textbook to review the several series of transition elements. 

Jo the chemist and physicist, all metclll~c elements hCtve one common cha~acter- 
istlc the outelmost elcctroils around the n c u ~ ~ a l  , ~ t o ~ n  are loosely bound Fol exam- 
ple, the chernist lznowc tllclt sodiurn, zlnc, and ~ luminum atoms tend to lose tllell 
v,~lence electrons dllct bccome positive Ions in solutlon Also, if two drfferent melnls 
form the electrocies of a gdlvd~l~c cell, the more e'ls~ly oxid~zed metal become5 the 
anode '111d stlpplies elect~ons to an external cilcuil 

Most metals have '1 "wh~le" nppealance (e g , nluminum, silver, n~ckel, palla- 
d ~ u m ,  tm, and zinc ) However, thele ale s l igh~ diffe~ences 111 hue and cliiorna 
among the white metals Iwo ~lo~lwlllte metals In the peiiod~c table are gold aiid 
copper, both of which are irnporta~lt components of cast dental alloys 

lhe  p~opertics of the pure elemcnts do not cliangc abiuptly fiom met a 11' ic to non- 
metallic as one moves to the light side of the period~c c h a ~ t  (see F~gure 5-1) Rather, 
the boundary between metals and nonmetals is somewhat arbitrary, and the ele- 
ments near the boundary exhibit characteristics of both metals and nonmetals. The 
elements carbon, boron, and sillcon ale often combined with metals to fo~rn  com- 
mercially important engineering materials Silicon and germanium ale termed semz- 
~ondu~tors because theii electrical conductivity is intermediate between that of a 
metal and that of an insulator These two elements form the basis for many elec- 
tronic devices However, in dentistry the most common casting alloys used for den- 
tal appliances and prostheses are based on a majority of one of the following 
elements: cobalt, gold, iron, nickel, palladium, silver, and titanium. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why are the general phys~cal and mechdnical properties of metallic dental materials differ- 
en( from those o /  ceramic and polymt.ric dental mater~dls! 
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METALLIC BONDS 

In addition to covalent and ionic bonds, atoms in 'I solid can be held together by a 
primary interaction known as the metallic bond. One of [he chief characteristics of a 
metal is the ability to conduct heat and electlicity, which is associated with the 
rnobility of the fiee electrons present in these materials. 

Since the outel-shell valence electrons can be removed easily fro111 aloms in met- 
als, the nuclei containing the balance of the bound electrons form positively 
charged ionic cores The unbound or free vdlellce electrolls form a "cloud" or "gas," 
resulting in elect1 ostatic attraction between the free electron cloud and the positively 
charged ionic cores. Closed-shell repulsion from the outer electrons of the ionic 
col-es balances this attractive force at the equilibrium interatomic spacing Tor the 
metal. Metallic holding can be co~llrasted with the ionic and covalent modcs of 
bonding, in which valence electrons are localized near the parent atoms. 

'[he free electrons act as conductors of both thermal energy and electricity. They 
transfer energy by moving readily from areas of higher energy to those of lower energy, 
under the influence of either a thermal gradient or an electrical field (potential gradi- 
ent). Metallic bonding is also responsible for the luster, or mirror-reflecting property, 
of polished metals and their typical capability of undergoing significant permanent 
deformation (associated with the properties of ductility and malleability) at sufficiently 
high mechanical stresses. 'lhese characteristics are not found in ceramic and polymeric 
materials in which the atomic bonding occurs through a combination of the covalent 
and ionic modes. The formation of positive ions (cations) from metals in solution is a 
consequence of the ionic cores that are associated with metallic bonding. 

ALLOYS 

The use of pule metals is quite lirnitcd 111 dentist~y Pule lnetnls also hnve limitcd 
use In eng~neering applications, because they nle apt to he soft dnd, like i~on,  many 
tend to c o ~  rode rapidly The metals most uscf~~l to civilizat~on, along wit11 some of 
(heir physical const,~nts, are listed in Idble 5-1 It is f o ~ t ~ ~ n a l e  th,li met,lllrc elements 
m,lint,iin theil me~al l~c  behavior even when they ale not pule ,lnd th,it they can 
often tolerate a conside~dhle addition ofolhel elements wllen they solidify hom the 
l ~ q u ~ d  to thc solid state 

7i, optimize p~opelties, most metals comrnollly used rn enginecrirlg and dentnl 
applicntions ale mixlu~es of two or mole rnctalllc elements 01, in some cases, one o~ 
more metals and/or nonmetals Although such mixtu~es can be produced 111 a number 
of ways, they are generally prepared by fusion of the elements above their melting 
points. A solid material formed by combining a metal with one or more other metals 
or nonmetals is called an alloy. kor example, a small amount of carbon is added to iron 
to form steel. A certain amount of chromium is added to iron, carbon, and other ele- 
ments to lorm stainless steel, an alloy that is highly resistant to corrosion. As previously 
noted, chromium is also used to impart corrosion resistance to nickel or cobalt alloys, 
which comprise two of the major groups of base metal alloys used in dentistry. 
Chromium provides this corrosion resistance by forming a very thin, adherent surface 
oxide that prevents the diffusion of oxygen or othel conoding species to the underly- 
ing bulk metal. Although pure gold is also highly resistant to corrosion, copper is 
added to gold for many dental alloys to increase their strength and resistance to per- 
manent deformation Early dental and engineering alloys evolved by trial and error, but 
currently developed special-purpose alloys are the result of technological advances. 

I11 this chapte~, the term rnelnl is used all incl~~s~vely to include alloys as well as 
pule ~netals. If  the concept heing discussed does not apply to both '~lloys and pure 
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Physical Constants of the Alloy-foming Elements 

Linear 
Melting Boiling coefficient of 

Atomic point pois~l Density thermal expansion 
Element Symbol weight ("c) ("C) ig/cw3) (10 9l"C) 

A l u ~ ~ l ~ ~ l u r n  Al 2 6 0 8 060 2 24 50 2 70 0 216 

An t~~nony  Sh 121 75 610 5 1180 6 62 0 108 

L<lsmuth HI 208 98 271 1 1560 0 80 0 131 

( ,idm~urn Od 112 40 120 9 765 8 17 0 208 

( < I I ~ > O I I  (, 12 01 1700 0 4810 2 22 0 06 

Chrom~uni CI 52 00 18750 2665 7 19 0 062 

Cobalt Lo 58 93 1435 0 2300 8 85 0 118 

Coppel Cu 63 54 1083 0 2535 8 96 0 165 

(;old Au 196 97 1061 0 2970 13  12 0 142 

Tnd~um In 114 82 156 2 2000 7 31 0 13  

I r~d~urn  Ir 132 2 2454 0 5300 22 5 0 068 

Iron fie 55 85 1527 0 1000 7 87 0 123 

I ead Pb 207 13 327 4 1725 11 34 0 231 

Magnesium Mg 24 31 650 0 1107 1 74 0 252 

Mercury I lg 200 59 -18 87 157 13  55 0 40 

Molybdenum Mo 95 94 2610 0 5560 10 22 0 040 

N~cltcl NI 58 71 1451 0 2710 8 90 0 131 

l'allad~u~~l Pd 106 4 1552 0 1980 12 02 0 118 

I'latlnurn 1' 1 195 09 1769 0 4530 21 45 0 080 

Rhoc1111rn Rh 102 91 1966 0 4500 12 44 0 081 

S~lscon SI 28 09 1410 0 2480 2 11 0 071 

S I~VCI  4 3  107 87 960 8 221 6 10 43 O 197 

lantalum Ta 180 95 2996 0 5425 16 h 0 065 

1 111 S n 118 60 211 9 2270 7 238 0 21 

Titanium TI 47 90 1668 0 1260 4 51 0 085 

Tungsten W 183 85 3410 0 53'30 19 1 0 046 

L ~ n c  Ln 65 17 420 0 306 7 133 0 397 

Data from Lyman T (ed): Metals Handboolz, 8th ed., Vol. 1. Cleveland, American Society for Metals, 1964. 

metals, that distinction will be clearly stated. In Chapters 10 and 20, the physical 
and chemical properties of alloys are discussed in some detail. However, before pro- 
ceeding to alloys, a discussion of the fundamentals of how a solid is formed from 
the molten (liquid) state is warranted. 

SOLIDIFICATION OF METALS 

Pure metals, in common with olher chemical elements, can be identified by their 
specific melting poinls and boiling points and by their basic physical and chemical 
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properties Some of these properties for metals of dental interest are tabulated in 
'hble 5-1. 

1:or instructional purposes, we will first consider the solidificatioll phenomena that 
occur during the freezing of a pure metal in a clean container. Some aspects of the 
freezing of alloys are briefly considered in this chapter, hut details of the solidification 
process for alloys are discussed in Chapter 6. If a pure metal is melted and allowed to 
cool to room temperature in a clean (and inert) containel; and if its temperature 
during cooling is plotted as a h~nction of time, a graph similar to that in Figure 5-2 
results. Note that the ternperature decreases steaclily from point A to point 15'. 
An increase in temperature the11 occurs from point B' to point 15, at which time the 
temperature remains constant until the time indicated at point C is reached. 
Subsequently, the ternperature of the metal decreases steadily to room temperature. 

'I'he temperature 'I;, as indicated by the straight or "plateau" portion of the curve 
at BC, is the freezing point, or solidification temperature of the pure metal. This is 
also the melting point, or fusion temperature. During melting, the temperature 
remains constant. During freezing or solidification, heat is released as the metal 
changes from the higher-energy liquid state to the lower-energy solid state. 'l'his 
energy difference is the latent heut of solidification and is equal to the heat of fusion 
studied in physics courses. I t  is defined as the number of calories of heat liberated 
from 1 gram of a substance when it transforms from the liquid state to the solid state. 

7'0 interpret the curve in 1:igure 5-2, one must recognize that all temperatures 
above 7 ' ,  as indicated by the plateau RC, are associated with the molten metal. After 
point C, all temperatures below Tf are associated with the solid metal. 'l'he initial 
cooling of the liquid metal from Tf to point B' is termed supel-cooling. During the 
supercooling process, crystallization begins for the pure metal. Once the crystals 
begin to form, release of the latent heat of fi~sion causes the temperature to rise to 
Isp where it remains until crystallization is completed at point C. It  is important to 
emphasize that supercooling of pure metals only occurs in clean and ine~ t  contain- 
ers, that is, under circumstances in which heterogeneous nucleation (to he discussed 
later) is not possible. 

supercool~ng. Time 
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The f ~ ~ s i o n  temperatures of metals ancl alloys, as well as their solidificatiorl 
behaviol; are of considel-able interest to the dentist and the ctental laboratory, since 
many metallic dental structures are prepared by casting. As will be described in 
Chapter 12, a wax or plastic pllttei-n is prepared that is an exact replica of the dental 
restoration or prosthesis to be cast. Using a highly accurate dental investment, a 
mold is prepared from the pattern, into which the molten alloy is cast or poured 
under pressure. When the alloy solidifies, the original pattern is precisely repro- 
duced as a metal casting. 'l'he casting procedures and materials irlvolved are dis- 
cussed in Chapters 12 and 13. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why are dent,tl,~lloys expected to beg~n freezing by heterogeneous nucleat~on, ratller than 
by homogeneous nuclent~on? 

Nucleus Formation 

Although the surface tension of liquid metals is approximately 10 times greater 
than that of water, the structures of liquid metals are not much different from those 
of other liquids. Similar to what occurs with other liquids, metal atoms can 
migrate in the liquid state at a rapid rate determined by the diffusion coefficient of 
approximately lo-' cm2/sec. Liquid metals do not differ in structure from one 
another as much as do solid metals, and they exhibit a tendency towards an atomic 
arrangement characterized by short-raiige oldel. 

i\s the molten metal approaches its freezing temperature (plateau B C  in rig. 5-2), 
its energy relationships change Figure 5-3 provides a description of this solidifica- 
tion process "-on1 the viewpoint of ~hermodynamics. Solidification begins with the 

Fig. 5-3. Free energy of forrn~l ion of a nucleus as ,i funclion oi its radius. F, is the volu~ne free energy 
o i  the embryo, F, is the free surf,~cc cncrgy, and K i s  t h r  resulLanl free energy. 
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formation of embryos in the molten metal, in which an embryo is a small cluster of 
atoms that has the same arrangeruent as the long-range atomic order found in the 
solidified metal At ternpeiatures above T, (the fusion temperature), such emb~yos 
will also folm spontaneously in the molten metal, but they are unstable since the 
liquicl state has a lowel free energy than the solid state. 

It is important to consider the contributions of the surfu~e jree enelgy and the vol- 
ume jree energy to the oveldll flee energy of these emb~yos as a f~~nction of the 
emb~yo size The surface Lee energy (FS) of an embryo is greatel than its internal ol 
hulk energy because the unequal attraction of the surface atoms tends to draw these 
atoms closer together, causing an increase in surface tension. 'l'hus wolli is ~equired 
to create the surface of an embryo, which is the basis of the sulface energy contri- 
1,ution lor the usual assumplion of spherical embryos, this surface free energy 
increases as the square of the embryo iadius. I'he volume free energy cont~ibution 
(t.,,) is the drfference In the free energies of the solid and liquid states, and the solid 
state has lower free energy when the temperature is below the equilibrium freezing 
temperature (Tf). 'lhus, Fv becomes increasingly negative (more energetically favor- 
able) as the temperature of the supercooled liquid is decreased below Tf For a given 
temperature below Tf, Fv varies as the third power of the spherical embryo radius. 

At a specific temperature of the supercooled liquid metal, the overall or resultant 
(11) free energy of an embryo as a function of its radius is the sum of the surface free 
energy (positive) and the volume free energy change (negative) contributions Ihe  
curve for R in Figure 5-3 shows that, at small values of embryo radius, Fs 1s domi- 
nant and the overall free energy for the formation of the embryo is positive (ener- 
getically unfavorable) At larger values of the embryo radius, Fv becomes dominant 
and the overall free energy of the embryo is negative (energetically favorable). There 
is a c~itical au~leus size, designated ns r,, in 1,igure 5-1, that corresponds to the max- 
itnu111 point in the total free energy of the ernbryos as a function of radius. 101 an 
embryo of radius (r,,), the overall flee energy (R) decreases w~th  the addition of 
another atom and continues to decredsc as the embryo grows Hence, embryos with 
radii smaller than I,, ale unstable and spontaneously form and disappeal in tlie liq- 
uid metal, whereas emh~yos with radii larger than I,, ar e stable nuclei and continue 
to glow d~uing the solidification plocess 

It follows that the greatt,r the amount of supelcooling, or equivalently, the gleater 
the rate of temperature reduction below Tf, the smallel is the critical radius I,, 

because the value of Fv for a given embryo s i ~ e  becorues inc~easingly negative ( lhe 
v;tlue of FS per unit area is not greatly affected by the amount of supe~cooling ) 'lhis 
effect is shown in F~gure 5-4, which illustrates h e  sniall values of I, that occur for 
the freezing of metals. Ilence, an increasing number of embryos become stable as 
the supercooling is increased, and these embryos have reduced surface energy 
because of their decreased radii. If the molten metal is cooled so rapidly that solid- 
ification must occur at a much lower temperatuie than Tf, there is a tendency for 
many, very small, stable nuclei or solidification centers to form. If a single c~ystal is 
desired, little supercooling is needed, and the molten metal must be cooled vely 
slowly. This method of nucleus formation in the bulk liquid metal is called homoge- 
neous nucleatzon, since it occurs in the absence of some surface that would promote 
heterogeneous nucleation, as discussed in the next section. IIomogeneous nucle- 
ation is a random process, having equal probability of occurring at any point in the 
molten metal. 

Another method for reducing the surface energy of the embryo is for the atoms 
to contact the surface of some particle in the molten metal or ales on the mold 
suiface that they can wet. Because the surface area of the embryo in contact with 
the molten metal is thereby reduced, tlie surface energy is decreased, facilitating the 
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Critical radius (cm) 

Fig. 5-4. 1-hc critical nucleus radius of copper '1s a lur~ciion or the degree of supercooling. AT denoles 
the number of degrees of supercooling helow Ti (584" C ) .  The shadcd area represents nuclei; the 
unshaded area represents thr  embryos. (From Eisenstnd, M: ln~roduction to Mechanical Properties of 
Materials, 1971. Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey.) 

formation of stable embryos. Such a process is Iznown as heterogeneous nucleation 
because a foreign body "seeded" the nucleus. Tor example, if the solidifying metal 
is gold, very fine particles of gold sifted into the molten metal can cause nucleation. 
As stated previously, the mold walls or particles of dust and other impurities in the 
molten metal may produce heterogeneous nucleation. It is important to note that 
supercooling is not required for heterogeneous nucleation, which generally occurs 
with cast dental alloys. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

Why 1s the gra~n srze or the mi( rostr~lctural sc'ilt, of a c nst clental ~3lIoy s~gn~tlc antly 

decreased hy n substar~t~al Increase 111 the rate of sol~chfic J~IOIJ? 

Solidification Modes and Effects on Properties 

7 he crystallization of solid metals from thc liq~lid state is conlrolled by atomic ciif- 
fusion from the molten metal LO the nuclei. The crystals do not form ~egularly along 
one plane at a time, but rather by atomic diffusion to irregular positions in the crys- 
tal structure, with structural discontinuities and imperfections constantly being 
formed in a random manner. 

Characteristically, a pure metal clystallizes from nuclei in a pattern that often resem- 
bles the branches of a tree yielding elongated crystals that are called dendrites. In three 
dimensions, their general appearance is similar to that of the two-dimensional 
frost crystals that form on a windowpane in the winter. After their nucleation, typi- 
cally at mold walls for castings, dendrites grow during the solidificalion of pure 
metals by the mechanism of thermal supercooling. Extensions or elevated areas 
(termed protuberances) form spontaneously on the advancing front of the solidifying 
metal and grow into regions of negative temperature grudient. (Macroscopically, a pos- 
itive temperature gradient exists for the solidifying metal, in which the temperature 
increases from a minirnum value at the mold walls to a maxirnuim value in the 
molten metal at the cenler of the mold.) In these regions of negative trrnpernture 
gradient, the temperature is higher in the liquid adjacent to the frozen inetal 
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because of the latent heat of fusion released during freezing. The protuberances I-ap- 
idly grow in the adjacent supercooled regions that lie farther away in the moltcn 
metal; growth is along specific crystallographic directions. The latent heat released 
by [lie solidilying metal also lowers the amount of supercooling at the liquid-solid 
intrl-face, hindering growth in regions adjacent to the protuberances and resulting 
in separated, highly elongated aystals. A similar growth mechanism subsequently 
occurs at lateral sites along the prot~ihcr~~nces and later at lateral sites along the sec- 
ondaly branches, resulting in the three-dimensional dendritic structure. 

Ilendrites ill  cast alloys form by a different mechanism of constilurional supercooling, 
which will be discussed in the next chapter. Nonetheless, at this point it is worthwhile 
to consider the imicrostructures and implications o l  dendrites in cast dental alloys. 
I'igure 5-5 shows the dendritic structure o l  an as-cast p a l l a d i ~ ~ ~ i - b e  alloy that has 
heen polished and etched. 'The light areas ar-e the dendrites, and the dark al-eas are inter- 
dendritic regions. Dendritic microstructures are not generally desirable for cast dental 
alloys, since the interdendritic regions can serve as sites for facile crack propagation. 
Figure 5-6 shows the room-temperature fracture surface of a cast tensile test specimen 
prepared from a base metal alloy lor removable partial denture frameworks, where 
such crack propagation is evident in the distinctive dendritic microstructure. Another 
example occurs with the cooling of some high-palladium-content alloys that have a 
dendritic as-cast microstructure. Hot tears (microcraclzs) can form at elevated tempera- 
tures in thin areas of castings prepared from these alloys, where there is insufficient 
bulk metal to resist the stresses imposed by the stronger casting investment, and these 
cradzs will degrade the mecllanical properties of the restorations. 7b avoid hot tears, 

Fig. 5-5. Optical mi( roscol~ic iniagc. of 
a ~x) l i \het l  c l rn t l  cltc.lled p,llI,~tli~trn-bas(t(i 
,~l loy wilh ,I tierntirilic .I\-( ,rsl 
~iiicroslrut turc. (From Carr AR, , r r i t i  

Rrantley WA. New high-p.tll~~tIiuni 
c ,]sting ~ l l o y \ :  IJart I .  Overvicw . ~ n d  
inili;ll 5tutlies. l r i l  I t'rostliodont 4:.!6i, 
I09 I. Keprodut etl wilh permission from 
(Juinlcsscwc-e I'ublishing Cc)rnr);lriy, Inc.) 

Fig. 5-6. SEM imagc of the iracture 
surlacc of a cast base metal alloy for 
removable partial denture frameworks, 
showing the pattern o i  crack propagatio~ 
in tlic pronounceti dendritic 
rnicr-ostructure. (From Bridgeport DA, 
Rrantley WA, antl Herman PF. Cobalt- 
~hro tn ium and nickcl-chromium 
alloys for removahlc prosthodontics, 
P,nrt I .  Mcch,rnical properties of as-(:as( 
alloys. ] Prosthotlon~ 2 :  144, 1993. 
Keproducecl with permission.) 
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Fig. 5-7. SEM im,~gc of ,I polislietl and 
clcheel high-l)~lllatliurn alloy w ~ i h  all 
eclui,ixc.d, finc-gr,~in, as-cask 
~iiicrostruc.t~~re. Thc whitc-;ippr,rring 
particles ,lrc ruthenium-ric-h ant1 ,rri\c 
frorn t h ~  use of rutllenium as ,I grain- 
refining elenicrlt. (Fro111 Ur,~nllcy WA, Cai 
Z, I:orcm~n DW, Mitchcll JC, Pnpazoglc~u 
E, , ~nd  Cdrr AU. X-ray tliffraclion \tuclics 
of as-( as1 Iiigli-pallatiiurii dlloys. I3e11t 
Malcr 11 : I  54, 1005. Keprotlu~eti wilh 
pcrt~~i\sioti.) 

castings need to have adequate thickness, and an alloy should be selected that has an 
equiaxed grain structure in the as-cast condition, rather than a dendritic structure. 
A lower burnout temperature (Chapter 12) may also be advantageous, because the 
alloy will have greater elevated-temperature strength at the lower mold temperature. 

Although dental base metal casting alloys typically solidify with a dendritic 
microstructure, most noble metal casting alloys solidify with an equiaxed polycrys- 
talline microstruciure, such as that shown in Figure 5-7. The microstn~ctural features 
in this figure are called grains, and the term equiaxed means that the three dimen- 
sions of each grain are similal-, in contrast to the elongated morphology of the den- 
drites in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. 'L'he grains in Figure 5-7 have dimensions ranging from 
approximately 10 to 20 L I I ~  (microns), where 1 pm = lop6 m or lo-' mm. 

A highly schematic representation of the development of an ecluiaxed grain struc- 
ture in two diinensions is shown in Figure 5-8. Solidification starts fro111 isolated 
nuclei in the mollen metal, and these crystals gradually 1,ecorne larger by ahe dggre- 
gation of aloms. Progressively, thc cryst;~ls grow towal-ci one another. When the adja- 
cent crystals evenlually impinge, their growth is stopped, as ~li~lgrammetl in Figure 
5-8, E. Figure 5-8, F, is a schematic ill~istration of the uesulting microstmct~~re, after 
the surface ofthe solidified metal has been polished and etched. It can be seen that 
each grain is a microscopic single crystal that has a different orientation from adjd- 
cent grains. It is irnpnrtant to appreciate the highly schematic 11atu1-e of I:igure 5-8, 
E. For example, with a grain size 01-20 ym and a separation of 2 A (0.2 nm) belwern 
atomic planes, the width of a grain would span 100,000 atomic planes. 

Two other important aspects of grain boundaries inust also be emphasized. First, 
from Figure 5-8, E, it is evident that a given atomic plane is discontinuous at a grain 
boundary. As discussed in Chapter 20, this has enormous significance for the 
movement of dislocations on their slip planes during the permanent deformation 
of ductile dental alloys. The dislocations cannot cross from one grain into an adja- 
cent grain, and they will subsequently pile up at the grain boundaries. When this 
occurs, further deformation in these regions will require greater stress. Second, from 
Figure 5-8, E, it is also evident that the grain boundary regions are the final sites to 
undergo freezing for a molten metal that lorms an equiaxed grain struclure. 
Consequently, low-melting phases, precipitates, and porosity are typically found at 
the grain boundaries of cast dental alloys. The same principle is also applicable in 
the interdendritic regions of dental alloys with as-cast dendritic micl-ostructures. 
'I'hese regions are the final microstn~ctusal areas to undergo freezing, and a complex 
interdendritic structure can be seen for a palladium-based alloy in I:igure 5-5. 

As previously noted for Figures 5-5 and 5-7, the rnicrost~uct~lre of a nletal can be 
revealed by polishing the surface and elching with an appropriate chemical solution 
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Fig. 5-8. St,lges in Illp forrn,ltion ot rrielall~t jir,lln\ (luring the ~olidiTic,ilion ot ,I  nioltcn nic>t,rl. (1-rotn 
Rosrnli.~in W: Inlrod~tc.tion to I1hysicr\l M(~t,~llurgy, :rtl c.d. I ontlon, ('on\t.ll)le ant1 Co, ILltl, 1'115. 
Kelxod~~c.cd will1 permission.) 

and technique A series of succc~sively fine1 nb~nsivcs (typically ~llurninum oxide or 
silicon cnrh~de) ale, enlployed lor  the initial gunding stages, dbrdsives embedded ill 
polishing papers ale used; the later polishing stages are pcrfo~nied with flul~ics of 
water dnd abrasive powde~s <:rnerally, f o ~  the final polishing stage, 'rn ab~nsivc with 
a particle side of 0.05 pni is used, since the width of the resulting scratches will be 
about an order of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of visible I~ght, and thus 
they will not be visible by eye ol in the optical microscope. The chemical or elec- 
trolytic etching medium preferentially removes atoms and creates grooves at the 
grain boundaries, because these atoms are in a less regular arrangement and have 
higher energy compared with atoms in the interiors of grains As a consequence, the 
grain boundaries have a darker appearance than the bulk grains in the optical micro- 
scope because of light scattering by these grooves. In an analogous manner, diffel- 
ences in electron scattering by the grain boundaries and bulk grains in etched metals 
result in a topographic contrast when viewed in a scanning electron microscope. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M fiow does the grain s~ze  affect the properties of  cast dental alloys? 
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Grain Refinement and Grain Size 

Modern dental noble rnetal castlng alloys generally have ~quruxed finr-grazn 
rnz~rostlu~iures because of the incorpolation of snlall amounts ol l~~d iu rn ,  ruthe- 
mum, o~ ~hcnium as giain-~efining elements (geneinlly less th'tn ahout 1 wtYo for 
pallad~um alloys and rll~lcll smallel quantrlres for gold alloys) Although tlie precise 
mechanism for giain ~efinement rs uncerta~n, tliese tlllee elements have much 
hlglier melt~ng temperatures than pal1,ldlum and gold, and elemerltal analyses 
based on ~~,insm~ssron electron micloscopy have sllowti thal the mic~ost~uc~ures of 
h~gh-pallad~um-content alloys contain pule rutlienluin par~~cles Ihe graln s ~ z e  Ir 
expected to be  inp port ant for noble metal casting ctlloys, s~nce  the y~eld strength of 
eiigrneellng alloys has becn found to vaiy ~nve~sely wrth the squaie loot o f g ~ a ~ n  s i x  
(Ilall-Petch equation) It \hould be noted that the formation of fine glaill sizes In 
noble rnetal alloys may be a~ded by the lapid solldificat~on condltlons that occur 
during dental casting, as discussed in Chapter5 G and 12, because the time durlng 
whrch solidification occurs would be ~nsufficient for the growth of large crystals The 
compos~tlonal unifolmity and corrosron resistance of a cast dental alloy will be 
supeiior for a fine gram slze, because thele 1s less opportunity for m~closegregatron, 
as discussed in the next chapter 

Ihe llnear intercept method can be used to estimate the graln slze of an alloy 
Random lines of known length, such as 10 cm, are placed on a series of photomi- 
crographs obtamed at a standard~zed magnification foi the polished and etched 
alloy lhe  total number of glain boundary Intersection polnts, divided by the total 
length of the llnes used, mult~plied by the magn~fication, ylelds the numbel of giain 
bounclaries i~itercepted per centimeter The rec~procal of t h ~ s  numbei IS used as a 
measure of the gldin s ix ,  wh~ch 1s usually q r e s s e d  111 mic~ons 

Tor dental bd5e metal castlng alloys, In wh~ch n~clzel, toball, lion and lltalliurn 
are the p l ~ n c ~ p ~ i l  clerncnts, the use of g ~ a ~ n  ~ e f i n ~ n g  element\ has no1 been ~cpolbed, 
and these ,~lloys typrc,llly have dendr~ t~c  as cast mlclostluct1rrc.s I t  1s rlllporla*lt to  
cl~stingur\h between mt~chan~sms of dcndr~te forrnatlon in cast ~ L I I ~  metals and 
,tlloys t h d ~  do not contain gram-lrfin~ng elemrnls Dendll~cs foi m ciul~ng the f r ec~-  
lng of pule metals by ih~rmal ~ u p o t  oollng Dul ~ n g  ~ h l s  process, ciystals are nucleated 
at tlie 1nve4trnent walls and dendrites grow perpendl~ul~i~  to the wall\ towa~d the 
mold centcl along the dlrect~o~ls of heat flow I11 contlast, dendr~tes In alloys fc)rm 
by the mechdn~sm of ~ori\~ztutzonal cuprl~oollny Acldit~onal details on t h ~ s  plocess ale 
p~esented 111 ( h p t e r  6 
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Equilibrium Phases in Cast Alloys 
William A. Brantley 

OUTLINE 
Classification of alloys 

Solid Solutions 

Constitution or Equilibrium Phase Diagrams 

Eutectic Alloys 

Physical Properties 

Peritectic Alloys 

Solid State Reactions 

Other Binary Systems 

Ternary and Higher-Order Alloy Systems 

KEY TERMS 
Alloy system-All possil~le 'llloyetl c.ornl)inations of two or more clenicnts, at least onc of 

which is a metal. For example, the gold-silver system includes all possible alloys of goltl 
and silvcr, varying fro171 100% gold to 100(X/;, silver. 

Binary alloy-An alloy [hat contains two chenlical elements. 
Coring-A niicrosiructu~-al contlition in which a composition gradient exists between thc ccn- 

ter and the surface of a structural conlponent such as ,I dendrite, grain, or particle. 
Phase diagram (constitution diagram)-A graph ot the phase field limits as a function of tcm- 

perature and composition. Phase diagrams usually represent equilibrium conditions or 
approximations of equilibrium conditions, although metastable conditions and phases may 
also be shown. 

Quaternary alloy-An alloy that contains four chemical elements. 
Solid solution (metallic)-A solid crystalline phase containing two or more elements, at least 

one of which is a metal, that are intimately combined at the atomic level. 
Ternary alloy-An alloy [ha[ contains three chemical elements. 

The production of dental prostheses made with a core or framework of metal usu- 
ally involves the casting of a molten pure metal or an alloy into a refractory mold. 
The mold is formed around a wax or plastic patteln of the prosthesis that will be 
produced from the cast metal. The wax or plastic is subsequently eliminated at an 
elevated burnout temperature, anct the molten metal is cast into the mold u~lder 
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centrif~~gal force. Additional details on casting methodology and the solidification 
process are described in Chapters 12 and 5, respectively. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why should a dcnt~st or I c ~ h  lechn~cran c o ~ ~ s ~ d c r  both the weight per( ent and the dtonllc. 

petcent of potent~ally t o x ~  ele~nents when selec t ~ n g  an alloy for dental prostheses? 

Most alloys solidify over a range of temperatures in which solid and liquid 
phases coexist, rather than at a single temperature as does a pure metal. The pres- 
ence of atoms of mole than one metal may also cause certain reactions in the solid 
state that cannot occur with a pure metal, these leactions directly affect the proper- 
ties of the alloy. When observed with the opt~cal microscope, the grains of such 
alloys may resemble those of pure metals. 

To specify a particular alloy, it is necessary to list the elements contained in the alloy 
and the amount of each element that is present. The concentration of each element 
can be expressed '1s a weight percentage (wt%) or as an atomic percentage (at%). As 
an example, the AuCu? phase, which can form during slow cooling of molten hu-Cu 
alloys in a specific composition range, contains 51 wtO/o gold and 49 wtOh Cu, but on 
an atomic basis, it contains 25 atO/o gold and 75 atO/o Cu. Unless stated otherwise, com- 
positions of dental alloys are usually specified in weight percent 

Another important example of the difference between atomic and weight percent- 
ages occurs with predominantly nickel-based alloys that contain an apparently small 
amount (1.8 wt%) of beryllium, a relatively toxic element IIowever, these nickel- 
ch~omi~~ln-molybde~~u~n-beryllium alloys contain a much larger atomic ploportion of 
beryllium (approximately 11 at%). [*or alloys with elements that differ considerably in 
atomic weight, the weight percentage composition and atomic percentage composition 
will diffe~ substantially. Ilsually, the properties of an alloy relate mole di~ectly to the 
atomic percentage rathn thnn the weight percentage ol  each element 

1 Toin a n~etallu~gical standpoint, an alloy phasr is any homogeneous, physically 
distinct, and mechanically separable portion of the microstnlcture The existence of 
matter in three different pllys~cal states or phases-solid, liqu~d, or gas-is a famil- 
iar co~~cept  However, in metallurgy, mole than one phase is f~equently present in 
the solid state Fol example, grains (crystals) of two o~ more different compositions, 
which are mechanically separable, may be present in an alloy As described in 
Chapter 5, the region between any two grains is called a gain boundary. 

Polycrystalline metals and alloys generally never attain true time-invariant, min- 
imal energy equilibrzum conditions in the solid state because of very slow solid-state 
atomic diffusion rates and other factors For example, if an alloy has been cooled 
very rapidly from a high temperature at which the rate of atomic diffusion is con- 
siderable (the situation for dental casting conditions, as described in Chapter 12), 
an unstable structure may appear to he stable at room temperature. Nevertheless, in 
this chapter, equilibrium conciitions will be assumed unless stated otherwise. 
Equilibrium conditions are approached in the research laboratory when thele is very 
slow cooling with prolonged times at temperatures sufficiently high to allow ample 
opportunity for solid-state diffusion to occur. 

CLASSIFICATION OF ALLOYS 

Cast dental alloys call be classified according to the following five categories ( I )  use 
(all-metal inlays, crowns and bridges, metal-ceramic prostheses, posts and cores, 
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removable partial dentures, and ~mplants), ( 2 )  major elelnents (gold based, p,\lla- 
ti~uln based, silvei-based, n~clzel-based, cobalt-based, and t~tiln~um-based), 
( 3 )  nobil~ty (hlgh noble, noble, and predom~nantly base metal), (4 )  principal three 
eleinents (such as AU Pd Ag, I'd-Ag-Sn, NI-<:r-Be, Co Cr Mo, 1 I A1 V, and Fe-NI Cr), 
and (5) dornlnant phase system (single phase I~somolphous], eutectic, per~tect~c, 
and ~ntermetallic) 

If two metals ale plc~ent, a binary alloy is formed, ~f three or four metals ale 
present, ternary and quaternary alloys, ~espectlvely, 'lie ploduced, and so on As the 
numbe~  o l  metals Increases beyond two, the alloy sl~uctuie becomes incleaslngly 
cornplex Consequently, only binaiy alloys will he studred In delall 111 this cllapter 

1 he s~mplest alloy is n solid solution, 111 whrch atoms of two metals ale located 
In the same ciystdl stnictule, such as face centered cubic (fcc), bocly cente~cd cubic 
(bcc), and hexagonal close-packet1 (hcp) When observed with the opt~cal mlclo- 
scope, the gra~ns of such alloys rrlay resemble those o l  pure rnelals The structure 
may appear to be entirely homogeneous srnce only one phase is formed dur~ng 
solidification For example, most gold alloys used In cl~nical dent~stiy are predomi- 
nantly solld solutions, although they contain more than two metals 

When two metals are not completely soluble in each other, mole complex alloy 
systems iesult, and the solid state is a mixtuie of two or more phases Important 
examples are the eutectz~ alloys and per i te~tz~  alloys, which wlll be drscussed later 
lntermedzute phases can exist, which have a range of compositions d~fferent from the 
so l~d solutions formed by the neaily pure metals In some alloy systems zntermetul- 
lzc compounds that have a fixed composltron can also be Sormed 

SOLID SOLUTIONS 

By la1 the greatest numbel of alloys that ale u se f~~ l  ffo cdental lestoratrons ale based 
on 5olld solutions A liquid solution ol sugal and wale1 1s a hornogenrous sy\tcnn 
111 which molecules of s u g , ~ ~  dlHuse and lilter1n1ngle ~ d l l d o ~ n  w1tl1 those of w,ltel 
Ihe sane  1s true of a molten solution oi sllver in p , i l l ad~~~m If this solution I\ 

f ro~en,  the sllver atoms will he d ~ s t ~ i b u ~ c d  ~nndornly In the face crnteled cubrc 
st~ucture of sol~ci pall,~dlum, therehy Solrnl~lg a sold solutlon ISecause the snlver 
atoms entel Into the-. c~ystal stiucturc oi pallndiurn, the sy\~em 1s not  ~nechanrcally 
separable, and only one solid phase I\ lo~nlecl Howevcl, tllc atoms of silve~ nlay not 
be rantlomly located In the p~~lladium crystal \l luctu~e because of the 1'1prd ternper 
atule decrease duiing the derltal ca\tlng plocedu~e l o  ploduce n hornogeneous 
stluctu~e, heat treatnleilt at applopl~alely high tempelatuies and foi sui~,lhly long 
peliods of time promotes sufficient solid-state diffusion so that the distrrbution of 
palladium and silver atoms becomes uniform 

Solutes and Solvents 

When sugar is dissolved in water, the water is referred to as the solvent and the sugar 
as the solute When two metals are mutually soluble in the solid state, the solvent is 
that metal whose crystal structure persists In palladium-silver alloys, the two metals 
are completely soluble in all proportions and the same type of crystal stlucture 
occurs throughout the alloy system. In such a case, the solvent is defined as the 
metal whose atoms occupy the majority of the total number of positions in the crys- 
tal stlucture 

The atomic nrinngement within bind~y solid s~lu t ions  ~ri'iy 1)e OI seve~al types 
In the suhstrtutzonnl colid solut~on, the atoms of the solute metal occupy the positions 
in the c~ystal strc~ctu~e that ale ~lorrnally occupled by the solvent atoms in the pure 
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metal lo1 a palladium s ~ l v e ~  alloy In which palladium 1s the solvent metal, the $11- 
ver atoms replace the pallad~um ntoms ~andomly In the cryslal strcicture These con- 
cepts can be extended to solid solutions m which atoms of seve~al solute metals are 
inndomly located in the ciystal structure of the solvent metal 

Another type of solrd solution of cons~derahle lmpoltance 1s the lnle~rtltz(a1 \011d 
colullori In t h ~ s  case, the solute atoms are present In  ando om positions (~nterst~ces) 
between the atoms 111 the crystal structule of thc solvent meld1 Thls type of solld 
5olut1on ordinailly lequiies that the solute atoms be much snlaller m diameter than 
the solvc~lt 'Itoms, and these sol~d solutio~ls usually arc limited to ~elat~vrly small 
concentrat~ons of solute The in te~s t~t~nl  solici solution of calbon III r ~ o n  is ~nlpoi-  
tant, slnce ~t forms the basis for the famllv of engineering alloys called ca~bon stcels 
lhe tomme~c~ally pure (CP) tltanlutn alloys, whrcll are ~ n ~ p o ~ t a i i t  for rmplant and 
reslor,ltive dent~st~y, constst of hrgh pur~ly (99 wt(% or hrghe~) tltnniunl, w~tl l  oxy- 
gen, caibon, nitlogen and hydrogen atoms dissolved interstltlally 

In gold-copper substitut~onal solid solutions, the solvellt and solute atoms have 
some affinity for each o t h e ~  at low temperatures, such that a random arlangement 
of gold and copper atoms represents a higher energy state than if the atoms weie sit- 
uated (ordered) to have like nearest neighbors Tor such an alloy, if suffic~ent time 
1s ava~lable, small movements of the gold and copper atoms may cause an oide~rng 
of the solid solutlon that exists at elevated temperatures, where these atom specles 
are randomly located Thus at h ~ g h  temperatures, gold-copper alloys are dzcordered 
solid solutzons with a face-centered cubic crystal structure (Fig 6-1, A) If an alloy con- 
taliling 50 2 wt% gold and 43 8 wt% copper 1s allowed to cool slowly below 400" C 
(752" r), the AuCu, structure forms, 111 w h ~ c h  the gold atoms are located at the cor- 
ners of the face-centered cub~c (fcc) unit cells and the coppel atom5 are located at 
the centers of the faces (rig 6 I, R) T h ~ s  url~t cell 1s equ~vnlent to AuCu3, since two 
adjacent u l ~ t  cells share tmh  of the s ~ x  coppel atoms a t  the centers of each of the 
slx facrs of the cube and eight unit cells sharc e ~ c h  of (he elglit gold colnel atoms 
7111s orducd s l r u ~ t u f r  rs ~ermecl a sliprllulfrrr I he stiuctule of AuCu, 1s s~mplc cub~c, 
r'lrhe~ than fcc, becd~~se of the loss olsyrnmctly In thr gold crystal st1 uctule caused 
by the plcsellce of the copper atoms 

Conditions for Solid Solaabiiify 
In ,~ny  substitutional solid solut~on, the nveiage distance bc.twecn the solvent atoms 
chnnges according to the s i ~ e  of the solute atom species, drld thc entile c~ys~a l  stntc- 
turf may be expancled or contracted, sometimes nonuniformly. Generally, howevel; 

Fig. 6-1. Structure oTAuCui. In a 
unit re11 o i  the fat.e-ccntcrecl cubic. 
crystal strucbre (or a disordered 
gold-copper substitutional solid 
solution, A, the pos~tions of the 
goltl atoms cannot he dis[inguished 
from the posltlons o i  the topper 
atoms In the supcrlntt~ce or ordcrccl Gold or 
arrangement, B, the gold atornr arc 0 copper 
\~tu,l[cd at the ( olncrs, , ~ n t l  tlic 

@ Gold 

&J copper copptir .ltorns are on thc (ace5 of 
the cube A 
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such changes in atomic distarlces are not gleat because one of the primary requisites 
for two or more metals to form solid solutions is that their atomic diameters be 
similar. 

At least fo111- factors determine the extent of solid solubility ofmetals. atoll1 size, 
valence, chemical affinity, and chemical structure. 

Atom Size. If the sizes of two metallic c~toms differ by less than approximately 
1rio/o (first noted by Hume-Hothe~y), they possess a favorable s ~ z c  L~ctor for solid 
solubility If the size factor is greater than Is%, r n ~ ~ l t ~ p l e  phases appcar during solid- 
ification No metal is completely lacking in solid solubility with ano the~  metal, and 
even if t h ~ s  solid sol~~bility is only a fraction of one percent, such limited solubility 
can be of importance in certain instances 

Valence. Metals of the same valence and size are more likely to form extensive 
solid solutions than are metals of different valences. 'l'he valence difference between 
the solvent and solute atoms determines the electron-to-atom (e lu)  ratio for the 
alloy, and a given alloy structure typically can tolerate only a small change in the 
value of e/u before transforming to a different, lower energy structure. As an exam- 
ple, for alloys of copper with metals of higher valence, the maximum solid solubil- 
ity dec~eases as the valence of the solute metal increases. 

Chemical Affinity. When two metals exhibit a high degree of chemical affinity, 
they tend to form an intermetallic compound upon solidification rather than a solid 
solution. As has been noted for gold and coppei-, metals with some affinity can form 
ordered structures at lower ternperatuies 

Crystal Structure. Only m e ~ l l s  with the same type of clystal stlucturc can folrn 'I 

colnplete selres ol so l~d  solutions E ~ I  examplc, thc irnpollant gold-coppc,~ and pal- 
l ad iun-s~lve~  alloy systems f o ~  noble metal p~osthews folm a tontlnuous sclrt.5 oi 
\ o l ~ d  solut~on\,  111 which all cllloy\ have the fcc stl-uctuie 

Although thc dlamete~ of the copper atom d~fleis as much a\ 1Z0/o tiom that of 
the gold, s~lvel, pc~llndium, and plat~num ntoms 111 dental gold C ~ I S ~ I I ~ ~  alloys f o ~  all 
~ne ta l  plost1iesc.s (lable 6-I), coypel is nn ~ r n p o ~ ~ , l n t  component and p~ovides s ~ g  
nrficnnt s t~engthen~ng f o ~  thesr alloys As will be discussrcl latel, coppei f o ~ m s  'I 
l ~ rn~ ted  seiies of \ o l d  solutions w ~ t h  \~lvci 1 here 1s co~nplrtt, solid \oluhllity of cop 
pel ~n gold and palladiun~ at high tempelatures llpon cool~ng to an  npploprlate 

Atomic Diameters of Metals of Dental Interest 

Metal Atomic diameter (angstroms) Crystal structure 

Cold 

Platinurn 

Palladium 

Silver 

Copper 

Tin 

Zinc 

Silicon 

1 ace-centeled cubic 

Pace-centeled cubic 

Face-cenlered cubic 

1 ace-centered ci~bic 

Face-centered cubic 

Body-centered tetragonal 

Close-packed llexagonal 

Di,ln~ond cuhic 

t ro~r l  LyinailT ( ~ d )  Metals Ilandhoolz, 81h cd , Vol I Clcvcland, Amcr~call Society to1 Mcl,ils, 1964 
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lower ternperntuie Iange, oidei~ng tdlzes place f o ~  some gold-copper coniposit~ons, 
'1s nl~eady dlscussed fol the formation of tlre AuCu, s i ~ p e l l ~ ~ t t ~ c e  

Accold~~lg lo lable 6 1 ,  the d~fference between the atomlc d~arnete~s of s~lver and 
trn 1s only c~pprox~mately 4% IIowever, these two metal\ d~ffer In vnlence and have 
different c~ystal \tmctuies, and ~t w ~ l l  be shown in Chapte~ 17 that tl le~c 1s I ~ m ~ t e d  
so l~d  \oIubil~ty fol 1111 111 SIIVEI As the trn content increases, an ~nterinetallic conl- 
pound (Ag3Sn) folm\, which is an Important constituent of dental arnalgains 

Physical Properties of Solid SoBuftions 

Whenever a solute atom subst~tutes f o ~  a solvent atom In the clystal structure of a 
rnetal, the d~fferent ~ I L C  of the solute atom results In a local17ed d~stort~on,  and the 
movement of d~slocatrons becomes more clifficult, as discussed In (Xiaptel 20 I he 
strength, p~oportional Iim~t, and hardness are increased, and the ductility is usually 
decreased Thus, so ld  solut~on alloying can be a hlghly efficient means of strength- 
ening a metal Ihe general effects of thls solzd solutzon stlengthenzng ale the same as 
those achreved with the mechan~cal defo~mation by cold work~ng (strain harden- 
~ n g )  that will be discussed in Chapte~ 20 

1 or example, pure gold 1s not an acceptable material for low-stress-bear~ng 
restorations unless it IS s t~a~n-ha~dened,  as In the compaction of dlrect-fill~ng gold 
Although pule gold In the cast c o n d ~ t ~ o n  is also too weak for restorations, if as l ~ t -  
tle as 5 wt% coppel 1s alloyed w ~ t h  gold, the latter loses practically none of its abd- 
ity to reslst tarnish and corrosion, yet adequate strength and hardness are ~mparted 
so that the gold-copper alloy can be used for the casting of srnall inlays It will be 
seen in Chapte~ 19 that dental gold casting alloys have mole complex composit~ons, 
palt~cularly those L I W ~  lor large] inlays, onlays, crowns, and endodont~c posts, fol 
which much gleater 5tlength 1s ~~eccssary 

l'hc sollcl \olut~on strrngthening of an alloy 1s incleased w ~ t h  greatel conccnt1,l 
tlons of (he solute atoms and w ~ t h  incieas~ngly d ~ s s i m ~ l a ~  sues ol the solve~lt and 
sol~11e atom\, p ~ o v ~ d e d  that the s011d S O I L I ~ I I I ~ ~  11m1t is not exceeded Gcne~ally, for 
two metal\ that form a continuous selles ol so ld  solutions, the maximal liarclnecs 
rs reached at apploxirnntely 50 ,1rO/0 oi cach metal As would be expected from n solid 
solutlon that lrnpedes d~slocation movement (see Chaptel 20) ,  the duct~l~ty of the 
alloy usually dccreascs pi og~essively ns the \tlength and ha] dness Incrc'lse 

Why 1s the study of brnnry phase d~agrams ~mportani, even ihough dental alloys contarn 

more than three elernents and condrt~ons durlng solrdrf~c arron and cool~ng after rastrng Jre 

far ren~oved fr(on7 equ~l~bt ru~n? 

CONSTITUTION OR EQUIlLlBRlUM PHASE DIAGRAMS 

Corlstitution or equilibrium phase diagrams are of central importance to the met- 
allurgy of alloys, since they show the phases that are present in an alloy system for 
different compositions and temperatures. For engineering materials, these plots are 
simply referred to as phase diagrams. With the restriction of a two-dimensional loi- 
mat, only binary phase diagrams for alloy systems prepared from two component 
metals can be completely presented. For ternary alloy systems, a three-dimensional 
phase didgram would he required to completely portray variations in temperature 
and the colnposilions of two conlponent metals, and phase diagrams for alloy 
systems with more th,ln three component metals can be exceedingly complex. 
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Fig. 6-2. Soluhlllty o i  N.rCI In hrlne (right 
upward-sloping line) and s o l u b ~ l ~ ~ y  o i  Ice In $ 
br~ne (left curve) (Ketlr,~wn from Van Vlac I<, L 

-20 - 
t I Elrnicnts of Malcrl,ils Sc~cncc and Ice + salt 
Fnglneerlng, 4th eti Read~ng, MA, Adti lwn I I I I I I 

We\ley Publrshlng Co, 1980, p 332 Used 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
w l ~ h  perrnlss~on of the publ~sher) NaCl concentration (wt%) 

As discussed in more detail later, there are useful strategies for displaying the rele- 
vant phase information for these multicomponent alloy systems. A more funda- 
mental problem exists when one extrapolates predictions of compositions and 
phases from a phase diagram, which portrays equilibrium relationships, to a cast 
dental alloy in which solidification and cooling to room temperature occur under 
conditions far removed from equilibrium Nonetheless, binary phase diagrams are 
useful for understanding the structure of dental alloys and can provide microstruc- 
turd predictions when some cast dental alloys are subjected to heat treatment. 

We introduce the concept of a constitution or equilibrium phase diagram by 
using the table salt-water system (Fig. 6-2). The dissolution of NaCl in water to form 
liquid brine is the starting point for the discussion. It is observed that at a particu- 
lar temperature, a solubility or miscibility limit exists 011 how IIIUC~I salt can be dis- 
solved in brine before salt crystals begin to settle out. Note that a pule single-phase 
liquid (brine) becomes a two-phase solid-liquid mixture (salt and b~ ine )  as the sol- 
ubility limit of salt in waler is exceeded. If the temperature of thc system 1s 
increased, the amount of salt that can be dissolved in wale1 irlc~cascs If the tem- 
perature is ciecreased sulficiently, another solid phase (~ce)  evcntu,llly appears 
Although pure water solidifies to form ice at 0" C, it is well Iznown that tllc addition 
of salt to watel will depress its fleezing point This info~rnat~on for the salt-water sys- 
tem can be assembled as a "map," showing what phases are present a particuld~ 
tempeiature and composition (amount of salt) 

It should be emphasized thdl this d~ag lan~  assumes equilib~ium conditions have 
been established, a reasonable assumption for diffusion in this particular system. 
Figule 6-2 can be subdivided into four legions: one single-phase liquid region 
(brine); two liquid-solid, two-phase regions (ice plus brine and salt plus brine); and 
one solid-solid, two-phase region (ice plus salt). As the temperature of a salt solu- 
tion is lowered for salt concentrations less than 23.3%, almost pule water free~es in 
the solution to form the ice-brine mixture. Note that a liquid solution containing 
23.3% salt freezes directly at -21" C to yield the ice-salt mixture, without passing 
through an intervening two-phase region. 

Now consider a solid solution alloy system of pure metal A and pure metal B. As 
previously noted, such a system is composed of all possible combinations of A and 
B, ranging from 100 wt% A to 100 wtOh B For this solid solution system, A and IS are 
completely soluble at all compositions in both the solid and liquid states. 

Cooling curve experiments such as the ones discussed in the previous chapter will 
now be performed on a series of alloys from the A-B system as follows: (1) 100% A; 
(2) 80% A-20%0 B, (3) 60% A-40% B, (4) 40% A-60?40 B, (5)  20% A-80% B, and 
(6) 100% 8. The lesulting cooling curves are shown in Figu~e 6-3, A. Curves 1 and 6 
for pure metals A and B are familiar from the p~evious chapter, showing the usu,ll 
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Time 
A 20 40 60 80 B 

Composition (wt% B) 

Fig. 6-3. Determinatio~l of a phase diagram by thermal analysis. A, Cooling curves of six alloys of 
various compositions are determined experimentally. Temperature is shown on the vertical axis as a 
funclion o i  time on the horizontal axis. B, The fusion temperature and the liquidus and solidus 
temperatures are then plotted ,IS a function of composition to form the phase diagram. (With permission 
from Richman, M: An Introduction to the Science of Mctals. Waltham, MA, Blaisdell Publishing Co, 
1967, p 213.) 

situation of isothermal freezing with essenlially no supercooling. (:uives 2 through 5 
illustrate that solid solution alloys do not have a single freezing temperature, but 
instead solidify over- a temperature range. ' h e  region labeled (I ,  + S) on each cool- 
ing curve is a two-phase region cornposed of a licluid and a solid, where the alloy is 
ilndergoing solictification. 

'I'hese cooling curves can now be used to delermine the equilibri~~m phase dia- 
gram for the A-R alloy system. 'l'lle temperature at which the first solid forms (called 
the liquidus ~cmperature) for each composition is delei-mined from the cooling cc~~ves 
in t;ig~lre 6-3, A and is then plotted on a temperature-composition diagram. 
Similarly, the temperature at which the last liquid solidifies (called the solidus [em- 
perature) is determined and plotted on the same diagram. When these points are 
coi~~lected with smooth curves, the equilibrium phase diagram (Fig. 6-3, B )  results. 

The upper curve in Figure 6-3, B, is called the liquidus, since the alloys in this sys- 
tem are entirely liquid for temperatures and compositions above this culve. The 
lower curve is called the solidus, since the alloys are entirely solid for temperatures 
and compositions below this curve. The region between the two cuives is the two- 
phase liquid plus solid region, defined by the range of temperatures in which alloy 
compositions are undergoing freezing. 

Consider now an alloy system that has considerable dental interest and resembles 
the theoretical system just described. Figure 6-4 presents the palladium-silver phase 
diagram. These metals exhibit complete solubility in both liquid and solid states. Note 
the liquid, liquid-solid, and solid regions, separated by the liquidus and solidus curves. 

Interpretation of the Phase Diagram 

As an illustration of how this phase diagram can be used, consider the cooling o lan  
alloy composition of 65% palladium 2nd 35% silvel-, as indicated by the dashed line 
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I I j  I I  / 

Solid 
I 1  / l j  

I I 
900 1 1  , I !  

Composition (wt% Pd) 

Fig. 6-4. Equilibrium phase diagram for the palladiunl-silver system (wtOh). Only the percentage 
c.ornposition for palladium is given; the percentage composition for silver is delermined by subtracting 
the p~ l lad ium composilion froni 100. 

1'0, which is perpendicular to the base line or hori~orltal colnpositio~l axis (see 1 ig. 
6-4). If the point on the line PO that coi~esponds to the temperCllule of 1500" C 
(2732" r) is considered, the alloy is clearly 111 the l~quid stale 

When the telnperature decreases to apploxirnatcly 1400 C (2552" 1 ), the verti- 
cdl line PO touches the liquidus curve at point R, and the fils1 solid forms I lowever, 
the composition or these first c~ystals is different from the 65% palladium and 35Oh 
silver parent alloy 'li, determine the cornposition of the first solid that forms, fol- 
low Lze line RM froin point R on the l iq~~idus  curve, pc~lctllel to the base line, until it 
intersects the solidus curve at point M. Now project this point of intersection to the 
base line to determine that the cornposition of the f i~st  solid is 77 wtO/o palladium, 
cornpared with the cornposition of 65% wtO/i palladium for the liquid phase at 
point R. 

When the temperature decreases to approximately 1370' C (2438" F), denoted by 
point S, the alloy is about midway through its freezing range. The compositions of 
the solid and liquid may be determined by drawing tie line YW and locating its 
points of intersection with the solidus and liquidus curves. The approximate com- 
position of the liquid is now 57% palladium, given by the projection of point Y on 
the base line, and that of the solid is 71 O h  palladium, determined by projecting point 
W to the base line. At the temperature corresponding to point T (approximately 
1340" C or 2444" I*), the last portion of liquid that solidifies has the composition of 
52% palladium (point N). l h e  solid phase is 65% palladium (point T). In the 
absence of grain-refining elements, the alloy will freeze in a dendritic structure, as 
described in the Chapter 5. 

When the temperature decreases below point 7, the 65% palladium alloy is 
entirely solid 'Ihe chemical cornposition of any phase in the palladium-silver sys- 
tern at any temperature can be obtained in a similar manner. When an alloy com- 
position is undergoing equilibrium solidification, the percentages of the liquid and 
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solid phases present at a given temperature can be calculated by the lever ~ u l e .  As an 
illustrative example, at 1370" C (2498" F) the amount of liquid phase is given by the 
quotient of segrnent length SW and the length of the entire tie line YW, expressed as 
a percentage, or approximately 44%. The percentage of the solid phase at this tem- 
perature under equilibrium conditions is therefore approximately 56%. 
Alternatively, the percentage of solid phase could have been determined first as the 
quotient of segment length YS and the length of the entire tie line YW. 

In general, to find the percentages of two phases in equilibrium at a given tesn- 
perature, the point of intersection of the vertical line for the alloy composition with 
the tie line across the two-phase field becomes the fulcrum Then the ratio of the 
length of the tie line segment opposite a given boundary c u m  to the total length of 
the tie line conllecting the two boundary curves is the percentage of the phase 
whose cornposition lirnit is defined by the given boundary curve. Remember that 
Figure 6-4 is an equilibrium phase diagram and that for the diagram to be valid, 
the alloy system would have to be held at each of these temperatures for a time suf- 
ficient for diffusion to produce equilibrium conditions. This means that, at each 
temperature, the composition would be the same throughout each of the solid 
phase crystals and the composition of the liquid phase (when present) would not 
vary at any position in the alloy. After equilibrium has been achieved, the compo- 
sitions and amounts of the liquid and solid phases present are stable. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why is the development of m~crosegregalion in cast alloys more pronounced when there 
15 a grcafe~ drfferencc Ocfween the I~quidus and sol,du3 temperatures? 

Coring 
I lorn F~gurr 6-4 and the surnrndly In Table 6-2, it IS  cvident that the compos~tion of 
a ~ a p d l y  cooled d e n d ~ ~ t e  w ~ l l  not he un~forrn Fol example, the first stable nucleus 
thnl l o ~ m s  at the temperatule R (01 slrghtly below) In I rgule 6-4 is rlch In palladium 
As the tempelatilre dec~eases, the palladium content decieases in each succeed~ng 
"Iaye~" thdt sol ld~f~e\  on this nucleus, with an ~ncrease in the silver content lhe pal- 
ladlurn content of (he 11quict phase dlso ctecreases, and its sslvel content increases, as 
the so l~dl f~cat~on temperature rs approached 

At the solidus Lempelature 1 In Frgure 6-4, the compos~lion of the outerrnost 
"layer" of the dendrite 1s 65% palladium and 35% silver In the coring plocess the 

Chemical Compositions and Phase Amounts of a 65% Palladium 
(Pd) and 35% Silver (Ag) Alloy 

Temperature Chemical composition 

"C "F Liquid ( ' X ,  Pd) Solid (% Pd) 

900 I652 * 65 

* I'lidse not prcscnt at tlli\ tempc~dlurc 
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last liqrud to solrdrfy 1s richel in srlvel (pornt N) anti s o l ~ d ~ f ~ e s  hetwrcn the dcn- 
d~ites, as descilbcd In the preted~ng chaptel I hus ~mc le~  i a p ~ d  free~rng conditloms, 
the '~lloy has a (cried s t~u~lure  Ihe core consists of the ciend~~tes cornposed 01 com- 
~10sitro11s w~tli  hlghel solidus tcmperatu~es, and h e  rtzi~i~tn 1s the port~on of the 
mrcrostructure between the dendrites tha t  contains cornposrtlons wlth lowel solldus 
tempel atuies 

An excellent example of a cored stluctult, ( , ~ n  he obse~ved in the photom~clo- 
g~apll  In I igule 6-5, A, lo1 an as cast coppel-sllvcr alloy I he l~ghk, I ~ ~ ~ ~ I V C I Y  l ~ i o d d  
I ~ I C I  os t~  tlct~iial features '11 e the dendl~tes (cor r )  with the 111ghel mcltlng cornpoai 
tlons Ihe d a k ,  ndrlow featuies 'lie (he zntrr(ien(1rltzi rc.glon\ (matlix), wll~ch have 
lowei meltrng lcmprratuies ((,ompare 1 ~g 6 5, A, with E I ~  5-5 rn (,h,~ptcl 5 ) 
A homog~nzzaizon hwt  frcalnlenl, whrch allows atornic diliu\ron to occus, can ellrnl- 
n,lLe as-cast ~ompos i t i on~~ l  nonunlformity rigule 6-5, R, shows th'lr the mlclostluc- 
ture now consrsts of equiaxed gla~ns wrth small dark regions, wh~ch are casting 
defects (porosrty), as d~scussed In Chapter 12, as well as perhaps preclpltare paltl- 
cles that formed dur~ng the heat treatment Figure 6-5, A, repiesents the sltuatlon 
found for dental base metal alloys, w h ~ c h  generally have d e n d r ~ t ~ c  as-cast 
mrcrostructures Some noble alloys for metal-ceram~c applications, wh~ch have 
equ~axed polycrystallrne as-cast miclostructures, show substantial mzclosegregatzon, 
In whlch the solrdrfied grains have nonuniform composltlons and the grain bound- 
aries have an rndrstrnct appearance rn the etched microstructure k or these alloys, the 
microsegregatlon 1s greatly reduced, w ~ t h  the appealance of distlnct grain bound- 
ales, after homogen~zatlon heat treatment 

Homogenization 

To1 homogen17ation heat tleatment, the cast 'illoy 1s held at a temperntuie Ileal ~ t s  
solidus lo achleve the maximum ainount of diffuslon without ~ n e l t ~ n g  ( I h ~ s  
process ~eclui~ed 6 hr f o ~  the alloy shown 111 Mg 6-15, R ) Llttle or no gl,lrn g~owth 
occu~s when a casting lecerves t l i~s type of heat t~eatinent, becaust. the g ~ d r ~ i  bo~llld- 
ares are la~gely ~ m r n o b ~ l ~ ~ e c f  by second'liy 01 I ~ I P L I I I ~ Y  clcmrnts , ~ n d  phases I Iighei 
temperatu~es ale e~nployed than would be used wrlh rsotherlnnl heal tleatment 
(annci~lzny) of a wiought alloy, as discussed rn Chapter 20 

It has already been noted In Chaptei 3 that an ~nhornogeneous dental gold c~lloy 
1s mole subject to taln~sh and coiroslon than (he same alloy 'lfte~ homogen~~~l l ion  
1111s 1s also ltnpoltanl fol sllver palladium alloy\ srnce s11ve1-11ch phases tend to 

Fig. 6-5. A, Coppcr-silver alloy (Ic!4,) as-casL dncl, B, the same cast alloy al'tcr homogr~iization hcdt 
treatrncnl. (x 100.) 
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tarnish readily in the oral environment. In Chapter 20 it will be shown that alloys 
with heterogeneous microstiuct~~res have greater resistance to peimanellt deforma- 
tion than similar alloys with homogeneous microstructures. Consequently, the duc- 
tility of an alloy usudlly increases after ho~nogenization heat treatment. 

Dendrite Formation in Alloys 

Now that the preceding background has been established, we call briefly describe 
the constitutional supercooling mechanism foi the forsnation of dendrites during 
the solidification of a solid solution alloy. As the alloy composition free~es (see Fig. 
6-4), there is a difference in the solute atom concerltration in the liquid adjacent to 
the solid surface compared with that in the bulk liquid, and there is insufficient time 
with normal rates of solidification for the solute atorns to become uniformly dis- 
tributed in the liquid. When the temperature gradient in the liquid is considered, 
there is generally a region adjacent to the solid surface at which the temperature is 
lower than the equilibrium freezing temperature for the given solute concentration. 
Protuberances (i.e., extensions) that form on the freezing alloy surface, which 
always arise because of random fluctuations, will lie in this supercooled liquid 
region and grow rapidly. The same mechanism will result in rapid growth of sec- 
ondary protuberances that\form at lateral sites on the original protuberances, fol- 
lowed by rapid growth of tertiary protuberances that form at lateral sites on the 
secondary protuberances. Thus this process yields three-diinensional branched den- 
drites. The growth of these branches takes place along specific c~ystallographic direc- 
tions for different crystal structures. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

W/?dt R I C  the .tdvnnt<~geres J I J ~  di~aclvnnf~~ges of alloys t h ~ l  have c-.iilct t ~ c  mlt roslrr~ctilrd/ 

c onsti,uc>nts? How do proprrtleq v,li y for the c l~f icv~nt  g io~ips [I+ alloy conlporesll,ons in 

hlndry ~ u l e c  tic svslemsl 

EUTECTIC ALLOYS 

Many bina~y alloy systems do not exhibit complcto solubility in both the licjuid and 
the solid states The eutectic system is '111 example of an alloy f o ~  which the compo- 
nent metals have lirni~cd solid solubility ' h o  metals, A and B, which CIIC completely 
insoluble in each other in the solid state, provide the simplest illustration of a eutec- 
tic alloy. In this case, some grains are composed solely of metal A, and the remain- 
ing grains are composed of metal 1< The situation is analogous to a frozen brine 
solution Although the salt and water molecules intermingle randomly in solution, 
the result upon fi-eezing is a mixture of salt crystals and ice crystals that form inde- 
pendently of each other. 

I lowever, all metals are soluble in one another in the solid state to at least some 
extent (which can be very small in certain cases). 'lherefore, a binary eutectic system, 
in which the two metals are partially soluble in each other, will be used for purposes 
of illustlation Such a system of interest to dentistry is the silver-copper system. 

Silver-Copper System 

'The phase diagram f o ~  this system is presented in Figure 6-6, whe~e 3 phases are 
found (1)  a licluid phase (L) ,  (2) a silver-rich substitutional solid solution phase (a)  
containing a srnall amount of copper atorns, and (3) a coppel-rich substitutional solid 
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Fig. 6-6. Equilibrium phdsc diagrarli 
for the silver-copper system (wt1%). Composition (wt% Cu) 

solution phase (P) containing a small amount of silver atoms. The a and P phases are 
sometimes referred to as tel-minal solid solutions because of their locations at the left 
and right sides of the phase diagram. The solidus can be identified as the boundary 
line ABEGD, since the liquid phase is not found below this line. 'l'he liquidus can be 
identified as AED, since there are no solid phases above this line. The major portion 
of the diagram below 780" C is composed of a two-phase (a  + P) region, which rep- 
resents a mixture of the silver-rich and copper-rich phases in the alloy microstructures. 

'lhe first difference to be noted when comparing Figure 6-6 with the solid solu- 
tion system of liigure 6-4 is that the liquidus and solidus meet at B. This composi- 
tion (72% silver anct 28% CO~IIEI-) is ltnown as the eutr:r:tir composition or simply the 
eutecric. 'l'he followirlg characteristics of this special composition should be noted: 

'['he temperature a t  which the eutectic composition melts (779" C or 1435" F) 
is lower than the fusion kmperatul-e of silver or copper (eutcc-/ic literally means 
"lowest melting") and is the lowest temperature a t  which any alloy of silver 
and copper is elltirely liquid. 
'Thcre is no solidification range for compositioll E. The eutectic licl~~id compo- 
sition freezes a1 a constant temperature, similar to ;i purr metal, but the solid 
consists of two phases (a  and P). Eutectic alloys are often used when a lower 
fusion temper-ature is desired, such as for dental solder-s (set, Chapter 10). 
IIowever, eutectjc alloys are inferior in other imporlant properties compared 
with solid solution alloys. This will be discussed in more detail later. 

When a binary eutectic solidifies, atoms segregate to form regions of the two 
nearly pure parent metals. A layered or larnellilr structure is typically formed, as seen 
in Iiigure 6-7, A, because the least amount of diffusion is required to produce atom 
segregation; however, rod-shaped eutectic morphologies are observed for some 
alloys. 'lhis structure is also referred to as the eutectic constituent, in which the term 
constituent means a distinctive microstructural feature. 

'lhe eutectic reaction is sometimes written schematically as follows: 

Liquid + a solid solution + P solid solution ( 1 )  

'Illis leaction is referred to as an znvarianl transformatzon, because it occurs at a sin- 
gle trnlpelaturt, and co~npositio~l 

Anothe~ important aspect of the phase diag~arn in l i g u ~ c  6-6 is the manner in 
which two portions (AB and DC) ol  he solidus slope toward the thiid portion, the 
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Fig. 6-7. Microstructure ol' two leacl-tin alloys. A, The alloy has the cutectic composition 62%) Sn-38% 
Ph. The structure is composetl of alternating layers (lamel1,le) of solicl solution (dark) that is Pb-rich and 
p solid solution (light) that is Sn-rich. (~1200. )  B, The alloy has high tin content (75% Sn-25% Pb). 
The light islands are primary p phasc~ that solirliiied first. Thvy arc surrounticd hy the eutcclic slructurc 
(hat solitliiictl wheli the rutclctic tcl~ipcratul-c was red( htlcl. (~560.) (Courtesy of P.(;. Winch(3ll.) 

ho1izont;ll line RE(: At the left sick ol the diag~am fiom A lo R, ~ h c  coppel content 
of the silvel-rich tx phnsc varies fioin 0%) to nearly 9% At thc 11g11t side of the din- 
gl,lm f io~n I3 to G, tllc silve~ content of the coppel-rich phase varies [lorn 0% to 
~pp~oximately 8% 

The phase didgrdrn 111 Figule 6-6 contains solvus lznes and I C: that ,lrc no1 ples- 
ent in  phase diagrams for solid solution systems Solvus line CB shows thal under 
equilib~iurn corlditions tlie solid solubility of coppel in the a phase i n ~ r e ~ ~ s e s  fmrn 
about 1% dt 300" C to nearly 3% , ~ t  R. Solvus line TC: shows that the equilibrium 
solid solubility of silver in the P phase inc~eases from an extremely sinall value at 
300" C to a maximum of approximately 8% at point G. ('rhis value is measured in 
the left direction, starting with the value of 0% Ag at the right end of the horizontal 
composition axis.) 

'I he compositions of the phases that form during equilibrium cooling for the var- 
ious alloys of silver and copper call be dete~mined in the same manner as for solid 
solutions of silver and palladium For example, if an alloy containing 10% copper is 
melted at a temperature above the liquidus and allowed to cool under equilibri~~m 
conditions (second dashed vertical line from the left in Figure 6-6), crystals of the 
first solid form in the liquid phase at approximately 300" C (1652" F). If a horizon- 
tal tie line is drawn from the liquidus (AF,) to the solidus (AB), it is found that this 
first solid is the a solid solution, with an approximate composition of 4% copper 
and 96% silver. 

If the temperature of this alloy is allowed to decrease further to 850a C 
(1562" F), another tie line d ~ a w n  at this temperature between the solidus and 
licluidus indicates that under ecluilibrium conditions all a solid solution c~ystals 
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have the approximate composition of 5% copper and the remaining liquid has a 
uniform composition of approximately 15% copper. When the temperature of 
the alloy reaches the eutectic temperature of 779" C, the tie line becomes BE. The 
last liquid to solidify has the eutectic composition of 72% silver and 28% cop 
pel, and it forms alternating layers of the a and P phases, sirnila~ to those shown 
in Figure 6-7, A. 

If the starting molten alloy composition contains a greater pelcentage of cop- 
per than that for the eutectic, the changes in composition during cooling are sim- 
ilar, except that now the first solid to form (as crystals) in the liquid phase is the 
p solid solution. 'The changes in composition of the liquid and P phases during 
the equilibrium cooling of an alloy containing 800/0 coppel and 20% silvel, rep- 
resented by the right dashed vertical line in rigule 6-6, can be dete~rnined by 
constructing tie lines (including CG) at sevelal tempelatures across the ( I ,  + P) 
phase field. 

In summary, the first crystals to form during the equilibrium freezing of silver- 
copper alloys whose compositions lie between points B and G are either the solid 
solution a or the solid solution P (referred to as pizmary a or P). The final portion 
of the molten alloy to freeze will form regions of the eutectic structure. The grains 
(called pnmny  grams) that form by the growth of these starting primary a or P crys- 
tals are large, compared with the dimensions of the alternating layers of a and P 
phases comprising the eutectic. As described previously for the silver-palladium 
solid solution system, application of the lever rule will give the percentages of the 
two phases at any temperature in the (L + a)  or (L + P) phase fields during the equi- 
librium cooling process 

The cooling of solidified alloy compositions below the e~rtectic temperature can 
be illustrated by the ecluilibriu~n cooling of the molten alloy composition con- 
taining 5% copper, as i~idicated by the first vertical dashed line al the left in 1:igure 
6 6 This alloy f ~ e e ~ e s  con~plctely as thc a solid solution at apploximatrly 860 C 
(1  580" F), wlle~e tlre vertical daslicd line intelsects AB. As the lcrnpelature contln- 
ues to decrease below the eeutectic temperature of 779" <:, the composition of t h ~ s  
solid solution phase remains ~unchnnged until a temperature of approximately 630 C 
(1166' F) is reached (inte~section of the vertical dashed line with CB). Then the 
copper-~ich r), solid solution begins to p~ecipitate from the a solid solution, 
because (he solid solubility limit of copper in the latter solid solution has been 
exceeded I t  must be en~phasi~ed that this occu~s only ifvery slow coolillg has per- 
mitted equilib~ium to be achieved. In this case, application of the lever ~ u l e  will 
give the pelcentages of the a and p phases at any temperature in this two phase 
field. IIowever, rapid cooling of the 5% copper alloy will not allow sufficient time 
for atomic diffusion and it will result in an alloy consisting of almost entirely a 
phase at room temperature. 

If the starting molten alloy contains between approximately 9% and 92% cop- 
per (compositions lying between vertical lines passing through B and G ) ,  the 
lamellar eutectic structure will form during equilibrium solidification Alloy com- 
positions lying to the left of B or to the right of G will form either primaly a phase 
crystals or primary P phase crystals, respectively, during freezing, which is com- 
pleted when the temperature decreases below AB or DG, respectively. Then, as the 
solidified alloy cools under equilibrium conditions to room temperature, precipi- 
tates of the other solid solution phase will form (typically at the grain boundaries) 
when the temperature decreases below the solvus line (CR or FG, respectively). The 
molten eutectic alloy composition (point 8)  free~es at the single temperature of 
779" C (1435" r) to directly yield the two-phase a + P structule, similar to that 
shown in l'igule 6-7, A. 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Llrililze the palladium-silve~ system, in which the mechanical properties of the solid 
solution alloys are found to valy nedrly line,trly with small to modelate changes in 
composition, more complex relationsllips occur for alloy con~positions in eutectic 
systems Alloys in these systems with a composition less than that of the eutectic are 
called hypocutectz~ alloys, and those with a composition g~eatel than the eutectic are 
known as hypcleureciz~ alloys. Illerefore, the primary crystals of the hypoeutectic 
alloys in the silver-copper system of r igu~e 6-6 consist of the a solid solution, 
whereas those of the hype~eutectic alloys consist of the P solid solution 
Ilypoeutectic or hypereutectic alloys that contain the eutectic constituent in their 
rniclostn~ctures (compositions between B and G)  are relatively brittle, whereas alloys 
with rnicrost~itctu~es lacking this constituent (compositions to the left of 13 01 to the 
right of G) are ductile. This is because the alternating lamellae of thc a and P phases 
inhibit the movement of dislocations, which is responsible for the permanent defor- 
mation of these alloys, as discussed in Chapter 20. However, the strength, and some- 
times the hardness, of alloys containing the eutectic constituent may surpass those 
of the pure component metals because of the composite structure of the alloy. 

There has been some use of a solid solution casting alloys of silver and copper In 
pediatric dentistly. The tarnish resistance of these alloys is superior to that of the alloys 
containing the eutectic constituent, as discussed in Chapter 3 .  The silver-copper eutec- 
tic is found as the admixed component in some types of high-copper amalgam alloys 
(Chapter 17). Another example of the potential importance of eutectic compositions 
occurs near the gold end of the Au-Ir system, in which the eutectic composition at 
approximately 0.005% Ir has been considered relevant for the grain refinement of 
dental gold casting alloys by iridium. I-lowever, as noted in Chapte~ 5, the~e may be 
some ~olcertainty about the medlanisrn Sol- this grain ~efinement. 

PERlTECTlC ALLOYS 

In addition to the eutectic system, limited solid solubility of two metals can result 
in a pel-itectic ~runsjb~-rtzarion. T'he silver-tin system, which is the basis for the original 
dental amalgam alloys, is a peritectic system. Silver and platinum, which are found 
in many gold casting alloys, exhibit a peritectic tr'insformation. Also, palladium and 
mthenium have a peritectic reaction at 16.5 wtO/o Itu. Ruthenium is an important 
grain-refining element for palladium casting c~lloys. 

Like the eutectic transformation, the peritectic reaction is an invariant reaction, 
occuIring at a particular composition and temperature. The reaction can be written as: 

I,iquid + solid solution + a solid solution ( 2 )  

I'igure 6-8 is the phase diagram for the silver-platinum alloy system. The a phase 
is silver-rich, the P phase is platinum-rich, and the two-phase ( a  + P) region results 
from the limited solid solubility (less than approximately 12% at 700° C) of silver 
in platinum. (See Fig. 6-8, which shows that the equilibrium solid solubility of plat- 
inum in silver is approximately 56O/0 at 700" C.) The peritectic transformation occurs 
at point P, where the licluid (composition at P) and the platinum-rich P phase (com- 
position at point D) transform into the silver-rich a phase (conlposition at point P). 
For a hypoperitectic composition, such as exists for alloy I, cooling through the peri- 
tectic tempelature results in the following transformation: 
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Fig. 6-8. Eyu~l lbr~um phasc d~agram of the 
platlnuni-silvcr sy5tem (wtnh) Composition (wtOh Pt) 

It can be seen from Fig. 6-8 that the two liquid phases involved in transformation 
(3) have different compositions For both transformations (2) and ( 3 ) ,  the a phase 
forms at the interface between the liquid and P phase, and because substantial 
diffusion in these phases is required for transformation, peritectic alloys are espe- 
cially plone to coring during lapid cooling. F~orn (lie discussio~~s in Chapters 3 and 
20, it follows that this cored stmctur-e has inferior corrosion resistance and is more 
brittle than the homogeneous a solid solution phase. 

SOLID STATE REACTIONS 

Solid state reactions provide an important mechanism that can be used to strengthen 
some dental alloys 'I'he most well-known example is the ordering in gold-copper 
alloys, wliicli is relevant for lypes 111 and IV gold casting alloys for all-metal restora- 
tions (see Chapter 19). As previously described, although the gold and copper atoms 
are completely soluble in the liquid state and nt high ternpeiatures in the solid state, 
at lower temperatures the attraction of these two atom species can converl regions ol  
the random solid solution into an ordered solid phase for some compositions. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How does copper provide strengthening and harden~ng of gold casting alloys by two 
dffferent mechanrsms? 

Gold-Copper System 

Figure 6-3 illustrates the phase diagram for the gold-copper system. 'l'he melting 
range is very narrow for all compositions, and the liquidus and solidus curves touch 
at 80.1 wtoh gold. At the right side of this diagram, note that the addition of 10 wtO/o 
copper to gold lowers the liquidus temperature substantially. These facts are advan- 
tageous in the use of gold alloy cornpositions based on this system for dental cast- 
ing procedules. 
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At temperatures below the solidus temperature, but above 410' C, gold and cop- 
per have complete mutual solid solubility and all alloys initially solidify as the a 
disordered solid solution, in which the atoms of each species are randomly located 
in the fcc crystal structure. IIoweve~; when alloys of appropriate compositions are 
subsequently cooled under conditions approaching equilibrium, solid-state order- 
ing transformations occur. 

As shown in Figure 6-9, when alloys containing between approximately 40 wt0/o 
and 65 wtOh gold are cooled below 390" C under equilibrium conditions, the 
ordered phase a' forms. 'This is the AuCu, structure that was shown in Figure 6-1. 
As previously noted, because of the greatly differing atomic weights of gold and 
copper, the AuCu, structure is approxi~nately 50 wt% gold. 

On the other hand, when alloys containing between approximately 65 wt% and 
85 wt% gold are cooled below 410" C under equilibrium conditions, Figure 6-9 shows 
that a different ordered sti-uctur-e forms (a,", which is refelred to as AuCu 11). With 
fi~rther- equilibrium cooliilg below 385" C, the a," stiucture transforms to the a," 
ordered structure, which is referred to as AuCu I. Under normal slow cooling 
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Fig. 6-10. I l n ~ l  ( cll of the f,ic e ( <lnteretl tetragon,ll 
iuperl,~tt~ce of ALI( u 

0 Gold 

conditions for gold-copper alloys in this composition range, the a," structule is 
found. It should be noted that the equiatomic AuCu structure contains approximately 
75 wtO/o gold. 

'I he gold and copper atoms, which were randomly located in the fcc stlucture of 
the a phase at higher temperatures, occupy alternating planes in the al" superlat- 
tice (Fig 6-10). This ordered structure has a face-centered tetragonal unit cell 
because the lattice parameter in one of the three axial directions (vertical direction, 
as shown in Fig. 6-10) is different from that in the other two directions, because of 
the unequal atomic radii of gold and copper. The a," superlattice has an unusual 
orthorhombic unit cell. Referring to Figure 6-10, the unit cell for AuCu I1 may be 
visualized as consisting of five tet~agonal AuCu I unit cells similai to the one illus- 
trated and joined to five more tetragonal AuCu I unit cells, in which the copper 
atoms are now located at the midplane rathe~ than the top and bottom faces 

IZegions of ordered structure provide substantial strengthening of dental gold 
casting alloys, in addition to that arising fiom several solute atom species in tlrc dis- 
ordered fcc gold solid solutioil mat~ix. Because the crystal stnlctule of  he orcicred 
phase differs fiorn that of the gold solid solution, each region of o~dered phase is 
surrounded by a locali~ed elasllc slrain Geld, which is necessaly lo maintan conti- 
nuity of atomic bonds acioss the inlelface w ~ t h   he matrix (:onsequrntly, the move- 
~nen t  of dislocations (described in Chapter 20)  ~lllough gold casting alloys 
contdinirig regions of ordered structule is subslantinlly ~mpeded A fill1 desciiption 
of the complex strengthening rnecha~lisrn associated with orde~ing is beyond the 
scope of this book, and interested readers should refel to articles listed in the 
Selected Readings at the end of this chapter. 

The quen~hzng procedure (rapid cooling in a room-temperature water bath or an 
ice-water bath), which is performed under normal dental laboratoiy conditions (see 
Chapter 12), does not allow sufficient time for atomic movement to form the 
ordered structure. The disordered solid solution is retained at room temperature, 
and the gold alloy is relatively soft and ductile, which facilitates adjustments of the 
casting at the dental laboratory or chairside with the patient. Bench-cooling the 
'wpe 111 or 1V gold alloy casting through the ordering temperature range allows 
enough atomic movement for partial transformation. Although the alloy will be 
stronger and harder compared with the quenched condition, more time is required 
for removal of adherent investment from the bench-cooled casting, and this slow- 
cooling procedure is not cornmonly performed. Alternatively, after adjustments 
have been completed on a Type TIT 01 1V gold alloy castrng in the quenched condi- 
tion, the casting may be given an age-hard~n~n~ heat ticiirment 'lhe alloy is heated to 
a temperature within the ordering lange for a period of tirne as recornmended by 
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the manufacturer and then k t  1s quenched. 'lhis procedure 1s also not coinmollly per- 
formed, because of the additional time involved For commercial Type 111 and IV 
dental gold casting alloys, the Vickers hdrdness increases by 50 to 100 nfter age hatd- 
ening. (I'lle amount of copper in the'lype I ancl I 1  dental gold casting alloys is insuf- 
ficient for age hardening.) 

If desired, anotllel furnace heat treatment may he used to restole ha~derled lype 
111 or IV gold alloy castirlgs to their softened condition This procedure, tamed solu- 
tlon hear [TPatment, involves heating the casting to a tempelature below the solidus 
temperature, (e g., 700" C or 1202" P), holding for a s h o ~ t  period of time (typically 
10 min) so that the nlloy returns to a random substitutional solid solution, and then 
queliching to retain this atomic arrangement at loom temperature. The softe~lecl 
casting can later be given the previously described age-hardening heat trentment and 
quenched, retulning to a stlonger, but less ductile alloy 

llnder normal cllnical cond~t~ons,  cast gold restorations are cemented on pre- 
pared teeth using the alloy in the softe~ied condition. It has been found that signif- 
icant aging of a commercial Type 1V gold alloy takes place slowly over a 2-week 
period at intraoral temperature The accompanying dimellsional changes in the gold 
alloy castings do not have clinical significance Such behavior might be expected for 
Type I11 and other Type IV gold alloys at 37" C, since the ordered structure is pres- 
ent under equilibrium conditions. It would be of interest to investigate the hardness 
and dimensional changes in a variety of Types 111 and IV gold alloys aged at 37' C 
for longer periods of time. 

Transmission electron ~nicroscopic observations at high magnificatiolls have 
been performed on traditional commercial high-gold 'ltpes 111 and IV casting alloys, 
in which the maximum hardness was achieved i n  1 to 4 hr aftel- isothermal anneal- 
ing at elevated tempcratules (210" to 350 (:) recommended by the manufac t~~re~s  
The o~cie~ed pl,itt-.lets in the gold solid so l~l l io~i  matrix artel a~l~lealing for 25 hr wele 
lcss than 10 nm in size An o p t ~ c ~ l  mic~oscope photomic~oglaph at a much lowel 
rn i lgni f i~~~t~on of the rnicrostluclure of a d e n ~ ~ l l  gold alloy tlidl was subjected to 'I 

prolonged period of aging is shown in I igule 6-11 I n  many studies o f  the mccl~a- 
nisms for age h'lrdening of dental gold casting alloys, prolo~lgcd heat t~catments 

Fig. 6-1 1 .  A photomicrograph of a 
dental gold alloy that was age 
I>,trtirncd J L  450" C for a prolonged 
fx r io t j  of I00 lir-. (X 250.) (Courtesy of 
F.M. Wise.) 
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have been used to increase the precipitate size for more convenient transmission 
electron microscopic observations. 

Silver-Copper System 

A 92.5% silver-7.5% copper alloy, sometimes used for inlay purposes in deciduous 
teeth, is known as sterling silver. 'l'his alloy is used extensively in fine silvelware ancl 
was the basis for silver coinage. Using the phase diagram in Figure 6-6, note that 
7.5% copper alloy solidifies as the a solid solution on slow cooling from the melt, 
and the copper-rich phase precipitates on continued cooling. If a specimen of this 
alloy were solution heat-treated at 775O C (1427" 1:) for 30 min, quenched to room 
temperature, and reheated at 125O C (61 7" F) for 2 hr, age-hardening would yield 
finely dispersed precipitates in the microstructure and the alloy would be signifi- 
cantly strengthened. Silvel-smiths use this procedure, because the solution heat- 
treated alloy is soft and has high ductility, permitting it to be readily shaped by cold 
working. 'The finished utensil can then be subjected to age hardening, adding sig- 
nificantly to its durability. 

OTHER BINARY SYSTEMS 
Gold Alloys 

As previously noted, dental gold casting alloys may contain as many as four impor- 
tant solute metals (copper, silver, palladium, and platinum) that piovide solid solu- 
tion strengthening. Other elements in amo~unts less than 1 wt oh,  such as ~ i n c  and 
ilidium, ale present as well. Because many of these metals in binary combinations 
can iorrn p~t~cipitntes leading lo age hardening, assuming that the precipit,~te sizes 
ale optimum (see Chapters 19 and 20),  it is useful to bl~efly consider thc pl,itinur-n- 
gold, pallad~unl-coppei and platinurn-coppel hinaly syslems. Comparisoiir of these 
diagrams plovides infolmation ahoul phdscs t h ~ t  might be plesent in the multi- 
component cornmricial gold alloys 

In the platinum-gold system at tempe~atures below the solidus, a large two-phnse 
region develops in n ~ n d n n e ~  similnl to ;l eutt~ctic struclure I he pallatlium-copper sys- 
tem contnins two supeilntlice tiansformations, leading to the fo~mation of PciCu and 
I'd(:ui. The platinum-coppel system contains at least two intelmediate phases. PLCu 
and I't(:u3 These phnse diagrams and their potential ~elevance LO alloy propelties can 
be analy~ed by the same a p p l ~ ~ ~ c h e s  that have heen previously discussed Note that 
phases might exist in cast dental alloys that would not occui urldel equilibrium con- 
ditions with the alloy compositions, because of elemental microsegregation during 
rapid solidification and cooling rurthermore, the compositions of phases in multi- 
component alloys will generally be more complex than those for binary compositions. 

A particularly effective age-hardening constituent in gold alloys is an i ~ o n -  
platinum intermetallic compound (FePt,) IePt, is useful in strengthening high- 
gold alloys for metal-ceramic prostheses, in which platinum is employed to increase 
the melting range and lower the coefficient of thermal expansion of the alloy. Such 
alloys are discussed in Chapter 13. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why .we there substdntlal d~fferences bclween the m~crostructures and strc~ngthenrng 
mechClnistns for the h~gh-p,~llac/~lurn alloy, . ? i d  the p~llc~dutn-51lvcr  alloy^/ 
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Palladium Alloys 
Iligli-palladium alloys have been popular for metal-ceramic prostheses since thcir 
inception in the early 1980s because of their excellent mech,inical properties and 
good adherence to dental porcelain Although tlie unit metal cost of these alloys was 
for~ilerly less than half that of allelnative gold alloys, the11 clirlical selection 
has diminished in recent years because of the plice volatility of palladium Tliese 
alloys are based on the Pd-Ga systetii, in which there is a eutectic composition at the 
high-pall,ldiuni side of the phase diag~arn and complex p~ccipitation reactio~is at 
lower temperatures in the cunt~nt version of the dingram For the originally inlro- 
duced I'd-Cu-Ga alloys, bolh the rapid cooli~lg rate duriug solidificatron anti the 
addition of coppel shift tlie eutectic coiliposition to higher percentages of pall't- 
diurn and iesult in formation of a Pd2Cd eutectic constituent in the as-cast 
microst~uctuie. Both tlie Pd-Cu-C;a alloys and tlie subsequently developed Pd-Ga 
alloys have a fine submicron tweed stiucture observed by transmission electron 
microscopy. This structure appears to form by a martensitic phase transformation 
(see Chapter 19) in the fcc palladium solid solution matrix and is stable during heat 
treatment that simulates the firing cycles f o ~  dental porcelain. Strengthening of these 
alloys occurs by the solid solution mechanism and by the formation of Pd,Ga, pre- 
cipitates in some Pd-Cu-Ca alloy compositions 

With this recent p~ice  volatility of palladium, the popularity of the palladium- 
silver alloys (Chapter 13) has increased Although the starting point for these alloys 
is the palladium-silver phase diagram in Figure 6-4, additional elemelits that pro- 
vide adequate mechanical properties and metal oxides for porcelain bonding cause 
the formation of secondary phases in the microstmctures The appropriate binary 
diagrams may be usef~11 for p~ed~ct ing  the occurrence of these phases Because the 
precipitate sizes are generally too sniall f o ~  accurate determination ot theil cornpo- 
sitions uslng a scanning election microscope 01 1he electron micloprobe, elemental 
analysis using a transmission clcctlon microscope is I e q u ~ r ~ d  

TERNARY A N D  HIGHER-ORDER ALLOY SYSTEMS 

Most dental gold alloys are telnaly ,illoys of gold, silvel, , ~ n d  coppc~, contci~ning 
minor adcl~tions of such metals as platinum, pcilladium, and zinc A majorlty of 
these alloys, which form single-phase s o l ~ d  so l~~ t ions  when quenched after solid- 
ific'ltion, can be stlerigthened arid hardened by heat treatment. A variety of age- 
hardening mechanisms have been found, depending on the alloy composit~on. 
Uzuka et a1 have portrayed the composition regions for the different phase trans- 
formations in the Au-Cu-Ag system, using a triangular phase diagram correspon- 
ding to an isothermal cross-section at 300" C through the three-dimensional 
diagram. 

There are many other ternary combinations, quaternary combinat~ons, and 
higher-order multjcornponent alloy systems used for restorative dentistry Such sys- 
tems are complex, and the phase diagram information available is limited, with the 
exception of the Ag-Hg-Sn tesnary system for dental amalgams that is discussed in 
Chapter 17. 

Binary phase diagrams are often useful in predicting the influence of individual 
component elernents in casting alloys, although such equilibrium diagrams must 
always be interpreted with caution, given the nonequilibrium conditions associated 
with the dental casting process Pseudobinary phase diagr~tnls, in which the con- 
centration of one or inore of the components is f ~ e d ,  are frequently employed to 
study the phases present in higher-order alloy systems. 
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KEY TERMS 

Backbone-Tli? n i~ l ln  c Ii,rln of a polymer 
Bloclc copolymer-A polymer m,ltle ot two ol morc nionomet spec les and ~tlent~c,ll niononiei 

~ t r l~ ts  occurring In relatlvcly long scqclences along the maln polymer chain 
Chain transfer-A st,~gc of polymcrtz,rt~on In whrch thp growing end of '1 ch,lrri 1s tmnstertccl 

to another niolec ulc, lnltlattng t~tlthei clialn growth 
Curing-Chcnilc,il reaction In w t i ~ t h  low rnolecul,lr-wc~ght nionomers or small poly~ners ale 

c onvcrtcd Into hlglier-niolct ul,rt wctgtit ni i i tcr~~lls to atta~n d?slled propertlcs 
Elastic recovery-Uetluct~o~i 0 1  e l ~ m ~ n ~ t l o n  of clasl~c strdtn whcn an ~ p p l l e d  fore? 1s rcrnoved, 

elashe ~ o l ~ t l s  recover clasttc str,un ~rnmedlatcly o n  removal ot the appllecl force whereas vls- 
( ocd,lstlc materials rccover el,lstlc strdln over time 

Final set-Stage at whlch the c urlng process 1s complete 
Free radical-A compound w ~ t h  an unpalred electron that 15 used to lnltlatc polymer~zat~on 
Graft or branched copolymer-A polymer In whlch sequences of one type ot mer unl l  are 

attached as a graft (branched) onto the backbone of a second type of mer unlt 
Initial set (of a polymer)-The stage of polymerrzatton during whlch thc polymer retains r l s  

shape 
Induction-Actlvatlon of free rad~cals, whlch In turn lnltlate growtng polymer chalns. 
Monomer-A chemlcal compound capable of rractlng to form a polymer 
Plastic flow (of a polymer)-lrreverstble deCormatlon that occurs when polymel chalns sllde 

over one another and bcconie relocated w~ th ln  the materlal 
Polymer-Che~n~~al compound conslstlng of large organlc molecules formed by the unlon ot 

many repeattng smaller monomer unlts 
Polymerization-Chemical reactlon In whlch monomers of a low molecular we~ght are con- 

verted into chalns ot polymers wlth a h ~ g h  molecular we~ght 

P,jlymir17 i t lo r1  

Monomer + Monomer + Monomer + Monomer ------, - Mcr - Mcr - Mcr - Mcr 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Propagation-Stage of polymerlzation (luring whlcli polymer chalns continue to grow to high 
molec ular we~ghts 

Random copolymer-Polymer made o f  two or more monomer species but w i ~ h  no sequential 
order between the mer units along the polymer cha~n 

Setting (of a polymer)-The extent to which polymeriza~ion has progressed 
Thermoplastic polymer-Polymeric material inade of lineal and/ol branched t hains tliat soit- 

ens when heated above the glass-tranvtion temperalure (TJ, at whit h molet ular motion 
begins to fort e the chains apart 

Thermosetting polymer-Polynierlc material that betomes permanently hard when heated 
above the lcmperalure at whlch I( begins to polymerr/c and that does not soflen again on 
rt,heating to tlic same temperat~~re 

Termination-Stage of polymerlzation during whlcli polymer chalns cease to grow 
Viscoelastic-Ability oC a polymer lo hch,ive as an elas~ic solld (spr~ng) and as a vis~ous liquid 

(dash pot) 
- ? a "  we"" 2 ".'*-"A"---&% * &% ."d*-s *=% ----*'.x -* e \---** ---- 

APPLICATIONS O F  RESINS IN DENTISTRY 

Synthetic resins are used in a variety of dental applrcations. lypical uses include the 
followi~lg 

Dentures (bases, liners, and ariificial teeth) 
Caviiy-filling materials ("composites") 
Sealants 
Impress~on materials 
Equipment (mixing bowls) 
(;ements (~esin-based) 

Dental ~esins ale used mclinly to lestore ,ind replace toolh structure and missrng 
teeth Thew ~t>sins can bc bonded with othel ~ c s ~ n s  dr~ectly to tooth stluclulc 01 LO 

othel ~ t>s to~at~ve  mnte~~als  If all teeth ale ~niss~ng,  a clenture basc (the part of the 
denture that rests on the soft trssues ove~lyrng the maxillary , ~ n d  mandibul,l~ jaw- 
bone 111 the mouth) with nttachect de~lture teeth can he madc to Ie\tore chewing 
nbil~ty 

CLASSIFICATION 

Dental resins solidify whcn they polymerize. occurs th~ough a 
series of chemical reactions by which the n~acromolecule, or the polymer, is forrried 
from large numbers of molecules known as monomers. Synthetic resins are often 
called plaslics. A plastic material is a substance that, although dimensionally stable 
in normal use, was plastically reshaped at some stage of manufacture. Resins are 
composed of very large molecules. 'l'he particular form and morphology of the mol- 
ecule determine whether the resin is a fiber, a rigid material, or a rubberlilze prod- 
uct. Polymers have had an enormous impact on dentistry, and they are now used as 
sealants (prophylactic material used to seal fissures against the ingress of cariogenic 
bacteria), bonding materials, restorative materials, veneering materials, denture 
bases, denture teeth, and impression materials. 

The utility of plastics is derived from their ability to be formed into complex 
shapes, often by the application of heat and pressure. Based on their thermal behav- 
ior, they can be divided into thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers, depend- 
ing on whether h e y  soften when heated. 

A third group of polymeric materials are the el~isrc>mrrs The modern elastomer 
industry was founded on the ~laturally occurring latex isolated from the fleveri 
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brrasiliensis tree. Since the early 20th century, chenlists have been attempting to syn- 
thesize materials whose properties duplicate or- at least simulate those of natural 
rubber. This has led to the production of a wide variety of synthetic elastoiners, 
some of which are used in deiltistly as impression materials. Elastomers readily 
undergo deformation and exhibit extensive reversible elongation under small, 
applied stresses; that is, they exhibit elasticity. 

In dentistry, most resins are based on methacrylates, particularly methyl 
methacrylate. IIowever, because the field is dynamic and new types of resins are 
heing developed on a regular basis, a dentist's Iznowledge must iilclude basic con- 
cepts of resin chemistry so that new developments in the field can be critically 
evaluated. This chapter provides a brief review of the fundamentals of resin 
chemistry. 

REQUISITES F O R  D E N T A L  RESiNS 

hlethaclylate polymers have earned great popularity in dentistry because (1 ) they 
can be processed easily using relatively simple techniques, (2) they are aesthetic, 
and (3) they are economical. Because of their biological, physical, aesthetic, and 
handling properties, methacrylate polymers are capable of providing an excellent 
balance of performance features and characteristics needed for use in the oral cav- 
ity. Ideally, these characteristics include (1) biological compatibility, (2) physical 
properties, (3) ease of manipulation, (4) aesthetic qualities, (5) relatively low cost, 
and (6) chemical stability in the mouth. 

Biological Compatibility 

The resill should be ~nsteless, odo~lcss, nontoxic, non~r l~ ta t~ng ,  a i d  othe~wise not 
llnimlul to the old1 ~ISSUCS To fulfill these iequirerncnLs, a resin should he com- 
pletely ~nsoluble 111 sdllva oi in any other flu~ds taken Into the mouth ,~nd  should 
he ~rnpelrneabie to oral f lu~ds to die cxtcnt that [he resln does not become unsani- 
tary o~ d~sagleeable In taste o~ odor It the ies111 15 used as flll~ng 01 cementing 
material, it should set f a ~ ~ l y  ~ a p ~ d l y  and bond lo tooth st~uctule to p~event rnlcro- 
h ~ a l  ~ngrowth dong the tooth-lest01 atlon ~nte~l,lce A more conlprehensivc oveivlew 
of lhe b~ocomp~~t ib~l i ty  of dental niate~l,ils is p~esented In (:hapter 8 

Physical Properties 

The resin should possess adequate strength and resilience, as well as resistance to 
biting or chewing forces, impact forces, and excessive wear that can occur in the oral 
cavity. 'l'he material should also be dimensionally stable under all conditions of 
service, including thermal changes and variations in loading. When used as a den- 
ture base for maxillary dentures, the resin should have a low specific gravity. 

Manipulation 

The resin should not produce toxic fumes or dust during handling and manipula- 
tion. It should be easy to mix, insert, shape, and cure, and it must have a relatively 
short setting time and be insensitive to variations in these handling procedures. 
Clinical complications, such as oxygen inhibition, saliva contamination, and blood 
contamination, should have little or no  effect on the outcome of ally handling pro- 
cedu~e. In addition, the final product should be easy to polish, and in case of 
unavoidnble bleakage, it should be possible to repair the resin easily and efficiently. 
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Aesthetic Properties 

l'he material should exhibit sufficienl translucency or transparency so that it can be 
made to match the appearance of the oral tissues it replaces. The resin should be 
capable of beirlg tinted or pigmented, but there s h o ~ ~ l d  be no change in color or 
appearance of tlie m'lterial subseque~lt to its fabrication. 

Economic Considerations 

The cost of the resin and its processing method should be relatively low, and pro- 
cessing should not require complex and expensive equipment. 

Chemical Stability 

Although methaclylate polymers fulfill the aforementioned requirements reason- 
ably well, no resin has yet met all of these ideal criteria. The conditions in the mouth 
are highly demanding, and only the most chemically slable and inert materials can 
withstand such conditions without deterioration. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How do the mechanical properties of a polymer change 2s the molecular weight 

increases? 

FUNDAMENTAL NATURE OF POLYMERS 

The most significant feal~ues of polymels ,Ire that they consist of very Iage mole- 
c ~ ~ l e s  and that the11 ~nolcc~ildr stluctllle IS cnpdblc of vilt~l<-\lly li~llitless configura- 
tions and conformntions Chain length, tlie extent of chain h ~ a n c h ~ n g  and 
cross-linlzing, and the o~gani~at ion  of the ch,~ins are funclnmental features ol poly 
rllels that dete~nli~ie the propelties of polymer~c mntelials I'olynielization is a 
repet~tive in te~  molecular I eaction that is fi~~lctiondlly capahle o f  pi oceeding uldefi- 
nitely. Ikcause any chemical compound possessing a molecul,i~ weight in excess of 
5000 is considered to be n macromolecule, nlost p o l y ~ n e ~  molecules can be 
described as macromolecules. In some instnnces, 11le molecul~~i weight of the poly- 
liler molecule call be as high as 50 million. 

In addition to the traditional polymers, macromolecules can consist of inorganic 
polymers such as the silicon dioxide network found in several ceramics and resin 
composites used in dentistry The discussion in this chapter is limited to organic 
polymers. 

Chain Length and Molecular Weight 

The longer the polymer chain, the greater is the number of entanglements (tempo- 
rary connections) that can form among chains. 'lherefore, the longer the chain 
length, the more difficult it is to distort the polymeric material, and thus such prop- 
erties as rigidity, strength and the melting temperature increase with increasing 
chain length (rig. 7-1). Consider the analogy between the behavior of a group of 
polymer molecular chains and a plate of spaghetti. 'Tile longer the stlands or chains, 
the more difficult it is to separate them. Cutting them up-that is, reducing the 
chain length-makes them easier to separate. 
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- Branched 
. - . . - .  

Molecular weight 

Fig. 7-1 Lfic~t of polymel ch ,~~n Icngth, branching, ,incl cro\s-l~nlutig nn mcxc h,in~cal ,rricl phys~c '11 
~~ropertles R~g~cilty, strength, and melt~ng temperature Incrcasc as polymer c h a ~ n  length grows and 
n>olccular we~gl i t  Increases 

Synthetic resins polymerize randomly from local sites that have been activated. 
Thus, depending on the ability of the chains to grow from their local activation sites, 
the molecular chains that form within a polymeric material consist of chains that 
vary in length. Therefore, an average value is needed to express the molecular weight 
of polymers. Two types of average are commonly used, the number average, M,, 
based on the avelage number of mer repeating units in a chain, and the weight avei- 
age, M,, based on the molecular weight of the average chain 

The number average molecular weight for va~ io~r s  commercial dental denture 
polyrnels typically valies fiorn 8,000 to 39,000, but molec~llal weights as high as 
600,000 have been repo~ted llenture teeth with cros\-1znl.rt.d ~es in  (see below) may 
have even highcr ruoleculal weight 

Biologically, it is important to realize t l l , ~ ~  p o l y m e n t ~ ~ t ~ o n  seldom 1s entilely corn- 
plete anti that ~esidual monomer molecules can be lenchetl f~or-rr polyrne~ic materi- 
als 'Ihese low-mo1ecula1-we~ght cornpounds sometimes can cause adve~ce 
reactions, primarily alle~gic renctlons. The ~esiclual monome1 also has n pronounced 
effect o n  the rnolecul~r weight of the polymer. Eel exarnple, 0 9'U, of lesidudl 
monomer molecules in a polymei with a tlieoretical number avelngc molccul,lr 
weight of 22,400 if co~npletely cured, will rcduce the moleculal weight of the poly- 
mer to 7,300. 

The exj3ression a, implies that larger ~nolecules ale weighted mole in the calcu- 
lation. Therefore, a, is always greater than MI,, except when all molecules are of 
the same length; then M, = all. Considering the concepts just discussed, the ratio 
- - 
M,/M, (called the polydzspersity) is a measure of the range and dist~ibution of chain 
sizes. Polymers with equal value of M, but different values of polydispersity will 
exhibit somewhat different properties For example, higher polydispersity polymeis 
will begin to melt at a lower temperature and have a lai-gel- temperature range of 
melting. 

Chain Branching and Cross-Linking 

In the ideal situation, polymeri~ation should yield lzneur macromolecules However, 
in practice, molecular chains that are exclusively linear are seldom realized. 
Structurdl units of the polymei are often connected together In a manner lo forn~ n 
nonlinear, branched oi cross-lznked polymer (Tig. 7-2) I3ranching is analogous to 
extra alms growing out of '1 polymer chain; the probability of t~ntanglemmt, or 
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Y 
Linear 3 Branched 

Fig. 7-2 Schmmatic cli;~gr,lrns oi  line,ir, I~r,lnched, 2nd  cross-linltcd polymer5 

tempolaiy connections, inc~eases (:loss-links ale pelinanent connections hetwecn 
chains. A highly cross-linked polymeric material can consist of a s~ngle giant mole- 
cule or a few giant molecules 

In cross-linked polymers, some of the stn~ctural units must have at least two sites 
where reactions can occur lor  example, during curing of polysulfide impression 
material, or during the foimation of calcium alginate from sodium alginate, linear 
polymers are joined, or bridged, through certain ~eactive side chams to form cross- 
linked molecular networks (Fig 7-3)  

Cross-linking forms bridges between chains and dramatically increases molecu- 
lar weight Consequently, physical and mechanical p~operties vary with the compo- 
sition and extent of cross-linlz~ng for a given polyme~ system lhe  three-dimensional 
network of cross-linked polymers increases rigidity and resistance to solvents Cross- 
linking of a low-molecular-weight polymer increases the sofiening tcmpcrature, 
known as the glu\s-tlansit~on tempPtnturr (I',), corn paled with h a t  of a high- 
moIeruIal-weight polymer (see I ig 7-1) On Qle other hmd,  c~oss-I~nking has only 
motlest influence on stlength 

Copolymer Strerctures. I'olymers that h,~ve only one type of ~epeatrng untt ( m u )  
ale /iornopolymcrs, those with two ol Inole types of me1 mo nits ~ I C  known as ~ o p o l y -  
171~1\ I here ale t h ~ e e  d~ffe~ent  types of copolymers 

B Random copolymer-No secl~ientral orcie~ exlsts among  he two (01 more) 
me1 unlts along the polymer chain 

Block copolymer-Identical monomer units occur in relatively long 
sequences along the main polymer. 

Graft or  branched copolymer-Sequences of one type of mer unit are 
attached as a graft (branched, Fig. 7-2) onto a backbone of a second type of 
mer unit. 
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Crosslinking \ 

I /C=CH2 

'3"' 
methyl methacrylate ethylene glycol dirnethacrylate 

CH, H z  CH, FHz 

Crosslinked methacrylate copolymer 

Fig. 7-3  A crosslinked structure is f(jrmed by copolymerization, with at ledst one of the Lomonomers 
I~e ing rnultifunc.tiot~,II. In this illustr,ltio~i methyl mcthnc.ryl,ltr is capolymc~rizrtl will1 the tliiunctionnl 
nionorner ethylcnc, glycol tlirnclli,ic rylate. 

In some polymers the chai~ls are ra~ldomly coiled and entangled i n  a very disor- 
dered pattern known as an amorphous structure (Fig. 7-4, left side). In others, the 
ellains can align themselves to form a highly ordered, or crystalline, structure 
(Fig. 7-4, right side). Most polymeric matel-ials con~h i~ le  these two forms of organ- 
ization in greater or lesser PI-oportions. Cl~aractel-istically,cteristically, the linear dental polymers 
are predominantly amorphous with little or no  cryslallinity. 'l'he polymel- chains 
form a tangled mass, comparable with cooked spaghetti in which each string is a 
mile or so long. Such polymer segments have little chance to migrate and are immo- 
bile in the solid state. As in the case of glass, a short-range order results. 

IIowever, many polymers have regions of long-range ordering that produce a 
degree of crystallinity, depending on the secondary bonds that can be formed, the 
structure of the polymer chain, the degree of ordering, and the molecular weight 
(see Fig. 7-4). Although polymer crystallinity may increase tensile strength, it may 
also reduce ductility-that is, increase the brittleness-of the resin and increase its 
melting temperature. 

Iiactors that reduce or prevent crystallinity include the following: 
Copolymerization, which decreases the ability of polymer chains to align 
themselves. 
Long branched polymers, which inhibit polymer chains from becoming aligned. 
Ilandom arrangement of substituent groups, particularly large side groups that 
keep polymer chains separated. 
l'lasticizers, which tend to separate the cllains (see the following section). 
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Fig. 7-4 Scherndt~~ d~agram (left) of a polymer that ~on ta~ r i s  crystall~ne and amorphous ~ntermolecular 
and ~ntramole~ular organl/atlon and comh~nat~ons of both arnorphou5 and crystall~nc reglons (shaded 
areas on right). 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS 
Deformation and Recovery 

Applied forces produce stresses within polyrners that call cause elastic strain, plastic 
strain, or ;I cornhination of elastic plus plastic strain. 
r I'laslic drlormation is in-evcrsihle and rcsults in a new permanent shape. 
r Elusric deformatiorl is reversihle and will be coillpletely recovered when the 

stress is elirninatecl. 
r Viscoclastic deforn~~~t ion  results in a combination of elastic and plastic strain, 

but recoveiy of only elastic strain occurs as the stress is decreased. 'lhe recov- 
ery, however, is not instanta~leous once the stress is eliminated; The process of 
recovery occurs over time. 'l'he aniount of deSorrnation that does not recover at 
the moment the stress is eliminated may be regarded as plastic deformation, as 
described in Chapter 4. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What 1s the d~fference betwem elastomers and plast~c s? Whdt causes some polymers to 
respond elast~cally to strecces and others to act \~~scoelast~cally? 

Rheometric Properties 

'Ihe rheometry, or flow behavior, of solid polymers involves a combination of elas- 
tic and plastic deformation (viscous flow) and elastic recovery when stresses are 
eliminated. This combina~ion of elastic and plastic changes is termed z~iscoclaslici~y. 
The chain length, number o l  cross-links, temperature, and rate of Soice application 
(fast impact versus extrusion) determine which type of behavior dominates. 
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Plastic flow: 11-reversible strain behavior that occurs when polymer chains slide 
over one another and become relocated within the material, resulting in per- 
rnnncni deformation. 
Elastic recovery: Reversible strain behavior that occurs in the amorphous 
regions of polyrners when the rando~nly coiled chains straighten and then 
recoil, like springs that return lo their or-iginal locatio~i without sliding past 
one another when an applied fouce is removed (Fig. 7-5). 

Plaslic and elastic properties are used to describe ideal materials. I lowever, actual 
dental polymeric materials are deformed by a cornbinalion of elastic plus plastic 
strain processes. Thus elastomers do not always recover fully and retain a small 
degree of plastic deformation, whereas plastics exhibit a high level of plastic defor- 
mation, but they also have at least some small degree of elastic 1-ecovely. 'l'his phe- 
llornerloll is called viscoelastic recovery (Fig. 7-6 ) .  

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M What effects are lilcely [ f a  plast/ozer is leached out of a polymer? 

Solvation Properties 
Polymers are usually slow to dissolve, are seldom clearly either soluble or insolu- 
ble in ally given licluid, and their solvation characteristics are very sensitive to  a,, 

Loadinq 
Loaded c 

Stretching only No additional stretching Full recovery 

Fig. 7-5 Elastic rccovcl-y: ~pringlilte I~eh~rvior (rapid ,ind ~rcvcrsiblc). ('tidins unc.oil, l1u1 Ihcy rlo not slip 
11x1 O I ~ C  nno(h(1r I1t.c ause of crys[,illinc rcgions, cnt,~ngl(,nients, or cross-lillks. Thus whcn unloarletl, 
I t i ~ y  rc,c oil c-oml~letely. 

Loaded 

Stretching only 

n Loading continued 

Unloaded 

4 
Slipping occurred 

(Quantity of slippage depends 
on the duration of loading) 

Partial recovery with 
permanent deformation 

Fig. 7-6 Viscoel,is[ic rccovcry: chains clretcli ant! uncoil ~ n d  also slip 11,151 onc ,~nothcr, ~~roducing 
plastic, irrcvcrsiblc, perrn,lnent distortion and parlial rcc.ovcry when ~lnlo,~detl. 
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- - 
Mw/M,, (polydispersity), cross-linking, crystallini~y, and chain branching. 'l'he fol- 
lowing characteristics describe the general nature of polymers: 

The longer the chains (the higher the molecular weight), the more slowly a 
polymer dissolves. 
Polymers tend to absorb a solvent, swell, and soften, rather than dissolve. 
Cross-linlting preverlls complete chain separation and retards dissolution. 

m IIighly cross-linked polymers cannot he dissolved. 
Elastomers swell more than plastics. 
A small amount of swelling of dental polymeric devices can have untiesirable 
results on the fit of prostheses. 
Absorbed ~nolecules (e.g., watel-) spread polymer chains apart and facilitate 
slip between chains. 'l'his lubricating effect is called plaslicization. 

<:ross-linkage provides a sufficient nu~nber  of bridges between linear macromole- 
cules to form a three-dimensional network that decreases water sorption, decreases 
solubility, and increases the strength and rigidity of the resin. For example, cross- 
linkage has been used widely in the manufacture of acrylic teeth to increase their 
resistance to degradation by alcohol and other solvents, and the surface stresses pro- 
duced by solvents. Crystalline regions act as physical cross-links, reducing solubility. 

Plasticizers are often added to resins to reduce their softening or fusion tempera- 
tures. It is possible to plasticize a resin that is normally hard and stiff at room tem- 
perature to a condition in which it is flexible and soft by including a plasticizer in 
the resin. For example, PVC pipe is hard and rigid and contains very little plasticizer, 
whereas PVC tubing is soft and elastic and contains a very high level of plasticizer. 

A plasticizer acts to partially neutralize secondary bonds or intermolecular forces 
that normally prevent the resin molecules from slipping past one another when the 
material is stressed. In some cases, the action is analogous to that of a solvent, with 
the plasticizing agcnt pe~leti-ating between the macromolecules and increasing the 
intermolecular spacing. 'l'his lype of plasticizer is referred to as an rxtcrnal plasticizt?r 
because it is not a part of the polymer structure. Its ~nolecular attraction Lo the poly- 
mer should be extremely high so that it does not volatilize or othe~wise leach our 
during the faL3r-ication or subsecluent use of the resin. Such a condition is seldo~n 
realized in practice, so this type of plasticizer is used sparingly in dental resins. 

Plasticizing o l  a resin can also he accomplished by copolymerization with a suit- 
able comonomer. In this case, the plasticizing agrnt becomes part of rlle polymer 
and thus acts as an irlternal plas~icizer. 1:or example, when butyl metl~acrylate is 
added to methyl methacrylate hefore polymerization, the polymerizeci resin is plas- 
ticized inter~lally by the butyl methacrylate segments (see Fig. 7-14). The function 
of the butyl methacrylate nlolecules is to increase intermolecular spacing via pen- 
dant groups. Plasticizers usually reduce the strength, hardness, and the softening 
point of the resin. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What 1s the difference between thermosetting and thernioplast~c polymers? Which rnvolves 
a revers~ble physical change and wh~ch  involves an ~rrever~lb le change? 

Thermal Properties 
The physical propelties of ,I poly~ner are influenced by changes in tempelature and 
environment and hy the cornposition, structure, and ~noleculnr weight of the poly- 
mer. I11 general, the higher the temperature, the softer and weaker the polyme~ 
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becomes Polyme~s can be formed into many desi~ed shnpes, us~ng p~ocesses that 
depend on whetlle~ the polyme~ic material is a "theimoset" or a "the~moplastic" type 

Therlnoplastic polymers 'lie rllade of 11nedr a n d / o ~  branched chains I hey solten 
when heated above the glass (~ans~ t ion  temperature (Ig), at which molecular 
motion begins to fo~ce  the chains apart. The resin can then be shaped and molcied 
and, upon cooling, will harden 111 thls foim Howevei, on leheating, they soften 
ngaln and can be reshaped if requiled before harden~ng as the temperature 
decreases I his cycle can be callled out repeatedly. I liermoplastlc ~esins arc tuslble 
(i e , they melt) and thcy are usually soluble in organic solvents 

Thermosetting polymers undergo a chemical change and become permanently 
h a d  when heatcd above the temperatule at which they beg111 to polymeiize, and do 
not soften again on reheating to the same ternpeiatule They ale usually cioss-lmlted 
in this state, and thus, they are insoluhlc and iilf~~sible, decomposing r~lstcad 
Thermosetting plastlcs generally have superior abrasion resistance and dimensional 
stability compared with thermoplastic polymers, which have better flexural and 
impact properties. 

A temperature of particular interest in polymel science is the glass-transition tem- 
peiature, 1 An understanding of Tg and how it is affected by the polyme~ structure 

g .  
requires a discussion of the interatomic bonds that hold the different polymer 
chains together in a polyme~ Along each single polymer chain, valence electrons 
continuously move back and forth Because of these electron movements, va~ying 
electron densities exlst along the chain at different times and locations Adjacent 
chains adapt their electron densities along the chains to balance these differences in 
charge density. Because of these interactions, interatomic induction forces (known 
as van dvr W(iuls and 1,ondtrn ~ O T L V S )  ale developed between (he chains Shese foices, 
as well as hydrogen bonding, f o ~ m  poldl bonds belween the polymer chains, bonds 
that are much wcaker than the p~irnary honds along the polyrnc~ charns When a 
polyme~ is heatcd to ~ t s  T 01 to a 111ghe1 tcmpcrature, the weak polal bonds ale bro- 
ken and the polymel nlokcular chams can move mole hrely relative to each orhe, 
I he incleased m o b ~ l ~ t y  has '1 5trong impact on ruany physical ptopcltre\, such as 
stlength, modulus o f  elast~clty and the~rnal expans~on Stlength and elastrc modu- 
lus decrease ns the tempe~atu~c  approaches I,, whc~eas thermal expansion 

n 

increases 

Lf two similat polyrne~s consist~ng of straight polyrne~ chains 'ile corupa~ed, tllc 
one with the higher moleculal weight will also have a higher Tg If tllc stra~ght-poly- 
mer chain length is incleased, the numbel of pola~ bond sites nlcledse along ~ h a l  
chain In addition, the longel cha~n  length illcreases the chance f o ~  cha~n  entangle- 
ments l'hus the increased number of polar bond sites along each chain and their 
increased chain entanglements explain why polyme~s with a higher molecula~ 
weight need more thermal energy to reach their Tg 

From a mechanical point of view, chain sl~ppage also decreases as the chain 
length increases At a certain chain length, though, the polar bonds and the mtan- 
glements are strong enough to resist dislodgment of the individual chain For this 
critical chain length, the applied force f i~s t  breaks the cohesive bond of the chain 
rather than dislodging chains 'I his balance between the strength of the polar bonds 
and the covalent bond of the chain explains why the physical and mechanical prop- 
erties of the polymer increase with increased molecular weight to a certain point 
Subsequently, increased molecular weight becomes less impoitant 

'The number average molecular weight is indicative of both Tg and the strength of 
the polymer As ~nentioned previously, the value for the nurnbe~ average moleculal 
weight is lowered malkedly by the presence ot a relatively few lnonome~ molecules, 
which lowers To and weakens the ~ e s i n  considerably. 

0 
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Although dependent on its type, a resin generally possesses mechanical s t ~ e n g h  
only when its degree of polymerization is relatively high, that is, in the lange of 
approximately 1%) to 200  recurring units. Above this molecular weight, there is vely 
little increase in strength with Suither polymerization, as explained p~eviously. 
likewise, the molecula~-weight distribution of the polymer plays an important lole 
in determining physical properties. 111 general, a narrow distribution of molecular 
weight yields the most usefill polymers. 

Long side chains protruding from the monomer molecule generally produce a 
we'lke~ resin with d lower softening temperature in comparison with the properties 
of a polymer that possesses a straight-chain structure. I'his weakened effect is caused 
by the side chains separating the main chains, thus reducing the effectiveness of the 
polav bonds along the main chain. 'lhis is similar to the plastici~ing effect discussed 
in the previous section Howeve]; if the side chains can react with ddjacent chains to 
form a cross-linked polymer, the strength of the polymer is increased. 

I3ased 011 the preceding description of a polymer, heat should have a significant 
impact on the properties of a polymer. As the temperature increases, the rotation of 
polymer segments increases. These rotations, coupled with thermal expansion, 
increase chain separation, break polar bonds, and facilitate chain disentanglement. 
These factors in turn facilitate chain slippage and explain the thermoplastic behav- 
ior of a resin when it reaches Tg. If cross-linkages exist, slippage cannot occur, and 
the material becomes more difficult to soften. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

I'?.-: Whal sic the Denef~rs ai id drawO,iclts of a heavily ( ross-litiked polyn~er< 

If a cross l~nlted rcsln 1s softened, ~t wrll not eas~ly change shape pelmnnently 
lhe miltt,r~al becomes rubbe~y In cons~stency Thus an el,~stome~ I C  dent,ll Imples- 
s ~ o n  material can be dcscnbed as a c~oss  lrnlted polyrne~lc structure w ~ t h  n Tg lower 
than loom t r rnpe~, l t~~ie  I he low Tg ~mplies tllnt the cham segments are theinially 
agltdled nt room ~empe~ature I11 this mannel, the cha~ns a e  lendrred Inole flex~blr 
In fact, dlmost any ~ncans call be used to i m p r t  elastorne~ic qualit~es th~ough wh~ch 
the polymer ~nolecules are rendelen Inole mol>~le Anothel reqluslte 1s that sorne 
deg~ee of cross I ~ n k ~ n g  must be plesent so that any dcfo~mation is ~ e a d ~ l y  ~ e v e ~ s ~ b l e  
Such c~oss- l~nk~ng must uccu~ only occasionally between the cha~ns If a hrgh degree 
of cross-l~nk~ng 1s present, a network coilfiguration preva~ls, and the ~ e s i n  becomes 
l ig~d and useless as an lmpresslon material lhe  sltuatlon 1s analogous to that 
described In the formation of calc~um alg~nate in alginate gels Such cross-linked 
bonds cause the polymei to return to ~ t s  orig~nal shape aftel the load IS released, as 
in the case of the gels 

CHEMISTRY OF POLYMERIZATION 

Monomers may be joined via one of two types of reaction: addztion polymeriza- 
tion and step-growth or condensation polymerization. In addition, polymerization 
monomers are activated one at a time and add together in sequence to form a grow- 
ing chain. In step-growth polymerization the components are difunctional and all 
are, or become, reactive siniultaneously. Chains then gl-ow by the stepwise linlting 
of bifunctional monomers that often, but not always, produces a low nlolecular 
weight byproduct such as water or an alcohol. 
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Addition Polymerization 

Most dental resins ale polyrneiized by a mechanism in which rnonorners add 
sequentially to the end of a growing c11~1in. Addition polyme~i~ation starts from an 
active center, adding one monomer at a time to rapidly form a chain 111 theory, the 
chain can glow indefinitely until the entire monomer is exhausted. l he  process is 
simple, but it is not easy to control 

Cornpaled with step-g~owth polymerization (discussed on page 161), addition 
polymerization can readily produce giant molecules of c~lmost unlimited s i ~ e  l'here 
is no change in cornposition during addition polymerization. l'he macromolecules 
are formed from smaller units, or monomers, without chdnge in composition, 
because the monomer and the polymer hdve the same emp~~ica l  formulas. In other 
words, the st~ucture of the monorner is ~epented many times in the polymel 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What are the rafw of  act~vat~on and free rad~cal ~ n ~ t l a t ~ o n  and cur~ng? W h ~ c h  three actlva- 

f ~ o n  processes are used for dental polymers? 

Stages in Addition Polymerization 

Four distinct stages in the addition polymerization chain reaction process: induc- 
tion, propagation, chain transfer, and termination. 

Induction. Lwo p~ocesses control the ~nduction stage a~iluilizon and lnltzatzon 
kor an addltron polymer17at1on plocess to beg~n, a source oS free radicals, lie, is 
~cqurred 1 lee ~ad~ca l s  can be gcnelated by i l ~ i ~ v a i l n n  06 1,ldlcal-prociucrng molctules 
using a second chcrn~cnl, lie'lt, v~slble I@, ultrav~olel I~ghl, 01 encrgy tr;rn\frr f~olll  
another compound that acts as '1 SICC ~ d d ~ c n l  ( k ~ g  7-7) 0 1  thcse, chern~c,ll agcnts, 
heat, and v ~ s ~ b l e  light nle most oftcn L I W ~  In denl~stry 

R-R + cxtc~n,~l  cltclgy + 2 R. (1)  

One o l  the ~equisites of ;rn addition-polyn1c.1-izable compound 1s the plesence of 
an unsatu~ated g~oup,  that is, a dozlblr bond, as well as a soulce of flee ~adicals. 
lheoretically, Re can be almost any free radical. A free radical is an atom or group 
of atoms possessing an unpaired electron (e). ' f i e  unpaired electron confers 
electron-withdrawal ability to the flee radical. When the free radical and its unpaired 

0 0 
Initiator (BPO) 

0 

Free radical 

Fig. 7-7 Activ,~tion (hr.lt or cheniical) ol' bcrlzoyl pcroxidc (BPO). During activation, t l ie-0-0 
boncl is broltcn, ;~ntl the ele~tron pair is split bctwccn thc two fr,igmcnts. Thc dot adj,lc.ent to the 
oxygen of the free radical symbolizes the unp,tirec( clcctron. 
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electron ~ ~ p p ~ o a c t i  a monomer wilh its high-electron-dens~ty double bond, an elec- 
tlon is extlncted, and il pairs with the Re elecl~on to form a bond between the radi- 
cal and the monomer molecule, leaving the othel elrctron of the double bond 
~~npniled. I'hus tllc o~iginal free r,idical bonds to one side of the monomer molecule 
and forms n new lice iadical site at the o t h e ~  end. The reaction is now inz~zmrrd 

kthylene, I I,C=CH,, the simplest monome1 capable of addition polymelizn- 
tion, can be used for illustration. 

- 
Initiation of the important dentnl resin, methyl methacrylate, is shown in 1 ig 7-8 
The free ladical-foiniing chcmic~~l used to stnlt the polymeri~~~lion is rlot a cata- 

lyst (al~hougli it is oC~en incorrectly described by this term), because it enters into 
the chemical ~eaction and becomes part of the final chemical compound. It is more 
accurately called an znzlzutor because it is used to start the reaction. A number of sub- 
stances capable of generating free radicals are potent initiators for the polymeriza- 
tion of poly(methy1 methacrylate) and other methacrylate-type resins used 
extensively in dentistry (see below and Chapters 15 and 22) The most commonly 
employed initiator is benzoyl peroxide, which is activated rapidly between 50" and 
100" <: to release two free radicals per benzoyl peroxide molecule (see reaction 1 and 

Fig. 7-8 In~t~ , i l~on of a methyl metliacrylate molecule As thc unpa~red electron o i  the free rad~cal 
al)proaches the nicxthyl methacrylaic, molecule (A and B), one of the electrons In the doclhle bond 15 

,~Llrac~cd to thc frcc ratl~t ,tl lo torm an electron pair anti ,t covalent I-)and bclwee~i the frcc r x i ~ c ~ l  'ind 
the monomer ~nolccule (C ,lnd D )  When th~s  occurs, the remalnlng unl),~~rcd clcclron makes the new 
m o l c c ~ ~ l c  a free 1,1dtca1 (D). 
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11g 7-7) Induction is the per~od during w h ~ c h  lnltiator molecules become ener- 
g~zed and bleak down into free radicals, followed by these radlcals leactlng with 
monomer molecules to ~ n ~ t i a t e  cham growth (see leactlolis 2 and 3 and f ig 7-8) 
Thls period 1s g~eatly ~iifluenced by the purlty of the monomer Ally ilnpulltles pres- 
ent that ale able to leact w ~ t h  actlvated groups can Increase the length oS this per~od 
by consuming the activated rnit~ator molecules However, the h ~ g t i e ~  the temper'i- 
ture, the more rapid the format~on of free radicals and, consecluently, the shortel the 
induction pe~iod  

The polymer~zat~on processes usef~ll foi dental leslns are cornmonly nctivated by 
one of t h ~ e e  energy sou~ces heat, chem~cals, and light Most denture base lesins are 
polymel ized by heat actlvation, as expla~ned prev~ously, p~oduclng two free ladicals, 
which then Initiate and propagate the polyine~izat~on of methyl methacrylate 
monomel, as shown In reactions 1, 2, 3, and 4 

A second type of induction system is chem~cally actlvated at ambleilt oral tem- 
perature Such a system conslsts of at least two reactants that, when mixed togethei, 
undergo a chem~cal reactlon that generates free radicals During storage, these com- 
ponents must be separated from each other, hence chemically induced systems 
always conslst of two 01 more parts An example of such a system is the tertiary 
amlne (the actzvatol) and beilzoyl peroxide (the zn~lzator), whlch ale lnlxed together 
to mitlate the polymerization of so-called "self-cured" dental reslns at room tem- 
perature This process, in fact, is a special case of heat actlvation, because the pres- 
ence of the amlne reduces the thermal energy requi~ed to break the mitiator into 
free radlcals at amb~ent  tempelature (I e ,  room temperature or mouth tempera- 
ture) The amlne forms a complex w ~ t h  benzoyl peroxide, whlch reduces the ther- 
rnal enelgy (and thus the ternpelatule) needed to sp l~t  it ~ i l to  two flee ~adrcdls 

A thlrd type of ~nduc t~on  systern is l~ght  ,~ctlvated I11 this system, photons from a 
light source actlvate the inltlatol to generate free rc~d~cnls chat, In tu rn ,  can ~nrtiate 
the polymeruntion process When t h ~ s  systern was fils1 ~nbrod~icetl to cien~~st~y,  ulana 
vlolet light was used IIowt~vei, becnu\e of concerns about thc effect of ult~avlolet 
light on the retina nnd unpigmented oi,ll tnssues, ~ t s  I~m~teci penetlatlon depth, and 
the loss 111 lnteilslty of the ult~nviolet light source ova time, lnltlator systems wele 
suhseque~ltly developed thdt ,31c activ,~tcd by v~sible light In  the v~sible light-culed 
de~ltnl lestol'itives, cainphoiqui~lo~le dlld a11 org~tlilc a~n ine  (e g ,  d~methyl- 
nminoethylmethac~ylate) gcner,~te flee radic'lls when ~ ~ ~ n t l ~ a t e d  by l~gllt I la  the blue- 
to-violet legion Llglll wilh n wavelength of about 470 nm 1s neecled to tliggel this 
reactlon Because no app~ec~ahle po lyme~i~n t~on  t,lkes place ,it amblerlt tempclnture 
~n h e  dark, such composlllons can be one-part sys~erns, plov~ded tlldl 11iey are 
stored where they are not exposed to l~ght  tlowever, factors such as light rntenslty, 
angle of llluminatlon, and distance of resin from the light source can slgrlrfrcantly 
affect the number of free radicals that are formed, thereby malz~ng t h ~ s  system tech- 
nique sensitive 

Propagation. The resulting free radical-monomer complex then acts as a new free 
radical center when it approaches another monomer to form a dirnei-, which also 
becomes a free radical. 'lhis reactive species, in turn, can add successively to a large 
number of ethylene molecules so that the polymerization process conlinues 
through the propagation of the reactive center. 
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I'ropngation reactions are further illustratecl in Figure 7-9. I3ecause little enel-gy is 
required once chain growth begins, the process contillues with evolut~on of heat 
and leads to large polymel- molecules within seconds. Theoretically, the chain reac- 
tions should continue until all of the monomer has bee11 converted to a polyrner 
between the initial set and the final set. The process continues to complete the for- 
mation of the desired polymel. I low eve^; the polymerization reaction is never quite 
completed. 

The growth of the polymer chain ceases when the reactive center is destroyed by 
one of a number of possible termination reactions (as discussed later). I he entire 
addition polymerization process can be pictured as a series of chain reactions. The 
process occurs rapidly, alrnost instantaneously. The reactions are exothennzc, and 
considerable heat is evolved. 

Chain Transfer. In this process, the active free radical of a growing chain is trans- 
ferred to another molecule (e.g., a monomer or inactivated polymer chain) and a 
new free radical for further growth is created. For example, a monomer molecule 
may be activated by a growing macromolecule in such a manner that termination 
occurs in the latter (Fig. 7-10) 'I'hus a new nucleus for growth results. In the same 
manner, an already terminated chain might be reactivated by chain transfer, and it 
will continue to grow (Fig. 7-11), These processes differ from the termination reac- 
tions described below. 

Termination. Although chain termination can result from chain transfer, addi- 
tion polymeri~ation reactions are most often terminated either by direct coupling of 
two free ladicnl ch,~in ends 01 by the excli,lnge of a hydrogen atom from one grow- 
ing chain to another. 

Propagation , CH, 

J 
H,C = C 

\ 
c=o 

/ CH3 / C"3 
O\ 

do,CHrCrcH2-C \ + > Chain growth CH, etc. 

/ 
C = O  / C=O 

Fig. 7-9 I'lop,ig,lllon ant1 chaln growth AT the ~rilt~,lted molccule appro~chcs olhcr rnethyl 
mctli,~crylate molrculc.s, lhc free elrctron Interact\ with thc double bond of the niclhyl rnclhac~yl,ate 
rnoleculc, and a new, longer free racl~c dl 15 formed 
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Chain transfer 

Fig. 7-10 Cha~n transfer occurs whrn a free rad~cal approaches a methyl methacrylate mole~u le  and 
donates a hydrogen atom to the methyl methacrylate rnole~ule Th~s causes the free rad~cal to rearrange 
to form a double bond and bccornc unrcactlve, and the MMA monomer to form a free rad~cal that can 
partlclpate In a chaln propagation reactlon 

Chain transfer 

Fig. 7-11 Anothcr typc of chain transfcr can occur when a propagating chain inter,~cts with the 
passivatecl segment that was formed in Figure 7-1 0. During this inlcraclion, tlie passive segment 
becomes active, while tlie active segment k~ecomes passivc. 
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Terminatiorl by direct coupling can be illustrated by the ethylene addition 
reaction. Continuing from the propagation reaction (see reaction 4), if a grow- 
ing chain with m inonomer units encounters another growing chain with 
n units, then: 

130th molecules combine and become deactivated by formation of a covalent 
bond (Fig. 7-1 2).  

Another means by which such an energy exchange can occur is the transfer of a 
hydrogen atom horn one growing chain to another (Fig. 7-13). In this case, a dou- 
ble bond is produced when the hydrogen atom is transferred. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What mechanisms are responsible for lnh~bltlon of polymerization? What are the benefits 

of inhibitors in dental ~esins? What role does O2 play as an inhibitor? 

Inhibition of Addition Polymerization 

As noted in the previous section, the polymerization reactions are not likely to result 
in a complete exhaustion of the monomer, nor do they always form polymers of 
high molecular weight. Impurities in the Inonomel olten inhibit such reactions. 

Any irnpurity in the monomer that can ~eact  with SI-ee ~adicals inhibits or retards 
the polyrne~izdtion ieaction. An  irnpurity can react with the activated initiatol or 
with an activated growing chain to prevent further growth. 'l'he presence of such 

I \ I 
C=O / c=o ,c=o /c=o 

O\ O\ 9 
CH3 CH3 

O\ 
CH3 CH3 

Fig. 7-12 l e r m ~ n ~ ~ t ~ o n  occur5 whcn two ircc rad~cals ~ n t e r a ~ l  ant1 Corm a  cov'~lent hontl 
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Termination after chain transkr 

Fig. 7-13 When two free rad~cals approach each other, a new double bond rnay be formeti on the 
molec ule that donates a hydrogen atom to the other tree ~ ' ~ d ~ c a l  

inhibitors markedly influences the length of the induction period, as well as the 
deg~ee of polymer~z~itron 

For example, the addition of a small amount of a common inhibitor, such as 
hydroquino~ie, to the monomer inhibits sponianeous polymeli~ation if no initiator 
is plesent and retards the polymerization in the presence of an mitlatol. Ihus 
inhibitors affect both the storage stability and the worlzing tlnlc of '1 dentdl resin. To1 

this ~eason, commercial dental resins commonly contain a small amount ('lpp~oxi- 
mately O 006% 01 less) of an inhibit01 such as the methyl e the~  of hydroquillone to 
aid in thc p~cventlon of polymerization tfu~ ing storage and, in the case of two-p~lt 
(self-cure) syslems, to provide adequate time for mixing and placenlent 

Oxygen ~eacts lapidly with flee ~adicals, and its presence retards ~ l l c  polymell~a- 
tion ~eaction I t  has been shown, for example, that the reaction velocity and the 
degree of polyineri~ation are decreased if polymerization is conducted in open air 
in comparison w ~ t h  the h~gher values obta~ned when the reaction 1s carried out in 
an oxygen-deficient environment. Ihe influence of oxygen on polymerization is 
governed by many factors, such as its concentration, the temperature, and light 
intensity. It is important to be aware of the inhibiting effect of oxygen on the poly- 
merization process. 'Thus air thinning of bonding resins should be avoided to opti- 
mize curing in iinpol-tant regions of a restoration A common clinical practice is to 
use a matrix material, which helps to shape the resin and acts as a barrier to prevent 
contact with oxygen du~ing curing. Such a matrix strip plevents a sticky, air-inhib- 
ited layer from forming on the surface. 

Step-Growth Polymerization 

The reactions that produce step-growth polymerization can progress by any of the 
chemical reaction mechanisms thal join two or mole molecules in producing a 
simple, nonmac~omolecc~lar structure. The primary compounds react, often with 
the formation of by-products such as watel; alcohols, halogen acids, and ammonia. 
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The formation of these by-products is the reason step-growth polymerization often 
is cCllled condensation polymerization. The structure of the monomers is such that the 
process can repeat itself and build n~acromolecules. This mechanism is also the one 
used in biological tissues to produce proteins, carbohydrates, deoxyribonucleic 
acid, and ribonucleic acid, which are exclusively formecl via step-growth polymer- 
ization reactions. 

In step-growth p~lymeriz~~tion, a linear chain of repeating mer units is obtained 
by the stepwise intermolecular condensation or addition of the reactive groups in 
which bzfun~tional or trifunctional monomers are all simultaneously activated, as 
opposed to the activation of one monomer at a time in chain-growth addition poly- 
merization. For example: 

This type of reaction is also illustrated in Chapter 9. In one reaction, water is 
removed in the process of joining trimercaptans to form a polysulfide rubber (see 
1:ig. 9-4), and in the other case, ethanol is removed in the process of joining silox- 
ane molecules to form silicone rubber (see Fig. 9-5). At each step in the reaction a 
new bi- or trifunctional higher-molecular-weight compound is formed. As the reac- 
tion proceeds, progressively longer chains form until ultimately the reaction con- 
tains a mixture of polymer chains of large molar masses. In the case of the 
trifunctional reaction for a polysulfide impression material, a structure forms that is 
both branched and cross-linlicd (see Fig. 3-4).  

As polymer science has progressed, the classification of coiidensation-polymer- 
iaed resins has broadened. Ikcause the goal is to rninimize classification uncertain- 
ties, the term step-gr(~wlli polymer-iziition (rather than c-ontiensalion polyrnerizalion) is 
preferred. Step-growth polymerized resins are those in which polymerization 
is accompanied by repeated elimination of small molecules. Y'he forrnalion ofpoly- 
lilers by step growth is rather slow hec;\use the reaction procecds in a stepwise fash- 
ion [I-om nlononler to dinler to trimer, and so forth, until large polymer molecules 
contai~ling Inany nlonomer nlolecules are eventually formeci. Such a polymcriza- 
tion process lends LO slop before [he chain has reached a truly great size, because '1s 
the chains grow, they become less mobile and less numerous. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

w What are the pracbc a1 benefrls of using copolymer res~ns for dental appIic,~trons? 

COPOLYMERIZATION 

In many of the polymerization reactions described above, the macromolecule 
was formed by the polymerization of a single type of structural unit. IIowever, 
two or more chemically different monomers, each with some desirable property, 
can be combined to yield specific physical properties of a polymer. As defined 
earlier, the polymer formed is a copolymer, and its process of formation is known 
as ~opolymerzzation (I ig. 7 -14) .  In '1 copolyme~, the relative number and position 
of the different type of repeating units m,ly vary among the individual macro- 
molecules. 
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I 
Copolymerization / CH2 

I 
H3C 

methyl methacrylate I butyl methacrylate 

" 2 F  " 2 7  

FH2 y-"' 
"3C H3C 

Copolymer of methyl methacrylate and butyl methacrylate 
Fig. 3-14 ( opolynici l/,lllon bclwcw- huiyl rncltli,lc ryl,lie ,Inti metliyl meth,ic rylate Uec,lusc lh(, b ~ ~ l y l  

nie~li, lcryl~lc m o l ( ~ u l ( ~  in( le,r\e thr  I),lcltl)orlc ic-[)amtlo~~ ol rhc polylnc~ rnolcculci, Ihc ~ntrrmolec ~ i la r  

Inlc'l,lctlon\ t l t ~  re.lie, a\ does thc gl.iss lr.ln\lllon lcmpclalutc 

Copolymeii~at~on I\ most e;ts~ly ~llustlated w ~ t h  two monomeis, althougli it is 
possible to incolpoldte mole than two iiionomels To1 example, two moriomels 
( I  12(:=(:1 IR1 and H,C=CI I It2) conslstlng of ethylciie der~vatives call be r ncorpo- 
~ated ,  with elthe1 R1 o~ R2 subst~tuted foi one of the TI-atoms, a\  \how11 below 

This copolymer structure is highly idealized because the occurrence of alternately 
placed radicals in the chain would seldom occur. It is more probable that the positions 
of the radicals are randon-a matter of probability. The composition of the copoly- 
mer depends on the relative reactivities of the two (or more) different monomers, as 
well as the relative reactivity of like monomers among themselves. lor example, if the 
tendency of II,C=CIIR1 to ho~nopolyme~ize (polymerization with itself) is so great 
that it polymerizes independently of H,C=CHR~, no copolymerization will occur, 
and the resulting resin will consist of a mixture of two polymers: 

Such an extleiiie condition seldom, if  ever, occurs. In most instances, the cured 
polymer consists of a nlixtur-e of polyme~s and copolymers, with varying degrees of 
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polymerization ol copolylnerization. Furthermore, as explained '~bove, copolyrne~s 
can valy i l l  the nlolecul,~~ sequence and allangement among the I-epealing ~ a ~ l d o n l  
block and graft units (;opolymerization can have a very strong influence on the 
physical and mechanical properties of the resulting resin, changing them consider- 
nbly from those of the respective homopolymers 

Many usefi~l ~ e s i ~ l s  ale inanufactured by copolyme~izat~on. Methyl nlethncrylnte, 
acrylic esteis, anti rne~hac~yl~c  esters all copolymerize readily, with little inhibition 
between monomer pairs. l+o~  example, small amounts of elhyl acrylate may be 
copolymeriwd with methyl me t l~~~c~y la t e  to alter the flexibility and fracture resist- 
ance of a denl~ne  

(k'ifting of various polymer segments onto '1 linear chain plovicles an important 
rnecha~lism fol modifying ol tailor-making macron~olecules to obtain ~ecluir-ed 
kxoperties foi specific uses Fol example, block and graft polyrne~s (see 1 ig. 7-2)  
often show improved impact strength. In small quantities, these polymers can mod- 
ify the adhesive properties of resins, as well as their surface characteristics. 

ACRYLIC DENTAL RESINS 

As previously mentioned, for a synthetic resin to he useful in dentistry, it must exhibit 
exceptional qualities regarding its chemical and dimensional stability and yet it must 
also possess properties that render it relatively easy to process. It must be strong and 
hard, but not brittle. A few acrylic resins used in dentistry are discussed in the following. 

Acrylic Resins 

Lhe a c ~ y l ~ c  iesins are derivatives of ethylene and contam a vinyl (-C=C-) g r o ~ ~ p  
in t he~r  structuinl fol iiiula 

Thele are at least two acrylic lesin series that are of dental inte~est One series is 
cle~ived from acrylic acid, CH,=<:H(:OOII, and (he other from methacrylic acid, 
CH,=(~((:I13)C001T. Ihth of lhese conipourids polymeli~e by addition in the 
usual mannei. Although the polyacrds ale hard and t~anspa~ent ,  their pol,~~ity, 
 elated to the caiboxyl group, causes them to imbibe water The water tends to sep- 
alate  he chains and to cause a general softening and loss of strength. 'lhe eslers of 
these polyacids, however, ale of considerable dental interest. For example, if R rep- 
resents any ester radical, the polymerization reaclion for poly(methacry1ate) will be: 

CII,=c(Cl I,) 3 -CH,-C(CI1,)-CI I,-C(CH,)- 
I I I 
COOK COOR COOR 

Because R can be almost any organic or inorganic radical, it is evident that thou- 
sands of different acrylic resins are capable of formation. Such a consideration does 
not include the possibilities of copolymerization, which are even greater. 

The effect of esterification on the softening point of a few of the poly(methacry- 
late) cornpou~lds is shown in 'Table 7- 1. 

For short chain lengths, increasing the length of the sick chain lowers the soften- 
ing point or glass transition temperature. For example, poly(methy1 methacrylate) is 
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Softening Temperatures of Polymethacrylate Esters 

Methyl 

Elhyl 

n-Propyl 

lsoplopyl 

n-Butyl 

lsohutyl 

sec-Butyl 

tcrt-Amy1 

Phenyl 

the hardest resin of the series with the highest softening temperature. Poly(etl1yl 
methacrylate) possesses a lower softening point and surface hardness, and poly(n- 
propyl methacrylate) has an even lower softening point and hardness. 

Methyl Methacrylate 

Poly(methy1 methacrylate) by itself is not used in dentistry to a gleat extent in mold- 
ing procedures. Rather, the liquid monomer methyl methacrylate (Fig. 7-15) is 
mixed with the polymer, which is supplied in the powdered folm. The monomer 
patially dissolves the polymer to forin a plastic dough This dough is packed into 
the mold, and the monomer is polymerized by one of the methods discussed pre- 
viously Consecluently, the mollomel methyl methacrylate 1s olco~lsiderahle impor- 
tance in cirntist~y 

Methyl methacrylate is 'I lldnspalellt l iqu~d at roorii temperdtule with the fol- 
lowing physical p~opr,~ties 

Molecular weight = 100 
Melting point = -48" C 

II Roiling point = 100.8" C (note how close this is to the boiling point of water) 
II Density = 0.045 g/ml, at 20" C 
H Meat of polyniei-ization = 12 9 Izcal/mol 

Methyl methacrylate exhibits a high vapor pressure and is an excellent organic sol- 
vent. Although the polymerization of methyl methacrylate can be initiated by visi- 
ble light, ultraviolet light, or heat, it is commonly polymerized in dentistry by the 
use of a chemical initiator, as described previously. 

Fig. 7-1 5 Mclhyl rnethactyl,ite mo lc~u le  
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The conditions for the polymerization of methyl methacrylate are not critical, 
p~ovided that the reaction is not carried out too rapidly. The degree of polymeriza- 
tion varies with the conditions of polymerization, such as the temperature, method 
of activation, type of initiator, iriitiator concentration, purity of chemicals, and sim- 
ilar factors Because they polymerize readily under the conditions of use, the 
methacrylate monomers are particularly usefi~l in dentistry. Marly other resin sys- 
telns do not polymerize at room temperature in the presence of ail. A volume 
shri~llzage of 21 O h  occurs during the polymerization of the pure methyl methacrylate 
monomer 

Poly(methy1 Methacrylate) 

Poly(methyl methacrylate)' (see Fig 7-1 5) is a transparent resin of remarkable clar- 
ity; it transmits light in the ultraviolet range to a wavelength of 250 nm It is a hard 
resin with a Knoop hardness number of 18 to 20 I t  has a tensile strength approx- 
imately 60 MPa, a density of 1.13 g/cm3, and a modulus of elasticity of 
approximately 2.4 GPa (2400 MPa). 

This polymer is extremely stable. It does not discolor in ultraviolet light, and it 
exhibits remarkable aging properties. It is chemically stable to heat and softens at 
125" C, and it can be molded as a thermoplastic material. Between 125" and 200" C ,  
depolymerization takes place. At approximately 450" C, 30°/o of the polymer depoly- 
merizes to form the monomer. Poly(methy1 methacrylate) of high molecular weight 
degrades to a lower polymer at the same time that it converts to the monomer. 

Lilze all acrylic resins, poly(methy1 methacrylate) exhibits a tendency to absorb 
wnter by ;l process or  imbibition Its nonc~ystalline structure possesses a high intel- 
nal energy. 'l'hus molecular diff~ision can occur in the resin, because less activation 
energy is requi~ed. l ~llthermole, (he polar carboxyl group, even though esterified, 
can folm a hydrogen bridge to a limited extent with water Because poly(niethy1 
methc~crylate) is n linear polymer, it is soluble in a nurnber of organic solvents that 
rnay be found in a dcntal labolato~y 01 operatory, such '1s chlo~ofolm and acetone 

Multifunctional Methacrylate and Acrylate Resins 

I he bdclzhone of the rnolecule f o ~  med in this system can have ally sh'ipe, but 
methacrylate g~oups  are found at the ends of the chain 01 at the end of b~anching 
chains One of the first multifilnctional methacrylates used in dentistry was Bowen's 
resin, or his-GMA (I'ig. 7-16) The bis-GMA lesin can be desc~ibed as an arornatic 
ester of a dimethacrylate, synthesized from an epoxy resin (ethylene glycol of bzs- 
phenol A) and methyl methacrylate. Because bis-CMA has two -OTI groups that 
form hydrogen bonds between the monomers, it is extremely viscous. A low- 
viscosity dimethacrylate, such as triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate ('TECDMA), is 
blended with it to reduce viscosity (Fig. 7- 17). 

The rigid central core of two aromatic groups reduces the ability of bis-GMA mol- 
ecules to rotate during polyme~ization and thereby to participate efficiently in the 
polymerization process. Therefore, one of the methacrylate groups reacts often, 

1. The nomenclature of'poly(methy1 n~ethucr),late] has been retained throughout this chapter. Frequently, 
it is referred to  as polyinethyl nzethuciylate or methyl methaciylnie polymer. Ilowever, the present rules of the 
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry state: "A polynlcr of urispccificd chain length is 
rialned with the prcfix 'poly' followed by, in parentheses 01- bl-ackets, as .11>p~)pri,1te, the n ,~mc of the 
s~ i ia l les~  repeating unit. The genwic name for a single-stranded linc,ir polymer is thus poly(biva1cnt r x -  
icdl)." (Macron~01ec~1les 1:19, 1068.) 
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0 H 
I 

OH 
Fig. 7-16 Bi5-C;MA molecule. Tlie central p ~ r t  ol' lhc rno lec~~lc  bccornes stiil'becausc of rcslriclccl 
relational abilily ol ~ h c  ~ w o  rings. 

Fig. 7-17 TEGDMA molecule. The bacltbone structure is flexible, which facilitates molecular 
interaction during polymerization and increases the degrce ol' conversion. 

whereas the other does not. rhis process results in a his-CMA molecule that forms 
a branch, or pendant group, along the polymer chain Some of these branches cross- 
link with adjacent chains, and some do not. To quantify the efficiency of polymer- 
ization and cross-linking, the clinician determines the ratio, R, of unreacted 
methacrylate groups before and after polymerization The degree of converszon, 
expressed in percentage of consumed methyl n~ethncrylate groups, can be deter- 
mined from the formula: 

V'3rious dimeth,lciylate resin cornhinations have been explo~ed through the yeals 
in attelllpls to  educe viscosity and to increase the deg~ee of conversion One 
resin group that has sllown plomise is z~rcthmne d~mr>th(u rylatc~ (IIUMA). Th~s  (IDMA 
g ~ o u p  can he described as any monomer chain containing one or mole ule- 
thane groups and two methac~ylate end groups (I  ig 7 18). 

In addition to the dimethacrylates mentioned previously, othel multifunctional 
~esins hme been introduced to dentistiy duiing the last few yeas For example, in 
some dentin bonding agents a monolner called dipentaerythiol penla-acrylate 
monophosphate (PENTA-P) is used (Fig 7-13). As seen from the PENIA-1' formula, 
this monomer contains as many as five acrylate gioups per monomer molecule 

Another multifunctional resin that has been used extensively during the last few 
years is poly(acry1ic acid), to which hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) has been 
grafted (Fig. 7-20). Such a modified poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) is used in light-curable 
glass ionomer cements (see Chapter 16). During light exposure, free radical poly- 
merization is initiated, causing the methacrylate groups to react The reaction that 
cross-links the PAA molecules constitutes the initial setting reaction After this reac- 
tion, the carboxylate groups continue to react with the glass particles through an 
acid-base reaction. During this reaction, the PAA releases the hydrogen ions and the 
I'M chains become negatively charged (see Fig. 16-11 and rig. 16-17) 

These negative charges, however, are balanced by cations leached from the glass. 
These cations, such as Cn2+ and A17+, f o ~ m  ionic bonds between the chains that now 
also become ionically cross-linked. In addition, the negatively clld~ged PAA chains 
also form bonds to tooth tissues containing cations such as CaL+. 
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Fig. 7-10 UDMA rnoleculc, w l i ~c l i  has two urethane groups Olhcrw~se, the backhone struc turr 1s 
i lex~b l r  

H2cl O 0 c2 
2 H,C- 0 @"+OkCH2 

O \  /P 
P 

/ \ 

HO OH 
/ OI'O 

H2C 
Fig. 7-19 PFN IA I' molec ~ t l r  Th~s molccule I - ~ , I \  ,i phosphate group and flvc acryl,lte grc1~111s Tht. 
~~hospl late group (an clch cnaniel antl drnttn s u ~  TClce\, whcrcas lllc l ~ v e  ,rc ryl,itc groups Increase 
re,lcl~v~ty ,~nti c ro5\ I ~ n k ~ n g  ,ihtlrly 

Methacrylate groups 

Fig. 7-20 Polyacrylic cicicl with graited ethyl 
methacrylate groups. The carboxyl groups can etch 
dcnlin and enamel by giving up their hydrogen 
ions. When this occurs, the molecule becomes 
negatively charged and bonds to positive ions, 
such as calcium, present at the tooth surface. 
This ionic hond formation can also occur between 
polyacrylic acid ~h'lins, causing the material to set. 0 
Another setting mechanism that can be used is 
,idditioti polylnerirdtion. This polyrnerir,ltion 
reaction can be initiateti hy light, which causes thc 
methacryl,~te groups lo react. Carboxyl groups 
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By observing this modified I'AA molecule, you call see that as the number of 
methacrylate groups increase, the llumber of ca~boxylate groups clecreases. 'l'his is 
important becC~use fewer carboxylale groups reduce the extent of the ac~d-base ieac- 
tion and weaken the enamel-dentin interaction Thus a light-cured glass ionomel 
coilslsts of a combination of both addition po lymei~~at ion  and ac~d-base ~eactivity, 
yieldi~ig a so-called hyb~id  lnatelinl fur the^ development ilsrng acidic nionoi-ners 
instead of IIEMA-modified PAA has led to a new mateiial called a ~ompomer, which 
shows physical p~operties similar to  those of composite matelials, as well as the 
ability lo  ele ease fluoride in a manner similar to that of glass ionor~ler cements. 
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Clinical Guidelines for Selecting Biocompatible Materials 

KEY TERMS 
Allergy-Abnorm'il antlgcn-ant~hotly redct~on to a sul)sf,ln~e th,lt IS harmless to most lnd~vl t l  

uals (see Hypersensitivity) 
Biocompatibility-Al~ll~ty of '2 rnntcrlal lo ellclt dn approprtale h ~ o l o g ~ c ~ d  response In a glvcn 

,lpl)llcat~on In  he I)ody 
Biointcgration-l'roccss In which I~onc  or o~her Ilvtng tlssc~e becomes Integrated wtth an 

~rnplanteti rnatertal with no tntervcnlng s p x e  
Estrogenicity-Ab~Irly ot ,I ~ h e m ~ c a l  lo ac I rn the body In a nianncl stm~lar to tli,11 of estlogcn, 

the female sex hormone 
Hypersensitivity-Ab~iormal t lln1~,11 reactlon or cxaggerdtetl Immune rcsponse to a foletgn 

subslance ~Ii,li 1s man~icslcd by one or morc of the following slgns 2nd symptoms (among 
olhers) I)re<~th~ng d~ffrc ulty, erythcnia, ~lctilng, sneezing, swcll~ng, and ves~clcs The most 
relevant dental slluat~ons arc Type I hypersenslt~vlty (~nimed~ate react~on) antl Typt, IV 
tiypersenstt~vlly (tlelayecl rcacl~on) according to the Cell and Coombs classlflcat~on o l  
Immune responses 

Osseointegration-Pro~es In wh~ch  l ~ v ~ n g  bony tlssue forms to wtth~n 100 /Pi of the Implant 
surface w~thout any ~nterven~ng f~brous connecttve l~ssue 

Sensitization-Process that produces an allergy ant~hody, w h ~ c h  reacts speclf~cally to the 
causat~ve forelgn substant e 

Toxicity-Dose-related potentla1 of a material to cause cell or t~ssue death 
Xenoestrogen-A chem~cal, not tnd~genous to the body, that acts In the body In a manner slm- 

~ l a r  lo that of estrogen 

The biocompatibility of dental materials is a complex topic that draws on knowl- 
edge from biology, patient risk factors, clinical experience, and engineering. 
Although ignored for many years, biocompatibility is now recognized as a funda- 
mental recluirement for nny dental restorative material. This chapter discusses the 
definition of biocornpatibility, the types of biological responses that materials may 
cause, and the anatomical aspects of the oral cavity that influence or modify 
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biological responses to materials. Methods used to measure biocompatibility are 
described, along with the regulations that govern these methods and the diffic~llty 
in interpreting the results of biocornpatibility tests. I:inally, a short review of several 
dental biocompatibility issues is prescsnled with recommendations lor clinicians on 
nlalting clirlical judgments when assessing the biological safety of restorative 
materials. 

CRITICAL QUESTlON 

Ifow has ihc cth~cal view on testing of  new mnterials (or tl-reir biologic a1 properties 

tlx~nged rn rkwt~stty over thc past century? 

BIOCOMPATIBILITX HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Although the concept of the ethical treatment of patients extends baclz to the time of 
Hippocrates (460-377 KC.), the idea that new dental materials must be tested for 
safety and efficacy before clinical use is much more recent. As late as the mid 1800s, 
dentists tried new materials for the first time by putting them into patients' mouths. 
Many exotic formulations were used. For example, Fox developed a "fusible metal" 
that consisted of bismuth, lead, and tin, which he melted and poured into the cavity 
preparation at a temperature of approximately 100" C. bven G.V. Black used patients 
to test many of his new ideas for restorative materials, such as early amalgams. ' f ie  
concept of protecting the patient as a research subject is only 30 to 40 years old, and 
many of the ~egulations and ethics in this ,Ilea 'ile still being challenged and defined 
today. In most cases, a committee of clinicians, basic scientists, and laypersons regu- 
late and oversee the testing of new matelials in humans 'fllese committees ale gen- 
erally, but not always, unive~sity based and are called lRBs (Institutional Review 
Boards). Ikgu1,ltions for lRBs ale n2;rintaintd by the I)rpa~tment of Health and 
Human Services, nn agency o l  the IT S federal goveinment 

l l s~ng humans '1s ~esenrch subjects loday without some p~evious testing or 
krlowledge of the b~ological properties of a tnateri,~l is unethical and illegal Still, 
every new materi,tl must be inserted into a human lor the first time dt some point 
(herelore, many alter~lative tests have been developed to try to rnin~mize the risks 
to humans. 1 he cullent phjlosophy about lesting the biological propelties of dental 
materials in a systematic way evolved in the 1360s as the need to protect patients 
became politically acute and as the nurnbe~ of new lnatelials inc~eased. Public out- 
cry against the use of nonconsenting humans as research subjects-for example, the 
use of nonconsenting L1.S citizens for radiation experiments by the Department of 
Energy (1331-1 994) and the use of institutionalized mentally retarded children for 
hepatitis research (1 963-1366)-drove the development of regulations to protect 
humans in research. 'lhe oversight for this testing now rests largely with the Food 
and Dr~lg Administration (FDA-www.fda.gov), but these activities also are regu- 
lated by organizations such as the American National Standards Institute (ANSI- 
www.ansi.org), the American Dental Association (ADA-www.ada.org) and the 
International Organization for Standardization (1SO-www.iso.ch) In spite of 
these oversights, there is still an experimental aspect to the use of all materials in 
dentistry (and medicine), and despite good clinical research, materials are still used 
before their biological properties can be fully ascertained. 

Biological testing o l  materials has evolved significa~ltly over the past 40 years 
Initially, most biological reactions to materials were categorized empi~ically and 
relied on animal models. Many studies between the 1950s and the 1370s involved 
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the use o l  premolar teeth that were scheduled f o ~  orthodontic extraction. As cell- 
culture techniques developed, research focused on the mechanisms that affected 
biological responses to materials. In the past decade, new molecular biological and 
imaging techniques have been applied to assist our understanding of the biological 
response to materials. Today, the field of biocompatibility testing has reached a 
point where some prediction of biological propelties is possible and the future will 
likely provide the ability to design materials that elicit customized biological 
responses. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Because titanrum has been suc cessful biologrcally as a femoral hip in~plant, can we 
assume that it wrll also pc~rfonn with good bloc o~np t i b i l i t y  when used lor a dental 
endosseous implant? 

Implicit in the definition of biocompatibility is an interaction between the body 
and the material (Fig. 8-1). Placement of a material in the body creates an interface 
that is normally not present. 'l'his interface is not static; rather, it is the site of many 
dynamic interactions between the material and the body through which the body 
may alter the material or the material may alter the body. The dynamics of these 
interactions will detern~ine both the biological response to the material (its bio- 
compatibility) and the ability of the material to survive or resist degradation or cor- 
rosion in the body. Because every biological interface is active, it is not possible to 
have a material that is inert. The activity of this interface depends on the location of 
the material, its duration in the body, the plopelties of the matelial, and health 
of the host. 

Also implicit in the definition of biocompatibility is the concept that it is not 
simply a piopelty of a material In this scnse, biocompatibility is much l~lze color 
'lhe color of an object lelies on the p~operties of the mateiial, the soulce of light, 

Fig. 8-1 The placement of a restoration (R) onto a 
tooth creates an interface betwtlen tlie material and 
the tissues adjacent to the material. In dentistry, 
these interfaces (arrows) may he between materials 
and the pulp (P) via the dentin (D), the 
periodontiurn (PD), the pcriapical hone (PA), or the 
oral cavity (OC) in g~ncxral. Wherever an interface 
exists, i l  is active r ~ ~ ~ d  dynamic-, involvin:; two-w.ly 
interactions that allow tlie tissue to influcnc e tlie 
ni,~terial or tlie m,itcrial to influence the tissue. 
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and how the reflected light is peiceived by the viewer Thus color is an interactive 
property, and biocompatib~lity shares this att~ibute Bioco~npatibility depends 
on the condition of the host, the plopelties of the male~inl, and the context in 
which the material is used. Therefore, we carlnot necessarily say that because '1 mate- 
I ial is biocompatible as a11 implant it will also he so as a crown ,tnd bridge material. 
rurthermore, biocornpatibility in a young person may differ fr-orn that 111 an older 
adult (01 in a patient with diabetes versus one without diabetes). Illti mately, the 
biological response depends on h e  inte~actions that result from the biological inter- 
face created when the material is placed in the body 

ADVERSE EFFECTS FROM DENTAL MATERIALS 
Toxicity, Inflammation, Allergy, and Mutagenicity 

There are a number of possible biological reactions to materials, although not all of 
them have been documented for dental materials Classically, these reactions have 
been separated into toxic, inflammatory, allergic, and mutagenic reactions. The divi- 
sion between these reactions is based on traditional histological and pathological 
analysis of tissues. In reality, the boundaries between these categories are gray-and 
the more we know about the molecular control of cells and tissues, the grayer these 
boundaries become 

Of the biological responses to materials, toxicity was the earliest response studied. 
Even today, the first screening test used for almost all materials is a toxicity test 
(Fig. 8-2). Materials may be capable of releasing substances into a patient's body, and 
the release of certain substances in adequate amounts can cause overt toxicity. Tor 
ex,imple, early clental m,~terials containing lead posed real risk to the patlent because 
of the toxic properties of the lead that leached into the patient's body. lortunately, 
~llost rnate~ials capablc of causing ove~t  toxicity ale no longel used in dentistry 

Iv~fla~r~rr~at~on is n secolld f~~ndamental  type of biological lesponse to a ~ n ~ i t e ~  ial 
Ihe inflammcitory response is complex but ~nvolvcs the activation of the host's 
immune system to ward off some th~ea t  Tnflarnmat~on may result also fro111 toxic- 
ity (rig. 8-1) oi I ~ o m  allergy, and often (he inflamlualory ~esponsc. precedes toxicity 
Iiistologically, the infla~nmatory lesponse is chaiacterized by edema of thc tissue 
with an infi1tr;ttion of inflammato~ y cells such ds iieu~roph ils (In the sho~t-term) or 
monocytes and other lyrnphocyt~c cells (in the long-teim) (kig 8-4). Cuirent bio- 
compatibility resea~ch attempts to dete~mine whetlle~ materials may cause or 
cont~ibute to irlflammation in the host even if no toxicity is evident (rig. 8-5) 

Fig. 8-2 Example of an in vitro Loxicity 
lest for dental alloys. A cell-culture tray 
has 24 wrlls, each containing cells and an 
alloy specimen. A different alloy has bern 
used in each row, with six replicates. The 
alloy and cells arc alloweti to interacl for 
72 hr, alter which the cells are treated wilh 
a chemical that lurns dark blue if (he cells 
have active mitochondria. The alloys in the 
botlom two rows have allowed the cells lo 
survive, whereas the alloy in the secontl 
row has killed the cells. The alloy in tlie 
top row has allowed limited cellular 
activity. Toxiciky tests such as this arc used 
to screen dental malerials for appropriate 
C)iocompatibilily in the early stages of 
material devrlopment. 
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Fig. 8-3 Ex,trnplc of ,In dnim,il tr'it {or 
matrt-ial hiocom~),~tihiiily. Polyethylcnc 
(PE) or nickel wirc (Ni) sl~ccirncns c~bout 
I (rn long ,ind I Kim In dt,inieter wctc 
i11serLcd su!)cut,incorlsly in n~ ic  c, for 7 
days. The control site (C) Ii,ttl no malerial. 
After 7 day\, the tissue was disictc.teti from 
tht: niousc and pliologr,tphed, will1 (he 
exlcrn,rl surf'icc fa( inp, away. The conlrol 
sile shows no cvitlencc of inflarnnia~ion, 
and [tit, polyethylene site shows mil0 
infldrnrnalion with somcx rnlargemcnt of 
blocxl vctssels. Howrxver, the nickel i i te 
ihows scvcrc inflanirn,ition t h ~ t   results 
irom rele,~se ol' I,irge amounts of nickel 
into the tissuc. Animal lcsis S L I C ~  as [his 
are often used in the biocompatibilily 
assessment {or dcnlal materials. 

Fig. 8-4 Examples ol'acutr (A) and chronic (B) infl,lrnrn,itory responses in thc dental pulp. In A, 
neutrophils, charac~cristic of the acute response, have escapcd (arrows) lhrougli an injured blood vessel 
wall and can be seen in the pulp conneclive tissue. Hcmatoxylin-eosin stain. (x450.j In B, a chronic 
inflammation of the pulp is ch,~ractcrizcd hy a massivc cellular infillrate of lymphocytes, eosinophils, 
l~lasrna cclls, and niacrophdges. Hcrnatoxylin-eosin stain. ( ~ 4 0 0 . )  (Aclapted from Stdriley HR: Dental 
latrogcnesis. Int Dcnt J 4 4 5 1  8, 1994). 

The contribution of dental materials to inflammatory reactions is especially impoi- 
tant because pulpal and periodontal diseases are largely chronic iilflammatory 
responses to long-term infections. 

Although allergzc responses to materials are pelhaps the most familiar to the lay 
public, these responses ale not simple to clefi~le in practice Classically, an allergic 
reaccion occu~s when the body specifically ~ecog~~izes  ,I material ,IS foreign and 
leacts dispropoilionately to the amount of the material prrsrrll The reaction 
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Fig. 8-5 Example of an ~ni\amm,ilory 
responw (mes1.1l to [lie mol,ir and tl15tal to 
the ~xcniol.~r) lo rlttier thc metdl In a 
briclge oi Ihc temporaty redorallon In a 
3 0  ycar-oltl fc,male The c~iuse of Ihc 
inflamni,it~on is not known; it coultl he 
eilhcr an allrrgic responsc or a nonsprcific 
inflarnm,ilory response. Etiologies oi' 
re,ic.tions suc li as this ,Ircx oflen tiiffic.ull to 
determine with (crtainty. In any case, t l ~ c  
rrsponsc is c.ausetl hy rc,lcase of ,igcnIs 
from the materi.~ls inlo [he .idjacent 
ti\\ucs. It is ofle11 suspec\ccl that rtlackions 
s ~ ~ c l i  a\ this cont r i l~uk  to periodontal 
inflanimation causeti by p laq~~e,  huI lhis i \  
difiic.ult to provr. Scc al\o cdo r  pl.~ttx. 
(Photograph courtesy ol' Dr. Kevin Fr,~zicr, 
Medical Collcge of Georgia School of 
Dentistry). 

typically involves all dimensions of the immune system including 1 and R lympho- 
cytes and monocytes or macrophages An allergic reaction results histologically In 
an inflammatory response that can be difficult to differentiate from a nonallergic 
inflammation or low-grade toxicity (kig 8-6) Some materials, such as latex, cause 
allergy directly by activating antibodies to the material. 'lhese reactions ('lype I, 11, 
or I11 according to the Gel1 and Coombs classification of immune responses) tend 
to occur quickly and are modulated by eosinophils, mast cells, or K lymphocytes 
that p l o d ~ ~ c e  ailtibodies Other mate~ials, such as metal ions, must first inte~act with 
a host nlolecule These allergic leactions (Type IV) tend to b~ delayed and ale mod- 
ulated primarily hy monocytes and 1 cells l ypc I refels to an immedlatr atoplc or 
anaphylactic ~cactlon when an antigen inte~acts with mast cells 01 basnphils L)ipe 
11 is a cytotoxlc hypersensitivity ~eaction Type 111 is ,In irnm~me cornplex Ilypcl- 
se~lsitlvity leaction Type IV ~ndrcatrs ;d delaycd o~ cell-niedialed hypc~scnsitiv~ty 
type V is a stin~ulating-antibody reaction, and Typc VT lefcrs to an nnt~body- 
dependenl, cell-rned~atcd cytotoxlc~ty reaction (The ~ e a d e ~  is refelled to a aextbool< 
on ~mmunology fol fur the^ details ) 

A key ct~fference between n non,~lle~gic inflammatory lesponse and an allergic 
iesponse 1s h e  fact tI1,lt in an '~llerglc response, the ind iv id~~~l ' s  immune system rec- 
ognues a substance ns forc~gn (see Fig 8-6) 'I hus not all individuals will ledct to 
that substance. Howevel, a genelal ~nfldrrirnatory response, such as the one seen in 

Fig. 8-6 Example of nickel allergy around 
metal-ceramic crowns in a female patient. 
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I igure 8-3 toward nickel, will occur for all individuals because it involves no specific 
recognition of the substance 1 urtherrno~e, allergic reactlons tend to be dose- 
i~ldepenclent initially and disproporlionate to the aniounl of the oftending sub- 
stance, whe~eas toxic or inflclmmalory re'lctions tend to be close-clependent and 
~ ~ o p o ~ t i o n a l  to the an~ount of the substance. 

Muln, l rw~~ reactlons result when the componen~s of a ~llaterial alter the base-pair 
sequences of the DNA in cells. rllese alte~ations are termed rnutuiions. Mutations 
may he caused by direct interactions between a substance and DNA or indirectly by 
alterations in cellula~ plocesses that maintain DNA integ~ity. Mutations ale corn- 
rnon and are consiciered a natural occulrence in the DNA of all individuals. Thus 
the hody dedicates much cellulal energy and machinery to repairing these changes. 
Mutations may result from many factors, for example, radiation, chemicals, and 
eirols in the DNA replication process. Several inetal ions from dental materials such 
as niclzel, copper, and beryllium are lznown mutagens, and some components of 
other materials such as root canal sealers have been shown to be mutagenic. Resin- 
based materials have also been identified as having some mutagenic potential. 
However, it must he clear that mutagenicity does not imply carcinogenicity (ability 
to cause tumors), because many mutations are repaired and others are irrelevant. 
Furthermore, the form of the material and its route of exposure are critically impor- 
tant to the mutagenic or carcinogenic response. Currently, no dental material has 
been shown to be carcinogenic in dental applications in patients. IIowever, cal- 
cinogenesis is often exceedingly difficult to prove or disprove conclusively 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Why 1n1gh1 the lotnl r e s p o ~ x ~  .~nd s y ~ i e ~ n ~ c  rcspo~~se to J clent~~l n~aler~al diffe~! Whar 

fhctors c o ~ n e  Into phy to c.xpl,irn these cl~ffcrc~nc es 

Local and Systemic Effects of Materials 

Ally mnteriCll uscd in the hody may have local 01 systemic biological effecks I'hesc 
cffects arc moclul,~ted p i~rn~~r i ly  by substances that are ~eleascd f ~ o m  the mater~al 
and the biological responses to those subslances The nature, seventy, and location 
of these effects ale clete~~nined by the distl~bution of leleased subslances k o ~  denla1 
mate~ials, local effects might occur in the p ~ ~ l p  of the tooth, in the pe~lodontlum, 
at the root apex, or in nearby oral tissues such as the buccal mucosa or tongue 
(see Fig 8-1). 'These local effects are a function of the ability of substances to be dis- 
tributed to these sites, their concentrations, and exposure times that range from sec- 
onds to years. The allergic reaction of the gingiva to a nickel-containing crown seen 
in Figure 8-6 is one example of a local response. 

Systemic effects from dental materials are also a function of the distribution of 
substances released from materials. These substances might gain access to the body 
via ingestion and absorption in the gut, inhaled vapor, release at the tooth apex, or 
absorption through the oral mucosa. Their distribution may occur by simple diffu- 
sion or transport via the lymphatic or blood vessels. Ihe systernic biological 
response depends on (1) the duration and concentration of the exposure, (2) the 
excretion rate of the substance, and (3) the site of the exposure. Substances that have 
a long life in the body, such as mercury, may accumulate and reach critical levels 
more easily than other suhslnnces that are readily excieted. Furtllermore, not all tis- 
sues react e q ~ ~ ~ l l y .  Systemic reactions may also be influenced by olgaiis such as tlle 
liver lhat altei substances in an attempt to digest or excrete them. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Key Principles That Determine Adverse Effects from Materials 

There are two lzey factors that appear lo be paramount in determining a material's 
biocompatibility. The first factor i~lvolves tlie various types of nietal corrosion or 
otller types of niaterial degradation. Corrosion results in tlie release or  substances 
from a niaterial into the host. Note that the definition used here is broad and may 
apply to any material. The release can take many lorms and may be caused by Inany 
factors. For example, a metallic crown ~liay release metal ions as a result of electro- 
chemical forces, or it may release particles dislodged by mechanical forces, such as 
occlusion or tooth brushing. For some materials, such as resin composites, cyclical 
stresses contribute to the breakdown or the material and release of components. Still 
other materials such as sutures break down by design. The lzey point is that the bio- 
compatibility of the material depends to a large degree on the degradation process. 
The biological response to the corrosion products depends on the amount, compo- 
sition, and form of these products, as well as their location in tissues. Corrosion may 
be visible or invisible to the naked eye (Ilg. 8-7),  but it is ongoing for every dental 
material at some level. 

Corrosion is determined not only by a material's composition but also by the 
biological environment in conlact with a material. For example, salivary esterases 
have heen shown to accelerate the breakdown of some dental resins, and ingestion 
of acidic s~~bstarlces may alter the corrosion of alloys or ceramics. I h e  biological 
forces that influence corrosion m,1y be specific to an individual (such as a person in 
diabetic ket~~~cidosis)  or they may be conmlon to all individuals (as with occlusal 
lorces 011 materials). In any case, it is the biological inteiface that creates the condi- 
lions for con-osion. 'l'his intel-face is active and dynamic, with the material affecting 
the L7ociy anti the bociy affecting the matel-ial. 

A B 
Fig. 8-7 A, Example of mc~a l  corrosion tli,rt is clearly visible to [he naked rye. This corrosion resulted 
in rclease of metal ions anti the formation o i  oxides on thc s~lrface of the metal. B, Vicw of mulLiplc 
typrs of prostheses (cas~ metal crowns, (-~orcrlain crown, and amalg,lm) in a patient's mouth. Althoush 
thc s ~ ~ r i x  es o i  thew 1~1ateri.1ls ~ i iay  rct<iin '1 high luslrr ,lfLcr yr~irs of service, corrosion from t h ~ s c .  
rn.rtcrinls is ongoing a low rat?. 1-hrreforc, corrosion is no[ alw,tys visihlr lo (he ryc. (B, Courtesy ol' 
Dr. Stcvcn Nrlson, Medical Collcgc of (~ieorgia School of DcnListry.) 
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I'he second Izey fact01 that affects the bioco~npatibility of a material is its su~face 
cha~acteristics Resealch has shown that for all mateiials, the surface is quite differ- 
ent than the interior legion ot a matelial I'ol example, a dental casting alloy that 
has 70 wt% gold on average m,q7 1i;lve neally 35°/0 gold at its su~face Allothe1 exam- 
ple is the relatively unpolymelized state of a sealant at its sulface ~elative to its inte- 
llor because of oxygen inhibition of polymeri~ation at the surface. ISecause the 
su~face is the part of a m<rterial that the body "sees," the surface composition, rough- 
ness, rne~h~rnical properties, and cliemic~~l propelties are critical to the biocompati- 
bility of the material. The surface characteristics may affect the corlosion p~operties 
of a ~nate~ial ,  or they may influence bioco~npatibility in other ways. lo1 example, 
research has shown that it is the cllernical charactelistics of titanium oxides that 
promote osseointegration of bone with many titanium alloys I he exact mccha- 
nisms are not cleal, hut the oxides plohably plomote the adso~ption and adhesion 
of the appropriate elements in the extracellular matrix to encourage bone deposi- 
tion and maturation. Similar lesponses have beell seen with some ceramics (bio- 
glasses). I11 this case, the surface not only allows osseointegration, but it also seems 
to promote bone formation through the dissolution of glass and corrosion of inor- 
ganic elements. 

The surface may also negatively affect the biological response. For most materials, 
a rough surface promotes corrosion. If the corrosion products have adverse effects, 
then roughness is not desirable. Roughness may also promote the adherence of bac- 
teria and promote periodoiltal inflammation or decay in teeth The chemical prop- 
erties of a surface may also hinder the biological response. Studies have shown that 
the surfaces of some materials chemically attract lipopolysaccharide more than oth- 
ers, even when the surface roughneb\ is the same. Because lipopolysaccharide is a key 
agent in periodontal inflammation, the presence of this niolccule is not desi~able 

Is ~t possrble /or n ma/er~,~l to haw, no obvlorlr h~o log~ t  31 e//cc ts b y  rt\el/'hul \ / I / /  alto 
body func t1017s7 

'1 he b o ~ ~ n d ~ ~ i e s  between toxic, 11111a1nmntcny, nlle~g~c, and mutagenic reactions are 
disappearing as rnorc 1s lznown about how rnaterizlls and cclls intelact. One cxnm- 
ple is the concept of immunotoxicity Immunotoxicily is based on the principle that 
small alterations in cells of the immune system by materials can have significant 
biological consequences. These significant consequences occur because of the 
amplifying nature of immune cells. For example, monocytes contlol and olchestrate 
much of the chronic inflammatory and immune response. '1'0 accomplish this role, 
monocytes secrete many substances that influence and direct other cells lhus if 
a material were to alter a monocyte's ability to secrete these subst'lnces, the biolog- 
ical lesponse would be significantly amplified. 'lhis concept combines the classic 
areas of toxicology and immunology, because the material causes nonlethal but 
toxic changes in the monocyte so that the immune system cannot function correctly. 

Immurlotoxicity may result from a material causing either an increase 01 decrease 
in cellular function. For example, mercury ions have been shown to increase the glu- 
tathlone content oS human rnonocytes in cell-cultu~c, whc~eas palladium ions 
decrease it (I'ig. 8-8) Clutathione is import'~nt in mainta~ning the oxid,ltivc stless in 
cells, and ally change may, therefole, significantly ,~ltel cellula~ Sunction. Mercury also 
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Fig. 8-8 A graph sliow~ng t l i r  response 
o i  I I L I ~ , ~ ~  rnonocytcs lo p,lll,iclium ions 
(Pd2+) or mercury ions (Hg2+). Tlic cells 
were exposcc! to d mnge of concentwtions 
of thc metals (x axis). Total cellular 
glutathionc was mr~asnrecl ,rf[cr 24 hr oi 

6 

exposure to the metal ions (y axis). The 
mercury ions caust:d a very large inc rtxasc 
in glutalhionr ;I[ a level of ,il~out 8 
pmol/L, iolloweti by J drop as [lie 
mercury I~ec,irnc toxic. to [he cell. For 
p,illaclium, [he glutathione c.on[cnt 
dropped at ;I co~icenlralion 200-300 
prnol/L, wtiicli is wcll below 
co~iccntrations required to cause toxicity 
in these cclls. (;lut,itliione is ,in important +5 
cellular clicniital dciense against 
oxidalive stress in cells. Thus hoth types of 
rnetal ions alter the monocytic stress 
response at subtoxic concentrations. Tliesc 

1 - 

lypes of reactions are though[ to pl,ty a 
role in immunotoxicity. Note the 0 " ' " 1 ' 1 1  " " "  " " " '  " " " L  

differcmce in the potency of the two types 0.1 1 10 100 1000 
of metal ions. Metal ion concentration (pmol/L) 

causes a decrease in glutathione at higher concentrations as the ions become toxic. 
how eve^; the decreases found for palladium occur well below toxic levels. In 
immunotoxicity, the effcct of the material may not be obvious ~mti l  the cell is c11'1l- 
lenged in some nianner. 101 ex'~mple, hydroxyethylmethaciylatc (I  IEMA), a common 
component of dentin-bonding 'lgrnts, has no  effect on secretion of the cylokine INF- 
ol f~o rn  monocytcs by itself, evcn at high conccnt~nt~ons (Fig 8-9) I lowcvei, 1 NF-a  
secietion is seveiely reduced when these monocytes ale challengetl Theletore, 
althougll the HCMA docs not alte~ INF-a  secretion by itsclf, ~t may change the ;1b11- 
11y of the monocyte to dilect an immune response once challenged I'hus it may al~ci- 
the  hili lily of a monocyte to fc~nction properly if challengrd by plaque ol othel agents 

Fig. 8-9 A gr,iph show~ng th,lt 
liycl~oxyetliylrnethactylatr (IiFMA) 
rrduccs thr d b ~ l ~ t y  of hum,~n monoc ytr,s 
to sec~clc 1 NF ~ Ip l i a ,  LI kcy c y t~ la t iv  t11 

tlie ~nflanimdtory response to matcrlals 
Control monocytcs (x axis) recelved no 
IHEMA, hut Iwo other ~oncentrallons 250 
(both subtox~c) were used The TNF alpha 
secr~tron (y axis) was measured wlth and + L P S  
wltho~l t  subseq~~rnt strmulat~on by g U) 200 

Q 
Iipopolysacchande (LPS), an Important - 

C 
etlologrc factor In periodontal cl~scase No 150 
concentrat~on of HEMA cdusecl TNF- 2 

0 
dpha secretton by ltscli (squares), hut the 
HEMA severely lrnited the rib~lrty of the loo 

monocytcs to secrete TNF-alpli,~ (circles) S 

Results such as thesc denions[rate the ? 
50 

concept of ~nimunotoxrcrty because the f 
monoLyle 1s no[ krlled by the tiEMA, but 
~t 15 srgn~irc dntly ~)rr~vcntcd from 0 

performrng 11s no~m,~ l  furictron when Control 1000 4000 
c liallengcd Concentrailon of HEMA (pmol/L) 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Wllaf speoal nspec ts of oral anatomy ~nfluerlcc the b ~ o c o m p ~ f ~ h ~ l r t y  of  denfnl mafer~~~ls?  

- - 

BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE I N  THE DENTAL ENVIRONMENT 
Oral Anatomy That Influences the Biological Response 

Several aspects of oral anatomy influence the biocompatibility of dental restorative 
materials. The full effects of the oral anatomy on the biocornpatibility of malerials 
are not known, hut these effects will he a major focus of biocompatibility iesea~ch 
in coming years. I h e  anntolny of the tooth, the periodontal 'tttachment, and the 
periapical environment have p~-ofound influences on the biological iesponse to 
materials, and all are sites of interface between materials and tissues in dentistry 
(see rig. 8-1). The cursory discussion provided here is intended to give a general 
background in anatomical aspects important to dental materials. For more detailed 
information, refer to any of the numerous textbooks on  dental histology, periodon- 
tology endodontology, and anatomy. 

The enamel-denlin-pulp environment (Fig. 8-10) represents a uniqlre symbiosis of 
mineralized tissues and cells. The enamel of the tooth is virtually all inorganic mate- 
rial (96 wt%) arranged in a crystalline array called enamel rods. Although the enamel 
is permeable to some substances, such as the peroxides in bleaching agents, it is gen- 
erally not permeable to material components, bacteria, or bacterial products. 

Fig. 8-10 Diagram of the enamel-p~~lpo-dentiri complex. Thc en<lmel (E) is the external covering o f  the 
toot11 and  i s  impermeable lo 'ill but Ihc srnallcst of rnoleculcs. The dcntin (D) is a composite of collagen 
anti mineralized lissuc., and is pc,rrne,~ted by numerous tul-)ules running iron1 the enamel to Ihe ~ L I I ~  (P). 
The t~lbulc di,lrnelcr gr,~du,illy i~~crc,ascl\ irom Ihc rn,\mel lo the p ~ ~ l p .  Trrl)~lles pc,rmit cliffusion of fluiti 
anti subs~,l~ices irom the cxternal cnvironnicvt into thc pulp il cnamcl is not present. Otion[ol)l~st\ (0) 
line the (lentin on tlie pulpal side and have processcs that extend into the dcntillal lul~ulcs. 
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The dentin of a tooth, in conlrast to enamel, is a minerali~ed matrix that embeds 
an organic network The ino~ganic content of dentin is lower (70 wto?), and (he 
organic portion (1  8 wtOh) is p~itnarily collagen but also contains other y~oteins and 
extracellul~~r nlatrix components, the full role of which remains unclear. ' I  he com- 
posite nature of the dentin allows bonding to occur becnuse acids may selectively 
dissolve the mine~alized matrix, but not the collagenous network embedded in it. 
Therefole, most dentin bonding agents altempl to penetrate the undissolved colla- 
gen inatnx. lhe  dentin also has about 12 wtOh water, which is important because 
many resin restolative rndtel ials are hydrophobic c ~ ~ l d  must be designed to wet the 
dentin if tlley arc to successfully bond LO this struclule. 

Dentin is travelsed by thousands of dentinal tubules, ~unning  from the enamel 
to the pulp These tubules are about 0 '5 pm in diameter neal the enamel, hut 
irlcredse to 2 '5 pm near the pulp of the tooth The dens~ty of tubules 1s about 
20,000/mm2 near the enamel, but Increases to more than 50,000/mm2 near the 
pulp If the enamel is violated by caries, other pathology, or by the dentist, the denti- 
nal tubules may serve as conduits by which material components, bacteria, or bac- 
terial products may reach and affect the pulp of the tooth. Because the tubule 
diameter and tubule density increase near the pulp, there is a greater risk of allow- 
ing substances to reach the pulpal tissues when deeper dental restorations are 
placed When dentists cut the dentin, a "smear layer" of dentinal debris covers the 
dentin and inhibits diffusion of products through the tubules to some extent. 
I-lowever, the smear layer may be contaminated with bacterial products and it is not 
tenaciously bound to the uncut adjacent dentin. Thus many resto~ative procedures 
will take measures to remove the smear layer to both clean the tooth and promote 
strongel bonding of restorative materials. The diffusion of substances throclgh the 
dentin is a complex topic, and furthe1 ~eading is available in the scientific literatuie, 
including the tltles lrstetl in the Selected Readings section of this chaptel- 

I he pulpdl side of h e  dentin I S  11necl by odontoblasts (sec Fig 8-10) that Sol rncd 
the de11~l1-1 d u m g  tooth develop~nent and marntain anti f o ~ m  new dentin as the 
~ o o t h  ages or when tr~ggeled by noxious stimuli lhe odontoblasts h'ive odoonto- 
bl<~stic processes that extend well into the dentinal tubules The tuhules ale sur- 
rounded by ern queous  ex t~ace l lu l~~~  fluid that is cont~nuous with the cxt~acellul~~r 
f l~ud of the pulp The perception of pain in the pulp is believed to be related to the 
nlovement of this fluid nnd its influence on the odontoblastic processes CIS p~oposecl 
in the so-cnlled hyd~odyn,linic theo~y (fluid model) of pulpal pain. 1 his fluid pres- 
sure induced by the cardiovascula~ system rndy be as high as 24 rnrn I Ig. Thrrclore, 
an outward plcssure of fluid flows toward the enamel When the cnarnel IS removed 
during iestoration of the tooth, fluid flows outward fiom the pulp chamber into the 
oral cavity Howevet-, evidence indicates that this outward flow is not sufficient to 
eliminate the inward diffusion of bacteria, bacterial products, or material compo- 
nents into the pulp The odontoblasts are sealed together with tight cellular junc- 
tions that limit the diffi~sion of substances past the odontoblastic layer. Caries and 
other noxious conditions may lead to i~lfection and destruction of the odontoblasts, 
or they may stimulate deposition of additional dentin, depending on the relative 
rate of interaction with these cells. Restorative devices, such as burs and other cut- 
ting instruments, may destroy the odontoblasts if procedures are aggressive, but may 
leave the odontoblasts intact if conservative measures such as water cooling are 
used. Caries, restorative procedures, or material components may injure odonto- 
blasts without destroyiilg them. Recent studies have focused on the consequences of 
these suhlcthal effects. 

'Ihe ~ L L I ~  of the tooth IS a connective tissue contnining normal elements such as 
fib~oblasts, collagen, capilla~ies, anct nerves In addition, it has been shown that the 
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pulp supplies the cells, which ~eplace any odontoblasts destroyed during cavity 
preparation or material pl~~cement and allows the tooth to f o ~ m  secondary or repal- 
ative dentin. The b i o c h e m i ~ ~ ~ l  factors regulating the formation of these secondaly 
odontoblasts are not Iznown. I he diffusion of bactelial ploducts 01 mate~ial com- 
ponents influence the ability of this ~epai r  process to occu~, although details of these 
influences ale also not well understood Some matelials, such as calcium hydroxide, 
seem to plomote the formation of ~epa~at ive  dentin. The development olluture bio- 
materials will almost ce~tainly consider the permeability of the dentin and the abil- 
ity of the matelid1 to induce formation of secondary odontoblasts as a basis Sor 
selection o l  restorative materials that are designed to tleat or prevent pulpal disease 

The pe~zodontal a t t a ~ h m e n t  to the tooth is an impo~tant junction between the out- 
side of the body (olal cavity) and the inside of the body (rigs. 8-1 and 8-11) The 
dentin of the root of the tooth is coveled by '1 thin layer of cementum that may seal 
the dentinal tubules. The cementum serves as the attachment point for the collagen 
fibers of the periodontal ligament (see Eig 8-11). 'lhe gingiva normally extends 
above the level of the cementum and forms a potential space against the enamel 
called the perzodonlal po~ke t .  'lhe gingival epithelium is also attached to the cemen- 
tum of the tooth by a specialized junctional epithelium. The periodontal pocket is 
the site of the development of periodontal disease, which can destroy the junctional 
epithelium, periodontal ligament and supporting alveolar bone. 

Because many dental restorations are near or in the pe~iodontal attachment area, 
the biocompatibility of these materials may influence the normal periodontal archi- 
tecture, the periodontal disease process, or the body's ability to defend against 
bacteria that cause periodontal disease. l<urthermore, the pe~iodontal pocket is a 
uriiclue microenvironment that may allow concentrations of components from 
mate~ials to leach 1iight.r levels than are seen in the lest ofthe o ~ a l  cavity Fol exam- 
ple, some alloys used in South Ame~~cn  nild Bdste~n LLITO~C,  but not in the llrlited 
Stales, release sufficient ,~~nounbs o l  copper lo cause inflnnlm,~tion In the 

Fig. 8-1 1 Uiagrarn showing thc periodontal attdchment 
area. 7-he gingiv'i (C) attaches to the cementum (C) of the 
tooth with J specialized epithelium called the junttional 
c~pitlirliurn (JE). The attachment occurs below the enamel 
(E). Some o i  the gingiva rises above the l E  to form a 
potential space called the prr iotbntal  pocket. The 
cementum covers the dentiri (D). Below the gingiva, the 
alveolar bone (AB) attaches to the cementum via 
specialized connective tissuc c,llled the per~oo'un~al 
Iigarnenl (PDL). The periotiontal attachment site is very 
important in the I~iological response to materials, brc,iuse 
many m,itcrials ,Ire in close contact with thcsc tissucs ,~nd 
m,ly form unique microenvironlncnl in the poc:ltct or 
dtt,i~hrnent area. 
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1x1 iodontal tissues In other cases, the influence of components released from mate- 
rials 011 the periodontal architecture is suspected but not confirmed. 

Defining the influence of dental materials on the periodontal structures is '~lways 
complicated by inflammation that occurs in periodontal disease, and the biting 
(occlusal) forces that strain the periodontal ligament and supporting bone It is 
often difficul~ to dete~mine with certainty whether inflammation in this alea is caused 
by periodontal disease, occlusal trauma, the material, or some con~biilation of these 
factors Therefore, definite evidence of inflammation in the periodontal attachment 
area caused by dental rnateljdls is scant The periodontal pocket llas also been used 
as a s ~ t c  to place materials that release therapeutic agents to combat periodontal dis- 
ease I t  is likely that this approach will expand as bette~ dl-ug delivery materials ale 
developed. 

l 'hr  pcriapcal area of the tooth is anothe~ inte~face between materials nnd the 
inside of the body (see Fig. 8-1). Normally, the apex of the tooth is the junction of 
the p~ilp of the tooth and the alveolar bone below it (Fig. 8-12) Nerves and blood 
vessels enter through the apical foramen (and sometimes via accessory foramina) 
However, when the pulp of the tooth is destroyed by infection or during restoration 
of a tooth, endodontic materials are placed in the pulpal space, and these materials 
interface with the body through the apex of the tooth. If the endodontic procedure 
is not performed correctly, the filling materials may be extruded from the apex into 
the periapical area and cause additional physical damage. 'l'he ability of the root 
canal material to seal against the migiation of bacterial or bacterial products from 
the tooth crown towald the apex is also an important consideration. Fol endodon- 
tic procedures that use a retrograde approach to sealing the apical foramen, the 

Fig. 8-12 Diagram showing the pcri'lpical nrca of the tooth. At the root of the tooth, the dentin 
(D) forms thc apical loranicn (A) th,lt ,lllows passage oi ncrvcs and bloocl vessels from thcx alvrolnr honc 
(B) to tlic pulp (P) o i  the tooth. Whrn cntlodontic pt-oceclures repl,~ct~ thc pulp with VJI-ious sealers ant! 
filling mntcrinls, a biornaterial interfxe is c:re,itt,cl in thc pcriapical ,Ircl,l. This intcrf~icc~ is uniquc bec,iusc 
ally rele.~se of subst~nccs iron1 [lie fillirlg rnateri,ll\ g,iin ,~ccoss to [lie inside of the I)ocly. 
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filling materials will be in direct contact with the periapical tissues. 'J'hus biological 
responses to these materials must be critically examined. As with the periodontal 
attachment area, the release of substances firom root canal filling materials may 
cause adverse responses around the apex or may alter the body's reaction to bacter- 
ial products that have contaminated the area. The delineation between the bacterial 
and ruaterial threats are not cleal; and the ability of materials to influence the body's 
immunological response in the periapical avea has only recently been sludied. 

CKlTlCAL QUESTIONS 

What IS thc d~fterence betwcw m~crolenkagc and n,~noleakage? How ('In these proces5cs 

~nflucncc. the O~ologrcal response to n rnaterrnl! 

Special Biological Interfaces with Dental Materials 
I h e  use of materials to restore damaged or lost tooth structuie creates specialized 
environments in which the b~ocompatibility of the material is of central importance 
to the long-term su~vival of the restoration In the previous section, several areas of 
special~~ed oral anatomy were presented w ~ t h  information about their relevance to 
biocompatibility In this section two specialized ~nterfaces, the dentzn-reszn znteeu~e 
and the zmplunt-bone znterja~e, are explored in mole detail as examples of how the 
biolog~cal interactio~l between materials and the body can influence both 

The dentzn-rclszn znteiface is created when the clinician bonds resin-based restora- 
tive mater~als to dentin The composite naturc of the dentin allows the rn~nc~alized 
matllx to hc dissolved away by ac~ds wh~lc  preselving the collagen netwo~lz I f  the 
netwolk does not collapw, whlch m,ly happen if thr dentin 1s drs~ccdted, r t  may be 
ernbedcled by a 1cs111-contarning in,~tcl~al,  tlarlrby mc-ch,~n~tally ho~lcll~lg the acsin 
mnteiial to the dentm I'hr dentln bonding plocess is co~nplex anti us d~\cusscd ful- 
ahel elsewhc~e (see (,hdpber 14)  TIowcver, the ~ntelface o l  l hc  Irsin lndte~ial wllh 
the collagenous netwollz has a prolound rnfluence on the b~ocornpatlbrl~ty oT the 
inntel~nl 

If the resln ~nntc l~a l  does not pene~rate the collagenous netwo~lz o~ dchollds 
fiom ~t ns the resin shrinlzs du~ lng  polyrnerr7at1or1, a gap w~l l  f o ~ m  brtween the 
lesln c ~ ~ n d  [he dentin I'h15 shi~nk~ige 111,iy al\o occu~ wlth enamel Although thl5 gap 
is only a Tcw mlclolls wlde, it IS w ~ d e  enough to permit bdcte~~n and or,il fl~uds to 
pelcolale [lorn the pulp outward oi fioril the oral cavlty ~nward l h ~ s  leakage has 
traditionally been termed mzc~oleuhuge (Fig 8-13) The b~ocompatib~lity of a 
restoration is altered by the lealzage process, w h ~ c h  may cause a number of unde- 
sirable events Eirst, it may allow bacteria or bacterial products to reach the pulp 
and cause infection Second, it may encouiage the breakdown of the material lhls 
h~ealzdown then exposes the body to products of the material and increases the 
gap, thereby promoting more lealzage Finally, the leakage may discolor the mar- 
gins of the restoration, making the tooth-restoration complex aesthetically unac- 
ceptable and possibly resulting In a decision to iepair or leplace the restorative 
mater~al Although it has also been hypothesized that bacterial contamination 
allows ca~ies to reinitiate, recent evidence regarding amalgam restoiations reported 
by Ozer suggests that secondary caries are initiated at the outer surface of enamel 
in areas of plaque accumulation 

If the resin penetldtes the colIagen netwoik of the dent~n but does not penetlnte 
it completely, a much smallel gap (4 1 ym in most cases) will exist between the 
rn~neral~aed matrix of the dentin and the collagen-~es~n llybr~d layer (see Mg 8-13) 
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Nanoleakage Ideal M~croleakage 

Fig. 8-13 Dlagra~n tllustmt~ng the concepts ot mtcrole,lkage (right) anti nanoleakage (left) when 
hond~ng clental reslns (R) to dcntin (D) The dent~n has been ac~d-etched In prepdratlon for the 
appl~cation o i  the resln whtcli leaves the t ollagcnous niatrlx of the dentln exposed (unshaded 
crosshatched area) I T  ttlc. revn docis not (ornpletely pcnctiate the coll.lgcn network (left), '1 srr~,tll ipate 
of tonirn~~nlcatrori exlits bc lwr rn  ~ h r  rlcl~tln,il tubules (DT) and tlic cutertial part ol  the tooth (arrow, 
left) This \ i tu.~t~ori 15 ~ a l l e t i  n,lnole,ih,~gc? On t l i r  othci Ii,~nti, ~f [lie r r i i n  i,i~ls to f)rnrtrale the co l l ~gcn  
n'tworl, ,I[ 'ill, or t ir~l~onds irom 11, [hen tlicl ip,ice 15 m~lc I1 I,trgc>~ (arrow, right) I I > I ~  iltkl,rllon I\ ~ ~ t l l c t l  
~~llclo/e,lh,i:'c~ In Ihe ~tic>.ll i ~ t u ~ t t i o ~ i  (center), thc' rcslll [)cxnctl,ltei the, t o l i ~ge l i  ~ i c ~ ~ w o i k  all th(. w,ly to  

Ille rn~ncral~iet l  dcnhn N,lriolcakap,e .lnrl rnicrolr.rk,tgc~ are I)olh trnpolt<lnt t; lclo~i In ihc 
h ~ o c o ~ i i ~ ) . ~ t ~ l ~ i l ~ l y  of tl('nt;il tesin ~na l c r~ , t l ~  

I his much sm,~lle~ gap has bcen tla~nled to allow r~ i ino lc l~ lugc Although nanolcak 
age piobahly docs not ~lllow bacteria or h,icte~ial p~oducls to peneCl,ltc the m,~rginal 
gapsoof the lectoration and the pulp, fluid exch'inge most likely occurs tllnt can 
degrade the ~es in  or the collagen network that has bet>n incompletely embedded with 
~esin, thereby reducing the longevity ol the dentin-resin boncl lhis clegrad,ition 
process may also gradually increase the gap s i ~ e  until microlealzage begins to occur. 
I t  is unclear what role nanoleakage plays, if any, in the biological response to male- 
rials, but most clinicians and resea~che~s agree that it is better to completely embed 
an exposed dentin collagen networlz with the resin. Nanoleakage is not known to 
occur between restorations and enamel because enamel contains virtually no organic 
mass and therefore has no collagenous matrix into which a resin may be embedded. 
Although it is unclear whether leakage is a major factor in the biological response to 
dental materials, the clinician must also be concerned about immune responses in 
the pulp and periapical [issues that may occur independelltly of leakage phenomena. 

M What 1s the diffe~ence between osseornt~~qratron and blolntegratlon? 
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Osseointegration 

The use of endosseous dental implants has inc~eased tremendously ovel the past 
decade. l'he success of these implants relies on the ability of the materials to pro- 
mote osseointegration dnd allow a close approximation of bone with the material 
(rig. 8-14). This inte~lace must sustain the forces placeci on it during the normal use 
of the implant (from biting, clenching, chewing, etc.). 'I he ability of a material to 
allow osseointegration is closely lelnted to its biocompat~bility. In dentistry, vela- 
tively few materials allow osseointegration These include (1) cornme~cially pure 
titanium, (2) titmiurn-aluminum-vanadium alloy, (3)  tantalum, and (4) several 
types of ce~amics. Mate~ials that allow osseointegralion have very low deg~adation 
lates, and they tend to form surlace oxides that promote bony appioximation. Ihe 
mechanisms by which these oxides encoulage or allow bone formation without 
intervening fihrous tissue are not ltnown. Some materials, such as the so-called bio- 
glass ceramics, promote an integration between the bone and the material with no 
intervening space at all. When this integration occurs, the material is said to bzoznte- 
grate with the bone. Biointegration appears to require a degraclation of the celamic 
to prornote bone folmation, although the specific reactions are not well under- 
stood. No known desirability of osseointegration over biointegration has been 
established. Like all biocompatibility phenomena, osseointegration and biointegra- 
tion are dynamic processes that may be altered by changes in the host, fatigue of the 
mate~ials, or function of the implant. It is also important to understand that neither 
osseointegration nor biointegration mimic the normal ligamentous connection 
between a tooth root and the alveolar bone (see rig. 8-11). 

The Oral immune System 

As has been noted previ011sIy, the immune system plays an import'ml  ole ln the 
biolog~c~~l lesponsc to any matella1 The Ilnmunc. system in the o ~ n l  envilollrnent 

Fig. 8-14 Di,~p,t,lrn illu\tr.~ting the c-onc.rpts of 
osseoi~ltrgration ,~ncl I~iointcp,ralion. It an cndosscous 
irnplanl is placed in [tie crlvcol,rr bone, the bony 
response may take one of threc courscs. It may no[ 
approximatr thc ~mplant at all, and a connective tissue 
encapsulation of the implant occurs. In this case, the 
implant is a failure and must he removed. The bone 
mdy closcly approxim,lte the impldnt (left side), in 
which (:as? the implant is osseointegrdted. A close 
examination (left side, inset) shows that the bone 
comes to within 100 of the bone without connective 
tissue bctwcen the Ihone anti implant. Finally, the hone 
may fuse (right side) with the implant, in which case 
the implant is hiointegrated. In this case, therc is a 
gradient from material to bone (right side, inset) with 
no space. The outcome of impl,intation depends on the 
biocornpatibility of the material usctl, the patient's 
anatomy and physiology, and thc technique used to 
~.)I.lc e the implant. The corrosion o i  ~ h c  n~,itcr~,ll is ~ l s o  
critical lo these hiolop,ic,ll rcsponscs. Acltliiion,il 
inlormation on implants is prestvtecl in Chapter 2 3 .  
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appears to bellavc somewhat diffeuently in oral epithelium and connective tissue 
than in the rest of the body, and the biological responses to materials in the mouth 
may not always parallel those seen in other locations. Studies perfcmned on guinea 
pig models have shown ttldl oral exposure to celtain allergenic metals such as 
chromium or nickel may actually incluce immunological toler,lnce to these metals. 
However, if the initial exposure occurs in othel locations (including the gastroin- 
testinal tract), allergy often develops. ' I  he mecllariisms that control tolelance versus 
allergy to dental mate~ials are not known, nor is the potential of tliese types of reac- 
tions to occur in humans. I lowevel; it is important to remember that the oral envi- 
ronment is not always equivalent in structure or function to other areas of the body 
and that these differ-ences may alter the biological response to rnate~ials. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M What factors might ~rnfl~rence how you lest the biocornpatihrlity of a dental material? 

MEASURlNG THE BIBCOMPP\TIBlLlTY OF MATERIALS 
Defining the Use of a Material 

The function or use of a material in the body has an important influence on  the 
nature of the biological response it induces. 'l'here are several factors that must be 
considered when trying to measure the biological response. I:irst, the location of a 
material is important to its twerall biological I-esponse. Will tllr material he sur- 
 rounded by soft or mineralized tissue, will it be external to [he oral epitheli~un, or 
will i t  comrnulricatc through the epitl-lelium lilie an encloesseo~~s implant? Will the 
material he cxposcd d i~vc~ly  to bone, tissue fluid, blood, and saliva, or- will there be 
some sort of barrier, such as dentin or enamel between the material and living cells! 
'These factor-s will play a major role in the biological response to a material. 111 gen- 
eral, materials thae communicate tllrough the epitheliuim 01- lit, completely beneatll 
it will need closer scrutiny when assessing the biological response than materials 
that do not penelrate thc epithelium. Sirnilal-ly, materials that penetrate toot11 
enan~el will necd Inore scrutiny than materials that ~ 1 o  1101. 

The dul-ation o l the  material in thc body is ilnportant to the biological response. 
Materials sclcll as impression materials, which are only present lor 4 to 6 min in the 
mouth, may cause a different biological response than rnaterials that will be present 
for 10 years. For example, an impression material that is present in the mouth for a 
few minutes may have time to cause an allergic reaction in an allergic individual, 
but the short duration in the mouth may limit any toxic or mutagenic effects. A cop- 
per band used as a matrix retainer for a large amalgam is unlikely to induce a 
detectable biological response when present for only 5 to 10 min but would elicit 
a severe gingival inflammatory response if allowed to remain in place for several 
weeks. The duration of the presence of a material is an important factor, because 
many interactive effects between the body and material take some time to develop. 
In general, the most stringent tests to measure biocompatibility are required for 
materials that are present for the longest times. Long durations give sufficient time 
for the material to affect the body and for the body to aflect the material in many 
complex ways. 

I:inally, the stresses placed on the material are important to the biological 
response, These stresses may be physical, chemical, or therrnal in nature. 1:or exam- 
ple, a material may behave poorly if it is too weak and/or soft and it deforms or 
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wears under the forces of occlusion. It rnay react unfavorably with salivary proteins, 
thereby degrading too much, or it may become too flexible ,it mouth temperature 
and experience failure or increased brealzdown. Short-term, long-term, and fatigue 
stresses all need to be collsidered when assessirig the effect of stress on the biologi- 
cal pe~formance of material. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

1s there a single test /hat can measure biocornpatrl~~li~y? Why or why not? W/~a l  i s  

considcrcd /he "gold standd"7 

Types of Tests: Advantages and Disadvantages 

There are three basic tn3es of tests used to measure the biocompatibility of dental 
materials: the in vitro test, the animal test, and the usage test performed eilher in 
animals or in humans. Each of these tests has advantages and disadvantages, and 
each is used to some extent to evaluate a material before it may be sold to the pub- 
lic. Keep in mind that no single test can accurately estimate the biological response 
to a material and that considerable controversy exists about the appropriate mixture 
of the three basic types of tests. The remainder of this section will detail each of 
these furldamental types of tests. 

In vitro tests are performed outside of an organism (see Fig. 8-2) .  Historically, in 
vitro tests have been used as the first screening test to evaluate a new material. 'l'hese 
tests may be conducted in a test tube, cell-culture dish, flask, or other container, but 
they are performed separately from an intact organism. In any case, tlle material or 
an extract of a material is placed into conlac1 wilh sonic biological system. 'lhr bio- 
logical system may consist of mammalian cells, ccllular or-ganelles, tissues, bacreria, 
or some sort of enzyme. The contact between the biological systcm and the anaterial 
rnay be direct or indirect. Direct contact involves rhe exposure of a nnatrrial or an 
extract from a material directly with the biological system, whereas indirect contact 
occurs through a harrier of some sol-t, such as agar, a 1nem1br;lne filter, 01- denrilr. In 
vitro tests can be subdivided into tests that measure cell growth or death, those thal 
determine cellular fiulction of some type, ancl those that evalua~e the integrity 0 6  (he 
genetic material of the cell. However, clear boundaries may not exist ilinong these 
categories. For example, a matel-ial that suppresses cellular growth may do so by 
altering cellular DNA or by inhibiting some key enzyme required for division. 

In vitro tests have several advantages over animal or usage tests. 'l'hey are rela- 
tively fast, inexpensive, and easily standardized. Furthermore, they may be used for 
larger-scale screening than can either animal or usage tests. C:onditions for these 
tests can be tightly controlled to provide the highest quality of scientific rigor. 'lie 
greatest disadvantage of in vitro tests is their potential lack of relevance to the in vivo 
use of the material. For example, a test that measures the cytotoxicity of a material 
in an osteoblast cell-culture may not be relevant to the oral condition because the 
material never comes in contact with osteoblasts in vivo. The in vitro environment 
also lacks the complex coordination of systems that are present in an organism sucll 
as an immune system, an inflammatory system, and a circulatory system. 

Animal ~ S L S  place a material into an intact organism of some type (see Fig. 8-3). 
Common animals for this type of test are mice, rats, hamsters, ferrets, or guinea pigs, 
bul rnany other- types of animals have been used, including sheep, rnonlzeys, 
baboons, pigs, cats, and dogs. Pulp studies and animal tests are distinct from in vitro 
tests. In the lalter tests, an intact animal is used rather than cells or tissues from an 
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animal Animal tests are dist~nct from usage tests in that animal tests expose the ani- 
mal to the matelial witho~it regard to the material's final use For example, the sys- 
temic toxicity of dental amalgam might be tested by g~inding up sel amalgarn and 
feeding this to an animal, even though this type of exposule is less relevant lo the 
clinical use of amalgam Animal tests may also be subdivided into seveial types, 
including short-term or long-telm systellllc toxicity, exposure to intact or abraded 
membranes, and immune sensitization or bone response. There ale also animal 
tests for mutagenicity, carcinogenicily and other- specialized conditions. 

Regardless of the type of test used, the advantage of an animal t e s l~s  11s ability to 
allow an intact biological system to respond to a material. The material may inter- 
act with the many complex biological systems within the animal and a more com 
plete biological lesponse is the~efore measured IIowever, animal tests are expensive 
and difficul~ to control, and they may take many months or even years to complete, 
depending on the species used. These tests are also controversial because of ethical 
concerns about proper animal treatment. I urthermore, the relevance of an animal 
test is often questioned because of concerns about the ability of any animal species 
used to adequately represent the human species. Despite their disadvantages, ani- 
mal tests provide an important bridge between the in vitro environment and the 
clinical use of the material, and these tests are likely to be used in some capacity for 
the foreseeable future. 

Usage tests are performed in animals or humans. A usage test requires that the mate- 
rial be placed in an environment clinically relevant to the use of the material in clini- 
cal practice. If the test is performed in humans, it is called a clzni~al trzal rather than a 
usage test. I'he choice of animals for a usage test will be more limited than for an ani- 
mal test because not all species can be used for all clinical situations, often because of 
the size ol anatomy of a given species Thus usage tests are more likely to be pertornled 
on  large^ animals with anatomy that more closely resembles that of humans I he rel- 
evance of '1 usage tcs~  to clinical practlce is potentially higll by defi~l~tion I lowever, the 
ultimale lelevance of a usage test depends di~t>ctly on the quality with which the tesl 
mirnrcs the clinical use of the matelial in telms of time, area, clinicCll environment, and 
placement technique Ihe human clirlicnl cnnl is therefore the "gold standard" of usage 
tests and is the standad hy which in vitro and animal tests are judgecl 

Usage tests also have a number of disadvantages These tests ale ext~ernely com- 
plex and difficult to p c ~ f o ~ i n  in ter~ns ok expe~irnenlnl control and inte~p~etation 
The tesls are exceptionally expensive; thousands of dolld~s m,ly be needed for a sin- 
gle subject. If humans are to be used, approval for clinical tridl must be obla~ned, by 
law, from 'ln Institutional Review Board. The time required for these tests may 
stletch from months to years if data on the long-term performance of a material are 
desired. Finally, human usage tests may involve many legal liabilities and issues that 
are not factors for animal and in vitro tests. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

If you were presented w ~ t h  a new material, never before used in a human being, how 

would you decide whether ~t was safe as a dental restorative material? 

How Tests Are Used Together to Measure Biocompatibility 

Generally, no s~ngle test is used to evaluate the biocompatibility of a new material. 
Rlther, in v im,  animal, and usage tests are used together FIoweve~; the role of each 
of these basic tests in the overall testing scheme is controversial arld is still evolving. 
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Three phases are generally recognized in the testing of a new biomaterial: pi-imary, 
secondary, and ustlge. At first glance, these phases might appear to be redundant to the 
categories of in vitro, animal, and usage tests discussed in the previous section. 
I Iowever, there are differences, and these differences will increase in the Si~ture as bet- 
ter tests for hiocompatibility are developed. Primary tests are perfor-med initially in the 
testing of a new material; these tests are often in vitro in nature. I:or example, the first 
primary tests often conducted to evaluate a new casting alloy are in vitro cytotoxicity 
and mutagenicity tests. But primary tests might also include some animal tests to meas- 
ure systemic toxicity. Secondury lesls are almost always conducted in animals. 1:ol- exam- 
ple, tests to measure dermal irritation, chronic toxicity, or response upon implantation 
are selected to observe the immune response. Secondary tests explore beyond toxicity 
or mutagenicity toward issues such as allel-gy, inflammation, and other sublethal and 
cllronic biological responses. I lowever, Inore sophisticated in vitro tests are being 
developed for inflammation, estrogenicity, surface effects, and osteoinduction that are 
also secondary in nature. The usage phase of testing is largely the same as described pre- 
viously, because the material must be tested in a clinically relevant situation. 

The testing of a new material is a linear progression from primary to secondary 
to usage tests (Fig. 8-15). Primaly tests are conducted first, and only materials that 
"pass" these primary tests are tested in the secondary phase. Similarly, only materi- 
als that have favorable results in the secondary tests are subjected to usage tests. This 
paradigm for testing is depicted as a triangle, with the majority of materials (repre- 
sented by the width of the bottom of the triangle) tested in the prima~y phase, fewer 
materials surviving to the secondary phase, and the fewest materials reaching the 
usage phase of testing. At its inception, this linear paradigm appears to be the most 
efficient and cost-effective way of bringing new materials safely to the public. ' lo a 
large extent, this linear paradigm pel-sists toclay in hiocompatibility testing. 
I lowever, questions about the accuracy of pvimary and secondary tests have chal- 
lenged the wisclorn of the linear paradigm ovel- the past several decades. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, several stucties by Mjor et a1 (1 977) were pub- 
lished comparing in vitro, animal, and usage tests for materials used clinically in 
dentistry for many years. The results (Table 8-1) showed that the in vitro and ani- 
mal tests did not necessarily predict the results of us;tge tests or the successful 

Fig. 8-15 Diagr,lm showing the classical 
~~rogression o i  hiocompalibility tests in [he 
assessment of a new material. The number 
of materials tested is represented by the 
width o l  the triangle. l~hus all materials 
wil l  be lcstcd by primary tests, buL many 
wil l  not have responses favorable enough 
to be c,lrricd to scconcl,lry tcsts. ILikcwisc, 
only mclteri,~ls that show fdvor,tl~le 
re,rc-tions in the secontI,lry tests wil l  be 
evaluateti by the usage tests. Number of materials 
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Comparison of In Vitro and Animal Test Results with Usage Test 
Data for Three Dental Materials 

Restorative material In vitro test Animal test Clinical trial 

Silicate Cement 1 + 1 + 2 + 
Resin Conlposile 2 + 2 + 1 + 
'LOB Cement 3+ 1-t 0 

0-3-i- indicate degree of reaction to thc material, with 0 indicnling no adversc response and ?+ indicat- 
ing a severe response. 
Ad,lpted from Mj6r IA, Hensten-l'etlcrsc~> A, and Sliogedal (3: In( [lent J 27: 127, 1977. 

clinical experience with the material The results frorn these studies also showed a 
rather poor correlatioil among in vitro tests The authors of these studies questioned 
the usefulness of in vitro and animal tests for the primary and secondary phases of 
testing One material used in these tests was a zinc oxide-eugenol (ZOE) cement. 
When tested in direct contact with a cell culture, Lob reliably and completely kills 
every cell in the culture; yet in clinical practice, ZOE cements have been used suc- 
cessfully for many years, with no evidence of pulpal damage This paradox spawned 
the concept of constructing in vitro tests to be as relevant as possible to their In vivo 
use In the case of ZOE, the use of an in vitro dentin barrier between the cement and 
the cells showed that the dentin protected the cells from most of the toxic effects of 
the ZOE and better aligned the in vitro test results with the associated clinical expe- 
rience Until these studies by Iiume, Hanks, and others, few attempts were made to 
ensure the clinical relevance oi in vitro tests Today, this releva~lce is a plerequisite 
f o ~  applopii,~te in v i t~o  and, to some extent, animal tests. 

llle wall< by Mjor et al (1377) also challenged the linear testing paradigm itself 
I he 11ne,r1 pnl'digm relies heavily on the accuracy of the primary tests If lbese tesls 
ale too severe, potent~ally gooci materials will be screeiled out If they are too insen- 
sit~ve, rnalel~dls with little clin~cal proinise will be plomoted to the next phasc 
of testing, wa\llng Lime and money and placing anim,~ls and humans at unneces- 
sary risk Although the hnear paladigm persists today wlthin the st'lnda~ds and 
~egulatoiy agencies,   no st researche~s in the field have adopted otllel pdlndig~us 
(rig 8 16) In these ,lltelnatlve paladigms, the basic lineal p n ~ ~ ~ d ~ g r n  1s piese~vrd, 
hut the nceci to collslder nonlinear th~illting is also infuwd For cxample, a new 
material n7;ly he ~ested fiist using classic piimary tests followed by secondary dnct 
usage tests, but primary tests may be necessary at a later stage to answer a questlon 
that arose fiom an early clinical trial This question may not have arisen until the 
clinical trial, and the in vitro environment may be the only environment with suffi- 
cient expelimental controls to answer the question Nonlinear paladigms such as 
those shown in rigure 8-1 6 will likely become standard, particularly as more is 
understood about material-cell leactions at the molecular levels. 

Standards: Advantages and Disadvantages 

Although the earliest attempts at formally developing standardized tests for the bio- 
compatibility of materials came in 1933, it was not until 1972 that the Council on 
Dental Materials, Instruments, and Equipment (later called the Council on Scientific 
Affairs) of the American National Standards InstitutelAmerican Dental Association 
(ANSIIADA) approved Document No. 41 for Recommended Standard Prnctices for 
1Siological Evaluation of Dental Materials. Ib some extent this documeilt was devel- 
oped in rrspo~lse to a movement in the [I.S. Congress to require biological testing of 
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Primary Secondary 

Fig. 8-16 Diagram showing several newer schemes (or the progresslon of b~ocompa[ibl l~tv tests in 
the assessment of a new malcr~al A, All three tests may be done ~ n i t ~ ~ ~ l l y ,  but a\ the te5tlng progresses, 
[he usage tests predominate B, The most common progresslon is from primary to sccondary to usage 
(darker arrows) tests, but any test may be pcrforrncd at any hmc In [he dcvclopm'nt of a material, 
depend~ng on problcms that are encountered These alterndtlve scheme5 recognize the con ip lex~~~cs of 
t )~ocompat~h~l i ty testlng and the neecl lo avo~d thc rigid slructurc shown In F~gure 8 1 5  

all medical devices, and this movement was foimali~ed by the passage of the Medical 
Device Rill in 1976 An important point IS that dental restorative materials are con- 
4ide1ed devices as opposed to dri~gs In the vrew of the Food and Diug 
Adrnin~stration ( I  DA) the rigor f o ~  devices is somewhat less than lor drugs, whlch 
must show safety and etficncy Devices ale lequ~ied to show s'ifety only 

ANSIIADA Document 41 

I he original ANSI/ADA Document No 41 lor biologicdl testing of dental materials 
 elea eased in 1972) was updated in 1382 to include tests lor nlutagenicity This spec- 
ification uses the lirlenr pa~adigru for materials screening and divides testing into 
initial, secondary, and ~lsage tests lhc  initial tests include i n  v i t~o  assays lor cyto- 
toxicity, led blood cell membrane lysis, mutagenesis, and ca~cinogenesis, as well CIS 

animal tests fol systemic toxicity by oral ingestion. Secondary tests include animal 
tests for inflammatory or irnmune lesyonses. Usage tests include tests for pulpal and 
bone response. The required tests for a given mateiial are not listed specifically. 
Rather, it is up to the manufacturer to select the tests and defend the selection to the 
ANSI/ADA and later to the FDA when applying for approval of the material. 
Document No. 41 is currently being revised, but the revision is not complete, so the 
1382 version is still in force. The document is available from the Council on 
Scientific Affairs at the American Dental Association (www.ada org), 211 b Chicago 
Avenue, Chicago, TI, GOGll or the American National Standards Institutes 
(www ansi.01-g) 1819 L Street NW, Washington, DC 20036. 

I S 0  Standard 10993 

The IS0 10993 document is the international standard for testing the biocompati- 
bility of materials. Unlike ANSI/ADA Docurnent No. 41, the I S 0  10993 standard 
is not restricted to dental materials. This document was first published in 1992, 
but modified versions are updated periodically. In 2002, IS0 10993 consisted of 
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16 parts, each addressing a different area of biological testing. I+or example, Part 3 
governs tests for genotoxicity, carcinogenicity, and leproductive toxicity, whe~eas 
Part 4 covers tests for materials that interact with blood. Two types o l  tests are 
covered in the standald initial tests for cytotoxicity, sensitization, and systemic tox- 
icity, and supplementaiy tests f o ~  chronic toxicity, carcinogenicity, and biodegrada- 
tion. In addition, some specialized tests for devices are addlessed, such as the 
dentin barrier test for restorative dental materials. 'l'he in~tial tests may be in vitro 
01 animal tests, whereas the supplementa~y tests are pelformed on animals or 
humans. In this standard, usage tests are part of the supplementary tests. As with 
the ANSI/ADA standald, the selection of tests is left to the manulacturei-, who must 
then defend this selection upon application lor app~ov~l l  The document does give 
suggestions for test selection in Part 1 (Ibble 8-2); these suggestions are based on 
how long the material will be present, whether it will contact the body surface, 
blood, or bone, and whether it communicates externally once it is placed inter- 
nally. The current working version is available from the International Organization 
for Standardization (www.iso.ch), Case Postate 56, CII-1211, Geneva 20, Switzerland, 
with reference to 1SO10933-1: 1992(E). 

'lhe standardization of biocompatibility testing of materials has done much to 
advance understanding of biocompatibility and to protect the public Because the 
nature of biologic testing involves innumerable variables, standardization is critical 
to the unbiased comparison of results from different studies. In this srrlse, stan- 
dards are very important. However, standards also have disadvantages Most 
standards cannot Izeep pace with the development of new scientific information, 
such as the rapid advance of cellular and molecular biological techniques. By their 
nature, standa~ds ~ e p ~ e s e n ~  a c o ~ ~ l p ~ o m i s e  ,1111ong manulactulers, academicians, and 
the lay public, therefore they tend to be developed slowly Standards may also be 
arbitrary in natule because they must assign cut-off points for acceptability, and 
good scientific evidence to ratio~lally select these cut-off points rarely exists 
rndividuals responsible for standards testing must recognize its economic impact on 
manufacturers and clinicians and must also be aware of the unavailability of certain 
techniques on a global scale IIowever, even with all these shortcom~ngs, standa~ds 
for biological testing are desirable and necessary for scientists, manulacturers, and 
patients alike. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Ciie exa~nples of how the biolog~cal propertres of sever,~l rr~~~ierrals used rn u'enlrstry 

requrre special cons~deration in use to ensure their biological safety. 

CURRENT BlOCOMPATlBlLlTY ISSUES IN DENTISTRY 
Latex 

Exposure to latex comes from many sources, including toy balloons, condoms, 
swim goggles, dishwashing gloves, hairnet elastics, clothing elastics, footwear, cervi- 
cal diaphragms, and hot water bottles. Of particular interest in dentistry is the use 
of the latex lubber dam, which exposes patients and dental personnel. In the early 
1980s when the AIDS virus became known, dental personnel began to routinely 
wear gloves to reduce the risk of disease transmission. Since that time, the incidence 
o l  latex hypersensitivity reactions has increased dramatically. In 1991, the kDA esti- 
mated that about 6% to 7% of surgical personllel may be allergic to latex. Surveys 
of dental p~ofessionals have shown that 42% have adverse reactions to occupational 



Test Methods for Preclinical Evaluation of Medical Devices Used in Dentistry 
Croup I Croup I I  Croup I l l  

Primary (initial) tests Secondary tests Preclinical usage tests 

Acute Sys- Skin Irrita- Subchronic Local Ef- 

Acute Sys- temic Subchronic tion and Systemic fects After 
temic Toxicity- Systemic Intracuta- Sensitiza- Toxicity- Implanta- Pulp Cap- 

Cytotoxic- Cenotoxic- Toxicity- Application Toxicity- neous Reac- tion Application tion Pulp and ping and 
Cytotoxic- Cytotoxic- ity Test ity Test Oral Appli- by Inhala- Oral Appli- tivity I S 0  by Inhala- IS0 Dentine Pulpotoniy Endodontic 

ity Test ity Test IS0 IS0 cation tion cation IS0 10993-10 10993-10 tion 10993-6 Usage Test Test Usage Test 

Nature of Duration of IS0 XXXX I S 0  XXXX 10993-3 IS0 10993-11 IS0 10993-11 IS0 10993-11 Clauses 5.2, Clauses IS0 10993-11 Clauses 4, IS0 XXXX IS0 XXXX IS0 XXXX 

Contact Contact Clauses 6, 7 10993-5 AnnexA Clause 4 Clause 6.5.1 Clause 6.5.3 Clause 6.7.1 5.4 6.2, 6.3 Clause 6.7.3 5, 6 Clause 8 Clause 9 Clause 10 

Surface- 524 hr X X X X X 
contacting 24 hr to X X X X X X X X 
devices 30 days 

>30 days X X X ?i X X X X 

External 524 lir X X X X X X 
coininuni 24 hr to X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
cating 30 days 
devices >30 days X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

l inplai~t S24 hr X X X X X X 
devices 24 hr to X X X X X X X X X 

30 days 
>30 days X X S X X X X X X 

X in the columns indicates test that shall be consideled for use IS0 XXEY In the columii headiilg indicates that the official nuinber riill he designated when the IS0 grants approval 
This Draft liltelnational Standard was developed by a Technical Colninittee of the iilternatlonal Organiiation for Standardization (ISO) 'Ihe America11 National Standards lnstltute (AVSI), the U S inelilher of ISO, pdnic~pates in irs t c c h ~  
nical program and adininlsters secretariats of  various tecliilical cornm~ttcei and subgroups .LVSI is also IS0 s i-xclusire sale agent In the Uiiited Statcs for all IS0 standards, Draft Interilational Standards, and Comiuittee D~af ts  The excerpt 
fiom t h ~ s  Draft international Standard is being distributed by TVB Saundera Company through an  arrangement ~ r ~ t h  .kVbI 
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matelials, most of which were related to de~matoses of tlle hands and finge~s. 
Adve~se reactions in 3.7O/0 of adult patients and 5.7% of pediatric patients were asso- 
ciated w ~ t h  latex gloves IIowevcr, only 8.8% of the adult patients who experience 
hypersrrlsitivity reactions used latex gloves at work. i r l ~ ~ ~ s  latex l~lypersensitivity is a 
problem for both dental persollnel and patients, and concerns about this problem 
are increasing. 

Hypersensitivity to latex-containing products may leplesent a true latex alleigy or 
a reaction to accelerators and antioxidants used in latex processing. Reactions to 
latex valy from locnlized ~aslles and swelling to mole serious whee~ing and an'l- 
pllylaxis. Ilermatitis of the hands (ec~ema) is the most common adve~se reaction 
A history of eczema and n familial llistory of allergies are p~edisposing factors, and 
repeated exposure and durntion of exposure play a  ole in the degree of response 
The [nost serious systemic dlle~gic reactions occu~ when latex-containing p~oducts, 
such as gloves and rubber dams, contact the mucous membranes. Such exposures 
may result in angioneurotic edema, chest pain, and a rash on the neck and chest of 
severely allergic persons. Asthmatic reactions and other respiratory reactions have 
also been reported to components of the latex that are released into the air and car- 
ried by the powder coating on many latex products 

The processing of latex has made identification of specific protein allergens diffi- 
cult. Natural latex products are made from a white, milky sap harvested from a tree 
that grows in tropical regions Ammonia is added to the sap to preserve it, but at the 
same time the ammonia hydrolyzes and degrades the sap proteins to produce aller- 
gens. Vulcanization is the process by which liquid latex is hardened into rubber 
through the use of sulfur compounds and heat These chemicals may be allergenic 
tlirmselves, nnd are often present to some degiee in tllc final product The final 
manufacturing piocess leaches the allergens from the rubbei products by sonlting 
thern in hot water The leaching watei is changed repeatedly lo decrease the con- 
centration of the allergens, but leaching bl ings other allelgens to the surface and 
urifortunately places the highest concent~ations near the skin of the weaici. Thus tlle 
allergenicity of a given batch of latex will be highly dependent o n  how the latex was 
collected, preserved, and processed Synthetic latex is also available, hut i t  suffers 
from sirnila~ problems, except that ~latu~ally occurrlilg proteins and thc i~  degrada- 
tion products are not present 

Nickel 

Nickel is a coinrnoli component of lnany dental alloys including those used for 
crowns, fixed partial dentures, removable partial dentures and some orthodontic 
appliances. Nickel is also used in many types of endodontic files, although the dura- 
tion of exposure through this route is far shorter. The use of nickel-based alloys for 
fixed prosthodontics in the United States has increased dramatically over the past 
20 years and currently accounts for somewhere between 30% and 50% of the mar- 
ket. The use of nickel in dental alloys has been controversial for many years because 
of the biological properties of nickel ions and nickel compounds. 

Niclzel is the most allergenic metal known, with an incidence of somewhere 
between 10% to 20°/o, depending on the study. Ilypersensitivity to nickel is more 
common among women, presumably because of chronic exposure through jewelry, 
although the incidence among men is increasing. Reactions to nickel-containing 
dental alloys are well docume~lted and can be quite severe in sensitive individuals. 
These reactions nre probably underreported because the reactions are often subtle, 
and they resemble periodontal inflammation (see Fig. 8- G ) ,  hut they may occur pri- 
marily outside the mouth. 
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Not all nickel-allergic individuals will react to intraoral nickel, and it is currently 
not possible to predict which individuals will react. Because the frequency of niclzel 
allergy is high, it is possible that individuals will become sensitized to nickel after 
placement of nickel-containing alloys in the mouth. Some studies in guinea pigs 
have reported that oral exposure to nickel induces imlnunological tolerance, 
although this has not been shown in humans. There is a known cross-~eactivity 
between nickel and palladium allergy. Virtually 100% of patients who are allergic 
to palladium will be allergic to nickel, whereas only about 33% of those allergic to 
nickel will be allergic to palladium. 'l'he mechanisms oS the high allergy frequency 
to nickel are not known, but there is probably a genelic component. In addition, the 
tendency of nickel-containing alloys to release relatively large amounts of nickel 
ions probably contribute to tliei~ allergenicity. 'lhis release is particularly high in 
acidic conditions and for Ni-CI nlloys with less than 20 wt%, chromium 

Niclzel has other adverse brological effects in addition to allergy. Nickel subsul- 
fide (Ni,S,) is a documented respiratory carcinogen in humans, but this compound 
is unknown in dentistry. Nickel ions ( ~ i ~ + )  are a documented mutagen in humans, 
but there is no  evidence that nickel ions cause any carcinogenesis intraorally. Nickel 
carbonyl [Ni(CO),] is an extremely toxic compound used industrially, but not in 
dentistry. Nickel ions also have been shown to be nonspecific inducers of inflam- 
matory reactions (see Fig. 8-3) along with cobalt and mercury. Specifically, nickel 
ions appear to induce intercellular adhesion molecules in the endothelium and 
cause release of some cytokines from monocyles and other cells. It is not known to 
what extent these mechanisms contribute to any intraoral inflammation around 
nickel-containing crowns. 

Beryllium 

Berylli~un is uscd in Ni-CI alloy4 in conccntrdriorls of 1 wt% to 2 wlo/o (npploxi- 
mately 5.5 atoh to 11 a10h) to incre'lse the castability of these alloys and lowel their 
melting range Beryllium also tends to form thin adht,~ent oxides that are rtquilcd 
to promote chemical bonding of porcelain I he use of beryllium 111 dental alloys is 
controvrlsl'~1 because of its biological cffects. 1 irst, beryllium is a documented cal- 
cinogen in ei the~ the metallic (Be0) or ionic (1%e2') state, although there are no stuci- 
ies showing that dental nlloys containing beryllium cause cancel in humans Any 
~edction is most p~obably mediated by be~ylliurn released Ir-orn the alloys, d11d 
although such  ele ease has been docurnerlted intrao~ally and 111 vitro, the release is 
not as p~orninent as fol nickel. Acidic erlvironmellts enhance belyllium lelease fiom 
Ni-Cr alloys. 

Second, beryllium-containing particles that are inhaled and reach the alveoli of 
the lungs may cause a chronic inflammatoly condition called beryllioszs. In this con- 
dition, the alveoli of the lung are engorged with lymphocytes and macrophages. 
'I' cells in susceptible individuals proliferate locally in the lung tissue, presumably in 
a delayed hypersensitivity reaction to the beryllium metal. Belylliosis occurs only 
in individuals with a hypersensitivity to beryllium and may occur from inhalation 
of beryllium dusts (from grinding or polishing alloys), salts, or fumes, such as those 
encountered when casting beryllium-containing alloys. 

Mercury and Amalgam 

The controversy over the biocompntibility oS amalgam has waxed and waned sev- 
eral times in the 170-plus-year history of its dental use in the United States. Most 
of the controversy stems Sr-om the known toxicity of merculy and the debate over 
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whether mercury frorn amalgams has toxic effects Mercury occuls in t hee  f o ~ m s  
as the metal (HgO), as an znorgunzL zon (11g2+), oi in one of several organz~lo~rns, such 
,is methyl or ethyl mercury Metallic mercury gains access to the body via the skin 
or as a vapor through the lungs Ingested metallic mercury is poo~ ly  abso~bed from 
the gut (0.010h), so the prima~y portal into the body is through inhnlation of mer- 
c u ~ y  vapor. 

Numerous studies have shown that amalgains release sufficient vapoi to cause 
lxtween 1 and 3 yg of mercury absorption per day, depending on the nu~iibei of 
amalgams present 'The inhaled mercury gains access to the blood stream via the 
alveoli of the lungs. t I-om the blood, rnercirly is distributed in the body, with p~ef-  
erence for fat and nervous tissues Me~cury also is ingested through wear of amal- 
gam restorations,  bout 45 pg/day of mercury may ei the~ leach the gut in the form 
of amalgam particulate or be dissolved and released as ~ g ~ +  ions The abso~ption of 
the lonlc mercury 1s also poor (approximately 1% to 7%). Mercury trapped in amal- 
gam particles is even more poorly absorbed. Methyl mercury is not produced from 
amalgams but is generally a product of bacteria or other biological systems acting 
on metallic mercury Methyl mercury is the most toxic form of mercury and is also 
very efficiently absorbed from the gut (90°/o to 95%). The primary source of methyl 
mercury is in the diet, with fish (especially shark, swordfish, and tuna) contributing 
a significant portion. 

Concerns about merculy stem from its toxicity and its relatively long half-life in 
the body. The loxicity of mercury is well known and the symptoms depend some- 
what on the form. Acute symptoms are neurological or renal, ranging from pares- 
thesia (at levels 2500 pg/kg) to ataxia (21000 yg/kg), joint pain (22000 pg/kg) and 
death (24000 yg/kg). The lowest known level for any observable toxic effect is 3 yg/kg. 
This level translales to about 30 v g  of mercury pel g ~ a m  of cleatinine clearance in 
the urine At clhronic exposule levels,  he syrnplolns are more subtle ,lnd include 
weakness, fatigue, anorexi;l, weight loss, insomn~a, irritah~lity, shyness, dizziness, 
and trelnols in the ex~remities or the eyelids (hence the phrase "mad as a hatte~," a 
reference to felt hat rnakers who used mercury and often showed signs 01 de~nen- 
tia). Altlrough anialgans do no1 lelease anywhe~e 1le~11 toxic l~vels  of merculy, the 
long half-life of melcury in the hody causes concern among some indiv~duals 
'Tl~e half-life ranges horn 20 to 30 days, depending on the form, with methyl mer- 
cury exhibiting the longest half-life and i norganic forms having the shortest half-11fc. 
Numerous tests for body bu~den  of mercury have been developed, including analy- 
sis of blood, urine, and h'lir. Of these, the uiine is the best long-lerm indicato~ of 
the total metallic mercury body burden, normalized to glains of c~eatinine clearance 
from the kidney 

Ilumans are exposed to mercury from a variety of sources in addition to den- 
tal amalgams. '1 here are exquisitely sensitive methods for detecting mercury to 
the parts-per-trillion level, and these methods have made it possible to analyze 
the sources of mercury exposure for humans. Estimates of intake levels from air 
(in yg/day) are 0.12 for IIgo, 0 04 for ~ g ~ + ,  and 0.03 for methyl mercury. Water 
probably contributes about 0.05 yg/day and food about 20.0 pg/day in the form 
of Ilg2+. Depending on a person's diet, consumption of fish contributes about 
0.9 pg/day of H ~ O  and 3.8 pg/day of methyl mercury. These values help put the 1 
to 3 yg/day of absorbed Hgo vapor from amalgams in perspective. Thus the intake 
of melcury is a complex issue with many sources and forms of exposure. 
Furthermore, intake alnounts vary considerably among individuals, depending 
on diet, environment, and dental status. Despite the confirmed exposure of 
humans to these low levels of mercury, the biological effects of lhese levels are 
insignificant. 
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Many studies have attempted to determine whether merculy exposure from 
dental or other sources contributes to any documentable health problem Several 
studies have estimated the nurnber of amalgam surfaces that would be needed to 
expose an individual to mercury c~ncentr~l t ions with a minimum observable 
effect (slight psychornotot performance, detectable tremol, arid impaired nerve 
conduction velocity). hstimates are that 4'50 to 530 amalgam surfaces would 
be necessary to achieve these levels. Even if all 32 teeth wele restored 011 all sur- 
faces with amalgam, the total number of surfaces would be only 192 Other stud- 
ies have measured renal function in patients in whom ,111 amalgams wele removed 
simultdneo~tsly (worst case). Despite markedly elevated blood, plasma, and urine 
levels of mercury, no renal impairment has been noted. Still other studies have 
investigated blood cell type and cell nurnber in dentists, who are plesumably 
exposed to higher levels of mercury because oi daily occupational exposule. No 
effects of mercury have been noted. Other studies for neurological symptoms in 
various populations occupationally exposed have shown no effects In summary, 
there are simply no data to show that mercury released from dental amalgams is 
harmful. 

Estrogenicity 

In 1996, a research group claimed that dental sealants released estrogenic sub- 
stances in sufficient quantities to warrant concern Since that time, the estlogenicity 
of dental composites has been questioned, particularly in children Estrogenicity is 
the ability of a chemical to act as the hormone estrogen does in the body. If these 
chemicals are not indigenous to the body, the substance is called a xenoestrogen 
The occulrence of xenoestiogens in the erivironment has been a concerti fol mnny 
years. L~ivironmentalists fear that these s ~ b s t ~ ~ n c e s  will altel the reproductive cycles 
and developmental plocesses in wildlife, and t l ie~e is evidence to suppo~t  these con- 
cerns Ihe concern dho~it estlogeris in dentistry center a~ound  a chern~cal called 
bzsphenol A (or DL'! ) ,  which 1s a synthetic starting point f o ~  all Kis-GMA cornposites 
in dentistly, as well as ~ n d ~ i y  othel pldstics The fear is that the release of these sub- 
stances might altel riormdl c e l l ~ l ~ ~ r  development or 1ii;tintenance if the RI'A has 
estl ogenic effects 

There is failly convincing evidence that BPA and BI'A dirnetliac~ylate (also known 
as 13AI)) may ‘let on the estrogenic receptors in cells. Thus these chemicals ale prob- 
ably xenoestrogms. kvidcnce comes fi-orn molecular modeling studies and studies 
of estrogen receptor-UI'A binding in vitlo. However, these studies have also show11 
that BPA and BAD are probably 1000-fold less potent as estrogens than the native 
estrogen hormone 

One test commonly used to assess xenoestrogenic activity is called the E-screen 
assay. 'This in vitro test lelies on the growth response of breast cancer cells that are 
estrogen sensitive to purported estrogenic compounds Ijrpically, tlie compound in 
question is applied to cells, and cell growth is measured ovel a period of 24 to 72 hr. 
A compound is deemed estrogenic if the growth rate of cells exceeds that of control 
compounds without the chemical. The b-screen test has several problems that make 
its accuracy doubtful. First, the test does not confirm that the chemical acts on the 
estrogenic receptor, a requirement for true estrogenicity. Second, the test uses cell 
growth to define estrogenicity, but many factors other than estrogenicity can cause 
such cell growth. r'inally, several other problems exist with the test, such as reliabil- 
ity and sensitivity of the cell-lines used and difficulties in controlling va~iables. All 
of these factors cast doubt on the reliability of the B-screen assay as a predictor of 
estrogenicity. 
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Although the estrogenicity of ISPA has been confirmed, no  evidence exists that 
dental composites have estrogenic effects in vitro or in vivo. 'lhe original con- 
tentions of Olea et al in 1336 appear to have been overstated, because several errols 
in the method and interpretation have subsequently been reported in the literature. 
Studies have shown only trace amounts of BPA in dental composites, and elution of 
BPA from polymel ized composites is low or not detectable. Coupled w ~ t h  the rela- 
tive insensitivity of BIJA as an estrogen and the lilcely dilution of any released BPA, 
the rislzs of estlogenic effects in vivo appear low. No studies have shown corlclusive 
evidence of these effects from dental resin-containing materials. 

-, Other Biological Effects of Resins ~? 
1 he explosion in the use of dental ~esins for restorative work has raised questions 
about the biological safety of these materials. The primary lisk of these materials 
appears to be allergy, and the risk is highest for dental personnel because of frequent 
exposure to unpolymerized materials. The allergenicity of methylmethacrylate is 
well documented, and the use of gloves is not effective in preventing contact because 
most monomers pass easily through gloves. Also, allergic reactions to other methacry- 
lates have been reported. The allergic reactions are primalily contact dermatitis, with 
the resins acting as haptens via delayed hypersensitivity ('lype IV) mechanisms. In 
rare cases, anaphylactoid responses have been reported and dermatitis can be so 
severe as to be disabl~ng. In (he most severe cases, individuals must change work 
activities or select a different profession. 

liesins also have significant toxic effects as demonstrated through the use of in 
vitro tests, often comparable and sometimes exceeding the po~enty ofl~letnls P'lleir 
is ample evidence that resins ~elense unpolymeri~ed componenls illto hiologic,+l 
environments, ,~lthough the release in v~vo is not well docurnenred eithei lo1 ~csins 
or fol metals Rcslm tompolnermgs have <PISO bec11 shown to tlavrlsr the elcntln, ancl -- ---- -- - -- 
newel ~cclaaa~clues th'lt advocate d i~ ect pulp c,lppi ng wlhh ~esirrs expose pulp dlssue 
directly to hlaesc maiilerials. The long-term, low-cbosc clfece of released rcsin compo- 
nents is not well understood, and clebecting '~dvcr-se ellects in vivo is tiifficult. 
1,irraited claa~ical evidence has lia~keci the use of resins to oral inf1;rmm;ation. 'I'her-c is 
also Pimnited i n  vivo cvidelmcc that ~rcsins pott.ntiatc the growth of some bacterial 
species. Olher studies P1,~ve nclvocart.cd the usc of special resins as antimicrobial 
agents to be i ncorporabcd into clental rcsborativc m;~terials. 

CLINICAL GUIDELINES FOR SELECTING BIOCBMPNIIBLE MATERIALS 

Clinicians will likely be continually overwhelmed by ma~lceting information on 
many new materials and claims of their clinical performance. LTnconditional bio- 
compatibility will often be claimed by manufacturers It is difficult for clinicians to 
evaluate the biological safety of new materials and evaluate manufacturers' claims 
Ilowever, with knowledge of biocornpatibility issues and some common sense, cli- 
nicians can make reasonable judgments about biological safety. Several crilicdl 
steps will ensure an informed decision. These steps are described in the following 
three sections. 

Define the Use of the Material 

An important considelation when evaluating biologicnl safety is how (he mate~i,lls 
will be used. As discussed p~eviously, the use of a ~n~lterial plays a c~ucial role in its 
hiocompatibility. 14or cxnmple, even though a ceramic has enjoyed success ,IS an 
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anterior restorative material, it is not always successful as a posterior material. 'The 
clinician should consider whether the matelial's p~oposeci use is new and whether 
it has been tested in its proposed use. If the matelial is to be used 111 a new way or 
in a new environment, more caution is advised. 

A second considelation is the composition of the material. Studies have sllowll 
lepeatedly that very small changes in composition or processing of a material can 
alter its biocompatibility. Cl~nicians should ask whether the material's composi- 
tion is diffe~ent from that of previous ploducts or whether the p~ocessing of the 
mate~ial has changed If so, caution is advised in applying previous biological data 
to the new situation. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

A sales representatwe comes into your office presenting a new f~llrng material. What 
should you learn ahout the mater~al's biocompatib~l~ty tests? 

Define How the Material Has Been Tested 

Previous discussion has emphasized the difficulties in applying in vitro or animal 
tests to clinical applications. In some instances, the clinician will not have access to 
data on the clinical trials of a new material (or these data may not exist). In these 
cases, the clinician will have to rely on in vitro or animal tests. 'l'he first consideration 
is to understand which tests have been used. Clinicians should not be satisfied with 
nondescript staterrlerlts such as "the rnalerial has been tested lo1 biocompatibility 
with no problems." If clinical trials are available, lnalze sure that the co~lditio~ls and 
duration of the test are relevant. 'The quality of ally usage tcst depends on (he fidelity 
of reproducing the clinical use. If only animal or in vitro tests are available, the cli- 
nician should question the structure of these tests and the methods employed. Make 
sure thal testing conditions were as relevant as possible, and look Sol multiple types 
of tests under different clinically relevant conditions. A well-controlled comparison 
with existing materials is always preferable to an isolated test on one material. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

117 the final annlys~s, wlio makes the choice nbour w h ~ c h  malerials are biolog~c.~lly rafe for 
u3e in denf~slry. [he patient, tlie dentrst, or the man~lfaclurer? 

Think in Terms of Risk and Benefit 

In the end, no material can be shown to be 100% safe or risk-free. Furthermore, rarely 
will all data be available to adequately define the risks of using a material. 'Thus the 
clinician must rely on clinical judgment, common sense, and the data available to 
make a judgment. The clinician must always recognize that the use of materials in the 
body requires a risk-benefit analysis. The degree of risk assumed must be carefully 
weighed against possible benefits. Each clinician will have to adapt a philosophy 
about the degree of risk he or she is willing to assume on the patient's behalf. 
l:urthermore, these risks must be communicated thoroughly and clearly to the 
p,ltient so that he or she can decide whether the benefits outweigh the risks. This 
communication is the essence of znfirrned conscnl, and nowhere in dentist~y is this 
process more important than in evaluating the biological effects of materials. 
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lmpression Materials 
Chiayi Shen 

OUTLINE 
lmpression Materials: Purpose and Requirements 

Materials Used for Making Impressions 

Elastomeric lmpression Materials 

Elastomeric lmpression Materials: Chemistry and Composition 

Elastomeric Materials: Making an lmpression 

Elastomeric lmpression Materials: Properties 

Hydrocolloids 

Agar (Reversible) Hydrocolloids 

Alginate (Irreversible) Hydrocolloids 

Other Applications and Handling of Hydrocolloids 

inelasiic lmpression Materials 

impression Compound 

Zinc Oxide-Eengenol (ZOE) lmpression Pastes 

KEY TERMS 
Accelerator-A compountl that speecls up the re,lct~ori, ,ll5o iefcrs to the componcwt (,~l let l  

the cc i tc~ lyc l  In the ~e, tct~or~ ol Inlprcssion rnatc~~,~ls 
Addition reaction-A polymcr~/at~on ~eactlon In wlilch each polymer ch,~~n grows to a r i l~ix- 

imum Icngth In seyucncc and n o  leattlon by protluct i s  Cornirtl 
Agar (reversible) hydrocolloid-An aqucous lmpresslon matcrlal used tor reco~d~ng maxi- 

mum deta~l, for example, as requ~red In the production of dlcs for f~xed resto~atlons 
Alginate (irreversible) hydrocolloid-An aqueous impression mater~al used Cor recording 

m~nlmal  detail, tor example, as requ~red to p~oduce study models 
Base paste/base putty-The component that Corms the maln three-d~mensional structure of 

the f~nal  lmpresslon 
Cast-A d~mens~onally a~curate reproduct~on of a part or parts of the oral t av~ ty  o~ exkraoral 

facial structures produced In a durablc hard niaterlal 
Catalyst paste/catalyst putty-A component of a polynier~rat~on reactlon that decreases the 

energy requlred for the react~on to occur and usually does not bccome part of the f~nal  
product, however, In the iormulatlon of ~mpresslon mater~als, thc term t atdlyst refers to a 
st~uctural component that ~nltratei the polymerl~atlon reactlon 

Colloid-A solld, I ~ q u ~ d ,  or gaseous substance made up of large molecules or masses of 
smaller molecules thak renialn In suspelislon In a surrounding continuous nietl~um of dl(- 
ferent mattcr 

Condensation reaction-A pnlynicr~rak~on process In which klie polymer cha~ns grow s~niul- 
t,lneously and a leactlon by-product 15 formed with assocla~ed shr~nkage 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Cross-linking-Joining oC polymer chains to form CI thrc!c-tlin~ensiorial networlc structure. 
Cure-The reaction process that tnlccs placc primarily during (he setting of a polymcr but con- 

linues after selling. 
Dashpot-An elemenl of the viscoelastic model describing the viscous response of' a polymer. 
Dispersed phase/dispersed particles-t'articles in a solution. 
Dispersion phase/dispersed medium-A solution containing a suspension of particles. 
Elastomer-A lightly cross-linlct~d impression material thal cxhil)ils elastic I~ehavior after 

setting. 
Fusion temperature-The temperature l~e low  which a definite reduction in plasticity occurs 

during cooling of an impression compound. 
Gel-A networlc of Cibrils that forms a weak, slightly elastic. hrush-heap structure of hydrocol- 

loicl; also, the solid networlc structure that defines the cross-linked polymer. 
Gclation-The transfor~nation from J hydrocolloid sol to a gel. 
Hydrocolloid (agar)-A colloid that contains water as the dispersion phase. 
Hydrophilic-Tendency to demonstrate a strong affinity for water. 
Hydrophobic-Tendency to demonstrate an aversion Lo water. 
Imbibition-Process of water sorption. 
Inelastic-Incapable of sustaining significant elastic deformation under stress. 
Initiator-The component that starts a polymerization reaction; types include photo-initiators, 

chemical initiators, and heat initiators. 
Irreversible hydrocolloid-Alginate impression material. 
Micelle-An aggregate of surfactant ~nolecules or ions in solution. 
Model-A positive full-scale replica of teeth, soft tissues, and restored structures used as a 

diagnostic aid Tor construction of orthodontic and prosthetic appliances. 
Monophase-See single phase. 
Permanent deformation-Irreversible change in slial)e that occurs when Ihc polymer 

 responds as a viscous liquitl under an applied pressure. 
Polymerization-Che1~2ic~11 reaction that tr;lnsforriis small niolcctiles into large ~~o ly l i ie r  

chains. 
Pseudoplastic-Clinr~ic~erislic of a material to become more Tlc~id whcn an aoplicd force is 

incrcasetl; this bcliavior involves shc'ir thinning and is s t r i n  rate-tlependcnt. 
Reversible hydrocolloid-Agar impression material. 
Rheological-Pertaining to thc science that clcscril~es the fluit-l or flow characteristic of 

materials. 
Set-State of being sufficiently rigid or elastic to permit removal from the mouth wilhoui plas- 

lic dciormCltion. 
Setting time-The elapsed tinic rroni lhc start of mixing until the impression n?aterial k)ecolnes 

Cirm enough to resist perni,lnent deformation; for an elastic impression Inaterial it represents 
the time at which the impression can be withdrawn from the mouth; for an inelastic impres- 
sion niaterial it i s  the time at which the impression is hard enough to resist penetration by 
a pointed object under an applied load. 

Shear-thinning-Tendency for viscosity to decrease as shearing stress increases. (See 
pseudoplastic.) 

Single phase-A single-component material that i s  viscous enough to serve as the tray mate- 
rial; i t  is also capable of shear-thinning and can serve as a syringe material. 

Spring-An engineering mechanics element that mimics the elastic behavior oT cross-linked 
polymers. 

Strain in  compression-The amount of deformation a material sustains under a constant load 
for no seconds; some permanent deformation may remain when the load i s  removed. 

Syneresis-Expression of fluid onto the surface of gel structures; this process allows hydro- 
colloid impressions to achieve equilibrium through stress relaxation. 

Thixotropic-Property of certain gels or other materials to become liquefied (less viscous) 
when shaken, stirretl, patted, or vibrated. (Scc Chaplcr 3 for related properties.) 

Undercuts-Recessed areas on oral structures, including teeth, edcntulous ridges, proslheses, 
a ions. and restor t '  
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Viscoelastic-Ability of a polymer to behave as an elastic solid (spring) and as a viscous liq- 

uid (dashpot). 
Working time-The total time from the start of mixing to the final time at which an imprcs- 

sion tray can be Cully seated without dislortion. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Whrc h of tlie erght crrtct 12 (hat ensure accurale rmpres51on rn,~l<~rig are related to the trnie 

(he rrnprcss~on matcrral rs rn the rnoutl,? Whrc h one IS relaled pr~rnar~ly to the propertres of 
'1 sef rrnpressron? 

IMPRESSION MATERIALS: PURPOSE A N D  REQUIREMENTS 

Constructing a model or cast is an important step in numerous dental procedures. 
Various types of casts and models can be made from gypsum products using an 
impression mold or negative lilzeness of a dental structure. The dentist designs and 
constructs both removable and fmed prostheses on a gypsum cast. Thus the cast 
must be an accurate representation of oral structures, which requires that the 
impression (mold) be accurate. 

Materials used to produce accurate replicas of intraoral and extraoral tissues 
should fulfill the following criteria to obtain an accurate impression: (1) They should 
be fluid enough to adapt to the oral tissues; (2) they should be viscous enough to be 
contained in the tray that is seated in the mouth; ( 3 )  while in the mouth, they should 
transform (set) into a rubbery or rigid solid in a reasonable amount of time. Ideally 
the total setting time should be less than 7 min; (4) the set impression should not 
distort 01- teal- when removed from the mouth; (5) the impressio~ls made from these 
materials should remain dime~lsionally stable at least until the cast can be poured; 
(6) the impression should maintain its dimensional stability after I-elnova1 of a cast 
so that a seco~lcl or- third casl call be made from the same impression; (7) the mate- 
rials shoulci be hiocompatible; and (8) the materials, associated processi~lg equip- 
ment, and processing time should he cost-effective. 

B~lvironmental conditions and the characteristics of the [issue often dictate the 
choice of materials, the quality of tlie impression, and the quality of the cast. This 
chapler discusses the ulliclue properties of currently used impressioil ~natei-ials and 
describes how lhese characteristics affect the quality of an impression and of the cast 
or model that is constructed from the impression. 1:igui-e 3-1 shows typical impres- 
sions with associated gypsum casts. 

Fig. 9-1 Iml~resiions of dentc1te (left) and 
etient~~lo~rs arclies (right) with the 
resulLing resl)ectivc gypsurn casls. 
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MATERIALS USED FOR MAKING IMPRESSIONS 

I Iistorically, impression making was accomplished with inelastic materials for both 
soft and hald tissues. Hydrocolloid was initially introduced to make implessions of 
hard tissues in place of inelastic materials. After World Wai 11, advances in polymer 
technology brought to the dental profession a group of synthetic lubhery materials 
called elastomers, which ale capable of making impressions of both soft and hald 
tissues. 'rllese nlaterials can be classified according to the mode through which the 
ingredients react (set oi harden) to solids, their mechanical properties, and their 
uses Table 3-1 shows the classification of the various dental impression materials 
based on the setting mechanism, dental applications, and mechanical deformation 
behavior The mechanical behavior of the materials also dictates theii primary appli- 
cations in imp1 ession malting. 

Setting Mechanism 

Impression materials can set by means of revel-sible or irreversible reactions. 'The term 
irreversible implies that chemical reactions have occurred and that the material cannot 
revert to its preset state in the dental office. For example, alginate, zinc oxide-eugenol 
(ZOE) impression paste, impression plaster, and elastomeric impression materials are 
hardened by chemical reaaions. On the other hand, reversible materials soften under 
heat and solidify when they are cooled, with no chemical change talung place. 
Reversible hydrocolloid and impression compounds belong to this category. 

Mechanical Properties 

Some imp~ession materials become i ig~d and callnot be ~emoved past undercuts 
w~thout  fidctuilng or distorting the rmpiesslon I hey ~nclude ZOk Irnplessloll paste, 
Implession plastn, and impression compound I hese Impression rnate~ials arc con 
s~deled inelast~c and w e ~ c  used for all linpresslons belole the introducl~on of agar 
hydroco%loid ZOF Impression pasre and lmpressron plastr~ ale called ~ n u t o ~ i u ~ z ~ .  
rrrtpre~szon nztatc~iul\ because they do  not compless the tissue dullng sealing of the 
impresslon tray They are deal  Sol malz~ng Implesslons of edentulous jaw slluctures 

blaslic impresslon ~nalel~als  make L I ~ I  the second use category Tllese rndaelrals 
can be st~etched ol conlp~essed dightly, but they should iebound w~thoul  perma- 
nent deformation when the ~mpress~on tlay 13 renloved from the mouth Ihey 
~nclude nonaclueous elastome~s and hydlocolloids blnstic lrnplesslon rnater~als ale 
capable of accurately rep~oduc~ng both the hatd and soft structures of the mouth, 
including the undercuts and ~nterproximal spaces 

Uses of Impression Materials 

Impression materials can be used to capture the precise shape of edentulous ridge 
forms (soft tissues) and tooth forms (hard tissues). Elastomers are used extensively 
to prepare casts for fixed and removable partial dentures, as well as for single 
restorative units, such as crowns, onlays, and inlays. Very fluid, light-body elas- 
tomeric impression materials are also used for edentulous impressions. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the consequences of plaong an ~n~pression matenal in the moutl~ when the 

working time has been exc clcded? 
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ELASTOMERIC IMPRESSION MATERIALS 

Elastomers reSer to a group of rubbery polymei-s, which are either chemically or 
physically cross-linked. They call be easily stretched and rapidly I-ecover their origi- 
nal dimensions when the applied stress is released. 

Chemically, there ai-e lour ltinds of elastomers used as impr-ession materials: poly- 
sutfidi?, condensation-polymcrizing silicone, (addition-polymrrizirzg silicone, anct polye~her. 
Representative products are shown in Figure 9-2. All of these materials call replicate 
intraoral and extraoral structures with sufficient accuracy for use in the Iabrication 
of fixed or removable prostheses. Most impression materials are two-component 
systems supplied in paste form. The different colored pastes are dispensed either 
through a spiral mixing tip or in equal lengtlls on a rnixirlg pacl and spatulated to a 
homogeneous color. Setting occui-s through a co~nbiriatioli of chain-lengthening 
polymerizatioll and chemical cross-linking by either a condensation reaction 
or addition reaction. Impression materials of this type are called nonaqueous 
elastomeric impression materiuls in ANSI/ALIA Specification No. 13. In this chapter, we 
will refer to them simply as elastomeric impres.sion materials. 

The current ANSI/ADA Specification No. 19 recognizes three types of elastomeric 
impression materials. Classification is based on selected elastic properties and the 
dimensional change of the set materials rather than on their chemistry. However, 
each type is further divided into four viscosity classes, including light-body, 
medium-body or regular-body, heavy-body, and putty. Viscosity is a material prop- 
erty that corltrols the flow characteristics of a material. 

Characteristics 

The rheological piopert~cs of the rldsto~nei~c Implession m,iteirals l,l,~y major role 
~n the11 ~~1cce~sf111 appllcdblon '1s h~gh-acculncy lmplesslon niater~,~ls Ihase matell- 
als ale ~ntioduced Into the mouth as v15cous paste5 with ta~rlully adjl~stcd flow 
plopertlcs 1 he settr ng iedctlorl then co~lvcits [hem Into viscoelastic sol~ds l lle 
apploplmtc flow bchavlor 01 the solrd form 1s cssent~al II an 'Iccurnte Irnpiesslon I\ 

to be ohtdlned The v1sco5rty and flow beh, iv~o~ of tllc unm~xrd components are 
a150 llnpol-tant, hecause these propertie4 coiltrol the ease of lmxing, the amount of 
;111 t~appcd durrng mmng, a ~ l d  the tmdency fot the trapped all to e\cape hefo~e the 
~mpless~on 1s made 

lhe  working time, wh~cll beglns at the stait of mrxlng and ends just before the 
elastlc properties have developed, must exceed [he time requl~ed f o ~  mixlng, fill~ng 
the syringe and/or tray, injecting the matella1 on tooth p~eparatlons, and seatmg the 
tiay Settlng tlme can be descr~bed as the tlme elapsing from the beginni~lg of mix~ng 

Fig. 9-2 I<( . I I I~ , \~ .  I~ . ) I I \ \ .  t 01111111 1, I 1 1  \ 
. I \ . I I I ~ I I ) I ~ ~  1~..15101111~111 I l l l l l t t . . r r l t ~ ~ ~  

I I I * I~~* I  %,I. lJppCr I(bf1 pair, I ~ I I I \  1i111, 

tJp1)csr riglit 1),1ir, I OIII~C,II~.IIIOII ..III OII, 

Lowcr Icil p.iir, IIOI\I .IIVI. 1owc.r riglil, 
~ l l l l l  ~11111 > 11, t l l l l  ~ l l . l l~ l l l  \ I),.; t . l l l l l , l ~ ; ~ ~ .  
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until the curing plocess has advanced sufficiently so that the i~np~ession ran be 
~ernoved fiorn the mouth with a m~nimum of distoltion If a mate~i~ll  is not ade- 
quately "set," the rnate~ial will not have sufficient elastic properties to respond to 
the stlaill of removing it fiom the mouth Sett~ng limes posted by the mallufacti11- 
ers may be too short, nnd waiting an "extra minute" before removlng the impression 
call ensul-e sclccess Rernernber, how eve^, that p o l y m e l ~ ~ a t ~ o n  may continue for a 
considerable time after setting 

Viscoelastic Properties 

The ideal impression rnatel-ial should accul-ately record oral structure, be easily 
removable without distortion from the mouth, and I-ernain dimensiorlally stable 
on the lab bench after pouring a gypsum product into the impression. 'l'he distor- 
tion produced during removal should be minimal if the clinic-ian rernernbers lo 
snap the tray away from the teeth after breaking the suction or the air seal. The 
borders of the tray shoulcl be pried loose parallel to the path of insertiori until air 
leaks into the tray. 'lhen the tray can be removed rapidly with minimal rotation or 
twisting. 

Viscoelasticity describes the dependence of an impression material's response to 
the speed of removal (strain rate). Viscoelastic behavior is intermediate between that 
of an elastic solid and a viscous liquid. An elastic solid can be viewed as a spring, 
which deforms instantly to a certain extent when one applies a specific load. 'llle 
deformation will he reversed completely when the load is removed. On the other 
hand, a viscous liquid is similar to an oil dashpot, which does not respond instantly 
to any sudden external load but deforms as the load is applied over time. l'he dash- 
pot continues to deforrn at a rate proportional to the cluration of loading until the 
load is removed. <;ompal-ed with the reversible behavior of an elastic solid, the 
dclol-mation exhibited by the dashpot is pel-manent. 

'I'he simplest model that demonstl-atcs the viscoclastic behavior- is a M < w c l l -  
Voigt model (Fig. 0-3, A), which co~lsists of :a spring ( S l )  and a dashpoi ( D l )  in 
ser-ies, and a second set (S2 and D2) in parallel. When one applies a force, either in 
a tcclsile or compressive mode, as shown by the arrow, spring S I  responds instanta- 
neously with a definile amount olstrain (cleformalion). At this instant, dashpot U1 
does not show any deformation and dashpot 112 prcvents spring S2 frorn deform- 
ing because of dashpot inertia (Fig. 9-3, H).  If the sane  force is mainlained o n  the 
model, both dashpots are activated and they continue to deform as long as loaciing 
is applied (Iiig. 3-3 ,  C). Meanwhile, spring S1 maintains  he same magnit~de of 
strain. At the moment the load is removed, the deformation exhibited by spring S1 
recovers while the rest remains unchanged (Pig. 9-3, L1). As time passes, spring S2 
slowly overcomes the inertia of dashpot D2 and recovers along with I12 (Pig. 9-3, 
I)). This process usually takes time, and the deformation will not recover com- 
pletely. l'he deforination of dashpot D 1 never recovers. 

'This viscoelastic behavior has considerable clinical importance. According to the 
model, the amount of permanen1 deformation attributed to either dashpot is dic- 
tated by the duration of tension or compression exerted on the material. A teasing 
or rocking method should not be used to remove the impression, hut rather it 
should be removed suddenly in a direction as nearly parallel as possible to the long 
axes of the teeth. I Iowever, a slight teasing action will first be required to break the 
seal between the impression material and the hard and soft tissues. 

The amount of permanent deformation exhibited by an elastomrric impression 
material should be clinically negligible, providecl that: (1 )  the material has ade- 
cluately gelled, (2) negligible pressure is applied to the tray during polymerization, 
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Fig. 9-3 A mechanical model showing the response of a viscoelastic material to external loading and 
unloading. A, Maxwell-Voigt viscoelastic model in a stress-free state. B, At the moment o i  loading, only 
spring S1 contracts in responsc to the load. C, When the loading continues, the piston in dashpot Dl 
and D2 move proportionally to the duration of loading. Spring SZ contracts along with dashpot D2. No 
change is expected for spring S1. D, The moment the load is released, spring S1 recovers instantly 
whereas the rrst of elements remain unchanged. Spring S2 should also recover instantly, but it is 
retardrd by the sluggishness of dashpot D2. E, As time passes, spring S2 rccovers and extends dashpot 
D2 slowly to near its original position. Dashpot Dl remains ~tnchanged. The right-hand bracket on the 
top of each model denotes the degree of deformation. 

( 3 )  the impression has been removed rapidly along the path of tray insertion, and 
(4) the undercuts present in the cavity prepxation are minimal. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Which gencir~ irnpr~s5ron materrnl type rcprescnts the most ~ d e ~ d  malcvral relntrve lo 

rlrmens~onal ncc u r x x  t e a  ~ C S I S ~ ~ I ~ C E ,  abrlrty t o  be repoured two or more flrnes without 
tlrstortror~, and hy(jroph111c rly? 

ELASTOMERIG IMPRESSION MATERIALS: CHEMISTRY 
A N D  COMPOSITION 
Polysulfide 

The main component of polysulfide materials is a multifunctional mercaptan (-SH) 
or polysulfide polymer. 'This linear polymer contains approximately 1 mole percent 
of pendant -SIi groups. An oxidizing agent such as lead dioxide is used to initiate 
polymerization through chain lengthening between terminal -ST1 groups and 
cross-linking between the pendant -SIi groups (Pig. 3-4). Lead dioxide is the corn- 
ponent that gives polysulfide its characteristic brown color. 

The reaction starts at the beginning of mixing and reaches its maximum rate soon 
after the spatulation is complete. At this stage a resilient network has started to form. 
During the final set, a material of adequate elasticity and strength is formed that can 
be removed past undercuts quite readily. 

Moistuie and trniperature have a significant effect on the course of the reaction. 
In particular, hot and humid conditions will accelerate the setting of polysulfide 
impressio~i material. 'l'he reaction yields water as a by-product. Loss of tliis small 
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Fig. 9-4 Top, SH groups inleract 
with oxygen from lead dioxide. 
Bottom, Completion of the 
condensation reaction results in 
water as a byprotluc~. 

molecule from the set material has a significant effect on the dimensional stability 
of the impression 

The base paste contains the polysulfide polymer, a suitable fillel (e.g , lithopone 
or titanium dioxide) to provide the iequired strength, a plastici~er (such as dibutyl 
phthalate) to confer the appropriate viscosity to the paste, and a small quantity of 
sulfur, approx~mately 0 soh, to accele~ate the reaction 

The catalyst o~ accelerator paste contains lead d~oxide how eve^, the telnls ulta- 

ly\t a~lci i l (~clei(1to~ ale re,illy ~ n i ~ n o m e ~ s  Rriit tor is a mole applopllatc tell11 for the 
polysulfide leactlon In ndd~lion, the same plnst~c~zer and the sane  qunntity of the 
flller used 113 the base paste are included in the leactol paste,  long w ~ t h  oleic or 
steal~c acid, wh~ch is added as a retadel to contiol the late of the setting reactions 

Ldch j~aste is supplied in '1 dispensl~lg tube w ~ t h  nppropliately s~zed bole dinme- 
t e ~ s  at the t ~ p  so th;rt equal lengths of each p,lste are exlruded out of each tube LO 

plovlde the correct ratlo of polymei to cross-link~ng agent Since the composition of 
the rnate~ial In the tube 1s balanced with that of the accelerato~, tlie matched tubes 
supplied hy the manufacturer should always be ~ ~ s e d  

Condensation Silicone 

The basic component in condensation impression materials is an a-o-hydroxyl- 
terminated polydimethyl siloxane (Fig. 9-5, ' I o p ) .  The curing of this material involves 
a reaction of tri- and tetra-functional alkyl silicates, commonly tetraethyl orthosili- 
cate, in the presence of stannous octoate. The average polymer chain consists of about 
1000 units. The formation of the elastomer occurs through cross-linking between 
terminal groups of the silicone polymers and the ally1 silicate to form a three- 
dimensional network as shown in Figure 9-5, Bottom. Ethyl alcohol is a by-product of 
the condensation setting reaction. Its subsequent evaporation probably accounts for 
much of the contraction that takes place in a set silicone rubber impression. 

The condensation silicone impression materials are supplied as a base paste and 
a low-viscosity liquid catalyst (or a paste calalyst). A high-viscosity material, com- 
monly referred to as "putty," was cieveloped to overcome the large polymerization 
shrinkage of the condensation silicone iinpression materi,lls. 'l'hese putties are 
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Fig. 9-5 Top, Slructur,ll fo~rn~r la  o i  HO 
the rnoltlculcs N (JI lhytl~oxy- 
trrm~natetl poly (t l~mcll iyl 
s~lox,inc) Middlc and bottom, 

Si -I- 2C2H50H 
( onclenwi~on reac tlon brtwccn the, 
01 1 tcrni~n,ll group5 ,rnd letr,lt,lhyl 
o r t l i o~~ l~ca le  In thc prewntc of 
\t.lnnou\ oclo,~le Thrl rc~c t lon  OC2H5 
result5 in thr rc.lca5e of iwo ethanol CH3 CH3 
molec ulcs n 

highly filled, so less polymer is present; hence there is less polymerization shrinkage. 
Putty is used as the tray material in conjunction with a low-viscosity silicone. This 
technique and details on the properties of these elastomers will be discussed later in 
this chapter. Each manufacturer supplies the material in several different colors cor- 
responding to the viscosity. Pastel pinks, blues, greens, and purples are common. 

Addition Silicone 

The addition silicones are frequently called polyvznyl siloxane or vznyl polysiloxune zmpi-es- 
ston matenuls. In contrast to the condensation silicones, the addition reaction polymer 
is terminated with vinyl groups and is cross-linked with hydride groups activated by a 
platinum salt catalyst. Figure 9-6 illustrates the addition polymerization reaction. 

No ~eaction by-products develop as long as the correct proportions of vinyl sili- 
cone and Ilydride silicone are ~ndintained and there are no impurities. Tlowever, a 
second'~~y reaction between moisture and residual hydrides of (he base polymer can 
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Fig. 9-6 Top, I lytirogen ,iloms along [tic bacltbonc struclurc of ~ l i c  v~ny l  s~lic one, (h,iin move to the 
vinyl groups tluririg ~dd i t i on  ~)olynic~rir,liio~i. Bottom, F~nal sir-uc-turr ,ifter the [)l.~tinurn salt l ids inirialcd 
the atldilion 1)olymc~riratior1 reaction. 

lead to the develop~nent of hydrogen gas. Although tecllnicdlly not a ~ c ~ ~ c t i o n  by- 
product, the hydrogen gas thdt evolves horn the set m,ltei-la1 can ~esult in pinpoint 
voids in the gypsum casts that ale poured soon after renlovi~lg the impression from 
the mouth. Manufacture~s often add a noble metnl, such as plalinum or palladium, 
to act as a scavenger for the released hydrogen gas Allothe1 way to compensate for 
the hydrogen gas is to wait an hour or more befole pouring the impression. This 
delay will not cause any clinically detectable dimensional change Many current 
materials have been designed to eliminate or minimize this adverse effect 

'The base paste contains polyrnethyl hydrogen siloxane, as well as other siloxane 
prepolymers. The catalyst paste contains divinyl polydimethyl siloxane and other 
siloxane prepoly~ners If the "catalyst" paste contains the platinum salt activator, 
then the paste labeled "base" must contain the hybrid silicone Retarder may also be 
present in the paste that contains the platinum catalyst. Both pastes contain fillers. 

One of the disadvantages of the silicone impression materials is their inherent 
hydrophobic nature. Any distortion or loss of detail at the margins of the impres- 
sion is probably caused by undetected moisture present in the area to be replicated. 
A nonionic surfactant is added to the paste to render the surface of the impression 
hydrophilic. 1 his s ~ r f a c t ~ ~ n l  nligrates toward the surface of the impression rnater in1 
n~ld has its hydrophilic segment oriented toward the suriace. This phenomenon 
allows the impression material to more ~eaciily wet soft tissue and enhance the 
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ability of gypsum products to capture maximum detail when poured into an 
impression. These impression materials still require a dry field, bul they reproduce 
the surface of soft tissue more accurately. Pouring the set impression with gypsum- 
lorming slur~y is easier, because the wet stone has a greatel- affinity for the 
hyclrophilic su~face. This is perhaps the gl-ratest benefit of the hydrophilic additives 
incorporated in the vinyl polysiloxanes. 

Sulfur contamination from natural latex gloves inhibits the setting of the addi- 
tion silicone impression materials. Some vinyl gloves also may have the same effect 
because of the sulfur-containing stabilizer used in the manufacturing process. 'lhe 
contamination is so pervasive that touching the tooth with the glove before seating 
the impression can inhibit the setting of the critical su~face next to the tooth. 'l'his 
inhibitiorl of the polymerization ~eaction produces major distortion. 

Polyether 

Polyether elastomeric impression material was introduced in Germany in the late 
1960s. It is a polyether-based polymer that is cured by a reaction between aziridine 
rings, which are at the end of branched polyether molecules (Fig. 9-7, left). l 'he main 
chain is probably a copolymer of ethylene oxide and tetrahydrofuran. Cross-linking 
and setting are brought about by an initiator, an aromatic sulfonate ester (Fig. 9-7, 
top), where I1 is an alkyl group. This produces cross-linlzing by cationic polymeriza- 
tion via the imine end groups (Fig. 9-7). This material was the first elastomer to be 
developed primarily to function as an impression material. All of the other materi- 
als were adapted from other uses. 

The polycther rubbers are supplied as two pastes. ' lhe base paste colltai~is the 
pol yet he^ polymer, colloidal silica as fillel, and a plastici~el such as ,I glycolether 01- 

phthalate. The acceleratol paste contains an c~ll<yl-aromntic sulfonale in addition to 
thc filler and p l a s t i c ~ ~ e ~  

ELASTOMERBC MATERIALS: MAKING AN IMPRESSION 

The use of elastomeric implession malerinl to lah~icate gypsurn mociels, casts, and 
dies involves five major steps ( 1 )  prepaling a tray, (2) plep'11-ing the material, 
(3) rnalzing an implession, (4) lemoving the implession, d~ ld  (5)  p~epdling stc)ne 
casts and dies All rnateridls are supplied as a two-component system. 'l he Gist step 
is to mix the two components properly to initiate the reaction An acrylic custom 
tray may be recluired to minirni~e the effects of polymerization shrinliage, loss of 
reaction by-product, and deformation associated with tray seating and removal. 
Adhesion of the impression material to the tray is also essential. 'lhe next step 
involves the selection and use of the preferred viscosity for making an impression. 
'lhese include a multiple mix or dual viscosity technique, a monophase technique, 
or a putty-wash technique After selting, the impression is removed without unduly 
introducing stress. Finally, a gypsum-forming mass is poured into the impressio~l 
within a reasonable period of time. 

Preparation of Impression Materials 

When the materials are provided in two paste tubes, the user should dispense the same 
length of materials onto a mixing pad or glass slab. The catalyst paste is first collected 
on a stainless steel spat~lla and then distributed over the base lhe mixtule is tlle~l 
spread O L I ~  ovel the mixing pad. l'he mass is then scraped up with the spatula blade and 
spread unifo~mly back and forth on the mixing pad. The process is continued until the 
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Fig. 9-7 Top, The initiator, aromalic sulionate ester, dissociates ,lnd forms alkyl cations that bind the 
nitrogen aloms of the aziridinc ring terminals of the prepolymer (left). The arrows indicate binding 
belwecn the cations (R+) with the nitrogen atoms. This action opens up the ring, and [he rcacled 
prepolymer (center) now has two charged ethylene imine terminals (-NK-CH,-C+H2) that can react 
with the nitrogen atoms of adjacent unreacted prepolymers, shown as the R2-aziridine ring. This chain 
propagation polymerization reaction yields a larger molecule (right) that continues growing by binding 
wilh aziridine rings of aclditional unreaclcd prepolymers. The polymerization reaction terminates when 
the growing chain combines with a counterion. 

mixed paste is uniform in coloi; with no streaks of the base or catalyst appearing in the 
mixture. Tf the mixture is not homogeneous, curing will not be uniform, and a dis- 
torted impression will result. If one of the components is in liquid form, such as the 
catalyst for condensation silicones, a leligth of the base is dispensed from the tube onto 
a graduated miving pad and one drop of the liquid catalyst is added for each  n nit 
length of base. 'l'hese matelinls are solnewhat difficult to niix because of the disparity 
in the viscosity of the two components. 
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The two-putty systems, which are available for co~ldensation silicone and addi- 
tion silicone, are dispensed by volume using an equal number of scoops of each 
putty. The best mixing technique is to knead the material with your finge1-s until a 
uniform color is obtained. When the catalyst is a licluid, such as in condensation 
silicones, the same kneading procedur-e with your fingers is adequate. However, 
some users prefer to incorporate the liquid by first mixing on  a pad before corn- 
pleting the kneading procedure. 

'I'he similarity of the paste consisterlcies and the shear-thinning behavior oS vinyl 
polysiloxilnes rnake them suitable for an automatic dispensing and lnixirlg device. hi 
example of the device and several sizes of tips are shown in Figure 9-8. The basic auto- 
matic rnixers sold hy various manufacturers are interchangeable. They a]-e generally 
used f01- light-and medium-viscosity materials, but heavy-body materials have been 
modified to accominodate the automatic mixirig device. The mixing tips vary in diam- 
eter, length, and the size of the tip opening for specific consistency. Additionally, con- 
densation silicones and polyethers are available with this delivery system. 

The mixed impression material is injected directly into the adhesive-coated tray 
or onto the prepared teeth if the "syringe tip" is in place. 'This apparatus has certain 
advantages compared with hand dispensing and spatulation. 1:or the mechanical 
device, there is greater uniformity in proportioning and in mixing, less air is incor- 
porated into the mix, and the mixing time is reduced. Also, there are fewer possi- 
bilities for contamination of the material. One precaution that should be taken in 
using these automixing devices is to make sure that the openings of the tubes dis- 
pensing the pastes remain unclogged. Problems can be avoided if one expresses a 
small amount of material from the cartridge before attaching the mixing tip. The 
lack of a color difference between the base and catalyst material also nl,lkes it diffi- 
cult to ensure that the [nix is homogeneous. I-lowevel; investig~tion o l  the aucomix- 
ing devices has demonstrated that the mix is adecl~~alc if the device is ~lsed properly. 
'The device has also been adapted to mix m c i  dispensc temporary crown and bridge 
acrylic materials and % 0 E  temporaly cemcnt. 

A recent cievelopment in the aulo~natic dispensing and mixing device is a 
dynamic mechanical mixer. Instead of using a double-barrel caitridge, as just 
described, the materials are supplied in plastic bags housed in a cartridge. The device 
uses a motol- to drive parallel plungeus that force the materials into a n~ixing tip, ancl 
the spiral inside the mixi~lg tip rotates as the materials are extruded thl-ough the tip. 
llsing this device, thorough mixing of higher viscosity materials can be achieved 

Fig. 9-8 Autornixcr and dispcnser for 

pasle ti~rectly lo Ilie [~rcparcrl teeth 
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with little effort. Both polyether and addition silicone impression materials of vari- 
ous viscosities are available with this dispensing system. 

lmpression Trays 

The use of a custom tray is recornmended to reduce the quantity of the materials used 
to make impressions; therefore, any dimensional changes attributed to the materials 
can be minimized. 'l'his is especially true for polysulfide impression material. 7h fahri- 
cate a custoru tray, the clinician obtains an impression of intraoral structures using an 
algirlate impression material. A stone cast is constructed. The important parts of the 
cast, such as the natural teeth and artificial teeth used for prosthetic devices, are cov- 
ered with one or two layers of base plate wax to act as a spacer for the custom tray mate- 
rial, followed by adapting alumi~i~lm foil or painting a model-releasing agent for rase 
of tray removal. Chemical-curing or light-curing acrylic resin is placed over the foil- 
covered or painted wax surface to form the tray. After curing, the resin custom tray is 
separated from the cast, and the wax and aluminum foil are removed. The impression 
material is manipulated in the space previously occupied by the wax. A uniform thick- 
ness of tray adhesive is applied within the tray extending over the edge of the tray, and 
it is allowed to dry prior to the inseltion of the impression material. The adhesive then 
forms a tenacious bond between the rubber impression material and the tray. A slightly 
roughened surface on the tray will increase adhesion. Tray adhesives furnished with the 
various types of elastomeric impression materials are not interchangeable. 

The use of custom trays for polyether and addition silicone impressions is not 
critical since these materials are stiffer and have less polymerization shrinkage than 
the polysulfide material. These two materials do not require the custom tray support 
to avoid distorlion and minimize setting shrinlzage; disposable stock trays work sat- 
isfactorily. Tray adhesive is also rlecded for stock 11-ays. Note that the use of lt,ss mate- 
rial in a custom tray reduces the compressibility ol [he impression, which can make 
the removal of the impression tray more difficult. When severe undercuts are pres- 
ent, the LISC of a custom tray should be avoided. [Iisposable stock trays are also used 
to support thc putty when the putty-wash tc~ctiniclue is used for making impressions. 

A comparison of the different techniques shows that the use of a custom tray is the 
most accurate technique. TTowever, if the material is used coiuectly, results that are clin- 
ically acceptable can be produced with any of these imprt~ssion material techniques. 

Steps Required to Make an lmpression 

Each material is available in several consistencies: (1) light-body, which is used with 
a syringe and placed directly on hard and soft tissues; (2) heavy-body, which is 
placed in the tray to support the light-body material; and (3) putty, which is useful 
for materials that exhibit significant polymerization shrinkage. 'l'he method of using 
the syringe and the tray materials is referred to as the multiple mix technique because 
two separate mixtures are required with two separate mixing pads and spatulas. 
Normally, the two groups of mate~ials should be mixed simultaneously, each one by 
a different person. The tray is then filled with a uniform thickness of heavy material, 
whereas the syringe is loaded with lighter material. In actual practice, one person 
usually mixes the syringe material, fills the syringe, and hands it to the dentist or cli- 
nician. 'l'he lighter material is injected from the filled syringe within and around the 
tooth preparation. The filled tray is then inserted in the mouth and seated over the 
sylingr material that has been extruded on hard or soft tissue The tray mater~al will 
force the syringe material to adapt to the prepared tissues. The two materials should 
bond together upon setting. If no dental assistant is piesent nncl only one dentist or 
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clinician is available at the time of mixing, the dentist or clinician should mix and 
fill the tray matel-ial first. If either material has progressed past its working time 
when the two are brought togethel; the bo~ld  between them will be compro~nised. 
If a partially set material is seated, it will be compressed elastically. Once removed, 
the impression will "spring back" or relax, and the dies from this impression will be 
too narrow and too short, as illustrnted in Figure 9-9. 

In rare cases, a clinician may attempt to repair an impression that has small 
defects or lhat lacks sufficient details. This is usually performed by cutting away the 
interproximal and gingival areas of the impression Even with propel relief of the 
initial impression, reseating the tray precisely is difficult. Entrap~nent of n minute 
frngnient of impression material or debris will eliminate ally chance of a successful 
repair. The impression material surface must he roughened to ellsure that the new 
mate~ial bonds to the set impression. The safest method is to make a new impres- 
sion when bubbles or similar defects are detected in critical areas. 

Medium viscosities of polyether and addition silicone impression materials are 
often used for the monophase or single-viscosity technique. The procedure is similar 
to that of the multiple-mix technique, except that only one mix is made, part of the 
material is placed in the tray, and another portion is placed in the syringe for injec- 
tion in the cavity preparation, on prepared teeth, or on soft tissue. The success of this 
technique depends on the pseudoplastic properties of these two materials. When a 
medium viscosity material is forced through the syringe tip, the viscosity is reduced 
and this allows the material to adapt well to the preparation. Meanwhile, the mate- 
rial in the tray retains its medium viscosity, and when seated, it can force the syringe 
material to flow past critical areas of the tooth preparation. 'l'able 3-2 shows the effect 
of shear rate and time elapsed on some monophase addition silicones. 

Force on partially 
set material 

Compression of 
impression 

Fig. 9-9 Top Left, Impression tray 
containing elaslomeric impression 
nmterial is seated too laic as 
elasticity starts to develop. Top right, 
Increased scaLing pressure is applied 
to overcome the stiffness of 
impression material. Lower left, 
Distortion develops hecause of 
recovery of rxccssive elastic 
rlrforniation. Lower right, The die 
protiucrtl in thc inaccurate 
impression i s  too narrow and too 
shorl. Sce also color plate. 

Shorter, \g, 
narrower die $ 

Elastic 
recovery 
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Viscosity (x 10' cp) of Singlephase Vinyl Polysiloxanes at 37. C 

Viscosity at 1 min Viscosity a1 1.5 min 

Material 0.5 rpm 2.5 rpm 0.5 rpm 2.5 rpm 

Bayulex (M~lef)  122 1 (2 8)  68 9 (2 5) 211 2 (14 7) 148 8 (1  2) 

Giten-Mouse (Parliell) 111 7 (8 9)  56 7 (2 9)  247 9 (14 0) 78 0 (2 8)  

H y d ~ o s ~ l  (Caulk) 1 3 4 2 ( 8 5 )  1 2 3 4 ( 4 1 )  198 1 (7  8) 151 5* 

11np11nt (1M) 1 0 6 5 ( 1 2 2 )  7 3 7 ( 2 2 )  2 4 5 1 ( 8 9 )  1 4 6 2 ( 5 9 )  

Oni~nsil (Coe) 156 8 ( 1 1  5) 102 5 (1  9) 347 1 (5 2) 153 5 '  

Prom Kin1 K-N, Craig It(;, and Koran A: Viscosity ol~nonophase ,iddition silicolles as a fi~nrtion of shear 
rate. I I'roslhet Dent 67:794, 1392. 
*Value at 75 scconds ~ S L C I -   nixing 
+Value at 77 seconds after mixing 
()Standard deviation of the mean 

The putty-wash technique was originally developed for condensation silicone to 
minimize the effect of polymerization shrinkage on the dimensional changes. 
The manufactulers of addition silicones also make putty materials for this tech- 
nique. Two approaches can be used: a two-stage plocedure and a single-stage pro- 
cedure. For the former process, the thick putty material is placed in a stock tlay and 
a preliminary impression is made This p~ocedure results in what is essentially an 
intraoral custom-made tray formed by the putty. Space fol the light-body "wash" 
material is provided either by cutting away some of the "tray" putty or by using a 
thin polyethylene sheet as a spacer between the putty anci the prepared teeth A mix 
of the thin-consistency wash matelial is placed into the putty imprcss~on and then 
the  putly-wash coinbin,ltion and tray ale sedtcci in the mouth to malzr the f ~ n a l  
itnpression lot reli'lble reproduct~on of sharp angles in c<~vity plcparatlons, it is 
often necessaly to uee A syringe and inject thc wash mate~inl within alld onto the 
~xeparations niis ~netllod is ~eferred to as the "two stage pu~~y-wash tt-.chnique" 01 

the "ieline technique " 
An alternative to the two-stage procedure is the single-stage ploceduie, 111 which 

the wash material is syringed into place, and then the urlset pulty is scaled ova the 
light-body material One difficulty with comb~ning the wash and putty sleps IS that 
the higher viscosity material may displace the mole fluid was11 rnc~te~ic~l  If this 
occu~s, crit~cal areas of the preparation may be reproduced in putty rather than in 
the light-body material, but the putty is too viscous to replicate the requiled detail. 
Occlusal stops should be used in the tray to avoid pushing through the wash or 
syringe material when seating the plastic putty mass. 

The putty-wash technique, when properly used, can produce impressions with 
accuracy comparable to that of the two-mix procedure. When the simultaneous 
technique is used, distortion or incomplete details can occur because of excessive 
pressure applied to the setting putty. These distortions can also occur with the set- 
putty used in the two-stage technique. After removing the impression from the 
mouth, the pressure is released and the putty recovers its "elastic deformation " 'rhe 
distortion that is produced with the stiff, compressible putty results in short, narrow 
dies (see Fig. 9-8) In addition to excessive pressure, some of the distortion in putty- 
wash impressions may be attributable to inadequate spacing for the wash material. 
'I'he frequency of distoltion associated with the stiffness of the putty mate~ial '11 the 
time the impression is seated has led some clinicians to abandon the use of putty- 
wash materials. 
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Removal of the Impression 

Under- no circumstances should the impl-ession be removed until the curing has pro- 
gressed sufficiently to provide adequate elasticity so that distortion will not occur. One 
method for determining the time of removal is to inject some of the syringe material 
onto a space not in the field of operation. h i s  inaterial can be probed with a blunt 
instrument from time to time; when it is firm and returns completely to its original 
contoul; the impression is sufficiently elastic to be removed. When '1 multiple mix tech- 
niclue is used, it is advisable to test both the syringe and the tray mate~ials in this man- 
JI~I-. The curing times may valy for the two different consistencies. 

From a practical standpoint, the curing rate of the rubber impression material 
should not be so slow that the time before removal from the mouth is u~lduly long. 
Typically, the imp]-ession should be ready for removal within at least 10 minutes 
from the time of mixing, allowing 6 to 8 minutes for the impression to remain in 
the mouth. 

As discussed earlier, all elastomeric impression materials are viscoelastic, and it is 
necessary to use a quick snap to minimize plastic deformation of the impression 
during the final step of the removal process. 

Preparation of Stone Casts and Dies 

All nonaqueous elastomeric impression materials are compatible with all types 
of gypsum products during the setting of the gypsum products. Ilowever, the 
characteristics of each material also dictate how the pouring of the gypsum- 
forming product should be performed to ensure accurate and bubble-free casts 
and dies 

The excellent dimensional stability of addition silicone and polyethe1 impression 
materials malzes it possible to construct two o~ t h ~ e c  casts o~ dies from tlicse mate- 
I I ~ ~ S .  It is also possible to construct successive stonr dies or casts fiom polysulfide 
impressions when duplicate stonr dies are needed. Note, however, that each succes- 
sive die will be less accurate than the first die construcled from the mate~ial. The 
time interval belween impression pours should not be gleater than 30 minutes To 
minimi~e  tearing and gloss distortion aftel the first p o u ~ ,  the clinici'ln should 
~ernove the excess gypsum-fo~ming mass fiom undercut areas along the periphe~y 
of the tlay. 

'lhe hydrophobic characteristics of these vinyl polysiloxane impression materials 
malze them compatihle with epoxy ~esins used for more accurate casts and dies. 
These replica materials can be poured two or more times into the same impression 
with gypsum products. This hydrophobicity of the impression material makes it dif- 
ficult to wet the surface by a gypsum-forming slurly, so it is difficult to pour a bub- 
ble-free stone cast from an addition silicone impression material. There are a 
number of surfactant sprays that can improve the ability of hydrophobic impression 
material surfaces to be wet by the stone slurry. Only a thin layer of surfactant should 
be applied to the impression surface; otherwise, bubbles may be created during 
vibration when pouring the gypsum product. A dilute solution of soap is also an 
effective surfactant. However, an alternative to the use of a surfactant is to select a 
hydrophilic addition silicone, which exhibits a contact angle with water in the range 
of 30" to '35" compared with 95" for many of the hydrophobic materials. Pouring the 
stone cast in a polyether impression is much easier than pouring it in one made 
from silicone materials However, the stiffness of polyether polymer malzes it diffi- 
cult to remove the stone cast fioin the impression. A weak stone cast may fractu~e 
d u ~  ing removal. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why are hyd~ophiltc materials potentially more suscept~ble to d~stortion during d~siniec- 

tion prior to bcvl~g poured with a gypsum-forn71ng product? 

ELASTOMERIC IMPRESSION MATERIALS: PROPERTIES 
Working and Setting Times 

Ordinarily, worlzing time is measured at room tempelature, wheieas setting time is 
measured at mouth ternperatule Penetrometer tests have been used to assess both 
wollting and setting times For example, the end of working time might be definect 
as the time when a blunt needle of a certain diameter and weight fails to penetrate 
a volume of impression material to a specified depth. Sclting time would not be 
reached until another flat-ended needle or other blunt instrument fails to perma- 
nently indent the set impression material. In the British Standards 'lest, a recipro- 
cating rheometer is used to measure both setting and worlzing times. The property 
being recorded is more closely related to viscosity and shear-thinning properties 
than it is to elasticity. 

Table 3-3 lists working and setting times for the various kinds of elastomeric 
materials, as measured by an oscillating rheometer. An increase in temperature 
accelerates the curing rate of all these elastomeric impression materials and thus 
decreases both setting and working times. Cooling is a practical method of increas- 
ing the working time of elastomeric impression materials This can be accomplished 
by storing the materials at room temperature (about 23" C) or by mixing on  a 
chilled, dry glass slab. Then, when the impiession material is carr~ed to the mouth, 
the setting time is decleaseci at mouth temperature. The cooling process has little 
effect on viscosity 

Working time and setting time decrease '3s the viscosity inc~eases. Alteling 
the base/catalyst ratio will change the curing late of these impression materials. If the 
base/catalyst ~a t io  is altered by changing the lelative amounts of materials used, it is 
rlecessary to test the setting time of the new ratio befoie rnatelial with the alteled ldtio 
is used f o ~  n patient. I'he curing rate of some, but not all, of the polysulfide impressio~l 
materials is also sensitive to alterations in the hase/accelerato~ ratio, which is alfected 
by the relatlve amounts of base and catalyst pastes that ale mixed. I Ioweve~, mechani- 
cal properties can be adversely affected when marked chc~nges in the hase/accelerator 
ratio occur. Alte~ing the base/accelerator ratio to change the working or setting time is 
not economical, because a portion of the paste is not used. Moreover, since the accel- 
elator paste contains a retarder, as well as a reactor, increasing the base/accelerator ratio 
may not produce a predictable change in the polymerization rate. 

Working and Setting Times of Nonaqueous Elastomeric 
Impression Materials 

Mean working time (min) Mean setting time (min) 

Impression material 23" C 37" C 23" C 37" C 

Polysulfide 6.0 4.3 16.0 12.5 

Condensation silicone 3.3  2.5 11.0 8.9 

Addilion silicone 3.1 1.8 8.9 5.9 

Polvether 1.3 2.3 3.0 8.3 

From I~ la rcou~t  JK: A review of modern impression materials. Aust D ~ i l t  J 23:178, 1978 
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Dimensional Stability 
'I'here are five major sources of dinlellsional change: (1) polymerizatioll shrinkage, 
(2) loss of a by-product (water or alcohol) during the condensation reaction, 
( 3 )  thermal contraction from oral temperature to room temperature, (4) imbibition 
when exposed to watei; disinfectant or a high humidity environment over a period 
of time, and (5) incomplete recovery of deformation because of viscoelastic hehav- 
ior. Dimensional changes during curing have beer1 measured directly and indirectly, 
using confined and freestanding specimells of the elastomers in various geometrical 
shapes In ANSI/Al>A Specification No.  13 for elastomeric impression materials, a 
disk of the impression material is placed on a talc-covered glass plate. At the end o l  
24 hours, the contraction should not exceed 0.5% for Types I and 111 materials or 
1.0% for a Iype 11 elastomer. Thus the measurement includes colltractio~~ associated 
with ~herrual change (37" C to 23" C), polymerization shrinkage, and loss ofvolatile 
components. For example, the linear coeficiellts of thermal expansion for the elas- 
tomeric impression materials range from 150 ppml" C to 220 ppm/" C. 

Figure 3-10 shows mean values for linear contraction for a number of nonaque- 
ous elastomers, using the method just described. It is evident that all materials 
change dimensionally over time. The change is greater in magnitude for the poly- 
sulfide and condensatioll silicone materials than for the polyether and addition sil- 
icone elastomers. The result is expected because polysulfide and condensation 
silicone lose polymerization by-products, water and alcohol, respectively. 

If maximal accuracy is to be maintained with polysulfide and condensation sili- 
cone materials, the slurry mix for a stone die or cast should be poured immediately 
into the impression after it is removed from the mouth. Irnmetliatcly is defined as the 
period within the first 30 minutes, even when the putty-wash techrlique is used. 

Tile stability exhibited by the addition silicone and polyether- materials suggests 
t h a ~  these impressions do not have to be poured with a gypsum prod~ict irnmedi- 
ately. I11 fact, these impressions are oflei1 sent to the lab to be poured. Rest,arch has 
shown that a cast produced between 24 hours and 1 week was as accurate as a cast 
made in the first houl; ass~lming that there was no effect associated with ~ l l e  forma- 
tion of llyydrogen bubbles. 'l'hese materials exhibit the least amount oS distortion 
from the loads imposed on  the set material. Thus pour-ing the iinpressio~l and 
removing the cast several times will not alter the dimensio~lal stability of the 
impression, even though a fairly substantial force is needed each time the casl is 
removed from the impression. 

011c property that has a negative effect on the polyether impression is the 
absorption of water or fluids and the simultaneous leaching of the water-soluble 

Fig. 9-1 0 Represent,itivc line,ll 
contr,lct~on of f o u r  rl,lstomcric 
impression ni,~tcrials. 

Condensation silicone I 
0.7 .--..---.-. 

____+.-- -..--.-- 
Polysulfide _ - - _ - - - - - -  _ - - - -  _ _ - -  

Polyether 
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plasticizer. 'l'hus the stored impuession must be kept in a dry, cool environment to 
maintain its accuracy. 

Reproduction of Oral Detail 

The ilecessity for the irupression material to reproduce the finest detail of the oral 
cavity is self-evident. Various tests have heell ernployed by invesligators co evaluate 
the ability of impression materials to reproduce surface detail. A surface reproduc- 
tion test is a part of the specification for the elastic impression materials. 'The~e is no 
doubt that these elastomers and the reversible hydrocolloids record detail to a Sine 
degree. When dental stone is poured on the surface of such test inipl-essions, the 
finest detail is not always reproduced. In other wolds, the rubber inlpression mate- 
rials are capable of reproducing detail mole accurately than can be tlansferred to the 
stone die or cast. 

The clinical significance of the surface reproduction tests is not entirely evident. 
It is possible that the detail obtained with the rubber impressiorl materials on in 
vitro test specimens might be greater than that obtained in the mouth because of 
the hydrophobicity exhibited by some of these materials. 

Disinfection 

[he need to disinfect impressions is well established. The duration and mode of 
applying the disinfectant depends on the potential of the impression material to 
absorb water and the time that has transpired since the impression was made. 

Condensation silicones, addition silicones, and polysulfides can be disinfected 
with all CPA-registered* disinfectants without adverse dimensional changes, pro- 
videci that the ciisinfection time is sho~ t .  'lhe impressions should be immersed for 
the time specified f c ~  the disinfectant used After disinfection the implession should 
bc removed, rinsed, ancl poured with the gypsum ploduct as soon as possible Be 
aware that a long irnrnersion time may cause the surfactant in the hydrophilic v~nyl 
polysiloxane to leach out and resider the impression less hydrophilic 

The polyethers are also susceptible to dimensional dlange if imrnersed for a long 
time (>lo min), because of their pronounceci hycirophilic nature A satisfactory solu- 
tion for most elastomers is 2O/0  glutaraldehycie. The disinfectant should be sprayed 
on the impression until saturated. J'he impression should then be wrapped in a 
disinfectant-soaked paper towel and placed in a sealed plastic bag for 10 minutes. 
After lemoval of the paper towel, the impression must be rinsed, dr~ed, and poured 
immediately with a gypsum product or other cast or model material. 

Table 3-4 shows a guide for selection of appropriate disinfection methods for all 
types of impressions that are transferred to a dental laboratory. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

p ~ d  seating of an lmpression tray not advisable tor a pseudoplastic. impression 

* I:l'i\ Envi~oriniental Protection Agellcy 
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Guide for Selection of Appropriate Disinfection Methods for Impressions 
Transported to a Dental Laboratory 

Material Method 
Recommended 
disinfcctant Comments 

11 reversihlc 
hydrocolloid 
(Alginate) 

Kcversible 
Iiydrocolloid 

I'olysulfide 
Silicone 

Polyether 

Z08 impression 
paste 

In~pression 
compound 

lmmersio~l with caution 
Use only disinfcctant 

with shorl-term 
exposure time 
(<I0 min lor alginate) 

Immerse with caution 
Use only disinfectant 
with a short exposure 
time (<lo min) 

Immersion preferied, 
spraylng call be used 
for bite ~eg~s t~a t ion \  

Chlorine compounds 
or iodopho~s 

(:lutaraldehydes, 
chlorine compounds, 

iodophors, phenolics 

Chlorine compounds 
or iodophors 

Clutaraldehydes or 
iodophors 

lodophors or chlorine 
compounds 

Short-term gluta~aldehyde 
has hecn shown to he 
acceptable, hc11 t i~nc is 
inadequate f o ~  disinlection 

Do not immerse in alk,~iine 
glul,lraldehyde! 

Disinfec~ants requiring more 
than 30-min exposure times 
are not recommended. 

ADA recommends any of the 
disinfectant classes; however, 
short-term exposures are 
essential to avoid distortion. 

Not compatible with chlorine 
compounds! Phenolic 
spray can be used. 

Phenolic spray can be used 

Wheological Properties 

Polysulfide has the lowest viscosity and ranks as o ~ i c  of the least stiM of the el,~s- 
torneric impression ~nate~ials  of a similar consistency. This flexibility ,111ows the set 
material to be easily removed from undercut awas and fiom the ~nouth  with a 
rnini~num of stress. 'rhe most common consistencies of the condensation materials 
are the putty and the wdsh mate~ials. A light-body consistency with catalyst in paste 
for-m is also available. 

Addition silico~lc and polyether are pseudoplastic ilnplession materials. 'l'his 
property allows the manufacturer to formulate one-step materials. The significance 
of this property is that the clinician can use a high-viscosity material, which is more 
stable and resistant to distorlion, to capture the details needed for fixed prostheses. 
The pseudoplastic (shear-thinning) behavior occurs only while the force is applied 
and does not alter the material permanently. A thinning agent is available for poly- 
ether materials to reduce the stiffness of the set material. 

Another strain-dependant rheological behavior known as thixolropy is often con- 
fused with pseudoplasticity. A thixotropic material does not flow until sufficient 
energy in the form of impact force is applied to overcome its yield stress. Beyond 
this point, the material becomes very fluid. 

Elasticity 

'The elastic properties of these elastomeric impression materials inlprove with an 
increase in curing time in the mouth. In other words, the longer the impression can 
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lemain in the mouth, the less distortion will occur during i~nplession removal The 
impression material must undergo some elastic distortion as it is removed from the 
mouth, but a sufficiently high elastic limit for the implession material minimizes 
pelmanent deformation. Setting time, as stated by a  manufacture^ 01 as determined 
by a ~heometer, is not always adequate for the development of sufficient elast~city to 
prevent pelmanent deformation upon removal of the impression, especially with 
the polysulfide and addition silicone materials. For example, the setting times as 
measured by a rheomete~ are 1 or 2 min less than those required to produce an 
acceptable level of elasticity before removal of the impression. 

'1  he relative amount of permalient defornlation following strain in compression 
increases in the following oldel. addition silicone, condensation silicone, pol yet he^; 
and polysulfide Recovery of elastic deformation following strain is less rapld for the 
polysulfide than f o ~  the other three types of impression material However, even 
when strain is prolonged, as when an impression is removed slowly from the pre- 
pared teeth, recovery is sufficiently rapid that pouring of the impression need not be 
delayed. 

Despite the possibility of a large dimensional change occurring when a polysul- 
fide impression is removed from the mouth, there is no  advantage to "bench cur- 
ing" the materials. If the polymer chains have been stretched past their elastic limit, 
no amount of waiting will enable them to return to their original shape. Although 
the distortion is permanent, the chains may relax, but they have no "memory," so 
the relaxed state probably will not be the same as the undistorted shape no matter 
how long the impression is allowed to cure 

'l'he vinyl polysiloxane impression materials are the most ideally elastic of the 
currently available materials Distortion on removal from undercuts is virtually non- 
existent, because these r-naterials exhibit the lowest pe~manent distortion after stlain 
in compression I h e  excellent elastic plopelties present a problem in that the heavy- 
body putty material begins to acquile clastic plopelties while still in the worlzing 
time stage II [he r n a t e ~ i ~ ~ l  is at an advanced shge of elasticity nnd it is conlplessed 
excessively ~ L I J  ing the se'ltlng of the impression, distortion can occu~ when the 
material elastically rebounds 

Excluding the very high-viscosity p ~ ~ t t y  class of elastomers, the stiffness (elastic mod- 
ulus) of inlpl-ession materials irlc~eases in the following ordel. polysulfide, con dens,^- 

tion silicone, addition silicone, and polyethe1 I he original polyethe1 material was 
extlernely difficult to lernove fiorn undercut ~Ire~ls because of the ve~y high modulus of 
elasticily It is approximately 27 times as stiff as light-body polysulfide imp~ession 
male~ial. Some of the new formulations of regular or mediurn-bociy materials are actu- 
ally less stiff than the one-step hydrophilic vinyl polysiloxane impression materials. 

Tear Strength 
A tear strength test measures the lesistance to fracture of an elastomeric material 
subjected to a tensile force acting perpendicular to a surface flaw. 'The test specimen 
usually is trouser-shaped. The maximum force needed to pull the specimen apart 
divided by the thickness of the specimen is the tear strength (in N/m or lb/in). This 
is an important property when dealing with impression materials used in inter- 
proximal and subgingival areas. 1Iigh tear strength is essential also for maxillofacial 
materials and soft liners. The subgingival regions of an impression are often very 
thin. 'lhe material in this region can tear and leave a portion embedded within the 
gingival sulcus (1 ig. 9-11) This lesidual segment is often difficult to detect, even 
with radiog~aphs, because most materials are not radiopaque, except for polysulfide, 
which contains lead dioxide as the catalyst. The ranking of tear strength from the 
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Fig. 9-11 Left, Inipres5ion material h,is 
polymerized within the gingival sulcus. 
Right, lmprcssion material has torn 
during removal. Scc also color plalr. 

lowest to highest of all impression materials generally is as follows: hydrocolloids 
(agar and alginate), silicones (addition and condensation), polyether, and polysul- 
fide. However, you may find in the literature that some polyethers or silicones have 
registered higher tear strength values than certain polysulfides. The tear strength val- 
ues of hydrocolloids are about one-tenth of the values for the polysulfides. 

In addition to the chemical composition of the materials, tear strength is influ- 
enced by the consistency and manner of removal of the materials. An increased con- 
sistency usually increases the tear strength of the material. The addition of thinner 
reduces tear strength slightly but increases the flexibility substantially. A rapid rate 
of force application during removal usually increases the tear strength. This means 
that after the air seal is released, the removal should be accomplished with a quick 
snap rather than by a slow motion. 

'I'he tear strength depicts only the stress associated with the tearing process du~-ing 
impression removal IIowever, the material is also under a certain stlain befole 
re~noval For the same prepamtion, each inlpression mate1 ial, regardless of its 
tear strength, will undergo the same amount of strain during the removal of the 
impression. The property that can delineate the combined hehaviol of the strength 
and the strain is the term energy (see Chapter 4), which includes the cluantity of 
dimensional change of the material in the calculation However, tcvii slrr.ngth as 
defined carries the unit of N/m that can be converted to Nm/m2 or joule (l)/m2, which 
is the ene1-g per unit area. You may find tear energy being used in the literature in 
place of tear strength. Year rclsist(2rzc~ is used in this chapter to avoid the confusion. 

I'olysulfide has the highest resistance co tearing as nleasured by its dimensional 
change. Therefore, thin sections of polysulfide impression material are less likely to 
tear than polyether or silicone impression materials of a similar thickness IIowever, 
because of their susceptibility to permanent distortion, the polysulfide impressions 
may distort instead of tearing. This presents a problem since tearing can be seen 
immediately by carefully checking the impression, whereas distortion is not possi- 
ble to detect by visual inspection. This distortion can result in a metal casting that 
does not seat completely. Because the strain rate influences tear resistance and per- 
manent deformation, the impression should be strained rapidly for as short a time 
as possible to minimize adverse effects. 

Biocompatibility 
The ANSIJADA specification for testing biocompatibility includes dental impression 
materials, despite the fact that the probability of allergic or toxic reactions fro111 
impression mate ria!^ or their components is small. Comparing the cell cytotoxicity 
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Fig. 9-12 A, Graph of cell 
cytoloxicity shows that, after 3 days o l  
incubation with Vcro cells, ,111 of thc 
impression materials wert  cytotoxic 
to varying degrccs. The relative 
c.ytotoxicily of cdch rn,ttcrial is shovvn 
relal~ve to the conlrol. B, The graph o i  
cell viahilily exhibits the ~rclativc 
ptxrc ent ol vi,lbl[, cr,lli Jter hcing 
~xposcd lo the irnprcssion m.rteri,lls. 
(From S\/tliskis RI<, an0 Cerll,lrtlt I I F :  I 

regular fast set slllcone 

A 

sll~cone reqular fast set 

lo1 dnffe~cnt lnnplc\\lon ~natc,al,~l\ levcal\ th,it polystrlfide 1e4ults rn the lowc\t cell 
cle,lth count , ~ n d  the set polyethe1 liiapiessioil rndtc~ial produces the la~glieit cell cyto- 
boxlclty scoles ( k ~ g  9 12) Slm~l,rl iesults are al\o obsetved 111 nnultiple exposule ~esi \  

Peah,lps the most likely elastomel-lnd~rcccf b~oconip,~t~hlhty p1obPem occ~u\  
when d seglllelll of 1111picss10n 111abe11a11s lodged an a patlent'\ glr~glvnl sulcuc h lol- 
e1g11 body of ~mpression rnnte11~11 c,ln cause \evere glng~v,~l ~nflalnmat~on and naay 
be misdiagnosed LO have been causcd by  he tooth plepat,l~ion 01 cement,ll~on l r  
evidence of tearing 1s detected during a careful visual inspection of the impless~on, 
it is important to examllle the gingival sulcus immediately to lemove any lernnant 
of the impression oi any other foieign body such as a piece of letraction cord The 
radiopac~ty of polysulfide materials is an advantage in these sltuatlons 

Some concern exists about the hypersensit~vity potential of the polyether catalyst 
system Contact de~matitis from the polyether, espec~ally to the dental assistant, has 
been reported In contrast, no cytotoxic effects have been reported from exposure to 
polyether components, paiticularly the imine catalyst 

Shelf Life 
l'roperly compounded impression material does not deteriorate appreciably in the 
tube 01- container when it is stored in '1 dry, cool environment. 'I'he tubes always 
should be kept tightly closed when they ale not In use It is also important to reseal 
the alginate containel after dispensing the powder. 
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Effect of Mishandling 
h e  failur e to produce an acceptable epoxy or g y p s ~ u n  clie or casl is more  liltely asso- 
ciated with a n  ello1 in  handling the  i111pression material 1-atlier than a deficiency in 
the  material propel-ties The common fa i lu~es  experienced with impression rnateri- 
als and their causes ale summarized in  [able 9-5 The comparative properties of 
elastorneric impression materials are listed in Table 9-6 A summary of the  charac- 
teristics of [he elasto~neric impression malerials is given in  Table 9-7. 

Common Failures That Occur with Use of Nonaqueous Elastomeric 
Impression Materials 

Type of failure Causes 

Rough or uneven surface on impression Incomplete polymerization caused by premat~~re removal from 

Irregularly shaped voids 

Rough or chalky stone cast 

the mouth, Improper ratlo or mlxlng of components, or pres- 
ence of or1 or o the~  organlc matei~al on the teeth 101 
a d d ~ t ~ o n  sil~cone, agents that contammate the materral and 

I'oo rapid polymerization from high humidity or temperature 

Excessively h ~ g h  acceleratorlhase ratio wah condensation silicone 

'loo lapid polyme~ization, preventing flow 

Air incorporated during mixing 

Inadeq~~ate clca~lirlg of impression 

I:xcess watcr left on surface of the i~npl-ession 

Excess wetting agent left on  imprt,ssion 

PI-em,~turc removal of cast. lnlpropcr manipulation of  stone 

I:,iilu~-e to delay po111- of addition silic011~ at least 20 mi11 

Reun t~ay  1101 ageci sufficrently, st111 undngolng polyme~lratron 
shrrnknge 

Lack of adhesion of rvhhtr to the tray cawed by not ,~pplying 
enough co'lts ol '~dhes~ve, fillmg tray w ~ t h  m,ltcr~al loo soon 
afie~ ,ipply~ng adhcs~vc, or uslng wrong adlieslve 

lack of mechan~cal retention for those materials where adhesive 
1s illeffectlve 

Development of elastic properties in the material before tray is 
sealed 

Excessive bulk of material 

Insufficient relief for the reline material (if such technique is used) 

Continued pressure against impression material that has devel- 
oped elastic properties 

Movement of tray during polymerization 

Prnnatu~e removal from mouth 

Imploper removal from mouth 

Delayed pouring of the polysulfide 01 condensation sillcone 
i ~ n p ~ e s s ~ m i  
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Comparative I'mperties of Elasto~neric Impression Materials 

Condensation Addition 
Property Polysulfide silicone silicone Polyether 

Working lime (min) 4-7 2.5-4 2-4 3 

Setting time (min) 7- 10 6-8 4-6.5 6 

lear strength (N/m) 2500-7000 2300-2600 1500-4300 1800-4800 

Percent contraction (dl 24 h) 0 40-0.45 0 38-0 60 0 14-0 17 0.13-0.24 

Contacl angle between set mateiial 8 2 9 8 
and water (") 

Hydrogen gas evolution (Y/N) N N Yt N 

Automatic mixing (Y/N) N N Y Y 

Custom tray (Y/N) 

Unpleasant odor (Y/N) 

Multiple casts (Y/N) N N Y Y 

Stiffness (value of 1 indicates 
greatest stiffness) 

Distortion o n  removal (value of 1 1 2 
indicates greatest potential distortion) 

Cost per u n ~ t  v o l u ~ n e  (value of 1 4 3 2 1 
indicates most costly material) 

* Ihe  lower contact ~ n g l e  resulted fioln testrng of a hydrophil~c lmpresslon 1natcr1,il 
+A hyd~ogcn .ih\orbei is o f ~ c n  ~ncludcd to c l ~ m ~ n a t e  llyclrogcn g,~s evoluc~on 
$The high \t~ffness (cl,i\t~c modulus) m.ty leclulrc I,lock~ng out of uncfclcut d ~ c , ~ o  

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

M t iow (,tn disto~ t ~ o n  of '1 I)ydrocollo~d ~rnpre,slon he rnlilirn~/c.d during storage< 

HYDROCOLLOIDS 

Colloids are often classified as a fourth state of matter, the colloidal state. In  a solu- 
tion of sugar in water, the sugar molecules are uniformly dispersed in the water and 
there is no visible physical separation between the solute and the solvent molecules. 
If the sugar molecules are replaced with larger, visible insoluble particles, such as 
sand, the system is termed a suspension. If these particles are liquids, such as veg- 
etable oil in water, the system is then called an emulsion. 'lhese suspended globules 
or oil droplets do not readily diffuse and tend to settle out of the suspending 
medium unless mechanically or chemically held in place. Somewhere between the 
extremes of the very small molecules in solution and the very large particles in sus- 
pension is the colloidal solution, or sol. 

True solutions exist as a single phase. However, both the colloid and the sus- 
pension have two phases: the dispersed phase and the dispersion phase. In the 
colloid, the particles in the dispr~srd phase consist of molecules held together 
either by primaly ol seconda~y forces. I'he sizes of the colloid particles range from 
1 to 200 nm. 





Impregum F (3M/ESPE) 

Permadyne (3M/ESPE) 

Polyjel NF (Caulk) 

Fast setting Stiff, high modulus 

Clean Bitter taste 

Automix dispense Needs to block undercuts 

Least hydrophobic Absorbs water 

Easily seen margins Leaches components 

Good stability High cost 

Delay pour 

Shelf life: 2 yr 

Reversible hydrocolloid (agar) Acculoid/Cartriloids (Van R) Moist field OK Requires special equipment 

Cohere/SuperBody/SuperSyringe (Ghingi-Pak) Accurate and pleasant Thermal discomfort 

Indentic (Cadco) Hydrophilic Tears easily 

Low cost Pour immediately 

Long shelf-life Difficult to see margins and details 

Irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate) Coe Alginate (GC America) Moist field OK Not accurate/rough 

Integra (Kerr) Clean and pleasant Tears easily 

Indentic/Kromafaze (Cadco) Hydrophilic Pour immediately 

Jeltrate (Dentsply Caulk) Low cost Can retard setting of gypsum 

Kromopan (Kromopan) Long shelf-life 

Supergel (Bos~vorth) 

Xantalgin (Heraeus Kulzer) 
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Sol-Gel Transformation 

If a hydrocolloid contains an adequate concentration of the dispersed phase, the sol 
under celtain conditions may change to a semisolid material linown as a gel. In the 
gel state, the dispersed phase agglomerates to form chains or fibrils, also called 
micelles. The fibr-ils may branch and intel-mesh to form a hrush-heap structure, which 
can be envisioned as resembling the interlneshing of tree branches 01- twigs in a brush 
pile. 'l'he dispersion medium is held in the interstices between the fibrils by capilla~y 
attraction or adhesion. 'lhe colloidal materials used for impl-ession making are either 
agar or alginate dissolved in watel-, and these solutions are called hydrocolloids. 

1201 agar, secondary bonds hold the fibrils together. 'lhese bonds break at slightly 
elevated telnperatilres and become reestablished as the hydrocolloid cools to morn 
teinperature. The PI-ocess is reversible. [:or alginate, the fibrils are fol-med by chemi- 
cal action, and the trarlsforlliatioll is not  I-eversihlr. 

Gel Strength 

'l'he gel can support considerable stress, particularly shear stress, without flow, pro- 
vided the stress is applied rapidly. '[he stiffness and strength of the gel are directly 
related to the hydrocolloid concentration. 'l'he strength of reversible and irre- 
versible hydrocolloid gels can be increased by the addition of certain modifiers, 
such as fillers and chemicals. However, the material will flow under sustained 
stresses. 'l'his flow will disturb the network relation between the dispersion medium 
and the fibrillar structure. 

For the reversible gel, the lower- the temperature, the stronger the gel (and vice 
versa). When the gel is heated, the kinetic energy of the fibrils increases, resulting in 
greater interfibrillar distances and a rectuctioll in their cohesive interaction. As the 
temperature corltinues to rise, more of the fibrils dissociate unti! finally more fibrils 
arc dissociating khan are for-ming at the temperature at which the Iicluefaction to the 
sol state occurs. 

On  he other hand, the str-ength of the irreversible gcl is 1101 as greatly affccted hy 
normal temperature dlanges, because the fibrils are formed by chemical action and 
t1it.y do not revert to the sol condition upon heating. 

Dimensional Effects 

The gel may lose water hy ~ v u p o ~ - ( ~ l i o n  fi-orn its surface ol by exuciillg fluid onto the 
surface by a process known as syneresis. The gel shrinks as the result of evnporation 
and syneresis. If a gel is placed in water, it absorbs water by a process known as imbl- 
bition. The gel swells during imbibition, thereby altering the original dimensions. 
Imbibition can cause just as much distortion as syneresis and evaporation. 

'I'he effects of syneresis, evaporation, and imbibition on the dimensional changes 
are of considerable importance in dentistry, since any change in dimension that 
occurs after the impressions are removed from the mouth will lead to inaccurate 
casts and models The means of limiting these effects and ensuring the proper 
dimensions of the impression are discussed in the following sections. 

AGAR (REVERSIBLE) HYDROCOLLOIDS 

'I'he setting of a reversible hydrocolloid, often called gelation, is a solidification 
process that involves phase changes from sol to gel states. ?'he physical change from 
the sol to gel, and vice versa, is induced by a temperature change. 'l'l~e gel converts 
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to the sol condition when it is heated to a certain temperature, known as the lique- 
faction temprrature (70" to 100° C). When cooled from this temperature range, the sol 
t~ansforms into a gel at a point known as the gelation temperature (between 17" and 
50" C). 'lhe gelati011 teniperatule is critical for impression making. If the gelation 
temperature is too high, the heat from the sol may injure the oral tissues, or the sol 
transformation to a gel will be rapid and develop significant surlace irregularities. 
Conversely, if the gelation temperature is too far below oral temperature, it will be 
dilficult or even impossible to cllill the material sufficiently to obtain a firin gel 
adiacent to the oral tissues. 

Composition 

One of the main constituents of the hydrocolloid impression mate~ials is agar, but 
i l  is by 110 means the main constituent by weight (Table 9-8) Aga~ is an organic 
hydrophilic colloid (polysaccharide) extracted from certain types of seaweed It is 
present in a concentration of 8% to 15%, depending on the desired properties of the 
material. The principal ingredient by weight in the set impression is watel (>80°/o). 
A small percentage of borax is added to strengthen the gel. Since borax is an excel- 
lent retardel for the setting of gypsum, an accelerator such as potassium sulfate is 
added to counteract the effect of borax Other fillers such as diatomaceous earth, 
clay, silica, wax, lubber, and similar inert powders are used to control strength, vis- 
cosity, and rigidity, as previously discussed. l hymol and glycerine may also be 
added as a bactericidal agent and plasticizer, respectively. Pigments and flavors are 
usually included as well 

'lhe hydrocolloid is usually supplied in two forms. \yringe material and tray 
mate~idl. rubes are used to fill the wak-cooled trays and ca~tridges foi use with the 
syringes, as shown in I'igure 0- 11 'I'lle only diffei ences between the syringe and tl ay 
11ldte1 id1 ale the coloi and gl-edte~ flilidity of the sy~lngc mate1 ial 

Manipulation 

I he telnpeldtule lag hctween the gelat~on temprlature and thc liquefaction 
teiilperalure of the gel makes ~t possible to use ngal as a dental imp~ession n~a te l~a l  
I he man~pulation includes liquefying the gel, placing it in thc rmp~ession tray, 
tempelillg it to a lowei tempelatule that the patient can toleiate, and maintain~ng it 
in its fluld state to captule the details of the old1 structules Once i n  the mouth, the 
mate~ial is cooled below mouth tempelatu~e to ensure gelat~on hoper  equlpmrnt 
to support the process is essential. Usually, there are at least three compartments in 

Composition of Commercial Reversible Hydrocolloid 
Impression Materials 

Component Function Composition (%) 

Agdl Bmsh-heap 5tlucture 11-17 

Borate Strength 0 2-0 5 

Sulfate Gypsum hardener 1 0-2 0 

Wax, hard 1 lller 0 5-1 0 

Th~xotrop~c mate~ials Thickener 0 3-0 5 

W,ltc~ Kcaction nied~urn Balancc 

(:ourtcsy of I<. H. Stradcr. 
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Fig. 9-13 Cartridge of agar hydrocolloid ancl syringes used for injecting onto thc prepared tooth. Also 
shown is the holder for carrying the agar hydrocolloid into the conditioning unit. 

the conditioning unit (such as the one shown in Fig. 9-14), making it possible to 
simultaneously liquefy, store, and temper the reversible hydrocolloid material. 
'Temperatures required in each of the steps for preparing the hydrocolloid are criti- 
cal, and equipment should be calibrated weekly. 

Preparation and Conditioning of the Agar Material 

lhe first step in malerial pleparation is lo liquefy the hydrocolloid gel in boiling 
wata. The material must be held at this [ernper atule for ,I minimum of 10 minutes 
At high altitudes (e.g , in Ilenve~, Colorado) the boiling point of water is too low to 
liquefy the gel Propylene glycol can be added to the water to obtam a Iiq~lefaction 
tempelature of 100" C Otherwise, materials that hnve been formulated specifically 
to liquefy at lower ternperatilres should be used. 11 is possible to reliquefy n portion 
of an unused tube. Theoretically, one could reuse the material that was used to make 

Fig. 9-14 Conditioning unit for agar 
hydrocolloid impression materials. 
The three compartments are used for 
liquefying the material, storing after 
boiling, and tempering the tray 
hytirocolloid. (Courtesy otVan R 
Dent,ll Products, Inc. Los Angclcs, 
Cali(.) 
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the impression. However, since disinfection would be a major problem, only 
unused portions should be reheated in the conditioning unit. 

Mter the agar hydrocolloid material has been liquefied, it may be stored in the 
sol condition at 65" C until it is needed for injection into the cavity preparation or 
for filling a tray. Since the liquefaction process takes some time and the material can 
be stored for several days, it is a general practice to prepare a number of tubes and 
syringes for use throughout the week. 

Tempering of the Material 

Since 55" C is the maximurn tolerable temperature, a storage temperature of 65" C 
would be too hot for the oral tissues, especially for the bulk of the tray material. 
Therefore, the material used to fill the tray must be tempered. For the immediate 
preparation step, a tube of l~ydrocolloid sol is removed from the storage bath, the 
tray is filled, a gauze pad is placed over the top of the tray material, and the tray is 
placed in the water-filled tempering container (-45" C) of the conditioning unit. 
The tempering time is short (3 to 10 min), just sufficient to ensure that all the mate- 
rial has reached a lower temperature (555" C). In any case, the loaded tray should 
never be left in this bath for more than 10 minutes, because gelation may have pro- 
ceeded too far, thereby malting the material unusable. 

Tempering of tray material also increases the viscosity so thzt it will not flow 
out of the tray. 'l'he syringe material, on the other hand, is never tempered, since 
it must be maintained in a fluid state to enhance adaptation to the tissues. The 
effect of extruding the material out the small opening of the syringe lowers 
the temperature of the syringe material sufficiently so that it is comfortable 
for the patient. 

Making the Agar Bmpressiorr 

Just berole the tempering piocess for the tray mateiial is completed, the sylinge 
mate~ial is taken d~iectly from [he stolage compartment and applied to the prepared 
teeth It  1s f i~st  applied to the base of the prepalntlon; then ihc rerna~nde~ of the pre- 
paled tooth 1s coveled. The point of the sy~ingc 1s held close to the tooth, beneath 
the sulface of the syiinge material, to plevent enlrapment of air bubbles The watel- 
soaked outer layel of tray llyd~ocollo~d is ~emovecl fiom the container, and the gauze 
thdt was coverlng the tray impression material is also removed If the outel s u ~ f ~ ~ c c  
of the hydlocolloid tray material is not removed, it may not fi~mly bond to the 
syringe hydrocolloid. The tray is immediately brought into position and seated w ~ t h  
light pressure and held with a very light force Too much pressure may displace the 
sylinged agar sol on the tooth and distort the impression. 

Gelation is accelerated by cilculating cool water (approximately 18" to 21" C) 
through the tray for 3 to 5 min (Fig. 9-15). During the gelation process, the tray 
must be held in the mouth until gelation has proceeded to a point at which the gel 
strength is sufficient to resist deformation or fracture Waiting an extra nlinute 
g~eatly increases the stlength and tear resistance. Also, the lower the temperature, the 
more rapidly gelation occurs and, to a certain extent, the stronger the material will 
become. 

As discussed in the sectio~l on elastomeric impression materials, hydrocolloid 
materials exhibit viscoelastic behavior, therefore, it is necessaly to remove the 
~mp~ession suddenly, with a snap, lathel than to tease it out Any twisting or 
tolquing should he avoided Propeily done, the lesulting impression (big 9-1G) will 
accurately rep~oduce the dimensions and details of hard and soft tissues 
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Fig. 9-16 Agar hydrocolloid irny)rc~ssiorl 

Accuracy 

Kcversible hydlocolloid is among the most accLuate of impression materials. It has 
a long history of successful use for single units and for fixed partial denture appli- 
cations. To demonstrate the accuracy of an inlpression material, studies are designed 
to fabricate castings to fit standardized dies as shown in Figure 3-17. 'These standard 
preparations simulate an inlay, an onlay, and a full-coverage crown. Because of their 
blunt 30" axiogi~lgival angles and a 6" to 8" taper, teeth requiring a mesial-occlusal- 
distal onlay preparation must be prepared with greater precision than most clinical 
cavity preparations. Therefore, any impression that accurately reproduces these dies 
will more than satisfy the conventional clinical requirements. To achieve this accu- 
racy, the clinician must ensure that the following conditions are achieved. 

Viscosity of the Sol 

After the material has been liquefied, it must be sufficiently viscous so that it will 
not flow out of the tray even if the tray is inverted, such as when malting a mandibu- 
lar impression. On the other hand, its viscosity must not be so great that it will not 
readily penetrate evely detail of the teeth and soft tissues. 
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Fig. 9-17 Steel dies used for determining acwracy in techniques that involve impression materials and 
~astings. Left, mesial-occlusal-distal preparation. Center, Full-crown preparation. Right, One-surface 
inlay preparation. 

Even when the material has sufficient viscosity to be stabilized in a tray, it does 
not offer much resistance to seating. It is very easy for the patient to "bite through" 
the impression material. kor this reason, the triple-tray is commonly used with 
reversible hydrocolloids With a triple-tray technique, one impression records the 
oial structures of the riiaxilla~y and mandibular arches as well as the occlusal rela- 
tionship 7he procedure is so~newllat technique-sensitive since the dentist must 
g ~ ~ i d e  the patient into centric occlusion as the patient "bites" into the impression 
material 1 or this type of iiiipressio~i, the rndte~ial must not resist tllc patient's 
efforts to articulate his o~ he1 teeth together Most hyd~ocolloids have (he optimal 
consistency to allow this techniq~~e to be used successfully 

Distortion During Gelation 

Certain stresses are always introduced during gelation. Some contraction occu~s 
because of the physical change in the hydrocolloid transformation from a sol to n 
gel. If the material is held rigidly i11 the tray, the impression material shrinks toward 
the center of its mass, thereby creating large1 dies. Since the sol is a poor thermal 
conductor, rapid cooling may cause a concentration of stress near the tray where the 
gelation first talzes place. Consequently, water at approximately 20" C is more suit- 
able for cooling the impression than is ice water. 

ALGINATE (IRREVERSIBLE) HYDROCOLLOIDS 

The present alginate hydrocolloid, or irreversible impression material, was devel- 
oped as a substitute for the agar impression material when its supply became scarce 
during World War 11. 'This material is based on a natural substance extracted froin 
certain brown seaweed. The substance is called anhydro-P-d-mannuronic acid or 
alginic acid and has the structural formula shown in Figure 9-1 8. The general use of 
irreversible hydrocolloid far exceeds that of other impression materials available 
today. The principal factors responsible for the success of this type of impression 
material are that it is easy to rnan ip~ l~~ te ,  comfortable for the patient, and relatively 
inexpensive since it does not require elaborate equipment. 
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Fig. 9-18 Structllral formula ot al,qlnlt ncld. 

Composition 

The chief active ingredient of the irreversible hydrocolloid impression materials is 
one of the soluble alginates, such as sodium, potassium, or triethanolamine algi- 
nate. When the soluble alginates are mixed with water, they form a sol quite read- 
ily. 'lhe sols are quite viscous even in low concentrations. The molecular weight of 
the alginate compounds may vary widely, depending on the manufacturing 
treatment. The greater the molecular weight, the more viscous is the sol. Table 9-9 
shows a formula for the powder component of an alginate impression material. 

The purpose of the diatomaceous earth is to act as filler to increase the strength 
and stiffness of the alginate gel, to produce a smooth texture, and to ensure the for- 
mation of a firm gel surface that is not tacky. It also aids in forming the sol by dis- 
persing the alginate powder particles in the water. Zinc oxide also acts as a filler and 
has some influence on the physical properties and setting Lillle oC the gel Calcium 
sulfate dihydrate is generally used as the reactor. A retarder is also added to control 
the setting time. A fluol-ide, such as potassium titanium fluoride, is added as an 
accelerator for the setting of the stone to be poured in the impression to ensure a 
hard, dense, cast surface. 

When powde~ in the alginate can is [luffed to break loose the l>articles, fine silica 
pariicles will become airborne from the can when the lid is removed. 'l'he silica par- 
ticles in the dust are of such a s i ~ e  and shape that long-term exposurc through 
inhalation is a possible health hazard. I11 an effort to reduce the dust encourllered 
after tumbling, manufacturers have introduced a "dustless" dlginatc ill which they 
have incorporaled glycerine on the alginate powder to agglo~iierate the p'lrticles. 
'lhis causes the powder to become more dense t1i;ln in the ~~llcoated slate. After tum- 
bling, the powders no longer have a tendency to release fine particles as evidenced 
by the reduction in airborne particles as the canister lid is removed. 

Formula for the Powder Component of an Alginate 
Impression Material 

Component Function Weight percentage 

Potassium alginate 

Calciurn sulfate 

Zinc oxide 

- - - 

Soluble alginate 

Reactor 16 

Filler particles 4 

Potassium titanium fluoride Accelerator 

Diatotnacco~~s earth I'iller pdrticlcs 

Sodiunl phosphate Ret‘lrder 2 
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Gelation Process 

'I'he typical sol-gel reaction can be described simply as a reaction of soluble alginate 
with calcium sulf~%te and the formation of '111 illsoluble calcium alginate gel. 
Structurally, calcium ions replacc the sodiunl or potassium ions of two adjacent 
molecules to produce a cross-linked complex or polymer network (Fig. 3-1 9). The 
production of the calcium alginate is so rapid that it does not allow sufficient 
working time. 'l'herefore, in addition to soluble alginate and calciuln sulfate, a third 
water-soluble salt (e.g , trisodiuln phosphate) is added to the solution to prolong 
the working time. The strategy is that the ca1ciur-n sulfate will react with this salt i11 
preference to the s o l ~ ~ b l e  algin,~te. 'l'hus the rapid reaction between calcium sulfate 
and the soluble alginate is deferred as long as there is unreacted tvisodium phos- 
phate. For example, the following reaction will first take place: 

When the supply of trisodium phosphate is exhausted, the calcium ions begin to 
react with the potassium alginate to produce calcium alginate as follows: 

K,,, Alg + n CaSO, 4 11 K,SO, + C a ,  Alg ( 2 )  

The third salt is known as a relarder. The amount of retarder is adjusted to provide 
the proper setting time 

I n  general, if approximately 16 g of the powder is mixed with 38 ml, of water, 
gelntion will occu~ in about 3 to 4 min at room temperature. The setting time must 
be sufficient to allow the dentis1 to mix the material, load the tray, and place it in 
the patient's mouth. I he practical method of dcterniilling setting tinlr for the dental 

C-C: 
-o\C/O,C/ \ f-O\C/O,c?-c\C 

.. C 
\ 0 / \C-d \ j;'O/% / \ / \0 / . . ,  

7-0 C-C C-0 

Fig. 9-19 Schematic. illustration of 
sotlium alginate cross-linked with 
calcium ions. The base molecules 
represent [he sodium salt of alginic 1 I C=O C=O 
acid, in which hydrogen atoms of I I 
c-arhoxyl groups art. rcplaced by ? 0 

Na I 
sotlium ,,toms. Wilh the exception oi Ya Ca 

I 
polar groups, all side chains have been 
omitted for simplilicaLion. p p 
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Fig. 9-20 Cffecl o i  w,ttcr 
temperature on the setting time of 
an nlginate impression material. 
(Courtesy of I .  Cresson.) Temperature (" C) 

practitioner is to observe the time from the start of mixing until the material is no 
longer tacky or sticky when it is touched with a clean, dry, gloved finger. 

Controlling Setting Time 
In the clinical selting, it is tempting to alter the setting time by cllnnging the W/P 
r'ltio or the mixing time. This slight modification can have mallzed effects on the 
p~upesties of the gel, the leal strength, and the elctsticity Thus the selling tlnie is best 
~cgulated by the amount of retarder 'ldded during the manufactuli~l,o plocess 
Normally, the rna~lufdctu~ers m,ike both fast-setting alginnte (1.5 to 3 min) , ~ n d  
no~mal-setting alginate (3 to 4 5 min)  to plovide clinici,lns the oppor~unity to 
choose the matelials that hest suit their working style 

The clinician, however, cdii safely influence the setting tlme by altering [he tem- 
peratwe of the water It is evident from I.igure 9-20 that the highel the temperature, 
the shorter is the setting time (i e., a I-mi11 reduction in seltlng time occuls for each 
10 <: of temper,lture inclease) Materials exhibit diffelent degiees of sensitivity to 
temperature. I n  such a cmc, the ternpelatuie of the mixing water should be con- 
trolled caretully within a degree or two of a standa~d temperature, usually 20" C, so 
that a constant and reliable setting time can be obtained It is better to select a prod- 
uct with the desired setting time and less sensitivity to temperature change rather 
than to resort to other modifications in the manipulation technique 

In hot weather, special precautions should be taken to provide cool water for 
mixing so that premature gelation does not occur. It may even be necessary to pre- 
cool the mixing bowl and spatula, especially when small amounts of impression 
material are to be mixed. At higher temperatures, fast-setting materials should be 
used under carefully controlled conditions or the working time may be exceeded 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why is if especially important to add wdter lo the rubber mixlng bowl before the powder 
when rnlxrng a fast-selling ~lgrnate rrnprcssron nlateiral! 
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Manipulation 

Alginate impression materials ale hycirophilic, so moist tissue su~faces are not a 
problem. Gene~ally, alginates are used as a first plel imi~la~y impression to construct 
a custom tlay for a more accurate second inlp~ession or to make study models to 
hell.' with tleatnlenl planning and discussic)~is with the patient. lTrllilze many of the 
o t h e ~  ~rnpression materials, dlgindte liydrocolloids are not available in a lange of 
different viscosities. 

The first step of manipulation is to prepale a p ~ o p e r  rnixtule of water and pow- 
der. 'The measured powder is sifted into premeasured water that has already been 
poured into a clean rubber bowl The powder is incorporated into the water by care- 
fully mixing with a metal or plastic spatula that is sufficiently flexible to adapt well 
to the wall of the mixing bowl. The wale1 is added filst to wet the ~llixi~lg 1)owl and 
to ensure complete wetting of powder particles. If the powder is pldced f i~st  in the 
mixing bowl, penetration of the water to the bottom of the bowl is inhibited and 
greater mixing time may be required to ensure a homogeneous mix. Care should be 
taken to avoid incorpolating air into the mix. A vigorous figure-8 motion is best, 
with the mix being swiped or stropped against the sides of the rubber-mixing bowl 
with intelmittent rotations (1 80") of the spatula to press out air bubbles. All of the 
powder must be dissolved. 

The mixing time is particularly important; 45 sec to 1 min is generally sufficient, 
depending on the brand and type of alginate (fast-set or regular-set) Carefully read 
the instructions on the can listing the exact mixing time, working time, and setting 
time for the material you are using. 'The result should be a smooth, creamy mixture 
that does not readily drip off the spatula when it is raised from the howl A variety 
of mechanical devices ale also avnilahle for mixing the alginate materials l h e ~ r  
principal benefits are convenience, speed, and elimination of human errors. 

Clean equipment is important becausc many ofthe problems and ~cldted failures ,uc 
att~ibuted to dirty o~ contaminated mixing or handling devices. <:ontnmindnts, such as 
small amounts of gypsurn left in the bowl fiom a previous mix ot plastel or stone, can 
accelelate the set It is best to usc sepalate bowls f o ~  mixing alginnte and stone. 

Ideally, the powder should be weighed and not measured volumetric~~lly by 
means of a scoop, as many manufactu~ ers suggest However, unless a g~ ossly inco~ - 

rect method is used for scoop~llg the powder, the vari;ltions in individual mixes 
should have no rneasurdble ellcct on the physical properties 

Making the impression 

Before seating the impression, the material should have developed sufficient body 
so that it will not flow out of the tray and gag the patient. The mixture is placed in 
a suitable tray, which is then placed in the mouth. It is imperative that the impres- 
sion adhere and be retained to the tray so that the impression can be withdrawn 
from around the teeth. Therefore, a perforated tray is generally used. If a plastic tray 
or a metal rim-lock tray is selected, a thin layer of alginate tray adhesive should be 
applied and allowed to dry completely before mixing and loading the alginate in the 
tray. Alginate is very weak; therefore the tray must fit the patient's arch so that there 
is a sufficient bulk of material. The thickness of the alginate impression between the 
tray and the tissues should be at least 3 mm. 

As can be noted from Table 3-10, the compressive strength in this case actually 
doubles durirlg the first 4 ~ n i n  afier gelation, but it did not illcrease app~ecinbly after 
the f i~st  4-mi11 period. Most dlginate materials irnprove in elasticity over time, which 
mi~lirnizes distortion of the rnaterial during implession removal, thus permitting 
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Compressive Strength of an Alginate Gel as a Function 
of Gelation Time 

Time from gelation (min) Compressive strength (MPa) 

superior reproduction of undercut areas. Such data clearly indicate that the alginate 
impression should not be removed from the mouth for at least 3 min after gelation 
has occurred. 

Although the more common problem is to remove the impression prematurely, 
it is possible to leave an alginate impression in the mouth too long. With certain 
alginates, it has been shown that if the impression is held for 6 to 7 min after gela- 
tion, rather than 3 min, significant distortion may result. 

As with the reversible hydrocolloids, alginate hydrocolloid materials are strain- 
rate dependent. Thus the tear strength is increased when the impression is removed 
with a snap. The speed of removal must be a compromise between a rapid move- 
ment and a slower, more comfortable rate for the patient. Usually, an alginate 
impression does not adhere to the or-a1 tissues as strongly as do some of the non- 
aqueous elastomers, so it is easier to remove the alginate impression rapidly. 
Ilowever, it is always best to avoid torquing or twisting the impressio~l in ,In eflort 
to iemove it quickly. Specifically, the handle should be ~ ~ s e d  minim;llly during 
breCdzing of the air seal ("suction") or ~emoviilg the tiny from the teeth. 

Strength 

Maximum gel strength is required to prevent fracture and to ensure elastic recovery o l  
the impression upon its rcrnoval froin the mouth. All manipulative factors under the 
control of the clinician affect the gel strength. For ex'anple, if too much or too little 
watei- is used in mixing, the final gel will be weakened, making it less elastic The proper 
W/1' ratio should be employed as specified by the manufacturer. Insufficient spatula- 
tion results in failure of the ingredients to dissolve sufficiently so that the chemical 
reactions can proceed uniformly throughout the mass. Overmixing breaks up the cal- 
cium alginake gel network as it is forming and reduces its strength. Manufacturers' 
directions supplied with the product should be followed in all respects. 

Accuracy 

Most alginate impression materials are not capable of reproducing the finer details 
that are observed in impressions with other elastomeric impression materials. 
Manufacturers have attempted to increase the concentration of alginate to make the 
material more accurate. However, this does not increase the dimensional stability of 
the material. The roughness of the impression surface is sufficient to cause distortion 
at the margins of prepared teeth. Nevertheless, nlginate materials are sufficiently accu- 
rate that they can be used for making impressions for rernov,~ble partial dentures. 
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OTHER APPLICATIONS AND HANDLING OF HYDROCOLLOIDS 
Laminate Technique (Alginate-Agar Method) 

A recent modification to the traditional agar plocedure is the combined agar- 
alginate technique. The hydrocolloid in the tray is replaced with a mix of chilled 
alginate that bonds with the agar expressed from a syringe. The alginate gels by a 
chemical reaction, whereas the agar gels by means of contact with the cool alginate 
rather than with the watel circulating through the tray. Since the agar, not the 
alginate, is in contact with the prepared teeth, maximum detail is reproduced. 
Because only the syringe material needs to be heated, equipment cost is lower and 
less p~eparation time is required. The main disadvantages to this technique are the 
following: the bond between the agar and the alginate is not always sound, the 
higher viscosity of the alginate material displaces the agar hydrocolloid duling seat- 
ing, and the dimensional inaccuracy of the alginate hydrocolloid limits its use to 
single units. Nevertheless, this laminate technique is the most cost-effective way of 
producing an impression with adequate detail. 

Duplicating Materials 

Both types of hydrocolloid are used in the dental laboratory to duplicate dental casts 
or models used in the construction of prosthetic appliances and orthodontic mod- 
els. Reversible (agar) hydrocolloid is more popular because it can be used many 
times. Also, with intermittent stirring, agar hydrocolloid can be kept in a liquid form 
for 1 or 2 weeks at a constant pouring temperature. '1 hese factors make the cost of 
reversible impression materials quite reasonable. 

J'he hydrocolloid-type duplicating materials have the same composition as the 
irnp~ession materials, but their water content is higher. Consequently, the agar or 
alginate content is lower, which influences their compressive strength and pelcent 
permanent set. These property requirements are identified in ANSIIADA 
Specification No. 20. 

Modified Alginates 
T~aditional alginate material is used as a two-component system of powder and 
watel, in which no ~eaction occurs until the powder is added to the watel to initiate 
the reaction. However, the alginate can also be pu~chased in the folm of a sol, con- 
taming the water but no soulce of calcium ions. A reactor of plaster of Paris can then 
be added to the sol. 

Yet another form of alginate is available: a two-component system in the form of 
two pastes, one containing the alginate sol and the second containing the calcium 
reactor. Impression materials of this type may also contain silicone and may be sup- 
plied both in a tray viscosity and in a syringe viscosity. 

Biocompatibility 

No known chemical or allergic reactions are associated with hydrocolloid impres- 
sions. The most lilzely side effect is thermal injury from reversible hydrocolloid as 
a result of improper tempering or faulty equipment during impression making. 
Inhaling fine airborne particles from alginate impression material can cause sili- 
cosis and pulmonary hypersensitivity. Dustless alginate is preferred to minimize 
this lisk. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

What 1s the optimal method for drsrnfect~ng an nlgrnate hydro~olloid ~n~pressron wrthout 

cnus~ng s~gn~ficant chstoriion or degraofat~ori~ 

Disinfection 

Since the hydrocolloid impression rnust be poured within a short time after removal 
from the mouth, thc disinfection proceciure should be relatively rapid to prevent 
dimensional change. Most manufacturers recornmend a specific disinfectant, such 
as iodophor, bleach, or glutaraldehyde, which should be used according to the 
~nan~~facturer's directions Certain disinfectants may result in gypsum casts that have 
a lower surface hardness or diminished su~face detail. 

'I'he current protocol for disinfecting hydrocolloid impressions recommended by 
the Center for Disease Control is to use household bleach (1 to 10 dilution), 
iodophors, or synthetic phenols as disinfectants. After the impression is rinsed thor- 
oughly, the disinfectant can be sprayed liberally on the exposed surface. The impres- 
sion is then wrapped immediately in a disinfectant-soaked paper towel and placed 
in a sealed plastic bag for 10 min. Finally, the wrapped impression is removed from 
the bag, unwrapped, rinsed, and shaken to remove excess water. The impression is 
then poured with the stone of choice. An alternative disinfection method is by 
immersion, but this should not exceed 10 min (see Table 9-4). 

Dimensional Stability 

Once the impression is removed from the ~noutl l  and exposed to air at loom tein- 
perature, some shlinkage associated with syneresis and wapo~ation is bound to 
occur Conversely, if the irnpressiorl is immersed in watel, swelling as the ~esul t  of 
imbibition occurs A typical example of the dimensiondl change that can occul dur- 
ing syneresls and iinbihitior~ of a l~ydrocolloid impression material is shown in 
Figure 9-21 This graph illustrates that the material has shlunlz in air. Duiing sub- 
sequent imh~hition, excessive expansion may occur because of swelling by uptake 
of water. 

It is clea~ h a t  the irnplession should be exposed to the air fol as short n time as 
possible if the hest results are to be obtained. Various storage media, such as 2% 
potassium sulfate or 100% relative humidity, are suggested to reduce the dirnen- 
sional change of agar impressions. Results obtained for impressions made from 

Fig. 9-21 [Linear cc~ntraciion of a 0 , 8  
representative reversible 
h;tlrocolloid in air (31'X) to 42% 
relative humitlity) and subsequent 
expansion in water. Time (min) 
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Fig. 9-22 Percentage of  change in 
water content dccortling lo weight 
of a n  agar hydrocolloid impression 
material in various storage media. At 
100"/o relative humidity, thr  percent 
change is  n i ~ n ~ m a l  Time (h) 

one agai hydrocollo~d product stoied in sevelal nied~a ale g~ven rn I j g~~re  9 22 
l hese results are typ~cal, and they indicate that 100% relative humidity 1s the best 
storage envllonment to preserve the ~lolnlal watel content of the lmplesslon 

I heiinal changes also cont~~bute  to d~rnensional change W ~ t h  alg~nates, impres- 
sons  shlinlz slightly because of the thermal differentla1 between mouth telnperntule 
(37 (:) and room temperatule (23" C) I he agar hydlocollorti impre\sion mateirals 
expeiience a tempeiatule sh~ft 1rn the opposlte direction, from the chilled water- 
cooled tray ( 1  5" C:) to the warmer loom tenipelcitule Lven thts slight change can 
cause the impression to expand and become less acculate 

If pouring of the inlp~ession must be delayed, it should be 11nsed in tap water, 
disinfected, wr'lpped 111 a surgical papel towel, satuiated wlth watel, and placed 111 a 
sealed plastic bag oi a hum~dol 

Compatibility with Gypsum 

The water content of the hydrocolloid impressions inhibits the setting of the gypsum 
at the surface. A known gypsum retardel; such as borax, is used as a filler in agar 
impression material, but it can cause the surfaces of gypsum casts prepared from an 
agar impression to be too soft for use as dies. The gelation process of alginate impres- 
sion produces not only insoluble calcium alginate but also sodium sulfate. Sodium 
sulfate is a gypsum accelerator at low concentration, but it becomes a gypsum 
retarder at higher concentration. The amount of sodium salt used in the alginate 
impression material produces enough sodium sulfate to retard the setting of gypsum 
poured against the alginate. These deficiencies can be overcome in two ways: (1) by 
immersing the impression in a solution containing a gypsum acceleiator, such as 2% 
potassium sulfate solution, prior to pouring the impression with the gypsum-forming 
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product; or (2) by using products that incorporate a gypsum hardener or accelerator in 
the material. 'lhe sulfate in the formulation for agar (see Table 9-8) and the potassium 
titanium fluoride in alginate (see Table 9-9) satisfy the second condition. 

A rough stone surface will result if excess rinsing water has collected on the sur- 
face of the impression at the time the stone mixtu~e is poured. However, the surface 
of the impression should not be dried completely or the gel will adhere to the sur- 
face of the cast and possibly tear upon its removal. Excessive dehydration also causes 
syneresis and a distortion of the impression. lhe surface of the impression should 
be shiny but with no visible water film or droplets at the time the impression is 
poured with model or die material. 

The pouring of a stone mixture to fill the impression should start from one end 
of the arch. After the impression has been filled with stone, somewhat superior 
stone surfaces may be obtained if the impression is placed in a humidor while the 
stone hardens. In any event, the filled impression should never be immersed in 
water while the stone sets. 

The stone cast or die should be kept in contact with the impression for a mini- 
mum of 30 min, preferably for 60 min, before the impression is separated from the 
cast. The setting time of a more dilute gypsum-forming mixture in contact with the 
impression material will be longer, and sufficient time should be allowed for 
the stone to set. It is wise to separate the cast from the impression within a reason- 
able period of time so that desiccation of the hydrocolloid does not occur, thereby 
causing abrasion of the gypsum cast during its removal. 

Shelf Life 

' h o  rtiajor lactols that affect the shelf life of alginate impression materials ale 
storage tempelature and moisture contamination f ~ o m  ambient air. 'l'he alginate 
implession powder may he purchased in indivitiually sealed pouches, with suffi- 
cient powder preweighed for an individual impression, or in hull< lorm in a can. 
'I'he individual pouches are preferred, since there is less chance for contnmination 
cluling storage. In ,~ddition, the correct wctter/powdei- ratio is ensured, since cali- 
brClled plastic vials are provided for the measurement of the water Nevcrtheless, 
the hulk form or packing is by far the most popular. If [he bulk powde~ form of 
alginate is used, [he lid should be firmly replaced on the cont,tiner as soon as pos- 
sible after dispensing the powder so that a minimal amount of moisture contami- 
nCltion occurs. 

All expiration date under a stated condition of storage should be clearly iden- 
tified by the manufacturer on each paclzage. It is best not to stock more than 
1 year's supply in the dental office. The material should be stored in a cool, dry 
environment. 

Effects of Mishandling 

Common causes for failures encountered with reversible and irreversible hydrocol- 
loid impression materials are summarized in 'hble 3-11. See Table 9-7 for a sum- 
mary of the characteristics of the hydrocolloids. 

INELASTIC IMPRESSION MATERIALS 

Inelastic impression materials exhibit an insignificant anlount of elastic 
deformation when subjected to bending or tensile stresses. In addition, they tend 
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C o ~ n i n o ~ l  Causes of  Remaking Hydrocolloid Impressions 

Cause 

Effect Agar Alginate 

Gra~ny mater~al lnadccl~~att. boil~ng l m p ~ o p e ~  n11x1ng 

Storage tempcratule too low P~olonged nilxlng 

Storage lime too long Exctssive gelati011 

Waterlpowder ratio too low 

Stparation of tray and 
syringe materials 

'learing 

Water-soaked tray material 
surl'lce not removed 

Not applicable 

Inadequate bulk Inadequate bulk 

Premature removal from mouth Moisture contammation 

Syringe material partially gelled Premature removal from mouth 
when tray was seated Prolong mixing 

External bubbles Gelation of syringe material; Undue gelation preventing flow 
prevents flow Air incorporated during mixing 

Irregularly shaped voids Material too cold Moisture or debris on tissue 

Rough or chalky stone model lnadecluate cleansing of Inadequate cleaning of impression 
impression Excess water left in impressio~i 

Exccss w,lter or hardening Prernaturc I-emoval of the 
solution left in the impl-ession impressio~i 

l'reniaturc removal of dic Model lefi in impression too long 
Im~xol-"r ruanipulation of stone Improper nlani,~Ll~atioIl of stos,r, 
Air-drying the impression herore 

pouring 

Distortion l n l p r t ~ ~ ~ o n  not poured tmprcss~on not poured 
~mnlediatcly ~rnrncdiately 

Movement of [lay dullrig gelnt~oll Movement of t ~ a y  durlng gelatlor1 

Premature removal from mouth Premature removal from mouth 

Improper removal from mouth Improper removal from mouth 

Use of ice water during initial 
stages of gelation 

to fracture without exhibiting any plastic deformatioll if the stress from applied 
pressure exceeds their tensile, sheale, or compressive strength values. These materials 
include impression plaster, impression compound, and ZOE impression paste. 
Because of these materials' inability to sustain a substantial amount of elastic defor- 
mation without fracture, their use in dental impression making is limited. In par- 
ticular, impression plaster is rarely used today for impression making and will not 
be discussed further. Howevel; some inelastic implession malerials are used in other 
relevant dental applications such as interocclusal records. 
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IMPRESSION COMPOUND 

Impression compound, also called modeling plastic, is supplied in the form of sheets 
and sticks (Pig. 9-23). This compound is softened by heat, inserted in an impression 
tray, arid placed against tissue before it cools to a rigid mass. Its primary indication 
for use has been for making an impression of the edentulous ridge. A somewhat 
more viscous compound, called tray compound, can be used to form a tray for 
construction of dentures. An impression of soft tissue is obtained with tray com- 
pound. This itnpr-ession is referred to as the primary impression. It is then used as a 
(ray to support a thin layer of a second impression material, which is to be placecl 
against the tissues. This impression is known as the secontlary impr~ssion. Secondary 
impressions may also be made with a zinc oxide-eugenol paste, hydrocolloid, or a 
lionaqueous elastomer. The other common application of compound is for border 
molding of an acrylic custom tray during fitting of the tray. 

Composition 

In general, compounds are cornposed of a mixture of waxes, thermoplastic resins, 
filler, and a coloring agent. Shellac, stearic acid, and gutta pescha are added to 
improve plasticity and workability. The waxes or resins in the impression compound 
are the principal ingredients that comprise the matrix. This structure is too fluid to 
handle and imparts a low strength even at room temperature. Consequently, a filler 
must be added. 'The filler increases the viscosity at temperatures above that of the 
mouth and increases the rigidity of the cornpound at room temperature. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

Whnl p ~ q ~ e r  ly o/n17 ~ ~ n p ~ e s s ~ o i i  ( onlpound rnah~ ia l  requrlcs th,tt thc ~n,~feri,i l be he~ led  

slowly to convclrl ~t to a lot,~//y p/,ist~c sfntc? 

Manipulation 

Softening by heat is a pre~ecluisite for the use olcompounds 'I'heir utilities nle dic- 
taled by their respo~lses to the temperature ch;rnge in the sur~ounding envi~onmmt.  
'Ihe fusion temperature of the cornpound indicates a definite reduction in ylastic- 
ity of the material during cooling. Above this temperature, the softened material 
remains plastic while the impression is being made. Once the impression tray is 
seated, it should be held gently (passively) in position until the impression cools 

Fig. 9-23 Typiccll c ~ k e  dtld stick 
c.onfigur,~tions ol' cornmcrcial imprcssioli 
compound. 
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below the fusion temperature. llnder no circumstances should the impression be 
disturbed or removed until it reaches oral temperature. 

'I he thermal conductivity of these materials is very low, indicating the need for 
extended time to achieve thorough cooling and heating of the compound. 'l'he 
mateiial shoulci be uniformly soft at the time it is placed in the tray and thol- 
oughly cooled in the tray before the impression is withdrawn from the mouth. 
Cold water can be sprayed on the tray while it is in the mouth until the compound 
is thoroughly hardened prior to removal of the impression tray from the mouth. 
Failure to attain a complete hardening of the material before withdrawing the 
impression can result in a serious disto~ tion of the impression by relaxation. 

Compound may be softened over a flame or by immersion in a warm water 
bath when a large amount is needed. When a direct flame is used, the compound 
should not be allowed to boil or ignite so that the constituents are volatilized. 
I'rolonged immersion or overheating in the water bath is not indicated; the com- 
pound may become brittle and grainy if some of the low molecular weight ingre- 
dients leach out of the material. Softening of the compound in a warm water bath 
is the method recommended for separating the cast from a compound impression 
after the stone sets. 

Dimensional Stability 

Relaxation of impression compound can occur in a comparatively short period of 
time, especially with an increase in temperature. The result is warpage or distortion 
of the impression. The safest method of minimizing such distortion is to allow thor- 
ough cooling of the impression before removal from the mouth and to construct 
the cast or die as soon as possible after the impression has been obtained-at least 
within the first hr. 

Disinfection 

The recommended disinfe~t~lnt so l~~t ion lor compound is 2% allzaline g l~ t~~ra lde -  
hycle solution. l'he impressiorls should be immersed in this solution lor the 
req~~ired amount of tirnr, rinsed, and poured immedialely (see 'lable 9-4). 

ZINC OXIDE-EUGENOL (ZOE) IMPRESSION PASTES 

Under proper conditions, the reaction between zinc oxide and eugenol yields a rel- 
atively hard mass that possesses certain medicinal advantages, as well as mechani- 
cal property benefits, for some dental operations. This type of material has been 
involved in a wide range of applications in dentistry, including use as an impression 
material for edentulous mouths, a surgical dressing, bite registration paste, tempo- 
rary filling material, root canal filling material, cementing medium, and temporary 
relining material for dentures. 

Composition 

ZOb impression pastes are dispensed as two separate pastes (Fig. 9-24) A typical 
formula is shown in Table 9-1 2. One tube contains zinc oxide and vegetable or min- 
eral oil; the other contains eugenol and rosin. 'lhe vegetable or mineral oil acts as a 
plasticizer and aids in offsetting the action of the eugenol as an irrit'lnl. 

Oil of cloves, which contains 7O0/o to 85% eugenol, is sometimes used in prefer- 
ence to eugenol because it produces less burning sensation for patients when it 
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Fig. 9-24 Rcpreselitative ~ommrrc i ,~ l  
produ~ts of zilx ~ x i d ~ - ~ u g r n o l  
i~nprcssion paste. 

Composition of a Zinc Oxide-Eugenol Ilnpression Paste 

Components Percentage 

TUBE NO. 1 (BASE) 

Zinc oxide (French-processed or U.S.I'.) 

Fixed vegetable or mineral oil 

TUBE NO. 2 (ACCELERATOR) 

011 of cloves or eugenol 

Gum or polymerized 1osm 

k~ller ( s ~ l ~ c a  type) 

Lanolin 

Itcslnous balsam 

Accelcrator \olul~on (( aOl,) and color 

contacts the soft tissues. The c~dditioii of losin to the paste in the seco~ld tube facil- 
itates the speed of the reaction and yields a smoother, Inore homogerleous p~oduct. 
(hiiada balsam and Peru balsam a e  often used to increase flow and improve 
mixing properties If the mixed paste is too thin o~ lacks body befoie it sets, a filler 
(such as a wax) or an inert powder (such as kaolin, talc, or diatomaceous earth) may 
be added to one or both of the oliginal pastes. 

Manipulation 

'I'he mixing of the two pastes is generally accomplished on an oil-impervious paper 
or a glass mixing slab. 'l'he proper proportion of the two pastes is generally obtained 
by squeezing two strips of paste of the same length, one from each tube, onto the 
mixing slab. A flexible stainless steel spatula is typically used for the mixing proce- 
dure. The two strips of contrasting colors are combined with the first stroke of the 
spatula, and the mixing is contin~~ed for approximately 1 min, or as directed by the 
manufacturer, until a uniform color is achieved. 

These materials are classified as a hard paste (Type I) or as a soft paste (Iype IT). 
The final setting should occur within 10 min for a Type 1 paste (hard) and 15 min 
for a Type I1 paste (soft). When the final set occurs, [he impression can be with- 
&awn from the mouth. ' f ie  actual time will be shorter when setting occurs in the 
mouth, since humidity and temperature can accelerate the setting reaction. 
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Most factors for changing this setting time are solely under the control of the 
manufacturel-. However, the clinician can still use a number of techniques to control 
the setting time. l'he setting time can be shortened by adding a small amount of 
acceleralor, a drop of water, or extending the mixing time. 'lb prolong the setting 
time, the operator can use a cool spatula and mixing slab, or a plasticizer, such as 
inert oil and wax, can be added. 

A paste of a thick consistency or high viscosity can compress the tissues, whereas 
a thin, fluid material results in an impression that captures a negative replica of the 
tissues in a relaxed condition with little or no compression In any event, the impres- 
sion paste should be hornogeneous. Pastes of varying consistencies are com~nercially 
available. An advantage of a heavier consistency material is its increased strength. 

Dimensional Stability 

The dimensional stability of the impression pastes is quite satisfactory. A negligible 
shrinkage (less than 0.1%) may occur during hardening. No significant dimensional 
change subsequent to hardening should occur with high-quality commercial prod- 
ucts. 'The impressions can be preserved indefinitely without the change in shape that 
can result from relaxation or other causes of warpage. This condition can be satis- 
fied only if the tray material is dimensionally stable. 

Disinfection 

The recommended disinfectant solution for ZOE impression paste is 2% alkaline 
glutaraldellyde solution. 'l'he impressions sl~oulci be immeised in this solution for 
the required arnount of time, rinsed, arid pou~ed immediately (see Table 9-4). 

Noneugenol Pastes 

One of the chief disadvantages of the ZOB p'lstes is the possible stinging 01 burn- 
ing sensation caused by the eugenol that leaches oul and contacts soft tissues 
/,inc oxide can react with various ca~boxylic acids and l o ~ m  /,OF-like mdterials. 
Orthoethoxyben~oic acid, commonly abblevidted as CBA, is a valuable substitute 
for eugenol in this rega~d The leactioil is well underslood, and it is no1 gieatly 
affected by temperature or humidity Bactericidal agents and o t h e ~  rnedicdments can 
be incorporated without inte~fe~ing with the reaction 

Surgical Pastes 

After a gingivectomy (i.e., the surgical removal of diseased or redundant gingival tis- 
sues), a zinc oxide-eugenol paste may be placed over the wound to aid in the reten- 
tion of a medicament and to promote healing. These pastes are generally softer and 
slower in their setting reaction in comparison with impression pastes. The mixture 
should be capable of being formed into a rope that is packed into the gingival 
wounds and the interproximal spaces to provide retention of the dressing The final 
product should be strong enough to resist displacement during mastication, but not 
so brittle that it shears readily under localized stresses. 

Bite Registration Pastes 

The materials used for recording the occlusal reldtionships between natural or arli- 
ficial teeth include impression plaster, compound, wax, resin, and metal oxide 
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paste. Zinc oxide-eugenol pastes are often used as recording ~naterials in the con- 
struction of complete dentures and fixed or removable partial dentures. The ZOC 
impression paste offers almost no resistance to closing of the mandible, thus allow- 
ing a more accurate interocclusal relationship record to be folmed. lurthermore, the 
%Oh, interocclusal record is more stable than one made in wax. 
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Gypsum Products 
Kenneth J .  Anusavice 

OUTLINE 
Uses of Gypsum in  Dentistry 

Dental Plaster and Stone 

Setting of Gypsum Products 

Tests for Working, Setting, and Final Setting Times 

Control of the Setting Time 

Setting Expansion 

Accelerators and Retarders: Practice and Theory 

Hygroscopic Setting Expansion 

Strength 

Types of Gypsum Products 

Proportioning, Mixing, and Caring for Gypsum Products 

Infection Control 

KEY TERMS 
Cast-A reprotlucilon of the shape and fc,~turcs of a surface madc from an iniprcsslon ot (he 

surf,~ce 
Dental plaster (plaster of Paris)-The  bet,^ form o f  calc luln sul1,lte hem~hytlrate (CaSCI4 a 

% ti,O) 
Dental stone-The alpha form o f c i ~ l c ~ u n i  sulfate hemihydrc~te (CaS04 * % HIO) 
Die-A reproduction of a prcparcd tooth made from a gypsum product, epoxy resin, a melal, 

or a refractory materlal 
Gypsum-Calclum sulfate dlhydrate (CaSO, . 2H,O) 
Gypsum dental investment-A refractory materlal, consisting of silica and gypsum as a 

blnder, that IS used for producing a mold for the metal cashng process 
Hygroscopic expansion-The amount of settlng expansion that occurs when gypsum- 

bonded cast~ng Investment IS Immersed in water (usually heated to approximately 38" C 
[ I  00" F]) 

Model-A posltive likeness of an object 
Normal setting expansion-The amount of settlng expansion that occurs when a gypsum- 

bonded cast~ng investment IS allowed to set In alr 

USES OF GYPSUM IN DENTISTRY 

Gypsum (CaS04. 2 H 2 0 )  is a mineral mined in various parts of the world; how eve^; 
it is also produced as a by-product of some chemical-processing operations. 
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Chemically, the gypsum produced for dental applications is neal-ly pure calczum sul- 
f a ~ ~  dzhydmte (CaSO, - 2H,O). Different crystalline forms of gypsum have been used 
for centuries for construction purposes and for malting artifacts. For instance, it is 
believed that the alabaster used in the building of King Solomon's temple of bibli- 
cal fame was a form of gypsum Products rnade from gypsum are widely used in 
industry, and practically all homes and buildings have walls of plastet. 

Gypsum products are used in dentistry for the preparation of study ~nodels for 
oral and maxillofacial structures and as important auxiliary materials for dental 
laboratoiy operations that are involved in the prociuction of dental prostheses 
Various types of dental plaster are p~oduced, modified for specific property 
requirements, and used to form molds and casts on which dental prostheses and 
restorations ale constructed When plastei is mixed with fillers, such as different 
fovms of silica, it is known as a gypsum dental investment. Such dental invest- 
ments are used to form molds for the casting of dental restorations with molten 
metal, these are discussed at length in Chapter 12. The present discussion is con- 
fined to the relatively pure gypsum products, such as plaster and die stone, that 
harden when mixed with water. 

The use of gypsum-based products in dentistry is widespread. Their use can be 
demonstrated through a description of the preparation of a cast for a denture. 
A mixture of plaster of Paris (Pig. 10-1) and water is placed in an impression tray 
and pressed against the tissues of, for example, a patient's edentulous jaw. The 
plaster is allowed to harden, or set, and the impression is withdrawn The dentist 
now has a negatzue form of the tissues against which the impression tray was 
pressed within the oral cavity. If another variety of plaster Iznown as dental stone 
is now mixed with water, poured into the impression, and allowed to set, the hard- 
ened plaster impression serves as a mold to form a positive model, master cast, or 
die It  is on n mnstel cast that the derlture is later constructed, without the patient 
p~ escnl 

Fig. 10-1 Powder p,~rticles of pl,lslcr o l  I'<lris (P-hcmihytlr,lte). Cryslals arc spongy antl irreg~~lnr in 
shape. (~400. )  (Courtesy of tZ. (Jiamrnara ant1 I<. Nciman.) 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

w W/?y do sonic gypsurn-forrnrr?g products requ~re more mrxing water thm others? 

DENTAL PLASTER AND STONE 
Production of Calcium Sulfate Hemihydrate 

Plaster and stone products a]-e produced by calcining calcium sulfate dihydrate, or 
gypsum. Commercially, the gypsum is ground and subjected LO temperatures of 
110" to 120" <: (230" to 250" r) to drive oflpart of the water of c~ystalliz,~tion that 
is the amount of water needed to convert CaS04 2H,O lo ChSO, . M H,O. This 
cor~esponds to the first step in reaction (1 ) .  As the tempel-ature is furthe1 raised, 
the remaining water of crystallization is removed, and products are formed as 
indicated. 

110"-130" C 130"-200" C 200"-1000" C 
CaSO, -211,O ----------t CaSO, . % H 2 0  - CaSO, CaSO, 

Gypsum Plaster or stone Hexagonal O ~ t h o ~ h o m b ~ c  
(calc~um sulfate (calc~um sulfate anhyd~ ~ t e  anl~ydrite 
d~hydrate) hemlhydrate) ( 1 )  

The principal constituent of gypsum-based products such as dental plasters and 
stones is calcium sulfate hemihydrate, that is, (CaS0J2 - 11,0 or CaSO,, lh H,O. 
Depending on the method of calcination, different lorrns of the hemillydrate can be 
obtained. These forms are referred to as a-hemihydrate, a-modified hernillyclrate, 
d~ld  p-hemihyci~ate. 'Jhe use of a and P prefixes seems to suggest two phases from 
the point of view of the plldse rule, hut this is not the case I he ol and p designations 
are retained because of t~adition and convenience. It should not be inferred that 
there are mineralogical differerlces between them. 'l'he differences between a- and 
P-hemihydrates are a result of differences in crystal size, surface area, ,lnd degree of 
lattice perfection. l h e  P form, which is known as dental plaster, consists of large, 
irregularly shaped orthorhombic crystal particles with capillary pores, whereas the a 
form consists of smaller, regularly shaped crystalline particles in the form of rods or 
prisms. '1 he a-modified hemihydrate is made by boiling gypsum in a 30% aqueous 
solution of calcium chloride and magnesium chloride 'I'his process yields the 
smoothest, most dense powder particles of the three types, and the powder is 
used primarily for dies. The a-hemihydrate is called artificial stone, die stone, or 
improved stone. 

If gypsum is heated to the temperatures indicated in the first step of reaction I in 
a vat or rotary lziln open to the air, a crystalline form of the hemihydrate is produced. 
As can be seen in Figure 10-1, the P-hemihydrate crystals are characterized by their 
"sponginess" and irregular shape. In contrast, the a-hemihydrate (stone) crystals are 
more dense and have a prismatic shape. Powder particles of dental stone (a-hemi- 
hydrate) are shown in Figure 10-2. 

Different procedures can be employed to obtain the hemihydrate. The product of 
these processes is the principal constituent of the dental stones from which casts 
and models are made. When a-hemihydrate is mixed with water, reaction 1 is 
ievelsed, as desclibed in the next section, and the product obtdirled is r-n~~ch strollgel 
and harder than that resulting from P-hemihydrate. 'l'he chief reason for this differ- 
ence is that the a-hemihydrate powder requires much less water when it is mixed 
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Fig. 10-2 Powder particles of den~al stone (a-hcmihyclrdte). Crystals are prismatic and more regular in 
shape than those of plaster. Tlie very finc particles that arc. norm,~lly prcscnl have been removed, as was 
done for the plaster particles in Figure 10-1. ( ~ 4 0 0 . )  (Courtesy of B. Ciammara and R. Neirnan.) 

than does the P-hemihydiate rhe P-hemihyd~ate particles absorb more water, 
because the crystals are more uregular in shape and are porou5 in character 

Although particle sue  and the total surface ales are the ch~ef factors 111 gauging 
the aillourlt of m~xing watei, the partlcle sine drstlibution also plays nn impo~tnnt 
role CA~ncl~ng the part1cle5 nftei the plepnratlon of ~ h c  h e m ~ h y d ~ a ~ e  can rlim~nate 
nerdlel~lze clystals and plov~de better pacl<~iig charactellstics, thereby lowering the 
amount ol mmlng water ~equired 

Adhcsion between the part~cles of hem~hydratr is also a factor In determining the 
amount of watel ~ e q u ~ r e d  to pioducr a ploduct that can be pouied Snlall amount\  
of some sulfate-act~vc mater~~~ls,  such as gum arabic plus calcium carbonate, added 
to the herillhyci~ate can inarlzedly  educe the water requllcnlents of both plaster and 
dental stone 

r r o ~ n  the p~eced~ng descl~ption, it 1s clea~ that val1ou5 gypsuln products lequlle 
different arnounts of watel and that these d~fferences are accounted f o ~  p~irlcipally 
by the shape and compactness of the crystals These factors are regulated by the 
manufacturer 

Commercial Gypsum Products 

The various commercially available plasters and stones consist mainly of one of the 
forms of hemihydrate. However, because they are processed products, they contain 
additional small amounts of impurities such as unconverted hexagonal or 
orthorhombic anhydrites. Additional gypsum and other salts may also be added to 
control the setting time and expansion, as discussed in later sections. 

SETTING OF GYPSUM PRODUCTS 

Ileaction 1 described the process of calcining c,llcium sulfate dihydrate to form cal- 
cium sulfate hemihydrate, the starting rnate~ial used for production of gypsum casts, 
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models, certain casting investments, and impression plasters. 'l'he reverse of reaction 
1 describes the reaction of calciuin sulfate hemihydrate powder with water to pro- 
duce gypsum: 

'fie product of the reaction is gypsurn, dr~d the heat evolved in the exothermic reac- 
tion is equivalent to the heat used oiiginally in calcination. Completely set material 
likely never dtt'~ins 100°/o conversion to the dihydrate form uilless exposed to high 
llurnidity for a long period of time. 

The products formed during calcination all react with water to form gypsum, but 
at different rates. I or example, hexagonal anllydrite leacts very rapidly, wheleas the 
reaction may require hours when o~thorhornhic anhydrite is mixed with water, 
because the orthorhornbic anhydrite has a more stable and closely packed crystal 
lattice. 

Setting Reactions 

Nature has provided us with a unique material in gypsum. The various dihydrates 
have a relatively low solubility, with a distinct difference between the greater solu- 
bility of the hemihydrate and that of the dihydrate. 'l'he dihydrate is too soluble for 
use in structures exposed to the atmosphere, which is probably fortunate, because 
such usage would long ago have exhausted our natural supply of gypsum for dental 
applications. 

'I'lie setting reaction of gypsum occurs by dissolution of calcium sulfate hemilly- 
drate, formation of a saturated solution of calci~tni sulfate, subsecluent aggregation 
of less soluble cd lc i~~~ l l  sulfa~e dihydrate, and precipitation of the dihydrate crystals. 
The crys~allization of calci~~~xl sulhle dihydrate occurs while most of the remaining 
he~nihydrate particles dissolve. Some x-ray diffraction data suggests that hemiliy- 
drdle particles remain in the set product. Estimates from tllese data indicate that less 
than 50% gypsum is present in ' l h e  1V and Type V stones, about 60% in Type I1 die 
maleric~ls, and more than 90°! in plasters. These results dcmollstrate a higher con- 
version in the wcaker set material. 'l'hus one rnust co~lsider all o l  the proposed the- 
ories for explaining the setting reaction of calcium sulfatc heruihydrate into gypsum 
when reacted with water. 

'I'he colloidul theory proposes that when ~ilixed with watel; plaster enter-s into the 
colloidal state through a sol-gel mechanism. In the sol state, hemihydrate particles 
are hydrated to form dihydrate, thereby entering into an active state. As the meas- 
ured amount of water is consumed, the mass converts to a solid gel. The hydration 
theo~y suggests that rehydrated plaster particles join together through hydrogen 
bonding to the sulfate groups to form the set material. Ilowever, the most widely 
accepted mechanism is the dissolution-precipilation theory based on dissolution of 
plaster and instant recrystallization of gypsum, followed by interlocking of the crys- 
tals to form the set solid. 

The hemihydrate is four times more soluble in water than is the dihydrate near 
room temperature (20" C). Thus the setting reactions can be understood as lollows: 

1. When the hemihydrate is mixed with water, a suspension is formed that is 
fluid and worlzable. 

2. The hemihydrate dissolves until it forms a saturated solution. 
3 .  'I'his saturated hemihydrate solution, s~ipersaturated in dihydrate, precipitates 

out dihydrate. 
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4. As the dihyclrate p~ecipitates, the solution is no  longel saturated with the 
hemihydrate, so it continues to dissolve llissolution of the hemihydrate and 
precipitation of the dihydrate proceeds as either new crystals form ol fu~ther  
growth occu~s on the c~yst,als al~eady plesent The reaction is continuous and 
continues until no filrthe~ dihydratr prccip~talcs out o f  solutiori The anhy- 
drite is not f a m e d  in aqueous media. 

Ihe cu~ves in a plot of temperature during setting as a function of time ale sirnilar 
in shape to those shown in Figire 10-5 (discussed later) for compressive strength as 
n function of time. Ihe peak is reached ea~lier 01 later, dependirig on the setting 
time. The mass will begin to cool in Ti to 1 5  min, but the ~eaction and stiengthen- 
ing piocess may continue slowly for houls 

I'lle elfect of varying the water/powder (W/P) latio is best ill~ist~ated by measur- 
ing the compressive strength that develops Figure 10-3 shows a plot of the strength 
values that have been measured for the five different types of gypsum products as a 
function of the W/P ratio. The products represented in Figure 10-3 cover the wide 
range of gypsum products that are used in dentistry. The figure includes data from 
many of the products on the market that meet American National Standards 
Institute/American Dental Association (ANSI/ADA) Specification No. 25 for dental 
gypsum products and the strength values represent the wet strength at 1 hr. The 
strength values increase as the specimens dry and may double in a week. 

As the amount of gypsum increases during the setting period, the mass thickens 
because of the formation of needlelike crystals. When a lower W/P ratio is used, the 
crystals grow and, through intergrowth, they form a strong, solid mass At a W/P 
ratio near the theoretical limit of 0 18, some of the hemihydrate crystals do not fully 
dissolve, but they hydrate and still tend to harden the structure 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

During n71x1ng of J c,dc lum sulfaic honlhydrate produt 1 w ~ / h  wnler, extra wafer rnny be 

'tcjdeo' to faolrtate the n~rx~ng anti pour~ng processes. What thr re adverse < hangcs may 

occur when t !~e  reco~nmencfetf W/P ratlo has been exceeded? 

Conditions: wet, 1 hour, - 9000 
hand mixed - c 

-8000 2 
ADA specification no. 25 . 

- 2000 

10 - 

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 
W/P ratio 

Fig. 10-3 Comprcsslve strength as a funct~on of W/P lallo for [he i'lve types of gypsum protiucts 
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WIP Ratio 

The amounts of water and hemihydrate should be gauged accurately by weight. The 
ratio of the water to the hemihydrate powder is usually expressed as the W/P ratio, 
or the quotient obtained when the weight (or volume) of the water is divided by the 
weight of the powder. 'T'he ratio is usually abbreviated as W/P. For example, if 100 g 
of plaster is mixed with 60 mL of water, the W/P ratio is 0.6; if 100 g of dental stone 
is mixed with 28 mL of water, the W/P ratio is 0.28. The W/P ratio is an important 
factor in determining the physical and chemical properties of the final gypsum 
product For example, as the W/P ratio increases, the setting time increases, the 
strength of the gypsum product decreases, and the setting expansion decreases. 
Although the W/P ratio varies for the particular brand of plaster or stone, the fol- 
lowing are some typical recommended ranges: Type TI plaster, 0.45 to 0.50, lt7,e 111 
stone, 0.28 to 0.30; and Type IV stone, 0.22 to 0.24. Using plaster or stone that is 
supplied in preweighed bags sometimes results in mixes that are too thick or too 
thin. Assuming that the correct amount of water was dispensed in either case, this 
variation may be caused by the normal variation of the powder mass, typically + 2%. 

TESTS FOR WORKING, SETTING, AND FINAL SETTING TIMES 
Mixing Time (MT) 

Mixing time is defined as the time from the addition of the powder to the water 
until the mixing is completed. Mechanical mixing of stones and plasters is usually 
completed in 20 to 30 sec. Hand-spatulation generally requires at least a minute to 
obtain a smooth mix. 

Working Time (WT) 

W o ~ k ~ n g  time 1s [he lrme ,~va~lable to usc a woll<nble mix, one that mamtalns '1 unr- 
foim consisterlcy to pelform one o~ Inole t,isks I t  1s measured I ~ o m  the start of mrx- 
lng to the point wllele the conu\tcncy 1s no longel acceptable fol the ploduct's 
~ritendcd pulpose L 01 example, suffic~ent working tlnle ln~ght  be needed to p o u ~  an 
lmples51on, p o u ~ f i p a e  ~ ~ i i p w s s ~ o n ,  and clean tllc equipment hefole the gypsurn 
iully fets Gene~~~l ly ,  a 3 rnin worklng tune 1s adequ,ltc 

Setting Time (SF) 

Reaction 2 requires a definite time for completion. The powder is mixed with water, 
and the time that elapses from the beginning of mixing until the material hardens 
is known as the settzng time. lbis is usually measured by some type of penetration 
test, using the instruments shown in Figure 10-4. A number of stages occur in the 
setting of a gypsum product, as illustrated by use of an actual strength test on a den- 
tal model plaster in Figure 10-5. In this figure, 1 min is indicated for the mixing time 
(MT), with an additional 3 min for the working time (WT), that is, pouring into an 
impression. 

Loss of Gloss Test for Initial Set 

As the reaction proceeds, some of the excess water is taken up in forming the dihy- 
drnte so that the mix loses its gloss. In Figire 10-5, this loss of gloss (LC) occurred 
at app~oximntely 9 min, at which time the rnnss still had no measurable compres- 
sive strength. Therefore it could not be safely removed fi-orn the mold. 
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Fig. 10-4 A, V~c,il nectlle he~ l ig  uwt i  lo measure t l i r  wllln;: ilrnc of '1 f i y ~ ~ ~ u n i  r)ro(iu( t Thc sctt~t>g tlmr 
15 t l i r  rl.l[)\eti t lmr trom th(3 <[art ot rnlx unt~ l  ih(> ncc,cllc no 1onge.r pcmctralcs lo  Lhc hottom B, )el of 
C,lllrnorc nccdlcs 

initial Gillmore Test for initial Set 

On the right side of Figure 10-4 two Gillrnorr nccdles ale shown. The smaller one 
is most frequently used for testing the setting time of dental cements, but it is some- 
times used on gypsum products. The mixture is spread out, and the needle is low- 
ered onto the surface. The time at which it no longer leaves an impression is called 
the initzal set, noted as "Initial Gillmore" on the curve in Figure 10-5. This event is 
marked by a definite increase in strength. The initial set in the example shown in 
Figure 10-5 is 13 min. 

Vicat Test for Setting Time 

The next stage in the reaction is determined by use of another instrument, the Vicat 
penetrometer seen on the left in rigure 10-4. The needle with a weighted plunger 
rod is supported and held just in contact with the mix. Soon after the gloss is lost, 
the plunger is released. The time elapsed until the needle no longer penetrates to the 
bottom of the mix is known as the settlng tlnze In some cases, the Vicat and initial 
C:illmo~e me'lsurernents occ~n at the same time, whereas in other instances, there is 
'1 small difference, as shown in r igu~e  10-5. 
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Time (min) 

Fig. 10-5 Compressive strength oi ,r Type-Il modcl plaster (luring setting. The WIP ~-,~tio w ~ s  0.50. Thc 
vnrior~s st~gcs in tlic sclting rcactlon arc indicitte(1 by t h ~  [~artlcular instrunicnls r~secl in measuring the 
h,trtlening of the mix. MT mixing timcl; W7j working tirne; LC;, loss of gloss froln [tic s~tr f~ice o i  [hc mix. 

Gillmore Test for Final Setting Time 

'The next stage in the setting plocess is measured by the use of the heavier <:illmore 
needle. The elapsed time at which this needle lenves only a barely perceptible mark 
on the surface is called the Jinal setting time. 

Ready-for-Use Criterion 

The ready-for-use criterion is a subjective measure of the time at which the set mate- 
rial may be safely handled in the usual manner. The ready-for-use criterion is not 
determined by any designated test; the ability to judge readiness improves with 
experience. Technically, the set material may be considered ready for use at the time 
when the compressive strength is at least 80% of that which would be attained at 
1 hr. Most modern products reach the ready-for-use state in approximately 30 min 
(see Fig. 10-5). 

The preceding sections illustrate the stages in the setting of gypsum products. The 
figures provided apply to one typical model plaster, but the stages vary, depending 
on the particular product, the W/P ratio, and the time of mixing. Only the Vicat set- 
ting time is listed under tables of physical properties. Although manufacturers have 
developed their own tests for working time, the Vicat test is useful for controlling 
batch quality. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Wl~at are fhe letornmendcd mctl?ods for the opcrator to nrcclcratc or retard the setting 

(/me for a given gypsuni-fornling product? 

CONTROL OF THE SETTING TIME 

As previously noted, setting time must be controlled for different applications. 
'l'heoretically, at least three methods can achieve such control. 

1. 'lhe solubility of the hemihydrate can be increased or decreased. For example, 
if the solubility of the hemihydrate is increased, supersaturation of the cal- 
cium sulfate i~lcre;~ses, and the rate of crystalline deposition is also increased. 

2. 'Ihe number of nuclei of crystallization can be increased or decreased. 'l'he 
greater the number of nuclei of crystallization, the faster the gypsum ciystals 
form and the sooner the hardening of the mass occurs because of crystalline 
in termeshing. 

3. l'he setting time can be accelerated or retarded by increasing or decreasing the 
rate of crystal growth, respectively. 

In practice, these methods have been incorporated into the commercial products 
available. Thus the operator can vary the setting time within reason by changing the 
W/P ratio and mixing time. 

Impurities 

If the calcination is not coiiiplete and gypsum particles lemain, or if the mclnufac- 
tuiei adds gypsum, the setting tlrne 1s shortened because of the inciease In poterltral 
nucle~ oi c~yst,lllr~,~t~on If oitho~liomhrc a n h y d ~ ~ t e  1s present, the induct~on per~od 
1s ~nc~ca\ed ,  II 11exdgonal a~lllydr~tc 1s p~esent, the I I ~ ~ L I C ~ I ~ I ~  pelloci 1s decreased 

Fineness 

I he finer the particle size of the hemihydrate, the faster the mix hardens, palticula~ly 
if the product has been ground during ~~ianufacture. Not only is the rate of the 
liemihydrate dissolution inc~e~lsed, hut the gypsum nuclei are also more numerous 
1 herefole a more rapid I'lte of crystnlli~ntion occuls. 

WIP Ratio 

l h e  more water used for mixing, the fewer nuclei there are per unit volume. 
Consequently, the setting time is prolonged. This effect is evidenced by the results 
presented in Table 10-1. 

Mixing 

Within practical limits, the longer and the more rapidly the plaster is mixed, the 
shorter is the setting time. Some gypsum crystals form immediately when the plas- 
ter or stone is brought into contact with the water. As the mixing begins, the forma- 
tion of these crystals increases. At the same time, the crystals are brolzen up by the 
mixing spatula and are distributed throughout the mixt~~re, resulting in the forind- 
tion of more nuclei of crystallization. l'hus the setting time is decreased, as indicated 
in Table 10-1. 
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Effect of WaterlPowder (W/P) Ratio and Mixing Time on  the 
Setting Time of Plaster of Paris 

W/P ratio Mixing time (min) Setting time (min) 

0.45 0.5 5.25 

0.45 1 .O 3.25 

From (,ihson C:S, and Johnson 1W: J Soc Cllcrli Ind 51:2.5'1; 1932 

Temperature 

An increase in water temperature would us~tally be expected to accelerate a chemi- 
cal setting reaction. Ilowevel; this is not the case for gypsum products. Although the 
effect of temperature on the setting time is likely to be erratic and may vary from 
one plaster (or stone) to another, little change occurs between 0" C (32" F) and 
50" C (120" 1.). If the temperature of the plaster-wate~ mixture exceeds 50" C (120" F), 
a gradual retardation occurs. As the temperature approaches 100" C (212" F), no 
reaction takes place. At the higher temperature range (50-100" C), reaction 2 is 
reversed, with the tenctcncy for any ,gypsum crystals foi-med to be converted back to 
the hernihyctr,~te So~m. 

Retarders and Accelerators 

Plobably the most effectlvc and prC~ctlcdl rnetliod for ~01lt1oI111ig tlic sctt111g tsliie 1s 
the atldit~on o l  ce~tain thcrnical modifiers to the mlxtu~e of plaste~ 01 dental stone 

If thc chem~cal added dec~eaws the setting tlme, zt 1s Iznown as ,In M ( ~ ~ / P ~ ( L ~ o T ,  i f  zt 
Incleases the setting timc, 11 15 known as a t('fur(lu 

Iktarde~s genci,~lly act hy forming an ndsoibed Iayycl on the hcrnihyd~ate lo 
rcduce its solubility and on ~ h c  gypsum cryst,lls p~esent to ~nliibit growth Olgan~c 
materials, such as glue, gclatrn, and some grums, hehavc In tl11s mannt'l Allolhc~ 
type of i e t a ~ d e ~  consists oC sal~s that f o ~ m  a layci of a calcium salt ihnt is less solu- 
ble than is the sulfate 'I'hese lnay include borax, potasslum cltrate, and sodium chlo- 
ride (20%). In small concentrations, many inorganic salts (such as sodium chloride) 
act as accelerators, but when the concentrat~on is increased, they can become 
retarders Because the action of these chemical adciitions also affects other proper- 
ties such as setting expansion, the behavior of accelerators and reta~ders will be dis- 
cussed further in a subsequent section 

The operator should attempt to cont~ol the setting time by adding ~etarders or 
accelerators to the calcium sulfate hem~hydrate powder The setting time can be 
accelerated by adding gypsum (<20%), potassium sulfate, or sodium chloride 
(<28%) f i e  gypsum is typically added by including a small percentage of slurry 
water in the mix~ng watel However, a significantly greater amount of powder 
should not be added to accelerate the reaction because it may be difficult to produce 

product w ~ t h  optimal flow charactelistics If a substantially accelerated setting 
process 1s desned, the operator should illstead purchase a fast-sett~ng product As an 
alternative, either the mixing time ol the m~xing late may be increased slightly to 
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accelerate the setting reaction; however, any increase in mixing time or mixing rate 
must be accommodated within the working time for the specific product. 

To increase the setting time, select a product from the manufacturer's calalog that 
is designed with a longer setting time. The use of cooler water will not have a sig- 
nificant effect on the setting time. Thus, to ensure the longest working time, one 
should purchase a regular setting product and/or use minimum mixirlg times and 
slower rates of mixing. 

SETTING EXPANSION 

Regardless of the type of gypsum product employed, an expansion of the mass can 
be detected during the change from the hemihydrate to the dihydrate. Depending 
on the composition oi the gypsum product, this observed linear expansion nldy be 
as low as 0.0Ci0/o or as high as 0.5%. 

On the other hand, if equivalent volumes of the hemihydrate, water, and the reac- 
tion product (dihydrate) are compared, the volume of the dihydrate formed will be 
less than the equivalent volumes of the hemihydrate and water. This represents a 
linear change in the gypsum object of approximately 2.4V0 Thus, according to these 
calculations, a volumetric contraction should occur duting the setting reaction. 
However, a setting expansion is observed instead; this phenomenon can be ration- 
alized on the basis of the crystallization mechanism. 

The calculations are as follows: 

Molecular mass 290.284 54.048 344.332 

llensily (g/cm i, 2.75 0.997 2.12 

B q t ~ i v a l c ~ l t  voll~rnc. 105.556 54.211 148.405 

'li)t,tl volumc 159.767 148.405 ( 3 )  

'I'he net change in volume is (148.405 - 159.767)/(159.767) 100, or -7.11°/i,. This 
change can also be show11 by the sol-gel theoly in which a shr-inltage s h o ~ ~ l d  OCCLII- 

when the sol co~lvelts to a gel. flowevel; this shl-inltage cannot be measured, because 
it takes place while the niixtc~re is in the fluid stale. 

As previously noted, thc crystallization process is pictured as an outgrowtlm of 
crystals fi-om n~lclei of crystallization. On the basis of ~ l l e  entanglernc.nt of the dihy- 
drate crystals, c~ystals growing from the nuclei can intermesh with and obstruct the 
growth of adjacent crystals. 

If (his process is repeated by thousands of the crystals during growth, an outward 
stress or thrust develops that produces an expansion of the entire mass. 'lhus a set- 
ting expansion will take place even though the true volume of the crystals alone will 
be less as calculated above. This crystal impingement and movement result in the 
production of micropores. 

Because the product of the setting reaction for gypsum (see reactiorl2) in practice is 
greater in external volume but less in crystalline volurne, it follows that the set material 
must be porous. 'I'herefore the structure immediately after setting is composed of inter- 
locking crystals, between which are micropores and pores containing the excess water 
required for mixing. On drying, the excess water is lost, and the void space is increased. 

As far as the technician or dentist is concerned, only the setting expansion that 
occurs after the initial sel is of interest. Arly expansion 01- conlraction that occurs 
before this time can be overcolne by friction between the mold surface against 
which the fluid ~nixture is poured. At the time of the initial set, the crystalline frame- 
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work is sufficiently rigid that it can overcome, for the most part, such frictional 
retention. However, it cannot always overcome any confillement by the mold 
boundaries, such as the walls of a cylindrical metal ring. Furthermore, any initial 
contractioil that occurs during the induction period does not affect the accuracy, 
because the mix is fluid at this stage and the contraction occurs at the free surface. 

If a mixtule of plaster and water is spread on a glass surface, the distance between 
any two surface reference points will not change appreciably during the induction 
period. l h e  adhesion of the watel-powder mix to the glass can prevent the linear 
contraction that is theoretically expected. Only when the crystalline framework is 
sufficiently rigid (after the initial set) is a visible setting expansion evident. 

When sufficient crystals fornm to produce the outw,~rd thrusl by impingement, set- 
ting expansion follows. The initial setting time occurs approximately at the minimal 
point o l  the curve, the point at which the expansion begins. According to the graph 
in Figure 10-6, the stone actually has shrunk during setting and it has not recovered 
its original dimensions. On the other hand, in the previous experiment on the glass 
plate, a setting expansion of approximately 0.12°/~ would have been reported. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

1-71 What is the most effeciivc' way to increase or decrease the setting expansion of gypsum? 

Control of Setting Expansion 

Sonletilnes a setting expnnsion is ndvantageous for a denla1 procedure; sometimes 
it is disacivantageous, because it may he n source of elrol <:onsequently, 
setting expansion 11lust he contlolled to obtain the des i~rd  accur~lcy 111 Cienlnl 
appl~cations 

As can be noted f1om the resulls p~escntcd i n  lable 10-2, n lowel W/P ratio and 
a l o r~ge~  mixing time increases the setting expansion. bach of tllrsc factors ~ncrrases 
the nuclei dens~ty 'Ihr effect of the W/1' ratio on the setting expansion is to be 
expected on '1 theoretical basis At highe~ W/I' ~crtios, fewel nuclei of c~ystallia,ition 
per unit volume are present than with the thicker mixes Because il can be dssumecl 

Fig. 10-6 Diniension~l ~li,rnges that occur during the setting ol a gypsum product. (Courtesy 0i'A.K. 
Docking.) 
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Effect of WaterlPowder (W/P) Ratio and Mixing 'lime on Setting 
Expansion of Plaster o r  Paris 

W/P ratio Mixing time (min) Selling expansion (%) 

Froiri Cihson CS, and johriso~l KN: I Sor Clictn lucl 'S1:LTi'l: 1932 

that the space between the nuclei is greater in such a case, it follows that there is less 
growth interaction of the dihydrate crystals and less outward thrust. However, the 
most effective method for controlling the setting expansion is through the addition 
of chemicals by the manufacturer. The setting expansion can be reduced by adding 
either potassium sulfate, sodium chloride, or borax 

ACCELERATORS A N D  RETARDERS: PRACTICE A N D  THEORY 

Why are accelerators and retarders used? In industry, the gypsum product lequires a 
gradual set or hardening so that the object may be fo~med  or shaped over time 
Howevei, its use in dentistry gene~ally involves pouring o r  vlblatlng the mix irito a 
mold, w ~ t h  ca~ef~l l  c o ~ l t ~ o l  of flow ieclLillnlg only '1 few minutes At the end of the 
work~ng time, the m,~tc~ial  should harden ~ a p ~ d l y ,  c ~ n d  11  should be rcdciy for u\c 
w~thin 70 mln  or less 

F ~ g u ~ c  10 7 ~ l l u \ ~ r n ~ e s  ~ h c  I n te~pl ,~y of accele~,rrois ailct retarders on the stlt-ngth 
(111 MPa units) of plnsle~ The same effect4 hold tillc f o ~  other gypsum ploclucts, 
~rlcludlllg ~nvestment\ used for c,l\~ing 01 1-m~-pless~ng sltuatlon5 The curve a? the 
I ~gh t  shows the late ol h'l~dening ol ,I n,ltur;ll pl,lstcr, that IS, P hernlhycl~atc It Itas 
oriily a lew minutes ol w o ~ k ~ n g  t ~ m e  dnd then hnrdens g~,~dually, usually too slowly 
for dental use The addlt~on o f  an accelc~ator (the curve ,it the lefl) p~otluccs '1 set 
that m,lltes ~t possible to usc the piaster withrn 30 rrl l ra  Ilowcve~, ~ h c  wo~ltrng ilme 
lids heen se1iou5ly ~eciucccl Tlle~efole, a ~rtaldei  l-nust bc also added (the cculve in 
the rniddle) to make a usable plastel This lllcredses the latent I I I I L I , ~ ~  setting pcliod 
so that the mix retains a reasonable plast~c state that permlts handling or working ~t 
into a u s e f ~ ~ l  shape Then the mass hardens in time for use 

Not only do the chemical accelerators and retarders regulate the settlng time of 
the gypsum p~oducts, but also they generally reduce the setting expansion The the- 
ory of such effects is st111 not confirmed 

Because the rate of setting is influenced by the rate of hemihydrate dissolution, it is 
logical to assume that malerials which increase the rate of dissolution also acceler- 
ate the setting reaction However, the rate of precipitation of the dihydrate is also 
important. Therefore the accelerator must increase the solubility of the hemihydrate 
without also incrensing the solubility of the dihydrate Thus the c~ccelei-ation caused 
by an ;tclditive depends on the amount and rate of solubility of the hemihydrate ver- 
sus the same effect on the dihydrate. 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Time (min) 

Fig. 10-7 Coriipress~vc strength of n model plastcr ploltecl dga~nst brnc when a~~elera tors  and 
retarders are added to the plasler The gain In strength 15 a nieasurt ot the ralc of harden~ng or setting 

To furthe1 complicate matters, although inorganrc salts ale often accelerators, 
they can also become retardels when mole than a ceitain amount IS added Sod~urn 
chloride is an accelerator up to about 20/0 of the hemrllyd~ate, but at a hlghel con- 
crntintlon, ~t acts as a iet<~rdel Sodium sulf'ate has its maximum accelelntron effect 
at app~oxr~n~te ly  3 4%0, at gleatei concent~at~ons, 11 hecomes a ~ e t a ~ d e i  

The most cornruonly ~lsed acceleialol 1s potass~um sulfate 11 1s particularly effec- 
tlve 111 concentratlolls h~gher than 2O/0, stnce the leactlon product, whrch seems to 
be syngenlte (I<,Ca[SO,], . 1I10),  crystall~~es iaprdly Many soluble sulfates act as 
nccelerators, whcreas powdered gypsum (calcium sulfate dihydrate) accele~ates the 
settlng late, hecause the pal-t~cles act '1s nuclei of cryst;llli~ation A slurly of giound 
gypsum ~ ~ 1 s t ~  (called slurry wate~) acts 111 t h ~ s  way although the clen~ saturated 11cl 
u ~ d  1s hardly effective It  takes the crystals themselves to accele~ate the srttlng lhus 
the slurry water should be ag~tated before use Anothe~ way of accompl~shing this 
effect 1s to Increase elther or both the tlme and the speed of mlxlng, because this 
Increases the formatioil of nuclei, thereby accelerating the mix Decreasing the mix- 

ing t ~ m e  or adding more water w~l l  retaid the reaction IIowever, the addrtron of 
excess water may adversely alter the propelties of the gypsum 

Retarders 

The behavior of retarders is even more complicated. The common belief is that cer- 
tain chemicals form a coating on the hemihydrate particles and thus prevent the 
hemihydrate from going into solution in the normal manner. 

Citrates, acetates, and borates generally retard the reaction. Tor a given anion, the 
particular cation employed appears to affect the retardation markedly. kor example, 
with the acetates, the order of retardation in terms of the cation employed appears 
to be Ca' < I<+ < H', whereas potassiurrl tartrate has a marked accelerating effect in 
contrast with the calcium salt, which has little effect on setting. The behavior of cil- 
rates is Inore coruplex. 
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Because the manufacturer has al~eady added nccelerato~s and retarders and o t h e ~  
cont~olling agents, it is not wise to add other ingredients becnuse they rnay coun- 
teract the effects already incorporated into the pioduct. 

HYGROSCOPIC SETTING EXPANSION 

In the discussion thus f a ,  the plaster 01 stone has been assumed to set in air If the 
setting process is instead allowed to occu~ under water (usually at an elevated tem- 
peratule), the setting expansion may more than double in magnilude. One possible 
reason for increased expansion is the expansion of the wax pattern during setting of 
the investment The most well-accepted reason for the increased expansion when 
the hemihyci~ate reacts under water is the additional crystal glowth permitted by 
allowing the crystals to grow fieely, rather than being constrai~led by the surface ten- 
sion when the clystals form in air. 

This theory is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 10-8 In Stage I, shown at the 
top of the figure, the initial mix is iepresented by the three round particles of hemi- 
hydrate surrounded by water 

In Stage 11, the reaction has started and the crystals of the dihydrate are beginning 
to form. 111 the diagram on the left, the water around the particles is reduced by 
hydration and these particles are drawn more closely togethe~ by the surface tension 
of the water. In the right-hand diagram, because the setting is taking place under 
water, the water of hydration is replaced and the distance between the particles 
lemains the same. 

As the dihydrate crystals grow, they contact each other, and setting expansion 
begins As indicated rn Stage 111, the watel around the particles decreases in the 
example on the left. I'he particles with their attached crystals tend to be drawn 
togethe1 as befo~e, but the contiaction is opposed by the outward thrust of the grow- 
ing ciystctls. On the other hand, the crystals In the diagram on the right ale not as 
inhibited, because the watel is again replenishecl from the outside In fact, the orig- 

0 . 
Normal settlng condltlons (N) 

Hygroscopic settlng condltlons (H) @+@+a+@@ 

(1) (11) (Ill) (1'4 (V) 
Initial mix Initial crystal Solid phase Expansion Termination 

growth contact 

Expansion vs. time curve 

Fig. 10-8 Diagramrnatic representation o l  the setting expansion of plaster. In the left column, the 
crystal growth is inhihiled hy the I x k  o i  ex( es5 water. As shown in the right colun~n, water ,lclded 
during setting provides more room for longer crystal growth. e, expansion; t, lirne; I t  hygrosc.opic 
setting expansion; N, normal setting expa11sion. (Frorn Mahlcr DR, and Ady AR: E ~ p l ~ ~ n a t i o n  for the 
hygroscopic setting cxpansion of dental gypsurn products. J Dent Res 39:570, 1960.) 
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inal particles are now separated further as the crystals grow, and the setting expan- 
sion is definitely evident. 

In Stages IV and V, the effect becomes more marked. 'The crystals that are inhib- 
ited on the left become intermeshed and entangled much sooner than those on the 
right, which grow much more freely during the early stages before the intermeshing 
finally prevents f~~r the r  expansion. Consequently, the observed setting expansion 
that occurs when the gypsum product sets uncier water may be greater than that 
which occurs during setting in air. 

It follows, therefore, that tlie basic mechanism of c~ystal growth is the same in 
both instances, and both phenomena are true setting expansions. To distinguish 
between them, the setting expansion without water immersion is usually called 
norrnal setting expansion (see N in Fig. 10-8), whereas the expansion that occurs 
under water is known as hygroscopic setting expansion (see I I in Fig. 10-8). 'l'he 
hygroscopic setting exparlsio~l is pllysical and is 1101 caused by a chenlical reaction 
any more than is the normal setting expansion. 'The reduction in the W/P ratio 
increases the hygroscopic setting expansion and the normal setting expansion in 
the same manner. Increased spatulation results in increased hygroscopic expan- 
sion as well. 

Although the crystal interlocking theoly represents a logical explanation of set- 
ting expansion, it is not the only theory. Setting expansion of gypsum may also be 
explained by simple hydrostatic pressure that develops in the water during setting. 

'J'he hygroscopic expansion obtained during the setting of dental stone or plaster 
is generally small in magnitude. For example, a dental stone used in making casts 
may exhibit a normal linear setting expansion of 0.15%, with a maximum hygro- 
scopic expansion of not more than 0.30%. Nevertheless, this differelice may be suf- 
ficient to cause the misfit of a de~lture or similar device made on  the cast. 

On the other hand, as explained in Chaptel- 12, the greatel- hygroscopic setting 
expansion of gypsum-bonded casling investments is sometinles used in the fabrica- 
tion of cast restorations. 

STRENGTH 

The strength of gypsum p~oducts is generally explessed in terms of compressive 
strength, c~lthough tensile strength should also be considered in order to secure a 
satisfactory guide to the total strength charactelistics. 

As might be expected fionl the theory of setting, the strength of pldstel or stone 
incieases rapidly as the rnatr~ial lia~dens ,lftel the initial setting time. I lowever, the 
free-water content of the set product definitely affects its strength. For this reason, 
two strength properties of gypsum are reported: the wet slr-ength (also known as green 
strength) and the dry strength The wet strength is the strength obtained when the 
water in excess of that required for hydration of the hemihydrate is left in the test 
specimen. When the excess water in tlie specimen has been driven off by d~ying, the 
strength obtained is the dry strength. The dry strength may be two or more times as 
high as the wet strength. Consequently, the distinction between the two is of con- 
siderable imp01 tance. 

'lhe effect of drying on the compressive strength of set plaster is shown in 'l'able 
10-3 Note the ~elatively slight gains in strength that occurred aftel 16 hr. Between 
an 8-hr ancl 24-hr period, only 0.6% of the excess water was lost, and yet the 
strength doubled. A somewhat similar change in surface hardness takes place dur- 
ing the drying process 

A good expl,~nation of this effect is the fact that CIS the last traces of water leave, 
fine c~ystals of gypsum p~ecipitate. These anchor the larger crystals. Then, if water is 
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Effect of Drying on the Compressive Strength of Plaster of Paris 

Comprcssive strength 

Drying period (hr) (MPa) (psi) Loss in weight ( 'X , )  

2 9 6 1400 15 1 

4 11 7 1700 11 9 

8 11 7 1700 17 4 

16 13 0 1900 - 

24 23 1 1400 18 0 

4 8  21 3 1400 18 0 

7 2 23 '3 1400 - 

From Gibson CS, and Johnson I<N: j Soc Chern Ind 51 :251; 1932 

added or if excess water is present, these small crystals are the first to d~ssolve, and 
thus the re~nfoiclng ancho~s are lost 

As prev~ously noted, the set plaster or stone 1s porous In nature, and the greater 
the W/P ratlo, the greater w ~ l l  be the poroslty As might be expected on such a bas~s, 
the greater the W/P ratlo, the less 1s the dry strength of the set material, as shown 
by the data In Fable 10-4, because the greater the poroslty, the fewer crystals are 
available per unlt volume for a glven weight of hem~hycilate 

The materials mlxed at a hlgh W/I' ratlo have tens~le strength4 as hlgh as 25% of 
the correspondrng compressive strengtll When materldls are rn~xed at low W/P 
latlos, the tensile stlength I? less 111,113 100/0 of the coi~espond~ng cornpresslve 
\t~ength 

As sllown In lablc 10-4, tllc spatu1,ltion tlrne al\o '~ffects h e  stlength of the plas- 
tel In genelnl, w ~ t h  ~111 increase In mixing l~me,  the stlength 1s ~nc~cased  to a l ~ n l ~ l  
thdt is dpp~oxin~ately equ~vdlent to that of hdnd lnlxlng f o ~  1 n i ~ n  If the nuxtiue 1s 
ove~mixed, [he gypsum crystals f o ~ ~ n e d  ale brolten up, and less crystalllnc Intel- 
locking I esults In the fin'll product 

I'lle add~uon of an 'lccelelato~ or retardci lowers both the wet ant1 the dry 
strengths of the bypsum p~oduct  Such a decrease in stienglll can be pnrtially ,lttr~b- 
uted to the salt added as an adultel~nt and to tlie reduct~on in ~rltercrystalline 
coheslon 

Effect of the WaterlPowder (W/P) Ratio and Mixing Time on 
the Compressive Strength of Plaster of Paris 

Compressive strength 
- 

W/P ratio Mixing time (min) (MPa) (psi) 

t'rotil Czibson CS, and Johnson, I<N: 1 Soc C:hcrrr Illti -51 :2.5T, 1932. 
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When relatively pule hemihyd~ate is muted with minimal amounts of water, the 
wolking time is short and the setting e ~ p ~ ~ n s i o n  is ~ ~ n d u l y  high. Howeve], as just 
not t~ l ,  dental gypsum p~oducts contam additives that  educe the setting expansion, 
inclease the wo~king time, and provide a rnpid final set Tlle addition of Inore cheru- 
icals can upset the delicale halnnce of these plopelties ' I  hus if a change is desired in 
the setting time, it should be done by modest alterations in eithe~ 01 both the W/T' 
~ a t i o  and the spatulation tlme. 

TYPES OF GYPSUM PRODUCTS 

Having discussed the basic plinciples of gypsum products, we t u ~ n  o u ~  attention to 
the v,11-ious types of dental gypsum and p~actical considerations in their use Tlle cri- 
teria for selection of any pa~ticular gypsum product depend on its use ,~nd the phys- 
ical properties necessary for that particular use. For example, dental stone is a poor 
material for use as an impression material, because if teeth are present, the high 
strength of  he stone (a  hemihydrate) makes it impossible to remove the impression 
ovel the uildercuts in the teeth without injury On the other hand, if a strong casl is 
required on which to build a denture, a weak plaster (0-hemihydrate) should not be 
chosen I11 other words, there is no  all-purpose dental gypsum product. 

The various types of gypsum ploducts can be seen in 'lable 10-5. Listed are the 
five types identified by ANSI/ADA Specification No 25 and the properties required 
for each. 

Impression Plaster (Type I) 

I hese ~mplesslon rndte~~als ,tic composed of plaster ol l'aris, to wtilch modifiers 
have bcen nddcd to ~egulate the \rttmg time d11d the setllng expans~on lmp~ess~on 
p l ,~s te~  IS  ralely used anymore for dental imp~ess~ons, because ~t h,ls been rc.pl,lcccl 

'Iypical Properties* of the Five Types of Gypsum I'roducts 

2-Hr setting 1 -Hr compressive 
expansion ( O h )  strengtht 

Selling time 
T~ pe W/P ratio (min) Min Max (MPa) (p") 

1. Plaster, 
impression 0 40-0 75 4 +1 0 0 0  0 1 5  4 0 580 

11. Plaster, 
model 0.45-0.50 12*4 0.00 0.30 3.0 1300 

111. Dental 
stone* 0.28-0.30 12*4 0.00 0.20 20.7 3000 

IV. Dental 
stone, high 
strengths 0.22-0.24 12k4 0.00 0.10 34.5 5000 

V. Dental stone, 
high strength, 
high expansion 0.18-0.22 12*4 0.10 0.30 48.3 7000 

'l'ropulics reclui~-ecl irl 1 1 1 ~  five gypsccln pro t l~~cls  c-ovc~cd by ANSI/ADA Specification No. 25. 
i M i n i m ~ ~ l r i  v,llues. 
tl>cnt,ll stonc, somclimcs dcsignatecl as Class I stonc 01- Hydroc,ll. 
$l)cntal sto~lc, high strcng~h, soirlcti~nes drsigllated ,IS (:lass I I  slone, d e ~ ~ s i l e ,  o r  improvecl stonc. 
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by less rigid materials, such as the hydrocolloids and elastomers (discussed in 
Chapter 9). Plaster is primarily restricted to use as a final impressioil (wash impres- 
sion) in the construction of full dentures. 

Model Plaster (Type I I) 

Model plaster, or laboratory Type 11 plaster, is now used principally to fill a flask in 
denture construction when setting expansion is not critical and the strength is ade- 
quate, according to the limits cited in the specification. It is usually marketed in the 
natural white color, thus contrasting with stones that are generally colored. Type I1 
model plaster is relatively weak as evidenced by a compressive strength as low as 
9 MPa and a tensile strength of 0.6 MPa. 

Dental Stone (Type Ill) 

In 1930 a major milestone was established when a-gypsum was discovered and 
introduced within dentistry. Combined with the advent of hydrocolloid impression 
material, the improved hardness of a-gypsum made stone dies workable, and the 
indirect pattern became possible. 

Dentistry shared in the greatest improvement in plaster that has been made in all 
of history. A researcher at U.S. Gypsum Corporation learned that the plaster mold 
used for forming rubber denture bases in a vulcanizer under steam pressure became 
unusually hard overnight. Examination showed that the set gypsum, calcined under 
steam pressure, formed a much better quality of crystallized calcium sulfate hemi- 
hydrate. Because of this improvement, the product was soon thereafter patented as 
a-gypsum Since this discovery, the process has been performed comn~e~-cially in an 
autoclave. 

'Ijrpe 111 stone has a ~ninirnu~n 1-hr compressive strength of 20.7 MI'a (3000 psi), 
but it does not exceed 34.5 MPa (5000 psi). It is intended for construction of casts 
in the fabrication of full dentu~es that fit soft tissues. Stone dies are reproductions of 
prepared teeth, on or within which prostheses are constructed. Because of the severe 
wear conditions that occur at the margins during carving of wax pattelns and 
hecause of the higher stresses induced in stone dies during try-in and adjustments, 
greatel strength and hardness ale required of die materials. This type of stone is dis- 
cussed in the following sections. In addition, a slight setting expansion can be tol- 
erated in casts that reproduce soft tissues, but not when a tooth is involved. Type Ill 
stones are preferred for casts used to process dentures, because the stone has ade- 
quate strength for that purpose and the denture is easier to remove after processing. 

Regardless of the type of stone used, there are at least two methods for the con- 
struction of the cast. In one method, a mold for the cast is constructed by wrapping 
soft, flat, wax strips around the impression so that they extend approximately 
12 mm beyond the tissue side of the impression. A base for the cast is formed in this 
region. This process is called boxzng. The mixture of stone and water is then poured 
into the impression under vibration. The mixture is allowed to flow slowly in a con- 
trolled pathway along the impression, so that it pushes the air ahead of itself as it 
fills all tooth impressions without entrapment of air bubbles. 

Another method is to first fill the impression, as described, and then pour the 
remainder of the stone-water mixture on a glass plate. 'l'he filled impression is then 
inverted over the mound of stone, and the base is shaped with the spatula before 
the stone sets. Such a procedure is not indicated if an easily deformed impression 
material has been used or if the stone is "runny." ' f ie  cast should not be sepa~ated 
from the impression until it has initially hardened. The minimum time allowed for 
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setting varies from 30 to 60 minutes, depending on the setting rate of the stone or 
plaster and the type of impression material used. IFor a stiffer impression material 
like polyether, a minimum setting time of 60 minutes should be allowed to mini- 
mize the risk of fracturing teeth during removal of a cast. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Under what condrtron should a Type Vgypsum dre material bc used rather than a Type IV 

Dental Stone, High Strength (Type IV) 

The principal requisites for a die material stone are strength, hardness, abrasion 
resistance, and minimum setting expansion. To obtain these properties, one 
should use an a-hemihydrate of the "Densite" type. The cuboidal-shaped particles 
(Fig. 10-3) and the reduced surface area produce such properties without undue 
thickening of the mix. Summarized in Table 10-5 are some of the physical proper- 
ties of Type IV stones compared with those of Type 111 stones. 

A hard surface is necessary for a die stone, because the cavity preparation is filled 
with wax that is carved flush with the margins of the die. A sharp instrument is used 
for this purpose; therefore, the stone must be resistant to abrasion. Gypsum-hardening 
solutions, silver-plating, and other methods of increasing the abrasion resistance are 
discussed in Chapter 12. Because the surface dries more rapidly, the surface hard- 
ness increases more rapidly than does the compressive strength. This is a real advan- 
tage in that the surface resists abrasion, whereas the core of the die is tough and less 
subject to accidental breakage. The average dry surface hardness of the 'lype IV 
stones ("die stones") is approximately 32 (Rockwell Hardness); that of 'Itye 111 

Fig. 10-9 Powdcr p,lrtic.les oiTypc IV and V stones. (x400.) (Courtesy ol' U.  Giammara <~nt i  K. Ncirndn.) 
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stone is 82. Even though the surface of the 'ljipe 1V stone is harder, cai-e should be 
ohse~ved when the pattern is being carved. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Dental Stone, High Strength, High Expansion (Type V) 

lhe  Iype V dental stone gypsum product exhibits an even higher compl-essive 
strength than does the lype IV dental stone. The improved strength is attained by 
making it possible to lower the W/P ratio even further than that of Type TV stone. In 
addition, the setting expansion has been increased from a maximum of 0.10% to 
0.30°/0 (see Table 10-5). l'he rationale for the increase in setting expansion limits is 
that certain newer alloys, such as base metal, have a greatel casting shrinkage than 
do the traditional noble metal alloys. Thus higher expansion is required in the stone 
used for the die to aid in compensating for the alloy solidification shrinkage. 'lhe 
use of a 'lype V stone may also be indicated when inadequate expansion may have 
been achieved during the fabrication of cast crowns. 'l'he use of'ljrpe V stones should 
be avoided in the production of dies for inlays, since the higher expansion may lead 
to unacceptably tight fits. Additional information on the use of Type IV and V 
stones, other die materials, and gypsum-bonded investments is provided in the dis- 
cussion of dic ~rlaterials in Chapter 12. 

Synthetic Gypsum 

It 1s also possrblc to ~naltc a hemihydl,~tes and B-herr_l~hydrates horn 111e by- 
prod~cts  0 1  wastc pioducts of phosphol ic acid production Ihe synthetic product is 
usually much morc expensive than that made from natural gypsum, but when the 
psoduct is prope~ly made, rts propelties are equal to, 01 exceed thosc of, the latter 
The processing problems ale conside~able, and few have succeeded Because the 
 neth hods employed ale t ~ a d e  secrets, no fu~ther  discussion is 'Ippropllate kol ~ L I I  

purpose, the source of the hemihydrate is not as important '1s  he natule and use o t  
the final product, which is essentially the same regardless of the origin. 

PROPORTIONING, MIXING, AND CARING FOR GYPSUM PRODUCTS 
Proportioning 

Because the strength of a stone is inversely proportional to the W/P ratio, it is 
important to keep the amount of water as low as possible. However, it should not 
be so low that the mix will not flow into every detail of the impression. Once the 
optimum W/P is determined (using the manufacturer's suggested W/P ratio as a 
guide) the same proportions should be used subsequently. The water and powder 
should be measured by using an accurate graduated cylinder for the water volume 
and a weighing balance for the powder. The powder should not be measured vol- 
ume (use of a scoop), because powder varies fi-om product to product and does not 
pack uniformly. Powder will pack harder as the container remains unused. If the 
container is shc~lzen, the volume increases as n result ot entrapment of air. 
P~eweighed envelopes have become popular, because they promote accuracy, 
 educe waste, and save time. 
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Mixing 

If mixing is performed by hand, the bowl should be parabolic in shape, smooth, and 
resistant to abrasion. I'he spatula should have a stiff blade and a handle that is con- 
venient to hold. Entrapment of air in the mix must be avoided to prevent porosity, 
leading to weak spots and su~face inaccuracies, as illustrated in 1 igure 10- 10. The use 
of an automatic vibrator of high f~equency and low amplitude is helpfi~l. Place a 
111easurt.d arnount of water in the bowl, and sift the weighed powder into the water 
as initial hand mixing is performed. Then stir the mix t~~re  vigorously, peiiodically 
wiping the inside of the bowl with the spatula to ensure the wetting of all of the 
powder and the b~eaking up of any agglomerates, or lumps Conlinue ruixi~ig until 
a smooth mix is obtained, usually within a minute A longer spatulation time dras- 
tically reduces the worlzing time (see 'lbble 10-I), particu1a1-ly for pouring models. 

'I'he guesswork of repeatedly adding water and powder to achieve the pl-oper con- 
sistency must be avoided, because this yields a lower strength and it may cause dis- 
tortion, one of the main causes of inaccuracy in the use of gypsum products. 

The preferred method of mixing is to add the measured water first, followed by 
gradual addition of the preweighed powder 'I'he powder is incorporated duri~lg 
approximately 15 sec of mixing with a hand spatula, followed by 20 to 30 sec of 
mechanical mixing under vacuum. In this way, a properly mixed stone results in a 
solid cast ( I  ig. 10-11). The strength and hardness obtained in such mechanical vac- 
uum mixing usually exceed that obtained by 1 min of hand mixing. 

Fig. 10-10 Scclion through a (~1st of ,I sct stonex that was itnproperly rnixetl. Air voids wealtcn the 
stone and impair its appearance. 

Fig. 10-11 Section through a cast of ,i set slonc [h'it w,rs properly prol~ortioncd <111[1 rnixr(I 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Are any spcoal sforage cond~tions nec essnry lo rncl~nlnin the dnnens~onnl a c ~   racy of ,7 

Caring for the Cast 
If the surface of the cast is not hard and smooth when i t  is removed fr-om the 
impression, its accuracy is questionable. 'The cast should be an accurate rrproduc- 
tion of the oral tissues, d~ ld  any departure from the expected 'iccuracy will probably 
result in a poorly fitting prosthesis. 'I'hel-efore the cast should be handled carrf~illy. 
Once the setting reactions in the cast have bee11 completed, its dimensions will be 
relatively constant thereafter under ordinary conditio~ls of room temperature and 
humidity. However, it is sometimes necessaly to soak the gypsum cast in water, in 
preparation for other techniques. The gypsum cast is slightly soluble in water. When 
a dry cast is immersed in water, negligible expansion may occur, provided that the 
water is saturated with calcium sulfate. If it is not so saturated, gypsum may be dis- 
solved. If the stone cast is immersed in running watel; its linear dimension may 
decrease approximately 0 .  I O h  for every 20 min of immersion. The safest method for 
soaking the cast is to place it in a water bath made for the purpose, in which plaster 
debris is allowed to remain constantly on the bottom of the container to provide a 
saturated solution of calcium sulfate. 

As previously noted, storage of either set plaster or stone at room temperature 
produces no significant dirnensional change. However, if the storage temperature is 
raised to betweer1 30" and 110" (; (134" to 230" I:), shrinltage occurs as the water of 
crystallization is removed and the dihydrate reverts to the hcmihydr~ite. 'l'he con- 
traction of plaster at high temperature is greatel- than that of the stone, and it also 
1 oses strength. 

Such contractions may occur during storage in air above room temper-atul-e, sucll 
as when a stone cast is dried. It is not safe to store or heat a stone cast in air at a [em- 
per-ature higher than 55" C ( I  30" F). 

Special Gypsum Products 
In addition to the standardi~ed gypsum materials al~endy described, therc are some 
gypuu" products that have been cha~ actel-iaed for special pillposes For example, the 
orthodontist prefers a white stone or plaster for study models and may even treat 
the surface with soap f o ~  an added sheen These products gene~ally have a longer 
working time for ease of trimming 

The use of an alticulator makes it necessary to mount the casts with a gypsum 
product, as shown in I'igure 10-1 2. These materials are referred to as mountzng stones 
or plasters. Both mountmg stones and plasters are fast-setting and have low setting 
expansion. Mounting plaster, in particula~; has low strength to permit easy tlimming 
and to separate the cast readily from the articulator mounting plates. 

Since 1991, a plethora of new dental stones have been introduced, mostly mar- 
keted as time savers. One type is extremely fast-setting and ready to use in 5 min, 
but it has little working time. Another product changes color to help denote when 
it is ready for use. Most recently, another trend is the addition of a small amount of 
plastic or resin, which reduces brittleness and improves resistance to abrasion dur- 
ing the carving of wax patterns. 

Ilsually, in the productiorl of new gypsurn products, when one feature is 
improved, another feature is sac~ificed. Tor instance, a faster sel may be accepted in 
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Fig. 10-12 Dental articulator, a tievice thal incorporates artificial temporomandibular joints. This 
permits oricntalion of casls in a manner that simulates V J ~ ~ O L I S  positions of the mandible. (Courtesy of 
C. Munor.) 

return for less working time. An improved resistance to carving may be gained in 
return for greater difficulty in manipulation, a decrease in detail reproduction, or 
the need to box the impression because of excessive runniness. 0 1 1  the other hand, 
i~nprovernents in materials and testing equipment have made it possible to use sil- 
icont,/stone combinations that call reproduce spaces belwecn lines as Sine as 10 ym 
or less. Current specifications require an accuracy of only 50 pm. 

Currently, a wide choice of gypsum products is available to suit almost any 
desired individual requirements or combinations thereof. 

Caring for Gypsum Products 

(:ypsuln products are somewhat sensitive to c l ~ ~ ~ n g e s  in the relative hurnidity of 
the i~  envi~onment. Even the su~lace hardness of plaste~ and stone casts may fluctu- 
ate slightly with the relative humidity of the atmosphere. Gypsum surfaces made 
with thinner mixes appear to be affected more than those with a low W/P ratio. 

The hemihydrate of gypsum takes up water from the air readily For example, if 
the relative humidity exceeds 70%, the plaster takes up sufficient water vapor to start 
a setting reaction. Ihe first hydration probably produces a few particles of gypsum 
on the surface of the hemihydrate crystal These clystals act as nuclei of c~ystalliza- 
tion, and the firs1 manifestation of the plaster deterioration is a decrease in the set- 
ting time. 

As tlie hygroscopic action continues, more particles of gypsum form until the 
entire hemihydrate c~ystal is covered Under these conditions, the water penetrates 
the dihydrate coating with difficulty, and the setting time is unduly prolonged. 
Therefore it is important that all types of gypsum products be stored in a dry atmos- 
phere The best means of storage is to seal the product in a moistul-e-ploof metal 
contcunel. When gypsum p~oducts are s to~ed in closed containers, tlie setting time 
is generally ~etnrded only slightly, apploximately 1 or 2 mi11 pel year. This may be 
counteracted by a slight increase in the mixing time if necessaly. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

What procedu~e should be followed if it is unknown wherher the 1mpres51on or the gyp- 
sum cast has been d,s~r~fected? 

INFECTION CONTROL 

As noted elsewhere in this textbook, there is incrrascd interest in expanding 
infection control measures to the dental laboratory. Concern over possible CI oss- 
co~ltamination to dental office pe~sonllel by microorganisms, irlcludillg hepatitis B 
vims and human irnmunodeficirncy vims, via dental impressions has p~ompted 
study of the effect of spray and irnmersion-disinfecting techniclues on impression 
rnale~ials, as discussed in Chaptel 3. lhe  effect of such agents on the surface quality 
and accuracy of the resulting gypsum casts is an important considelation 

If an impression has not been disinfected (see Chapter 9), or if the labolatory has 
no assurance that an appropriate disinfection protocol was followed, it is necessary 
to disinfect the stone cast Disinfection solutions can be used that do not adversely 
affect the quality of the gypsum cast. Alternatively, a dental stone containing a dis- 
infectant may also be employed Although the addition of a disinfectant may have 
a slight effect on some physical properties of certain products, the disinfected stones 
apparently compare favorably with the nondisinfected controls 

The widespread availability of a spectrum of disinfecting dental stones (Types 11 
to V) with proven efficacy and unimpaired physical properties would undoubtedly 
strengthen the barrier system of infection control in the dental laboratory When 
patients with lznown cases of infection '11 e being tleated, overnight gas sterilization 
is a n  option I lowever, this p ~ o c e d u ~ e  is impractical for routine use by practitioners 
and dental laboratory pe~sonnel LTseful disinlec~anls for sto~le casts includc splay 
disinfectants, hypochlolites, and i o d ~ p h o ~ s  Plopel disinlection conctitions pro- 
vided by the manufactu~er should be followed whcncver possible 

In the United States, the inco~porntion of cirsinfcclanls in dental stones has been 
delayed by failure to obtain approval by the II S Food and D ~ u g  Administlation 
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Dental Waxes 
Kenneth J .  Anusavice 

OUTLINE 
Types of lnlay Wax 

Composition 

Desirable Properties 

Flow 

Thermal Properties 

Wax Distortion 

Manipulation of lnlay Wax 

Other Dental Waxes 

KEY TERMS 

Baseplate wax-Dental wax prov~ded In sheet form h a t  15 used to cstabllsh the rllltlal arch 
form In the constructron of complete dentures 

Bite wax-A wax form used to record the otclusnl surfaces of teeth as an aid to estdhllsh max- 
~llomand~bular rclatlonshlps 

Boxing wax-A shcct wax used as a I-)order at the pcrlmeter of an Impression to prov~de 'In 
enclosed boundary for the hasc of the cast to he niadc from a poured matcrlal such as gyp 
sum or resrn 

Corrective wax-A thermopldstlc wax clscd to nial<e a type of denlal Inipresslon, also called 
dental impression wax 

Dental wax-A low-molecular-welght ester of fatty acrds derlved from natural and synthetic 
components such as petroleum derrvatlves that soften to a plastlc state at a relatlvely low 
temperature 

Direct wax technique-Method by whlch a wax pattern rs made dlrectly on the prepared 
tooth In the mouth 

Elastic memory-Tendency of a solrd wax form to partrally return to ~ ts  orlgrnal shape when 
~t IS stored at a temperature hlgher than that to whrch rt was cooled 

Flow-The relatrve ablllty of wax to plastically deform when ~t 1s heated sl~ghtly above mouth 
temperature 

Indirect wax technique-Method by whrch a wax pattern IS prepaled on a dre 
lnlay wax-A speclal~zed dental wax that can be applred to dles to torm d~rect or lndr- 

rect patterns Cor the lost-wax technique used for castlng metals or hot presslng oC 
ceramlc5 

Sticky wax-A v,trrety of dental wax that exhrklts relatlvely good adhcslon to dry, (lean sur 
faces when rt 1s heated to a plasilc cond~tron 

& T  - - 7 A ,. A = -  A," - _/ * " - w-cL r i - - 1 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why doe5 n w,ix pallem of  an ~ n l ~ i y  n~adc uslng tl?e (fire( f lechn~qtre lesnlt In a 

/oosc~r-t~l(rng lnl'zy th,111 one made uvng the lnd~rect techn~quep 

TYPES OF INLAY WAX 

Dental waxes are supplied in a variety of colors, including blue, green, yellow, red, 
and ivory. The colors ale useful to provide a suitable contrast against a die that is an 
accurate replica o ld  prepa~ed tooth or alch f o ~ m .  Ivory-colored wax is useful for aes- 
thelic case p~esentations. If the wax is applied as n veneel in a sufficient thickness, 
its opacity may be sufficient to mask colored die stone 

Inlay waxes may be softened over a flame or in water at 54"-60" C ( 130"- 140" T) 
to enable their flow in the liquid state and adaptation to the prepared tooth or die. 
'These waxes are designed to maintain uniform worlzability over a wide temperature 
~ange, thereby facilitating accurate adaptation under pressule Additlve layers and 
corrections may be applied to produce a homogeneous paltern Inlay waxes can be 
carved easily without chipping or flaking. A regular or soft type is used for indirect 
work at room temperature or in cool weather. A harder or medium type that has a 
low flow property is indicated for use in warm weather. 

'I'he first procedure in the casting of an inlay or crown for the lost-wax process is 
the p~eparation of a dental wax pattern. The cavity is prepared in the tooth, and the 
pattern is carved either directly in the tooth or on a die that is a reproduction of the 
tooth and the prepared cavity If the pattern is made within the tooth, it prepared by 
the direct wax technique. If it is prepaled within a die, the procedule is called the 
indirect wax technique. liecause the thermal expansion coefficient of wax is 
extremely high compartd with the values lo1 o l h e ~  de~ltal malerinls, a wax pattern 
nlacle in the mouth (direct nlethotl) will s h ~  ink appreciably as il 1s cooled to room 
tempelature A pattern nldde using the indirect method may not shrinl< '1s much, 
nlthough the nrnount depends o n  whet lie^ the pdttel n was allowecf to ~eacll loom 
tenipernture befole it was removed from the die Mociifications of thesc two tech- 
niques may be used, hut these two classificatio~ls are sufficient f o ~  the present dis- 
cussion 

The Anler~can Nntional St,lnd,~rds Institute/American Dental Association 
(ANSIIADA) Specification No 4 for Dental Illlay Casting Wax covers two types of 
inlay wax 'Iype I is ~ h c  classification for nwd~urn wax used in direct techniques, 'ljipe 
11 is for soft waxes used in the indirect techniques. Somewhat different properties are 
required for the various types (as discussed in more detail later). 

However the pattern is prepared, it sl~ould be an accurate reproduction of the 
missing tooth structure. The wax pattern forms the outline of the mold into which 
the molten alloy is cast. Consequently, the casting can be no more accurate than the 
wax pattern, regardless of the care observed in subsequent procedures Therefore the 
paltern should be well adapted to the prepared cavity and properly carved, and dis- 
tortion should be minimized. Before the adaptation of the wax pattern within a 
tooth or a die, a separating medium must be used to ensure the complete separation 
of the wax pattern without distortion. After the pattern is removed from the pre- 
pared cavity, it is surrounded by a gypsum-containing material or other type of 
refractoly material known as an znvestment. 'This process is relerred to as znvesling the 
pattern Investments and investing procedures ale discussed in Chapter 12 

Wax pattelns are ~ ~ s e d  in the casting of many complex restorations other than 
inlays and crowns, hut the plesent discussior~ is limited p~irnarily to the constluc- 
tion of restolations employed in operative dentist~y. 
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COMPOSITION 

A number of formulas for inlay wax have been reported, some of which are quite 
complex. The essential ingredients of a typical inlay wax are natural waxes (hydro- 
carbons of the paraffin and microcrystalline wax series, carnauba wax, candelilla 
wax, and resins) and/or synthetic waxes. Natural waxes are derived from mineral, 
vegetable, or animal origins. Synthetic waxes are chemically synthesi~ed analogs of 
natural wax molecules. Normally, the synthetic waxes are relatively Inore hornoge- 
neous and pure than natural waxes. Cololing agents are added for aesthetic pur- 
poses. Some formulations contain a compatible filler to control expansion anct 
shrinkage of the wax product. 

Paraffin wax is generally the rnain ingredient of inlay waxes, usually in a concen- 
tration of 40 to 60 wt%. Palaffin is derived from the high-boiling fractiolls of petro- 
leum. It is cornposed mainly of a colllplex ~nixture of hydrocarbons of the methane 
series, together with a minor amount of amorphous or microc~ystalline phases. The 
wax can be obtained in a wide melting or softening range, depending on the molec- 
ular weight and distribution of the constituents. The melting range can be deter- 
mined by a tempelature-time cooling curve, as shown in Figure 11-1 for a 
paraffin-based inlay wax. 'l'he temperature-time relationship during cooling indi- 
cates the successive solidification of progressively lower-molecular-weight fractions. 
Such a condition is desirable from a dental standpoint, because it imparts a mold- 
ability to the wax below the temperature of liquefaction. Paraffin can be produced 
with a range of melting points For example, paraffin used for 'lype 1 wax is required 
to have a higher melting point than does the paraffin used for Type I1 waxes. 

Paraffin wax is likely to flalze when it is trimmed, and it does not present a 
smooth, glossy surface, which is a desirable requisite for an inl,iy wax. 
(;onsequently, other waxes and natural msins are added as modifying agents. 

. . 

Fig. 1 1  -1 lime-lc1mperature cooling curvc fot- 0 10 20 30 40 

Type I inlay wax. Time (min) 
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Gum dammar, 01 damindl resin, is a natural resin added to paraffin to improve 
its smoothness in rnolding and to render it more iesistant to clacking and flaking. 
Datii~~iar resin also inc~eases the toughness of the wax and enhances the smooth- 
ness and luster of the su~face. 

Carnauba wax occurs as a fine powder on the leaves of certain tropical palms. 
1 his wax is quite hard, and it has a relatively high melting point. It is combined with 
paraffin lo decreaw the flow at mouth temperature Carnauba wax has an agleeable 
odor, and it cont~ihutes to the glossiness of the wax surface even more than does 
darn ma^ resin 

(:andelilla wax can also be added to the paraffin to partially or entlrely ~eplace 
the carnauba wax The candelilla wax provicles the same general clualities as the car- 
nauba wax, but its melting polnt is lower, and it is not as hard as ca l~~auha  wax. 
Ceresin may ieplace p a t  of the paraffin to modify the toughness and calving clial- 
actelistics of the wax 

In modern inlay waxes, carnauba wax is often replaced in part with ce~taiil syn- 
thetic waxes that are compatible with paraffin wax. At least two waxes of this type 
can be used. One is a complex nitrogen derivative of the higher fatty acids; the other 
is composed of esters of acids derived from montan wax, a petroleum derivative. For 
an impression compound, a synthetic wax is preferable to a natural wax, because it 
has greater uniformity. Because of the high melting point of the synthetic waxes, 
more paiaffin can be incorporated and the general working qualities of the product 
are improved. 

Control of the properties of the inlay wax is accomplished by a combination of 
factors, including the amount of carnauba wax used, the melting range of the hydro- 
carbon wax, and the presence of resin 

DESIRABLE PROPERTIES 

The followi~lg is a summary of some of the properties (hat al-r desirable in an inlay 
wax: 

1 .  Wherl softened, the wax should be uniform. In other words, it should be corn- 
pouncled with ingreclients that blend with orle another so that there are n o  
grairly areas or hal-d spots when the wax is softened. 

2. 'I'he color should be such that it contrasts with the die material or prepared 
tooth. It is necessary to carve [he wax margins close to the die. 'lherefo~v a def- 
inite contrast in color facilitates proper finishing of the margins. 

3 .  There should be no flakiness or similar surface roughening when the wax is 
bent and molded after softening. Such flakiness is likely to be present in paraf- 
fin wax; this is one of the reasons modifiers are added. 

4. After the wax pattern has solidified, it is necessary to carve the original tooth 
anatomy in the wax and to carve the wax at the margins so that the pattern 
conforms exactly to the surface of the die. The latter procedure sometimes 
requires that the wax be carved to a very thin layer. If the wax pulls away with 
the carving instrument or if it chips as it is carved, such precision cannot be 
attained. 

5. After the mold has been formed, the wax is eliminated from the mold. 
Elimination is usually accomplished by heating the mold to ignite the wax. 
If, after burning, the wax leaves a residue that might provide an impervi- 
ous coating on the walls of the mold, the final cast inlay may be adversely 
affected. Consequently, the wax should burn out, forming carbon, which is 
later eliminated by oxidation to volatile gases. ANSIIAIIA Specification 
No. 4 requires that the melted wax, when vaporized at 500" C (932" F), 
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leave no  solid residue in excess of O 10°/o of the original weight of the spec- 
i men. 

6. The wax pattern should be completely rigid and dimensionally stable at all 
times until it is eliminated. I he wax pattern is subject to flow unless it is han- 
dled carefully. It is also subject to  ela ax at ion, a fact01 that must be taken into 
consideration in its manipulation. 

Expansion and shrinkage of castlllg wax is very sensitive to ternperdtilre No~mally, 
soft wax shrinks more than hard wax High-shrinking wax may cause sign~ficant pat- 
tern distortion when it solidifies. Excessive sllrinkage and expansion due to temper- 
ature change must be avoided For this reason, o~ganic fillel is added sometimes to 
the wax fc~rniulation Such fillers should be co~npletely miscible with the conipo- 
nents of the inlay wax during manufacture, and they should not leave an undesil- 
able lesidue after hu~nou t  

FLOW 

Ideally, Type I inlay wax should exhibit a marked plasticity, or flow, at a temperature 
slightly above that of the mouth. The temperatures at which the wax is plastic are 
indicated by the time-temperature cooling curve for a typical Type I wax shown in 
Figure 11-1 lhe  interpretation of this curve is the same as that for a typical time- 
temperature cooling curve for a solid solution alloy The wax begins to harden at 
approximately 58" C (136" F), the point at which the curve first departs from a 
straight line, and it is solid below approximately 40" C (104" I*), when it again cools 
at a constant rate. 

Fach type of casting wax exhibits a charactelistic flow curve as a function of tem- 
perature Each wax also exhibits a sharp t~ansition point (temperature) at which it 
loses its plasticity Soft wax exliib~ts this transition point at 'I lower temperatu~e, and 
hard wax exhibits it at a relatively h~gller tempeiatu~e 

Inlay waxes do not solidify with a space lattice, as does a metal Instead the stmc- 
tule is Inole likely to consist of crystalli~le and ilmorphous s t r ~ ~ c t u r ~ ~ l  regions, dis- 
playing l~rniled orde~ing of the niolecules The wax lacks rigidity and may flow 
under stiess even at room temperature 

ANSI/ADA Specification No. 4 provides ce~tain requirements for the flow prop- 
erties of inlay waxes at specific tempelatures, as indicated in lable 11-1. 'The flow is 
mensu~ed by subjecting cylind~ical specimens to a designated load at the stated 
tempelature and lneasuilng the pelcentage of reduction in length. The rnaxirnum 
flow permitted for'rype I waxes at 37" C (98" I+) is 1%. 'lhe low flow at this temper- 
ature permits carving and removal of the pattern from the prepared cavity at oral 
temperature without distortion. In addition, both ' b p e  I and 'lype I1 waxes must 
have a minimal flow of 70% and a maximum flow of 90% at 45" C (11'3" F). At 
approximately this temperature, the wax is inserted into the prepared cavity. If the 
wax does not have sufficient plasticity, it will not flow into all of the areas in the 
preparation and reproduce the required detail. 

Inlay Wax Flow (%) Requirements for ANSI/ADA Specification 
No. 4 

Type of T = 30" C T = 37" C T = 40" C T = 40" C T = 45" C T = 45" C 
w a x  (Maximum) (Maximum) (Minimum) (Maximum) (Minimum) (Maximum) 
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THERMAL PROPERTIES 

As previously noted, the inlay waxes are softened with heat, forced into the prepared 
cavity in either the tooth or the die, ancl cooled The tlle~rnal conduct~vity of (he 
waxes is low, and time is required both to heat them uniformly th~oughout and to 
cool them to body or room temperature. 

Allothe1 the~inal characteristic of inlay waxes is tlle~i- high coefficient of thelrnal 
expansion As shown in 1 igure 11 -2, the wax may expand as rnucll as 0 7(X) with an 
increase in temperature of 20" C (36" I*), ol it m,~y contract as ~nucll as 0 3s0/0 when 
it is coolecl from 37" to 25" C (99" to 77" I )  I he average linear coefficient of thel- 
ma1 expansion over such a temperature range is 350 x 10p6//" C 

A cornpalison of the coelficients ot thermal expansion of dental materials (see 
Chapter 3) indicates that inlay wax lllein~nlly expands and contracts more per 
degree of temperature change than any other dental material. l'his is one of the 
inherent disadvantages of waxes when they are used in the direct technique. This 
property is less significant when the wax is used in the indirect technique, because 
the pattern is not subjected to a change from mouth to room temperatule 

'l'he thermal dimensional change may be affected by the previous treatment of 
the wax. Curve A in Figure 11-2 represents the thermal expansion of an inlay wax 
that has been previously cooled under pressure As shown, the expansion rate 
increases abruptly above approximately 35" C (35" F). The temperature at which the 
change in rate occurs is known as the glass transztzon temperature. Some constituents 
of the wax probably change crystalline form at this temperature, and the wax is more 
plastic at higher temperatures. Not all waxes exhibit glass transition tempelatures. 
1 he tr'jnsition point sllown in Fi~wle 11-2 is char'lcteristic of a paraffin wax. 

Temperature ("C) 

Fig. 11-2 Thc~m,ll c.xpan5ion of inlay wax Curve A represent5 tlie thernial exp,tnvon when thc w ~ x  15 

liclcl uncler pre55urr w l i ~ l e  ~t 15 cooling from [tic I iqu~d slate When [lie same wax 15 itllowcd lo ~ o o l  
w~thout pressule and agitln heated, curve B ~ c w l t s  
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If the wax is allowed to cool without being placed under pressure, the transition 
temperature is not so pronounced when it is reheated, nor is the change in the 
thermal expansion so great, as shown in curve B of I:igure 11-2. Another possible 
explanation exists for the difference in behavio~; on reheating, of a wax cooled 
under pressure and the same wax cooled without applied pressure. This t,xplanation 
is related to the behavior of dissolved or occluded air or- solvents. Certain waxes have 
a phenomenal capacity for gas and solvent retention, which may often remain 
undetected. The gas trapped within the wax expands on reheating, causing a pro- 
nounced expansion as the wax becomes sufficiently plastic to flow. 

Other lactors, such as the temperature of the die and the method used for apply- 
ing pressure to the wax as it solidifies, also influence the amount of thermal expan- 
sion. However, the thermal climensional change of inlay waxes is probably not a 
serious problem when the indirect tecllniclue is used, provided no marlzed variation 
in temperature occurs after the removal of the pattern lrom h e  die. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

t fow can the potentfa1 d~stortion effects associafcd with elastic memory and temperature 

changes be mrn~mrzetl? 

WAX DISTORTION 

Wax distortion is probably the most serlous problem that can occur during forming 
and removal of the pattern fiom the mouth or die This distortion results from 
thermal changes and the rrlaxation of stlesses that ale caused b y  contraction on 
cooling, occluded ail, rnolding, c'l~ving, rernoval, and tht> time and lelnperatule of 
\LoldgC 

A fleshly made wax patteln tends to change ~ t s  shapc and sue  over a pe i~od of 
trme Upon cooling it contl'lcts, d~ ld  aftel 11 altains rqui l ih~~um,  tllc p<atte~ n ~c;rcllcs 
a state of d~mrnsional stnbility I t  is llnpelntlve that the wnx pattel LI be ~ e t a ~ n e d  on 
rbc d ~ e  fol scvcral hotus to nvo~d d ~ s t o l ~ ~ o n  and to ensule ~ h a l  ecluilib~~utn cond~-  
tlons ale estahlrshrci 

Waxes, l~lze o the~  t h e ~ m o p l ~ s t ~ c a  tend lo return pniti;llly LO (heir origin'll shape 
aftel manipulation nie piopeity iesponsrble f o ~  t h ~ s  phcnorncnon is cornmonly 
known as elastic memory- A stick of d a y  wax can be \oftrned ovel a Bunsen 
burncr, hen1 into a hoiseshoe shapc, and chilled 111 this pos~tion If it i s  then floated 
in room-temperature water for a number of hours, the horseshoe will open, as 
shown in Figuie 11-3, A and K. This tendency is more critical in inlay waxes than 
other impression materials, because the resulting metallic or hot-pressed ceramic 
restorations made from the wax must fit onto unyielding, hard tooth tissue 

The elastic memory of waxes is further illustrated during the measurement of 
the thermal expansion of a wax held under pressure during cooling The expan- 
sion increases above the glass transition temperature, more so than when it is 
cooled without pressure, as shown in Figure 11 -1. Again, this result illustrates the 
nature of wax to attempt to return to its normal, stress-free state In Figure 11 -3, A, 
when the wax was bent into a horseshoe, the inner molecules were under com- 
pression and the outel ones were under tension. Once the stresses were g~adually 
relieved at room temperature, the wax tended to straighten The possible effect of 
storing the wax patteln is shown in l i g u ~ e  11-4 Note t h a ~  h e  cnsting fits best 
when the pattern is invested in~mediately after its rernovnl from the preparation 
(see l ig 11-4, A) 
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A B 
Fig. 11-3 A, A shck of Inlay wax IS bent Into the shape of a horseshoe and floated on water at room 
temperature B, After 24 hr the same stick of wax tends to relax and distortion occurs 

A pattern made of hard wax is less sensitive to temperature conditions than one 
made of soft wax. The exothermic heat generated during the setting of investment 
affects the pattern selectively. A soft wax pattern may result in a slightly larger and 
relatively rougher casting than a hard wax pattern. 

MANIPULATION O F  INLAY WAX 

In [he plocess of manipulating inlay wax, dry heal is generally preferred to the use 
of a water bath lhe  latter call result in the inclusion of droplets of w'lter, wh~ch 
coc~ld splatte~ on fldming, smear the wax surface dirr~ng polishing, a ~ l d  distort the 
pattern duling thermal changes. 

Wllen stlck wax is softcned over a flame, c a e  should he taken not to overhe;lt it 
The wax should be twilled until it  hecoines shiny and then ielnoved from the flame. 
Ihc plocess is repeated until the wax is warn1 throughout It is tI1t.n lineaded 
together and shaped to the p ~ e p a ~ e d  cavity Type I wax has ddeclunte plast~city in 'I 

Fig. 11-4 Castlngs m,lde from p~ltterns prepared wllh melted wax cooled under pressure A, Paltern 
1nve5tetl ~ m m e d l ~ l c l y  8, t'attrrn stored for 2 hours I~eforc, ~nvesting C, t'<~tteln stored for I 2  hr before 
~nvcstlng 
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temperature range safely tolerated by the pulp. Pressure should be applied by the 
clinician's finger or by the patient biting on the wax. 'l'he wax should be cooled grad- 
ually at mouth temperature, not by cold water. 

Care should be exercised in removing the pauern. It should be hooked with an 
explorer point and carefully removed from the cavity. A mesial-occlusal-distal 
(MOD) pattern can best be removed by luting a staple or loop of thread so that each 
prong is fastened above a corresponding proximal box portion. The pattern can 
then be removed with minimum distortion by passing derltal floss through the 
staple and withdrawing it in a direction parallel to the axial walls. After removal, 
avoid touching the wax pattern with the fingers as much as possible to prevent any 
temperature changes. 

For fabricating indirect patterns, the die should be lubricated, prelerably with a 
lubricant containing a wetting agent. Any excess must be avoideci, because it would 
prevent intimate adaptation to the die. The melted wax may be added in layers with 
a spatula or a waxing instrument, or it may be painted on with a brush. The pre- 
pared cavity is overfilled, and the wax is then calved to the proper contour. When 
the margins are being carved, extreme care should be taken to avoid abrading any 
surface of the stone die. A silk or other fine cloth may be used for a final polishing 
of the pattern, rubbing toward the margins. Theoretically, applying pressure is unde- 
sirable (see Pig. 11-2). However, many clinicians prefer to apply finger pressure as 
the wax cools to help fill the cavity and to prevent distortion during cooling. The 
fingers also accelerate cooling. Again, although temperature changes should be 
avoided, some technicians prefer to repeatedly remelt tiny portions around the mar- 
gins while carving and examine them under a low-power microscope. 

Regardless of the method chosen, the most practical method for avoiding any 
possible delayed distortiorl is lo invest the pattern immediately after removal frorn 
the mouth or the die, as noted previously. Once the investment hardcns, there will 
1,e 110 more distortion of the pattcrn. 

Solter waxes, having higher flow, produce larger castings than do harder waxes, 
because softer waxes expand more as the investment warms during setting. They 
also offer less resistance to the expanding investment during setting. 

As economy concerns continue to increase, faster waxing procedures are empha- 
sizect. Some dental laboratories vii-tu;~lly operate an assembly line process. 'li, meet 
this ciernand, laboratories sornetinlcs use "dipping" waxes that are ltepl molten for 
constant usage. Although std~lclard ~ypcs of inlay waxes may he used, the trend has 
included newer types of waxes (ha1 are more "rubbery," tending toward a more 
amorphous rallier than crystalli~le nature. Wax pots that can be sel to different teni- 
peratui-es are also used. The properties of these dipping waxes have not been char- 
acterized, nor do they fall into any present specification. As these waxes become 
more popular and better understood, their standardization will eventually follow. 

Waxes oxidize on heating, and on prolonged heating some evaporate. 'l'here will 
also be a darkening and a precipitation of gummy deposits. Therefore care should 
be exercised to use the lowest temperature possible and to clean the pot and replace 
the wax periodically. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Under what conditions should medium and hard waxes bc used? 
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OTHER DENTAL WAXES 

A number of otlle~ types of waxes are used f o ~  purposes somewhat d~ffe~ent  than 
those of the inlay waxes descr~bed Tllc colnposltlon of each type of wax is adjusted 
to meet the pa~ticular lecluiremrnts for each purpow One of the most cornmon of 
these alteinatives 1s baseplate wax 

As 11s name suggests, baseplate wax 1s used pr~ncipally to establ~sh the initial aich 
form in the construct~o~l of colnplete dentuies Suppl~ed 111 led or pink sheets 1 lnnl 
to 2 Inn1 th~ck, the wax 1s ~lpprox~mately 75% paraffin 01 ce~esin, with addrt~ons of 
beeswax and other resins 01 waxes ANSI/ADA Specificat~on No 24 includt,~ bpes  
I ,  11, and 111, also designated as soft, medium, ,lnd h a d ,  respcct~vely D~ffe~entiat~on 
of one type f ~ o m  another 1s by the percentage of flow of each type of wax at room 
temperature, at ~ n o ~ t h  telilpcldtLlre, and at 45 C (113" T) Ihe hardcr the wax, the 
less the flow at a glven tempelatule These d~fferences ~n flow offel advantages COI 
particular appl~cations Type 1, a soft wax, 1s used for build~ng veneers, lype 11, a 
medium wax, is designed for pattelns to be tried in the mouth in normal cl~matic 
conditions, and lype 111, a hard wax, is for trial fitting In the mouth in tropical cli- 
mates Because residual stress is present within the wax as a result of contour~ng and 
manipulation, the finished deniure pattern should be invested as soon as poss~ble 
aftel complet~on 

Another alternat~ve group 1s composed of the impression waxes, also referred to 
as bite waxes 01 corrective waxes rhese waxes distort ~f they are withdrawn hom 
undercut aleas lherefore they are 111nited to use In edentulous portions of the 
mouth or in occlusal surface areas Although corrective waxes are quite soft at 
mouth temperature, they do have suffic~ent body to rrgl\trl the deta~l of soft tlssue, 
and they ale 11g1d at room ternperatcue 

(Pthrr waxes ~ncludc sticky wax, w h ~ c h  is cluite tacky when melted, but f ~ n n  and 
h ~ ~ t t l e  whcn cooletl S~lclcy w~lx 15 used to lorn 'lnd tcmpora ~ l y  \tnh111~c the corn- 
ponent\ of '1 hlndgt, before. s o l d c ~ ~ n g  the pleces of n brokc11 d e ~ l ~ u l e  befo~e the 
rcp;iu Boxing wax us yct anolbc~ u\eful m;llenal f o ~  enclo\ing an Impression befo~e  
the pl,lstel (31 stone cast 1s poured ('cltvrng winx and pre\cniiLtion rllax ale usc,d f o ~  
denronstr,~~lon pu~pows Such w~xcs  coiltdln synlhellc ~ n d  polyrnt71~c rn,~lcllnls ,ind 
addltlvcs such ,I? fillels , ~ n d  colo~r~lg  ,Igcnts 
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10 Top Left, lmpression tray containing elastomeric impression material is seated too late as elasticity 
starts to develop. Top right, Increased seating pressure is applied to overcome the stiffness of impression 
material. Lower left, Distortion develops because of recovery of excessive elastic deformation. Lower 
right, The die produced in the inaccurate impression is too narrow and too short. 

11 Left, lmpression material has polymerized within the gingival sulcus. Right, lmpression material 
has torn during removal. 
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Casting Investments and Procedures 

Kenneth J. Anusavice 

OUTLINE 
Gypsum-Bonded lnvestment 

Phosphate-Bonded lnvestment 

Ethyl Silicate-Bonded lnvestment 

Clinical Evaluation of Casting Fit 

Compensation for Solidification Shrinkage 

Preparation of the Master Die 

Variables and Principles of Optimal Sprue Design 

Casting Ring Liner 

investing Procedure 

Casting Procedure 

Technical Considerations for Phosphate-Bonded lnvestment 

Causes of Defective Castings 

KEY TERMS 
Burnout-Process of healing an invt.strd mold io ellnirnate the cmbcddcd wax or pl,lstic pat 

t e ~  n 
Divesting-Procrss of removrng the rnvestnient from a casting 01 hot-prrswtl ceramic 
Hygroscopic expansion-The amount of setting expansion th,~t occurs when a gypsum- 

bonded casting rnvestmcnt i s  immcrsed In water (usually heated to approxrmately 38" C 
I1 ow F]) 

Refractory-Capable of sustaining exposure to a h ~ g h  temperature without signif~cant degra- 
dalion 

Sprue-The mold channel through which molten metal or ceramlc Clows ~ n t o  the mold cav- 

I tY 
Sprued wax pattern-Wax form consrsting of the prosthes~s pattern wrth attached sprue net- 

work 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

\?A Why shouldgypsum-bonded investment not be heated above 700" C? 
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GYPSUM-BONDED INVESTMENT 

The principal laboratory method used to form metal inlays, onlays, crowns, and 
bridges is to cast molten alloys by centrifugal force, under pressure, or under vacuum 
and pressure, into a mold cavity. The mold cavity is produced by elimination of a 
wax or resin pattern by a burnout process. To provide a pathway to the mold cavity 
for molten metal, the wax or resin pattern has one or more cylindrical wax segments 
attached at the desired point(s) of metal entry, and this arrangement is termed a 
sprued wax pattern. A sprue is the channel in a refractory investment mold 
through which rnolten metal flows. After the wax pattern has been made, either 
directly on a prepared tooth or on a die replica of the tooth, a sprue former base is 
attached to the sprued wax pattern, and it is surrounded with investment. This 
process is described later in the casting section, using Figure 12-12 to illustrate 
examples of spiued wax patterns on a sprue former base. The investment material is 
mixed in the same manner as plaster or dental stone, placed around the pattern, and 
allowed to set. After the investment hardens, the sprue former base is removed. The 
wax may be eliminated by boiling in water or by burning it out in an oven. This lat- 
ter process is called burnout. The molten metal is then forced into the mold cavity 
left by the wax, through the sprue or ingate created by the sprue former base. 

This chapter deals with the investments and casting methods used for the fabri- 
cation of small dental crown and bridge castings or ceramic copings produced by 
hot-pressing. Generally, two types of investment-gypsum-bonded and phosphate- 
bonded-are employed, depending on the melting range of the alloy and the pref- 
erence of the clinician. The gypsum-based materials represent the type traditionally 
used for conventional casting of gold alloy inlays, onlays, crowns, and f ~ e d  partial 
dentures (FPDs). Phosphate-based investments are designed primarily for alloys 
~ ~ s e d  to produce copings or frameworks for metal-ceramic prostheses (see Chapter 
21) and for some bdse metal alloys. It  can also be used for pressable ceramics. A 
third type is the ethyl silicate-bonded investment, which is used principally in 
the casting of removable partial dentures with base metal alloy (cobalt-based or 
nickel-based alloy). 

American National Standards Institute/American Dental Association 
(ANSI/AI)A) Specification No. 2 for casting investments for dental gold alloys 
encompasses three types of investments. The type used depends on whether the 
appliance to be fab~icated is fixed or removable and on the method of obtaining the 
expansion required to compensate for the contraction of the molten gold alloy dur- 
ing solidification. lype 1 investments are those enlployed for the casting of inlays or 
crowns when the alloy casting shrinkage compensation is accomplished principally 
by thermal expansion of the investment Type 11 investments are also used for cast- 
ing inlays, onlays, or crowns, but the major mode of compensation for alloy shrink- 
age during solidification is by the hygroscopic expansion of the investment 
generated by immersing the invested ring in a water bath. Burnout of the investment 
is performed at a lower temperature than that used for the high-heat burnout tech- 
nique. Type I11 investments are used in the construction of partial dentures with 
gold alloys. This chapter focuses only on Type I and Type I1 investments. 

Composition 

As already noted, the essential ingredients of the dental inlay investment employed 
with the conventional gold casting alloys are a-hemihydrate of gypsum, quartz, or 
cristobalite, which are allotropic forms of silica. Most investments now contain the 
a-hemihydrate of gypsurn because greater strength is obtained. This gypsum prod- 
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ucl serves as a binder to hold the other ingledients together- and to provide rigidity. 
'I'he strength of the investment is dependent on the amount of binder present. The 
investment may contain 2'5% to 45% of the calciurn sulfate hemillydrate. The 
remainde~ consists of silica allotlopes and controlling chemicals. 

Gypsum 

The a-hemihydrate form of gypsum is generally the binder foi investments used in 
casting gold-containing alloys with melting ranges below 1000" C (1 800" F). When 
this material is heated to the temperatur-es reqlri~ed for complete dehydration and 
sufficiently high to ensure complete castings, it shrinks considerably and occasion- 
ally fraclur-es. 

The thermal expansion culves of the three common f o ~ m s  of gypsum products 
are shown in Figure 12- 1. All forms shrink considerably after dehydration between 
200" C and 400" C (392" F to 752" F). A slight expansion takes place between 400" C 
and approximately 700" C (1232" F), and a large contraction then occurs This lat- 
ter shrinkage is most likely caused by decomposition and the release of sulfur gases, 
such as sulfur dioxide. 'Ihis decomposition not only causes shrinkage but also con- 
taminates the castings with the sulfides of the non-noble alloying elements, such as 
silver and copper. Thus it is imperative that gypsum investments not be heated 
above 700" C (1292" F). However, for gypsum products containing carbon, the max- 
imum temperature should be 650" C (1202" F). In this way, proper fit and uncon- 
taminated alloys are obtained. 

Usually, castings that are made in pure gypsum molds are extremely undersized. 
'The a-hemihydrate, which requires less mixing water and shrinks less, is now the 
optimum choice as a hinder. 

Silica 
Silica (SiO,) is added to provide a ref]-acto~y component during the heating of the 
investment and to regulate the the~mal expansion. Ilsually, the wax pattein is elirni- 
nated fi-orn the mold by heat. Lluring the heating, the investment is expected lo expand 
tllermdlly to compensate partially or totally for the casting shrinkage of the gold alloy. 
As shown in Figure 12-1, gypsum shrinks considerably when it is heated, ~egardless of 
whethei it is set plaster or stone. If the proper forms of silica ,Ire employed in the 
illvestment, this contraction during heating can he eliminated and changed to an 
expansion. Silica exists in at least four allotropic forms: quartz, tridymite, cristobalite, 
and fused quartz. Quartz and cristobalite forms are of particular dental interest. 

When quartz, tridymite, or cristobalite is heated, a change in crystalline form 
occurs at a transition temperature characteristic of the particular form of silica. For 
example, when quartz is heated, it inverts from a "low" form, known as a-quartz, to 
a "high" form, called P-quartz, at a temperature of 575" C (1067" F). In a similar 
manner, cristobalite undergoes an analogous transition between 200" C (392" F) 
and 270" C (518" F) from "low" (a-cristobalite) to "high" (P-cristobalite). Two 
inversions of tridymite occur at 117" C (243" F) and 163" C (325" F), respectively. 
The P-allotropic forms are stable only above the transition temperature noted, and 
an inversion to the lower a form occurs on cooling in each case. In powdered form, 
the inversions occur over a range of temperature rather than instantaneously at a 
specific temperature. 

The density decreases as the a form changes to the P fornl, with a ~esulting 
increase in volume that is exhibited by a rapid increase in the linear expansion 
as indicated in Figure 12-2. Consequently, the shrinkdge of gypsum shown in 
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Temperature ("C) 

Fig. 12-1 IDiimcnsiond change of thrw forlns o/ gyI)sLlm when lir,ttcld. (Courtesy of K. Nriin,ln, Whip- 
Mix  ('ot-po~.ttion, Louisville, I<Y.) 

ligurr 12-1 can be counlerbalanced by the illclusion of one or more of the crys- 
talline silicas. 

lused quartz is amorphous and glasslilze in character, and it exhibits no inversion 
at any temperature below its fusion point It  hds an extremely low linear coefficient 
of thermal expansion and is of little use in dental investments. Qual-tz, c~isloballte, 
or a combination of the two forms may be used in a dental investment. Bolh are 
now available in pure form. Tridymite is no longer an expected impurity in cristo- 
balite. On the basis of the type of silica principally employed, dental investments are 
often classified as quartz or crzstobalite znvestments. 

Modifiers 

In addition to silica, certain modifying agents, coloring matter, and reducing agents, 
such as carbon and powdered copper, are present. The reducing agents are used in 
some investments to provide a nonoxidizing atmosphere in the mold when the gold 
alloy is cast. 

Unlike the dental stones, a setting expansion is usually desirable to assist in com- 
pensating for the contraction of the alloy. Some of the added modifiers, such as 
boric acid and sodium chloride, not only regulate the setting expansion and the set- 
ting time, but also prevent most of the shrinkage of gypsum when it is heated above 
100" C (572" F), as discussed subsequently. In some instances, the modifiers are lim- 
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Temperature ("C) 

Fig. 12-2 Thermal expansion o i  four forms of silica. (Courtesy of R. Neiman, Whip-Mix Corporation, 
Louisville, KY.) 

ited to the usual balanczng agents to regulate the setting time and setting expansion, 
as described for the dental stones. 'The microstructure of a set gypsum-bonded 
investment call be seen in Figure 12-3. 

Setting Time 

Tlle setting time of an investme~lt can be measured in the same manner as plaster. 
Furtherniore, it can be co~llrolled in the same manner. Accordiiig to ANSIIADA 

Fig. 12-3 Microstructure of the surfa~e ol'a set cristobalite investment. Thc large, irregular particles arc 
silica, a ~ i d  the rodlilte parliclcs are cristobalitc. (~3000. )  (Courtesy o i  R. E~rnshdw.) 
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Specification No. 2 for dental inlay casting investment, the selting time should not 
be shorter than 5 mi11 or longer than 25 min. IIsually, the modern inlay i~lvestments 
set initially in 9 to 18 min. Sufficient time should be allowed for mixing and invest- 
ing the pattern before the invest~nent sets. 

Normal Setting Expansion 

A mixture of silica and calcinated gypsum (calcium sulfate hernihydrate) results in 
setting expansiorl gleater than that of the gypsum product used alone. 'lhe silica par- 
ticles probably interfere wilh the interrneshi~lg and interloclting of the c~ystals as 
they form Thus the thrust of the crystals is outwar-d dur-ing growth, and they 
increase expansion. C>enerally, the resulting setting expansion in such a case is high. 
ANSIIADA Specification No. 2 for 'lype I investment pe~mits a maximurn setting 
expansion in air of only 0.6%. lhe setting expansion of such modern investments 
is approximately 0.4%. It can be regulated by retarders and accelerators, as described 
previously. 

'I'he purpose of the setting expansion is to aid in enlarging the mold to compen- 
sate partially for the casting shrinkage of the gold. There is some doubt as to 
whether all of the setting expansion is effective in expanding the mold cavity formed 
by the wax pattern The normal setting expansion of investment has traditionally 
been determined in a manner similar to that for dental plaster, in which the expan- 
sion is measured as the linear dimensional change that occurs as the investment sets 
in a V-shaped trough. 'rhus the normal setting expansion can occur essentially unre- 
stricted. I Iowever, the trough technique does not accurately measure the actual or 
effective expansion of the investment while it is setting under the conditions of pl'xc- 
tical usage. For example, the efkctiveness of the setting expansion in enlarging the 
mold containing the wax patter-11 may be related to tht, thermal expansion of the pat- 
lcrn c,iusect by the heat 01 reaction that occu~s coincidentally with the setting of the 
ir~vestment. It follows fiorn such '1 theoly that the setting exp'lnsion is effective only 
to the extent that the exothermic heat is trnnsmitled to the pattern 'I'lle nmount of 
heat present depends on the gypsum content of the investment; therefore the setting 
expansion of an investrnerll with a compar,ltively high gypsum content is mole effec- 
tive in enlarging the mold than is a product with a lower gypsum corltellt Likewise, 
manipulative conditions that increase the exothermic heat increase the effective set- 
ting expansion as well; for example, the lower the wnter/powcler ratio, or the drier the 
mix for the investment, the greater the effective setting expansion. 

Variables other than the exothermic heat of reaction also irlfluence [he effeclive 
setting expansion. As the investment sets, it eventually gains sufficient strength to 
produce a dimensional change in the wax pattern and mold cavity as setting expan- 
sion occurs. Tile inner core of the investment adjacent to a mesial-occlusal-distal 
(MOD) wax pattern can actually force the proximal wCdls outward to a certain 
extent. If the pattern has a thin wall, the effective setting expansion is somewhat 
greater than for a pattern with thicker walls, because the investment can move the 
thinner wall more readily. Also, the softer the wax, the greater the effective setting 
expansion, because the softer wax is more readily moved by the expanding invest- 
ment. If a wax softer than a Type 11 inlay wax is used, the setting expansion may 
cause a serious distortion of the pattern. 

Hygroscopic Setting Expansion 

The theory of the hygroscopic setting expansion was previously described in con- 
nectio~l with the seuing of dental plaster and stone. Hygroscopic setting expansion, 
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which is greater in magnitude than normal setting expansion, differs from the nor- 
mal setting expansion in that it occurs when the gypsum product is allowed to set 
when placed in contact with water. 

The hygroscopic setting expansion was first discovered in connection with an 
investigation of the dimensional changes of a dental investment during setting. 
As illustrated in Figure 12-4, the hygroscopic setting expansion may be six or more 
times the normal setting expansion of a dental investment. In fact, it may be as 
high as 5 linear percent. The hygroscopic setting expansion is one of the methods for 
expanding the casting mold to compensate for the casting shrinkage of the gold alloy. 

Commercial investments exhibit different amounts of hygroscopic expansion. 
Although all investments appear to be subject to llyg~oscopic expansion, the expan- 
sion in some instances is not as great as in others. I'or this reason, certain invest- 
ments are specially formulated to provide a substantial hygroscopic expansion 
when the investment is permitted to set in contact with water. ANSI/ADA 
Specification No. 2 for such Type I1 investments requires a minimum setting expan- 
sion in water of 1.2%; the maximum expansion permitted is 2.2%. As discussed in 
the following sections, a number of factors are important in the control of the 
hygroscopic expansion. 

0 10 20 30 40 
Time (min) 

Fig. 12-4 Curve A, Normal setting expansion of dental investment. Curve B, Hygroscopic setti~ig 
expansion. Water was added 5 mil-, after the beginning of mixing; the wateripowder ratio is 0.30. 
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Effect of Composition 

The magnitude of the hygroscopic setting expansion of a dental investment is gen- 
erally proportional to the silica content of the investment, other factors being equal. 
'I'he finer the particle size of the silica, the greater the hygroscopic expansion. In gen- 
eral, a-hemihydrate is apt to produce a greater hygroscopic expansio~l in the pres- 
ence of silica than is the P-hemihydrate, particularly when the expansion is 
unrestricted. As previously stated in Chapter 10, the hygroscopic expansion of the 
stone or plaster alone is slight. 

A dental investment should have enough hemihydrate hinder with the silica to 
provide sufficient strength after hygroscopic expansion. Otherwise, a shrinkage 
occurs during the subsequent drying of the set investment. At least 15% of binder is 
necessary to prevent a drying shrinkage. 

Effect of WaterIPowder Ratio 

The higher the waterlpowder ratio of the original investment water mixture, the less 
the hygroscopic setting expansion. 'l'his effect is more marked in some commercially 
available investments than in others. 

Effect of Spatulation 

With most investments, as the mixing time is reduced, the hygroscopic expansion is 
decreased. This factor is also important in the control of the effective setting expan- 
sion. 

Shelf Life of the Investment 

The older the investnient, the lower its hygroscopic exp'msion. (;onsequently, the 
amount of investment purchased at one time should be limited. 

Effect of Time of Immersion 

' f i e  gleatest amount of hygroscopic setting expansion is observed if the immersion 
talzes place before the initial set. [he longer that the immersion of the investment in 
the water bath is delayed beyond the time of the initial set of the investment, the 
lower is the hygroscopic expansion. 

Effect of Confinement 

Both the normal and the hygroscopic setting expansions are confined by opposing 
forces, such as the walls of the container in which the investment is poured or the 
walls of a wax pattern. I Iowever, the confining effect on hygroscopic expansion is 
more pronounced than the similar effect on the normal setting expansion. 
Therefore the effective hygroscopic setting expansion is likely to be less relative to 
the expected expansion than is the normal setting expansion. 

When the dimensional change in the wax pattern itself is measured after invest- 
ing, the increase in the effective setting expansion during immersion of investment 
in a 37.7" C (100" F) water bath is apparently not only the result of hygroscopic 
expansion. Rather, it may be caused mainly by heating and expanding the wax pat- 
tern and softening the pattern at the water temperature, permitting an increase in 
effective setting expansion. The latter results from a cornbination of thermal expan- 
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sion of the wax pattern plus the softened condition of the wax, reducing its confin- 
ing effect on the expansion of the setting investment. This is substantiated by the 
fact that immersion in water at room temperature reduces the effective expansion. 

Effect of Added Water 
In the previous discussions, it has been assumed that the investment was immersed 
in a water bath to absorb as much water as necessary to control the expansion. 
However, the magnitude of the hygroscopic setting expansion can be controlled by 
the amount of water that is added to the setting investment. It has been proved that 
the magnitude of the hygroscopic expansion is in direct proportion to the amount 
o l  water added during the setting period until a ~naximum expansion occurs. No 
further expansion is evident regardless of any amount of watel added. 

The effect of some of the factors previously discussed (wdter/powdel ratio, mix- 
ing, and shelf life) on the maximum hygroscopic setting expansion is illustrated in 
Figure 12-5 relative to the amount of water added. As shown in Figure 12-5, the 
magnitude of the hygroscopic setting expansion below the maximum expansion 
value is dependent only on the amount of water added and is independent of the 
waterlpowder ratio, the amount of mixing, and the age or shelf life of the invest- 
ment. This finding is the basis for a mold expansion technique. 

As discussed in connection with the hygroscopic expansion of gypsum products 
(see Chapter lo), the hygroscopic setting expansion is a continuation of the ordi- 
nary setting expansion, because the immersion water replaces the water of hydra- 
tion, thus preventing the confinement of the growing crystals by the surface tension 
of the excess water. Because of the dilution effect of the quartz particles, the hygro- 
scopic setting expansion in these i~lvestments is greater than that of the gypsum 
hindel when used alone. This effect is the same as previously described for normal 
setting expansion. 

'The phenomenon is purely physical. The hemihydrate hinder is not necessaly for 
the hygroscopic expansion, because investments with other binders exhibit a simi- 
lar expnnsion when they are allowed to set under water. As a matter of fact, expan- 
sion can be detected when water- is poured into a vessel containi~lg only small, 
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Fig. 12-5 Graphical representation of the relationship o i  [he linear hygroscopic setting expansion and 
the amount oi'water ~dcled, as inIlucnc.ed by ccrtain manipulative factors. (From Asgar I<, Mahler UR, 
and Peylon IFA: liygroscopic technique lor i n l ~ y  casting using conlrollecl w,iter additions. J Prosthcl 
Dent 5:711, 1955.) 
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smooth quartz particles. The water is drawn between the particles by capillary action 
and thus causes the particles to separate, creating an expansion. The effect is not per- 
manent after the water is evaporated, unless a binder is present. 

Any water-insoluble powder that is wettable can be mixed with the gypsum hemi- 
hydrate, and hygroscopic expansion results. Consequently, the quartz is not a factor. 
The influence of all the factors previously described can be related to the theo~y pre- 
sented. The greater the amount of the silica or the inert filler, the more easily the 
added water can diffuse through the setting material and the greater the expansion, 
for the same reason as described for the normal setting expansion of investment. 
The waterlpowder ratio affects the hygroscopic expansion for the same reason that 
it aflects the normal setting expansion. Once setting starts, the later water is added 
to the investment, the less is the hygroscopic setting expansion, because part of the 
c~ystallization has already started in a "normal" fashion. Some of the crystals have 
interilleshed, inhibiting further crystal growth after the water is added. On the same 
basis, the less water added, the lower the expansion; that is, there is less counterac- 
tion of the surface tension. 

Finally, the term hygroscopzc in a strict sense is a misnomer. Although the added 
water may be drawn into the setting material by capillary action, the effect is not 
related to hygroscopy. Furthermore, on the basis of the theory, the hygroscopic set- 
ting expansion is as normal a phenomenon as that which occurs during normal 
setting expansion. However, the term has gained general acceptance by usage even 
though it may be inaccurate on the basis of theoretical considerations. 

Thermal Expansion 

As noted in a previous section, the tliermal expansion of a gypsum-bonded invest- 
ment is directly related to the amount of silica present and to the type of silica 
employed. A considerable amount of quartz is necessary to countel-bal,lnce the con- 
traction of the gypsurn during heating. Even when the qualk content of the invest- 
ment is increased to GO%, with the balance being hernihydrate binder, the initial 
contraction of the gypsum is no1 eliminated. 

The contraction of the gypsum is entirely balanced when the quartz content is 
increased to 75% (Fig. 12-6). If a sulficient amount of setting expansion had been 
present, the casting made at 700" C (1292" 1<) would probably have fit the die rea- 
sonably well. The thermal expansion curves of quartz investments are influe~lced by 
the particle size of the quartz, the type of gypsum bindel; and the resultant 
waterlpowder ratio necessary to provide a workablc mix. 

The effect of cristobalite compared with that of quartz is strikingly demonstrated 
in Figure 12-7. Because of the much greater expansion that occurs during the inver- 
sion of the cristobalite, the normal contraction of the gypsum during heating is eas- 
ily eliminated. Furthermore, the expansion occurs at a lower temperature because of 
the lower inversion temperature of the cristobalite in comparison with that of 
quartz. As can be noted in Figure 12-7, a reasonably good fit of the castings is 
obtained when the gold alloy is cast into the mold at temperatures of 500" C 
(332" F) and higher. The thermal expansion curves of an investment provide some 
idea of the form of the silica that is present. As can be seen from Figures 12-6 and 
12-7, the investments containing cristobalite expand earlier and to a greater extent 
than those containing quartz. Some of the modern investments are likely to contain 
both quartz and cristobalite. 

The desirable magnitude of the thermal expansion of a dental investment 
depends on its use. If the hygroscopic expansion is to be used to compensate for the 
contraction of the gold alloy, as for the Type I1 investments, ANST/ADA Specification 
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Temperature (" C) 

Fig. 12-6 Thermal expansion of an investment that contains 25% plaster of Paris and 
(Courtesy of G.C. Paffenbarger.) 

75% quartz 

Fig. 12-7 Thermal 
G.C. Paffenbarger.) 

Temperature (" C) 

expansion of an ltivcstment that contalns crlstobal~te ~nstead of quartz. 
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No. 2 requires that the thermal expansion be between 0% and 0.6% at 500" C 
(932" 1 ) IIowever, for the Type I investments, which rely principally on thernlal 
expansion for compensation, the thermal expansion rnust be not less than 1 O h  nor 
greatel than 1.6% In addition, the specification establishes mini~num and maxi- 
rnuln values for the combined setting or hygroscopic expansion, whichever the case 
nlay be, and the respective thermal expansion. 

Another desirable feature of an inlay investment is that its maximum the~nlal 
expansion be attained at a tempelature not higher than 700" C (1292" I ) .  'rhus 
when a thermal expansion technique is employed, the maximum mold temperature 
for the casting of gold alloy should be less than 700" C As noted earlier and as 
shown later, the gold alloys can become contarninated at a mold temperatwe higher 
than this. 

Effect of the Water/Powder Ratio 

The magnitude of thermal expansion is related to the amount of solids present. 
Therefore it is apparent that the more water that is used in mixing the investment, 
the less the thermal expansion achieved during subseque~lt heating. This effect is 
demonstrated by the curves shown in Figure 12-8. Although the variations in the 
waterlpowder ratios shown are rather extreme, the curves indicate that it is impera- 
tive to measure the water and powder accurately if the proper compensation is to be 
realized. 

Effect of Chemical Modifiers 

A disadvantage of an investment that contains sufficient silica to prevent any con- 
traction during heating is [hat the weakenirlg effect of the silica in such quantities is 
likely to be too great. I he ,~ddition of small amounts of sodium, potassium, 01 

lithium chlorides to the investment eliminates the contr'lction caused by the gyp- 
sun1 and i~lc~eascs the expansion without the presence of an excessive amount of 
silica 

ISo~ic acid has a similar effect. It also hardens the set investment. However, i t  
apparently disintegrates during the he'lting of the investment and a roughened sur- 
lace on the casting may rresult. Silicas do  not prevent gypsun1 shrinkage but coun- 
terbalance it, whereas chlorides actually reduce gypsurn shrinkage below 
temperatures of apploxirnately 700" C (1292" F). 

Thermal Contraction 

When an investment is cooled from 700" C, its contraction curve follows the expan- 
sion curve during the inversion of the P-quartz or P-cristobalite to its stable a form 
at room temperature. Actually, the investment contracts to less than its original 
dimension. 'l'his contraction below the original dimension is unrelated to any prop- 
erty of the silica; it occurs because of the shrinkage of gypsum when it is first heated. 

If the investment is reheated, it expands thermally to the same maximum reached 
when it was first heated. I lowever, in practice the investment should not be heated 
a second time, because internal cracks may develop. 

Strength 

'l'he strength of the investment must be adequate to prevent fracture or chipping of 
the mold during heating and casting of the gold alloy. Although a certain minimum 
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Temperature 

Fig. 12-8 Cifcc.t o i  thr walcrlpowtlcr r,~tio on Ih(, tlierrnal expansion of an investment that c.ontains 
20')/r, plcrsttr of I'aris and 80'% quartz. (Courlc.iy oi C.(:. t'aifc.nh,lrger.) 

st~engtli 1s necessaly to prevent fiacti~le of the investment mold during casting, it 
has been suggested that the compressive strength should not be unduly high. In sev- 
eral studies on the fit of castings made by various techniclues, i t  has been found that 
all castings for the National Institute of Standards and Techliology MOL3 die showed 
a constant pattern of distortion. 'The distortion apparently results fiom a di~ectional 
rest~ai~l t  by the invest~nent to the thermal contraction of the casting as the alloy 
cools to room temperature. 

Although the total thermal contraction of the investment is similar to that of the 
gold alloy from the casting temperature to room temperature, the contraction of 
the investment is fairly constant until it cools to below 550" C (1022" F). 'Thus 
when the alloy is still quite hot and weak, the investment can resist alloy shrinkage 
by virtue of its strength and constant dimension. This can cause distortion and even 
fracture in the casting if the hot strength of the alloy is low. Although this is rarely a 
factor with gypsum-bonded investments, it can be important with other types of 
investments (see later discussion). 

Thus it is theorized that the compressive strength of the investment mold can be 
a primary factor to be considered, in addition to the expansion, when evaluating the 
dimensional accuracy of dental castings. Ideally, the investment should have suffi- 
cient expansion to cornpensate for all of the thermal corltraction of the alloy. 
IIowever, after burllout of the mold, the strength need be no greater than that 
~ecluired to resist the impact of the metal enteiing the mold. 
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The strength of an investment is usually measured under compvessive stress. 1 he 
compressive strength is increased according to the amount and the type of the 
sum binder present. For example, the use of a-hemillydrale instead of plaster defi- 
nitely increases the compressive strength of the investment. 'file use of chemical 
modifiers as desclibed in the previous section also aids in increasing the strength, 
because more of the binder can be used without a marked reduction in the thermal 
expansion. 

According to /WSI/ADA Specification No. 2, the compressive strength for the 
inlay investments should not be less than 2.4 MPa ('350 psi) when tested 2 hr  after 
setting. Ally investment that meets this requirement should possess adequate 
strength for the casting of an inlay. However, when larger, complicated castings 
are made, a greater strength is necessary, as required for Type 111 partial dentuie 
investment. 

The strength of the investment is affected by the waterlpowder ratio in the same 
manner as any other gypsum product; the more water that is employed in mixing, 
the lower the compressive strength. I leating the investment to 700" C (1292" F) 
may increase or decrease the strength as much as 65%, depending on the compo- 
sition. The greatest reduction in strength on heating is found in investments 
containing sodium chloride. After the investment has cooled to room temperature, 
its strength decreases considerably, presumably because of fine cracks that form 
during cooling. 

Other Gypsum Investment Considerations 

Fineness. Thc fineness of the investnle~lt may affect its setting time, the surface 
roughness of the casting, and other properties. It was previously noted that a fine sil- 
ica results in a higher hygroscopic expansion than does a coarser silica. A fine parti- 
cle size is preferable to a coarse one, because the finer the investment, the smaller 
the surface irregularities on the casting. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

W/?af are fwo n~enhures thal may be idken to minimize poiosity in dei?td/ castings! 

Porosity 

During the casting process, the molten metal is forced into the mold under pres- 
sure. As the molten metal enters the mold, the air must be forced out ahead of it. 
If the air is not completely eliminated, a backpressure builds up to prevent 
the gold alloy from completely filling the mold. 'The common method for vent- 
ing the mold is through the pores of the investment. Thus it is important that the 
extremity of a wax pattern not be covered by more than approximately 6 mm of 
investment to allow sufficient interconnectivity of the porous networlz, which will 
permit gas within the mold cavity to escape during filling of the mold with 
molten metal. 

Generally, the more gypsum crystals that are present in the set investment, the 
less its porosity. It follows, therefore, that the lower the hemihydrate content and the 
greater the amount of gauging water used to mix the investment, the Inore porous 
it becomes. 
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'The particle size of the investment is also a factor. The more uniform the particle 
size, the greater its porosity. This factor is of greater importance than is the actual 
particle size. A mixture of coarse and fine particles exhibits less porosity than an 
investment composed of a uniform particle size. 

Storage 

The same precautions for storage of plaster or dental stone apply to the storage 
of an investment. Under conditions of high relative humidity, the setting 
time may change. Under such conditions, the setting expansion and the hygro- 
scopic expansion may be altered so that the entire casting procedure may be 
adversely affected. 'I'herefore the investments should be stored in airtight and 
moisture-proof containers. During use, the containers should be opened for as 
short a time as possible. All investmerlts are con~posed of a number of ingredi- 
ents, each of which possesses a different specific gravity. There is a tendency for 
these components to separate as they settle, according to their specific gravity, 
under the normal vibration that occurs in the dental laboratory. Under certain 
conditions this separation may influence the setting time and other properties of 
the investment. For this reason, and because of the danger of accidental moisture 
contamination, it is advisable to purchase prepackaged investments in relatively 
small quantities. 

The selection of an investment is largely a matter of preference. Some investments 
are formulated for casting inlays and crowns employing thermal expansion as the 
main factor for casting shrinkage compensation, and some are designed for use with 
hygroscopic setting expansion. Consequently, the choice is dependent partly on the 
specific techniques for which the investment is designed. Acceptable castings for the 
range of typical dental cavity preparations can be made with a number of invest- 
ments and techniques. 

As previously noted, the investment should be weighed and the water should be 
measured according to the ploportion of the investment mix. Only in this manner 
can one expect to control the setting or the thermal expansion in relation to the 
compensation needed for the casting shrinkage and other important properties. 
Some dental manufacturers supply their investment in preweighed packages so that 
one need only measure the gauging water. 

PHOSPHATE-BONDED INVESTMENT 

The rapid growth in use of metal-ceramic and hot-pressed ceramic prostheses 
has resulted in an increased use of phosphate or silicate-bonded investments. 
Although these investments are somewhat more difficult to remove from castings 
than are gypsum investments, that problem has been reduced recently, and the 
phosphate-bonded investments produce satisfactory results with conventional gold 
alloys. 

The phosphate investments now enjoy a popularity even greater than that of 
the gypsum-bonded investments. The tremendous increase in the use of metal- 
ceramic prostheses necessitates the use of higher melting gold alloys that do  not 
cast well into gypsum investments. Likewise, the present trend is toward the use of 
the less expensive base metal alloys, most of which require phosphate invest- 
ments. Commercially pure titanium and titanium alloys require specially formu- 
lated investments to n~inirnize the interaction of the molten metal with the 
investment. 
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Composition 

'I'hese investments, like the bypsum investments, consist of refractoly fillers and a 
binder The filler is silica, in the form of cristobalite, quartz, or a mixture of the two 
and in a concentration of approximately 80°!. l 'he purpose of the filler is to provide 
high-temperature thermal shock resistance (refractoriness) and a high thermal 
expansion. The particle size varies from a submicron level to that of a fine sand. The 
sandy feel of the investment does not necessarily relate to casting smoothness or 
affect the ease of removing the casting from the investment. 

The binder consists of magnesium oxide (basic) and a phosphate that is acid in 
nature. Originally phosphoric acid was used, but rnonoammoniuni phosphate has 
replaced it, because it can be incorporated into the investment powder. 

Because the newer gold-containing alloys and other alloys used for metal-ceramic 
restorations have higher melting temperature ranges than traditional gold alloys, it 
usually follows that their contraction during solidification is also greater. This neces- 
sitates a greater expansion of the investment. It is fortunate that the colloidal silica 
suspensions are available for use with the phosphate investments in place of water. 

Because colloidal silica liquid suspensions can freeze and become unusable, 
these suspensions and their investment powder should be stored in a frost-free envi- 
ronment. Some suspensions are available as freeze-stable products. Although they 
freeze solid at low temperatures, they become useful again after they have been 
thawed out and shaken. Some phosphate investments are made to be used with 
water for the casting of many alloys. For predominantly base metal alloys, a 33% 
dilution of the colloidal silica is required. 

Carbon is often added to the powder to produce clean castings and facilitate the 
divesting of the casting fi-om the mold. 'l'his addition is appropriate when the cast- 
ing alloy is gold, but thel-e is disagreement regarding the effects of carbon in phos- 
phatc investments used for casting silver-palladium alloys, palladium-silver alloys, 
or base metal alloys It is believed that carbon embrittles the alloys, even though 
the investment is heated to temperatures that bum out the carbon. 'The latest evi- 
dence indicates that pnlladium reacts with carbon at temperatures ahove 1'504' C; 
(2740" F). Thus if the casting ternperature of a high palladium alloy exceeds this 
critical point, a phosphate investment without carbon should be used. Also, a car- 
bon crucible should not be employed for melting the alloy. Generally even gold 
alloys used with porcelain should not be premelted or fluxed on charcoal bloclzs 
because trace elemenls that provide high strength are removed 01- are reduced 
below the desired level. 

Setting Reactions 

The chemical reaction for the binder system that causes the investment to set and 
harden is generally written as follows: 

NH411,P04 + MgO + 511,O -+ NH,MgPO,. 6t1,O (1) 

IIowever, phosphates are quite complex, and the reaction is not as simple as indi- 
cated here. One version is that the magnesium ammonium phosphate formed is 
polymeric. Although the stoichiometric quantities are equal molecules of magnesia 
and monoammonium phosphate, an excess of magnesia is usually present, and 
some of it is never fully reacted. What is thus formed is a predorninantly colloidal 
multimolecular (NH,MgPO, . bII,O),, aggregate around excess MgO and fillers. 
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On heating, the binder of the set investment undergoes thermal reactions as sug- 
gested in the following secluence: 

MgO + NH,H,PO, + 11,0 
1 

(NII,MgPO, 6M,0),l 

MgO 

NH,H,PO, 
11,o 

I 
(NII,MgPO, . 61 1,0),, 

1 
(NH4MgP04. II,O),, 

1 
(Mg,P,~j,),, 

i 
Mg2P207 

1 
Mg,(P,04), 

Roorn temperature 

Colloidal-type particles 

Dehydrated at 1 60" C 

Heated from 300-650" C 

Noncrystalline polymeric phase 

I Ieated above 1040" C 

(2) 

'f ie final products are crystalline Mg,P,O, and some excess MgO, along with essen- 
tially unchanged quartz, cristobalite, or both. Some Mg3(P204), may be formed if 
the investment is grossly overheated or when the molten metal contacts the mold 
cavity surfaces. 

Setting and Thermal Expansion 

I heoretically, the reaction should entail '1 shrinkage, '1s in gypsurn products, but in 
practice there is a slighl expansion, and this can be increased considerably by  sing 
a colloidal silica solution instead of water. This liltter substitution gives phosphate 
investments an unusual advantage in that the expansions can be controlled from a 
shrinkage to a significant expansion. 1 igure 12-9 shows the effect of the concentra- 
tion o l  a typical liquid, essentially colloidal silica in aqueous suspension, on 
increasing the setting and thermal expansion. 

Figure 12-10 illuslrates the thermal expansion of '1 typical phosphate invest- 
ment when mixed with water, as cornpared with the same investment when 
mixed with its accompanying special liquid. When phosphate investments 
are mixed with water, they exhibit a shrinkage within essentially the same tem- 
perature range as gypsum-bonded investments (200" C to 400" C 1392" F to 752" I?]). 
This contraction is practically eliminated when a colloidal silica solution replaces 
the water. Some users of phosphate-bonded investment prefer to decrease expan- 
sion by increasing the liquidlpowder (LIP) ratio rather than by decreasing the 
concentration of the special liquid, or they may use a combination of these 
methods. 

The early thermal shi-inlzage of phosphate investments is associated with the 
deco~nposition of the binder, magnesium ammonium phosphate, and is accompa- 
nied by evolution of ammonia, which is readily apparent by its odor. For gypsum 
investments the shrinkage is caused by the transformation of the calcium sulfate 
fi-om the hexagorlal to the rhombic configuration. However, some of the shl-inliage 
is maslzed because of the expansion of the refractory filler, especially in the case of 
cristobalite. 
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Working and Setting Time 

Unlike gypsum investments, phosphate investments are rnarlzedly affected by tem- 
perature. 'I'he warmer the mix, the faster it sets. '1  he setting reaction itself gives off 
heat, and this further accelerates the rate of setting. Increased mixing time and mix- 
ing efficiency, as determined by the type of mixer and speed of mixing, result in a 
faster set and a greater rise in temperature. In genelal, the more efficient the mixing, 
the better the casting in terms of srnoothness and accuracy. 'The ideal technique is to 
rnix as long as possible yet have just enough time for investing. Mechanical mixing 
under vacuum is preferred. 

A third variable that has a considerable effect on the worlzing and setting time is 
the LIP ratio, which is often varied considerably depending on user preference. An 
increase in the I,/P ratio increases the worliing time, which can be very sholt (2 mill 
or less) wtle~l the inveslmenl is rliixed at h e  manufactu~el's recommellded LIP ~alio, 
at high speed (1 750 rpm) for the recommended time, and if the laboratory is warm 
and the liquid has not been chilled. 

Miscellaneous Properties 

At one time, detail reproduction and surface smoothness of a metal-ceramic gold 
alloy restoration cast in a phosphate-bonded investment were generally considered 
inferior to those characteristic of a conventional gold alloy that had been cast in a 
gypsum-bonded investment. Increasing the special liquidlwater ratio used for the 
mix markedly enhances casting surface smoothness, but it can lead to oversized 
extracoronal castings. IIowever, improvement in the technique, and also perhaps 
the investment, now rnalzes it possible to fabricate castings having few surface 
imperfections when the phosphate-bonded investment is used with either a low- 
fusing gold alloy, a high-fusing gold alloy, or- a base-metal alloy. The phosphate 
investment now approaches that of the gypsum investments in fineness. However, 
their ability to implove the srnoothness is dependent on the alloy and casting plo- 
cedure employed. 

ETHYL SILICATE-BONDED INVESTMENT 

bthyl silicate-bonded investmerit is losing popularity because of the more compli- 
cated and time-consuming procedures involved with its use; however, it is still used 
in the constluction of the high-fusing base metal partial denture alloys. 111 this case, 
the binder is a silica gel that reverts to silica (cristobalite) on heating. Several meth- 
ods may be used to produce the silica or silicic acid gel binders. When the pH of 
sodium silicate is lowered by the addition of an acid or an acid salt, a bonding sili- 
cic acid gel forms. The addition of magnesium oxide strengthens the gel An aque- 
ous suspension of colloidal silica can also be converted to a gel by the addition of 
an accelerator, such as ammonium chloride. 

Another system for binder formation is based on ethyl silicate. A colloidal sili- 
cic acid is first formed by hydrolyzing ethyl silicate in the presence of hydrochlo- 
ric acid, ethyl alcohol, and water. In its simplest form, the reaction can be 
expressed as: 

Because a polyrnerized form of ethyl silicate is used, a colloidal sol of polysilicic 
acids is expected instead of the simpler silicic acid sol shown in the reaction. 
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The sol is then mixed with the quartz or cristobalite to which is added a small 
amount of finely powdered magnesium oxide to render the mixture alltaline. A coher- 
ent gel of polysilicic acid then forms, accompanied by a setting shrinkage. This soft gel 
is dried at a temperature below 168" C (334" F). During the d~ying process, the gel loses 
alcohol and water to form a concentrated, hard gel. As might be expected, a volumet- 
ric contraction accompanies the drying, which reduces the size of the mold. 'l'llis con- 
traction is lmown as green sh~inhucye, and it occurs in addition to the setting sh~inkage. 

'I'his gelati011 process is likely to be slow and time-consuming. An alternative and 
faster method for the production of the silica gel can be used Certain types of arnines 
car] be added to the solution of ethyl silicctte so that hydrolysis and gelation occur 
simultaneously. It follows that with an investmenl of this type, the mold enlavgen~ent 
before casting must compensate not only for the casting shrinlzage of the metal but 
also for the gleen shrinkage and the selting shrinkage of the investment. 

Investments of this type are designed to reduce the layer of silica gel around the 
particles. They have a special particle-size gradation and are handled in a different 
manner. The powder is added to the hydrolyzed ethyl silicate liquid, mixed quickly, 
and vibrated into a mold that has an extra collar to increase the height. The mold is 
placed on the platform of a special type of vibrator that provides a so-called tarnping 
action. 'lhis allows the heavier particles to settle quickly while the excess liquid and 
some of the fine particles rise to the top. In about 30 min, the accelerator in the pow- 
der hardens the settled part, and the excess at the top is poured off. Thus the L/Y ratio 
in the settled part is greatly reduced, and the setting shrinkage is reduced to 0.1 O h .  

The remaining cast is somewhat fragile because the amount of binder is quite low 
and is essentially composed of silica. The wax pattern is formed on the cast and 
invested in a manner similar to o the~  ir~vestments. TIowever, the process for an ethyl 
silicate-bonded investment is a little more complicated than that for the phosphate 
type in that care must be exercised during handling and burnout becctuse flamma- 
ble alcohol is given off. If the ethyl silicate-bonded investment is he,ltt.d to n suffi- 
ciently high temperature, some silica convelts to cludrlz and p~ovides '~dded 
expansion. 'l'lris type of investment can be heated between 1090" C and 1180" C 
(2000" 1: and 2150' F) and is compatible with the higher fusing alloys. Its low set- 
ting expansion minimi~es distortion. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why 1s the rna~ginal f i t of  ( , IS[  crowns on n prepared 100th esstv~t~al to the long-te~m 
clln~cal success ot metal prostheses? 

CLINICAL EVALUATION OF CASTING FIT 

Although dental castings of any size (from a denture base to the smallest inlay) can be 
made, the procedures employed for the construction of a small restoration, such as an 
inlay, onlay, crown, and endodontic post, are emphasized in this chapter. 'lhe funda- 
mental principles are the same, regardless of the size of the casting, and the techniques 
differ only in sprue design, type of investment, and method of melting the alloy. 

The objective of the casting process is to provide a metallic duplication of miss- 
ing tooth structure with as much accuracy as possible. The tolerance limits for the 
fit and marginal adaptation of a cast restoration are not known. In a clinical study, 
10 experienced dentists were asked to evaluate the marginal adaptation of a group 
of inlciys, using an explorer and radiographs After the cemented restorations were 
graded, they were microscopically ~neasured at the marginal openings of various 
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areas. For "acceptable" restorations, the mean opening was 21 ym at the occlusal 
surface and 74 ym at the gingival region, which is not as accessible visually. There 
was little agreement among these 10 dentists on the acceptability of the marginal 
openings in some areas when evaluated by either explorers or radiographs 'I'he dif- 
ficulty in detecting small discrepancies at the margins of cemented restoratio~ls is 
associated with the use of explorers that have a relatively large radius of curvature at 
the tip compared with the width of margin gaps that are being evaluated. As shown 
in Fig~lre 12- 11, the tip of this unused explorer may not "catch" a 60-ym margin gap, 
whose width is represented by the diameter of a human hair, as it traverses along a 
path perpendicular to the gap. IS this explolel tip substantially penetrates into a gap 
during probing, the fit of a crown, inlay, or onlay will not be clinically acceptable. 
The illustration poses the question of how readily a hairline gap can be detected by 
iunning an explorer over the margins of the restoration, especially in interdentdl 
areas that must often be probed at a small angle to the surface. 

Therefore it is obvious that the accuracy of the inlay or crown should be greater 
than can be detected by the eye or by the conventional methods of clinical testing. 
At the margins of the cemented restoration, a thin line of cement is always present, 
even though it may not be readily visible. With the exception of resin-based luting 
materials, the present dental cements are somewhat soluble and call deteriorate in 
the oral cavity. Thus the less accurate the casting fit and the greater the amount of 
cement exposed, the more likely the cement will degrade. Certainly, a high degree 
of accuracy in margin adaptation of 25 pm or less cannot be guaranteed for all cast 
restorations. It stands to reason, howevel; that the more accurate the fit of the cast- 
ing, the less the likelihood of leakage and secondary caries. 

Assuming that the wax pattern is satisfactory, the procedure then becomes a mat- 
ter of enlarging the mold uniformly and sufficiently to cornpensate for the casting 
shrinlzage oS the gold alloy. 'Lheoretically, if the shrinkage of the wax and the gold 
alloy are known, the mold can be expanded an amount rclual to such shrinkage, and 
the proble~n is solved. Llnfortunately, there are variables in the behavior of the 
materials involved, especially the wax, which cannot be rigidly controlled. The over- 
all dimensional accuracy possible with current techniques has never been clearly 
defined. 'l'hus neither the allowable tolerance of accuracy in the fit of the casting nor 
that obtainable during the casting procedure is known. In the final analysis, the 

Fig. 12-11 Cross-section oC an unused explorer tip (top) and a 60-pm hair. (~25.) (From McLean JW, 
and Van IFraunhofcr JA: The eslin1;tlion of cement i i lm thickness hy a n  in vivo technique. Br Dent J 
131:107, 1971.) 
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casting procedure is partly empirical and a matter of routine procedure Routine 
procedur-es should be rigidly followed. 

There are many steps in the procedure for which a considerable number of facts 
are linown. In addition, certain variations in the techniques described here produce 
equally satisfactory results. I Iowever, any technique involves strict adherence to cer- 
tain fi~ndamental principles that are common to all. These are the f~~ndamentals 
emphasized in this chapter. 

COMPENSATION FOR SOLIDIFICATION SHRINKAGE 

The compensation for the shrinkages inherent in the dental casting procedure may 
be obtained by either one or both of the following IWO methods: 

Setting or hygroscopic expansion of the investment 
Thermal expansion of the investment 

Both of these techniques are currently in use and are commonly termed the hygro- 
scopic expansion (low-heat) method and the thermal expunsion (high-heat) method, 
respectively. As their names alone might indicate, the high-heat method requires 
thermal expansion of the investment to occur between room temperature and a 
high temperature (650" to 700" C for gypsum-bonded investments and up to 
1050" C for phosphate-bonded investments). 

Despite these differences, the overall procedures involved in investing 
and casting are quite similar, and therefore they are described simultaneously. 
If not stated to the contrary, the reader can assume that the procedures men- 
tioned are common to both the high-heat and the low-heat techniques. For best 
results, the manufacturer's recomillendntions lo1 the specific alloy used should 
be followed. 

Ringless Casting System 

A ringless system that provides maximum expansion of investment is available coin- 
mercially. 'The system, called the PowerCast Rlngle~s System (WhipMix Corporation, 
Louisville, KY), consists of three sizes of rings and formers, preformed wax sprues and 
shapes, investment powdel, and a special investment liquid. 'l'he tapered plastic rings 
allow for removal of the investment mold alter the material has set. This system is 
suited f o ~  the casting of alloys that require greater mold expansion than traditional 
gold-based alloys. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What methods may be used to increase the abrasion reststance o f  master dtes? 

PREPARATION OF THE MASTER DIE 

'The most commonly used die materials are 'l'ype IV (dental stone, high strength) 
and Type V (dental stone, high strength, high expansion) improved stones. 'These 
materials are relatively inexpensive, easy to use, and generally compatible with all 
impression materials. Certified 'ljrpe IV stones have a setting expansion of 0.1% or 
less, whereas the harder 'Type V stones expand as much as 0.3% in accordance with 
ANSI/ADA Specification No. 25. l'his greater expansion is useful for compensation 
of the relatively large solidification shrinkage of base metal alloys. 
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The chief disadvantage of the Type IV gypsum die is its susceptibility to abra- 
sion during calving of the wax pattern. Gypsum dies are sometimes modified 
(1) to malze them more abrasion-resistant, (2) to change the dimensions of the dies, 
( 3 )  to increase the refractoriness of the dies, or (4) to produce a combination of 
these effects. Several means are used to increase the abrasion resistance, including 
silver plating, coating the surface with cyanoacrylate, and adding a die hardener to 
the gypsum. However, each of these methods may also increase the die dimensions 
slightly, thus reducing accuracy ('Iable 12-1). 

Methods of Altering Die Dimensions 

Additional accelerator (potassium sulfate) and retarder (borax) can be added to the 
gauging water to reduce the setting expansion of the Type 1V die stone to less than 
0.1% and, therefore, to reduce the diameter of the die. To produce relief space for 
cement, clinicians commonly use a die spacer with a stone die. The most common 
die spacers are resins. Although proprietary paint-on liquids are sold for this pur- 
pose, model paint, colored nail polish, and thermoplastic polymers dissolved in 
volatile solvents are also used. Such spacers are applied in several coats to within 0.5 
mm of the preparation finish line to provide relief for the cement luting agent and 
to ensure complete seating of an otherwise precisely fitting casting or coping. 

Die Stone-Investment Combination 

Another technique employs a die material and the investing medium with a com- 
parable conlposition. A colnnlelt in1 gypsum-boncled lilatelial t alled Diue~lrrierit 
(Whip-Mix Co~poration, Louisville, IW) is mixed with a colloidal silica liquid The 
die is made from this mix, and the wax pattern is then constructed on it Then the 
entire assembly (die and pattern) is invested in a mixt~~re  of Divestment and watel, 
theleby eliminating the possibility of distortion of the pattern on removal from the 
die or during the setting of the investment When it is heated to 677" C, the setting 
expansion of the material is 0.9% and the thermal expansion is 0.6% 1Secause 
Divestment is a gypsum-bonded material, it is not recommended for high-fusing 
alloys that are used for metal-ceramic restorations. Iiowever, it is a highly accurate 
technique f o ~  use with conventional gold alloys, especially fol extracoronal prepa- 
rations. The phosphate-bonded investment for Ilivestment is used in the same man- 
ner as the Divestment material, and it is suitable for use with high-fusing alloys. 

Dimensional Change in Dies Made from a Silicone Impression 
Compared with a Standardized Die 

Dimensional change (YO) 

Material Occlusal Cervical 

Type IV stone 0.06 

Type IV stone plus gypsum hardener A 0.16 

Type IV stone plus gypsum hardener R 0.10 

Silica-filled epoxy resin -0.15 

Aluminum-filled epoxy resin -0.14 

Electroformed silver die 0.10 

W~ch permlsslon from Toreslzog S, Phillips RW, and Schnell RJ J Plosthet Dent 16 119, 1966 
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Phosphate-bonded die-investment materials formulated for use in making ceramic 
prostheses can also be used when casting high-fusing alloys. 

Other Die Materials 

With inelastic impression material, such as compound, amalgam may be condensed 
into the impression to form the die. Other nongypsum die materials are also available, 
such as acrylic, polyester, and epoxy resins. 'l'hese materials are limited in their com- 
patibility with impression materials, which would ordinarily be nonaqueous elas- 
tomers rather than hydlocolloid or compound. Compatibility is specific and germane 
only to the particular brand rather than to chemical types of impression materials. 
Moreover, in the case of filled autopolymerizing acrylic resins, the curing contraction 
is excessive (0.6 linear percent for one material). Tl'herefore acrylic ]resin cannot he used 
when an accurate die is required. The same is tlue for polyester resin materials. 

Various epoxy die materials are reliable with respect to the 0.1% to 0.2% dimen- 
sional change on polymerization (see Table 12-1). Even though epoxy dies are gen- 
erally undersized in comparison with the prepared tooth, especially in the axial 
direction, they are used successfully by some commercial dental laboratories, pre- 
sumably because of their superior abrasion resistance. 

In some cases the resin die should be no more undersized than the stone die is 
oversized. I Jowever, this issue must be taken into consideration, because it may be 
necessary to adjust the investing and casting technique accordingly. A cast crown 
that is fabricated on a slightly undersized resin die may not seat completely on the 
tooth compared with one made on a slightly large stone die. 

'The high-strength stones ('Qpes JV and V) appear to be the most successful die 
matelials available. With care, abrasion during carving of the wax patteln can be 
avoided. However, in the construction of a metal-ceramic crown that is made with 
a metal foil coping (such as Captek), the metal is bu~nished on the die. ' h i s  process 
requires the application of high localized pressure to adapt the metal foil intimately 
to the die surface. Gypsum dies may be readily damaged, so a less brittle material, 
such as resin or metal, is sometimes preferred. 

In the last few years, several gypsum die stones have been compounded with 
resins to provide the advantages of both materials. 'lhese mociified die stones main- 
tain the low expansion of stone, but they also have the increased toughness and 
resistance to carving imparted by the resins. 

Electroformed Dies 

Metal dies produced from electroplated impression material have moderately high 
strength, adequate hardness, and excellent abrasion resistance. Detail reproduction 
of a line 4 pm or less in width is readily attainable on an electroplated die when a 
nonaqueous elastomeric impression material is used. 

The popularity of copper-plated compound dies began in the early 1930s, and 
silver-plated dies became more popular in later years. Several modifications of the 
fabrication technique are used, but the following description is typical. 

The first step in the procedure is to treat the surface of the impression material so 
that it conducts electricity. This process is referred to as metallzzing. In this process, a 
thin layer of metal, such as silver powder, is deposited on the surface of the impres- 
sion material. lhis metal layer determines to a large extent the surface character of 
the finished die. Vario~~s metallizing agents are available, including bronzing pow- 
der and aqueous suspensions of silver powder and powdered graphite. These agents 
can be deposited on the surface of the impression with a camel-hair brush. 
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'I'he electroplating bath itself is primarily a solution of silver cyanide Care must 
be taken to avoid the addition of acids to the cyanide solution, which can cause the 
release of cyanide vapor, a "death chamber" gas. Chemical deposition of silver from 
a silver nitrate solution can be used if greater surface detail reproduction is desired. 

In the silver-plating process, the greater the concentration of silver in the bath, the 
faster the silver is deposited. The acid content increases the throwzng power, a term 
that refers to the penetration of current into a concave structure, such as an impres- 
sion for a full crown Impressions of teeth generally have walls with significant 
depth relative to the location of the occlusal area. Therefore a considerable amount 
of throwing power is desirable. An electrical contact is made with the metalli~ed 
surface of the impression, which is the cathode in the electroplating bath. A plate of 
silver is used as the anode. A direct current is applied for approximately 10 hr. 

Hydrocolloid impressions are extremely difficult to electroplate, and the process 
is not feasible for dental use. Electroformed dies made from polysulfide rubber 
impressions are clinically acceptable when a silver cyanide bath is used, although 
they are generally slightly less accurate than a properly constructed stone die. 

Polysulfide rubber impressions are cleaned thoroughly and dried. They are then 
metallized with a fine silver powder. Although other metallizing agents can be used, 
the silver powder results in a superior surface on  the electroformed die. An anode of 
pure silver, at least twice the size of the area to be plated, is employed, and the elec- 
troplating is carried out as before for approximately 10 hr, using 5 to 10 mA/cm2 of 
cathode surface. 

An impression that contains the electroformed die surface is then filled with den- 
tal stone. When the stone hardens, it is mechanically locked into the rough interior 
of the electroformed metal shell. The imp~ession material is then removed to pro- 
vide a die with greater su~face hardness and resistance to abrasion than one of gyp- 
sum. ' f i e  model and die are prepared in the normal manner, and margins of the die 
are trimmed with a finishing disk. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What casting defic iencies may result wlien: ( I )  the spiue foimei is too small 117 diamrter, 

( I )  the sprue toimei i s  attached withocit flaring to thinner areas, (3)  the sprucs are oriented 

toward rh~n arcns of a wax pattern, or (4) the sprues are o/ madequate length lo position 

the wax pattern wilhin 6 mm of (he end of the invcaslen' ring? 

VARIABLES A N D  PRINCIPLES OF OPTIMAL SPRUE DESIGN 

'The purpose of a sprue former, or sprue pin, is to provide a channel through which 
molten alloy can reach the mold in an invested ring after the wax has been elimi- 
nated. With large restorations or prostheses, such as removable partial denture 
frameworks and fixed partial dentures, the sprue formers are made of wax. 

The diameter and length of the sprue former (also referred to simply as sprue) 
depend to a large extent on the type and size of the pattern, the type of casting 
machine to be used, and the dimensions of the flask or ring in which the casting will 
be made. Prefabricated sprue formers are available in a wide range of gauges or 
diameters (l'able 12-2). 

Wax Pattern Removal 

'The sprue former should be attached to the wax pattern with the pattern on the 
master die, provided the pattern can be removed directly in line with its path of 
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American (Brown & Sharpe) Wire Gauge Numbers and Wire 
Diameter 

Diameter 
Brown & Sharpe 
gauge number Millimeters lnchcs 

18 1.024 0.0403 

Reprinted with perlnission from Handboolz of Chemistry and Physics, 58th ed. lioca Raton, FL, 
Copyright CRC Press, Inc, 1977.1978, p F-16. 

withdrawal from the die. Any motion that might distort the wax pattern should be 
avoided during removal. 

The gauge selection and design for the sprue former are often empirical, but optimal 
performance during the casting process is based on the following five general principles. 

Sprue Diameter 

Select a sprue folrne~ with a didmeter that is approximately the same s i ~ e  as the thick- 
est area of the wax pattern. If the pattern is small, the spnle former must also be small, 
because attaching a large sprue former to a thin, delicate pattern could cause distor- 
tion. On the other hand, if the spme former diameter is too small, this area will solid- 
ify befole the casting itself and localized shrinkage porosity ("suck-back" porosity) 
may develop. Reservoir spnles are used to help overcome this problem (Iiig. 12-12). 

Sprue Position 

The position of the sprue former attachment is often a matter of individual judgment, 
based on the shape and form of the wax pattern. Some clinicians prefer placement at 
the occlusal surface, wl~ereas others choose sites such as a proximal wall or just below 
a nonfunctional cusp to minimize subsequenl grinding of occlusal anatomy and con- 
tact areas As indicated earlier, the ideal area for the sprue former is the point of great- 
est bulk in the pattern to avoid distorting thin areas of wax during attachment to the 
pattern and to permit complete flow of the alloy into the mold cavity. 

Sprue Attachment 

'Ihe sprue former connection to the wax pattern is generally flared for high-density 
gold alloys, but it is often restricted for lower-density alloys. Flaring of the sprue for- 
mer may act in much the same way as a reservoir, facilitating the entry of the fluid 
alloy into the pattern area. If possible, the sprue former should be attached to the 
portion of the pattern with the largest cross-sectional areas. It is best for the molten 
alloy to flow from a thick section to surrounding thin areas (e.g., the margins) rather 
than the reverse. This design minimizes the risk for turbulence. Also, the sprue for- 
mer orientation should minimize the risk for metal flow onto flat areas of the 
investment or onto small areas such as line angles. 
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The length of the sprue former should be long enough to position the pattern 
properly in the casting ring within 6 mm of the trailing end and yet short enough 
so that the molten alloy does not solidify before it fills the mold. The type of sprue 
fo~mer selected influences the burnout technique used. Wax sprue formers ale more 
common than plastic. It is advisable to use a two-stage burnout technique whenever 
plastic sprue lormers or patterns are involved to ensure co~nplete carbon elimina- 
tion, because plastic sprues soften at temperatures above the melting point of inlay 
waxes. Patterns may be sprued either direcily or i n d i r ~ ~ i l y .  For direct sp~uing, the 
sprue former provides a direct connectio~l between the pattern alea and the spnie 
base or crucible Jormer area (Fig. 12-12), With indirect spluing, a connector or rpser- 
voir bai is positioned between the pattern and the c~ilcible former (see right side of 
Fig. 12-12) It  is common to use indirect spruing for multiple single units and fixed 
partial dentures, although several single units can be splued with multiple direct 
sprue formers. 

A reservoir should be added to a sprue network to prevent localized shrinkage 
pol-osity (Fig. 12-13). When the molten alloy fills the heated casting ring, the pat- 
tern area should solidify first and the reservoir last. Because of its large mass of alloy 
and position in the heat center of the ring, the reservoir remains molten to furnish 
liquid alloy into the mold as it solidifies. The resulting solidification shrinkage 
occurs in the reservoir bar and not in the prosthesis, assuming that the reservoir bar 
is larger in volume than that of the patterns and that the sprue formers attached to 
those patterns were of the correct diameter and were placed in the appropriate 
position. 

Sprue Direction 

The sprue former should be d~rected away fiorn any thin 01 delicate patts of the pat- 
tern, because the molten metal may abrade or Jiactule investment In this &lea and 
lesult 111 a casting fa~luie I he spl-ue folrner should not be attached at n ught angle 
to a broad flat suiface Such an orientat~on leacis to turbulence w ~ t h ~ n  the nlolcl cav- 
ity and severe polosity in this legloll (Fig 12 14, A )  When t h ~ s  same patteln 1s 
sprued at a 45-deg~ee angle to the plox~rnal area, snt~slactory castmg I S  obtained 
( 1  ig 12-14, H )  

Fig. 12-12 Left, t'rimary sprur oriented directly toward the wax paltern. Note the spherical reservoir 
on the vertical sprue. Right, Indirect sprue design showing a horizontal reservoir runner I~a r  that is 
positioned near the heat center of the i~~vestecl ring. 
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Fig. 12-13 ILocalireti shrinkage caused by using a sprue o f  improper cliamcler. 

Fig. 12-14 A, Detached sprue ~nd~cates severe poroslty at the polnt of attachment because of 
turhulen~c caused by an Improper sprue angle B, Sound castlng results wtth sprue at approx~matcly 
45 degrees to the prox~mal wall 

Sprue Length 

The length of the sprue former depends on the length of the casting ring. If the sprue 
is too short, the wax pattern may be so far removed from the end of the casting ring 
that gases cannot be adequately vented to permit the molten alloy to fill the ring 
completely. When these gases are not completely eliminated, porosity may result. 
Therefore the sprue length should be adjusted so that the top of the wax pattern is 
within 6 mm of the open end of the ring for gypsum-bonded investments (1:ig. 12-15). 
With the highel-strength phosphate-bonded investments, it may be possible to posi- 
tion the wax pattern within 3 to 4 mm of the top of the investment. For repro- 
ducibility of casting accuracy, the pattern should be placed as close as possible to the 
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Fig. 12-15 Uiagr<~mmalic rrpresenl,ilion of a 
dcnl'rl casting mold: A, 'ruciblc former; 
B, spue; C, cavity formed by wax patlcrn after 
burnout; D, investment; E, lincr; F, c,rsting ring; 
C, recommeridcd ~ n ~ ~ x i m u r n  investmcnl 
thickness of ,rpproximately 6 nim I~rtween the 
end of the mold cavity and the end of Ihr  
invested ring to providr pathways for suificicnl 
gas escape during casting. 

center of the ring. However, the wax pattern position for vacuum pressure casting 
may be different. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

How does nor~uniforn7 Investment expansion occur? /-/ow can excessive long~tudinal 

expansion be rninmized? 

CASTING RING LINER 

With the use of solid metal rings or casting flasks, provision must be made to pel- 
mit investment expansion 'I'he rnold may actually become smaller lather than 
large1 because of the reverse pressure lesulting horn the confinement of the setting 
expansion. This effect can be ovclcorne by using 'I split ring or flexible rubbe] ring 
that permits the setting expansion of the inveslment. 

IIowever, the most cornmonly used technique to provide investment expansion 
is to line the walls of the ling with ,I ring liriel Lraditionally, asbestos was the ruate- 
rial of choice, but it can no lollge~ be used because its c,lrcinogenic potentla1 makes 
it a biohazard. Two types of ~lonasbestos ling liner materials have been produced 
an aluminosilicate ceramic liner and a cellulose (paper) liner 

To ensure unifoim expansion, the clinician 0 1  technician cuts the  line^ to fit the 
inside diameter of  he casting ring with no overlap The dry litlei is tacked in posi 
tion with sticky wax, and it is then used either dry or wet. With a wet liner technique, 
the lined ring is immersed in water for a time, and the excess water is shaken away. 
Squeezing the liner should be avoided, because this leads to variable amounts of 
water removal and nonuniform expansion. Although a ceramic liner may not absorb 
water like a cellulose liner, its network of fibers can retain water on the surface. 

Not only does the liner afford greater normal setting expansion in the invest- 
ment, but also the absorbed water causes a semi-hygroscopic expansion as it is 
drawn into the investment during setting, as shown for gypsum investmellts in 
Figure 12-16, The use of one liner (C) increases the normal setting expansion com- 
pared with no liner. Using a thidzer liner material or two layers of liner ( D )  provides 
even greater semihygroscopic expansion and also affords a more unrestricted nor- 
mal setting expansion of the investment. As shown in Fig. 12-1 6, two layels of liner 
can be used to increase the expansion slightly cornpared with that obtained fiorn 
one  line^. In any case, the thickness of the liner should not be less than approxi- 
mately 1 mm 
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Fig. 12-16 Normal setting (A) and hygroscopic ?xpansion (B) of an investment as compared with the 
somewhat restricted expansion that occurs in an inlay ring containing one liner (C) and two liners (D). 
(Courtesy of R. N~iman, Whip-Mix Corporation, I.ouisville, KY.) 

Ikcause cellulose liners are paper p~oducts, they are bu~ned  away d~lring the 
burnout procedure and a techniqcie must be found to secule the, investment in 
~ l l e  ring fIowt,ver, the desired length of the liner remains a mattel of controversy 
If the length of the liner is somewhat shorter than the ring itself, the investme~lt is 
confined at one or both ends of the ring. Ihe longitudirlal setting and I~ygroscopic 
expansion arc thereby restricted, '1s cornpaled with an end where the line1 is flush 
with the ends of the ring. 

The expansion of the investment is dlways greatel in the ~~nrestricted longitudi- 
nal direction than in the radical di~ection, [hat is,  owa aid the ling The~efo~e  ~t is 
desirable to reduce the expansion in the longitudinal direction. Pl<~cing the liner 
somewhat short (3.25 mm) of the encis of the ling tends to produce a more ullifoim 
expansion; thus there is less chance for distortion of the wax pattern and the mold. 

INVESTING PROCEDURE 

The wax pattern should be cleaned of any debris, grease, or oils. A commercial wax 
pattern cleaner or a diluted synthetic detergent is used. Any excess liquid is shaken 
off, and the pattern is left to air-dry while the investment is being prepared. 'lhe thin 
film of cleanser left on the pattern reduces the surface tension of the wax and per- 
mits better "wetting" of the investment to ensure complete coverage of the intricate 
portions of the pattern. 

While the wax pattern cleaner is air-drying, the appropriate amount of distilled 
water (gypsum investments) or colloidal silica special liquid (phosphate invest- 
ments) is dispensecl. The liquid is ndded to a clean, ctry mixing bowl, and the pow- 
der is gradually added to the liquid, using the same care anci caution to millin~ize 
air entrapment as was discussed for the mixing of dental stones Mixing is per- 
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formed gently until all the powder has been wet; othe~wise, the unmixed powder 
may inadvertently be pushed out of the bowl. Although hand-mixing is an option, 
it is far more common to mix all casting investments mechanically under vacuum. 

Vacuum Mixing 

Mechanical mixing under vacuum removes air bubbles created during mixing and 
evacuates any potentially harmful gases produced by the chemical ~eaction of the 
high-heat investments. Once mixing is completed, the pattern may be hand- 
invested or vacuum invested. For investing by hand, the entire pattern is painted 
(inside and out) with a thin layer of investment. The casting ring is positioned on 
the crucible former, and the remainder of the investment is vibrated slowly into the 
ring. With vacuum investing, the same equipment used to mix the investment is 
employed to invest the pattern under vacuum. 

As noted, the amount of porosity in the investment is reduced by vacuum invest- 
ing. As a result, the texture of the cast surface is somewhat smoother with better 
detail reproduction. The tensile strength of vacuum-mixed investment is also 
increased. In one study, it was found that 95% of vacuum-invested castings were free 
of nodules, whereas only 17% of castings made in hand-invested molds were 
entirely free of defects. Freedom of any surface imperfections is highly important, 
because even a small nodule on a casting may damage a fragile enamel margin when 
the casting is evaluated for fit in the prepared cavity. 'The finished casting should 
always be checked under magnification for such defects before fitting it on the die. 

Air bubbles that remain in the mix, even with vacuum mixing, can be entrapped 
on flat or concave surfaces that are not oriented suitably for air evacuation. Tilting 
the ring slightly aids in releasing these bubbles so that they can rise to the surface. 
Excessive vibration should be avoided, because it can cause solids in the investlnent 
to settle and ruay lead to free-water accu~nulatio~l adjacent to the wax pattern, result- 
ing in surface roughness. bxcessive vibration may also dislodge small pattelns frorn 
the sprue former, resulting in a miscast. 

If the hygroscopic technique is employed, the filled casting ring is inlrnediately 
placed in a 37" (: water bath with the ciucible former side-down. For the thermal 
expansion or high-heat technique, the invested ring is allowed to bench set undis- 
turbed lor the time ~ecommended by the manufacturer. 

Compensation for Shrinkage 

Occasionally, it may be desirable to alter the mold dimensions of a full cast crown 
compared with a small inlay. A number of factors influence the mold size. As previ- 
ously discussed, two liners allow a greater setting and thermal expansion than does 
a single liner. Also, the setting, hygroscopic, and thermal expansions of investments 
can be controlled to a certain extent by varying the I,/P ratio of the investment. The 
lower the L/P ratio, the greater the potential for investment expansion. Conversely, 
thinner mixes reduce the expansion. With some investments, however, the effect of 
minor adjustments to the L/P ratio is insignificant. 

There is a limit to which the LIP ratio can be altered. If the mix is too thick, it can- 
not be applied to the pattern without a likelihood of distorting the pattern and pro- 
ducing air voids during investing. On the other hand, if the mixture is too thin, a 
rough surface may result on the casting. 

Another possible problem is too much expansion of the mold when using the 
thermal expansion technique with a cristobalite investment. As was discussed in 
Chapter 11, a thermal expansion of 1.3% may take place. If an effective setting 
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expansion of 0.3% to 0.4% is added to such a thermal expansion, a total linear 
expansion as high as 1.7% may be obtained, higher than the average casting shrink- 
age of a gold alloy. As a result, a cast crown may be too large. 

I11 addition lo cont~olling the hygroscopic expansion by the I,/P ratio, the clini- 
cian can regulate expansion by reducing the time of immersion of the setting invest- 
ment or by controlling the amount of water to be added during the setting process. 
l 'he longer the delay before the investment is immersed in the water bath, the less 
the hygroscopic expansion. 

The rnodern liygroscopic investment technique generally provides correct expan- 
sion for most types of patterns. Ilowever, some patterns may require a variation in 
expansion. increasing the burnout temperature and the water bath temperature 
increases the expansion and vice versa. 

In one technique, the shrinkage compensation is coiltrolled by the addition of 
water during the setting of the investment. This method is usually referred to as the 
controlled waler-udded technzque. 

Controlled Water-Added Technique 

The linear hygroscopic expansion increases directly with the amount of water added 
until maximum expansion is attained. The compositions of investments for use 
with the water-added hygroscopic casting technique ensure maximal expansion dur- 
ing immersion in water. The amount of hygroscopic expansion needed for com- 
pensation is then obtained by adding only enough water to provide the desired 
expansion. 

A soft, flexible rubber ring is used instead of the usual asbestos-lined ~netnl ring. 
he pattern is invested as usual. A specified amount of water is then added on the 

top of the investment in the rubber ring, and the investment is allowed to set, usu- 
ally at room temperature The controlled water-added technique i s  rarely used, how- 
ever, because the hygroscopic expansion method described earlier provides 
adequate expansion in most cases 

CASTING PROCEDURE 

Once the investment has set for an appropriate period-approximately 1 hr for 
most gypsurn-and phosphate-bonded inves~ments-it is ready for burnout. The 
procedures for (he two types of investment are similar, so the following discussio~l 
focuses on gypsum investments. The crucible former and any metal sprue former are 
carefully removed. Any debris from the ingate area (funneled opening at end of the 
ring) is cleaned with a brush. If the burnout procedure does not immediately follow 
the investing procedure, the invested ring is placed in a humidor at 100% humidity. 
If possible, the investment should not be permitted to dry out. Rehydratiori of set 
investment that has been stored for an extended period may not replenish all of the 
lost water. 

Wax Elimination and Heating 

The invested rings are placed in a room-temperature furnace and heated to the pre- 
scribed maximum temperature. For gypsum-bonded investments, this temperature 
can be either 500" C for the hygroscopic technique or 700" C for the thermal expansion 
technu~ue. With phosphate-bonded investments, the maximum temperature setting 
may range from 700" lo 1030" C, depending on the type of alloy selected. 'l'he tem- 
perature setting is more critical with gypsum-bonded investments than with the 
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phosphate type, because the gypsum investments are more prone to i~lvestlnent 
decomposition. During burnout, some of the rnelted wax is ahsorbeci by the invest- 
ment, and ~esidual carbon produced by ignition of the liquid wax becomes trapped 
in the porous investment. It is also advisable to begin the burnout procedure while 
the mold is still wet. Water trapped in the pores of the investment reduces the absorp- 
tion of wax, and as the water vapori~es, it flushes wax from the mold. This process is 
facilitated by placing the ring with the sprue hole down over a slot in a ceramic tray 
in the burnout furnace. When the high-heat technique is used, the mold temperatur-e 
generates enough heat to convert carbon to either carbon monoxide or carl>on diox- 
ide. These gases can then escape th~ough the pores in the heated investment. 

Hygroscopic Low-Heat Technique 

This technique obta~ns ~ t s  compensation expansion from thee  sources: (1) the $7" C 
water bath expands the wax pattern; (2) the warm water entering the Investment 
mold from the top adds some hygroscopic expansion, and (3) the thermal expan- 
sion at 500" C provides the needed thermal expansion. This low-heat technique 
offers the advantages of less investment degradation, a cooler surface for smoother 
castings, and the convenience of placing the molds directly in the 500" C f~trnace. 
The last benefit makes it possible to keep one or more furnaces at the burnout tem- 
perature so that molds may be put in as they are ready. This is particularly useful in 
large laboratories, where molds are ready for burnout at various times. Care must 
nevertheless be taken to allow sufficient burnout time, because the wax is more 
slowly oxidized (eliminated) at the low temperature The molds should remain in 
the furnace for at least (50 min, and they may be held up to Ti hr longer with little 
damage. Since the tempelatule of the furnace is loweled each time a mold is placed, 
extra time should be allowed to ensule complete wax elimination when molds are 
placed at inte~vals Even though the mold is usually held at this temperature Tor 60 
to 30 min, sufficient residual fine carbon rnay be ~etained to ~ e d ~ r c e  the venting of 
the mold LZecause o l  this potential lo1 reduced venting, back-pressu~e po~osity is a 
greatel hazard in the low-heat technique than in the high-heat technique, since the 
investments generally employed with the low-heat technique rnay be more dense. 

The standa~diaed hygroscopic technique was developed €01 alloys with a high 
gold content; the newer noble alloys may iequire slightly more e ~ p ~ ~ n s i o n  This 
added expansion may be obtained by making one 01 mole of the tollowing changes 

1 .  Inc~easing the water bath temperature to 40° C 
2. Ilsing two layers of liner 
3 .  Increasing the burnout temperature to a range of 600" to 650' C. 

High-Heat Thermal Expansion Technique 

This approach depends almost entirely on using a high-heat burnout to obtain 
the required expansion, while at the same time eliminating the wax pattern. 
Additional expansion results from the slight heating of gypsum investments on 
setting, thus expanding the wax pattern, and the water entering the investment 
from the wet liner adds a small amount of hygroscopic expansion to the normal 
setting expansion. 

Gypsum lnvestments 

These casting investments are relatively fragile and require the use of a metal ring for 
protection during heating. The molds are usually placed in a f~trnace at room 
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temperature, slowly heated to 650" C to 700" C in 60 rnin, and held for 15 to 30 mill 
at the upper temperature. 

The ra:e of heating has some influence on the smoothness and, in some 
instances, on the overall dimensions or  the investment. Initially, the rapid heating 
can generate steam, which can cause flaking or spalling of the mold walls. 'roo many 
patteuns in the same plane within the investment often cause separation of a whole 
section of investment, because the expanding wax creates excessive pressure over a 
large area. 

'Lbo rapid a heating rate may also cause cracking of the investment. In such a case, 
the outside layer of the investment expands much more than the center sections 
Consequently, the outside layer starts to expand thermally, resulting in compressive 
stress in the outside layer, which counteracts tensile stresses in the middle regions of 
the mold. Such a stress distribution causes the brittle investment to crack frorn the 
interior outwardly in the form of radial craclzs. These cracks, in turn, produce a cast- 
ing with fins or spines similar to those shown in I4igure 12-17. 'This condition is 
especially likely to be present with a cristobalite investment. 'l'he comparatively low 
inversion temperature of the cristobalite, and the rapid rate of expansion during the 
inversion, makes it especially important to heat the investment slowly. 

Breakdown of the dental investment and the resulting contamination and brit- 
tleness of the gold alloy casting probably occur more frequently than is generally 
realized. The mechanism of this investment decomposition and alloy contamina- 
tion is related to a chemical reaction between the residual carbon and calcium sul- 
fate binder. Calcium sulfate per se does not decompose unless it is heated above 
1000" C. However, the reduction of calcium sulfate by carbon takes place rapidly 
above 700" C in accordance with the following reactions- 

Fig. 12-17 Fins on the surface of a casting thaL t'ormeci as a result of cracks in the invcstlment before 
casting oC the metal. 
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lhls reaction takes place whenever gypsum nlvestments ale heated above 700 C rn 
the plesence of caibon I he sulful d ~ o x ~ d e  as a product of t h ~ s  reactlor1 contaminates 

gold castlngs and rnakes them extremely br~ttle Ihis fact emphasi~es llle need for 
coinpletely el~rn~nating the wax and avoiding b u ~ n o ~ i i  temperatures above 700 C, 
paltlcularly rf the inve\tment contn~ils caibon I urthelnio~e, sulfu~ gasc\ are genel- 
ated by the gypsur~l ~nvestmeiit when 11 1s heated dbove 700 C 

Aftel the castlng temperatule has been ~eacheci, the castlng should he made 
immediately Maintain~ng a h ~ g h  temper,ltule Tor any considerable lengh of time 

may result 111 sulhl~ contamination of [he casttng 'ind also 111 a rough surface on 
the c,lsl~ng becau\e of the disintcg~at~on of the ~nvestment lo avoid thrs p~oblenl, 
some tecllnic~ans use furnaces w ~ t h  heat~ng elernents on all foul sides, theieby 
lcduc~ng the b u ~  nout time 

Notwithstand~ng all of the these plecautlons and reasons for usrng a slow 
burnout techn~que, the desile for r ap~d  results has led to irr~proved investrrieri~ lor- 
mulations A few gypsum Investments, some with a considerable amount of cristo- 
balite, are now offered for use with a much more rapid burnout procedure Some 
suggest placing the mold In a furnace at 315O C for 30 inln and following with very 
iapid heating to the final burnout temperature In addit~on, a few investments may 
be placed directly Into a furnace at the final burnout tempeiatuie, held for 30 min, 
and cast Because the design of the furnace, the proximity of the mold to the heat- 
ing element, and the availability of air in the muffle may affect size and smoothness, 
~t is adv~sable to examme these factors carefully before a casting is made in t h ~ s  
manilel 

Phosphate investments 

Many of the earlien statements ahout gypsum investments also apply to phosphate 
invesiments There are several dilferences, howevcl, because the sett111g mcchanisrn 
and ~eactioiis on heating 'Ire q ~ ~ i t e  different. 

Phosphate investments ob~a in  their expansion hom the folIow~ng soulces. 
1. bxpansion of the wax pattern-this is considelable because [he setting reac- 

tion raises the mold tempelature substantially. 
2. Setting expansion-this is usually higher than in gypsum investments, espe- 

cially because special liquids are used to enhance such expansion. 
3 .  Thermal expansion-this is greater when laken to tempelatures h~gher than 

those used foi gypsum-bonded investments 
A total expansion of 2OL) or more is iequired for alloys used to pioduce metal- 
ceramic prostheses, since these gold-based, palladium-based, and base metal alloys 
have higher melting and solidification temperatures. 

Although phosphate investments are usually much harder and stronger than gyp- 
sum investments, they are nevertheless quite brittle and are subject to the same 
unequal expansion of adjacent sections as phase changes occur during heating. 

l h e  usual burnout temperatures for phosphate-bonded investments range from 
750" to 1030" C. The highest temperatures are required for base metal alloys. The 
heating rate is usually slow to 315" C and is quite rapid thereafter, reaching com- 
pletion after a hold at the upper temperature for 30 min. Most burnout furnaces are 
now capable of being programmed for heating rates and holding times 

Because the entire process involving phosphate investments takes a long time, the 
demand for time-saving changes is strong. Again, investment manufactuiers have 
attempted to answer this demand, resulting in the a~~~i labi l i ty  of some investments 
that can be subjected to two-stage heating more rapidly, placed directly in the fur- 
nace at the top tempelature, held for 20 to 30 min, and then cast. To save mole time, 
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manufacturers have also eliminated the use of a metal ring and liner, the metal ring 
being replaced with a plastic ring that is tapeled so that once the investment has set, 
it can be pushed out of the ring, held for a specified time to ensure complete setting, 
and then placed directly into the hot furnace. Obviously, the expansion on setting 
with this method is different from that when a lined ring is used, and chd~iges in 
overall fit must be considered The required exl>ansion may be adjusted by varying 
the liquid concentration. 

Time Allowable for Casting 

The investment contracts ther-mally as it cools. When the thermal expansion or high- 
heat techniclue is used, the investmenl loses heat after the heated ring is removed 
f ~ o m  the furnace, and the mold contracts Because of the liner and the low thermal 
to~lduclivity of the investment, a short period can elapse before the temperature of 
the mold is appreciably affected Under average conditions of casting, approxi- 
mately 1 min can pass without a noticeable loss in dimension. 

In the low-heat casting technique, the temperature gradient between the invest- 
ment mold and the room is not as great as that employed with the high-heat tech- 
nique. Also, the thermal expansion of the investment is not as important to the 
shrinkage compensation. Ilowever, the burnout temperature lies on a fairly steep 
portion of the thermal expansion curve rather than on a plateau portion, as in the 
high-heat technique. 'Therefore, in the low-heat casting technique, the alloy should 
also be cast soon after removal of the ring from the oven; otherwise a significant 
variation from the desired casting dimensions may occur. 

Casting Machines 

Alloys ale melted in one of the four followi~lg ways, depending on the ,lvailahle 
lypes of casting m;lchines. 

1. The alloy is meltcd in a separate cmciblc by a torch flame and is cast into the 
mold by centiifugal force (Fig. 12-18). 

2. The alloy is melted electric,~lly by a resistance heating or induction furn,~ce, 
then cast into the mold centrifugally by motoi or spring action. A representa- 
tive casting machine of this type is shown in Figure 12-19 

3 .  The alloy is melted by induction heating, then cast into the mold centrifiignlly 
by motor or spring action. A representative casting machine of this type is 
shown in Figure 12-20 

4. The alloy is vacuum arc melted and cast by pressure in an argon atmosphere. 
In addition to these three melting methods, the molten metal may be cast by air 
pressure, by vacuum, or both. The general procedure for each is described in the fol- 
lowing sections, with certain advantages and disadvantages cited. However, it is 
important to follow the manufacturer's directions precisely for any of these devices. 

Torch Melting/Centrifugal Casting Machine 

The casting machine spring is first wound from two to five turns (depending on the 
particular machine and the speed of casting rotation desired). The alloy is melted by 
a torch flame in a glazed ceramic crucible attached to the "broken arm" of the cast- 
ing machine. The torch flame is generated from a gas mixture of propane and air, 
natural gas and air, acetylene and air, or acetylene and oxygen. The broken-arm fea- 
ture accelerates the initial rotational speed of the crucible and casting ring, thus 
incleasing the linear speed of the liquid casting alloy as it moves into and through 
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Fig. 12-18 Centrifugal casting machine, spring- 
wound. 

the mold. Once the metal has reached the casting temperature and the heated cast- 
ing ring is in position, the machine is released and the spring triggers the rotational 
motion. 

As the metal Glls the mold, a hydrostatic pressure gradient develops along tlie 
length o l  the casting. ' l  he pressure gradient from the tip of the casting to the hottoni 

Fig. 12-1 9 Spring-wound casting 
machinc with elcctric-al resislante 
melling furnacc. 
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Fig. 12-20 Induction rncl[inp, c.<lstinp, machine. A, W'lter-coolcd induction coil. 6, Vc,r[ical cl.ucible 
(white area) posi[ionctl within [he in(1uction coil. 

surface is quite sharp and palabolic in form, reaching zero at the button surface. 
Ordinarily, the pressure gradient at the moment before solidification reaches about 
0.21 to 0.28 MPa (30 to 40 psi) at the tip of the casting. Because of this pressure gra- 
dient, there is also a gladient in the heat transfer rate such that the greatest rate of 
heat transfer to the mold is at the high pressure end of the gradient (i.e., the tip of 
the casting). Because this end also is frequently the sharp edge of the margin of a 
crown, there is further assurance that the solidification progresses from the thin 
margin edge to the button surface. 

Electrical Resistance-Heated Casting Machine 

In this device, current is passed through a resistance heating conductor, and automatic 
melting of the alloy occurs in a graphite or ceramic crucible. This is an advantage, espe- 
cially for alloys such as those used for metal-ceramic prostheses, which are alloyed with 
base metals in trace amounts that tend to oxidize on overheating. Another advantage 
is that the crucible in the furnace is located flush against the casting ring. Therefore the 
alloy button remains molten slightly longer, again ensuring that solidification pro- 
gresses coinpletely horn the tip of the casting to the button su~face. A carbon crucible 
should not be used in the melting of high-palladium alloys, palladium-silver alloys, 
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nickel-chi-omium alloys, or cobalt-chromium base metal alloys. An example of the 
electrical resistance casting machine is shown in I:igure 12-19. 

Induction Melting Machine 

With this unit, the alloy is melted by an induction field that develops within a cru- 
cible sulrounded by water-cooled metal tubing (see I5g. 12-20). 'l'he electlic induc- 
tion furnace is a transformer in which an alternating current flows through the 
primary winding coil and generates a variable magnetic field in the location of the 
alloy to be melted in a crucible. Once the alloy reaches the casting temperature in 
air or in vacuum, it is forced into the mold by centrifugal force, by air pressure, or 
by vacuum. 'The device has become popular in the casting of jewel~y but it has not 
been used as much as the other two techniques for noble alloy castings. It is more 
commonly used for melting base metal alloys. 

'I'here is little practical difference in the properties or accuracy of castings made 
with any of the three types of casting machines. The choice is a matter of access to 
specialized equipment and personal preference. 

Direct-Current Arc Melting Machine 

The direct-current arc is produced between two electrodes: the alloy and the water- 
cooled tungsten electrode. The temperature within the arc exceeds 4000" C, and the 
alloy melts very quickly. This method has a high risk for overheating the alloy, and 
damage may result after only a few seconds of prolonged heating. 

Vacuum- or Pressure-Assisted Casting Machine 

lo1 this method, the rnolten alloy is heated to the casting temprratule, drawn into 
the evacuated mold by gravity or vacuurn, and subjected to adctitional pressure lo 
force the alloy into the molct 1 or titanlull1 and titaniuni alloys, vacuurn arc heated- 
argon plessure casting machines ale lecluiled. 

Casting Crucibles 

Generally, foul types of casting cnlcibles are available: clay, cadon, quartz, rind 
zil-conia-alumina. Clay crucibles are appvop~iate lor many of the crown and lxidge 
alloys, such as the high noble and noble types. Carbon crucibles can be used not 
only for high noble crown and bridge alloys but also for the higher-fusing, gold- 
based metal-ceramic alloys. 

Crucibles made from alumina, quartz, or silica are recommended for high-fusing 
alloys of any type. 'lhese are especially suited for alloys that have a high melting tem- 
perature or those that are sensitive to carbon contamination. Crown and bridge 
alloys with a high palladium content, such as palladium-silver alloys for metal- 
ceramic copings, and any of the nickel-based or cobalt-based alloys are included in 
this category. 

Torch Melting of Noble Metal Alloy 

This type of alloy is best melted by placing it on the inner sidewall of the crucible. 
In this position, the operator can better observe the progress of the melting, a ~ l d  
there is a greater opportunity for any gases in the flame to be reflected from the sur- 
face of the alloy rather than being absorbed. 
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I'he fuel used in most instances is a mixture of natural or artificial gas and air, 
although oxygen-air and acetylelle can also be used. The temperature of the gas-air 
flame is greatly influenced by the nature of the gas and the proportions of gas and 
air- in the mixture. (:onsiderable care should be taken to obtain a nonluminous 
brush flame, with the different combustion zones clearly differentiated. Two types 
of flame can be obtained with a casting torch, as shown in Figure 12-21. The air sup- 
ply for the lower flame (see Fig. 12-21 ) is excessive, and incomplete comhustion and 
a lower temperature will result. 'l'his type of flame is likely to be favored by the 
beginner, because the roaring sound that ac~omp~lnies this flame adjustment 
"sounds" hot. The upper brush flame indicates the proper adjustcnent for maxirnal 
efficiency and temperature. 

The parts of the flame can be identified by the conical areas in Figure 12-21. The 
first long cone emanating directly fiom the n o d e  is the zone in which the ail- ancl 
gas are mixed before combustion. No heat is present in this zone. The next cone, 
which is green and immediately surrounding the inner cone, is known as the com- 
bustion zone. IIere, the gas and air are partially burned. This zone is definitely oxi- 
dizing, and it should always be kept away from the molten alloy during fusion. 

The next zone, dimly blue and located just beyond the tip of the green combus- 
tion zone, is the reducing zone. 'lhis is the hottest part of the flame, and it should be 
kept constantly on the alloy during melting. The outer cone (oxidzzing zone) is the 
area in which combustion occurs with the oxygen in the air. Under no circum- 
stances should this portion of the flame be used to melt the alloy. Not only is its 
temperature lower than that of the reducing zone, but it also oxidizes the alloy. 

With a little practice, the clinician can readily detect whether the proper zone of the 
flame is in contact with the metal by observing the condition of the c~lloy sucface. 
When the reducing zone is in contact, the ~ u r f ~ ~ c e  of the gold alloy is bright and mir- 
rorlike, as indicated in Figure 12-22, A. When the oxidizing portion of the flame is in 
contact will1 the alloy, lllci-e is a dull film of "dross" developed over the sulfate, '1s seen 
in Figure 12-22, R. Although care should be taken not to overheat the c~lloy, there is 
generally mor-e likelihood of undelheating when the gas-ail flame is used. 'l'he alloy 
first appears to be spongy and then small globules of fused alloy appear The molten 
alloy soon assumes a spheroidal shdpc, as indicated in Figure 12-22, A. At the proper 
casting temperalure, the molten alloy is light orange ,111d tends to spin or lollow the 
flame when the latter is moved slightly. At this point, the alloy should be approxi- 
mately 38" to 66 '  <: above its lioluidus temperature. The casting sho~tld he made 

Fig. 12-21 Two types of nonlurn~nous flame show~rig conibust~on ,lrecl{ The Llppcr flame sho~rltl be 
elnploycd for lus~ng the no l~ le  mch l  alloy l h e  lowcr flame rc5~1lLs lrom too much dlr In the mlxture 
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Fig. 12-22 A, Mirrorlike surfacc ot 
thc metal indicatcq proper fusion. 
6, C l o ~ ~ d y  surface indic.ates surf,rce 
oxitl.~tion Ily irnpl-oper positioning of 
the torc-h flclrnc. 

immeciiately when the proper temperature is reached. As previously discussed, there 
are also va~ious devices available for ~nelting the alloy electrically. 

I t  is desi~able lo use a flux f o ~  gold crown and b~idge alloys to aid in minirni~ing 
polosity. When pl operly used, the flux incl eases tlie fluidity o l  the 'llloy, and the film 
of flux tolrned on the sulfate of tlie molten alloy helps plevent oxidation Reduc~ng 
fluxes containing powdaed cha~coal 'Ire often used, but small bits of carbon may be 
calried into the mold and cause a deficiency at a critical margin. Ald~ougl~ such reduc- 
ing fluxes are excellent for c lea~i i~~g old alloy, a better flux for the casting procedure may 
be made from equal parts of fused borax powder ground with boric acid powder. 
'Ihe boric acid aids in retaining the borax on the surface of the alloy. The flux is added 
when the alloy is completely melted and should be used with both old and new alloy. 
Old sprues and buttons from the same alloy may be recast if they are not contaminated. 

Cleaning the Casting 
Let us first consider the gold crown and bridge alloys. After the casting has solidi- 
fied, the ring is removed and quenched in water as soon as the button exhibits a 
dull-red glow. Two advantages are gained in quenching: (1) the noble metal alloy is 
left in an annealed condition for burnishing, polishing, and similar procedures, and 
(2) when the water contacts the hot investment, a violent reaction ensues, resulting 
in a soft, granular investment that is easily removed. 

Often the surlace of the casting appears darlz with oxides and tarnish. Such a sul- 
lace film can be removed by a process lznown as pl~hling, which consists of heating 
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the discolored casting in an acid. One of the best pickling solutions for gypsum- 
bonded investments is a 50% hydrochloiic acid solution. The hydrochloric acid aids 
in the removal of any residual investment, as well as of the oxide coating. 'The dis- 
advantage of hydrochloric acid is that the fumes from the acid are likely to corrode 
laboratory metal furnishings. In addition, these fumes are a health hnzard and 
should be vented via a fume hood. However, the pickling process can be performed 
ultrasonically while the prosthesis is sealed in a Teflon container. A solution of sul- 
furic acid may also be more advantageous in this respect. IIltrasonic devices are use- 
ful for cleaning the casting, as are commercial pickling solutions made of acid salts. 
Abrasive blasting devices are also usef~~l  for cleaning the surface of castings 

'The best method for pickling is to place the casting in a test tube or dish and to 
pour the acid over it. It may be necessary to heat the acid, but boiling should be 
avoided because of the considerable amount of acid fumes involved. After pickling, 
the acid is poured off and the casting is removed. The piclzling solution should be 
renewed frequently, because it is likely to become contaminated after reusing the 
solution several times. 

In no case should the casting be held with steel tongs so that both the casting and 
the tongs come into contact with the pickling solution, because this may contami- 
nate the casting. The pickling solution usually contains small amounts of copper 
dissolved from previous castings. When the steel tongs contact this electrolyte, a 
small galvanic cell is created and copper is deposited on the casting at the point 
where the tongs grip it. This copper deposition extends into the alloy and is a future 
source for discoloration in the area. 

It is a common practice to heat the casting and then drop it into the pickling solu- 
tion. The disadvantage of this method is that a delicate rrlargin may be melted in the 
flame or the casting may be distorted by the sudden theiinal shock when plunged 
into the acid. 

Gold-hased and palladi~un-based metal-ceramic alloys and base metal alloys are 
bench-cooled to rootn temperature before the casting is removed fi-on1 the invest- 
ment. Castings fvoin these alloys are gcnerally not piclzled, and when pickling is rec- 
ommended for certain metal-ceramic alloys, it is only to selectively lernove specific 
surface oxides. 

Melting of Base Metals 

Although torch melting can be used in some cases, most base metals of Ni-CI-, 
Ni-Cr-Be, Co-Cr, Co-Ni-C1; commercially pure Ti, and 'l'i-Al-V requi~e special melt- 
ing equipment, such as induction melting machines, vacuum melting devices, or 
arc-melting units. The procedures required are designed to minimize the risk for 
excessive oxidation or an interaction of the molten alloys with the recommended 
casting investments. It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss these methods; 
the reader is referred to specialized instiuction manuals developed by the manufac- 
turers of these products. 

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR PHOSPHATE-BONDED 
INVESTMENT 

The procedure for investing a wax pattern in a phosphate-bonded investment is 
essentially the same as that for a gypsum-bonded investment. As previously men- 
tioned, the working time can vary depending on the LIP ratio, special liquid con- 
centration, temperature, mixing time, mixing rate, and operator slzill and 
experience. 
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As with any investment that has a high thermal expansion, especially when 
marked chnnges in expansion o~ contraction occul, 11 is necessary to use a slow heat- 
ing late durir~g burnout to prevent possible c~dclzing or spalling. Some fiunaces p ~ o -  
vide slow lates of heating. I'or those that do not, it is advisable to use a two-stage 
bu~nout, holding at 200" to 300" C tor at least 30 mi11 before completing the burnout. 
Recommendations Sol the rate of heating vary, so it is wise lo follow the i l~strucl io~~s 
for the specific investment used. 

Although phosphate investments appear stiong, they are still subject to '1 n u n -  
ber of disnipting influences during bumout. At f i~st  the wax softens and then 
expands much more than does the investment. When investing, it is desirable to 
leave 3 to 6 mm of investment around each pat tan and to stagger the patter ns if sev- 
eral are placed in the same 1 ing A number of patterns positioned alorlg a plane can 
exert tremendous pressure and fracture almosl any investment, but particularly the 
phosphate-bonded materials. The rapid expansion of cristobalite investment at 
approximately 300" C requires slow heating to prevent fracture. After the tempera- 
ture reaches 400" C, the rate of heating can be safely increased. After burnout, usu- 
ally at a final temperature of 700" to 1030" C depending on the alloy melting 
range, the casting is made. As previously mentioned, the permeability of the phos- 
phate investment is low compared with that of a gypsum-bonded investment. 
Therefore the required casting pressure should be greater than for a gypsum mold. 

Recovery and cleaning of the casting are more difficult when a phosphate-bonded 
investment is used because such materials do not contain the soft gypsum products. 
Also, the particles usually include large grains of quartz. In some instances, such as 
with gold-containing alloys, the investment adheres rather tenaciously, usually 
requiling cleansing in an ultrasonic cleanel Neither the phosphate hinder nor the 
silica refractory is soluble in hydrochloric 01 sulfuric acid. Cold hycl~ofluoric acid 
dissolves the silica refractory quite well withoul damage to a gold-based or a 
palladium-silver alloy, but this must be used carefully with o the~  alloys In tact, even 
dilute hyd~ofluoric acid should not be used i~nless the necessary neutralidng solu- 
tions are immediately at hancl and the clinician is farnilia~ with the correct handling 
techniques. [lowever, once tissue injury has occurred, it cannot be reversed with 
such solutions. Alternative solutions such as No-San can be used with greater safety. 

Base metal alloys requile a light sandblasting, usually with fine alumina 
Chromium-based partial dentures are usually sandblasted to lemove the invest- 
ment. Acid should not be used for cleaning base metal alloys. 

'I'he selection of the appropriate phosphate-bonded investment must be made on 
the basis of the cornposition of the alloy to be used. Carbon-containing investments 
are well suited for gold-based crown and bridge casting alloys and metal-ceramic 
alloys. I Towever, if the alloy is carbon-sensitive (such as in silver-palladium, high 
palladium, palladium-silver, nickel-chromium-beryllium, nickel-chromium, and 
cobalt-chromium alloys), a noncarbon investment should be used. 

CAUSES OF DEFECTIVE CASTINGS 

An unsuccessful casting results in considerable trouble and loss of time. In almost 
all instances, defects in castings can be avoided by strict observance of procedures 
governed by certain fundamental rules and principles. Seldom is a defect in a cast- 
ing attributable to factors other than the carelessness or ignorance of the operator. 
With present techniques, casting failures should be the exception, not the rule. 

Defects in castings can be classified ~tnder four headings: (1) distortion; (2) sur- 
face roughness and irregularities; ( 3 )  porosity, and (4) incomplete or missing detail. 
Some of these factors have been discussed in connection with certain phases of the 
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casting techniques. The subject is summarized and analyzed in some detail in the 
following sections. 

Distortion 
Any marked distortion of the casting is pr-obably ~elnted to a distortion of thc wax 
patte~n, as described in the chapter on inlay wax. 1 his type of dislortion can be min- 
imized o~ prevented by plopel manipulation of the wax and handling of the pdt- 
Lern 

[Inquestionably, some dislortio~l of the wax pattern occurs as the investment 
hardens around it The setting and hygroscopic expansions of the investment rnny 
poduce a nonuniform expansion of the walls of the patteln. This type of distortion 
occurs ~n p a ~ t  fiom the nonunifo~m outward movement of the proximal walls 'I he 
gingival margins are forced apart by the mold exp'msion, whereas the solid occlusal 
bar of wax resists expansion during the early stages of setting. The configuration of 
the pattern, the type of wax, and the thickness influence the distortion that occurs, 
as has been discussed. I+or example, distortion increases as the thickness of the pat- 
tern decreases. As would be expected, the less the setting expansion of the invest- 
ment, the less the distortion. Generally, this is not a serious problem, except that it 
accounts for some of the unexplained inaccuracies that may occur in small castings 
Nevertheless, not a great deal can be done to control this phenomenon. 

Surface Roughness, Irregularities, and Discoloration 
'l'he surface of a dental casting should be an accurate reproduction of the surface of 
the wax pattern from which it is made. Excessive roughness or irreg~~larities on the 
outer surface of the casting necessitate additional finishing and polishing, whereas 
irregulai-ities on the cavity surface prevenl a proper seating of an otherwise accurate 
casling. 

Surhce roughness should not be confused with surface irregularities. S~irface 
roughness is defi ned as relatively finely spaced surface imperfections whose height, 
width, anti direction establish the predominant surface pattern. Surface irr-egulari- 
ties am isolated imperfections, such as nodules, that are not characteristic of the 
fmtire surface area. 

Even under optirnal conditions, the surlace roughness of the dental casting is 
invar-iahly solnewhat greater than that of the wax pattern fi-om which it is made. 'l'he 
difference is probably related to ~ l l e  particle size or  ~ l l e  investment and its ability to 
reproduce the wax pattern in microscopic detail. With proper manipulative tech- 
niques, the normal increased roughness in the casting should not be a major factor 
in dimensional accuracy. Ilowever, improper technique can lead to a marlzed 
increase in surface roughness, as well as to the formation of surface irregularities. 

Air Bubbles 
Small nodules on a casting are caused by air bubbles that become attached to the 
pattern during or subsequent to the investing procedure. Such nodules can some- 
times be removed if they are not in a critical area. However, for nodules on margins 
or on internal surfaces, as shown in Figure 12-23, A, removal of these irregularities 
might alter the fit of the casting. As previously noted, the best method to avoid air 
bubbles is to use the vacuurn investing technique 

If a manual method is used, various precautions can be observed to eliminate air 
from the investment mix before the investing. As p~eviously outlined, the use of a 
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Fig. 12-23 Surface irregularitirs on an experimental casting caused by air hubblcs (A), waler f i lm (B), 
and inclusion of foreign body (C). (Courtesy of D. Veira.) 

rnechanicdl rnixei w ~ t h  v ~ b l a t ~ o n  both befoie and after lnlxlng should be practiced 
routinely A wetting agent may be helpful in prevenllng the collectlo~l of ~ I I  bubbles 
on the su~face of the patleln, but ~t 1s by no rneilns a certalli remedy As prcv~ously 
d~scussed, it is inlpoltant that the wt,tting agent be applied In n thln layer It 1s best 
to ~ I I  diy the wetting ngent, because any excess l i qc~~d  dilutes the ~nvestment, possl- 
bly pioduclng surface l r regula~~t~rs  on the castnlg 

Water Films 

Wax is repellent to water, and if the inveslrnent hecomes separated from the wax pat- 
tern in some manner, a water filin may f o ~ m  irregularly over the surface 
Occasionally, this type of surface ilregularity appeals as minute ridges or veins on 
the surface, as shown in kigure 12-23, B. If the pattern is slightly moved, jarred, or 
vibrated after investing, or if the painting procedure does not result in an intimate 
contact of the investment with the pattern, such a condition may result A wetting 
agent is of aid in the prevention of such irregularities. Too high an L/P ratlo may also 
produce these surface irregularities. 

Rapid Heating Rates 

This factor, which has been discussed in a previous section, may result in fins or 
spines on the casting, similar to those shown in Figure 12-17. Also, a chaiacteristic 
surface roughness may be evident because of flaking of the investment when the 
water or steam pours into the mold. Furthermore, such a surge of steam or water 
may carry some of the salts used as modifiers inlo the mold, and these salts are left 
as deposits on the walls aAer the water evaporates. As pieviously mentioned, the 
mold should be heated gradually; at least 60 min should elapse during the healing 
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of the investment-filled ring from room temperature to 700" 6. 'rhe greater the 
bulk of the investment, the more slowly it should be heated. 

Underheating 

l~lcomplete elimination of wax residues may occur if the heating time is too sllort 
01- if insufficient air is available in the furnace. 'lbese factors are pa~ticularly impor- 
tant with the low-temperature investment techniques. Voids or po~osity may occur 
in the casting from the gases formed when the hot alloy comes in contact with the 
carbon residues. Occasionally, the casting lnay be covered with a tenacious carbon 
coating that is vi~t~ially inlpossible to remove by pickling. 

Liquid/Powder Ratio 

The amount of water and investment should be measured accurately. The higher the 
L/P ratio, the rougher the casting. However, if too little water is used, the investment 
may be unmanageably thick and cannot be properly applied to the pattern. In vac- 
uum investing, the air may not be sufficiently removed. In either instance, a rough 
surface on the casting may result. 

Prolonged Heating 

When the high-heat casting technique is used, a prolonged heating of the mold at 
the casting temperature is likely to cause a disintegration of the gypsum-bonded 
investment, and the walls of the mold ale roughened as a result. rurthermore, the 
products of decomposition are sulfur compounds that may conta~ninate the alloy 
to the extent that the surface texture is affected. Such contarnination may he the 
reason that the surface of [he casting sometimes does not respond LO pickling 
When the thermal expansion technique is employed, the mold should be heated to 
the casting temperature-never higher-and [he casting should be made immedi- 
ately. 

Temperature of the Alloy 
If an alloy is heated to too high a temperature before casting, the surface of the 
investment is likely to be attaclzeci, and a surface roughness of the type described in 
the previous section may result. In all probability, the alloy will not be overheated 
with a gas-air torch when used with the gas supplied in most localities. If other fuel 
is used, special care should be observed that the color emitted by the molten gold 
alloy, for example, is no  lighter than a light orange. 

Casting Pressure 

Too high a pressure during casting can produce a rough surface on the casting. 
A gauge pressure of 0.10 to 0.14 MPa in an air pressure casting machine or three to 
four turns of the spring in an average type of centrifugal casting machine is sufficient 
for small castings. 

Composition of the Investment 

The ratio of the hinder to the quartz influences the surface texture of the casting. In 
acidition, a coarse silica causes a surface roughness. If the investment meets 
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ANSI/ADA Specification No. 2, the composition is probably not a factor in the sur- 
face roughness. 

Foreign Bodies 

When foreign substances get into the mold, a surface roughness may be produced. 
For example, a rough crucible fo~mer  with investment clinging to it may roughen the 
investment on its removal so that bits of investment ale carried into the mold with 
the molten alloy. Carelessness in the removal of the sprue former may also be a cause. 

Ifsually, contamination results not only in surface roughness but also in incorn- 
plete areas or surface voids. An example of this may be seen in Figure 12-21, C. Any 
casting that shows sharp, well-defined deficiencies indicates the presence of some 
foreign particles in the mold, such as pieces of investment and bits of carbon from 
a flux. Bright-appearing concavities may be the result of flux being carried into the 
mold with the metal. 

Surface discoloration and roughness can result from sulfur contamination, either 
from investment breakdown at elevated temperatures or from a high sulfur content 
of the torch flame. The interaction of the molten alloy with sulfur produces a black 
or grey layer on the surface of gold alloys that is brittle and does not clean readily 
during pickling. 

Impact of Molten Alloy 

The direction of the sprue former should be such that the molten gold alloy does 
not strike a weak portion of the mold surface. Occasionally, the molten alloy may 
fract~lre or abrade the lnold surface on impact, regardless of its bulk. It is unfortu- 
nate that sometimes the abraded area is smooth so that it cannot be detected on the 
surface of the casting. Such a depression in the mold is leflected as a raised ales on 
the casting, often too slight to be noticed yet sufficiently large to prevent complete 
seating of the casting. 'l'his type of surface roughness or irregularity can be avoided 
by propel spruing so as to prevent the direct in1p;rct of the rnolten metal at an angle 
of 90 degrees to the invest~nent surface. A glancing impact is likely to be less dam- 
aging, and at the same time an ~~rldesirable turbule~lce is avoided. 

Pattern Position 

I f  several patterns are invested in the same ring, they should not be placed too close 
together. Likewise, positioning too many patterns in the same plane in the mold 
should be avoided. The expansion of wax is much greater than that of the invest- 
ment, causing breakdown or cracking of the investment if the spacing between pat- 
terns is less than 3 mm. 

Carbon Inclusions 

Carbon, as from a clucible, an improperly adjusted torch, or a carbon-containing 
investment, can be absorbed by the alloy during casting. These particles may lead to 
the formation of carbides or even create visible carbon inclusions. 

Other Causes 

Certain surface discolorations and roughness may not be evident when the casting 
is colnpleted but may appear during service. For example, various gold alloys, such 
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as solders, bits of wire, and mixtures of different casting alloys should never be 
rnelted togethel and reused. The resulting mixtrire would not possess the proper 
physical p~operties and might form a eutectic phase with low corrosion lesistance. 
Discoloration and corrosion may also occur. 

A source of discoloration often overloolted is the surface contarnination of a gold 
alloy restoration by mercury. Mercury penetrates rapidly into the alloy and causes a 
marlzed loss in ductility and a greater susceptibility to corrosion. Thus it is not a 
good practice to place a new amalgam restoration adjacent to a high noble alloy 
restoration. In addition, these dissimilar metals form a galvanic cell that can lead to 
bleakdown of the anode (amalgam) relative to the cathode (noble alloy). 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

I;.?il 
How can the risk for porosity and incomplete cast~ngs he m~n~m~zed? 

Porosity 
I'o~osity may occur both within the interior region of a casting and on the external 
surface. The latter is a factor in surface roughness, but also it is generally a manifes- 
tation of internal porosity. Not only does the internal porosity weaken the casting, 
but if it also extends to the surface, it may he a cause for discoloration. If severe, it 
can cause plaque accunlulation at the tooth-restoration interface, and secondary 
caries may result. Although the porosity in a casting cannot be prevented entirely, 
it can be nlinin~ized by use of proper techniques 

Porosities in noble metal alloy castings may be classified '1s follows. 
I .  Solidific,ltion defects 

A. 1,ocali~ed shrinkage porosity 
B. Microporosity 

11 T~apped gases 
A Pinhole porosity 
R. Gas inclusions 
(: Subsulface porosity 

111 Residual ail 
1,ocnlzzed shrznhagc is generally caused by premature termination of the flow o l  

molten metal du~irlg solidification. 'l'he lineal contraction of noble metal alloys 
in changing from a liquid to a solid is at least 1.25%. Therefore continual feeding 
of molten metal through the sprue must occur to make up for the shrinkage of 
metal volume during solidification. If the sprue freezes in its cross-section before 
this feeding is completed to the casting proper, a localized shrinkage void will 
occur in the last portion of the casting that solidifies. Four types of porosity are 
shown in kigure 12-24, A and R: (a) localized shrinkage porosity, (b) micro- 
porosity, (c) pinhole porosity, and (d) subsurface porosity Localized shrinkage 
porosity is also shown in Figure 12-24, C. The porosity in the pontic area is 
caused by the ability of the pontic to retain heat because of its bulk and because 
it was located in the heat center of the ring. This problem can be solved simply by 
attaching one or more small-gauge sprues (e.g., 18-gauge) at the surface most dis- 
tant from the main sprue attachment and extending the spn~e(s)  laterally within 
5 mnl of the edge of the ring These small chill-set sprues ensure that solidlfica- 
tion begins within the sprues, and they act as cooling pins to carry heat away from 
the pontic. 
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Fig. 12-25 A, Microporosity, pinholc porosity, ant1 gas inclusions. Mic roporosily voids arr irregular in 
shape, whercas Ihc two other typcs tenti to bc spherical; the largest spherical voitls ,trc gas inclusions. 
B, Subsurface porosity. C, Localized shrinkage porosity. of G. Ryge.) 

Fig. 12-26 Ex,irnplc of suck-k~ack 
p~rosi ly.  Lefl, The coping was cast at 
1170" C (2500' F). Righi ,  This (oping was 
(.,is1 '11 1:40" C i24.50" F). (Courtesy of I .  
Nielsen.) 

other areas of the casting have solidified. 'l'his in turn creates a shrinkage void, or 
suck-back porosity. Suclz-back porosity can be eliminated by flaring the point of 
sprue attachment and reducing the mold-melt temperature differential, that is, low- 
ering the casting temperature by about 30" C. 

Microporoszly also occurs from solidification shrinltage but is generally plesent in 
fine-grain alloy castings when the solidification is too rapid for the microvoids to 
segregate to the liquid pool. This premature solidification causes the porosity shown in 
Figure 12-24, C, and portions of Figure 12-26 in the form of small, irregular voids. 

Such phenomena can occur from rapid solidification if the mold or casting tem- 
perature is too low. Unfortunately, this type of defect is not detectable unless the 
casting is sectioned. In any case, it is generally not a serious defect. 'The effects of var- 
ious factors involved in formation of microporosity, and other types of porosity, are 
summarized in Table 12-3. 

Both pinhole and the gas incluszon porosities are related to the entrapment of gas 
during solidification. Both are characterized by a spherical contour, but they are 
decidedly different in size. The gas inclusion porosities are usually much larger than 
pinhole porosity, as indicated in Figure 12-25, A. Many metals dissolve or occlude 
gases while they are molten. For example, both copper and silver dissolve oxygen in 
large amounts in the liquid state. Molten platinurn and palladium have a strong 
affinity for hydrogen as well as oxygen. On solidification, the absorbed gases are 
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Effects o f  Technical Factors on  the Porosity Resulting from 
Metal Solidification 

lncrease in sprue lncrease in sprue lncrease in melt lncrease in mold 
Type of porosity thickness length temperature temperature 

Loc,llized liccfuccd Increased Reduced Reduced 
stn~nl<agc 

Subsul face 1nc1 eased Kcduced Inc~edstd Incleased 
porosity 

Microporosity No effect No effect Reduced Reduced 

With pcrinissii"~~ l'rorn I<ygc C, IZozak SF, and Fail-hurst CW: J Am Dcnt Assoc 54:746, 1357 

expelled and pinhole porosity results. The larger voids (see big. 12-25, A) may also 
result from the same cause, but it is more logical to assume that such voids are 
caused by gas that is mechanically trapped by the molten metal in the mold or by 
gas that is incorporated during the casting procedure. All castings probably contain 
a certain amount of porosity, as exemplified by the photomicrographs shown in 
Figure 12-27. Howevei-, the porosity should be kept to a minimum because it may 
adversely affect the physical properties of the casting. 

Fig. 12-27 A, Grain structure of an as-cast 
Type Ill noble metal alloy. B, Same alloy after a 
honiogcnir,ition heat treatment at 725' C 
(1337" F) for 70 rnin. Pinhole porosity is 
visible. (Courtesy of B. Hecleg~rd.) 
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Oxygen is dissolved by some of tile metals, s~rch as silver, in the alloy while they 
are in the ~nolten state. During solidification, the gas is expelled to f o ~ m  blebs and 
pores in the metal As was pointed out earlier, this type of porosity inay be attrib- 
uted to abuse of the metal Castings that are severely contaminated with gases ale 
usually black whcn they are leinoved from the investment and do not clean easily 
on pickling (Fig. 12-28). 'I he porosity that extends to the surface is usually in the 
f o ~ m  of small p~npoint  holes (see Fig. 12-25, A). When the surface is polished, other 
pillholes appear. 

Lagel spherical po~osities can be caused by gas occluded from a poorly adjusted 
torch flame, or by use of the mixing or oxidizing zones of the flame lather than the 
leducing zone (see Fig. 12-25, A). I hese types of porosity can be minimized by pre- 
melting the gold alloy on a graphite crucible or '1 g~aphite block, if the alloy has 
been used before, and by correctly adjusting and positioning the torch flame du~ ing  
melting. 

Subsurface porosity occurs on occasion, as is shown in Figures 12-24, B, and 12-25, 
B. At other times, it may be particularly evident. The reasons for such voids have not 
been completely established. They may be caused by the simultaneous nucleation 
of solid grains and gas bubbles at the first moment that the alloy freezes at the mold 
walls As has been explained, this type of porosity can be diminished by controlling 
the rate at which the molten metal enters the mold. 

hntrapped-air poroszty on the inner surface of the casting, somelimes referred to as 
back-pressure porosily, can produce large concave depressions such as those seen in 
Figure 12-29. 'l'his is caused by the inability of the air in the mold to escape through 
the pores in the investment or by the pressure gradient that displaces the air pocket 
toward the end of the investment via the molten sprue and button She entrapment 
is frequently found in a "pocltet" at the cavity suiface of a c~own  or mesio-occlusal- 
distal casting (see Fig 12 29). Occasionally, it i s  found even on the outsicle surface 
of the casting when the casllllg ternpelntule or mold lemperatule is so low that 
solidificatior~ occu~s before the entrapped dil can escape Ihe incidence of 
ent~appetl ail can he increased by use of the dense model~l  investments, by an 
increase in mold density produced by vacuum investing, and by the tendency foi the 
rnold to clog with residual ca~bon when (he low-heat tcchniclue is used Each of 
thcse factors tends to slow the venting of gases from the mold duling castrng. 

Proper burnout, an adequate nlold ; ~ n d  casting temperature, a sufficiesltly high 
casting pi essure, and proper l,/I' latio can help to elirni nate entrapped-ail porosity 
It is good practice to make sure that the thicltlless of investment between the tip of 
the pattern and the end of the ring not be greater than 6 mm. 

Fig. 12-28 A hlaclt-coatccl noble metal 
alloy c~s l i ng  resulting from sulfur 
contnmin,\tiun or oxidation during melting 
o l  the alloy. 
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Fig. 12-29 S~crface irregularily on c ~ v i l y  
side of casting c~uscd  hy I-jack-pressure 
porosily. 

Incomplete Casting 

Occasionally, only a partially complete casting, or perhaps no casting at all, is 
found. The obvious cause is that the molten alloy has been prevented, in some man- 
ner, from completely filling the mold. At least two factors that may inhibit the 
ingress of the liquefied alloy are insufficierlt venting of the mold and high viscosity 
of the fused metal. 

The first consideration, insufficient venting, is directly related to the back pres- 
sure exerted by the air in the mold. If the air cannot be vented quickly, the molten 
alloy does not fill the mold before it solidifies. In such a case, the magnitude of the 
casting pressure should be suspected. If insufficie~lt casling pressure is used, the 
back pressure cannot be overcome. I:u~thermore, the pressure should be applied for 
at least 4 sec. 'l'he mold is filled and the alloy is solidified in 1 sec or less; yet it is 
quite soft during the early stages. Therefore the pressure should be maintailled for a 
few secolids beyond this point. An example o l  an incomplete casting hecause of 
insuflicient casting pressure is shown in Figul-e 12-30. 'These failures are usually 
exemplified in rounded, i~lcomplete margins. 

A second common cause for- 'in incomplete casting is incomplete elimination of 
wax residues from the mold. If too lilally prod~lcts of comb~~stion remain in the 
mold, the pores in the investrne~lt may become filled so that tlie air cannot be 
vented completely. Ilmoistui-e or particles of wax remain, the contact of the rnolten 
alloy with these foreign substances produces an explosio~l that may produce suffi- 
cient back pressure to prevent the r-llold fi-om being filled. An example of a casting 
failure caused by incomplete wax elimination can be seen Figure 12-31 and is shown 

Fig. 12-30 Rountled, incomplete marglns arc cvidcncc of insufficient <,]sting pressure. 
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Fig. 12-31 Incomplclc casting resulting from i~lcomplete wax clirnin,ition is cliaracterizecl by rounded 
 margins and shiny ,IppeclrclnLe. 

schematically in Figure 12-32. Although similar to the incomplete casting in Figure 
12-30, the rounded margins in Figure 12-31 are quite shiny rather than dull. This 
shiny condition of the metal is caused by the strong reducing atmosphere created by 
carbon monoxide left by the residual wax. 

The possible influence of the l,/P ratio of the investment has already been dis- 
cussed. A lower IJ/P ratio is associated with less porosity of the investment. An 
increase in casting pressure during casting solves this problem. 

Different alloy compositions probably exhibit varying viscosities in the molten 
state, depending on cornposition and temperatuue. However, both the surface ten- 
sion and the viscosity of 3 molten alloy are decreased with an increase in tempera- 
ture. An incomplete casting resulting fi-orn too great a viscosity can be attributed to 
insufficient heating. 'The temperature of the alloy should be raised higher than its 
liquidus temperature so that its viscosity and surface tension are lowered and so that 

Fig. 12-32 Schem,ltic illuslration of an incomplete casting 
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it does not solidify prematurely as it enters the mold. Such premature solidification 
may account for the greater susceptibility of the white gold alloys to porosity 
because their liq~lidus telnperatures are higher. Thus they are more difficult to melt 
with a gas-air torch flame. 
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Finishing and Polishing Materials 
Kenneth J. Anusavice and Sibel A. Antonson 

OUTLINE 
Benefits of Finishing and Polishing Restorative Materials 

Principles of Cutting, Grinding, Finishing, and Polishing 

Abrasion and Erosion 

Abrasive Instrument Design 

Types of Abrasives 

Finishing and Polishing Procedures 

Dentifrices 

KEY TERMS 
Abrasive-A hard substance used for grinding, finishing, or polishing a less-hard surface. 
Buffing-Process of producing a lustrous surface through the abrading action of fine ,~C)rasives 

boc~nd to a nonabrasive binder medium. 
Bulk reduction-Proccss oC removing cxccss matcrial hy cutting or grinding a material with 

rotary instruments to provide a desired anatomic: form. 
Contouring-Process of protlucing a desired anatomical form by ccrtting or grinding away 

excess material. 
Cutting-Process of removing material from the substrate by use of a bladed bur or. an abra- 

sive embedded in a binding matrix on a bur or disk. 
Finished and polished restoration-A prosthesis or direct restoration whose outer surface has 

been progressively refined to a desired state of surface finish. 
Finishing-Process of removing surface defects or scratches created during the contouring 

process through the use of cutting or grinding instruments or both. 
Glaze ceramic-A specially formulated ceramic powder that, when mixed with a liquid, 

applied to a ceramic surface, and heated to an appropriate temperature for a sufficient time, 
forms a smooth glassy layer on a dental ceramic surface (see natural glaze). 

Grinding-Process of removing material from a substrate by abrasion with relatively coarse 
particles. 

Natural glaze-A vitrified layer that forms on the surface of a dental ceramic containing a 
glass phase when the ceramic i s  heated to a glazing temperature Cor a specified time. 

Overglaze-Thin surface coating of glass formed by fusing a thin layer of glass powder that 
matures at a lower temperature than that associated with the ceramic substrate. 

Polish-Luster or gloss produced on a finished surface. 
Polishing-Process of providing luster or gloss on a material surface. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

BENEFITS OF FINISHING AND POLISHING RESTORATIVE MATERIALS 

Finished and polished restorations provide t h ~ e e  benefits of dental care: oral 
health, function, and aesthetics A well-contoured and polished restoration pro- 
motes oral health by ~esisting the accumulation of food debris and pathogenic bac- 
teria. This is accomplished thro~tgh a reduction in total surface area and reduced 
roughness of the lestoratioii surface. Smoothel surfaces have less retention areas 
arid are easier to maintain in a hygienic state when preventive oral home care is 
practiced because dental floss and the toothbrush bristles can gain more complete 
access to all surfaces and marginal areas Tarnish and corrosion activity of some den- 
tal materials can be significantly reduced if the entire restoration is highly polished. 
Oral function is enhanced with a well-polished restoration because food glides 
more freely over occlusal and embrasure surfaces during mastication. More irnpor- 
tant, smooth restoration surfaces minimize wear rates on opposing and adjacent 
teeth. This is particularly true for restorative materials such as ceramics, which con- 
tain phases that are harder than tooth enamel and dentin. 

Rough material surfaces lead to the development of high-contact stresses that can 
cause the loss of functional and stabilizing contacts between teeth Rough surfaces 
on ceramics also act as stress concentration points. Finishing and polishing these 
surfaces can improve the strength of the restoration, especially in areas that are 
under tension. Finally, aesthetic demands may requi~e the dentist to handle highly 
visible surfaces of lestorations differently than thosc that ale not accessible. 
hltllough a high mirrol-like polish is preferred for the p~eviously lnentioned rea- 
sons, this type of surface may not be ,iesthetically compatible with adjacent teeth in 
highly visible arcas, such as the facial surfaces of the maxillary anteriol teeth 
I ortunately, these su~faces ale not subject to high-contact stresses, and they are eas- 
ily accessible for cleaning Subtle d~latomical features and textures may be added to 
these areas without affecting olal health or f~~nction.  

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

How does the clin~cian achieve the smooihest polished surface when severe scratches and 
gouges are present ~n i t~a l ly?  

PRINCIPLES OF CUTTING, GRINDING, FINISHING, AND POLISHING 

Even though there are distinct differences in function of cutting, grinding, finishing, 
and polishing, at times they overlap, depending on the hardness, shape, and size of 
the abrasive particle used and the speed of the handpiece. Higher speeds provide 
more rapid removal of surface material. Higher pressures also increase the rate of 
material removal. Grinding, finishing, and polishing systems vary considerably. 
They consist of abrasive-coated paper or plastic disks, abrasive impregnated rubber- 
tipped mandrels, diamond-bonded burs, and abrasive pastes. The concentration, 
size, and type of abrasive particles affect the rate of material removal (cutting effi- 
ciency) and the relative roughness of the abraded or cut surfaces. 
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The goals of fiil~shing and polishing p~ocedures are to obt'iin the desiled 
anatomy, ploper occlusion, and the ~eduction of roughness, gouges, and sc~atches 
that wele produced by the contouring and finishing instmrnents The instruments 
available for finishing and polishing restolatloils i~lclude fluted calbide b u ~ s ,  dia- 
n~oilcl burs, stones, coated ab~dsive dislzs and strips, polishing pastcs, and soft drld 
hard poly~neiic cups, points, and wheels imp~egnated with specific types d~ ld  S ~ L C S  

of abrasive palticles. 1 he polished surface should be smooth enough to be well tol- 
erated by oral soft tissues and to resist bacterial adhesion and excessive plaque 
accumulation. When plaq~le deposits exist, they should be t,asily ~e~novable  by 
toothbnishing and flossing. 

Particles of a substrate ~nate~inl  (workpiece) ale iemovect by the dclion of a halder 
material that comes into frictional contact with the substrate. Ihis contact must gen- 
erate sufficielit tensile and shea~  stlesses to break atomic bonds and release a palti- 
cle from the substrate. With rotary instrumentation, the blades of a carbide bur or 
the tips of abrasive particles transfer the force to the substrate. These tensile and 
shear stresses are induced within both  he substrate and the rotary instrument. 
The instrument will fail to cut, grind, or polish if the stress that develops in any part 
of the cutting or grinding surface exceeds its strength compared with the strength of 
the substrate (workpiece). Blade edges will become dull, and abrasive particles will 
fracture 01 tear away from their binder. Such degradation of finishing instruments is 
discussed in more detail in a later section 

Subtle differences distinguish the cutting, grinding, and polishing processes. 
A cuttzng operulzon usually refers to the use of a bladed instrument or the use of any 
instrument in a bladelike fashion. Substrates may be divided into large separate seg- 
ments, or they may sustain deep notches and grooves by the cutting operation. 
High-speed tungsten caibide burs have numerous regula~ly ar~anged blades that 
lemove srndll shavings of the substrate as the bur rotates. As shown in kigule 11-1, A, 
the unidirectional cutting pattern reflects the action of the ~egularly a~ranged blades 

A 
Fig. 13-1 A, 100th cut by n cnrh~dr bur Note the regul,~r pattern of rcmoval of tooth sltuttutc t h ~ t  
c orresponds to the regular drrmgement of I~l,tdes on the bur 

(hn i~nucd  
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Fig. 13-1, Cont'd B, Toolh ground by d~dmond bur Note the mult~ple xratches formed by [he 
random arrangement of abraslvr parllcles on the dlamoncl bur C, Photomicrograph of the bonded 
dlamond particles on a coarse d~amond bur (x150 ) 

on a carbide bur The pattern produced by a diamond bur is shown in Figule 13-1, R. 
When 30-fluted finishing burs have been used on a surface, the regular pattern of 
the cutting blades is only discernible if the suiface is lnagnified f o ~  inspection. 
A separating wheel is an example of an instmment that can be used in a bladelike 
fashion A separating wheel does not contain individual blades, but its thin blade 
design allows it to be ~ ~ s e d  in a rotating fashion to slice through cast metal sprues 
and die stone materials 

A grrndlng opPicltzon removes small particles of a substrate through the action of 
bonded 01 coated abrasive instruments. G~inding instruments contain many 1~111- 

donlly arranged abrasive particles Each pa~ticle may contam several sharp points 
that run along the substrate surface and remove particles of material. Fol example, 
a diamond-coated rotary instrument may contain rnany sharp clidnlond particles 
that pass over a tooth during each revolution of the instrument Because these par- 
tlcles ale landomly arranged, innumerable unidilectional scratches are produced 
within the material surface, as illustrated in rigure 13- 1, B, which shows a tooth sur- 
face ground by a diamond bur. Cutting and grinding are both considered to be pre- 
dominantly unidzrectzonal in their course of action. This means that a cut or ground 
surface exhibits cuts and scratches oriented in one predominant direction. 

Different types of burs have unique effects on surfaces. The 16-flute carbide bur 
produces a smoother finish than the 8-flute carbide bur, but the latter removes 
material more rapidly. Similarly, the coarsest diamond bur removes material more 
quickly but leaves a rougher surface. (See Figure 13-2 for SEM images of carbide and 
diamond burs.) 

L'olishing procedures, the most refined of the finishing processes, remove the finest 
surface particles. bach type of polishing abrasive acts on an extremely thin legion of 
the substrate surface. Polishing progresses from the finest abrasive that can remove 
scratches from the previous grinding procedure and is completed when the desired 
level ot surface smoothness is achieved. bach step is followed by the use of progres- 
sively finev polishing media until no further imp~ovement in surface finish is 
observed. lhe  final slage produces scratches so fine that they are not visible unless 
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Fig. 13-2 SEM images. Upper left, 16-fluted (left) and 8-fluted (right) tungsten carhide finishing burs. 
Upper right, Fine diamond bur. Bottom left, Medium-grit di'lrnond bur. Bottom right, Coarse-grit 
diamond bur. 

greatly magnified. Examples of polishing instruments are nibber abrasive points, 
fine-particle disks arid strips, and fine-particle polishing pastes. Polishing pastes are 
appliecl with soft felt points, muslin (woven cotton fabric) wheels, propllylaxis rub- 
ber cups, or buffing wheels. A nonabrasive material should be used as an applica- 
tor while using polishing pastes. Felt, leather, rubber-, and synthetic foam are 
popular applicator materials for buffing. A cornmoll feature of some of these mate- 
rials is their- porous texture that allows fine abrasive particles to be retained during 
the huffing procedure. Polishing is considered to be rnullidir-cctional in its course of 
action. 'lhis means that the final surface scratclles are 01-iented in many directions. 
Some examples of ground arld polished surfaces are shown in Figure 13-3. Note that 
the differences in surface appearance are subtle because of the transitional nature 
of the grinding and polishing processes. If there were larger differences in the size of 
particles removed, the surface change would be more easily detected. 

Bulk Reduction Process 

Bulk reduction can be achieved through the use of instruments such as diamond, 
carbide, and steel burs, abrasive-coated disks, or separating dislzs. Whereas dia- 
mond burs and abrasive-coated disks provide this action by grinding, steel and 
carbide burs remove materials through a cutting action of the hard blades. Abrasive- 
coated disks are popular instruments for bulk reduction of resin-based composite 
restorations For bulk reduction, the clinician should choose 8- to 12-fluted carbide 
burs or abrasives with a particle size of 100 ym or larger with sufficient hardness 
( 9  to 10 Mohs hardness). SEM images of the surface finishes produced on resin- 
based composite by a coarse diamond, a 12-flute carhide bur, a 16-flute carbide bur, 
and two types of finishing/polishirrg systems are shown in Figure 13-3. 
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Fig. 13-3 SEM images of t he  surface of a resin-based composilc after the grinding, finishing, and 
polishing processes using live instruments: A, a coarse diamond, B, a 12-flute carbide bur, C, a 16-flute 
carbide bur, D, an abrasive impregnate(! finishing disk, and, E, an abrasive impregnated polishing disk. 

Contouring 

Lven though contobaring can he dchleveci du~lng bulk reduct~on, 111 some cases ~t 
lequiles h e r  cutt~tig rnstruments ol nb~asives to plovide better control of co~ltoul 
~ n g  and surface details At the end oS this process, the des~red allatonly anti rnarglns 
should he es~nbl~slied Lhe smoothness of the surlace at t h ~ s  5tage depends on  the 
~nstrument used nnd may require extra steps to establ~sh a smoother surSace 
Ilsually, 12- to 16-fluted ca~hide btus, oi abrasives ranging In slze from '30 to 100 
pm, prov~de thc fine contoullng , ~ c t ~ o n  

CRITICAL QUESTION 

One observes new fine scratches on a metal partial denture framework when an additional 
Increment of the same abras~ve paste is applied with a huffing wheel that was used 
previou4ly. What 1s the cause of  the new ~cr~ttches? 

Finishing 

In general, finishing and polishing processes require a stepwise approach, introduc- 
ing finer scratches to the surface of the substrate in order to methodically remove 
the deeper scratches. 'This process may require several steps to reach the desired sur- 
face smoothness. Surface imperfections can be an integral part of the internal struc- 
ture, or they can be created by the instruments that are used for gross removal 
because of the size of the abrasives or the flute geometry. Finishing provides a rela- 
tively blemish-free, smooth surface. The finishing action is usually accomplished 
using 18- to 30-flute carbide burs, fine and superfine diamond burs, or abrasives 
between 8 and 20 ,urn in size. 
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Polishing 

'I'he purpose of polishing is to provide an enamel-lilze luster to the restoration. 
Smaller particles provide smoother and shinier surfaces. 'l'he speed of achieving a 
luster, however, depends on the hardness and size of the abrasive particles and the 
method of abrasion (e.g., two-body abrasion or three-body abrasion). Ideally, abra- 
sive particles ranging up to 20 yni provide luster at a low magnification. At the end 
of this process, there should be no visible scratches Ilowever, there will always be 
scratches that are detectable at higher nlagllificatio~l 'I'he surface must be cleaned 
between steps, because an abrasive particle left on the surface from the previous step 
can cause deep scratches. 

The quality of the surface finish and polish can be chalacterized by the measure- 
ment of the sulface roughness using a profilometel, an optical microscope, or a 
scanning electron micloscope (SCM). In clinical practice, the surface luster is usually 
judged without magnification. Even though, most of the time surface smoothness is 
correlated with the luster, as in cases such as resin-based composite restorations, the 
smoothest surface does not necessarily provide the most lustrous surface. Eor indus- 
trial applications, reflectometers are used to measure the luster. Ilowever, it is diffi- 
cult to use them successfully for dental applications because of the irregular contour 
and small size of dental restorations. 

Ileat generation during cutting, contouring, finishing, and polishing processes of 
direct restorations is a major concern. To avoid adverse effects to the pulp, the cli- 
nician must cool the surface with a lubricant, such as an air-water spray, and avoid 
continuous contact of high-speed rotaly instruments with the substrate. Intermittent 
contact during operation is necessary, not only to cool the surface but also to 
remove debris that was formed between the substrate and the instlurnent. The effec- 
tiveness and the speed of the contouring, finishing, and polishi~lg p roced~~~es  will 
be greatly improved by lemoval of debris. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What precaut~ons should be ~nl<en to mrnimrze [he gcncr,itro~~ of '~erocols? What 

precautrons should Oe t ~ken  to ~nrn~n~rze the expos~rre lo a~~of rnhalat~on of aerosols? 

Biological Hazards of the Finishing Process 

Dispersions of solid particles are generated and released into the breathing space of 
laboratories and dental clinics whenever finishing operations are performed. lhese 
airborne particles may contain tooth structure, dental materials, and microorgan- 
isms. Such aerosols have been identified as potential sources of infectious and 
chronic diseases of the eyes and lungs and present a hazard to dental personnel 
and their patients. Silzcosis, also called grznder's dzsease, is a major aerosol hazard in 
dentistry because a number of silica-based materials are used in the processing and 
finishing of dental restorations. Silicosis is a fibrotic pulmonary disease that severely 
debilitates the lungs and doubles the risk for lung cancer. The risk for silicosis is 
substantial because 95% of generated aerosol particles are smallei than 5 ym in 
diameter and can readily reach the pulmonary alveoli during normal respiration. 
Additionally, 75% of airborne palticles are potentially contaminated with infectious 
microorganisms. Fulthermore, aerosols can remain airborne for more than 24 hr 
before settling and are therefore capable of cross-contaminating other areas of the 
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treatment facility. Aerosol sources, in both the dental operatory and laboratory 
environments, must be controlled whenever finishing procedures are perfo~med. 
A concise and informative soulce of information on aerosol hazards has been writ- 
ten by Cooley (1384). 

Aerosols produced during finishing procedures may be controlled in three ways: 
First, they may be controlled at the source through the use of adequate infection 
control procedures, water- spray, and high-volume suction. Second, personal pro- 
tection, such as safety glasses and disposable facemasks, can protect the eyes and 
respiratory tract from aerosols. Masks should be chosen to provide the best filtra- 
tion along with ease of breathing for the wearer. 'l'hird, the entire facility should 
have an adequate ventilation system that efficiently removes any resid~~al particu- 
lates from the air. Many systems are also capable of controlling chemical contarni- 
narlts such as rnercury vapor fr-om amalgam scrap and monomer vapor from acrylic 
resin. 

ABRASION A N D  EROSION 
Abrasion 

Wear is a material-removal process that can occur whenever surfaces slide against 
each other The process of finishing a restoration involves abrasive wear through 
the use of hard particles. In dentistry, the outermost particles or surface material of 
an abrading instrument is referred to as the abrasive. The material being finished is 
called the substrate. In the case of a diamond bur abrading a tooth surface, such as 
that illustrated in kigure 13-4, the diamond particles bonded to the bur represent 
the abrasive, and the tooth is the substlate Also notice that the bur in the high- 
speed handpiece lotates in a clockwzse direction as observed from the head of the 
handpiece. Lhe rotational direction of a rotary abrasive instlximent is an important 
factor in cont~olling the ~nstn~menl 's  action on the substrate sulfate. When a hand- 
piece and bur are t~anslated in a direction opposite to the rotalional direction of 
the bul at the surface be~ng  abladed, a smoother grinding action is achieved. 
IIowever, when the handpiece and bur ale t~anslateci in the same diiection as the 
rotational direction of the hur at the su~face, the bur tends to "run away" from 
the substrate, thereby producing a inore uncontrolled grinding action and a 
roughel surface. 

Alx-dsion is further divided into the processes of two-body and thlee-body weal 
Two-body ubruszon occurs when ab~asive particles are fiimly bonded to the su~face of 
the abrasive instrument and no other ablasive part~cles ale used. A diamond bur 
abrading a tooth represents an example of two-body wear. Three-body ab~uszon occurs 
when abrasive particles are free to translate and rotate between two surfaces. An 
example of three-body abrasion involves the use of nonbonded abrasives, such as 
exist in dental prophylaxis pastes. 'lhese nonbonded abrasives are placed in a rub- 
ber cup, which is rotated against a tooth or material surface. These two processes are 
not mutually exclusive. Diamond particles may debond from a diamond bur and 
cause three-body wear. Likewise, some abrasive particles in the abrasive paste can 
become trapped in the surface of a rubber cup and cause two-body wear Lubricants 
are often used to minimize the risk for these unintentional shifts from two-body to 
three-body wear and vice versa. 'lhus the efficiency of cutting and grinding will be 
improved with lubricants. Water, glycerin, or silicone can be used as lubricants. 
Intraorally, a water-soluble lubricant is preferred. Excessive amounts of lubricant 
may reduce the cutting efficiency by reducing the contact between the substrate and 
the abrasive. 
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B 
Fig. 13-4 Th(. mechanics of high-spcctl rotary instrumcnl,~tion. A, The O1'1ck ~I-I-(I~ intlic ~ t r 5  th,~t tlie 

high sptleti tii,tmontl bur rotatcs in ,> clocltw~sr~ clirrttion when viewed frotn thc, lir,ltl of the hantlpic~c~. 
The ,g';~y '11.rows indic 'ltr t l i r  clirection that the illslrumcnt sliould II(> tir,~wli to countc31ac.l thv rol,ltion,~I 
lorcc of th(1 I-~trt- , lr l t l  to ,icliicvc opti~iial control ot t l ir ,1hr;15ivr ,rc.tion o i  tllc hur. B, In(-iial view of the 
f(jrcc1s gc,ner,~ted (luring high-spc~tltl rot,rt-y tooth prrp.rration. As the bur rotatrs in a clockwise direction, 
it Eerierates a rotation,~l force at llic tooth suriacc, kl3 (rcprcscntcti Ijy the I,~tgc hlnc-k < ~ r r a ~ / ) .  The 
operator o i  the instrument must generate an opposing iorcc, Fo (open white arrow), whit h wil l  rxcrcd 
the rotational force of the hur, FU, and carry the instrument against the tooth surface where the surface 

wil l  hr akjratlecl. 

Erosion 

Erosive wear is caused by hard particles impacting a substrate surface, carried by either 
a stream of liquid or a stream of air, such as occurs when sandblasting a surface. 
rigure 13-5 illustrates schematically two-body abrasion, three-body abrasion, and 
hard-particle erosion. Most dental laboratories have air-driven grit-blasting units that 
employ hurd-palticle erosion to remove surface material. A distinction must be made 
between this type of erosion and chemzcul erosion, which involves chemicals such as 
acids and alkalis instead of hard particles to remove substrate material. Chemical ero- 
sion, more commonly called a r  zd elchzng, is not used as a method of finishing dental 
materials. It is used primarily to prepare surfaces to enhance bonding or coating. 
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' ,:,; 
b.: ..?I Substrate 

Substrate 

Abrasive 

Substrate 

Fig. 13-5 I l l~slr~l l ior is oi two-l)o(ly ,ibr<ision, tl1rt.c-botly ahrasio~i, , ~ r i t l  ha t l  p,irliclc crosion. 
A, Two-l)o(ly ,ibr,~sion occurs when ,rl~r,~sivc pdl.ticlr\ dr(' tigtilly bondccl lo the al~rdsivt, instruliient th,rt 
is rcriloving tilaierial Iron1 thr suhsllalc, surf,lc c. B, Three-l~otly ,il,l-,lsion oc ( urs wli(.n al~rasivr parliclcs 
.11-t3 f r w  to tr,inslalc ~ n t l  rcrtClte Iwiwtxcri Iwo surf,lc-cs. C, Hard particle ero~ ion is protlucccl when 
ahrasive p,lrtic It,s ,trt, ~~ ropc l l c t l  ajicrin\t ,I substrate I I ~  .rir [)l-t>ssurc. (Illustlalions courtesy of Joel 
Anus~vicc.) 

Hardness of Abrasives 

As stated previously, the inherent strength of cutting blades or abrasive particles on 
a dental instrument must be great enough to remove particles of substrate material 
without becoming dull or fiacturing too rapidly. The durability of an abrasive is 
related to the hardness of its particles or surface material Hardness is a su~face meas- 
urement of the resistance of one material to be plastically deformed by indenting or 
scratching anothel material. The first ranking of hardness was published in 1820 by 
Friedrich Mohs, a German mineralogist. 1Ie ranked 10 minerals to one another by 
their relative scratch resistance. 'l'he least scratch-resistant mineral, talc, received a 
s co~e  of 1 and the most sc~atch-resistan1 mineral, d~amond,  iecelved a score of 10 
Mohs' scale was later expanded in the 1930s to c~ccommodate several new ab~asive 
m,~teri,lls that received scores in the 9 to 10 ~ a n g e  I<noop and Vickers hardness tests 
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are based on indentation methods that quantify the ha~dness of rnate~ials The tip 
of a Krloop dianlond indentel has an elongated py~amid shape, whereas the Viclie~s 
diamond indenter has an equilateral py~amid design 130th tests involve the appli- 
cation of the indenter to a test surface under kilown load (usually 100 N) I he 
depth of surface penetration is reported as hardness in units of force per unit alea. 
Although a number of other factors '~ffect a mate~ial's abrasivity, the farther apart a 
substlate and an ablas~ve ale in hardness, the more efficient 1s the ahlasion plocess 
Based on a comparison of hardness values for several dental ~nate~ials  in lable 13-1, 
it is expected that silicon carbide and diamond abrasives will abrade dental polce- 
lain more read~ly than does garnet, even though the abras~ve palticles for all three 
matei~als have vely sharp edge characteristics 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why rs it son-retrmes lnapproprlate to select tl-re hardest abrasive to reduce the time 

requ~red for finishing and pol~sh~ng a prosthes~s? 

ABRASIVE INSTRUMENT DESIGN 
Abrasive Grits 

Abrasive grits are derived from materials that have been crushed and passed 
through a series of mesh screens to obtain different particle-size ranges. 'l'able 13-2 
lists grit and particle sizes for commonly used dental abrasives. Dental abrasive 
grits are classified as coarse, medium coarse, medium, fine, and superfine accord- 
ing to particle size ranges. Experience gerlerally indicates which grades of an abra- 
sive give the best results in finishing a given material. Keep in ~nirld that the rate 
of rnaterial renloval is not the only important factor. The surface finish obtained 
with each abrasive is just as important. If too hard an abrasive is ~ ~ s e d ,  or if the 
grain size is too coarse for use on a given material, deep scratches result in the sub- 
strate that cannot b e  removed easily in subsecluent fi~lishing operations. 
Aciditionally, if an abrasive does not have the propel- particle shape or does not 
break down in a manner that creates or exposes new sharp-edged pal-ticles, it will 
tend to gouge the substrate. 

Bonded Abrasives 

Bonded abrasives consist of abrasive particles that are incorporated through a 
binder to form grinding tools such as poznls, wheels, separatzng disks, coated thzn disks, 
and a wide variety of other abrasive shapes. Particles are bonded by four general 
methods: (1) sintering, (2) vitreous bonding (glass or ceramic), (3) resinoid bonding 
(usually phenolic resin), and (4) rubber bonding (latex-based or silicone-based rub- 
ber) 13ecause most of the rubber wheels, cups, and points contain latex, a known 
allergen, all I-esidues must be removed from polished surfaces. 

Abraszve dzshs are used for gross reduction, contouring, finishing, and polishing of 
restoration surfaces. Most types of disks are coated with a lu~ni~lum oxide abrasive. 
Abrasive strzps with either a plastic or metal backing are also available to smooth and 
polish the proximal surfaces of all direct and indirect bonded restorations. Metal 
strips are usually limited to situations in which very tight proximal contacts are 
involvecl. They are pa~tic~~larly useful fol- ceramic restorations, hilt arc also used for 
composites and amalgams. However, care must be taken to avoid lacerating the gin- 
giv'll tissues. The metal-baclzed strips are more costly, but they can be a u t ~ c l ~ ~ v e d  and 
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Hardness Values of Dental Materials, Tooth Structure, and Abrasives 

Material Moh's hardncss Knoop hardness (kg/mmL) Vickcrs hardness (kg/mm2) 

Talc 1 - - 

Gypsum 2 - 12 

Denture h,lsc resin 2-1 20 - 

( :ernenturn - 

Calci~e 3 

Mclal-~einforccd glass iono~ncr  

Dentin 

Type 111 gold alloy 

Type 1V gold alloy 

Amalgam 

Enamel (apatite) 

Rouge 

Glass (glass-ceramics) 

Microfilled composite 

Hybrid composite 

Titanium 

'I i-hAl-4V 

3 -4 70 57-60 

3 - 122-180 (softened) 

155-250 (hardened) 

4 220 150-194 (softened) 

248-280 (hardened) 

4-5 3 0 120 (Ag,llg, phase) 

5 340-431 234-408 

5-6 - - 

5-6 360 - 

C'o Cr alloy (,I?-cast) - 

Lnye1t.d gold alloy (fol PTM) - 

P~esscd 11th1a d1~111cdtt. core - 

111poh 6 

Purnicc 

I'orcel,li 11 

'1 in oxide 

Sand 

Cuttle 

Zirconium silicate 

Garnet 

Emery 

Corundum 

Alurninum oxide 

Tungsten carbide 

Silicon carbide 

L>iamond 

Note: Shading irldiratcs tooth stl-uiturc v,llucs 
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Abrasive Particle Sizes* 

Aluminum oxide, Diamond bur grade 
silicon carbide, Coated disk and diamond 

CritIMesh (USA) and garnet ( ~ m )  gradet Diamond (pm) polishing paste 

Coarse 142 

122 

86 

60 

Mcd1un1 5 2 

4 0 

Fine 14 

8 

Superfine 6 

4 

2 

(:o,lrse-reg~lar 

(;oarst,-rcgilar 

Fine 

1 inc 

Superfine-Medium 
Finishing 

LIltrdine-Pine Finishing 

Milling Pastes 

Polishing Pastes (2-5ym) 

Polishing Pastes (2-5pm) 

*Ave~-age p,lrticle sizes. Grades v a ~ y  among manufacturel.s. 
tl'opul,lr hr.ind of alulnin~lm oxide-coated disks. SIC and garnet may vary among m,lnufacturers. 

used several times if they are not damaged. Plastic-backed strips are used primarily 
lor composites, comporncrs, hybrid ionomers, and resin cements. 

Sintcred abrasives ar-e the strongest type hecaust, the abrasive particles ar-e 
fused togetl1c.r. Vitreous-bonded abrasives 'Ire mixecl with a glassy or ceramic 
matrix material, cold-pressed to the instrument shape, and fired to Susr the 
binder. Resin-bonded abrasives are cold-pressed or hot-pressed and then heated 
to cure the resin. Hot pressing yields an abrasive bindel- with exlrrmcly low 
porosity. R~lbber-bonded abrasives are made in a manner similar to that for resin- 
bonded abrasives. 

'The type of bonding method employed for the abrasive greatly affects t l~c ,  grind- 
ing behavior of the tool on the substrate. Bontied abrasives thal  tenti to tlisintegl-ate 
rapidly against a substrate are too weak and result in increased abrasive costs 
because of the reduced instrument life. Those that tend to degrade too slowly clog 
with grinding debris and result in the loss of abrasive efficiency, increased heat 
generation, and increased finishing time. An ideal binder holds the abrasive parti- 
cles in the tool sufficielltly long enough to cut, grind, or polish the substrate, yet 
releases the particles either before cutting efficiency is lost or before heat build-up 
causes thermal damage to the substrate. Binders are specifically formulated for sub- 
strate specific applications. Several examples of bonded abrasives are illustrated in 
Figure 13-6. 

A bonded abrasive instrulnellt should always be trued and dressed before its use. 
Truing is a procedure through which the abrasive instrument is run against a harder 
abrasive block until the abrasive instrument rotates in the handpiece without eccen- 
tricity or runout when placed on the substrate. The dressing procedure, like truing, is 
used to shape the instrumer~t, but it acco~nplishes two different purposes as well. 
First, the dressing procedure reduces the instrument to its correct working size and 
shape. Second, it is used to rernove clogged debris from the abrasive instrument to 
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Fig. 13-6 Typic-al boncled ,~ljlasivc instrumcnls used in tlic dcnhal laliciralory include vitrcous bonded 
dbras~ve wheels and points (ihrec ~I~~~I-UIJI~II~S o i l  le//) dntl rubber-bontied abrasive bullt~ts (three 
instrurncvils 011 right). 

restore grinding efficiency during the finishing operation. The clogging of the 
abrasive instrument with debris is called abraszve blzndzng Abrasive blinding occurs 
when the debris generated from grinding or polishing occludes the small spaces 
between the abrasive particles on the tool and reduces the depth that particles can 
penetrate into the substrate. As a result, abrasive efficiency is lost and greater heat is 
generated. A blinded abrasive appears to have a coating of the substrate material on 
its surface Frequent dressing of the abrasive instmment during the finishing opera- 
tion on a truing instrument, such as that illustrated In I lgure 13-7, ma~ntains the 
efficiency of the abrasive in I ernoving the substrate material. 

ISinde~s for diamond abrasives are nlanufactured specifically to resist ab~asive 
particlc loss rather than to degrade at a certain point and release pa~ticles One 
leason f o ~  this is that diamond is the hardest matelial known-so hard that din- 
mond abrasive p,~rticles do not lose their cutting efficiency against substrates 
There is ~ i o  need for new abrasive p,lrticles to  be exposed during the grinding 
process Anothei leason is that diamond grits ,Ire expensive and must he used In 
limited cluant~ties for instrument manufacture. Special bonding plocesses have 
been designed to allow for extended inst~urnent life by keeping the abrasive par- 
ticles firmly bound to the inst~ument s1i;lnlz with maximal particle exposure. 

Diamond particles are bonded to metal wheels and bur blanks with special 
heat-resistant resins such as polyimides. 1 he super-coarse through fine grades are 
then plated with a refractory metal film such as nickel. The nickel plating pro- 
vides improved particle retention and acts as a heat sink during grinding. 
Titanium nitride coatings are used as an additional layer o n  some of the recent 
diamond abrasive instruments to further extend their longevity. Fin~shing dza- 
mon~ls  used for resin-based composites contain diamond particles 40 ym or less 
in diameter, and many are not nickel-plated. Therefore they are highly suscepti- 
ble to debonding and should always be used with light force and copious water 
spray to ensure retention of the very-fine diamond particles. Diamond buls 
should always be used with water spray and at rotational speeds of less than 
50,000 rpm Disposable diamond burs recently gained popularity from mainte- 
nance and OSHA viewpoints because of three factors: (1) optimal instrument 
efficiency, (2) concerns over the reuse of disinfected abrasive devices, and 
(3) minimal heat build-up. 

Diamond instruments ale preshaped and trued, they are not treated as o t h e ~  
bondecl abrasives. Dzamond ~lerinzng stones ale used o n  the super-coarse through 
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Fig. 13-7 A dressing tool is used lo true, shape, ,ind c:le.in hondeti crl)rasivc instrunlents boll1 I~efore 
,inti du~ ing  tlic finistiing procctiure. A, A rubbc>r-l~onded ~brasive cylindclr (left) shows it-regul,tr c~xlcrnnl 
co~itours [hat wil l  C ~ U C  it to run ccccnlric..llly. 1-llc cylintier is Tirsl trur(l agdinst ,i tli,imo~iti-co~t('(I 
al)r,isivc> tlreiqing loo1 (cerlloj lo rn,llte it rolnlc JI-ountl the cc>nlr,rl dxis o i  Ihrx instrumc'nl. Once trued, 
1h(3 ,~l)rasivc> 15 furtlicr drc~\w(l to ,I clcsirctl worlting stiap(~ (riglit). B, Instrurnen~s ~li,il .Ire I~lintlcd with 
t i r l~r is lost, ( ~rttitig (,fti( ierlcy ,ind gcnc>r,lte rriorc lhca~ during opcratiori. Nolc tlic, ( ocrting ot rl(,l)ris on 
thc ;~br,r\ive surf,,( e. C, A sc,innlng eleclron tiiic rogr,tpIi o i  l h ( ~  i,lrilc instrunlent revcal5 the sijitiilic,ant 
amount o i  d(1l)ris tIi,i[ is c logging [tic ~nstrumel>t surbcc.. D, I:rcqucnt tiressing ot tlie al~ras~vc on the 
tlressing tool shown iri thc iirsl pliotogrc~pli rcrnovc,s ~rccu~nulnlctl tiebris ~ n t l  re\torcs culling efficiency. 
E, A \( ,lntling cllcc-tr-on micrograph o i  llip hllntie(1 ,tbrasivc ,liter tlrcssing reveals lll,il the tiehris has 
her11 rcniovc~ti anil lh r  ,ll)ra\ivc sulfa( h,ls heen rcslort~ti. 

fine grades to remove debris build-up and to maintain grinding efficiency. An 
example of a diamond cleaning stone is shown in Figure 13-8. Cleaning stones 
should not be used on finishing diamonds because their bonded particles are 
quickly removed. Manufacturers provide special operating and cleaniilg instruc- 
tions for these instruments. 

Coated Abrasive Disks and Strips 

Coated abrasives are fabricated by securing abrasive particles to a flexible backing 
material (heavyweight paper, metal, or Mylar) with a suitable adhesive material. 
'l'hese abrasives typically are supplied as disks and finishing strips. Dislzs are 
available in different diameters and with thin and vely thin backing thicknesses. 
A further designation is made in regard to whether or not the dislz or strip is mois- 
ture-resistant. I t  is advantageous to use abrasive dislzs or strips with moisture- 
resistant backings because their stiffness is not reduced by water degradation. 
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cleanrti by r u n t ~ i ~ ~ g  it ag,lirlsi Ihc nloislcnetl t i~,~rnotl( l  ( Ic,initlg stonc {or 2 to 4 scc. C ,  Thc c le~~nct l  
diamol1tl Ijul- has no tlek)~ is I -e~ i l~ l~n ing I~r twcc l i  tllc clianlond ahrasivr p,i~lic.lcs. 

I+ullhcrmore, nloistc~re acts as a lub~icant to improve cutting efficiency. P.,xamples of 
coated abrasives are shown in Figure 13-3. 

Nonbonded Abrasives 
Polishing pastes are considered as nonbonded abrasives and are primarily used for 
final polishing. 'lhey need to be applied to the substrate with a nonabrasive device 
such as synthetic foam, rubber, Selt, or chamois cloth. The abrasive particles are dis- 
persed in a water-soluble medium such as glycerin for dental applications. 
Alumi~lum oxide and diamond are the most popular nonbonded abrasives. 

Abrasive Motion 
The motion of abrasive i n s t ~ ~ ~ m e n t s  is classified as rotary, planar, or reciprocal. In 
general, burs are considered rotary, disks are planar, and ieciproc~~ting handpieces 
provide a cyclic motion and are ~cciprocal in relationship to their direction of 
motion. Different sizes of abrasives can be i~lcorporaled with each motion. 
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Fig. 13-9 Co,lied c>br,lsive dislts ,rrirl strips. Disks arc av;tilablc in scvcr;il sizes with both papcr , ~ n t l  
moisture-resistant C)d~ltings. f'dper-ha~kcd dislts are rcpresentcd by the top row oiclisks, ,.~ntl nioislurc- 
resistant Mylar-backed dislts are shown in the sccond row. Mylar-backed abrasive strips may be coated 
with two diiferent grades of abrasive. The coatings arc separalecl in the center of the strip by an 
uncoated area, wh~c l i  allows the strip to be passed between teeth. 

Reciprocating handpieces especially provide the benefit of accessing interproximal 
and subgingival areas to remove overhangs, to finish subgingival margins without 
creating ditches, and to create embrasures. 

TYPES OF ABRASIVES 

Many types of abrasive materials are available, but only those comlnonly used III 

dentrstry ale discussed in this section Nuturul abruslves include Ailzansas stone, 
chalk, corunduin, diamond, emery, gainer, pumlce, quartz, sand, t~ipoli,  and zil- 

coniurn silicate Cultle and I<ieselguhl ale delrved llom the Irmnants o l  living 
o~ganisms. Manzlfa~rure(l ubr[aszves ale synthesized rnatr~ials thal are generally 
p~eferrecl because of their more pledictable physical p~operties Silico~l carb~dc, 
alumil~um oxide, synthetic diamond, louge, and tin oxlde are examples of m~lnu- 
factuled ah~asives 

Arkansas Stone 

Arkansas stone is a sernitranslucent, light gray, siliceous sedimentaiy I-ock mined in 
Arlzansas. It contains microcrystalline quartz and is dense, hard, and uniformly tex- 
tured. Small pieces of this mineral are attached to metal shanks and trued to vari- 
ous shapes for fine grinding of tooth enamel and metal alloys. 

Chalk 
One of the mineral forms of calcite is chullr, a white dbrdsive co~nposed of calcium 
carbonate. Chalk is used as a mild abrasive paste to polish tooth enamel, gold foil, 
amalgam, and plastic materials. 

Corundum 

'This mineral form of aluminum oxide is usually white. Its pllysical propelties are 
inferior to those of manufactuled alpha (a )  aluminum oxide, which has largely 
replaced corundum in dental applications. Corundum is used prirnarily fol grincling 
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metal alloys and is availC1ble as a bonded abrasive in several shapes. It is most corn- 
monly used in an inslrument known as a while stonp. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Natural Diamond 

Diamond is a transparent, colorless rnineral composed of carbon It is the lia~dest 
linown substance. Diamond is called ,I supoubrasive because of its ability to abrade 
any other known substance. Diamond abrasives are supplied in several forms, 
including bonded abrasive rotary instruments, flexible metal-baclzed abrasive 
strips, and diamond polishing pastes. They are mostly used on ceramic and resin- 
based composite materials. 

Synthetic Diamond Abrasives 

The advantages of synthetic diamonds over natural diamonds include their control- 
lable, consistent size and shape, as well as their lower cost compared with natural 
diamonds. I'he shape of the diamonds determines the binder needed for its use. 'The 
binders can be either resin or metal. Resin-bonded diamonds have sharp edges. 
During use, the sharp edges break down and expose new sharp cdges and tolners. 
On the other hand, metal-bonded diarnonds are reg~lal and more consistent in s i ~ e .  
Ihey f~~nct ion  as cutting points 01 edges p~irnarily through the benefit of their h a d -  
ness rathcr than lheil shape 1,argrr synthetic diamond particlt,~ appear g~eenish 
because of the chemical reaction will1 nickel dltring the manufact~uing process. 
Manufactu~ed diamond 1s used alrllost exclusively as an abr'lsive and is ploduced at 
five times the quantity of natural diamond ablasive 'I his ablasive is used in the 
~nanuf~~cture  of diamond s'iws, wheels, and burs. 1Slocks with embedded diamond 
pa~ticles are used to tlue o t h e ~  types of bonded ab~asives. Llinmond polishing pastes 
are also produced fi-om palticles smaller than 5 pm in diameter. Synthetic diamond 
abrasives are used primarily on tooth structure, ceramic materials, and iesin-based 
composite matelials 

Emery 

'I'his abrasive is a grayish-black corundum that is prepared in a fine-grain form. Emery 
is used predominantly in the form of coated abrasive disks and is available in a va

r

i- 
ety of grit sizes. It may be used for finishing metal alloys or acrylic resin materials. 

Garnet 

'The term gurnet includes a number of different minerals that possess similar physi- 
cal properties and crystalline forms. These minerals are the silicates of aluminum, 
cobalt, iron, magnesium, and manganese. The garnet abrasive used in dentistry is 
usually dark red. Garnet is extremely hard and, when fractured during the grinding 
opelation, forms sharp, chisel-shaped plates, nlaking it a highly effective abrasive. 
Garnet is available on coated disks and arbor bands. It is used in grinding metal 
alloys and acrylic resin materials. 
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Pumice 

Volca~iic activily produces this light-gray, highly siliceous material. It is used mainly 
in grit form but can he found in some rubber-bonded abrasives. Both pirrnice forms 
are used on acrylic resin materials. Flour olpumice is an extremely fine-grained vol- 
canic roclz derivative from Jtaly th'lt is i~sed in polishing tooth enamel, gold foil, 
dental amalgam, and acrylic resins. 

Quartz 

I h e  rnost commonly used form of  quart^ is vely hard, colorless, and tlansparent. It 
is the rnost nbundant and widespread of minerals. crystalline particles ale 
pulveriaed to fo1111 sharp, angular particles that are useful in making coated abrasive 
disks. Quartz abrasives ale used p~irna~ily to finish metal alloys, and they rnay also 
be used to grind dental enamel 

Sand 

Sand is a mixture of small mineral particles predominantly composed of silica. 'The 
particles represent a mixture of colors, making sand abrasives distinct in appear- 
ance. Sand particles have a rounded to angular shape. They are applied under air 
pressure to remove refractory investment materials from base metal alloy castings. 
They are also coated onto paper disks for grinding of metal alloys and acrylic resin 
materials. 

Tripoli 

This abrasive is derived from a lightweight, Sriable siliceous sedimentaiy rock. 
TI-ipoli can be white, gray, pink, red, or yellow. The gray and red types are most fre- 
cluently used in denlistry. 111e rock is ground into very f i~ie particles and formed 
with soft binders into bars of polishing compound. 'l'ripoli is used lor polishing 
metal alloys anci some acrylic resin matericlls. 

Zirconium Silicate 

Zircon or zirconium silicate is supplied as '111 off-white mineral. 'l'his material is 
ground to various particle sizes and is used to make coated abrasive disks and strips. 
It is frequently used as a component of dental prophylaxis pastes. 

Cuttle 

Commonly referred to as cuttlefish, czlttle bonc, or ruttle, this abrasive is a white cal- 
careous powder made f~-om the pulverized internal shell of a Mediterranean marine 
mollusk of the genus Sepia. Cuttle is available as a coated abrasive and is useful for 
delicate abrasion operations such as polishing oS metal margins and dental amal- 
gam restorations. 

Kieselguhr 

This material is composed of the siliceous remains of minute aquatic plants known 
as rlialoms. The coarser form of kieselguhr is called (Eialomaceous earth and is used as 
a filler in many dental materials, such as the hydrocolloid impression materials. 
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I<ieselguhr is an excellent mild abrasive; however, the risk for respiratory silicosis 
caused by chronic exposure to airborne particles of this material is significant, so 
appropriate precautions should always he taken. 

Silicon Carbide 

'1 his extremely hard abrasive was the first of the syntlzetic abraszves to be produced. 
G~een  and blue-black types of silicon carbide are produced, both types have equiv- 
alent physical propelties The green form is often pleferred because substtates are 
lnore visible against the gleen color. Silicon carbide is ext~emely hard and brittle. 
I'aiticles are sharp, and they bleak to form new sharp particles 'I his results in highly 
efficient cutting of a wide variety of materials, including metal alloys, celamics, and 
acvylic resin materials. Silicon carbide is available as an abrasive in coated disks 
and as vitreous-bonded and rubbel-bonded instruments. 

Aluminum Oxide 

Fused aluminum oxide was the second synthetic abrasive to be developed. Synthetic 
aluminum oxide (alumina) is made as a white powder and can be much harder than 
corundum (natural alumina) because of its purity. Alumina can be processed with 
different properties by slight alteration of the reactants in the manufacturing process. 
Several grain sizes of alumina are available, and it has largely replaced emery for sev- 
eral abrasive uses. Aluminum oxide is widely used in dentistry to make bonded abra- 
sives, coated abrasives, and air-propelled grit abrasives. Sintered aluminum oxide is 
used to make white stones, which are popular for adjusting dental enamcl and for 
finishing rnetal alloys, lesin-based composites, and ceramic materials. 

I'ink and ~ u b y  variations of alumirlum oxide abrasives are made by adding 
chromium cornpounds to the original melt. 'l'hese variations ,Ire sold in a vitreous- 
bonded form as noncontaminating mounted stones for the preparation of metal- 
ceramic alloys to receive porcelain. Remnants of these abrasives and other debris 
sllould be removed from the surface of metals used for metal-ceramic bonding so 
as not to prevent optimal bonding of porcelain to the metal alloy. A ~eview by 
Yamatnotc> (1 985) suggests that carbide burs are the most effective instruments for 
finishing this type of alloy because thcy do not contaminate the metal surface with 
entrapped abrasive particles. 

Rouge 

Iron oxide is the fine, red abrasive component of rouge. Like tripoli, rouge is 
blended with various soft binders into a cake forrn. It is used to polish high noble 
metal alloys. 

Tin Oxide 

Tin oxide is an extremely fine abrasive used extensively as a polishing agent for pol- 
ishing teeth and metallic restorations in the mouth. It is mixed with water, alcohol, 
or glycerin to form a mildly abrasive paste. 

Abrasive Pastes 

The most commonly used abrasive pastes contain either aluminum oxide (alumina) 
or diamotld particles. Alumina pastes should be used with a rotary illstrument and 
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increasing amounts of water as polishing proceeds from coarser to finer abrasives. 
Diamond abrasive pastes are used in a dry condition. The instruments that apply the 
paste to the material surface are equally important These include ribbed proplly 
cups (the ribbed type or the inore flexible, nonribbed type), brushes, and felt 
wheels. Abrasive pastes have several disadvantages. I'irst, they are ~elatively thick and 
cannot gain access into embrasu~es. Second, the pastes tend to splatter off of the 
instn~ments. I hird, heat is generated when insufficient coolant is used or when an 
intermittent polishing technique is not used. 

FINISHING AND POLISHING PROCEDURES 
Resin-Based Composite Restorations 

Ilesin-based composites represent some of the most difficult mate~ials to finish and 
polish to n high lustel because they contain a relatively soft resin matrix with hard 
filler particles in its structure. This results in selective grinding associated with the 
soft material and the harder particles, a problem that is especially appalent with 
hybrid composites. In addition, the final finish of a composite restoration depends 
on the fillers and matrix, the preparation design, curing effectiveness, and the post- 
curing time required for the material to achieve its final properties. For some com- 
posite materials, a delay of 10 min or more is recommended after curing to allow 
complete polymerization to occur Curing lights for polymerization, such as halo- 
gen lamps, must produce a minimal light output of 475 nm/mm2 for most photo- 
initiated composites. chemically cured composites must be properly placed within 
the working time of the materials. 

Exposed filler particles create peaks and valleys that do not appear lustrous. 
[)uring each stage of finishing and polishing, the operator should proceed in one 
direction only. Then, after the use of the next ab~asive in the sequence, polishing 
slloc~ld continue in a di~ectiorl perpendicular to the plevious one 'lhis plocess 
ensules that sc~atches become more visible and that (he effectiveness of scratch 
lernoval can be assessed mole rapidly The recornmellded abrasives and polishing 
inst] urnents should be used in the ploper sequence, and the clinician should never 
slzip inte~mediate abrasive steps, for example, followi~lg a coarse ab~asive disk with 
a fine abrasive rather than a rnediurn grit abrasive The operator can choose to use 
one system from start to finish (such as abrasive-coated o~ flexible abrasive-impreg- 
~lated rubber disks) ol combine different systems based on prefererlce and the loca- 
tion of the restoration (such as sandpaper for anterior, b n ~ s h  for posterior). 

'The finishing and polishing techniclue co~lsists of thlee essential steps: First, 
contour the restoration either with 12-flute carbide burs, 30 to 100 pm diamond 
burs, or coarse abrasive-coated disks, depending on the preference of the dentist. 
Next, finish with 16- to 30-flute carbide burs, fine and extra fine diamond 
burs, white stones (aluminum oxide), white Arkansas stones, or nledium and fine 
abrasive-coated disks. Finally, polish with fine and extra-fine polishing paste 
(aluminum oxide or diamond); extra-fine abrasive-coated disks; silicon 
carbide-impregnated brushes; or diamond-impregnated rubber polishing dislzs, 
cups, or points. 

Dental Amalgam 

Burnishing alone will not provide a completely scratch-free and retention-free sur- 
face for the amalgam restorations. Slow-speed handpieces should be used in finish- 
ing and polishing amalgam restorations. In the past, a recommendation was made 
to wait 24 hr before polishing the amalgam restorations to allow the amalgam to set 
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completely. However, if the restoration surface is finished initially with a vely fine 
prophylaxis paste applied with a cotton pellet or a nonribbed rubber prophy cup 
~otated at slow speed and light pressure, a smooth, velvet-like finish is achievecl that 
will acqui~e a luster as it is abraded normally in the mouth. Sphelical amalgams set 
fastel and can be finished and polished sooner. 

If the amalgam has hardened to an advanced stage, at which the abrasion by a 
fine prophylaxis paste is no longer effective, the following p~ocedure may be uscd at 
the next dental appointment: (1) contour with slow-speed green stones or diamond 
buls, blown and green rubber points, and (2) apply a mixture of fine pumice and 
water ol alcohol with n rotary brush or felt wheel to polish the surface. 

Cold Alloy 

Cold is a relatively soft material. Therefore it requi~es a dirrelenl dpproach than that 
used for other metals used in dentistry. Slow-speed handpieces should be used in 
finishing and polishing gold alloys. The technique consists of the followi~lg steps: 
(1) contour with carbide burs, green stones (silicone carbide), or heatless stones; (2) 
finish with pink stones (aluminum oxide), or medium-grade abrasive impregnated 
rubber wheels and points (brown and green); ( 3 )  apply fine abrasive-impregnated 
rubber wheels, cups, and points; and, if necessaly, (4) apply tripoli or rouge with rag 
or leather wheels. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the differences between finrshing and polish~ng a ceramic extraorally and 
~ntrao,ally? 

Ceramic Restorations 

I'he ideal surface f o ~  ce~drnic restorations is a polished and glazcd su~face lhe p ~ o -  
ductiol-r of a glaze layer through a natural glaze ol overglaze process will not nec- 
essarily yield a srnooth su~face if the irlitial ceramic surface has significant 
loughness. Lhe snioothest surfaces call be achieved extraolally before a prosthesis is 
cemented. I11 the mouth, how eve^, tninor roughness can he successfully polished 
without compromising the surface quality In addition, polishing can improve the 
strength within the su~face region of a ce~amic prosthesis because ~t removes pores 
and microcracks. Adequate cooling is important in vivo when finishing and polish- 
ing ceramic restorations Using an air-water spray and maintaining intermittent con- 
tact between the restoration and the rotary instrument are critical during the 
operation. Continuous contact between the restoration and the rotary instrument 
should be avoided ITeatless stones (silicone carbide) provide heat reduction and 
can be used as an alternative. Several kits are available for finishing and polishing 
celamic restorations. Manufacturer's instructions should be followed when using 
different systems Depending on the preference of the dentist, a general technique is 
as follows: ( I )  Contour with flexible diamond disks, diamond burs, heatless or 
polymer stones, or green stones (silicone carbide). (2) Finish with white stones 
or abrasive-impregnated rubber disks, cups, and points. This process may ~equire 
two or three steps, depending on the system used (3) Polish with fine abrasive- 
impregnated lubber disks, cups, and points, or, if necessary, use a diamond 
paste applied with a blush or felt wheel. (4) Apply an overglaze layel, ol natural 
g lue  the ceramic if necessaly. Tor intraoral polishing, use inter nlittent application 
of lotdting instru~nents with a copious amount of water as a coolant. 
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Acrylic Resins for Denture Bases and Veneers 

Acrylic resins are relatively soft materials. To avoid overheating, apply a large 
amount of pumice slurry to the surface. Intermittent contact with the substiate also 
helps lo avoid overheating. 'l'he following techniq~~e steps are recommended: 
( 1  ) Corl to~~r  with tungsten carbide burs and sandp'lper. (2) llse a rubber point to 
remove the scratches ( 3 )  Apply pumice with a rag wheel, felt wheel, b~istle blush, 
or prophy cup, depending on the s i ~ e  of the area that needs lo be polished 
(4) Apply tripoli or a mixture of chnlk and alcohol with a rag wheel. 

Air-Abrasive Technology 

As an alternative to the use of rotary instrument cutting, air-abrasive systems can 
deliver a fine, precisely controlled high-plessuie stream of 25- to 30-pni aluminum 
oxide particles to remove enamel, dentin, and restorative materials. Because air 
abrasion generates minimal heat or vibration, the potential for tooth chipping or 
microfracturing is minimized. These systems have been used for the following appli- 
cations cavity preparation, removal of defective composite fillings, endodontic 
access through porcelain crowns, minimal preparation to repair crown maigins, tun- 
nel preparations, superficial removal of stains, cleaning of tooth surfaces before 
adhesive bonding, and roughening of internal surfaces of indirect porcelains or 
composite ~estorations before adhesive bonding. 

Air-Abrasive Polishing for Dental Hygiene Procedures. Often referred to as 
air polishing, air-abrasive polishing is based on the controlled delivery of an air, 
watel-, and sodium bicarbonate slurry to remove plaque and stains frorn tooth 
surL1ces. Compared wilh rubber cup and prophylaxis paste techniques, it is more 
timeeffective, and it is possible to access many tooth surfaces with this tecl~nology. 
I~towever, it is reported that surfaces o l  softer restorations, such as glass ionomers, 
can be damaged. Tllel-efore it should be used wilh caulion around cosmetic 
restorations. 

Dentifrices, available as toothpastes, gels, and powders, provide t h ~ e e  lrnportmt 
f~~nctions. F~rst, their abrasive and delergent actions plovidr mole efficient removal 
of debris, plaque, and stained pellicle compared with use of n toothblush alone. 
Second, they polish teeth to provide increased light reflectance and superior aes- 
thetic appearance. The high polish, as an added benefit, enables teeth to resist the 
accumulation of microorganisms and stains better than rougher surfaces. Finally, 
dentifrices act as vehicles for the delivery of therapeutic agents with lznown bene- 
fits; for example, fluorides, tartar control agents, desensitizing agents, and lem- 
ineralizing agents. Fluorides improve resistance to caries and may, under d proper 
oral hygiene regimen, enhance the remineralization of incipient noncavitated 
enamel lesions. Tartar control agents, such as potassium and sodium pyrophos- 
phates, can reduce the rate at which new calculus deposits form supragingivally. 
Desensitizing agents with proven clinical efficacy are strontium chloride and potas- 
sium nitrate The therapeutic benefits of other additives such as peroxides and 
bicalbonates are under investigation. 'lhe products advertised as "whitening tooth- 
pastes" may contain an abrasive agent alone or a chemical agent and an abrasive 
agent The former type of additive acts through a surface stain lernoval mechanism 
whereas the latter additives act thlough a combined mechanism of ablasion and 
bleaching. 
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Composition 

'bpical dentifrice components are listed in Table 13 3 The '~brasive concentrations 
in paste and gel dentifrices are 50°/o to  75% lowel than those of powder dentifrices. 
Tl~ereforr yowclers should be used more sparingly and with greater caution by 
patients (especially where cernentum and dentin are exposed) to avoid excessive 
dentinal abrasion and pulpal sensitivity. 

Typical Dentifrice Components* 

Composition (wt%) 

Component Pastes and gels Powders Materials Purpose 

Abrasive 20-55 30-38 Calcium carbonate Removal of plaquelstain 
Polish tooth surface 

Dibasic calcium 
phosphate dihydrate 

Hydrated alumina 

Flydrated silica 

Sodi~lm bicarbonate 

Mixtures of listed 
ahl-asivcs 

Lletecgeut 1-2 1-6 Sodiurrl lauryl sulfate Aids dcbris lenioval 

(:olol ants 1-2 1-2 Food colo~ants Appeal dnce 

Flavo~ ing 1-2 1-2 0 1 1 b  of spearnl~nt, k lavor 
pcppel rninl, 
wlntergl ecu, ol 
cinnamon 

Humectant 20-15 0 Sorbitol, glycesine Maintains moisture 
con tent 

Wale1 15-25 0 L)e~oni~ed water Suspension age11 t 

Fluoride 

3 0 Carrageenan 'Tl~ickeilel, prrvents 
liquid-solid separation 

0-1 0 Sodiurn Prevents dental caries 
monofluorophosphate 

Sodium fluoride 

Stannous fluoride 

Tartar control 0- 1 0 Disodium Inhibits formation of 
agents pyrophosphate calculus above the 

Tetrasodium gingival margin 
pyrophosphate 

Tetrapotassiu~n 
pyrophosphate 

Drsrnc.~tixation 0-5 0 Potassium nitrate Promotes occlus~on of 
agents S t ~ o n t ~ u m  chloride dent~ilal tubules 

*Somc compositional infonil~atioil PI-ovided I>y 1)r. (korge Stooltcy. 
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Abrasiveness 

The ideal dentifrice should provide the greatest possible cleaning action on tooth 
surfaces with the lowest possible abrasion rates. Dentill-ices do not need to be highly 
abrasive lo clean teeth effectively. This is fortunate because exposed root surface 
cementu~ll and dentin are abraded at rates of 35 and 2.5 times that of enamel, 
respectively. StClndardized laborato~y tests have been developed to measure the 
cleaning ability and the abr-asivity of a dentifrice. Only the abrasivity test is 
discussed in this section. Currently, the preferred rneans of evaluating dentifrice 
abrasivity is to employ irradiated dentin specimens and brush them for several min- 
utes with test and reference dentifrices. An abrasivity ratio is then calculated by corn- 
paring the amounts of radioactive phosphorus (j2P) released by each dentifrice, and 
tllis value is multiplied by 1000. A dentifrice must obtain an abrasivity score of 
200 to 250 or less to satisfy the abrasivity test requirements proposed by the 
American Dental Association (ADA) and the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO). This means that a test dentifrice must abrade dentin at 20°/o 
to 25% of the rate of the reference standard to be considered safe for normal usage. 
A problem with this laboratory test is that it does not account for all variables that 
would affect abrasivity under in vivo conditions. Some of the factors affecting den- 
tifrice abrasivity are listed in Box 13-1. 

Another problem is that not all dentifrices respond in a similar manner ~!nder this 
test. For example, dentifrices that contain sodium bicarbonate yield poor test results 
because the particles completely dissolve approximately 1 min into the 8-min test. 
This illustrates that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to use a laboratory test to 
predict the actual abrasivity of various dentifrices in vivo. Patients should experience 
similar amounts of velative wear from the various dentifrices as those found in 
the laboratory tests. 'l'he majority of rnodern dentifi-ices are not exceedingly abrasive. 
In fact, one pul3lished document has rated four dozen dentifrices in regard to clean- 
ing ability and abl-asivencss. The products are I-anl<ed as high, moderate, or low in 

BOX 13-1 
Factors Affecting Dentifrice Abrasiveness 

EXTRAORAL FACTORS 

Abrasive particle type, size, and quantity in dentifrice 

Amount of dentifrice used 

Toothbrush type 

Toothbrushlng method and force applled during brushlng 

Toothbrushlng frequency and tluratlon 

Patient's coordination and mental status 

INTRAORAL FACTORS 

Sal~va consistency and quantity (normal varlatlons) 

Xerostomla induced by drugs, sallvary gland pathology, and radiation therapy 

Presence, quantity, and quality of existing dental depos~ts (pellicle, plaque, calculus) 

Exposure oC den~al root surfaces 

Presence of restoratwe materials, dental prostheses, and orthotlontlc appllan~es 
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abrasiveness. It is highly probable that most of the evaluated products meet the 
American Natio~ldl Standards Institute/Arnerican Dentnl Association (ANSIIADA) 
and IS0 test ~equi~ements. Thus these ranltillgs should be considered as a guide to 
L>~od~icts that do not exceed a maximum acceptable (safe) abrasivity value. 

ADA Acceptance Program 

A discussion of dentifrices would not be complete without mention of the ADA 
acceptance program for these materials. I'he ADA desig~lates a dentifrice as 
"Accepted" only if the dentifrice meets specific requi~ements First, the ablasivity of 
the de~ltifrice must not exceed the maximum acceptable ab~asivity value of 250 
(,llso a limit for the IS0 standard). Second, the ma~lufacturer must produce scien- 
tific data, usually from cli~lical trials, that verify any claims the mailufacturer wishes 
to make on the product package or in commercial advertisements. 'l'he manufac- 
turer's advertisements are also periodically reviewed by the appropriate ADA 
Council. 

In advertising the product, a manufacturer may not claim or imply that the den- 
tifrice confers benefits that have not been specifically proven. Some manufacturers 
produce excellent dentifrice products but do not seek ADA acceptance simply 
because they do not want such restrictions placed on  their advertisements. For 
products that receive the ADA seal, a unique and individual statement for each 
product is provided that states what the dentifrice is intended to achieve. 

Toothbrushes 

loothh~-~ish biistle stiffness alone has been shown to have no effect on abrasion of 
hard dental tissues However, when a dentifrice is ~ ~ s e d ,  t h e ~ e  is evidence that more 
flexiblc toothbrush bristles bend more readily and biing more abrasive particles 
illto contact with tooth structule, albeit with relatively light forces This lrlteraction 
slioulci produce more effective ab~asion and cleaning action on areas that the bris- 
tles can reach Battery-poweied toothb~ uslliilg devices p~ovide a vn~iety of ~ l e ~ ~ n s i n g  
actions that ale claimed to imp~ove tooth-cleaning actlolls even fuithcr than those 
achieved by manual toothbn~shes 
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Bonding 
Barry K. Norling 

OUTLINE 
Mechanisms of Adhesion 

Acid-Etch Technique 

Dentin Bonding Agents 

Measurement of Bond Strength and Microleakage 

Glass lonomer Restoratives 

Amalgam Bonding 

Pit and Fissure Sealants 

KEY TERMS 
Adhesive-Subst,lnc:e that pronjotes adhesion of one sul-)stance or material to another. 
Adhesive bonding-Process oC joining two materials by rncans of ;In atlhesivc agent that solid- 

iCies during the bonding process. 
Dentin bonding-The process of I ~ o n d i ~ l g  ,I resin to contlitioned ticntin. 
Dentin bonding agent-A thin layer of rcsin bctween c.onditioncd dentin ,mtl the rcsin malrix 

of a composite. 
Dentin conditioner-An ,lcidic agent tIi,tt tlissolves the inorg,~nic structure in dentin, result- 

ing in a collagen nicsh that allows infiltration of an adhesive resin. 
Hybrid layer-An inlermetliate layer oC rcsin, collagen, and dentin 11rot.luced by acid etching 

of tlentin and resin infiltration into the conditionetl tlentin. 
Microleakage-Flow of or,~l fluitl and hncterin into the microscopic gap belween a prepared 

tooth surface anti a rcstor,~tive materi;d. 
Preventive-resin restoration (PRR)-A conserv,~tivc, sealeti, rcsin-k)asetj composite rcslora- 

tion, usually placed in a minimally prepared occlusal fissure area, with the sealant extend- 
ing into contiguous uncut fissures. 

Primer-A hydrophilic, low-viscosity resin that promotes bonding to a substrate, such as denlin. 
Resin tag-Extension of resin that has penetrated into etched enamel or dentin. 
Sandwich technique-The process oC restoring a prepared tooth by initially placing a layer of 

Type II glass ionomer cement for fluoride release Collowed by an overlayer of resin-based 
composite for strength and durability. 

Smear layer-Poorly adherent layer of ground dentin produced by cutting n dentin surface. 
m>~~:'~s=~.~*.~',~*~.a~~~,~.s~~P~'a~*.<'~.4.,.'*"~~a~a.3:~~~2:~,z- ~ ' * ~ b ~ L  

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why is good wetting of tooth structure by a dental adhesive not adeyuate for long-term 

adhesive hond~ng of '2 restorative n-ratcrinl? 
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True adhesion has been the "holy glail" of dental restolative materials for many 
decades. If t ~ u e  adhesion olrestorative materials to tooth structure is to be achieved, 
three conditions must be satisfied 

1 Sound tooth structuit' must be conserved 
2. Optimal letention nlust be achieved 
3. Microlealzage must be p~evented. 
As we have prog~essed into the twenty-first century, we have seen an expont.ntia1 

growtll in the ctevelopment of adhesive materials and teclliliq~~es Although adhe- 
sion alone cdnnot be relied on for letention except in vely select cllcumstances, we 
a-e now well into the era of udheszve dent~stry and its associated field of ae~rhel~c 
den tzstry 

MECHANlSMS OF ADHESION 

The science of adhesion has been covered in Chapter 2. For our purposes, we will 
briefly summarize only the essential principles of adhesion that are needed for an 
understanding of dental bonding. 

'I'he oral hard tissues and their environment are complex. Not surprisingly, the 
mechanisms of adhesion that have been successfully employed are also complex. 
In general, the following factors can play major or minor roles in achieving adhe- 
sive bonds: 

1. Wetting 
2. Interpenetration (formation of a hybrid zone) 
3 .  Micromechanical iilterlocking 
4. Chemical bonding 
Wetting is essential for the success o l  all other adhesion mechanisms. An adhe- 

sive cannot form micromechanical interlocks, chernical bonds, or interpenetrating 
networks with a surface unless it can intimately contact the surface, spread onto the 
sul-lace, and fill microscopic and submicroscopic irivgularities. These conditions are 
achieved if the adhesive wets the surface. Although wetting is an essential require- 
ment lor intraosal adhesion, it is not sufficient to ensure durable bonding. 'l'his 
insufficiency is very unusual in the Geld of adhesives. Ibr  example, one can readily 
form str-ong, durable bonds between sheets of plate glass by using an epoxy resin. 
This cornbination involves no  primary chemical bonding between adhesive and 
adherend, no  micromechanical interlocking, and no interpenetralion. Ilowever, one 
cannot expect the same result when tooth structure is the substrate. 

Wetting or  tooth structure alone does not achieve lasting intraoral bonds because 
the principal substrates (adherends), enamel and dentin, are hydrated, hydrophilic, 
and permeable to water. Such adherends require a hydrophilic, hydrolytically sta- 
ble adhesive for wetting to occur. TIowever, even if the surface is initially dried 
before adhesive application, diffusion results in one or more monolayers of water 
that strongly bond to both the tissue and the adhesive. Ilnfortunately, water has a 
very low shear strength, so the net shear bond strength between two perfectly flat 
surfaces is insignificant. 

ACID-ETCH TECHNIQUE 

Before the introduction of acid etching of enamel and the use of enamel bonding 
agents, lealzage of oral fluids within the microscopic space between prepared teeth 
and restorative materials was a greater concern for resin-based composites than 
for any other restorative material. Other types of dental restorative products involve 
some type of mechanism to counteract the effects of marginal lealzage. For example, 
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the coiiosion of amalgam over tllne p~oduces a deposit such as tin omde and/ol tin 
oxyclllo~ide along the tooth-resto~ation ~illerface to lo1 m a relatively leakproof seal 
Although they ale 11ot capable of ieduc~ng rnicroleakage, fluo~ide- ele easing restol'l- 
tlves inhibit seconda~y caries at the tooth margin, within the intellace, and to a 11m- 
rteci extent, the released fluor~ne ions niay protect the sullaces of adlacent teeth 

The filst n~eaningl~ll p~oof  of ~ntiaoral ddhesion was ieported in 1055 by Michael 
Ruonocore He etched tlie enan~el surlace with acids and then p1act.d nn  aclylic 
~estorative rnatelial on the rn~cromech~~nically roughened sulface The rnoilorue~s of 
the acrylic resin wet the etched surface, flowed into the etch prts, and generated 
retentive resin tags One of tlie surface condil~oning agents hc useti, pliosphol~c 
acid, is st111 the most wiclely used etdlant today lo1 bonding lo e11,lrnel dnd denl~n 

Acid etching o l  enamel is one of the mosl effective ways lo implove rnechzlnical 
bonding and to ensule sealed interlacral gaps 'This procedurr has ~na~krdly  
expanded the use of resin-based restorative materials because i t  provides a strong 
bond between resin and enamel, forming the basis for many innovative dental plo- 
cedures, such as resin-bonded metal retainers, porcelain laminate veneers, and 
bonded orthodontic brackets It has also solved, to a great extent, all of the previous 
problems that plagued resin-based restorations, namely, marginal staining caused 
by interfacial leakage (big 14-1) Without m~cromechanical bondrng, current com- 
posite materials would be unable to resist the effects of maiginal penetration, and 
the leakage of oral fluids would occur adjacent to these restoiations TIowever, 
because of advances in adhesive technology, bonding of resin-based composites to 
tooth structule yields durable restorations 

lo produce a bond between enamel and resin-based restorative mateiials, suffi- 
cient etching of enamel is ~ecluiiecl to p~ovide selective di\\olul~on and  associ'1ted 
rnicroporosity \ L I C ~  as that shown 111 kigu~e 14 2 Ilnl~lzc the ~norm,ll, urltie~ted 
enamel surfnce, ctched e n a n d  has 'I highel toaal \ulfncc energy, wh~ch ensuaea dllal 
a lcsln will acadlly wet the \ud<~ce and penellate Into t11c r ~ s ~ d f ~ ~ l g ,  rn~(ropoaoa~ty 
Once the lcsln penetmtcs Into the ru~clopolos~ty, can be polymcn~cd to form 
resln tags that prociuce mechan~cal bond to the ennmel I hese lcsm tag\ rnay pen 
rtlatc 10 to 20 pm Into the enamel po~os~ty, '1s sllowrl in Glgule 14-3, hut the11 

Fig. 14-1 Clinic.,~l coniposik restoration with severe niargin,il discoloration, which resulted from poor 
,tddpLalion and subsequent le~k,~ge. (Courtesy of 1. Oshorne.) 
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Fig. 14-2 Surf3c.e of etcticd enamel in which thc ccnters of enamel rods li,~ve bccn preferentially 
dissolved by thc phosphoric acid. (Courtesy of K-J. Siidrrliolm.) 

lengths are dependent on whether the enamel etch~ng time and the linsing time are 
sufficient to piocluce an  adequate e~chirig patlein and to eliminate etching deb117 
that 11;ls depos~ted 011 the conditioned surface 

A n u m b e  of dc~dic ,igents havc heen used to p~oduce  the rrquned n i i c~opo~os~ ty  
Howevel, phospl io~~c ' ~ c ~ d  at '1 concenll'ltion between ? O n !  and 5096, typ~cnlly 17%, 
14 tllc prefer] ed etch~ng agent (:oncenlrations g~ e'ttcl ~ h a n  50% I C ~ L I I ~  111 the depos~ 
(lo11 of an adhcrcrib layer of monocalcrum phosph~~tc  monohyciratc on tlie ctchcd 
s u ~ f ~ ~ c e ,  whrch ~ n h ~ b ~ t s  fu~tliel dissolut~on Although aqueous fluids nle a ~ ~ ~ ~ l n b l e ,  

Fig. 14-3 Scanning electron microscopy 
image of tags forrned hy the pcnctralion of 
rcsin into etched nrcns of enamel. Thc 
resin was appliccf to the r lc l i rd  cnamel, 
and (he en,lmcl w,ls Ihcn tlissolvcd hy 
,icid to ~reve,~l tlie t ~ g s .  (~5000.)  ((:ourtcsy 
of I<-J. Siiderholrn.) 
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generally the etchant is supplied as an aqueous gel to allow precise placement over a 
specific alea 1 hese gels are often made by adding colloidal silica (the same fine p a -  
ticles used in microfilled composites) or polymer heads to the acid Brushes are used 
to place the acidic gel matelial, or the acid may be supplied in a disposable syringe 
from which it can be explessed onto the enamel and dentin During placement, it is 
important to be aware of the risk for air bubbles that may be introduced at the intei- 
face. If these voids ~ernain, these regions will not be etched 

'The application time of the etchant may vary somewhat, depending on plevious 
exposure of the tooth surface to fluoride EOI example, a permanent tooth with a 
high fluoride content deiived fiom a fluoride water supply may require a somewhat 
longer etching time, as does a primary tooth. In the latter instance, increased surface 
conditioning time is needed to enhance the etching pattern on primary tooth 
enamel that is more aprismatic than permanent tooth enamel. Currently, the etch- 
ing time for most etching gels is approximately 15 sec. 'The advantage of such short 
etching times is that they yield acceptable bond strength in most instances, while 
conserving enamel and reducing treatment time. 

Once the tooth is etched, the acid should be rinsed away thoroughly with a 
stream of water for about 20 sec, and the enamel must be dried completely. When 
the enamel is dry, it should have a white, frosted appearance, indicative of the 
ploper etching treatment. 'lhis surface must be kept clean and dry until the resin is 
placed to form a sound meclianical bond. Although enamel etching raises the sur- 
face energy of the enamel, contamination can readily reduce the energy level of the 
etched surface. Reducing the surface energy, in turn, makes it more difficult to  wet 
the surface with a bonding resin that may have a higher surface energy than that 
of the contaminated sulface. Thus even rnornentdiy contact with saliva 01 blood can 
prevent effective resin tag fbrmation and severely reduce the bond strength Anothei 
potential co~itamillant is oil that is re1e;rsed fiom the ail compressol and trans- 
ported along the aillines to the air-wate~ sy~inge. If contarn~nation occuis, the con- 
taminant should be removed, and the enamel should be etched again 101 I0 sec 

Ibnd strtxngths to etched enarnel range f ~ o m  1 5  to 25 MPa, depending on 
the resin and testing method used A bis-(;MA/triethylenre glycol dirnethacryla~e 
(IB<:DMA) Iesm tends to yield lower bond strength values, wheleas some of [he 
newer enamel and dentin boilding agents can increase hond strength. I'hese differ- 
ences in bond strength ale small, and because of lalge va~iations duling testing, they 
are unlilzely to be clinically significant. IIoweve~, these in vitro differences rnay be 
associated with the hettel wetting capability of the etched ennmel by the newel mate- 
rials. Drying of the enamel with wninl ail or using an ethanol rinse can inclease the 
bond strength, suggesting that moisture may still be trapped in the micropores even 
when the surface appears dry. In summary, the acid-etch technique has resulted in a 
simple, conservative, and effective use of resin in many dental procedures. 

I'he etch pits result from selective dissolution of either the enamel rod cores 
(Type I etching) as shown in rigure 14-2, or the peripheral areas (Type 11 etching) 
as indicated by the resin tags in rigure 14-3. In either case, the resin tags ale approx- 
imately 6 pm in equivalent diameter and 10 to 20 pm in length. (In aged extracted 
teeth, the tags may be 100 to 200 pm in length.) 

The acid-etch technique was not widely used in the years following its introduc- 
tion The principal reason was the inferior properties of acrylic filling materials 
Curing and thermal dimensional changes can generate interfacial stresses sufficient 
to rupture the hond with etched enamel, because of large polymerization shrinkages 
(>6 ~ 0 1 % )  and coefficients of thermal expansion in excess of 100 ppm/" (: The acid- 
etch technique was rediscove~ed after highly filled resin-based composites weie mar- 
keted beginning in the mid-1360s. 'l'oday, enamel etching is used to achieve stable 
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bonds in procedures as dive~se as orthodontic bracket bonding and porcelain Ial'ii- 
inate veneer bonding. 

h e n  with the lower shrinkage and low coefficient of tllermal expansion of 
today's resin-based composites, etched enamel cannot be relied on as the sole 
source of retention for any but the smdllest restoration with enamel surrounding the 
entire periphery Howevel, conditionecl enamel is essential to ensure a marginal seal 
even though retention relies on letentive cavity features and/or dentin bonding. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Why does11 'f ~hcmical  I~onding occur when using dentin bonding agc~its? 

DENTIN BONDING AGENTS 
Before the total-etch technique was adopted for enamel and dentin, enamel bond- 
ing agents were used. Because resin-based composites are more viscous than are 
unfilled acrylic resins, enamel bonding agents were developed to enhance the wet- 
ting and adaptation of resin to the conditioned enamel surface. Generally, the com- 
positions of these materials were derived from those of the resin matrix, which was 
diluted by other monomers to lower the viscosity and to enhance wetting. I'hese 
agents had no potential for adhesion, but they improved mechanical bonding by 
optimum formation of resin tags within the enamel These materials have now been 
lalgely leplaced by agents designed to provide adhesion lo enamel and dt>~itin, as 
discussed in the following sections 

I~aditionally, enamel bonding agents were made by combining different 
dirnerhaclylntes such a\ 131s GMA and 1EC:UMA to coiltrol viscoslky Rccause enamel 
can be Izcpl hirly d ~ y ,  these lathel hydropliob~c ~ e s ~ i l s  worked well ns long as they 
were restr~cted to eraamcl During the last few yrals, tllese bonding agents have been 
~cplaced by the same systems that ale used on dentin. This trans~tion occurred 
because of the benefit of s~multaneously bonding resin to both enamel and dentin, 
not because o l  any substantial improveme~lt 111 bond stlength 

Dentin powsgreater obstacles to adhes~ve bonci~ng tlldil d ~ e s  enanel,  hccause 
den t~n  is a l iv~ng tissue 11 is I~e~e~-oge~leous  and consists of '50 vol% of i~~orgallic 
material (hydloxy,lpatite), '30 vol(% of orgaiiic matc~ial  (mainly lype I collagen), 
and 20 volO/i of fluid Its high fluid conlent plates stringent requirements on 
materials that can be effective adhesive agents between dentin and a restorative 
material The tubular nature of dentin provides a variable area through which 
dentilia1 fluid may flow to the surface and adversely affect adhesion. The tubules 
with their branching channels may also be used to enhance mechanical reten- 
tion. Further challenges to adhesion involve the presence of the smear layer on 
the cut dentin surface and the potential biological side effects that different 
chemicals can cause within the pulp. It is for these reasons that the developmer~t 
of dentin bonding agents has been delayed compared with the development of 
enamel bonding agents. 

An important breakthrough in dentin bonding occurred when Fusayama et a1 
(1373) used 37% phosphoric acid to etch both enamel and dentin. This study 
demonstrated that the procedure did not increase pulp damage and that it did 
improve the restoldtion releiltioii substantially. A subseq~~ent  study by Nakabayashi 
el a1 ( 1  982) ~evealed that hydrophilic resins infiltrated a surface layer of collagen 
fibers in demineralized dentin to form a hybrid layer consisting of ~esin-~nfiltrated 
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dentin. However, the dentin-etchlng procedure was not generally accepted initially. 
It was not until the early 1990s that dentin etching gained world-wide acceptance. 

Ideally, dentin adhesives should be hydrophilic to wet the surface of sliglltly 
moist, conditioned dentin Because most matrix resins of con~posites are hydropho- 
bic, the bonding agent should colltain hydrophilic groups to interact with the inoist 
dentin surface and hydrophobic groups to ensule bonding to the ~estorative iesin. 
I'he ltey to adhesion is to develop hyci~ophilic monomers that c,ln easily infiltrate the 
collagen mesh produced by etching dentin with an acid often called a conditioner. 

Several years ago, the general belief was that dentin b o n d i ~ ~ g  could be achieved 
by forming chemical bonds between 'I resin systern and either the inorganic or the 
o~ganic component of dentin. The most corn~nonly targeted components were 
either collagen or the calciurn ions within hyd~oxy~tpatite The molecules that 
wele designed f o ~  these pulposes can be represented by an M-R-X molecule, where 
M is a methacrylate group, R is a spacer such as a hydrocarbon chain, and X is a 
functional group that is talgeted for adhesion to tooth tissue. Typical phosphate 
X groups were believed to bond to calcium during dentin priming. '1 hen, during 
polymerization, the methacrylate group of the M-R-X molecule would react with 
the resin matrix of the composite material and form a chemical bond between com- 
posite and dentin. Compounds that were believed to possess these properties weie 
NPG-GMA (a condensation product of N-phenyl glycine and glycidyl methaciylate), 
polymerizable phosphates, and poly(allzenoic) acids (Fig. 14-4). In spite of theoret- 
ical evidence that chemical bonding to tooth structure is possible, there is no sub- 
stantial scientific proof that demonstrates the development of significant chemical 
bonding between dentin adhesives and tooth surfaces under intraoral conditions 

A d~rect restolnlion coulcl he ieliably bonded without using retentive features if 
a method wele available to hond to dcntin as stro~lgly as to '~cid-etched enamel. 
The intermediate link between dentin and/or en,lmel anti unfilled lesin is known as 
rLnrln(l1 borztflng ol tl~nrlrz Oorl(ilr~g I h e  ~eldtively tllln resin Idye1 1s refel red to ns d 

drrltln br~nrilny (Zycrit A wide variety of c l ~ c ~ ~ n ~ s t i ~ c s  has been explored and rn;lrkcted 
111 the se,llch for specles that can produce stlong, per malent hollcls to elentin 

Whcn drscussing dentin bonding agents, i t  has become customary to desclibe the 
genelations of bo~ ld l~ lg  agents that  have led secl~~c~itially flom the earliest, lelaaivcly 
ineffective mnte~ials to the c~urcnt mnte~i,lls, which plovide rel~able filnclional 
boncls T h ~ s  o lg , ln l~~~t ion  into genelations 01 bonding agents is a sornewhat artifi 
cia1 devlce to mall< key advances in ~nate~ia ls  and techniclucs along n more-or-l

e

ss 
continuous devt.loprnci~tal pathway. 

First-Generation Dental Adhesives 

Early dentin bonding agents were based on the successf~~l model of silane coupling 
agents. Silane coupling agents are used to bond the inorganic filler to the matrix 
resin in composites, to bond porcelain laminate veneers through resin cements to 
acid-etched enamel, and to repair fractured porcelain with composites. Generically, 
a silane coupling agent may be represented as M-R-X, where M is an unsatu- 
rdted methacrylate group capable of copolymerizing with the unfilled resin or 
the matrix/resin of a composite, Xis a group capable of chemically reacting with the 
siliceous substrate, and I i  is a spacer group that enscres mobility of the M group 
after the X group has been immobilized by reaction with the surface. Foi all dental 
applications, the silane coupling agent used is y-methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysi- 
lane (l<ig. 14-51. 

In use, the rnethoxy groups ale hydrolyzed and yield silanol groups, which can 
conciense with sildnol groups that cover the surface of any siliceous substrate 
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exposed to (~iioist) air. ( A  schematic representation of the silanation process on 
a silica structure is shown i n  Fig. 14-6.) The pendant methacrylatc group may 
the11 copolymerize with unfilled resin or the ~esill  matrix of a composite to form 
an interface in which resin is linked to siliceous filler through primary chemical 
bonds. 

Phosphate based bonding agent 

H ~ H  
H 
M-R, I 1 ,N :---- 
H-C, 00 

I H ,,* 
Ca 

05c'o 0- I 
Amino-carboxylate based bonding agent 

(NPG-GMA) 

Fig. 14-4 Chenlical bonding mechanisms to hard tooth Carboxylate-based bonding agent 
tissues. (Courtesy of K-J. Soderholm.) (PAW 

Fig. 14-5 M-R-X structure of y-nielhacryloxypropyl tr~rneLhoxys~lane. 
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Fig. 14-6 Silanation of a siliceous s~~bs t ra t r .  

In the srlane stluctule above, the M-R-X components ale 
M. nlcthacrylnte group 
I< (C:k12)3 
X OSi(OTI), 
In the dentin bonding dgelll analogues, M is also a methnc~ylate g ~ o u p  The v;rli- 

atlolls occu~ in the space1 R g ~ o u p  and, particularly, in the des-rtin reactive (X) group 
Initially, the sea~ch fol a suitable X g ~ o u p  involved simple recognition of the corn- 
position of dentin (Table 14-1) Note the ielalively high o~ganic component of 
dentin and its higher walcl content cornp'~red with enamel 

Not surprisingly, the ea~ly  dentin bonding agents corltaiiied acidic X groups 
designed to react with the minela1 portion, specifically the calcium in the hydroxy- 
apatite. The first product, ma~keted in the eally 1950s, conlained the active agent 
glycerolphosphoric acid dimethacrylate, which is shown in Figure 14-7. [his mate- 
rial achieved little clinical success lo1 the same reasons that plagued the enamel 

Composition of Enamel and Dentin 

Enamel Dentin 

wi% vol", wt% v0l0% 

Mineral 3 7 3 2 70 45 
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L A A 
Y Y Y 

J 

M R X 

Fig. 14-7 Gly tc to l ) l i o~ l )ho r~~  A( [ t i  d~meth,~t  ryl,ile 

etching applications, that is, the high polymerization shrinkage and high coefficient 
of thermal expansion of the unfilled acrylic  restorative resins that were commonly 
used in this period. 

Second-Generation Dental Adhesives 

The c l~n~cal  success of composite materials led to the lapid ~ntroduction of dentin 
bond~ng agents in the late 1960s and early 1970s A g~neral  belief dcvcloped that 
cient~a bond~ng could ~evolut~onrze the practice of rrstolatlvr dentistry hy rn i i i jm~~-  
Ing the enl,~~gernent of cavlty plcpalntlon5 ~ c q u ~ r e d  101 retrnitlon of d~rect f~lllng 
resto~;l~~onc Speclfic,~lly, rt was recognued rha~ ,  ~f didecler,~tc dentln h ~ ~ i d i ~ ~ g  coulcl be 
nchrc-ved, composjtes might be used to rcstolc cervical a b ~ ~ ~ s ~ o n  aleas wltho~ia sup- 
plemeni,~~y tooth re~cntion teatu~cs (wch as hewn In I rg 14-8) Ilepresentntrvc scc- 
and genleiatlon bonding agents ~ncludc NIPC CiMA (the adduct of N-phcnyl glycinc 
and glyc~clyl r~~ctliac~yl,~te),  shown in klgu~e 14-8, anti pllenyl-1: 2-~nethaclyloxy 
phcnyl phosplio~~c ac~d, shown ~n ligulc 14 

rvidence 15 l'lcking to demonstrate th,lt slg~l~ficarlt clirmrcal boildlng occuls 
between thew ddhes1ve4 c ~ ~ l d  tooth st1 ilclule uncle1 111 vlvo condlrlons 

Third-Generation Dental Adhesives 

The third generation of dentin adhesives was also based on the continued use of an 
acid group to react with Ca2i ions and a methacrylate group to copolymerize with 
unfilled resin that was applied before placement of the composite restolative mate- 
rial. However, the second generation of adhesives also included an attempt to deal 
wilh the smear layel-. Whenever dentin is cut or ground, an unstructured or amor- 
phous smear layer is formed that consists of dentin particles, bacteria, and occa- 
sionally salivary constituents. This layer is weakly bonded to the underlying dentin. 
The first and second generations of adhesives achieved low bond strengths partly 
because of failures within the smear layer or between the smear layer and underly- 
ing dentin. 

The third generation of adhesive procedures for conditioning dentin involved 
~ w o  approaches. (1) modification of the smear I'lyer to improve its properties or 
(2)  removal of the srnenr layer without disturbing the plugs that occluded the 
dentinal tubules. 
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Fig. 14-8 A, Placement of incisal bevel in the enamel of Class V preparation. B and C, Placement of 
small retention groove in dentin using a small r o ~ ~ n r l  bur. D, Fini5hc.d c.omposite restoration. (Courtesy 
of K-I. Siiclrrliolm.) 

Although vai-iations wele common, the third-generntion bonding p~octdules 
generally involved four steps 

1 Application of a dentin conditioner, which is a type of acid used to alter ol 
lelnove the smear layel 

2. Application of the primer (the dentin bonding agent) 
3. Application of the adhesive, typically an ~~nfi l led resin 
4. Placement of resin-based cornposite 
Representative conditiorling agents include a hydroxyethylmethacrylate (I IEMA) 

solutio~l of maleic acid such as that used in Scotchbo~id I1 (3M Dental Products, 
Minneapolis, MN) and 2% aqueous nitric acid, such as that used in Tenure (Den- 
Mat, Santa Maria, CA). The dentin bonding agents continued to involve M-R-X 
chemistries for the most part. For example, the Scotchbond bonding agent was a 
chlorophosphoric ester of bis-GMA (Fig. 14-10), 

During this period another adhesive system was designed to react with the colla- 
gen rather than the hydroxyapatite. In this system, aqueous ED7'A was used as the 

Fig. 14-9 Phenyl-P. 
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Fig. 14-10 Chlorophosphoric acid estcr of his-GMA. 

conditioner while the bonding agent consisted of 35% glutaraldehyde in I LCMA. 
No evidence is available on this system to demonstrate that any chemical bonding 
to collagen actually occurs. 

Fourth-Generation Dental Adhesives 

The fourth generation of adhesives was as much a result of a major change in think- 
ing as an advance in materials development. In most of the world, it had been 
assumed that aggressively etching dentin, (for example, with the phosphoric acid 
used previously to etch enamel), was contraindicated because of the belief that 
opening the dentinal tubules by etching would result in pulpal irritation, inflam- 
mation, and, potentially, the death of pulpal tissue through exposure to the com- 
ponents of the etchant, bonding agents, and filling materials. 

Previous research suggested that this belief might be mistaken. A variety of mate- 
rials previously believed to be highly ii~itdlillg to the pulp ale now ltnow~l to be well 
tolerated when they are placed in direct contact with the pulp tissue, provided that 
bacteria are excluded and microleakage is plevented. Similar work on gnotobiotic 
,ulimals supported the conclusion that pulpal i ~ ~ i t ~ t i o n  was minimal 111 the absence 
of bacteria ~egdrdless oS the presence of chemical ill-itants 

Subsecluently, research conducted in Japan led to the development of dentin 
bonding systems that rclied on total removal of thr smear layer and smear plugs. 
Resin tags were ploduced in the dentinal tubules, and these extensions into dentin 
co~ltlibuted to the letention of (he resto~dtive ~es in  Although these systems wele 
contempoianeous with the third generation of adhesive systems described above, it 
was sevelal years hefore the aggressive dentin etching approach was adoptecl for  he 
dentin bonding systems in the rest of the world, leading to n new Sourth generation 
of ploducts 

It is important to recognize the simplification in the clinical technique afforded 
by the recognition that phosphoric acid could be used to etch both dentin and 
enamel Previous generations relied on separate etching regimens for enamel 
and dentin. It can be easily appreciated that isolating the etchants to the two adja- 
cent tissues was demanding at best. The so-called total-etch ~echnzque, in which the 
same conditioning agent was applied to both enamel and dentin, represented a 
major reduction in clinical complexity. Overall, however, the technique is still quite 
complex because of the large number of steps involved. The general procedures 
required for a fourth-generation system of dentin bonding are as follows. 

1. Etch dentin and enamel simultaneously with conditioner (usually phos- 
phoric acid) Most dentin bonding systems are provided with a conditioner, 
often an acid that can remove the smear layer and expose a collagen network. 
111e dentin is conditioned most comrno~lly for 1 5  sec and the conditionel 
and precipitate are subsequently rinsed away. Lxcess watel is then removed 
from the etched and rinsed dentin sulface, without desiccating the collagen 
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mesh. If the mesh is desiccated, the collagen network will collapse and lorm 
a dense film that is difficult to infiltlate with the primer. 

2. Rinse to remove etchant and dissolved tooth mine~als. 
3 .  Dry with air to determine that enamel is adequately etched 
4. Slightly moisten the surface 
5. Absorb excess watel with a cotton pellet. 
6. Apply p~imel according to the recommended number of coats-from 1 to 6, 

depending on the product. 'The hydrophilic p~imer, in contrast with a 
hydrophobic resin, infiltrates the collagen network when placed on the 
slightly moist dentin surface. To optimi~e bonding, the clinician should cule 
the prirrler as efficiently as possible. This curing plocess, thougll not easy LO 

achieve because both dentinal fluid and oxygen, which ale present either in 
the dentin 01 In the air jet used f o ~  drying, inhibit polyrneri~ation To avoid 
this situat~on, the pllmer should contain a solvent that evaporates easily and 
removes water without the need for excessive air drying. In addition, the 
primer should also contain a resin that produces a cross-linked polymer net- 
work that is well retained within the collagen mesh. 

7. Dry thoroughly to remove primer solvent 
8. Apply adhesive to enamel and dentin. A bonding resin is placed on the primed 

surface region of conditioned tooth surface. The resin should be thinned with 
a brush rather than with an air jet to avoid oxygen inhibition. The thickness of 
the bonding resin should be at least 50 pm to prevent diffusion of oxygen 
from the atmosphere through the coating and thereby prevent oxygen inhibi- 
tion of the primer and the adjacent bonding resin during polyrneri~ation. 
Because the light-activating compounds are contained commonly in the bond- 
ing resin, the primer and the bonding ~es in  are cured sirnult,~neously for the 
minimum time lecommended by the manufacturer Subsequently, layers of 
composites ale placed and cured on the bonding agent Ic~yei. 

9 I ighl-cure the adhesive 
10 Apply composite resin over adhes~ve 
11 C L I I ~  the matrix resin of the composite. 
Obviously, there ale ample opportunities for human error in this system, 

improper manip~l~tt ion in any of the steps can lead to clinical failure. 
lhe gentle d~ying procedure in Step 'i is critical. f i e  demineralized collagen layer 

p~oduced by etching is extremely fragile Thorough drying of the dentin su~lace leads 
to its collapse and the consequent inabilily of the hydrophilic bonding agent solvents 
and rnonorners lo penetrate and reinfolce the conditioned dentin structure. Gentle 
air drying of dentin fol as little as 3 sec can reduce bond strength to less than half the 
bond strength to moist dentin. The initial drying procedure in Step 3 is necessary to 
ensure that the enamel is adequately etched as revealed by its frosted or chalky 
appearance. Following the drying process, the dentin must be rehydrated in Step 4 to 
ensure that the collagen fiber network swells to its original permeable condition. 

In summary, the unique features of the fourth-generation dentin bonding agents 
include the total etch technique and the wet bonding process. These concepts 
marked a clear break from traditional beliefs that one should never consider exten- 
sive etching of dentin and that good technique involved extensive drying of both 
dentin and enamel before the application of bonding agents. 

Fifth-Generation Dental Adhesives 

The fifth generation of dentin bonding agents was developed as the result of the 
recognition that clinical success should be more consistent if fewer steps were 
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involved. Current dentin bonding agents rely on a complex combination of miclo- 
lnecha~lical retention by ( I )  penetration into partially opened dentinal tubules, 
(2) formation of a hybrid layer in which hydrophilic monomers penetrate and poly- 
merize to form an interpenetrating network with a demineralized collagen fibril net- 
work, and ( 3 )  chemical interactions involving first-and second-order bonds. 

Much emphasis has been placed on the importance of the interpenetrating net- 
work formed by polymerization of the dentin bonding agent monomers within the 
demineralized collagen layer. Jn fact, a comparable bond strength can be achieved 
in the laboratory by treating the conditioned surface also with sodium l~ypochlo- 
rite, which removes the demineralized collagen. These results suggest that forma- 
tion of the hybrid layer is critical to avoid the weakening of a noninfiltrated 
demi riel-alized zone. 

The number of procedural steps was reduced by combining the conditioner and 
primer (self-etching primer) or the primer and adhesive (self-priming adhesive or 
one bottle system). These simplifications have increased the consistency of results. 
Although laboratoiy results suggest a similar effectiveness for either approach, ini- 
tial clinical results suggest that self-etching primers generally produce superior 
results. One product has been designed to combine all three components, but early 
clinical findings suggest that this level of simplification may not produce optimal 
results. This single-step bonding is sometimes referred to as a sixth-generation system. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

I\?./i Why are &nt~n bond strength values so variable? 

MEASUREMENT OF BOND STRENGTH A N D  MICROLEAKAGE 

b,valu,ation of the efficacy of dentin adhesives is generally based on measu~ement of 
bond strength determined by loading bond test specimerls in shear or in tension 
u~ltil  fiacture occurs Such tests are indicative of how the adhesive is likely to per- 
form in vivo Data published on bond strengths for a given material often valy 
widely, and the standald deviation of the mean value for a given bond test is usu- 
ally high. 'l'his wide variance in data may be attributed to the variables inherent at 
the dentin surface, such as water content, the presence or absence of the srnear layel; 
dentin pe~meability, orientation of the tubules relative to the surface, and differ- 
ences in the in vitro test design and stress distribution adjacent to the interface. 
Furthermore, although no universal agreement on the minimal bond strength nec- 
essary to provide successful bonding has been established, a value of 20 MPa or 
higher has been proposed as a reasonable goal. 

Recently, a number of studies have adopted the microtensile test methodology. 
By using very small specimens (approximately 1 mm2 in cross-section), one can 
prepare multiple specimens from a single tooth. Even with very high indicated 
strengths, for example, 30 MPa or higher, failure occurs at the adhesive interface 
rather than within dentin. 'Ihis interfacial failure has led some proponents of the 
method to suggest that it is the only valid measure of bond strength because signif- 
icant fractions of specimens rarely fail along the tooth/resin interface using tradi- 
tional test specimen geometries. 

Regardless of the numerical differences generated by different laboratory test 
methods, it is clear that current dentin bonding agents are capable of yielding higher 
bond strength values dlat call shift the site of clinical failure from the interface to 
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within dentin adjacent to the restoration 01; in some cases, within the I-estolation 
adjacent lo the interface. Regardless of the bond test selected, it is clear that the inher- 
ent bond strength is no longer the limitation in the effectiveness of bonded restora- 
tions. 1 he limiting factor now appears to be, at least for large restorations, induced 
stresses generated during curing shrinkage within the resin-based composite itself. 

'I'he degree of microleakage at the restoration/tooth interface can be monitored 
by the penetration of tracers and staining agents. As is tnle for bond testing, there 
is also a large variation in lealzage data from one laboratory to another, depending 
on the technique used and the manipulative variables adopted during placement 
of the bonding agents. Often, there is not a good correlation between bond 
strength and microleakage. Nonetheless, the newer systems appear to be superior 
in inhibiting interfacial leakage between the conditioned tooth structure and adhe- 
sive resin. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why are glass ionomer restoratives not used rout~nely as a pit and fissure sealant? 

GLASS IONOMER RESTORATIVES 

Although these materials are not considered dental adhesives, glass ionomers are of 
interest to this discussion because they represent a class of materials that exhibit 
chemical bonding to tooth structure Glass ionomer cements are covered in some 
detail in the discussion of dental cements (Chapter 16). They consist of a powder, 
an acid-soluble aluminosilicate glass, and an aqueous solution of polyac~ylic acid or 
an analogous polyacid. Ca2+ and A13+ ions from the powder leact with the carboxy- 
late g~oups to cross-link the polymeric acid The same carboxylate groups interact 
strongly with surface (:a2+ ions in enamel or dentin to yield chemical adhesion to 
tooth structure ISecause of their fluorine-releasing capability, they ale especially use- 
ful for patients who are at a high risk for calious lesions teeth requi~ing Class I1 
restorations, a sandwich technique is sometinles used I'his technique consists of 
placing a Type TI glass ionomel cement in the cervical area of '1 proximal box or 
the floor of other toot11 p~eparations and building the ~emainder of the ~estoration 
with a resin-based composite because of its greater strength and durability in 
occlusal sites. 

Glass ionomer cements are translucent and are used as aesthetic filling materials, 
particularly in Class V erosion lesions. Although shear bond strengths measured in 
the laboratory are only approximately 3 MPa, clinical retention is excellent. Until 
recently, glass ionomers were the only materials that yielded 100% retention rates in 
Class V lesions without mechanical retention or enamel etching, based on certain 
clinical studies of 3 years or more in duration. 

Clinical longevity depends not just on bond strengths, but also on dislodging 
forces Composite restoratives undergo significant polymerization shrinkage, which 
creates stresses at the resin-dentin interface that can rupture dentinal bonds on the 
order of 20 MPa in all but the smallest restorations Because glass ionomers gener- 
ate low stresses on setting, they are well retained even with bond strengths as low as 
3 MPa in areas such as Class V lesions, where occlusal forces and other external 
forces induce small stresses. I iowever, they have also been used with limited success 
as pit and fissule sealants. Because of the higher stresses induced by intraoral forces 
in occlusal areas, a greater degree of dislodgement and fracture occurs in these sites. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

r.111 How o'oes a~na lpm bonding to (Ielenlln difier frorr~ composlfc bonding to dentin! 

AMALGAM B O N D I N G  

Although retention and lesistance forms were the hallnlark of traditional amalgain 
prepalation design, modern conselvative philosophy and the desire to extend the 
use of amalgams to more extensive restorations (e.g., the amalgam crown) h,~ve 
stimuldted a search for improved methods for retaining amalgam restorations 
Mechanical adjuncts, including threaded pins or ~etentive grooves placed in clentin, 
have served well for yeals towa~d these ends More recently, bonding agenls employ- 
ing M-R-X type coupling agents have achieved some clinical success One system 
uses 4-methacryloxyethyl trimellitate anhydride (4-MEIA; Fig. 14-11). However, the 
mechanism responsible for bonding amalgam to resin is predominantly mechani- 
cal in nature It is produced by condensing the plastic amalgam mass into a plastic 
resin layer, thereby producing macroretentive areas within the resin aftel the resin 
has polymerized. The results of controlled clinical trials have been mixed, but it is 
safe to say that amalgam bonding agents have a place as an adjunct to conventional 
retentive means if properly employed. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Can sealant prcvcnt secondary cd11es progression when 11 1s pl<?ced ovtlr ~lr~derly~ng 
cn//ous enamel or dentin! 

PIT A N D  FISSURE SEALANTS 

V,~rious rnate~ials and techniques have been advocated for preventing caries in the 
susceptible pit and fissure areas of p o s t e ~ i o ~  teeth, particularly in the child patient 
or for the high-caries-r~sk patient in genelal. The most popular sealant techniques 
make use of ~es in  systems that can be applied to the occlusal su~fdces of the teeth. 
The objective of sealant use is for the 1esi11 lo penetldte into the pits dnd fissules and 
to seal these areas against the o ~ a l  bacteria and debr~s A cross-section of a tooth to 
which a pit and fissule sealant has been applied is shown in Figure 14-12 

Several types of resin, both filled and unfilled, have been employed as pit 
and fissule sealants. These resin systems include cyanoacrylates, polyurethanes, and 
bis-GMA. The commercially available products have been based on either the 
polyurethane resin or the bis-GMA resin. The bis-GMA material may be polymer- 
ized in a conventional manner by means of the amine-peroxide chemical activation- 

Fig. 14-11 4-methdcryloxye~hyl trlrncllltatr dnhydr~tie 
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Fig. 14-12 Cross-seclion of a toolh, sllowing 
penetration of a sedlanl into an occlusal fissurc 
(arrow). (Courtesy of K-J. Soderholm.) 

initiation system or by light activation The unfilled iesins are available as colorless 
or tinted transparent materials. The filled resins are opaque and available either as 
tooth-colored or white materials. 

The success of the sealant technique is highly dependent on obtaining and main- 
taining an intimate adaptation of the sealant to the tooth sulface. The~efore the 
sealants must be of relatively low viscosity so that they will wet the tooth and flow 
readily into the depths of the pits and fissures. To enhance wetting and mechanical 
retentron of the sealant, the tooth surface is fiist co~lditio~led by etching with acid, 
as described ea~lier. The physical propel-tles of the sealants are closer to those of 
unfilled direct lesins than to those of rcs~n-based composites 

1 he ied~rct~on In occlusal cnrlrs resultillg from the cnreful use of pit and fissu~e 
sealants bas been inlp~cssive Consequently, the use of sealants has been endolsed 
as an eflective therapy by the A~ner~call IlentCd Associ,lt~on, the American Ac,~demy 
o l  Pediatric Dentistry, the American Society of Ijentistiy lor Child~en, and (he 
hrnelicdn Association of I'ublic I lealth Ilentistly 

Clinical studies have shown that the failule frequency of sealants is approxi- 
matcly 5% per yedl after one single applic,~t~on of the sealant In one leport, at 
the end of 10 yenis 78% of lust permanent ~ n o l a ~ s  weie free of calles when n sulgle 
application of sealant had heen placed, as cornpaled with only 11°/0 of canes-free 
teeth In the unsealed matched pairs. Me1-t~-1 airhulst et a1 (1998) ~eported even 
more dramatic results in a study of sealed Class I composite restorations where car- 
ious dentin was not removed. They showed that the lesions did not progress over a 
period of 10 years as long as the sealants ~emained intact. 

If doubt exists about whethe~ the pit or fissure is free from caries or not, it is still 
justified to place a sealant. Clinical trials in which sealants were intentionally placed 
in pits and fissures that were diagnosed as having caries have shown that as long as 
a sealant is well retained, no caries progression w~l l  occur. 

If a dentist feels uncomfortable about sealing in a potential carious lesion arid 
believes that a visual inspection of the potential lesion is required, another conser- 
vative approach can be taken. I'his option consists of a minimal cavity preparation 
and the placement of an enamel-dentin bonded composite restoration combined 
with a sealant application. With such an approach, most of the occlusal surface is 
sealed This ~estolation is called a preventive-resin restoration (PRII). She PRR 
treatment has exhibited a success late of 7'5% aftel C) years, a remdikably high SLK- 
cess rate even when colupaied with traditional amalgam treatment. 
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KEY TERMS 
Activation-The process fhrough which sufficient energy is providc:d to induce an initiator to 

generate free radicals and cause polymerization to begin. The three sources of energy com- 
monly clsed with dental resins inclutle heat, chemicals, and light. 

Activator-A source of energy used to activate an initiator. and produce free radicals. Three 
possible energy sources can be useti to dissociate an initiator into Cree radicals: (1)  heat that 
supplies thermal energy; (2) ,In electron-donating cheniical such as a tertiary aminc that 
Corms a complex and reduces the necessary thermal energy to  hat available at ambient 
temperature; or (3) visible light that supplies energy for photoiniliation in the presence of a 
photosensitizer such as camphorquinone (CQ). 

C-factor-The configuration factor or ratio between the bonded surface area of a resin-based 
composite restoration to the unbonded or free surface area. 

Chemically activated resin-A resin system consisting of two pastes (one containing a ben- 
zoyl peroxide ]BPI initiator and the other an aromatic tertiary amine activator) which, when 
mixed together, release free radicals that initiate polymerization. 

Chemically cured composite-A particle-filled resin that is polymerized through a chemically 
activated process. 

Composite-In materials and science, a solid formed from two or more distinct phases 
(e.g., particles in a metal matrix) that have been combined to produce properties superior 
to or intermediate to those of the individual constituents; also a term used in dentistry to 
describe a dental composite. 

Coupling agent-A bonding agent applied to filler particles to ensure chemical bonding to the 
resin matrix. 

Degree of conversion (DC)-The percentage of carbon-carbon bonds converted to single 
bonds to form a polymeric resin; also, the percentage of polymerized mcthacrylate groups. 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Dental composite-A highly cross-linked polymeric material reinforced by a tlispersion of 
amorphous silica, glass, crystalline, or organic resin filler particles and/or short fibers 
bondetl to the matrix by a coupling agent. 

Depth of cure-The thickness of a resin that can be converted from a monomer to a polymer 
under a specific lighi-curing condition. 

Dual-cure resin-A dent,il composite that contains both chemically activated and light- 
activated components to initiate polymerization ant1 potentially overcome the limitations of 
the chemical curc or light-cure systems, which include porosity incorporated during niix- 
ing and limits on depth oC curc, respectively. 

Estrogenicity-The potential of synthetic chemicals with a binding affinity for estrogen I-ecep- 
tors to cause reproductive alterations. 

Filler-The inorganic antllor organic resin particles that arc designed to strengthen a coni- 
posite, tlccreasc thermal expansion, minimize polymerization shrinkage, ant1 rctiuce the 
amount of swelling caused by water sorption. 

Flowable composite-A hybrid composite with reduced filler level and a more narrow parti- 
cle size distribution that increases flow and promotes intimate adaptation to prepared tooth 
surfaces. 

Hybrid composite-A particle-filled resin that contains a graded blend of small and colloidal 
silica filler particles to achieve an optimal balance among the properties of strength, poly- 
merization shrinkage, wear resistance, and polishahility. 

Inhibitor-A chemical added to resin systems to provide increased working time and 
extended storage life by minimizing spontaneous polymerization. 

Initiator-A free radical-forming chemical used to start the polymerization reaction. It enters 
into the chemical reaction and becomes part of the final polymer compound; thus it is not 
a catalyst. 

Light-cured composite-A particle-filled resin consisting of J. singlc paste that becomes poly- 
mcrizetl through the use of a photosensitive initiator system (C(2 anti an nniinc initiator) and 
a light source activator (visible hlue light). 

Microfiller-C:olloitlal silic,i fillcr particles, approxi~-n,ltely 0.04 ym in size, which reinforce 
resin materials an0 form a coniposite that can be polished to a highly smooth surface. 

Oxygen-inhibited layer-Ttic thin surface rcgion of a polynicrized resin that contains unre- 
actcd me~h~~crylatc groups associated wilh exposure to oxygen. 

Packable composite-A hybl-id resin composite designetl for use in postel-ior arras, where a 
stiffer consislcncy facilitates contlensation in postcrior Iceth. 

AESTHETIC RESTORATIVE MATERIALS 

During the first half of the 20th century, silicates were the only tooth-colored aesthetic 
materials available for cavity restoration. Although silicates release fluoride, they are no 
longer used for permanent teeth (see Chapter 16) because they become severely eroded 
within a few years. Aclylic resins similar to those used for custom impression trays and 
dentures (polymethylmethacrylate [PMMA]) replaced the silicates during the late 
1940s and the early 1350s because of their toothlike appearance, insolubility in oral 
fluids, ease of manipulation, and low cost. Unfortunately, these acrylic resins also have 
relatively poor wear resistance and they shrink severely during curing, which causes 
them to pull away from the cavity walls and produce leakage along margins. Their 
excessive thermal expansion and contraction cause further stresses to develop at the 
cavity margins when hot or cold beverages and foods are consumed. These problems 
were reduced somewhat by the addition of quartz powder to form a composite stnlc- 
ture. Incorporation of inert filler pn~ticles became a practical means of reducing curing 
contraction as well as thermal expansion. The filler occupies space, but it does not take 
part in the setting reaction. In addition, commo~lly used fillers have extremely low 
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coefficients of thermal expansion, approaching that of tooth structure. Thus the stresses 
resulting fiom thermal expansion and contraction were greatly reduced as well. 

The early conlposites based on PMMA were not very successful, in part because 
the filler particles simply reduced the volume of polymer resin but were not bonded 
(coupled) to the resin. Thus defects developed between the mechanically retained 
particles and the surrounding resin, prociucing leakage, staining, anci poor wear 
resistance. A major advance was made when Dr. Ray 1,. Bowen (1362) of the 
American Dental Association research unit at the National Bureau of Standards 
(now the National Institute of Standards and Technology) developed a new type of 
composite material. Rowen's main innovations were bispheliol A glycidyl methac~y- 
late (bis-GMA), a dimethacrylate ~ e s i n  (see Chapte~ 7), and an organic silarie cou- 
pling agent to form a bond between the filler pa~ticles and the resin matrix. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What are the essential components of resin composite materials? What are the potential 

uses of composites in dentistry? What roles do coupling agents, frllers, bis-GMA, and other 

high-molecular-welght drinethac ryhtes play in the function and performance of dental 

Uses and Applications 

Improved matrix properties and filler-matrix coupling have la~gely overcome the prob- 
lems of the earlier restorative materials. Consequently, since the early 1370s, resin- 
based composite systems and their dimethacrylate resins have become the material of 
choice for direct aesthetic anterior restorations 'These ~natelials are also gaining accept- 
ance fol ~estoration of pos te~io~ occlusal areas and other high-stress-bearing sites and 
are used in a variety of other dental applications, such as pit and fissu~e senlants, bond- 
lng of ceramic veneels, and cementation of othel fixed p~ostheses I~urtl~ermole, the 
mean longevity of posterior composites (7 yr) is approaching that of amalgam (10 y ~ )  

COMPOSITE RESTORATIVE MATERlALS 

l here are three structural components in dental resin-based composites 
1 Matlix-A plastic ~es in  matelial that forms a continuous phase and binds the 

filler particles 
2. rillel-Reinfo~cing particles arldjol fibers that are dispersed in the matrix 
3 .  Coupling agent-Bonding agent that promotes adhesion between filler and 

resin matrix 

Dental Composites 

Dental composites are highly cross-linked polymeric materials reinforced by a dis- 
persion of glass, crystalline, or resin filler particles and/or short fibers bound to the 
matrix by silane coupling agents. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Dentrn and enamel are naturdl conlposrtes. Wh~ch components of enamel and dentin 

represent ihe tiller and matrix structures in teeth analogous to those of resin-based 

compos ites? 
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Composition and Function of Components 

Tooth enamel and dentin are two examples of the Inally composite materials found 
in nature. Enamel contains approximately 95 wt% inorganic structure, 90% to 92% 
of which is hydroxyapatite. The other components of enamel are 1 wtoh of an 
organic enamelin structure and 4 wt0/0 water. Dentin contains approximately 75 
wtOh of inorganic structure, primarily small hydroxyapatite crystals, 20 wtOh orgarlic 
matter (90°/o of which is collagen), and 5 wtO/o watel. In both of these "natural tooth 
composites" the reinforcing filler particles are hydroxyapatite crystals. The difference 
in the properties of these two h u e s  is associated in part with differences in the 
matlix-to-filler ratios. lhis is analogous to the situation of synthetic restorative 
materials, in which the amount of filler in the composite has a major influence on 
the material's properties. 

Composite restorative materials contain a number of components in addition to 
the resin matrix, inorganic filler panicles, and a coupling agent. An activator- 
initiator system is required to convert the resin paste from a soft, moldable filling 
material to a hard, durable restoration. Other components are included to enhance 
the performance, appearance, and durability of the material. Pigments help to 
match the color of tooth structure. Ultraviolet (UV) absorbers and other additives 
improve color stability, and polymerization inhibitors extend storage life and pro- 
vide increased working time for chemically activated resins. 'l'hese conlponents are 
discussed below. 

Resin Matrix 

Most dental cornposites use a blend of aron~atic and/or aliphatic dimethaclylate 
monomers such as bis-(:MA, one of the   no st widely used ingredients (see Fig. 7-1 6), 
triethylene glycol dimethacrylate ('I'EC[lMA; see Fig. 7-17), and urethane 
dimethacrylate (UDMA; see Fig. 7-18), IIDMA, bis-GMA, and 'l'EC:IlMA are widely 
used I-esin matrix ingredients that fern highly cross-linked polymer stluctures 
(see Fig. 7-3) in composites and sealant materials. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

What pfoblerns result from shrrnkagc and ( ontrac ilon cluring polymc~~rzation o f  o'e[ltal 
resturaifve rerfns? 

As discussed previously, shrinkage occurs during curing as monomers are con- 
verted from an aggregate of freely flowing molecules to a rigid assembly of cross- 
linked polymer chains. Before polymerization, the monomers are held loosely 
together by van der Waal forces at a spacing that produces minimum potential 
energy (Chapter 2). As a polymer, the mer units are connected by covalent bonds 
with a minimum potential energy spacing approximately 20% less than that in the 
unreacted monomer. The result is a substantial volume contraction during curing. 
In turn, this curing shrinkage produces unrelieved stresses in the resin when the 
point is reached after which the resin has "gelled" and begins to harden. These 
stresses tend to develop at the tissue/composite interfaces, thereby weakening the 
bond and eventually producing a gap at the restoration margins. This can lead to 
staining, secondary caries, and other clinical problems. Because bis-GMA and 
LIDMA have almost five times the molecular weight of methyl methacrylate, the 
density of methacrylate double-bond groups is approximately one-fifth as high in 
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these monomers, which reduces polymerization shrinkage proportionately. The use 
of a dimethacrylate also results in extensive cross-linking, which increases the 
strength and ligidity of the polymer. 

Although the high molecular weight of a monomer reduces curing shrinlzage and 
improves mechanical properties, it also increases viscosity, as explained in 
Chapter 7. Bis-GMA has a particularly high viscosity (similar to honey), which 
makes it very difficult to blend and manipulate. Thus it is necessaly to use lower- 
molecular-weight, highly fluid monomers to dilute bis-<;MA and similar resins to 
attain sufficielltly high filler levels (discussed in the following section), while also 
producing resin pastes with consistencies suitable for clinical manipulation. These 
diluent monomers can be any fluid methacrylate but are usually dimethac~ylates 
such as TEGDMA. 'rile reduction in viscosity is significant when 'I bGDivlA is added 
to bis-GMA. A blend of 75 wt% bis-GMA and 25 wt% TECDMA has a viscosity of 
4300 centipoise, whereas the viscosity of a 50 wtOh bis-GMA/50 wl0/o I'ECDMA 
blend is 200 centipoise (lilze thin syrup). 

The dimethaclylate monomers also have the advantage of producing extensive 
cross-linking among polymer chains. This results in a rigid resin matrix that is 
highly resistant to softening and/or degradation by heat and solvents such as water 
and alcohol. Unfortunately, the tradeoffs in polymerisatioll shrinkage, wear resist- 
ance, and manipulation properties place severe limits on the ability to optimize the 
performance of composite materials. The need for a better balance of properties 
among these conflicting requirements has made the development of a "universal" 
composite difficult and has resulted in a proliferation of restorative resin products, 
each designed for a specialized application. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

f iow 15 currng shrrnkagc affected by the presence oirc~~nforc~ng fillers i r i  ci'enf,-rl (oinpos- 

ltts! Whnl ~ l r e  the relafronships and trarje(jf/s among particle size, ~omposrfroii, mc r '  i ~ l l ~ r  

loadrig relat~ve to thcrr c~ffect on (he ( onsrstc.ncy, polrshab~l~ly, radloplc lty, ddurahrlrty, arid 

appearance ot r rs/n-b,~s~d cotnposite mntenals? 

Filler Particles and Proportion of Filler 

Incorporation of filler particles into a resin matrix greatly improves material 
properties, provided that the filler particles are well bonded to the matrix. If not, 
the filler particles do  not provide reinforcemeilt and can actually wealze~l the 
material. Because of the importance of well-bonded filler particles, the use of an 
effective coupling agent is extremely important to the success of a composite 
material. 

Benefits of Fillers 

The primary purposes of filler particles are to strengthen a composite and to reduce 
the amount of matrix material Several important properties of dental composites 
are improved by increased filler "loading" (volume fraction): (1) reinforcement of 
the matrix resin, resulting in increased hardness, strength, and decreased wear; 
(2) reduction in polymerization shrinkage; (3) reduction in thermal expansion and 
contraction; (4) improved workability by increasing viscosity (liquid monomer plus 
filler yields a paste consistency); (5) reduction in water sorption, softening, and 
staining; and (6) increased radiopacity and diagnostic sensitivity through the incor- 
poration of strontium (Sr) and barium (Ba) glass and other heavy metal 
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compounds that absorb x-rays. Several of these irnprovernents can only be lealized 
if the fillel particles al-e strongly coupled to the matrix. 

Another benefit of filler particles is that curing shrinkage is offset in proportion 
to the volume fiaction (loading) of filler. Although shrinkage varies from one conl- 
posite product to another, it ranges from 1 5 to 4 vol% within 24 hr after curing. 
Another advantage is that there is less water sorption and less softening of compos- 
ites compared with unfilled resins. (:on~posites also have a lower coefficient of thel- 
ma1 expansion that is closer to that of tooth tissue. Hence less intelfacial stress is 
produced. Mechanical properties such as compressive strength, tensile strength, and 
modulus of elasticily (stiffness) are increased, as is abrasion resistance. An increase 
in the volume fraction of well-bonded filler particles enhances pl~ysical anci 
mechanical properties to levels comparable with those of tooth tissue, thereby 
increasing clinical performance and durability. 

Filler particles are most commonly produced by grinding or milling quartz or 
glasses to produce particles ranging in size from 0.1 to 100 pm (Fig. 15-1). 
Submicron silica particles of colloidal size (-0.04 ym), referred to collectively as 
microfiller or individually as microfillers, are obtained by a pyrolytic or precipitation 
process. In these processes, a silicon compound (e.g., SiCI,) is burned in an 0, and 
H, atmosphere to form macromolecule chains of SiO, (Fig. 15-2). These macromol- 
ecules are of a colloidal size and constitute the inorganic filler particles (Fig. 15-3). 

Fig. 15-1 Ground quartz filler particles (with a diameter of -20 l o  30 ym) that were used in early 
formulations of traditional composites. The smaller particles seen in [he background contribute to a 
broad particle-size ciistribution. (Courtesy of K-J.M. Siitlerholm.) 
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Fig. 15-2 Cli(~mical re,~ction showing [he initial iormalion of pyrogenic silica particles, as used in [he 
microfill resins. (Courtesy of K-I.M. Siitierholm.) 
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Fig. 15-3 Transmission electron microscopy image of pyrogenic silica par~icles. The diameter of the 
particles is approximately 0.04 pm. (Courtesy of I<-J.M. Siidcrholm.) 

Composites are classified on the basis of the average size of the major filler com- 
ponent. In addition to filler volume level, other important factors that determine the 
properties and the clinical application of the resultant composites include the filler 
size, size distribution, index of refraction, radiopacity, and hardness of the filler. 

A dist~ibution of pa~ticle sizes is necessary to incorporate a maximum amount of 
filler into a ~es in  matrix Obviously, if '1 ~~viifoi-m particle size is used, even with close 
packing, a space will exist between parlicles This concept can be v~su~llized as the 
presence of large1 voids in a box filled with spheres of the same s i ~ e  compared with 
the voids present in a mixture of larger and smaller spheres 01 a coi-nbinntion of 
spheies and irregular-shaped particles I hese spaces can be filled by smaller parti- 
cles, such as small beads among the sphe~es. 1Sy extending this process, a continu- 
ous distl-ibulion of particles can yield a maximun~ filler loading Most composites 
also contain some colloiclal silica I11 total, ino~ga~lic filler pailicles account for 
between 30 and 70 vol%, or 50 to 85 wtOh of a composite. I he rnaxi~num iheo~eti- 
cal paclzing fraction for close-packed st~uctures is 74 vol% 

The practical amount of filler that can be incol-prated into a iesin is g~eatly influ- 
enced by the total filler surface area, which is a function of particle s i~e ,  with surface 
area increasing as size decreases for a constant volume of filler. Colloidal silica par- 
ticles, because of their extremely small size, have extremely large surface areas rang- 
ing from 50 to as much as 400 m2 per gram. The silica surfaces form polar bonds 
with the monomer molecules; this inhibits their flow, increases the viscosity, and 
"thickens" the resin paste, even with vely small amounts Because of this effect, the 
microfilled composites contain only 20 to 59 vol% colloidal silica as the only inor- 
ganic component. The remainder is pulverized, precured resin, the so-called 
"organic" filler with a particle size between 5 and 30 ym. In many composite for- 
mulations colloidal fillers are added in amounts of less than 'i wt% solely to 
increase paste viscosity and to enhance cavity packing consistency Hybrids, with 10 
to 15 wt% colloidal silica, can be filled to only approximately 5% less inorganic 
fillel content than the small-particle composites 

Fo1 acceptable aesthetics, the trarislucency of a composite resto~ation must be 
similar to that of tooth structure. 'lhus the index of reflaction of tlie filler inust 
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closely match that of the resin. For bis-GMA and'l'EGDMA, the refractive indices are 
approximately 1.55 and 1.46, respectively, and a mixture of the two components in 
equal proportions by weight yields a refractive index of approxin~ately 1 .SO. Most of 
the glasses and quartz that are used for fillers have refractive indices of approxi- 
mately 1 .SO, which is adequate to achieve sufficient translucency. 

Quai-tz has been used extensively as a reinforcing filler, particularly in the early 
versions of dental composites. It has the advantage of being chemically inert and yet 
also very hard, making it abrasive as well as difficult to grind into very fine particles. 
However, this hardness also makes quartz conlposites difficult to polish and poten- 
tially abrasive to opposing teeth or restorations. So-called amorphous silica has the 
same composition and refractive index as quartz, but it is not crystalline and not as 
hard, thus greatly reducing the abrasiveness of the composite surface structure. 

The radiopacity of filler materials is provided by a number of glasses and ceramics 
that contain heavy metals such as baliunl (Ba), strontium (Sr), and zirconium (Zr). 
These glasses also have indices of refraction of approximately 1 .SO to match that of the 
resin. The most commonly used glass filler is Ua glass. Although glass fillers containing 
metals of a high atomic number provide radiopacity, they are not as inert as quartz and 
a~norphous silica and are slowly leached and weakened in acidic juices and other oral 
fluids. The glass filler is also attacked over time by acidulated phosphate fluoride solu- 
tions or gels. Because of differences in the composition of saliva among patients, it is 
difficult to predict the clinical effects of exposure to saliva, but the implication is that 
glass-filled composites would gradually become more susceptible to abrasive wear and 
hence have a shorter functional lifetime compared with silica-reinforced resins. 

Coupling Agents 

As stated previously, it is essential that filler particles be bonded to the resin matrix. 
This allows the more flexible polymer matrix to transfer sllesses to the higher mod- 
ulus (mole rigid and stiffer) filler particles 'The bond between the two phases of the 
composite is provided by a coupling agent. A properly applied coupling agent can 
impart improved physical and mechanical plopelties and inhibit leaching by pre- 
venting water from penetrating along the filler-resin Interface 

Although titdilates and zirconates can be used as coupling agents, orgdnosilanes 
such as y-methac~yloxypropyl tri rnethoxysilane are used most commonly (Fig. 1 5-4). 
In the plesence of water, the methoxy groups (-0(:113) are hydroly~ed to silanol 
(-Si-OH) groups that can bond with othel silanols on the filler surlaces by forma- 
tion of a siloxane bond (-Si-0-Si-; see rig. 15-4) The organosilane methacrylate 
groups form covalent bonds with the resin when it is polymerized, thereby complet- 
ing the coupling process Proper coupling by means of organosilanes is extremely 
important to the clinical performance of resin-based composite restorative materials. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the similarities and differences in the mechanisms rnvolved in chemrcally acti- 
vated and light-activated dental resins? 

Activator-Initiator System 

Both monomethacrylate and dimethacrylate morlomers polymerize by the addition 
polymerization mechanism initiated by free radicals, as described in Chapter 7. 
Free radicals can be generated by chemical activation or by external energy 
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agent 

\ ~ n c h o r e d  silane 
group with available 

double bond 

Fig. 15-4 Ttic chemic.,ll struc-ture of y-meth,tcryloxypropyltrimethoxy silanc ,ind ~ t n  itlealized diagram 
of how a silane is hydrolyzed and becomes attached to silica and glass filler particle surf't~es. 
Such silanized particles are then reactive and can "couple" the particles to the resin matrix by 
copolymerization with the double bond in the silane propylmethacrylate group 
(CH,=C(CH,)COO-C,Hb-Si-). (Adapted from Soderholm K-JM, and Shang S-W: Molecular orientation 
of silane at the surface of colloidal silica. J Dent Res 72:1050, 1993.) 

activation (heat, light, or microwave). Because dental composites for direct place- 
ment use chemical activation or light activation, or a combination of the two, only 
these systems are discussed. 

Chemically Activated Resins 

Chemically activated products are supplied as two pastes, one of which contains the 
benzoyl peroxide (BP) initiator and the other an aromatic tertiary amine activator 
(e.g., N, N-dimethyl-p-toluidine), as previously described in Chapter 7 for the 
acrylic resins. When the two pastes are mixed together, the amine reacts with the HI' 
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to form free radicals, and additional polymeri~ation is initiated Today, these mate- 
rials are ruainly used for restorations and large foundation st~uctures (buildups) 
that are not readily culed with a light source. 

Light-Activated Resins. The first light-activated systems were formulated for LIV 
light to initiate free radicals. 'roday, the UV light-cured composites have beer1 
replaced by visible blue-light-activated systems with greatly improved depth of 
cure, a controllable working time, and other advantages. Because of these advan- 
tages, visible light-activated composites are more widely used than a]-e chemically 
activated materials. 

Light-curable dental colnposites ale supplied as a single paste contained in a 
light-proof syringe. The free radical initiating system, consisting of a photosensitizer 
and an amine initiatol, is contained in this paste. As long as these two components 
are not exposed to light, they do not interact. However, exposure to light in the blue 
region (wavelength of ~ 4 6 8  nm) produces an excited state of the photosensitizer, 
which then interacts with the amine to form free radicals that initiate addition poly- 
merization (1:ig. 15-5). 

Camphorquinone (CQ) is a commonly used photosensitizer that absorbs blue 
light with wavelengths between 400 and 500 nm. Only small quantities of CQ are 
required (0.2 wtOh or less in the paste). A number of amine initiators are suitable for 
interaction with CQ, such as dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA), which 
is also present at low levels, that is, approximately 0.15 wtO/o. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Whal roles n'o inhhitors play ~n dentcl1 resin materials? 

Inhibitors 

l~lllibitols ,ue added to the resin systems to minimize or plevent spontaneous ol 
accidental polyrne~ization of n1onon1eIs Inhibitors have a strong ~eactivity poten- 
tial w ~ t h  free radicals. If a flee radical is formed, f o ~  exanlple, by brief exposur-e to 
roo11l llght~ng when the material is dispensed, the inhibit01 reacts with the Lee I ~ K -  

ical faster than the free radical can react with the monorner This prevents chain 
propagation by terminating the reaction before the free ~adical is able to initiate 
polymerization. After all of the inhibitor is consumed, chain propagation begins 
A typical inhibitor is butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), which is used in concentra- 
tions on the order of 0.01 wtOh. BHT and similar flee radical scavengers are also used 
as food preservatives to prevent oxidation and rancidity. Thus inhibitors have two 
functions: they extend the storage lifetime for all resins and they ensure sufficient 
working time. 

Optical Modifiers 

For a natural appearance, dental composites must have visual shading and translu- 
cency that are similar to the corressponding properties of tooth structure. Shading is 
achieved by adding various pigments. These pigments usually consist of minute 
amounts of inetal oxide pa~ticles. Sranslucency and op'lcity are adjusted as neces- 
s a y  to simulate enamel and dentin. For example, if a Class 1V incisal area is recon- 
structed, the translucency of an unmodified conlposite might allow too much light 
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Fig. 15-5 Tlir light-cure process is ac.tivated when a diltctonr, photosensitirexr such .IS 

camphorquinone (CCZ)  absorbs a quantum of blue light and iorms an excited-state complex (exciplex) 
with an electron donor such as an amine (e.g., dimethylaminoethyl mcthacrylate LDMAEMA]). In the 
figure ":"denotes the unshared pair o i  electrons "donated" by thc amines to the >C=O (kctone) groups 
in CQ. While in this activated complex, C(2 extracts a hydrogcn atom from the a-carbon adjacent to 
the amine group, and the complex decomposes into amine and CQ iree radicals. The CQ iree radical is 
readily inactivated. Thus in photoinitiation only the amine iree radicals act to initiate the addition 
polymerization reaction (see Fig. 7-8). 

to pass through the restoration. As a result, less light is reflected or scattered back to 
the observer, who perceives the incisal edge as too dark. 'lhis deficiency can be cor- 
rected by adding an opacifier. However, if an excessive amount of opacifier is added, 
too much light may be reflected and the observer then perceives that the restoration 
is "too white," or more correctly, "too high in value" (see Chapter 3).  To increase the 
opacity, the manufacturer adds titanium dioxide and aluminum oxide to conlpos- 
ites in only minute amounts ( 0  001 to 0.007 wt%) because these oxides are highly 
effective opacifiers. 
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It is important to reali~e that all optical modifiers affect light tra~lsrnission 
through a composite. 7 hus darker shades and greater opacities have a decreased 
depth of light-curing ability and require either an increased exposure time or a thin- 
ner layer when cured. Studies have shown that for optimum polymerization, darker 
shades and opacifier resins should be placed in thinner layers. 'lhis consideration 
has added importance when a bonding agent covered with a composite layer is 
being cured. 'lhese concepts are discussed below in greater detail. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the relai~vc' advantages and drawbacks of chemlt ally-act~vated and I~ght- 

activated restorative resins? 

CURING OF RESIN-BASED COMPOSITES 
Chemical Activation 

As discussed previously, the first composites were cured by a chemically activated 
polymerization process. This is also referred to as cold CUT-ing or self-curing. 
Chenlically activated polymerization is initiated by mixing two pastes just before 
use (see Chapter 7). During mixing it is almost impossible to avoid incorporating 
air into the mix, thereby forming pores that weaken the structure and trap oxygen, 
which inhibits polymerization during curing. Another problem with chemical acti- 
vation is that the operator has no control over the working time after the two com- 
ponents have been mixed. Therefore both insertion and contouring must be 
completed quickly once the resin components are mixed. 

Light Activation 

To overcome the problems of chemical activation, manufactu~ers developed resins 
that do not r r q ~ ~ i r e  mixing This was achieved hy use of a photosensitive initiator 
system and a light source for activation. 

In addition to avoiding the porosity of chemically activated resins, light-cured 
materials also allow the operator to complete insertion and contou~ing before c ~ u -  
i~ lg  is initiated. kurthermore, once curing is initiated, an exposure time of 40 sec or 
less is required to light-cure a 2-mm-thick layer, as compared with several minutes 
Cor chemically cured materials. Another advantage of light-cured systems is that they 
are not as sensitive to oxygen inhibition as are the chemically cured systems. 
Ilowever, there are substantial limitations with light-cured composites. First, they 
must be placed incrementally when the bulk exceeds approximately 2 to 3 mm 
because of the limited depth of light penetration. Thus light-cured composites can 
actually require more time when producing large restorations (e.g., in Class I1 cav- 
ity preparations). Other drawbacks include the cost of the light-curing unit and sev- 
eral complicating factors associated with light sources and photocuring, as discussed 
in the following. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the tradeoffs among the several types of l~ght  sources used to photoact~vate 

dental restoralive res~ns? 
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Photocuring with Visible (Blue) Light 

Dentists produce cross-linked resin when a diacrylate monomer containing a pho- 
toinitiator system is irradiated with a blue light. 'l'he advantages of using light- 
cured composites instead of chemically cured products include the following: 
(1)  mixing is not required, which results in less porosity, less staining, and 
increased strength; (2) an aliphatic amine can be used instead oS the aromatic 
amines req~~ired with chemical curing, thereby enhancing color stability; and 
(3) command polymerization on exposure to blue light, providing control of 
working time. There are also several drawbacks to light-cured composites: ( 1 )  lirn- 
ited culing depth, requiring buildup layers of 2 mm ol less; (2) relatively poor 
accessibility in certain posterior and interproximal locations; (3) variable exposure 
times because of shade (hue, value, and chuoma) differences, resulting in longer 
exposure times for darker shades and/or increased opacity; and (4) sensitivity to 
room illumination, which may lead to formation of a skin or crust when an 
opened tube is exposed too long to room light. 

Curing Lamps 

Most curing lamps are hand-held devices that contain the light source and are 
equipped with a lelatively short, rigid light guide made up of fused optical fibers 
A few have the power unit connected to the handpiece by a long, flexible, liquid- 
filled light guide At present the most widely used light source is a quartz bulb with 
a tungsten filament in a halogen environment, similar to those used in automobile 
headlights and slide projectors. More recently, other types have been rntloduced 
with advantages that should make them inc~easingly populal (see text in sectio~ls 
below that describe types of lamps) Light-emitting diodes (LEDs), plasma arc cur- 
ing (PAC), and lase1 lamps offer seve1~11 advantages ova  quark-tungsten-halogen 
((VH) lamps but at generally higher costs ; ~ n d  with other oflselting drawbacks. 1,l:l) 
lamps req~~ire  I ~ L I C ~  1eqs powel than otlir~ light sources, and (hey clo not produce 
heat or require filters. 'lhey are lightweight ;tnd can be opcrdted by batte~y. PAC and 
argon laser lamps are highel-powered, more intense light sources that allow shorter 
exposu~e times fol curing a given thickness of composite. 

Types of Lamps Used for Photoinitiator Curing 

bour types of lamps may be used for photoinitiation of the polymerization process. 
The following lists these lamps in order of lowest intensity to highest intensity. 

1. LED lamps. Using a solid-state, electronic process, these light sources emit 
radiation only in the blue part of the visible spectrum between 440 and 480 
nm, and they do not require filters. LEDs require low wattage, can be battery- 
powered, generate no heat, and are quiet because a cooling fan is not needed. 
Although they produce the lowest intensity radiation, new technology is rap- 
idly overcoming this limitation. 

2. QTH lamps. QTII lamps have a quartz bulb with a tungsten filament that irra- 
diates both UV and white light that must be filtered to remove heat and all 
wavelengths except those in the violet-blue range ( ~ 4 0 0  to 500 nm). The inten- 
sity of the bulb diminishes with use, so a calibration meter is required to 
measure the output intensity. 

3. PAC lamps. PAC lamps use a xenon gas that is ionized to produce a plasma. 
The high-intensity white light is filtered to remove heat and to allow blue light 
( ~ 4 0 0  to 500 nm) to be emitted. 
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4. Argon laser lamps. Argon laser lamps have the highest intensity and emit at 
a single wavelength. Lamps currently available emit -490 nm. 

I'he tungsten and plasma arc larnps are filtered to transmit light only in the part 
of the violet-blue region of the spectrum that matches the photoabsorption range of 
CQ.  CQ, as explained earlier, is a photosensitizer that is widely used for dental 
resins. Currently available LED and laser dental curing lamps are designed to emit 
light only in the b l u ~  spectral range that falls within the 400 to 500 nm photoab- 
sorption range of CQ. Thus they do not require filters. A few photosensitizers and 
light sources have been introduced that absorb or emit, respectively, at wavelengths 
outside the 400 to 500 nm range, which will provide inadequate curing unless the 
larup and resin/photosensitizer are matched to each other. 

lJolymeri~ation is initiated when a critical concentration of free radicals is 
formed. This requires that a particular number of photons be absorbed by the ini- 
tiator system, which is directly related to the wavelength, intensity, and time of 
exposure. There can be substantial differences in the wavelength range and intensity 
among various brands and types of manufactured lamps. Commonly available QTH 
lamps emit a radiant power density that ranges from approximately 300 to 1200 
milliwatts/cm2 (mw/cm2) in the violet-blue region, and it is not unusual for two 
brands to vary in intensity by a factor of 2 or more. 

For maximum curing, which is about 50% to 60% monomer conversion (see the 
following), a radiant energy influx of approximately 16,000 millijoules/cm2 

(16 joules/cm2) is required for a 2-mm-thick layer of resin. This can be delivered 
by a 40-sec exposure to a lamp emitting 400 mW/cm2 (40 sec x 400 mw/cm2 = 

16,000 m ~ / c m ~  or 16 J/cm2). The same result can be produced by a 20-sec exposure 
at 800 mW/crn2, or an exposure of -13 sec with a 1200-mW/cm2 lamp. 'lhus 
increasing the power density of the lamp increases the rate and degree of cure 
ITowever, faster curing with higher-intensity light sources is not without its trcideoSSs, 
as discussed in the following (see Itrduction of Itesidual Stresses). 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

(;tn rncreas~ng I / J P  rntens~fy of c ur~ng Ltmps shorten the time needed lo adc~q~~ntely c~ l re  

~oniposrte res~ns? How cloes I ~ m p  ~ntens~ry affec 1 the depth of c~lre? 

Depth of Cure and Exposure Time 
Recently QTH, PAC, and laser lamps have been introduced with substantially 
increased intensities (>1,000 mW/cm2), thus opening the possibility of reduced 
exposure times and/or greater depth of cure. These are highly desirable benefits that 
can greatly reduce restoration treatment time and therefore cost to the patient. 

However, light absorption and scattering in resin composites reduces the power 
density and degree of conversion (DC) exponentially with depth of penetration. 
Intensity can be reduced by a factor of 10 to 100 in a 2-mm-thick layer of com- 
posite. This reduces monomer conversion to an unacceptable level at depths greater 
than 2 to 3 mm. Thus the surface must be irradiated for a longer time to deliver suf- 
ficient power density well below the surface. Given the limits imposed by the light 
scattering and absorption inherent in current restorative resins, the tradeoffs are 
such that increased intensity will allow either shorter curing times for a given depth 
of cure, or increased depth of cure f o ~  a given exposure time, but there is little 
advantage in attempting to achieve both simultaneously. ' f i e  practical conse- 
quence is that curing depth is limited to 2 to 3 mm unless excessively long 
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exposure times are used, regardless of lamp intensity. 'l'hus solutions to this prob- 
lem are more likely to come through advances in the chemistry and technolohy of 
composite structures rather than through advances in clinical technique or the 
technology of curing lamps. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What art. (he nlost rniportant factors fhnl affect deplh of cure for , I  /,?rnp wrth ' 2  grvcn 

intensrty! 

Light attenuation can also valy considerably from one type of composite to another, 
depending on the opacity, filler size, filler concentration, and pigment shade As 
described earlier, darker shades and/or more opaque resins require longer curing 
times. For these reasons, manufacturers usually recommend curing times based on 
a particular curing device for each shade and type of resin. These recommended 
times are usually the absolute minimum. To maximize both degree of polymeriza- 
tion and long-term clinical durability, the clinician should adjust the exposure time 
and curing technique to the intensity of the light source used, and the lamp inten- 
sity should be evaluated frequently. 

Light is also absorbed and scattered as it passes through tooth structure, espe- 
cially dentin, thereby causing incomplete curing in such critical areas as proximal 
boxes. When attempting to polymerize the resin through tooth structure, the expo- 
sure time should be increased by a factor of 2 to 3 to compensate for the reduction 
in light intensity. 

Foi the halogen lamps, light i~ltensity can decrease depending on the clualily and 
age o l  the light source, orientation o l  the light tip, distance between light tip and 
~estoration, and presence of contamination, such as co~nposite material residue on 
the light tip. Consequently, the lamp output intensity should be checked legillarly, 
and the operator sllould always place the light tip as close as possible to the restora- 
tive material. 

Ijespite the many advantages of light cured resins, there is still a need for chem- 
ically cured composites and resins in certain situations. Tor example, only chemi- 
cally cured materials can be used with reliable results as a luting agent under 
metallic restor,~tions. 

Dual-Cure Resins and Extraoral Curing 

One way to overcome limits on curing depth and some of the other problems asso- 
ciated with light curing is to combine chemical curing and visible-light curing com- 
ponents in the same resin. So-called dual-cure resins are commercially available 
and consist of two light-curable pastes, one containing benzoyl peroxide (BP) and 
the other containing an aromatic tertiary amine. When these two pastes are mixed 
and then exposed to light, light curing is promoted by the amine/CQ combina- 
tion and chemical curing is promoted by the amine/BP interaction. Dual-cure mate- 
rials are intended for any situation that does not allow sufficient light penetration 
to produce adequate monomer conversion, for example, cementation of bulky 
ceramic inlays. Like the chemically cured resins, air inhibition and porosity are 
problems with dual-cure resins. 

As an altelnative to intraoral chemical curing and/or light cu~ing, extraoral heat 
or light can be ~ ~ s e d  to promote a higher level of cure. For example, a chemical- or 
light-cured colnposite can be used to produce an inlay on a tooth or a die. This inlay 
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can be cured directly within the tooth or on the die and then transferred to all oven, 
where it receives additional heat or light curing. After completion, the inlay is 
cemented to the tooth with a resin-based composite. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

How does the extent to w h ~ t  h monome1 1s converted to polymer affect the longevity of 

~omposlte restorations? What hctors related to the cur lng process affect the lnfclgriiy of  the 

seal between a photocured composite rcs~n and the inargins o fa  cav~iy preparation? 

Degree of Conversion 

The DC is a measure of the percentage of carbon-carbon double bonds that have 
been converted to single bonds to form a polymeric resin (Fig. 15-6). The higher the 
DC, the better the strength, wear resistance, and many other properties essential to 
resin performance. A conversion of 50% to GO%, typical of highly cross-linked 

-... ---.-- 
~nreacted,  bendent dirnethacrylatt 

methacrylate double bond mnnnmnr / 

Fully reacted 
dirnethacrylate 

cross-link ? 

Fig. 15-6 Degree of conversion (DC) reflects the percentage of mcthacrylatc double bonds that are 
converled lo single bonds during the curing reaction. This figure shows that a cured resin can contain 
dimethacrylates (DM) with zero, one, or ~ w o  unreacted double bonds. If at least one double bond has 
reacted, the D M  is bound to the polymer network as a "pendant" group with one double bond available 
for further reaction. Any complclcly unreacted monomers Lan migrate O L I ~  of the cured resin. Cross- 
linked groups strengthen and male thc  resin rigid while pendant groups plasticize the resin (see Fig. 7-14), 
and unreacted monomer soitens and swells the resin structure, as explained in Chapter 7. 
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his-GMA-based composites, implies that 50% to 60% of the rnethacrylate groups 
have polymerized. Iloweve~, this does not imply tllat 40(% to 50(?40 of the monomer 
n~olecules are left in the resin because one of the two methacrylate groups per 
dinlethacrylate nlolecule could still have reacted and could be covalently bonded to 
the polymer structure, forming a pendant g ~ o u p  (see Fig. 15-6). Convelsion of the 
monomer to polymer depends on sevelal facto~s, such as ~es in  composition, the 
t~ansmission of light through the material, and the concent~ation of sensiti~er, ini- 
tiator, and inhibit01 As discussed earlier, trdnsmission of light th~ougll the material 
is contlolled hy lamp intensity, absorption, and scatte~ing of light by fillel particles 
and opacifiels, as well as by any tooth structule interposed between the light souice 
and composite 

'FIX total I)C within resins does not diffe~ betweell chemically activated and light- 
activated composites contdining the same monomer formulations, as long '1s ade- 
quate light c~tring is employed Conversion values of 50% to 70% are achieved at 
room temperature for both types of curing system. Likewise, polymerization shrink- 
age of comparable light-activated and chemically activated resins is not significantly 
different. IIowever, in light-cured materials, curing shrinkage leads to substantially 
greater stress buildup and lealzage at the resin margins, in turn leading to staining, 
sensitivity and secondary caries. 

Reduction of Residual Stresses 

The light-activated resins have overcome many of the deficiencies of chemically acti- 
vated resins, including lack of control over working time, yellowing, and porosity. 
I Iowever, the internal pores rn chemrcally cured leslrls act to relax residual stresses that 
build up during curing (the poles enlarge during hardening and reduce the concentla- 
tion of st~esses at the margins). Also, the slowcr curing rate of chemicnl activation allows 
a largcr portion of the shrinkage to be compensated by internal flow a11101ig the dcvel- 
oping polymer chains, before formation of extensive cross-linking (i  c , befo~e gelation). 
M c r  the gel point, stresses cannot be relieved but instead continue to irlcrense and con- 
centrate within the resin and the tooth structure adjacent to the bonded interfaces. 

CRITICAL QUESTlON 

!{OW can the (onlposrte ~ l~n r ca l  rn,znlpublron let hnrquca be used to ~rnprove the rntcgrrty 

o i  the rndrglnal seal rn a ( ornposire resloralrorl? 

Two general approaches have been followed in seeking to overcome the problem 
of stress concentration and marginal failure experienced with light-activated resins: 
(1) reduction in volume contraction by altering the chemistry and/or composition 
of the resin system and (2) clinical techniques designed to offset the effects of poly- 
merization shrinkage. The former is the more desirable solution, and intensive 
research and development efforts are currently in progress to develop resins with 
low shrinkage and low thermal expansion. In the meantime, a variety of techniques 
have been investigated that can immediately be put into practice by the clinician. 
These techniques are associated with incremental buildup and curing rate control. 

Incremental Buildup and Cavity Configuration 

One technique attempts to reduce the so-called C-factor (configuration factor). 
The C-factor is related to the cavity preparation geometry and is represented by the 
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ratio of bonded to nonbonded surface aleas. Residual polymerization stress 
increases directly with this ratio. During cu~ing, sh~i~llzage leaves the bonded cavity 
surfaces in a state of stress and the nonbonded, free su~faces (i.e, those that lepro- 
duce the original external tooth anatomy) relax some of the stress by contracting 
inward toward the bulk of the material. A layei-iilg technique (Isig. 15-7) in which 
the restoration is hitilt up in increments, curing one layer at a time, effectively 
red~tces polymerization stress by minimizing the C-fact01 That is, thinner layers 
reduce bonded sulface area and maxinliae nonbonded surface area, thus minimiz- 
ing the associated (:-factor. In ally case, as discussed pleviously, l i~ni t~~t ions  on  the 
depth of cure of photoinitiated lesins dictate the use of incremental buildup of the 
composite. 'lhus an incremental technique overcomes both limited depth of cule 
and residual stress concentration, but adds to the time and difficulty of placing a 
~estoration. Several variations on this idea are described in nurnelous texts and arti- 
cles on operative dentistry 

Soft-Start, Ramped Curing and Delayed Curing 

Another approach to offsetting photopolymerization stress buildup is to follow the 
example of chemical initiation by providing an initial low rate of polymerization, 
thereby extending the time available for stless relaxation before reaching the gel 
point. This can be accomplished by using a soft-start technique. In this technique, 
curing begins with a low intensity and finishes with a high intensity. The approach 
allows for a slow initial rate of polymerization and a high initial level of stress relax- 
ation during the early stages, and it ends at the maximum intensity once the gel 
pomt has been I eached. This drives the curing reaction to the hlghest possible con- 
version only aftel much of the stress has been ~elieved A number of studies have 
shown that varying levels olst~ess ~eduction in tooth-cavity walls c'in be achieved in 
this way, while not increasing total exposure tinle o~ sacr~fic~rlg either IIC or dcplh 
of cure Consequently, a val iety of protocols have been developed and the necessay 
lamps made available that automatically provide one or more solt-start exposure 
sequences. 

Va~iations on this technique i~lclude lamping and delayed cule In   am ping, the 
intensity is gradually increased, 01 "~amped up," duling the exposule This ramping 
consists of either stepwise, linear, o~ exponential modes ln del,~yed cuing, the 

A B C 
Fig. 15-7 A, Firs1 incrcmcnlal layer of rcsin composite (gray area) has been pl;lccd and curcd. 
B, Second incrcmenl bcing cul-ccl with 3 light source. C, Third composite increment during curing. 
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restoration is initially incompletely cured at low intensity. 'The clinician then sculpts 
and contours the resin to the correct occlusion and later applies a second expos~~i-e 
for the final cure. 'This delay allows substantial stress relaxation to take place The 
longer the time period avai1,lble for relaxation, the lower the resiciual stress. Delayed 
curing and exponential lamp c~u-ing appear to provide the greater reductions in cur- 
ing stress. 

High-Intensity Curing 

As discussed earlier, increased larup intensity allows for shorter exposure times for a 
given depth of cure in a particular shade and type of resin. Curing depths equivalent 
to that of a 500 mW/cm2 QTII lamp (2 mm at 40 sec) have been demonstrated 
using an exposure time of 10 sec with certain PAC lights, and 5 sec with an argon 
laser. Thus these high-intensity lamps could provide substantial savings in chair 
time. However, high-intensity, short exposure times cause accelerated rates of curing, 
and there may be substantial residual stress buildup because insufficient time is 
allowed for stress relaxation, even when used in combination with incremental 
buildup and soft-start curing. At present, this aspect has not been well investigated. 
In the meantime, the clinician should carefully consider the tradeoffs befoie invest- 
ing in these more expensive types of curing lamps. 

The technology of photoinitiated curing is advancing rapidly on a number of 
fronts, some of which may well result in substantially greater latitude for the prac- 
tice of restorative dentistry. A grasp of the fundamental principles will aid the clini- 
cian in keeping pace with these changes and avoiding the pitfalls, which inevitably 
accompany any potential advances in composite technology. 

Precautions for Using Curing Lamps 

l'he light emitted by curing units can cause mtinCll damage if a person looks directly 
at the beam lo1 an extended period 01- even fou short periods in the case of lasers. To 
avoid such darnage, never look directly into the light tip and minimize observation 
of the reflected light for longer pe~iods. Protective eyeglasses and various types of 
shields thal filter the light are available for increased protection for both clinical per- 
sonnel and patients. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How can partrcle size and size drstributron of resrn-based composites be used to select 

clinical materrals to rnatch the needs of varrous restorative s~tuations? 

CLASSIFICATION OF RESIN-BASED COMPOSITES 

A useful classification system for resin composites is one based on filler particle size 
and size distribution, as shown in'l'able 15-1. Subgroups and overlapping may exist, 
particularly for the hybrid category. A hybrid composite combines filler from either 
the small or the traditional category, with microfillers (submicron, colloidal filler 
particles). Any resin with fillers from two or more size ranges can, in principle, be 
considered a hybrid. Future composites that contain fiber and and/or nanoparticle 
fillers can be classified in a similar way. 

A single classification of hybrid composite is not very meClningfill because most 
modern dental composites that use fillers in the n~icrometer (pm) size range also 
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Classification of Resin-Based Composites and Indications for Use 

Class of composite Particle size Clinical use 

l~adltlonal (la~ge particle) 

Hybrid (laige part~clc) 

1Hyb11d (m~dlfiller) 

1 lyl>r~d (m~nlfiller/SPT) 

Packable hybrld 

I~lowable hybrid 

I lomogeneous microfill 

I leterogeneous microfill 

1-50 pnl glass 

(1) 1-20 pm glass 
(2) 0.04 prn silica 

(1) 0.1-10 yni glass 
(2) 0.04 pm silica 

(1) 0.1-2 pm glass 
(2) 0.04 pm silica 

Midifiller/minifiller 
hyb~id, but wilh lower 
filler fraction 

Midifiller hybrid, but with 
finer particle size distribution 

0.04 pm silica 

( 1 ) 0.04 pm silica 
(2) Prepolymerized resin 

particles containing 0.04 pm 
silica 

I ligh-stress areas 

Iligli-stress areas requiring improved 
polishability (Classes 1, 11, 111, IV) 

I ligll stress areas requiring improved 
polishability (Classes 111, 1V) 

Moderate stress areas requi~ing optimal 
polishability (Classes 111, 1V) 

Situations in which inlpioved 
condensability is needed (Classes I, TI) 

Situations in which improved flow is 
needed and/or where access is difficult 
(Class 11) 

Low-stress and subgingival areas that 
require a high luster and polish 

Low-stress and subgingival areas where 
reduced shrinkage is essential 

SPE Small-pa~ticlr filled. 

contdin small amounts (<5 wtoh) of microfillers to adjust the paste to the desired 
viscosity. The most commonly used hybrid composites in the early 2000s usually 
1efe1 to resins that contain fillers having an average particle s i ~ e  of NO 5 to 1.0 ,um 
in combination with 10 to 15 wt0/o microfiller. tlybrid composites that fall within 
these guidelines ale discussed subsecluently. Two special categories of hyblids that 
vary sornewhat from this definition are also described flowable and paclzable corn- 
posites. The properties of the major composite classifications are summat-i~ed in 
'Iable 15-2 

Traditional Composites 

As can be seen in Tables 15-1 and 15-2, the traditional composites have 
comparatively large filler particles. This category was developed during the 1970s 
and modified slightly over the years. These composites are also referred to as 
conventional or macro[illed composites. Because these materials are no longer widely 
used, the term truditional is more meaningful than is conventional. The most 
commonly used filler for these materials is finely ground amorphous silica and 
quartz. As can be seen in the photomicrograph of the ground quartz filler 
in Figure 15-1, there is a wide distribution in particle size. Although the aver- 
age size is 8 to 12 ym, particles as large as 50 ym may also be present. Filler 
loading generally is 70 to 80 wt0/o or 60 to 70 volOh. Exposed filler particles, 
some quite large, are surrounded by appreciable amounts or  the resin matrix 
(liig. 15-81. 



Properties of Composite Restorative Materials 

Characteristic/ 
property 

Hybrid Hybrid 
Unfilled (small- (all- Flowable Packable 
acrylic Traditional particle) purpose) Microfilled hybrid hybrid Enamel Dentin 

Size (,urn) 

Inorganic filler (vol%) 

Inorganic filler (wt%) 

Compressive strength (MPa) 

Tensile strength (MPa) 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 

Thermal expansion coefficient 

(ppml" C) 

Water sorption (mg/cm2) 

Knoop hardness (KHN) 

Curing shrinkage (~01%) 

Radiopacity (mm Al) 

Fibrous 

48-67 

65-81 

- 

40-45 

3-13 

- 

- 

- 

2-3 

2-3 
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Fig. 15-8 A scanning electron micrograph of the posterior, occlusal surface of a lradilional composite 
rcstoralion [ha[ had been in clinical service for 5 yr. The composite has been worn away from the 
occlusal margins on the right, and coarse filler particles have been exposed, malting the surface very 
rough. (Courtesy o i  I<-J.M. Siiderholm.) 

Properties of Traditional Composites 

l'hysical and mechanical ploperties of traditional composite resins ale listed in 
[able 15-2 Individual producls may exhibit propelties that dev~ate flom these 
values, but those shown are lepreseiltative of the property values for the composite 
categories 

In comparing the properties of traditiondl composites with those Sol unfilled 
acrylic materials, it is obvious that significant imp~ovements have been obtained 
through use of composite structures (:onlpnred with the unfilled acrylics, the com- 
pressive strength o l  the six composite groups in Table 15-2 is improved by 3OO'Yb to 
500°! because of the transfer of stless from the matrix to the filler particles 
Similarly, the elaslic nlodulus (i.e., stillness) is foul to six times gleater, and the ten- 
sile strength is 1no1e tllan doubled. Likewise, waler sorplion, polymeri~ation bhrink- 
age, and thermal expansion are substantially reduced compared with unfilled 
acrylic; nevertheless, these values still exceed those of tooth structure. This difference 
contributes to expansion- and contraction-induced stresses at the resin-tooth inter- 
face, and these stresses must be reduced further to promote longer-term durability. 

Hardness is considerably greater for composites than for unfilled acrylic resins 
(I<noop hardness number [I<HN] of approximately 55 compared with 15 KIIN, 
respectively). The increase is associated with both the filler reinforcement and the 
cross-linked resin structure. In general, these composites are more resistant to 
abrasion than are unfilled acrylics. T-lowever, except for the microfilled categoly, 
they suffer from roughening of the surface as a result of the selective abrasion of 
the sofier resin matrix surrounding the harder filler particles. Composites that 
contain quartz or amorphous silica as fillers are radiolucent. A radiopacity approx- 
imately eq~ial to or greater than that of enamel is needed to provide sufficient con- 
trast to detect marginal gap formation and/or secondaiy caries on diagnostic 
~adiographic film. 
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Clinical Considerations of Traditional Composites 

A major clinical disadvantage of traditional composites is the rough surface that 
develops during abrasive wear of the soft resin matrix, thus exposing the more wear- 
resistant filler particles, which protrude from the surface, as illustrated in Figure 15-8. 
Finishing of the restoration produces a roughened surface, as does toothbrushing 
and masticato~y wear over time. These restorations also tend toward discoloration, 
undoubtedly caused in part by the susceptibility of the rough textured surface to 
retain stain. 

Fracture of the traditional composites is not a common problem even when they 
are used for stress-bearing restorations such as those in Class IV and Class 11 sites. 
1 lowever, the poor resistance of traditional composites to occlusal wear- has been a 
clinical problem. From this standpoint, they are inferior to materials specifically 
designated as "posterior composites," as is discussed in a subsequent section. 

Small-Particle-Filled Composites 

'To improve surface smoothness and retain or improve the physical and mechanical 
properties of traditional composites, inorganic fillers are ground to a size range of 
~ 0 . 5  to 3 ym, but with a fairly broad size range distribution, as shown in Figure 15-3. 
'This broad particle-size distribution facilitates a high filler loading, and small- 
particle-filled (SPF) composites generally contain more inorganic filler (80 to 
30 wt0/0 and 65 to 77 volO/o) than traditional composites. This is particularly true for 
those composites designed for posterior restorations. The high density of filler 

Fig. 15-9 lypical particles ol'a smdll-parliclc-l'illcd composilc. (Courtesy of E.A. C;l,~sspoole dnd 
R. Erickson.) 
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Fig. 15-10 Polished surface of a small-particle-filled composilc. (Courtesy of W.H. Douglas.) 

particles, compared with that of the matrix resin, is evident in the polished speci- 
men of the small-particle-filled hybrid composite shown in Figure 15-10 

Some SPF composites use amorphous silica as filler, but most incorporate glasses 
that contain heavy r n e ~ ~ l s  lo1 1,ldiopacity The matrix resin of these matelials is sini- 
ilar to that of tladitional and microfilled coil~posite materials ?'he piimary filler 
consists of silane-coated giound particles. Collolddl silica is usually ndded in 
aruounts of c~pproxi~nately 5 wt0h to adjust the viscosity of the paste for packing inio 
a cavity 

' I  his categoly of composite genelally exhibits superiol physical and mechanical 
properties With the irlcseased fillel content, thele is a11 in~proverne~lt in virtually all 
ot the relevant ploperties (see lhble 15-2) (:ompressive stlength and elastic modu- 
lus of S1'1 composites exceed those of both traditional and luicrofilled conlposites 
The tensile stiength of SPF composites is double that of the microfilled ~ndterials 
and 1.5 times greater than that of the traditiorlal co~nposites The coefficient of ther- 
mal expansion is less than that of othel composites, althougl-1 it is still approxi- 
mately twice lhat of tooth stiuctule. 'The use of srnall and highly packed filler 
imparts a surface smoothness approaching that of the microfilled resins. These 
superior properties result in greater wear resistance and some decrease in polymer- 
ization shrinkage. 

Those materials filled with heavy metal-containing glass are radiopaque. 
Radiopacity is an important property for materials used for restoration of posterior 
teeth to facilitate the diagnosis of secondary caries and other features. 
Unfortunately, the heavy metal glass fillers are softer and more prone to hydroly~e 
and leach in water than are amorphous silica and quartz. Over time they soften and 
become more prone to wear and deterioration, which reduces the long-term dura- 
bility of the restoration. 

Clinical Considerations of SPF Composites 

Because of their higher filler loading and, consequently, greater strength and other 
physical properties, SPF composites are indicated for high-stress and abrasion-prone 
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applications, such as in Class 1V sites. ' I  he particle sizes of some SPF coniposites 
make it possible to attain reasonably smooth suifaces fol ante~ioi applications, but 
they cannot form as smooth a polished surface as ~nicrofilled composites. 

Microfilled Composites 

I he problems of sulSace roughening and low translucency associated with tradi- 
tional and small-particle composites can be overcome througll the use of colloidal 
silica particles as the inorganic filler. 'l'he individual particles are approximately 0.04 
pm (40 nm) in size. This value is one-tenth of the wavelength of visible light and 
200 to 100 times smaller than the average particle in traditional composites. 'I'he 
concept of the microfilled composite entails the reinfolcenient of the resin by 
means of the filler; yet these composites exhibit a smooth surface, similar to that 
obtained with the unfilled direct-filling acrylic resins. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why is rt that although the Inorganic frller loadrng rn microfrlled compos~tes is subslan- 

tially lower than rn other composites, polymerirat~on shrinl<age IS not higher! 

These tiny colloidal silica particles tend to agglomerate. Agglomerates of colloidal 
silica filler can be seen in Figure 15-11. During mixing, some, but not all, of the 
agglomerates are broken up. Consequently, agglomerates account for the 0.04 to 
0 4 ym size range in Table 15-2. 

Ideally, thls colloidal silica filler would be added in large amounts directly to the 
resin matlix However, this 1s not easily done heca~lse of the large sulfate area that 
must be wetted by the mononlrl and especially because oS the fo~rnation of 
polyinel-like chains among the colloidal particles. I hese phenomena sig~~ificantly 
i~ic~ease the viscosily anci p~oduce undue th~clzenirrg, even with vely small additions 
of miciotillers Although several appronclles may he used to increase the filler load- 
ing, each colnprornises the ideali~ed concept of a Iio~nogeneous resin filled with dis- 
pe~sed colloidal s~lica One app~oach is to sinter the colloidal silica so tlldl pa~ticles 

Fig. 15-11 The pyrogenic silica used in 
microiilled composites has a very large total 
surface area because of its extremely small 
average particle size of -0.04 ym. These 
particles agglomerate and form long chains, 
as sccn in this transmission electron 
micrograph. Thc chains of silica particles act 
similarly to resin polymer chains and 
dram,itic.,~lly incrcdsr the viscosity of thc 
monorner, as clrsc rihetl in Ch,>ptrr 7. 
(Courtesy of K-J.M. Siiderholm.) 
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several tenths of a miclometer in s i ~ e  are obtained. This larger agglomerate ~esults 
in a I-educed sulface area, allowing inore filler to he incorporated before compro- 
mising the rheology of the material. Ilowever, the most common method for 
increasing filler loddiilg is to make new filler particles by gi-inding a prepolymeri~ed 
composite that is highly loaded with colloidal silica particles Particles of this highly 
microfilled material ale tllen incorporated into the ~es in  paste to produce a filling 
nlaterial with acceptable handling charactel-istics. 

The prepa~ation of the prepolyrnerized filler involves adding 60 to 70 wt% 
(about 50 vol%) of silane-treated colloidal silica to the monomer at a slightly ele- 
vated temperature to lower its viscosity. When the filler is thoroughly mixed into the 
resin, the composite paste is heat-cu~ed using BP initiator. 'lhe DC of the resin is 
very high, approximately 80% The cured composite is then grou~ld into particles of 
s i ~ e s  that may be larger than the quartz particles used in tladitiorlal composites. The 
prepolyme~ized particles are often called organzc j~llers, a term that is somewhat mis- 
leading because they contain a high percentage of inorganic filler. These "compos- 
ite particles," along with additional silane-treated colloidal silica, are then blended 
with monomer to form the composite paste. A diagram representing the preparation 
of the filler in microfilled resins of this type is shown in Figure 15-1 2. 

The final inorganic filler content may be only approximately 50 wtO/o, but if the 
composite particles are counted as filler particles, the filler content is closer to 80 
wt% (approximately 6 0  volO/o). This is an important consideration in understanding 
ce~tain properties of these materials, such as the volumetric shrinkage during poly- 
merization The composite particles do  not shrink when the composite is cured. 
Thus a microfilled composite, despite having a much lower volume fraction of inor- 
ganic filler than a traditional or small particle composite, will not shrink as much as 
expected based on the total resin volume A mnjo~  sllortcom~ng of these illatelials is 
that the honcl betwem the composite particles and the clinically cu~ed  rnatrix is rel- 
atively we'ik, fac~litating wcnl by 'I chipping mechan~srn (1 ig 15-11) Recause of thls 
deficiency, most microfilled composites ale not sui~able for usc as stless-bearing sur- 
faces, with some notzrble exceptions 

(-0.04 microns) Pulverize 

Resin filler particles 
(5-50 microns) 

Fig. 15-12 Preparation of resin filler particles for use in microfilled composites. The filler particles in a 
microiilled composite consist of pulverized "composi~e filler parti

c

les" dispersed in n cured resin 
matrix. Pyrogenic colloidal silica particles (-0.04 pm) arc incorporated into both the precured resin 
filler p~lrlicles ,~nd the curable monomu; but thrr prccuretl resin conhins a sul)st,ln~i,~lly highcr 
conccnlralion. (Modified frorn 1'. L~lml)rcchls: I3'1sic Propel-Lies ol' Dental Compositr\ and Thtllr 1mr)dc.t 
on Clinical Performance. Thesis, I<atholirlte University, Leuvcn, Belgium, 1983.) 
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Fig. 15-13 Fractured microfilled composite. The fraclure surface shows that the "organic filler" or 
"composite filler" particles have been pulled out, suggesting a weak bond bclwepn these particles and 
the surrounding matrix. (Courtesy of K-J.M. Siiderholm.) 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Whicl? properties of rni~rofi l led resins arc. geneially in/erior to those of o i l~er composite 

recrn materidls, ' ~ n d  what 'Ire the clrnir nl implrcations of these a'efioeiicies? What fent~rres 

oin~icrcjfi l led lesins m<~ke thern the material of cho~ccl for certC2in type5 of restorations) 

Whrch resloratioiis are prod~rccd idc,ally trom n~icrofrllrcl co~nposiles~ 

Properties of Microfilled Composites 

Microfilled colnposites have physical and rnechanicdl properties that are generally 
inferior to those of t~aditioiial colnposites (see Table 15-2). This is to be expected, 
bec'luse 40 to 80 volO/o of the restorative mate~ial is made up of resin. The larger 
amount of resin compared with inorganic filler results in gieater water sorption, a 
higher coefficient of thermal expansion, and decreased elastic modulus. In addition, 
the weak bond of the prepolymerized particles to the clinically cured resin matrix 
results in decreased tensile strength similar to that of composites with nonsilanised 
filler particles. Nevertheless, microfilled composites remain remarkably wear- 
resistant for several years, with rates of wear comparable with those of the highly 
filler-loaded composites designed for the occlusal surfaces of posterior ~estorations. 
However, in the longer term, if microfilled composites are placed in wear-prone 
areas, they eventually begin to break down and wear at a rate too fast for acceptable 
clinical performance. If placed in areas of proximal contact, anterior tooth "drifting" 
may occur. The wear process has been related to fracture propagation around the 
poorly bonded "organic" filler particles (Fig. 15-13). 

Compared with unfilled acrylic resins, microfilled composites have significantly 
improved properties, and they provide the smoothest surface finish available among 
aesthetic cornposite restorations. 'nlus they are often preferred for restoring teeth 
with carious lesions in smooth surfaces (Classes 111 alld V). 'l'he inorganic filler par- 
ticles are smaller than the abrasive particles used for finishing the restoration. Thus 
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the silica filler is removed along with the resin in which it is embedded, leaving a 
very smooth, polished surface that is retained for the life of the restol-ation. 

Clinical Considerations of Microfilled Composites 

For most applications, the decreased physical properties do not create problems. 
However, in stress-bearing situations, such as Class 11 and Class IV sites, the potential 
for fraclure is greater. 'lhe occasio~lal chipping that has been observed at the margins 
of restoratio~ls has been attributed to debondirlg of the prepolynlerized composite 
filler. Diarnorld burs, rather than fluted t~~~lngsten-carbide burs, are recomrnelldecl for 
trimming microfilled composites to rninirnize the risk for chipping. Nonetheless, 
microfilled composites are widely used today. Because of their smooth sulfare, they 
have become the resin of choice for aesthetic restoration of anterior teeth, particu- 
larly in non-stress-bearing situations and for restoring subgingival areas. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Whdt advantages are conferred by combining filler part~cles of  two or more size ranges? 
What dre the clrnrcal consequences of thrs filler combinatmn? 

Hybrid Composites 

This category of composite materials was developed in an effort to obtain even bet- 
ter surface smoothness than that provided by the small-particlc composites, while 
still rnaintaillillg the desirable properties of the latter. rille hybrid composiles are 
viewed by sorne as having surface smoothness and aesthelic characteristics thal are 
competitive with these properties for microfilled co~nposites usecl in anterior 
restorative applications. 

As the name  implies, hybrid composites co~llain two Izinds of filler paiticles. 
Most modern hybrid fillers consist of colloidal silica and ground pa~ticles of glasses 
cont,~ining heavy melals, constiluting a filler content of approximately 75 lo 80 wo/o 

(see 'ralahle I-I). 'l'he glasses have an average particle size of about 0.4 to 1.0 pm, 
with a ~ r e ~ l d  to steadily reduce this size range as improvements are ~natle. 111 ;I rypi- 
cal size distribution, 75[% of the ground particles are smaller than 1.0 y rn. (hlloidal 
silica represents 10 to 20 wtoh of the total filler contenl. In this case, the ~nicrofillers 
also contribute significantly to the properties. 7 h e  s~llaller filler particle size, as well 
as the greater amount of ~nicrofillers, increase the surface area. Thus the overall filler 
loading is not as high as it is for sorne of the SPF composites. A polished surface is 
shown in Figure 15-14, The smaller filler particle size is evident compared with that 
for the traditional and SPI: composites. 

Physical and mechanical properties for these systems generally range between those 
of the traditional and SPI: composites. IIowever, as can be seen in Table 15-2, 
these properties are generally superior to those of the microfilled composites. Because 
the filler particles contain heavy metal atoms, they have a radiopacity sufficient for 
radiographic detection of secondary caries and various other diagnostic tasks. 

Clinical Considerations of Hybrid Composites 

Because of theil surface srllootlllless and reasonably good strength, these compos- 
ites are widely used for anterior restorations, including Class IV sites (Figures 15-15 
and 15-1 6). Although the mechanical properties of hybrid composites generally are 
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somewhat inferior to those of SPF composites, the hyl>rid composites are widely 
employed for stress-bearing, posterior restorations. Because there are few practical 
differences between hybrid and SPl: composites, these two terms are often used 
interchangeably to describe the two materials. From a clinical standpoint, this 
confi~sion in terminology is not significant. 

Fig. 15-14 Poli~hed surface o i  J hybrid compositr. (Courtesy oC R.IL. Ericltson.) 

Fig. 15-15 1 ly l~r i t l  composites have 
s~lliicient strength to restore fractured 
incisal edges. See also color plate. 
(Courtesy of Dr. William Rose.) 

Fig. 15-1 6 Class IV restoration made 
wilh a hybrid composite. See also color 
plate. (Courlesy of Dr. William Rose.) 
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Fig. 15-1 7 Difficult act css atid poc)~. 
mariipulalion usu,tlly rcsults in open 
contacts (or ('l,~ss II composilc restomlions 
(proximal suriace of scconcl prcrnolar 
tooth). This tleticier~cy m,lltcs (he tool t~ 
susceptil>lc lo  food irnl),lction ,~nd ging~vnl 
trauma. See also color ~) l ,~ lc.  

Flowable Composites 

A modification of the SPF and hybrid composites results in the so-called flowable 
composites. These resins have a reduced filler level so as to provide a consistency 
that enables the material to flow readily, spread uniformly, and intimately adapt to 
a cavity form to produce a desired dental anatomy. The reduced filler makes them 
more susceptible to wear, but improves the clinician's ability to form a well-adapted 
cavity base or liner, especially in Class 11 posterior preparations and other situations 
in which access is difficult. Because of their greater ease of adaptation and greater 
flexibility as a cured material, flowable composites are useful in Class I restorations 
in gingival areas. Shown in Figure 15-1 7 is a poo~ly made Clnss 11 t oniposite indi- 
cated by pool '~natorllical for111 in thc proximdl area of the second prernolL1r tooth 
Note ,llso the missing ~estoration in the first plernolar tooth 

Anothe~ applic'ltion is in minimal Class 1 restorations to prevent cd~ies, when 
used in a mannel sirnildl to the usc of fissure sealants Flowable composites are also 
indicated foi '~pplications in whrch there is poor .lccessibllity and little or no expo- 
suie to wear arid for applications in which excelleilt adaptation is needed The prop- 
eltles and clinical uses of flowable composite mnte~ials are similar to (hose of the 
so-called compomers, which are hybrids belween resin co~npositcs and glass 
ionomer materials (see Chaptel 16) 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Compared w ~ t h  amalgam, what d~sadvantages are associated w ~ t h  the use of res~n com- 

posites as aesthet~c posterlor resins? 

COMPOSITES FOR POSTERIOR RESTORATIONS 
Direct Posterior Composites 

Amalgam has long been the direct filling material of choice for restoration of pos- 
terior teeth. Its attributes are ease of placement, good mechanical properties, excel- 
lent wear resistance, and the unique characteristic of being "self-sealing" (i.e, 
reducing leakage within marginal gaps as the restoration ages). IIowever, the 
increasing demand for aesthetic dentistry and the concern of some individuals 
regarding the potential toxicity of mercury has resulted in an increased inteiest and 
frequency in use of composites for Cl,lss 1 and Class I1 (I<@. 15-18, 15-1 9, 15-20) 
restorations. 
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Fig. 15-18 Composite allows 
conscrvalive tool11 ~jrep~r;ltion in Ihe 
l~osterior .rreJ of a sccond prclrnolar tooth 
See ~ l s o  color plat?. 

Fig. 15-19 Use of a segrncntal matrix 
hand is best for restoring proximal 
contacts with composite. Sec also color 
plale. 

Fig. 15-20 Class ll con~l~osi te ~rcstoration 
in0 in 5c.c-ond r)rer~lol,~r toolh). See also 
color pl'itc. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

What are the main adv'mtages and drawbac/<s of fibrous and/or iextured frller part~cles that 

tend fo ~nterlock and resrst flow? 

Packable Composites 
Except for the flowable composites, materials in each of the composite categoi-ies in 
Tables 15-1 and 15-2 have been used for posterior restorations. Compared with 
amalgam, the technique of composite placement is far more time-consuming and 
demanding Iiecausc of the highly plastic, pastelike consistency in the prccured 
state, composites cannot be packed vcltically into a cavity in such a way thnl the 
material flows laterally as well as vertically to ensure intimate contact with the cavity 
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walls. In particular, in the restoration of a tooth in which a proximal contact with 
the adjacent tooth is required, tlie paste consistency of most composites dictates 
that a matrix band he ca~efully contou~ed and wedged to obtain an acceptable prox- 
imal contact These are tedious, tirne-consuming procedures and can produce vari- 
able lesults without a high level of slzill. (A textbook on  ope~ative dentistry should 
be consulted for detailed information on this subject.) Such composites ale some- 
what analogous in their handling cha~acte~istics to amalgams made from spherical 
particles. A solution to this problem is oolfeled by resin cornposites with filler chal- 
acteristics that increase the strength and stiff~~ess of the uncured material and that 
provide a consistency similar to that o l  lathe-cut amalgams. 

The so-called packable arld condensable composites form two special categories 
of hybrid composites. lhese materials wele irlt~oduced in the late 1990s to provide 
~ e s i n  composites that enable cli~licians to apply techniques similar to those ~lsed for 
amalgam restorations. The packable/condensable characteristics derive from inclu- 
sion of elongated, fibrous, filler particles of about 100 ym in length, and/or textured 
surfaces that tend to interlock and resist flow. This causes the uncured resin to be 
stiff and resistant to slumping, yet moldable under the force of amalgam-condensing 
instnlments ("pluggers"). Rough surfaces and blends of fibrous and particulate 
fillers produce a packable consistency and enable other properties to be optimized 
for clinical performance. Although this is a useful approach, many of the limitations 
of resin composites prevail, and approximately twice the time required for amalgam 
placement is still required. At the present time these materials have not demon- 
strated any advantageous propelties or characteristics over the hybrid resins, other 
than being somewhat similar to amalgam in their placement technique. Despite 
manufacturers' claims to the contrary, packable composites have not yet proven to 
be an answer to the general need f o ~  highly wear-resistant, easily placeahle posterio~ 
resins with low curing shrinkage and '1 depth ool cule greatei than 2 m m  A clnssifi- 
catloll oS conipositcs by use is given In Tablc 15-1 

Marginal Leakage 

When the gingival margins of the cavity prep'u-ation are located in dentin, cernen- 
turn, or bolh, and the resin is firmly anchored to the etched enamel at the other 
mal-gins, the material tends to p~lll away from the gingival margins dulirlg curing 
because of polymerization shrinkage. 'lhis leads to fc>rn~ation of a gap at that inter- 
face. Subsequently, the risk for marginal lealzage and its ensuing problems of mar- 
ginal staining and secondary caries, is enhanced. Undoubtedly, this is one of the 
greatest problems of composites used for Class I1 and Class V restorations. Every 
measure must be taken to maintain the integrity of the dentin-resin or cementum- 
resin interfaces. The role of dentin-bonding agents in this regard is discussed in 
Chapter 14. 

Radiopacity 

Resins are inherently radiolucent. However, leaking margins, secondary caries, poor 
proximal contacts, wear of proximal surfaces, and other problems cannot be detected 
unless adequate radiographic contrast can be achieved. Thus radiopacity is an espe- 
cially important property for any posterior restorative material. Radiopacity is 
imparted by certain glass filler particles containing heavy metal atorns Although not 
all conlposite resins are radiopaque, most demonstrate sufficient radiopacity so this 
seldorn poses a problem. It is interesting to note that some of the flowable compos- 
ites are still raciiolucent and the cornmon practice of using them for access to 
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proximal boxes necessitates caution. For optimum diagnostic contrast, the restora- 
tion should have a radiopacity approximately equal lo that of enamel, which is about 
twice that of dentin. A wide range of radiopacity values have been consideled to be 
adequate, but exceeding the radiopacity of enamel by a laige degree will have the 
effect of obscuring radiolucent areas caused by gap Sormation or seco~ldaly caries. 

Wear 
In addition to polymeri~ation shrinkage, another Srequent clinical problem has 
been occlusal wear (see Fig. 15-21). Tlie mechanism of occlusdl wear is a cornplex 
problem that has been the subject of much research. Ilnfoitunately, before clinical 
usage, abrasio~i and wear resist'i~lce can be ~neasul-ed orlly by a laboratory test that 
simulates simplified environmenlal conditions. As yet, no test method has been 
agreed upon as a valid predictor of clinical performance. Although several labora- 
tory test methods are useful to guide research and development efforts, controlled 
clinical evaluations are the only ~eliable means of evaluating the durability and use- 
ful lifetime of restorative materials. IIowever, based on such studies, the best com- 
posites designed for posterior restorations still wear more than natural enamel 
under identical conditions. Although wear rate differences of 10 to 20 pm/yr may 
seem small, posterior composites still wear 0.1 to 0.2 mm more than the enamel 
over 10 yr. Because of these wear rates and the potential implications of wear on 
occlusion, it is still important to select with caution the clinical cases to be treated 
with posterior composites. 

Germane to this critical property of posterior composites is the nature of wear 
mechanics. Two principal mechanisms of composite wear have bcen proposed. One 
mode, two-body weal-, is based on direct contact of the ~estoration with an oppos- 
ing cusp or with adjacent proximal surfaces so that high stresses develop in the sinall 

Fig. 15-21 Scanning electron micrograph of a 9-yr-old small-particle-iillecl coniposire, illustrating 
generalized, three-body wear. (Courtesy of K.L. Erickson.) 
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area of contact The wear process in this region are  elated to the higher fo~ce levels 
exerted by the opposing cusp ol forces transferred to proximal surfaces 

Loss of material in noncontacting areas is most p~obahly caused by contact with 
a food bolus as it is forced across the occlusal surface. I'his type of th~ee-body weal 
is probably controlled 111 a complex way by a number of composite properties, such 
as toughness, porosity, stability of the silane coupling agent, deg~ee of monomer 
convc~sion, fillel loading, and the size and type of filler particles Variations ainong 
patients, such as diffe~ences in chewing habits, force levels, and variations in oral 
enviroii~nents also play a significant role In the weal process A typical wear pattern 
for a composite is shown in I'igure 15-15 for a 9-yr-old, chemically activated, SPF 
composite restoration. Although the loss of material shown in this figure is more 
severe than for curlent iesto~ative materials, it illustrates the weal phenomenon. 
Notice the smoothel anatomical contours and the exposed cavity walls where the 
composite has been worn away by abrasion. 

Clinically, the loss of material caused by direct wear in areas of tooth-to-tooth 
contact appears to be greater than that associated with abrasion by food in non- 
contacting areas. Composites in which the filler pa~ticles are small, high in concen- 
tration, and well bonded to the matrix are the most resistant to wear. Lalge 
restorations tend to wear more than do smaller ones, as do restorations in molars 
compared with those in premolars The major indications for composites for Class 
I1 restorations place emphasis on the demand for aesthetics. A conservative prepa- 
ration is preferred so that the tooth, rather than the composite, absorbs more of the 
stress. The dentist must also be familiar with the rigorous placement procedures that 
are essential to success, as described in textbooks on operative dentist~y. 

However, there are obvious contrai~ldications A composite Class 11 restoration is 
doomed to failure in the mouth of ,I patient who bruxes because of the greater 
potential for weal-. Use of posterior composites in a c;lries-'~ctive mouth is ques- 
tionable, because the culrent materials ]lave> n o  cap,~bility ~o plovidc an anticario- 
genic effect or to lesist leakagc If composites arc ust,d f o ~  such s~tu,ltions, tlre 
application 01 a hydrophilic sealing resin along the margins may be beneficial. 
Nonetheless, with the greater dernnnds on aesthetics and thc irnp~oved composite 
formulations, the use of these malerials in stress-beanng situations will continue to 
increase. In response, academic and industry research c,~n be expected to continue 
to improve the clinical du~ability of corllposite rnatcl~als 

Selection Criteria 

Not all patients should be considered as candidates for these posterior restorations. 
The primary indication for using direct posterior composites in place of amalgam is 
aesthetics. Llnless the patient's aesthetic demands are high, there are minimal 
advantages to using resin restorations in posterior regions. Often, the disadvantages 
coupled with the difficulty in manipulation far outweigh the benefits. Other indi- 
cations might include the need for conservative preparations along with conserva- 
tion of tooth structure. Because composite restorations do not depend on 
mechanical undercuts for retention, the concepts of resistance form and retention 
form do not really apply to resin preparations. Ilowever, because of their inferior 
physical properties, composites should not be used for cuspal coverage or for large 
restorations exceeding one-third the buccolingual width of the tooth. If possible, 
occlusal load should always be borne by sound tooth structure and never by resin. 
Because wear is also an issue, posterior composites s l ~ o ~ ~ l d  not be placed in patients 
experiencing parafunctional habits. Another lesser indication is the use of compos- 
ites to minimize thermal conduction. Because amalgam is metallic, it tends to 
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conduct heat more rapidly, leading to tooth sensitivity and pain. Placement of com- 
posites, which are good thermal insulators, often reduces this occurrence. 

lndirect Posterior Composites 

The pioblem of wear in posteriol lesin applications has been co~lside~ably retfuced 
by ongoing advances in composite technology, but difficulties st111 exist in high- 
stress situat~ons, which are ielated to inhelent p~oblerns with both mechanical and 
chemical degradation of colnposites I-iowever, polymeri~ation slir~nlzage, technique 
sensitivity, and difficulty in obtaini~lg a predictable, reliable bond to dentin or 
cementum margins ale probably Inole important These deficiencies raise a major 
concern legarcilng the potential leakage associated with Class I1 ~esto~ations 

Indirect composites for fabrication of onlays ale polymerized outside the o ~ a l  
environment and luted to the tooth with a compatible resln cement lndlrect corn- 
posite inlays or onlays reduce wear and leakage and overcome some of the limita- 
tions of resin composites Several different approaches to resin inlay construction 
have been proposed. These include (1) the use of both direct and indirect fabrica- 
tion methods; (2) the application of light, heat, pressure, or a combination of these 
curing systems; and ( 3 )  the combined use of hybrid and microfilled composites. 

The fabrication process for direct composite inlays first requires the application 
of a separating medium (agar solution oi glycerin) to the prepared tooth The 
lestorative resin pattern is then formed, light-cured, and removed from the prepara- 
tion. The rough inlay is then exposed to additional light for approximately 4 to 6 
min or heat-activated at approximately 100" C for 7 min, after which the plepara- 
tion is etched, the inlay is cemented into place with a dual-cure resin, and it is then 
polished 

Composite systems are also available as indirect PI-oducts lndilect inlay resins 
~ e q ~ ~ i ~ e  an implession and a dental labo~atoiy ~echnician to fab11c;ltr the inlny In 
addition to conventional light and heat cruing, laborato~y processing may employ 
heat (140" C )  and pieswrr (0 6 MPa for 10 min) The potential advantage of these 
matelials is that a somewhat highel degree of polyme~lzation is attained, which 
imploves physical plopelties and lesistance to weal The polymerization sh~inkage 
does not occur in the p~eparecl teeth, so induced stlesses and bond f'~ilures ale 
reduced, which  educes the potential for leakage k~~rtheimore, these resins ale 
repailable 111 the inouth and they ale not as abrasive LO opposing toot11 stlucture as 
celanlic inlays 

Although laboratory studies support some of these expcclations, long term clini- 
cal studies are needed to verify the longevity of these restorations in the oral envi- 
ronment. In addition, the techn~que sensitivity of these systems remains high, and 
their appropriateness as a substitute for amalgam or cast restorations in all posterior 
applications needs additional investigation, even though the aesthetics are appealing. 

USE OF COMPOSITES FOR RESIN VENEERS 

Originally, resin-veneering materials were heat-polymerized poly(methy1 methacly- 
late), which were improved subsequently by the addition of fillers and cross-linking 
agents. Microfilled materials, which use bis-GMA, CIDMA, or 4,8-di(methacry1oxy 
methy1ene)-tricyclodecane as resin matrices, have created renewed interest in 
resin-veneered metal restorations. These resins are polymerized by using visible 
light in the violet-blue range or by a combination of heat and pressure. In general, 
the new nlicrofilled resins have physical properties superior to those of the original 
u~lfilled resin. 
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The first resin veneers were mechanically bonded to metal substrates using wire 
loops or retention beads. Recent improvements in bonding mechanisms have 
included micromechanical retention created by acid etching the base metal alloy 
and the use of chemical bonding systems such as 4-META, phospholylated 
methacrylate, epoxy resin, or silicon dioxide that is flame-sprayed to the metal sur- 
face followed by the application of a silane coupling agent (Silicoating'"). 

I'rosthetic resin-veneering materials have several advantages and disadvantages 
compared with ceramics. The advantages include ease of fabrication, predictable 
intraoral repairability, and less wear of opposing teeth or restorations. The draw- 
baclzs include low proportional limit and pronounced plastic deformation that con- 
tributes to distortion on occlusal loading. l'herefore the resin should be protected 
with metal ocdusal surfaces whenever feasible. Leakage of oral fluids and staining 
below the veneers, particularly those attached mechanically, are caused by dimen- 
sional changes from water sorption, heating, and cooling. Surface staining and 
intrinsic discoloration tend to occur with these resins. 

Resins are also susceptible to wear during tooth brushing. Thus it is necessary to 
instruct the patient on proper cleaning procedures using a soft toothbrush and 
mild abrasive toothpastes. Resin-veneered metal restorations are not suitable for 
use as removable partial denture abutment retainers where the clasp arm engages 
an undercut on the veneered surface because the resin is not as wear-resistant as 
porcelain. 

Resin composites can also be used as a conservative alternative to conventional 
prosthodontic restorations, such as veneers for masking tooth discoloration or mal- 
formation. The resins are used as preformed laminate veneers, in which resin shells 
are adjusted by grinding and the contou~ed f'icing is bonded to tooth structure using 
the acid-etching technique with either chemically activated, visible light-activated, 
or dual-cure luting resin cements Resins used to cement indirect restorations, 
veneers, and prosthetic devices are similar to flowable restorative resins, but are 
adjusted to match the needs of luting applications. 'lhis type of resin material is dis- 
cussed further in Chapter 16. 

FINISHING OF COMPOSITES 

Optimum finishing and polishing of composite resins is avery important step in the 
completion of the restoration. Residual surface roughness can encourage bacterial 
growth, which can lead to a myriad of problems including secondary caries, gingi- 
val inflammation, and surface staining. Several methods for the finishing and pol- 
ishing of composite resins have been advocated. The best possible finish is 
produced by not polishing the surface at all, at least for surfaces that have polymer- 
ized next to a matrix strip. The smoothest surface on a restoration can be obtained 
by curing the composite against a smooth matrix strip. This minimizes porosities as 
well as the oxygen-inhibited layer. However, it is often difficult to achieve proper 
contours and margin adaptation without some amount of finishing because the 
plastic strip is often difficult to adapt to the different convex and concave surfaces 
of the tooth. As such, different finishing and polishing systems are being marketed 
to achieve the best possible surface. 

Research has been conducted to examine the effect of three significant factors on 
the finish and polish of a composite restoration: (1) environment, (2) delayed ver- 
sus immediate finish, and (3) the type of material. The term finishing usually refers 
to the process of adapting the restorative material to the tooth (e.g., removing over- 
hangs and shaping occlusal surfaces), whereas polishing refers to removing surface 
irregularities to achieve the smoothest possible surface. 
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'The first factor, environment, refers to whether the process of finishing and pol- 
ishing should be performed in a wet or dry field in the mouth. Some advocates say 
that finishing in a d ~ y  field with the finishing equiplnent mounted on a slow-speed 
handpiece allows for better visualization of the restoration margins. 1 Iowever, stud- 
ies have shown that a d ~ y  polishing technique results in an increase in marginal 
leakage, possibly because of heat production that disturbs the marginal sealing abil- 
ity of the adhesive resins. Other studies have shown that stiuctui-a1 and chemical 
changes occur on the surface of restorations as a result of a dry environment. 
However, other research has confirmed that the dry polish technique has no effect 
on the hardness or surface structure. As with many dental procedures, grinding and 
finishing procedures are best accomplished in mocleration. The clinician should fin- 
ish the restoration in an environment in which the margins are clearly discernible 
and where minimal heat is generated. Excessive heat results in smearing of the sur- 
face and depolymerization. Water cooling during grinding and finishing should 
ensure standard surface quality. 

The elapsed time between curing of the composite and finishing and polishing 
may also have an effect on the type of surface characteristics and resistance to leak- 
age. Some advocate delaying the finishing of composite restorations for up to 24 hr 
because polymerization is incomplete at placement, although composite manufac- 
turers recommend that finishing be accomplished shortly after placement. Studies 
have shown that delayed finishing can actually increase marginal leakage and has 
no effect on surface characteristics compared with immediate finishing. Also, 
delayed finishing has a minimal effect on hardness. Thus for all practical purposes, 
almost all composite restorations should be finished and polished shortly after 
pldcernent, during the same appointment, although the finishing should be delayed 
for approximately 15 mill after curing. 

Seve~al systems can he used to finish and polish composite restorations. Use of a 
scalpel blade or any thin, sharp-edged instrument to remove flash on the proximal 
areas is recommended. Howeve

r

, this is a veiy risky procedure, especially if the trim- 
ming procedure involves sheai-ing in ,I directiori away from the gingival ma~gin. 'This 
call lead to locali~ed debonding and leakage. 'l'rimming forces should be applied 
either parallel to the margin or toward the gingival tissue. Coarse to ultrafine alu- 
minum oxide discs can be applied to areas with difficult access around the proxi~nal 
surfaces or in embrasures (see Chapter 13). 'l'ungsten carbide burs or fine diamond 
tips can be used to adjust occlusal surfaces and blend the composite to the surfaces 
of the teeth. Several studies in the literatlire have rated many of these systems as to 
their effect on surface smoothness and microleakage. Currently, aluminum oxide 
discs produce the best surface and induce minimal trauma. Other systems include 
resin-finishing devices with use of fine and extra fine polishing pastes, silicone- 
based systems, and silicon carbide-impregnated polishing brushes and points. 
Although high stresses may be associated with surface grinding and polishing, a 
recent study has shown that microleakage is not significantly affected by the type of 
polishing system used. Perhaps the most important step in finishing and polishing 
is the application of a bonding agent or a surface sealer. It has been widely docu- 
mented that the finishing (and possibly polishing) process is detrimental to com- 
posite surfaces, in that it introduces microcracks and removes the most highly 
polymerized area of the restoration. Application of a surface sealer or a low-viscosity 
resin with little or no filler ensures that surface porosities are filled and microcracks 
are sealed. Studies have shown that this "I-ebonding" technique significantly 
decreases microleakage by improving the marginal seal of restorations. 

Additional information on the finishing and polishing of restorative materials is 
piesented in Chapter 13. 
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BlOCOMPATlBlLlTY OF COMPOSITES 
C:oncer~ls about the biocompatibility of restorative materials usually relate to the 
effects on the pulp from two aspects: (1) the inherent chemical toxicity of the mate- 
rial and (2) the marginal leakage of oral fluids. 

'I'he chemical insult to the pulp from composites is possible if components leach 
out o~ diff~~se from the material and subsequently I-each the pulp. Adequately poly- 
merized composites are relatively biocompatible because they exhibit sninirnal solu- 
bility, and un~eacted species are leached in very small quantities. From a toxicological 
point of view, these amounts should he too small to cause toxic reactions. However, 
from an immunological point of view, under extremely ml-e conditions, some 
patients and dental personnel can develop an allergic response to these materials. 

Inadecluately cured composite materials at the floor of a cavity can serve as a 
reservoir of diffusible components that can induce long-term pulp inflammation. 
'l3lis situation is of particular concern for light-activated materials. If a clinician 
attempts to polymerize too thick a layer of resin or if the exposure time to the light 
is inadequate (as discussed previously), the uncured or poorly cured material can 
release leachable constituents adjacent to the pulp. 

The second biological concern is associated with shrinkage of the composite dur- 
ing polymerization and the subsequent marginal leakage. The marginal leakage 
might allow bacterial ingrowth, and these microorganisms may cause secondaly 
caries or pulp reactions. 'I'herefore the restorative procedure must be designed to 
minimize polymerization shrinkage and marginal leakage, as described earlier in 
this chapter. A comprehensive review of biocompatibility is presented in Chapter 8.  

Bisphenol A (RPA), a precursor of bis-CMA has been shown to be a xmoestro- 
gen, or a synthetic cornpou~ld found in the environment that mimics the effects of 
estrogen by having an affinity for estrogen receptors. BPA and other endocrine- 
disrupting che~nicals (EDCs) have been shown to cause reproductive anomalies, espe- 
cially in the developmenlal stages of fetal wildlife. Although the effects on humans ale 
still unclear, testicular cancer, decreased sperrn counl, and hypospadias (displacement 
of the urethral meat~is) have been seen as the result o l  exposule to bDCs. 

BPA has recently also been shown to exhibit antiandrogenic activities, which may 
prove to be detrimental in organ development. Studies have shown that the estro- 
genicity or ~es in  compounds auc luainly associ,~ted with l%l'A and RPA dirnethacry- 
late (RI'A-DM), whish are monomers found in the base paste of some denla1 
sealants. In vitro reports have confirmed that BPA and BPA-IIM applied to cancer 
cells significantly increase cell proliferation and DNA synthesis, similar to the effecl 
of estrogen. In vivo studies with mammals have revealed numerous effects such as 
delayed and sustained hyperprolactinemia changes in estrogen receptors in the 
hypothalamus and pituitary glands. 

Controversy surrounds this issue because it is unclear how much BPA or BPA-DM 
is released to the oral cavity and what dosage is enough to affect human health. 
A clinical study (Olea et al, 1996) revealed that BPA was collected in saliva after 1 hr 
of sealant placement, leading the authors to conclude that sealant application led to 
xenoestrogen exposure in children. This led to a deluge of follow-up examinations 
to determine the validity of the results. More recent studies have shown that BPA- 
DM should be restricted for use in resin-based composites because of its very potent 
estrogenic effect and because of high levels found in the body; however, the effect of 
BPA is negligible. 1:urther research should be conducted in vivo to show the chemi- 
cal activity of these compounds and their effects on human development. 

Additional information on the biocompatibility of restorative materials is pre- 
sented in Chapter 8.  
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REPAIR OF COMPOSITES 

Composites may be repaired by placing new ~nate~idl over the old composite I his 
is a useful procedure for co~recting defects or altering contours on existing restora- 
tions. The procedures for adding new material differ, depending on whether the 
restoration is freshly polymerized or whether it is an older restoration. 

When n ~estolation has just been placed and polyrneri~ed, it may still have an 
oxygrn-inhibited layer of resin on the surface Additions of new composite can be 
made directly to this layer because this I epresents, in essence, an excellent bonding 
subst~ate t.,ven after the restoration has been polished, a defect can still be ~ e p a i ~ e d  
by adding mole mate~ial A iesto~ation that has just been cured and polished may 
still have mole t h a ~ ~  50% of unreacted methacrylate groups to copolymeri~e with 
the newly added material. 

As the restoration ages, fewer and fewel unreacted methacrylate groups remain, 
and greater cross-linking reduces the ability of fresh monomer to penetrate into the 
matrix. The strength of the bond between the o~iginal material and the new resin 
decreases in direct proportion to the time that has elapsed between polymerization 
and addition of the new resin. 111 addition, polished surfaces expose filler surfaces 
that are free from silane. Thus the filler surface area does not chemically bond to the 
new composite layer Under the most ideal condition, that is, the addition of a 
silanate bonding agent to the surface before the addition of new composite, the 
strength of repaired composite is less than half the strength of the original material 
(Fig. 15-22). 

SURVIVAL PROBABILITY O F  COMPOSITES 

'The clinical performance of dental restorations is best judged on the basis of long- 
term clinical trials, preferably those based on randomized, corltrollcd experimental 
designs. Very few studies of this type exist in the dental literature. However, a I-ecent 
evidence-based review of the longevily of amalgam and composite restorations was 
based on a critical review of clinical data over 10 yr (Chadwiclz et al, 2001). 'The 
su~vival probability fbi- restorations in permanent teeth is shown in Figure 15-23, 
Note that the most consistent survival levels are exhibited by amalgam restorations. 
'rhe variability among studies is much larger for the composite restorations com- 
pared with amalgam reslorations. The ~ompar~ttive survival probabilities for arnal- 
garn versus composite restorations in permanent leetli at 3,  4, 5, and 7 yr are 
summarized in 'lable 15-3. Similar comparative data for reslorations in primary 
teeth after 3 yr and 4 yr are also listed in this table. 'l'he survival rate overall for com- 
posites in permanent teeth after 7 yr was 67.4% compared with 34.5% for amalgam 

Fig. 15-22 The ~ n f l u e n ~ e  of the method 
of colnposllc repalr on strength Flexural 
strength after storage In d~stl l lcd water al  
37" C for 3 and 6 months A, Orlglnal, ,-- 

A 

unbroken samples serving as a con~rol. 6, 
- 

Repair without first acicl-etching. C, Repair 
after acid-etching and thc application of 
an unfilled resin. D, Repair after 2 

3 ' SO: 
~oluene/silane treatment to soften  he 
broken surfaces and make them more 
receptive to n r w  monomer. (From K-JM 
Siitlerholm: Scand J Denl Rcs 94:364-369, 
1980.) 

' i 

17] 3 months 

6 months 

m7- 

Group 
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- Chadwick et al. (2001) 

216 405 460 765 81 1 854 858 864 
212 269 396 414 460 501 765 801 854 

Study number 

Fig. 15-23 10-yr survival probability of posterior composite and amalgam restorations. (Courtesy o i  
K.J. Anusavice.) 

restolalions. More than 90% of amalgam ~eslorations in permanent teeth survived 
lorlgel than 9 yr. In compa~ison, only 64% of glass iorlolnel resto~atio~ls sul- 
vived alter 5 yl Only 41 % of Class V composites placed with dentin bonding agents 
survived lollgel than 5 y ~ .  Chadwick et a1 (2001) concluded that the Class II glass 
~onornel-/composite reslorations shoulcl be avoided bec;luse of a high pelcentage of 
failures at the gingival malgin o l  the proximal box. 

Comparison of Survival 1"obabilities (%) for Various Types of Itestsrations 
After 3, 4, 5, and 7 Yr 

3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 7 Yr 

Restoration Primary Permanent Primary Permanent Primary Permanent Primary Permanent 

type teeth teeth teeth teeth teeth teeth teeth teeth 

Amalgam 95.3 97.2 95.1 96.6 90.8 95.4 - 94.5 

Composite 82.4 90.0 67.2 85.6 - 78.2 - 67.4 

Glass 51.5 73.8 51.5 73.8 31.2 64.9 - - 

Ionomer 

DBA and - 83.7 - 47.7 - 41.5 - - 

Composite 

Ceramic or - 93.3 - 90 1 - 85 1 - 

Composite 
Inlay 

(Modified froill Ch,idw~ck t.t al, LOOl ) 
DHA, Dent~n  bond~ng agent 
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Fig. 15-24 Placement tlme for posterlor amalgam, composite, and ceramic and composite ~nlay 
restorat~ons (Courtesy of K J Anusavice I 

Comparison of Average Time (Min) Required for Initial (I)  and 
Replacement (R) Restorations 

Amalgam Composite Composite and ceramic inlay 

Restoration type I R I R I R 

Class 1 11 I 1  I5 16 3 4 34 

MOD 19 19 2 9 31 4 5 45 

(Ac1'1plcd fi-on1 Ch,ldwirli c t  al, 2001 .) 
I, Init ial I-cstoi- tion on; R, rt.pl,tccnicnl I-esto~ation; M O I ) ,  ~ncsio-orrluso-discal rcslomtion; C:KWI', rusp 
rep1accrnt.n~ wi th  pin(s). 

Although the pei lo~nld~~ce of posteriol co~nposites has greatly imploved durlng 
the pas1 decade lelalive lo amalgams, the placement time 1s significantly higher to1 
composites, as shown in l igure 15-24. The place~nent time of celamic and compos- 
ite inlays is significantly higher than for either amalgam or composite restorations. 
Obviously, the cost of the restorations for the patient is also proportionately higher 
for the inlay prostheses. In fact the relative cost per tooth per yr over a 5-yr period 
for amalgam, composite, and ceramic or composite inlay restorations is l x ,  1.62x, 
and 6.35x, respectively. The relative cost per tooth per yr of amalgam restolations is 
significantly less than that of composite after 10 yr ( l x  versus 3 . 3 6 ~ ,  respectively) 
A comparative analysis of the placement times is summarized in Table 15-4 for 
Class 1, Class I1 (2-surface), Class I1 (3-surface, mesial-occlusal-distal), and pin- 
retained cusp replacement restorations. 

In summary, it is clear that the clinical use of amalgam has continued in many 
countries because of its ease of use, relatively low cost, wear resistance, freedom 
from excessive shrinlzage during setting, and its high survival probabilities In spite 
or  the contlove~sies surrounding its use, amalgam continues to exhibit superior clin- 
ical characteristics compared with several of the currently available tooth-colo~ed 
restorative materials. 
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KEY TERMS 
Acid-base reaction-Chemical reaction between a compound with replaceable hydrogen 

ions (acid) and a substance with replaceable hydroxide ions (base) that yields water and a 
salt; for aqueous cements, the liquid is the acid and the powder is the base. 

Acidogenic-Capable of producing an acid. 
Anticariogenic-Capable of inhibiting or preventing dental caries. 
Atraumatic restorative treatment (ART)-Clinical procedure performed without dental burs, 

airlwater spray, or anesthesia that consists of manual excavation of carious tissue and 
restoration of the tooth cavity with a Type II fluoride-releasing cement. 

Base-Layer of insulating, sometimes medicated, cement, placed in the deep portion of the 
preparation to protect pulpal tissue from thermal and chemical injury. 

Cavity liner-Thin layer of cement, such as a calcium hydroxide suspension in an aqueous or 
resin carrier (after evaporation), used for protection of the pulp; certain glass ionomer 
cements that are used as an intermediate layer between tooth structure and composite 
restorative material are also considered liners. 

Cement-Substance that hardens to acl as a base, liner, filling malerial, or adhesive to bind 
devices and prostheses to tooth structure or to each other. 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Cermet-A glass ronomer cement that has been rc~nCorcerl wlth frller particles prepared Ily 
fus~ng sllver part~c Ics to glass 

Compomer-Kes~n bascd composltc mater~al contalnlng slllcate glass f~ l le r  part~cles 
and methacrylate and ac ~d rc  monomers as niatr~ccs, also known as po l y ,~c rd -~nod~ f~cd  
revi1-based co~npos~te, the term co~npomcl IS derlved from the words co~npos~te  and 
IonoIner 

Craze-Network of C~ne, ~nterconncctetl cracks formed w ~ t h ~ n  the surCace of aqueous I-lased 
cement as a result of rap~d dehydrat~on 

Demineralization-Loss of m~neral, iyplcally c,11c1um and phosphate lons, from tooth struc- 
ture causetl by exposure to organlc acids produced by oral nilc roorganlsms 

Dew point-Temperature at wh~c h moisture In air beglns to condense (e g , the temperature 
at whlch dew deposrts on a cooled glass mlxlng slab) 

Dual-cure-Perta~n~ng to setting of J. lnater~al VIJ two mech~n~sms, for glass lonomer 
cements, an acld-base reactlon and a chem~cal- or I~ght-activated polyrner~zatlon process, 
for resln cement, a chemical- and a I~ght-activated polymer~zatlon process 

Film thickness-Helght of the space between two surfaces that are separated by a cement 
(e g , the d~stance between the tooth surface and a cemented prosthes~s), a property of lut- 
Ing cements, th~s  dlmenslon IS measured after pressure IS appl~ed between two tlat surfaces 
that are separated by the cement layer 

Fluorapatite-Compound formed In the tooth enamel when a fluorrne ion replaces a hytlroxyl 
(OH) Ion In hydroxyapat~te 

Fluoride recharging-Phenomenon In wh~ch  glass lonomer cement absorbs fluor~de from a 
solutlon w ~ t h  a h ~ g h  fluor~de concentrat~on 

Flux-Substance that reduces the fus~ng temperature of m~nerals dur~ng the melt~ng of glass 
Glass-Hard, brlttle, amorphous noncrystalline niaterlal typ~cally made by fusing s~llcates 

w ~ t h  varlous types of m~neral ox~des 
Glass ionomer cement (GIG)-An aqueous-based matella1 that hartlens fol low~ng an acid- 

I)aw react~on between f l u o r o a l u n i ~ n o s ~ l ~ c ~  glass powtier and a polyacryllc acltl solutlon, 
also referred to as convenllor~al CIC 

intermediate restoration-Toolli C~ll~ng or prosthes~s thal IS placed for a l lm~tetl  pcrlod, from 
several days to months, anei 1s dcslgnetl to seal teeth and rna~nta~n thelr posltlon u n t ~ l  a 
long-ierm rcstoratlon 1s placed, also calletl a tc~mpor,lry resro~,it~on 

Luting agent-A v~scous matcrlal placed between tooth structure and a prosthcs~s that hard- 
ens th~ough (Iiemlcal reacllons to f~rmly attach the prosthesls to the tooth st~uclurc 

Maturation-Process of harden~ng a cemcnt lnatr~x thlough hytlratlon to ach~evc greater 
mechanical strength 

Metal-reinforced glass ionomer cement-A modlCled glass lonomer cement that Incorporates 
metal pat1clcs to Improve niechanlcal properties 

"Permanent" restoration-A long-last~ng replacement or restoratlon for mlsslng, damaged, or 
drscolored teeth Because of the tendency of any materlal to degrade or fracture over t~me, 
the term permanent does not s~gnlfy an unl~mlted Ilfe expectancy 

Remineralization-Process of restonng m~neral content In demlneral~zed tooth structure 
Resin cement-Flowable res~n-based composlte matcr~al used for attach~ng orthodont~c 

brackets and f~xed prostheses to tooth structure fol low~ng the appllcatlon of e~ther an 
enamel or dent~n-bond~ng agent to achleve bond~ng 

Resin-modified glass ionomer cement-Mod~f~ed glass lonomer cement that rncorporates 
polymerl~able monomer and a cross-l~nk~ng agent, t h~s  type of cement has a longer work- 
ing time and IS less sensrtlve to water contam~nat~on than convent~onal glass lonomer 
cement, also called hybrld Ionomer cement 

Restoration-Flll~ng mater~al or prosthes~s used to restore or replace a tooth, a portion of a 
tooth, multlple teeth, or other oral trssues 

Sandwich technique-Process of plac~ng glass lonomer cement as an ~ntermedlate layer 
between the tooth structure and a resin based compovte, thrs restoratlon cles~gn henef~ts 
C~om the adheslve quality and fluor~de releas~ng a b ~ l ~ t y  of glass lonomcr cement and the 
aesthet~c qual~ty and durab~l~ty of rcs~n-based composlte 
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Self-adhesive-Ab~l~ty of a material to adhere to tooth structu~e w~l l iout  the ,II~ oC a dcntln- 
I~ondlng  gent or enamel-bond~ng agent 

Setting time-The elapsed t ~ m e  from the start of nilxlng to the po~n t  a1 whlcli the mlxture 
rcaches a des~recl hardne5s or cons~slency 

Silicate cement-Restorat~ve mattxrlal, made from a niatr~x-forni~ng m~xture of a Ilquld (phos 
pl ior~c ac~d) and a fluor~de-contalnlng s ~ l ~ c a ~ e  glass powder 

Silver alloy admix-A lype of metal-rt,~nforced glass lonomer cement 
Temporary restoration-Scc intermediate restoration. 
Tri-cure-Pcrlalnlng to the settlng react~on of a glass lonomer cerncnl vla t l i~ee mcchanlsms 

( I )  an ac ~ t l - k ~ ~ ~ s e  rcac (Ion between the powder partlc les ant1 acid, (2) '1 chcni~cally actlvatetl 
polymer l~at~on react~on, and ( 3 )  a light activated polymcr17at1on procclss 

Varnish-A solutlon of natur'll gum, synthct~c rrslns, or resln5 tl~ssolved In a volat~lc solvent, 
s~lch a5 acetone, ether, or chlorofor~n 

Working time-El'rpsed time from the %tart oC rnlxlng to thc po~n t  at w h ~ c h  [he conslstcn~y of 
a materlal IS no longer sultable fdr ~ ts  Intended use 

Zinc oxide-eugenol (ZOE) cement-One of several types of products formulated for use as a 
base, lut~ng agent, restorative, and lmpresslon mater~al that rs based on (he r e a ~ t ~ o n  
between zlnc ox~de (powder) and eugenol (Ilquld) 

Zinc phosphate cement-Substance formed by the reactlon between zinc oxlde powder and 
phosphor~c acld l ~ q u ~ d  that can be used e~ther as a base or as a lutlng agenl 

DENTAL CEMENTS 
Most dental cements are supplied as two components, a powder and a licluid. An 
incteasing nurnber of these ale packaged in capsule f o ~ m  to be triturated by an 
amalgainator Some have been refolm~~latetl in two pastes With the exception of 
resin cernents, the liquids are usually acidic solutions or prolon do~ao~s,  nncl  
powders are basic In nature, consisting typically of either glass or met,lllic ox~de pal- 
ticles. Depending on the particle s i ~ e  and powder/liquid (P/L) ratio, these compo- 
nents, when mixed, yield a pastelilte 01 a flowahle material, which hardens (01 sets) 
to a rigid solid within a reasonable time lhe ~eaction between the powder and liq- 
 id is essentially an acid-base reaction. Upon setting, these cements gain sufficien~ 
strength lo] use as '1 base, as a reslol-ative material f a  ternpolaly or permanent 
restorations, o~ as a luting agent. 

Cements must exhibit a sufficiently low viscosity to flow along the ~nterf,lces 
between hard tissue and a fixed prosthesis, and they must be capable of wetting 
both surfaces to hold the prosthesis in place. This type of material is called a lutlrlg 
agent. Before placement of a restoration or seating of a prosthesis, the pulp may 
have been irritated or damaged from a variety of sources, such as the caries process 
or cavity preparation As a means of protecting the pulp against further thermal and 
chemical trauma, some dental cements can be used to prepare bases that are placed 
under restorations and as pulp-capping agents and cavity liners that are placed on 
prepared tooth surface areas close to the pulp chamber. 

Advances in resin chemistiy for dental applicatio~ls have led to the develop- 
ment of resin-based composite cements in consistencies suitable for luting of var- 
ious prostheses. 'l'hese materials are called reszn ~ement5. Other materials 
associated with the protection of the pulp, such as cavity varnish and cavity lin- 
ers also fall into the category of dental cements by virtue of their application. 
Thus dental cements are classified accordi~lg to their ch~ef chemical ingredients 
and their applications. Cxamples of the various types of cement are shown in 
1 igure 16- 1. 
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Fig. 16-1 Commercial products representative of zinc phosphate, zinc polycarboxylate, glass ionomer, 
reinforced zinc oxide-eugenol, and resin luting cements. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Dental cements are not as strong as composites or amalgams. Why do we use some 

~ements for restorations in certain situations? 

FLUORIDE-RELEASING CEMENTS FOR DIRECT-FILLING 
RESTORATIONS 

Fluoride-releasing dental cernents used as restorative materials have low strengths 
compared with those of resin-based composites and amalgams, so they must be 
used in low-slress areas. This relatively low strength is beneficial when used for tern- 
po~aly and iratermediate restorations because the rnatelials are easiev to remove 
when they need to be replaced with more durable restorations. The use of glass 
iono~ner cennent (GIG) for long-term restoration is conlraindicated. Nevertheless, 
fluoride-releasing cements must often be used for restol-ations in patients a t  a high 
risk for caries. 

I'he use of dent'11 cement as a restorative material began with silicate cement, 
which is based on silicate glass and phosphoric acid Silicate cement, like most brit- 
tle matelial is relatively strong in compression but weak in tension afrer it sets. 
Despite its high rate of disintegration over time, silicate cement is more aesthetic 
than amalgam. Observation of 20,000 existing amalgam and silicate cement restora- 
tions revealed that a 12% incidence of secondary caries occurred adjacent to amal- 
gam restorations, whereas the incidence of secondary caries was only 3% adjacent 
to silicate restorations. Also, the incidence of proximal surface caries adjacent to sil- 
icate cement restorations was less than that associated with proximal surfaces adja- 
cent to amalgam restorations. 

The glass for silicate cement was made by fusing compounds of silica (SiO,), alu- 
mina (AI,O,), fluoride compounds, and calcium salts at approximately 1400" C. 
Type 11 GIC has evolved from silicate cement, and several other cements have sub- 
sequently been derived from GIC Laboratory studies show that fluoride is released 
into an aqueous medium from silicate cement and other fluoride-containing 
cements. The impressive anticariogenic potential of silicate cement confirms the 
ability of F ions to inhibil demineralization and the role of fluoride-releasing 
cements to serve as direct restorative materials. I low eve^; there is no consensus on 
the precise mechanism of its anticariogenic action. It is known [hat a fluoride 
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concentration of 5 pa t s  per million (ppm) or more is maintained in the immedi- 
ate region of a glass ionomer restoration. Because secondary caries is inhibited adja- 
cent to restorations that release fluoride, this effect is especially impoltant in areas 
where plaque is likely to accumulate. 

Currently, there are three major theories to explain the anticariogenic mechanism 
of fluoride: increased acid resistance of enamel, enlic~ncenient of remineralization, 
and inhibition of carbohydrate metabolism by the acidogenic plaque microflora. 

Acid Resistance of Enamel 

The acid resistance of enamel theory suggests that fluoride, when taken up in the 
apatite in the form of fluorapatite, recluces the solubility of apatite. Although 
the posteruptive fluoride uptake by enamel is minimal, the contin~~ous release of 
fluorine ions from silicate cement provides a localized, but high concentration, of a 
fluoridated environment at the enamel/restorative material interface. Thus this 
mechanism is analogous to that of topically applied fluoride solutions, except that 
it is concentrated at the margin of the cavity preparation. The increase in fluoride 
content of the surface layer of enamel adjacent to a fluoride-releasing silicate 
restoration and the reduction in the enamel acid solubility are shown in Table 16-1. 
When similar experiments were performed with a silicate cement prepared with a 
nonfluoride flux, no appreciable change occurred in the fluoride content of the 
enamel. In fact, the enamel solubility actually increased. 

'l'his theory implies that caries resistance, once obtained, will last the lifetime of 
the tooth. However, it has also been observed that caries protection by fluoride 
ceases when the fluoride intake or its administration is ternminated. For example, 
individuals who are born and raised in an '11-ea with fluoridated watel and then 
move to an are,l with nonfluoridated water quickly experience a caries incidence 
characteristic of the new comlnunity A similar pl-cvention effect can be achieved 
through the application of fluoride varnishes or through the application of a fluo- 
ride gel in a dental office. Individuals at a high risk for caries who have ncqui~ed a 
high collcentratio~i of fluorapatite in their enamel through previous ,~pplicntions of 
fluoride va~nish dnci other fluoiide suppleme~lts may ultimately develop new calies 
lesions when they stop receiving the fluoride varnish or supplements. 

Wemineralization-Demineralization Balance 

The ionic fluorides are present in aqueous solution, in plaque, and within enamel 
and dentin. The remineralization-demineralization balance theory indicates that the 
presence of 0.2 to 1.0 ppm of fluoride lowers the solubility of enamel, and increased 
uptake in enamel results from an enhanced balance between remineralization and 

Changes in Fluoride Content and Acid Solubility of Enamel 
Induced by Cements 

Cement type Change in fluoride content Change in acid solubility 

Silicate (without fluoride) 0 O/o 20% 

Silicate (with fluoride) 3500% 

Z ~ n c  silrcophosphatr 5000°/o 

Class loliolnel 30OO0/o 

-40% 

-50% 

-30% 

M a n  values connected by ,I \tra~ght l ~ n e  alc not sign~ficantly d~lfc~cnc I I O I T I  one anothel 
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derninelali~ation Because fluoride in oral fluids is rinsed and swallowed, a continu- 
ous supply of fluo~ide is needed to maintain fluoride protection It appears that the 
two mechanisms are nlutually inclusive how eve^, chemical, clinical, and epidcmio- 
logical evidence indicates that the remineralization-dernineralization mechanism is 
by fa1 the most important fact01 in caries prevention 

Two types o l  fluorides deposit on enamel after topical fluo~ide treatment or flu- 
oride varnish application: bound fluoride in the form fluorapatite and unbound 
fluoride as crystal deposits of calcium fluo~ide. I'he bound enamel fluoride is unle- 
latecl to caries inhibition, whereas the unbound calcium fluoride dissolves in 
lesponse to decreased pH in the olal cavity, relensing fluorine ions that shift the 
equilibrium balarlce towa~d rernine~ali~ation rathe1 than toward deminerali~ation 

Fluoride and Plaque Metabolism 

Fluoride accumulates in dental plaque The sources of plaque fluoride include saliva, 
gingival fluid, diet, topically applied fluoride gel or fluoride varnish, and deminerali~. 
ing enamel. It is well established that fluoride inhibits carbohydrate metabolism by 
acidogenic plaque microflora. Fluoride enters microorganisms against a concentration 
gradient and accumulates intracellularly as the pI I of extracellular fluid decreases. The 
transport of hydrogen fluoride (HF) into the extracellular fluid of cells leads to dissoci- 
ation into H+ and F ions within the more alkaline intracellular fluid Ionic fluoride 
then induces enzyme inhibition, leading to a slower rate of acid production Meanwhile 
the fluoride increases cell permeability and it can rapidly diffuse out of the cariogenic 
bacterium, con~ibuting again to the fluoride content within the plaque matrix. 

In vitro experirnents have shown that high concentrations olf luo~ide in the range 
of 100 ppni reduce sensitive bacterial populations Sublethal concentrntions a l t e ~  
cct~bohydrate metabolism by reducing acidogrnicity, altering the production of 
ext~acelltrl,i~, l~lsoluhle polys,~ccliari<les, and posslbly by reducing atlhesron lhe flu- 
oride concentlntlon 111 snllva ~ a ~ e l y  exceeds a few p p n  The c'ffect of additlorla1 
fluoride on plaque ~llelzrholisrn is insignificant, except fol individuals with a 
sevelely reduced saliva flow late (4 'i mI,/min) and except for per~ods of up to 2 hr 
aftel a top~cal f l~~or idc  tren~nlent 

The presence of fluorrde-contauling cements should have llttle impact on the flu- 
oiide co~lcen~~at ion  in saliva The effectiveness is limited only to aleas adjacent to 
fluo~ide-releasing restol ations Chemical ,lnalyses of plaque collected at the n~argins 
oi ~esin,  amalgam, and cast gold lestorations leveal a dilference 111 con~position 
when compared with plaque that accumulates at the margins of silicate cement 
restorations. 

Sources of Fluoride Release 

O L I ~  understanding of the caries prevention mechanism for silicate cement has led 
to numerous investigations designed to capture the anticariogenic characteristic by 
the addition of fluoride compounds to resins, amalgam, zinc phosphate cement, 
zinc oxide-eugenol (ZOE) cement, pit and fissure sealants, cavity varnishes, and 
even chewing gums. Addition of fluoride can be achieved by physically incorporat- 
ing a soluble fluoride salt within the bulk material or by using nearly insoluble flu- 
oride minerals as filler. Another alternative for fluoride release is chemical in nalure 
and uses monomers with fluorine in pendant groups as the matrix former. These 
nlonomers release fluorine ions by nleans of ion exchange with hyclroxyl groups 

CICs rernain the most significant fluoride-leleasing material compared wilh 
fluoridated composites and amalgams, which release fluoride at a much lower level 
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and for a shorter duration. The effect of fluoride loss on the pertinent properties of 
a material is a signific,tnt long-term concern. 

Fluoride Recharging 

Although in vitro data have shown that fluoride  ele ease from glass ionoiner remains 
detectable for years, the late of release is reduced by as illuch as a factor or10 within 
the first few months. It has also been shown that silicate cements are capable 
of absorbing flitoricte from their environment. To investigate the phenomenon of 
fluoride recharging in GI<:s, researchers stored aged specimens in fluo~idated 
toothpaste (250 ppm) or sodium fluoride solutions as high as 2500 ppm lor up to 
15 min. The rerelease data show that recharged speciinens exhibit a significa~ltly 
increased release initially and a rapid decrease to its prerxposure level within weeks. 
The level of rerelease depends on the concentration of the storage medium and the 
duration of storage. l h e  efficiency of recharging seems to decrease with the fre- 
quency of recharging. The clinical efficacy of recharging glass ionomer to improve 
caries inhibition is yet to be proved. 

CEMENTS AS LUTING AGENTS 

Numerous dental treatments necessitate attachment of prostheses and appliances to 
the teeth by means of a luting agent. These include metal, metal-ceramic, compos- 
ite, and ceramic restorations; provisional or interim acrylic restorations; laminate 
veneers for anterior teeth; orthodontic appliances; and pins and posts used for 
letention of resto~ations. The wold lulirig implies the use of a moldable substailce 
to seal a space or to cement two components together, hence the term is descriptive 
of dental cenle~lting agents 

Table 16-2 shows the chief components of ~ i n c  phosphate, %OF,, zinc polycal- 
boxylate, glass ionorne~, resin-modified glass ionomer (hybrid ionomel), com- 
pomer, and resin cements. 

Listed in 'lable 16-3 ale the mechanical and physical p~oprrties of the different 
typesof luting agents, in addltion to thc recluirernerlts set forth in American 
National Standards Institute/Amer~can Dental Association (ANST/AIIA) Spec~fi- 
cation No 96 for watel-based dental cements 'lhe values listed in this table ale 
taken fiom '1 variety of sources; thelefo~e (hey are representative of typical cements 
Although variation occurs from one brand to another, the differences induced by 
manipulative variables are usually considerably gleatel than those inherent between 
brands. 

As shown in 'Table 16-3, the properties of va~ious cements differ from one 
another. Hence the choice of cement is mandated to a large degree by the functional 
and biological demands of the specific clinical situation. If optimal performance is 
to be attained, the physical and biological properties and the handling characteris- 
tics (such as working time, setting time, consistency, and ease of removal of excess 
material) must be considered when selecting a cement for a specific task. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

D u r f ~ ~ g  the initial seatfng of a three-unfl fixed partfa1 denture (bridge), the prosthesis fits 

the prepred tooth perfectly and appears lo he retained on the tooth so tenar~onrly that 

re~noval requirc.~ a great deal of force. Why 1s a cement requfred tor retent~on under this 

cond~tion? 
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Reacting Components and Reaction of Dental Cements 

Materials Formulation and reacting components Reaction type 

Zinc phosphatt, Powder: Zinc oxide and magnesium oxide Acid-base reaction 
Liquid: l'hosphoric acid 

Zinc oxide-cugenol Powde~: Zinc oxide 
Idcluid. Lugenol 

Acid-base reaction 

Linc oxide-eugenol l'owder L ~ n c  ox~de Ac~d-base reaction 
(LEA rnod~fied) I iquld Fugenol and ethoxyhen~olc acid 

Zinc polycarboxylate Powder: Zinc oxide and magnesium oxide Acid-base reaction 
1.icluid: Polyacrylic acid 

Class ionomer l'owder: Huoroaluminosilicate glass Acid-base reaciion 
Liquid: Polyacrylic- ntid, polybasic carboxylic 

acid, water 

Resin modified Powder: Fluoroalumi~losilicate glass, Light- or chemical-activated 
glass ionomer chemical- and/or light-aciivated initiator(s) polymerization and acid-base 

Liquid: Polyacrylic acid, water-soluble reaction 
methacrylate monomer, water, activator 

Paste A. Fluoroaluminosilicate glass, Chemical-activated polymerization 
chemical-activaied initiator and acid-base reaction 

Paste R.  Polyacrylic acid, water-soluble 
methac~ylate monomer, water, activator 

Compomer 

Resin cement 

One paste: Methacrylate monomer, acidic Light-activated polyn~erization 
monomer, initiator 

Powder: I~luoroalu~ninosi l ic~ gl~ss,  metallic Light- or chemical-activated 
oxides, sodium fluoride, chemical- and/or polymerization anti <~cid-I>ase 
light-activated initintor(s) rc,~ction 

1.iquid: Di~rretllac~ylate/carhoxylic Inonomers, 
mul~iple r~tnclional acrylatc monomers, 
watei; activator (lor chc~nical-cure) 

One Paste Methdc~ylatc monolners, Initlator L~ght-dct~vated po ly~ l l~ i~ /n t io~ l  

Rasc paste Metllaciylate tnonomers, fille~s, I ~ght-  rind chem~cal act~vatcd 
cherm~cal- and/or I~ghi-ac tlv,rted ~nitiator(s) polymeil~at~on oi cl~mlical- 

Odtdlysl paste Methacrylate mono~nei\, dctivatcd poly~llc~ L L ~ ~ I O I ~  0111~ 

fillers, aclrvaiol ( f o ~  cht.inical-c~~~e) 

Powder Polymethyl methacrylate beads (for Chemical-activated polymerization 
thiclzening) 

Liquid 1: Methacrylate monomels 
1,lquid 2. Catalyst 

Characteristics of the Abutment-Prosthesis Interface 

When two relatively flat surfaces are brought into contact, analogous to a fixed pros- 
thesis being placed on a prepared tooth, a space exists between the substrates on a 
microscopic scale. As shown in kigure 16-2, A, prepared surfaces on a microscopic 
scale are rough; that is, the surface exhibits peaks and valleys. When two surfaces are 
placed against each other, there are only point contacts along the peaks (1:ig. 16-2, B) .  
The areas that are 1101 in contact then become open spaces. The space created can be 
substantial in terms of oral fluid flow dnd bacterial invasion. One of the main 
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Properties of Dental Cements Used for Bonding Applications 

24-hr 
24-hr Diametral 

Compressive tensile Elastic Solubility 
Setting time Film thick- strength strength modulus in water Pulp 

Cement type (min) ness (ym) (MPa) (MPa) (GPd (wtC%) response 

AN SI/ALlA 
Speclficat~on 
8 ( I Y P ~  1) 

71nc 
phospl~l~e 

ZOF (Type 1) 

ZOE-EBA 

(Type 11) 
LOb plus 

polymer 
(Type 11) 

Slllcophosphate 

Kesln 

Polyca~boxylate 

Glass Ionomer 

5 . 0 
(mini- 
lntinl) 

5.5 

4.0- 10 

3.5 

6.0-10 

3.5-4.0 

2.0-4.0 

6.0 

7.0 

2 5 
(maxi- 
mum) 

20 

25 

25 

3 2 

2 5 

<25 

21 

24 

0.20 
(maxi- 
mum) 

0.06 

0.04 

0.05 

0.08 

0.40 

0-0.01 

0.06 

1.25 

See note* 

Moderale 

Mild 

Mild 

Mild 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Mild 

Mild to 
moder- 
ate 

'Note: Basect o n  coinp,lrison with silicdtc ccmcnt, .I severe irrit,lnt. 
ANSI, Amcric,l~> National St,itid,~rds Institute, ADA, A~>lt.l.icdn I)cnl,ll Assori,ition; ZOC, zinc oxiclc-cugcnol; EBA, orthocthoxy- 
bt-nzoir acid 

purposes of lut~ng is to fi l l  ancl seal t h ~ s  space completely The cl~llicia~l can seal tlie 
space by plac~ng between the two sulfates '1 \oft substantc such as an adhesive 
whlch can confolm under piessure to the surlace unde~cuts 

I he curlent app~oach for cementing p~ostheses or appl~ances 1s to use aclheslve 
technology Aclhesivt, bonding 111voIves the placement of n thrrd m a t e i ~ ~ d ,  often 
called a lutlng (genl that flows w~thin (he rough sulfnces and sets to a solid lorn1 
withm a lew rnlnutes (Fig 16-2, C) 'I he so ld  matter not only seals the space, but 
also improves the retention of the prosthesis Mater~als used f o ~  this application are 
classified as luting agents If the cement is not fluid enough or incompatible with 
the surfaces, voids can develop around deep and narrow valleys (1 ig 16-2, D )  and 
undermine the effectiveness of the luting agent For example, l a~ge  voids in cement 
adjacent to a ce~amic crown in the occlusal legion of the plepared tooth can sub- 
stantially Increase the tensile stress within the crown when a biting force is exerted 
on the occlusal surface near this area 

Procedure for Luting Prostheses 

To be effective, a luting agent must be sufficiently fluid to flow into a continuous 
film of 25 ym thickness or less without fragmentation. The procedure consists of 
placing the cernent on the inner suiface o l a  prosthesis, seating the prosthesis on the 
preparation, and removing the excess cement at an appropriate time. Luting of a sin- 
gle crown described in the following as an example (I'ig. 16-3, A). 
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1 - -- I 

C D 
Fig. 16-2 MI( r o 5 ~ o p 1 ~  lniage of the abutment-prosthes~s interfaces A, Irregular surface morphology of 
the two surfaces to he I-~ondcd 6, Two surfaces pressed aga1n5t each other w~thout an ~ntermed~ate 
Lenient layer Note the small number of polnls oi contact ~ l lus l ra t~ t l  by the c~rcles C, C ontlnuous 
~ntcrlace whrn .I t h~ rd  mate~~,rl, c~thcr cemrnt or c~d l i rs~vr~ ,  is used as the ~ntcrmed~ate l ~ y c r  D, Vo~ds 
gt~ncr~i lcd as a rewlt of thc ~ n a l j ~ l ~ t y  of the rntermed~ate layer to wc l  the surfat t,s 

Placement of Cement 

lhe cement paste should coat the entire Inner surface of the clown and extend 
slightly over the margin to ensure that the space between the crown and tooth is 
completely sealed I t  sllollld fill dpp~oximately half or the interior crown volunle 
(big. 16-1, R ) .  The occlusal aspect of the tooth prepdratlon must be free of voids 
I his is lo ensure that there is no air entrapment in this c~itical area during the early 
stage of the seating. If voids remain in the occlusal legion, any occlusal force applied 
above the voids to a resin or ceramic inlay, onlay, or crown will result in excessive 
tensile stress in the ceramic and a greater risk for fracture. Completely filling the 
crown with cement is not advisable for at least four reasons: (1) The risk for bubble 
entrapment increases, (2) the time for seating increases, ( 3 )  increased pressure may 
be required, and (4) the time for removal of excess cement increases. 

Seating 

Use moderate finger pressure to displace excess cement and to seat the crown on the 
prepared tooth After the marginal gap area is evaluated for closure at three or nlore 
points with an explorer, the patient may be asked to bite on a soft piece of wood or 
a cotton roll to ensure complete seating. During this stage, the last increment of 
excess cement is expelled through the space between the prosthesis and the tooth. As 
the prosthesis reaches its final position on the prepared tooth, the space for- expelling 
the excess celllent becomes smaller, making seating more difficult (1 ig. 16-3, C). 
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f iklQ 

C D 
Fig. 16-3 Mechanics o i  cenienling a prosthesis. A, Assembly of n fixed prosthesis and respective tooth 
preparation. B, Luting agent placed in the prosthesis should cover the entire surfacc. C, Space for 
expelling excess cement decreases as the prosthesis reachcs its final posilion. Arrows show the 
thickness of space for displacement of excess cement. D, A higher clegrce of the abutment taper wil l  
provide a greater space for displacing excess cement. 

Variables that facilitate seating include using a cement of lower viscosity, increasing 
the taper, and decreasing the height of the crown preparation (Fig. 16-3, D) and cre- 
ating vibration by tapping on the prosthesis as the pressure is applied. Hand-held 
vibrators that use ul~rasound to increase cement flow charactelistic and eliminate air 
voids in cement are commercially available to assist complete seating of thc crown. 
Note that incredsing the degree of t'lper can compromise retention. 
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It is impo~tant  to ensure that a plosthesis is completely seated ciuring cementa- 
tion. ?'his concern can be alleviated in at least two ways, including evaluation of 
occlusion and evaluation of the margin at a mirlirnum of t h e e  points before the 
cemeill has set. '1 he latter step ellsuies that if the margin is closed completely at 
these three points, it will be closed at all other points alorlg the ma~gin 

7he effect of increased viscosity of the luting cement on the ability to seat a cast 
resto~ation is illustrated in ligure 16-4 A clown celnerlted with a ~ n i x t u ~ e  of zinc 
phosphate cement that was prepared on a cool slab and seated properly on the pre- 
paled tooth is shown in Figure 16-4, A. I lowevei; hecause of the high viscosity of 
the mix prepared on a warn1 slab, the clown in Fig~lre 16-4, R, failed to seat corn- 
pletely, and a thick layel of cement is exposed at the cervical margin. An ~~ltrasonic 
vibldtor could have been used lo seat the crown rnole completely. The thick layer 
poses two potential p~ob len~s :  (1) The prosthesis may be rn hyperocclusion, and 
( 2 )  the thicker cement gap may increase the risk for marginal "ditching," which may 
occur when using a hard scaling and root-planing instrument. 

Removal of Excess Material 

Excess cement accumulates around the marginal area at the completion of seating. 
Its removal depends on the properties of the cement used. If the cement sets to a 
brittle state and does not adhere to the surrounding surfaces, the tooth and the pros- 
thesis, it is best to remove it after it sets. Zinc phosphate and ZOE cements should 
set completely before the excess cement is removed. The procedures for removal of 
excess glass ionomer, zinc polycarboxylate, and resin cements, which are potentially 
capable of adhering both chemically and/or physically to the surrounding surfaces, 
vary among the products. The surrourlding surfaces can be coated wit11 a separating 
medium, such as petroleum jelly, thereby inhibiting cement adherence to the sul- 
f,~ces and f'acilitating remov,~l of excess after the cement sets Ilowever, care sllould 

Fig. 16-4 Section lhrough gold crowns cemented with thp same mix of zinc phosphate cement. Thc 
c:rown shown in A was cemrlltc~tl 2.5 ~niti after thc slarl of the mix, whereas th,it shown in B was 
cemented c ~ t  5 min. Rcc~use of tht, increase in visoosily of the cement ovcr lime, the casting in B f,lilccl 
to seat completely, leaving '1 (h i t  k I,lyct- of cement rxposcd at the margin (arrow). 
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be taken to avoid contact of the niectiu~n with the marginal area of the tooth 01- pros- 
thesis. Another technique requires the removal of excess cement as soon as the seat- 
ing is completed, thus preventing the materials from adhering to the adjacent 
surfaces. 

Some instructions from the manufacturer for 'Iype I GIG and dual-cure resin 
cements indicate that once the prosthesis is seated, the cement should be allowed to 
set for 1.5 to 3 nlin after the completion of cement mixing, but before the excess 
cement is removed. nie rationale is that the cement becomes more viscous, but not 
rigid during this period In this consistency, removal of the excess cement is facili- 
tated. For light-curable cernents, including dual-cure cements, a short duration of 
light irradiation (e.g., 10 sec) has also been recommended to achieve the same goal. 

The viscosity of the cement increases as it sets, and eventually it becomes a solid. 
I l  the clinician attempts to remove the excess cement irnrnediately befo~e it turns 
into a solid, the integrity of the marginal seal may be breached. At this stage the 
cement is so thick that any attempt to remove the excess may inadvertently pull 
the cement from the marginal area. 'l'he most relevant material in this regard is poly- 
carboxylate cement, which transforms to a rubbery stage before setting. 

Postcementation 

Aqueous-based cements continue to mature over time well after they have passed 
the defined setting time. If they are allowed to matuie in an isolated environment, 
that is, free of contamination from surrounding moisture and loss of water through 
evaporation, the cements will acquire additional strength and become more resist- 
ant to dissolution. As a precaution, the clinician should apply a varnish coat or a 
honding agent along the accessihlc malginal area o l  cemented ~estorations before 
discharging the patient. Further details are discussect later in this ~ l i ~ ~ p t c r .  

Mechanism oh Retention 

1'1-ostlieses can be retained by meclianical or chernical means or by a combination of 
tlie two. On a microscopic level, tlie interface region is similar to that in r igu~e 16-5. 
I$otll surfaces ale rough, and the cement fills the inegulal- c~evices along both 

Fig. 16-5 Didgram of Ihc suggested mechanism through whictl a dental cement provides nicclianical 
retention of a gold inlay. Thr cement penetrates into irregularities in the tooth structure and the casting. 
Clpon hardening, these retentive sifrs aid in retaining the rc.sloralion in place. The cnlargernent shows 
fr,icture of these tiny tcment projections ,ind loss of retention, possibly resulting in clislodgemcnt of thc 
inl'ly. See also color pl,rte. (IYrom Philli[~s RW, Swartr ML, and Norman K I I :  Materials for tllc t'ra~ticing 
Delitist. St Louis, Moshy, lC)6C).) 
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surfaces The cement/prosthesis and cement/tooth inte~facial legions then exhibit a 
void-free sealed continuum, and the cement layer can resist shear stress acting along 
the interface 'I'llis rep~esents the principle of mechanical retention. 'The stlength of 
letention depends on the stlength of the luting agent lo resist applied foices, which 
nlay act to dislodge the prosthesis. l or celtain situations, meclldnical letenlion 
alone 1s insufficient to ensure retention and incomplete wetting of the plostllesis 
vnnlgin can also leave voids in the sulfnce that may allow an influx of oral fluid. 

lSecause clinicians cannot always rely on mechanical bonding effectiveness for 
retention, chemical bonding as a means of retention is the ideal goal. In theory, 
chemical bonds can ~esist inte~facial separation and thereby irnprove retention. 
Aqueous cements based on polyacrylic acids provide some chemical bonding 
th~ough chelation of ac~ylic acids to both organic and inorganic components 
of teeth. llesin cements based on N-phenylglycine and glycidyl metllnc~ylate 
(NPG-GMA), polymerizable phosphates, and 4-methacrylethyl-tri~nellitic anhy- 
dride (4-MErA) are believed to bond to calcium within dentin. Contemporary 
dentin-bonding agents, which are hydrophilic and can penetrate porosities in 
dentin resulted from acid etching, exhibit high bond strength through microme- 
chanical retention. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

The "film th~ckness" of a dental cement has two meanings. What is the c l ~ n ~ c a l  

sigi~ificance o i  each meanlng? 

Dislodgment of Prostheses 

Fixed prostheses can deboncf because of biological factors, physical rcasons, or a 
combination of the two. Secondary carics I-esults from a biological origin. 
Disintegration of rhc luling agclnks can result from fract~~rc or erosion of the cement. 
For a brittle prosthesis, such as a glass-ceramic crown, fracture of the prostllesis may 
also occur because of pl~ysical Eactors, iilcludi~lg i~~traoral  forces and flaws within 
the crown surfaces and porosity within the cement. 

In the oral environment luting agents ar-e immersed in aqueous solutions. In this 
environment the cement layer ncar the margin can dissolve and erode, Icaving a 
space (Fig. 16-6). '1'11is space car1 be susceptible to plaque accumulation and sec- 
ondary caries. Because of these risks, the margin should be protected with a coating 
to allow continuous long-term setting of the cement. ' h o  modes of failure are asso- 
ciated with cements: fracture of the cement (Pig. 16-7, A) and leakage along the 
interface (Pig. 16-7, B). Because the cement layer is the weakest link of the entire 
assembly, higher-strength luting agents should be chosen to enhance retention and 
prevent prosthesis dislodgment by providing a firm support base against applied 
forces. 

Several factors can influence the retention of these fixed prostheses. First, the film 
thickness of cement beneath the prosthesis should be thin. A thinner film has fewer 
internal flaws compared with a thicker one. Second, the cement should have high 
strength values. It has been shown that generally greater forces are required to dis- 
lodge appliances cemented with luting agents that have a high compressive, shear, 
or tensile strength than with cements of lower strength. It is also well established 
that the stresses in cement, which develop during maslication, are exceedingly 
complex. Although co~npressive strength is a good indicator of fracture resistance, 
other factors such as tensile strength, shear strength, fracture toughness, and film 
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Fig. 16-6 Lo55 of tcrncnt , ~ t  the marpnal area rcsulllng from exposure lo oral f l u~ t j  See also color 
plate 

A B 
Fig. 16-7 l allurc mode5 o l  the Interface A, Cleavage through [he cenletlt layer Thls 1s probably no1 
aswc lated w ~ t h  the d ~ m e n ~ l o n  of (he cement ~nvolved B, Thc mo5t Ilkely {allure occurs at the lutlng 
dgentlpros~hcsls ~nterfacc Remnants of the lutlng agent ofLen remaln on the opposlng surface 
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thickness are also impollant. Third, the dime~lsional changes occurring in the 
cement during setting should he minirni~ed. Sources include gain or loss of water 
and differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion among the tooth, the pros- 
thesis, and the cement. 'Therefore it is important to isolate the cement immediately 
after removal of the excess cement. Fourth, a cement with the potential to chemi- 
cally bond to teeth and prosthesis surfaces or to enhance bonding of restorative 
material to tooth structure should be used. Such a cement layer can reduce the 
potential of separation at the interface and maximize the effect of the inherent 
strength of the cement on retention. 

When mechanical undercuts are the principal mechanism of retention, failure 
tends to occur along the interfaces. When chemical bonding is involved, the fail- 
ure often occurs cohesively through the cement itself. 'The prosthesis becomes dis- 
lodged only when the luting cernent fractures or dissolves. 

Film Thickness 

With regard to cementation, the film thickness of cements can be described in 
one of two ways. The first is that described in ANSI/ADA Specification No. 96 
(IS0 9917-1) for the consistency of the cement. Freshly mixed cement is placed 
between two optically flat surfaces and a 150 Newton (N) vertical load is applied 10 
sec before the end of the measured working time. When at least 10 rnin have elapsed 
after application of the load, the thickness of the film between the two flat surfaces 
is measured. The film should be continuous, and no voids should exist through the 
entire body of the film. For luting applications the maximum allowable film thick- 
ness is 25 pm; a low value of film thickness is preferred because excess cement can 
be expressed more easily. The size of particles and the P/I, ratio significdntly affect 
the film thiclzness. For restorative applications, including temporary and final 
cementations, the maximum thickness is typically about 40 pm. lo r  comparison, 
thc diameter of human hair ranges between 40 and 80 ym 

Film thickness also refers to the tl~icltness of the cement between a cast crown, 
inlay, onlay, or veneer and the tooth stlucture. As discussed in the previous sec- 
tion, [he thickness of this film plays a significant role in the retention of the pros- 
thesis This film thiclzness varies with (1) the arnount of force applied during 
seating of a prosthesis, (2) the mannel- in which the force is applied to the pros- 
thesis during seating, (?)  the configuration of the prosthesis relative to its hindel- 
ing or facilitating the flow of cement, and (4) the fit o l  the prosthesis on  the 
prepared tooth. The filrn thiclzness values reported in the literature typically range 
between 25 and 150 pm. 

AGENTS FOR PULP PROTECTION 

Metallic restorations, which are excellent thermal conductors, can cause thermal 
sensitivity during drinking of hot and cold foods or beverages. Other restorative 
materials, such as the phosphoric acid-containing cements, direct filling resins, and, 
in some instances, GTCs can produce chemical irritation. Also, the intelfacial leak- 
age that occurs as a result of the setting contraction of amalgam and composite 
restorations may also cause pulpal irritation. 

Cavity varnishes, liners, and bases are used as adjuncts to the use of restorative 
materials to protect the pulp against these types of injury. In addition to serving as 
insulation against temperature change, as a barrier against irritants released from 
restorative materials, and as sealing agents against interfacial leakage with associated 
bacterial invasion, some of these agents may also provide caries prevention benefits. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why arc (opal-based varnishes no longer ~ ~ s e d  a s  oifcr~ a s  thry were in the 7 9 6 0 s  fhro~rgh 

1 9 9 k l  

Cavity Varnishes 

Typical cavity varnishes are principally natural gums, such as copals or rosins, or syn- 
thetic resins dissolved in an organic solvent, such as acetone, chloroform, or ether. 
'They form a coating on the tooth by evaporation of the solveilt and are 1101 generally 
applied in a sufficient thicluless to provide the ~equired thermal insulation. The liter- 
ature generally suggests that varnish reduces pulpal irritation. 'l'his conclusion is likely 
drawn from in vitro studies showing a reduction in the infiltration of irritating fluids 
through marginal areas. Clinical observations based on the tooth sensitivity reported 
by patients have yet to confirm the applicability of in vitro data to clinical perform- 
ance. Varnish is also claimed to prevent penetration of corrosion products of amal- 
gams into the dentinal tubules, thereby reducing the unsightly tooth discoloration 
often associated with amalgam restorations. To attain a uniform and continuous coat- 
ing on all surfaces of the prepared cavity, the clinician should apply at least two thin 
layers of varnish. When the first layer dries, small pinholes usually develop. A second 
or third application fills in most of these voids, thereby producing a more continuous 
coating. The varnish must be applied in a thin consistency, using a brush or a small 
pledget of cotton. It is advisable that a disposable applicator be used and discarded 
after each use to prevent introduction of microorganisms into the varnish bottle. 

A varnish is not indicated wheil adhesive materials, such as GIC and resin-based 
composite, are used. Research oil dentin-bonding agents has shown that they can be 
used in areas that traditionally require va~nisll and that [hey potentially can serve 
the same role as vai-ilish. 

Cavity Liners 

I'he original purpose of cavity liners was to utilize the berleficidl effects of c a l c i ~ ~ n ~  
hycil-oxide in accelerating the formation of reparative dentin 'lhus thesc liners were 
formulated by dispersing calcium hydroxide in aqueous or resin carrier solutio~~s to 
facilitate their application to the walls of a cavity preparation 'I he carrier evaporates 
and leaves a thin layer of calciurn hydroxide residue on the cavity walls. I11 addition, 
a film of calcium hydroxide with a pH of 11 can neutralize or react with acid 
released from adjacent phosphoric acid-containing cements. Hecause calcium 
hydroxide is soluble in oral fluids regardless of the type of carrier used, it is manda- 
t o ~ y  that this type of liner not be left on the margins of the cavity preparation. 

Several chemical setting materials have been introduced as liners and linerlbase 
materials; these include calcium hydroxide materials, low viscosity ZOE, and glass 
ionomer. These materials are placed in a thin layer on the pulpal floor. As such, the 
function of a cavity liner has expanded to include maintaining adhesion at 
the tooth-restoration interface and sealing the dentin fi-om an influx of micro- 
organisms and irritants resulting fiorn restorative procedures. 

Cement Bases 

In contlast to liners, bases are applied in much thicker layels (>O 75 mm) undei 
restorations to piotect the pulp against thermal injuly, galvanic shock, and chemical 
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Thermal Conductivity of Cement Base Materials Cornpared with 
Two Insulation Materials 

Material Thermal conductivity (mcal cm/cm2. sec .OK) 

Lirlc phosphate cernent (dry) 

Zinc phosphate cemenl (wet) 

Zinc oxide-eugenol 

Asbestos 

Cork 

ilritation, depending on the particular restorative materials used. In addition, the 
material should also be strong enough to withstand condensation forces during 
placement of restorations and to resist fracture under any masticatory stress induced 
on the restoration. Zinc phosphate cement has been used for this purpose for many 
years, as have numerous ZOE formulations. In addition, both zinc polycarboxylate 
and GICs have properties that make them suitable for use as bases. Several fast- 
setting ionomer cements are available for this purpose. 

'IBble 16-4 shows that the thermal conductivity of zinc phosphate and ZOE 
cements is in the same range as that of recognized insulators, such as cork and 
asbestos. The insulation abilities of other cements (e.g., polycarboxylate, glass 
ionomer, and calcium hydroxide) also fall within this range. Clinical experience has 
shown that temperature changes in the mouth have a more acute effect on the pulp 
when teeth containing large amalgam restorations ale no1 i~ l su l~~ led  by a base. Heat 
transfer through a material depends not only on the coefficients of the~inal con- 
ductivity and thermal diffusivity of the substance, but 'llso on its thickness 

Calcium hydroxide and ZOE provide effective barriers against the penetration of 
irritating constituenls from restorative materials. Rases of zinc polyca~boxylate and 
GICs can also be used as chemical barriers. There is some concern that if zinc 
phosphate is employed as n base for thermal insulation, the low pH may require 
pulp protection. Iloweve~; if zinc phosphate cement is mixed as a thick, non- 
tacky, puttylilte mass, this risk is negligible because minimal free acid remains. 
In the case of using glass ionomer as a base, ally deep areas should be plotected by 
a thin layer of a calcium hydroxide paste. 

Studies have shown that dental cements develop sufficient strength to resist con- 
densation stress after they attain an initial set. Placement of restorative malerid1 
should begin only after the initial set of the base material has occurred. 'l'able 16-5 
shows the compressive strength of representative dental cements. The minimal 

Compressive Strength of Cement Base Materials 

7 min 30 min 24 hr 

Material MPa psi MPa psi MPa psi 

Zinc oxide-eugenol 2.8 400 3.5 500 5.2 750 

Calcium hydroxide 7.6 1100 6.2 300 8.3 1200 

Zinc phosphate 6.9 1000 86 9 12,600 11 9.3 17,300 
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strength recluired to resist masticatory forces has not been determined. 
Ilnquestionably, the design of the plepared tooth cavity is an important factor. Fol 
a Class I tooth preparation in which the hasc is supported on all lateral sides by 
tooth structure, less stlength is necessary than is lecluired f o ~  Class [I pleparations. 
A study involving more than 1'50 amalga111 restorations placed over bases of a hard- 
setting calci~~m hydroxide levealed no unusual evicience of failure. Insufficient clin- 
ical data ale available on this subject to make specific conclusiorls on the minimal 
stlength necessary to lesist clinical fractule 

Clinical Considerations 

The selection of a base is gove~ned to an extent by the design of the cavity, the type 
of direct restorative ~ n a t e l i ~ ~ l  used, and the p~oximity of the pulp ielative to the cav- 
ity wall. For amalgam restorations, calcium hydroxide or ZOE base materials serve 
effectively as the sole base Tor direct filling gold, it may be necessaiy to use a 
stronger material for the base, for example, zinc phosphate, zinc polycarboxylate, or 
a CIC. 'lhus in those cases in which it is desirable to place a calcium hydroxide 
or ZOE cement liner on the floor of the cavity, the liner should be overlaid with a 
stronger cement. For resin-based composites, calcium hydroxide and GICs applied 
as a thin base are also satisfactory for this purpose. 

Note that use of a base in conjunction with amalgam or gold foil does not pre- 
vent microleakage and acid penetration. If a cavity varnish or dentin-bonding agent 
is selected to ensure sealing of the restoration, the type of base often governs the 
respective order of applying the materials. If a zinc phosphate cement base is to be 
used, then the sealing rn,iteri,~l sllould be applied to the cavity walls before place- 
ment of the base O n  the other hand, if the base cement is hiocompatible (e.g., cal- 
cium hydloxide, LOE, L ~ I ~ C  polycarboxyldte or GIG), the cernent should be placed 
Gist, followed by the sealing ageill after the base rnate~ial has haldened 

ZINC PHOSPHATE CEMENT 

Zinc phosphate 1s the oldest of the luting cements Thus it has  he longest clinical 
"track record" and serves as a slancialcl with whlch newel systems can be cornpared. 
It consists of powde~ and liquid in two separate bottles 

Composition and Setting 

The main ingredients of the powder are zinc oxide (90°/0) and magnesium oxide 
(10%). The ingredients of the powder are sintered at temperatures between 1000" C 
and 1400" C into a cake that is subsequently ground into a fine powder. 'The pow- 
der particle size influences the setting rate of the cement mixture. Generally, the 
smaller the particle size, the faster the set of the cement. 

I'he liquids contain phosphoric acid, water, aluminum phosphate, and, in some 
cases, zinc phosphate. The acid content of most liquids is 33 + 5 wtOh. 'Ihe water 
controls the ionization of the acid, which in turn influences the rate of the liquid- 
powder (acid-base) reaction. 

When the powder is mixed with the liquid, the phosphoric acid attacks the sur- 
face of the particles and releases zinc ions into the liquid. Aluminum, which already 
forms a complex with the phosphoric acid, reacts with zinc and yields a zinc alu- 
minophosphate gel on the surface of the remaining portion of the particles. lhus 
the set cement is a cored structure consisting primarily of unreacted zinc oxide par- 
ticles embedded in a cohesive amorphous matrix of zinc aluminophosphate. 
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Because water is critical to the reaction, the co~nposition of the liquid sllould be pre- 
served lo ensure consistent reactions from one mix to the next. Changes in composi- 
tion and reaction lates may occur either becduse of degradation of the liquid or by 
water evaporation from the liquid. Ihis means that cllanges in the composition can 
affect the reaction. Liquid degradation effects are exhibiteci as ,I clouding of the liquid 
ovel- time. 1,oss of water from (he acid can lengthen the setting reaction, whereas incor- 
poration of some additional water during mixing accelerates the renaion. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why 1s ~t that prolonged y)atulat~on o/zlnc pho5ph~te cenlent can int redse thcl sett~ng 

tlme o/ the cement, hut the qnme prolonged spatulntion shortens the selling time ol 

gypsun1 produc ts? 

Working and Setting Times 

Working time is measured as the time from the start of mixing to the maximum 
time at which the viscosity (consistency) of the mix is still low enough to flow read- 
ily under pressure to form a thin film. It is obvious that the rate of mat~ix  forma- 
tion dictates the length of working time On the other hand, setting time refers to 
the period during which the matrix formation has reached a point at which an 
external physical disturbance will not cause permanent dimensional changes. 
Setting time can be measured with a 1-mm-diameter needle indenter at a load of 
400 g, a temperature of 37" C, and relative humidity greater than 90%. Setting time 
is defined as the elapsed time from the s t a t  of mixing to the point at which the 
needle no longel makes a cornplete ciicular indentation in the cement CLinicaIly, 
this represents the time at wh~ch the excess zinc phosphate cement ohould he 
removed fi-om the malglns ol the lestoration. A ~eason,~ble  setting time for 
zinc phosphate cement is betwecn 2 5 and 8 mln, as specified in ANSllADA 
Specific,~tion N o  96 (IS0991 7) 

Wo~l<ing and setting times of ,I commercial product are inherent plopcrties 
deterrn~necl by the inanufacturing process Generally, it is desir'lhle to extend the set- 
ting tirne of thc cement to p~ovide sufficient wolking tlme foi rnan~pulat~on The 
following four procedures can extend the setting tirne of ~ i n c  pllosphnte cenient ,lt 
chair side. 

1 .  Reducirlg the I'/L intio produces '1 thinne~ mixture, which Increases the work- 
ing and setting times of zinc phosphate cement. Ilowrver, this change will 
adversely affect the physical properties and result in a lower initial pH of the 
cement. Thus it is not an acceptable means of extending the setting time. The 
compressive strength as a function of decreasing P/L ratio is clearly demon- 
strated in Figure 16-8. 

2 Mixing cements in increments and introducing smaller quantities of powder into 
the liquid for the first few increments increases the worlung and setting times and 
permits more powder to be incorporated into the mix. These steps are consistent 
with the recommended procedure for mixing zinc phosphate cement. 

3 .  If an operator prolongs the spatulation of the last increment, the malrix will 
be effectively destroyed as it is forming. I'ragmentation of the matrix means 
that extra time is needed to rebuild the bulk of the matrix This is different 
from the phenomenon observed for dental stones, in which a fragmented 
matrix replesents new nuclei for crystallization that control the setting time 
and microstiuctu~e of the gypsum product. 
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4. Because the reaction between powdel and liquid is exothermic, the most effec- 
tive method of controlling the wo~king and setting times is LO regulate the 
temperature of the mixing slab. Cooling the slab marlzedly retards the chemi- 
cal ~eaction between the powder and the liquid, thereby retarding formation 
of the matrix This permits incorporation of the optimum amount of powder 
into thc liquid without the mix developing an ~lnduly high viscosrty For the 
same P/I, latio and rnixing technique, the cement plepared on a cool slab 
(rig 16-9, A )  is still fluid and suitable for cementation of cast res t~ l~~t ions ,  
whereas tlre mix made on a slab at loom tcmpernturc (rig 16-9, R )  may bc 
too viscous $01 use in cementing precision castings 

Physical Properties o f  Zinc Phosphate Cement 

Two pllysic,ll properties o l  the cement t11,ll ale ~elrvant to the letention of fixed 
prostlleses ale the mec11,tnical propelties and solub~lities I h e  piosthesis can 
becorne dislodged ilthe uitde~lyirig cement is st~essed beyond its strerlgtll I ligll sol- 
ubility can i~lduce loss of the cement needed tor retenlion and may cleate plCtque 
retention sitcs. 

Zinc phosphate luting cements, when properly manipulated, exhibit a compres- 
sive strength of up to 104 megapascals (MPa) and a diametral tensile strength of 
approximately 5.5 MPa ('Table 16-3). Zinc phosphate cement has a modulus of elas- 
ticity of approximately 13.7 gigapascals (GPa). Thus it is quite stiff and should be 
resistant to elastic deformation even when it is employed as the luting agent for 
restorations that are subjected to high masticatory stress. 

As illustrated in Figure 16-8, the compressive strength, and perhaps the tensile 
strength, vary with the P/I, ratio Ihe recommended P/L ~ a t i o  for zinc phosphate 
cement is about 1.4 g powder to 0.5 mL liquid 'lhe increase in strength attained by 
addition of powder in excess of the recornrnended amount is modest cornpaled 
with the reduction incuired by decreasing the amount of powder in the mix. 
A reduction in the P/1, ratio of the mix produces a markedly weaker cement. A loss 
o~ gain in the water content of the liquid reduces both the compressive strength and 
the lensile strength of the cement 
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Fig. 16-9 Two mixes of cement prcpared with itlentical powdcrllicluttl ~at io\ .  I h e  tf3mper.ilure of [he 
mixing slab in A was 10" C; tht. kmpc.raturcy o( thtl slab in 83 w.1~  29.5" ('. (From Phillips I<\iV, 
~w,lrhy ML, , ~ n d  Norman KD: Mcttclt-ials tor the Pr,~c.tic.ing Denlisl. St Louis, Moshy, 15469.) 

Zinc phospllate cements have a relatively low solubility in water when they ale 
tested in accordance with (he ANSIIADA Specification. Tloweve~; this lest is per- 
formed for quality control and does not reflect the relative rates of disintegration of 
various types of cement in the o ~ n l  cavity. In vivo disintegration will be discussed 
later. Also, the solubility rate of ~ i n c  phosphate cenlent is appreciably greater in 
dilute organic acids, such as lactic, acetic, and citric acids. 

Retention 

Setting of zinc phosphate cement does not involve any reaction with surrounding 
hard tissue or other restorative materials. Therefore bonding occurs by mechanical 
interloclzing at interfaces, not by chemical interactions, and any coating applied on 
the tooth surface for pulp protection reduces retention. 

Biological Properties 

As might be expected from the presence of the phosphoric acid, the acidity of zinc 
phosphate cement is quite high at the time when a prosthesis is placed on a pre- 
pared tooth. Two min after the start of the mixing, the pH of the cement is approx- 
illlately 2 (lable 16-6). The pH then increases rapidly, but still is only about 5.5 at 
24 hr. l<roni these data it is evident that any damage to the pulp from acid attack by 
zinc phosphate cement probably occurs during the first few hours after insertion. 
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pH of Cements for Luting Applications 

Zinc Zinc 
Time (min) Zinc phosphate silicophosphate polycarboxylale Class ionomer 

Manipulation 

'l'he following five points should be observed in the manipulation of zinc phosphate 
cements: 

1. It is probably not necessary to use a measuring device for proportioning the 
powder and liquid because the desired consistency may vary to some degree 
with the clinical situation. For example, because more worlzing time may 
be needed f o ~  cementation of a fixed partial denture with multiple crowns, a 
sligl~tly thinner mix is often accepted. Howevei; the maximurn arnoullt of 
powder possible for the palticular application should he used to ensure min- 
imum solubility and ~ n a x i ~ n u ~ n  strength 

2. A cool mixing slab should be ernployecl 'l'he cool slab proloilgs the working 
and setting times and permits the operator lo incorporate the maximurn 
arnount of powder befor-e matrix formation proceeds to the point at which the 
mixture stiffens. '['he liqlrid should not be dispensed onto the slab until mix- 
ing is to be initiated because water will be lost to the air by e~apor~~t ion ,  as 
shown in Figure 16-10. 

4 I- ,.y Glass ionomer 1 

- - - 
_ _ - -  _ _ _ - - - -  Zinc phosphate _ _ - - 

I I I I I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Exposure t~me (mln) 

Fig. 16-10 Loss oC water l'rom cement Ilqulds when they arc exposed to dlr 
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3. The powder should be divided into several portions indicated by the instruc- 
tions. Mixing is initiated hy the addition of a small amount of powder. Small 
quantities are incorporated initially, with brisk spatulation. A considerable 
area of the mixing slab should be used. A good rule to follow is to spatulate 
edch increment for 15 to 20 sec before adding another increment. 'l'he mixing 
time is not unduly critical. Completion of the mix usually reclirires approxi- 
mately 1.5 to 2 min. It is important to follow the instnlct~oils provided with 
the material. As stated previously, the appropriate consistency varies accordi~ig 
to the purpose for which the cement is to be used. IIowever; the desired con- 
sistency is always attained by the addition of more powdel and never by allow- 
ing a very thin mix to stiffen. For a fixed partial denture, additional time is 
required to apply the cement. In this case, a slightly decreased viscosity may 
be acceptable. 

4. The prosthesis should be seated immediately, before matrix formation occurs. 
After the prosthesis has been seated, it should be held under pressure until 
the cement sets. 'l'he field of operation should be kept dly during the entire 
procedure. 

5. Excessive cement can be removed after it has set. It is advisable to apply a layer 
of varnish or other nonpermeable coating to the margin. The purpose of the 
varnish coating is to allow the cement more time to mature and to develop an 
increased resistance to dissolution in oral fluid. 

ZINC POLYCARBOXYLATE CEMENT 

In the quest for an adhesive luting agent that can bond strongly to tooth structure, 
zinc polycarboxylate evolved as the first cement system that developed nn adhesive 
bond to tooth structure. 

Composition and Chemistry 

The polyca~ boxylate cements are powdel-liquid systems I he liquid is an aqueous 
solution of polyac~yl~c acid or '1 copolyme~ of acryl~c acid with o t h e ~  cai-boxylic 
acids, such as itac0111c acid. I he r n ~ l e c u l ~ ~ r  weight of the polyacids is in the 
30,000 to 50,000 range. I'he acid concentration varies fioin 32% to 42% by 
weigh1 

I he conlposition ancl manufacturing p ~ o c e d ~ u e s  for the powdei ale similar 
to those of zinc phosphate cement. 'The powde~ corltai~ls mainly zinc oxide 
with some magnesium oxide. Stannic oxide may be substituted for magnesium 
oxide. Other oxides, such as bismuth and aluminum, can be added. 'l'he powder 
may also contain small quantities of stannous fluoride, which modifies the 
setting time and enhances the mailipulative properties. Stannous fluoride is an 
important additive because it increases strength. However, the fluoride released 
from this cement is only a small fraction (15% to 20'-?/0) of that released from 
CICs. 

The setting reaction of this cement involves particle surface dissolution by the 
acid that leleases zinc, magnesium, nnd tin ions, which bind to the polymer chain 
via the carboxyl groups, as illustrated in Figure 16-11, A These ions react with car- 
boxyl groups of adjacent polyacid chains so that a cross-linked salt is formed as the 
cement sets. 'lhe hardened cement consists of an amorphous gel matrix in which 
un~eacted particles are dispersed lhe  mic~ostructure resembles that of zinc phos- 
phate cement in appearance 
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Fig. 16-11 The role oI'c,lrk)oxylale iunt l ion~I  group5 A, Mal l~x Corrndt~on B, B~nt l~ng to tooth 
slurcturc 

Bonding to Tooth Structure 

As noted previously, an outstanding characteristic of zinc polycarboxylate cement is 
that the cement bonds chemically to the tooth structure. 'The mechanism is not 
entirely understood but is probably analogous to that of the setting reaction. As 
shown in Figure 16-11, B, the polyacrylic acid is believed to react with calcium ions 
via carboxyl groups on the surface of enamel or dentin. 'l'hus the bond strength to 
enamel is greater than that to dentin. This is illustrated in Figure 16-12, which corn- 
pares the bond strengths of a zinc polycarboxylate cement to enamel and to dentin. 

Film Thickness 

When zinc polycarhoxylatc cements are mixed at the recommendeci I'/L latio, they 
appeal to be lllucll mole viscous than a colnpa~nble mix of ~ i n c  phosph,~re cement 
t low eve^, the zinc polyca~boxylate rnix 1s classified as pseudoplastic nrld it 

I Zinc phosphate cement 

Carboxylate cement I Enamel 

Thermal ing 
cycled 

I Dentin , 

Thermal failed during cycling 
cycled 

0 0.5 1 .O 1.5 2.0 

Tensile strength (MPa) 

Fig. 16-12 The ten5ile strength required to separale enamel and dentin surfaces luted with a 
polyc,trboxylatc cerncnt dtcr storagc in wakr for I wk. Thrrm,illy stresscd specimens werc 5ubjcc.ted to 
2500 cycles bctwecn water baths maintained at 10' C and TiO" C. 
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undergoes thinning at an increased shear rate. 'This means that the actions of spatu- 
lation and seating reduce the viscosity of the cernent and the procedures can yield a 
film thickness of 25 Fm or less. 

Working and Setting Times 
' lhe worlzing tirne for this cement is much shorter than that for ~ i n c  phosphate 
cement (i.e., approximately 2.5 min compared with approxi~liately 5 mi11 for 
zinc phosphate). This is illustrated in 1:igure 16-13, in which the viscosities of zinc 
phosphate, zinc polycalboxylate, and GICs are plotted as a function of Lime. The flat 
plateaus of the curves represent the working times. Lowering the temperature of the 
reaction can increase the working time. Ilnfortunately, the temperature of the cool 
slab can cause the polyacrylic acid to thicken. 'llllis increased viscosity makes the 
mixing procedure more difficult. It is suggested that only the powder should be 
refrigerated before mixing. The rationale for this procedure is that the reaction 
occurs on the surface and the cool temperature retards the reaction without thick- 
ening the liquid. The setting time ranges from 6 to 9 min, which is in the acceptable 
range for a luting cement. 

Mechanical Properties 
The compressive strengths of zinc polycarboxylate cements range from approximately 
55 to 67 MPa; hence the compressive strength is inferior to that of zinc phosphate 
cement in this respect. I Iowever, the diametral tensile strength is slightly higher-. It is 
not as stiff (2.4 to 4.4 GPa) as zinc phosphnte cement (1 3.7 GPa) as indicated by its 
modulus of elasticity which is less than half that of zinc phosphate cement. Also it 
is not as brittle as zinc phosphate cement. Because of its plastic deformation poten- 
tial, it is more difficult to remove the excess cement afiel setting. 

Solubility 
The solubility of zinc polycarboxylate cernent in water is low, but when it is 
exposed to olganic acids of less than pl l  4 5, the solubility markedly increases. 

Type 1 
glass-ionomer 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Time (min) 

Fig. 16-1 3 Viscosity of freshly mixed cements. Thc viscosity is related to the rclative abilily lo allow 
cornpletc sr,~ting of ,i prosthesis. Zinc phosphate cernrnl is more v isco~~s itii~ially, but it provides a 
longer working limp for se,lting compared w i ~ h  either zinc polyc~rl)oxylatr or gl,tss ionomer cements 
(From Mounl GI: An Atlas of Class-lonomer Cements, London, Martin Dunitr, 1990.) 
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Also, a I-eduction in the P/I, ratio results in a significantly higher solubility and dis- 
integration rate in the oral cavity. 

Biological Considerations 

I he pl I of the cement liquid is appioxirnately 1.7 Howrve~, the liquid is rapidly 
neutrali~ed by the powdel 'Illus the pH of the mix rises ~apldly as the setting reac- 
tion pioceeds, as can be seen in Table 16-6 I h e  pH of a ~ i n c  polycarboxylate cernent 
is highel than that of a ~ i n c  phosphate cernent at valious time inte~vals Ilesplte the 
initial acidic natule of the zinc polycarboxylate cements, they produce minimal i~ i i -  
tation to the pulp. 

Seve~al theories have been advanced to explain the difference in the ~ractioil of 
1hr p ~ l p  to ~ i n c  polycarboxylate and zinc phosphate cements The pl I of zinc poly- 
carboxylate cement rises more rapidly than that of d n c  phosphate cement. Also it is 
possible that the laiger s i ~ e  of the polyacrylic acid molecule compared with phos- 
phoric acid molecule may limit its diffusion through the dentinal tubules Its excel- 
lent biocompatibility with the pulp is a major factor in the popularity of this cement 
system. In this regard, zinc polycarboxylate cement is equivalent to ZOE cement. 
I'ostoperative sensitivity effects are negligible for both cements. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why should zinc polycarboxylate cement be dpplied on the tooth preparat~on before fl-re 
cement loses its glossy appearance? 

Manipulation 
Ihe cement liquids for Linc polyca~boxylate cement are quite viscous. Ihe  viscosity 
is a f~~nction of the molecular weight and concellt~ation of the polyac~ylic a c ~ d  and 
varies f ~ o m  one brand of cement lo another. 'TIILIS the P/I, ratios required to produce 
a cement of suitable cementing consistency may vaiy from producl to producl 
Generally, these ~atios are in the lange of 1 5 parts of powder to 1 par1 of 11q~lid by 
weight 

This cement should be mixed on a suiface that will not absorb licluid. A glcass slab 
affords an additional advantage ovel paper pads supplied by mc~nufacturers because, 
once the glass slab is cooled, it maintains that temperature fol a longel time As 
stated previously, cooling the slab and the powder provides a somewhat longer work- 
ing time, but under no circumstances should the liquid be stored in a lefrigerator. 

The liquid should not be dispensed before the time when the mix is to be made 
It loses water to the atmosphere very rapidly, as shown in Figure 16-10. The loss of 
water from the liquid results in a very maiked increase in its viscosity. 

'The powder is rapidly incorporated into the liquid in large quantities. Shown in 
Figure 16-14 is the consistency of the cement immediately after completion of the 
30-sec mix as compared with the consistency after a longer mixing time or an addi- 
tional time on the mixing slab If good bonding to tooth structure is to be achieved, 
the cement must be adapted against the tooth surface before it loses its glossy 
appearance. The glossy appearance indicates a sufficient number of free carboxylic 
acid groups on the surface of the mixture that are vital for bonding to tooth struc- 
ture. A dull-looking mixture, on the othei hand, means that an insufficient num- 
be1 of unreacted carboxyl g~oups are available to bond to the calciurn In the tooth 
surface. 
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Fig. 16-14 A, Con5isLency of zinc polycarhoxylate cement upon completion of 30 sec of mixing. 6, If 
the mixing time is prolonged o r  the mix is allowed lo remain on the slab, the cement becomes dull in 
appearance and the material I~ecomes lacky to the touch. (Courtesy of M. Jendresen.) 

Surface Preparation and Retention 
Despite the adhesion of the cement to tooth structure, zinc polycarboxylate cements 
are not superior to zinc phosphate celnent in the retention of cast noble metal restora- 
tions. A comparable force is required to remove gold inlays cemented either with zinc 
phosphate cement or with zinc polycarboxylate cement. Examination of the fractured 
surface shows that failure usually occurs at the cement-tooth interface with zinc phos- 
phate cement. In the case of the ~ i n c  polycarboxylate cements, the failure occurs usu- 
ally at h e  crment-metal interface, rather than at the cement-tooth interface. 
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llie cement does not bond to the noble metal in the chenlically contaminated as- 
cast o~ picltled condition. I hus it is essential that this contaminated su~face o n  the 
cavity side of the casting be removed to improve wettability and the mechanical bond 
at tlle cement-metal interface i l l~e  surface can he carefully ab~aded w ~ t h  a small 
stone, or it can he sandblasted with high-pressure air and alumina ab~asive, for exam- 
ple. IIoweve~, long sandblasting times should be avoided to mi~lirnizr the lisk for 
margin deformation on cast metals Aftel exposure of the flesh metal, the casting 
should be thoroughly rinsed to lernove debris and the su~face should be dlled. 

Ikcause this type of cement c~ffo~ds  an oppo~tunity to obtain adhesion to tooth 
structure, a nleticulously clean cavity surf,ice is necessary to ensure kntimate contact 
and interactio~~ hetween the cement and tlle tooth A ~ e c o ~ n ~ n e n d e d  procedure is LO 

apply a 10% polyacrylic 01 malcic acid solution for 10 to 15 sec, followecl by   in sing 
with water 

Aftel cleansing, the cavrty should be isolated to prevent ful-ther contamination by 
oral fluids. Blotting the surface before cementation is considered sufficient as a dry- 
ing procedure. Drying with an air syringe is acceptable, although some discomfort 
may be experienced by the patient if the tooth is not anesthetized. 

Removal of Excess Cement 

During setting, the zinc polycarboxylate cement passes through a rubbery stage that 
makes removal of the excess cement quite demanding. The excess cement that has 
extruded beyond the margins of the casting should not be removed while the 
cement is in this stage because there is danger that some of the cement may be 
pulled out from heneath the margins, leaving a void Excess cement can be I-emov~d 
when the celllent becomes h a ~ d .  It is impoltant that the oulel su~face of the pros- 
thesis be co,~tcd caref~~lly with a thin layel of 'I sepalciting medium, such as petro- 
Icum jelly, to prevent excess cement f ~ o m  a d h e ~ ~ n g  to ils s~ufacc. Calc should be 
~a l te~i  not to allow the mediurn to touch the rnalgln o l  the prosthesi\ Anothcn 
approach 1s to start re~noving excess ccment as soon CIS scating is completed I h e  
goal of these two methods is to avoid ~emoving the excess du~ ing  the mbbely stagc. 

GLASS ilONOMER CEMENT 

Glass iononlel is the genellc nalnc of 'I g ~ o u p  of i i ia ter~~~ls based on the rencbon of 
silicate glass powdel and poly,lc~ylic acid l his n~,itenal acquiles its name f ~ o m  its 
folmulation of a glass powder and an io~lonler that contains carboxyl~c acids. 
Originally, the cement was intended for the aesthetic restoration of anterior teeth, 
and it was recommended for use in restoring teeth with Class 111 and Class V cavity 
preparations. Because of its adhesive bond to tooth structule and its ca~ies preven- 
tion potential, the types of glass ionomers have expanded to include their use as lut- 
ing agents, orthodontic bracket adhesives, pit and fissure sealants, liners and bases, 
core buildups, and intermediate restorations. The type of application depends on 
the consistency of the cement, which ranges from a low viscosity to very high vis- 
cosity by adjusting the particle size distribution and P/L latio The maximum partl- 
cle s i ~ e s  are 50 pm for restolatlve cement and 15 ym for luting agents 

The chemist~y of GIC has also evolved over time The need of improving its 
mechan~cal properties has led to the incorporation of metal particles that result In 
a metal-reinforced glass ionomer cement. lieplacing part of the polyacrylic acid 
w ~ t h  l~ydroph~ l~c  monomer\ results In a light-cu~able ol chemical-culable mnte~ial 
called resin-modified glass ionomer cement 01 hybr~d ionorner cement I hc acid- 
base reaction is a part of the cuiing plocess lherefore these materials ale colisidered 
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dual-cured glass ionotnels Ilse of both methods of irlitiating polymerization results 
in a tri-cure glass iononier 'lhis material has a longer worlzi~lg time and is less sen- 
sitive to nloistu~ e du~ ing  setting. lIsillg licl~~id water-flee polyacid monomer in place 
of polyacrylic acid has yielded polyacid-rnodified composite lesin, commonly 
called compolner (derived from composzlc and zonomei-) The chemical mdkeup of the 
glass pa~ticles also varies wit11 e'lch moclificdtion, but it is essentially a fluoroalumi- 
nosilicate cement. The original rndtelial is now cdlled ~onvenl~onal CIC. In this sec- 
tion, we will focus 011 the characteristics and manipulation of conventional C>IC. 

Composition 

The glass ionomer powder is an acid-soluble calcium fluoroaluminosilicate 
glass. 'l'he cornposilion of two commercial glass ionomer powders is given in 
Table 16-7. 'The raw materials are fused to a uniform glass by heating them to a tem- 
perature of 1100" C to 1500" C. Lanthanum, strontium, barium, or zinc oxide addi- 
tions provide radiopacity. The glass is ground into a powder having particles in the 
range of 15 to 50 ym. Originally, the liquids for GI(: were aqueous solutions of 
polyacrylic acid in a concentration of about 40% to 50%. The liquid was quite vis- 
cous and tended to gel over time. In most of the current cements, the acid is in the 
form of a copolymer with itaconic, maleic, or tricarboxylic acids (1:ig. 16-15). 'These 
acids tend to increase the reactivity of the liquid, decrease the viscosity, and 
reduce the tendency for gelation. Tartaric acid is also present in the liquid. It 
improves the handling characteristics and increases working lime, but it shortens 
the setting time (liig. 16-16). 'l'he viscosity of the tartaric acid-containing cement 
docs not generally changc over the shelf life of the cement. I lowever, a viscosity 
change can occur if the cement is out of dale. 

As a means of extending the working time of (XC, fi-eeze-dried polyacid powder 
and glass powder are placed in the same bottle as the powtler. 'lhe licluid consists of 
water or water- with lartaric acid. When the powders are mixed wilh water, the acid 
powder dissolves to reconstitute h e  liquid acid and this process is followed by the 
acid-base reaction. 'lllis type of cement is ]referred to occasionally as waler-setlablc 
glass ionomer or erroneously as ~rlhydrous glass ionomer. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Water plays lwo clrlical roles 10 l / le setting of conventron,rl C;IC What are they, .rntl how 
do ; h e w k ?  

Composition of Two Glass Ionomer Cement Powders 

Compound Composition A (wtol0) Composition B (wt'Yo) 

SiO, 

AI,O, 

AIF, 

Cal', 

N '3 I' 

All'O, 
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CH- COOH 

I Acrylic acid 
unit 

CH2 
- - - - - -  4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - -  - -------  

/ COOH 

, \ CH2 COOH ltaconic acid 
unit 

CH - COOH 
I Maleic acid 

COOH 
unit 

CH - COOH 

1 ,COOH 
n 

Tricarboxylic 
acid unit 

\ CH2 COOH ----- t --------------------------------- 

Fig. 16-15 Structure of varlous types of a l k e n o ~ ~  ac~ds that make up polyaclds of glass lonorner 
cements 

Chemistry of Setting 

When the powder and liquid are mixed to form a paste, the acid etches the surface 
of the glass particles and calcium, aluminum, sodium, and fluorine ions are leached 
into the aqueous medium. 'l'he polyacrylic acid chains are cross-linked by the cal- 
cium ions that are replaced by aluminum ions within the next 24 hr. Sodium ancl 
fluorine ions do not participate in the cross-linlzing of the cement. Some of 
the sod i~~rn  ions ]nay replace the hydrogen ions o i  carboxylic groups, whereas the 
remaining ions ale dispersed uniformly within the set cement along with fluorine 
ions 'Ihe cross-linlted phase becomes hydrated ovel t i m e  with the same water used 
for mixing. rhis process is called maturation. 'l'he unreacted portion of glass parti- 
cles are sheathed by a silica gel that develops during rr~iloval of cations fionl (he sur- 
lace of the pa~ticles Thus the set cement co~lsists of an agglomeration of unreacted 

Time 

Fig. 16-26 Effect of tat-taric a t  id on the visc:osity-tirne relationship for n gl'lss ionomcr c-cnient c l~~r ing  
setting. (From Wilson AD, and McLean JW: Class lonomer Ccmcnl. Chicago, Quintessence, 1988, p 37.) 
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Fig. 16-17 Dlagram dep~ct~ng the skucture of the glass 
lonomer cement Thc solid black particles represent 
unrcncted glass part~cles surrounded by the gel (shaded 
structure) that form when Al+++ and Ca' ' Ions are leached 
irom the glass as a result of attack by the poly,lcrylic acid. Thc 
Cad+ and Al+++ ions form polysalts with the C O O  groups of  
the polyacrylic acid to form a cross-linked structure. Thc 
carboxyl groups react with the calcium in enamel ,~nd dentin. 

powder particles surrounded by a silica gel in an amorphous matrix of hydrated cal- 
cium and alumlnum polysalts. This mechanism is illustrated in the diagram In 
Figure 16-1 7, and the m~crogiaph of the set cement is shown in I igure 16-1 8 

Water plays a cr~trcal iole in the settlng of (,1C It serves as (he reaction rned~urn 
Initially and the11 slowly hydrates the cross-linked matrix, the~eby yielding a stable 
gel structure that 1s s t ~ o n g e ~  and less suscept~ble to moisture If flr.slily [nixed 
cements are exposrci to ambient all w ~ l h o ~ i t  any piotectivr coverrng, thc surface wrll 
craze and crack as a 1esul1 of clesiccatron Any contarnination by wale1 that occurs 
at tllir stage can cause d~ssolut~oii of the mat~~x-forming cations and nnlons to the 
surrounding aleas 130th desrccation and contarnination conipro~nlse the intcgi ~ t y  of 
the matella1 Therefore conventional GLC musl be plotected against des~ccation and 
watr.1 changes 111 the structule du~ lng  placement and for n few weeks aSte~ placement 
if  possible 

Fig. 16-18 Mlcrograpli of '1 w t  glass tonomer tc lncnl  sl iow~ng unre,rc t r t i  p a r l ~ ~ l c s  su~roundcd I-)y thc 
continuous m,ltrlx 
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Mechanism of Adhesion 

The mechanism by which the glass ionomer bonds to tooth stn~cture has not been 
clearly identified. Iloweve~; there seems little doubt that it primarily involves chela- 
tion of carboxyl groups of the polyacids with the calcium in the apatite of the 
enamel and dentin (see Fig 16-17). 'l'he adhesive mechanism of glass ionorner is 
comparable to that of zinc polycarboxylate cement (see Fig. 16-11). The bond 
strength to enamel is alw'lys higher tllan that to dentin because of the greater 
inorganic content of enamel and its greater homogeneity from a morphological 
standpoint. 

Biological Properties 

Glass ionomers release fluoride in amounts cornparable to those released initially 
from silicate cement and continue to do so over an extended period. The minimal 
amounts of fluoride release and subsequent uptake by the enamel necessary to 
inhibit caries have not been defined. Several controlled clinical studies of glass 
ionomer used for restorations or fissure sealants show that the number of second- 
ary carious lesions that developed ranged from zero to a number as high as that 
associated with composite restorations that were placed in the same study Surveys 
of dentists show that the frequency of secondary caries in teeth with glass ionomer 
restorations compared with that of teeth with posterior composites was lower for 
one group of dentists but higher for another group of dentists. However, many stud- 
ies have shown that fluoride ions released from GIC inhibit the progression of sec- 
ondary caries 

Most histological studies indicate that glass ionome~s ale relatively biocompati- 
ble. 'They elicit a greater p ~ ~ l p  reaction than ZOf: hut generally less than thnl from 
zinc phosphate cement. Glass ionomer used CIS 'I luting agent has a lowel P/1, ratio 
and can pose a gredler hazartf than that from gl,lss ionomer ~esto~ntiolls because a 
cement made oi n lower 1'11, ratio remains at a lower pH for longer periods. With 
any (XC, it is wise LO place a thin layer of a protective liner, such as Ca(Otl),, within 
0.5 mnl of the pulp chamber in a deep preparation. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Under what condilron n7igllt zrnc phosphale c rlnent bc preferred ovcv GI( for luting o/ an 

all-ceramic crow171 

Physical Properties of Glass lonomer Cement 

Table 16-3 shows the properties of a typical glass ionomer luting cement. 'The com- 
pressive strength is comparable to that of zinc phosphate, and its diametral strength 
is slightly higher. The modulus of elasticity is only about one-half that of zinc phos- 
phate cement. Thus the GIC is less stiff and more susceptible to elastic deformation. 
In this regard, it is not as desirable as zinc phosphate cement to support an all- 
ceramic crown, because greater tensile stress would develop in the crown under 
occlusal loading. For example, in one study the mean failure load for a feldspathic 
porcelain crown increased from 963 N to 2800 N as the elastic modulus of the sup- 
porting substrate increased from ? to 14 GPa. 

Table 16-8 sllows the relative p~operties of thc restorative glass ionorners. 
Another property that is particula~ly pertinent to its use as a restorative mate~ial is 
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Prope,ies of Restorative Cements 

Compressive Diametral tensile Knoop Solubility Anticariogenicl 
strength (MPa) strength (MPa) hardness (KHN) (ANSI/ADA Tcst) pulp response 

Silicate 180 
cement 

Class 1 50 
iono~nel 
(Type 11) 

Cernlet 150 

Hybrid 105 
ionomer 

ANSI, Americnil National SLandards I~isriiute, ADA, Anirrican Dental Assorialion 

its fracture toughness (Table 16-9), a measure of the energy required to cause crack 
propagation that leads to fracture. Restorative GICs are much inferior to composites 
in this respect. They also are more vulnerable to wear than are composites when 
subjected to in vitro toothbrush abrasion tests and simulated occlusal wear tests. 
IIowever, the following positive aspects of GlCs make them attractive: (1) they are 
reasonably biocompatible, (2) they bond to enamel and dentin, and ( 3 )  they pro- 
vide an anticariogenic benefit. 

Manipulation Considerations for GIC 

To achieve long-lasting restorations and retentive fixed prostheses, the followillg 
conditions for GIC; must be satisfied: (1) the surface of the prepared tooth must be 
clean and dry, (2) the colisistellcy of the mixed cement must allow complete coat- 
ing of the surface irregularities and complete seating of prostheses, (?) excess 
cement must he removed at the appropriate time, (4) the surface must be finished 
without excessive drying, and (5) protection of the restoration surface must be 
ensured to prevent cracking or dissolution. These conditions are similar for- luting 
applicalions, except that no surface finishing is needed. 

Surface Preparation 

Clean surfaces are essential for promoting adhesion. A pumice slurry can be used to 
remove the smear layer that is produced during cavity preparation. The commonly 
used method is etching with phosphoric acid (~34%-37%) or an organic acid like 
polyaclylic acid (~10%-20%) for 10 to 20 sec, followed by a 20 to 30 sec of water 

Fracture Toughness of Cements and Other Restorative Materials 

Type of material Fracture toughness ( ~ ~ a . m " ~ )  

Admixed amalgam 

Llght-cued glass ionomer 

IIyhrid composite 

Glass ionomer lining cement 

Cermet 

Me~nl-~elnforccd glass ionomer 
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Fig. 16-79 A, Prcp,lrc>tl tientin suriace showing Ihc prc,senc.e of the smc~ir 1,lyc.r. 5, After cleansing will] 
polyacrylic ~ c i t l ,  tlie snicar Iaycr IS rc~movcl(l, yet t l i r  t ~~bu les  rcmnin ~~lugget l .  

rinsing time. Figure 16-1 9 shows the result of 10 sec of swabbing action on 'I cul 
clenlin surface with a 10% solution. After conditioning nl ld  rinsing of the prepara- 
tion, the surface should be dried, but it should not be unduly ctesiccated 11 must 
remain clean because any further contamination by saliva or blood impairs bond- 
ing of the cement. 

Preparation of the Material 

The P/L ratio recommended by the manufacturer for GIC should be followed. 
A paper pad is sufficient for mixing. A cool and dry glass slab may be used to 
retard the reaction and extend the working time. It is important that the slab not 
be used if its temperature is below the dew point. The powder and liquid should 
not be dispensed onto the slab until just before the mixing procedure is begun. 
Prolonged exposure to the atmosphere can alter the precise acidlwater ratio of the 
liquid. The powder should be incorporated rapidly into the liquid using a stiff 
spatula for restorative applications and a metal or plastic spatula for luting appli- 
cations. The mixing time should not exceed 45 to 60 sec, depending on the indi- 
vidual products. At this time, the mix should have a glossy appearance, which 
indicates unreacted polyacid on the surface. This residual acid on the surface is 
critical for bonding to the tooth. A dull appearance indicates that t h e ~ e  is inade- 
quate free acid for bonding. 
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Fig. 16-20 Representative Type II restorative glass ionomer cements. Only the powder is shown for 
the cement. The respective capsules contain both powder and liquid. 

Glass ionomers are also supplied in capsules containing preproportioned powder 
and liquid (Fig. 16-20) The mixing is accomplished in an amalgamator (triturator) 
after the seal that separates the powder and liquid has been broken. Note that the 
capsule contains a nozzle, so the mix can be injected directly on the prepared tooth 
and/or on a fixed prosthesis fol bonding. The p~etise p~otocol for the mixing 
time and speed should be followed The main advantages of capsules are conven- 
ience, consistent control o l  the 1'11, ratio, <ind rlirninalion of the variations dssoci- 
atrd with hand spatulation 

M Why arc3 inslcj~-sett~ng GK's more durah l~  as dental f~llrngs than slowei-seft~ng prochc Is! 

Placement sf G1C as a Restorative Materia! and Removal of Excess 

The restorative cement mixture is applied by a plastic instrument or injected on the pre- 
pared tooth surface. Tooth cavities should be slightly overfilled with cement. M e r  
placement, the surface should be covered with a plastic matrix to protect the setting 
cement from losing or gaining water during the initial set. The matrix is left in place for 
at least 5 min, although this time varies according to the product, based on the setting 
rate. Upon removal of the matrix, the surface must immediately be protected while the 
excess material is trimmed from the margins. 1:urther finishing procedures, if needed, 
should be delayed for at least 24 hr. However, because this is clinically unrealistic, fin- 
ishing of the restoration should be completed in the same appointment. 'l'hus faster- 
setting cements are desirable. Even so, the longer the dentist waits to properly protect 
the surface, the more mature the cement becomes, the lower the risk for surface cracks, 
and the lower the tendency for the restoration to become slightly more opaque 

111 the case of luting applications, no matrix protection is needed. 'rlie excess 
cement can he removed immediately upon seating or after a length of time as pre- 
scribed in the manufacturer's instructions. 
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Postoperative Procedures 

Before the patient leaves, the Type I1 GIC restoration should be coated again with a 
protective agent, because the exposed cement around trimnled areas and margins is 
still vulnerable to the environment until it reaches full maturity If these recom- 
mended procedures for providing protection to the setting celllent are not followed, 
a chalky or a crazed surface will inevitably result (Fig. 16-21). 

In summary, protection of glass ionomer restorations depends on meticulous 
attention to recommended procedures related to: (1) conditioning of the tooth sur- 
face, (2) proper manipulation, and ( 3 )  protection of the cement during settillg and 
during potential situations when desiccation might occur. When these parameters 
are controlled, high-quality restorations should be produced (Fig. 16-22). 

METAL-REINFORCED GLASS IONOMER CEMENTS 

GTCs lack toughness. Ilence they cannot withstand high-stress concentrations that 
promote crack propagation. GICs can be reinforced by physically incorporating sil- 
ver alloy powder with glass powder, usually referred to as a silver alloy admix, or by 
fusing glass powder to silver particles through sintering. The latter formula is often 
referred to as a cermet. Metal-reinforced GICs based on each of these two systems 
are commercially available (Fig. 16-23). 

General Properties 

Table 16-8 and Table 16-9 indicate that metallic fillers have little or no influence on 
the iiiechan~cal propelties of restorative glass ionomers I11 vitro wear tests show that 
these rnateli;tls, which ale indrcated for use on occlusal sulfaces in primary molars, 
perfo~m well in~t~ally but do not perf01 111 ,jny better th;ln conventionill glasa 
lononlel5 when placed 111 long-term contact-flee s u ~ l ~ ~ c e s  Ilnder in vlrlo ac~dlc con- 
ditions, both conventional and metal ie~nfolced glass loiiomers e x h ~ b ~ t  s~mrlar 
degrees of weal at conlc~c~-f~ecl areas at a solut~on pH between 6 and 7, but cons~d 
erdbly greater wen1 1s evrdent '11 pl1 5 

Fig. 16-21 Cr~rccl, c.lialky surface on glass ionomcr reslordtions resulting iron1 in,ldeclu~le proteclioll 
of the cenicnl during its maturation. (Courlcsy of C;. Mount.) 
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Fig. 16-22 Six-yr-olcl glass ionomer restorations, shown by arrows. A conservative and aesthetic 
treatment for the eroded area. (Courtesy of C. Mount.) 

Both metal ierllfo~ced systems release appreciable amourlts o l  fluoride init~,~lly, 
hut the magn~tude dec~enses substantially o v a  Llrne (Table 16 10) Less fluorrde 1s 
leleased f ~ o m  the cetrllet cement, hec'~use a po l t~on  of the glass pall~cle 1s metal- 
coated Fol the acim~x ccment, the metal filler pa~ l~c l e s  may not bond well to  the 
cemeilt mnt~ix, thus the fillel-cement lnte~faces become , ~ d d ~ t ~ o n a l  surface 'lrens for 
fluor~de leaching 

Fig. 16-23 Keprcscntntlvc rnetal re~nforccd glass lonomcr ccmenls C e r m ~ t  products are at left. At 
right 1s an admlx of amalgdm alloy added to Type I I  lonomer tcriicnt (M~rar le  MIX) 
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Cumulative Fluoride Release from Various Glass Ionomer Products 

Fluoride Released (yg) 

Cement Type 14 Days 30 Days 

lype I1 glass lonornc.1 440 650 

Cernlet 200 100 

Alloy adni~x glass Ionomel ( s ~ l v e ~  alloy adni~x) 1350 4040 

lype I glass lonomer 470 700 

Glass lonorner l lne~ (co~lvent~onal) 1000 1300 

Glass lollomel 111ler (11ght-cured) 1200 1600 

Clinical Considerations 

'The presence of metal fillers has made the material radiopaque and grayish in color. 
They have been suggested for limited use as an alternative to amalgam or compos- 
ite for posterior restorations. However, clinical data indicate that these cements fall 
short of expectations. 'lhey exhibit frequent fracture when used for Class I1 restora- 
tions, as do the conventional glass ionomers. On the other hand, these cements 
harden rapidly, so they can be finished in a relatively short time. Along with their 
potential for adhesion and caries resistance, these characteristics have prompted the 
use of metal fillers for core buildup of teeth to be restored with cast crowns. 
However, a tonse~v,~tive approatli should be taken because of their low fi-acture 
toughness and brittle nature. It  is recommended that metal-reinforced GICs not he 
used wherever the cement will constitute greater than 40% of the total core buildup. 
l,ikewise, the auxiliary use of pins or other retention forms may be desi~able. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

For the ntraumatic restorative treatmenf technique, why 1s a h~glily v~scous GIC the mosl 

appropriate material? 

HIGHLY VISCOUS CONVENTIONAL GLASS IONOMER CEMENT 

Modern restorative dentistry requires an assortment of auxiliary equipment, such 
as water, electricity, and power-driven tools, to support various procedures. 
Unfortunately, basic restorative procedures that are common in industrialized 
countries are not possible in disadvantaged countries that lack the infrastructure to 
provide water, electricity, and equipment to remote areas. In such areas, practition- 
ers often rely on the atraumatic restorative treatment (ART) technique, which was 
designed to retain as many teeth as possible under these adverse circumstances. 
Only hand instruments are used to remove carious tissue. Caries removal with 
hand instruments is often incomplete, increasing the risk for secondary caries. 
Materials that bond chemically to tooth structure are needed as cavity restoratives 
or as pit and fissure sealants. Class ionomer, because of its adhesiveness and release 
of fluoride, is the natural choice to fill that gap. In addition, placing ART as a fill- 
ing and as a sealing material using a GIC relies on a technique of pressing the mate- 
rial into the excavated tooth cavities and to pits and fissures, in contrast to the flow 
technique used with resin-based sealant. To simplify insertion of (he material in a 
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manner similar to that used for amalgam, a highly viscous version of glass ionomer 
is available. 

I'he clinical procedures in the ART technique include the following: ( 1 )  isolaliiig 
the tooth with cotton rolls, (2) obtaining access to the carious lesion with hand 
insti~~ments, (3) removing the carious tissue with an excavator, (4) pl'lcing the 
highly viscous GIC restorative materials, and (5) removing excess cement. Ideally, 
the tooth surface should he prepared with a weak acid to enhance chemical bond- 
ing to the GIC. IIoweve~, air-water spray and suction equipment are not available in 
remote areas where this technique has often been used. 

liesults of a recent study indicated that the survival rate of partially and fully 
retained single-surface restorations on permanent teeth was 39% after 1 yr and 88% 
after 3 yr. T'he same study showed that the partial and full retention of sealants in 
the permanent dentition were 90% after 1 yr and 71% after 3 yr. 

Because the AR'I' approach is based on the sound concept of maximum preven- 
tion, minimal surgical intervention, and minimal tooth preparation, these materi- 
als should be considered as fillings in deciduous teeth and as intermediate 
restorations of permanent posterior teeth. 'This material should p~ovide better pro- 
tection of the restored tooth than nonfluoridated materials. Recent introduction of 
encapsulated versioils of these materials will facilitate the use of these materials and 
should increase their acceptance (Fig. 16-24). 

RESIN-MODIFIED CLASS IONOMER CEMENT (HYBRID IONOMER) 

Moisture sensitivity and low early strength of GICs are the result of slow acid-base 
setting reactions. Polyr~~erizable functional groups can be added to impart more 
rapid curing when activated by light or chemicals to overcome these two inherent 
drawbacks and still allow the acid-base redclion to take its course long after poly- 
merization. These products are considered to be dual-cure cements if only one 
polyrnel-izalion mechanism is used; if both inechanisms are used, they are consid- 
ered tri-cure cements. These materials are classified as resin-modified glass iono~ners 
or hybrid io~lorners (Fig. 16-25). 

Depending on the manufacturer's formulation and P/L ratios, clinical applica- 
tions of resin-modified glass ionorners inclucie their use as liners, f iss~~re sealants, 
bases, core buildups, restoratives, adhesives for orthoctonlic brackets, repair materi- 
als for damaged amalgam coi-es or cusps, and retrograde root-filling malerials. 

Fig. 16-24 Representative highly viscous glass ionomcr malerial lor atrdumatic restorative treatment 

applications. 
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Fig. 16-25 Representative commercial resin-modified glass ionomer cernerlls. 

For these applications, surface conditioning of the tooth structure with a mild acid 
is still essential for bond formation. 

Composition and Setting Reactions 

'The powder component consists of ion-leachable fluoroalun~inosilicate glass parti- 
cles and initiators for light curing and/or chemical curing. The liquid component 
usually contains water and polyacrylic acid or polyacrylic acid modified with 
methacrylate and hydroxyethyl niethaciylate (IIBMA) monorners. The last two com- 
ponents are responsible for polymerization. The initial setting reaction of tlie mate- 
rial occurs by the polymeri~ation of methacrylate groups. The slow acid-base 
reaction will ultimately be responsible for the uniclue maturing process and 
the final slrength. The overnll watel content is less for this type of material to 
accommodate the polymerizahle ingredients 

Characteristics of Hybrid lonomer Cements 

One noted change fioni conventional glass ionomer is the improvement of translu- 
cency because the inclusion of monomer brings the refractive index of the ljquid 
close to that of the particle. In vitro testing of resin-modified G1C (hybrid GIC) indi- 
cates a fluoride release at the same level as conventional GICs. The diametral tensile 
strengths of hybrid glass ionomers are higher than those of conventional GICs (see 
Table 16-8). 'l'his increase in strength is mainly attributable to their lower elastic 
modulus and the greater amount of plastic deformation that can be sustained 
before fracture occurs. Other properties are difficult to compare because of differ- 
ences in material formulations and in testing protocols. 

The mechanism for bonding to tooth structure is the same as that for conven- 
tional GICs. Less ionic activity is expected because of the reduction in carboxylic 
acid in the liquid of resin-modified glass ionomers; however, their bond strength to 
tooth structure can be higher than that of conventional GICs. Compared with con- 
ventional glass ionomers, resin-modified glass ionomers exhibit a higher bond 
strength to resin-based composites It is likely controlled by the residual nonpoly- 
merized functional groups within tlie former material. 

Polyn~erization ~esults in a gleater degree of shrinkage upon setting. Lower water 
and carboxylic acid content also reduce the ability of the cernent to wet the tooth 
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substrates, which can greatly increase microleakage compared with conventional 
glass ionomers. 

The bioco~npatibility of hybrid glass io~loniers is cornparable to that of conven- 
tional glass ionomers. Similar precautions should be followed, such as the use of 
calcium hyciroxide for deep preparations. The transient temperature increase associ- 
ated with the polymerization process may also be a concern. 

Fissure Sealant Application 

The traditional GI(; is somewhat viscous, which prevents penetration to the depth 
of the fissures. The use of glass ionomers in sealant therapy may increase as less vis- 
cous formulations become available One clinical study shows that the retention 
rate of glass ionomer sealant is poor after 1 yr, but no signs of carious lesions were 
observed. Close examination of the occlusal surface revealed that patches of GIC 
were retained within the fissures. 

LinerIBase Applications 

The handling characteristics of hybrid glass ionomers have been adjusted so that 
they can be used either as a liner or a base. The compressive and tensile strengths of 
liners are lower than those of the restorative cements. '1 he primary purpose of a glass 
ionomer liner is to serve as an intermediate bonding material between the tooth and 
composite restoration. As a result of the adhesion to dentin, it rends to reduce the 
probability of gap formation at gingival margins located in dentin, cementum, or 
both caused by polymerization shrinkage of the resin. 

'I'he advantage of glass ionomer over resin bonding agents lies in the proven 
adhesive bond, reduced technique sensitivity, and an established anticariogenic 
mechanism by fliroride I-elease (see Table 16-10) When it is used in this context, this 
proced~~re is often referred to as the sandwich technique. This techniclue takes 
advantage of the desirable clualities of the glass ionomer yet provides the aesthetics 
of the composite restoration. The sandwich technique is I-ecommended for Class 11 
and V composite restorations when individual patients are at a moderate to high 
risk for ca~ies. They are available both as conventional <:IC and light-curable hybrid 
CIC formulations (kig. 16-26). 

COMPOMER 
The search for a material that has the fluoride-releasing capability of conventional 
glass ionomer and the durability of composites has led to the introduction of 

Fig. 16-26 Commercial gl,lss ionomer liners. Thc two at left arc based on the conventional 
powderlliquid system, whereas the two at right are light-cured. 
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polyacid-modified composite, or comporner. This material has a structure and phys- 
ical propelties sinlild~ to those olcomposites It also has the ability lo release fluo- 
ride, and it undergoes an acid-base re'iction in the presence of saliva 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Kes~n-rnod~f~ed glass lonomers ~ n d  one-paste compomers exhlbrt bolh polymer~zaf~on and 

acld-base rtla( flons Whnt 1s tlic drfklrrnce ln the role of t11c. acrcl-h,~se re,jcfron fi jr  eat h 
n ~ l e r  ral? 

Composition and Chemistry 

Cornpornel is usually provided as a one-paste, light-curable matel ial for restorative 
applications (Fig 16-27). It consrsts of silicate glass particles, sodium fluoride, and 
polyacid-modified monomer without any water. It is sensitive to moisture, so it is 
often packaged in a moisture-proof pouch Setting is initiated by photopolymeriaa- 
tion of the acidic monomer that yields a rigid material. During the service life of the 
restoration, the set material beglns to absorb water in the saliva that contributes 
the acid-base reaction between the acidic functional groups within the matrix and 
silicate glass particles. It is this acid-base reaction ~ncluced by watel absorption that 
eventually sustains fluoride ielease Hecause of the absence of water in the formula- 
tion, the cement mixture 1s not self-adhesive like conventional GIC and hybrid GIC. 

'I hus a separate dentin-bonding agent is needed for compomers used as restolatives 
Recently, some two-component materials, consisting of powdei and liquid or of 

two pastes, have been marketed as compomers for luting applications (see Fig 16-27) 
I he powciel is composed of stlontlurn ,dun~inurn fluorosilicate, metallic oxides, 2nd 
chemically activated and101 light activated ~nitiatois 7he liquid corltairls polymer~z- 
able metl~ac~ylate/ca~l,oxylic acid monomels, mult~lunctionnl ncrylate mononaers, 
,~nd watei The pastes have the same ~ngledrents collcspondmg to those In the pow- 
del and 11quid I%ecause of the presence ofwatel 111 thc liquid, ahcsr mate~ials ale self- 
ndllcs~vc ancl a n  ncld-base ~eaction slalt5 at the time of mixlng 

Characteristics of Compomees 

One paste cornpomcrs used as a restorative material release less fluoride tilami do 
conventional and hybrid CI<:s The bond strerlgth of cornpornel- to tooth structure 

Fig. 16-27 Commercial c 
cement. 
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is in the same range as that of GI(: to tooth structuve because of the use of a dentin- 
bonding agent. Although the nlaln application of a one-paste compomer is as a 
restorative for low-stress bearing areas, current clinical data are limited regarding the 
use of compomer to restore Class I1 I and V cavities as an alte~native to glass ionomcrr 
or resin-based composite. The two-component luting systems are indicdted prima- 
rily for cementing of pl-ostheses fabricated with a metallic substrate. 

Manipulation of Compomers 

1 or the one-paste system, the toolh structure should be etched hefore application of 
dentin-bonding agent and the cement. Finishing of the resloration requires the 
same process as that useti for resin composites. 

lor  the two-component luting system, the cement mixture is placed only on the 
prosthesis, and the prosthesis is seated with finger pressure. After 30 sec have elapsed 
from the end of mixing, the material should reach a gel state, at which time the excess 
cement is removed. The margin should be light-cured immediately to stabilize the 
prosthesis. 'l'he chemical cure should complete the setting reaction in approximately 
3 min in the oral environment. It may talze 10 min or more to set in ambient ail-. 

R E S I N  C E M E N T S  

Resin cement has become attractive as a luting agent because of the development 
of direct-filling resins with improved properties, the benefit of the acid-etch tech- 
nique for attaching resins to enamel, and the potential to bond to dentin condi- 
tioned with organic or inorganic acid. Some ce~ne~ l t s  ale designed for general use 
and others for specific uses, such as the cernentdtisn of ceramic crowns and fixed 
partial dentures ( I  I'Ds) and attaclinlent of 01-thodontic braclcets or resin-bonded 
clowns nnd FI'Ds. IPesin cements are essentially flowablc composites o l  low 
viscosity. 

Composition and Chemistry 

The composition of most current resin cements is similar to that of resin-based 
composite filling materials: a resin matrix with silane-treated inorganic fillers. 'l'he 
fillers are those used in composites, that is, silica 01- glass particles and/or colloidal 
silica used in rnicrofillecl resins. Except for anterior veneer tooth prepasations that 
are made in enamel, the majority of a tooth surface prepared for a full crown is 
dentin. In the latter case, most resin cements require a dentin-bonding agent to pro- 
mote adhesion to tooth structure. The adhesive monomer incorporated in the bond- 
ing agent and the resin cement includes HEMA, 4-META, and an organophosphate, 
such as 10-methacryloyloxydecamethylene phosphoric acid (MDP). This 4-META 
system is a liquid adhesive that acquires a cement consiste~lcy by incorporating 
polymer beads. No separate bonding agent is needed. 

Polymerization can be achieved by a conventional chemical-cure system or by 
light activation. Several systems use both mechanisms and are referred to as dual- 
cure systems (Fig. 16-28). 

Characteristics of Resin Cements 

Kesin cernenls as a group ;Ire virtually insoluble in oral fluids, but, as indicated 
in Table 16-3, there is (1 wide variation in the range of other properties from one 
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Fig. 16-28 Conl~r lc~cial  lesin cement 

product to another These variations undoubtedly are associated with composi- 
tional differences, the diluent concentration, and filler contents. 

With respect to bonding to dentin, resin cement should perform as well as resin- 
base composites. The monomeric component of the resin cements, which is the 
same as that used in restorative composites, is irritating to the pulp. Thus pulp pro- 
tection with a calcium hydroxide or glass ionomer liner is important when the 
remaining dentin thiclzness is not sufficient (e.g., <0.5 mm) to prevent the infiltra- 
tion of irritants. 

Chemically activated resin cements are supplied as two-component systems, con- 
sisting of either a powder and a liquid or two pastes. The two components arc com- 
bined by mixing on '1 paper pad for 20 to 30 sec. Rernoval of the excess cement is 
difficult if it  is delayed until the ceinenl has polyrneriwci. It is best to remove the 
excess cernent i~nmedidtely aftei the prosthesis is se'lted Ihis cernent is suitable for 
all types of prostheses 

I,ight-curable cernents are single-component systems just as are ~ h r  light-curable 
resin-basecl composites. Ihey are ~ndicated for cementation of thin celarnic p~os-  
theses, lesin-based p~ostheses, rind direct bonding of ceramic and plastic orthodon- 
tic braclzets when the thickness of the appliance in the bonded alea is less than 
1.5 mm, the~eby allowing adequate transmission of light. The recluiled time of 
WposLile to the light f o ~  polymeri~ation of the lesln cement depends on (he inten- 
sity of the light t~ansmitted thlough the ceramic reslo~ation or bracket and the layer 
of polyme~ic cement However, the time of exposure to the light should never be less 
than 40 sec F,xcess cement should be removed as soon as seating is completed, 
unless the instructions for the specific resin cement indicate otherwise. For example, 
a 10-sec light exposure has been indicated in some instructions 

'I'he dual-cure cements are two-component systems and require mixing in a 
manner similar to that used for chemically activated systems. Chemical activation 
is very slow and provides extended working time until the cement is exposed to 
the curing light, at which point the cement hardens rapidly. It then continues 
to gain strength over an extended period because of the chemically activated poly- 
merization process. These dual-cure cements should not be used with light- 
transmitting prostheses thicker than 2.5 mm; anything thicker than 2.5 mm 
should be bonded with chemically curable cement Removal of excess cement may 
proceed upon completion of seating or after warting for a specific period as indi- 
cated in the instructions. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

1F1xed proslhcses can he produced froni metal, ce r~~~n ic ,  n~ct~~l-ceramic, nr?d resln-based 

coniposite. W/7,1i are the rhfferences among the surface treatnlents requ~red for these 

prostheses to eiihanc e bonding of these materials lo res~n ce~nents? 

Manipulation 

Resin cements are often designed for specific applications rather than general uses. 
'Ihey are formulated to provide the handling characteristics required for particular 
applications. 'lhe procedure for the tooth surface remains the same for each system, 
but thc treatment of the prostheses differs depending on their composition. 

Metallic Prostheses 

The bondable surface of base metal can be roughened by grit blasting with 30- to 
50-pm alumina particles at an air pressure of 0.4 to 0.7 MPa or by electrochemical 
etching. Some systems use a metal primer that contains an adhesive promoter. 
Naturally formed oxide on the base metal surface also contributes to the bonding 
when MDP- or 4-META-based resin is used. Noble metals used for metal-ceramic 
prosthesis do not form a stable oxide at room temperature. I-lowever, to enhance 
bonding, the clinician can electrochemically deposit a thin layer of tin, ( N  0.5 pm) 
on noble metal and heat it to an appropriate temperature to form a metal oxide. 
A silica coating can also be used to improve bonding to noble and base alloys. The 
bond strength values are in the same range as those resulting from grit blasting and 
electrochemical etching. 

Orthodontic Brackets 

'Ibe success of bonding orthodontic brackets depends on proper- isolatiorl and etch- 
ing o l  the enamel surface and the bond between the tooth and the bracltet. I he tis- 
sue side of the bracltet ~equires some means of mechd~lical retention, such as that 
available in the metal mesh of a metallic braclzct. Bonding of resin lo eel-amic brack- 
ets is achieved either hy etching the bracket and/or coating it with an orga~losilane 
analogous to the coupling agents employed to bond ino~ganic fillers to the resin 
~natrix of resin-based composite. A plastic b~acket, on the other hand, is primed 
with a solvent containing rnethylrnethac~ylatt monomer. 

The bond strength of the resin cement to tooth structure appears to be adequate 
if proper procedures are followed. Debonding of metal brackets often occurs at the 
cementlbracket interface. For plastic and ceramic brackets, failure often occurs at 
the wing of the brackets. A bonding agent is also needed for the etched enamel. 
Bracket removal is sometimes t~oublesome when the bond of the cement to the 
bracket and etched enamel is strong. When an attempt is made to ply the bracket 
from the tooth, the brittle ceramic bracket sometimes fractures and it may become 
necessary to remove remnants by grinding. Occasionally, fragments of enamel may 
fracture during removal of ceramic brackets. 

Bonding of Resin-Based Veneers, Inlays, Onlays, Crowns, and Fixed 
Partial Dentures 

Composites have been used to fabricate veneers and crowns; they are not strong 
enough for posterior full crown coverage, so their use is limited to long-term 
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~xovisional crowns. During the 1980s and 1990s the wear resistance of composites 
significantly improved and their fracture toughness increased. Currently, several 
material systems are available to fabricate composite-based inlays, onlays, crowns, 
and bridges as final restorations. Special equipment and procedures ale often 
required for processing these components. Depending on  the cement of choice, the 
surface for bonding can be grit-blasted to increase roughness for bonding and/or it 
can be treated with a designated adhesive. This adhesive is often based on the same 
monomer that is used to fabricate the prosthesis. Sufficient time must be allowed 
for adequate penetration and diffilsion to occur (e.g., 30 min) into the cross-linked 
network of the prosthesis. 

Bonding of Ceramic Prostheses 
Ceramic restorations can be quite translucent, and they require specific shades of 
luting cements to maximize their aesthetic appearance. Resin cements are the luting 
agent of choice for all-ceramic inlays, crowns, and bridges because of their ability to 
reduce fracture of the ceramic structures and because of the range of shades avail- 
able to produce an optimal aesthetic appearance. The inner surfaces of ceramic pros- 
theses with a glassy phase usually are etched and a silane coating may be applied 
before cementation to achieve optimal retention. 

To assist the clinician in selecting the proper shade of cement, some systems pro- 
vide water-soluble try-in materials with the same shades as the cements (Fig. 16-29). 
The material is applied like a cement, and the prosthesis is seated and examined in 
situ for its aesthetic appearance; after the proper shade has been selected, the resid- 
ual try-in paste can be linsed away with a wdtel spray. This process can be repeated 
until the clinician is satisfied with the aesthetic appearance. The cementation 
process is then completed using a cement with the same shade after cleaning the try- 
in material froin the preparation and the prosthesis 

ZINC OXIDE-EUGENOL CEMENT 

I'hese cements are usually dispensed in the form of zinc oxide powder and 
eugenol liquid or sometimes as two pastes. Their plI  is c~pproximc~tely 7 at the 
time of placement, which potentially malzes the111 the least irlitating of all dental 
materials. 

Fig. 16-29 Try-in gels. 
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Composition and Setting Chemistry 

' [he chief ingredients of the cements are zinc oxide and eugenol. It is fairly well 
established that the setting mechanism for %OB materials coilsists of zinc oxide 
hydrolysis and a subsequent reaction between zinc hyctroxide and eugenol to fbrm 

chelate. Water is needed to initiate the leaction, and it is also a by-product of the 
reaction. 'l'his is why the reaction proceeds more rapicily in a humid environment. 
' h e  setting reaction is also accelerated by the presence of zinc acetate dihydrate, 
which is more soluble than Z11(011)~ and which can supply zinc ions more rapiclly. 
Acetic acid is a Inore active catalyst for the setting reaction than is water because it 
increases the formati011 rate of zinc hydroxide. I ligh atmospheric temperature also 
accelerates the setting reaction. 

'rhere are numei-ous means by which the handling characteristics and physical 
properties of ZOE prepalations tan be altered. As a result, cements suitable for a 
wide range of uses are produced. The versatile uses of this material are reflected in 
ANSIIADA Specification No. 30 (IS0 3107), which lists four types of cement. Type I 
ZOb cement is used for temporary cementation, and v p e  11 cement is intended for 
long-term cementation of fixed prostheses. Type 111 cement is used for temporary 
fillings and thermal insulating bases, whereas Type 1V cement is indicated for inter- 
mediate restorations. Varieties of ZOE cements also serve as root canal sealers and 
periodontal dressings. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why does ZOE rxhrblf a faster seft~ng rate when mlxcd on a chrlledglass slab that has 
cono'enscd w,tter on its suliace! 

Characteristics of ZOE Cements 

The hrghel the P/I, ratlo, the fastel the mnterial sets Cooling a glass lnlxlng slab 
slows the setting le,lct~on unles5 the tcrnper~ltul e 1s below llle clew polilk Below the 
dew poult, water condcnsatr 1s ~ncorpora~cd Into the mix alld the setting lenctlon is 
accclclated 

Partrcle SITE alfccts stlength In genc.1~11, srnallcl p,irt~c!e sues col~cspond Lo a 
stlongel-set crnlent I he compressrve stlength of ZOr, cernent ranges f ~ o m  3 to 
55 MIJa, dependrng o n  the intentlcd u\e  and iildlvldual formulat~on des~giled f o ~  
each specific purpose 

Temporary ZOE Restorations (Type I II I) 
Materials used for temporary restorations are expected to last for a few days to a 
few weeks at most. 'l'hey can provide a temporary restorative treatment while the 
pulp heals or until a more long-lasting restoration can be fabricated and cemented. 

intermediate ZOE Restorations (Type IV) 

Clinical experience with this type of material indicates that it can serve effectively 
as a restorative material for at least 1 yr. To achieve the properties necessary for 
this use, sufficient powder must be added to achieve a stiff, puttylike restorative 
consistency. 
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Temporary ZOE Luting Cement (Type I) 

I'he strength of temporary cement must be sufficiently low to permit removal of the 
restoration without trauma to the teeth and dam'lge to the restolation. It seals the 
cavily surprisingly well against the ing~ess of oral fluids, at least for a short time; 
hence irritation caused by micr-oleakage is minimi~ed.  1 he presence of residual free 
eugenol from ternpolaiy luting cement is thought to intelfe~e with the proper set- 
ting of resin-bonded composites, various types of c,llboxyJic acids can he used to 
ieplace eugenol and procluce a %Oh-like material These products are called zinc 
oxide-noneugenol cements 

Long-Term ZOE Luting Cement (Type 11) 

Commelcial cements largely have been based 011 two systems will1 irnproved 
strength and abrasion resistance. One system substitutes a part of the eugenol liquid 
with orthoethoxybe~lzoic acid (ERA) liquid, and alumina is added to the powder. 
The other system consists of a powder made up of 20 wtO/o to 40 wtOh of fine poly- 
mer particles and zinc oxide particles that have been surface treated with carboxylic 
acid. The liquid used in this system is eugenol. 

The compressive strength of these improved ZOE cements (see Table 16-3) is 
acceptable, bul overall their strength values are inferior to those of other cements. 
'lhe cements are also somewhat difficult to manipulate in the oral cavity. The film 
thickness of some products tends to be high, and the cement excess after setting may 
be quite difficult to remove. Tor these reasons, the use of ZOE cements for long-term 
applications has been confined primarily to those situations in which tooth sensi- 
tivity might be a pioblem An excellent application for these ce~nenls is for shall- 
telm 01 inteimeciiate-telm luting o l  provisional acrylic clowns and fixed partial 
cienlures. Ifowever, these cements shoulcl nevel be used for ternpolary cementation 
of final tixecl p~ostllcses because they would he difficula to relnove without lnslzlng 
the ~ntegrity of the p r ~ p ~ ~ r r c l  teeth 01 the piosthesis 

CALCklUM HYDROXIDE 

Calcium hyclrox~clc is the chlel ingrt.dient In cavity lineis Refo~riiuldt~on of tPle 
materi,jls has expanded its ,~pplication '1s cement base 

Cavity Liners 

Calcium hydroxide, used as a cavity liner, is suspended in a solvent carrier w i ~ h  a 
thickening agent. When it is placed on the pulpal flool-, the solvent evaporates and 
leaves a thin film of calcium hydroxide. The liner does not possess significant 
mechanical strength or thermal insulation capability, but it can neulralize acids that 
migrate toward the pulp and, in the process, it can induce the generalion of repara- 
tive dentin. 

Bases 

Ihe cements are usually produced as n two-paste system with radiopaque fillers; the 
setting reaction occurs between calcium hydroxide and salicylate, yielding calcium 
disalicylate. A one-component light-curable base is also available. It can be used to 
line the cavity, 01 it can he applied ,IS a direct pulp-capping material. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

Wliy i s  the st'zndard laboratory 5olubil1ty test of deiitc~l cmicnts not capable of yred~cling 

their solubil~ty rcsrst'lnc e 1n the mouth! 

SOLUBILITY AND DISINTEGRATION OF CEMENTS 

With the exception of resin cements, an important requirement of dental cements is 
that they be resistant to solubility and disintegration in the oral cavity. If the luting 
cement dissolves or deteriorates so that fragments are lost from beneath a restora- 
tion, leakage ensues with subsequent adverse ellects including sensitivity, caries, or 
both. Dissolution or disintegralion of restorative cement results in the loss of sur- 
face material, which leads to eventual replacement of restorations. 

Cements in the oral environment are continually exposed to a variety of acids 
produced by microorganisms during the breakdown of fermentable carbohydrates. 
Some of the acids are components of foods and drinks. Both the pH and tempera- 
ture of the oral cavity fluctuate. This complexity of the oral environment, coupled 
with the fact that different cements behave in different ways, has hindered the devel- 
opment of a standard laboratory test to accurately predict the relative resistance to 
degradation of various cements in the mouth. ANSIJADA Specification No. 36 
describes the use of 0.1 M lactic acidlsodium lactate (pH = 2.74) to test the erosion 
rate of glass ionomer, zinc polycarboxylate, and zinc phosphate cements. The maxi- 
mum allowable loss in 24 hr is 0.1 mm for GICs, 0.2 mm for zinc phosphate cement, 
and 0.3 mm for zinc polycarboxylate cement. The solubility of GIC by weight in dis- 
tilled water is higher than that of any other cement, except for calcium I~ydroxide; 
the solubility decreases as the resin content increases. ANSIIAIIA Specification 30 
describes the maximum allowable disintegration of ZOE and dnc  oxide-noneugenol 
cements in distilled watel to be 2 5 wtOh for lype I materials and 1.5 wt%o for the 
other cernents. 1,aboratoiy data show that their solubility is much lower than the 
limit allowed by the specification (:,ilcium hydroxide has the highest solubility; it 
ranges from 0.4 wtO/o to 7 8 wt% in distilled water in 24 hl-. Properly cured resin 
cement is not soluble in o ~ a l  fluid. Weight changes after immersion in water is caused 
by the leaching of the unreacled nnonomer or solubility of the filler particles. 

Because of problems with in vitro tests, the most reliable data on the durability 
of cementing agents have been obtained in vivo by placing small specimens of 
the cements in intraoral appliances that can be removed from the mouth to meas- 
ure the loss of material. In one study cements were inserted in tiny wells placed in 
the proximal surfaces of cast crown restorations. These crowns were cemented with 
temporary ZOE cement. After 1 yr, they were removed and the cement loss was 
measured. GIC exhibited the least degradation, followed in increasing order of 
degradation by zinc polycarboxylate cement, zinc phosphate cement, and zinc poly- 
carboxylate cement mixed in a low P/L ratio. The relative disintegration rates of the 
cements apparently bear no relationship to the solubility data presented in 
Table 16-3. 'The solubility of zinc polycarboxylate cement, when it is mixed at the 
recommended P/I, ratio, and zinc phosphate cement were not significantly differ- 
ent. However, a reduction in the amount of powder in the zinc polycarboxylate mix- 
ture produced a cement that disintegrated rapidly. 

Another study that employed this test procedure revealed that the "permanent" 
%OE cements exhibit more rapid degradation than either zinc phosphate or poly- 
carboxylate cement. 
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SUMMARY 

Linc phosphate cement has long served as the universal luting cement. Its advan- 
tages include good handling charactelistics and a proven longevity in the oral cav- 
ity when it is used for cementation of well-designed and well-fitting ~estorations Its 
disadvantages include pulp irritat~on, lack of adhesiveness to tooth structure, and 
laclz of anticaliogenic p~operties Zinc phosphate cement is riot suitable when the 
mechailical  ele en ti on is poor or when the aesthetic demand is high. 

The main advantage of improved ZOE cements is t he i~  biocompatibility. I he 
physical and mechanical p~operties and the handling characteristics generally are 
inferior to those of other long-te~m luting cements 

The properties of zinc polycnrboxylate cements are good compared with 
those of zinc phosphate cement I'he outstanding chalacteristics are their bland- 
ness to the pulp and folmation of an adhesive bond to tooth stlucture. 
Disadvantages include the short working time and limited capability for fluoride 
release. Their short working time limits their use to single units or three-unit 
fixed partial dentures (bridges). These cements have decreased in popularity, but 
they are still often used for patients who have reported a history of postoperative 
sensitivity. 

Glass ionomer luting cements bond to tooth structure and release fluoride. 
Compared with zinc phosphate cements, GlCs show a greater resistance to disinte- 
gration in the oral cavity and comparable mechanical properties, with the exception 
of a lower elastic modulus. A primary disadvantage of these cements is the slow 
maturing process that is required to develop their ultimate strength. 'lhe translu- 
cency of GTCs makes them usefill for cementing ce~amic prostheses However, their 
low stiffness may allow excessive elastic deformation of the ceramic prosthesis, 
which may result in flacture of the brittle prosthesis Nevertheless, the fluotide- 
ieleasi~lg capability makes (XC the mala ial of choice for the ~cplacement of ~ e s l o ~ a -  
lions that have failed because of secondary caries, and for patients living in a rea  
where fluoridated drinking watel is not avnilable. 

The durability of comporners is i11fe1 ior to that o l  resin-based composites 1 hus 
they should only he used lor low-stless aleas 

Resin cements are vi~tually insoluble in oral fluids, and tliei~ fiacture toughness 
is hlghe~ than that of o the~  cements. Thtough the use of bondi~lg agents, ~es in  
cements bond to dentin and form a strong attachment to enamel A primary prob- 
lem of modern resin cements centers on the poor handling chalacteristics of some 
specialty resins It  is clitical to remove the cement flash before the initial sel or 
immediately after seating of the prosthesis or orthodontic attachment device. To 
ensure optimal performance, follow the instructions for the product. Resin cement 
can be used for all types of cementation, most notably for prostheses with poor 
retention and for all-ceramic prostheses when the demand for aesthetic "perfection" 
is very high. Although the elastic modulus of resin cements is generally lower than 
that of zinc phosphate cement, this deficiency does not appear to affect the fracture 
resistance of ceramic prostheses luted with resin cements. 

lhus it is readily apparent that no  single type of cement satisfies all the ideal 
characteristics. One system may be better suited to one task than another, and it 
is prudent for the dentist to have several types available. Each situation should 
be evaluated on the basis of the pertinent environmental, biological, and 
mechanical factors. This chapter provides a framework for making appropriate 
clinical decisions for use of the cement system that is best suited for each spe- 
cific case. 
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Side Effects of Mercury 

Marginal Deterioration 

Repaired Amalgam Restorations 

KEY TERMS 
Alloy for dental amalgam-See dental amalgam alloy 
Amalgam-An alloy containing mercury 
Amalgamation-The process of mixing liquld mercury with one or more metals or alloys to 

form an amalgam 
Creep-The time-dependent strain or deformation that i s  produced by a stress The creep 

proceqs can cause an amalgam restoration to extend out of the cavity preparation, thereby 
increasing ~ ts  susceptib~lity to marginal breakdown 

Delayed expansion-The gradual expansion ot a zinc ~ontain ing amalgam over weeks to 
months, which is associated with hydrogen gas development caused by contamination of 
the plast~c. mass wrth morsture durrng ~ ts  man~pulal~on in a cavity preparatron 

Dental amalgam-An alloy of mercury, silver, copper, and tin, wh~ch  may also contaln palla- 
dium, zlnc, and other elements to Improve handling chara~terlstics and clinical perform- 
ance The general term amalgam IS also used as a synonym by the dental profession 

Dental amalgam alloy-An alloy of silver, copper, tin, and othcr elemcnls that is formulated 
and processed In the form of powder particles or as a compressed pellet Also known as 
alloy for  dental ,zmnlgnm 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Marginal breakdown-The grac(ual I'racture o f  the perimeter or margin of J dental amalgam 
restoration that Icatls to the forniaLion of gaps or ditching at the external interfacial region 
between the amalgam and the tooth. 

Trituration-The process of grinding powder, rspecially within a liquid. In dcntisky, the lcrm 
i s  used to describe tlie process of mixing tlie anialgani alloy particles with mercury in an 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Afirr reacting wlth lrqurcl nwrc ury, how o b  sorrle or all of ihc~ orrgrnal powder pnrfrclcs 

Oecon?e stroc~urnl conlponents of [he sel denfal amalgan~s? 

An amalgam is an alloy that contains mercury as one of its constituents Because 
merculy is liquid at room temperature, it can be alloyed with solid metals The 
process of amalgamation in a clinic consists of releasing mercury droplets from a 
sealed chamber within a capsule into another chamber within the capsule that con- 
tains an alloy powder and then [nixing the components together in a device called 
an amalgamator. 'The amalgamation process continues while segments of the plastic 
mass are condensed under firm pressure against the walls of prepared teeth and, if 
plesent, '3 lnatrw band. 'l'he reaction continues d~lring the manipulatio~~ period in 
the mouth and decreases within n few minutes as the dental amalgam increases 
in strenglh and h,~rdness Although the reaction can continue f o ~  seve~al days, the 
dental amalgam hecomes sufficiently strong to suppolt  nodc crate bit~ng folces 
within the filst hour 

The gene~dl desc~iptive reaction is as Sollows 

Alloy Palt~cles fol Amalgam + Mercu~ y + 
Dent~i l  A~ndlgaill + Non~eactcd Alloy Powcia Pn~ticlcs 

ALLOY COMPOSlTiON 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/American Dental Association (ADA) 
Specification No. 1 requires that amalgam alloys conlain predominantly silver and 
tin. llnspecified amounts of other elements, for example, copper, zinc, gold, and 
mercury, are allowed in concentrations less than the silver or tin content. Alloys that 
contain in excess of 0.01% zinc are required to be designated as zinc-con~azning alloys 
for dental amalgam. Alloys that contain 0.01% zinc or less are designated as nonz- 
inc alloys for dental amalgam. There is no specification for a low- or high-copper 
alloy per se. 

It is less common to use the silver-tin alloys (low-copper alloys) of C.V. Black in 
preparing amalgam restorations. Nevertheless, the silver-tin alloy is still important 
for amalgam because a silver-tin alloy powder malies up the largest part of many 
high-copper alloy powders. Therefore it is important to undersland the characteris- 
tics of both low-copper and high-copper alloys. 
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Befo~e these alloys combine with mercuiy, they are known as dental amalgam 
alloys oi alloys for dental amalgam. tlistorically, amalgam alloys contained at least 
65 wt% silver, 29 wtO! tin, and less than 6 wtO/o coppei, a composition close to that 
recommended by G.V. Black in 1896. During the 1970s, many amalgam alloys con- 
taining between 6 wt% and 30 wtOh copper were developed. Many of these high- 
copper alloys produce amalgams (high-coppei amalgams) that are superioi in many 
respects to (he traditional low-copper amalgams. 

To produce dental amalgam, mercury is mixed with a powder of the amalgam 
alloy The powder may be produced by milling or lathe cutting '1 cast ingot of the 
amalgam alloy. The particles of this lathe-cut powder ale irregularly shaped, as seen 
in Figure 17-1. Alternatively, the powder may be produced by atomi~ing the liquid 
alloy, thereby producing essei~ti~llly spherical particles. As can be seen in I ig~~i-e 17-2, 
they may not be true sphe~es and can even have an oblong shape, depending on the 
atomizing and solidification technique that is rrnployed. 7 he alloy also may be sup- 
plied as a mixture of lathe-cut arid spherical particles. 

'The powder may also be supplied in the form of pellets. In this case, the fine pai-ti- 
cles are subjected to pressure sufficient to cause them to form a "skin" over the outside 
of the pellet and to cohere slightly on the inside. Yet the cohesion is not so great that 
the particles cannot be readily separated when they are properly amalgamated. 

Amalgam alloy is mixed with mercury by the dentist or the assistant. In dentistry, 
the mixing procedure is technically known as trituration. The product of trituration 
is a plastic mass similar to the one that occurs in the melt of alloys between the liq- 
uidus and solidus temperatures. Special instruments are used to force the plastic 
mass into the prepared cavity by a process known as condensatzon. The complete 
technique is discussed in detail later in this chapter 

During t~ituiation of an alloy powder with melcury, the mercury dissolves the 
surface of alloy particles, and some new phases form Ihese new phases have mrlt- 
ing points well above any temperalure that might no~mally occur in the moulh The 
tlansfo~n~ation of the me~culy-powdei rnixtule to a composite plastic mass is fol- 
lowed by the setting and hclrdening of the amdlgarn as the llquid melcury is con- 
sumed in the fo~mation o l  new solid phases 

Fig. 17-1 P a r t ~ ~ l c s  of J. convenl~on,~l  
1,lthc-cut am,ilgani alloy (x I00 ) 
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Fig. 17-2 Particles of a spherical 
amalgam alloy. (~500.) 

The clinical success of the amalgam restoration is based on meticulous attention 
to detail. Each manipulative step from the time the cavity is prepared until the 
restoration has been polished can have an effect on the physical and chemical prop- 
erties of the amalgam and the success or failure of the restoration. Violation of the 
fundamental principles of cavity preparation has contributed substantially to fail- 
ulr These matters are treated in operative dentistry texts. lhe followi~lg discussions 
are colicerrled with failures nssoc~atcd with the alloy itself and its manipulation 

In a sense, the dent~st arlcl the dent,.rl assistant (or dental nuise) ptoduce dental 
amalgam The two components, the alloy and the meicury, are pu~chasect I n  the 
pocess of combining the alloy and mercury nnd producing thc rcstolation, the den- 
la1 arnalgam is fo~rned The rnarlner in which 1h1s is accornplislled controls the 
propelties and performance 01 the nmalgam 

The facto~s governing the quality of a denlnl ainnlgarn ~estoratioil can he divided 
into two groups. those tbnt can be contlolled by the d~nt is t  and those that ,Ire under 
the control of the manufacturer. / he  facto~s governed by the dentist are ( I )  selectio~l 
of an alloy, ( 2 )  rnercury/alloy ratlo, ( 3 )  tritu~ation procedures, (4) condensation 
technique, (5) marginal integrity, (6) anatomical characteristics, and (7) final finish. 
Because many modern amalgam alloys are furnished by ~nanufacturers in a capsule 
containing both alloy and mercury, selection of a specific pre-encapsulated alloy 
results in selection of the mercury/alloy ratio as well. 

The manufacturer controls (1) the composition of the alloy, ( 2 )  the heat treat- 
ment of the alloy; (3) the size, shape, and method of production of the alloy parti- 
cles; (4) the surface treatment of the particles; and (5) the form in which the alloy 
is supplied. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Why is zinc a beneficial additive to alloy for dental amalgam, but also a component that 

c'ln poient~ally cause significant postopcrat~ve discomfort to tht. patient! 
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Symbols and Stoichiometry of Phases that Are fnvolved in the 
Setting of Dental Amalgams 

Phases in amalgam alloys and set dental amalgams* Stoichiometric formula 

Y 

Y1 

Y2 

€ 

rl 

Silvel-copper eutectic 

Ag,Sn 

"g,l k, 
S117 #I Ig 

Cu,Sn 

Cu,Sn, 

Ag-Cu 

*The (;reek lcttcrs are named '1s follows: y (ga lnn~,~) ;  E (epsilon); 11 (cta) 

Metallurgical Phases in Dental Amalgams 

The setting reactions of alloys for dental amalgam with mercuiy are usually 
described by the metallurgical phases that are involved. These phases are named 
with Greek letters that correspond to the symbols found in the phase (constitution) 
diagram for each alloy system. The Greek letters and stoichiometric information for 
these phases are provided in Table 17-1 to facilitate the reader's underslanding of 
subsequent sections. 

The Silver-Tin System 

l igu~e  17-3 is an equilibrium phase diag~am of the silver-tin alloy system Because 
silver and tin  make up the major poltion of amalgam alloys, the phase relations 
shown in this didg~arn are found 111 mdny ainalgain alloys 

The low-copper alloys have a nalrow range of compositions that fall wlthil~ the P 
(beta) + y (gamma) and they areas of the d~agrdrn shown in Fig~~re  17-3 lhese areas 
ale enclosed by the lines AKCIIT, At poiill C is the inte~metallic compound Ag,Sn, 
the y phase, which forms by a pei~tectic ~eac t io~ l  (see Chapter 6) [lorn the l i q u ~ d  
plus P nren above it 17he more silver-rich P phase is clystalloglal>hically sirnila~ lo 
the y phase 

Fig. 17-3 kquilibriurn pllasc tiiagrani of 
tlie silvcl-tin system. Composition (wt%, tin) 
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The Influence of Ag-Sn Phases on Amalgam Properties 

111 the range of compositions near the y phase, increases o~ decreases of silve~ influ- 
ence the amounts of p and y phases formed and the plopelties of the a~nalgarn 
Most commelcial alloys fall within the limited composition range of B to C and ale 
not exactly at the peiitectic composition (point C:). Because the effect of these 
phases is ~elatively pronounced, the i~  co~ltrol is essential if an alloy of uniform qual- 
ity is to be produced. 

If the tin concentration exceeds 26.8 m?h, a mixture of Y and tin-rich phases is 
formed. Prese~lce of the tin-rich phase increases the amount of the tin-mercury 
phase formed when the alloy is amalgamated The tin-mercury phase laclzs c o ~ ~ o -  
sion resistance and is the weakest component of the dental amalgam I-lowever, 
amalgams of tin-rich alloys display less expansion than silver-rich alloys. 

Silver-tin alloys are cluite brittle and difficult to cornmillute uniformly unlcss a 
small amount of copper is substituted for silvel-. This atomic replacement is limited 
to about 4 wtO/o to 5 wt%, above which Cu3Sn is formed. Within the limited range 
of copper solubility, an increased copper content hardens and strengthens the silver- 
tin alloy. 

The use of zinc in an amalgam alloy is a subject of controversy. Zinc is seldom 
present in an alloy to an extent greater than 1 wtO/o. Alloys without zinc are more 
brittle, and their amalgams tend to be less plastic during condensation and carving. 
The chief function of zinc in amalgam alloys is that of a deoxidizer. It acts as a scav- 
enger during melting, uniting with oxygen to minimize the formation of other 
oxides Zinc may have some beneficial effects related to early corrosion and mar- 
ginal integrity, as shown in clinical trials. It is unfortunate that zinc, even in small 
amounts, causes an nb~lorrndl expansion of the amalgam over time as a result of the 
incorporation of water into the arnalgam du~ing condensation. This phenomenon 
is discussed later in the chapter 

7 he ANSI/AL>A specification f o ~  amalgam alloys allows merculy to be Incorpo- 
~a ted  in the alloy powde~. Somc preamalgamated alloys nre sold in Curope, but they 
have not been mai-ketecl extens~vely In the Ilnited States Othe~ elements rndy be 
included in the amalgam alloy if clinical and biological d,lta show that  he alloy is 
safe to use in the mouth S111all amounts of indium or palladiu~n have been 
included in some cornmercidl syslems 

MANUFACTURE OF ALLOY POWDER 
Lathe-Cut Powder 

'li, produce lathe-cut powder, an annealed ingot of alloy is placed in a milling 
machine or in a lathe and is fed into a cutting tool or bit. The chips removed are 
often needlelilze, and some manufacturers reduce the chip size by ball-milling. 

Homogenizing Anneal 

Because of the rapid cooling conditions from the as-cast state, an ingot of a silver- 
tin alloy has a cored structure and contains nonhomogeneous grains of varying 
composition. A homogenizing heat treatment is performed to reestablish the equi- 
librium phase relationship (see Chapter 6). The ingot is placed in an oven and 
heated at a temperature below the solidus for a sufficient time to allow diffusion of 
the atoms to occur and the phases to reach equilibrium. 'lhe time of heat treatment 
may vary depending on the temperatule used and the size of the ingot, but 24 hr at 
the selected temperature is not unusual. 
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At the conclusion of the hearing cycle, the ingot is brought to room temperature 
for the succeeding steps in manulacture. 'l'he manner in which the ingot is cooled 
influences the proportion of phases present in the ingot after cooling. If the ingot 
is withdrawn from the heat treatment oven rapidly and then cluickly quenched, the 
phase distribution remains essentially unchanged. On the other hand, if the ingot 
is pelmilled to cool very slowly, the proportions of phases continue to adjust 
toward the room temperature ecluilibriuni ratio. For example, in an Ag-Sn alloy, 
rapid quenching of the alloy ingot results in the maximum amount of phase 
retained, whereas slow cooling results in the formation of the maximum amount 
of the y phase. 

Particle Treatments 

Once the alloy ingot has been reduced to lathe-cut segments, Inally ~ilanufacturers 
perform some type of surface treatment of the particles. Although specific treat- 
ments are proprietary, treatment of the alloy particles with acid has been a manu- 
facturing practice for many years. The exact function of this treatment is not entirely 
understood, but it is probably related to the preferential dissolution of specific com- 
ponents from the alloy. Amalgams made from acid-washed powders tend to be 
more reactive than those made from unwashed powders. 

The stresses induced into the particle during cutting and ball-milling must be 
relieved or they will slowly decrease over time, causing a change in the alloy char- 
acteristics, particularly in the amalgamation rate and the dimensional change occur- 
ring during hardening. The stress-relief process involves an annealing cycle at a 
model-ate temperature, usually for several hours at approximately 100" C The alloy 
is genetally then stable in its reactivity and properties when it is stored for an indef- 
inite time. 

Atomized Powder 

Atomized powder is made by melting together the desired elenients. 'l'he liquid 
metal is atomized into fine spherical droplets of metal. If the droplets solidify before 
hitting a surhce, the spherical shape is preserved; these atomized powders are fre- 
quently called spherical powders. Like the lathe-cut powdels, spherical powders are 
given a heat treatment that coarsens the grains and slows the reaction of the parti- 
cles with mercury. As with the lathe-cut alloys, spherical powders are usually washed 
with acid. 

Particle Size 

Maximum particle size and the distribution of sizes within an alloy powder are con- 
trolled by the manufacturer. The average particle s i ~ e s  of modern powders range 
between 15 and 35 pn. 'The most significant influence on amalgam properties is the 
distribution of sizes around the mean value. For example, very small particles (less 
than 3 ym) greatly increase the surface area per unit volume of the powder. A pow- 
der containing tiny particles requires a greater amount of mercu~y to form an accept- 
able amalgam. 

In producing lathe-cut alloys, the cutting rate is precisely controlled to maintain 
the desired average particle size and size distribution. Similarly, parameters of the 
atomizing process are controlled to produce the desi~ed particle sizes of spherical 
alloys. ' f i e  particles may be graded according to s i ~ e  and the g~aded particles 
remixed to produce a powder with an optimurn size distribution. The present trend 
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in am'llgarn technique favors the use of a small average particle size, which tends to 
produce n more rapid har-cleniug of the amalgam with greater early strength. 

As is discussed in Inore detail later, the bulk of the finished restoration is com- 
posed of particles of the original alloy surrounded by reaction pl-oducts. The palti- 
cle size distributioll can affect the character of the finished surface. When the 
amalgam has partially hardened, the tooth anatomy is carved in the amalgam with 
a sharp instrument. During this carving, the larger particles may be pulled out of the 
matrix, producing a rough surface. Such a surface is probably more susceptible to 
cor-losion than a smooth surface. 

Lathe-Cut Powder Compared with Atomized Spherical Powder 

A~nalgams made from lathe-cut powders, o~ admixed powders of a blend of lathe- 
cut and sphe~ical powders, tend to resist condensation better than amalgams made 
entirely from spherical powders. Because amalgams of spherical powders are very 
plastic, the clinician cannot rely on the pressure of condensation to establish prox- 
imal contour. A contoured and wedged matrix band is essential to prevent flat 
proximal contours, improper contacts, and overhanging cervical margins. Good 
technique requires a matrix band, regardless of the amalgam's resistance to 
condensation. 

Spherical alloys require less mercury than typical lathe-cut alloys because spheri- 
cal alloy powder particles have a smaller surface area per volume than do the lathe- 
cut alloy particles. Amalgams with a low mercury content generally have better 
properties. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

T / ? I ~ L I ~ / I  whni mechanism does (he acfdit~o~? of 6 wl% or 171ore of c opper prevent the for 

matlon o i  the unc~es~rable y, phase? 

AMALGAMATlON AND RESULTING MICROSTRUCTURES 
Low-Copper Alloys 

Amalgamc~tion occu~s when mercury contacts the surface of the silver-tin alloy parti- 
cles. Wherl a powder is triturated, the silver and tin in the outer pol-tion of the pal-ti- 
cles dissolve into rnercury At the same time, mercury diffuses into the dlloy particles. 
The mercury has a limited solubility for silver (0.035 wt%) and tin (0.6 wt%). 

When the solubility in mercury is exceeded, crystals of two binary metallic com- 
pounds precipitate into the mercury. These are the body-centered cubic Ag,Hg, (y,) 
phase and the hexagonal Sn7 ,Hg (y,) phase. Because the solubility of silver in mer- 
cury is much lower than that of tin, the y, phase precipitates first, and the y, phase 
precipitates later. 

Immediately after trituration, the alloy powder coexists with the liquid mercury, 
giving the mix a plastic consistency. yl and y2 crystals grow as the remaining mer- 
cury dissolves the alloy particles. As the mercury disappears, the amalgam hardens. 
As the particles become covered with newly formed crystals, mostly the y, phase 
(Ag,Hg,), the reaction rate decreases. 'The alloy is usually mixed with mercury in 
about a 1:1 ratio. This is insufficient mercury to completely consume original alloy 
1.7articles, consequently, unconsumed pa~ticles are present in the set amalgam. Alloy 
pa~ticles (smaller now, because their surfaces have dissolved in mercury) are sur- 
rounded and bound together by solid y, and y, crystals. 
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Shus a typical low-copper amalgam is a composite in which the unconsumed 
particles are ernbedded in y, and y2 phnses The sequence of amalgamatioll of the 
silvel-tin alloy is shown schematically in Eigure 17-4. 

The micrograph shown in 1 igure 17-5 illustlates the featules found in a typical 
amalgam made from a lathe-cut, low-coppel alloy 'I'he features i~lclude the ~emain-  
ing alloy palticles of P and y Ag-Sn phases (larger dark gray areas labeled P), 
E ((h,Sn) particle (black area labeled B), yl (Ag,f Igi) phase (labeled GI), y2 (Sn7 ,I  Ig) 
giains (labeled G2), and voids (left center and right centel areas labeled V) I'hese 
voids are always fo~med  during y, and y2 crystal glowth when arnalgaru is con- 
densed by the usual methods The ~eaction can be conveniently expressed in terms 
of the phases that form during amalgamation: 

ALLOY PAICI'I CLhS (p + y) + Hg + 
yl + y2 + IINCONSUMED ALLOY PARTICLES (p + y) (2) 

The physical properties of the hardened amalgam depend on the relative percent- 
ages of each of the microstructural phases. The more unconsumed Ag-Sn particles 
that are retained in the final structure, the stronger the amalgam. The wealzest 

C D 
Fig. 17-4 These schematic drawings illustrate the sequence of development of amalgam 
microstructure when lalhe-cut low-copper alloy particles are mixed with mercury. A, Dissolution of 
silver and ttn into mercury. B, Precipit,?tion of y, crystals in thc merc:ury. C, C:onsumption of the 
remaining mercury by growth of y, and y2 grains. D, The Cinal set analgam. (Courtesy oC-r. C)k;lbcx, 
R. Mitchell, and C.W. Fairhurst.) 
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Fig. 17-5 A scanning clcctron micrograph of low-copper silver-tin amalgam. (~1000.) (Courtesy of 
T. Oltal-)r and M.B. Butts.) 

component is the y2 phase. The hardness of y, is approximately 10% of the hardness 
of y,, whereas the y phase hardness is somewhat higher than that of y,. 

They, phase is also the least stable in a corrosive environment and may suffer cor- 
rosion attack, especially in "crevices" of the restorations. 111 general, y (Ag3Sn) and 
pure y, (Ag,Hg,) phases are stable in an oral environment. Idowever, y, in amalgam 
does contain small aruoullts of tin, which can be lost in a corrosive environment. 

The inter-lace hetween [he y phase and the y, rnat~ix is important 'lhe high pro- 
poltion of the unconsumed y phase will not strengthen the ,tmalgam uilless the pal- 
ticles are h o ~ i ~ ~ d  to the matrix. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

('omnpnrcd wmth amnctlg,~ms made fr(on~ ndinmxed high-copper alloys, what are thc benefits 

and rislcs assocm,ited wmtl~ arnnlgan~s i n ~ d e  trom hig/?-copper, smngle c omnposmlmon, spheimc a/ 

[,'111icIf~s~ 

High-Copper Alloys 
Compared with traditional low-copper amalgams, high-copper amalgams have 
become the materials of choice because of their improved mechanical properties, 
corrosion characteristics, better marginal integrity, and improved performance in 
clinical trials. Two different types of high-copper alloy powders are available. The 
first is an admixed alloy powder, and the second is a single-composition alloy pow- 
der. Both types contain more than 6 wtO/o copper. 

Admixed Alloys 
In 1963, Innes and Youdelis added spherical silver-copper eutrctic alloy (71.3 wtO/o 
Ag and 28.1 wtO/o Cu) particles to lathe-cut low-copper amalgam alloy particles. 'lliis 
was the first major change in the composition of alloys for dental amalgam since 
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Blaclz's formulation was introduced in the late 1800s. These alloys are often called 
admixed alloys because the final powder is a mixture of at least two lzinds of particles. 
An adrnixed powder, showing lathe-cut low-copper alloy particles and spherical sil- 
ver-copper alloy particles, is illustrated in Figure 17-6. Amalgam niade fi-orn these 
powders is stronger than amalgam made from lathe-cut, low-copper powdel; 
because of the increase in residual alloy particles and resultant decrease in matrix 
rather than the dispersion strengthening mechanism origiilally suggested. It is Imown 
that composite materials (materials that consist of a matrix and a filler) can be 
strengthened by the addition of strong fillers (see Chapter 15). 'l'he silver-copper 
palticles as well as the Ag-Sn particles probably act as strong fillers in arnalg;lm, 
thereby strengthening the amalgam matrix. 

Several classic studies have shown that restoralions made with this prototype of 
admixed amalgam were clinically superior to tllose made from low-copper amal- 
gam restorations when they were evaluated for resistance to marginal breakdown. 
The suggested characteristics of the alloy that bring about this improved clinical per- 
formance are discussed later. 

Admixed alloy powders usually contain 30 wtOh to 55 wtO/o spherical high-copper 
powder. The total copper content in admixed alloys ranges from approximately 
3 wt% to 20 wt%. ' f ie  phases present in the copper-containing particles depend 
on their composition. The silver-copper alloy consists of mixtures of two phases, 
a silver-rich phase and a copper-rich phase, with the crystal structures of pure silver 
and pure copper, respectively. Each phase contains a small amount of the other 
element. In the atomized powder (which is fast-cooled), the eutectic two-phase 
mixture forms very fine lamellae. Compositions on either side of the eutectic form 
relatively large grains of copper-I-ich phase or silver-rich phase amid the eutectic 
nlixture (see Chapter 6).  

When mercury reacts with an admixed powdel; silver dissolves into the mercury 
froill the silver-copper alloy particles ;~nd both silvel- and tin ctissolve into the mer- 
cury from the silver-tin alloy particles. 'l'he tin in solution diffuses to the surfaces o l  
the silvrr-copper alloy par-ticles and reacts with the copper to form the r\ phase 

Fig. 17-6 lypical d(lmix high-copper alloy powder showing [hc IC~the-cut silver-tin p,irticlcs and [he 
silvcl--copper spheres. (x5OO.) 
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(Cu6Sn,). A layer of q c~ystals forms around unconsumed silver-copper alloy parti- 
cles. The q layer on  Ag-Cu alloy particles also contains some yl crystals. They, phase 
for~ns simultaneously with the q phase and surrounds both the q-covered silver- 
copper spherical alloy particles and the silver-tin lalhe-cut alloy particles. As in the 
low-copper amalgams, yl is the malrix phase, that is, the phase that binds the 
urlconsumed alloy particles together. 

Figure 17-7 illustrates the microstructure of an admixed amalgam. Included in 
the structures are thc y phase, Ag-Cu pa~ticles, E particles, y, matrix areas, and q reac- 
lion layers. In some admixed amalgams, a small number of q crystals are also fou~ld 
amidst the y, matrix. 

Thus the reaclion of the admixed alloy powder with mercury can be summai-i~ed 
as follows. 

Al,L,OY PARTICLES (p + y) + Ag-Cu eutectic + Ilg + 
y, + + UNCONSllMED ALLOY 01' UOTEl 'IYPES Ok* PARTICLES ( 3 )  

Note that the y2 phase has been eliminated in this reaction. The y2 phase actually 
forms at the same time as q but is later replaced by it. There is not a precise defini- 
tion for an amalgam alloy to qualify as a "high-copper" system, but it is generally 
accepted that it is a formulation whereby the y, is virtually eliminated during the 
hardening reactions. To accomplish this, it is probably necessary to have a net cop- 
per concentration of at least 12% in the alloy powder. 

Some set admixed amalgams do contain y2, although the percentage is less than 
that in low-copper amalgams. The effectiveness of the copper-containing particles in 
preventing y2 formation depends on their percentage in the mix. 

Single-Composition Alloys 
Success of the admixed ama1g;tms has led to the developmc~lt of allothe] type of 
high coppel alloy Ihllike admixed alloy powde~s, each particle of these alloy 

Fig. 17-7 Scanning clcctron rclicrograph of an admix high-coppcr anlalg,~rn. The various ph,isc~s ,incl 
reaction 1,rycr are I,~heletl. The small, very l igh~, dro1)-shaped arex  are high in rnerwry owing to tlie 
freshly polished specitnen. ( ~ 1 0 0 0 . )  
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powders has the same chemical composition. 'lherefore they are called single- 
composttion alloys. I'he rnajor components of the particles are usually silver, copper, 
and tin. l l le  first alloy of this type contained 60 wtOh silver, 27 wtOh tin, and 13 wtO/o 
copper. 'I he copper content in various single-composition alloys ranges from 
13 wt% to 30 wtOh. I11 addition, small amounts of indium or palladium are included 
in some of the culrently marlzeted single-composition alloys, as noted ea~lier. 

A numbel of phases are found in each single-composition alloy particle, includ- 
ing the fl phase (Ag-Sn), y phase (Ag,Sn), and E phase (Cu,Sn) Some of the alloys 
may also contain some q phase (Cu6Sn,). Atornized particles have dendrit~c 
microstructures, coiisisti~lg of fine lamellae. 

When triturated with mercury, silve~ and tin from the Ag-Sn phases dissolve in 
melcuiy. Ve~y little copper dissolves in mercury The yl crystals glow, forming a 
matrix that binds together the partially dissolved alloy particles. I he q clystals are 
found as meshes of rodlike crystals at the surfaces of alloy particles, as well as dis- 
persed in the matrix. These are much larger than the q crystals found in the reaction 
layers surrounding Ag-Cu particles in admixed amalgams. 

Figlire 17-8 shows the microstructure of a typical single-composition amalgam. 
The structure includes uncorlsumed alloy particles labeled P, yl grains (GI ) ,  and 
q crystals ( I I )  

Figure 17-9, A, shows a scanning electron micrograph of a high-copper single- 
composition amalgam fractured a few minutes after condensation, when the amal- 
gamation reaction was still taking place. Two kinds of crystals are seen on the 
surface polyhedral crystals (arrow A) between the unconsumed alloy particles, and 
meshes of q rod crystals (arrow B), which cover the unconsumed alloy particles. 

figure 17-9, B, shows details of the marked areas in 1 igure 17-9, A In addition 
to a mesh of q c~ystals (arrow H) that formed on 'In uilco~lsurned particle, q ~ o d s  
(arrozu C )  ale seen embedded in a y, crystdl (arloul A). Meshed q crystals on 
urlconsulned alloy particles may strengthen bond~ng between the alloy particles and 

Fig. 17-23 A scanning electron rnicrogr,lph of high-copper single-composition amalgam. A relief 
polish lcchnique w,is used to reve,~l the structure. ( ~ 5 6 0 . )  (Courlesy of M.B. Bults, T. Ok,~l)e, and 
C.W. F~irhurst.) 
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Fig. 17-9 A, Scanning electron micrograph of a high-copper single-composition amalgam fractured 
shortly after condensation, showing reaction products being formed: y (arrow A), and q (arrow B). 
(~1000 . )  B, Higher magnification of marked area. q rods embedded in y; crystals can be identified 
(arrow C). (~5000. )  (Courtesy oiT. Okahe, R. Mi~chell, M.B. Butts, and C.W. Fairhurst.) 

y, grains, and q crystals dispersed between y, grains may interlock y, grains. This 
interloclzing is believed to improve the amalgam's resistance to deformation. 

'I'o summarize, the reaction of the single-composition alloy powder with mercury 
is as follows: 

Ag Sn-CLI ALLOY PARTTCLLS + I lg -t 
y, + q + IINCONSIIMLL) AL,l,OY PARTIC1 CS (4) 

'['he undesirable y, phase can also form in s ingle-cornpci io  amalg,~ms. 'lhis 1s 
pa~ticularly C I - L I ~  if the atomized powder has not been heat tl-eated or if the powder 
h,is been treated for too long at too high a temperature. Nevertheless, in lnost single- 
composition amalgams, little or no y2 forms. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

How does the mercury content and condensat~on method affect the expansron or contrac- 

tron that may occur during settrng of an amalgam restoration? 

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY 

Ideally, an amalgam should set with no  change in dimensions and then remain sta- 
ble for the life of the restoration. However, a variety of factors influence both the 
initial dimensions on setting and the long-term dimensional stability. 

Dimensional Change 

Amalgam can expand or contract, depending on its manipulalion. Ideally, the 
dimensional change should be small. Severe contractiorl call lend to microleakage, 
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placlue accumulation, and seconda~y caries. bxcessive expansion can produce pres- 
sure on the pulp and postoperative sensitivity. Protrusion of a restoration can also 
~esult from excessive expansion 

'I he dimensional change ofarnalgani depends on how much the arnalgaln is con- 
strained during setting and on when the measurement is initiated. ANSI/ADA 
Specifjcatioli No 1 requires that arnalganl neithe~ contract nor expand more than 
20 ymlcm, measured at 37" C, between 5 min ancl 24 hr after the beginning of t~ i t -  
uration, with a device that is accurate to at least 0.5 yni. The specimen size is cssen- 
tially equivalent to the bulk ~tsed in large amalgam resto~ations. 

Theory of Dimensional Change 

Most inode~n amalgams exhibit a net contraction when triturated with a mechani- 
cal amalgamator and evaluated by the ADA procedure. ' lhe classic picture of dimen- 
sional change is one in which the specimen undergoes an initial contraction for 
approximately 20 mi11 after the beginning of trituration and then begins to expand. 
However, as Figure 17-10 illustrates, modern amalgams do not exhibit such simple 
behavior. 

When the alloy and mercury are mixed, contraction results as the particles begin 
to dissolve (hence become smaller) and the y, grows. Calculations show that the 
final volume of the y, phase is less than the sum of the initial volumes of dissolved 
silver and liquid mercury that are used to produce the y, phase. Therefore contrac- 
tion continues as long as growth of the y, phase continues. As y, crystals grow, they 
impinge against one another. If conditions are appropriate, this impingement of y, 
can produce an outward pressure, tending to oppose the conti-action. 

If there is sufficient liquid mercury present to provide a plastic matrix, expansion 
will occ~u when y, c~ystals impinge upon one another. Aftel a rigid yl matrix llas 
for-med, growth of y, c~ystals cannot force the nlntrix to expand. Instead y, crystals 
grow into interstices contallling mcrculy, consullling mercury, and producing a con- 
tinued re,rction. 

: Note change 
: in scale 

Time (h) 

Fig. 17-10 Uimcnsional change curves f o r  Ihrcc amnlgnm alloys. A, A high-copper admixcd anidlgam. 
6, A high-coppcr single-composition arnalg'l~m. C, A lathe-cut low-copper ,~rn,~lgam. 
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According to this model, if sufficient mercury is plesent in the mix when the 
measurement of dimensional change begins, expansloti wrll be observed 
Othelwise, contraction will occur Therefore manipulation that results in less 
mercury in the mix, such as lower mercury/alloy ratios and higher condensatio~l 
pressures, favors contraction Higher condensation pressules squeeze rnercury 
out of the amalgam, producing a lower mclculy/alloy latio and favoling 
contraction. In addition, manipulative procedures that accelerate setting and 
consu~nption of mercury also favor contraction, including longer tritulation 
times and use of smaller pa~ticle size alloys Smaller particle size accelelales the 
consumption of mercury because small particles have a larger surface area per 
unit mass than lavger particles Because a larger- surface area is dissolving, silver 
enlers the solution faster, y, grows Srom the solutiorl faster, and the consurnption 
of mercury is accelerated. 

Measurements of the dimensional change ot many modern amalgams reveal a 
net contraction, whereas in the past, measurements invariably indicated that an 
expansion occurred. Two reasons for the difference are that oldel amalgams con- 
tained larger alloy particles and they were mixed at higher mercury/alloy ratios than 
present-day amalgams. Likewise, hand trituration was used in preparing the speci- 
mens. Now high-speed mechanical amalgamators are employed. The change in the 
modern method is equivalent to a large increase in trituration time, resulting in con- 
traction of the specimens prepared by these techniques 

Effect of Moisture Contamination 

All thc observations thus far presented have been concerned with the dimen- 
sional change during the first 24 hr only. Some admixed amalgams continue lo 
expalld for at least 2 yr This expansiorl may be ]elated to the disappearance of 
some o~ all of the y2 phase in these high-copper amalgams or other solid-state 
tianslormations that continue to occu~  for long petiods Nevertheless, if they 
are manipulated properly, most amalgams exhibit little Sulther dimensional 
change after 24 hi 

I lowever, if a ~inc-containing low-copper or high-copper amalgam is contdm- 
inated by rnoislure during trituration or condensation, '1 large expansion, such as 
that shown in Figure 17 11, can take place This expansion usually starts aftei 
3 to 5 days and may continue for months, reaching values grealer than 400 ym 
(4%) .  l h i s  type of exparlsion is known as delayed expansion or secondaly 
expanston. 

Delayed expansion is associated with the zinc in the amalgam. The effect is 
caused by the reaction of zinc with water and is absent in nonzinc amalgams. It has 
been clearly demonstrated that the contaminating substance is water. Hydrogen is 
produced by electrolytic action involving zinc and water. The hydrogen does not 
combine with the amalgam; rather, it collects within the restoration, increasing the 
internal pressure to levels high enough to cause the amalgam to creep, thus pro- 
ducing the observed expansion 'I'he contamination of the amalgam can occur at 
almost any time during its manipulation and inseltion into the cavity. If the opera- 
tive area is not lzept dry, the amalgam may become contaminated by moisture from 
an air-water syringe, from direct contact with the hands, or by saliva during con- 
densation. In short, any contamination of zinc-containing amalgam with moisture, 
whatever the source, causes a delayed expansion. It should be noted that the con- 
taminntion must occur during t~rtulation or condensntion. Aftel the arnalgarn is 
condensed, the external suiface may come in contact with saliva without the occur- 
lence of delayed expansion. 
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Time 

Fig. 17-1 1 Del,lyed expansion of an amalgam 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Describe the phcnon~enon of marginal breakdown and fhr steps that can be fal<eil to 

reduce the risk toi or extent of this process 

STRENGTH 

A primary requisite for any restolative material is sullic~ently high strength to resist 
fracture. Fracture of even a small alea, especi,llly nt the margins, increases the risk for 
corlosion, secondary caries, and subsequent clinical lailure A lack of strength to 
~esist masticatory forces and  such fractures has been ~ecognized as one of the inher- 
ent weaknesses of the arnalgam restoration. 

An example of bulk fracture of an amalgam restoration is shown in kigure 17- 12. 
In propeily designed restorations, such failures are relatively rare. More common are 
defects at the margins of amalgams. There is a difference of opinion as to whether 
the gaps produced at the interfacial region between the tooth and the amalgam are 
caused by fracture of the enamel or of the amalgam (marginal breakdown). 
Marginal defects are the most frequently occurring defects in amalgams However, 
there are no general correlations of increased secondary caries incidence with 
increases in gap size. In fact, one study revealed that more lesions were found 
beneath amalgams with smaller marginal gaps and at locations far removed from 
the larger gaps. The incidence of secondary caries may be quite low in patients with 
severely deteriorated margins, if oral hygiene and dietary factors are well controlled 
Ozer (1 998) reports that plaque accumulation is a major cause of secondary caries 
and that microleakage appears to be unrelated to the demineralization process. 
'lhus a more conservative approach to replacement of arnalgains with defective mar- 
gins has gained acceptance in the absence of evidence of other pathological 
conditions. 
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Fig. 17-12 A fraclured amalgam restoration. Such failures may occur from improper manipulation of 
the material. (Courtesy of J.T. Andrews). 

Measurement of Strength 
It is difficult to identify the principal property, or properties, responsible for the frac- 
tured amalgam restoration shown in Figure 17-12 Traditionally, the strength of 
dental amalgam has been measured under compressive stress using specimens of 
dimensiorls coniparnble to the volurne of typcal amalgam restorations When 
strength is measurcd in this manner, the compressive strength of a satisfactory amal- 
gam probably s h o ~ ~ l d  be at least 310 megapascals (MPa) When they are manipu- 
lated proprlly, most amalgarns exhib~t '3 compressive stre~lgth in excess of this value 

In Table 17-2, typical conipressive strengths at 1 hr and 7 days after pleparation 
are given fc31 a low-coppel amalgam and two high-coppel arnalgarns After 7 days, 
the comp~essive strerlgtlis of high copper anialgarns are generally higher than those 
of low-copper c3malgarns In addition, note that the 1 lir conlpressive strerigth of the 
single-conipositio~i amalgam is almost double that of the o t h e ~  two amalgams. This 
trend is generally true for other single-composition arnalgarns. 

'I'he significance of the 7-day compressive strength ~elative to clinical pelfo~m- 
ailce has been questioned The strength of amalganl is Inore than adequate to with- 
stand potential compressive loads. It  is unfortunate that amalgam is much weaker 
in tension than in compression. Both low- and high-copper amalgams have tensile 
strengths that range between 48 and 70 MPa (see Table 17-2). 

Comparison of Compressive Strength and Creep of a Low-Copper Silver-Tin 
Amalgam and High-Copper Amalgams 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 

Amalgam 1 hr 7 Days Creep (%) Tensile strength-24 hr (MPa) 

Low copper* 145 343 2.0 60 

Single composition# 262 510 0.13 64 

*Fine C L I ~ ,  1.1) Caulk (;ompally, Milford, DE. 
tLlispersalloy, Johnson & Johnsoil Deiltal Produc~s, Ihst wind so^; NJ. 
*Tytin, SS White Dcnl,~l Manufac~uring Colnp,~ily, I'hiladelpllia, PA. 
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Tensile stresses can easily be produced in amalgam restorations. For example, a 
compressive stress on the adjacent restored cusp introduces complex stresses that 
result in tensile stresses in the isthmus area Because dentin has a relatively low elas- 
tic modulus, as much tooth structure as possible should be preserved to prevent the 
dentin from bending away from the restoration, or fracturing under masticatory 
forces. It is important to reemphasize that amalgam cannot withstand high tensile or 
bending stresses. The design of the restoration should include supporting structures 
whenever there is danger that it will be benl or pulled in tension. Use of a high-cop- 
per amalgam does not help. The tensile strengths of high-copper amalgams are not 
significantly different from those of the low-copper amalgams (see Table 17-2). 

Effect of Trituration 

The effect of trituration on strength depends on the type of amalgam alloy, the trit- 
uration time, and the speed of the amalgamator. Either undertrituration or overtrit- 
uration decreases the strength in both traditional and high-copper amalgams. 

Effect of Mercury Content 

A very important factor in the control of strength is the mercury content of the 
restoration. Sufficient mercury should be mixed with the alloy to coat the alloy par- 
ticles and to allow a thorough amalgamation. Each particle of the alloy must be wet 
by the mercury; otherwise a dry, granular mix results. Such a mix results in a rough, 
pitted surface that may lead to corrosion. Any excess of mercury left in the restora- 
tion can procluce a marked reduction in strength. 

'I'he effect of the mercury content on the compressive strength of amalgam is 
shown in Figure 17- 11. For either low-copper or high-copper admixed amalgam, i l  
the mercury content increases more than approximately 54% the strength is 
markedly reduced. Similar decreases in strength with i n ~ r e ~ ~ s e d  final merculy 

Hg concentration (wt%) 

Fig. 17-13 Eiiect of mercury/alloy ratio on the c-ompressivc strcngth of amalgam prcp~red with 
rclxesentative low-copper, high-copper admix anti high-copper single-composi~ion sphcr ic~l  alloys 
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content are observed for spherical high-copper amalgams, except that the critical 
mercury content at which the strength decrease occurs is less. 

1 he strength of an alnalgam is a function of the volume fractiorls of uncons~~rned 
alloy particles and mercury-containing phases. Low-mercury conterlt amalgams con- 
tain more of the strongel alloy particles and less of the weaker matrix phases. 
lrlcreasing the final mercury content increases the volume fraction of the mat~ix 
phases at the expense of the alloy pa~ticles. As a result, amalgams containi~lg higher 
ainounts of final rnercury are weaker. 

High-copper amalgams are particularly weakened by the presence of a small 
amount of yL ph,lse because it is the weakest phase within the dental amalgam. lhis 
problem can he minimized by using low nierc~~ry/alloy ratios because excess mel- 
cuiy promotes formation of the y, phase in a high-copper amalgam. 

Effect of Condensation 

Condensation pressure, technique, and alloy particle shape affect amalgam proper- 
ties. When typical condensation techniques and lathe-cut alloys are employed, the 
greater the condensation pressure, the higher the compressive strength, particularly 
the early strength (e.g., at 1 hr). Good condensation techniques express mercury and 
result in a smaller volume fraction of matrix phases. Higher condensation pressures 
are required to minimize porosity and to express mercury from lathe-cut amalgams. 
On the other hand, spherical amalgams condensed with lighter pressures produce 
adequate strength. 

Effect of Porosity 

Vc>~cis and polovty ale p o ~ s ~ b l e  fact015 mtlurncing the comp~ess~ve strength of set 
'~rnalgarn Vord\ ale seen in mlclogiaph\ of a low copper amalgam (see Fig 17-51, an) 
admixed arnalgam (see r ~ g  17-7), and a \~ngle-compo~lllon amalgam (we Ilg 17-8) 

Pono\~ty IS ~clatcd to a llulnbe~ of Cactols, ~nc lud~ng  the plast~city o f  thc lnlx 
Plnstlclty of nmnlgnm m~xcs dec~eases w ~ t h  ~nc~rased  tlnle fiom the encl of tlltulr\- 
blon ,mcl tonadelisabron (drlayccl conciensab~on) and w ~ t h  undeit~ituratno~~ It can be 
antlc~patcd that, undei 4ucl-r condit~o~\s, po~ositles alc he glcater and st~cn-lgth 1s 

lowel Inc~eas~ng condencat~on pressulc steadily Iinplovc\ adaptdt~on a( ~ l l r  I P I ~ I -  

glals , ~ n d  decneases the numbcr of vo~cis 
lhe  p ~ c v ~ o u s  comments arc  elated to Inthc-cut 01 admix amalgams, wlllch offer 

leslslance to condensation boi spher~cal alloys, the co~lde~lser s~mply purltl~es 
though the amalgam ~f heavy pressures are employed It 1s fortunate that vo~ds are 
not such a problem w ~ t h  these amalgams Thus l~ghter pressule can be used wlthout 
danger of sacrificing propelties 

Effect sf Amalgam Hardening Rate 

'[he amalgam hardening rate is of considerable interest to the dentist. Because a 
patierlt may be dismissed from the dental chair within 20 min after trituration of 
the amalgam, a vital question is whether the amalgam has gained sufficient strength 
for its function. It is probable that a high percentage of amalgam restorations lhat 
fracture (see Fig. 17-12) do so shortly after insertion. The clirlical manifestation may 
not be evident for some months, but an initial crack within the restoration may 
occur willlin the first few hours. 

Amalgams do not gain strenglh as rapidly as might be desired. For example, at 
the end of 20 min, compressive strength may be only 6% of the 1-wlz strength. The 
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ANSIIADA specification stipulales a minimum comprehensive strength o f80  MPa 
at 1 hr. Ihe I -hr compressive stlength of high-copper single-composition amalgams 
is relatively high compared with admixed high-copper amalgams after 24 hr 
(see l able 17-2). I'his strength may have some advantages clinically For example, 
fracture is less probable if the patient accidentally bites on the restoration soon after 
leaving the dental office. Also, these amalgams may be strong enough shortly 
dter  placement to pe~mi t  arnalgan~ build-ups to be prepared for crowns and to 
pel [nit taking impressions for crowns. 

bven if a fast-hardening amalgam is used, its strength is likely to be low initially. 
I'atients should be c,lutioned not to subject the resto~ation to high biting stlesses for 
at least 8 hr after placement. By that time, a typical amalgam has leached at least 
70°/0 of its strength 

It is of interest to note that even at the end of a 6-month period, some arncllgams 
may still be increasing in strength. Such observations suggest that the reactions 
between the matrix phases and the alloy particles may continue indefinitely. It is 
doubtful whether equilibrium conditions between them are ever attained. 

CREEP 
Significance of Creep on Amalgam Performance 

During the 1970s, it was shown that the iesistance to fi-acture of hardened dental 
amalgams at slow strain rates seemed to correlate with long-term clinical perform- 
ance. One such test measures the static creep of amalgam. Creep rate has been found 
to correlate with marginal breakdown of traditional low-copper amalgams, that is, 
the highel the cleep magnitude, (he greatel the deg~ee of m,lrginal dete~ioration. 
This is illust~ated in Figu~e 17-14, which shows marg~nal b~eal<down o l  arnalgam 
~estorations placed will1 low and high creep rate amalgams rhe margins of the high 
creep amalgam ,ire severely ditched 

A B 
Fig. 17-14 Four-yr-old amalgam rcslolalions. A, Amalgam placeti will1 an alloy having minimal 
dyn,lrnic creep. 8, Amalgam restoration of ,in ~ l l o y  having a high crccp valuc. (Courtesy ol' 
D.R. Mahler.) 
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However, for high-copper amalgams, creep is not necessarily a good predictor of 
marginal fracture. Many of these amalgams have creep rates of 0.4% (see lable 17-1) 
or less. It is prudent to select a commercial alloy that has a creep rate below the level 
of 3% specified in ANSI/ADA Specification No. 1. As tested by this specification, 
creep values of low-copper amalgams range between 0.8% and BO/O. I ligh-copper 
amalgams have much lower creep values, some even less than 0.1%. There are no 
data available that suggest that reducing the creep value below approximately 1 O/O 

influences marginal breakdown. 

Influence of Microstructure on Creep 

The y, phase has been found to exert a primary influence on low-copper amalgam 
creep rates. Creep rates increase with higher y, volume fractions ancl decrease with 
larger yl grain sizes. The presence of the y2 phase is also associated with higher creep 
rates. In addition to the absence of the y2 phase, the very low creep rates in single- 
compositiol~ high-copper amalgams may be associated with q rods, which act as 
barriers to deformation of the y, phase. 

Effect of Manipulative Variables on Creep 

Those manipulative factors discussed previously that maximize strength also min- 
imize creep rate for any given type of amalgam. Thus mercury/alloy ratios should 
be minimized and condensation pressure maximized for lathe-cut or admixed 
alloys, and careful attention should be paid to the timing of trituration ancl 
condensation. 

CLlNlCAL PERFORMANCE OF AMALGAM RESTORATlONS 

The exception'11ly fine clinical performance of dental amalgam may be linlzed to its 
tendency to minimize marginal leakage. One of the greatest hazards associated with 
restoring teeth is the microleakage that may occur between the cavity walls and the 
restoration. With the exception of glass ionomer cement, no restorative material 
tluly adheres to tooth structure; consecluently, penetration of fluids and debris 
around the rnargins may be thc greatest cause for seconda~y caries. At best, amalgam 
affords only a reasonably close adaptation to the walls of the prepared cavity. For 
this reason, cavity varnishes (see Chapter 16) are used to reduce the gross leakage 
that occu~s around a new restoration. 'The use of dentin bonding agents with amal- 
gam is another relatively new method to reduce microleakage. Clinical trials using 
the bonded-amalgam technique continue to show promise. Results after 2 to 5 yr 
appear to be equivalent to those for conventional amalgams. '1 he long-term prom- 
ise of this method is that it may allow more conservative cavity preparations with 
reduced mechanical retentive features. 

The small amount of leakage under amalgam restorations is unique. If the restora- 
tion is properly inserted, leakage decreases as the restoration ages in the mouth. This 
may be caused by corrosion products that form along the interface between 
the tooth and the restoration, sealing the interface and thereby preventing leakage. 
The presence of calcium and phosphorus and the demineralization of tooth stmc- 
tures adjacent to the amalgam restoration also suggest a possible biological contri- 
bution to this corrosion process. 

The ability to seal against microlealtage is shared by both the low-copper amal- 
gams and the newer high-copper amalgams. I Iowever, the accumulation of corro- 
sion proclucts is slower for the high-copper alloys. 
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Many amalgam resto~ations must be replaced because of problems, including 
secondary canes, gross fracture, "ditched" or fractured margins, and excessive ta~nish 
and conosion. Ihe charactelistics of an amalgam depend on its pi operties, which in 
turn depend on the alloy selected and how it is manipulated, as described in the pre- 
vious sections. After placement, amalgams continue to undergo changes as a result 
ofrnoisture contaniination, co~rosion, slow solid-state phase ch'lnges, and mechan- 
ical fcnces The ultimate lifetime of an amalgam restoration is determined by a 
number of factors, including the material, the skill of the dentist and the assistant, 
and the patient's environment. The filst two parameters are the dominant factors 
that control the anialgam performance during the early life of the lesto~dtion 
As time proceeds, differences in the dynamics of the oral environment among 
patients contribute significantly to the valiability of deterioration, particula~ly mar- 
ginal ditching. C:hanges in the amalgain structure during clinical use and survival of 
amalgam restorations of various types are now discussed. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How can corros~on of nil amalgam restoration lead to both positive and negative 

outcomes? 

Tarnish and Corrosion 

Amalgam restorations often tarnish and corrode in the oral environment. The degree 
or tnlllisll and the ~esulting discolo~ation appear to depend greatly on the individ- 
ual's o ~ a l  environment and, to a certain extent, on the particulal alloy employed. 
Clectrochemical sludies indicate that some passivation offering pa~tial plotection 
against furthe1 corrosion occurs as a result of the tarnish process. A lcndency toward 
talnish, although perhaps unaesthetic, because of black silvel sulfide, ciors not nec- 
essalily imply that active cor~osiorl and early S~~ILLI-e of a resto~ation will occur. 

Active cor~osion of a newly plnced resloratiori occurs on the metal surface along 
the intelface between the tooth nnd the restoration. The space between the alloy rind 
the toot11 permits the microlealtage of eleclrolytes, and a classic concent~ation cell 
(cievice co~rosion) process results (See Chapter 3 for fu~thcr details on cor~osion 
processes ) The build-up of corlosion p~oducts gradually seals this space, making 
derltal amalgam a self-sealing restoration. 

lhe precise role of corrosiorl ill the process of ~nalginal breakdowi~ has not been 
established. IIowever, several theories have been developed relating the two phe- 
nomena. 'I'here is indirect evidence that the y, phase is implicated in both marginal 
failure and active corrosion in traditional alloys, but such a correlation is not possi- 
ble for high-copper alloys. 

The most common corrosion products found with traditional amalgam alloys are 
oxides and chlorides of tin. These are found along the tooth-amalgam intelface and 
within the bulk of older amalgam restorations, as shown in Figure 17-1 5. In the case 
of high-copper amalgams, many of the same products are found (Fig. 17-1 6). 

Corrosion products containing copper can also be found in high-copper amal- 
gams. IIowever, the corrosion process is more limited because the q phase is less 
susceptible to corrosion than the y, phase of traditional amalgams. Evely effort 
should be made to produce a smooth, homogeneous surface on a restoration to 
minimi~e tallish and coi~osion, regardless of the alloy system used. 

Whenever a gold lestoration is placed in contact with an amalgam, colrosion of 
the amalgam can be expected as a result of the large ditferences in electromotive 
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Fig. 17-15 Microstructure of 7-yr-old traditional amalgam alloy restoration. The various phases are 
marked. Note the exlensive porosity (P) and the Sn-Cl corrosion product (CP) that has replaced the 
y, area. (Courtesy of G.W. and S.J. Marshall.) 

Fig. 17-16 Mic roslruclure oi 8-yr-old high-t upper alloy restoration. The phases arc labeled. Al~hough 
some porosity is seen, it is less than thal ol' the traditional alloy restoration seen in Figure 1 7 1  5, wilh 
fewer corrosion producls (CP). (Courtesy ol' C.W. and 3.1. Marshall.) 
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force (EMF) of the two materials The coirosion process can liberate tree mercury, 
which can contaminate and weaken the gold restoration. Biological effects such as 
galvanism can also result. Such a practice should be avoided. 

A high-copper amalgam is cathodic with respect to a conventional amalgam. 
Thus concern has beell expressed that if high-copper amalgam restorntio~ls were 
placed in the same mouth with existing I-estorations of low-copper amalgarn, corro- 
sion and failure would be accelerated in the latter. Clinical observations do not indi- 
cate accelerated corrosion in such situations. Laboratory models that are designed 
to monitor corrosion in adjacent restorations suggest that the current flow paths are 
such that electi-ochernical interaction between restoratiovis is minimal. 

Because the y2 phase is the most anodic of the phases present in set amalgam 
alloys, the high-copper amalgams, which virtually eliminate this phase, show 
improved laboratory corrosion behavior compared with traditional amalgams. 
However, as already noted, high mercury/alloy ratios can lead to the formation of 
y2 phase, even in amalgams produced from high-copper alloys, thus promoting 
corrosion. 

Compositional Effects on the Survival of Amalgam Restorations 

Although many factors may contribute to the deterioration of dental amalgams as 
noted in the preceding sections, the ultimate test is the long-term survival of the 
well-placed dental amalgam restoration. A number of clinical trials have attempted 
to determine differences in performance of dental amalgams based on amalgam 
type. Results of such long-term studies are illustrated in Figure 17-17 

In Figure 17-1 7, the survival of amalgam restorations are grouped into categories 
based on their content of copper and zinc. Modern high-copper amalgams with zinc 
(1 ICZ) have the best overall survival of nearly 90°/0 after 12 yr. I Iigh-copper amal- 
gams without ~ i n c  (WC) performed the next best, with survival rates of approxi- 
mately 80°h. 'llle s~~i-vival curves f o ~  these two groups of drnalgams could be 

Time (y) 

Fig. 17-17 Survival curves for amalgam restorations classified according to copper and zinc content. 
Both  coppcr and zinc appcar to providc protcclion lo rcsloralions. Thus many morc high coppcr 
rcslor,ltions containing zinc survived than low coppcr restorations without zinc in these < linital trials. 
(Courtrsy t I. Letzel, M.  Van't Hof, S. Marshall, G.W. M'irshdll.) 
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distinguished only after approximately 8 yr, when the better survival of the high- 
copper systems that contain a small quantity of zinc became apparent. The next 
group includes the traditional low-copper amalgams with zinc (LC%). The worst 
performance was exhibited by low-copper amalgams that were zinc-free. These sys- 
tems exhibited failures in 50% of the restorations after only 10 yr. The reasons for 
the differences seen in survival are not completely clear. However, the combined and 
perhaps synergistic effects of the additional copper and zinc contents probably pro- 
vide increased corrosion protection to the reslorations. Additional survival data for 
amalgam and composite restorations are presented in Chapter 15. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

';\?A W l ~ n t  steps can be taken by a dentist to extend the survivdi t m e  of amalgan~ restor'jt~ons? 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUCCESS OF AMALGAM RESTORATIONS 

There are few alternative materials available that are as technique-insensitive as is 
dental amalgam. The most attractive direct-filling alternatives are the resin-based 
composites. However, compared with composites, amalgams have less technique- 
sensitivity, greater longevity, greater radiopacity, an appearance easily differentiated 
from tooth structure, and the ability to seal the marginal gap space over time. 
Compared with amalgam restorations, composite restorations are more aesthetic, 
more costly, require more time for placement, can be placed with less iemoval of 
tooth structure, are good thermal insulators, and do not cause galvanic effects. 

A good modern dental amalgam alloy can be manipulated so that the restoration 
lasts, on the average, 12 to 15 yr. Approximately 90% of arnalgarn restorations are 
still functional after 10 yr (see Chnpter 15). If the restoration is defective, the fault 
is most frecluently associated with the dentist, auxiliary, or patient, and not with the 
material, although amalgam is a h~ittle material and nlust be manipulated with this 
cieficiency in mind. The cavity preparation must be designed correctly, and the amal- 
gam must be manipulated properly so that no palt of the amalgam restoration is 
placed under excessive tensile stress. The manipulation aspects of amalgam are dis- 
cussed in detail relative to the influence of technique on the physical properties and 
clinical success of these restorations. 

Criteria involved in the selection of an alloy vaiy with each individual situation. 
Certainly, the first criterion is to make sure that the alloy meets the requirements of 
the ANSI/ADA Specification No. 1 or a similar specification. 

The manipulative characteristics are extremely important and a matter of sub- 
jective preference. Matters such as rate of hardening, smoothness of the mix, ease 
of condensation, and ease of finishing vary with the alloy, the working speed, and 
choice of the operator. For example, lathe-cut amalgams have an entirely different 
feel during condensation than do spherical amalgams. It is essential that the alloy 
selected be one with which the dentist and the assistant are comfortable. The oper- 
ator variable is a major factor affecting the clinical lifetime of the restoration. Use 
of alloys and techniques that encourage standardization in the manipulation and 
placement of the amalgam enhances the quality of the service. Another important 
factor is the delivery system provided by the manufacturer, including its conven- 
ience, expediency, and cdpability to reduce human variables. The alloy may be 
purchased in the form of either a powder, a pellet, or as preproportioned alloy 
with mercury in disposable capsules. For the first two types, the merculy must be 
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obtained from a mercury dispenser, a device that is somewhat technique sensitive. 
I here ale advantages and disadvantages to the use of preproportioned capsules 
that are discussed later Nonetheless, the delrve~y system is an important 
consideration 

Obviously, the selection of one type of amalgam ovel others should be based on 
clinical pe~formance 01, lacking such inlo~mation, on the physical p~ope~ties. 
IIowever, the initial analysis o l  plopelties should be compclred with clinical pel- 
formance as such data becorne available 'I'his is especially necessary for alloy for- 
nlulations that depart from traditional compositions and for which 'I consistent 
correlation between properties and performance has not yet been established. 

Alloys of traditional conlposition are still available, and acceptable amalgam 
restolations can be obtained from many of these products. Ilowever, it is obvious 
that the newel high-coppel alloy systems are the materials olchoice. Improved phys- 
ical properties, the elimination of the y, phase, and the better corrosion resistance 
associated with these alloys generally lead to superior clinical perfo~mance. 

There is only one requisite for dental mercury. purity. Common contaminating 
elements, such as arsenic, can lead to pulpal damage. Furthermore, a lack of purity 
may adversely affect the physical properties of the amalgam. It is unfortunate that 
terms such as pure, redzstzlled, and trzple disttlled do not indicate the chemical quality 
of the mercury. 

The designation I1.S.P. (United States Pharmacopoeia) ensures mercury of satis- 
factoiy purity with no surface contamination and less than 0 02% nonvolatile 
residue This requirement is encornpassed in the ANSIJADA Specification No. G for 
dental mercury. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Wl?nt 1s t l ~ c  rde,ll nlercury alloy/rC~tlo h r  an adr?irxcd arr1,7lgan1 and <I ipherrc a1 partrcle 

arnalg~7n1~ W l ~ a t  are the consequences o i  ~nsuifit ,en1 and euc es51ve amounts ot mercury 

on fhc .~rna/gan? restort7trons? 

I-Jistorically, the only way to achieve smooth and plastic nmdlgdm rnixcs was to use 
an amount o l  mercury considerably in excess of that desi~able in the final restora- 
tions Because olthe deletelious effects of an excessive mercury content on the phys- 
ical and mechanical properties of amalgam, manipulative procedules were employed 
to reduce the amount of mercury left in the restoration to an acceptable level. 

For conventional mercury-added systems, two techniques were used for achieving 
mercury reduction in the final restoration. Initially, the removal of excess mercury 
was accomplished by squeezing or wringing the mixed amalgam in a squeeze cloth 
before insertion of the increments into the prepared cavity. Also, additional mer- 
cury-rich amalgam was worked to the top during condensation of each increment, 
and this excess was removed as the amalgam mix was built up to lorm a restoration. 
Although excellent restorations may be produced in this manner, the amount of 
mercury removed by the squeeze cloth and during condensation varied. 'I'hus there 
was considerable chance for error. The most obvious method for reducing the mer- 
cuiy content of the restoration is to reduce the original mercury/alloy ratio. The 
present-day alloys are designed for manipulation with reduced mercury/alloy ratios. 
This method is lznown as the rrlinimal merLury lechnzquc or the Eanzes tc~hn~que,  in 
recognition of the dentist who developed the concept. Sufficient mercury nus1 be 
plesent in the original mix to provide a coherent and plastic mass after trituration; 
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however, the amoimt of mercury present must also be low enough so that the mel- 
cury content of the restoration is at an acceptable level without the need to remove 
an appreciable amount during condensation. 'Fhe mercury content of the finished 
restoration should be comparable to that of the original mercury/alloy ratio, usually 
about 50 wtoh, with lesser amounts ( ~ 4 2  wtO/o) being used with spherical alloys. 

I'he obvious choice of method for placement of amalgam restorations with 
today's alloys is the minimal mercury technique, but manipulative procedures are 
still critical. rhe excellence of clinical restorations placed by this tech~lique depends 
on proper manipulation, including proportioning of the mercury and alloy. I3ecause 
the recornmended amount of merculy is always the nlinimum amount required to 
produce a usable mix, proportioning of the two components must be exact. 
Trituration and condensation of the amalgam must be performed with equal care 
and attention to detail 

Proportioning 

The amount of alloy and mercury to be used can be described as the mercury/alloy 
ratio, which signifies the parts by weight of mercury and of alloy to be used for the 
particular technique. For example, a mercury/alloy ratio of 615 indicates that G parts 
of mercury are to be used with 5 parts of alloy by weight. Sometimes instead of a 
mercury/alloy ratio, manufacturers' instn~ctions specify the percentage of mercury 
by weight to be employed in the mix. A mix of amalgam prepared with a mer- 
cury/alloy ratio of 6:5 contains 54.5% mercury. 

Of course, the recommended ratio varies for different alloy compositions, parti- 
cle sizes, particle shapes, and heat treatments. The particular manipulative and con- 
densation technique favored by the dentist can also be a factor in selecting the 
desired ratio. I he uecornmended melcu~y/alloy ]ratios for most modern lathe-cut 
alloys is approximately I . l ,  or 5O0/o mercury, as noted earlier, although some may 
vary plus or minus a few percent. Wilh spherical alloys, the recommended ,iinounl 
of merculy is closer to 42% because spherical particles havc lowel surface/volurne 
ratios, ~equiring less mercury to completely wet the particles. 

Regardless of the ratio, proportioning is critical for the minimum mercuiy alloys. 
If the rnercuiy content is slightly low, the mix may be dly and glainy with insuffi- 
cient matrix present to cohesively bond the rnass. 'l'he use of too little merculy 
impairs [he strength of high-copper amalgams as much '1s an excessive quantity of 
melcury. <:orrosion resistance is also reduced. 

A wide variety of mercury and alloy dispensers are available. The most common 
is the dispenser based on volumetric proportioning. Preweighed pellets or tablets 
are a more convenient method for correctly dispensing the alloy. The individual pel- 
lets are quite uniform in weight, provided that normal care is exercised in handling 
to avoid chipping the pellet. With preweighed pellets, all that is required is an accu- 
rate mercury dispenser. 

As a liquid, mercury can be measured by volume without appreciable loss of 
accuracy. Standard deviations in weights of mercury dispensed as low as +0.5% may 
be attained with a number of commercial mercury dispensers. However, precautions 
must still be exercised in their use. The dispenser should be held vertically to ensure 
consistent spills of mercury. Tilting the bottle at a 45-degree angle results in unreli- 
able mercury/alloy ratios. The dispenser should be at least half full when it is used. 
If it is not, the weight of mercury dispensed may be erratic. Probably the most corn- 
moll cause of inaccurate delivery of the merculy is use of contaminated mercury that 
leads to entrapment of the contaminants in the leservoir and orifice of the device. If 
sucll variables are not controlled, variation in i~ldividual spills of mercury may 
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amount to 3% or 4%. With the use of low mercuiy/alloy ratios, valiatiorls of this 
magnitude result in an unusable mix. 

Disposable capsules containing prepropo~tioned aliquots of merculy and alloy 
are now widely used. 'I hey contain alloy either in pellet lorm or as a preweighed 
portion of powder in conjunctioil with the appropliate quantity of melcury. li, ple- 
vent any amalgamation fiorn occu~ring during storage, the mercury and alloy ale 
physically separated [I-om each other. The older types of pleproportioned capsules 
require activation before trituration, to allow the merculy lo enter the compartment 
with the alloy Some alloys are now available in self-act~vatzny ~apsu le~ ,  which auto- 
matically release the mercury into the alloy chamber during the first few oscillations 
of the amalgamator. Although the preproportioned material is more expensive, it is 
convenient, eliininates the chance of inelcury spills duling proportioning, and 
should result in a leliable mercury/alloy latio At the same time, there is no oppor- 
tunity to make minor adjustments in the mercury/alloy ratio to accommodate per- 
sonal preference. 

Regardless of the method used, the proper amount of mercury and alloy always 
must be proportioned before the start of trituration. The addition of merculy after 
trituration is contraindicated. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How shonld the optimal tr~turation trme be delermined for n glven dental amalgam 

MECHANICAL TRlTURATlON 

Originally, the alloy and melcury were mixed, or trzturated, by hand with a mortar 
anci pestle 'loday, however, mechanical amalgamation saves lime and standardues 
the p~ocedure. In fact, it is p~obably impossible to employ hand tlituiation Sol m~x-  
ing modeln amalganls p~epaird with low mercury/alloy ratios 

The objective o l  trilulation is to provide propel amalgamation of the mercury 
and alloy. [he alloy particles are coated with a film of oxide, which is difficult for 
the mercury to penetrate I'his film must be rubbed off in some manner so that a 
clean surlace of alloy can come in contact with the mercury. I'he oxide layer is 
removed by ab~asion when the alloy palticles and merculy ale triturated 

A la~ge number of cornrnercial brands o l  amalgamat01 ale available. Two repre- 
sentative products are shown in Figure 17-18. The principle of operation is compa- 
rable for most of them. A capsule serves as a mortar. A cylindrical metal or plastic 
piston of smaller diameter than the capsule is inserted into the capsule, and this 
serves as the pestle. Capsules for disposable systems also usually contain an appro- 
priate pestle. 

The alloy and mercury are dispensed into the capsule, or if a disposable capsule 
system is being used, the capsule may require activation. When the capsule has been 
secured in the machine and it is turned on, the arms holding the capsule oscillate at 
high speed; thus trituration is accomplished There is an automatic timer for con- 
trolling the length of the mixing time, and most modern amalgamators have two or 
more operating speeds Multiple-speed amalgamators provide greater versatility, 
often permitting the amalgamator to be used for mixing other preproportioned 
materials, such ns cements and composites Some anlalgarn alloys and certain types 
of preproportioned capsule systems have specific recoinmendations for trituration 
speeds. 
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Fig. 17-18 Two rcpresentdtivc commercial mechanical amalgamators. 

New amalgamators must have hoods that cover the reciprocating arms holding 
the capsule, as shown in Figure 17-18. The purpose of the hood is to confine mer- 
cury that might escape into the room or to prevent a capsule from being acciden- 
tally ejected from the amalgamator during trituration. 

Reusable capsules are available with a friction fit and screw-cap lids. With either 
type, it is important that the lid on the capsule fit tightly. If it does not, a fine mist 
of mercclry will be sprayed out of the capsule during trituration, producing a risk for 
mercury inhalation. Loss of merculy cau altel the me~cu~y/alloy ldtio to the extent 
that the mix is unusdble ( : ~ p s ~ l e  lids should he carefully checked befo~e use, and 
ally 11ds that appear to be loose should be disca~ded. Also, w ~ t h  long use, the f11 may 
deteriorate. Disposable capsules sliould never he ~cused because leakage 01 f~acture 
of the capsule is very probable. 

A wide v'iriety of cnpsule-pestle cornhinations are available One typc of capsule is 
of a one-plece constluction such th;tr no merculy is leleased dur~llg tritiunt~on. After 
tritula~ion, the capsule is broken open by bending across a notched aiea. Pestles may 
be plastic or metal and come in a variety of sizes, shapes, and weights I11 selecting a 
caps~~le-pestle combination, the size of the peslle is an important cons~deration 
'I'he diameter and length of the pestle should be considerably less than the cornpa- 
rable diine~lsions of the capsule. Tor example, the c,~psule-pestle combi~lation shown 
in Figure 17-10, A, is acceptable from this standpoint If the pestle is too large 
(Fig. 17-19, B), the resultant mix may not be homogeneous When the pellet form of 
alloy is used, the pellet or a piece of it may become wedged between the wall of the 
capsule and the pestle and may not be completely broken up during mixing. 

The pellets produced by different manufacturers differ to some extent by the ease 
with which they are reduced to powder. In instances in which pellets are difficult to 
break, the clinician should consider employing a small metal pestle rather than a 
plastic pestle of a lighter weight. 'Trituration of an alloy in a capsule without a pes- 
tle should be limited to those alloys for which that mode of mixing is specifically 
recommended 

An amalgamatol should be used at the speed recommended by the alloy manufac- 
turer. Some older amalgamators do not operate at a sufficient rate of speed to prope~ly 
a~n~~lgainate high-copper alloys mixed with minimal mercury Self-activating capsules 
are usually very sensitive to trituration speed. Regardless of the alloy or amalgamdtor 
used, no mole than two pellets of alloy should be mixed in a capsule at one time 
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Fig. 17-19 Capsule and pestle combinations. A, Satisfactory sire relationship between the capsule and 
pestle. B, An unsatisfactory pestle size. 

A reusable capsule should be clean and free of previously mixed, hardened alloy. 
Scraping out hardened alloy usually produces scratches that compound the sticking 
problem in the future. In the long run, it is advisable to discard the capsule. This 
sticking problem can often be minimized by the following procedure: at the end of 
amalgamation, quickly remove the pestle from the capsule, replace the lid, reinsert 
the capsule in the amalgamator, turn it on for a second or two, and then remove it. 
This mulling process generally causes the mix to cohere so that it can be readily 
I-emoved from the capsule. 

No exact recommendations for mixing time can be given because of such factors 
as the wide variety of amalgamators, differences in speed and oscillating patterns, 
and capsule designs. ?be amount of work required for amalgamation of various 
alloys differs. Spherical alloys, for example, usually require less amalgamation time 
than do lathe-cut alloys. Also, a larger mix requires a slightly longer mixing time than 
a smallel- one. Manufacturers' directions contain a time schedule for mixing (he alloy. 
However, because of the speed variations among amalgamators, even among those 
of the same brand, this schedule should serve only as a rough guide. 

A11 important factor to be decided by the dentist and assistant is the optimum 
amalgamation time required to attain a mix of correct consistency. A genel-a1 rule is 
that for a given alloy and mercury/alloy ratio, increased t~itulatio~l time and/or 
speed shortens the working and setting times. Alloys differ in the sensitivity to trit- 
uration time, as can be seen in Figure 17-20. 

Consistency of the Mix 

It is evident that the proper combination of the alloy and mercury is a prime manip- 
ulative consideration. At this stage, the composition of the final amalgam is largely 
determined, and the composition is a major determinant of the physical properties. 

Provided that the same weights of alloy and mercury are used each time and are 
triturated by the same amalgamator, attainment of a proper mix can be controlled 
by timing the trituration. The proper time can be determined by observing the con- 
sistency of the mix. For example, the somewhat grainy mix shown in Figure 17-21 is 
undertriturated. Not only will the amalgam restoration made from this mix be 
weak, but also the I-ough surface left after carving of the granular amalgam increases 
the restoration's susceptibility to tarnish. 
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Fig. 17-20 t-lardening data for two alloys mixed at low, medium, and high settings. Broken l i n e  at 1.0 
and 4.5 represent working and carving consistency, respectively. (From Brackett W.W., Swartz M.L., 
Moore B.K., and Clark H.E.: The influence of mixing speed on the selling rate of high-copper amalgam. 
J Am Dent Assoc 11 5121:289, 1987.) 

Fig. 17-21 Undertl-iturateti lnix of arn.~lgarn. Such '1 rnix I i ~ s  low strength ,~nd poor rrsislanc-cl to 

corrosion. 

If the trituration has produced an amalgam of the general appearance shown in 
Figure 17-22, the strength will approach the maximum value and the smooth carved 
surface will retain its luster longer after polishing. Such an amalgam mix may be 
warm (not hot) when it is removed from the capsule. This has no effect on the phys- 
ical properties of the amalgam other than to shorten the working time somewhat. 
With experience, the proper co~lsistency can be recognized, and the timing of the 
mix can be adjusted to attain it. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

During the condensation of an amalgam, at what point shor~ld the trrturated mixture he 

d~scarcled and replaced by a new mlxtuie? 
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Fig. 17-22 t'ropcrly trlturatcd c~mc~l,c,~ini h,~vln,c, maxlmurn 
l)ropcrllc~\ 

CONDENSATION 

The goal of conderlsdtion is to compact the alloy into the prepared cavity so that the 
greatest possible density is attained, with sufficient mercury present to ensure com- 
plete continuity of the matrix phase (Ag,Ilg,) between the remaining alloy particles. 
If this goal is achieved, the strength of the amalgam is thereby increased, and creep 
is decreased. Also, mercury-rich amalgam must be brought to the top of each incre- 
ment as it is being condensed, so that successive increments bond to each other. 
A major objective is to remove any excess mercury from each increment as it is 
worlzed to the top by the condensing p~ocedure With the minimum mercury tech- 
nique,  erno oval of the soft ~iiuslly niater~al during condensation of the alloy is, of 
coulse, less ciilical. IInde~ proper conditions of trituration and condensation, thcre 
is very little danger o l  rernovillg too much rnercury during condensation 

After the mix is made, colldeiisation of the amalgam should be promptly miti- 
ated. As can he seen in 1 igure 17-23, the 1onge1 the time that elapses between mix- 
~ i lg  and condensation, the wec~lzer the analgarn In addit~on, the mercury content 
and cleep of the amalgain are increased. Condensation of partinlly set materid1 
p~obably fi-nctures and breaks up the matlix that has already formed. Also, wlleri the 
alloy has lost a cellain dmoullt of plasticity, i t  is difficult to condense without pro- 
ducing internal voids and layeling. 

'The loss in strength incurred depends on the ha~dening rate of amalgam A fast- 
setting amalgam, such as that obtained for alloy A in Figure 17-23, is affected to a 
greater extent than the slower-setting alloy 13. Most modern alloys mixed with min- 
imal amounts of mercury harden with considerable speed. The working time is 
short, and the effects are analogous to those observed with alloy A. Therefore con- 
densation should be as rapid as possible, and a fresh mix of amalgam should be 
made if condensation takes longer than 3 or 4 min. 

The field of operation must be kept absolutely dry during condensation The 
incorporation of the slightest moisture in a zinc-containing amalgam at this stage 
can result in a delayed expansion, as discussed previously, and associated problems 
such as corrosion and loss of strength. 'l'he ultimate result of moisture contamina- 
tion is premature failure of the restoration. 

Because of the nature of the operation, condensation is usually accomplished 
within foul walls and a floor One or niore walls may consist of a thin sheet of stain- 
less steel called a matrzx. Condensation can be accomplished with eitlle~ hand or 
mechanical inst~uments. 
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Fig. 17-23 The effect of the elapsed t ~ m e  
hetween tr~turat~on and condmsat~on on the 
strength of the hardened amalgam The 
greater the elapsed t~me, the lower the 
strength 

Hand Condensation 

The amalgam mixture should never be touched with bare 11,1nds because tlie freshly 
mixed alloy contains flee mercury Also, moisture on the surface of the skin is n 
source of contamination of thc amalgam IIowever, because infection control 
recl~ires th,~t clinicians wear gloves, skin contact with rnerculy should not bc a con- 
celn. '[he increments of alloy should be ca~ried to and inselted in the p ~ e p d ~ e d  cav- 
ity by ~nedils of instruments such '1s small forceps or ,In amalgam cairier designed 
f o ~  that purpose. 

Once the increment of amalgam is inserted into the cavity preparation, it should 
immediately be condensed with sufficient pressule to remove voids and lo adapt the 
material to the walls. 1 he condenser point, or face, is forced into the amalgam mass 
under hand pressure. Condensation is usually started at the center, and then the 
condenser point is stepped little by little toward the cavity walls. The force require- 
ments depend on the shape of the alloy particle. 

After condensation of an increment, the surface should be shiny in appearance. 
This indicates that there is sufficient mercury present at the surface to diffuse into 
the next increment so that each increment, as it is added, bonds to the preceding 
one. If this is not done and the increments do not bond, the restoration is lami- 
nated. Such a restoration is analogous to a stack of bricks with no mortar cement- 
ing them together. The restoration may subsequently fracture, probably when the 
matrix is removed. At best, i t  lacks homogeneity and will suffer severe corrosion. 

Even with the minimal mercury techniques now in general use, it is probably 
desirable to remove some of the soft or mushy material that is brought to the sur- 
face of each inclement. This step is far less critical than it was when the percentage 
of mercury recommended for the mix was far above the acceptable level Sol the final 
restoration. 
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The procedure of adding an inclement, condensing it, adding another increment, 
and so forth is continued until the cavity is overfilled. Any mercury-rich material at 
tlle surface of the last increment, constituting the overfill, is removed wllen the 
resto~alion is carved. 

If the cavity is large or, if for some reason, undue time is taken to complete con- 
densation, another mix should be made just before the original one becomes unus- 
,3hle or loses its plasticity. This can easily be accomplished because mechanical 
mixing I equires only a few seconds 

A well-condensed amalgam restoration can be achieved only if the mix has a 
p~oper consistency. A dry and grainy mix (see Fig. 17-21) has insufficient mercury 
and plasticity, as described previously, and a mix that is hard and hot to the touch 
has probably been mixed too long. In either case, condensation of the mix should 
not be attempted. Rather, n new mix should be prepared. 

One of the most important factors in condensation is the size of amalgam incre- 
ments carried into the cavity. The larger the piece, the more difficult it is to reduce 
the voids and to adapt the alloy to the cavity walls. However, when a large restora- 
lion is being produced, the goal is to maximize speed, and a large increment may 
be added to increase the time available for condensation. flowever, in general, rela- 
tively small increments of amalgam should be used throughout the condensation 
procedure to reduce void formation and to obtain maximum adaptation to the cav- 
ity. Likewise, sufficient condensation pressure must he used to force the alloy palti- 
cles together, reduce voids, and work mercury to the surface to achieve bonding 
between the increments. 

Condensation Pressure 
The area of the condensel poiill, or face, and the force exelted on it by the opelator 
govern the condensation pressure (force per unit area) When a given force is 
applied, the smallel the condenser, the gleater the plessure exerted on the amalg,in~ 
For example, a thl-~~st of 44 Newtons (N)  (10 lb) exerted on a circula~ condenser 
point 2 mm in diameter results in a condensatiorl plessure of 13 8 Ml'a (2000 psi) 
The same thrust applied to n condenser 3.5 mm in diameter prod~lces a condensa- 
tion pressule of only 4 G MPa (657 psi) lf the condenser point is loo la~ge, the oper- 
alor cannot genelate sufficient conde~lsatioll p ~ e s s u ~ e  to condense tlle amalgam 
adequately and folce it into retentive aleas. 

Although forces as great as 66.7 N ( I  5 lb) are recommended for condensation, it 
is doubtful that forces of that rnag~li~ude ale generally used. A study of the condensa- 
tion forces applied by 30 practitioners showed that forces in the range of 13.3 to 
17.8 N ( 3  to 4 lb) represent the average force employed. To ensure maximum density 
and adaptation to the cavity walls, the condensation force should be as great as the 
alloy will allow, consistent with patient comfort. It is doubtful that condenser points 
greater than 2 mm in diameter w~ll  provide adequate condensation of lathe-cut alloys. 

One of the advantages of spherical amalgam alloys is that the strength properties 
tend to be less sensitive to condensation pressure In fact, many of the spherical 
alloys have little "body" and offer only minimal resistance to the condensation 
force. In many instances, condensation becomes a mattel of attaining good adapta- 
tion. When condensing these alloys, a large condenser can often be used The poten- 
tial disadvantages of a spherical alloy compared with an admixed alloy (lathe-cut 
and spherical particles) are the tendency for overhangs in proximal areas and weak 
proximal contacts. 

'The shape of the condenser points should conform to the area under condensd- 
tion For example, a round condenser point is ineffective adjacent to a corner or 
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angle of a prepared cavity; a triangular 01- rectailgular point is indicated in such an 
area. Points of various shapes are available to provide effeclive condensation. 

Mechanical Condensation 

'I he ploceciures and principles of mechanical condensation arc the same as those for 
hand condensation, including the need to use srnall i~ lcre~ne~l ts  of arnalgarn I'he 
only difference is that the condensation of the arnalgarn is perfornied by an auto- 
matic device. Va~ious rnecha~lis~rls are employed for these illstrulnents Some pro- 
vide an impact type of fo~ce, whereas others use rapid vibration. 

Whetlre~ the device is of the impact 01 vibratory type, less energy is needed than 
f o ~  hand condensation, and the operation may be less f'itiguing to the dentist 
Simila~ clinical lesults can be achieved using eithel hand or mechanical condensa- 
tion. The method selected is usually based on the preference of the dentist. 

CARVlNG AND FINISHING 

After the amalgam has been condensed into the plepared cavity, the restoration is 
carved to reproduce the proper tooth anatomy The objective of calving is to simu- 
late the anatomy, rather than to reproduce extremely fine detail. If the carving is too 
deep, the bulk of amalgam, particularly at the marginal areas, is reduced. If this area 
is too thin, it may fracture under masticatory stress. 

If the proper technique is followed, the amalgam should be ready for carving 
soon after completion of condensation; howevel; the carving should not be started 
until the amalgam is hard enough to olfer resistance to the carving inst~ument. 11 
the carving is stated too soon,  he amalgam rnAy be so plastic that i t  may he pulled 
Away from the malgins, even by the shaipest calving ~nstrument. 

Aftel carving is completed, (he surfacc of the ~es to la t io~l  should be smoolheci 
This may be accomplished by judiciously burnishing the surface and rnn~gins of 
the ~estoiation If the alloy is a ~easonably fast-setting one, it should hme 
achieved sufficient strength by this time to suppo~ t  firm, but not heavy, rubbing 
plessure 

Bu~nishiug of the occlusal anc1tomy can be accomplished with a ball bur~~isher. 
A ~igid, flat-bladed Instlumellt is best used on sinooth sulfates. Final smoothing cnn 
hr coilcluded by rubbing the suiface with a moist cotton pellet or by lightly smooth- 
ing the surface with a rub be^ polishing cup and an extremely fine polishing or pro- 
phylaxis paste Burnishing has been a sornewl~at controversial subject, and its effect 
on marginal adaptation and hardness is not well defined. There is ample evidence 
that amalgam surfaces that have been burnished, or burnished and lightly polished, 
are much srnoother than carved surfaces. Clinical data on performance of restora- 
tions support the desirability of burnishing the fast-setting, high-copper systems. 
Burnishing slow-setting alloys can damage the margins of the restoration. Undue 
pressure should not be exerted in burnishing, and heat generation should be 
avoided. Temperatures above 60" C (140" F) cause a significant release of merculy 
The merculy-rich condition created at the margins results in accelerated corrosion, 
fracture, or both. 

Regardless of alloy, trituration method, and condensation technique, the 
carved surface of the restoration is rough, as demonstrated by the dull surface of 
the restorations at the left [A) of Figure 17-24. The surfaces are covered with 
sclatches, pits, and irregula~ities Eve11 though the resloration surfaces have been 
carefi~lly finished by burnishing and smoothing, they are rough at the mic~o-  
scopic level. If these defects are not  enl loved by further finishing after the 
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Fig. 17-24 A, Amalgam restot-alions as Ihcy apl)e,rl- after carving. 6, Thr sdmc rc~stomlions 'liter final 
finishing. (Courtesy of L.V. Hickey.) 

amalgam is completely set, they can result in concentration cell type corrosion. 
The smooth surface on the restorations at the right (B) in Figure 17-24, produced 
by the final finishing procedure, is caused by the reduction in surface defects. 
Although final polishing is a traditional, logical, and accepted practice, it has not 
been demonstrated that polished amalgams restorations have longer service lives 
than unpolished amalgams. 

As previously stated, the final finish of the restoration should not be done until 
the amalgam is I ~ ~ l l y  set. It should be del,~yed for at least 24 hr after condensation, 
and preferably longer. The need for extremely high luster is questionable, hut the 
metal surface should he smooth and uniform. The use of clry polishing powclers and 
dislts can easily raise the surface lemperature ahove the 60" (: ( 1  40" F) danger point. 
Thus a wet abrasive powder in a paste Soi,r-m should be used. 

'J'he polishing technique is a matter of personal prefercnce, and textbool<s on 
operative dentistry should be consulted. I<ssentially, diminishing grades (increased 
fineness) of abrasives should be used and heat production should he avoided. The 
restoration is not completed until its margins have been f~llly adjusted and its sur- 
faces have been finely polished. 

CLINICAL SiGNlFlCANCE OF: DIMENSIONAL CHANCE 

After the amalgam is placed, a variety of changes occur at both the microstruc- 
tural and the visual levels. Amalgams do  deteriorate, and many are considered 
eventual failures. The leading causes for failures include (1) secondary caries, 
(2) marginal fracture, (3) bulk fracture, and (4) tooth fracture, as well as a vari- 
ety of other factors. At the microstructural level, changes occur as a result of cor- 
rosion and tarnish, y, to p, transformation, and stresses associated with 
mastication forces. All of these factors are probably interrelated. Thus the dentist 
can expect to observe such deterioration over extended periods, but the rate of 
failures should generally decrease as a result of improvement in alloys. Modern 
amalgams should have survival rates of at least 90% after 5 yr and 50% after 10 
yr. Some amalgams are probably replaced prematurely for minor defects and 
because of uncertainty in diagnosis of early secondary caries. IIowever, there are 
several types of dimensional instability that are under the d i~ec t  control of 
the dentist. 
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CRITICAL QUESTION 

A p'tt~ent reports p a n  on chewing 1 day dter an an~algarn restomt~on has been placed. 

What ale the nmst likely causes o i t h ~ q  condltron, and w h d  are the best solutions? 

Expansion 
In an early sulvey of the causes for failures of amalgam restorations, 16.6% of a large 
group of defective restorations failed because of excessive expansion There are sev- 
eral causes for excessive expansion of amalgam One cause is insufficient trituration 
and condensation, another is the delayed expansion blought about by the contam- 
ination of the zinc-containing amalgam with moisture dul-ing t~ i t~~ra t ion  or con- 
densation The latter is unquestionably thc principal cause of such failu~es 

Delayed expansion is probably caused by the internal pressure exerted by hydro- 
gen gas that is one of the corrosion products between the zinc in the amalgam and 
the incorporated moisture. The large expansion begins 4 to 5 days following con- 
densation. Thus a patient who complains of pain 1 day after a restoration is placed 
cannot he suffering the effects of delayed expai~sion caused by incorporation of 
moisture into the setting amalgam. The surface of the restoration should be exam- 
ined for shiny abrasion marks that indicate the possibility of hyperocclusion. If this 
condition exists, the pain will disappear soon after the occlusion is properly 
adjusted. Another possibility is the development of cracks in the tooth that may 
have developed by removing too much remaining tooth structure and weakening 
the cusps. This situation may require replacement of the amalgam and hoodzng of 
the weakened cusp o~ cusps such as is done with a cast onlay restoration It is also 
possible that the cracks are lnino~ and do not threaten [he integrity of the cusps or 
the vitality of the tooth. In this case, etching of the crack walls and bond~ng of the 
fissure may pplovidr a sufficient interim solution. The last resort is to restor-e the 
tooth with an onlay or full crown to minirni~e the risk lor fiactu~e. 

Ilelayed expansion of amalgam often causes intense pain It is ass~rrned that 
when nn expansion of this tnagnit~~de occurs, the restoration may become wedged 
so tightly against the cavity walls that a pressure towdrd the pulp chambe1 results. 
Such pain may be cxperienced 10 to 12 days after the insertion of the resto~ntion. If 
~t is not removect, n contamin,~ted anlalgarn lestoration continues to expand, a11d 
the final result may be similar to the protruding restoration shown in Figure 17-25. 

Fig. 17-25 A Class V amalgam 
restoration (arrow) ~ l i , ~ t  h a s  failed bec,luse 
of excessive expansion. (Courtesy oC 
I Oshorne.) 
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Undoubtedly, moisture was incorporated into the amalgam mix because a dry field 
was not maintained. Excessive expansion and corrosion of the restoiation have 
ensued, and the restoration extrudes out of the prepared cavity. Because the brittle 
amalgam ~nargi~ls ale unsupported, they are susceptible to fracture, and marginal 
defects result. Leakage of the restoration can produce marginal discoloration, with 
firrther corrosion and pitting caused by the concentration cells formed. 

Pitting and corrosion, regardless of the cause, definitely reduce the strength of the 
amalgam restoration. If this process proceeds far enough, the amalgarn may become 
so pitted that it crumbles under stress. 

Delayed expansion, occurring with moisture contarnination o l  zinc-containing 
amalgams of either high or low copper content, is illustrated in 1 igure 17-26. At 20 
wk, moisture-contaminated am'ilga~n specirne~ls prepared from both types of alloys 
(alloy A, low copper; and alloy R, high copper) had expanded far in excess of the 
same uncontaminated amalgams. The expansion of the dlloys at 20 wk was also 
accompanied by a substantial reduction in strength (Fig. 17-27). 

Contraction 

It has been pointed out that undertrituration results in reduced strength and possi- 
bly undue expansion during hardening. It also is true that a slight contraction occurs 
with many modern amalgam alloys when they are properly triturated. 

For many years, it was believed that a slight expansion of the amalgam during set- 
ting would result in a restoration that sealed the cavity against ingress of oral fluids. 
Laboratory tests indicate no difference in the sealing properties of expanding and con- 

24 Hours 

Amalgam alloy 

20 Weeks 

Uncontaminated 

H Contaminated 

Uncontaminated 

H Contaminated 

Amalgam alloy 

Fig. 17-26 Effect of moisture contamination on the dimensional change of various types of amalgam 
alloys. A, Zinc-containing low-copper Inthc-c L I ~  alloy. A', Zinc-h-ee low-copper lathc-c:crt allay. B, Zinc- 
containing high-copper lathe-cut alloy. B', Zinc-lrcc high-copper 1,rthe-cut alloy. C, Zinc-free high- 
copper spherical alloy. 
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Fig. 17-27 Effcct of moisture contamination on the compressive strength of various types of amalgam 
alloys. A, Zinc-containing low-coppcr lathe-cut alloy. A', Zin~-free low-copper Idthc-cut alloy. B, Zinc- 
cont,lining high-copper 1'1th~-cut ,llloy. B', Zintfrce high-copper Ialhe-i L I ~  ~ l l o y .  C ,  Zinc-free high- 
c.opper sphr,rical alloy. 

tracting alloys Clinical studies oS restorations pl'lced with drnalgarns that conlr'ict 2 to 
40 pm/cm failed to reveal a m;lrgin,ll cont~action gap after seve~al years 

It is vely difficult to estimate whether a n  amalgam restoration in the mouth has 
c~ntr~icled o~ expanded w~thin  [he requ~ied 20 y ~ n  limits of such dirnensiorlal 
change When il is recognized that the average hurnan hair is 40 ym in dialnetel; i t  
is virtc~ally impossible to detect nialgins that m,ly he open a Sew micrometers, either 
with the eye o~ with a de~ltdl instrument such as an exploret For these reasons, the 
ANSI/ADA specification has been broadened in terms of the pelrnissible dimen- 
sional change on hardening, as measured on an unrestricted specimen. 

These observations should not be construed as a recommendation for a con- 
tracting amalgam. 'fiey merely emphasize that small contractions during hardening 
do not appear to be clinically significant. 

Zinc-Free Alloys 

As might be expected, the deleterious effects of moisture spurred interest in zinc-free 
alloys. 'lheir use is certainly justified in those areas where it is virtually impossible to 
keep the operating region dry, such as the posterior teeth in the mouth of a child 
patient. In such cases, if a zinc-containing alloy is used, the dentist must sacrifice nor- 
mal condensation procedures for the sake of speed. It is important that the restora- 
tion be placed before any moisture contamination occur-s. I:or example, 
the condensation should be accomplishrd by filling the prepared cavity with a few 
large increments rather than with small increments, as previously recommended. 
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'l'he use of zinc-free alloys provides some measure of safety in this regard, as was 
seen in Figures 17-26 '~nd 17-27. When they are contarninated by moisture, the expan- 
sion at 20 wk ol  specimens of zinc-free alloys (A', B', and C) was not appreciably dif- 
ferent from that of specimens prepared from the uncontaminated alloys. Also, at 
20 wk, contarninated zinc-free alloys A' and 13' showed virtually no ~eduction in 
strength However, even though the spherical single composition high-coppel alloy C 
contained no zinc, it suffered a loss in strength both at 24 hr and 20 wk when it was 
contaminated by moist~~re. Although the mechanism by which moistu~e reduces 
strength of alloys of this type has not been defined, it can be assumed that moisture 
present in the mix may interfere with the binding of the matrix. The present [lend is 
toward reduction o l  the zinc content of alloys. Many of the spherical, single- 
composition, high-copper alloys are zinc-free, and although contaminated non-zinc 
alloys do not exhibit high expansion, the strength of some is reduced (rig. 17-27). 

Zinc was added primarily to aid in alloy manufacture, as discussed previously. 
'There are no great differences in the mechanical properties of the two types of alloys. 
It is clear that zinc can have undesirable effects associated with delayed expansion. 
I-Iowever, there is also evidence that in controlled clinical trials zinc-containing 
alloys have better marginal integrity and longer survival times than similar zinc-free 
alloys. This may be the result of preferential zinc corrosion leading to an early 
amalgam-tooth seal, which offers some advantage. Thus the influence of zinc on 
clinical performance still needs further clarification. Regardless of composition, 
moisture is to be avoided in the manipulation and placement of amalgam restora- 
tions or of any other restorative material. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

A palrent rs cor~crrned ahout the infety of amalgam resloratrons ,~ficr hc.lrrng a news 

repor I on the loxrc rty ot rnocury Wh& quantrlrable rnformatron c ,111 yocr provrck to nssrrrc 

Ihc. p,ltrent thal the level5 of mcrc Lrry v.tpor relenscd from anialgi?m reilor,ltrons arc kvc~// 

/,t,low known ~hresholcJ lcvels tor merc trry toxrc riyj 

SIDE EFFECTS OF MERCURY 

The nmalgarn ~estoration is possible only because of the unique chalacteristics of 
mercury ' I  his rnelal p~ovides the plastic Inass that can be inserted and finished In 

the teeth, haldening to ;t structule that ~esists the rigors of the oral environnient sur- 
prisingly well. I-Iowever, it is also the element that so markedly influences the basic 
properties necessary to clinical services. The use of mercury in the oral ellvironment 
has raised concerns regarding safety for more than 170 yr. Currently, sevelal coun- 
tries are phasing out the use of dental amalgam because of environmental concerns, 
as well as alleged side effects that may be sustained by patients who receive amal- 
gam restorations Although this topic cannot be covered thoroughly in this section, 
some aspects of the current controversy are discussed to place the issue in perspec- 
tive relative to the safety of amalgam and other materials that may be considered as 
alternatives to amalgam. Additional information on biocompatibility or bioaccep- 
tance is given in Chapter 8. To understand the possible side effects of dental amal- 
gam, the differences between allergy and toxicity must be discussed. 

Allergy 
'Ijrpically, allergic responses represent an antigen-antibody reaction marked by itch- 
ing, rashes, sneezing, difficulty in breathing, swelling, or othcr symptoms. Contact 
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dermatitis or Coombs"L'ype TV hyp~rsensilivity reactions represent the most lilzely phys- 
iologic side effect to dental amalgam, but these reactions are experienced by less than 
1% of the treated population. Allegations of signs and symptoms of amalgam toxic- 
ity have been made in recent years, causing some health cale professionals to mistak- 
enly conclude that certain patients were "hypersensitive" to mercury based on 
symptoms that mimicked those of various diseases such as multiple sclerosis, epilepsy, 
and arthritis. This misconception prompted a few clentists to I-equest a dermatologic 
test for this hypersensitivity, Because the classic signs and symptoms of T p e  IV 
Ilypersensitivity are hyperemia, edema, vesicle formation, and itching, the term hyper- 
sensitlvily was incorrectly applied in these cases. lnappropriate use of patch test kits 
with instn~aions for additional analyses of blood pressure, pulse late, indigestion, 
blurred vision, headaches, irritability, fatigue, depression, and reciness of the eyes has 
led to an erroneously high estimate of 25% positive responses in one report To con- 
firm suspicions of true hypersensitivity, especially when a reaction has been sustained 
for 2 wk or more, the patient should be referred to an allergist. A small percentage of 
people are allergic to mercury, just as a certain number of people are allergic to many 
other elements. When such a reaction has been documented by a dermatologist or 
allergist, an alternative material (e g., a composite or ceramic) must be used unless the 
reaction is self-limiting (usually within two weeks). However, none of these materials 
has yet been proven to be safer, in all respects, than dental amalgam. 

Toxicity 

From its earliest use, mercury's possible side effects have been questioned. It is 
still sometimes conjectured that mercury toxicity from dental restorations is the 
cause of certain urldiagnosed ill~lesses and that a real hazard may exist for 
the dentist or dental assistant when nlercury vapor is inhaled during mixing, 
placement, and removal In fact, less than 100 documented reports of mercury 
toxicity and allergy attributable to dental amalgam have been publislred over- the 
past 60 yr in the scientific literature Of these cases, most of the affected individ- 
uals were dentists or assistants (nurses) in a dental clinic. I'ew such cases have 
heen ~eported during the past several decxies, presumably because of improve- 
ments in e~lcapsulatioir technology, capsule design, scrap storage methods, and 
the elimination of carpets and other mercury retention sites. The matter has again 
come to thc fore with recent concern over mercury pollution of the environment. 
In some countries, amalgam particle collectors with efficiencies g~eater than 99(% 
are required in dental clinics. 

Undoubtedly, mercury penetrates from the restoration into tooth structure. An 
analysis of dentin underlying amalgam restorations reveals the presence of mercury, 
which in part may account for a subsequent discoloration of the tooth. Use of 
radioactive mercury in silver amalgam has also revealed that some mercury might 
even reach the pulp. 

Small amounts of mercury are released during mastication. However, the possi- 
bility of toxic reactions in the patient from these traces of mercury penetrating the 
tooth or sensitization from mercury salts dissolving from the surface of the amal- 
gam is slight. The danger has been evaluated in numerous studies. 

The most significant contribution to mercury assimilation from dental amalgam 
is via the vapor phase. The patient's encounter with mercury vapor during insertion 
of the restoration is brief, and the total amount of mercury vapor released during 
function is far below the "no effect" level. The most reliable estimates suggest that 
mercury from dental amalgam does not contribute a significant amount to the total 
exposure of patients. In one study, patients with amalgam restorations were 
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monitoied with meicury vapor detectors over a 24-hr period, and the amount of 
vapor inhaled was calculated to be 1.7 pg per day T111ee other studies have con- 
filmed that the magnitude of vapor exposure for a patient with 8 to 10 amalgam 
restorations is i l l  the range of 1 1 to 4.4 pg per day. 'l'he thieshold value fol workers 
in the mercury industly is 350 to 500 pg per day, depending on activity level, and is 
based on an exposure of 40 hr per week. Thus the toxicity threshold for patients 
leceiving several amalgam restorations is far below this range of values established 
by h e  I1.S. Federal govelnment f o ~  occupational environments 

Dentists and their auxiliaries are exposed daily to the risk of mercury intoxica- 
tion. Although metallic mercury can be absoibed through the skin ol by ingestion, 
the primary risk to dental personnel is fiorn inhalation. The m,wimum level of occu- 
pational exposure considered safe is 50 pg olmercury pel cubic meter of air per day 
This is c~ctually an average value of instantaneous exposules ovel a stand'ird wolk 
day. Mercury is volatile at room temperature and has a vapor pressure of 20 mg per 
cubic meter of air, about 400 times the maximum level that is considered accept- 
able. Mercury vapor has no color, odor, or taste, and cannot be readily detected by 
simple means at levels near the maximum safe exposure. Because liquid mercury is 
almost 14 times denser than watei; a small spill can be significant. An eyedropper- 
sized drop of mercury contains enough mercury to saturate the air in an average 
operatory. The ADA has estimated that one dental office in 10 exceeded the maxi- 
mum safe exposure level for mercury. I Iowever, only a few cases of serious mercuiy 
intoxication caused by dental exposure have ever been reported. 

Mercury blood levels that were measured in one study indicated that the average 
level in patients with amalgam was 0.7 ng/mL compared with a value of 0.3 ng/mI, 
lor subjects with no amalgam. 'lbis cliflerence was found to be statistically signifi- 
cant (P = 0 01). Ilowever, a study in Sweden demonstrated that one s,tltwater- 
seafood nleal per week laised average blood levels of rnerculy fiorn 2 3 to 
5 1 ng/n~L, '1 seven-fold increase (2.8 ng/ml ) compared with th ,~ t  associalccl with 
amalgam restorations (0.4 ng/mL) Ihe norlnal daily intake of nltlcury is 15 pg 
from food, 1 pg from 'lir, and 0 4 yg from watel. 

I he potential ha~ards  of nlc~cury can be greatly reduced by attention to n few pre- 
cautionary measures The opelatory should be well ventilated. All excess rnelculy, 
including waste, disposable capsules, and am,llgam relnoved during condensation 
should be collected and stored in well-sealed containers. Proper disposal through 
~eputable dental vendors is mandatory to prevent environmental pollution 
Increasing legal attention is being focused on correct disposal of potentially haz- 
ardous waste materials, including dental amalgams and mercury. Amalgam scrap 
and materials contaminated with mercury or amalgam should not be incinerated or 
subjected to heat sterilization. If mercuiy is spilled, it must be cleaned up as soon as 
possible It is extremely difficult to lemove mercury from carpeting. Ordinary vac- 
uum cleaners merely disperse the mercury further through the exhaust. Mercury 
suppressant powders are helpful, but these should be considered temporary meas- 
ures. If mercury comes in contact with the slzin, the skin should be washed with 
soap and water. 

As noted earlier, the reusable capsule used with a mechanical amalgamator 
should have a tightly fitting cap to avoid mercuiy leakage. When grinding amalgam, 
a water spray and suction should be used. Eye protection, a disposable mask, and 
gloves are now standard requi~ements for dental practices 

'I'he use of an ultrasonic amalgam condenser is not recommended A spray of 
small mercury d~oplets has been observed surrounding the condenser tip during 
condensation More detailed recornmendations can be obtained by consulting the 
most lecent reports of the ADA Council on Scientific Affairs. 
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An lmpoitant palt of a program f o ~  handling tox~c materials is pellodic moi11- 
torlng of actual exposure levels Curlent ~ccommendatlons suggest that t h ~ s  ploce- 
dure be conducted ann~lally Seve~al techniques are available Instruments can be 
used that yield 'I time-welghted ~Iverage measurement Sol me1 cury exposule to sam- 
ple the air In the opelatory I 11m badges ale also dvallable that can be worn by ol-fice 
pe r so~ l~~e l  In a mannel sim~lar to radlat~oll exposure badgcs Biological ciete~mrna 
t1o1-1~ can be perfo~med on office staff to measule mercury levels In blood or urlrle 
The risk froin rnercury exposure to dental persorlnel c,lniiot he ~ g n o ~ e d ,  but close 
adhe~ence to srmple llyg~ene plocedure5 helps ensure a safe w o ~ l i ~ ~ l g  env~ronment 

Influence of Mercury Content on Quality of the Restoration 

M e ~ c u ~ y  is very irnpolta~ll to the physical behav~or of the cjmalga~n resto~~~tion.  
Analysis of clinical reslorations indicates a wide variation in their mercury content. 
Characteristically, the mercury concentration is higher in the marginal areas. 'This is 
true regardless of the corldensation method or the "dryness" of the increments used 
to build the restoration. Mercury analysis of a large number of restorations reveals 
that the mercury content of the marginal areas averaged between 2% to 3% higher 
than the bulk of the restoration. lhe higher mercury content at the margins is 
important because these areas are critical in terms of corrosion, fracture, and sec- 
ondary caries. 

Restorations that have an unduly high mercury content have been judged clini- 
cally unsatisfactory by visual examination. Such a relationship is to be expected in 
that a marked decrease in the strength of traditional silver-tin amalgams occurred at 
n Inelcury content of appioximately 'i'iO/o by weight, as noted When clir~ical iestord- 
tions were placed with a low-copper alloy containing va~ious quantities of mercury, 
the ~estorations co~ltnini~lg mercury in excess of 55Oh showed an appreciably higher 
~nc~dencc of ~ n ~ ~ r g ~ n , l l  fiactulc and suriace deterio~dt~on than did rcstoratlons th'it 
cont,~ined merculy 111 the 50% 1,inge I'he highel the mercury content, the greater 
the mcidence aud seveiity of failuie that occu~red as the restorations aged 

Because high mercury contcnt has thc same effect on strength and creep of high- 
coppel ,~lloys as on [he oldel low-copper ,~malgams, it is expected that high-copper 
amalgam lestolatioi~s with an excessively high rnerckuy content also will exhibit a 
greater ilicidence of m'lrginal degradation (:e~t~tinly, if the rnerculy content is too 
high, the weaker and corrosion-susceptible y, phase will be formcd. Analysis of 
high-copper amalgam ~estorations, p~epared with proper mei-cury/alloy ratios, has 
shown that aftel 7 yr, there is l~ttle or no change in overall mercury content of the 
restorations. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

What variables affecr marginal Breakdown of amalgam restorations? W h ~ c h  of these factors 

are under the control of the dent~st? 

MARGINAL DETERIORATION 

As has been repeatedly mentioned, one of the most common types of amalgam 
deterioration is the so-called "ditched" restoration shown in kigure 17-28. Although 
the ditching may not have progressed to the point at which secondary caries has 
developed, the restoration is unsightly, and fur the^ deterioration may be antici- 
pated Examination of clinical restorations has associated secondary caries with 
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Fig. 17-28 A typical "ditched" amalgam restoration. (Courtesy oi H.W. Gilmore.) 

marginal discrepancies that exceeded 50 pm. Many such restorations are replaced as 
a preventive measure. However, the need to replace such restorations may be highly 
dependent on the oral hygiene status of the patient. Recent studies have shown that 
in a population with good oral hygiene, the incidence of secondary caries may be 
quite low even in the presence of severe marginal deterioration. Thus a more con- 
servative approach to amalgam restoration replacement has been suggested. 

Marginal gaps ale often attributed to a contraction of a~nalg~tm, but as explained 
ealliei, this is not lilzely. Instead, m,lrginal breakdown o l  amalgam restorations may 
he caused by, or related to, seve~al factors. 

lmprsper Cavity Preparation or Finishing 
If unsupported rnamel is lest a1 the ma~ginal aleas of the cavity piep,l~a~iorm, the 
tooth stnictule itself may, m time, fracture. Thus tile "ctitched" amalgam may 
involve fracture of adjacent enamel as well as the amalgarn. 

imp rope^ carving and finisllirlg ol the ~es to~at ion  and/or failure to lemove ;r mei- 
cuiy-~ich surface layel may leave a thin, weak ledge oS amalgam extend~ng over the 
enamel that will eventually fracture, leaving ,I ditched margin (Fig. 17-29). Such 

Force 

Fig. 17-29 Margin,rl ditching o l  an a~ilalgam restoration. I t  a fcat1w1- rdge of tlie , ~ r ~ i ~ l g a m  is left 
overlapping I h r  enamel at Ihc margin, or if a mercury-rich surf~ce layer is not propcrly reniovcd, Ihe 
marginal extension wil l  fracture under masticatory stress. 
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Fig. 17-30 Final lirrisliing of an amalgam rnargin 
with a soit, unrihbcd prophylaxis cup anti finc 
prophyl,~xrs paste. The (.up should be uscd with 
vcry light 1)rrssurc lo avoid lldttenirig o l  
'~natomical contours. 

thin extensions beyond the finish line of the tooth preparation ar-e often difficult to 
detect and remove. One method is to finish the margins lightly with a soft, 
unribbed, prophylactic polishing cup and a fine, slightly moist prophylaxis paste. 
IIowever, the cup should be tilted so that the edge rotates from amalgam to tooth 
as shown in Figure 17-30. 

Excess Mercury 

The effect of a high final mercury content on mal-ginal deterioration has been dis- 
cussed. Control of the mercuryJalloy ratio, use of thorough trituration, and proper 
condensation reduce the possibility of such failures. 

Creep 

If the cleep of the zllloy is unduly high or if the m,lnipulation is such that it tends to 
increase cleep dcforrnation, the polential for rnalginal b~eakdown is grea~ly 
enhanced Ce~tainly there is ample evidence thal when othel factols are contlolled, 
the alloy used for the lestoration is a highly significdllt factor in the incidence and 
sevelity of nlarginal [allure of cllrlical restorations 

l here appears to be little corlelation between cleep and ~n~~rgin'll  blcakdow~l 
with alloys having creep values below l C Y i  ITloweve~, when creep values are above 
this level, lestorations made from higher-cleep alloys generally experience greatel 
marginal breal<down than do restorations of lower-creep alloys. 

lhe absence of the corrosion-susceptible y, phase in the microst~ucture of hlgh- 
copper amalgams is assumed to be the principal factor responsible for the superior 
resistance of these alloys to marginal breakdown If this assumption is correct, the 
property of creep is not an important property for the prediction of marginal break- 
down in high-copper amalgams. However, creep is an important property of low- 
copper amalgams. Expansion of the amalgam from moisture contamination of a 
zinc-containing alloy can also cause this type of failure. 

Thus several mechanisms, separately or worlzing synergistically, may be responsible 
for marginal breakdown. At this time, the exact mecha~lism of marginal breakdown 
and these specific properties are still under study. However, it is advisable to select 
alloys that inherently have low creep and possess maximum resistance to colrosion. 

REPAIRED AMALGAM RESTORATIONS 

Occasiondlly when an amalgam restoration fails, as from marginal fracture, it is 
repaired A new mix of amalgam is condensed against the remaining part of the 
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existing restoration. Thus the strength of the bond between the new and the old 
amalgam is important. 

The flexure strength of repaired amalgam is less than 50% of that of unrepaired 
amalgam. The bond is a source of wealzness. IFactors such as corrosion and saliva 
contamination at the interface present formidable barriers that interfere with bond- 
ing of the old and new ,tmalgam. 

Repair of amalgam restorations probably falls into the category of a hazardous 
procedure. Repair should be attempted only if the area involved is one that will not 
be subjected to high stresses ol the two restoration palls are adeq~rately supported 
and retained. 

Another repair option for areas that exhibit minor marginal breakdown (i.e., gaps 
that are 250 ym in width) is to etch the enamel adjacent to the restoration and, after 
rinsing and drying the marginal gap area, sealing the gap with a dentin bonding 
adhesive. However, minimal scientific evidence is available to prove that this proce- 
dure can prevent seconda~y caries. 

In conclusion, let us place the amalgam restoration in proper perspective. In 
Chapter 15, we saw that resin-based composites are now being used frequently 
in posterior Class I1 sites. Likewise, ceramic inlays and onlays are becoming popu- 
lar in such situations (see Chapter 21). The principal advantage for the use of such 
materials compared with amalgam is their tooth-colored appearance. 

1 Iowever, amalgam still has several major advantages. It is far less technique- 
sensitive, more durable, and less costly than the current Class I1 composites. 'Ihe 
time involved for placement of amalgam is less, and this is reflected in a lower fee 
charged to the patient. The wear resistance of amalgam is excellent, its abrasiveness 
against enamel is negligible, and corrosion tends to seal itself against leakage and 
bacterial invasion. Furthermore, bacteria do not tend to be as adheient to amalgam 
as to composite surfaces 'I'hus for situations in which aesthetics are not a plirne con- 
sideration and for restorations that have large contact-hearing surfaces, dental amal- 
gam is still considered the most reliable dilect-filling material In fact, amalgam still 
replesents the material of choice f o ~  more than 50% of all Class 11 restorations. 
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KEY BERMS 

Annealing-A (ontrollcd heat~ng and (oo l~ng  process des~gntcl lo produce dcs~red properties 
~n a nictdl ( k c  /<ey Terrr~s In < hdpter 20 for ,ltltlltlonal dcl,llls ) 

Coh~sive-Perta~lirng to thc torce of attrac L~on ot atoms or nioleculcs oC n s~liglc phase 
Cold welding-Proc ess of plnst~c ally dclormlng metal (usu,~lly at room tenipcrature) acconi- 

panled by strd~n h,~rdcnlng 
Compaction (condensation)- Procrss of Increnslng !he t lrns~ty of mctal loll, pellcts, o r  pow 

tier through compressive plcssule 
Degassing-Process of removlng gases (or other ~mpur~ t~es )  from a solltl (ur a I ~ q u ~ d )  
Desorption-Process of removing molecules that have attached to the surface of' a so i~d by a 

physlcal or ~hemrcal  act~on 
Ductile-Able to be elongated or thinned plast~cally wlthout f ractu~~ng 
Malleable-Able to be hammered Into t h ~ n  sheets w~thout fractur~ng 
Metallic bond-The primary ~ n t e r a t o m ~ ~  attract~on between metal atoms when they are suffl- 

clently close to pe rm~ l  an ~nteractlon among the valence electrons 
Noncohesive-Perta~n~ng to an Inadequate force of altrac tlon between mole~ules or atoms ot 

a s~ngle phase 
Welding-Process of fuslng two or more metal parts through the appllcat~on of heat, pressure, 

or both, w ~ t h  or w~thout a C~ller metal, to produce a locallzed unlon across an Interface 
between the parts (See Chapter 19 for add~tlonal detalls on heat-assrsted weld~ng ) 

Work hardening-Process 111 wh~ch  the hardness of a metal Increases dur~ng cold worl<lng 
Thls phenomenon, also called sfraln hardening, IS usually accompanied by an Increase In 
strength and hardncss anti a dccrease In perccnt elong,ltlon (See Chapters 1 9  ,1n0 LO for 
furthe1 dctn~ls ) 

---+ ----A a-------*=- m-ms- L-L- "A*-> --&--A * - *%V -- -- L- --\.- "c- -a * 
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Direct filling gold still vepresents the standard by which technique sensitivity of 
restorative materials is judged. A properly placed direct gold material can yield 
excellent, long-lasting restorations. On the other hand, improperly placed direct 
gold will result in poor-quality restorations that may be associated with excessive 
leakage, dislodgment, and postoperative sensitivity. Because of the very high 
demand for technical excellence and the recent increased demand for aesthetic 
restorations and prostheses, direct filling golds are used rarely in clinical practices. 
In fact few dental schools slill teach the principles of gold foil, and state and 
regional boards do not require direct gold I-estorations as part of their licensure 
examinations. Nevertheless, it is important for dental students and practicing den- 
tists to be knowledgeable about these materials so that clinical evaluations and deci- 
sions can be made ~elative to optimal rehabilitation of diseased, fi-actured, or 
restored teeth. 

High qudlily direct-gold restorations can be ensured only when four principal 
conditions are satisfied: ( I )  the appropriate gold form is used for each specific clin- 
ical situation, (2) the material is used only where it is indicated, (3) a perfectly dry 
and clean field is provided, and (4) the material is properly manipulated with the 
correct instruments. Obviously, these conditions can only be satisfied if the clinician 
has acquired the necessary knowledge, skills, and experience. 'The cavity preparation 
is critically important since it must provide adequate access form, retention, ade- 
quate support, well-defined finish lines, and adequate pulp protection. 

HISTORY OF GOLD FOIL USED AS A TOOTH-FILLING MATERIAL 

'I'he first evidence of gold foil used for jewel~y may be traced to the Greek and 
Roman cultures that began about 3000 R c Historically, gold foil is the oldest of '311 

the products described, it has been used for thousands of yeals Gold jewelly was 
found in Sumei-ian, Bahyloni,tn, and Assy~ian tornhs h u ~ l ~  between 3000 and 
2000 13 ( and later 111 kgyptian tombs built between 1570 and 1233 R (, 

Cavit~es in teeth have been filled since ea~liest tlrnes with a va~iety of m~iterials, 
stone ch~ps, t ~ ~ ~ p e n t i n e  ~esin,  gum, metals, and ivory Ciovanni dlArcoli lecom- 
mended gold-leaf fillings in 1483, and his published work plovided the fils1 
ctocumented ev~dence of the use ofgold foil f o ~  filling diseased teeth The  eno owned 
pllysician Amb~oise Pare (1 510-1 500) used lead 01 c o ~ k  to fill teeth In the 1700s, 
I'ielie I8aucha1d (1678-l761), the father of modern dentistry, favored tin f o ~ l  or lead 
cyl~nders Philip Pfaff ( 1  71 5-1 767), dentist to Frederick the G~ea t  of Prussia (1 712- 
1786), used gold foil to cap the pulp. 

Gold leaf as a restorative material became popular in the United States in the 
early 13th century. Marcus Bull of Hartford, Connecticut, began producing beaten 
gold for dental applications in 1812. In 1853 sponge gold was introduced in the 
United States and England to replace gold leaf. 'l'his was followed by the cohesive, 
or adhesive, gold introduced by American dentist Robert A. Arthur in 1855. 

PROPERTIES OF PURE COLD 

Few metals are used in the pure state for dental restorative purposes. Gold and tita- 
nium are the prominent exceptions. The purity of the gold products currently in use 
(93.99%) is higher than that used when it was first iiltroduced as a restorative 
material. For direct filling restorations, gold has fallen in popularity considerably 
over the past four decndes, but it has experienced a slight resurgence as a dilrct fill- 
ing material in N o ~ t h  America, Sweden, and Germany, in part because of environ- 
mental concerns about amalgam and the limitations of composites, glass ionomers, 
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and ceiamics. Howevel, because of its technique sensitivity, metallic appearance, 
cost, and reduced emphasis in dental schools, it is lilzely that it will be used only 
with limited indications in the f~rture. 

Pure gold is tlie noblest of all dental metals, rarely tarnishing or coi-roding In the 
oral cavity. It is inactive chemically, and it is not affected by nil; heat, moisture, or 
most solvents It  is the most ductile of all metals, as demonstratecl by its ability for 
a 23-g ( 1 - o ~ )  cylinder to be dlawn into a wile 100 lzrn (62 miles) in length It is the 
most malleable of metals, as shown hy its ability to be rolled to a thickness of 
0.00013 mm (0.13 pm), about one-third the thiclz~iess of the thinnest gold foil used 
in dentistly. Because gold is so malleable, it can be reduced in thicltness almost to 
transparency It is  educed by rolling to 25 prn (0.001 inch) 01 less I11 its manufac- 
ture for dental ilse, 25 pm is the starting tlliclzness for processing furthei to a s~lb- 
micron thicltness. 

I'ure gold is extremely soft, but altel cold wolking, its hardness (52 to 75 Vicke~s 
hardness number [HV]) is equivalent to and may exceed that of conventional 'mpe 
1 (soft) gold alloy (50 IIV) in its softened state. After work hardening, its hardness 
approaches that ofrlltpe I1 gold alloy (90 1 IV). Although its percentage of elongation 
(ductility) decreases during cold working, it has a reasonably high value (12 8%) 
during condensation to allow sufficient lateral displacement to occur and to 
produce the wedging that is required to enhance retention. Because of these prop- 
erties and certain o the~  factors, pure gold is an almost ideal dental restorative mate- 
rial for permanently preserving tooth structure in nonaesthetic, low-stress areas. Its 
chief disadvantages are its metallic appearance, high thermal conductivity, and tech- 
nical difficulties in forming a dense restoration I t  has one of the highest densities 
of all elements (19.3 g/cm3) The high density represents a drawback from an eco- 
nomic viewpoint because a greater mass of gold is iequired to restole a given vol- 
ume of '1 piepared tooth compared with metals of lower densities 

The low ha~diiess of pure gold would seem to conttaindicate its use as a lestora- 
tive matelial. how eve^, its malleability and ldclz of surfacc oxide aftel degassing 
permit the condensntion of a restoration diiectly in the cavity Iluring the con- 
densation process, the strength of the gold is increased by cold working or w o ~ k  
hardening Tlie lack of a su~face oxide for gold and a few other metals allows cold 
welding to occur; that is, welding of inc~ements togethe~ uncle1 plessurr at mouth 
tempeiatu~e lathel than by melting, such as occurs co~ilmollly during the welding 
of metals. 

Pieces of gold are placed in the prepared c'lvity and are cold-welded together 
u n d e ~  pressure applied by a suitable condensing inst~x~rnent. This plocess is referred 
to as compaction, or condensation, and the gold restoration is built up into a 
coherent mass by this cold-welding technique. The cohesion results from metallic 
bonding between overlapping increments of gold under the pressure of com- 
paction 'I'his process requires the gold atoms to be forced into intimate contact with 
atoms in an adjacent segment and clearly indicates that impurity surface atoms, 
gaseous films, oily residues, or other intermediate contaminants must be avoided or 
eliminated before use. 

FORMS OF DIRECT FILLING GOLD 

Although the dental profession sometimes refers to direct filling golds (DlCs) or 
direct golds as foils, the products that are currently available may be divided into 
three categories: (1) foil (also known as fibrous gold), (2) electrolytic precipitate (also 
called crystnlline gold), and (3) granular gold (also called powdered gold). We second 
type is misnamed as crystalline gold because all three types are crystalli~le metals. 
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'I'he f i~st  two types have several subcategories or forms, as shown in the following 
classification- 

I. 1:oil 
A. Sheet 

1 Cohesive 
2. Norlcohesive 

I3 Ropes 
C. Cylinders 
D. Laminated foil 
B. Platini~ed foil 

11. Electrolytic precipitate (crystallinr gold) 
A. Mat gold 
13. Mat foil (mat gold plus gold foil) 
C Gold-calcium alloy 

111. Granulated gold (encapsulaled gold powder) 
All three types have certain characteristics in common. All can be cold-welded. 

liurthermore, the efficacy of restorations made from these materials is adversely 
affected by improper handling, contamination, deviations from ideal cavity design 
principles, inefficient placement methods, and improper finishing techniques. With 
the exception of platinized foil and alloyed electrolytic precipitate, the chemical 
purity of most types of direct filling gold is 93.99% or higher. 

GOLD FOIL 
Sometimes called fibrous gold, gold foil is often provided in thicknesses as low as 
0.6 ym. It is provided in sheets, pellets, cylinders, ropes, and partially precondensed 
lami~lates of varying thiclulesses. Standard No. 4 gold foil is supplied in 100 x 100-rnm 
(4  x 4-inch) sheets that weigh 4 g~rains (0.259 g) and are aboul 0.51 ym thick. 'lhe 
numbering system refers to the weigh of a standard sheet, so it reflects the thicltness as 
well. 'lhus No. 3 foil weighs 3 grains (0.194 g) and is about 0.38 ym thick. Other 
100 x 100-mm gold foil sheets are available, including No. 20 (20 grains), No. 40 
(40 grains), No. 60 (60 grains), and No. 90 (90 grains). 'lhe No. 3 foil is used in the 
electrolylic and powder products that are described later in this chapterr. The surface of 
gold foil is show11 in the scanning electrorl micr-ograph (SEM) image in Figure 18- 1. 

Fig. 18-1 Scanning elccLron microgr,~ph oi'thc surface of gold foil. (~750.) (Courtesy ol C.E. Ingersoll.) 
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Cohesive and Noncohesive Gold 

Although the forms of DliG can be supplied in both the cohesive and the 
noncohesive conditions, only the sheet foil is typically furnished in either of 
these two conditions. As previously noted, the ability of two gold surfaces to 
cohere by welding at oral temperature is dependent on an atomically clean 
surface. Gold, like most metals, atlracts gases to its surface, and any adsorbed gas 
film prevents the intimate atomic contact required for cold welding. ];or this 
reason, the lnanufacturer can supply the foil to the dentist essentially free of 
surface contaminants and, therefole, inherently cohesive. Although some 
adsorption of gases may occur during storage, this type is referred to as cohc- 
sive foil 

IIowever, most gold sheets are provided with an adsorbed protective gas film, 
such as ammonia. This substance minimizes adsorption of other less volatile 
substances and prevents premature cohesion of sheets or segments of sheets 
that may come into contact. The ammonia-treated foil is called noncoheszve foil. 
The volatile film is readily removed by heating to restore the cohesive character 
of the foil. 

Gold Foil Cylinders 

'This form is produced by rolling cut segments of No. 4 foils into a desired width, 
usually 3.2 mm, 4.8 mm, and 6.4 mm, around a modified No. 22 tapestry needle. 
An alternative method is to use No. 60 or No. 90 gold foil. 

Preformed Gold Foils 

Although in the past some dentists rnade their own lopes, cylinders, and laminates, 
cylinders and ropes ale available in prefo

r

med shapes Both are rnade from No. 4 
foil that has been carbonized or ~orrugr~ted. This forrn of gold foil is of historical inter- 
est because it was an outcome of the great Chicago fire of 1871. A dental dealel had 
some books of gold foil in a safe. After the fire, it was found that the paper between 
the sheets o l  foil had charled. t lowever, the gold foil was unharmed, except that it 
had become corrugated because of the shriveling of the paper duling carbonizing in 
the air-tight safe. 

'[he ropes and cylinders are rolled in specific s i ~ e s  and cut in various lengths to 
provide many sizes of i~lcrernents for filling the prepared tooth cavity. 'The lami~lates 
are not available as preforms, but they can be made in a dental office by placing a 
number of sheets on top of one another and then cutting the laminate into pieces 
of a desired size. 

Platinized Gold Foil 

This form of gold foil is a laminated structure that can be produced in one of two 
ways: (1) two sheets of No. 4 pure gold foil and a layer of pure platinum foil 
sandwiched between them can be hammered until the thickness of a No. 4 sheet 
is obtained, and (2) layers of platinum and gold can be bonded together by a 
cladding process during the rolling operation and thus the sandwich is already 
welded together before the hammering procedure begins. This product is avail- 
able only in No. 4 sheet form. The objective of adding platinum to the gold foil 
is to increase the hardness and wear resistance of restorations that dre made from 
this material. 
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ELECTROLYTIC PRECIPITATE 
Another form of gold for direct filling consists of microcrystalline gold powder 
formed by electrolytic precipitation (also called crptalline, mat, or sponge). It c~~rlnot  
be described as a foil because it is not formed by a thickness reductioil process such 
as hammeling and rolling. The powder, which consists of dendritic crystals approx- 
inlately 0.1 mm in length, is formed into shapes by sintering at an elevated tem- 
perature well below the melting point of gold, which is 1063" C or 1945" F. Sinteriug 
causes interdiffusion between particles where they are in contact, so that the parti- 
cles actually grow together (coalesce). An SBM irnage that illustrates the original 
dendritic str-ucture of mat gold powder and the coalescence of particles resulting 
fiom interdiffusion is shown in I igure 18-2. 

Mat Cold 

Mat gold is an electrolytically precipitated crystalline form that is sandwiched between 
sheets of gold foil and formed into strips. 'These strips are cut by the dentist into the 
desired size This form is often preferred for its ease in building up the internal bulk 
of the restoration beca~~se it can be more easily compacted within, and adapted to, the 
retentive portions of the prepared cavity. Becalrse it is loosely packed, it is friable and 
contains numerous void spaces between particles. 'Therefore foil is generally recom- 
mended for the external surface of the restoration. Using this two-material technique, 
the mat is covered with a veneer of foil. The loosely packed crystalline form of the mat 
powder with its large surface area does not permit easy welding into a solid mass as 
does gold foil. Therefore there is a greater tendency for voids that may be seen as pits 
to form if mat gold is used on the surf'jce of the restoration. 

Alloyed Electrolytic Precipitate 

One f01111 of elect~olytlc plecipltdte 1s alloyed w ~ t h  calc~um The alloy rs converted 
to a mat folm by \~nter~r-rg at an elevated trrnpelatule The calcium conten1 of the 
finished product IS  about 0 I0/o In thi\ product, the glanula~ gold, alloyed w ~ t h  a 
trace of calc~um, 1s manufactured ~lectrolyt~cdlly Its purpose 1s to produce stronger 
lrstolntlons by dispers~on st~engthen~ng 

Fig. 18-2 Scannlng clectron m~crograph of rnd gold. ( ~ 7 5 0 . )  (Courtesy of C E Ingersoll.) 



12 Hybr~d composites have sufficient strength 
to restore fractured incisal edges. (Courtesy of 
Dr. Willlam Rose.) 

13 Class IV restoration made with a hybrid 
composite. (Courtesy of Dr. William Rose.) 

14 Difficult access and poor manipulation 
usually results in open contacts for Class I1 

I 
composite restorations (proximal surface of 
second premolar tooth). This deficiency makes 
the tooth susceptible to food impaction and 

1 
gingival trauma. 

- .  

15 Composite allows conservative tooth 
preparation in the posterior area of a second 
premolar tooth. 

16 Use of a segmental matrix band is best for 
restoring proximal contacts with composite. 



17 Class I I  composite restoration (DO in 
second premolar tooth). 

18 Diagram of the suggested mechanism through which a dental cement provides mechanical 
retention of a gold inlay. The cement penetrates into irregularities in the tooth structure and the casting. 
Upon hardening, these retentive sites aid in retaining the restoration in place. The enlargement shows 
fracture df thde tiny cement projections and loss of retention, possibly resulting in dislodgement of the 
inlay. (From Phillips RW, Swartz ML, and Norman RD: Materials for the Practicing Dentist. St Louis, 
Mosby, 1969.) 

19 Loss of cement at the marginal area 
resulting from exposure to oral fluid. 
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Although compacted golds develop increased hardness nnci sti-eng~h by cold 
wor-king during compacting, a furthe1 increase in hardness can be achieved through 
the addition of other elements, such as pall,ldiurn, platinum, indiuru, and silver, 
without affecting the handling properties. 

GRANULAR (POWDERED) GOLD 

Since the middle of the 13th century, chemically precipitated gold powders have 
been available in agglomerated form, but these agglomerates usually disintegrated 
when compaction was attempted. The f i~s t  successful use of powdered gold was in 
the early 1360s, when the gold powder was enclosed in No 3 gold foil. This form is 
supplied as irregularly shaped, precondensed pellets or clumps of particles that can 
be produced by comminution, chemical precipitation, or atomization from the 
molten state. Figure 18-3 illustrates a mixture of atomized and chernically pretipi- 
tated gold powders after elimination of the wax binder and removal of the gold foil 
wrapper. 'l'he maximum particle size is about 74 ym (atomized), and the average is 
about 15 ym. The atomized and chemically precipitated powders are first mixed 
with a soft wax to form pellets. These wax-gold pellets are wrapped with foil. The 
resulting pellets are cylindrical and are available in several diameters and lengths. 

Another type of granular gold, Goldent (originally by Morgan, Hastings Co, later 
by Williams Gold Refining Co Inc, Buffalo, NY), was introduced in the early 1360s. 
The individual particles or granules, averaging 15 ym, are gathered into masses of 
irregular shape ranging in size from 1 to 3 mm, lightly precondensed to facilitate 
handling. The masses are encased in an envelope of foil to malze it easier to convey 
them to the cavity. The present form has some spherical atomized particles mixed 
with the granules to improve compacting properties. 

REMOVAL OF SURFACE IMPURITIES 

Heating (sornetirnes called annealing) to remove the volatile protective coating 
is accomplished by holding individual pellets ovei an open flame of pure 'jlco- 
hol or by placing a group of pellets or other gold fo~rn  on a so-called unrreuling 
plute that is heated by electricity, gas, or burning c~lcol~ol  flanle I h c  ,lnne,lling 

Fig. 18-3 With the wax burned away, Ihc spherical 
atonii7cd particles can be seen. The finer and 
rougher surlacc particles arc I l i r  (heniically 
precipihlcd portion. (x 100.) (Courtesy of C.E. 
Ingcrsoll.) 
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ternpeiature langes fiom 650" to 700 C, depending on  the selected method and 
the heating time 

The gold fonn is heated until it exhibits a dull red coloi It is ~mportant not to under- 
hrat or ove~heat the gold segment If the p~otective adsorbed layer is not driven off, the 
gold remains noncohes~ve and it will not bond to o the~  deso~bed segments 

With the exception of noncohesive golds, the DTGs are ~eceived hy the dentist in 
a cohesive condition During m a n u f a c t ~ ~ ~ e  and pacltnging, these products are never 
handled manually, and t h e ~ e  ale various heating stages that lemove gaseous sui- 
face contarnination Idowever, duling storage and packaging they are exposed to the 
atmosphere. Because gas can adsorb on the suiface of the gold, it is necessary for 
the dent~st or dental assistant to heat the foil or pellet immediately before it is car- 
lied into the prepared cavity This step is commonly called annealzng, h ~ u t  tretalment, 
o~ degusszng Although it is possible that a certain amount of rec~ystallization or 
stress relief may occur, 111esr are uriinterltional because the prlrnary purpose is to 
produce an atomically clean surface 

'The gold is heated as a precautionary measure to remove any surface gases and 
to ensure a totally clean surface. Consequently, the term anneulzng is a misnomer 
A more appropriate term would be desorption, because the objective is to remove 
adsorbed ammonla gas and other surface impurities 

Desorption is essential to the achievement of a cohesive mass In the storage con- 
tainer, air (oxygen and nitrogen) is present When the gold 1s not in the contamer, 
either in storage at the manufacturer's plant or in the dental office, other gases such 
as water vapor, sulfui d~oxide, and ammonia are present as possible contaminants 
If the dentist or assistant manipulates foil by hand, charnois fingel tips should be 
worn to protect the gold from contam~nation A totally dry cav~ty is mandatoly 
tlirougl-lout the compaction process to ensulc complete cohesion 

1 ro11-1 the fo~egoilig disc~~ssion, it 15 obvious that decont;irnln,~taoa~ oi h e  gold 
wrfacc 1s essential to ensulc cohcs~on ,111d lo  rnaximn~e the p.hyaysaca1 propcltlcs ~n 
the IeStoa'ltlon Pnopcr desonption as n m,lttcl 09 hraaar~g long enough ;at n Bemperd 
lule t/l ,at iennovc\ g,~scs and, ala the cdsc of powcleretl gold, bwns away the wax 

Llr~dsnhc,at~ng s11011ld be dvolded because ia does not adcq~rnrely remove ~mpuri- 
~ ~ e s  i Ilc ncftalt IS  in~completc cc>heSiorl LPC(,PIISC of the I C ~ , I I P I I I I ~  I I ~ ~ L B B P ~ P C > \  01 caa- 
bon tlrpos~tetl by the flanne (Pvenheat~ng s l ~ o ~ ~ l d  be avo~dcd ~ P G C ~ L I S ~  ~t Icad~ LO 

exaessnvc untening and, po\slt~1y, 6011tai11111dtn011 hor11 [he t~.ay, ia-nsar~~mca-na,, on 
fl;rmr I he ncslilt may \PC ~rlconlplcbc 6 olrc\lola, rnmlhtattlclrlcnlb of the port1011 being 
Ilc,lted, drmd po611 comp,actlon char,~clcrlst~cs O v c ~ ~ ~ c ~ , ~ t i n g  can lesult frorn boo long 
a tnrrme, even nt  a propel tenlpel,ltilrc, 01 from too hlgll a tempera(uie Ilowevel, heat- 
Ing tlmes vary depending on the sue  and config~~ration of the gold segment Foi 
example, powdered gold pellets may take 15 to 20 sec, wheleas gold foil pellets and 
electrolyt~c gold pellets nlay reqcure only I ol 2 sec 
Ih determine the optimum tempelature f o ~  removal of surface ~rnpurities, speci- 

mens were unifollnly compacted fiom gold foil that had been heated f o ~  5 nnin at var- 
ious tenlperatures The B~inell hardness numbers obtained are shown in Figure 18-4 
The data indicate that teinperatures below 315 C (600 T) are inadequate to atlain 
optimum hardness of the compacted gold 'I he values were not significantly diffe~ent 
in the temperature range between 31 5" C: (600' F) and 760" C (1400" F) 

Ll is not lmown whethe] these data are typical of other ploperties or fol other forms 
of DFGs 'lhe amount and form of II lC and the amount and type of surface contami- 
nation can influence the time-temperature combination needed to completely clean 
the surface. Aside from the pulificntion of the gold surlace, the totdl result of tlie 
heating process is not e~ltiiely lulown Neither is it known what efSect the slructule or 
properties of the DTG have on the fi~lal ploperties of the restol'ltion. 
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r. Temperature range of alcohol flame 

Temperature ("C) 

Fig. 18-4 Urinell hardness number of specimens prepared from gold foil that was heated to various 
temperalures for surface decontamination. The shaded area indicates the general temperature range 
produced by an open alcohol flame. (Modified from Hollenback CM, and Collard EW J So Cal State 
Dent Assoc 29:280, 1961 .) 

As previously noted, the primary purpose of desorption (degassing) is to remove 
surface impurities. In p

r

actice, all but the powdered gold may be desorbed on a tray 
heated electrically. An alternative method is to pass each pellet through a well-adjusted 
alcohol flame. Powdered gold must be heated in a flame to ensure the complete bum- 
ing away of the wax. When heating in bulk on a tray, an excessive amount of gold 
should be avoided, because the dificulties of prolonged heating, referred to ear lie^; can 
arise from repeated heating as well Care should be taken to handle pieces with stain- 
less steel wire points or similar instruments that will not contaminate the gold. 

I'roblems that may cause incomplete tray desorption include adhesion of pellets, 
<lir currents that drfect heating uniformity, heating an excessive amount of gold, 
excessive sintering, and gieatel exposure to contamination. The method of flame 
desorption consists of picking up each piece individually, heating it directly in (he 
open flame, and placing it in the p~epared cavity. Rega~dless of the type of direct 
gold that is used, flame desorption has occurred when the gold segment has exhib- 
ited a dull-red glow. Overheating causes the material to become stillel, less ductile, 
and mole difficult to condense. IInderheating may lead to partial cohesiveness and 
subsecluent peeling away of adjacent segments or layers. 

The fuel for the flame may be alcohol or gas, but alcohol is prefe~ red because there 
is less danger of contamination. 'I'he alcohol should be pure methanol or ethanol 
without colorants or other additives. Denatured alcohol can be used if the only other 
denaturant available is methanol. Some denaturants may be solid inorganic com- 
pounds or higher alcohol-containing residues that release smoke when they are 
burned. Advantages of flame desorption include the selection of a piece of appropri- 
ate size, desorption of only those pieces used, and reduced exposure to contamination. 

COMPACTION OF DIRECT FILLING COLD 

Direct gold materials can yield conservative and long-lasting restorations. The tech- 
nique for placing direct gold restorations is quite demanding, but the necessary 
skills can be acquired with minimal difficulty, although considerable practice is 
required Two of the main processes that control the quality of the final direct gold 
restoration are welding and wedging. Cold zuelding refers to the plocess of forming 
atomic bonds between pellets, segments, or layers as a result of co~ldensation 
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Wedgzng refers to the pressurized adaptation of the gold form within the space 
between tooth structule walls 01 corners that have been slightly defornled elastically 
Although a detailed account of the techniq~~e for insertion of U l X  is not within the 
scope of this text, '1 brier description of foil cornpaction is given below. 

lletention points are cut in the prepared cwity, and the f i~st  pieces of foil ale 
wedged into these ale,-ls Originally, compaction was accomplished by placing a con- 
denser in contact with the foil and striking the other end of the condenser with a 
mallet. Subsequently, additiorlal foil is welded to these pleces in the sarne manner. 
The compaction is continued, and the plepared cavity is gradually filled. I'his is one 
of sever'll methods used for co~npactio~l 

The illclelneilts of gold must be of a proper size for insertion, and in the proper 
nlornlcally ~ l r a n  conclition f o ~  condensing or compacting The first segment must be 
sufficiently lalge that it is secured by compacting 11 witllin the p~epared cavity The 
second ancl subsequenl segrnerlts must cold-weld to each other; this will occur only 
if the surface is free of contaminants and moisture Compaction of the gold seg- 
ments will seal the cavity and be securely locked in place if the compacting force is 
applied in the appropriate direction and if it is of sufficient magnitude. If the force 
orientation is incorrect, the segment may loosen or become dislodged A systematic 
stepping action must be performed, or the mass will become poorly condensed and 
it will be pitted and lilzely to fail. 

Condensers 
The concienser instruments can be stra~ght, curved, angled, round, square, or rec- 
tangular, and the surface of the t ~ p  can be smooth or serrated The trp can be flat- 
f'lced o~ convex faced l'lastic flow of gold occurs ovei sholt d~stances u n d c ~  the face 
o f  the condensel Ale,~s no1 coveled by the face of the condenser wrll1ern;rln polous 

I hc o~lg~rlal  f o l l  condrn\els had n slrlgle pyla~n~ci-\h,~pc.d face, hut cullt,nt In4tru- 
merit\ h'lvc a sales of small pylarnlids or srl nations on the f x e  I hrse ,ict a\ swag- 
rllg tools that exert la~elnl fo~ce  on the11 incl~nes, 111 additloll to p~ovrd~ng direct 
compre\we forces as the load is appl~ed to the concienser I hey also tenti lo cut 
tll~ough ~ h c  outel laye15 to allow all trapped below the sulfacc to escape 

Each Inclement of  gold must be cniefillly \tc>ppcrI by pldcmg the co~~denser  point 
~n successive adjacent pos~ t~ons  as the compacting force 1s applied I h ~ s  pel mlt5 

each plece to he compacted ova ~ t s  cntlle su~face so thal  volds are not br~dged bhe 
sulfdce texture ol conclen\ed fo11, secn In I lgure 18-4, ~ l l u s ~ ~ a t r s  the valrdllori 111 co11- 
densatloll effectiveness f ~ o m  one reglon to anolhei Ihe dellsest structule occu~s 
directly under the face of the condensel To ensure dense masses in corners and at 
the junction between two walls, the llne of force must be directed to b~sect line 
angles and to trisect point angles Loose or moderately compacted layers lie adjacent 
to, or below, the areas of gleatest dens~ty 'Ihus the condenser should travelse the 
entlre surface of each increment as nea~ly as poss~ble 

Size of the Condenser Tip 
The size of the condenser tip is an important factor in determining the effectiveness 
of compaction 'I  he force distribution to the gold depends on the area of the point. 
For example, a given amount of force is distributed over four times as much area for 
a 2-mm-diameter tip as for a 1-mm tip. In other words, the pressure is four times as 
great with a 1-mm condense1 '1s with a 2-mm condenser. Conversely, it takes four 
limes as much force LO fully compact the area under a 2-mm-diameter tip as it does 
for '1 I-mm tip. 
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Fig. 18-5 A cross-section o i  cornpackxi gold (oil. A portion o i  loosely compackd foil is outlined by 
the rect,rngle, and the arrow ind~cates a void. The dense layers abovc the rectangle show good 
compaction tlirectly under [he face of [he condenser. (From Hodson IT: Dent Progr 2:55, 1961 .) 

I t  follows that small condenser tips are indicated to achieve the desired com- 
paction without using forces that might damage oral structures. 'lhe dianieter of cii- 
culnr lips should be 0.5 to 1 mm. The lower limit is based on the tendency of the 
tip lo penetrate n n  area of the condensed foil 

Pressure Application 

In lecent years, thele has been a tendetlcy to apply condensntion p~essurt' by hand, 
dl~hough this is often supplelnenteci by n mallet. lTs111g thls methotl, gold foil nncl 
electrolytic gold arc subjecteci to a di~ect  thrust from the hand followed by use 0 6  a 
mallet To1 powdered gold, in nddilion to direct t h ~ l ~ s ~ s ,  heavy hand pressule using 

a slight rocking motion is employed. Mechanical condensels ale also av,lilable [hat 
provide a consiste~lt folce. 

Compaction Method 

'The gold segments can be compacted by hand pressure alone, by hand pressule 
combined with a hand mallet, or by a mechanical device that is activated by a 
spring, pneumatic pressure, or electronically (using an electromallet). I'he direction 
of force application, the amount of applied pressure, and the compaction pattern 
are critically important factors that control the quality of the gold restoration. 

For proximal surfaces, tooth separation is increased to provide space for the 
finishing strips. Care must be exercised when trimming with disks to avoid cutting into 
the surface of the tooth and to prevent injury of the adjoining soft tissues For the final 
polishing procedure, a satin finish is p~eferable to a high gloss appearance since this 
surface will be more ncstlietic because reflection of light will be I-educed. 

Condenser penetrntion should be less than the thickness of e'ich i11c1-ement that 
is compacted. The depth of the cold-welded mass is usually between 0.2 and 
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0.3 mm. ' I  he final density is controlled by the direction and the magn~tude of the 
compaction force, and by the size and shape of the condenser tip. 

The condenser tip must be stepped in a controlled ove~lapping pattern with the 
condenser tip placed approxinlately the distance of the tip radius away from the last 
area to be compacted. 'lhis  method will ensure a homogeneous, dense mass, opti- 
mal flow of metal into vacant spaces, and complete sealing of the space between the 
gold and prepared cavity walls. 

Porosity is likely to occur in all direct-gold restorations. bach type of gold requires 
a slight variation in techniclue to avoid either closed pores or open pores that intel- 
sect the surface. I or mat gold, the best results are realized with condensers having a 
larger tip and a finer serration pattern. Powdered or granular pellets must be opened 
up in the cavity befo~e  co~npaction begins so that void formation will be mini- 
mized. 'lbese types of gold products tend to crumble as they are carried into the cav- 
iky, and they are difficult to manage. Some operators ob ta~n  a dense hard restoration 
using only mat or powdered gold; others find that if these forms are used, it is easer 
to obtain a better surface and polish if they apply a surface lamination of cohesive 
foil to the compacted mass of mat or powdered gold. 

A small amount of excess material is provided to ensure proper contour and an 
adequate surface finish. The excess material is trimmed away with sharp gold knives 
and files of suitable shapes and sizes, and with abrasive disks, stones, and strips. 
Whenever the strips are used, cooling water spray must be applied to dissipate heat 
and reduce trauma to the pulpal tissue. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES O F  COMPACTED G O L D  

The physical properties of the various forms of Dl C, and the influence of various 
methods of compacting have been leportecl extensively. It is difficul~ to compare 
data hetween studies becaust. cach investigation involves somewhat cliffcrent co~l-  
ditions. I low eve^, some representative property values ,Ire listed in lable 18-1. 

Ikpresentative Physical Proyeaties of Direct Filling Golds 

Transverse Strength 

Material and Technique MPa psi KHN Apparent Density* (g/cm7) 

Mat gold 
Hand I61 21,000 5 2 14 1 
Methan~ca l  169 24,100 62 14 7 
C o m b ~ n e d  169 24,100 5 3 14 5 

Powdered gold 
I land 165 23,600 5 5 14 4 
Mechanical 155 22,200 64 14 5 
Combined 130 27,100 58 14 3 

Gold fo1l 
1 land 29G 42,300 6 9 15 9 
Mechanical 265 37,900 6 9 15 8 
Comblned 273 33,000 69 15 8 

Mat gold a n d  gold foil 
H a i d  136 28,000 70 15 0 
Mechan~cal  206 23,400 71 15 1 
Cornh~ned  227 32,400 7 5 15 0 

Fro111 Richleu WA, ,rnd Cnn~wt.11 I<K: I Pros~het Dent 15:722, 1965. 
KHN, Knoop l~ardness numhcr. 
'Densily measured by dividing the weight of tlle specimen by its volume 
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'Transverse (bending) strength is chosen as being most representative of clinical 
applications. 'Ibis strength is a reflection of three types of stress: compressive, ten- 
sile, and shear (see Chapter 4). Any failure can propagate from an area of weakness. 
In DIGS, the failure occurs usually fi-om tensile stress because of incomplete cohe- 
sion. Bending strength represents an indirect indicator of cohesive strength. 

IIardness may not be a valid measure of the effectiveness of a particular restora- 
tive material for its intended purpose of restoring the tooth. It may, however, indi- 
cate the overall quality of compacted gold; low hardness probably indicates the 
presence of porosity. 

'rile density values shown in Table 18-1 are Inore properly called appnrent density 
because they were determined l,v linear measurement. No allowance is made for 
voids. Without such voids, the maximu~m density should be 19.3 g/cm3. It is evident 
from the table that true density is not achieved. The direct gold restoration may be 
characterized by nonunifbrm density (see Fig. 18-5). It is evident from this figure that 
deformation is limited to short distances that are confined to areas immediately 
below the condenser tip. Porosities are caused by lack of sufficient pressure to force 
the layers or crystals of gold into close enough contact to cause them to weld together. 
The greatest strength of compacted gold is in the densest (solid) area. 'The weakest part 
is the porous area, where layers or crystals are not closely compacted. Thus the maxi- 
mum restoration strength is attained by minimizing the formation of internal voids. 

Voids within the restoration surface (pits) increase the susceptibility to corrosion 
and deposition of plaque. Furthermore, voids at the restoration-tooth interface may 
be present to the extent that gross leakage and secondary caries may occur. I-lowever, 
one of the merits of properly compacted gold restorations is the small amount of 
leakage that takes place. 

Apparently voids are inevitable, but they should be kept to a minimum, a factor 
thal ciepends on the slzill of rhv dentist. The size and shape of the condenser face, 
the diineimsions of the prepal-etl ravily, and the dynamics of the compacting process 
a11 influence the density of the compacted gold restoration. 

'Ihe inrmber of voids call be csbirnsated by the apparent density of the restoration. 
The apparent density is the measur-ed density, decreased from true density by the 
imumber ofvoids. The true density of purc gold is 13.3 g/crni. A survey of thc appar- 
cnt density of restoratioils placed by dilkrerlt operators elsing different lor~a~s  of 
direct gold with valying lecliniqucs revealed valeres ranging from 16 to 19 g/cm3. 
'I'hese results suggest that the theoretical dcnsiay of a completely solid restoration is 
never achieved, regardless of the Li,rrn oi'gold or the technique used. 

'The restorations made with the h)FGs do 1101 exhibit the high strength and hard- 
ness of those made with dental casting alloys (to be discussed in Chapter 13). 
Consequently, they cannot be used for large stress-bearing areas, such as a cast 
crow11, nor can they withstand mastication stresses if they are used to restore a sin- 
gle cusp. Therefore the use of DFGs is generally limited to areas where they simply 
fill a space rather than serve as a high-stress-bearing region of a restored tooth. In 
addition, the present means of compacting DI:Cs provide little opportunity for pro- 
ducing large variations in the form or shape that can be constructed. 'l'hus they are 
used principally for pits and small Class 1 restorations, for repair of casting margins, 
and for Class I11 and V restorations. 

The transverse strength, hardness, and apparent density are evidently somewhat 
greater when gold foil is used alone or in combination with mat gold, as compared 
with the other forms. Such data seem to imply a somewhat better compaction of foil 
(and better cohesion). how eve^; it is Inore probable that the dentist or dentists were 
more familiar with the use of roil than with the other forms. 

There is no evidence that the differences in pllysical properties (shown in 
Table 18-1) among the various forms of gold, illcl~~ding the gold-calciurn alloy, and 
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the  neth hod of cornpaction, are clillicdlly significant The pllysical properties of tllr 
compacted gold (restoration) are PI-obably more greatly influenceci by the compe- 
tence of the dentist in lnarlipulating and placing the gold, as has been suggested. 

THE DIRECT GOLD RESTORATION 

l'he beginning of this chapter describes sorne of the fi~ndanlental requiremtmts for- 
placing direct gold restorations. Assuming that adequate training has been acquired 
and proper placement and finishing techniq~~es are used, superb restorations can be 
produced. Shown in rigures 18-6, 18-7, and 18-8 are clinical examples ofgolci foil 

Fig. 18-6 ('linic,ll examl)lr5 of direc.t gold Toil rcslor,~tions. 
A, Clcc I~~s,il ~~reoper~~tivc, view of maxillclry first prcrnol,rr. 
B, P<n-tial ~)rcpar,\tion revr,rlin;: carious Icsion. C, lhniihccl 
gold Toll with ruhhrr dam still in place. ((linic-'11 proce(lul-c~s 
periormrrl by I lr. RicIi,lrd D. klc-ltrr. I'hotos provitlcd 
courtc'sy Dr. john S(\ctie~ln.) 

Fig. 18-7 M<lnipulation of gold foil. A, gold foil pellet on c,lrricl- and monoangle condenser rrCitly to 
h q i n  condensation prc~cctlurr. B, Condens,~tion of golti foil pellcl with rnolio,ingle contic,nscr. (Clinical 
pr(~eclurcs performctl I)y Dr. Ralph G. Slcrnl)crg, ,~nd pharos taltcn hy Dr. Robert R. Murr,~y. Pllolos 
providetl c-ourlesy of Dr. Kicharti D. Tuc Itcr, and Dr. John Scchen,~.) 
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lestoratiorls that wele placed by members of the American Academy of Gold I oil 
Operc~tors Note that these restorations were placed under rubber darm isolation. The 
use of a rubber dam is essential to minimi~e  the risk for contamination with saliva 
or water during placement 

Cornpared with other materials, properly i~ lse~ted  direct gold restorations pro- 
vide a reasonably long clinical service. With the variety of forms that are now avail- 
able and the modern equipment for manipulating and compacting the gold, the 
time involved in placing the resto~ation has been reduced. 'l'he concern fol a possi- 
ble darnaging effect on the pulp has been clisputed Apparently, direct gold that is 

t 
Fig. 18-8 Clinical examples of direct gold foil restorations. A, Class I1 MO tooth preparation maxillary 
first preniol,lr. B, Rucc.aI and lingual wall c.ylinders comp,rctcd and central noncoliesivr gold cylintler 
pl'lted. C, I'rc~par,~tiori li,llf-fillet! with coliesivc~ goltl foil. D, Prrparation iillcd with c-ohesive goltl Toil. 
E, Finisliecl gold foil rrstor,ltion ~ i t c r  I week. (Clinical procedures performed by Richard D. Tucker. 
Photos provided cour loy of Dr. Richard D. Tucker ,~ncf Dr. John Sechen~.) 
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colnpacted properly illto sound tooth structure PI-oduces only a minimal pulpal 
response. 

I low eve^; the technical sl<ill of the dentist is of paramount importance to success. 
A direct gold restoration of poor quality can prove to be one of the most inferior of 
all clinical restorations. The proper inseltion of a direct gold restoration challenges 
the technical proficierlcy of the dentist as does no o the~  type of restoration. 
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Dental Casting and Soldering Alloys 
Kenneth J.  Anusavice and Paul Cascone 

OUTLINE 
Historical Perspective on Dental Casting Alloys 

Desirable Properties of Dental Casting Alloys 

Classification of Dental Casting Alloys 

Alloys for All-Metal and Resin-Veneered Metal Restorations 

High Noble and Noble Alloys for Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

Base Metal Alloys for Cast Metal and Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

Biological Hazards and Precautions: Risks for Dental Laboratory Technicians 

Cuidelines for Selection and Use of Base Metals for Crown and Bridge Applications 

Partial Denture Alloys and Guidelines for Selection 

Alternatives to Cast Metal Technology 

Soldering of Dental Alloys 

Heat Sources for Soldering 

Technique Considerations for Soldering 

Radiographic Analysis of Solder Joint Quality 

Laser Welding of Commercially Pure Titanium 

Cast-Joining Process 

KEY TERMS 
Age hardening-Process of hardening certain alloys by controlled heating and cooling, which 

usually is associated with a phase change 
Antiflux-A substance such as graphite that prevents flow of molten solder on areas coated 

by the substance 
Base metal-A metal that readily oxidizes or dissolves to release ions 
Brazing-Process of building up a localized area w ~ t h  filler metal or joining two or more 

metal parts by heatrng them to a temperature below the~r solidus temperature and filling the 
gap between them with a molten filler metal that has a liquidus temperature above 450" C 
(840" F) In comparison with welding, fusion of the metal surfaces does not usually occur 
during this process 

Cast-joining-Process of joining two components of a f~xed partial denture by means of cast- 
ing molten metal into an interlocking reglon between the invested components This pro- 
cedure is sometimes preferred lor base metal alloys because of the technique sensitivity 
associated with brazing or soldering these alloys 

Cold working-Pro~ess of plastically deforming a metal (usually at room tempeiature) that 1s 

accompanied by strain harden~ng 
Coping-Metal substructure lor a cast-metal o r  veneered-metal prosthesis 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Copy milling-Process of cutt~ng or gr~ndtng a tles~red shape to the same d~mcns~ons as a 
master pattern In a manner s~m~ la r  to that used for cuttlng a key blank from a master I<ey 

Flux-Conipound applied to metal surtaces that dissolves or prevents the formation of oxldes 
and other undes~~able substances [hat may reduce the qualrty or strength of ,I soldered or 
b r a ~ e d  area 

Investment-Kefractory materlal used to f o r 1  a mold cav~ty for cast me~als or hot-pressed 
t cranilcs 

Liquidus temperature-Temperat~~~c, at whlch an alloy heg~ns to freeze on cool~ng or at whrcli 
the mctal IS conipletely moli t~n on heatrng 

Lost-wax technique-Process In which a wax pattern, prepared In the shape of mrsslng tooth 
structure, 1s embedcled In a cast~ng investment and burned out to produce a moltl cav~ty 
Into whrch molten metal IS cast 

Metal foil-A thrn metal or alloy ihat can be plastrcally deformed Lo produce a coping for a 
metal-ceramlc crown 

Noble metal-Gold and platrnum group metals (plat~num, pallad~um, rhodlum, ruthen~um, 
~rldlum, and osm~um), which are hrghly res~stant to ox~dat~on and dlssolutron rn lnorganrc 
ac~ds Gold and plat~num do not ox~drze at any temperature, rhod~um has excellent 
ox~dat~on res~stance at all temperatures, osmium and ruthenluni form volatrle ox~des, and 
palladrum and ~ r ~ d ~ u m  Corm oxldes In the temperature ranges of 400" to 800" C and 600" 
to l00O0 C, respect~vely 

Postsoldering-Process of braz~ng or solder~ng two or more metal components of a prosthe- 
srs after the metal substructure has been veneered w ~ t h  a ceramrc 

Presoldering-Process of braz~ng or solder~ng two or more metal components of a prosthesis 
before a ceramic veneer 1s flred or hot-pressed on the structure. 

Soldering-Process of b u ~ l d ~ n g  up a localrzed area wrth a f~ l ler  metal or jolnlng two or more 
metal components by lieat~ng them to a teniperaturc below the~r solrdus temperature and 
f~l lrng the gap between them uslng a molten metal wrth a I~( ju~t ius temperature below 
450" C (840" F) In tomparrson with weltl~ng, fusron of the jo~ned alloy part(\) does not 
usually occur clclrlng thrs process Rondlng of the molten solder to the metal parts results 
fro111 flow by cap~llary clttract~on be~ween the parts w~thout app~ec~al) ly aliectrng the t l~men- 
slons of the jo~net.l structure In dent~stry, many metals are jolnetl by I~raz~ng, a l tho~~gl i  the 
term soldering 1s commonly used 

Solidus temperature-Temperature at whlcli an ,~lloy becomes sol~d on cool~ng or at whlcli 
the mctal I-)eg~ns to melt on heatlng 

Strain hardening-Process In whrcli the hardness ot a metal Inc reases t lur~ng cold worl<~ng 
Thls phenomenon IS usually actompanled by an Incredsc In strength and decrease In 
perc cntagc elongat~on 

Welding-Process oC fu51ng two or more metal parts through the appl~c at~on of heat, pressure, 
or both, w ~ t h  or wlthout a C~ller metal, to produce a locallzed unlon across an Interface 
between the parts. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE O N  DENTAL CASTING ALLOYS 

The twentieth century generated substantially new changes to dental prosthetic 
materials. The major factors that are driving new developments are ( 1 )  economy- 
the new material performs the same function as the old material but at a lower 
cost; (2) performance-the new material performs better than the old product in 
some desirable way, such as ease of processing, improved handling characteristics, 
or increased fracture resistance; and (3) aesthetics-the new material provides a 
more aesthetic result, such as increased translucency. A brief description of the 
evolution of the currently marlzeted alloys is appropriate to understand the ration- 
ale for the development of the wide variety of alloy formulations. A summary of the 
major events in the evolution of dental casting alloys is shown in 'IBble 19-1. 
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Major Events in the Evolution o r  Dental Casting Alloys 

Event Year Economy Performance Aesthetics 

Introcluction of Lost-Wax 
Technique 

Replacement of Co-CI lor Cold in 
Kernovable Partidl 1)entules 

Llcvelopmcnt o l  Rt'sln Veneers fol 
Cold Alloys 

lntroducl~on of the Porcela~~l- 
Fused-to-Metal Techn~que 

I'allad~um-Rased Alloys as 
Alternat~ves to  Cold Alloys 

N~ckel-Rased Alloys as 
Alternatives to Gold Alloys 

Introduct~on of All-Ceramic 
'Itchnologies 

Gold Alloys as Alternatives to 
I'alladium-Based Alloys 

1905-The Lost-Wax Process 

l'agga~t's p~esentatioll to the New Yorli Odontological Group in 1907 on the fabri 
catlon of cast ~nlay  lcstoratlons developed 111 130'5 often has beell acknowledged as 
the first ieported appl~cation of the lost-wax technique in dentist~y The ~nlay tech- 
n ~ q u e  described by Taggalt was an Instant success It soon led to thc casting of ~nlays, 
onlays, clowns, fixed partial derltules (TPDs), and frnmewo~lzs fol removable partidl 
dentures Because pule gold did not have the physical plopertles requi~ed f o ~  p ~ o -  
ducing durable lestoratlons, msting jewelry alloys were quiclzly adopted 1 hese 
gold alloys were f u ~ t h e ~  strengthened w ~ t h  additions of coppel, silvei, ol platinum 
Gold alloys were chosen because of tllei~ b~ocompatibil~ty and ease of use 

1932-Classification of Gold-Based Casting Alloys 

In 1932, the dental materials group at the National Burcau oC Standards surveyed 
the alloys being used and classified them as ' m e  1 (Soft, Vickers hardness number 
[HV] between 50 and 90), ' b e  11 (Medium, I1V between 90 and 120), Type 111 
(Hard, IHV between 120 and 150), and Type 1V (Extra Hard, FIV 2150). This classi- 
fication became the basis for American National Standards Institute/American 
Dental Association (ANSI/ADA) Specification No. 5 and later, I S 0  Standard 15592. 
Because of the multitude of casting alloys of diverse compositions and applications, 
it is extremely difficult to devise a universally acceptable classification system. 

During this period, the results of some tarnish tests suggest that alloys with a gold 
content lower than 65% to 75% tarnished too readily for dental use. In the follow- 
ing years, several patents were issued for alloys containing palladium as a substitute 
for platinum. By 1948, the composition of dental noble alloys for cast metal restora- 
tions had become rather diverse. With these formulations, the tarnishing tendency 
of  he original alloys apparently had disappeared. It is now known that, in gold 
alloys, palladium counteracts the tarnish potential of silver, allowing alloys with a 
lower gold content to be used successfully. 
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1933-Cobalt-Chromium Partial Denture Alloys 

Base metal semovable partial denture alloys were introduced in the 1330s Since 
that time, both nickel-chromium and cobalt-chromium formulations have 
become inc~easingly pop~llar compared with conventional Type IV gold alloys, 
which previously were the pledominant metals used for such prostheses 
'[he obvious advantages of the base metal alloys ale their lightel weight, greater 
stiffness (elastic modulus), other beneficial mechanical properties, and reduced 
costs Tor these leasons, nickel- and cobalt-based alloys have largely ~cplaced 
noble metal alloys for removable partial dentures. 

The success of the base metal alloys for constructing removable partial denture 
framewolks led to some early interest in using these same alloys to fabricate other 
types of ~estorations I Iowever, intensive research into the charactelistics of alloys 
for this purpose did not start until the 1370s, when new alloy development was 
stimulated by the rapidly escalating price of noble metals. Naturally, the track record 
of the nickel-chromium and cobalt-chromium partial denture alloys made them a 
logical choice for evaluation as probable alternatives for other dental applications. 
Likewise, by 1978 the price of gold was increasing so rapidly that attention was 
focused on the noble metal alloys-to reduce the noble metal content yet retain the 
advantages of the noble metals for dental use. The result was a series of new alloys, 
as described in the following sections 

1959-Porcelain-Fused-to-Metal Process 

In the late 1950s, a blealithrough occul red in dental technology that was to influ- 
ence significantly the fabrication of dental restoialions This was the successful 
vence~ing of a metal subst~ucture with dental po~celain Irrl t i l  that tirne, ciental 
porcelain llad a malkedly lower coelficient of thelmal exp'lnsion than did gold 
alloys This thelmal misma~ch o lkn  Icd to c ~ ~ ~ c l t i n g  of the porcelain, whidl ~nnde  
il impossible to attain ,I bond between thc two s t ~ u c t u r ~ ~ l  components It was 
found that ndding both pldtinunl and palladium to gold lowered the coefficient 
of the~mal  expansion/contraclio~l of the alloy sufficiently to ensure physic,ll coin- 
patihil~ty between the polcelaln venecll , ~ n d  the metal substructure ( ITnd~si r~~ble  
diffelences in the thermal contiaction of the alloy and porcelain may lead to 
dangerous stresses in porcelain when t h ~ s  cornposile structure is cooled, but 
generally similar coefficients of thelmal expansion ale assumed.) Weinstein et a1 
(I1I.S Patent No 3052982) demotlstrated that both the fusion temperature of 
palladium-based and gold-based alloys and the thermal expansion of the porce- 
lains could be modified to produce thermally compatible metal-ceramic prosthe- 
ses. 'The melting range of metal-ceramic alloys must be sufficiently high to permit 
firing of the porcelain onto the gold-based alloy without deforming the metal sub- 
structure The first commercially successful alloy contained gold, platinum, and 
palladium. Development work in the 19GOs improved the strength of the alloys, 
and research demonstrated that a chemical bond was responsible for porcelain 
adherence. The metal-ceramic systems that evolved from these advances are dis- 
cussed in Chapter 21 

1971-The Cold Standard 

The United States abandoned the gold standard in 1371. Gold then became a com- 
modity freely traded on the open markets. As a result, the price of gold increased 
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steadily over the next nine years. In response to the increasing price of gold, new 
dental alloys were int~oduced through the following changes: 

1. ln some alloys, gold was replaced with palladium. 
2. In other alloys, palladiunl eliminated gold entirely. 
3 .  Base  netd dl alloys with 11ickel as the major- element eliminated the exclusive 

need for noble metals. 

1976-The Medical and Dental Devices Act 

The 1376 Medical and Dental Ilevices Act in the United States placed the dental 
industry under [he auspices of the rDA. Denla1 alloys for prosthetics were classifiect 
as passive i ~ n p l ~ ~ n t s .  All materials on the market before 1976 were automatically 
grandfulher-ed as acceptable for market distribution. Manufaclurers weie required to 
have a quality system in place, but no product standards were established. 

1996-The European Medical Devices Directive 

'I'he European llnion established that any imports of dental devices required a CE 
mark. A company needed to be compliant with an International Organization for 
Standardization standard (IS0 9000) and meet the requirements of the European 
Medical Device Directive. This performance standard went beyond the FDA require- 
ments since no products were grandfathered and safety had to be demonstrated. 
Information and data on the development process were also required. Again, no 
specific product standards were established. 

1998-The Clean Air Acts 

l o  meet the ~equliements of reduced llltlogeri and ca~bon monoxide emrssions, 
autornake~r use pallad~um colltdllllng catalyt~c conveltels bach ,tulomob~le 
requi~es about 1 tioy oz of pall,ld~unl As new lnws that ~equued t l i t ~ e  devrces went 
Into effect, the ciemand for pallndium soa~ed sevenfold from 1391 to 1999 Supply 
could not meet the demand, and the p~ ice  of pallaci~um ~ncrcased to new ~ e c o ~ d  
hrghs (from $1 2 5  to over $1000 pel iloy 07 in 2000) (Note 111,lt noble il~etals ,1nd 
sllve~ ale ?old by the troy we~ght systeru One t ~ o y  oz ecluals 31 1 g, o~ 20 pen~ly- 
weights ) At the same tlme the pllce of gold was t~adlng durlng the decacie below 
$300 pel lloy ounce Ihe result was an increased de~nancl f o ~  gold-based dental 
alloys The poor econonly of 2001 dec~eased the demand fol palladium and ~ t s  price 
fell to a level comparable to that of platmum at $500 per troy ounce In 2002, the 
price of palladium dec~eased further to a level comparable to that of gold in 
the $300 to $350 range 

DESIRABLE PROPERTIES OF DENTAL CASTING ALLOYS 

All casting alloys must first be biocompatible and then exhibit sufficient physical 
and mechanical properties to ensure adequate function and structural durability 
over long periods of time. Depending on the primary purpose of the prosthesis, 
such as to restore function, enhance aesthetics, or maintain occlusion, the choice of 
casting alloy or metal is made by the dentist in collaboration with a qualified dental 
laboratory technician. 'l'he only nearly pure metal cast for dental applications is 
commercially pure titanium (often written as <:P Ti). 1:rorn a legal perspective, the 
dentist is primarily responsible Sol selecting an appropriate metal and prosthesis 
design, discussing the selection and alternative choices with the patient, and 
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providing sufficient details on the design of the prosthesis to the dental laboratory 
technician to ensure cli~lical success. 

1 rorn a standpoint of patient safety and to minimize the I-islz for medico-legal 
situations, it is highly important to understand the following clinicdlly important 
req~~irements and properties of dental casting alloys: 

Biocompatibilify. 'lhc material must tolerate oral fluids and not release any 
hnrmful products into the oral environment. 

Corrosion Resistance. As previously discussed in Chapter 3, corrosion is the 
physical dissolution of a mate~ial in an environment. (:orrosion resistance is derived 
from the material components being either too noble to react in the oral environ- 
ment (e.g., gold and palladium) or by the ability of one or more of the metallic 
elements to form an adherent passivating surface film, which inhibits any subsur- 
face reaction (e.g., chromium in Ni-Cr and Co-Cr alloys and titanium in commer- 
cially pure titanium [CP Ti] and in Ti-GA1-4V alloy). 

Tarnish Resistance. Tarnish is a thin film of a surface deposit or an interaction 
layer that is adherent to the metal surface (Chapter 3). These films are generally 
found on gold alloys with relatively high silver content or on silver alloys. 

Allergenic Components in Casting Alloys. The concern for allergic reactions to 
dental materials gained momentum in the 1380s. Although some broad-based 
claims have been unsubstantiated, the subject is important from materials science 
and legal standpoints Obviously, a restoiative mate~ial should not cause adverse 
health consequences to a patient loxic materials ale eliminated by regulation and 
sou~ld business p~actices Allergic reactions, howevel; are peculia~ to the individ~ial 
patient, and the practicing dentist has an obligation, morally and legally to mini- 
mize this ~islz The patient's "right-to-lznow" extends to having some knowledge of 
what is being placed into their bodies 1,aws in some states are explicit in this 
iespect It is wise for the dentist to maintain a record 01 the mate~ial used tor each 
resto~alioii or prosthesis, as well as an unde~standiiig of any known allergies stdted 
by the patient. 

Aesthetics. Co~lsidrrable controversy exists over the optimal balancc among the 
properties of aesthetics, fil, abrasive potential, cli~lical survivability, and cost of cast- 
metal prostheses compared with direct-filling restorations, ceramic-based prosthe- 
ses (all-ceramic and metal-ceramic), and resin-veneered prostheses. 

Thermal Properties. For metal-ceramic restorations, the alloys or metals must 
have closely matching thermal expansion to be compatible with a given porcelain, 
and they must tolerate high processing temperatures. 

Melting Range. The melting range of the alloys and metals for cast appliances 
must be low enough to form smooth surfaces with the mold wall of the casting 
investment (gypsum-bonded, phosphate-bonded, ethyl silicate-bonded, and other 
specialty types). 

Compensation for Solidification. lb achieve accurately fitting cast inlays, onlays, 
crowns and more complex fraiueworks or prostheses, compellsation for casting 
shrinkage from the solidus temperature to room temperature must be achieved 
either through computer-generated oversized dies or through controlled mold 
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the ceramic adjacent to the metal/ceramic interface can enhance the fracture resist- 
ance of a metal-ceramic prosthesis (if the stresses are predomi~lantly complessive 
in nature), or they can increase the susceptibility to clack fov~nation (if they are 
predominantly tensile in nature). 

Economic Considerations. 1 he cost of metals used for single-unit prostheses or 
as fiameworks for fixed or  removable partial dentures is a function of the metal den- 
sity and the cost per unit mass For example, cornpared with a palladium alloy hav- 
ing a density of 11 g/cmz, a gold alloy with a de~~s i ty  of 18 g/cmi will cost 164% 
(1 8/11 x 100) Inore for the same volume and unit cost of metal. 

Laboratory Costs. The tnetal cost is a major concern for the dental laboratory 
owner who must guardntee prices of prosthetic work for a certain period of time. 
Because of the fluctuating prices of noble metals over the past two decades, the cost 
of fabricating prostheses made form noble elements must be adjusted periodically 
to reflect these changes. 

CLASSIFICATION OF DENTAL CASTlNG ALLOYS 

'Ihis chapter presents a comparative evaluation of the positive and negative features 
of existing noble metal alloys and base metal alloys. As previously noted, the noble 
metals include gold, platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, iridium, and 
osmium Virtually all noble alloys are based on gold or palladium as the principal 
noble metal by weight percentage. Several classification systems have been proposed 
to categorize the wide variety of comrnercial gold-based anct pallad~urn-based 
alloys In 1984 the ADA proposed a simple classification for dental casting alloys 
Three categories are described. high noble ( I I N ) ,  noble (N), and predo~ninnntly 
base metal (PB). lhis classification is plrsrrlted in Box 19-1 Many m,inufacturers 
have ddopled this clnssification to simplify communication hetween dentists '1nt1 
derltnl laboratory technologists Some insur;tnce companies use it as well to detel- 
mine the cost of crown and b~idge treatment. 'This system laclzs the potential to dis- 
criminate among alloys within a given category (IHN or N )  that may have quite 
diffelent pr operties 

I he dental casting alloy classification is useful f o ~  estitnating the relative cost of 
alloys, because the cost is dependent on the noble metal content as well as on the 
alloy density It is also useful fol ide~ltification of the billing code that is used for 
insurance reimbursement. Because insurance companies may pay more for high 
noble than for noble alloys or predominantly base metal alloys, it is important for 

BOX 19-1 
Alloy Classification of the American Dental Association (1984) 

Alloy Type Total Noble Metal Content 

H ~ g h  Noble (HN) Must contaln 2 40 wt% Au and 2 60 wt% of 
noble metal elements (Au, Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, Ir, 0 s )  

Noble (N) Must contain > 25 wt% of noble rnetal elements 
(Au, Pt, Pd, Kh, Ru, Ir, (1s) 

Predominantly Rase Metal (P6) Contain < 25  wk% of noble metal elements 
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dentists to correctly identify the noble metal category of the alloy they are using 
(HN or N). 

Several hundred brands of crowns and bridge alloys are currently available on the 
world market. Slightly more than half of these alloys are designed for all-metal 
crowns, FPDs, onlays, and inlays that are described according to ANSI/ADA 
Specification No. 5 (1997) as ' l b e s  1 through 4. In the past, this specification 
referred to gold-based alloys. Since 1989, ADA-approved casting alloys can have any 
composition, as long as they pass the tests for toxicity, tarnish, yield st]-ength, and 
percent elongation. 'l'he mechanical property require~nents for cast dental alloys 
required in ANSIIAUA Specification No. 5 are listed in Table 19-2. Note that the 
property requirements are generally specified fol- only the annealed condition (soft- 
ened or quenched condition for gold casting alloys); reqi~irements for the hardened 
condition are only stipulated for Type 4 alloys. 

As stated previously, the proposed IS0 1562 Standard (2002) for casting gold 
alloys also classifies the four types of alloys according to their yield strength (proof 
stress at 0.2% offset) and specifies requirements for minimum proof stress and per- 
cent elongation for each type of alloy. 'l'hese requirements are listed in Table 13-3. 
Although the properties for heat-treated specimens are not given in the table, it is 
assumed that the specimens are bench-cooled. If the manufacturer recommends a 
hardening heat treatment, all specimens will be subjected to this heat treatment 
before testing. 

Alloys may be classified according to their composition, their dental use, or 
the relative level of stress that the metal prosthesis will sustain. For example, the 
ISO/DIS 1562 Standard for casting gold alloys lists in Table 19-3 the following four 
classes of gold alloys for all-metal prostheses or resin-veneer-ed prostheses: 

'Wpe 1: Low strength-l:or castings subjected to very sligl~t stress (e.g., inlays), the 
n l i n i m ~ ~ ~ n  yield strength (0.2% olfset) is 80 MPa, and the minimurn per-cent 
elongation is I K0/o. 

Type 2: Medium strength-For castirlgs subjected to moderate stress (e.g., inlays, 
onlays, and 1~111 crowns), the minirnum yield slrength (0.2(Y0 offset) is 180 MPa, 
and the minirnun~ percent elongation is 10%. 

Type 3: IIigh str-c>ngth-For castings subjected to high stress (e.g., onlays, thin 
copings, pontics, crowns, and saddles), the minirnum yield strength (0.2% 
offset) is 270 Ml'a, and the minimum percent elongation is Soh. 

Type 4: Extra-high strength-For castings subjeclcci to very high stress (e.g., sad- 
dles, bars, clasps, thimbles, certain single units, and partial denture frame- 
worlzs), the minimum yield strerigtli (0.2% offset) is 3G0 MPa, and the 
minimum percent elongation is 3%. 

Mechanical Property Requirements in ANSIIADA Specification 
No. 5 for Dental Casting Alloys (1337) 

Yield strength (0.2% offset) Elongation 

Annealed Hardened Annealed Hardened 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Minimum Minimum 
Alloy type (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) 

Type 1 80 180 - 18 - 

r ~ lype 3 240 - - 12 
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Mechanical Property Requirements Proposed in I S 0  Draft 
International Standard 1562 for Casting Gold Alloys (2002) 

Minimum yield strength (0.2'Y") or 
proof stress of nonproportional Minimum elongation after 

Alloy type elongation (MPa) fracture (Oh) 

Type 1 80 18 

Types 1 and 2 alloys are often referred to as inlay alloys. The development of mod- 
ern direct and indirect tooth-colored filling materials has virtually eliminated the 
use of Types 1 and 2 gold alloys. Traditional Types 3 and 4 alloys are generally called 
crown und brldge alloys, although Type 4 alloys also are used occasionally for high- 
stress applications such as removable partial denture frameworks. 

Over the past decade or so, base metal alloys have captured a significant share of 
the marlzet. Introduced originally during the upward spiral of gold prices in the 
late 1970s and early 1380s, base metal alloys have been developed to the point 
where they are superior to high noble and noble alloys in several respects. Most 
removable partial denture frameworks have been made from base metal alloys for 
several decades, and about 110% of metal-ceramic prostheses are currently made 
from base metal alloys in the United States. 

The principal cast metals and alloys used for all-metal (or resin-veneered metal) 
k>~ostheses, metal-cetamic p~ostheses, and removable partial dentures are listed in 
l able 1 1  4 'Ihe alloys that are listed for metal-ceramic restorations can be used for 
all-metal (or resin-venee~ed) protheses, whereas the alloys for all-metal restorations 
should not be used for metal-ceramic restorations The principal reasons that alloys 
for all-metal ~estorations cannot be used for metal-ceramic restorations are as fol- 
lows: (1) The alloys may not form thin, stable oxide layers to promote atomic bond- 
ing to porcelain. (2) Their melting range may be too low to resist sag deformation 
or melting at polcelain filing temperatures. ( 3 )  'I'heir thermal contractio~l coeffi- 
cients may not be close enough to those of commercial porcelains 

The descriptors preczous and semzpreczous should be avoided because they are impre- 
cise terms, rather, the terms high noble, noble, and predominanlly base metal should be 
used As used by laboratory technicians, the term semiprecious generally refers to 
alloys that are based either on palladium or on silver. Alloys that contain at least 
50 wt% of palladium include palladium-silver (Pd-Ag), palladium-copper-gallium 
(Pd-Cu-Ga), palladium-cobalt-gallium (Pd-Co-Ga), palladium-gallium-silver 
(Pd-Ga-Ag), palladium-gold (Pd-Au), and palladium-gold-silver (Pd-Au-Ag). Most 
of these alloys are classified as noble. The term noble can also apply to silver- 
palladium alloys if they contain at least 25% by weight of palladium and other 
noble metals. I Iigh noble and noble dental alloys are usually packaged and priced 
in 1, 2, and 20 pennyweight (dwt) lots. 

Noble Metals 

The periodic table of the elernents (see Fig. 5-1) shows eight noble metals: gold, the 
plati~lurn group metals (platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, iridium, 
osmium), and silver. IIowever, as previously noted in Chapter 3 ,  silver is more 
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Classification of Casting Metals for Full-Metal and Metal- 
Ceramic Prostheses and Partial Dentures 

All-Metal 
Metal type prostheses 

Metal-Ceramic Partial denture 
prostheses frameworlts 

Iligh Noble ([IN) Au-Ag-Pd 

Au-Pd-Cu-Ag 

1 IN Metal-Ceramic 
Alloys 

Noble (N) Ag-Pd-ALI-Cu 

Ag-Pd 

Noble Metal-Ceramic 
Alloys 

Predominantly CP Ti 
Rase Metal (PB) Ti-A-V 

Ni-Cr-Mo-Be 

Ni-Cr-Mo 

Co-Cr-Mo 

Co-Cr-W 

Cu-A1 

ALI-Pd-Ag 
(5- 12 wtOh Ag) 

Au-Pd-Ag 
(>I2  wt?h Ag) 

Au-Pd 

Pd- Au 

Pd-Au-Ag 

I'd-Ag 
Pd-Cu-Ga 

Pd-Ga-Ag 

Ni-Cr-Mo-Be Ni-Cr-Mo-Be 

Ni-Cr-Mo Ni-Cr-Mo 

Co-Cr-Mo Co-Cr-Mo 

leactive in the oral cavity and is not considered a ~loble metal Noble metals have 
traditionally been used for inlay, crown and hlidge, and mela1 ceramic alloys, by 
vi~tue of the i~  tarnish and corrosion resistdnce I'he term nobl~ mela1 is ~rlative 
As discussed in the co~rosion section of Chapte~ 3, the lower the position of an cle- 
ment in the standard electromotive f ace  selies, [he Inore active it is. Conversely, the 
higher a metal is in the series, the illore inert it is, and the greatei is rts nobrlily. 
Of the seven noble metals [hat ale considered noble by dental standards, only gold, 
palladium, and platinum are currently of major irnporlance in dental casting alloys. 

Predominantly Base Metal Alloys 

These alloys are based on more than 75 wt% of base metal elements or less than 
25 wtOh of noble metals. Base metals are invaluable components of dental casting 
alloys because of their low cost and their influence on weight, strength, stiffness, 
and oxide formation (which is required for bonding to porcelain). Compared with 
noble metals, base metals are more reactive with their environment. Cobalt- and 
nickel-based alloys derive their corrosion resistance from the passivating effect of 
chromium, as described in Chapter 3. Although these metals are still frequently 
referred to as nonprecious or nonnoble, the preferred designation is predomznantly base 
metal. One reason for this designation is that some base metal alloys in the past have 
contained a minor amount of palladium, but because the propelties of these alloys 
were controlled primarily by the base metals present, they should not have been 
classified as noble alloys. In this text, the terms base melal and predomlnuntly base 
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metal are used interchangeably, because noble metals are not currently inclucled in 
most of the base metal alloys in use. 

Karat and Fineness 

Tmditionally, the gold content of a dental alloy has been specified on the basis of 
ltaiat or fineness. The karat system specifies the gold content of an alloy based on 
parts of gold per 24 parts of the alloy. For example, 24-liarat gold is pure (lOOOh) 
gold, whereas 22-karat gold (91.67% gold) is an alloy containing 22 parts pure gold 
and 2 parts of other metClls. 

I'ineness is the unit that describes the gold content in noble metal alloys hy the 
number- of parts of gold pel 1000 pa t s  of alloy. I'or example, pure (100%) gold has 
a fineness of 1000, and a 650 fine alloy has a gold content of 65% Thus the fine- 
ness rating is 10 times the gold percentage in an alloy An 18-karat alloy that is three- 
fourths (75%) pure gold is 750 fine. Fzneness is considered a more practical term 
than karat The terms karat and fineness are rarely used to describe the gold content 
of current alloys. Ilowever, fineness is often used to identify gold alloy solders. 

Identification of Alloys by Principal Elements 

Alloys may also be classified based on the principal or most abundant element 
(e.g., a palladium-based alloy), or they may be named on the basis of the two or 
three most important elements (e.g., Ni-Cr or Ni-Cr-Be alloys). Casting alloys can be 
based on Au, Pd, Ag, Ni, Co, Cu, or Ti as the principal element. 'lhe properties of 
these alloys will be desc~ibecl in the following sections according to their use, that 
is, for all-n~etnl, resin-veneeied, and metal-celnmic prostheses, or lo1 partial denture 
frarneworlts 

Because so many al~emativc alloy systems have emerged, it is necessniy to discuss 
tliem in  elation to the11 numerous appl~c~jtions At the salile time, an uliderstand~ng 
of [heir composition is v~tnl, in view of differences in fo rm~~l~~t ions  and the result~ng 
propelties Ihus the clown and blidge, metal-ce~amic, and lernovable partial clenture 
alloys ale cl;lssified not only according to f~inction but also accoiding to tllei~ co111po- 
sition (p~incipal elernent or elements) When an alloy is identilied accord~ng to the 
elernents it contains, the components arc listed in dec~e~tsing order of concentration, 
with the largest constituent first followed by the second largest constituent This is the 
basis lor the general alloy classification given in lhble 19-4 for all-metal ~estoiations, 
metal-celamic restorations, and removable partial derltuie frameworkis An exception 
to this rule is the identification of certain alloys by elements that significantly affect 
physical properties or that represent potential biocompatibility cancel-ns, or both. For 
example, nickel-chromium-molybdenum-beryllium alloys are often designated as 
nickel-chromium-beryllium alloys because of the contributions of beryllium to the 
control of castability and surface oxidation at high temperatures and because 
of the relative toxicity potential of be~yllium compared with other metals 
Molybdenum (Mo) and tungsten (W) often exist in greater concentrations than 
beryllium to decrease the thermal coefficient of expansion. However, the concern 
for the biocompatibility of beryllium is a more important factor, and some research 
reports list these alloys as Ni-Cr-Be rather than Ni-Cr-Mo or Ni-Cr-Mo-Be. 

ALLOYS FOR ALL-METAL AND RESIN-VENEERED RESTORATIONS 

In 1927, the National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute of Standards 
and TIechnology) established gold casting alloy Types 1 through IV according to 
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Typical Compositions of Casting Alloys for Full-Metal, 
Resin-Veneered, and Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

Elemental composition (wt'X) 

Alloy type Classification Au Pd Ag Cu Ca, In, and Zn 

I 

11 

111 

111 

I11 

1v 

IV 

Metal-Ceramic 

Metal-Ceramic 

Melal-Ceramic 

Metal-Ceramic 

I-Iigh Nohle 
(ALI-based) 

High Noble 
(Au-based) 

1 ligh Noble 
(Au-based) 

Nohle 
(Au-based) 

Noble 
(Ag-based) 

High Noble 
(Au-based) 

Noble 
(Ag- based) 

High Noble 
(Au-based) 

Noble 
(Pd-based) 

1 ligh Noble 
(Au-based) 

Nohle 
(I'd-based. 
High Pd) 

Balance 

Ralance 

Balance 

Lidlance 

Balance 

Balance 

Balance 

Bnlance 

Balance 

Bnlance 

Balnnce 

dental function, with hardness increasing from 'Qpe 1 to Type IV. 1 ypical composi- 
tions of these alloys are given in Table 19-5, in which the origi~ial convention of 
Roman numerals has been followed. 

Heat Treatment of High Noble and Noble Metal Alloys 

As previously discussed in Chapter 6, gold alloys can be significantly hardened if the 
alloy contains a sufficient amount of copper. Types I and 11 alloys usually do not 
harden, or they harden to a lesser degree than do the Types 111 and IV gold alloys. 
The actual mechanism of hardening is probably the result of several different solid- 
state transformations. Although the precise mechanism may be in doubt, the crite- 
ria for successful hardening are time and temperature. Tjpe 111 and 'ope IV gold 
alloys that can be hardened (strengthened from the quenched as-cast condition) 
can, of course, also be softened. I11 metallurgical engineering terminology the soft- 
ening heal treatment is referred to as a solution heat treatment. The hardening heat 
treatment is te~nled age hardening. 'l'he rnetall~~rgical basis for bolh heat treatments 
has been discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Softening Heat Treatment of Gold Casting Alloys 

The casting is placed in an electric furnace for I0 rnin at a tenlperature of 700" C 
(1292' F), and then it is quenched in water. During this period, all inteirnediate 
phases are presumably changed to a clisorder-ed solid solution, and the rapid 
quenching prevents ordering from occurring during cooling. The tensile strength, 
proportional limit, and hardness are  educed by such a treatment, and the ductility 
is increased. 

The softening heat treatment is indicated for stmctures that are to be ground, 
shaped, or otherwise cold worked, either in or out of the mouth. Although 700" C 
is an adequate average softening temperature, each alloy has its opdmurn tempera- 
ture, and the manufacturer should specify the most favorable temperature and time. 

Hardening Heat Treatment of Gold Casting Alloys 

The age hardening or hardening heat treatment of dental alloys can be accom- 
plished in several ways. One of the most practical hardening treatments is by soak- 
ing or aging the casting at a specific temperature for a definite time, usually 15 to 
30 minutes, before it is water-quenched The aging temperature depends on the 
alloy cornposition but is generally between 200" C (392" F) and 450" C (842" F). 
'The proper time and tempelature are specified by the manufacturer 

Ideally, before the alloy is given an age-haldening treatment, it should be sub- 
jected to a softening heat treatment to relieve all strain hardening and to start the 
hardening treatment with the alloy as a disordered solid solution. Othe~wise, there 
will not be proper control of the hardening process, beca~tse the increase in strength, 
p~oportional limlt, and hardness and the reduction in ductility are cont~olled by the 
amount of possible solid-state transfolmations. The transforn~ations, in turn, are 
contiolled by thc bempelature and tirnc of the nge-hardening tre,itnien1. 

1Srcause the plopo~tiollnl limit is irlcrensetl dulilig age ha~denlng, a co~lsiclelable 
111~1 easc in the moilulus of ~esilience call hc expected I he ha~del l~ng Ileal tLealment 
is i nd i~~~ tcc l  f o ~  ~ i ~ e t ~ ~ l l ~ c  pnrtial dentu~es, saddles, FPDs, and other silnilal stluctules. 
8+o1 small stluctures, such '1s inlays, a hardening treatment is 11ot ~lsudlly employed. 

Thc yielci stlength, the propo~lional limit, and ~ l l e  elastic l i ~ n ~ l  ale all rneasules 
of essentially the same ploperty, that is, the stress a t  which plastic defol mation 
begins or at whlch a vely limited aiiio~lnt of p1,tslic deforn~~ation h,as occurled 
Additional details ahoul these plopelties nie givc~l in Chapte~ 4. lhese propellies 
r eflcct the rclntive capaclty of an alloy (and hence the cast prosthesis) to witllstalld 
mechanical stresses induced by an applied load without permanent deformation. 
111 general, the yield strength increases when progressing from Type I to Type IV 
alloys. Age hardening substantially increases the yield strength (in one case by 
ileal ly 100%). 

The hardness values for noble metal alloys correlate quite well with their yield 
strengths. Traditionally, hardness has been used for indicating the suitability of an 
alloy for a given type of clinical application. 

Elongation (percent) is a measure of ductility as the amount of permanent ten- 
sile elongation that an alloy can undergo before fracture. A reasonable amount of 
such elongation is essential if the clinical application requires some perlnanent 
deformation of the as-cast structure, such as is needed for clasp and margin 
adjustment and for burnishing. Age hardening reduces the percent elongation, in 
some cases very significantly Alloys with low elongation are relatively brittle 
materials and fracture ~eadily if loaded beyond the proportional limit or yield 
strength. 
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Casting Shrinkage 

As noted in Chapter 12, all metals and alloys of practical dental interest sllr ink when 
they change fiom the l i q ~ ~ i d  to the solid state. As will be seen, this consideration is 
important in the dental casting procedure. I or example, if the mold foi an inlay is an 
accurate reproduction of the missing tooth structure, the cast gold inlay will be too 
small by the amount of its casting shrinkage. 

'I'he sh~inlzage occurs in three stages. (1) the the~nlal contraction of the liquid 
metal between the tempelature to which it is heated and the liquidus temperature; 
(2) the contraction of the metal inherent in its change from the liquid to the solid 
state; and ( 3 )  the thermal contraction of the solid metal that occurs on fu~ther  
cooling to room temperature. 

The first-mentioned contraction is probably of no consequence, because as the 
liquid metal contracts in the mold with a pioperly desiglled sprue system lnole 
molten metal can flow into the mold to compensate for such a shrinkage. 'lhe cast- 
ing technique, described in Chapter 12, allows for such flow of molten metal. The 
relative solidification shrinkage of various alloys cast as smooth cylinders is listed in 
BOX 19-2. 

The values for the casting shrinkage differ fol the various alloys, p~esumably 
because of differences in their composition. For example, platinum, palladium, and 
copper are effective in reducing the casting shrinkage of an alloy. The casting shrink- 
age of pure gold closely approaches that of its maximal linear thermal contraction. 

In general, the casting shrinkage values given in Box 19-2 are less than their lin- 
ear thermal contraction values, even though the casting shrinlzage as obtained 
includes both the solidification shrinkage and the thermal contraction from the 
solidification temperatulc to loom tempelatu~e l his seemingly anomalous condi- 
tion can be accounted for by logical assumptions. (1)  When the mold becomes 
filled with molten metal, the metal s la~ts  to solidify at the walls of the mold, 
becduse the tempelatule of the mold is lcss than thne of the b ~ l l l i  molten metal. 
(2) During initial cooling, the first layel- of metal to solidify dgainst the w,~lls of the 
mold is weak, dnd it tends to adhere to the mold until 11 gains sufficient strength '1s 
it cools to pull away When the metal is sufficiently strong to contract indepenciently 
of the mold, it sh~inlzs thermally until it reaches loom tempelatule ('3) lhere may 
he constraints by the mold on the metal cont~action during cooling, because of the 
typical complex geometly of dental castings. 

The thermal sh~inkage of the first weak solidified layer is initially plevented by its 
mechanical adhesion to the walls of the mold. During this period, it is actually 
stretched because of its interlocking with the investment material, which has a lower 
thermal contraction coefficient. Thus any contraction occurring during solidification 

BOX 19-2 
Linear Solidification Shrinkage of Casting Alloys 

Alloy Type Casting Shrinkage ( I % ) )  

Type I (Au-based) 1.56 

Type II (Au-based) 1.37 

Type I l l  (Au-based) 1.42 

Type IV (Ni-Cr-based) 2 3 0  

Type IV (Co-Cr-based) 2.30 
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can be elirninated, particularly with a well-designed sprue system that feeds new liq- 
uid metal to the sites uncielgoing solidificatioll Also, palt oC the total thei-la1 con- 
t~actioil can be eliminated, with the ~esult that the obse~ved casting shrinkage is less 
than might be expected on the basis of the possible stages of the shrinkage 

Because the thermal contraction as the alloy cools to room temperature domi- 
n,ltes the casting shrinkage, the higher melting alloys tend to exhibit gleatel shrink- 
age This must be comperlsated for in the casting technique if good fit is to he 
obtained 

Remelting Previously Cast Metal 

When fusing an alloy to plepaie a casting, a dental labolatory will typically use new 
metal ingots, and they may also ddd rnctal sp~ues  that were removed from previous 
castings. The accepted guideline is that 50% new alloy should be used with previ- 
ously melted alloy. A carefully controlled study on a low-gold Type I11 alloy found 
significant decreases in yield strength and percentage elongation for specimens that 
consisted entirely of metal that had been previously melted one time and two times, 
although thele were no significant changes in tensile strength. The p

r

evalence of 
casting defects increased with the number of times that the alloy was melted. There 
is no established limit on the number of times that previously cast metal can be 
reused along with 50% new alloy and still yield clinically acceptable castings of 
adequate strength and long-term in vivo performance. 

Silver-Palladium Alloys 

Silvcl-pallad~um alloys ,Ire wlllte anci p ~ e d o ~ ~ i ~ n a n t l y  s ~ l v e ~  J I I  co~npo\i t~on but have 
substantinl amount\ of pall;rd~um (at least 25%) that provide nohilily and promote 
ta~nlsh resistance 1 hey nmay 01 may I I ~ T  cont'lun copper and a srnall amount of gold 
('asalng tempel,laule\ , I I ~  rn the nmgr of the yellow gold alloys Pile copper-flee 
Ag-l'd alloys mny contam 70% to 72% srlvei and  2'59" p'~llacllurn and may tlavc 
physical plopelties slmrl,ti to rhow Tor a l ype IT1 gold alloy Other s~lvcn-h~isetl alloys 
might cor-r~aln louglily GOo! s~lvel, 25%0 p,llladuun, and ns much as 1 'io/o 01 mole 
coppemalld may 11,1ve piop>ertlcs molc like a lype I V  gold ,illoy Desp~tc ealy Ieports 
oi pool ca\tab~lity, the Ag-Pd alloy\ can produce ,icceptahle c,~stings 1 hc m,llor Iirn- 
rldtlon of Ag-Pd ,111oys rn gcnei;ll, ,lnd the Ag-l)cd Cu alloy4 111 pal~rcula~, 1s tlie~r 
gleater potential f o ~  tar nl\h and colroslon lhey should not be confused w ~ t h  I'd Ag 
alloys that are dcs~gned f o ~  metal ceranlic ~cstorat~ons 

Because of the lncreaslng interest III aesthetics by dental patients, all-metal 
restorations have been used less frequently duling the past decade Ihe use of 
metal-ceram~c restorations in posterlor sltes has Increased relative to the use of all- 
metal clowns and onlays Because most crown and br~dge restoratlons in posterlor 
teeth ale based on metal ceramic systems, the alloys for the\e prostheses ale dls- 
cussed more completely 

lhe  composrtlons of replesentatlve h ~ g h  noble and noble alloys (including 
the Ag-Pd alloys) for all-metal restolations (lype I to lype TV) and metal-ceramic 
restoratlons ale glven In lable 19-5 

klickes-Chromium and Cobalt-Chromium Alisys 

Niclzel-chromium and coball-chromiu111 alloys arc described in ~llorc detail in tlle 
sections on metal-ceramic prostheses and parti,ll dentures. They are r'irely used for 
,111-metal lestorations. 
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Titanium and Titanium Alloys 
lhe  use of cornrnercially pure titanium ((:P Ti) and titanium alloys 111creased s~g-  
nificantly over the lasl two decades of the twentieth centuly. These metals can be 
used for all-metal and metal-ce~am~c prostheses, as well as f o ~  implants and remov- 
able partial dentu~e  framewo~lzs 1 itanium is consldc~ed tlie most biocomp,itible 
rnetal used for dental prostheses 1Secause of tlie unique propelties of t~tanium, and 
especially its biocompalibility, it does not fall with~n the classificat~on of base met- 
als It is worthy of a separate class of metals 

According to the American Soc~ety for lesting and Materials (ASSM), there are 
five unalloyed glades of CP TI (Grades 1-4, and (:lade 7), based on the concentra- 
tion of oxygen (0 18 wt%, to 0 40 wt%) and lron ( 0  2 wt% to 0 5 wt%) Other impu- 
iitles ~nclude nitrogen (0 03 wt% to 0 015 WIN), carbon (0 1 wtO/o), and hydrogen 
(0.01 5 wt%) Grade 1 CP 11 is the purest and softest f o ~ m .  It has a moderately high 
tensile strength (Grade 1 CI' ' I  i, 240 MPa, Grade 4 CI' Ti, 515 MPa), moderately 
high stiffness (elastic modulus, 117 (;Pa), low density (4 51 g/cm3), and low ther- 
mal expansion coefficient (9 4 x 10-"/"C) lhe  elastic modulus of C:P 'li 1s compa- 
rable to that of tooth enamel and noble alloys, but it is lower than that of other base 
metals. As discussed in Chapter 3 ,  CP 'I i is very resistant to tarnish and corrosion 
The corrosion protection is derived from a thin (10 nm) passivating oxide film [hat 
forms spontaneously However, because the oxidation rate of titanium increases 
markedly above 900" C, it is desirable to use ultralow-fusing porcelains (sinteling 
temperature less than 850" C) for titanium-ceramic prostheses A porcelain sintel- 
ing temperature below 800" C is desi~able to minimi~e  oxidation and to avoid 
the conversion of alpha phase to the higher-temperature beta phase discus5ed in the 
following 

litanium hns a high melting point (1668 C), and a speclnl casting machine w ~ t h  
~ I C  melting c,lpability and ,111 ,~lgoia ntmo\phrnr is typlcnlly ~ ~ s e t i ,  alc~ng with a corn- 
patrble tasting ~nvrstment, to ealsulc ,~cceptablc castabllity liccause ol lenctlon wnth 
the Investrnenl, a very hard so-called a case hav~ng a thiclzness of approx~n~ately 
150 p m  folms at the su~f,lce of ca\t dental titnnlurn alloys 

1 01 ~'1st CP 11, the TIV increasrs frorn a bulk value ofnedl ly 200 to dpp~oxi~nalely 
650 at a depth of 25 pnl below the sulfate, and special tools ,IIC lecluireci in the 
dental l'jlhoratory f o ~  finlsll~~lg and adjusting (:P TI cas~iligs ISccause of the presence 
of the a casc, special su~lace modifications of cast titnn~um, uslng cacistlc NaOH- 
based sol~rtions oi si11cor-r nitride coatings, have been crnployed to implove [he 
bond between cast CP 'I i and de~ltnl porcelain 

'litanium has the highest melting temperature of all metals used f o ~  metal- 
ceramic prostheses and is highly resistant to sag deformation of metal frameworks 
at porcelain sintering temperatures 'lhis high melting point is accompanied by a 
relatively low thermal expansion coefficient, and special low-expanslon dental 
porcelains are necessary for bonding to titanium. 

Commercially pure titanium undergoes an allotropic transformation from a 
hexagonal close-packed crystal structule ((x phase) at 885" C to a body-centeied crys- 
tal structure (p phase) Four possible types of titanium alloys can be produced. a, 
near-a, a-P, and p A P alloy will form no P phase on cooling A near-a phase alloy 
will form limited P phase on cooling An a-p alloy will contain cx phase at room 
tempelature and may contain retained 0 phase and/or transfolmed j3 phase A P 
alloy will retain the P phase on cooling, and it can precipitate othel phases as well 
during heat t~eatment V,inadi~~m, which has a bcc stmctule, is one of the alloying 
elemt~nts that 1s isomoiphous w~tli  the P phase and is a P phnse sldbil~~ei ,  that is, 
causing the tlanslo~mation from P phase lo cx pli,lse to occur at Iowcl temperalures 
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on cooling. Aluminum, which is an a phase stabili~er (i.e., causing the transforma- 
tion of a phase to P phase to occ~u at a higher temperatu~e on heating), is included 
in a and near-a alloys Aluminum, tin, and zirconium ale soluble in both the tx and 

phases The most widely used titanium alloy in dentist~y and for general corn- 
~nercial applications is Ti-GAl-4V, which is an a-P alloy Although this alloy has 
gleatel strength than CP Ti, it is not as attractive from a biocompatibility point 
of view because of some concerns about health hazards from the slow release of 
aluminum and vanadium atoms in vivo. 

Aluminum Bronze Alloy 

One alloy based on copper as the major element has been approved previously by 
the ADA However, because of its susceptibility to tarnish and cor~osion, this status 
of acceptance was subsequently withdrawn. Although bronze is traditionally 
defined as a copper-rich, copper-tin (Cu-Sn) alloy with or without other elements 
such as zinc and phosphon~s, there exist essentially two-component (binary), three- 
component (ternary), and four-component (quaternary) bronze alloys that contain 
no tin, such as aluminum bronze (copper-aluminum [Cu-All), silicorl bronze 
(copper-silicon (Cu-Si]), and beryllium bronze (copper-beryllium [Cu-Be]). The 
aluminum bronze family of alloys may contain between 81 wtO/o and 88 wtO/o cop- 
per, 7 wtOh to 11 wtO/o aluminum, 2 wtOh to 4 wt% nickel, and 1 wt% to 4 wt% iron. 
No long-term clinical data are available on this aluminum bronze dental alloy. 
'I'here is a potential for copper alloys to react with sulfur to form copper sulfide, 
which may tarnish the surface of this alloy in the same manner that silver sulfide 
darkens the surface of gold-base or silver-base alloys that contain a significant silver 
content. 

How r h  alloys for all-mc.tnl prostheses dlffer f i o ~ n  those requireti' tor metal-cera~n~c 
prostheses! 

HIGH NOBLE AND NOBLE ALLOYS FOR METAL-CERAMIC PROSTHESES 

The chief objection to the use of dental porcelain as a I-estorative mate~ial is its low 
strength under tensile anti shear stress conditions. Although porcelain call resist 
compressive stresses with reasonable success, the substructure design should not 
include shapes in which significant tensile stresses are produced during loading. 

A method by which this disadvantage can be minimized is to bond the porcelain 
directly to a cast alloy substructure made to fit the prepared tooth. If a strong bond 
is attained between the porcelain veneer and the metal, the porcelain veneer is usu- 
ally well supported during loading of the prosthesis. Thus the risk for brittle fracture 
can be avoided or, at least, minimized. 

To fabricate this restoration, a metal substructure is waxed, cast, finished, and 
heat treated (oxidized). A thin layer of opaque porcelain is fused to the oxidized 
metal surface to establish the porcelain-metal bond and mask the color of the sub- 
structure. Then dentin and enamel porcelains, sometimes referred to as body and 
inczsal porcelains, are fused to the opaque porcelain, shaped, stained to improve the 
aesthetic appealance, and glazed. 

The original metal-ceramic alloys contained 88% gold and were much too soft 
for stress-bearing restorations such as fixed partial dentures. Because there was 110 
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evidence of a chemical bond between these alloys and dental porcelain, mechanical 
retention and undercuts were used to plcvent det,lchnient of the ceramic veneer 
Bond strength tests wele developed in which predominantly slieal or tensile stless 
was collcenlrated at the po~celain-metal interface It was found that the bond 
strength of the porcelain to this type of alloy was less than the cohesive strength of 
the porcelain Itself I his meant that i f  a failure occuried in the metal-ceiamic 
~xosthesis, it would most probably nlise at the metal-polcelain intelface 13y adding 
less than 1% of oxide-forming elernenls such as ilon, indium, and tin to this 
high-gold-content alloy, the po~celain rnetal bond strength was imploved by a 
factor of 3 Iron also increases the p~oportional limit and strength of the alloy by 
t o ~ m ~ n g  an FePt3 precipitate with platinum 

lhe  1% addition of base metals to the gold, palladium, and platlnu~n alloy was 
sufficient to produce a slight oxide f ~ l m  on the surface of the s u b s t ~ ~ ~ c t u ~ e  to ach~eve 
a porcelain-metal bond strength level that surpassed tlie cohesive s t le~~glh  of the 
porcelain This new type of alloy, with small amounts of base metals added, became 
the standard for metal-ceramic plostheses In response to economic pressures, other 
gold- and palladium-based metal-ceramic alloys emerged. In tlme, base metals were 
also developed for this same purpose 

Despite the large number of alloys possessing the technical capability to bond to 
dental porcelain, they can be arranged in the previously described classification 
based on alloy composition As shown in Box 19-1, metal-ceramic alloys fall Into 
one of the three genela1 categories-high noble, noble, or piedominantly base 
metal-and are arranged according to composition Using this approach, alloys 
with similar compositions, phys~cal properties, and handling characteristics can be 
grouped togethe1 

In spite olvastly dille~ent chemical composit~ons, '111 the alloys described 111 tlie 
following according lo the11 pr~nc~pal  chcmical elenlent4 shale nt least tll~ec com- 
mon  ~C'ILUICS ( I )  They have the po~en t~a l  to bonacd to dental porccla~n (2) ?bey poL,- 
xe49 cocll~c~enata 01 L ~ I C I ~ I I ~ ~  B O I ~ ~ ~ ; ~ C I I O ~ I  c ~ n n l ~ t ~ ~ ~ l e  w~th  ~ P I O S C  01 denita8 polceldlrls 
( 3 )  'rlle~r sol~cius lempelatunc 14 s~~tficien~tly hlg11 to penailt the a p p l ~ c ~ j t ~ o r ~  of low- 
fusrng po~celains Ihe inregnty and longevity of t l la~  bonnd dae dcpendenb on n mul- 
t~ tude  of facto~s, as ~Pexcnlt~cd 111 Cl-rapter 21 

'P'lle coeff~c~ents of thermal expansion ((X) ~encl to Ilnvc '1 recip~ocal ~clatilon- 
s h ~ p  w ~ r h  the nnelt~ng poinls of alloys (bcc,luse 01 , ~ n  invensc dcpendrn1cc on bhe nel- 
aelve slrength o l  inter,ltomlc bonding), as wcll '3s the rneltnrrg r~~ngt .  of alloys, t l ~ t  15, 
 he hlghen the rnclting temperature of ,I nnctal, the lower ~ t s  C l b  hns fact rx ~l-npol- 
tnnt ln foirnulating mctal-cclamic alloys for different dental polccla~ns Metal- 
ceramlc alloys ale also often referred to as por~elazn fused to metal (PkM) or 
cerurnornetal alloys The plefeiled descriptive telm is metul-~erarnzc, followed by 
por~elatn-fused-to-~netal, even though the latter involves sintering of porcelain, rather 
than f~ision Iakewise, the preferred acronyms ale PkM or MC, rather than other 
acronyms such as PBM (porcelain bonded to metal) and ITM (porcelain to metal). 

As previously noted, alloys for metal-ceramlc bonding have several unique 
requiiements that do not apply to all-metal products lhese alloys must have a 
thermal expansion/contraction coefficient that is comparable to or slightly greatel 
than that of the veneeling porcelain, and they must also have a sufficiently high 
melting range to avoid sag defolmation or melting during sinte~ing of porcelain 
veneers Shown in Figure 19-1 is a schematic illustration of sag defolmation in a 
fixed partial denture (FPD) framework. To avoid this potential problem, a sag-resist- 
ant nlloy should be useti. You1 laboratory technici,in 01 alloy manufactuler will pro- 
vide expert advice ahout choices If sag deformation has occurred during f l~ ing  of 
porcelain, this problem can be cor~ecteci by the laborato~y technician in one of t h ~ e e  
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Fig. 19-1 Sag cleformat~on In a ftxed partlal 
denture (FPD) framework 

Prepared teeth 

I ti L i n e o f _ _ /  
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Distortion after meta! 
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ways: (1) The l+PD can be sectio~~ed and soldered to obtain an acceptable fit on the 
prepared dies. (2) Cast-joining of the bridge sections can be performed This 
process entails placing undercut slots in the walls of the sectioned pieces for 
mechanical retention, indexing the units, waxing and spming, investing and burn- 
ing out the wax or resin, and casting new metal into the sectioned area. (3) A remake 
of the cast structure with a sag-resistant alloy (Groups 111-X in 'l'able 19-6 and all 
bace metal alloys) is also an option. In this case, the laboratory technician should 
rewax the framework and inc~ease the thickness of the interp~oximal connectors 111 

an incisal-gingival or occlusal-gingivdl direction The technician should also attempt 
to support the recast ol soldereci flamework at ,In inte~mediatr point along the 
length of the span dunng filing 

Cold-platinun1-palladium alloys arc ideally suitcd foi single units ol short-span 
FPOs when aesthetics and bioco~npatihility ale primary concerns. Typical yellow and 
wlli~c gold alloy p~oducts are listecl inTYable 19-6 'Ihese alloys range in gold content 
fioln apploximately 50°/0 to 8g0/0 Oxidizable elements such '1s Sn, In or Lie ,lie 

~ncluded in each alloy to plomotc '~dherencr to porcelain. I lowever, becnuse of tllelr 
sag potential, the use of thcse alloys must be limited lo clowns and three-unit 14PDs. 

Gold-PaBladium-Silver Alloys (Low Silver Content) 
Gold-palladium-silver alloys (Group 111 in'hble 13-6), which contain 5% to 11.33% 
Ag are economical alternatives to the Au-Pt-Pd or Au-Pd-Pt alloys. Their excellent 
resistance to tarnish and corrosion and relative freedom from technique sensitivity 
associated with porcelain bonding and thermal contraction differences have con- 
tributed to their long-term success. 'The principal disadvantage of this alloy group is 
the potential for porcelain discoloration when silver vapor is released and deposited 
on the porcelain surface. 

Gold-Palladium-Silver Alloys (High Silver Content) 
Gold alloys that contain 12% Ag or more (Group 1V in Table 19-6) account for 
approximately 20% of the culrent alloy market. These include Au-Pd-Ag, Pd-Au-Ag, 
and Pd-Ag alloys. ' h e  Au-Pd alloys wit11 high silver contents (12% to 22%) have 
been popular alternatives to the higher gold content alloys for many years despite 
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Compositions of Representative High Noble (HN) * and Noble (N) Alloys for 
Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

Principal elemenls (wt%) 

Sn, Zn, 
Typical products Supplier Au Pt Pd Ag Cu Co Ca and In 

1 ALI-Pt I'd or A~l-pd-Pt 5MC;-3 (Dentsply Ce~amco) 81 6 11 - - - - Ral 
(OOh to 4 39% Ag) Jeleliko "0" (Ilerarus- 8 7 4 5 6  1 - -  BdI. 

KLI laer) 
Argedrnt Y86 (Argen) 8 6 1 0 2  - - - -  Bal 

11 ALI Pt Ag/Au-Pd-Ag Deg~ul~orni (Dentsply 74 9 - 9 - -  Ral. 
(9Oh to 10% Ag) Ceramco) 

Argedent 62 (Argen) 62 - 24 0 - - - Kal 

111. Au-Pd-Ag (5% to Argedent 75 (Argen) 75 - 12 10 - - - 2.8 
I1 .9g0/0 Ag) Rx Sp CG (Pentron 75 - 13 10 - - - Kal. 

Lab 'lech.) 

IV. Au-Pd-Ag Aspire (Dentsply 52 - 26 17 - - - Ual. 
(12% Ag or more) Ceramco) 

Cameo (Heraeus-Kulzer) 52.5 - 27 16 - - - Bal. 

V. Au-I'd (No Ag) Olympia (Heraeus-Kulzer) 51.5 - 3 8 - - -  1.5 Bal. 
Lodestar (Ivoclar Vivadent) 52 - 3 7 - - - -  Ral. 
Argedent 65SI: (Argen) 65 - 2 6 - - - -  Bal. 

V1 Pd-Au (No Ag) Olympla I1 (Heraeus- 15  - 5 7 - - -  5 2 8  
Kulzei ) 

Aigedrnt 1551 (Argen) 15  - 5 7 - - -  5 1 0  

VII Pd-Au-Ag SW(,C (l'rnt~oll I nb lech) 12 1 42 14 - - - Bal 
or I'd Ag-ALI Pegasus (Stelngold) 5 - 74 6 5  - - - Ral 

VIII. I'd-hg Jelstd~ (I lc~arus-l<ulae~) - - 60 28 - - - 12 
WhlI-C~I arn W- 1 - - 54 18 - - - Ral 

(Ivocla~ Vivadent) 

IX I'd-Cu Ca 1,1herly (Heraeus-Kulzcr) 2 - 75 - 10 - 5 5 Bal 
Spartan Plus - - 75 - 10 - 0 Ral 

(Ivoclai Vivadent) 

X I'd-Ca Ag A~gehond 80 (Argen) - - 8 0 5  - -  6 1 Kal 
A~gelite 85 (Argen) - - 85 1 2  - - 10 Ral 

Bal., Balance 
*Alloys in Group\ I through V are HN alloys according lo the cln\\lfication of the American Dental Association 
+Alloys In Croups VI through IX ale N alloy\ 

their potential for porcelain discoloration. These alloys are white-colored and are used 
primarily for their lower cost and comparable physical properties. The commonly 
used alloys in this group contain between 39% and 53% Au and 25% to 35% Pd. 
A typical alloy in this group may have a Vickers hardness of 220, a yield strength of 
421 MPa (61,000 psi), an elongation value of lo%, and a yield strength of 552 MPa 
(80,000 psi). Compared with a Ni-Cr-Re alloy that has a HV of 350, a gold alloy 
should be easier to grind and polish based on its lower hardness. 

The burnishing potential of alloys is difficult to compare. An elongation of 20% 
or more for either alloy combined with lower yield strength facilitates the burnish- 
ing process. Some researchers believe that bur~~ishability of alloys may be com- 
pared by dividing the elongation by the product of yield strength and hardness. 
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This would indicate that the gold alloy would he easier to burnish. A practical com- 
parison of mechanical properties to predict handling characteristics is difficult. The 
extremely high hardness of most base metal alloys renders these alloys difficult to cut, 
grind, and polish. From a clinician's point ofview, the lower hardness and greater cluc- 
tility of most noble alloys are major advantages compared with base metal alloys. 

Although the noble metal alloys have lower values of modulus of elasticity corn- 
pared with base Illeta1 alloys, this is not considel-ed a major disadvantage i l  proper 
framework connector geometries are employed. When thin connectors and long- 
span frameworks are considered, the lower values of elastic modulus for the noble 
metal alloys would be disadvantageous since comparable intraoral lorces would 
produce highel- bending displacements, which could cause porcelain cracking. 

'I'he potential for porcelain discoloration is greatest with alloy Groups 1V, V11, and 
Vll l  in 'Table 19-6, which have the highest silver contents. Exceptions include alloys 
that corltaiil less than SO/o Ag, such as Shasta (Wilkinson). 'l'he factors that intensify 
the porcelain color changes because of the release of silver were identified previ- 
ously. In general, it is advisable to avoid these types of alloys when using lighter 
shades and ceramic products that are sensitive to silver discoloration. 

Because of the addition of higher palladium concentrations in Ail-Pd-Ag alloys, 
the melting ranges are raised above those of the Au-Pt-Pd alloys. Thus it would be 
expected that resistance to creep deformation (sag) would be improved at elevated 
temperatures. 

Gold-Palladium Alsoys 

The first alloy of the gold-palladium type (Group V alloy in Table 13-O),  Olympra 
(I le~aeus Kul~er), was introduced In 1977 by J I Jelenko & C:o I 1x1s alloy w ~ s  
designed to overcome the po~cc la~n  d~scolorat~on rffect (I>ccausc it i \  salver free) 
and also to piov1~1e a11 alloy wnth a lowel therirldl con~tracllon coclfacnrnt tPlana t l a a ~  
oi elthel the Aca-Pd Ag or IPd-Ag ,~llo)is X lmese 1artc.l two types of alloys Bmavc thenanal 
cxpanslcm oi coaltunellon coefla(icnlt\ ~ P I ~ I I  CPIC CC)II~PCI~~CCB too lllgll lob llse W P L ~  cer- 
a m a  po~tcl,~nms A s11gl-t~ alre~m,rl contn,lctlon ~n~~\nm;itch [ploda~tetl wltll a hlghe~ 
contu actrrxn of 8\16 ~alctal) I \  r econ~~aleamdcd LO develop compIcsbavr hoop and nxl,al 
stuessca rn ~ ~ o l c c l ~ ~ a n ,  wl-naall are plcPnet rlve ;.n naatturc (1 ~g 1 h1-2) P lowe~el, s~gnrh 
ca~arly 11~gher ~~~l \m,~tc lacs  (with t~ much highsn dPlclrn,al corrtsaablour cocljucncnb ion 
the ~nvaal) nn,-ry lead to po~ccliindl clacking or n-rmt~~al-cem,~n~~uc bonld fa l i e~~c  B~ec~nnse 
of the dcvelop,nni.nb of tcn\nlc st1 css, wl-nach exceeds the tmsnlc stncllgtPl o l  par ceilam 
CPI C P I ~  atrcngth of the aneial-cenanrlc bond It 1s urnlalzely t h ~ t  hag11 cornplesslve hoop 
(c~lcumlcrent~al) stresses are respons~ble f o ~  failu~e of these 5ystenls slnce the corn- 
plessave strengah of dental porcelain 1s very h ~ g h  A more plausible cause of Incorn- 
pat tb~l~ty falure 1s the development of radlal tensile stresses khat exceed the re~isile 
stlength of porcelamn 

When used wlth cornpat~ble porcelains, Au-Pd alloys are consldeled nearly ideal 
cornpaled w ~ t h  othei noble metal alloys, smce these alloys contaln no  s~lver and 
thelr surface ox~de  is v~ltually mdiscelnible Thus the aesthetic capab~lity of metal- 
ceramlc prostheses made with Au-Pd (s~lver-flee) alloys 1s compalable to that 
obtained with Au-1%-Pd alloys The sag resistance of these alloys is somewhat bet te~ 
than [hat of Au-Pt-Pd alloys Their castabil~ty, corrosion res~stance, and adherence to 
porcelain are excellent Typical alloys of this type have a IIV of about 200, a yield 
strength of 570 MPa (83,000 psl), and an elo~lgat~on of approximately 20% The 
gold content o l  Au-Pd alloys ranges fiom 45% to 52%, and the palladium content 
valies between '27% and 45% Bxarnples of this alloy are glven in I'able 19-6 (Iype V 
alloy) Oxidizing elements include indium and till With a speclfic gravity of 
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Tensile tensile 

Fig. 19-2 Residual stress in thcx porcelain veneer of a metal-ceramic crown for a case in which the 
coefficient of thcrmal contraction for the porcelain is greater than that for the metal. Sec also color 
plate. 

approximately 13.5, these alloys are moderately priced. All of these alloys are white 
in color. 

Palladium-Cold Alloys 
I<el'jt~vely few products of the p,llladium-gold alloy type ((.!OLIP V1 111 Table 13-6) 
are n ~ ~ ~ ~ l a b l e  In the curlent dental nia~kelplace, because rheil popularity has been 
dimln~shed by the iccent p~ice volatil~ty ol palladium I hese IQ-ALI alloys ale free of 
silve~, as ale the AwPd alloys I heretore they do not cont~ibute to po~celarn discol- 
oration Llttle data ale ava~lable on the11 labolatoly and cl!llical pe~formance Theil 
pl~ysrc~il p~opertws ale geile~ally s~rnilal to those of the Au-l'd alloys Information 
related to the thei~nal colnpdtiblllty with coinmercidl poicelai~l proclucls has not yet 
been repolted in the dental lrterntule 

Palladium-Gold-Silver Alloys 
The palladium-gold-silver alloy group is similar to the Au-Pd-Ag types of alloys in 
their potential for porcelain discoloration. Examples are listed as Group VII alloys 
in Table 13-6. 'These alloys have gold contents ranging from 5% to 32% and silver 
contents varying between 6.5% and 14%. One would expect the potential for po

r

ce- 
lain discoloration to be greater for the higher silver-content alloys in this group. 
These alloys have a range of thermal contraction coefficients that increase with an 
increase in silver content. 

Palladium-Silver Alloys 
'Ihe palladium-silver alloy type (Group VIII in 'lable 13-6) was introduced to the 
I1.S. market in 1974 as the first gold-free noble alloy available for metal-ceramic 
restorations. These alloys, like all Pd-based products, have been occasionally called 
semiprecious. As stated previously, this term should not be used, because it cannot be 
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precisely defined and because it tends to encourage the association of many dis- 
similar alloys in the same group 

' I  he compositions of I'd-Ag alloys fall within a narrow range of 53% to 61% I'd 
and 28%~ to 40% Ag Tin and/or indium are usually added to increase alloy hard- 
ness and to promote oxide formation and adequate bonding lo porcelain. A proper 
balance is needed to maiatain a reasonably low casting temperature and a compat- 
ible coefficient of the~mal contraction '(he replacement of gold by palladium raises 
the melting range but lowe~s the contraction coefficient of an alloy Inc~easing the 
silver conlent tends to lower the melting range and increases the contraction coeffi- 
cient. In Chapte~ 6 it was noted that the microstructures of various commercial 
Pd-Ag alloys can differ substantially at the submicron level when examined with the 
transrnissiorl electron microscope, where the composition and inorphology of 
the precipitates observed depend on the specific proportiotls of the secondary 
elements in the alloys. These precipitates account for differences in mechanical 
properties and corrosion behavior o l  the commercial Pd-Ag alloys 

Because of their high silver content compared with that of gold-based alloys, the 
silver discoloration effect is most severe for these alloys. Gold metal conditioners or 
ceramic coating agents may minimize this effect. I Iowever, many of today's porce- 
lains are formulated to minimize or eliminate this problem. Nonetheless, one 
should proceed with caution when light shades are desired. Except for posterior 
restorations, experience should be gained with isolated single-unit restorations 
before proceeding with the fabrication of 1:PDs. 

The low specific gravity of these alloys (10.7 to 11.1), combined with their low 
intrinsic cost, make them attractive as economical alternatives to the gold-based 
alloys. Some of the alloys in this class with lower silvel contents (approximately 28%) 
are easie~ 10 burnish comp,lled w ~ t h  other noble rnelal alloys An alloy with a HV of 
170 LO 180, a yield strength of about 460 Ml'a (67,000 psi), and an elong~~tion value 
of L50/0 should be ~ezrdlly hu~nishable. Rlloys o l  this type air easy to giind and pol~sh. 

Adherence to porcelain is considelcxi to be acceptable for most of the Pd-Ag alloys 
IIowevel, one stuciy indicates that some of these alloys may form internal lather than 
external oxides Instedcl of the f01111alion of the desiled exte~rlal oxide, Pd-/Zg nodules 
may develop on the surface (Fig. 19-3), which enhance retention of porcelain by 

Fig. 19-3 Internal oxit lr fol-mation ,~ntl (rccp-intiuccd nodulc lormalion in a Ptl-Ag ~ l l o y  for mclal- 
ceramic restorations. 
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mechanical rather than chemical bonding. IIowever, this condition has apparently 
not produced a significant number of debonding failures to warrant concern. 

The thermal compatibility of these alloys is generally good except with certain 
low-expansion porcelains As is tlue for all alloys, one should co~isult with the 
alloy manufacturer to detei-mine which porcelains may be incompatible with a 
given alloy. 

Palladium-Copper-Gallium Alloys 

I'alladiurn-copper-gallium alloys ( C ~ o u p  IX in Table 19-6) date from the 1983 
patent for the Option alloy (Ney), and these alloys were vely popular in the 1990s 
No clinical ieports of adverse events have been repoitect for I'd-Cu-Ga alloys 
However, the pice volatility of palladium in the early 2000s recluired dentists to 
use other alloys. Compared with a price of $117 per troy oz in November 1996, the 
price of palladium rose to $1090 per troy oz in January 2001. In December 2002, 
the price had declined to $222 per troy oz. 

The clinician should be aware of the potential effect on aesthetics of the dark 
brown or black oxide formed during oxidation and subsequent porcelain firing 
cycles. X-ray diffraction and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies have estab- 
lished the compositions of the oxide layers on these alloys, and the dark color cor- 
relates with the oxide species present Care should be taken by the technician to 
mask this oxide completely with opaque porcelain and to eliminate the unaesthetic 
dark band that develops at metal-porcelain junctions. It is also important to ensure 
that a brown rather than a black oxide is formed on the metal surface during the oxi- 
dation treatment Because of the potential aesthe~ic plobleins associated with these 
alloys, they have not been well accepted in dental practices. 

Compositional cijffe~ences for the I'~-(:U-C>~I alloys result in a wide range of 
mech,inical properties. y~eld stlengths rn~lging I~oni  nppro~inl~ltely 520 MPa TO ovel 
1200 MPa (75,000 psl to ovel 170,000 psi), pelcentage elongation dl fracture 
ianging from npp~oximately 7Oh to ?OO/o, and I IV ~anging from approximately 265 
to ovei 400. The I IVs foi some of the o~iginal I'd-CLI-Ca alloys are as high as those 
of some base metal alloys. 'nlus these alloys would appear to have a pool potential 
f o ~  bu~nishing except when the rnarginnl areas ale relatively thin However, I,lho~a- 
tory technicians repoll that most of these alloys are e,isier to I~andle than base 
metal alloys, and caref~~l composition control by manufacturers has lesulted in 
I'd-Cu-Ca alloys with HVs s~bst~lntially lower than 300. Although thermal incorn- 
patibility is not considered to be a iliajor concern, distoltion of ultlathin metal cop 
ings (0.1 mm) has been reported. Despite concerns from earlier research about sag 
deformation, dimensional changes of high-palladium alloy crowns during fabrica- 
tion of metal-ceramic restorations should not be a significant problem with appro- 
priate control of dental laboratory procedures. The major portion of the 
dimensional changes occurs during the initial oxidation step for these alloys and as 
a result of excessive sandblasting pressure and/or time 

Palladium-Gallium-Silver 

Palladium-gallium-silver alloys (Group X in Table 19-6), the most recent of the 
noble metal alloys, were introduced because they tend to have a slightly lighter- 
colored oxide than the I'd-Cu alloys and they are thermally compatible with lower 
expansion porcelains. Compal-ect with most Pd-based alloys, Pd-CLI-Ca alloys have 
a lower hardness; this property enhances the ability of clinicians to adjust the cnst 
alloy in the dental laborato~y and at chair-side. 'l'he oxide, which is required for 
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t>onding to p o r ~ e l ~ ~ i n ,  is relatively da~k,  but it is somewhat I~ghter than those of  he 
Pd-CLI-(:a and Pd-Co-<:a alloys. lhe silver content is generally relatively low (5 wt?h 
to 8 wtOh in most cases) arld is usudlly inactequate to cause significant po~celnin 
yrcrning. Caution sho~lld be exercised in their initial use until clinical data ale avail- 
able. Little ~nfo~niation is available on metal-ceramic bond strength ol ~liermal 
compatibility Pd Ga-Ag alloys generally have relatively low the~mal contraction 
coefficients and ale expected to be more compatible with lower expansion porce- 
lains l o  ensure against unnecessary clinical failures, the clinician should select 
alloys certified as acceptable by the ADA or IS0 ku~tliermo~e, the clinic~dn should 
ask the dlloy manufacturer to provide a list (in w~iting if possible) of the porcelain 
products with which  he selected alloy is compntible 

Discoloration of Porcelain by Silver 

The mechanisnl of porcelain discoloration is not clearly understood It is believed 
that the colloidal dispersion of silver atoms entering body and incisal porcelain 
or the glazed surface from vapor transport or surface diffusion may cause color 
changes, irlcluding green, yellow-green, yellow-orange, orange, and brown hues. 
'I'he term greening is generally applied to this discoloration phenomenon. 

Porcelains with higher sodium contents are believed to exhibit a more intense 
discoloration because of more rapid silver diffusion in sodium-containing glass. 
This hypothesis is based on observations of greater discoloration in lighter shades 
of porcelain and in porcelains with lower opacifier contents and higher sodium 
concentrations. 

Although this phenomenon is called prcning, yellowisll tones may also occur in 
the discololed areas of ceramic I he intensity of discoloration (chroma) usually 
increases near the cervical region, because su~face diffusion of s~lver from the m a -  
g~nal  mctal providcs a highel localized silve~ concentration. 1 ucc~llo , ~ n d  Cascone 
have speculated that silvel In the form of a silve~ oxide gas also vaporizes f1ol-n the 
alloy and deposits in cooler aleas of the fitmace. During subsecluent heat~ng and 
cooling cycles, silve~ vnpori~es and condenses or\ h e  restoration and again on the 
cooler aleas of furnace walls Sirice the silve~ gas is more active near the alloy sur- 
face, abso~ ption into the su~face of porcela~n occurs ' I  his phenorncnon further 
explains the rnore intense discolo~ation that 1s often observed neal metal-porce1,lin 
finish lines. 

Certain po~cclains are resistant to silvel discoloration. 'The mechanism proposed 
to explain this difference is the silver ionization by po~~e ld ins  with high oxygen 
potential. Since the principal discoloration effect is believed to result from the pres- 
ence of neutral silver atoms rather than silver ions, conversion of silver oxide to sil- 
ver ions by porcelains with a higher affinity for oxygen would minimize this effect. 

The extent of porcelain discoloration is most severe for higher silver-content 
alloys, lighter shades, multiple firing procedures, higher temperatures, body porce- 
lain in direct contact with the alloy, vacuum firing cycles, and certain b~ands of 
porcelains. At least two suppliers of commercial porcelains claim that the i~  porce- 
lain products, Will-Ceram (lvoclar Vivadent, Amhe~st, NY)and Pencrafi (Pentron 
Corp., Wallingford, CI'), are resistant to discoloration when used with alloys con- 
taining up to 38% silver. 

Greening may occur even when porcelains are fired on silver-free alloys. This is 
attributed to vaporization of silver from the walls of contaminated f~~rnaces. First, a 
graphite block should be employed routinely to maintain a reducing atmosphere 
near the alloy. A reducing atmosphere inhibits the formation ot silver oxide This 
chemical form of silver facilitates the vapolization potential of silve~ The graphite 
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block, how eve^, is not effective in removing silver fioin the walls of a fulnace that 
has been heavily contaminated with silver. 

Two types of metal coating agents may be used to ieduce po~celain discoloration 
effects. A pure gold film can be filed on a metal s ~ ~ b s t r ~ ~ t e  to  educe the surface sil- 
ver concentration This technique lowers the silvei content at the alloy suiface as a 
result of diffusion of gold atoms into the alloy during the oxidation cycle and 
thelehy  educes the concentlation of silver atoms available for evaporation fl-om 
the surface at elevated temperatures. A ce~aniic conditioner can also be filed on  the 
metal surface as bdrlier between the alloy and porcelain. IIowevel, in either case 
an additional procedural step is reclu~red. Ncithe~ of these precautions is lecom- 
mended, because an extla layer may reduce the metc~l-porcela~n bond strength. 
Instead it is mole desirable to either use an ultralow-fusing porcelain or a non- 
greeni ng porceldi n. 

'The Au-Pd-Ag alloys, which contain between 5% and 12% Ag, are mole suscepti- 
ble to porcelain discoloration than are the alloys with lower silver concentrations in 
the 5% to 8% range (Au-Pt-Pd or Au-Pd-Pt). Compared with the first two alloy types 
given in rable 13-6, the Au-Pd-Ag alloys exhibit comparable castability, bond 
strength to porcelain, burnishability, solder joint quality, and corrosion resistance. 
The sag resistance of long-span frameworlzs is somewhat better than that of the 
higher-gold-con tent alloys 

Thermal Compatibility and Incompatibility of Metal-Ceramic Systems 

Thermal compatibility refers to the ability of a metal and its veneering porcelain to 
contract at sirnilar rates (tllermal expansion coefficient of metal, aM, is comparable 
in magnitude with the thermal expansio~l coefficienl of porcelain, a,) during cool- 
ing fi-om the cei-amic sintering temperature (>8710 C or 1600" F) for low-fusing 
porcelain and 4371" C for ultralow-fusing porcelain). If the cornbination ol rnetal 
and porcclaiim is carnpatible, the transient tensile stresses t h a ~  develop d~u-ing cool- 
ing are insufficient to  cause irmnaediate craclltirag o f  porcelain or delayed cr,acking 
after cooling to room tetiiperature. Clinical success or  porcelain-veneered restora- 
Lions also depencfs on acceplable acihet-cnct: framework 01- coping fit (marginal 
adaptation), aesthetics, and the absence o f  high rcsidual tensile SO-ess. ('The iamstan- 
taneous stress a[ a given temperatur-cr during ~Pmc cooling cycle is termed trr~nsir~nl 
sti-ess. The stress distribution, which cxists at 1-oolr1 lenmperaburr, is called the raidzrr41 
stress.) While adherence to porcelain is ;i critical factol; the number of clinical fiil- 
ures attl-ibutable to poor adherence of the metal-ceramic restoratiolis (fabricated 
with gold-based alloys) is believed to be low. Of greater concern are delayed cracks 
that develop in the porcelain, leading to premature failure of metal-ceramic pros- 
theses. This type of failure is presumably caused by the interaction of moisture and 
relatively high residual tensile stresses within porcelain at the conclusion of the glaz- 
ing cycle. Delayed failure of this type is attributed to stress corrosion. Superimposed 
tensile stresses resulting from intraoral forces may result in later crack propagation 
and possible porcelain delamination. 

Shown in Figure 19-4 is an illustration of the additive effects of tangential tensile 
stress (+20 MPa) induced in the porcelain veneer by intraoral forces and residual 
tangential compressive stress (-40 MPa) produced by thermal contraction diffel-- 
elices for the case in which aM > a . Thus the result is -20 MPa of tangential corn- 

?'. 
pressive stress. In this case the force 1s applied on the facial surface of a mandibular 
incisor crown, which has been fabricated with a compatible metal-ceramic system. 
Note that the residual compressive stress in the axial or tangential direction actually 
increases the rvfjectivc tensile strength of porcelain, since this net compressive stress 
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Fig. 19-4 Combined effect of residual mvLal/ceramic incompatibility stress and in~raorally induced 
stresses. A, Thermally compatible metal-ceramic system a,, > a , in which a residual compressive 

P 
tangential stress of -40 MPa results in the ceramic veneer. An induced intraoral tensile stress of 
+20 MPa results in a combined stress of -20 MPa. B, Thermally incompatible metal-ceramic system 
a,, > a,, in which a residual incompatibility tensile stress of +40 MPa is produced in the ceramic 
veneer. An induced intraoral tensile str?ss of +20 MPa results in a combined stress of +60 MPa and the 
formation of a crack within the ceramic. 
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(-20 MPa) must first be overcome before tensile stress can develop by the applied 
intraoral force on the facial su~face of po~celain Note that the stress state in the 
porcelain veneer is mole complex than that shown in this figure. There are three 
cornpollelits of stress; the circumferential or hoop stress is not shown Shown in 
Figure 19-4 are two of the other components: the axial or tangential compressive 
stress that acts parallel to the long axis of the crown, and the ladial aells~le stless that 
is olierited toward the centel of the crown and pe~pendicular to the facial surface, 
causing the metal to pull away from the po~celain. 

Incompatibility stresses ale either tlansient or residual in nature Ideally, the thei- 
ma1 contraction mismatch between alloy and po~celain should be small Stresses 
begin to develop because of a difference in thernial coefficients between metal and 
po~celain (aM - a ) as a prosthesis is coolect below the glass transition temperature 

P 
of the porcelain. bor today's po~celains, this temperature lies within the range of 
500" C to 650" C If the porcelain has a much larger coefficient of contraction 
(ap >> a,) than that of the metal (aA4) between this temperature and room tem- 
perature, the tensile strength of porcelain may be exceeded because of large tensile 
hoop stresses causing crack propagation in the porcelain veneer. Note that although 
axial tensile and hoop (not shown) tensile stresses are generated as a result of 
the mismatch in a values, a radial compressive stress results at the interface, which 
may effectively increase the bond strength. For the compatible system shown in 
Figure 13-4, A, (i e., aM > ap), radial tensile stress develops and the axial and hoop 
stresses are compressive in nature. 

It is also possible to develop failure level stresses near the metal-porcelain inter- 
face when the contraction coefficient of the porcelain is much lower than that of the 
metal (a,, << aM) Although compressive hoop stress develops in the porcelain, ten- 
sile radial stress develops in porcelain next to the interface, as shown in Figure 19-4 
If, ~ tpon  cooling of the metal-ceramic prosthesis, this stress component exceeds the 
tensile strength of the porcelain, failule may bc experienced at some temperatu~e 
betwecn the glass tlansition ternpei-atu~e (l'g) and looin tempelature h e n  though 
the t~ansient stiess at any point has not caused visible clack formation, rnicroscopic 
cracks rnay exlst that will propagate later to cause po~celain failure Moleover, under 
this cilcumstance of a,, << aM, a high residual stress state will remain in the polce- 
lain structure when the p~ofthesis is delivered to the dentist by the laboratory tech- 
nician. To minimize subsequent clinical fail~ues caused by stress coirosion or 
lesidual stress cornbined with that procluced flom intiaoral forces, the dentist, in 
consultation with the labolatoly technician or the alloy  manufacture^, should select 
ollly those systems thal are Iznown to be compatible (Internet addresses are easily 
found for technical support from the major dental casting alloy manufacturers.) 

Because there are no standardized laboratory tests that can predict residual stress 
compatibility of metal-ceramic systems, one must rely on feedback from dental 
alloy or porcelain suppliers who obtain case report information on failed prosthe- 
ses that were prepared under a wide variety of laboratory conditions. 

Although not all prostheses prepared with incompatible systems fail by visible 
crack formation under ideal laboratory conditions, those that d o  not fail may 
sustain high residual tensile or shear stresses. Since the tensile strength (50 MPa) 
and shear strength (130 MPa) of typical dental porcelains are relatively low com- 
pared with their compressive strength (350 MPa), premature failure under super- 
imposed intraoral tensile or shear stresses may be a primary cause of restoration 
failure. Porcelains that are more compatible with dental alloys generally have 
slightly lower thermal expansion and contraction coefficie~lts compared with 
those of the alloys. 111 fact, it may be desirable to develop small compressive 
stresses in the porcelain to minimize clinical failure. However, ladial tensile 
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stresses near the interface may occur simulta~leously with the compressivt, hoop 
stress. 

Although a metal-ceramic system may be considered compatible under normal 
conditions, a significant number of prostheses may be fabricated undel- less than 
ideal conditions. Incompatibility failures nlay result with compatible (or incompat- 
ible) systems when atypical cooli~lg rates, porcelain-metal thicli~less ratios, 
and improper framework or coping geometries are used, or when the number of 
firing cycles exceeds the number recommended by the porcelain manufactul-ers. 
Excessive firing is known to cause an increase in the co~ltractiosl coefficient of 
some porcelairls because of structural changes in the leucite phase, the principal 
crystal present in the glassy matrix. Leucite, which has the chemical formula 
I<,O.AI,O3-4SiO,, is the principal high-expansion microstructural component of 
dental porcelains, arid its presence may cause large increases in [he contraction coef- 
ficient of porcelain when more than five firing cycles are necessary. Some of the pro- 
grammable porcelain furnaces are used with much faster firing rates and slower 
cooling rates than were possible with conventional, manually operated f~~rnaces. 
I h e  temperature distribution in vertical-muffle hlr~laces may also be different than 
that in manually operated horizontal-muffle furnaces. 1,arger- porcelain-metal thick- 
ness ratios are believed to be associated with higher residual tensile stresses in 
porcelain. This situation may arise when a dental laboratory technician decides to 
maintain a minimum metal thickness for economy purposes. Also, the presence of 
small acute external angles on the incisal edges of metal copings may act as stress rais- 
ers that amplify the magnitude of tensile stresses in these areas even though the 
average residual tensile stress in low. 

One of the more controversial issues regarding compatibility of metal-ceramic 
systems is whether marginal opening of single-unit copings 01- generalized distor- 
tion of frameworks can result from the generation of high transient stresses in the 
alloy because of ;I thermal contraction mismatch. Several studies have provided evi- 
dence that the marginal gyp change is gl-eatest af~er  the oxidation cycle, '1s previcpusly 
noted for the higll-palladium ,alLoys. The rrsults of these studies indicatc thal metal- 
ceramic thrmmal incompatibility stresses are not the primary cause of nm~arginal 01- 

generalized distortion of castings. In facl, sandblasting the internal surface of the 
metal coping to remove the oxide layer is a possible cause of such metal distortion. 
(:al-e should be laken to limit the time Sol- s;~ndblasting and lo apply a minirnal 
sandblasting pressure to minimize distortion of metal margins. 

Alloys for Ultralow-Fusing Porcelains 

Porcelain developments have focused on improving the lifelilte (aesthetic) clualities 
of the materials. As a result the sintering temperatures of some newer ultralow- 
fusing porcelains are now below 850" C. The lower fusing temperature has benefited 
the high-gold alloys that sometimes suffer from poor sag resistance during porcelain 
firing. 

Less Abrasive Porcelains 

A new type of porcelain was introduced in the mid-1 380s. These materials contain 
a glass phase and very small crystal particles. They are generally less abrasive to 
opposing teeth and are sintered at a lower temperature than conventional porce- 
lains. They also have 'I higher thermal expallsio~l coefficient thnn conventional 
porcelains and must nccordingly be more closely matched to the thermal expansion 
coefficients of the cast alloys to be used in met,ll-ceramic prostheses. 
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Partial Denture Alloys 

The majority of removable partial denture frameworks are made froin alloys based 
primarily on nickel, cobalt, or titanium as the principal ~ i ~ e t a l  component. Niclzel is 
a malleable, ductile, silver-colored transition elernenr with atomjc ~ l~i rnber  28 and a 
melting point o l  about 1450" C. Cobalt is a silver-colored transition element with 
atomic number 27, having a melting point of about 1 50O0 C and little ductility at 
room temperature. All cobalt-based and nickel-based alloys contain chromium to 
prevent corrosion and tarnish. 'lhe passivation mechanism of the alloy occurs 
through a thin surface layer of chromium oxide (Cr2O3). Most Co-Cr alloys contain 
molybdenum (Co-C:r-Mo), and some may contain nickel (Co-Cr-Ni). Some Ni-Cr 
alloys conlain herylliuin (He), which lowers the meltii~g point to improve castabil- 
ity. Frameworlzs may also be made from CP 'l'i aiid Ti-6Al-4V. 'l'he most biocompat- 
ible metal for Cramewol-ks is CP 'l'i. 

Physical Properties of High Noble and Noble Alloys 

Important physical properties of alloys for all-metal and metal-ce~amic restorations 
are provided in Table 13-7. Similar listi~lgs of properties are generally available for 
the alloys of any particular manufacturer. The melting range sets the basis for the 
casting temperature. rhe upper limit of the range is the liquidus 7i, this value, 75" C 
to 150" C (approximately 167" F to 302" F) should be added to obtain the ploper 
casting temperature. In normal dental laboratory practice, when a torch is used 
to melt the metal, the optimum casting temperature is judged visually when the 
molten metal has sufficient fluidity to respond to nloveinent of the torch. W ~ t h  
modern ccntr~lugnl casting machines that use induc t io~~  melting, the desiled casting 
~cmpe~ature  can be set by the operato1 I he lower lirnit ofthe melting lange can sim- 
~ l a ~ l y  be used to estimate lnaxirnurn soldering tenlpelatures 

The metal-ceramic alloys must have a high nieltlrlg rmge 50 that the metal 1s 
sol~tl well ,~bove the po~cel;lrn s~nteling temperatule to rn in~mue dlstolllon (sag) of 
the casting d ~ r r ~ n g  polcela~n nppl~c~itlon On the o t h c ~  hnnd, the 'lype I to l ype IV 
gold-based cllloys f o ~  all-metal restorations must h'lve considelably lower f~lsfon 
tempelatules if they ale to he cast with col~ventio~~nl  equipment and if bypsulll 
i~ivestrnents ale used The wldth of the rneltlng range IS also of Intelest, since the 
w1de1 (he rue l~~ng  langt., the greatct the tendency for coring duiing solrdificat~on 
(Chapter 6) 

1 he lost-wax method of casting that 1s used lo1 the f a b ~ ~ c a t ~ o n  of crowlls 
involves filling a fixed volume of an alloy Alloys, however, are sold by we~ght bor 
an equivalent weight of alloy, more crowns can be made with an alloy of a lower 
density, because less weight of metal is needed to fill the same volume. The specific 
volume (cm3/g), which is the reciprocal of density (g/cm3), is an indication of the 
volume of the metal (cm3) that can be cast from a mass (g) of the metal I'he range 
of specific gravities (10.6 to 18 3 g/cm3 for the noble metal-ce~amic alloys) indi- 
cates that consiclerably more equivale~lt castings (approximately 72%) can be 
made from the lowest-density alloy in the table than from the one with the highest 
density. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the advantages and drawbaclts of base metal alloys compared with hi<ph noble or 
noblc, ,111oys for met,rl-rcr,~rnrc re~~or~~trons? 
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Physical Properties of Some Modern Noble Metal Dental Alloys 

Yield strength* 

Alloy Main Melting Density Hardness Percent 

ty Pe elements range (g/cm4) (MPa) (psi) (VHN) elongation 

1 High 943-960" C 16 6 101 ( 1 5,000) 8 0 36 
noble (1730-1760" 1') 

I1 High 924-960" C 1.5.9 186 (27,000) 101 3 8 
~ lohlc  (1 695-1760" I') 

111 I l ~ g h  924-960" C 15.5 207 (30,000) 121 39 
noble (1 710- 1760" I:) 11275 (H40,OOO) 11182 1119 

Noble 843-91 6" C 12.8 241 (3S,OOO) 138 30 
(1 550-1680" 1) 11586 (H85,OOO) 11211 I113 

Ag-Pd 1021-1099" C 10.6 262 (38,000) 143 10 
noble (1870-2010" F) H323 (1147,000) HI54 H8 

High 921-943" C 15.2 275 (40,000) 149 3 5 
noble (1690-1720" F) H433 (1171,500) H264 F17 

High 871-932" C 13.6 372 (54,000) 186 3 8 
noble (1600-1710" F) 1-1720 (H104,500) H254 H2 

Noble 930-1021" C 11.1 434 (63,000) 180 10 
(1705-1870" F) H586 (118~,000) ~ 2 7 0  ~ 1 6  

Metal- *High 1271-1304" C 13.5 572 (83,000) 220 20 
ceramic noble (2320-2380" F) 

Noble 1212-1304" C 10.7 462 (67,000) 183 20 
(2250-2380" 1:) 

HV, Vicker-s h,irdness number. 
"White colored. 
+Yellow colored. 
*H, Age-hardened conditioll. 0the1- values arc Ibr the cl~~c~lchccl (softcricd) conclitiot~ 

BASE METAL ALLOYS FOR CAST METAL A N D  METAL-CERAMIC PROSTHESES 

A survey of 1000 dental laboratory owners in 1378 revealed that only 23% of 
these laboratories were using Ni-Cr or Co-Cr alloys for cast metal or metal- 
ceramic restorations. By 1381, the percentage of laboratories using these base 
metal alloys increased to 7Oo/o, because of the unstable price of noble metals dur- 
ing this period. Most of these dental laboratories indicated a preference for Ni-Cr 
alloys over Co-Cr alloys. The percentage of base metal use in dentist~y decreased 
between 1981 and 1995. Although the increased acceptance of these alloys dur- 
ing this period was greatly influenced by the rapidly fluctuating international cost 
of gold and other noble metals, the subsequent decline in the cost of noble 
metals has had a small effect on reversing this trend. The Ni-Cr-Re alloys have 
retained their popularity despite the potential toxicity of beryllium and the 
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Fig. 19-5 Allergy to nickel alloy. A, Eczematous typr reaction to metal watch buckle. B, Potential 
allergy to nickel-based alloys used for metal-ceramic crowns on FPD (B and C) and single crown (D). 
See also color plate. 

,111ergenic potential of nickel In some 1-egio~lal areas, an i n c ~  ease in the use of 
palladium alloys has been observed. 

This section has been prepared to plovide a critical assessment of the rislzs and 
benefits of base metal alloys when compared with gold-based or palladiurn- 
based alloys for metal-ceramic prostheses. One {night inquire why the Ni-Cr and 
Ni-Cr-Be alloys retain their popularity despite the lznown toxicity of beryllium as 
well as the allergenic potential of nickel. Shown in Figure 19-5 are examples of 
potential nickel allergies on the hand of an individual who has had frequent expo- 
sure to nickel metal. 

There are several reasons for the use of nickel-chromium alloys in dentistry: 
1. Nickel is combined with chromium to form a highly corrosion resistant alloy. 
2. Ni-Cr alloys became popular in the early 1980s as low cost metals ($2 to $3 

per conventional avoirdupois ounce) when the price of gold rose to more 
than $500 per troy ounce. Because metal-ceramic restorations made with 
Ni-Cr-Be alloys have exhibited high success rates from the mid-1 980s to the 
present, many dentists have continued to use these alloys. 

3. Alloys such as Ticonium 100 have been used in removable partial denture 
frameworks for many years with few reports of allergic reactions. However, it 
is believed that palatal epithelium may be more resistant to allergic reactions 
(contact dermatitis) than gingival sulcular epithelium. 

4. The Ni-Cr and Ni-Cr-Be alloys are relatively inexpensive compared with high 
noble or noble alloys. The price of nickel-based alloys is stable, unlike the 
price of palladium-based alloys. 
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5. Although belyllium is a toxic metal, dentists and patients should not be 
affected because the main risk occurs primarily in the vapol form, which is a 
concern for technicians who melt and cast large quantities of Ni-Cr-Be alloys 
without adequate ventilation or fume hoods in the melting area. 

6. Nickel alloys have excellent mechanical properties, such as high elastic mod- 
ulus (stiff~~ess), high hardness, and a reasonably high elongation (ductility). 

Since the development of cobalt-ch~omiurn alloys for cast dental appliances in 1928 
and the subsequent introductioli of nickel-chrornium and riicl<el-cobalt-chl-omium 
alloys in later years, base metal alloys have dcmonstrated widesp~ead acceptance in 
the United States as the predominant choice for the fabrication of renlovable partial 
denture frameworks Compared with Type IV gold alloys, cobalt-based alloys and 
nickel-based alloys feature lower cost, lower density higher rnodulus of elasticity, 
higher hal-dness, and comparable cli~lical resistance to tarnish and corrosion. 
1 Ioweve~; a con~parison betweell nickel-based alloys and noble metal alloys designed 
for metal-ceramic crowns and f i e d  partial dentures (FPD) is more complex. 
Relatively small compositional differences or certain base metal additions such as 
beryllium, silicon, boron, and alumillurn produce significa~lt changes in base metal 
alloy microstructures and properties, which could affect the bond strength of 
ceramics to the metal oxide layer that is required to achieve chernical bonding. 

The majority of nickel-chromium alloys for crowns and I+PD prostheses contain 
61 wtOh to 81 wtOh nickel, 11 wtOh to 27 wtOh chromium and 2 wtO/o to 4 wtOh 
molybdenum. 'lhese alloys may also contain one or more of the following elements: 
aluminum, beryllium, boron, carbon, cobalt, copper, cerium, gallium, iron, man- 
ganese, niobium, silicon, tin, titanium, and zirconium. The cobalt-chromium alloys 
typically contain 51 wtoh to 67 wt% cobalt, 25 wt% to 12 wt% chromium, and 
2 wtO/o to 6 wt% molyhdenurn, which could affect the nlet,~l-ceramic bond strength. 

BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS AND PRECAUTIONS: RISKS FOR DENTAL 
LABORATORY TECHNBClANS 

Laborntoly technicians may be exposed occas~onally or ~outinely to excessively high 
concentrations of hcrylliurn and nickel dust and berylli~lm vapol Although the beryl- 
lii~rn concentration 111 dental alloys laicly exceeds 2% by weight, the dmount of 
beryllium v ~ p o ~  I-eleased into the breathing space du~ing the melting of nickel- 
d~~omium-beryllium alloys nldy he significant ovel an extended period of time 
Actually, the potential haza~ds of beryllium should be based on its atomic concentla- 
tion rathe1 than its weight concentlation in an alloy. One call demonstrate that an alloy 
which contains 80% Ni, 11.4% Cr, 5% Mo, 1 8% Fe, and 1 8% Re on a weight basis 
contains 73.3% Ni, 11.8% Cr, 2.6% Mo, l.GOh Pe, and 10.7% Be on an atomlc basis. 
Thus toxicity considerations for beryllium should be based on the atomic concentra- 
tion (approximately 11 at%) rather than the weight percentage (1.8 wt%). 'lhe vapor 
pressure of pure belyllium is approximately 0.1 torr (mm Hg) at an assumed casting 
temperature of 1370" C. Comparable vapol pressures for chromium, nickel, and 
molybdenum are 5 x lop3 ton-, 8 x lop4 ton, and 3 x 1 0 ~ ~ '  ton; respectively. 

'The risk for beryllium vapor exposure is greatest for dental technicians during 
alloy melting, especially in the absence of an adequate exhaust and filtration system. 
The Occupational Ilealth and Safety Administration (OSHA) specifies that exposure 
to beryllium dust in air should be limited to a particulate beryllium concentration 
of 2 yg/m3 of air (both respirable and nonrespirable particles) determined from an 
8 h time-weighted average l h e  allownble nlaxilnum co~lcent~ation is 5 yg/rn3 (not 
to be exceeded for a 15-~nin period) I8or a minimum duration of 30 min, a maxi- 
mum ceiling concent~ation of 25 pg/1n3 is allowed. The National Institute for 
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Occupational Safety and I lealth (NIOSI I )  recommends a limit of 0.5 pg/m3 based 
on a 130-min sample. Moffa et a1 (1973) reported that high levels of beryllium 
were accuniulating during finishing and polishing when a local exhaust system was 
not used. When an exhaust system was used, the concentration of berylliuni in the 
breathing Lone was reduced to levels considered safe by the authors Wc)rlzers 
exl.msed to moderately high concentrations of beryllium dust ovel a shalt period 
of tirne, or- prolonged exposure to low concentrations, may experience signs and 
symptoms representivig acute disease stales. Physiological responses vary from con- 
(act dermatitis to severe chemical pneumonitis, which can be falal. 'The chronic dis- 
ease state is clialacterized by syrnptorns persisting for mole than 1 year, with the 
onset of symptoms sepalaced by a period of years from the time of exposure. 
Syrnptonls range from coughing, chest pain, and general weakness to pulmonary 
dysf~~nclion. 

Airborne levels of beryllium can be controlled with a local exhdusl syslern. 
However, one should not conclude that melting and grinding of Ni-Cr alloys with- 
out berylliurn and grinding of other dental materials pose no  major risk to the 
health of laboratory technicians. Good ventilation and exhaust facilities should be 
employed whenever any material is ground. 'I'he dental profession should investi- 
gate methods to minimize such risks. 

Potential Patient Hazards 
Of greater concern to dental patients is the intraoral exposure to nickel, especially 
for patients with a known allergy to this element. Dermatitis resulting fi-om contact 
with niclxel solutions was described as early as 1889 Inhalation, ingestion, and der- 
mal contact of niclzel o~ nickel-containing alloys are common, because nickel is 
lotrnd in environmental sources such as ail, soil, and food, as well as in man-made 
objects such as coins, lz~tchen utensils, and jcwelly I'he conccnt~ation of nickel 111 

the ,111 is generally relnl~vely low, except where ellvllonmcntal pollution co~~dit ions 
exist as a result of nickel processing operations or burning ot fossil f ~ ~ e l s  

In 1 982, Moffa rt nl reported that, for patients between the agcs of 24 and 44 who 
possessed a fixed nicltel alloy prosthesis, 9 7% of (lie temales and 0.8% of the males 
expc~ienced a positive reilctioii to 2 5% njckt.1 sulfate Ihe nicl<el hype~scnsitivity 
incidence fol all agc g~oups  w ~ s  4 '5% for females and 1 5%) f 0 1  males Of the posi- 
tive lcactlons to nickel, fenlale patients with piclced eals accounted for 0Oo/o oP the 
total None of the males with pie~ced eals exliib~ted positive redctio~ls No conela- 
tion was found between  he incidence of nickel sensitivity ancl the presence of 
intraoral nickel alloy prostheses. These results are consistent with the findings 
of Vreeburg et a1 (1984) who concluded that the oral exposure of niclzel and 
chromi~rm to guinea pigs via a fixed appliance or the dietary intake of these ele- 
ments as metallic powder or salts did not induce an allergic reaction to these met- 
als. Even more significant is their observation that subsequent attempts to elicit an 
allergic response in previously exposed animals generally failed, whereas nonex- 
posed animals exhibited a higher incidence of hypersensitive responses. 

Because of concerns over the carcinogenic potential of nickel, NIOSH has rec- 
ommended that OSIIA adopt a standard to limit employee exposure to inorganic 
nickel in the laboratory or office to 15 pg/m3 (air), detelmined as a time-weighted 
average (TWA) concentration for up to a 10-h wolk shift (40-h work week). The 
existing OSIlA standard specifies an 8-h IWA concentration limit of 1000 pg/m3 or 
1 mg/m7 of n~ckel and nicltel compouncis This limit is of the sarrie magnitude as 
the standard established in Japan but is 100 times higher than the 10 yg/m3 limit 
specified in Sweden. 
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It appears that the potential carcinogenic risks of nickel are unlilzely to be a factor 
for dental patients and dentists, as cornpaled with dental technicians. Because of a 
far greater time-weighted exposure to nickel and beryllium dust and vapor, dental 
technicians should be provided witli adequate proteclion facilities so that such risks 
are minimized. 

'lo minimize exposure of metallic dust to patients and dentists during metal- 
grinding operations, a high-speed evacuation system should be used when such pro- 
cedures are performed inlraorally. Patients should be informed o l  the potential 
allergic effects of riickel exposure, and a thorough medical history should be taken 
to determine whether the patient is at risk for exhibiting an allergic reaction to 
nickel As a conservative app~oach, the dentist should adopt the policy that evidence 
of a previous allergic response to any alloy should be sufficient grounds to bar the 
use of nickel-based alloys. 

GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION AND USE OF BASE METALS FOR 
CROWN AND BRIDGE APPLICATIONS 

' lhe main advantages of certain high noble alloys are their biocompatibility and 
their yellow color. This hue tends to yield a warmer, more aesthetic result, and no 
blue or gray line occurs subgingivally, as sometimes results from the use of white- 
colored metals such as white gold alloys, nickel-based alloys, and cobalt-based 
alloys. 

Several questions should be addressed whenever the dentist considers the use of 
a nickel-based alloy as an alternative or replacement for a time-tested gold-based 
alloy: (1) Is there any evidence to show that the alloy is technique-sensitive with 
respect to castability, adherence to porcelain, thei-i~ial compatibility with po~celain, 
porcelain discoloration potential, or solderability? (2) Do the advanlagrous prop- 
elties dnd financial benefits outweigh the potential biological hazards? (?) How 
many years of proven success has the laboratoiy technician had with this alloy! 
(4) Ilow long has the alloy bee11 avcjilahle to the dental profession' (5) Has the alloy 
been classified as acceptable acco~ding to IS0 standards or the acceptance program 
established by the ADA Cou~lcil on Scientific Affairs for alloys used to fabricate 
dental restorative and proslhetic devices! 

Befo~e attempting to answer these questions, the dentist should recognize that no  
alloy is ideal in all respects. Cornpared witli other alloys for metal-ceramic prosthe- 
ses, base metal alloys generally have higher hardness and elastic modulus (stiffness) 
values and are more sag-resistant at elevated temperatures, but they may be more 
difficult to cast and presolder than gold-palladium or palladium-silver alloys. Some 
claims have been made that base metal alloys are, in general, more technique- 
sensitive than well-established noble metal alloys. It is well known that presolder- 
ing of nickel-chromium alloys with a high degree of reliability requires co~lsiderable 
experience. A survey by the National Association of Dental Laboratories indicated 
that only 46% of the laboratory owners surveyed were satisfied with the soldering 
performailce of these alloys. The ability to obtain acceptable-fitting base metal cast- 
ings represents a challenge to technicians and may require special procedures to 
adequately compensate for their higher solidification shrinkage. Another potential 
disadvantage of some nickel-based or cobalt-based alloys is their potential for 
porcelain delamination as a result of separation of a poorly adherent oxide layer 
from the metal substrate. In addition, relatively srnall differences in composition 
may produce wide variations in metal-ce~amic bond strength. 

Exa~nples of the three most coinmon types of base metal alloys lor metal- 
ceramic prostheses and their properties are given in Tables 19-8 through 19- 11. 
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Compositions of the tfiree elements listed in each case fall within a narrow range; 
other elements may produce considerable variations in castability, corrosio~l resist- 
ance, and solder joint strength and quality. Using a mesh screen pattern as a casta- 
bility monitor, Whitloclz et a1 (1985) measured percent castability values of 
fourteen metal-ceramic alloys, illcluding four niclzel-chi-omiunl-be~yllium alloys, 
several nickel-based alloys without beryllium, and three gold-based alloys. 
Castability (percentage completion of the mesh screen pattern) values ranged from 
approximately 43% to 92°/~ for the alloys with beryllium. The nickel alloys without 
beryllium demonstrated castability values varying from approximately 10% to 67n/~. 

Typical Rase Metal Alloys Used for Metal-Ceramic I'rostheses 

Composition (wi'X,) 

Alloy name N i  Co Cr M o  Be W Ru Al C a  Other 

RexilliumIII(PentronLabTech) 76 - 14 6 2 -  - 2 - - 

Neptune (Pentron Lab rech) 63 - 22 9 - - - - - Balance 

1,ltecast (Ivoclar Vivadent) 6 8 5  - 1 5 5  14 - - - 1 - Balance 

P~sces Plus (Ivoclar V~vadent) 61 5 - 22 - - 11 2 - 2 3 - Balance 

Genes~s I1 (Heraeus Kulzer) - 53 27 - - I0 3 - 3 Balance 

Novarex (Pentron I ab 1 ech) - 52 25 - - 14 - 1 8 - 

Physical and Mechanical Properties of Base Metal Alloys and a Gold Alloy for 
Metal-Ceramic Prostheses* 

Property A B C D E F Gold asloy 

TENSILE STRENGTH 

M I'a 11 50 1140 

k s ~  167 165 

YIELD STRENGTH 

M Pa 591 782 

k s ~  85 7 11 3 

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 

CPa 207 190 

lo3 ksi 30.0 27.6 

Percent Elongation 23.9 11.6 

Vickers t lardness 293 348 

Density (g/cm3) 8.1 8.0 

BOND STRENGTH TO PORCELAIN 

MPa 97.9 51 .0 

ksi 142 74.0 

"See coinpositions in  T h l e  19- 10. 
Modified Srorn Moffa JP: Physical and Mechanical Propertics of (:old and Base Metal Alloys. In: Alternatives to (;old Alloys 
in Ilenlistry, DHEW Publicatioll No. (NIH) 77-1227, 1977. 
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The herylliurn-containi~lg alloys as a group did not demonstrate overall superio~ity 
to the non-beryllium-containii~g alloys, although the highest castability value of the 
14 alloys tested was exhibited by ,I  licke el-chromium-bevllium alloy. Because induc- 
tion melting equipment was used in this study, some of the variability in castability 
may have been caused by differences in the amount of superheating beyond the licl- 
uidus temperature (resulting from differences in emissivity values for the alloys, 
which were measc~red by an optical pyrometer). Another factor m ight he the differ- 
ences in emissivity TI-om nonoxidizrd and oxidized surfaces of the molten nickel- 
based alloys. 

Ihe subject of castability is controversial, since some ~esearchers claim that all 
alloys will theoretically produce complete castings undel optimum burnout, melt- 
ing, and casting conditions. The point to be made here, however, is that generalized 
statements on the superiority of berylliurn-containing ol nonbelyllium-contairling 
alloys should not be made without appropriate supporting research data and statis- 
tical analyses. 

Composition of Base Metal Alloys for Metal Ceramic Restorations 

Element A B C D E F 

Niclzel 

Chromium 

lion 

Aluminum 

Molyl~dmum 

Slllcorl 

Rc~yll~l~nl 

C0{'l"l 

M,lngallcsc 

C o h ~ l  t 

1 ln 

Ad,1plcd ~ r o m  I'liy\ical ,inti Mtthan~c,il 1'1opcst1cs ol (,old .inti li,t\c Mct,ll Alloys 111 Mofl.1 11: Allcrn,~tivcs to  Cold Alloy\ In 
Llcilti\try, Ill IEW I'~rbl~c,lt~on N o  (NIH) 7 7  1227, 1977 

Comparative Properties of High Noble Alloys and Base Metals for 
Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

Property High noble alloy Co-Cr Ni-Cr-Be CP Ti 

Riocompat~b~hty bxcellent Lxcellent Fa~r bxcellent 

Density 14 g/cm3 7 5 g/cm3 8 7 g/cm3 4 5 g/cm3 

Clast~c Modulus (St~ffness) 90 GPa 145-220 GPa 207 GPa 101 GPa 

Sag Resistance Poor Lo excellent Excellent bxcellcnl Good 

lechniclue Senut~v~ty M~nimal Moderately h ~ g h  Moderately hlgh bxtremely hlgh 

Rond LO Porcelaiil Lxcellent 1 an Cood to excellent 1 all 

Metal Cost Hlgh Low 1 ow Low * 

"The dcn('11 Iahoratoly costs Ihr fahric,~ting sslct,il-ccra~nic- pl-osthcscs arc high fol- CP Ti, slid the uumber oT dcntal labor,i- 
101-ics with t l~is  capability is limited. 
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I he creep (sag deformation) ~es i s t~~nce  of nickel-based alloys at porcelain firing 
temperatules is considered to be far superioi to the resistance of gold based alid pal- 
ladium-based ~l loys  undel the same conditions. One study revealed th'it under an 
applied Rend~ng stless of 19.6 MPa, the relative creep rates (meas~rled as mid-span 
deflection rates) of cast metal strips at 1000' G were approximately 1.8 nim/min 
for a pallc~ciiun~-copper-gallic~m alloy, 1 1 mm/min for a gold-palladium alloy, 
0 9 mm/min fol a gold-palladium-sllvcr alloy, and 0.6 mm/min fol a nickel- 
chromium-be~ylliunl alloy. 'I he higher creep values indicate that greater distoltion 
of long-span framewo~ks is more likely to lesull at elevated temperatules unless 
slpecial precautions ale taken by the dental technician 

The tarnish and co~rosion resistance of base metal alloys coritaining nickel is of 
principal concern because of the allergic potential of nickel and nickel compounds. 
Little infolmation is available on the influence of corrosion p~oducts, which form 
undel in vivo conditions. 

The bond strength values of nickel-chromium and cobalt-chromium alloys to 
porcelain as determined from in vitro studies have not generally been shown to be 
superior or inferior to those for noble metal alloys. Furthermore, clinical studies 
have not demonstrated a difference in the failure incidence between metal-ceramic 
restorations made from base metal alloys and those fablicated hom noble metal 
alloys However, some research indicates that certain characteristics of the oxide 
layer that forms on these alloys during preoxidation and porcelain firing cycles may 
adversely affect the bond strength of metal-ceramic restorations. An oxide layer that 
is nonadherent to the alloy substrate is susceptible to delamination under relatively 
low stresses. Contrary to previous theories for noble dental alloys, the thickness of 
this oxide layer or wettability of the oxide layer by porcelain may not be as impor- 
tant in the control of metal-ceramic adhelciice to base metal alloys as the adherence 
of the oxide layer to the metal substrate 

For the labolatory technician to produce the optimum rnetal oxide cha~ncte~i\- 
tlcs, the instructrons horn the rnanutncbulcl must he followed pl eclsely t lowever, 
some Instmctlons are ~elatively Implecise kor example, sorne alloys reclulre a light 
sandblasting procedure alkcr the nietal oxide i s  fo~lned du~ ing  the initial oxidation 
step (somelimes intolrectly te~rned degasszny by dental labolato~y personnel) 
Although a 50 prn nluminurn oxide ahlasive is genelnlly ~ecommended, the purlty 
level is not ~lsually specified The use of m o ~  e eco11omIca1, lower-purity n l u n l i ~ l ~ ~ ~ n  
oxide abrasives by dellla1 technicians could contaminate the metal surface and sub- 
sequently affect the integrity of the metal-ce~amic adherence zone The ah~lity of a 
laboratory ~echnician to discriminate light from moderate grit-blasting to Iernove 
these surface oxides is one example of the technique sensitivity of base metal alloys. 
Other procedures that may be more technique-sensitive than those for noble metal 
alloys include the determination of the proper casting temperature and the judg- 
ment of the proper flow-point of solder during the presoldering psocess 

The thermal contraction differential between base metal alloys and dental 
porcelains may, under certain conditions, contribute to high levels of stress in 
porcelain, which could induce cracking of porcelain or delayed failure. Although 
the thermal expansion and contraction values of base metal alloys generally fall 
within the range of noble metal alloys, porcelain craclzing occasionally results 
when the thermal expansion and contraction differences between metal and porce- 
lain are excessive 

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of nickel-based alloys is the variability in qual- 
ity and strength of presoldered connectors Flexure tests of presolde~ed specilllens 
reveal relatively brittle fracture patterns, which typically propagate within the solder. 
Tensile tests have demonstrated both intlasolder and interfacial types of failu~e. 
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The principal defects within the solder alloy are voids, localized shrinkage porosity, 
allti flux inclusions. Beryllium-containing alloys are generally more difficult to sol- 
der, and specimens of these alloys contain relatively high co~lce~ltratio~ls of voids 
within the solder joint. 

'1'0 circumvent the uncertainties and variations associated with presoldering pro- 
cedures, some dental technicians prefer- to avoid the soldeling process by ~~si r lg  a 
cast-joining procedule instead. A pontic is cut diagonally in half, and each half is 
prepared with large undercut channels. After each half of the bridge is stabilized on 
an occlusal index, the undercul areas are waxed to full contour, sp~ued, invested, 
burned out, and cast with new metal. 'l'his process is known as c-a~1-joinzng. No clin- 
ical research has been performed to identify the adequacy of [his approach. 
Iloweve~, it should be noted that the two components are retained by mechanical 
interlocking effects and the excessive displacement of these regions will liltely cause 
polcelaill fracture. 

The elastic modulus of base metal alloys is as much as two times greater than the 
values for some of the more popular noble metal alloys. 'l'o take advantage of this 
property, some clinicians have proposed that the coping thickness in veneered areas 
can be reduced from the minimum thickness of 0.3 mm that is recommended 
for noble metal alloys to a uniform thickness of 0.1 mm. l'heoretically, the cross- 
section area of cast interproximal connectors can be reduced from 4-8 mm2 to 
1-2 mm2 when base metal alloys are used. 'l'hese drastic changes in procedure 
should be analyzed by controlled research studies before such procedures are 
adopted for clinical practice. Jones (1983) has criticized this approach on the basis 
that the deflection of a base metal alloy beam will be greater than that of a gold 
alloy beam if the former is reduced in thickness by 50°h, even though its modulus 
of elasticity is highel. The deflection of a cantilever beam is inversely proportional 
to t ' ~ ,  where t is the beam thickness in the plane of bending and E is the elastic 
modulus. Jolles concluded that the connector thickness can be reduced by only l6(!/0 
when the elastic modulus is doubled. Furthermore, a reduction of the coping thick- 
ness from 0.3 mm to 0.1 mm is likely to increase the risk for porcelain fl-dclui-e 
because of the increased flexibility of the coping. However, a recent study based on 
finite element stless analysis of stresses induced in anterior PI+M crowns under intra- 
oral forces inclicates that a reduction of base metal coping thicltness (in veneered 
areas) from 0.3 to 0. I mm has only a slight effect on porcelain stresses. 

Ihe mechanical properties of nicltel-based alloys for fixed prosthodontics are 
Itnown to vary considerably. Asgar et a1 (1  968) reported that the 0.2% offset yield 
strength of 14 nickel-based alloys ranged from 310 MPa to 828 MPa in the as-cast 
condition. After a heat-treatment process, the yield strength decreased to between 
241 MPa and 724 MPa. The hardness values of these 14 alloys were comparable. 
These authors also reported lower modulus of elastic values, for example, 
152 GPa for some of these base metal alloys after heat treatment. In com- 
parison, the modulus of elasticity for some palladium-silver alloys approximately 
117 GPa. 

In general, the high hardness and high strength of these base metal alloys con- 
tribute to certain difficulties in clinical practice. Grinding and polishing of f ~ e d  
restorations to achieve proper occlusion occasionally requires more time at chair- 
side. Removal of defective restorations may also require more time. Repair of crowns 
with fractured porcelain veneers, which may be simply performed on noble metal 
substrates using pin-retained facings or metal-ceramic onlays, is more difficult to 
accomplish when the failed restoration has a framework cast with nickel-based or 
cobalt-based alloys. Such difficulties may partially offset the economic advantage of 
these alloys. 
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Despite the widespread use of nickel-based alloys for metal-ceramic restorations, 
claims for the safety of these alloys have not yet been universally accepted The aller- 
genic effects of nickel on dental patients and the potential toxic effects of nicltel and 
beryllium on laboratory technicians continue to cause concern within the dental 
plofession. The systemic response to metallic nickel and nickel conlpounds due to 
int~aoral corrosion and dissolution of niclzel-based restorations over extended peri- 
ods of time have not been studied adequately. '1 he dental profession may he ova- 
generalizing the relative safety of nickel alloys because of the lack of allergy-induced 
intraoral lesions observed in private practices. Additional anirnal studies are needed 
to characterize the acute and chlonic toxicities of nicltel compounds that may occu~ 
in dental prostheses. In addition to the rislts associated with nicltel, the potential for 
dermatological and systemic effects that may result from patient and personnel 
exposure to cobalt alloys should not he overlooked. 

Although allergic reactions are of some concern, the toxicity potential of cobalt- 
chromium alloys appears to be insignificant. Little research has been performed to 
determine the carcinogenic potential of nickel on dental laboratory technicians. 
In addition, animal and human studies are needed to determine the effect of nicltel 
and beryllium exposure on the reproductive system. In the interim period, specific 
equipment and facilities that minimize dust and vapor exposure to dental techni- 
cians should be used. This would reduce airborne concentrations of nickel and 
beryllium in commercial dental laboratories and dental offices and also minimize 
the exposure of personnel to airborne debris from noble metal alloys, amalgams, 
porcelains, and other dental materials. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Wha/ three questrons should bc1 asked when usrng n com~nerc~al  dental laboratory for the 

first Ome! 

'I'o ensure the safety of patients, dentists, dental office staff, and dental techni- 
cians, manufacturers and laboratory managers should identify alloys and alloy 
components used in the fabrication of prosthetic devices in terms of elenlents that 
may adversely affect the health of individuals (e.g., nicltel, chromium, cobalt, and 
beryllium). llentists and administrators of dental laboratories are encouraged to 
inform employees who work as technicians regarding the need to avoid inhalation 
exposure to dusts and vapors from alloys. Practitioners are encouraged to docu- 
ment in patient records the content and specific brand names of alloys used in 
restorative materials. EIealth histories should include documentation of patients 
sensitive to metals. Patch testing for sensitivity to metals should not be performed 
by dentists but by professionals trained in the administration and interpretation 
of these tests. Practitioners are encouraged to report case histories of adverse reac- 
tions to metals and other biomaterials to the American Dental Association or 
other national professional organizations. 

Before selecting a base metal alloy for practice, the dentist should aslz the techni- 
cian three basic questions to ensure that the selection is being approached from a 
conservative point of view. These questions are as follows: 

I .  What  is the brand name of the porcelain, the alloy, and the alloy type you are using? 
The response to this question will allow you to classify the alloy (e.g., Ni-Cr, 

Ni-Cr-Be or Co-Cr) ancl determine whether the product has been tested and 
accepted according to the testing standards of national or international standards 
organizations (ADA, ISO, BSI, etc.). Ihe porcelain brand name must be lznown to 
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determine whether a compatible system is being used. A telephone call to  the 
laboratory manager should answer this question. 

2. How long huve you been using  he alloy, and whai are ihe main problems you knve 
experienced 7 

If the alloy-porcelain system has beell used for less than 3 years, limited inlor- 
mation will be available on  the clinical performance of the alloy in metal-ceramic 
prostl~eses. If the technician mentions porcelain debonding or crack formation as 
the major problem, the dentist should find another laboratory or a more reliable 
product. 

-3. I l u v ~  you I ~ a d  (my di/Jiculty in soldering, cast-joining, (or bonding porcelain to the 
alloy used for metal-ceramic pr-osth(:ses? 

IS difficulties have been experienced, the dentist should determine whether they 
have been satisfactorily resolved. If problems still persist, every effort should be 
made to shift to  a laboratory and/or materials system that has at least 3 years of 
proven success in all aspects of use for the indicated purposes of the material system. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the advantages and drawljacks for selection o f  a base metal cast~ng alloy, rather 
than a noble metal cast~ng alloy, for a metal-ceram~c prostliesis? 

PARTIAL DENTURE ALLOYS AND GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION 

Sulnmarized in I'able 19-12 are the properties of niclzel-based and cobalt-based 
paltidl denlure alloys compared wilh high noble alloys, CP Ti, arid Ti-6V-4AI alloy. 
The illail1 advantage of (:P Ti is its biocornpatibility I'i~anium is believed to he the 
nlost b i o ~ o m p ~ ~ t i h l e  of all mt,tals. Howcver, titanium is quite technicluc-sens~tive 
when casting, bonding to polcclain, and solde~ing As noted previously, special (lel- 
atively expensive) machines ale required for casting titanium, in which arc melbillg 
and casting In an ;~lgon atmosphere are typic,llly employed. 

Pleviously, it was noted h a t  thc base metal alloys in widespread use f o ~  ~emov-  
able partial dentule frameworks are Co-Cr, Ni-Cr, and Co-Cr-Ni. I3e1yllium is 
added to the corng>ositions of some niclzel-hased alloys to reduce tllei~ liquidus 

Mechanical Properties of Removable Partial Denture Alloys 

Yield Tensile Elastic 
strength strength Elongation Hardness modulus 

Metal type (MPa/ksi) (MPa/ksi) ("A) ) (HV) (GPa/ksi x I oJ) 

Co-Cr* (A) 7101 103 

Ni-Cr * (R) 690/100 

Co-Cr-Ni* (C) 470168 

Type 1V Goldt 433171.5 

CP Ti 344150 

(A, 13, (,, and D: Data f ~ - o m  Mort-is I-lt' e( dl: I Prosthet Dent 41:388, 1979.) 
*Kcnch cooletl irl investr~leilt after ~ ~ 1 s t  ing. 
'Age-h,lrdcncd. 
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temperature and facilitate casting of the metal 7he mechanical properties of 
representative Co-Cr, Ni-Cr, and Fe-Ci alloys given in Table 19-12 reflect rela- 
tively high elastic moduli. This property suggests that the thickness of pa~tial  
dentuie frameworks can be thlnner than those for Type IV gold, CP Ti, and 
1 i-6V-4AI alloy. The ductility of CP Ti is significantly greater than that of the six 
alloys. The lowel yield strength and tensile strength and higher per-centnge elon- 
gation of <:P Ti suggest that cast clasps may be mole easily adjusted. Mechanical 
properties of Inore recently introduced Co-Cr and Ni-Cr alloys have been 
reported in the article by Bridgeport et a1 (1991) listed in the Selected liendings 
sectlon 

As noted, the advantages of these cobalt-based and nickel-based alloys ale their 
high elastic modulc~s (compared with the hardened Type IV gold alloys that were 
formerly used for ~elnovable pa~tial denture framewo~lzs) and their low unit metal 
cost. Particular concerns are the higher hardness of some alloys compared with 
tooth enamel, which can cause in vivo wear, as well as the need for special finishing 
equipment in the dental laboratory and the tendency of these alloys to undergo 
rapid work hardening 

When adjusting clasps on the cast framework, caution should be talien by the 
dental laboratory technician or the cl inicia~~ to avoid fracture, even with those 
partial denture alloys that exhibit higher values of percent elongation. The rapid 
work hardening is associated with the complex microstructures of these alloys, 
which arise from their complex elemental compositions. Because of the absence 
of known grain-refining elements, the as-cast microstructures ale dendritic, with 
facile pathways for crack propagation. Morris and Asgar ( 1975) (see Table 19-1 2) 
found h a t  hedl tlealniellt was ineffective ill generally improving the mechanical 
properties of these alloys, w h ~ c h  ale recom~nended for clinical use in the as-cast 
condition 

It is very important fol the dentist to select n dcnbal 1~ho1ato1y w ~ t l ~  n technmi- 
cian who ns highly experienced in fabl icatrng palala1 clrarntulc FI-amcworlts I3rcausc 
of the11 high ~neltillg points, these alloys are induction-rmeltec~ ,and cdsr using 
phosphate-bonded or ~ilic~ate-bonded Invcstmcrrts, as ~ecomrn~nded  by the man- 
ufacture~; and they exhibit high casting shrinliage with a potential lor cdstnng 
defects I'he Ni-(h and Co-(11-Ni alloys wele foiund by B ~ ~ d g e p o ~ t  et a1 (1093) to 
have higher medn values of elongation than the Go-(:I alloys, but studies dre 
needed to determine whetlie1 the foirner alloy types exl-nibit belles- long-term 
clil~ical per for~nd~~cc  

CRlTlCAL QUESTIONS 

What factors must be considered by thc dental laboratory and dentist for [he preparation 

and arljustment of pnrt~al denture tramcworlcs cast from base metal alloys? What are the 

men& and drawbacks for tlie use of altcrnat~ve techniques to casting for dental alloys! 

ALTERNATIVES T O  CAST METAL TECHNOLOGY 

Cast metals are used in dental laboratories to produce inlays, onlays, crowns, con- 
ventional all-metal fixed paltidl dentures (TPDs), metal-ceramic FPDs, resin-bonded 
PPDs, e~ldodontic posts, and frameworks for removable partial dentures. I h r  met- 
als must exhibit (1)  biocompatibility, (2) ease of melting, (3) millinla1 ieactivity 
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with the mold (investment) material, (4) excellent castability, (5) little solidifica- 
tion shrinkage, ( 6 )  sound brazed (01 soldered) connectors, (7) acceptable polisha- 
bility, (8) good wear resistance, (3) high yield strength and fatigue resistance, 
(10) acceptable sag resistance (metal-ceramic alloys), and (11) excellent tarnish and 
corrosion resistance. Generally, conventional It-pe I1 and 111 gold alloys represent 
the standards against which the performance of other casting alloys are judged. 

Four other technologies are currently available to avoicl the challenges and cost 
associated with the metal-casting process. These include: (1) sintering (or diffusion 
bonding) of burnished metal foil, (2) CAD-CAM processing of metal blocks, 
(3)  copy milling of metal blocks, and (4) electroformillg of metal copings. 

Sintering of Burnished Foil 

'I'he most commonly used commercial foil system (Captek; Precious Metals Co Inc, 
Altamonte Springs, FL) requires three pairs of materials to form composite metal 
structures: (1) Captek P and Captek (3, which are used to fabricate crown copings 
and fixed partial denture abutments; (2) Capcon and Capfil, which are used to 
connect copings; and (3) Captek Repair paste and Capfil, which are used to add 
material to Captek structures. Captek copings contain 88.2 wt% Au, 9.0 wtO/o 
platinum-group metals (including 4 wtO/o Pt), and 2.8 wtO/o Ag. The copings are 
made with a thickness of 0.25 mm for anterior crowns and 0.35 mm for posterior 
crowns. The inner and outer gold-rich layers are approximately 25 ym in thickness, 
and the middle layer is made of a gold-platinum metal. The Captek P layer is 
adapted first to the die and fired at a temperature of 1075" C. During this firing cycle, 
the adhesive and binders are eliminated, and the Pd and Pt pnrticles become inter- 
co~lnccted by sintering to form a three-dimensional netwo

r

k of capillary channels. 
Captelz <: is applied over the Captek P coping, the former containing 37 wtoh gold 
plus binders. The Captek G nlet'll is draw11 by capillary action into the netwolk 
structure of the Captek P coping vacated by the adhesive binder. Captelz (: is 
plovidect in two thicknesses, one for anterior copings and one for posterior copings. 
A 0.35-mm-thick layer of porcelain is applied to the coping, which may or may not 
require the Capbond bonding agent. 

The main advantage of Chptek crowns is the very low lnetal thickrless that can be 
achieved, which ensures minimal tooth reduction or improved aesthetics cornpared 
with conventional metal-ceramic crowns made with cast metal copings. For exam- 
ple, the metal margin of a C:aptek coping can be ground to a thickness of 50 pm, 
and the total thickness of lnetal and porcelain call be as low as 0.3 mm, although 
optimal aesthetics dictates that anterior crown thicknesses of 0.7 to 1.0 mm are 
indicated. Posterior crown thicknesses should be a minimum of 1.2 mm to resist 
fracture. 

CAD-CAM Processing 

Directly placed restorations can be made of direct-filling gold Dental amalgam, an 
acid-base cement, or a polymer resin-based composite. Indirect restorations use 
cast alloys, sintered ceramics, or polymerized resins. These processes restrict the 
range of materials that can be used. CAD-CAM (computer-aided design and corn- 
puter-aided machining) systems provide an alternative method to produce metal, 
ceramic, or composite restorations without the need for processes that require two 
or more patient appointments for a given type of restoration or prosthesis. For 
example, CAD-CAM technology allows a technician or dentist to use higher quality 
ceramics, which have been produced under nearly ideal conditions. Such materials 
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exhibit several improved proper-ties compared with conventional sintered or hot- 
pressed ceramics. 

'lhis processing method was developed in the early 1980s to produce ceramic 
inlays and crowns during one chair-side appointment. Altholrgh CAD-CAM pro- 
cessing of metal crowns and other prostheses is not commonly used, the basic 
process is important to understand because rnany products in the future will be fab- 
ricated using this technology. As an alternative to (he metal-casting process, the 
metal can be milled or ground from a metal block  sing a CAD-CAM process or by 
electrolytic or electrical dischdrge removal of metal. 'l'he following description focuses 
on the former option, since it is the most widely used technology. A CAL)-CXV~ system 
electronically or digitally records surface coordinates of the prepared tooth and 
stores these retrieved data in the memory of a computer. The image data can be 
retrieved immediately to mill or grind a metal, ceramic, or composite prosthesis by 
computer control from a solid block of the chosen material. Within minutes, the 
prosthesis can be fabricated and placed in a prepared tooth and bonded or 
cemented in the mouth of the patient in a period ranging from 10 min to I hr. 

The optical scanning procedure eliminates the need for an impression. An advan- 
tage of ceramics is that homogeneous, high-quality materials with minimal porosity 
and other typical defects are designed for CAD-CAM application. The computer- 
controlled milling machine can then be used to perform the milling or grinding for 
fabrication of a ceramic prosthesis within a few minutes. The CAD-CAM technique 
could also be used to prepare prostheses from CP Ti or Ti-GAl-4V alloy that would 
not contain bulk casting defects or the hard alpha (a)  case found near the surface 
of cast titanium prostheses. 

Copy Milling 

This process is based on the principle of tracing the surface of a pattern that is then 
replicated fiom a blank of ceramic, composite, o~ metal that is ground, cut, or milled 
by a rotating wheel whose motion is controlled by a liink through the tracing device. 
The process is similar to that associated with cutting a key blank using a tracing of a 
master key One commercial system of this type (Celay, Mikrona lechnologies, 
Spreitenbach, Switzerland) has been in use since 1991 The pattern to be traced is 
made fiom a blue-coloied resin-based composite (Celay-Tech, '3M bSI'E). 

Electroforming 

A master cast of the prepared tooth (teeth) is prepared and coated with a special die 
spacer to facilitate separation of the duplicating material. The dies are duplicated with 
a gypsum product that has a setting expansion of 0.1% to 0.2%. After applying a con- 
ductive silver layer to its surface, the die is connected to a plating head and connected 
to a power source and then placed in a plating solution. After a sufficiently thick layer 
of gold or other metal is deposited, the gypsum is removed and the coping is sand- 
blasted. The coping is then coated with a bonding agent during the wash bake, and 
subsequent ceramic layers are condensed and sintered in a conventional way. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the differences among soldering, brazing, and welding? ? 
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SOLDERING OF DENTAL ALLOYS 
Substrate Metal for Soldering 

Metal-joining ope~dtions are ~rsually divided into three categor~es brazing, solder- 
ing, and welding. ' I  he definitions seem r ernarkably similar. I'he pr1mal-y diflerence 
between soldeling and b lu ing  is that brazing requires a heating temperature above 
450" C (840 F) but below the solidus temperature of the substrate metal(s). 
'The difference between these two processes and welding is that welding may not 
require a filler metal and the metal surfaces to be joined will fuse locally. l o r  den- 
tal applications the term soldcling 1s commonly used to describe the build-up of a 
contact area or the joining of two metal pal ts, such as components of a fixed par- 
tial denture or an intraoral appliance The soldering process involves the substrate 
metal(s) to be joined, a filler metal (usually called solder), a flux, and a heat source 
All are equally important, and the role of each must be taken into consideration to 
solder metal components successfully. Some of the terms and definitions listed in 
the Key Terms section are modified versions of those provided in the Melals 
l fandbook,  Desk Edztion (1992). The terms and definitions that follow serve as a ref- 
erence to differentiate among brazing, soldering, and welding. Because the liquidus 
temperature of the filler metal is the only difference between the terms brazzng and 
solderzng, the term solderzng is used subsequently as a general term to describe both 
processes. 

The substrate metal, sometimes known as the baszs metal, is the orlginal pure 
metal or alloy that is prepared for joining to another substrate metal or alloy. Before 
casting became the popular method of producing metal prosthetic structures, many 
appliances wele constnlcted by f o ~  ming shapes flom wrought plate and wire and 
then soldering lhcse pieces together to ploduce the required configu~dtion 

Dental casting ,rlloys that can be soldeled or welded include gold-based, silver- 
based, p,llladium-based, nickel-based, cobnlt-based, and titanium-based alloys, as 
well as com~~ie~cidlly pule titanium Note that the pr~nciples f o ~  soldering o~ weld 
ing arc thc s,lme f o ~  ally subst1 ate metal However, tlirs does not mean that ~ h c  case 
of soldering on welding 1s the same for any substrate metal lhus the individual who 
performs (he soldering o~ welding procedure should have consiclerable knowledge 
about the optimal p~oceduie for cleaning the surfaces to allow rrltimale contact w ~ t h  
molten filler metal, the most compatible fjller metal to be used, and the heating 
tcrnpercltule that will ensure adecl~ratc flow 01 hl le~  rnet;tl or fusion ol adjacent s ~ u -  
laces if wclciing is pel formed 

The compos~tion of the substrate metal determines its melting range. As ple- 
viously noted, the soldering should take place below the solidus temperature of 
the substrate metal(s). The composition of the substrate metal determines the 
oxide that forms on the surface during heating, and, if used, a flux must be able 
to reduce this oxide, inhibit f ~ ~ r t h e r  oxidation, or facilitate its removal 'The com- 
position and cleanliness of the substrate metal and the temperature to which it is 
heated determine the wettability of the substrate by the molten solder alloy. 
'I'he solder chosen must wet the metal at as low a contact angle as possible to 
ensure wetting of the joint area To prevent flow onto adjacent areas, an antiflux 
such as rouge mixed with chloroform can be painted on the areas before heating 
the assembly. 

The manufacturer or supplier is responsible for providing explicit instructions for 
eliminating the oxide layer during the joining process. The instructions for every 
alloy should also include a recommendation for the appropriate filler metal (sol- 
der) and flux. lor  alloys that will be bonded to porcelain, this recommendation 
should include filler metals for both prefiring (presolder) and postfiling (postsolder), 
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and the applopriate flux f o ~  the s ~ ~ b s t ~ a t e  alloy As stated ea~liei in t h ~ s  chapter, the 
technical lerrn for joining metals befole fi~lng of the veneering ceramlc layeis is 
prebolderzng (01 prehrazing), and the technical term for joining metals after the 
veneering process is postsoldering (01 postbtuzzng) 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M W l ~ t  m,~tennls nrld methods tan  he used to cnh,lnce oer rest, rct the flow of soldeer ? 

Soldering Flux 

The Latin word flux means "flow." Soldering filler metals are designed to melt, wet 
the surface(s) of the part(s) to be joined, and flow across clean metal surfaces; they 
cannot wet oxidized surfaces without the use of a flux The purpose of a flux is to 
eliminate any oxide coating on the substrate metal surface when the filler metal is 
molten and ready to flow into place. Fluxes may be divided into the following three 
types, according to their primary purpose. 

(Type I) Surface prole~tzon-Covers the metal surface and prevents access to oxygen 
so that no oxides can form 

(7ype [I)  Reduczng agent-Reduces any oxides present and exposes clean metal. 
(Type 111) Solvenl-Dissolves any oxides present and caries them away 
She composition of most comrne~cial fluxes is formulated to accomplish two 

01 thee  of these purpost.~. rluxes h'lve temperature ranges for optin~um activity 
In b~eaking down oxides Thus a flux that is designed for p~esoldering may 1701 

do well for postsoldcring, and vice versa. Fol instance, a b o ~ ~ x  flux is usually too 
fluid to ~emain  in place for presoltlerirlg, and a fluo~idc flux may not have, sufll- 
cient chemical activity at the lower postsolder ing ternpcratures In ddclition, flue- 
ride-containing fluxes are lilzely to  attack the porcelain i l  they ale used lo] 
postsoldeling 

rluxes for use with noble metal alloys are genernlly based on borlc or borate com- 
pounds such as boiic acid, boric anhydi~de, and bo~ax  I hey act as p~otective fluxes 
(Type I) by forming a low-temperature glass 1 hey ale also ~educing fluxes (Typc 11) 
for low-stability oxides such as copper oxide. 

Because the oxides that form on base metal alloys ale Inore stable, fluoride fluxes 
(Iype 111) are used to dissolve chromium, nickel, and cobalt oxides. They usually 
contain borates as glass formers (protective), and the fluoride dissolves any metal 
oxide with which it comes in contact, acting as a solvent. 

'I he flux may be used by painting it on the substrate metal at the juilction of the 
pieces to be joined, or it may be fused onto the surface of the filler metal stiip. One 
product is furnished as a filler metal in a tubulai form, and the flux is contained 
inside the tube. This type is called prefluxed solder 

Whatever technique is used, it is of primary importance to minimize the amount 
of flux used. Excess flux may become entrapped within the filler metal and cause a 
weakened joint Itesidual flux that is covered with porcelain can cause discolorarion 
and bubbling of the porcelain. Flux, when combined with metal oxides, forms a 
glass during the soldering process that is difficult to remove completely. A two-step 
method fol removing residual glass from some metals is to sandblast the joint 
immediately after removal from the ir~vestment with alumina abrasive particles and 
to follow by boiling in water for about 5 minutes 
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Soldering (Brazing) Filler Metal 

Soldering filler metal compositions are as diverse as the compositions of the sub- 
strate metals. 'l'he filler metal must be compatible with the oxide-free substrate 
metal, but it does not necessarily have a similar composition. Compatibility consists 
of three primary properties: (1) sufficiently low flow temperature; (2) ability to wet 
the substrate metal; and (3) sufficient fluidity at the flow temperature. Other prop- 
erties that should be considered include an acceptable color and adequate liar-dness, 
strength, and tarnish and corrosion resistance. 

Flow temperature is that temperature at which the filler metal wets and flows on 
the substrate metal and produces a bond. It is not related to any physical property 
of the alloy, such as the liquidus temperature. The flow temperature of the filler 
metal is usually higher than its liquidus temperature. The flow temperature of 
a filler rnelal varies, depe~lding on the combination of substrate metal, flux, and 
ambient atmosphere. 'lbis temperature should be specified by the filler metal man- 
ufacturer and is one of the requirements of a standard established by the 
International Organization for Standardization (IS0 9333). 'l'his standard also 
provides a method for its determination. 

'The flow temperature of the filler metal should be lower than the solidus tem- 
perature of the metals being joined. A general rule is that the flow temperature of 
the filler metal should be at least 55.6" C (100" F) lower than the solidus tempera- 
ture of the substrate metal. For a presoldered alloy substrate that will be veneered 
with porcelain, a higher-melting-range solder is usually needed to avoid remelting 
the solder when the porcelain is fired and to prevent sag deformation of a bridge 
framework during subsequent porcelain firing. 

Wetting of the substrate metal hy the filler metal is essential to produce a bond. 
'IPle wetting phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 2. Wetting may he ~lnderstood by 
comparing the placement o l  a drop of water on a piece of wax and on a piece of 
soap. The drop of water "balls up" on the wax and contacts the wax over a smallcr 
area. O n  the soap, i t  spreads as far as the amount olwater allows. The water wets (he 
soap, whereas it does not wet the wax. 

Similarly, if pure silver is melted on nickel or nicl<el-based alloys, it stands up in 
a ball, as seen on the right side olFigi~re 19-6. In contr-as[, when pure silver- is melted 
on gold and palladi~um-silver alloys, it spreads over the surface. Howevel; spreading 
of a molten metal does not occur if an oxide layer is present o n  the surface of the 
substrate metal, hecause oxides have poor weltability characteristics. 

When two different substrate metals are joined through the use o l  a filler metal, 
such as a cast gold alloy crown to a bridge made of a Pd-Ag alloy, the filler mela1 

Fig. 19-6 P~lre silver melted on three tlifierent ~ l l oys .  It wcts thc. golti (Au) ~ l l o y  ailti ~),lll,rdium-silver 
(Pd-Ag) ~ l l o y  h ~ ~ t  clors not Ilow onto the s~~rface of the b,rsc m e t i  (Ni-Cr-Be) ~ l l o y .  (C:o~irtesy of 
(1.E. l~igersoll.) 
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Fig. 19-7 Joining of two different substrate metals with the filler metal (in center). Left, Good bonding 
with no alloying between the filler metal and substrate metal. Right, A nodular region of alloying that 
has occurrcd dt the interface between the filler metal and another substrate alloy, which is not d is t in~t  
in this micrograph. (Courtesy of C.E. Ingersoll.) 

represents a compromise If the flow temperature of the filler metal is close to or 
above the solidus of either substrate metal, alloying can take place through a weld- 
ing process Figure 19-7 shows such a soldered joint Two different substrate metals 
are joined. In this case, the interface between the filler metal and substrate metal is 
~elxesented by a sharply defined plane If the substrate metal has melted at the joirl~ 
surface, the intellace region is ~ndistinct because of alloying o~ an interaction layer 
(nodulc~r area to the right of the soldel boundauy) that has formed between the sub- 
strate metal and filler metal Diff~tsion of fillel atoms lrlto the substi,ltc nnctal and 
d~iiusion of substlate mela1 atoms into the solde~ing  metal ,uc controlled by tern- 
pelarure and time Alloying can take place by d~f fus~on  if the kxnpelaturr rernalns 
suificiently high f o ~  a suffrc~e~~tly long lrrue An alloy fo~med  lh~ougll d ~ l f ~ i s ~ o n  can 
have propelties different from those of both the solder and the suhftrate metal 
As shown In l igure 19-8, for a nuclzel-based alloy with a gold solder, (he lesultant 

Fig. 19-8 Micrograph showing ~ l l o y i n g  .tt interlace bctwccn a goltl-alloy solder l n c l ~ l  ,r~iti a b<lse 
metal substrate. ~ 1 0 0 .  (Clourtcsy of C.E. Ingersoll.) 
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Fig. 19-9 A sag test in which soltleri~ig (brazing) of ,> nickel-l)c?srd alloy with ,r gold-hasetl soldering 
,tlloy (top) protluceci a gold-nickel cliffusion zonc. Tlhc soltlrrecl rod has sagget\ as coml),lrc~d with the 
nonsoltlerr~d rod (bottom). ((:ourtesy o f  C.E. Ingersoll.) 

diffusion process can form an alloy of gold and nickel that can begin to melt at 
950" C (1740" r). Such an alloy could then melt during the firing of porcelain if the 
soldered metals are used in a metal-ceramic prosthesiz. 'l'he result of this process is 
distortion of the prosthesis, as demonstrated for a soldered bar at the top of 
Figure 19-9. I'or this reason, gold-based filler metals should not be used as a presol- 
der for base metal alloys. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Which type of torch gas should be used /or soldering noble alloys? Why can't all torch 
gasses be used? 

HEAT SOURCES FOR SOLDERING 
Flame Temperature 

The heat source is an important p a t  of the solclering process The mosl cornlnorl 
instrument for the appl~cntion of heat is a gas-air oi gas-oxygen tolch, and the type 
of toich should be chosen dccordi~lg to the fuel being used I'lle~e is ,I tendency to 
choose fuel based on its flaine temperature, but the flarne tcmpcratule tells only half 
the story Although an alloy cannot be melted if its ~mclting rangc is higher than the 
flarne tempelatule, all the gases shown in lable 19-1 3 potentially have f1,irne tern- 
pelatures h ~ g h  enough to melt any dental castlllg alloy currently in use. The flame 
must provide enough heat to raise the temperatule of both the substlate metal and 
the filler metal to the soldeling tempeiature ([he flow lerrlpelnture of the filler 
metal). One must also compensate for heat loss to the surroundings. Thermal 
energy is derived from the heat of combustion of the fuel, and the heat content is 
measured in calories per cubic meter or British thermal units (BTLI) per cubic foot 
of the fuel. The lower the heat content of the fuel, the more cubic feet of fuel must 

Fuel Gas Characteristics 

Flame temperature Heat content 

Fuel (with oxygen) " C " F kcal/m3 (BTU/ft") 

Hydrogen 2660 4820 2362 275 

Natural gas 2680 4855 8838 1000 

PI opanc 2850 51 60 21221 2385 

Acetylene 31 40 5685 12884 1448 
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be bur-lied to provide the recluired total heat. A lowel heat content of fuel requires a 
longer pe~iod for heating to the desired temperature and is associated with mole 
danger of oxidation during the soldering process. 

Hydrogen 

'llie low heat conte~lt value for hychogen indicates that heating would be slow when 
it is used as a fuel. 'l'he loss of he,lt to the nil; to the soldering investment, arid to the 
other parts of the casting might be enough to take up all of the heat genelateci by 
the flame. llsing hydrogen, it is inipossible to bring the joining area of a large bridge 
up to the proper temperature ~ecluired fol p~esoldering. 

Natural Gas 

The heat content of natural gas is about four times that of hydrogen gas and calm be 
expected to raise the temperature of the soldered joint four times as fast. However, 
the value in this instance is an average value for dry natural gas. 'l'he gas that is nor- 
mally available is nonuniform in composition and frequently has water vapor in it. 
Water vapor cools the flame and uses some of the heat content of the gas. This 
explains why some technicians have had trouble with this fuel when melting alloys 
for the casting process. 

Acetylene has the h~ghest flame temperature, and its heat content is greatel than 
that of elthe1 hyd~ogen ol natural g,is However, cel tan problerns are as\oc~ated 
wrth acetylene Ihe varratlon In tempclalu~e fiom one pnit of the f lane to 
anothe.1 may be Inone ~ h a n  100 (: Wnth this v,irl,ltlon, the posltloniimg of the 
torch 1s cnntlciil t o  elm\~lrr tla'at the plopel 7one 0 1  alle fldmc 14 used Acetylcmrc ns 
also '1 chcm~c,~lly unstdhle gas, and r t  aiccon?ilp>oses r~~ncialy to carl>on anti hycdlo- 
gel) (,arbon c,ln be rncompola~cd rrlto both alltkel and p ,~ l ldd l~~n i  alloy\, 1cs111t11mg 
an adver\c effects on si~etkliilm~cal plc>pertle\ of thc\c alloys n l~d  poroslty ram tllc 
poitelarr~ lYycdlogcra can be taLzca~ up  by p;plladru~-nn bascd alloys, potemanally 
I esult~rlg a n  ralcnc,nsed c,lsanng poroslty B~npioper ddju\tment oi the flame may 
extilmg~~lsh the torch wrtlm , ~ n  assoclatc~cl rclc,~se ol c a ~ h o n  ire~nrn thc to~cll  elp Only 
mdlvrduals wn~h extens~ve expellence with 11115 gas shoulcl cons~der lts use f o ~  
metal joilllng plocedules 

Propane 

Of the f ~ ~ e l  gases listed in Table 19-13, the best choice is propane. It has a good 
flame temperatule, and its heat content is the highest of the readily available gases. 
Butane, which is more readily available in some parts of the world, has a similar 
flame temperature and a similar heat content. Both propane and but'lne have the 
advantage of being relatively pure compounds; therefore they are uniform in qual- 
ity, virtually water-free, and clean-burning (provided that the torch flame is properly 
adjusted). 

Oven (Furnace) Soldering 

For oven soldering, a furnace should be chosen with enough wattage to provide [he 
heat required to raise the temperature of the filler metal to its flow point. 'lhe furnace 
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w~ll  also provide a high-temperatu~e environment, so less heat is lost to other parts 
of the bridge or to the ambient atmosphere than with torch solclering 

illle success of furnace solde~ing depends on the heat t~ansmission from the heat- 
ing elements to the substrate metals Tor maximum success in furnace soldering, the 
person performing the soldering process should be familiar with the three modes of 
heat transm~ssion. co~lvection (transmission by means of ail currents), conduction 
(transmission by conducta~lce through the furnace st~uctule), and radlant heat 
(tlansm~ssion by ladiation from the heating coils). 

Before the metal subst1 ate that will be soldered is placed into the oven, a uniform 
coating of a paste flux should he applied to the surface to be solde~ed Care should 
be taken to avoid the use of an excessive amount of flux, because some lesidue may 
he incorpo~ated into the solder joint, thereby weakening the structure 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M How can one best assess whether the quality o /a  solderjoint is acceptable? 

TECHNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS FOR SOLDERING 

Operator skill, an important element of successf~1l soldering, is a combination of 
psychomotor ability, knowledge of soldering principles, technique, and experience. 
'[his skill is especially important in torch soldering. 

Except for the joining of two bridge units, soldering is generally an emergency 
procedure to repair a metal appliance that may exhibit casting defects, an inacle- 
cluate proximal contact area, or distortion that occurred during previous fabrication 
procedures 'Technicians may experience proble~ns simply hecause they do not sol- 
der metals routinely, and because skill cannot be maintained, partic~~la~ly in torch 
soldering, without practice. 'l'he problem is amplified when alloys of titanium, 
nickel, or cobalt are involved because of the difficulty in removing the surface 
oxide(s). 

Technical Procedures 

The soldcling technique i~lvolves several critical steps: (1) cleaning and preparing 
the surfaces to be joined, (2) assembling the parts to be joined, (3) preparing and 
fluxing the gap surfaces between the parts, (4) maintaining the proper position 
of the parts during the procedure, (5) controlling the proper temperature, and 
(6) controlling the time to ensure adequate flow of solder and complete filling of 
the solder joint. 

Gap. The optimum gap between parts of s~tbstrate metal to be joined has never 
been defined. If the gap is too great, the joint strength will be controlled by the 
strength of the filler metal. If the gap is too narrow, the strength will probably be 
limited by flux inclusions, porosity caused by incomplete flow of the filler metal, or 
both. Inclusions or porosity can lead to distortion if any heating, such as porcelain 
application, takes place after the soldering operation. 

The two bars shown in Figure 19-10 are of the same niclzel-based alloy. They were 
c~ i t  in ~ l l e  same manner and prepa~ed for soldering exactly in the same way except 
for the gap. The gap for the upper bar was 1.0 mm, whereas the gap for the lower 
bar was 0.3 mm. Both bars were soldered with the same filler metal. 'lhe upper bar 
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Fig. 19-10 The upper bar was soldered w ~ t h  an cxccsslve gap When ~t was tested to fa~lure under 
tenslon, the fa~lure o~currecl In [he f~l ler  metal The lower bar, w ~ t h  a proper gap, f,l~lecl In the substrate 
nictdl (( ourtesy of C t  Ingersoll ) 

failed in the filler metal. The lower bar failed in the substrate metal even though the 
tensile strength of the substrate metal was greater than that of the filler metal. 

Flame. The flame can be divided into foul zones as shown in kigure 13-11, and 
the portion of the flame used to heat the soldering assembly is at the tip ot the 
reducing Lone, because this produces the most efficient burning process and 
the most heat An irnproperly adjusted torch or impropelly pos~troned llarue call 
lend to oxidation of the substrate ol filler metal and may 1esul1 in a poor soldei 
joint It is also possible to introduce ca~bon illto siibstlate and filler rnctal by usmg 
the ~ l n b u ~ n e d  gas poitlon of the flarnc lo prevent oxide fo~rnae~on, the ~ccllnlc~an 
should n o t  lernovc the flame once 11 has heen applied to the joint ale,] untll the sol- 
de~rog process has been completed I he flame provides protection fiom oxldatron, 
especially a1 the soldering tempaature 

Cold mixing zone (unburned gas) 

Partial combustion zone (oxidizing) 

Reducing zone 

Oxidizing zone (burned gas) 

Fig. 19-1 1 Mixing, cornbustion, rcdut ing, ,~nti unburned g~ls zones in a prop~lne-oxygen torch flame. 
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Temperature. The opt~mal tempe~ature ~ c q u ~ r e d  to solder an area should be the 
lowest ternperatule sufficient to p~oduce a sound soldei lolnt lhe  flarne 01 f11111ace 
chambe1 should prov~de enough heat to the substrate metal to reach the flow tenl- 
peratuie of the filler metal lhus the subst~ate rnetal w ~ l l  he hot enough to rnelt the 
fillel metal as soon as the fillel metal contacts the aiea to bc jolntd 

Il~gher temperatures of the substrate metal inc~eaw the poss~lxlity of d~ffus~on 
between substrate metal and filler metal Lowel tenlpe~dtures of h e  subsl~dte metnl 
do not allow the filler metal to wet the substlate metal, and thus no bond~ng 
will occui 

Time. lPle flame should be m'lintained in place u n l ~ l  the filler metal has flowed 
cornpletely into thc connection and a moment longer to rillow the flux or oxide to 
sepalate fiorn the fluid filler metal. This longel time increases the possibility of d ~ f -  
fclsion belween substrate metal and filler metal, wh~le  a shorter time Increases the 
possibility of incomplete filling of the joint and of flux inclusion in the joint. Both 
of these conditions result in weakel soldel joints 

RADIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS O F  SOLDER j O l N T  QUALITY 

When a fixed partial denture is delivered to a dental office from the denla1 labora- 
tory, the processing history of the prosthesis is usually unknown to the dentist 
Of pa~t~cular  importance is the need to identify whether the fixed p'irtial denture 
was cast in one plece or whether it was soldered o~ cast-joined. The flexural stlength 
of a joined metal structure decreases in the following order cast structure, soldered 
structure, cast-joined structure If it is certain that the fixed partial denture was cast 
111 one piccc, t h e ~ e  should be 11ttle concern for its Iractu~e potential LL the stluctule 
W A ' ~  soldcled at onc site, the fracture resistance will be decieased, csl7ec1ally when 
the joint 1s positroncd naolc po\te~ior In thc f~xed pci~tlal clrntule If the t~nrnrwo~k 
wn\ cast-jo~ncd (5ec the lollow~ng wctlon), the structunc sl-lould be careluliy exan- 
ined f o r  c v ~ d ~ n c e  of defects ancl fol po tcn~~a l  mechnn~cdl cfrsplatemcrat d~llln~g 
bend~ng unde~  a m,lnually nppl~ed flexul,ll load in one'c hand\ If any noticeable 
d~splacernenk t an  be detected, the tixcd partlal cienture should be cllscarded ol 
~e tu~neci  to [he labor,lto~y 

Iol c~ther lllc soldeied 01 c,ist-jo~~lrd stiuctules, as well as the cast connection, 
'1 rad~ogiaph~c exam~n~ition of tllc loir~cd alcn can he p e ~ f o ~ m c d  1 he simple\a 
method is to 1,ly the stluctule o n  ,111 unexposed piece 01 ~ntlaor,ll ~admglaphlc 
film and expose the film w ~ ~ h  an x-lay beam, using all acceleratrlig voltage of 
90 kV and a current of 10 mA for 1 s Another f111n should be exposed after 
rotating the fixed partial denture at a 90-degree angle to the initial orlentation 
Shown in Figure 19-12 are radiographic images of a metal-ceiamic framewo~li 
One can clearly see the rad~olucent vo~ds  at the buccal and lingual aspects of the 
posterio~ p~esolde~ed connector, whereas the cast metal in the other embrasure 
alen is sound. 

LASER WELDING O F  COMMERCIALLY PURE T l T A N l U M  

Commercially pure titanium (CP Ti) that is used in dentistry for crowns, IPDs, and 
partial denture frameworks is a highly reactive metal in ail The thin oxide film that 
forms instantaneously on a cleaned surface converts this metal from an active to a 
passive state At tc~npe~atures ~ ~ s e d  f o ~  soldering procedu~es, the thicltness of the 
tit,inium oxide layer inc~eases n~id  may spo~it~~neously dehond fioni the palent 
metal su~face a1 temperatures exceeding 850' C. 'lhus the process of soldering this 
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Fig. 19-12 A, Buccoling~~,ll r,tcliogrnl)hic irnagc oC triclal fr,~rneworlc tirsigncd for '1 rnct~~l-ceramic 
fixed parlial tlenturc (bridge). B, Occlusogingival vicw. Note the radiol~~cencies at lhc buccal and 
l~ngual aspects of the postcrlor soldered connector (A). 

metal using traditional torch-soldering or oven-soldering procedures is technique- 
sensitive, and the quality of the soldered joint is quite variable. 

To effectively join titani~lm components of dental crowns, I:PDs, and partial den- 
ture frameworks, the technician can perform laser welding and plasma welding in 
an argon gas atmosphere. Since laser welding is associated with a lower thermal 
influence on the parts being joined than is plasma welding, it is the preferred 
method for dental applications. An advantage of welding is that the joint will be 
composed of the same pure titanium as the substrate components, thereby pl-eserv- 
ing the excellent biocompatibility potential of CP Ti and avoiding 111~ risk for 
galvanic corrosion effects wilhin the prosthesis. 

A few commercial laser weltling urlits are available foi- joining (:I" 'l'i. 'r'hcse a)-e 
usually based on a pulsed high-power neodymium laser with a very high power den- 
sity. 'l'he first successf~il units of h i s  type include the Dentaurum Dental-L,aser 
DL 2002 (Dentaurum, Pfo~zheim, Germany), the Haas 1,aser 1,KS (Ilaas-laser GmbI I, 
Schrambrrg, Crrmany), and the Hrrarus I-Iaas 1,aser 44 P (Heraeus Kulzer 
GmbH, Ilanau, Germany). 'l'he units consist of ;I small type of "glove box" that con- 
tains [he lascr tip, an argon giis source, and a stereori~icroscope with lens crosshairs 
for precise alignment o l  the laser beam with the 'l'i components. 'J'lie maxirrlurn 
penetration depth of these laser welding units is 2.5 mm. Since only a small amount 
of heat is generated, the parts could be hand-held during the welding procedure. 
Welding can also be performed close to ceramic or polymeric veneers without caus- 
ing damage to these materials. 

CAST-JOINING PROCESS 

Because of the technique sensitivity of soldering predominantly base metal alloys 
and the variation in solder-joint quality associated with presoldering of these 
alloys, the cast-joining technique (see IZey 'Ierms) was proposed by Weiss and 
Munyon (1980) as an alternative method for joining cast components of a fixed par- 
tial denture. Cast-joined components are held together purely by mechanical reten- 
tion (Fig 19-13). Because of this situation, a bridge with poorly adapted cast 
secondary metal within the cast-joined area will exhibit greater displacement when 
a bending force is manually applied. IIllder this condition, a porcelain veneel over 
this region is likely to fr,icturc. I'hus a radiographic examination should be made o l  
all metal frameworlzs to minimize this risk. 
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Fig. 19-13 Mechanical intcrlockirig clcsign of ,i cast-joined {I-~meworlc for a nirrtal-cer,lniic fixed partial 
dcnturt, (britlge). 
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Wrought Alloys 
William A. Brantley 

OUTLINE 
Deformation of Metals 

Effects of Annealing Cold-Worked Metal 

Carbon Steels 

Stainless Steels 

Corrosion Resistance and Properties of Austenitic Stainless Steel 

Soldering and M l d i n g  of Stainless Steel 

Cobalt-Chromium-Nickel Alloys 

Nickel-Titanium Alloys 

Bela-Titanium Alloys 

Other Wrought Alloys 

KEY TERMS 

Annealing-( onl~olletl he,lt~ng ant! ccrollng protcss tles~gnrti to p~ociucr t!es~rc,tl p~oprr t~cs In 
d tn i~ t~ l l  Thc <lnnc~l lng pro( ess usu,illy 1s ~ntcntled to soften metals, to Inc re<i\e [hell plnst~c 
t ieform~t~on potcnl~,ll, to s(,ll)~ll/c sh,lpe, ~ n c l  lo lncrc,lse rnnc t l ~ ~ i ~ b ~ l ~ t y    st^ s t r m  teli(,t) 

Brittle fracture-liupture ot G I  \oltd strclcturc w ~ t h  Ilttle or no flaclogrnph~t ev~d(xnc e ot plas- 
ttc tlelurni,lt~on 

DisBocation-Iml~rrlccIlon 111 [he crystnlltne ar~~lngetncn~ of atoms (onslsltng o l  c ~ ~ h e ~  a 1  

extra pnrt~,ll pl,inc of ,ltoms (edge clrsloc atlon), ,i y)~r,ll tlrstortron of norm,llly parallel ,~lom 
planes (screw d~slocat~on), or a comb~nat~on of the two types 

Ductile fracture-Rupture of a solld structure that results In mensc1ral)le plnsttc deformation 
Grain growth-increase In the mean crystal s17e 01 a polycrystall~ne metal produ~ed by a 

heat-treatment process 
Grain refinement-Process of reduc~ng thc crystal (gra~n) st7e In n so l~d metal by add~ng an 

clement or compound to the molten metal and cool~ng at a prescr~bed rate 
Interstitial atom-imperfectton In a crystal latt~ce cons~stlng of an extra atom loc'~ted between 

the adja~ent atoms In normal lattlce s~tes 
Point defect-Latt~ce ~mperCect~on of atonilc size In three tl~men\~ons, such as n vacancy, 

d~vacanc y, tr~vacancy, or ~nterst~t~al  atom 
Precipitation hardening-Process of strengthcnrng and hartlenrng a metal by preclp~tatlng a 

phase or const~tucnt from a saturated so l~d solutlon 
Recovery-Stage ol heat treatment th,lt results In the palt~al or total regalnlng of properties 01 

a metal that were altered by work harden~ng (cold work~ng), w~thout a change In the graln 
siructclrc 

Recrystallization-PIocrss of f o t ~ n ~ n g  new stress-flee crystals In a work-hardend nictal 
through ,I con~rolled heat-trc,~tment process 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 
Recrystallization temperature-ILowcst ternperaturc at which Iota1 l-ecrystallizdtion of a work- 

hardened structure occurs within a specific period (usually I hr). 
Springback-Amount of clas~ic strain that a metal can recover wlicn loatiecl to anti unloaded 

from its yield strength (iniport,lnt for orthotfontic wires). 
Strain hardening-lncrcnse in strength anti hartlness ,~nd tlecre,~se in ductilily ot n nwtal that 

is caused by plastic deformation below thc recrystallization tenipcralure; also c:alletl work 
hardening. 

Stress relief-Ketluction or elimination of I-esitlual strrsscs Ihy heat treatnienl. 
Superelasticity-Ability of certain nickel-titanium ,~lloys to undergo exlcnsive tlefornialion 

resulting from a stress-assisted phase transformation, with the I-eversc transiol-mation occur- 
ring on unloading; called /~scurJoclasiicity in engineering materials scicxnce. 

Vacancy-lrnperieclion in a crystal Iatticc consisting of ,In unoccupied ,~iom site. 
Working range-Maximum amount o l  elastic strain that a n  orthodontic wire can sust,~in 

before it- plastically deforms. 
Wrought metal-Cold-worked melal that has been plastically deformed to alter the shape of 

the structure and certain mechanical properties (strength, hardness, and duclility). 

DEFORMATION OF METALS 
Introduction to Wrought Alloys and Orthodontic Wires 

Wrought base metal alloys are used for orthodontic wires, clasps for removable par- 
tial dentures, root canal files and reamers, crowns in pediatric dentistry, and surgi- 
cal instruments. The metallul-gy of these alloys is relatively complex. The primary 
alloy used for orthodontic wire is stainless steel, and a variety of endodontic instru- 
ments a[-e fabricated from this alloy. Stainless s~eel crowns art, used in pediatric den- 
tistry, and staililess stcel cutting instruments ;I(-e important for- oral sul-gery. 
Other major wrought alloys ~lsed fol- olthodontic, rernovablc p,ll-tial dentelre, ,anti 
endodontic applications include cobalt-chromium-~~icltel, nicl<eP-titanium, and 
beta-titanium. 'I'here is also limited use of wrought noble metal alloys fol- dental 
applications, and WJ-ougll~ commercially pure (CP) ti~aniurn is used fol- some den- 
tal implants. lirlore considering each of these systems in detail, a brief discussior> of 
the n1anufactu1-e of wires and their use in orlhodontics illustrates many of the con- 
cepts involved for wrought alloys. 

Wires aue used by orthodontists for correcting displacements of tech from proper 
occlusion, as well as by prosthodontists and general practitioners for retention and 
stabilization of removable partial dentures. A round wire is made by drawing a cast 
alloy through a series of dies, with intermediate heat treatments to eliminate effects 
of severe work hardening (discussed later) between drawing steps. Orthodontic 
wires with rectangular or square cross-sections are fabricated by rolling round wires, 
using a ' h k ' s  head apparatus that consists of pairs of rollers. Many accessory den- 
tal materials and instruments are fabricated from cast alloys that have been rolled to 
form sheet or rod, drawn into wire or tubing, or forged (plastically deformed by a 
die under compressive force, usually at an elevated temperature) into a finished 
shape. Of the many metallic articles encountered in everyday life, most are wrought 
metal and not castings. (In this chapter, the terms metul and alloy are frequeiltly used 
interchangeably. When the discussion specifically refers to pure metals, this distinc- 
tion is noted.) 

Whenever a casting is permanently deformed in any manner, it is considered a 
wrought metal. A wrought alloy exhibits properties and a ~nicrostnlcture that are not 
associated with the same alloy when cast. For example, the differences are so marked 
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that dentists shoulci assess benefits and limitations of cast and WI-ought clasps for 
removable partial dentures before proceeding with their selection and use. 11 is 
highly importa~lt to be knowledgeal~le about the effects on properties of cast alloy 
prostheses when adjustments are made by plastic deformation. 

Orthodontic wires are formed into various configurations or appliances to apply 
forces to teeth anci move them into a mom desil-able alignment. The force system 
that develops is deterrniried by the appliance design and wire alloy composition. For 
a given design and elastic deflection of the wire, the force applied lo the toot11 is pro- 
portional to the elastic modulus (B) of the wire. Low, constant forces are biologically 
desirable, although a threshold force level is necessary for tooth movement. 
Large elastic deflections are clinically desirable for orthodontic wir-es, and the max- 
imum elastic deflection is called the working range. 1:rom Chapter 4, it follows that 
the maximurn elastic deflection for tensile loading is given by the quotient of the 
proportional limit (PL) and E. (Because the bending deformation used by ortho- 
dontists involves tensile and compressive strains parallel to the wire axis, these con- 
cepts for tensile loading are applicable.) Clinicians usually activate orthodontic 
wires (other than the nickel-titanium wires to be discussed later) somewhat into the 
permanent deformation range. Consequently, the practical working range is consid- 
ered to be the elastic strain at the yield strength (YS) of the wire, namely the quo- 
tient of YS and E. This important property (YS/E) is termed springback. 

Other properties of orthodontic wires are also clinically important. A ductile wire 
can be formed into various shapes, although there are applications that do  not require 
permanent bends. Ease of joining is important, and most wires can be either brazed 
(soldered) or welded together. Orthodontic alloys must also have excellent corrosion 
resistance in the oral environment, which is highly important for hiocompatibility as 
well as for appliance durability. l:inally, the cost of the wires is a significant factor for 
the orlhodontic office. Although the nickel-titanium and beta-titanium wires are 
rnuch more expensive 1.11an the stainless steel and cobalt-cIiron1i~1111-11icl~el wires, the 
two titanium-containing wires have unique propel-ties that account for their wide- 
spread clinical selection, as is discussed later in this chapter. 

In Chapter 4 o n  mechanical properties, the principles of elastic and plastic defor- 
mation were described. For example, when an applied tensile force is small so that 
stress is below the proportional limit, the separation between metal acorns is 
increased a very small amounr from the ecluilibrium interatomic spacing in the crys- 
tal structure. When this force is rer~loved, the interatomic separalion returns to the 
equilibrium value. However, once (he PL is exceeded during the application of a suf- 
ficiently strong force, permanent deformation begins for most metals, characterizeci 
by irreversible changes in the structure on the atomic scale. (Alloys with a substan- 
tial amount of eutectic microst~uctural constituent, as well as dental amalgams, 
undergo brittle fracture, rather than significant permanent deformation, as noted 
in Chapters 6 and 17.) Only the elastic strain that also takes place when a metal is 
loaded beyond the PL can be recovered. As the induced stress continues to increase 
beyond the PL, the interatomic separation continues to increase, and eventually 
fracture of the ~iletal occurs. A detailed description of the fracture processes at the 
atomic level is complex and beyond the scope of this book. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M Why does t l ~e  ~nherent drictility of a pnrttcular pure metdl depend on 12s crystal strut ture? 
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Theoretical and Actual Shear Strengths of Metals 

An atomlc rnodel ~llustratrng pclmanent deformat~o~l of a pelfect metal subjecteci 
to an apphed shear stress is lllust~nted In 1 lguie 20 1. Notice that the deformnt~on 
01 slip Exocess requlies the s~mullaneous displacement of the entue plane of A 
atoms ielat~ve to the plane of R atoms If the elastic modulus 111 shear for a glverl 
metal 1s known, thi, model can be used to calculate the maimurn  theoretrcal shear 
stlength Iloweve~, Table 20-1 shows that such theoretlcnl shear stlengths (appllc,l- 
ble to pelfect srngle clystals) foi copper ancl lion are npp~ox~rnately 40 times ll~gher 
than the values measured for the bulk polycrystalllne metals For Be0 and SIC, 
wh~ch  are ceiarnlc ~nater~als  In wh~ch tlie ~nteratorn~c bonding 1s a comb~nation of 
cov'ilcrlt and iorl~c ~ncchanisms, Table 20-1 shows that the calculated theoiet~cal 
shcai stlengths arc apptoxrm,ltely 80 d i~d  190 t~ines the values ohtnined f o ~  poly- 
crystall~ne materials Values of sheai strength ayp~oachlng thc theoletical values are 
found only when measurements are rnade on wh~sker specimens, which are very 
t h ~ n  single crystals of pule materials having high perfection 

'lhe key difference between wh~skers and bulk polycrystalllne specimens of the 
same matella1 1s the plesence of stluctulal irnperfclctzons at the atomlc level In the bulk 
materlal Single-crystal filaments, approximately 2 5 mm in diameter, have been 

Fig. 20-1 Slip between adjacent planes of atoms. A, A solid subjected to a shear stress. Pl,lnes A arid U 
are adjacent. B, The configuration of plancs A and U when the solid is not stressed. C, Applic,ltion of a 
shear stress T, causes plane A to move with respect to plane R. D, Increasing the shear stress to T, 
increases tlie rclative lateral clisplacement of the two planes. This configuration corrcsponcls to the state 
of maximum stored elastic energy. E, The Lwo plaries have been displaced by one interatomic dislnncc r,,, 
show11 in B, witli respect to each other. This configuration wil l  hc maintained if tCir lontl is removcd. 
If the shcar strcss (T,) remains, thr planes wil l  continue to slip past each otliclr. (From E~senst~~dt MM: 
Introduction to Mecli,~nical Propertics of Materials, Ncw Yorlc M,~crnill~iti Pul)lishirig Company, lC171 .) 
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Theoretical and Observed Shear Strength 

ultimate shear Observed 
sircngth Calculaled ultimate shear 

Shear modulus (Polycryslalline) ultimale shear strength 
Material (Gpa) (MPa) strength (GPa) (Whisker)* (CPa) 

Coppcr 48 220 7 7 2.1 

Nickel 7 6 480 2.7 

(From: Eisenstadt M: Introduction to Mechanical Properlies of Materials, IIpper S'lddle River, NJ, Prentice-EIall, Inc, 1371.) 
*The shape of the whiskers is not conducive to shear testing. l'he tabulated values were calculated from terlsile strength data 
given by Broutman IJ, and Krocli R I I :  Modern Colnposite Materials, Reading, MA, Addison-Wesley, 1967. 

used as reinforcing agents in commercial composite materials, and their use has 
been investigated for other dental applications. 

Point Defects 

It was previously noted in Chapter 5 that ciystallization from starting nuclei during 
solidilication of a metal does not occur in a regular fashion, that is, atonlic pld~ie by 
atomic plane. Instead, growth is liltely to be more random, with some positions in 
the crystal structure left vacant and other positions in which atoms are 1ocatt.d inter- 
stitially between neighhouing atoms in normal lattice positions. 

Point defects i n  the c~ystal structure have all three dimensions o l  atomic size; 
three types of thcse defects are diagrammecl in Figure 20-2. A vacancy or vacant 
atom site in a crystalline lattice may occur at a singlc site in the atomic an-an gem en^, 
as shown in Figure 20-2, A, and two vacancies may conciense as a diuacancy, as 
shown in J:igure 20-2, B; tl-iir~rcrzncir.~ may also exist. An interstitial atom is illustrated 
in 1:igui-c 20-2, C. Vacancies and other point defects are equilibrium defects, and a 
crystalline material that is in ecluilibriuln contains a certain nuriiber of these dc,fects 
at a given temperature. Although there is a local increase in internal energy around 
the site of a given type of point defect, there is also a conlpensating entropy contri- 
bution from these point defects. 'lhe equilibrium concentration of each type of 

A B C 
Fig. 20-2 Poilit tlcfcc:ts. A, V,ic,incy. B, Divacancy (two missing ,rtoms). C, lntersl~tial (c~xtr~t ,>torn). 

(From Vctn Vld~k LH: Elerncnts of Malerials Scien~c, ed 4. Reading, MA, Atitlison-Wesl?y Pulrlishing Co, 
l9tK).) 
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point defect increases exponentially with temperature The most important point 
defects are vacancies, which provide the priilcipal rnechdilis~n Sor atomic diff~~sion 
in c~ystalline materials. 

Dislocations 

The chief difference in mechanical properties between n perfect single clystala~ld a 
polycrystallirle metal is associated with the presence of dislocations in the laller. 
'I'hese line defects have two dirne~lsions at the atomic level, but the third dime~~sioll 
is at a mole macroscopic level. 

I he simplest type of dislocation, known as an edge dislocation, is ~llust~ated dia- 
glammntically in Figure 20-3, A, f o ~  a simple cubic stnlctule. Note that the atomic 
allangement is legular except Tor the one vertic,ll plane of atoms that is discontinu- 
ous. The edge dislocation (represented by I) is located at the edge of the half plane. 
The formation of dislocations creates localized strain at the atomic level in the metal 
structure and requires significant internal energy, which is not compensated by their 

Jnit step 
of slip 

Fig. 20-3 A, An cdge dislocation in ,I schematic c.ubic c.rystal truclure. B, The dislocation has moved 
onc interatomic distance along thc slip plane under the action of thc shearing force ~ndicated by the 
,rrrows. C,The tlislocation has rcachetl the rdgc of thc~ crystal, and ,I unit amount of slip I i ~ s  been 
produceti. (From C;LI~ A<;: Elenlents of Physical Met,~llurgy, ed 2 .  Reading, MA, Atidison-Wesley 
Publishing Co, 1959.) 
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entropy contributions. [Ience dislocations are not equilibrium crystal defects, in 
colltrast to point defects, and a metal attempts to rid itself of dislocations when 
heated to elevated temperatures. 

If a sufficiently large shear stress is applied across the top and bottom faces of the 
metal crystal in Figure 20-3, A, the bonds in the row of atoms adjacent to the disloca- 
tion are hroken and new honds with the next row are established, resulting in move- 
ment of the dislocatio~i by one interatomic dist;~nce, as indicated in Figure 20-3, R. 
Continued application of this shear stress causes similar movements of one inter- 
atomic distance until the dislocatio~l reaches the boundary of the c~ystal. 'l'he plane 
along which an edge dislocation moves is known as a slip plune. As Figure 20-3, C, 
illustrates, the result of this dislocation movement across the crystal is that the atomic 
planes on one side of the slip plane have been displaced one interatomic spacing (one 
unit of slip) with respect to the atomic planes on the other side of the slip plane. 
'l'he crystallograpliic direction in which the atomic pla~les have c~perienced [his dis- 
placement is termed the slip direction, and the combination of a slip plane and a slip 
direction is termed a slip system. 

The dominant slip planes for edge dislocations in metals are characteristic for 
each crystal structure and are the most densely packed atomic planes, which have 
the largest interplanar separation. Note that the inherent ability of a metal to 
deform permanently generally depends on the number of slip systems associated 
with the crystal structure. for  example, the face-centered cubic (fcc) structure has the 
largest number of slip systems, and metals with this crystal structure, such as copper, 
gold, nickel, palladium, platinum, and silver, are highly ductile. 'l'he hexagonal 
close-packed (hcp) structure has relatively few slip systems, and zinc, which has this 
crys~al structure, is I-elatively brittle. The body-centered cubic (bcc) structure has a 
potentially large number of slip systems, but fewer than the number for the fcc struc- 
ture, and metals with this crystal structure have intermediate levels of ductility. 

Vast numbers of dislocations must move across slip planes to achieve practical 
Icvels of permanent st)-ain in metals, often in excess of 10(Y0. Moreover, the applica- 
tion of sufficiently high tensile or compressive stress also causes movement of dis- 
locations because a shear stress component acts on slip planes. 

When Figure 20-1 is compared with Figure 20-1, it is evident thal much less shear 
stress is required for permaneni deformatioll of [he metal crystal containing the 
edge dislocation because only one row of atomic bonds i s  broken at a time, corn- 
pareci with the persect crystal in which all rows of honds across two atomic plalies 
must be simultaneously hroken for the shear cleformalion to occur. This accounts 
for the difference in 'lhble 20-1 between the values of theoretical shear strength for 
a dislocation-free metal wllislzer and a polycrystalline metal containing dislocations. 
'lhe PL for a metal generally corresponds to the onset of significant movement of 
dislocations, which provides the mechanism for permanent deformation. 

In addition to edge dislocations, there are other types of dislocations of more com- 
plex geometry, and their movement along slip planes in response to sufficiently high 
stress yields permanent deformation in a manner a~lalogous to that in Figure 20-3. 
Evidence of slip can be viewed in the optical microscope for metals that have been 
polished and etched, and then permanently deformed. 'lhe slip lines in Figure 20-4 
correspond to slip planes in which large numbers of dislocations exited the metal, 
causing surface offsets that scattered the light used for observation. 

It should be evident fl-om Figure 20-3 that dislocations can exist only in materi- 
als that have a crystalline structure, that is, an atomic arrangement that has long- 
range periodicity in three dimensions. Dislocations cannot exist in materials with 
noncrystalline structures, such as dental ceramic and polyrueric materials. Other 
mechallisms applicable to polymers are required for the permanent deformation of 
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Fig. 20-4 Photomicrograph oi cold-worked gold, showing dcformcd grains and slip lines at juriacr 
oiisets whcre clislocations havc exitcd their slip planes. (~100.)  (Courtesy of S.D. Tylman.) 

elastomeric impression materials and some glass-ionomer cements. The absence of 
dislocation movement accounts for the brittle character of dental porcelains, com- 
posite resins, and most dental cements, as well as denla1 amalgams. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

W17nl i i ~ ~ ~ d , ~ m e n t d  rlre~~gfhening n i e ~ h a ~ ~ ~ s ~ n s  avn~ l~d~ le  hi alloy5 'jrc. no1 possible Tor pure 

mctclls? 

Strengthening Mechanisms Involving Dislocations 

I roln rigule 20-3, one can deduce thnt tlle~e is little hindrarlce to the movement of 
an edge d~slocation along its slip plane in the absence olother deiects in [he atomic 
anangernent ol obstacles such as precipitates In reality, this is largely true, although 
there is a relatively small inherent barrier to dislocatio~l movement (called the 
Pe'ele~ls slress) imposed by the bonds associated with the arrangement of atoms in a 
given crystal structure. 

However, the movement of dislocations in response to sufficiently high stress can 
be impeded in several major ways, which provide methods for strengthening metals 
and alloys: 

1. 'lhe atomic arrangement in the vicinity of foreign atoms (a solid solution) is 
locally distorted, whether the solute aton1 is larger or smallel than the atoms 
of the solvent metal, as noted in Chapter G Although the detailed mecha- 
nisms for solid solution strengthening are rather complex, the reader will intu- 
itively appreciate that the movement of dislocatiolls along slip planes will be 
impeded by the presence of such solute atoms. This is the basis for solid solu- 
tion strengthening of alloys 

2. Glain bounda~ies block the movement of dislocatio~ls because, as noted in 
Chapter 5, a given slip plane is discontisluous at a grain bounda~y. Thus 
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dislocations pile up at grain boundaries, eventually creating a substantial local 
stress that causes dislocation movement in acijacent grains ancl conlinui ng the 
process of pamanent deformation. It follows that the I'L and YS for a metal is 
incl-eased as a result of a decrease in grajtl size because tllcrr is more grain 
boundary area per unit volume to impede dislocation motion. ' h i s  is the 
mechanism for grain refinement strengthenirlg and is applicable to both pure 
metals and alloys. In Chaptel- 5,it is noted that the yield strength of a rnetal 
varies inversely with the square root of grain size (Hall-Petch ecluation). 

3 .  PI-ecipitates also impede mc)vement of dislocations, resulting in precipitation 
hardening of alloys, but the mechanisms are also complex. 
a. Very small (submicroscopic) precipitates call be coherent. 'lhe atomic 

bonds are continuous across the interface with the solid solution matrix; 
such precipitates provide highly effective strengthening because of the 
localized distortion in the atomic arrangement, Because the precipitate and 
matrix have the same crystal structure, dislocations can move through and 
shear coherent precipitates. 

b. large precipitates, notably those with a crystal structure different from that 
of the solid solution matrix, are incoherent, in which interatomic bonds are 
not continuous across the interface. (The intermediate case of semicoher- 
ent precipitates exists, in which some interatomic bonds are continuous 
across the interface.) Analogous to the situation with grain boundaries, dis- 
locations cannot move through incoherent precipitates, but instead form 
dislocation loops of increasing size around these particles. The mechanism 
of order hardening, discussed in Chapter 6, can be considered as similar to 
the standard precipitation hardening for alloys. However, dislocation 
movement through an ordered region is much more complex than through 
a disordered substitutional solid solution, and the reader should consult 
the appropriate references at the end of Chapter 6 for details. 

4.  Substantial permanent dclormation by cold working creates vast nurnbers of 
dislocalions within metals at sources whose nature is beyond the scope olthis 
hook. (Cold worlzirlg is defined as mechanical deformation below the recn-ys- 
tallization temperature, discussed latel-, in contrast to the fol-ging operations 
that are perlolmed industrially at elevated temperatures to create metal items 
of the desired shapes.) These dislocalions interact with each otheu, mutually 
iinpeding their movements. The increased stress required for f'lrther disloca- 
tion movement to achieve continued permanent deformation 131-ovides the 
basis for work hardening or strain hardening of the metal. 

In addition, substantial permanent deformation creates vast numbers of point 
defects, which has important consequences when a cold-worked metal is subjected 
to heat treatment, as discussed later. Cold working can significantly alter the shapes 
of grains and, in the limit of a wire, the grains are severely elongated parallel to the 
wire axis. When a polished and etched wrought alloy is viewed in the optical micro- 
scope it resembles closely spaced strands of spaghetti. 

Practical examples of cold work and strain hardening at room temperature are 
very familiar. For example, when a wire is bent back and forth beyond the pro- 
portional limit, eventually fracture occurs after extensive permanent deforma- 
tion. A second example is the flattening of a nail with a hammer: the first few 
blows are quite effective but later blows are much less effective, until finally 110 

further deformation takes place and the nail cracks or fractures. 'The same phe- 
nomenon can occur when a patient bends a clasp back and forth several times to 
relieve discomfort caused by a removable partial denture and fracture of the clasp 
occurs. 
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I ]om thc preceding  elations ship between impeding the movement of disloca- 
tions and the strengthening of metals, it lollows that the hardness, strength, and 
proportional limit are increased with strain ha~dening and thc other strengthen- 
Ing mecllarlisr~ls just desclibed, wlle~eas the ductility is decreased Ihe corrosion 
resistance is also decreased for a permanently defolmed metal becnuse the dislo- 
cations produce localized regions of stlain at the atomic level, which Irave higher 
energy than dlornic alrangements in the undeformecl metal. In general, the elastic 
niodulus of a metallic ~nate~ia l  remains largely unchanged as a result of cold 
worlzing, an exception is stainless steel orthodontic wire, which 1s discussed later 
in this chapter. 

The changes in mechanical p~operties of a metal that can be produced by stlain 
hardening often serve as the basis of a pract~cal rnethod in dentistry to achieve the 
desired levels or  these properties. (+or example, in Chapter 18 it is noted that stlain 
hardening du~ ing  corlde~lsation of direct filling gold is necessary to provide proper 
strength and hardness for the restoration. I,iltewise, stainless steel wires used in den- 
tistry are very dependent on their wrought metal characteristics to produce a suit- 
able level of yield strength for clinical applications. 

It is instructive to examine the effects of severe cold working on the grain stmc- 
ture of an important practical copper-zinc alloy (brass). This is shown in the first 
row of photomicrographs (longitudinal sections) at the top of I+igui-e 20-5, in 
which rolling of the metal took place in the plane perpendicular to the plane of 
these photomicrographs. It can be observed that the thinner the specimen, as des- 
ignated above each photomicrograph, the flatter or thinner each grain appears to be 
Although brass was used in this example, the same effect appears in wrought gold 
alloys For the extreme example of a wire, the grains are elongatcd parallel to the 
wile axis and resemble strands of spaghetti in a photomiclog~aph showing a lon- 
gitudinal section 

An interesting effect or  cold working 01 strain hardening of metals 1s the tar- 
dency f o ~  prefe~red (crystallog~nphic) o~~rrr tat ion in the distorted g1ni11 structme, 
which results in anisotropic (direction-dependent) mechC~nical plope~lies rhe 
slip planes tend to become allgned with the shear planes of the deformation 
process lor  ex;tmple, the strength of a rollecl sheet of metal 1s usually gre'lter ill 
the transverse direction than in the dilection of lolling lhe mechanical propel- 
ties or  an orthodontic wirc alc also different if measured pa~allcl and pe~pendi- 
culnr to the wile axis. 

Twinning 

An alternative mode of permanent deformation in metals is twinning, in which there 
are small atomic movements on either side of a twinning plane that result in 
the atoms having a mirror relationship, as shown in Figure 20-6. In metals that have 
relatively few slip systems, twinning is favored over dislocation movement; this 
mechanism is also favored at high strain rates and at low temperatures. Twinning 
has significance for defolmation of a-titanium alloys, which are highly important 
for some dental implants and also of interest for cast restorations. In a-titanium the 
(cia) ratio involving the lattice parameter ( a )  in the basal plane and the lattice 
parameter (c) in the perpendicular direction to the basal plane (see 2-14) is 
slightly less than the ideal value of 1.633 for the hcp structure. 'l'his deviation results 
in additional slip planes and the tendency to readily undergo twinning. Twinning 
is also the mechanism for reversible tra~lsformation between the austenitic and 
martensitic stnictures in nickel-titanium o~lhodontic wires, which has consiclerable 
clinical significance. 
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Original 
annealed metal Cold rolled to thickness 

thickness 
0.1 10" 0.1 00" 0.090" 0.080" 0.070" 0.060" 

No. 9 B. No.10B. No.11B. No.12B. No.13B. No.14B. 
& S. GA. & S. GA. & S. GA. & S. GA. & S. GA. & S. GA. 

Annealed for 
30 minutes 
at 500" C. 

Annealed for 
30 minutes 
at 650" C. 

Annealed for 
30 minutes 
at 750" C. 

&'%&.p-y$*;z:&y 
:4& *&my .:.+a: .&-- .".A "'.'+:%? k.i?*<y$;$y;$Qt $2 dl- 
,,..,~~~. . $4:+<,$# 

e... ,.::r: * ,: d, * . 3*2+ ..: .,a sp .d e - *" .&T .s-.*"i 
1.": -.+2?&,. a:, 

Annealed for 

Fig. 20-5 Grain slrcx o f  I)r,li i icopper hh%, ~ i n c  .14'X,), ;ifkt. (old working ,ind ,~nnealing. ( ~ 4 0 . )  
(I'rcparccI by L.1 I. [leW,~ltl.) 

Fracture 

If cold work is continued, a heavily deformed metal eventually fractures. Ilowever, 
as previously noted, the stress required for fracture is much less in (he polycrys- 
talline metal than is expected theoretically. The microcraclzs that act as sites of frac- 
ture initiation can arise from multiple causes, including an accumulation of 
dislocations or strain incompatibility at boundaries between two different 
microstructural phases. 

Alloys undergo brittle fracture or ductile fract~~re, depending on a variety of fac- 
tors, such as composition, microstructure, temperature, and strain rate. For example, 
the alloy may contain multiple phases or phases with certain c~ystal structures, 
which greatly limit the movement of dislocations. At low temperatures and high 
strain rates (rates of loading) there may be less dislocatio~l movement to relieve 
localized stress concentrations ,issociatecl with microcraclzs. This mechanism also 
results in an increase in the observed tensile strength of the metal. 
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Twinning direction -----, 

1( Twinning Plane 

0 Original atom position 

e Atom position after 
twinning 

Fig. 20-6 Schematic illustration of twinning in a metal. The atoms on rithcr side of the twinning plane 
have ,I mirror relationship. 

In Chapter 5 an example of a brittle fracture surface was shown for a cast base 
metal for removable partial denture frameworks, which was associated with its 
dendritic microstructure. Iigure 20-7 illustrates the appearance of a brittle fracture 
surface for a carbon steel rotary endodontic instrument subjected to torsional load- 
ing. In contrast, 1:igul-e 20-8 presents a ductile fractuse surface for a gold casting alloy 
specimen that had bee11 loaded to failure in tension. Ihr ductile fracture suiiaces of 
metals are characterized by a dimpled rupture rnoiphology, in which fClilu~e has 
occur~ed because of the coalescence of mic~ovoids that typically toll11 at impulity 
particles dulirlg the late1 stages of permanent defo~im;rtion I'he dimpled iupture 
pattern maps the local stress Geld, and h a  clldracteristic appeawnces for bending 
and to

r

sional f ixture surfaces of Iotary enCiodo11t1~ in s t~ i~ lne~ l t s  f'lbricated horn 
stainless steel. 

Fig. 20-7 Britlle iracture wrfacr o i  a carbon steel rotary endodon~ic instrument subjected to 
countrrclocltwise torsion,rl loatling. (~500.) (From i.uehke NH, Rrantley WA, Sabri Zl, ,inti Luebkc IH: 
Physical climcnsions, torsional pcrform;lncc, ,\ntl mclallurgical properties of rolary cndorlontic 
instruments. Ill. Pccso drills. I Endocl 18: 13, I ' lCIL. )  
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Fig. 20-8 Ductilc frat ture surf.rc:r of a cast goltl alloy specimen that was lo,~drd to failure In tcnsion, 
illustrating the appearance of dimpled rupture. The overall topography of the fracture surfacc indicates 
the gr,lin size of the alloy, and casting porosity can also be scen. (~2000 ,  with scale bar length of 
10 pm.) (From Keisbiclc MH, and Brantley WA: Mechanical property and rnicrostructural variations for 
recast low-golti alloy. Int ) Prosthodont 8346, 1995.) 

Careful observation of photomicrographs of fracture surfaces often indicates 
whether the fracture was trunsgrunular, in which crack propagation was across the 
grains, or intergrunulur, in which crack propagation occurred predominantly at 
the grain boundaries. The dominant fracture mode depends on factors such as the 
inherent ductility of the matrix phase of the alloy, the presence of secondary phases, 
the rate of loading, and the temperature. 'l'he secondary phases may be relatively 
weak or brittle, arid the loc'ltion of such phases within the grains or a1 the grain 
boundaries ale also important f~lctors When a ductile alloy is loaded to lajlure in 
tension, there is substan~ial neclzing down (narrowing of the specilnin d~araictcn j 
bcfor r fracture, which does not occur lor 'I brittle alloy. 

Why nlusl re( r y ~ f ~ ~ l l i z ~ ~ t i o ~ ~  be avo~ded when orfhodo~~t~c wirc.5 ,Ire given a stress-relief 

hc'lt fic.alnlcJnl 'lfier ~ n ~ ~ i ~ i p u l n t ~ o n  to n~~ni rn i re  fracture during pl,~c elnent? 

EFFECTS OF ANNEALING COLD-WORKED METAL 

The effects associated with cold working-for example, strain hardening, 
decreased ductility, and distorted grains-can be reversed simply by heating the 
metal to an appropriate elevated temperature This process is called annealing. 
The more severe the degree of cold working, the more rapidly the effects can be 
reversed by annealing. 

Annealing can take place in three successive stages: recovery, recrystallization, 
and grain growth. 'l'he effects of each of these stages on the tensile strength and duc- 
tility of a metal are shown in Figure 20-9. The microstruct~~ral changes that accom- 
pany annealing were previously shown in Figure 20-5. The benefits of annealing 
depend on the melting range of the alloy and the annealing temperature that is 
used. Annealing is a relative process; the higher the melting point of the metal, the 
higher is the Lernperature needed for annealing. A rule of thumb is to use '1 temper- 
ature that is approximately half the melting point of a pure metal or the fusion tem- 
perature of an alloy on the absolute temperatur-e scale (" K). 
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% cold work -+ Time of annealing --+ 

Fig. 20-9 Tensile strength ant1 duc:til~ly ol a met,il as a function of the Ix~rccn[;igc. o i  cold work arid 
annc,iling tirne. Tcwsilc slrengtli increases, ant1 ductility clccreaws dur-ing cold worlcing. These ~~ropcl-ties 
~hdngc or~ ly  slightly during recovery. During recrystallization, tensile strength decre,ts?s and ductility 
increases rapidly. Only slight changes occur duririg grain growth. (From Richman MH: Intl-oduction to 
the Science of Metals. Waltham, MA, Blaisdell Publishing Co, 1967.) 

Recovery 

In the recovery stage the properties of the cold-worked metal begin to disappear 
before any sign~ficant changes are observed under microscopic examination As can 
be seen in rigure 20-9, there is a very slight decrease in tensile strength and no change 
in ductility during recovery Although not shown, there is a rather pronounced 
decrease in electrical resistivity during recovery, and there is a decrease in dislocation 
density with rearrangement of the dislocations into lower-energy configu~ations 
Also, a cold worl<ed metal contains re5idual stresses, and relaxation of these st~esses 
du~ ing  machining frequently lesults in warping of a cold-worked metal, this ten- 
dency f o ~  w'irping dur~ng nldcll~ning d~sappeals if the residu,~l stlesses ate eliminated 
hy heal tleatment ~n the tempcr,ltulr range in which recoveny occurs 

01 rhodolltlc appllantcs tahilc ,lted by berldlng wiles ale often subjected to a 
stiess 1c11ei anneal beiore rheir placc.rncut l hls heat trc;atinelal st,~hilizes the config 
ulatlon or  ,In applrC~ncc anti allows an 'lcculate dete~mination of ~trc force that an 
appliance will be able to drlivel In the mouth Cl~minat~on of res~dual stresses in 
an ,~ppliance also reduces the lrlzel~hood of fractclle during cllnlcal ad~ustmentf I t  IS 

esst'ntial that this heal Lrciltniml be prrfolrnecf 111 the lecovely tcmpclaturc lange 
and not at h~ghrl  temperatures, at wliicll iecrys~alli~nt~on occu~s 

When a severely cold-worked metal is annealed, recrystallization occurs after the 
recovery stage. 'lhis involves a radical change in the microstructure, as seen in 
Figclre 20-5. The old, deforined grains disappear completely and are replaced by new 
strain-free grains. These new grains nucleate in the most severely cold-worked 
regions in the metal, and their grain boundary migration consumes the original 
cold-worked structure. After completion of recrystallization, the metal essentially 
attains its original soft and ductile condition (see Pig. 20-9). It can now be appreci- 
ated why recrystallization must be avoided during the stress-relief heat treatment of 
orthodontic appliances. The wrought microstructure that provides the desirable lev- 
els of mechanical properties is replaced by a microstructure containing equiaxed 
grains, and the alloy is relatively soft and has greatly decreased resilience. If a mela1 
is not sufficiently coldworked, recrystallization does not occur during annealing. 
An excellent example that has been reported for this level of cold work is the typi- 
cal clinical adjustment of a removable partial denture clasp. 
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Grain Growth 

'The average g a i n  size of the rec~ystallized structure depends o n  the initial number 
of nuclei. 'rhe more sevele the cold worlzlng, the greater the numbel of such nuclei, 
and the gram size fol the recrystalli~ed metal can lange from fine lo fairly coalse 

If the recrystallized metal 1s further annealed, grain g~owlh, illuslrated in 
I igure 20-5, occurs in such a way to minimize the grain boundary alea (energy), 
with la~ge  gldi~is cons~ln~ing small grains Grain growth does not proceed indefi- 
nitely to yield a single crystal, but rather ceases after 'I coarse grain stlucture is p ~ o -  
duced. Although plolonged annealing of a w~ought  alloy produces coarse grains, it 
was noted in Chapter 6 that the grain size of a cast alloy, which is determined by the 
casting temperature of the alloy and the mold temperature, is not affecled by pio- 
longed annealing near the solidus temperatu~e (homogenization heat treatment) 
This is because the impurity atoms or secondary phase5 th'lt , I I ~  found at the grain 
boundaries or dendrites of cast alloys after solidification (Chapter 5) immobilize 
the glain boundaries and prevent their migration dullng annealing. 

Previously, it was noted that the dislocation mechanism for permanent deforma- 
tion provides the explanation for the increases in strength and hardness of an alloy 
and the decrease in ductility as the grain size becomes smaller. In contrast, with a 
sufficiently large grain size, particularly in a dental appliance with a small thickness, 
a large grain may have an orientation in which the lesolved shear stress results in a 
low proportional limit and substantial local permanent deformation. Figure 20-10 
shows that the catastrophic fracture of a cast 9.5-mm-diameter gold alloy rod 
occurred in one grain that occupied the entire cross-section 

Cast Structure Versus Wrought Structure 

C,cnerally, all metals and '~lloys ale p~oduced horn cilst~ng\ Castlngs canr be 
rn,lch~neci, folgrtl, drnwn, rxttuded, or mech;dnrc,ally wonked nrl some Inanr-rer to 
p ~ o v ~ d e  the ~ e q u ~ r e d  alllcle or appllnnce, thereby bccc~m~ng a wrought mctal Most 
dental iesto~at~ons and plostlleses ale cast ;~nci not w~ougllt, ancl ~ P ~ L I \  thc factors 
that affect the gram sue  ofthe cdstlng (alloy cornpos~tion, plcwnte and concentla- 
tion of g l a n  lefining elements, and dlffe~encc between c~s t lng  dnd mold 

Fig. 20-10 A ~ ~ 1 s t  rod showing a slieai iraclurc t h ro~~p l i  one large grain Ili;lt occupicd the entire cross- 
sectional are,) o i the  rod. Although tluctility was high, fraclure oc.currtxd he( ause of a high stress 
conccnlrdtion. ( ~ 2 4 . )  
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temperatures) are very important. I lowever, i l  the dentist berlds a cast I-emovable 
partial denture clasp drm or burnishes a cast crown margin during adj~tstment, the 
structul-e may be cold worked sufficiently to convert the as-cast microstructure to a 
niicr-ostructure partially having the pr-operties of a wrought metal. 

In dental applications in which cel-tain wrought alloys are used (e.g., 01-thocion- 
tic bands and wires, appliances in pediatric dentistry, and removable partial denture 
clasp al-ms), the strength and fracture resistance of the wrought alloy is significantly 
reduced by annealing in the temperature range at wliich rec~ystallization occurs. 
Prolonged heating of stainless steel to high temperatill-es can marlzedly reduce its 
corrosion resistance, and this concern is an important consideration during solder- 
ing operations for stainless steel orthociontic appliances. Also, before heating any 
instrument such as a rubber dam clamp (I-etainer) or a metal matrix band, the den- 
tist should considel- the possibility that it [night be ruined by grain growth or by 
other microstructural changes. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the dlf/erences ~n the mnrtens~t~c structures that form in p la~n  carbon steels and 

austenitic sfd~n/css steels? 

CARBON STEELS 

As has been pointed out, stainless steels are the major alloys used in orthodontics, 
and these alloys have many other applications in dentistry. The metallurgy and ter- 
minology o l  stainless steels are intimately connected to the simpler binary iron- 
cal-bon system and to carbon steels. Therefore a brief outline of the iron-carbon 
system and carbon steels is presenteci. Cun-ently, these extrernely important industrial 
alloys have relatively limiled use in denlistry. However, stainless steels have demon- 
strated superior performance for curettes and endodontic instruments compared 
with carbon steel instntments. 

Plain carbon steels a]-e iron-carbon binary alloys that contain less than approxi- 
mately 2.1% carbon. (All alloy cornpositions in this chapler are expl-essed in weight 
percentage.) The starting point for understanding their- metallurgy is the 1:e-Fe,C 
phase diagram, and the interested reader should consult (he textbook by Brick, 
I'ense, and Gordon listed in the Selected Readings section. The niajol- classes o l  car- 
bon steels are based on three possible c~ystal structures that can occur for the iron- 
carbon alloys. Ferrite is a bcc phase, stable to temperatures not exceeding 912" C and 
containing carbon atoms in interstitial sites between the iron atoms. Austenite is an 
fcc phase, stable between 912" C and 1394" C, in which carbon atoms are also 
located interstitially between the iron atoms. The carbon atoms are larger than the 
interstitial sites in the bcc and fcc structures of pure iron, so substantial local dis- 
tortion exists in either atomic arrangement of iron near a carbon atom. The greater 
size of the interstitial sites in austenite accounts for the considerable difference in 
maximum solid solubility of carbon, approximately 0.02% in ferrite and 2.1% in 
austenite. All plain carbon steels have the single-phase austenitic structure at an 
elevated temperature; iron-carbon alloys that contain higher percentages (up to 
approximately 4%) of carbon are cast irons. 

When a plain carbon steel containing 0.8% carbon is cooled slowly in the 
austenitic phase, i t  undel-goes a solid-state eutectoid transformation at 721" C to 
yield a microstructural constituent referred LO as pearlife, which consists of alternat- 
ing fine-scale lamellae of ferrite and iron carbide (Fe7C), called ccrnentile or sirnply 
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~arblde. f i e  Fe,C phase has an olthorhornhic c~ystal structure and is much harder 
and Inole r~gid than austenite or fenite. (7he eutecto~cl transformation is analogous 
to the eutectic tlansfo~mation previously described in Cllapte~ 6. In this case a solid 
phase, lathel than a licluid phase, transfornls to two other solid phases ) hxcept f o ~  
alloys with very low percentages of carbon, the microstluctures at room temperatule 
lor slowly cooled plain c'1rbon steels containing less than 0 8% calbon consists of 
ferrite and ped~lite, whe~eas slow cooling of plain car13011 steels containing rnore 
than 0 8% carbon yields mucll haidel alloys with microstructu~es consisting of 
cementite and pearlite 

lhese trailsforrnations flom austenite require substantial eleinental diff~ision 
and, if austerlite is cooled very rapidly (quenchrd), it ~~ndergoes spontaneous, d ~ f -  
fusionless transfolmation to '1 body-centered tet~agonal (bct) structure called 
rnarlpnsztr I he arrangement of the iron atoms in martensite is highly distorted by 
the carbon atoms, resulting in a very hard, strong, brittle alloy. 

The formation of martensite is an important strengthening mechanism for car- 
bon steels. 'I he cutling edges of carbon steel instruments are ordinarily martensitic 
because the high hardness of this structure allows the grinding of a sharp edge that 
is retained in use. Martensite is a metastable phase and decomposes to foim ferr~te 
and carbide when heated at elevated temperatures. The hardness of carbon steel is 
reduced by the ternpeltng process, but this is balanced by an increase in toughness 
that is of considerable practical importance. That Japanese Samurai swords have 
temper lines is historically significant 

The metallurgy of industrial carbon steels is highly interesting and complex 
because a wide variety of alloying elements are employed to yield appropriate prop- 
elties foi laige numbel of applications The interested reader should consult the 
textbook by ({rick, Pense, and Gordon for additional info~rnation. 

STAINLESS STEELS 
Background 

When apploxirnately 12% to 30% chlo~niurn is adcled to iron, the alloy 1s coin- 
nlonly called siatnless steel blernents othel than iron, carbon, and c h r o ~ n ~ u m  may 
be p~esent, ~esulting in a wide variation in compositiori and propelties of tllc stain- 
less steels Fol example, loonl temperature yield strengths may range from approxi- 
nlatcly 200 megapascals (MPa) to more than 1700 MP'x 

As noted in Chapters 3 and 5, the resistnnce of stainless steels to tarnish and cor- 
rosion is associated with the passivating erfect of chromium. A very thin, transpar 
ent, adherent layer of Cr,O, forms on the surface of stainless steel when it is 
exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere such as room air, and this protective layer pro- 
vides a barrier to oxygen diffusion and other corrosive environments, and prevents 
further corrosion of the underlying alloy. If the oxide layer is ruptured by mechani- 
cal or chemical means, only a temporary loss of protection against corrosion occurs, 
and the passivating oxide layer eventually forms again in an oxidizing environment. 

There are three major types of stainless steels, classified on the basis of the previ- 
ously described crystal structures formed by the iron atoms. This classification, with 
approximate compositions, is provided in 'lable 20-2 

Ferritic Stainless Steels 

'lhese alloys are designated as American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) Series 400 
stainless steels. This series number is shared with the rnartensitic stainless steels. 
The ferritic stainless steels provide good corrosion resist,ance at low cost, provided 
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Composition (Weight Percentage) of Three Types of Stainless Steel* 

Type of stainless steel 
(crystal structure 
formed by iron atoms) Chromium Nickel Carbon 

1:erritic (hcc) 

Austenilic (kc )  

Mdltensitic (hct) 

*Silicor~, phospho~lls, s~~l lu l ;  manganese, tant,llu~ri, and niobium m,]y also be prcscrit ill small ,i~-riounts. 'l'lle balance is il-orl. 
hcc, Ilody-cc~~tcued ct11,ic; fcc, F,lcc-centered cubic; brt, Kody-centel-ctl tctr,igon,~l. 

that high strength is not required. liecause temperature change induces no phase 
change in the solid state, these stainless steels are not hardenable by heat treatment. 
Also, ferritic stainless steels are not readily work-hardenable. Consequently, 
although these stainless steels have numerous industrial uses, they have little appli- 
cation in dentistly. 

Martensitic Stainless Steeis 

As previously noted, martensitic stainless steels share the AISI Series 400 designa- 
tion with the ferritic stainless steels. They can be heat treated in the same manner as 
plain carbon steels, with similar results. Because of their high strength and hardness, 
martensitic stainless steels are used for surgical and cutting instruments. 

'I'he yield strength of a high-calhon ~na~tensitic s~ainlrss steel lnay range from 
approxituately 500 MPa in the annealed condition up to nearly 1300 MPa in the 
hardened (clirenched and tempered) state. The corresponding hardness ranges from 
a I3rincll h;~rdncss number of approximately 230 to 600. 

Corrosior~ resistance of the martensitic stair~less steels is less than that of the two 
other major types ancl is reduced fi~rtlier following hardening heat treatment. Such 
heat treatment decreases the ductility, which rnay he only 2% Tor a high-carbon 
ma~Tensitic stainless steel. 

Austearsitic Stainless Steels 

The austenitic stainless steels are the most corrosion-resistant alloys of the three 
lnajo~ typcs and arc the stainless steels used for o~thodontic  wires, endodontic 
instruments, and crowns in pediatric dentistry. The austenitic structure for the AlSI 
Series 300 stainless steels is achieved by the addition of niclzel to the iron- 
chromium-carbon composition. (The lower-cost AISI Series 200 austenitic stain- 
less steels substitute manganese and nitrogen for nickel and are not used for 
dental applications.) 'Ijrpe 302 stainless steel is a basic alloy, containing 17% to 
19% chromium, 8% to 10% nickel, and a maximum of 0.15% carbon. Type 304 
stainless steel has a similar composition of 18% to 20% chromium and 8% to 
12% niclzel, along with a maximum carbon content of 0.08%. Both 302 and 304 
stainless steel are often given the general designation of 18-8 staznless steel, based 
on the percentages of chromium and nickel in their composition, and are the 
types most commonly used in orthodontic stainless steel wires and bands. Type 
131 GI, (low carbon) contains 10% to 14% nickel, 2% to 3% molybdenum, lGO/o to 
18% chromium, and 0.03% maximum carbon, and is the stainless steel ordinar- 
ily employed for implants. All of the preceding stainless steel alloys contain 2% 
manganese. 
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Austenitic stainless steel is p~eferable to ferritic st,iinless steel fol dental applic'l- 
tions because, in addition to reasonable cost, it possesses the followilig excellent 
combination of prope~ties: 

e Cleatel ductility and ability to unde~go more cold w o ~ k  without fract~lring 
e Substantial strengthening during cold working (some t~ansforination to a 

martensite phase) 
e Creater ease of welding 
e Ability to overcome sensiti~ation (discussed in the following section) 
e Less critical grain glowth 
e Comparative ease in fo~niing 
X-lay ctiffiaction analyses of as-received austenitic stainless sleel oilbodontic 

wires has shown that these wiles may not have a completely austenitic single-phase 
(y phase) w ~ t h  an fcc crystal structure The austenitt, phase in 18-8 stainless steels is 
metastable, and cold working creates a bcc martensite structure (termed a' to dis- 
tinguish it from the a phase designation used for the bcc ferrite structure). 
rormation of the duplex (y + a') structure in as-received wires depends on both the 
orthodontic wire product and the cross-section dimensions of the wire '[he major 
factors appear to be the carbon content of the stainless steel alloy and the sequence 
of proprietary intermediate heat treatments given by the manufacturer during the 
wire processing 

CORROSION RESISTANCE A N D  PROPERTIES OF AUSTENITIC 
STAINLESS STEEL 
Sensitization 

Austenitic stainless steel may lose its resista~lce to corrosion if it is healed between 
approximately 400" <: and C)OOu C, the exact temperature clcpending on its carbon 
content. Such temperatures are within the rang(, ~ ~ s e d  by thc orthodontist fbr sol- 
dering and welding. The dccrrasr i n  col-rosion rcsistan~cc is c;~uised by thc pl-ecipita- 
tion o l  chrorniurn-iron carbide at the grain bou~ldaries at these high temperatures. 
The small carbon atoms rapidly diffuse to the grain bounclary regions to conlbine 
wilh the chromium and iron atoms in solid solulion and form (Crl:e),C, resulting 
in loss of the corrosion 1-esistance provicled by chro~nium. Formation of ((:rFe),C is 
most rapid at 6.50" 6. Below this temperature the diffirsion rate Sol- carbon is slower, 
whereas decomposition of (CrPe)4<: occurs at higher temperatures. (:OI-I-OS~C)I~ 

resistance is reduced in regions adjacent to ille grain boundaries in which the 
chromium level is depleted below that necessaly for proteclion (approximately 
12%). The stainless steel becomes susceptible to intergranular corrosion, and partial 
disintegration of the weakened alloy may result. 

Two methods can be used to minimize sensitization when austenitic stainless 
steel is heated into this problematic elevated temperature range. One method is to 
reduce the carbon content of the steel to an extent that such carbide precipitation 
cannot occur, but this remedy is not economically feasible. On the other hand, if the 
stainless steel is severely cold worlzed and heated within the sensitization tempera- 
ture range, the chromium-iron carbides instead precipitate at dislocations, which are 
located on slip planes within the bulk grains. As a result, the carbides are more uni- 
formly distributed throughout the alloy, rather than forming a network of grain 
boundary precipitates. Fortunately, the manufacturing process for orthodontic stain- 
less steel wires should provide some resistance to intergranular corrosion by this 
mechanism because the final wires still possess substantial strain hardening, despite 
the intermediate heat treatments performed at different stages during the wire- 
drawing sequence. 
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Stabilization 

I he method employed most successfi~lly in indus t~~al  pi,lctice to pleverlt the sensl 
t~zatloit of austenltlc s~alnless steels at elevated tempekatuies is the mtioduct~on of 
one 01 two elements that fo11ii ca~hide precrpltates In preference to chiom~um, such 
as n ~ o b ~ i ~ r n  01 titan~um plus tantalum Sta~nless steels that have been treated 111 ttus 
lllailller ale s a ~ d  to he s t ab l l~~ed  1 low eve^, thls method does not appear 10 be used 
fc)~ stamless steel o ~ t h o d o ~ ~ t ~ c  wiles, p~esumahly because 01 the addlt~onal cost 

General Causes of Corrosion 

As p~eviously noled, the f i lnct~oi~ of ch~omiutn in \~,t~nless steel 1s to prevent col- 
i o s~on  of the bulk alloy by oxrdation Sta~nlcss stecl IS  highly prone to ox~dat~on,  
but the passive su~face oxide film blocks s~gn~ficant oxygen ~ ~ ~ ~ L I S I O I ~  to the under- 
ly~ng alloy W ~ t h  iespect to pleventlon of electrolyt~c (electrochem~cal) corioslon, 
the situation is somewhat analogous to that for dental amalgam, which 1s d~scussed 
in Chapter 17 

From Chapter 3 ~t follows that any surface ~nhomogerlelty in the surface of a 
metal is a potential source of tarn~sh or co~roslon Severe strain hardening may also 
p~oduce localized anod~c  legions In the presence of an electrolyte such as 
sal~va Because of the likelihood of In v~vo  depos~ts, any slte of surface ~oughness 
011 a metal may ~esult  In a concentration cell that causes local~aed corloslon 
A stainless steel o~thodontic appliance should be polished so that ~t lemains 
cleanel and less susceptible to tarnlsh or corroslon durmg use, as well as for 
patient comfort 

A cornnlon cause of the corroslon of std~nless steel 15 ~ l l e  illcolpolatlon of b ~ t s  of 
c,lrbon steel (31 a s~rnllnl metal ~n rts surface Foi exarnple, IT a st ,~~nlcss steel wile 1s 
~nnn~p~i la ted  c,~~cl.lcssly w~kh c,ilbon stccl plrels, I? 15 pos5lblc t h ~ t  colnc. of [he c,11 
I>on steel 110111 the p l ~ e ~ s  nn.ly becolne ctnbedded In the slnrllless steel 0 1 ,  nT the 
~ ~ d ~ n l e s s  s~cel appl~ancc. 1s ,~bladvtl ol cut W J ~ P I  ,I carbon steel bul (31 s~rn~lnr \tccl 
tool, some 01 L ~ I C  cdr1>011 steel f~orn  thc tool may alco becornc cnlheddcti In [lac 
std~laless steel Such '1 sltuntron lesults 111 'In electlochemical cel l  that m,3y tausc con- 
s~del,lble corloslon ~n v~vo 

B ~ a ~ c d  01 soldc~ed joints (Oh,tpter 19) 111  orthodont~c nppl~ances can also folm 
gcrlvdnllc couples In v~vo In addition, a\ pointed out In Clirlptel 3, dusten~t~c stdlr- 
Icss steels ale susceptible to attdck by solut~ons contn~ning chlor~ne (:hlo~~ne- 
containing cleansels should not bc usecl to clean ~cmovable appliances fab~ ~cated 
fiom stamless steel 

Mechanical Properties 

Approximate values of the mechanical properties for a staillless steel orthodontic 
wire are presented in Table 20-3, in which the elastic modulus is 180 gigapascals 
(GPa), the 0.2% offset yield strength is 1600 MPa, and the ultimate tensile stlength 
is 2100 MPa. Strength and hardness may increase with a decrease in cross-section 
dimensions, because of the increased cold work ~equired for forming the smaller 
wires. (The lack of such changes for certain sizes of the same stainless steel wire 
product is the result of intermediate heat tleatments during wire drawing.) As pre- 
viously noted, the substantial cold working during fabrication of the stainless steel 
wires contributes a major proportion of their strength values. 

Altl~ough the tensile sli-ength at which the wire fractures is of metallurgical inter- 
est, this property has no clinical significance. The elastic modulus, whicll detei-mines 
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Mechanical Properties of Orthodontic Wires 

Number of 
Yield strength Ultimate 90-degree cold 

Modulus of (0.2% offset) tensile strength bends withoul 
Alloy elaslicily (GPa) (GPa) (a',) fracture' 

St,%~nlesj strcl 179 1 6  2 1 5 

Cobalt chrom~u~n-111t ltel 184 1 4  1 7  8 

N~cl<cl t l tan~uni  4 1 0 43 1 5  2 

L ~ ~ L ~ - L I L ~ I ~ I L I I ~ ~  72 0 9 3  1 3  4 

Formcrly rcquircd in ANSIIADA Spccilic,1tinn No.  32 fol- 01-thodontic wil-cs. 

the alloy contribution to the orthodontic force delivery from a wire segment, is of 
paramount clinical importance, as is the yield strength, which deteimines the 
practical limit of the elastic working range. Although there was formerly a require- 
ment in American National Standards Institute/American Dental Association 
(ANSIIADA) Specification No 12 for orthodontic wires not containing precious 
metals on the number of 30-degree cold bends that could be performed before fi-ac- 
ture, this requirement has been eliminated from the curient specification. 
Nevertheless, the relative number of such cold bends indicates the comparative 
formability (ability to be permanently deformed into complex shapes) of the major 
orthodontic wire alloys. 

The previously mentioned phase change from the metastable austenit~c (y) p1~1se 
to the a' martensitic phase du~ ing  ~ n ~ ~ n u f a c t u ~ e  of the stainless steel wiles can be 
~eddily demonstrated because the bcc structures (fcr~ite and martcnsite) are fe~ro- 
nlagnetic at loom temperature, whe~eas austenite is nonmagnetic Rccauscr the 
m,lrlensite phase has a lower elastic modulus than the austenite phase, thcre is a 
reduction in the nlodulus of elasticity foi stainless steel orthociontic wiles 111 which 
the work hardening effects have not been eliminated by heat treatment EOI exam- 
ple, t11e elastic modulus can decrense from appro~ im~~tc ly  200 GPn for fully 
a~lnealrd austenitic stainless steel to 1'50 CPa ctfter extensive colcl worlting 'lliis pre- 
sents no ptohlern clinically because stainless steel orthodontic wires have a very 
high elastic modulus relative to the titanium-containing wiles to be discussed late1 
Concomitantly, extensive cold working can increase the yield strength to approxi- 
mately 1100 MPa from a value of 275 MPa for the fully annealed stainless steel. 
Presumably, the strengthening is associated with work hardening of the a' marten- 
sitic phase, but definitive studies have not been pelformed on stainless steel ortho- 
dontic wires to verify this hypothesis. 

It is unfortunate that a stainless steel orthodontic wire can become f ~ ~ l l y  
annealed, resulting in a recrystallized microstmctu~e, in a few seconds at temper- 
atures from 700" C to 800°C, which lie within the soldering and welding tem- 
perature range The yield strength of the wire and thus the range of elastic 
deformation (working range) necessary for a satisfactory orthodontic appliance 
are greatly reduced after such annealing. This result is a decided clinical disadvan- 
tage. 'l'his disadvantage can be minimized by using low-fusing solders, and by con- 
fining the time for soldering and welding procedures to a minimum Any 
softening that occurs u n d e ~  such conditions of heating can be remedied considel- 
ably by the stiain hardening incurred in subsequent clinical operations, such as 
contouring and polishing. 
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Recovery Heat Treatment 

An increase in the elastic properties of a stainless steel wire can be obtained by heat- 
ing to temperatures between approximately 400" C and 500" C after it has been 
cold-worked. This stress-r-elief heat treatment promotes the recovery anriealillg stage, 
which removes residual str-esses introduced during manipulation of the wire, and 
thus stabilizes the shape of the appliance. This is irnportarll clinically because such 
residual stresses might cause fract~~re when the appliance is being adjusted by the 
cliilician for the patient. 

A s t ~ ~ d y  of the heat treatment effects on straight segllleilts of austenitic stainless 
steel orthodontic wires with a range of cross-section dirneilsioiis fro111 two manufac- 
turers revealed increases of LIP to 10% for the modulus of resilience in tension. 
Springback impl-oved from a range of 0.0060 lo 0.0094 for the as-received wires to a 
range of 0.0065 to 0.0039 after heat treatment. For certain cross-section sizes of one 
pi-@duct, heat treatment eliminated the a' martensitic phase found in the as-received 
wires, yielding an entirely single-phase austenitic (y) structure. 

Braided and Twisted Wires 

Very small-diameter stainless steel wires have been braided or twisted together by 
manufacturers to form larger multistranded wlres for clin~cal orthodontics The sep- 
arate strands may be as small as 0 178 mm ( 0  007 inch) in diameter, and the final 
inte~tw~ned wires may have round or rectangular cross-sections wlth dimensions 
between 0.406 mm and 0.635 mm (0 01G and 0 025 inch) 1:igure 20-11 shows the 
magnified appearance of two such wlres Although the bending mechanics analysis 
f o ~  mult~strandeci oithodontic wlres is complex, it can be app~eciated that thew 
wues are composllc beams of individual strands that ale v e ~ y  flexible 
don~ecluently, the h ~ d ~ d e d  or tw~sted wires are able to sust<an large elnstit deflec 
tlcpns ~n hcndlng, and tlncse wiles apply much lowel faces for a given dcllcctlorl, 
~ o r n p ~ ~ ~ e c l  with sollcl std111less steel w ~ ~ e s  with the s m ~ e  cioss-section cilcncns~ons 

CRITIICAL QUESTION 

Wh,ll hrlirre pro( e55c.s 1711gIit Ot" ~ I I ~ C I  ved C / I I ~ I (  ally f a  sol(1ered lorrifs and wel t l f~ /  jorr7ts 

117 ~ ~ O I I ~ I ~ ~ S S  steel o~thodonlrc applrant c ~ ?  

Fig. 20-1 1 Mullistrantletl 5tainlcss sled wires for ortliotiontic applications. A, Twistcd form wiih overall 
tli,~rnetrr of 0.44 rnm. 6, Br,licled form with ovcrall dimensions oC 0.44 rnm x 0.63 mm. (Coi~rlesy of 
J.Y. Morton <11nd J. Goldberg.) 
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SOLDERING AND WELDING OF STAINLESS STEEL 

Solders (Brazing Materials) 

It is important that the stainless steel wile not be heated to an excessively high tem- 
perature to rninimize catbide precipitation and prevent substantial softening of the 
wire so that its ~~sefulness is lost 'I'he requirement of a low-temperature soldriing 
(hra~ing) technique ge~ierally rules out any of the gold soldering (blazing) materi- 
als no~lnally employed with gold alloy wires because their melting langes (diffcr- 
ence between l i q~~ idus  and solidus tempelature, as desclihed in Chapte~ 6) are 
typically too high. Instead, silvel solders nre ~tsed. As noted in the (Iiapter 13, the 
term solderzn~ is preferred rathe~ than braz~ng for such joining processes because of 
its cornlnon usagc in dentistry 

Silver solders are alloys of silve~, copper, and zinc to which elelnerlts such ns tin 
and indium may be added to lower the fusion temperature and improve solderabil- 
ity. Although such solders corrode in use because they are anodic to stainless steel, 
this effect in clinical orthodontic appliances is not too objectionable. These appli- 
ances are temporary structures, usually not worn in the mouth for more than 6 to 
30 months, and frequent inspections by the orthodontist are necessary. 

The soldering tempelatures for orthodontic silver solders are typically between 
approximately 620" C and 665' C A small melting range is an important character- 
istic of the solder materials used for thc freehand soldering practiced by orthodon- 
tists. In freehand soldering, the joint metal should harden promptly when the work 
is removed from the flame. Otherwise, the operator may inadvertently move the 
work before the soldering material has completely solidified, and the joint will be 
wcakcncd 

Soldering Fluxes 

In  add~arom to ~ l l c  usen,al rcaie~cnnag , ~ s ~ d  clenn?nm~g ngcnts dewrnbed nrl (:haptc~ 19, a flux 
eased f o r  solciern~lg stannlcss stt-el dso  cont,%nns ,a Ilmo~idc 20 cirrsolve the p,lasrva(ilag 
s~ufnce Glna Gornraed ljy thso111ienm I h e  %older will not wct tllc metal when aeech ,I 

fnlm 15 pncaclmt liPot,ls~>rum SI~or~clc us 01x6" 01 6 1 1 ~  xnost dttlvc chemicals nrl tlrns 
~csywct 111s flux ra srmrlan to almaa rcconnrncnclect fol golci soldcrnng in Chdptcr 19, 
wrah ahc extepinonl of the ,rddntion of potasslua7im fluoircie Pbon~c ‘acid 1s uscd 111 ;p 

grea8er rirlro to bolax ahara nn sllc flew f o ~  golc$ soIcIc~ing, ~ P C C ~ L I S C  ~b P O W ~ I S  the f~~srcpn 
lernpcrratunc 

Technical Considerations for Soldering 

The freehand soldering of starnless steel is not greatly different from that of gold sol- 
dering described in the previous chapter. A needlelike, nonluminous, gas-air Rarne 
may be used 'The thinner the diameter of the flame, the less the metal sur~ounding 
the joint is annealed. 'The work should be located about 3 mm inward from the tip 
of the blue cone, in the reducing zone of the flame The soldering procedure should 
be observed in a shadow, against a black background, so that the temperature can be 
judged by the color of the worlz. The color should never exceed a dull red. 

Befole soldering, the parts should be tack-welded for alignment during the sol- 
dering procedure. Then flux should be applied, and the heavier-gauge part should 
be heated first. I'lux must cover all of the areas to be soldered before heat is applied 
As soon as the flux fuses, the solder alloy should be addccl and heating continued 
until the metal flows around the joint. After the metal has flowed, the worlz should 
be immediately removed fiorn the heat and quenched in water. T ~ o m  the preceding 
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Fig. 20-12 t'ho~oniicrograph of a soldercd joint between a stainlcss steel orthodontic wire and a silvrr 
solder. (x8OO.) 

discussion about sensitization of austenit~c stainless steels, ~t should be evrdent that 
the objectrve during solderrng is to use as l~ttle heat for as short a time as possible 

In addltion to the conventional gas-alr torch, a number of other techniques can 
be used to supply the heat for soldering These incllrde a hydrogen oxygen torch, 
electric resistance heating, and lnd~rect heatlng uslng an intermed~ary b~ass wile 
Gas all dnd hyd~ogen-oxygen torch heatlng havc been shown to produce compara- 
ble lolnls in terms of slrength 

A photomlcrogr,~ph of n cross section of a sta~nless steel w~~c/uilvel solde~ junc 
troll is hewn 111 Eigule 20-1 2 Aldiough ~ntili~ate contact between [he two metals lr 
scen at (111s moder,~tc m,lgn~fic~ll~on, rrsen~cli has i n d ~ c ~ ~ t e d  that no ~nedsurable 
amount of atomlc diffusion occurs , ~ t  the ~nterface and that the bond 15 strrclly 
rnechai~rc~~l The nbscnce of app~ec~able d~ffiision d u ~ ~ n g  rlle b ~ ~ e f  penods of sol- 
d e ~ ~ n g  1s plcius~ble Ihe tensile st~engtll of '1 good s~lvcr solder jolnt can exceed that 
of the bulk alloy used for silvei soldeling lnterfac~al constlnint belween the thrn 
layei of solder alloy and the stronger wile m~glit account for [he h~ghel strength of 
the \oldel jolllt, but f ~ i ~ t h e ~  ~esea~ch  1s necesrdly to v e ~ f y  thrs hypotbesls 

Welding 

Although soldering of stainless steel orthodontic wires is not uncommon, flat struc- 
tures such as bands and brackets are usually joined by welding. The spot (electrical 
resistance) welding apparatus produces a large electric current that is forced by the 
electrode to flow through a limited area (spot) on the overlapped mate~ials to be 
welded. The interfacial resistance of the materials to the current flow produces 
intense localized heating and fusion of the overlapped metals. No solder is 
employed. Ideally, melting is confined to the junction area and can be observed 
metallographically in cross-section as a region of resolidifi ed alloy with a distinctive 
cast microstructure. I h e  grain structure of the surrounding wrought alloy should not 
be affected, but stress exists at the interface of the cast and wrought structures, which 
would be one likely path of joint failure if this were to occur. The strength of the 
welded joint decreases with an increase in the area of recrystalli~ation of the adja- 
cent wrought structure, and the joint strength i~lc~eases with the area of ~ h c  weld. 
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Ihe welded joint 1s suscept~ble to corloslon, p ~ ~ m a r ~ l y  because of the loss of passi- 
vation I esult~ng fi om t hrornlum-iron carlxde plccIpit,ltion at the elevated tempel '1- 
tules assoc~ated with welding I h e  tendency lo1 corioslon is also mcreaseci because 
o l  the localized stless at the ~nte~face  hetwren the weld alea and the surround~ng 
w~ought structure 

COBALT-CHROMIUM-NICKEL ALLOYS 
Composition and Mechanical Properties 

(,ohalt ch~omrum nickel alloys diawn into wire were filst marltcted for use In ortho 
dol~trc nppl~ances dullng the 1950s 1 hesc alloys wele or~glnally developed Sol use 
as watch spr lngs (Clgrloy), and a iepiesentatlve cornposition 1s 40°/o cobalt, 20(X/i, 
chiomium, 15% n~cl<rl, 1 Ti gO/O 11or1, 7% molylxlenurn, 2% manganese, 0 16Vo car- 
bon, and 0 04O/0 be~yl l~um lhe  metallurgy of Flg~loy 1s complex, and 11s composl- 
tion bears some resemblance to a cobalt-chroin~um-n~ckel casting alloy f o ~  
removable partial denture frameworks Although the latter alloy contalils highel 
percentages of cobalt and chromium, ~t contains only a small amount of lron and 
no beryllium blg~loy has excellent resistance to tarn~sh and corrosion In the oral 
envrronment, and can be subjected to the same weldlng and soldering procedu~es 
used foi stainless steel wlres 

One manufactu~er offers blgiloy wlies In four d~fferent tempers (soft, duct~le, 
semires~l~ent, and resll~ent), which are color-coded for the clinlclan's convenience 

The inost w~dely used is the soft teinper (klg~loy Blue), wh~ch is eas~ly man~pulated 
and then heat treated to ach~eve Increased resilience, o t h e ~  tempers ale also respon- 
slvr to heat treatment I he result~ng changes 111 mechan~cal properties are a<\ociated 
w ~ t h  pleclpitatlon lenc tions Clinic~,~ns can e a d y  pe~folm heat tleatment uslng an 
elcct~rc;rl resistance weldrng appal,ltu\ ancl ,i spec~al p,~stc prov~dcd by the manu- 
f<~cturr~ to ~ n d ~ c a t c  the optllnunl penod oi alllle Alteinat~vc.ly, liu n,~ce hcnt blenl- 
rncnt at npp~ox~mnlcly 480 (: nllcl 7 TO 12 mrn can be crm~ployed 

1 [cat tlcatment of stralght segment\ of Clgrloy 1Sluc o~il~o(lontlc wr1c.s wrtJ1 srvc1;al 
6 1 0 s ~  section d~mel l \~ons  ~ n t ~ e a s e  the ~ J I ~ S I I C  IUOCIUIUS 111 ten41011 from a range of 160 
to 190 (:Pa f o ~  ds-~ece~vt~l  wries 10 a imge o l  180 to 210 CP'1 lor heat-tlcated wile\ 

Ihe splln"gback, wh~ch valres between 0 0045 nnd 0 0065 Sol the a\ ~ecc~vcd 
wlres, mcreascd to a ~ange 010 0054 to 0 0074 after hcctt irentnlent Other \~ucIles have 
shown h a t  ~ignifica~it I I I C I C ~ S ~ S  111 the elnst~c propeilres of 5~nrnlrss steel '~nd Glglloy 
I3lue w~lc \  are al\o obtalnecb when oithodontic loop conligcuat~ons (rather ihan 
5tlaighl as rece~ved w i ~ c  spec~mens) ale subjectecl to heat tlcatrnent 

Mechanical properties fol the different telnpels of Elglloy o~ thodon t~c  wues ale 
s~mrlar to those Sol certain sta~nless steel wires because these latter wlres are ava~l- 
able In a lange of properties Representative property values for an Flglloy ortho- 
dontlc wile are prov~ded 111 Table 20-3 Because of t h e ~ r  nearly dentical values of 
elastic modulus, the orthodont~c force delivery for Clgiloy Blue and stainless steel 
orthodontic wires is essentially the same In the as-rece~ved cond~ t~on ,  the klgiloy 
Blue wlres have a soSt feel because of thelr much lower values of yield strength com- 
pared with the more res~lient stainless steel wiles 

La~ge-diameter Clg~loy Blue w~les  have also been fabr~cated into quad helix 
appliances s ~ m ~ l a r  to chose used fol slow maxillary expansion In pediatllc dent~stry, 
and their In v ~ t l o  force delivery for elastic activatloil was compared w ~ t h  that for 
appliances fabricated fiom staillless steel wlres of the same d ~ a m e t e ~  As would 
he antrc~p,iled from 1lle11 essentially eclu,ll values olelast~c nlodulus, t h e ~ e  was no slg- 
111Gc~1nt dille~ence In Solce dellvery f o ~  the two W I I ~  alloys Lxprctcd s~gnrficant d ~ f -  
fe~ences occu~red 111 force drlive~y ns a fcinction ol wlre diameter and a p p l ~ ~ ~ n c e  slze 
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NICKEL-TITAN1 UM ALLOYS 

A nickel-titanium orthodontic wlre alloy was first introduced comnle~ci~lly 
(Nitinol, 3M IInitelc Monrovia, CA) during the 1370s, following research by 
Andleasen and his colleagues. rhis wire alloy had significailtly diffe~ent mechanical 
properties f i o~n  the stainless steel and blgiloy orthodontic wires (see Table 20 3), 
notably much lower elastic modulus a i d  much wider elastic worl<ing range. The 
alloy name "Nilinol" o~iginally came from the two elements nickel and r~tdnium, 
and the Naval O~dinance Laboratory where these nlloys were first developed by 
13ueliler and associates. 

Mechanical Properties 

Approximate n~echanical prope~ties for Niti~iol wile are 40 GPa f o ~  elastic modulus, 
430 MPa for 0.2% offset yield strength, and 1500 MPa for tensile strength. 
Placement of permanent bends by the clinician in Nitinol wires is difficult because 
of their high resilience as evidenced by the small number of 30-degree cold bends 
before fracture (see 'hble 20-3). Tensile tests in which wires were loaded to failure 
showed that Nitinol has high ductility, and its capability of undergoing substantial 
work hardening is evident from the coilsiderably higher tensile strength compared 
with its yield strength. l'he very low elastic modulus of Nitinol (approximately one- 
fourth that of stainless steel and blgiloy) results in vely low orthodontic forces when 
compared with similarly constructed and activated appliances from these other two 
alloys, and the springback (YS/C) or elastic range available for tooth movement is 
much greater for Nitinol. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

W11,lf are> ihc cl1171c a1 adv,~nragcs of ,I shape-mc~rnor): nrc /<el-trf~~~ruri i  ortl~oo'or~lrc wire, 

compared w~ th  '1  ~tarnlcss steel oithoclor~tjc. wrjc? 

Orthodontic Wire AIBoys: Composition, Superelasticity, and Shape Memory 
The nickel-titanium alloys uscd in delltistry are based on the cq~~idtomic intcl- 
metallic compound Ni 1 i, which contains 55 wt?h nickel because of thc differing 
atomic weights of nickel and titanium. Orthodontic wire alloys contain small 
amounts of other elements, such as cobalt, copper, and chromium. The microstruc- 
ture consists predominantly of Ni'l'i, but small precipitates, which can be oxide 
phases because of the alloy reactivity with the atmospheric environment during wire 
processing, are also observed. 'lhe Ni'Ti interrnetallic compound can exist in differ- 
ent crystal structures. The austenitic NiTi phase has a complex ordered bcc (cesium 
chloride) structure, and the martensitic Nil'i phase has been reporled to have a dis- 
torted monoclinic, triclinic, or hexagonal structure. 'lhe names austenitic and marlen- 
sztic for these different crystallographic forms of NiTi have been taken from the 
metallurgical terminology for carbon steel and stainless steel. 

Transfoimation between the austenitic and martensitic forms of Ni'Ti can be 
induced by both temperature and stress. Austenitic NiTi is the high-temperature, 
low-stress form, and ma~tensitic NiTi is the low-temperature, high-stless form. 
Transformation occurs by a twinning process, which is reversible below the elastic 
limit. There are nlso changes in volunle and elect~ical resistivity. In addition, a t h i ~ d  
form of NiTi, called the li phase (because of its rhombohedra1 crystal structure), 
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appears as an intermediate phase during the tlansfo~mation between ~na~ tens i t~c  
Ni'l i and dilstenitic Nili. The Ni l'i phase relationships in orthodontic wires have 
been studied in detail by x-lay diffractior~ and differential scanning calorimetry, ; ~ n d  
a summary of these studies is provided in the referenced textbook on orthodontic 
materials in the Selected Ileaclings. 

Ihe original Nitinol wire is made from a predominantly heavily work-haldened 
niartensitic alloy and has a Vickers ha~dness of approximately 410. In the rn~d 1380s 
niclzel-titanium orthodontic wiles possessing superelasticity (termed pseudoelnstzczty 
in engineering materials science) were intioduced cornme~cially. I11 contrast to the 
original (nonsuperelastz~) Nitinol wire, as-~eceived superelastic wires contain sub- 
stantial austenitic NiTi structure at rooin temperature or body temperattile (37" C) 

A schematic illustration of superelastic behavior for an orthodontic wire speci- 
men in bending is shown in Fig~ur 20-11. Segment a-b corresponds to the initial 
elastic deformatlon of the wlre, followed by segment b-c, where the austenitic Ni I'i 
structure transforms to the martensitic NiTi structure. After the transformation is 
completed at point c (typically at approximately 10% strain), plastic deformation 
and further elastic deformation occur with increasing stress (or bending moment) 
along segment c-d. During unloading, this sequence of events is reversed, with seg- 
ment d-e corresponding to loss of elastic strain in the martensitic NiTi stiucture, fol- 
lowed by a transformation back to the austenitic NiTi structure along segment e-f, 
and finally loss of elastic strain in the austenitic NiTi stiucture as the stress or bend- 
ing moment decreases to zero. A small amount of permanent angular deflection 
remains in the wire, because of the permanent deformation in segment c-d. For ten- 
sile loading and unloading of the wire specimen, segments b-L. and e-f are parallel 
to each othel because stress is uniform over the cross-section Superelastic behavior 
is desiiable clinically, because vrry low and nearly constant forces for tooth move- 
ment are provided by the wile during unloading (deactivation). 

a 

Angular deflection 

Fig. 20-13 Schematic bending movement versus angular deflection curve for a nickel-titanium 
orthodontic wirr, showing the regions of superelasticity: 0-c during loading (activation) and e-f during 
unloading (deactivation). Such behavior imparts a large working range to the archwire. Region c-d 
corresponds to permanent deformation during loading, and d-e corresponds to initial unloading of the 
permanenlly clriormccl archwire. Rcgions h-c and c- f correspond lo the forward antl ~rcversc directions, 
respcclivcly, of Ihc stress-induced transforrna~ion between Ihe low-stress auslenitic and high-stress 
marlcnsitic structures. (Courtesy of I .  Coldberg.) 
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In the early 1930s new nickel-titanium orthodontic wiles possessing true sl~ape 
memory in the oial envi~onment weie int~oduced Manufacture~s can ach~eve the 
shape memory effect by first establish~ng a shape wllen the alloy 1s heated at a tem- 
perature neal 480 C. If the appliance, such as an orthodorlt~c archw~re, is then 
manipulated by the clinician and placed into brackets bonded to malpositioned 
teeth, exposure of the wire to the lower t~ansfolmation temperatutc (approxim;ltely 
body temperature) causes the alchwire to retuin to its original shape (the passive 
configur atloll) and the~eby promote tooth movement. D~ffe~ential scannlllg calori- 
metiic analyses of shape lnemory nickel-tltnnium wires show that the transforma- 
tion froni the marte~ls~tic Ni'l'i structure to the austenitic Nirl'i structule on heating 
fiom very low ternperatules is completed below '37" C, whe~eas tempelatules h~ghei- 
tllan that of the oral environment ale required to1 complete t~ansfo~mation to the 
austenitic NlTi st1 uctule in the superelast~c wlres 

I'he shape memory wires have superior springback to the superelastic and non- 
superelastic nickel-titanium wires and, in principle, are the most desirable nickel- 
titanium orthodontic wires for clinical use. In the mid 1990s one manufacturer 
introduced new coppel-containing nickel-titanium orthodontic wires that are avail- 
able in three different variants, corresponding to the approximate austenzte-jznzsh 
temperature (27" C, 35" C,  or 40" C) at whlch transformation to the entirely 
austenitic NiTi structure is completed 

The preceding discussions show that a wide valiety of nickel-titanium orthodon- 
tic wires are currently available Mallufacturers are able to control the percentages of 
martensitic and austenitic Ni'l'i phases in these wires, as well as the phase transfor- 
mation temperatures, by a variety of strategies, such as the amount of cold work and 
annealing temperatures during wire p~ocessing and the alloy composition, whcle 
cobalt, coppel, ancl chlomium have been rnco~porated in varlous products I k s p ~ t e  
their advantages of very low elastic ~rlodulus and h ~ g h  sspllnglsack (ve~y wrdc clas~lc 
worlting range), ihc nickel-titanlu~m o~ tllotlont~c wlrcs Im,~vc some dasadvaorb~~gcs As 
rlotecl plevaously, they are cd~fficnculr 6 0  f o d r m r  rr-ato cllraocal ah~pes,  ;brmcI dlmcy l~lave to be 
jolnrd hy mrel-a;anlcal olnalain~g heca~ssc thc alloy calm be nrrtlacr soldered nor 
wcldeci BBP, addation, n~cKzeI-t~tanluim orthorionilc wlnr\ h ~ v c  ~elr~tivcly 1011glh'l ~ ~ 1 1 -  

Sate\ w111cPm ncs~nlt u a  hngll v,~luc\ of a~chwire blacker frrca~oal daat can potea~lially 
p~olong thc alrllc laceded for almnicnl taearancnt 

Nickel-Titanium Endodontic instruments 

lollowaalg a ploneerlng study by Walra and associ,ltes published 111 alie late 1980s, 
there has been considerable interest in nickel-titanium instruments for endodontics 
Whereas the small nickel-titanium hand files in the original study were fabricated 
from the nonsupelelastic Nitinol orthodontic alloy, the superelastic ploperty is 
more desirable for the nickel-titanium endodontic instruments. In particular, within 
the upper superelastic plateau region (see segment h-c in Fig 20-13), the markedly 
increased strain fol a small increase in bending stress facilitates adaptation of the 
insti-urnent along a sharply curving root canal, thereby minimi~ing the risk for pel- 
foiation of the root. Recent differential scanning calorinletric analyses have con- 
firmed that the alloys for the two most popular nickel-titanium rotary endodonlic 
instruments are in the superelastic condition, with the austenite-finish temperatuie 
being approximately 25" C. 

The nickel-titanium endodontic instruments must be fabricated by machining 
the starting wire blanks, in contlast to stainless steel e~dodont ic  instruments in 
which a special apparatus is used to twist the taperect starting wire blank. The edges 
of the cutting flutes on some nickel-titanium instruments are characterized by 
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Fig. 20-14 I'ho[ornic rograph of a nic-kel-tilanium roi,rry etidotlon~ic- inslr~~rnt,rlt, sC~owing I,crni,lnrnt 
deformation at [he edges o l  ~ h c  flutes (rollover) and other surlacc defects that resulted from the 
machining process used for f,ibrication. (Courtesy o i  S.R. Alapati.) 

substantial permanent deformation (which is called rollover), as shown in Figure 20-14. 
Scanning electron microscope observations suggest that fracture of niclzel-titanium 
endodontic instruments during laboratory torsional testing talzes place at surface 
flaws introduced during manufacturing. 'The nickel-titanium alloy may be inher- 
ently notch-sensitive, because the coexisting austenitic and martensitic NiTi phases 
have very different crystal structures. Future developments of nickel-titanium 
endodontic instruments with improved resistance to failure under clinical condi- 
tions are anticipated. 

CWITICAL QUESTION 

Wl1,11 r s  ;i poicn11~I c Irr~rcal d ~ i ~ ~ ( l V r ) r ~ f ~ ~ g c  of ,In orthodontit wrre I~br r t  'lfecl /rorn 

a-li1'11?1um7 

BETA-TITANBUM ALLOYS 

Crystallographic Forms of Titanium and Titanium AQloys 

Like the stainless steel and nickel-t1taniu111 ortPiodo1~tic w~res, p ~ u e  li tan~ilin has 
difiercnt crys~allogr~jphlc ( p o l y ~ ~ ~ o r p h i c  or allotropic) fo~n l s  at high and low 
temperatures. At temperatures below 885" C:, the stable form is a-titanium, which 
has the hcp crystal structure, whereas at higher temperatures the stable form is 
p-titanium, which has the bcc stlucture. The elastic modulus and yield strength 
at room tempelature for a-titanium are approximately 110 GPa and 40 MPa, 
respectively. 

Certain elements, such as aluminum, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, stabilize the 
a-titanium structure, that is, raise the temperatuie for transformation to p-titanium. 
Other elements, such as vanadium, molybdenum, and tantalum, stabilize the 
p-titanium structure, that is, extend the p-titanium phase field or region of stability 
and thus lower the temperature for transformation to a-titanium. The li-6A1-4V 
alloy, which contains 90% titanium, 6% aluminum, and 4% vanadium (wtOh), is 
popular for dental implants and has received attention fol cast lestoratlons. 'lhis 
alloy has a duplex microstructure, containing both the a-titanium and p-titanium 
phases, which can he varied s~bs t an t i~~ l ly  with nppropiiale heat treatment Although 
li-6Al-4V can exhibit a yield strenglh as high as '960 MPa, this ,111oy has not been 
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used for cosnrnercial orthodontic wires, perhaps because of difficulties in 
fabrication and lower formability compared with the p-titanium wires. Comparing 
the clinically relevant fatigue (cyclic loading) properties for dental implants 
(Chapter 231, Ti-6AI-4V has superior fatigue strength relative to that of C1' titanium, 
when manufacturers employ appropriate heat treatment strategies to control the 
morphologies of the a-titanium and P-titanium phases. 

Following research by Busstone and Goldberg, commercial 8-titanium wires with 
an approximate cornposition of 73% titanium, 11% molybdenum, 6% zirconium, 
and 4O/0 tin were introduced around 1980. The addition of rnolybde~lum stabilizes 
the bcc p-titanium structure to room temperature, yielding an alloy of high forma- 
bility. l'his commercial alloy (Ormco, Clendora, CA) has the trade name of I'MA 
(titanium-rrlolybden~~sn alloy). Recently, with the expiration of the patent for the 
TMA product, two o t h e ~   manufacture^-s (GAC, Islnndia, New York; 3M Ilnitek) have 
introduced a difCerent P titanium orthodontic wire producls (Resolve and Beta 111 
Titanium, respectively) 

Mechanical Properties of Beta-Titanium Wires 

Beta-titanium orthodontic wires (TMA product) have an elastic modulus of 
approximately 70 Gl'a and 0.2% offset yield strength between approximately 860 
and 1200 MPa (see Table 20-3), which provide favorable clinical properties. The 
elastic modulus for p-titanium wires is intermediate between the values for stainless 
steel and Clgiloy wires and that for Nitinol wires. The springback (YS/E) for 
p-titanium wires is much greater than that for the stainless steel and Elgiloy wires 
and very similar to that for the Nitinol wires. The p-titanium wires can be highly 
cold-worlzed, and because of the bcc sti-ucture of the P-phase, the wires have high 
foimability (comparable to that of austenitic stainless steel). 'l'hus they can be 
~e,tdily bent illto various orthodontic co~~figurations Although lei~sile tests li,ive 
shown that there are no significant dlffereuces in the el,~stic nuodulus and yield 
strength for the TMA and liesolve 8 titanium wire products, tiansmission election 
rnicloscopic e ~ a m i n ~ ~ t i o n  has ~evealed differences in the molphology of plecipi- 
t'ltes 111 the wiles, suggesting dilferenccs in the processing proctdures used by the 
two manufactuse~s 

I here have, been nnecdotal repolts thdt some l ~ t c h e s  of (he TMA p-titanium 
wiles ale susceptible during clinical manipul;ltion, but defirlrtive expeliments to 
verify t l l~s  apparently occasional problematic behavior have not been perfor med 
Because of the high reactivity o l  titanium, carefill control of the original cast 
ingot quality, the atmosphere, and other processing parameters during wire draw- 
ing is essential This is also true for manufacturing of the nickel-titanium ortho- 
dontic wires Although heat treatments can be performed to alter the mechanical 
properties of p-titanium wires, these wires should not be heat treated by the 
clinician. 

Welding 

The 8-titanium wires are the only major orthodontic wire alloy type considered to 
possess true weldability, and clinically satisfactory joints can be made by electrical 
resistance welding. Such joints need not be reinforced with solder, which is nec- 
essary with welded joints for stainless steel and Elgiloy wires. A weld made with 
insufficient heat will fail at the interface between the wires, whereas overheating 
may cause a failure adjncent to the joint. 20-15 is a cross-section of a 
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Fig. 20-15 Photomicrograph of a weld joint between two 0.43 x 0.63 mni beta-titanium orthodontic 
wires, showing minimum distortion of the original cold-worked microstructure. (Co~lrtesy of 
T.C. Labenslti and A.J. Coltlbcrg.) 

welded p-titanium joint, showing minimum distortion of the original cold- 
worked structure. 

Corrosion Resistance 

Recause of a passive 'l'iO, surface film, which is analogous to the <:r201 film 011 

stainless steel anct Clgiloy, titanium and its alloys generally have excellent corlosion 
~esistance and cnvi~onmental stability. (Resealch has shown that a TiO, passive film 
that cont'lins min~lnal amounts of nickel is also present o n  the nickel-titanlurn 
alloys ) These featurrs have stimulated lllc general use ot titanium alloy\ In cheml- 
cal pmcessing, ns well as In bion~edicnl applications, such as P1ea-t valves and hrp 
~mplants, besides orthodontic appliances. rheie has been some conceln about bio- 
compatibility of or~hodontic wires co~ l t~~ in ing  niclzcl, wh~ch mny cause localiwd tis- 
sue irritat~on in some patients, and it should be noted that p-titanium is the only 
major o~thodontic wile alloy that is nickel-flee. 

I'he surface loughness of the TMR wires is much greater than that f o ~  the stam- 
less steel and Clgiloy wires, which is expected to significantly affect In vivo n~chwi~e-  
bracket f~iction, in  n sirnilal manner to that with the nicliel-titanium alchwi~es. 
Scanning electron microscope observations suggest that the surface roughness orig- 
inates from adherence of the titanium in both wire alloys to the dies or rollers used 
in wire processing. During orthodontic treatment, not only do the rough archwiie 
surfaces increase sliding friction, but also the archwire alloy may cold weld locally 
to the metal bracket. 

Manufacturers have developed nitrogen ion-implantation techniques to decrease 
the bracket friction for nickel-titanium and beta-titdnium orthodontic wires. 
A recent clinical study revealed that there were no significant differences for the rate 
of space closure when ion-implanted TMA, conventional TMA (not ion-implanted), 
and stainless steel wiles were used. In contrast, an earlier study reported significant 
differences for in vitro tooth movement with ion-implanted TMA and niclzel- 
titanium wires, compared with wires of both alloys that were not ion-implanted. 
Additional research is needed to u~lambiguously assess the clinical efficacy of these 
ion-implanted wires 
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OTHER WROUGHT ALLOYS 

Noble metal wiles are st111 occasloilally employecl in the const~uction of removable 
partial dentu~e  cl,lsps and oithodont~c appl~a~lces, as well '1s retention pins fol 
lestoratlolls and endodont~c posts Wire clasps f o ~  ~crnovable paitla1 dentulcs may 
be attached by solde~lng, castlng the framewo~k to the wile, 01 embedd~ng n por~1o11 
of the wile 111 the ~ e s ~ i l  derlture base W~ought clasps have s u p r l ~ o ~  flexibility and 
stlength, compa~ed wrtll cast clasps of the same composrtlon, because of (he cllrnl- 
natlon of many casting defects and the stlaln harden~ng caused hy extensive cold 
worklng W~ought clasps wele ll~ghly populdi ~n the p a t  foi ~emovahle palt~dl den- 
tule i~amewo~ks  because the 11m1 ted duclll~ty and ~ a p ~ d  work hnlden~ng of the 'uva~l- 
ahle base metal alloys frecluently iesulted in L~acture du i~ng  adjust~l-bents of cast 
clasps Current dental laboratory techn~cians tend to cast the entire lemovable par- 
tlal d e n t ~ ~ r e  framewolk wlth the clasps, because of lmpiovements In ductil~ty of the 
base metal alloys (Chapter 19) 

Fo~merly, ANSI/AI)A Specrficat~on No 7 was based on two types of h ~ g h  noble 
or noble gold alloy wlres, but t h ~ s  specificat~on has now been wrthdrawn 
Nonetheless, it 1s lnstnlctlve to brlefly consldel the two types of w~res, composition 
l~mits  of whlch ale glven in Table 20-4, because man~f~~c tu re r s  may stdl offer wires 
with srm~lar composltlons Propelties of the noble alloy wlres in Table 20-4 are 
glven 111 Table 20-5 lype I gold alloy wlres were stronger, had h~gher fuslon tem- 
peratures, and coilta~ned at least 75% gold, platinum, and palladrum, Type I1 w~res 
conta~ned at least 65% gold, platmum, and palladium Ihe elastic modul~  of these 
gold alloy wires are app~oximacely 100 to 120 GPa, which are slightly highr~ lllall 
the values f o ~  gold castlng alloys, but  considerably lower than the values f c ~  the base 
metal casling alloys for lemovable partlal deratule finmewoll<\ 1 he cl,lstlc modulus 
for the gold alloy war cs lalt r eases by ,approxmmralely 5% lollowlnrg h,radens ng lacat 
tleatlnent 

Pile cornposltlon lm~n~ts lor these two type\ of gold alloy wrres ncser~ahle the corn 
posltlons of tidclit~onal lype 1V gold casting alloys (see Chaptcl I?) ,  alt11o1agl-b (he 
wiles typ~cally conbaln less gold The gold alloy wiles can contaln nickel Ihe 
genelally much g~ealer pelcentages of plntlrl~lm provlde the hrgh f11s101-b ternnpcl'l- 
tu~es needed f o ~  cl~nlcal use TIIC ~ o l e s  of ahc elennents othcl allan m~ckcl In tlaese 
wlrcs are the snnie a5 for the gold casting alloys Coppel prov~de\ the capdbllity of 
ndd~tron,ll strengtlienmg by the ordering taansformatlolm with gold Nlckel also plo- 
vldel additional stlengthenlng, but the amount ts llrnlted to dvold ~ e d u c t ~ o r ~  111 tar- 
nlsh resistance and interfelence w ~ t h  age hardening fIeat treatments to strengthen 
or soften the wrought alloys are dentical to those for gold castlng alloys 

Matinurn-gold-pallad~um (P-C-P) wires are n~arlzeted for eizdodonric posts and 
for clasps to which a removable partla1 denrure framework can be cast Table 20-5 
shows that the high f ~ ~ s r o n  temperature (hence hlgh lecrystall~zat~on ~empe~ature)  
of P-C-1' wire would be especially useful for castlng a ~emovable partla1 dentu~e  

Composition Limits of Principal Elements in Some High-Strengb Wires 

Wire Type Gold Platinum Palladium Silver Copper 

1'-S-C - 0- 1 42-44 38-41 - 

1'-(;-P, p l , t t i n ~ ~ r n - g o l c t - ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ c I i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  1'-S-(:, ~~alladi~rm-silve~--co~~pcr. 
(From 1,ylnan 7': Metals I la~ldhook: Pi-opcl-tics ,ind Selection of Mc~als, ed 8, Vol 1. Metals I'ark, OH, 1964. 
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Physical Properties o f  Wires 

Wire type 

Yield Tensile 
strength strength Elongation Elongalion Fusion 

oven-cooled oven-cooled quenched oven-cooled temperature 
(min) (MPa) (min) (MPa) (min) (76) (rnin) (%) (min) (" C) 

Minimum elongation 
Type proportional Tensile strength Minimum Cusion 

Wire limit (MPa) (MPa) Quenched (%) Oven cooled (%) temperature (" C) 

1'-G-P 550-1030" 860-1240* 14-15 1500-1530 

P-S-C 690-790t 960-1070t 16-24 8-15 1040-1080 

(Data from Dentists Desk Reference: Materials, Instniinents and I:quipment, cd 1. Metals and Alloys: Precious Metal 
Wi-ought Wire. Chic'lgo, American Dental A~soci~ttion, 1981; I,yman T: Mel,lls Handbook, ed 8, Vol 1 .  Properties and 
Selection of' Metals. Metals Parli 011, American Society ror Metals, 1364.) 
'Quenched (alloy does not  age harden); tharderied. 
P-C-P, platinum-gold-palladium; P-S-C:, palladium-silver-copper. 

framework to this alloy. Palladium-silver-copper (P-S-C) wires have also been con- 
sidered to be useful for dental applications. The composition and property ranges 
of P-S-C wires are listed in 'kbles 20-4 and 20-5. I he fusion temperatures for these 
wires 'Ire Iiighe~ than those for the gold alloy wiles, but they are considelably lower 
than the fusion ternperntules (and reclystallization temperatu~es) fc>l the P-C:-P 
wiles I he fusion temperatwe of IT-C:-P wires is increased because of platinunl a i d  
pall ac i' lum. 

Other Wrought Base Metal Alloys 

In acidit1011 to the wrought base metnl ,11loy\ \urrrrnarued e;lrliel In thr\ chaptel, 
cobalt-chroin~um alloys arc avarlahle for pn~tial dawtulc. clasps 1 or cxarnple, a cobalt- 
ch~omium tungste~l-niclzel wile (71conrum) llna a yield \61engtll of dpproxlmdtePy 920 
Ml'a, a tensile 5t1ength of nealy 1400 MPa, and n p ~ r c e ; ' ~ ~ t  elongntrom~ of 1 qO/O Ihas 
w~ought  alloy rs not heat trentable and 1s de\ngned ior use w ~ t h  the lower-fusrng 
n~ckel-chromium-beryIl~u~n castrng alloy from the manufactuler All of these wrought 
base metal alloys have complex composrtiorls and strengthenlng mechan~sms 

Wrought base metal alloys are also used foi retention pins 111 large direct lestora- 
tions (dental amalgam, composite lesln, and glass ionomer) The maln alloy 1s 
18-8 stamless steel, but tltanrum and tltanlurn alloy pins have also been employed 
Compared with stainless steel, the titanlurn and t~tanlum alloys have values of elas- 
tic modulus that more closely match the modu l~  of the d~rect restoratwe materials 
and also have superlor corros~on resislance and b~ocompatibility 
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KEY TERMS 

Alumina core-/\ t erarnlc conla~nlng sufflc lent c ~ystnl l~ne alurn~na (Ali03) to achlrvc 
adequatt. strength and opacity when used for protluclng the core st~uc turc of ccraniic 
prostheses 

Aluminous porcelain-A ceramlc composed of a glass mat~ lx  phase and at least 35 vole/;, 
AI,O+ 

Body porcelain (also dentin or gingival porcelain)-A veneering ceramlc Cor ceramic or 
metal-ceram~c prostheses 

CAD-CAM ceramic-A ceramlc that 1s formulated for the product~on of the whole or part of 
an all-cerani~c prosthesis through the use of a computer-a~ded deslgn and computer-aided 
manufacturing process 

Castable ceramic-A glass or other ceranilc spcc~ally formulatecl to be cast Into a refractory 
mold to produce a core coplng or core framework Tor a ceramic prosthesis 

Ceramic-An lnorganlc compound w ~ t h  nonnietall~c properties typically composed of metal- 
Ilc (or sem~metall~c) and nonmetall~c elements (e g , AI,O,, CaO, and S13N4) 

Copy-milling-The process of cuttlng or g r ~ n d ~ n g  a structure uslng a devlce thal traces the sur- 
face of a master metal, ceramlc, or polymer pattern and transfers the traced spat~al posltlons 
to a cutting station where a blank IS cut or ground In a manner simllar to a Ikey-cutting 
proccdu~e 

Core ceramic-An opaque dental ccrdmlc materlal that provltles sufflc~ent strength, tough- 
ness, ant! sl~ffness to support overly~ng layers of vcneerlng ceramlcs 
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KEY TERMS-cont'd 

Dental ceramic-An inorganic conipouncl witli nonmetallic propertics typically consisting of 
oxygen and one or more metallic o r  semimetallic. elenients (e.g., aluminum, calcium, 
lithium, niagnesiurn, potassium, silicon, sotlium, (in, tit,~nium, and zirconiunl) that i s  for- 
niulatetl lo produce the whole or part of a ceramic-l-~asccl dental prosthesis. 

Feldspathic porcelain-A ccraniic composed of a glass matrix pIi,ise and onc or morc crys- 
talline phases (such CIS leucite, K,0~AI,03.4Si0,). 

Glass-An inorganic nonnletallic compountl that lacks a crystalline structure. 
Glass-ceramic-A ceramic. consisting of a glass matrix ph'ise and at least onc cryslal ph,ise 

that is produced by the controlled crystallization of the glass. 
Glass-infiltrated ceramic-A minimally sintered core ceramic with ,I porous struclure that has 

heen clcnsified by the capillary inflow of a mollcn glass. 
Glaze ceramic-A specially formulated ceramic powder ttial, when rnixctl with a liquid, 

applied to a c-cr,imic surface, and heated to an appropriale tcrnpcrdture for a sufficient time, 
forms a smooth glassy layer on a dental ceramic surface (see natural glaze). 

Green state-A term referring to an as-pressed condition before sintering. 
Metal-ceramic prosthesis-A partial crown, full crown, or fixed parlial denture made with a 

metal substrate to which porcelain i s  bonded for aesthetic enhancement via an intermedi- 
ate metal oxide layer. The terms porcelain-fused-to-mctnl (PFM), porcelain-bonded-lo-n~elal 
(PBM), porcelain-to-metal (PTM), and ceramomctal are also used to describe these pros- 
theses, but metal-ceramic is the preferred term. 

Natural glaze-A vitrified layer that forms on the surface of a dental ceramic containing a 
glass phase when the ceramic i s  heated to a glazing temperature for a specified time. 

Overglaze-The surface coating of glass formed by fusing a thin layer of glass powder (see 
glaze ceramic) thal matures at a lower temperature than that associated with the ceramic 
substrate. 

Pressable ceramic (hot-pressed ceramic)-A c ~ r ~ i n l i c  that can be hcatetl to a spccit'ied teni- 
perature and forcetl undel- pressure io Cill a cctvity in ,I rcir;ictory mold. 

Shoulder porcelain-A ccrarnic that is formulated to I-)c sirlferccl at the cervic,tl area of a 
metal-ceraniic crown to protlucu ,In aeslhetic 2nd fractur-c-resislant I,ull-joint margin. 

Siwtering-The process of Iicating c loscly t~acltrd pc~t'licles io 3 specified iernpernture ( I~clow 
the melting 1)oint of the rnain componcnl) to tlcnsify antl slrcr1gtlien a str~~c-tul-r as a result 
ot' I.)onding, cliffusion, and flow phenomcr1;l. 

Slip casting-A proccss L I S C ~  to lorli i "green" c:craniic shdpcs by applying a slurry of ccramic 
particles ~ ~ l d  water or a special lirlctid to ;I porous substr;l~c (such as a die ~n~~ te i - i ~ i l ) ,  tlierel~y 
allowing capillary x t i o n  to remove water- ant1 dcn;ify the mass of tleposiled particles. 

Spinel-A CI-ystallinc mineral con~posed ot niixed oxitlcs such as MgAI,O, (MgC>*AI,O:). 
Also spelled spinc~lle. 

Stain ceramic-A mixture o i  one or more pigmented rnctal oxides ~ n d  a low-fusing glass thal 
can modify the shade of the ceramic-based restoration when it is dispersed in an aqueous 
slurry or monomer medium, applied to the surface of porcelain or other dental ceramic, 
and heated to its vilrification temperature for a specific time. 

Thermal compatibility-A condition of low transient and residual tensile stress in ceramic 
adjacent to a metal or ceramic core that is associated with a small difference in the thermal 
contraction coefficients between the core material and the veneering ceramic. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

W l ~ i t h  m t~han lca l  property 1s most ~ndical~ve o f  a ceramic 's sustept~brl~ty to fracture ln  
the piesence o f  surface flaws? H o w  docs transformation torrghening lncrease the resistance 

to such fractures? W l ~ y  is pure z~rconla no1 useful as a dental ceramic? 

ICestorative a n d  prosthetic materials used cu r re~ l t l y  in d e n t i s t ~ y  can b e  grouped i n t o  
one  o f  l o u r  categories: (1  ) metals, (2) polymers, (3) composites, and (4) ceramics. 
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Dental prosthetic alloys are characterized by their high tensile strength, toughness, 
hardness, resistance to abr-asion, fracture resistance, elasticity, ductility, and fatigue 
resistance. l'olymers are generally inferior in most of these properties, highlighted 
by their potential for brittle fracture. Compared with den~al  alloys, composites are 
also susceptible to bl-ittle fi-actul-e, although they are fal- superior in their potential 
to produce superb aesthetic restorations. Other advantages a)-c their thermal and 
electrical insulation ability. 

Ceramics are very suscel>tiblr to fracture when they are exposed to tensile or flex- 
ural stresses. Compared with ceramics, alloys used in dentist~y are generally very 
strong and resistant to fi-acture when subjected to different types of stresses. 
Ceramics can he classified in one of four categories: (1) silicate ceramics, (2) oxide 
ceramics, (3) ~lonoxide ceramics, and (4) glass-ceramics. Silicale ceramics are char- 
acterized by an an~orphous glass phase with a porous structure. The main compo- 
nents are SiOz with small additions of crystalline A1,0,, MgO, ZrO,, and/or other 
oxides. Dental porcelains fall into this category. 

Oxide ceramics contain a principal crystalline phase (e.g., A1,0,, MgO, Tho,, or 
ZrO,) with either no glass phase or a small content of glass phase. Zirconia is of 
major dental importance because of its high fracture toughness. Pure ZrOz is not a 
useful dental ceramic because cracks occur during sintering as a result of a phase 
transformation from the tetragonal to the monoclinic structure. This transformation 
can be fully or partially suppressed by the addition of certain other oxides such as 
MgO, Y,O,, CaO, and CeO. One of the more recent ceramic materials for dental 
prostheses is %r02 fully stabilized with yttria (Y,O,); this is sometimes designated 
as Y-CSZ. Multicomponent or mixed oxide structures may also be useful for dental 
applications. 'I'hree examples of this class of ceramics include MgO * A1,03 (spinel), 
3A1,0, - 2 5 0 ,  (mullite), and A1,0, 'I'iO, (AI,T'iO, or aluminum titanate). 'l'he 
spinel structure is used in a glass-irnfiltratcd ceramic (In-Ceram Spinell) when 
greater translucency is rccl~lired compared with glass-infiltrated alumina or zirconia. 

Nonoxide ceramics are inlpractjcal for use in dentisl~y; the reasons for their 
irnpmcticality vary but usually involve either theil- high processing temperatures, 
complex processing methods, 01- unaesthetic color anct opacity. Such ceramics 
include borides ('l'iB,, ZrlS,), carbictes (R,C, Sic:, Tic, WC), nitrides (AIN, BN, Si,N,, 
'I'iN), selenide (ZnSe), silicide (MoSi,), sialon (Si,N, with Al,O,), and syalon 
(Si,N,, with Al,O, and Y 2 0 i ) .  

WHAT ARE CERAMICS? 

Dental ceramics may consist primarily of glasses, porcelains, glass-ceramics, or 
highly ciystalline structures. Dental ceramics exhibit chemical, mechanical, physical, 
and thermal properties that distinguish them fi-om other materials such as met- 
als and acrylic resins. The properties of ceramics are customized for dental applica- 
tions by precise control of the type and amount of the components used in their 
production. Ceramics are more resistant to corrosio~l than plastics, and metals are 
much tougher than either ceramics or plastics. Ceramics generally do  not react with 
most liquids, gases, alkalis, and acids. Ceramics also remain stable over long time 
periods. Dental ceramics exhibit fair to excellent flexure strength and fracture tough- 
ness. One of the strongest ceramics, zirconium dioxide, has a flexure strength simi- 
lar to that of steel, although the fracture toughness of steel is far greater than that of 
zirconia. Although ceramics are strong, temperature-resistant, and resilient, these 
materials are h~ittle anti may fi-actule when flexcd or when quiclzly lieateti ancl 
cooled. Most dental ceramics nle compounds of oxygen with lighter metals or semi- 
metals (metalloids) that have some properties of metals and nonmetals, but they 
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are generally nonmetallic in nature. Typical con~positions of feldspathic porcelains 
and an aluminous core porcelain are plovidecl in 'Table 21-1. 

Glass-ceramics are partially ciystallized glasses thal are produced by nucleation 
and growth of crystals in the glass matrix phase. An example of such a product that 
has been used in dentistry is Dicor glass-ceramic, which was based on the giowth of 
tetrasilicic fluormica crystals in a glass matrix. This material was originally supplied 
as glass ingots (containing a nucleating agent) that were melted and cast into a refrac- 
t o ~ y  mold and subsequently processed thermally to produce the c~ystal phase. 
Casting of glass forms is no longer applied for producing dental prostheses, although 
certain glass-ceramics have heen used for CAD-CAM processing systeins. 

Dental ceramics are nonmetallic, inorganic structures, primarily containing corn- 
pounds of oxygen with one or more metallic or semirnetallic elements (aluminum, 
calcium, lithiurn, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium, silicon, sodium, titanium, 
and zirconium). Ceramic structures composed of a single element are rare. The dia- 
mond structure is a major ceramic of this type and the unit cell consists of carbon 
atoms, each one sharing an electron with each of four surrounding carbon atoms. 
This structure is bonded by strong covalent forces, which result in a high elastic 
modulus, high temperature stability in an oxygen-free environment (up to at least 
3700" C), and the highest hardness of any natural material. 

Typical Compositions of Some Dental Porcelains 

Metal-ceramic porcelain 

Low-fusing vacuum porcelain Low-fusing Ultralow-fusing' 

Component Aluminous core Denlin Enamel Dcntin Enamel Dentin 

A1,0, 

(:a0 

N ' l20  

K,O 

R,O, 
ZnO 

%I 0, 

Other 

Firing 
temperature 

( " C )  

Modified from) Y,imada I 1  and  Crcnohle 1': Dent,ll Porcelain-Stcite of ~ h t .  Art, Proceedirigs, llnivcrsity of Soucliern 
Calilhmia, 1977, p 26. 
but-era111 I I C :  Modified from ICappert llF, and Krah MI<, I<er,imiken-cine ijhersicht, Quintesscnx Zihntcch 
27(6):668-704, 2001. 
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Many dental ceramics colltain a crystal phase and a glass phase based on the sil- 
ica structure. This sti-~lcture is characterized by a Si-0 tetrahedron in which a Si4+ 
cation is positioned at the center of a tetrahed~on with 0- anions at each of the four 
comers. The resulting structure is not close-packed, and it has both covalent and 
ionic characteristics. The Si04 tetrahedra are linked together by shaiing their corners. 

Dentists have searched for the ideal restorative material for many years. Although 
direct restorative materials such as amalgam, composites, and cements have been 
used with reasonably good success during the past several decades, they are not ideal 
for large restorations or for f ~ e d  partial dentures (FPDs). [:or many single-unit 
restorations aesthetic results are critically important In this regard the ~estorative 
material should maintain its surface quality and aesthetic characteristics over an 
extended period of time, preferably for the lifetime of the patient. Dental ceramics 
ale attractive because of their biocompatibility, long-term color stability, wear resist- 
ance, and their ability to be formed into precise shapes, although in some cases they 
require costly processing equipment and specialized training. 

Dentists and their laboratory technicians must understand the benefits and lim- 
itations of the properties of dental ceramics and their design requirements to mini- 
mize the risk for catastrophic fractures that require costly repairs or replacements 
and which cause patients to make potentially unnecessary return visits to the den- 
tal office. This chapter focuses on these properties and highlights processing and 
design factors that play a major role in ensuring long-term clinical success of 
ceramic-based prostheses. Although other ceramic products and processing meth- 
ods will be introduced in the future, the principles for selection and use of ceramics 
based on the properties and microstructural characteristics of these ceramics and the 
f~n~darnental concepts of prosthesis design will endure. 

Most ceramics are characteri~ed by their refractory nature, high hardness, sus- 
ceptibility to brittle fracture a t  relatively low stresses (relatively low tensile strength 
and essentially zero percent elongation), and chemical ine~tness For dental appli- 
cations a hardness of a ceramic less than that of enamel and an easily polis11,lble 
surface are desirable to ~ninimize the wear damage tllal can be produced on 
enamel by the ceramic surface. A glazed ceramic surface is generally considered 
beneficial by increasing the fl-acture resistance and reducing the potential ab~asive- 
ness of ceramic surfaces Thc strength values of glazed and nonglazed porcelains 
are given in Table 21-2. 

'The susceptibility of ceramics to brittle fracture is a drwbaclz, particularly when 
flaws and tensile stress coexist in the same region of a ceramic restoration. Chemical 
inertness is an important characteristic because it ensures that the surrace of dental 

Flexural Strength of Glazed and Nonglazed Medium-Fusing 
Dental Porcelain and Aluminous Porcelain 

Type Firing environment Surface condition Flexural strength (MPa) 
-- - - 

Feldspathic porcelain Air 

Air 

Ground 

Glazed 

Vacuum Ground 

Vacuum Glazed 

Aluminous porcelain Air Ground 

Air Glazed 
- 

Modlficci frorn MrLean W, and Hughes 111 The lelnlorcelllenl o t  dental poicela~n w ~ t h  ccldmlc oxldcs 
BI Ilcnt J, 11 3 251, 1965 
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restorations does not release potentially harmful elements and it reduces the risk 
for surface roughening and susceptibility to bacterial adhesion ovel- time. ' h o  
other important attributes of dental ceramics are their potential for matching the 
appearance of natural teeth and their insulating properties (low thermal con- 
ductivity, thermal diff~~sivity, and electrical conciuctivity). lkcause the metal 
atoms transfer their outermost electrons to the nonmetallic atoms and thereby 
stabilize their highly mobile electrons, ceramics are excellent thermal and elec- 
trical insulators. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Whrth technological developmenis have slgnificaritly r~nprovc~d t l ~e  qlldllfy ~ r ~ d  properf~es 
oi' cer nmrc .~nd metal-c cramic prostheses? 

HISTORY OF DENTAL CERAMICS 

During the Stone Age more than 10,000 years ago, ceramics were important 
materials, and they have retained their importance in human societies ever since. 
Craftsmen of this era used rocks that could be shaped into tools and artifacts by a 
process called paking, in which stone chips could be fractured away from surfaces of 
hard, fine-grained, or amorphous rocks including chert, flint, ignimbrite, indurated 
shale, lava, obsidian, quartz, and silicified limestone. In approximately 700 u .c .  the 
Etruscans made teeth of ivory and bone that were held in place by a gold framework. 
Anirnal bone and ivory fiorn the hippopotClmus or elephant were used lo1 many 
years thereafter. Later, human teeth sold by the p o o ~  dnd teeth obtained from the 
dead were used, but delllists generally disliked this option. 

Ihe first polcrlain tooth material was pdtented i n  1781 by a rrench dent~st (de 
Chem'~~nt) in c~llabor~ition with I rcncli pharmacist (Duc1iate;lu) Ihc pxoduct, an 
imp~oved vclslon of "mineral paste teeth" that was p~oduced in 1774 by D~~ch~aleau, 
WAS i~ l t rod~~ced i n  Lnglarld soon thereafter by de Chcrnant. Iiowevrr, [his baked 
compound was not used to produce individual teeth because there was no effective 
way at that time to attach the teeth to '1 denlu~e  base rnate11,ll 

In 1808, l o n ~ i ,  an It'llian dentist, invented a "teilon~etall~c" porcel,lin tooth th,lt 
was held in place by a platinum pin or flame. Planle,~u, a 1+1ench dent~st, in~~ocluced 
porcelain teeth to thc United States in 181 7, and Penle, an artist, tlcveloped a bak- 
ing process in Philddelphia for these teeth in 1822 Commercial production of these 
teeth began in 1825 by Stockton. In England, Ash developed an improved version 
of the porcelain tooth in 1837. In Germany, Pfaff developed a technique to make 
impressions of the mouth using plaster of Paris in 1756, but it was not until 1839 
that the invention of vulcanized rubber allowed porcelain denture teeth to be 
used effectively in a denture base. 111 1844, the nephew of Stockton Sounded the 
S.S. White Company, and this led to further refinement of the design and the mass 
production of porcelain denture teeth. 

Dr. Charles 1,and introduced one of the first ceramic crowns to dentistry in 1903. 
Land, who was the grandfather of aviator Charles Lindbergh, described a technique 
for fabricating ceramic crowns using a platinum foil matrix and high-fusing felds- 
pathic porcelain. These crowns exhibited excellent aesthetics, but the low flexural 
strength of porcelain resulted in a high incidence of failures. 

Since then, feldspathic porcelains with reliable chemical bonding have been used 
in metal-ceramic prostheses fol more than 35 yean A schematic illustration of 'I 

c~oss-section of a metal-ceramic crown is sllown in 1 igure 21-1. Unfortunately, 
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Cervical, 
porcelain 

Surface 
stain --- 

Body -- 
porcelain 

Fig. 21-1 Cross-section of a metal-ceramic crown. Sce also color plate. 

feldspathic porcelains have been too weak to use reliably in the construction of all- 
ceramic crowns without a cast-metal core or metal-foil coping. Furthermore, their 
firing shrinkage causes significant discrepancies in fit and adaptation of rnargins 
unless correction bakes are made 

'Iwo of the most important breal<throughs responsible for the long-standing 
superb aesthetic perfolmance and clinical survivability of metal-ceramic restola- 
tions are the patents of Weinstein and Weinstein (1 962) and Weinstein et al ( 1  962). 
One of these patents described the fc)rmulatrons of feldspathic pol-cc1aln-n h a t  
,illowed systematic control of the s~r-rtering ternpe~atune ancl tllelmilP exp~lnslon coef- 
ficient. Ihe other palent described the components that could be used to puoduce 
alloys that bonded chem~cally LO a i d  were thern~ally compatible with feldspatllic 
porcelains 'lhe first cornmei-cia1 porcela~n was developed by Vita Lalu~f~~br ik  in 
about 1963 Although thr. h s t  Vita po~celain protiucts were kllown for their 
aesthetic ploperties, the subsecluent inlrociirction of the more ve~s;rtile Ceramco 
po~celaln led to the~mal e ~ p ~ ~ n s i o n  hehav~or that allowed t h ~ s  po~celain to be used 
safely with a wider variety o l  c~lloys. 

A significant irnproveme~lt in the fracture resistance of porcelain crowns was 
reported by Mc1,ean and IIughes in 1965 when a dental aluminous core ceramic 
consisting of a glass matrix containing between 40 and 50 wtO/i Al,O, was used. 
Because of inadequate translucency (opaque, chalky-white appearance) of the 
aluminous porcelain core material, a veneer of feldspathic porcelain was required 
to achieve acceptable aesthetics. The flexural strength (modulus of rupture) of the 
core material was approximately 131 MPa. McLean (1979) reported a low 5-year 
failure rate of only 2% for anterior crowns but an unacceptably high failure rate of 
15% when aluminous porcelain was used for molar crowns. Furthermore, because 
of the large sintering shrinkage (approximately 15°/~-200/~) of the aluminous porce- 
lain core material at its high firing temperature, and the use of a 20- to 25-ym-thick 
platinum foil, excellent marginal adaptation was difficult to achieve except by 
highly skilled laboratory technicians. Because of its relatively high fracture rate in 
postellor sites, the principal indication for use of alulnirlous porcelain crowns is the 
restoration of rnaxillaiy anteliol crowsls when aesthetics is of pararnounl irnpor- 
tance and when no o t h e ~  ceramic product is available. 
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Since tile introduction of alumi~lous porcelain crowns in the early 1900s and the 
methods to produce durable metal-ceramic crowns in the 1360s, improvements in 
both the composition o l  ceramics and the method of forming the ceramic core of 
ce~amic crowns have g~eatly enhanced our ability to ploduce more accurate and 
fracture-resistant crowns made entirely of ceramic mate~ial 

Icecent developments for metal-ceramics such as opalescent porcelain, speciali~ed 
inte~nal staining techniclues, greening-resistant porcelains, and porcelain shoulder 
margins have significantly enhanced the overall appearance of metal-ceramic crowns 
and bridges and the clinical survivability of these prostheses. Improvement in all- 
c e ~ a ~ n i c  systems developed by controlled crystalh~ation of a glass (Dicor) was 
demonstrated by Adair and Grossman (1  984). l'his glass was melted and cast into a 
refiacto~y mold and subsequently crystallized to form the Ilicor glass-ceramic that 
contained tetlasilicic fluormica clystals in a glass matrix A further development was 
the introduction of a machinable glass-ceramic version (D~cor MGC), which has 
a tetrasilicic fluormica crystal volume of approximately 70%. In the early 1990s a 
pressable glass-ceramic (IPS Empress) containing approximately 34 volO/o leucite 
was introduced that provided a strength and marginal adaptation similar to those of 
Dicor glass-ceramic but required no specialized clystallization treatment. Neither 
of these materials was indicated for producing FI'Ds. Subsequently, a more fracture- 
resistant, pressable glass-ceramic (IPS Empress2) containing approximately 70 vol% 
of lithia disilicate clystals was introduced in the late 1990s. 'lhis product could be 
used for 3-unit IqPDs up to the second premolar. Ihe  fracture toughness of IPS 
Empress2 glass-ceramic (3 3 MPa.nlX) is 2.5 times greater than that of the IPS 
Empress glass-ceramic (1 3 MPa. m%). 

These improvements in both the composition of ceramics and the method of 
f o ~  mirlg the core of an all-ce~amic clown have gleatly enhanced o u ~  ability to pro- 
duce Inore accurate and fractu~e-resistant ceramic crowns made entirely of ceramic. 
Significant progress has been made toward the goal of developing less abras~ve 
veneering ceramics. In 1992 lluce~arn LPG (low-fi~sing ceram~c) was marl\t,rrd as a n  
~~ltralow-fusing celamic with t h ~ e e  unique features. l irsl, Ducer am Id C is a 
hycl~othe~mal glass in which wale1 is incorporated into the silicate glass structure to 
produce nonbridging llyclloxyl groups that disrupt the glass netwo~k, the~eby 
decreasing the glass transition tcmprratulr, viscosity, and firing temperatule and 
inc~easing the thermal expansion coefficient to allow its use as a veneer foi certain 
low-expansion metals. Second, these types of ce~arnics are also claimed to be "self- 
healing" through a plocess of foiming a I -pm-thick hydrothermal layer along the 
crlamic su~face Third, the extremely small size ofthe c~ystal particles (400 to 500 nm) 
enhances the opalescence of the ceramic by reflecting blue light hues from the surface 
and yellow hues from the interior of the ceramic. Other ultralow-fusing ceramics (sin- 
tering temperatures below 850" C), now commonly referred to as low-fusing cerumics, 
have been introduced as veneering glasses. Some of these veneering ceramics are 
claimed to be kinder to opposing tooth enamel either because they are predominantly 
a glass phase material or because they contain very small crystal particles. 

This chapter describes the ceramics used for metal-ceramic prostheses; the new 
generation of ceramics, including Cercon, Lava, In-Ceram Zirconia, IPS bmpress2, 
and I'rocera AllCeram used for ceramic prostheses; and some of the previously used 
products that dentists may observe in their dental practices Soon after IPS Empress2 
was introduced, stronger, tougher, and more fracture resistant ceramics were devel- 
oped, including Procera AllCeram, a dry--pressed, milled, and sintered alumina core 
ce~amic; In-Ceram Alumina, a glass-infiltrated alumina core ce~amic; In-Ceranl 
Zirconia, a glass-infiltrated zi~conia-alurnina core ceramic; hva ,  a partially sintered 
or fillly sinte~ed zirconia core ingot that is formed by a true CAD-CAM process 
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(by scanning dies without the need for a wax pattern); and Celcon, a presinte~ed ail- 
conia ceramic that is milled to an enlarged s i ~ e  in the green state based on sc'mning 
of a wax pattern. It is also possible to scan preps-ed teeth and mill a prosthesis using 
the Ce~ec system (Sirona Corporation). 'lhe Cerec 1 system was introduced in the 
mid-1980s, and improvements in software and hardware led to the Ce~ec 2 and 
Cerec '3 systems for production of ceramic inlays, onlays, and veneels 

Dental ceramic technology is one of the fastest glowing areas of dental materials 
research and development. Duling the past two decades nurnerous types of ceram- 
ics and processing methods have been introduced. Some of these materials can be 
formed into inlays, onlays, veneers, crowns, and FPlls, and several of the Cole ceram- 
ics can he I-esin-bonded mic~omeclianically to tooth structure. J he future of dental 
ceramics is bright because the increased demand for tooth-colored iestor ations will 
lead to an incleased demand fol ceramic-based and polymer-based restorations and 
the reduced use of dllldlgdrn and traditional cast melals. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Which four principal varrables most strongly affect the fracture resistance of ceramic 

FPDs? 

CLASSIFICATION OF DENTAL CERAMICS 

Many different types of dental ceramics are available from dental laboratories. These 
include core ceramic, liner ceramic, margin ceramic, opaclue dentin (also, body or 
gingival) ceramic, dentin ceramic, enamel (incisal) cerClruic, stain ceramic, glaze 
ceramic, and addition ceramic. These products can be classified in several possible 
ways according to their: (1)  use or indications (anterioc posterior, crowns, veneers, 
kpost and cores, II'Us, stain ceramic, and glaze ceramic); (2) composition (pure alu-- 
mina, pure zirconia, silica glass, leucite-based glass-ceramic, anci lithia-based glass- 
ceramic); (3) processing method (sintering, partial sintering and glass infillration, 
CAD-CAM, and copy-milling); (4) firing ten~per~~ture  (low-fusing, medium-fusing, 
and high-fusing); (5) microsti-trcture (glass, cryslallint~, and crystal-containing glass); 
(6) translucency (opaque, translucent, and transparent); (7) fracture resistance; 01- 

(8) abrasiveness. To allow a clinician to select [he best material for a given clinical 
situation, this chapter describes the relative characteristics of dental cera~nics as a 
function of one or more of these classifications. 

'l'he dentist and lab technician are faced with the complex challenge of deciding 
which ceramic should be used for each specific clinical situation. Although some 
ceramics are recommended for posterior 3-unit ceramic FIIDs, the use of all-metal 
1:PDs or metal-ceramic FPDs should first be considered because the latter prosthe- 
ses will definitely have a much greater life expectancy relative to the fracture resist- 
ance of the prostheses. Only when a patient is highly resistant to accepting metallic 
components during the treatment planning discussions should all-ceramic FPDs be 
considered for posterior sites. The fracture resistance of posterior all-ceramic FPDs 
is based on (1) the strength and fracture toughness of the ceramic components, 
(2) the connector dimensions (minimum height of), (3) the connector shape (gin- 
gival embrasures must have large radii of curvature), and (4) the patient's biting 
force. The selection of ceramic for these prostheses is a vely risky proposition since 
optimal conditions for their succcss are not yet known. For the few clinical studies 
that have been published, insufficient data have been reported on connector size 
and shape as a function of the patients' biting force capabilities. 
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Fig. 21-2 Condensdliorl of porcelain slurry o n  a rnet.11 framework lor a four-unit f ~xcd  partial tlc11turr 
(IYPD). Sec- also color plate. 

There are several categories of dental ceramics: conventional leucite-containing 
porcelain, leucite-enriched porcelain, ultralow-fusing porcelain that may contain 
leucite, glass-ceramic, specialized core ceramics (alumina, glass-infiltrated alumina, 
glass-infi ltrated spinel, and glass-infiltrated zirconia), and CAD-CAM ceramics. 
Dental ceramics can be classified by type (feldspathic porcelain, leucite-reinforced 
porcelain, aluminous porcelain, alumina, glass-infiltrated alumina, glass-infiltrated 
spinel, glass-infiltrated zirconia and glass-ceramic), by use (denture teeth, metal- 
ceramics, veneers, inlays, crowns, anterior bridges, and posterior bridges), by pro- 
cessing method (sintering, casting, or machining), or by substructure material (cast 
metal, swaged metal, glass-ceramic, CAD-CAM porcelain, or sintelvd ceramic core) 
Methods of fabricating ce~amic resto~ations include condensation and sintcring 
(Fig. 21-2), prrsstue molding and sintering, czrsting dnd celamming, slip-cast~ng, 
sintering nnd glass infiltration, and rnill~ng by compute1 control A classif~cation of 
ceramic 1y1wd1y processi~~"g~~ethod IS given rn TClb1e 21-3 

Whlch processing tc~chn~c~ur IS mosl likely to c,iu?e cJam,zg(~ to ~ e ~ a r n ~ c  s~ i t /nce~(  What 
type of matcr~al 1s most 11kely to resrsi cut 11 dc7rn,lgclr 

CERAMIC PROCESSlNG METHODS 

The single-unit crown may be a metal-ceramic crown (also called a porcelain-fused- 
to-metul crown), a traditional aluminous porcelain crown based on a core of alumi- 
nous porcelain, or the newer ceramic crowns based on a core of leucite-reinforced 
porcelain, injection- or pressure-molded leucite-based ceramic, glass-ceramic, sin- 
tered aluminous porcelain, sintered aluminum oxide, pressure-molded aluminum 
oxide, glass-infiltrated aluminum oxide, or glass-ceramic processed from cast glass. 
The types of restoration, with their variations, are discussed in detail in succeeding 
sections. 

The processing stages of the ceramic core for production of ceramic prostheses 
are summarized in Table 21 -3. These seven different processes represent the main 
procedures that were available in 2003. The quality of the final ceramic prosthesis is 
dependent on each stage of the L~brication process. Machining or grinding of the 
core structure is of particulai importance since flaws or minute cracks can be inlro- 
duced that call possibly he plopagated to the point of fracture during subsecluent 
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Methods of Processillg the Ceramic Core Form of a Ceramic Prosthesis 

Second 
initial forming Initial material processing Subsequent Subsequent 
method Examples Corm method form process 

Alunii t io~~s 
porcelain 
(Vi tadur-N, 
Hi-Ceram) 

Powdcr and 
mixing 
liquid 

Sintering of 
c o ~  e ceramic 

Llense tore 
t eramlc 
(less thdn 
5 volO/o 
poros~ty) 

Sta~ncd/glazed 
llll'ly 0 1  

vcnet,~ed 
Cole 

Application of 
veneering 
c e ~  arli ic 

IPS brnpress2, 
OI'C ?(:, 

Finesse All 
Ceramic 

1 I i g l ~ - c ] ~ ~ ~ ~ l i ~ y  
ceramic 
ingot 

Stain o r~ ly  ol 
staln aild 
glaae (Inlays) 
01 vcllcerlllg 
ceramlc 

Ciys t a l l~za t~on  
heat 
treatment 
(ce~nmming) 

Stail1 a n d / o ~  
gla7e f01 

clowns and 
I,J'Us 

Casting Glass ingot Glass-ceramic 
COI e 
containing 
a glass phase 
and 
tetl asilicic 
fluorm~ca 
crystals 

Partially 
sintered core 

Applicalion of 
shading 
porcelain 

Glass 
~nfi l t ra t~on,  
t~ llllrnlllg of 
excess gldss, 
and 
a p p l ~ c ~ l ~ l o n  of 
vcilecrrng 
( C l d l l l l C  

Appllcat~on of 
vt'ncellng 
celallll( 

In-Ceram 
Alumlnn, 
In-Cera~ri 
Spinell, 
In-(:er,im 
Z~rc o n ~ n  

Powder and 
mixing 
liquid 

Partial sinter- 
ing 

Cewc Vitablocs 
(several 
typesof core 
ceram ics) 

Mnlgin ~ c p , ~ i l  
(rf necessa~y) 

(;olnp~~Lcr- 
'iicted 
ruachini~ig/ 
m~ll ing 
(CAM) 

Computcr- 
aided 
machining/ 
milling 
(CAM) of 
presintered 
form 

Cercon and 
Lava 

I'c~~tially 
sintercd 
ceramic 
block 

Finn1 sintel ing 
o r  machined/ 
ground core 
and margin 
repair 
(if necessary) 

Fttlly s in tc~  cd 
coie possibly 
with repaired 
margin 

Application of 
veneering 
ceramic 

A variety of 
ceramic 
products 

High-quality 
ceramic 
blocli 

Margin repair 
(if necessary) 

High-cluality 
core possibly 
with repaired 
margin 

High-quality 
core 
containing 
39.9Oh 

a l u m n a  

Application of 
veneering 
ceramic 

Milling of 
dry-pressed 
powder on 
enlarged die 

Procera 
AllCeram 

Dry pressed 
and 
machined 
alumina 
block 

Sintering Application of 
veneering 
ceramic 
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intraoral stressing cycles. 'The use of computer-aided manufacture (CAM) plocesses 
are most likely to induce such darnage, although the ceramics with higher fracture 
toughness ale less likely to exhibit such damage. It is possible that subsequent sin- 
tering or veneering procedures can leduce the potential for propagation of cracks in 
the prostheses while in service. However, insufficient data are available from clini- 
cal stctdies of ceramics. 

The processing procedu~es for these ceramics are as follows. 'I  he feldspathic 
porcelain of traditional PFM lestorations, some aluminous porcelains (Vitadur-N, 
I Ti-Cercim), and pure alumina ceramic (Proceia AIlCeram) are condensed by vibra- 
tion or dry-pressed (Proce~a) and sintered at high temperatures. Pressable ceramics 
(e.g., IPS Empress, IPS bmpress2, J inesse All-Ceramic, OPC, and (]PC:-?(;), when 
heatecl and subjected to hydrostatic pressure, flow into '1 mold and, after lenloval 
and divesting, are then veneered Cast and cerarnmed crowns, such as the obsolete 
product Dicor, are made using the lost-wax technique. The molten glass is cast into 
a mold, heat-treated to form a glass-ceramic, and colored with shading porcelain 
and surface stains. 

kor slip cast ceramics (In-Ceram, In-Ceram Spinell, and In-Ceram Zirconia), a 
slurry of liquid and particles of alumina, magnesia-alumina silicate (spinel), or 
zirconia is placed on a dry refractory die that draws out the water from the slurry. 
The slip-cast deposit is sintered on this die, and then it is coated with a slurry of a 
glass-phase layer. During firing, the glass melts and infiltrates the porous ceramic 
core. Translucent porcelain veneers are then fired onto the core to provide the final 
contour and color. 

For CAD-CAM processes, the ceramic block materials (Dicor MGC, Vita Cerec Mk 
I, and Vita Cerec Mlz 11) are shaped into inlays or crowns using a CAD-CAM systcm 
(Cerec). CAM lefers to computer-aided milling or machining. This process is some- 
times refelled to as a CAD-CXM pror-as, whele CIM refc~s to comp~ttcl-mtegrated 
machining ol milling These bloc1,s call also be used in copy-milling ctevices (Celay) 
that mill or machine blocks into core shapes in a manner- sirnildl to that for cutting 
a ltey fioln a ltey blank, that is, by t~dcing over a master die of the shape to be 
ixoduced ou t  of the ceramic. 

CRlTlCAL QUESTION 

W l ~ n t  i s  t l ~ e  potet~t~al  bcnclit of the ultr,llow-ius~ng vcneer~ng c cr,ln~ics (s11)tering 

temperature 1850" C) over the tradrtronal low-fusing porceldrns (srr-rtetrng temperatures of 
1150"- 1 100" C)? 

METAL-CERAMIC PROSTHESES 
Composition of Dental Porcelains 

The composition of the noble and base metal alloys used in metal-ceramic restora- 
tions was discussed in Chapter 13 The reader is referred to the description of metal- 
ceramic restorations and the effects and purposes of the constituent metals. 

The composition of the ceramic generally corresponds to that of the glasses in 
Table 21 -1, except for an increased allzali content. The addition of greater quantities 
of soda, potash, and/or leucite is necessary to increase the thermal expansion to a 
level compatible with the metal coping. The opaque porcelains also contain rela- 
tively large amounts of metallic oxide opacifiers to conceal the underlying metal 
and to minimize the thickness of the opaque layer. 

'The high-contraction porcelains have a greater tendency to devitrify because of 
their alkali content. 'They should not be subjected to repeated firing, because this 
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may increase the risk for cloudiness within the porcelain, as well '1s changes in the 
thermal contraction behavior. Thus it is obvious that a proper matching of the prop- 
erties of the alloy and porcelain is imperative to success. Criteria and test methods 
for determining metal-porcelain compatibility have been suggested. Testing meth- 
ods are focused on the measurement of coefficients of thermal expansion and con- 
traction, thermal shock resistance, and the strength of the bond, which are discussed 
later. 

Conventional dental porcelain is a vitreous ceramic based on a silica (SiO,) net- 
work and potash feldspar (K20-Al20,-6Si0,) or soda feldspar (Na20 .A I,O,-6SiOL) 
or both. I'igments, opacifiers, and glasses are added to control the fusion tem- 
perature, sintering temperature, thermal contraction coefficient, and solubility. The 
feldspars used for dental porcelains are relatively pule and colorless. Thus pigments 
must be added to produce the hues of natural teeth or the color appearance of 
tooth-colored restorative materials that may exist in adjacent teeth. 

Silica (SiO,) can exist in four different forms: crystalline quartz, crystalline 
cristobalite, crystalline tridymite, and noncrystalline fused silica. Fused silica is a 
material whose high-melting temperature is attributed to the three-dimensional 
network of covalent bonds between silica tetrahedra, which are the basic stn~ctural 
units of the glass network. Fluxes (low-fusing glasses) are often included to reduce 
the temperature required to sinter the porcelain powder particles together at low 
enough temperatures so that the alloy to which it is fired does not melt or sustain 
sag (flexural creep) deformation. 

Glass Modifiers 

The sintering temperatule of crystalline silica is too high for use in veneering aes- 
thetic layers bonded to metal substrates At such temperatures the alloys would melt. 
In addition, the thermal contraction coefficient of crystallille silica is too low for 
these alloys. Bonds between the silica tetrahedra can be brolzen by the addition of 
allzali metal ions such as sodium, potassium, and calcium These ions are associated 
with the oxygen atoms at the corners of the tetrahedm and inte~rupt the oxygen- 
silicon bonds As a result, the three-dimensional silica network contains many linear 
chains of silica tetrahedra that ale able to move more easily at lower temperatures 
than the atoms that are locked into the th~ee-dimensional structure of silica tetla- 
hectra. This ease of movement is responsible for the Increased fluidity (decreased 
viscosity), lower softening tempelature, and increased thelmal expansion confelred 
by glass modifiers. Too high a modifier concentration, however, reduces the chemi- 
cal durability (resistance to attack by watei; acids, and alkalis) of the glass. In addi- 
tion, if too many tetrahedra are disrupted, the glass may crystallize (devitrify) during 
porcelain firing operations. I-lence, a balance between a suitable melting range and 
good chemical durability must be maintained. 

Manufacturers employ glass modifiers to produce dental porcelains with differ- 
ent firing temperatures. Dental porcelains are classified according to their firing 
temperatures. A typical classification is as follows: 

I Iigh fusing 1300" C (2372" F) 
Medium fusing 1101"-1300" C (201 3"-2072" F) 
Low fusing 850"-1100" C (1562"-2012" F) 
Ultra-low fusing 4 5 0 "  C (1562" T) 

'Ihe medium-fusing and high-fusing types are used for the production of denture 
teeth. The low-fusing and ultralow-fusing porcelains are used for crown and bridge 
constmction. Some of the ~lltralow-fusing porcelains are used f o ~  titanium and tita- 
nium alloys because of their low contraction coefficients that closely match those of 
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these metals and because the low firing temperatures reduce ~ l l e  risk fol- growth of 
the metal oxide. I Iowever, some of these ultralow-fusing porcelains contain enough 
leucite to raise their thermal contraction coefficients as high as those of conven- 
lional low-fusing porcelains. 'l'he potenlial advantages of ultralow-fusing veneel-ing 
ceramics are the reciuction in sintering times, decrease in sag defor-malion of I:I'D 
fi-ameworks, less thermal degradation of ceramic firing ovens, and less wear of 
opposing enamel surfaces. 

Because commercial dental laboratories do  not fabricate denture teeth for com- 
plete dentures or removable partial dentures, it has become more common to clas- 
sify crown and bridge porcelains as high-fusing (850-1100" C) and low-fi~sing 
(<850" C). However, this change in classification has not been univel-sally adopted. 
Thus, to avoid confusion, the sintering temperature range should be identified (at 
least initially) in discussio~is between dentists and dental technicians so that the 
less-abrasive benefit claimed for ultralow-fusing ceramics can he easily differenti- 
ated from the potentially more abrasive low-fusing porcelains that were used exclu- 
sively between the 1960s and 1990s. 

Because it ensures adequate chemical durability, self-glazing of porcelain is pre- 
ferred to an add-on glaze. A thin external layer of glassy material is formed during a 
self-glaze firing procedure at a temperature and time that cause localized softening 
of the glass phase and settling of clystalline particles within the susface region. 
The add-on glaze slurry material that is applied to the porcelain surface for an 
applied glaze procedure contains more glass modifiers and thus has a lower firing 
temperature. IIowevel; a higher proportion of glass modifiers tends to reduce the 
resistance of the applied glazes to leaching by oral fluids. 

Another imporlant glass modifier is watel; although it is not an intentional addi- 
lion to dental porcelain. 'l'he hydronium ion, H30i-, can replace sodium or olher 
metal ions in a ceramic that contains glass modifiers. This fact accounts for the phe- 
nom

e

non o l  "slow crack gl-owth" olceramics that are cxposed to tcnsilc stresses and 
moist environmt~n~s. It also may account lor the occasional long-term hilure o l  
porcelain rrstor;~tions aftcr several years of service. 

Feldspathic Porcelains 

Potasslum anti sodium lcldspar ale rlalulally occur] ing rn~nerals coml~osrd prin1,l- 
lily ol potash (1Z20) and soda (Na,C>), respectively 'lhcy ~ l s o  contain alum~na 
(AI,O,), and silica (SiO,) components reldspdrs are used in the preparation of 
many dental porcelains designed for metal-ceram~c crowns and many other dental 
glasses and ceramics. When potassium feldspar is mixed with various metal oxides 
and fired to high temperatures, it can form leucite and a glass phase that will soften 
and flow slightly. The softening of this glass phase during porcelain firing allows the 
porcelain powder particles to coalesce together. For dental porcelains, the process by 
which the particles coalesce is called lzquzd-phase sznterzng, a process controlled 
by diffusion between particles at a temperature sufficiently high to form a dense 
solid. The driving force for sintering is the decrease in energy caused by a reduction 
in surface area. As explained in the key terms section, three dental products (In- 
Ceram Alumina, Spinell, and Zirconia) are slightly sintered to produce intercon- 
nected pore channels that are necessary for subsequent glass infiltration. 

Another important property of feldspar is its tendency to form the crystalline 
mineral leucite when melted. Leucite is a potassium-aluminum-silicate mineral 
w ~ t h  a large coefficient of thermal expansion (20 to 25 ppm/' (:) cornpaled with 
feldspar glasses (which have coefficierlts of t l le~mal expansion less than 
10 ppm/' C). When feldsp'~~ is heated at temperatures between 1150" C and 1530" C, 
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it undergoes incongruent melting to form crystals of leucite in a liquid glass. 
Incongruent melting is the process by which one matelial melts to foim a l i q ~ ~ i d  
plus a diffe~ent crystalline material This tendency of feldspar to form leucile du~ ing  
incongl uent melting is used to advantage in the rndrlulaci~~re of porcelains lor metal 
bonding. 1 urther information is provided in the sintering of porcelain section. 

Many dental glasses do not contain leucite as n law mdteiinl Since feldspal is 
not essential as a precursor to the formation of leucite, as desc~ibed ear lie^, these 
glasses are n~oditied with ,lddltions of leucite to control theii thermal cont~action 
coefficients. 

Feldspathic porcelains contain a variety of oxide components, lncludillg SiOL 
(52-62 wiO/i), A120, (11 - 1 6 wtOh), K 2 0  (9-11 wtoh), NazO (5-7 wtO/o), and certain 
additives, including I,i20 and B203. These ce~arnics ale called porcrlazns because they 
contain a glass mat~ix and one or mole crystal phases. I'hey cannot be classified '1s 
glass-ceramzcs because crystal formation does not occur through controlled nucle- 
ation and crystal formation and growth. There are four types of veneering ceramics 
'I'hese include (1) low-fusing ceramics (feldspar-based porcelain and nepheline 
syenite-based porcelain); (2) ultra low-fusing ceramics (porcelains and glasses); 
(3) stains, and (4) glazes (self-glaze and add-on glaze). The particle type and size of 
crystal particles, if present, will greatly influence the potential abrasiveness of the 
ceramic prosthesis. A listing of many of the veneering ceramics used for metal- 
ceramic prostheses is given in Table 21-4. 

Veneering Ceramics for Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

Veneering ceramic Indications Manufacturer 

Synspar 

IPtlncmCt 1'1~~s 

I:incsse [.ow Fusing 

Most alloys 

Most ,111oys 

Most Alloys 

Ccrarnco 11 Most Alloys I )entsply Ce~anlco 

C e ~ , l ~ n t o  I 1  Sllvcl S ~ l v e ~  contalnmg alloyh L)cntsply ('c~,lrnc o 

Gel ,imco '3 Mo\t Alloys l>e~ltsply Cc~aliico 

L)ut e ~ , ~ g o l d  (11yd1o~hc1rr1al) Dcguno1111 rype IV gold alloy L)cntsply ( ,t>l,imco/ Degussa 
To1 met ,~I- tel ,~rn~ts  

L h t e ~ a n ~  Pl11s 

Duceram LF(: 

Excelsior 

IPS d SIGN 

Most alloys 

Most alloys 

Most alloys 

Most alloys 

Denlsply Cc~n~nco/l)cgussa 

Dentsply Ct.~arnco/Degussa 

lkntsply Ceramco/Ney 

[voclar V~vadent Inc 

IT'S Classic V Most alloys lvoclar Vivadent Inc. 

Iinesse [,ow-Fusing Crown Dentsply Cernmco 

Vita Response Degunorm (Degrssa) and Vident 
Mainbond A (I-Ieraeus), 
'lype 1V gold alloys for 
metal-ceramics 

Vita VMK 9 5 Most alloys Videlit 

Vita Omega Most alloys Vident 

Vita Ornega 900 (Illtralow-fusing) Most ,~lloys Vrdtlnt 

Modified fiom Kdppert 1 Il; aiid Klah MI<, I<eramilten-cine Tlbc i~ ich~,  Q~iinLe\scnz Zahntecll27(6) 668-704, 2001 
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Thermal Expansion Coefficients of Some Low-Fusing and 
Ultralow-Fusing Ceramics 

Low-fusing ceramics Thermal expansion coefficient 

Duceram Plus 14.2 g>pm/" C (25"-600" C) 

Finesse 11.8 ppm/" C (25"-500" C ) '  

The thermal expansion coefficients of some ultralow-fusing ceramics (sintering 
temperatures below 850" C) and low-fusing ceramics are listed in Table 21 -5. These 
ultralow-fusing ceramics represent an exciting new family of ceramic core and 
veneering materials because of their microstructural features. They contain either a 
well-distributed dispersion of small crystal particles or few or no  crystals, depending 
on the whether the ceramic is to be used as a veneer or glaze. Initial results of wear 
studies are promising in several cases relative to reduced enamel wear caused by 
these ceramics. These results are summarized in a later section of this chapter 
(see Wear of Enamel by Ceramic Products and Othel Res(o~dtive Materials). 

Other Additives 

Other nletallic oxides can be inr~oduced, as indicated 111 Table 21-1 Roiic oxide 
(B20 , )  behaves as a gldss modifier; that is, it decreases viscosity, lowers the soften- 
ing temperature, and fo1111s its own glass netwolk. Because boric oxide folms a sep- 
arate lattice rnterspelsed with the silica lattice, it still interrupts the more rigid silica 
network and lowers the softening point of the glass. Alumina 1s not considered a true 
glass former by itself because of the dimensions of the ion and the oxygen/aluminurn 
ldtio Nevertheless, it can take p a t  in the glass network to alter the softening point 
and viscosity 

Pigmenting oxides are added to obtain the valious shades needed to simulate 
natural teeth. 'lhese coloring pigments are produced by fusing metallic oxides 
together with fine glass and feldspar and then regrinding to a powder. These pow- 
ders are blended with the unpigmented powdered frit to provide the proper hue and 
chroma. Examples of metallic oxides and their respective color contributions to 
porcelain include iron or nickel oxide (brown), copper oxide (green), titanium 
oxide (yellowish brown), manganese oxide (lavender), and cobalt oxide (blue). 
Opacity may be achieved by the addition of cerium oxide, zirconium oxide, tita- 
nium oxide, or tin oxide. 

Aesthetic Potential of Metal-Ceramic Crowns Versus All-Ceramic Crowns 

Although metal-ceramic prostheses account for about 70% of all fixed restorations, 
a metal-ceramic (MC) crown is not the best aesthetic choice for restoring a single 
maxillary anterior tooth. A ceramic crown offers a greater potential for success in 
matching the appearance of the adjacent natural tooth, but ceramic crowns are more 
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susceptible to fl-acture, especially in posterior sites. A dark line at the facial margin 
of a MC crown occasio~ially associated with a metal collar or metal margin is of 
great concern when gingival recession occurs. This effect can be mi~limized by using 
a ceramic ma~gin or by using a very thin knife-edge margin of metal coated with 
opaque shoulder porcelain. The technician should polish and glaze this ma~gin to 
avoid a rough surface at the margin. The use of MC crowns with butt-joint margins 
or with very thin knife-edge metal margins on the facial surface ale s~~ccessful pro- 
cedures for improving the aesthetics. 

Porcelain Condensation 

Porcelain for ceramic and metal-cer-amic prostheses, as well as for other applica- 
tions, is supplied as a fine powder that is designed to he mixed with water or 
another vehicle and condensed into the desired form (see Fig. 21-2). lhe powder 
particles are of a particular size distribution to produce the most densely packed 
porcelain when they are properly condensed. If the particles are of the same size, the 
density of packing would not be nearly as high. l'horough condensation is also cru- 
cial in obtaining dense packing of the powder particles. Dense packing of the pow- 
der particles provides two benefits: lower firing shrinkage and less porosity in the 
fired porcelain. This packing, or condensation, may be achieved by various methods, 
including vibration, spatulation, and brush techniques. 

The first method uses mild vibration to pack the wet powder densely on the 
underlying frameworlz. The excess water is blotted or wiped away with a clean tissue 
or fine brush, and condensation occurs toward the blotted or brushed area. In 
the second method, a small spatula is used to apply and smooth the wet porcelain. 
The smoothing action brings the excess water to the surface, where it is removed. 
'I'he third method employs the '3ddition of dly porcelain powder to the surface to 
absor-b the watel. ' h e  d ~ y  powder is placed by a brush to the side opposite from an 
increment of wet porcelain. As the water is drawn toward the dry powder, the wet 
particles are pulled togethel-. Whichever rnetllod is used, it is important to 1eint.m- 
her that the surface tension of the water is the driving torce for condensation, and 
the porcelain must never be allowed to dry out until condensation is complete. 

Sintering of Porcelain 

The thermochemical reactions between the porcelain powder components are vir- 
tually completed during the original manufacturing process. Therefore the purpose 
of firing is simply to sinter the particles of powder together properly to form the 
prosthesis. Some chemical reactions occur during prolonged firing times or multi- 
ple firings. Of particular importance are the observed changes in the leucite content 
of the porcelains designed for fabrication of metal-ceramic restorations. Leucite is 
a high-expansion (and high-contraction) crystal phase whose volume fraction in 
the glass matrix can greatly affect the thermal contraction coefficient of the porce- 
lain. Changes in the leucite content can cause the development of a thermal con- 
traction coefficient mismatch between the porcelain and the metal, which can 
produce tensile stresses during cooling that are sufficient to cause crack formation 
in the porcelain. 

The condensed porcelain mass is placed in front of or below the muffle of a 
preheated furnace at approximately 650" C (1200" F) for low-fusing porcelain. This 
preheating procedure permits the remaining water vapor to dissipate. Placement of 
the corlde~lsed mass directly into even a moderately warm fui-nace results in a rapid 
production of steam, thereby introducing voids or fracturing large sections of the 
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veneel-. After preheating for approximately 5 min, [he porcelain is placed into the 
furnace, and the firing cycle is initiated. 

The size of the powder particles influences not only the degree of condensation 
of the porcelain but also the soundness or apparent density of the final product. 
At the initial firing temperature, the voids are occupied by the atmosphere of the fur- 
nace. As sintering of the particles begins, the porcelain particles bond at their points 
of contact. As the temperature is raised, the sintei-ed glass gradually flows to fill up 
the air spaces. However, air becomes trapped in the fomi of voids because the fused 
mass is too viscous to allow all the air to escape. An aid in the reduction of poros- 
ity in dental porcelain is vacuurn jiriny. 

Vacuum firing reduces porosity in the following way. When the porcelain is 
placed in the furnace, the powder particles are packed together with air chan~lels 
around therii. As the air pvessure inside the furnace muffle is reduced to about one- 
tenth of atmospheric pressure by the vacuum pump, the air around the particles is 
also reduced to this pressure. As the temperature rises, the particles sinter together, 
and closed voids are formed within the porcelain mass. The air inside these closed 
voids is isolated from the furnace atmosphere. At a temperature about 55" C (39" F) 
below the upper firing temperature, the vacuum is released and the pressure inside 
the furnace increases by a factor of 10, from 0.1 to 1 atm. Because the pressure is 
increased by a factor of 10, the voids are compressed to one-tenth of their original 
size, and the total volume of porosity is accordingly reduced. Not all the air can be 
evacuated from the furnace. Therefore a few bubbles are present in vacuum-sintered 
porcelains, but they are markedly smaller than the ones obtained by air-firing. A fin- 
ished metal-ceramic multiple unit bridge is shown in Figure 21 -3 .  

Overglazing and Shading Ceramics 

As shown in Table 21-2, natural glazed (autoglazed oi self-glazeci), r n c d ~ ~ ~ r n - f ~ ~ s ~ n g  
feldspath~c porcela~n 1s much stronger than ground, rough, nonglazed po~celnin 
If the glaze 1s ~ernoved by g~incf~ng, the transverse strength irlay be 40 to 46[%1 less 
lhan th<at of lllc po~celdin with thc g l a ~ e  layel intact Ihe glaze 1s effect~ve In rcduc- 
~ n g  crack plopagation wilhin the outer surf'ace because the sulfacc fl,~w\ niay bc 
blldged and the su~face w ~ l l  be u n d e ~  a state of complessrve shes5 fIowever, the 
results frorn one study ind~cnte that po~celains with highly polished suilaces ( I  -pm 
abrasive paste) have ~ o r n p ~ ~ l a b l e  strength to rhnt of specimens that wele polished 
and glaaed ( I  airllurst et '11, 1992) lhis observation is of clin~cal rmportance because 
after the poicela~n prosthesis is cernented in the mouth, it is common plactice for 
the dentist to adjust the occlusion by grinding the surface of the porcelain with a 
diamond bur IJnfortunately, this procedure weakens the porcelain markedly if the 
glaze is removed and the surface is left in a rough condition. 

If the porcelain surface is rough, a natural glaze treatment is recommended since 
the fracture iesistance of the surface is greater than that of unglazed porcelains. 
Porcelains for metal-ceramic and ceramic prostheses, porcelain veneers, or denture 
teeth may be characterized with stains and glazes to provide a mole lifelike appear- 
ance. lhe  fusing temperatures of glazes are reduced by the addition of glass modi- 
fiers that lower the chemical durability of glazes somewhat. Stains are simply tinted 
glazes and are subject to the same chemical durability problems However, most of 
the currently available glazes have adequate durability if they are as thick as 50 pm 
or more. 

One method for ensuling that [he applied characteri~ing stains will be pelma- 
nent is to use them inteinnlly lnternal staining and characteii~ation can produce a 
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I~fel~lze result, partlcula~ly when slmulnted enamel craze line5 and other features ale 
bu~ l t  Into the porcela~n rathe1 than merely applred to the surface The drsadvantdge 
of ~nternal stalnlng and chaiacle~17at1on 1s that the porcelain must he st1 ~pped  away 
completely ~f the c o l o ~  or c l ~ a r ~ ~ c t e ~  ~ z ~ i t i o ~ ~  is uilsuitable 

It is log~cal to ~ssurne  that fine polishing oi a roughened surface lollowed by g l a ~ -  
ing produces slnoother s u ~  f'ices ~ h a n  pol rshing alone, s a ~ ~ d b l ~ ~ s t ~ n g  followed hy 
glazing, oi dramond g~iilding followed by gluing R hlghly pollshed ,md glwed 4111- 
fnce 1s smoothel than the sur fxes  of g l a~ed  specrmrn4 that have been1 sandhlnsted 
ol roughened wit11 a d ~ a m o n d  followed hy glazrng 

Cooling of Metal-Ceramic Prostheses 

The Ixoper coolillg of '1 porcelain prosthesis fronn ~ t s  firing tempelatale to loom 
Lernpelature is the subject of considelable conlrovelsy 'The catdstrophlc hactulc of 
glass thal has been subjected to sudden changes in temperature 1s a familiar 
experience I'he cooling of dental polcelain 1s a complex matter, particulaily when 
the porcelain is fused to a metallic substlate Multiple firings of a metal-ce~amlc 
restoration can cause the coefficient of thermal contraction of the porcelain to 
Increase and can actually make ut more likely to crack because of tensile stless 
development 

The ch~e f  limitation to the use of an  all-porcela~n crown in fixed prosthodon- 
tics is its lack of tens~le strength A method for m ~ n i r n i ~ i n g  t h ~ s  disadvantage is 
to fuse the porcelain directly to  a metal coplng that fits the prepared tooth Such 
a metal-ceramic prosthes~s is shown schernat~cally ~ r m  F~gure 21-1 I he metal on 
the facial side 1s approximately O 3 to O 5 rnm thick It is veneeled with opaque 
porcelarn appiox~nlately O 3 rnm in thlcltne5s I h e  body porcelain 1s ahout 1 mam 
thick 

11 a stlonger nladerlal is used ; ~ s  nn Inme* Cole of ,I ceraamlc caowrl, ~ r r l ~ k \  c~lnl 
develop only when the \ t i c~nge~  nnateer,~jl 1s dcfco~med on broken, ~ ~ ~ L I I T I I I I ~  bhnt 
the vrnrclnng po~celaln 1s fiinnlv bonded ~ C P  t he  S V I O I P ~ C I  S U ~ > ~ ~ I ~ I ~ C  W ~ l l  pa(~p>en- 
design and pllyslcal piopertles o l  the polcela~m a i ~ d  metal, tlne po~celarll 1s nennl- 
folced so that brittle fl,~ctule (nn be ;nvolded 01 ,I[ le'ast m~ninnnzed when tllcsc 
crowns ale re4br1cted to  antelno1 teeth Although most metdl-cemamrc paosbhescs 
~nvolve c ~ s t  metal cop~ngs, several novel noalc,lst appjoaches (snntrnlmg, nracla~n 
~ n g ,  sw,ging, and huln~shing)  to coping fab~ntnt lol~ have been developed In 
recent years 

Fig. 21-3 A I 3-unit rnelal-ccr,i~nic. FI'U. See also color pldte. 
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intellace when the porcelain is cooled fiorn 354" C (1750" F) to room tempelatu~e 
Because the shear resistance to failure is fa1 less than 280 MPa, these thernial stiesses 
could cause spontaneous bond failul e 

Iligh tensile slresses ale known to develop in polcelain veneers fi-om a contlac- 
tion coefficient mismatch between alloy and porcelain. I he tensile stresses induced 
within the porcelain by occlusal fo~ces would, of couise, be added to iesidual 
thermal tensile stresses 1 Ioweve~, when the metal and its porcelain veneel exhibit 
sirnilai contraction curves and an aveiage contiaction coeffic~ent difference of 
0 5 ppmIo C or less (between the poicelain's glass transition temperature and loom 
ternperatuie), fractuie is unlikely to occur except in cases of extreme stless 
concentiation or extremely high i n t ~ a o ~ a l  forces rhese metal-celamic comb~na- 
tions are known as thermally ~omp~rtzble syslems Many p~ostheses made fiorn metal 
and porcelain materials having contraction coefficieilt differeilces between 0.5 and 
1.0 ppm/" C are known to survive f o ~  many years. These iesults are explainable by 
survival probability analyses that assume that the maxlmum biting forces on ante- 
rior crowns rarely exceed 890 N (200 Ib) and the maximum force on posterior 
crowns rarely exceeds 2224 N (500 lb). In fact, the Gulnness Uooh of Recolds ( 1  331) 
cites the maximum clenching force ever recorded for posterior teeth as 4337 N 
(975 lb) sustained for 2 seconds. 'The second highest bite force ever recorded was 
2447 N (550 lb) Most patients generate typical bite forces of 400 to 800 N (90 to 
180 Ib) between molar teeth and much lower forces between premolars and 
between anterior teeth. Thus a rather small n~lrnber of patients have bite force capa- 
bilities that are likely to cause fracture of metal-ceramic crowns or biidges even 
when residual thermal incompatibility stresses are present As a general rule, lower 
forces aiv generated by youngel children versus older children, female patients ver- 
sus rnale patients, a more closed bite versus a ~aised bite tnhle, occlusion between 
natlrral teeth and dentu~e  teeth c o ~ n p ~ ~ r e d  with tllc lo! ce gene~ateci between natural 
teeth agalnst rlatuldl teeth 

Another eclu,llly lrnpo~tnnt plopel ty of metal-ceramic systems 1s that the alloy 
should have a ll~gll proport~ondl l ini~t  and, pal t ic~~la~ly,  a hlgh modulus of elas 
ticlty Alloys with a h ~ g h  modulus of elast~city also share a glenlcr plopoltloll of 
stress compared with the adjacent porcelain Ihe metal fiarneworli must not melt 
dur~rlg p o ~ c e l a ~ n  firing and also must lesist h~gli  temperatule "sag" defoimdtior~ 
Sag or flexur,~l clcep can occur only at high lemperatuics It does not occui at o ~ a l  
tempeldtul es 

The metal-ceramic prosthesis is genelally fabricated by n de~leal trcllnic~an The 
casting p~ocedures are similar to those described for the casting of ullays and 
crowns Because of the high melting temperatuie of the alloys, a phosphate-bonded 
investment must be used 

'Ihe casting should be carefully cleaned to ensure a strong bond to the porcelain. 
example, an alloy such as Olympia (1 Teraeus Kulzer), a gold-palladium, silver- 

free alloy, is heated in the porcelaiil furnace to a temperature of 1038" C (1900" F) 
to burn off any remaining impurities and to foim a thin oxide layer In many alloy 
systems, this so-called degassing treatment does not actually degas the interior struc- 
ture of the alloy, but it does produce an oxide layer on the alloy suiface that is essen- 
tial for the formation of the porcelain-metal bond. 

The need for a clean metal surface cannot be overemphasi~ed lhe  surface may 
be cleansed adequately by finishing with clean ceramic-bonded stones or sinteied 
diamonds, which are used exclusively for finishing Final sandblasting with high- 
purity alumina abrasive ensures that the porcelain is bonded to a clean and mechan- 
ically ietentive surface 
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OpCic~ue porceld~~l is condensed wrth a thicknes4 of apploxlmately 0 3 mm and 1s 
the11 filed to ~ t s  rnatuling temperature 11,lnslucent po~ce ld~n  is then applied, and 
the tooth form is bull1 Polcelnln powde~ 15 appl~ed hy the condensat~on rncthods 
prev~ously descrrbed I he unit 1s ,Igaln filed Sevclal cycles of poiceln~n appl~cat~on 
and filing may be necessary to coinplcte the plo\thes~s A final glaze 1s [hen 
obtn~nect 

Metal-Ceramic Crowns Based on Burnished Foil Copings 

Captek (I'lecious Chemicals Company Inc ) 1s a technology that is hascd on tllc p in -  
ciple of capillaly ,~ttract~on to p~oducc a gold composite metal f i e  Captek I' and <: 
metals can ploduce thln metal copings for slngle crown5 o~ frarnewo~lts for metal- 
celamlc fixed partial dentures ( I  I'Ds) with a m;lwmurn span length of 18 lnlu (that 
allows spacc fol up to two pontics) Captek 1s an acronym fol "cap~llary ca\t~ng ~ e d l -  
nology " Tile fin~shed metal coplng may be descr~bed as a composrte materlal consist- 
ing of a gold matrix re~nforced with small part~cles of a Pt-I'd-Au alloy The Inner and 
outer surfaces contain approximately 37% Au The gram sue  of the foil 1s 1 5  to 20 ym 

Malleable Captek metal strips are burnrshed on a refractory die to fabricate the 
metal cop~ng of a metal-ceramic crown without the use of a melt~ng and castlng 
process Examples of Captek metal-ceramlc clowns ale shown in Figu~e 21-4 
The procedural steps are described below 

Starting wlth a master model of the prepaled tooth or teeth, a Captek refractory 
d ~ e  1s produced The Capsil relief liquid is sprayed onto the stone die(s) to ]educe 
surface tensron, al low~~lg Caps11 ~mpression materlal or Capvest refractory dne mate- 
rial to flow f~eely and to reduce bubbles and impe~fections After die \pacer is 
applrecl to the mastel die, undercuts ale blocl<ed out The mastc~ die 1s placed 111 the 
propel s17e-dupl1cat1on flask, and Capsil silncone matella1 1s poulcd Into the flask 
alound the mastel c\le(s) Thc rrnplcssron c~catcs a r*lold illto which aei~~-rcto~-g/ mate- 
11a1 (<hpvest) ns poured bo create refracbory alaes Tlic maseer dre is ~ernoved fronn ~ l ~ c  
haidenled s~llcone, and ,In accurate h ~ g h  tcrupenaturc ~cl~,~ctorgi 1s g>o~arccl nnlto 
the new sllrcor~e rrlolcl 

I he letractoly die IS heal-t~eated, the m,llglns ale mal [zed with ~ r d  penc~l, drmd 
'In adhesive (Capack Adhe5nve) 1s dp1,Pla.d lo the die The ,~dhe\lve aids the adheslon~ 
o f  Cdptek matrlnal t o  tlic dre and also enh,~nces cal>illary atlldctnon 

llpc next step reqwres the ilppllcatiorl of Captek 1', ;1 highly rrrn,~llrable goPcl, 
platinum, and pallad~um alloy l h ~ s  ~ntelnnl remiorang skeleton prov~cles a t h ~ e e  
din~enrlonal netwo~k of cnplllarnes t h a ~  w~l l  be eventuallv filled by Captek C, 

Fig. 21-4 Captek mrt,~l-ccrarnlt crowns Sre a l s o  color pl,ite 
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mate~ial forming a composite high golci metal alloy 'This layel is burnished on the 
die, and after the margins ale trimmed, it is sintered In a pacelain fu~ii~ice on 
the recoinmended Captek thermal plocessing cycle 

This capillaiy structure 1s ncxt infused with molten gold that 1s supplied by rhe 
(:aptel< 1' nlaterial 'The Captrk I' is pressed in place using ullifolm f i~n l  pressule so 
it conforn~s to the shape of the dle k,xcessive piessure oi pulling of the mateiial will 
cause it to tear or bleak After ~ r~mln ing  away any excess mateiial, ally voicts ale filled 
with tiirnmiilgs of Captek P segments 

The crown and/oi b~idge  units are now ieady for firing Ihe pieces are heated 
at a rate of 55" to 80" C/minute to the recommended filing ternpelature Next, 
Captek G stlips are applied The Captek C: metal strip contains 97 15 wtO/o gold and 
2.5 wto/o silver TLhe copings and/or bridge components ale fired again nn the ful- 
nace according to the lecommended Captek firing cycle Alter piocessing, Captelz 
G forms a high gold metal alloy composite through cap~llary attraction lhe  capil- 
lary action is used as the joining method of the hard palticles and the resilient par- 
ticles of metal present in the final coping The gold melts, yet the Captelz P 
stiucture remains stable 'I he Captelz P reacts like a metal sponge and draws I~quid  
gold completely into it The Captek composite metal coping is now complete and 
ready for refractory die removal 'lhe coping is divested, and the maigins are fin- 
ished kor the p~oduction of 1 PDs (bridges), Captelz pontics are used These are 
specially designed pontics that are precast using a metal-ceramic alloy and placed 
with pure gold 

I he copings and/or pontics are coated with a mixture of a powder and liquid 
(Capbond), which will provide a thin covering of gold material to enhance areas of 
Cnp~ek P that have been ground during adjustment The Capbond will also provide 
a gold co lo~  that is identical to that o l  aleas that have not been g~ounci 

Cnpcoidliquid , ~ n d  powdei ~31e applied to ,~lea\ between pontics and abutmrrats, 
as well ns pooatlc sulfate. ;roc,ls l l lc  powde~ contaums an alloy of gold, platinum, nmd 
palladium to plovldc thc sdme BX\C Y I I ~ ~ ~ I I ~ I ~  S I P L I C ~ I I I ~  ds Cdptek P Capcon ~ ~ P S O I ~ C ,  
tPaoouglm capull,~ly atti,lctlon, the Capfil m,~terlal 013 the \aone way that Cnpwk C: is 
,rbsosbcd into (;aptek P, ploducio~g '3  gold connecting a c n  that cnhantes thr colol 
of the pontic surface (:apcon 1s ,also used to enhance the Imccnl or Iabrnl pontlc 
,aleas of Cnptck plt>fomnned pontlcs 

'bhe unllts , ~ l c  veneered with two tll111 layers ol opacluc porceldln ancl otllel 
venecnng porcelalm I ~ y c ~ s  lSetooe the o p q u e  layel 1s 'appl~cd, the finlshrd (:apieIi 
cop~ng has 'I th~ckness of c~pprox~mately 0 25 mm P'hus thl\ teclu~ic~ue plovldes a 
much thunne~ coping tllickrmess than t l a d ~ t l o ~ ~ a l  cdsl rnetals ( 0  5 mm) and will p ~ o -  
v ~ d e  additional space for veneering porcelain llhe marginal adaptation is depend- 
ent on the skill of the technician in t r i m m i ~ ~ g  the burnished materials Unlike 
tradit~onal cast metals that provide atomic bonding to opaque porcela~n through 
an external ox~de  layer, Captek metal achieves bonding through a combination of 
surface interloclzing and residual stlesses produced by slight diflerences in thermal 
expansion coefficients. Although Captek metal is indicated for crowns and l'I'Ds, 
no long-term clinical data are available to determine the survivability of Captelz 
ceramic prostheses 

Bonding Porcelain to Metal 

'I'he primary requirement for the success of a metal-ceramic prosthesis is the devel- 
opment of a durable bond between the porcelain and the alloy. Once such a bond 
is achieved, there is an opportunity to iiltrociuce stresses in the prosthesis during the 
porcelain firing procedures. An unfavorable stress distribution during the cooling 
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process can result in cracking of the porcelain, and delayed fracture can also occur. 
1 hus, for a successful metal-ceramic prosthesis to be realized, both a strong interface 
bond and thermal compatibility are ~ecluired. 

lheolies of metal-ce~amic bonding have historically fallen into two groups. 
(1)  mechanical interlocking between porcelain and metal and (2) chemical bond- 
ing across the metal-po~celain interface. Although chenlical bonding is generally 
regarded to he responsible for inetal porcelain adherence, evidence exists that, for a 
few systems, mechanical interloclting may provide the principal bond The oxida- 
tion behavior of these alloys la~gely determines their potential f o ~  bonding with 
po~celain Research into the nature of metal-porcelain adherence has indicated that 
those alloys that form adherent oxides during the degassing cycle also forsn a good 
bond to p~rcel~iin, whereas those alloys with poorly adherent oxides form poor 
bonds. Some palladium-silver alloys form no external oxide at all but rather oxidi~e 
internally It 1s for these alloys that mechanical bonding is needed. 

A variety of tests have been advocated for measuring the bond strength. None 
can be regarded as an exact measure of the adhesion of porcelain to metal except in 
cases in which the metal-porcelain couple is matched thermally so that porcelain 
adjacent to the interface is essentially stress-flee This is a situation virtually impos- 
sible to attain because the metal exhibits a linear contraction behavior as a function 
of temperature and the porcelain exhibits a nonlinear contraction plot. 

Clinical fractures of metal-ceramic restorations, although rare, still occur, espe- 
cially when a new alloy or porcelain is being used or when a new coping technol- 
ogy has been adopted. As is generally tnle for all dental materials, there is a learnzng 
curve associated with the initial use of new products. When fractures occur, it is a 
good idca to make a vinyl polysiloxane impression of the C I ~ C ~ L I I ~  site for future fl-ac- 
tog~apliic analysis. All information on the crown or bridge should be ~ecorded, 
including the visual appearance of the fract~lre site Although there are an infinite 
nuinhe1 of fraclure paths that may occu~, three types ale of pnrticular irnpo~tance in 
diagnosing the cause of flactule Shown in 1:igure 21 5 ale iic~cture paths that hdve 
occu~red p~ ima~ily nt three sites. ( 1 ) along the interfacial region between opaque 
porcelain (P) and the inte~action zone (1) between opaque po~celain and the metal 
substrate ( lop), (2) within the interaction Lone ( ~ c n l r r ) ;  and (3) along the interfa- 
c~al region between the metal and the interaction Lone (bottom) For conventional 
metal ce~amic clowns made from cast cop~ngs, the interaction zone is usually syn- 
onynious with the metal oxide layer 

For copings macie using atypical methods such as the tecl~nologies associated 
with the Captek system, and electroforming processes, bonding to poicelaill is 
achieved either through a combination of mechanical interlocking and residual 
stresses that occur because of a metal-ceramic contraction mismatch or through the 
application of a bonding agent. 'To characterize the principal site of fracture, magni- 
fication of 3 to 100 times is required because a thin layer of retained porcelain may 
not be visible without magnification. Each of the three principal fracture paths in 
Figure 21 -5 may he caused by excessive stress development, a material deficiency, or 
a processing deficiency. 

Bonding of Porcelain to Metal Using Electrodeposited Substrates 
Ceramic bonding to metals in certain cases requires the electrodeposition of 
metal coatings and heating to form suitable metal oxides. Deposition of a layer 
of pure gold onto the cast metal and a subsequent short "flashing" deposition of 
tin have been shown to improve the wetting of porcelain onto the metal and to 
reduce the amount of porosity at the metal-porcelain interface. In addition, the 
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P = Porcelain 
I = Interaction zone 
M = Metal 

Fig. 21-5 Cross-section ol' three principal types of interfacial zone fracture. Ser also color plnlc 

electrodeposited layer acts as a barrier between the metal casting and the porce- 
lain to inhibit diffusion of atoms from the metal into the porcelain, within the 
normal limits of porcelain firing cycles. 

A light color of the oxide film enhances the vitality of the porcelain when com- 
pared with the dark oxides that require heavy opaque layers to mask dark unaes- 
thetic oxides. Becduse the activated surface can be controlled from golden, 
reddish-brown to gray, '111 additional dimension is available for color control of the 
porcelain. 

Alloys and metals such as cobalt-chromium, stainless steel, pallacliurn-silver, 
high- and low-gold-content alloys, and titanium all have been successf~~lly elec- 
troplated and tin-coated to achieve satisfactory ceramic bonding. Various prop~i-  
etaly agents are also available that are intended for application to the metal 
surface before condensation of the opaque porcelain layel. 'l'hese are applied as a 
thin liquid to the metal surface and are fired in a manner similar to that of opaque 
porcelain. 

The function of these agents is twofold: (1) they are intended to improve metal- 
ceramic bonding by limiting the build-up of an oxide layer on the base metal sur- 
face during firing, and (2) they can improve aesthetics by helping to block the color 
of the dark metal oxide. 

Benefits and Drawbacks of Metal-Ceramics 

The properly made crown is stronger and more durable than the ordinary alumi- 
nous porcelain crown. FIowever, a long-span bridge of this type may be subject to 
bending strains, and the porcelain may crack or fracture because of its low ductility. 
These difficulties can be partly overcome with proper prosthesis design, as discussed 
earlier. Proper occlusal relationships are also particularly important for this type of 
prosthesis. 
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The most outstanding advantdges of metal-ceramic prostheses are the perrnarlent 
aesthetic quality of the properly designed reinforced ceramic unit and their resist- 
ance to fracture. llnlike similar acrylic resin veneered structures, allnost no wear of 
the porcelain occurs by abrasion and there is no staining along the interface 
hetween the veneer and the metal. l;urthertnore, as shown in a clinical study, the 
fracture rate of metal-ceramic crowns and bridges is as low as 2.1% after 7.5 years 
(Coornaert et al, 1984). 

A slight advantage of metal-ceramic prostheses over ceramic prostheses is that 
less tooth structure needs to be removed to pr-ovide the proper bulk for the crown, 
especially if metal only is used on occlusal and lingual surfaces. As previously noted, 
high rigidity of the structure is needed to prevent fracture of the porcelain. Very lit- 
tle flexibility can he sustained by dental porcelains because of their moderately high 
modulus of elasticity (e.g., 63 Gl'a compared with values of 99.3 (>Pa fi)l a 'lype IV 
gold alloy, 22.4 GPa for amalgam, and 16.6 GPa for d resin-based composite) and 
their relatively low tensile strength. As a result, only limited elastic deformation of 
the porcelain approximately (less than 0.1% strain) can be tolerated before fracture 
occurs. It follows, therefore, that a sufficient bulk of metal is necessary to provide the 
proper rigidity. The minimal metal coping thickness necessary in the occlusal region 
is approximately 0.3 mm. The shape of the crown cannot be conspicuously out of 
line with the anatomic form of adjacent teeth. 'Therefore the bulk of the natural 
tooth may need to be sacrificed to provide adequate space to ensure adequate frac- 
ture resistance and aesthetics. 

The aesthetic capability of metal-ceramic restorations and their superb surviv- 
ability are sufficient to overcome the drawbacks of metal-ceramic systems. For these 
reasons, metal-ceramics represent the most widely used prosthesis system used in 
fixed prosthodontics today. 

CEWAMBC PROSTHESES 
Aluminokas Porcelain Crowns 

Another inetliod of bonding porcelain to metal maltes use of tin oxide coatings on  
~.>latinum foil. I'he objective of this technique is to improve the aesthetics by a 
replacement of the thicltcr metal coping with a thin platinum foil, thus allowing 
rnorc loom fol porcelain. The method consists of bonding nluminous porcelai~i 
to platinum foil copings. Auachtnent of the po~celain is secured by electroplating 
the pldtinuni foil with a thin layer of tin and then oxidi~ing it in a fui-nace to plo- 
vide a continuous film of tin oxide for porcelain bonding The rationale is that the 
bonded foil will act as an inner skin on the fit surface to reduce subsurface poros- 
ity and formation of microcracks in the porcelain, thereby increasing the fracture 
resistance of crowns and bridges. The clinical performance of these crowns has 
been excellent for anterior teeth, but approximately 15% of these crowns fractured 
within 7 years after they were cemented to molal- teeth with a glass ionomer 
cement. 

Based on a 1994 survey, metal-ceramic crowns and bridges were used for approx- 
imately 90% of all f ~ e d  restorations. However, recent developments in ceramic 
products with improved fracture resistance and excellent aesthetic capability have 
led to a significant increase in the use of all-ceramic products. Ceramic crowns and 
bridges have been in widespread use since the beginning of the twentieth centuly. 
'The ceramics employed in the conventional ceramic crown were high-fusing felds- 
pathic porcelains. The relatively low strength of this type oS porcelain prornpted 
McLean anci Hughes (1965) to develop an alurnina-reinforce polcelain core mate- 
rial for the Sabrication of ceramic crowns. 
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The alumina-reinforced clowns are gene~ally regalded as p~oviding slightly better 
aesthetics for antelior teeth than are the metal-ceramic crowns that empIoy a metal 
coping Howevel, the strength of the coie porcelain used foi alumma-reinforced 
crowns is inadequate to warrant the use of these prostheses fol posterior teeth 
In fact klclean reported a fiacture late of molar alurninous po~celarn crowns of 
apploximately 15% aftel 5 years 

Castable and Machinable Glass-Ceramics (Dicor and Dicor MGC) 

When used for posterior crowns, ceramic crowns are most susceptible to fractu~e. 
Shown in 1 igure 21 -6 (see also the color plate) is the stress distribution computed 
by finite element analysis in a 0.5-mm-thick molal Dicor crown loaded on the 
occlusal suiface, just within the marginal ridge area. 'The rnaximum tensile stress is 
located within the internal surface directly below the point of applied force and just 
above the 50-pm-thick layer of resin cement (see the arrow in Fig. 21 -6). 'l'his site rep- 
resents the critical flaw responsible for craclz initiation under an applied intraoral force. 
The location of initial crack formation was consistent with the location of maximum 
tensile stress predicted by the finite element calculations as shown in Figure 21-6 
An SEM image of a fractured clinical crown of Dicor glass-ceramic is shown in 
Figure 21-7. The site of crack initiation (arrow) is the inner surface of the crown. 
A CI-oss-sectional illustration of an anterior Dicor glass-ce~amic crown is shown in 
Iigure 21-8 Because of the smaller forces exerted on anterior crowns, the risk for 
fracture of anterior crowns is significantly less than that for posterior crowns. 

The first commercially available castable ceramic material for dental use, Dicor, 
was developed by Corning Glass Works and marketed hy Dentsply International. 
Ilicor is a castable glass that is formed into an inlay, facial veneer, or full-crown 
restordtio~l by a lost-wax casting process similai to that employed for metals After 
the glass casting core or coping is recovered, the glass is sandblasted to rerilove resid- 
ual casting investment and the spnies are gently cut away. The gl'lss is then coveied 
by  a protective "embedment" material and subjected to a hedl treatment that causes 
microscopic plaielike crystals of crystalline material (mica) to grow within the glass 
mcitrix. This cryslal nucleation and crystal growth plocess is called Leramrntng. Once 

Fig. 21-6 Stress distribution resulting from loading (close to the marginal ridge area) of the occlusdl 
surfac-e of a finite elemcnt model of d Dicor glass-c.eramic crown with an o c c l ~ t s ~ ~ l  thicltricss of 0.5 rnm. 
The lnax i rn~~m princip,ll tensile stress is locatrtl direc[ly l ~e low  thc point of occlusal loading within the 
internal surface of tlie crown dtijacenl to the 50-ym-thick laycr of resin cement (arrow). Sce also 
color plate. 
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Fig. 21-7 Scanning electron niicroscopic image of a fractured Dicor glass-ceramic crown with a 
tetrasilicic fluormic,t-based core. The arrow indicattxs the site of the critical flaw responsibltx for crack 
initiation under intraoral loading. (From Thompson et al: Fracture surface characlerization of clinically 
failed all-ceramic crowns. J Dent Krs 73(12):1824-1832, 1994.) 

Dual-cured 
resrn lut~ng 

lost-wax casting 

Fig. 21-8 Cross-section ul' ~emented Dicor glass-ceramic crown. Sec also color plate. 

the glass has been cerammed, it is fit on the prepared dies, ground as necessary, and 
then coated with veneering porcelain (as shown in Fig. 21-8) to match the shape 
and appearance of adjacent teeth. Dicor glass-ceramic is capable of producing sur- 
prisingly good aesthetics, perhaps because of the "chameleon" effect, where part of 
the color of the restoration is piclzed up from the adjacent teeth as well as from the 
tinted cements used for luting the restorations. 

Dicor glass-ceramic contains about 55 vol% of tetrasilicic fluormica crystals. The 
ceramming process results in increased strength and toughness, increased resist- 
ance to abrasion, thermal shock resistance, chemical durability, and decreased 
translucency. Dicor MGC is a higher quality product that is crystallized by the man- 
ufacturer and provided as CAD-CAM blanlzs or ingots. The CAD-CAM ceramic 
Dicor MGC contains 70 volO/' of tetrasilicic fluormica platelets, which are approxi- 
mately 2 yrn in diameter. The mechanical properties of Dicor MGC are similar to 
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those of Dicor glass-ceramic, although it has less translucency (contrast iatio of 
0.41-0 44 versus 0.56, respectively). 

Dicor has lecently been discontinued presumably because of low tensile 
strength and the need to color the prosthesis on the exterior region rather than 
within the core region, which would more closely resemble a natu~al tooth. 
Although Dicol is no longer sold, the principles for selection are useful when prod- 
ucts of simila~ mechanical and physical properties are being consideled The 
advantages of Dicor glass-ceramic were ease of fab~ication, improved aesthetics, 
minimal processing shrinkage, good nia~ginal fit, moderately high flexural 
strength, low thermal expansion equal to that of tooth structule, ancl minimal 
ablasiveness to tooth enamel 

The disadvantages of Dicor glass-ceramic were its limited use in low-stless areas 
and its inability to be colo~ed inte~nally As designed, it was colored with a thin 
outer layer of shading porcelain and surface stain to achieve acceptable aesthetics. 
However, Dicor MGC ingots have been supplied in light and dark shades, malting it 
possible for technicians to build depth of color into the fablication process. 

Although both of the Dicor products were based on a glass-ceramic core that was 
minimally abrasive to opposing tooth enamel, the required shading or veneering 
porcelains were more abrasive. Aesthetically, Dicor crowns were more lifelike than 
metal-ceramic crowns, which often exhibit a metal collar, a gray shadow subgingi- 
vally, or poor translucency. The life expectancy of Dicor crowns in high-stress areas 
is not as good as that of PFM crowns. Two veneering materials were used to improve 
the color of Dicor crowns: Dicor Plus, which consisted a pigmented feldspathic 
porcelain veneer, and Willi's Glass, a veneer of Vitadur N aluminous porcelain. 

Tooth preparation to1 glass-ceramic of this type is the same as that reqlliled for 
metal-ceramic prostheses except that, for first and second molal-s a reduction of 
2 rnln is ~ecommended Occlusal surfaces and inclsal edges must he leducrd a 
minimum of 1 5 mm Axial su~faces should be reduced a rnirilimurn of 1 0 mm. 
The prepain~~on should be either n slloulcie~ with a rouncled gingivoaxial line angle 
or a heavy chamfer 

Pressable Class-Ceramics 

A glass-~~rrarni~ is a matel ial thnt IS fol-med into the desi~cd sllapc as n glass, tllen sub- 
jected to a heat treatment to induce partial devitrification (i e., loss of glassy struc- 
ture by c~ystallization of the glass). Ihe c~ystalline particles, needles, or plates 
formed during this ceramming process selve to interrupt the propagation of cracks 
in the material when an intraoral force is applied, thereby causing increased 
strength and toughness. The use of glass-ceramics in dentistry was first proposed by 
MacCulloch in 1968. He used a continuous glass-molding process to produce den- 
ture teeth. He also suggested that it should be possible to fabricate crowns and 
inlays by centrifugal casting of molten glass. 

Pressure molding is used to make small, intricate objects. This method uses a pis- 
ton to force a heated ceramic ingot through a heated tube into a mold, where the 
ceramic form cools and hardens to the shape of the mold. When the object has 
solidified, the refractory mold (investment) is broken apart and the ceramic piece is 
removed. It is then debrided and either stained and glazed (certain inlays) or 
veneered with one or more layers of a thermally compatible ceramic. 

IPS Empress is a glass-ceramic provided as core ingots that are heated and pressed 
until the ingot flows into a mold. It contains a higher concentration of leucite crys- 
tals that increase the resistarlce to crack propagation (fracture). The hot-pressing 
process occurs over a 45-mi11 period at a high temperature to produce the ceramic 
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subst~ucture. I'his crown form can be either stained and glazed or built up usirlg a 
conventional layering technique. 

The advantages of this ceramic are its lack of metal, a translucent ceramic core, a 
moderately high flexural strength (similar to that of Optimal I'ressable Ceramic), 
excellent fit, and excellent aesthetics. 'The disadvalltages are its potential to fracture 
in posterior areas and the need to use a resin cement to bond the crown microme- 
chanically to tooth structure. 

IPS k,mpress and IPS bmpress2 are typical products representative of several other 
leucite-reinforced and lithia disilicate-reinforced glass-ceramics, respectively. Some 
propelties of IPS Ernpress arid IPS Bl~lpres~2 glass-ceramic core materials are listed 
in 'lable 21-6. IPS Cnipress is a leucite-containing glass-celamic that contains about 
1 5  vol% of leucite (I<AISi,O,) crystals, which increases the resistance to crack prop- 
agation (fracture). The veneering ceramic also contains leucite crystals in a glass 
matrix. After hot pressing, divesting, and separation of the ceramic units the sprue 
segments, they are veneered with porcelain containing leucite crystals in a glass 
matrix. 

A cross-sectional illustration of an IPS Empress crown is illustrated in Figure 21-3. 
The IPS Empress2 is similar except that the core consists of lithia disilicate c~ystals 
in a glass matrix and the veneering ceramic contains apatite crystals. The very small 

Properties of Two Pressable Glass-Ceramics 

Property IPS Empress IPS Empress2 

Flexulal st1 rngth (1viPn) 112 c 10 4 0 0  + 4 0  

'l'hcl-ma1 expansion coefficirilt (1>1xi1/" C )  15.0 -c 0.25 10.6 i 0 .25  

Chcmical ~ L I I  ability (pg/cm2) 100 2 0 0  5 0 

Veneering lenlperaturc (" C) 910 SO0 

Modilietl lvolll H i i l a ~ ~ d  W, ,ind Ilcall C, (cds): Glass-eel-amic terhnology. Wcstcrville, 01 1, The Arncriwn 
Ceramic Society, 2002. 

Fig. 21-9 Cross-scclion of cemented IPS Empress ceramic crown with leucitc-based ceramic core 
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apatite crystals cause light scattering in a way that resembles the scattering by the 
structure and components of tooth enamel. The coefficient of expansion of the 
apatite glass-ceramic veneering ceramic is 9.7 ppm/" C, which is similar to that of 
IPS Empress2 core ceramic (10.6 ppm/" C ) .  Obviously, this veneerirlg ceramic 
should not be used with the IPS Empress core ceramic that has a much higher 
expansion coefficient (15.0 ppm/" C). 

Tl'he core microstnlcture of IPS Empress2 glass ceramic is quite different from that 
of II'S Empress, as evidenced by the 70 vol% of elongated lillria disilicate clystals 
in 11's Empress2. The primary crystal particles in 11's Empress2 are 0.5 to 4 pm in  
length. A smaller concentration of lithium orthophosphate ciystals (L,i,Si,O,) 
approximately 0.1 to 0.3 p n  in diameter has also been reported (Hiiland ct al, 
2000). The microstructural difference between IPS Empress and 11's Empress2 
results in a slight decrease in translucency for IPS Empress2 (0.55) (British Standard 
BS 5612: 1978) compared with that of IPS Empress (0.58) (Iioland et al, 2000). 
As is the case for most pressable glass-ceramics, the advantages of IPS Empress and 
IPS Empress2 glass-ceramic core materials are their potential for accurate fit, excel- 
lent translucency and overall aesthetics, and a metal-free structure. Disadvantages 
are their low to moderately high flexural strength and fract~~re toughness. These 
properties limit their use to conservative designs in low to moderate stress environ- 
ments. Shown in Figures 21-10, 21-11, and 21-12 are three-unit glass-ceramic 1:PDs 
made from a lithia-disilicate-based core material. The FPD shown in J:igui-e 21 -12 
was made without a veneering ceramic to enhance the fracture resistance. A summary 
of important properties is presented in Table 21-7 for a variety of dental ceramics. 
A list of pressable ceramics and their veneering ceramics is summarized in Table 21-8. 
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Fig. 21-12 A thrcc-unit ceramic anterior-posl(,~-ior FPD produceti wilh ,I lithia tiisilicnte-c-ore cer,imic. 
lo in( rcasr  t h t~  ir,>cture resistance, n o  veneering ceramic was used i t )  this case. Notc the relatively large 
connector sizc (4 mm in hright) that is ncxcessary to reduce the risk for fracture in posterior areas. 
See also color plale. 

OPC and OPC 3G are two pressable ceramics that are similar in nature to IPS 
Empress and IPS Empress2, respectively. OPC is a leucite-containing ceramic and 
OPC 3G contains lithia disilicate crystals. The ultralow-fusing temperature of the 
veneering porcelain suggests a low level of wear of opposing enamel. However, 
insufficient clinical data are available to support this hypothesis. 

In-Ceram Alumina, In-Ceram Spinell, and In-Ceram Zirconia 

In-Ceram is supplied as one of three core ceramics: (1) Tn-Cemm Spincdl, (2) ln-(:cram 
Alumina, and ( 3 )  In-Ceram Zirconin. A slurry of one of these materials is slip-cast on 
a povous refi-actory die and heated in a furnace to produce a partially sirllered cop- 
ing or fi-ainework. The partially sintered core is infiltrated with glass at 1100" C for 
4 hr to eliminate porosity and to slrengthen the slip-cast core. ?'he initial sintering 
process lor the alumina core PI-oduces a minimal shl-inkage because the temperature 
and time are sufficient only to cause bonding betwee11 pa~ticles and to produce a 
desired level of sintering. 'llhus the marginal adaptation and fil of this core material 
should he adequate because little shrinkage occurs. 'l'he flt.xura1 strength (modulus 
of rupture) values of the glass-infiltrated core illaterials are approxiinately 3.50 MPa 
for In-Ceram Spinell (ICS), 500 M17a for In-Ceram Alumina (ICA), and 700 MPa 
for In-Ceram Zirconia (1CZ) compared with strenglhs of 100 to 400 MPa for 
Dicor, Optec Pressable Ceramic, IPS Empress, and IPS Empress2. Despite the rel- 
atively high strength of these materials, failures can still occur in single crowns as 
well as FPDs. 

Because of the variation in strength, the primary indications for these core 
ceramics vary as shown in Table 21-9. For example, ICS is indicated for use as ante- 
rior single-unit inlays, onlays, crowns, and veneers. 1CA is indicated for anterior 
and posterior crowns and anterior three-unit 1;PDs. Because of its high level of 
opacity, 1CZ is not recommended for anterior prostheses. However, because of its 
extremely high strength and fracture toughness, it can be used for posterior crowns 
and posterior FPDs. As suggested in Chapter 4, it is essential that the gingival 
embrasure areas of ceramic FPD connectors be designed with a large radius of cur- 
vature to minimize the stress-raiser effect in areas of moderate to high tensile stress. 
The connectors also should be sufficiently thick to minimize stresses during load- 
ing. For Empress and Empress 2 ceramics used in molar areas, the connector height 
should be at least 4 mm. 
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Pressable Core Ceramics and Associated Veneering Ceramics for All-Ceramic 
Prostheses 

Core ceramic Veneering ceramic Indications Manufacturer 

Authentic A~~thent ic  Veneer/inlay/onlay/anterio~ crown Cei amay 

Carra~a Press Core C , ~ r r a ~ d  V~ilcent Veneer/~ulay/o~~lay/anterio~ crown Elcphallt 

Carrara Press Inl,~y Carrard Vincent Inlay Elepha~lt 

Cergo L~ucc~-agold Veneer/inlay/o1ilay/a11terior crow11 Deutsply 
Cerarnco/l)egussa 

Ceqress Sensation SI, Veneer/inlay/onlay/a11terior and Derltngold 
posterior crown 

Cerapress Creation 1,F Veneel-/inlay/onlay/a11terio1- crown Cirrbach 

IPS Empress Empress Veneer/inlay/onlay/anterior crown Tvoclar Vivadent 

IPS Empress2 B11lpress2, Eris Veneer/inlay/onlay/anterior and Jvoclar Vivadent 
posterior crown/anterior lT1'D 

Evopress Evolution Veneer/inlay/onlay/anterior crown Wegold 

Finesse All Ceramic Iinesse Veneer/inlay/onlay/anterior crown Dentsply Ceramco 

Fortress Pressable - - Mirage 

lmagine h.e. Press Imagine h.e. Veneer/inlay/onlay/anterior crown Wieland 

Magic Coating Magic Ceram Vcneer/inIay/onlay/antel-ior crown L).13.S. 
Caps 

Schicht-Pressing 2 Denta Technostore 

M,I~IC F,asy P~ess  - Vc11ee1/11lIay/o1~l~ly/anter1or crow~l L l  T S 
C o l o r ~ e ~  P ~ e s s ~  ng Llenta lechnohto~c 

Nudncc Nudncc 7'50 Vc.ncer/~~lldy/o~il~ly/a~l~e~~o~ CIOWII Schlilz Dent,il Clloup 
Prcsxkcram~li 

Opter OPC C>pttXc OPC Vcnce~/~~~ldy/onlay/a~~tc~~ol and Pcnt~ o n  
Low Weal I ow we'll posterlor c~owl l  

1'1,Al 1NApress Plat~na M Vencer/~nldy/onl,ty/anterio~ crown I I e ~ r r l e ~ I e t M e ~ ~ l c  

Vision Aesthetic Vision Aesthetic Vt~~cer/ in  lay/onl~ty/a11te~ri01- crow~l Wolllwend 

Vitapress V ~ t a  Omega 900 Veneer/inlay/onlay V~dent  

Mod~fied from TZappert I lk ,  and IZrdh MK, IZeram~lien-einc Ilbers~cht, QuinLe\scnz Zahntcch 27(6) 668 704, 2001 

Until In-Ceram was introduced, aluminous porcelain had not been used suc- 
cessf~~lly to produce E'I'Ds because of low flexural strength and high sintering shrink- 
age. Thus the principal indicatioils for aluminous porcelain crowns were the 
restoration of maxillary anterior crowns when aesthetics was important and their 
use in patients with allergies to metals. Its advantages and disadvantages are sum- 
marized in the following. 

A schematic drawing of an In-Ceram crown is shown in Figure 21-13. The same 
diagrnm can be used to illustrate crowns made with In-Ceram Spinell (ICS) and 
In-Ce~arn Zirconia (ICZ), which will be discussed below. I h e  three In-(:cram ceram- 
ics are glass-infiltrated core materials used for single anterior crowns ('111 three 
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products), posterior crowns (In-Ceram Alurnina and In-Ceram Zirconia), anterior 
three-unit l<PDs (In-Gel-am Alumina), and three-unit posterior bridges (In-Cemm 
Zirconia). 

The most translucent of the three ceramics, In-Ceram Splnell, was introduced as an 
alternative to In-Ceram Alumina. This ceramic has a lower flexural strength, b ~ ~ t  its 
increased translucency provides improved aeslhetics in cli~lical situations in which 
the adjacent teeth or restorations are quite translucent. The core of ICS is MgAI,O, 
and that for ICZ is a mixture of AS,O, and ZrO,. These core ceramics are also infil- 
trated with glass, and they are fabricated in a manner sinlilai to that for ICA, 
although the firing temperatures and times may be different. 

I he final ICA core consists of 70 wto? alumina infiltrated with 30 wt% sodium 
lanthanum glass. The final 1CS core consists of glass-infiltrated magnesium spinel 
(MgA120,). ICZ contains approximately 30 wtO/o zirconia and 70 wto?~ alumina. 
The power-liquid slurry is slip cast onto a p o ~ o u s  die that absorbs water from the 
slurry, thereby densifying the agglomeration of particles onto the die. Steps for fab- 
ricating In-Ceram prostheses are as follows: (1) prepare teeth with an occlusal 

Core Ceramics That Are Reinforced with MgA120,, Al,03, Al,O,-ZrO,, and Zr02 

Ceramic block Ceramic type Ceramic veneer Indications Manufacturer 

In-Ceram Spinell MgO-Al?03 Vitadur Alpha Anterior crowns Vident 
cerdmlc (alurninous 

porcelain) 

In-Ceram Alumma A1,03 ceramic Vitadur Alpha Anleriol and Vident 
(alurn~nous poslerior 
porceld~n) crowns and 

ante~io~ FPDs 

In-( er,lrn L~rcoiiia /\I2O3 L1O2 Vltadu~ Alpha Poster101 clowrls V~dcnt 
cern~~llc (altun~nous , ~ n c l  postellor 

porccln~n) b ~ r ) s  

Opaque-dentin 
porcelain -- 

Enamel --- 
porcelain Dentin porcelain 

:tion o i  ,In In-Ceram (glass-infiltrated core) crown. See also color 
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reduction of 1.5 to 2.0 mm and a heavy circumferential chamfer (1.2 inm), 
(2) make an impression and pour two dies, (3) apply AI,O, on a porous duplicate 
die, (4) heat at 120" C for 2 hours to dry Al,C??, (5) sinter the coping foi 10 hours 
at 1120" C, (6) apply a sodium lanthanum glass slurry mixture on the coping, 
(7) fire for 4 hours at 11 20" C to allow infiltration of glass, (8) trim excess glass 
from the coping with diamond burs, (9) build up the core with dentin and enamel 
porcelain, (10) Gre in the oven, grind in the anatomy anci occlusion, finish, and 
glaze. 

The advantages of ICA include a moderately high flexural strength and Gacture 
toughness, a metal-fl-ee structure, and an ability to be used successfitlly with con- 
ventional luting agents (Type 1 cements). 'l'he collective advantages of the three 
glass-infiltrated core materials are their lack of metal, relatively high flexural 
stlength and toughness, and ability to be successfully cemented using any cement. 

In spite of its high flexural strength (423 MPa), the Weibull modulus of ICA is 
quite low (5.7), which is indicative of a large scatter in the distribution of strength 
values relative to the probability of fracture (Tinschert et al, 2000). Its lnarginal 
adaptation may not be as good as that achieved with other ceramic products. In one 
study the mean marginal discrepancies were 83 ym for Procera AllCeram, 63 ym for 
IPS Empress, and 161 pm for In-Ceram Alumina. Other drawbacks of ICA include 
its relatively high degree of opacity, inability to be etched, technique sensitivity, and 
the relatively great amount of skilled labor required. These disadvantages apply also 
to In-Ceram Zirconia. Compared with ICM, the opacities of ICA and ICZ core 
ceramics are much greater. 

Although these newer core ceramics have excellent fracture resistance, improper 
design of the connector area of a PPD can significantly reduce the fracture resistance 
and clinical survivability of the prosthesis. Shown in Figure 21 -14 is the stless dis- 
tribution in a three-unit PPD, which shows relatively high principal tensile stress 
(red area) at the tissue side of the interproximal connector when an occlusal load of 
250 N is applied to the occlusal surface of the pontic. 

In summaty, In-Ceram Spirlell (ICS) is a glass-infiltrated core cernmic that offers 
greater translucency for crowns than either the ICA or I(:Z core ceramics. 11owever, 

1 250 N occlusal load at 

Fig. 21-14 Maximum principal tensile stress based on finite element analysis o i  thc gingival embrasure 
arrd ol thc corineclor in a motlel of n three-unil fixctl parLial tlenlurr subjcc.ted to an occlusc~l l o ~ d  of 
250 N. Srr  also c.olor plat?. (Modifietl from O h  W, Cii lren N, ant! Anusnvicc KJ: Influence of c-onneclor 
design on irncture probability of ~ r r a n i i c  fixetl-partial dentures. J Uerll Krs 8 1 (9):623-627, 2002.) 
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ICS has lower strength and toughness compared with ICA and 1CZ Ilhus the use 
of ICS is limited to antelior inlays, onlays, veneers, and anterior crowlls Although 
ICZ is the strongest and toughest of the three core ceramics, its use is limited to pos- 
terior crowns and 1;PDs because of its high level of core opacity. ICZ is a much 
stronger and toughel material arid has greatel opacity than ICA. 

Procera AllCeram 

The Procera AllCeram cr-own is composed of densely sinter-ed, high-purity alu- 
minum oxide core combined with a conlyatible AllCeram veneering porcelain. This 
ceramic nlaterial contains 99.9% alumina, and its hardness is one of the highest 
among the ceramics used in dentistry. Procera AllCeram can be used for anterior and 
posterior crowns, veneers, onlays, and inlays. 

A uniclue feature of the Procera systelil is the ability of the I'rocera Scanner to scan 
the surface of the prepared tooth and transmit the data to the milling unit to pro- 
duce an enlarged die through a CAD-CAM process. 'l'he core ceramic form is d ~ y  
pressed onto the die, and the core ceramic is then sintered and veneered. Thus the 
usual 15%-20% shrinkage of the core ceramic during sintering will be compensated 
by constructing an oversized ceramic pattern, which will shrink during sintering to 
the desired size to accurately fit the prepared tooth. 

CAD-CAM Ceramics 

As shown in the ceramic classification chart in lable 21-3, all-ceramic cores can be 
produced by processes of condensation and sintering, casting and ceramming, hot- 
p~essing and \inte~ing, sintering and glass infilt~ation, and CAD-CM4 p~ocessing 
1 or the Ceiec CAD-CAM system the intelnal suriace of inlays, onlays, or crowns is 
ground w ~ t h  diamond disks or other instr~~rnents to the dimensions obtained horn 
a scanned Image of the prepantion 101 some systems, the exte~nal surface must be 
glound manually, although some lecent CAL3-CAM systems are capable of forming 
the external surface as well 

Shown in I'igure 21-15 is n milling operation w~th io  a <:erec <:AI)-<:AM unit 
(Siemens Aktiengesellsch,lft, Bensheim, Ce~many) The ceramic hlock is being 
g~ound by a cl~arnonci-coated ctisk whose ~~nnslatlonal movements are guided 

Fig. 21-15 CAU-CAM milling operation 011 '1 ceramic b lo~ lc  by a diar~iond disk dt thc Ce1.e~ CAM 
station. 
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by computer-cont~olled input. A Ceiec CAD-CAM ceramic block is shown in 
Figure 21 -16 before milling, at an intermediate milling stage, and after completio~l 
of the milling operation for an inlay. These cela~nics are supplied as small blocks 
that can be glound into inlays and veneers in a computer-driven (:AD-CXM system. 
Vitablocs MI< II are feldspathic polcelains that ale used in the same way as is Dicor 
MGC (machinable glass-ceramic). 'I he disadvantnges of CAD-CAM restorations 
include the need for costly equipment, the lack of computer-contlolled processing 
support for occlusal adjustment, and the technique-sensitive natulc of surface imag- 
ing required for the prepared teeth. Adv;lntages include ~legligible porosity levels in 
the CAD-CAM coie ceramics, the freedom from making an impression, reduced 
assistant time associated with in~pression procedures, the need for only ,I single 
patient appointment (with the Cerec system), and good patient accept'~nce. A list of 
CAD-CAM and copy-milled ceramics is given in rable 21-10. 

An advantage of CAD-CAM ceramics is that one can select a core ceramic either 
for strength and fracture resistance, for low abrasiveness, or for translucency. For 
example, the extensive wear of opposing enamel that occurs when it is opposed by 
a feldspathic porcelain surface in the absence of posterior occlusion (Fig. 21-1 7) can 
be minimized by selecting a core ceramic that is minimally abrasive to enamel. 

Cercon and Lava Zirconia Core Ceramics 

The Cercon Lirconia system (Dentsply Ceramco, Bu~lington, NJ)  consists of the fol- 
lowing procedures for production of zirconia-based prostheses After preparing the 
teeth (2 0 mm incisal or occlusal ~eduction and 1 5 mm axial reduct~on), an imples- 
sion is made ancl 4ent to the laboratory, wheie it I \  poured with a model material 
A wax pattern apploxl~llately 0 8 mm in thicl<nrss 1s lnade lo] each cop~ng 01 the 
clown areas of the f~amewolk of a I I'D I he wax patteln is anchored on the hold 
111g applinnce on the left side of the scalnllng ,lnd rn~l l~ng unit (<:elcon JSrain) 
A pws~nteied Lilcorua b lmk 1s attached to the right s ~ d c  of the Bmrn unlt Thc blank 
h,ls nn ,ittached b,iicode, wh~ch  cont'llns the enld~gernent fact01 and orher n111111ig 
pa~n~ l l e t e~s  f o ~  cornpiitel contlol of the rnilllng piocedule Aftei the u~l l t  is nctivnled, 
the pattein 1s scanned anci tlie hlank 1s rough rn~lled and frne-r-n~lled on occlusal 

Fig. 21-16 Cercc CAD-CAM ceramic block heiorc milling (left), <it ,In intermc(1iatc stage of milling 
(center), and aflcr removal of the inl,~y itnrn the mounting stub (right). 
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CAD-CAM and Copy-Milled Ceramics Used for All-Ceramic Prostheses 

Ceramic block Ceramic type Ceramic veneer Indications Manufacturer 

CerAdapt 

Cercon Rase 

1 lighly sintercd hl,C), AllCel am 

Cercon Ceram S 

Tmplant 
superstructul e 

Crowrls and FPLIs 

Nobel Bioc,ire 

Dentsply Ceralnco I'resintcretl Lr02; 
postsilltercd 
aftel milling 

1,eucite-based DC-Kristall 

DC-Zit kon 

DCS Dcnldl 
AC>/F,sprident 

DCS D e ~ i t ~ l  
AC/Vita/Espridcnt 

'Iriceram Crowns 

PI esintercd Zr0,; 
hot isostatic 
postcompaction 

Vitadur D 
Triccraln 

Crowns and Fl'Ds 

Denzir Presintered Zr02; 
hot isostatic 
postcompaction 

Crowns and FPDs Decim. lvoclar 

LAVA 17rame 

ProCad 

ZrO,; presintered 
and postsintered 

LAVA Ceram 

Maltechrlik 

Crowns and FPDs 3M ESPE 

lvoclar Veneers, inlays, 
onlays, and 
crowns 

I'rocera AllCeram 

Synthoceram 

A120,; 1.3resintered 
and postsintered 

AllCeram 

Si~ltagurl 

Crowns and FPUs Nobel Uiocare 

t:lephnnt AI2O3 reinforced, 
pressed and 
postsin te~ed 

Crowns 

VitaBlocs Marl< IT Mnltechnik Veneers, inlays, 
olllays, 'illd 
crowns 

Vi taBl ocs 
Alumina 

Slnte~ed Al,03 
followed hy 
glass infiltlalion 

Vit,ldur Alpha Crowns and ITDs 

VitaBlocs Spinell Siutcred 
MgO-Al,O, 
spincl followed 
by glass 
infiltration 

Vitadur Alpha Crowns 

VitaBlocs 
Zirconia Sintered A120,/Zr0, 

followed by 
glass infiltration 

Vitadur Alpha 

Zircagon 

Crowns and FPDs 

Crowns 

Vident 

Elephant Zircagon ZrO,; presintered 
and postsintered 

Modified from IZappert llF, and Krah MK, I<eramiken-eine ilbersicht, Quintessenz Zahn~ech 27(6):668-704, 2001 

and gingival aspects in an enlarged size (Fig. 21-18) to compensate for the 20% 
shrinkage that will occur during subsequent sintering at 1350" C. The processing 
times for milling are approximately 35 mill for a crown and 80 mi11 for a foul-unil 
fixed FPD. 'l'he milled prosthesis is lemoved from the unit, and the remaining extra- 
neous extensions are removed. The zirconia coping or frameworlz is then placed in 
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Fig. 21-17 Excc,ssive wear of 
rnandihu1,ir tretli causctl by abrasion by 
o~~l~osinp, porcelain surfac:es. (Courtesy ol' 
Dr. Hcnry Young.) 

.- 
--&..'*I* 

.' > 

Fig. 21-18 ( 1% IJII / I I~III~I,I 
I 1.1.111111 (1111 IIL: i l l l ~ l ~ l l  IIIIIIIII~ IJI t l ~ t .  
;1.~~.11 ,t.~tt." I I,I.IIIII( \(.I. ,II\I, col111 

1~1.111. ( IILIII~.\\ 01 I ) ~ ' I ~ I ~ I I \ ,  ( ~,I~IIII( t r ,  , .  , , . , , : ,  . . . ..:A , , .  
6" _ , ,  , . . . ' . . 

l ~ ~ . r l i ~ ~ ~ ; l t ~ ~ i ,  \ I  . , 

the Cercon furnace (Fig. 21-19) and fired at 1350° C for approximately G hours to 
fully sinter the yttria-stabilized zirconia core coping or fi-amework. The sintering 
sh~inlz~~ge is achieved uniformly and lineally in three-dimensional space by the inte- 
grated plocess of scanning, enlarging the pattern design, controlled milling, nnd sin- 
tering 

After any suhseq~~ent  trimming with a watel-cooled, high-speed diamond bur 
(1;ig 21 -20), the finished ceramic core fra~newo~lz (I ig. 21 -21) 1s [hen veneeied with 
a veileering ceramic (Cercon Cera~n S) and staln ceramic (Fig. 21-22), 

All-ceramic plostheses represent the most aesthetically pleasing, but also the 
most fracture-prone plostheses. 1 Iowever, with adequate tooth reduction, an excel- 
lent quality imp~ession, a skilled technician, and a ceramic with reasonably high 
flexure strength (2250 MPa) and fractule toughness (22 5 ~ ~ a . i i i % ) ,  ~casonably 
high success rates can be achieved. The material that has the gleatest potential f~ac-  
ture toughriess (3 ~ 1 ' a . m ~ )  and flexural st~ength (>300 MPa) is pure te~jagonal- 
stabilized zirconia (Zr02). Tinschert et a1 (2001b) reported that [he fiactule 
resistance of three-unit ceramic FPDs (1278 N) made of Cercon zirconia core 
ceramic (Dentsply Ceramco) was more than twice as great as the values reported 
for In-Ceram Alumina (514 N) and bmpress2 (621 N) .  Shown in Figure 21-23 is a 
comparison of the force required to fracture three-unit EPIIs cemented to dies with 
zinc phosphate cement. The zirconia product (Cercon) would be expected to 
exhibit less fracture resistance in this case, but clinical data are needed to confirm 
this hypothesis. 

To ensure maximum survival times, adequate occlusal tooth reduction is essen- 
tial for posterior teeth. Optimal clinical performance of some ceramic products 
require a minimal occlusal reduction of 2 mm for molar tooth preparations If the 
ceramic will be supported by a material with a high elastic modulus such as 
a ceramic or metal post or an amalgam build-up, less occlusal reduction (1.5 mm) 
may be possible without comp~omising the survivability of the c ~ o w ~ l s  lor 
patients exhibiting extreme bruxism, either metal or metal-ceramic p~ostheses 
should be used. 
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Fig. 21-19 Ccrcon I-I'D [)ring placctl in 
the furnace. See also color plale. 
(Courtesy of Dentsply Ceramco, 
Burlington, NJ.) 

Fig. 21-21 Finishcd core ceramic 
framcworlc matic. with Cercon core 
placed on trr th.  Scc also color ylalc. 
(Courlesy ol' Drntsply Ccranico, 
Kurlinglon, Nl.) 
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Fig. 21-22 Final Cercon FPD with veneering ceramic and stain characterization. See also color plate. 
(Courtesy ol' Dentsply Ceramco, Burlington, NJ.) 

Fracture force (N) 

Ceramics for three-unit FPDs 

Fig. 21-23 I-orcc rt~c~uiretl to l'r,icturcl three-unit ccramic fixeti p,tr[i,il tletlturcs. (From Tinscht,tt et al: 
Frac lure resistnnccl of lithiurn diiilic:ate-, ctlurninci-, anti zirc:onia-hnse(l thra-uni t  fixed partial tlenturei: 
A 1,tl)oratory study. In[ J Prosthodotit 14(3)23 1-230, 2001 b.) 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What occurs at the trps of cracks during the development of tensile stress to prevent crack 

growth in yttr~a slabil~zed zrrconra? 

METHODS OF STRENGTHENING CERAMICS 
Minimize the Effect of Stress Raisers 

Why do dental ceramic prostheses fail to exhibit the strengths that we would expect 
from the high bond forces between atoms? 'l'he answer is that numerous minute 
scratches and other defects are present on the surfaces of these materials. These sur- 
face flaws behave as sharp notches whose tips may he as narrow as the spacing 
between several atoms in the material. 'l'hese stress concentration areas at the tip of 
each surface flaw can increase the localized slress to the theoretical strength of the 
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material even though a relatively low average stress exists thloughout the bulk of the 
structure. When the induced mechanical stress exceeds the actual strength of 
the material, the bonds at the notch tip break, folming a crack. This stress concen- 
tration phenomenon explains how materials fail at stresses far below their theoret- 
ical stlength 

Stress raise~s are discontinuities in ceramic and metal-ceramic structures and in 
other brittle materials that cause a stress co~lceritration in these aleas. The design of 
ceramic dental restorations should also avoid stless raisers in the celamic. Ab~upt 
changes in shape 01 thickness in the ceramic contour can act as stress laisers and 
make the restoration Inore pi-one to failure Thus the incisal line angles on an ante- 
rior tooth prepaled for a ceramic crown should be well rounded. 

In ceramic crowns, sevelal conditions can cause stress concentration. Creases or 
folds of the plati~lum foil or gold foil substrate that become embedded in the polce- 
lain leave notches that act as stress raisers. Sharp line angles in the prepatation also 
create areas of stress concentration in the restoration. Large changes in porcelain 
thicltness, a factor also determined by the tooth preparation, can create areas of 
stress concentration. 

A small particle of porcelain along the internal porcelain margin of a crown also 
induces locally high tensile stresses. A stray particle that is fused within the inner 
surface of a shoulder porcelain margin of a metal-ceramic crown can cause local- 
ized tensile stress concentrations in porcelain when an occlusal force is applied to 
the crown. 

Even though a metal-ceramic restoration is generally stronger than most ceramic 
crowns of the same size and shape, care must be taken to avoid subjecting the porce- 
lain in a PFM to loading that produces large locali~ed stresses. If the occlusion is not 
adjusted properly on a polcelain surface, contact points r'lther than contact areas 
will greatly inc~edse the localized stresses in the po~celdin sulfate as well as within 
the internal su~face of the crown 

Fractu~e mechanics is a science that allows scientists to analy~e the influence of 
flaw/st~ess interactiolis on the probability of crack propagation through at1 elastic, 
brittle solid. [he plinciples of lineal elastic fracture m e ~ h ~ ~ n i c s  were developed In 
the 19'50s by Irwin (1957) This pioneering resealch on  frdctu~e phenorncna was 
based on earlie1 i~lvestigatio~ls by Criffith (1  921) and Orowan (1344, 1949, 1955). 
Irwin found that when a brittle m a t c ~ ~ a l  was suhlected to tensile strcsses, specific 
crack shapes in ce~tnin locations we1 e associated wlth greatly increased stress levels 
I le also recognized the impo~tance of determining the fracture toughness of these 
mate~ials as a measule of their ability to lesist fiacture 'The fracture toughness (K,, ) 
of a material represents the resistance of a material to rapid crack propagation In 
contrast, the strength of a material depends primarily on the size of the initiating 
crack that is present. The strength of dental ceramics and other restorative materials 
is controlled by the size of the cracks or defects that are introduced during process- 
ing, production and handling. In this chapter a description is given of the processing 
methods used to produce ceramic prostheses and the potential of these methods to 
introduce flaws or cracks that may limit their clinical survival. 

'lhe brittle fracture behavior of ceramics and their low tensile strengths compared 
with those predicted from bonds between atoms can be understood by considering 
stress concentrations around surface flaws. As ceramics tend to have no  mechanism 
for plastically deforming without fracture as do metals, cracks may propagate 
through a ceramic material at low average stress levels. As a result, ceramics and 
glasses have tensile strengths that are much lower than their compressive strengths. 
In the oral environment, tensile stresses are usually cleated by bending forces, and 
the maximum tensile stress created by the bending forces occurs at the surface of a 
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prosthesis. It is for this reason that sulface flaws are of particular importance in 
determining the strength of ceramics. 

As the crack propagates through the material, the stress concentration is main- 
tained at the crack lip unless the crack moves completely through the material or 
until it nleets another crack, a pore, or a crystalline particle, which reduces the local- 
ized stress. The removal of surface flaws or the reduction of their size and nurnber 
can produce a very large increase in strength. Reducing the depth of surface flaws in 
the surface of a ceramic is one of the reasons that polishing and gla~ing of dental 
porcelain is so in~portant. The fracture resistance of ceramic prostheses can be 
increased through one or more of the following six options: (1) select stronger and 
tougher ceramics; (2) develop residual compressive stresses within the surface of the 
material by thermal tempering, ( 3 )  develop residual compressive stress within inter- 
facial regions of wealter, less tough ceramic layers by properly matching thermal 
expansion coefficients, (4) reduce the tensile stress in the ceramic by appropriate 
selection of stiffer supporting materials, (5) minimize the number of porcelain fir- 
ing cycles, (6) design the ceramic FPD prosthesis with greater bulk and broader radii 
of curvature to minimize the magnitude of tensile stresses and stress concentrations 
during function, and (7) adhesively bond ceramic crowns to tooth structure. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How can res~dual thermally-~nduced stress ~n a veneering ceramic weaken or strengthen a 
met,ll-ceramic or ceramic-ceramic prosthes~s? Hint: Figure 7 9-4, A and B, should be used 
to expla~n your answer. 

Develop Residual Compressive Stresses 

One method of stlengthening glasses and celamics is the int~oduction of residual 
compressive stresses within the veneelii~g ceramic Consider three laye~s of polce- 
lam: the outer two of the same composition and thclrnal contraction coefficient and 
the middle layer of a diffelent compos~tion and '1 higher thelmal contlaction coef- 
ficient Suppose that the layers are bonded together and the bonded structure is 
allowed to cool to room temperature The inner layer has a lligller coefficient of 
thermal contraction and thus contracls Inore as it cools Hence, on cooling Lo room 
temperature, the inner layer produces compressive stlesses in the outer layels as ple- 
viously described for thermal tempering This three-layel laminate technique is used 
by Corning Glass Worlts to manufacture dinnerware 

A similar condition can develop in a veneering porcelain bonding to an alloy 
coping used for metal-ceramic clowns and 1'PDs and adjacent ceramic layers in all- 
ceramic prostheses. The metal and porcelain should be selected with a slight mis- 
match in their thermal contraction coefficients (the metal thermal contraction 
coefficient being slightly larger) so that the metal contracts slightly mole than the 
porcelain on cooling from the firing temperature to room temperature This mis- 
match leaves the porcelain in residual compression and provides additional 
strength for the prosthesis. Examples of how residual tensile stresses can weaken a 
metal-ceramic crown or FPD and how residual compressive stresses can increase 
fracture resistance are shown in Figure 13-4. 

The same principle applies to ceramic prostheses in which the thermal contrac- 
tion coefficient of the core ceramic is slightly greater than that of the veneering 
ceramic (such ns opaceous dentin or bodylgingival porcelain). 

The fabrication of metal-ceramic and all-ceramic prostheses usually involves pro- 
cessing at high temperature, and the plocess of cooling to loom tempelatule affords 
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the opportunity to take advantage of mismatches in coefficients of thermal contrac- 
tion of adjacent male~ials in the ceramic structure. Ideally, the porcelain should sus- 
tain slight compressio~l in the final restoration. 'l'his objective is acco~i~plished by 
selecting an alloy that contracts slightly more than the porcelain on cooling to room 
temperature. 

A further, yet fundamentally diffeuent, method of strengthening glasses and 
ceramics is to reinlorce them with a dispersed phase of a different material that is 
capable of hindering a crack from propagating through the material. Thele are two 
different types of ctispersions used to interrupt crack propagation. One type relies on 
the toughness of the particle to absorb energy from the crack and deplele its driving 
force for propagation. The other relies on a crystal structul-a1 change under stress to 
absorb energy from the crack. These methods of strengthening are described below. 

Minimize the Number of Firing Cycles 

The purpose of porcelain firing procedures is to densely sinter the particles of pow- 
der together and to produce a relatively smooth, glassy layer (glaze) on the surface. 
In some cases, a stain layer is applied for shade adjustment or for characterization 
such as stain lines or fine cracks. Several chemical reactions occur over time at porce- 
lain firing temperatures and of particular importance are increases in the concen- 
tration of crystalli~le leucite in the porcelains designed for fabrication of metal-ceramic 
restorations. Leucite, K,O-Al,O,-4SiO,, is a high-expansion crystal phase, which can 
greatly affect the thermal contraction coefficient of the porcelain. Changes in the 
leucite content caused by multiple firings can alter the thermal contraction coeffi- 
cient of the porcelain. Some porcelains undergo an increase in leucite cryslals after 
multiple firings that will increase their thermal expansion coefficients. If the expan- 
sion coefficient increases above the value for the metal, the expansion mismatch 
between the porcelain and the metal can produce stresses during cooling that ,Ire 
sufficient to cause immediate or delayed clack formation in the porcelain. 

Minimize -bensile Stress Through Optimal Design of Ceramic Prostheses 

Tougher and strongel ceramics can sustain highel te~lsile stresses herole craclzs 
develop in areas of tensile stless. Conventional feldspathic porcelai~ls should 1101 he 
used as the cole of ceramic crowns, especially in posterlor nleas, because occlusal 
forces can easily subject them to tensile stresses that exceed the tensile strength of 
the cove ceramic Of majol concern are tensile stresses that are concentrated 
within the inner surface of posterior ceramic crowns. Sharp line angles in the prepa- 
ration also will create areas of stress concentration in the restoration, primarily 
where a tensile component of bending stress develops. A small particle of ceramic 
along the internal porcelain margin of a crown will also induce locally high tensile 
stresses. l'hus the ceramic surface that will be cemented to the prepared tooth or 
foundation material should be examined carefully when it is delivered from the lab- 
oratory Furthermore, when grinding of this surface is required for adjustment of fit, 
one should use the finest grit abrasive that will accomplish the task. 

Because the forces on anterior teeth are relatively small, the low to moderate ten- 
sile stresses ploduced can be supported by ceramic crowns more safely. However, if 
there is a great amount of vertical overlap (overbite) with only a moderate amount 
of horizontal overlap (overjet), high tensile stresses can be produced. Metal-ceramic 
c~owns use a metal coping as the foundation of the restoration to which the polce- 
lain is fused 'Ihe stiff, metal coping minimizes flcxure of the porcelain structure of 
the crown that is associateci with tensile stresses. 
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Most dental restorations containing ceramics should be designed in such a way 
as to overcome their weal<nesses, that is, their relatively low tensile strength, their 
brittleness, and the i~  susceptibility to flaws in the presence o l  surface flaws. 
'lhe design should avoid exposure of the ceramic to high tensile stresses. It should 
also avoid stress concentration at sharp angles o~ marlzed changes in thiclzness. 
One way to reduce tensile stresses 011 the cemented surface in the occlusal region of 
ceramic inlays or crowns is to use the maximum occlusnl thickness possible However, 
within praclical limits of tooth reduction, this thickness is typically 2.0 mm. 

Alurninous porcelain crowns are contlaindicated lor restoring posterior teeth 
because occlusal forces can induce tensile stresses, which ale often concentrated 
near the intellla1 surface of the crown. Metal-ceramic crowns use a metal coping as 
the foundation of the restoration to which the porcelain is f ~ ~ s e d .  In an atlempt to 
overcome these stresses, the strong, stiff, yet ductile metal coping nlirlirnizes flexure 
of the porcelain structure of the crown that is associated with tensile stresses. Both 
the bonded platinum foil aluminous porcelain crown technique and the swaged 
gold alloy foil technique are also based on this same concept 

'I'he tensile stresses in a ceramic FPD can be reduced by using a greater connector 
height and by broadening the radius of curvature of the gingival embrasure portion 
of the interproximal connector. However, a connector height greater than 4 mm 
makes the anatomic form in the buccal area of a posterior IT'D too bulky and 
unaesthetic. 

!on Exchange 

'I'he technique of ion exchange is one o l  the Inole sophistic,lied and effective meth- 
ods of introducing residual compressive stlesses into the surface of a ceramic 
The ion-exchange pioccss is sometimes called (hernzcal tempering (Anusavice et al, 
1912) and cnn involve the sodium ion since sodium is a common constitucni oi a 
vanety o l  glasses and h,ls a lelatlvely small ionic diametel If ,m. sodmm-cont,l~nrnt:~g 
glass allicle is placed 111 a balh of molten potassium nltlate, potassium lolls In the 
bath exchange pl,tces with some of the sodiurn ions in the sur l~~ce  of the glass ar t i -  
cle and ~crnain in place aftel cooling Since tlie potassium lo11 is a h o u ~  l s O / O  larger 
tllan the sodium ion,  he scluee~ing of the potassium ion into tlie place formelly 
occupied by the sodiirrn ion cleates vely la~ge  residual compiessive stlesses 

The product CC 'l'uf-Coat ( C X  Gorp , Tokyo, fapan) was n polassium-rrch slurry 
that could he easily appl~ed to a ceramic surface and, when heated to 450° C for 
30 min (in any s~andard porcelain furnace), caused a suflicie~l~ exchange between 
the potassium ions in the slurry and the sodium ions in the ceramic. Increases of 
100% or more in flexural strength have been achieved with several porcelain prod- 
ucts that contained a significant concentration of small sodium ions. I Iowever, the 
depth of the compression zone is less than 100 pm (Anusavice et al, 1394). 
Therefore this strengthening effect could be lost if the porcelain or glass-ceramic sur- 
face is ground, worn, or eroded by long-term exposule to certain inorganic acids. 

Thermal Tempering 

Perhaps the most common method for strengthening glass is by thermal temper- 
ing. Thermal tempering creates residual surface compressive stresses by rapidly 
cooling (quenching) the surface of the object while it is hot and in the softened 
(molten) stale. 'l'his rapid cooling produces a skin o l  rigid glass surrounding a 
soft (molten) core. As the molten core solidifies, it tends to shlinlz, but the outer 
skin remains rigid. The pull o l  the solidifying molten core, as it shlinlzs, creates 
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residual tensile stresses in the core and residual compressive stresses within the 
outer surface. 

1 herinal tempering is used to stlengthen glass for uses such as automobile w~ndows 
and windshields, sliding glass doors, and diving maslzs Often, the rapid cooling oS the 
outer skin is accomplished by jets of air darected at the molten glass surface If one 
observes the rear w~ndow of an automobile tll~ough polarized sunglasses, ~t is usually 
p o s ~ b l e  to discern a ~egular pattern of spots over the entile window This pattern of 
spots corresponds to the arrangement of the air jets employed by the manufacturer in 
the tempering process I or dental applications, it is mole eSSective to q~iench hot glass- 
phase ceramics in silicone oil or other special liquids rather than using air jets that may 
not unifo~mly cool the surface Th~s  thermal tempering treatment induces a p~otective 
region of compressive stiess within the surface (DeHoff and Anusavice, 1392). 

Dispersion Strengthening 

A further, yet fundamentally different, method of strengthening glasses and ceram- 
ics is to reinforce them with a dispersed phase of a different material that is capable 
of hindering a crack from propagating through the material. This process is referred 
to as d~spe~szon strengthen~ng. Almost all of the newer higher-strength ceramics derive 
their improved fracture resistance from the crack-blocking ability of the crystalliile 
particles. Dental ceramics containing primarily a glass phase can be strengthened 
by increasing the crystal content of leucite (K,O .A120, .4SiO,), lithia disilicate 
(I,i,O .2Si0,), alumina (Al,O,), magnesia-alumina spinel (MgO -Al,O,), zirconia 
(ZrO,), and other types of crystals. Some crystal phase additions are not as effective 
as others in toughening the ceramics. Tougllerli~ig depends on the crystal type, its 
size, its volume fraction, the interparticle spacing, and its relative thermal expansion 
coefficient relative to the glass matrix For example, the fracture toughness (I<,( ) of 
soda-lime-silica glass is 0.75 MIJd~m". If one disperses approximately 34 volO/o 
of Irucile crystals in the glass (II'S bmpress), Klc inc~eases only to 1.3 MPaem". 
If one d~sperses 70 vol% of tetrasilicic fluorniica crystals in the glass (Ilicor M(X 
glass-ceramic), the tough~less increases only to 1.5 MPa . m" I Iowever, by dispers- 
ing 70 volo/o of lithia disilicate crystals in the glass matiix (IPS Crnpress2), KIc 
increases lo 3 3 MPa - mX (Hbland and Beall, 2002) 

Wherl a tough, c~ystalline matelial such as alumina (AIL();) is added to a glass, 
the glass is tougheneci and streilgthened because the crack canno1 pass th~ough the 
alumina particles as easily as it can pass thiough the glass matrix This technique has 
found application in dentistry in the development of aluminous porcelains (Al2O3 
particles in a glassy porcelain matrix) for porcelain jacket crowns. Most dental 
ceramics that have a glassy matrix utilize reinforcement of the glass by a dispersed 
c~ystalline substance. 

Tinschert et a1 (2001b) evaluated the mean strength and standard deviation val- 
ues for several ceramics. The mean strength values were as follows: (MPa rt SD) were: 
Cerec Mark 11, 86.3 + 4.3; Dicor, 70.3 t- 12.2; In-Ceram Alumina, 429.3 + 87.2; IPS 
Empress, 83.9 + 11.3; Vitadur Alpha Core, 131.0 + 9.5; Vitadur Alpha Dentin, 60 7 
* 6.8; Vita VMK 68, 82.7 k 10.0; and Zirconia-TZP, 913.0 * 50.2. 'There was no  sta- 
tistically significant difference among the flexure strength of Cerec Mark 11, Dicor, 
IPS Empress, Vitadur Alpha Dentin, and Vita VMK 68 ceramics (P >0.05) The high- 
est Weibull moduli were associated with Cerec Mark 11 and Zirconia-TZP ceram- 
ics (23.6 and 18.4). Dicor glass-ceramic and In-Ceram Alumina had the lowest 
values of Weibull ~nodulus (m) (5.5 and 5.7), whereas intermediate values were 
observed for IPS Empress, Vita VMK 68, Vitadur Alpha Dentin, and Vitadur Alpha 
Core ceramics (8.6, 8.9, 10.0, and 13.0, lespectively). 
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Except for In-Ceram Alumina, Vitadur Alpha, and Zirconia-TZP core ce~amics, 
the investigated celamic materials fabricated under the condition of a dental labo- 
ratoiy wele not stronger oi mole stiuctuially reliable than Vita VMIC 6s venee~ing 
porcelain. Only Cerec Maik I1 and Zirconia- I%[' specimens, which wele prepared 
f io~n  an industrially optimized ce~amic material, exhibited m values gieater 
than 18. IIence, we conclude that industiially prepa~ed ceramics are iuore s t ~ ~ ~ c -  
turally rel~dble materials for dental applications, although CAI)-CAM procedu~es 
may induce surface and subsu~face flaws that may offset this benefit. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

r..?." What IS the dlifercance bclfween (Jlspervon strerigthenlng and ilansfo~mntron foughen~ng? 

Transformation Toughening 

When small, tough crystals are homogeneously distiibuted in a glass, the ceramic 
structure is toughened and strengthened because craclzs cannot penetrate the fine 
particles as easily as they can penetrate the glass Dental ceramics are strengthened 
and toughened by a variety of dispersed crystalline phases including alumina 
(Vitadur Alpha, Procera AllCeram, In-Ceram alumina), leucite (Optec IISP, IPS 
Empress, OPC), tetrasilicic fluormica (Dicor, Dicor MGC), lithia disilicate (OPC 3(;, 
IPS Empress2), and magnesia-alumina spinel (In-Ceram Spinell). In contrast, den- 
tal ceramics based primarily on zirconia crystals (Cercon and Lava) undergo trans- 
formation toughening that involves a t~ansforrnation of ZrO, from a tetragonal 
crystal phase to a monoclinic phase at the tips of cracks that are in regions of tensile 
stiess The unit cells f o ~  telragon,il and rnonoclinic lattices are shown in 1 igure 2-14, 
<, and F, respectively. 

When pule ZrOL is heated to a temperatule between 1470 and 2010" (: and I[ is 
cooled, its crystal structure begins to change from a tetragondl to a rnonoclinic 
phase at approximately 1150" C. Iluring cooling to loom temperatule, vo1~11ne 
increase of seveial percentage points occurs when it translo~ms fiom the tetragonal 
to rnonoclinic crystal stluctilre l his polymolphic transformation can be plevenled 
with certain additives such as 3 molO/o yttlium oxide (yttria or Y,03) .  This material 
is designated as ZrO, * 'I'ZP (tet~agonal zirconia polycrystals). Ihe volume inc~ease 
in this case is constrained if the zirconia ciystals ale sufficiently sinall and the 
microstructure is strong enough to resist the resulting stresses This material is 
extremely strong (flexural strength of approximately 900 MPa) and tough (fracture 
toughness, KIC, of approximately 9 ~ ~ a . m % ) .  

The toughening mechanism of crack shielding results from the controlled trans- 
formation of the metastable tetragonal phase to the stable monoclinic phase 
Several types of crack shielding processes are possible, including microcracking, duc- 
tile zone formation, and transformation zone formation. By controlling the com- 
position, particle size, and the temperature versus time cycle, zirconia can be 
densified by sintesing at a high temperature and the tetragonal structure can 
be maintained as individual grains or precipitates as it is cooled to room tempera- 
ture. The tetragonal phase is not stable at room temperatuie, and it can transform to 
the monoclinic phase with a corresponding volume increase under certain condi- 
tions When sufficient stress develops in the tetragonal s t~uctis~e and a crack in the 
area begins to propagate, the metastable tetragonal crystals (grains) or precipitates 
next to the crack tip can transfoim to the stable monoclinic form. In this plocess a 
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3 vol% expansion of the ZrO, crystals or precipitates occurs that places the crack 
under a state of compressive stress and crack progression is arrested. For this crack to 
advance furthel-, additional tensile stress would be required. Because of this 
strengthening and toughening mechanism, the yttria-stabilized zirconia ceramic is 
sometimes referred to as ceramic sleel. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What factors affect the wear of enamel by ceranilcs, and what procedurc~s can be 

performed by a lab technician or a dent~st to m ~ n ~ n i ~ z ~  these effects? 

ABRASIVENESS OF DENTAL CERAMICS 

A review of the factors and material characteristics that cause excessive weal of 
enamel by ceramic prostheses is extremely important to optimize the performance 
of ceramic-based prostheses. Ceramics are generally considered the most biocom- 
patible, durable, and aesthetic materials available for rehabilitation of teeth, 
occlusal function, and facial appearance. Currently available products exhibit vari- 
able mechanical properties (hardness, flexure strength, fracture toughness, and elas- 
tic modulus), physical properties (index of refraction, color parameters, translucency, 
chemical durability, and thermally compatible expansion coefficients for the core 
and veneering ceramics), and ability to be bonded to tooth structures and other sub- 
strates. In spite of their overall excellence in meeting the ideal requirements of 
a prosthetic material, dental ceramics have one major drawback 'I'hese materials 
can cause catastlophic weal of opposing tooth structure under certain conditions. 
'The most extreme damage occuls when a roughened surface contacts tooth enamel 
ol dentin under l11g11 occlusal forces, wlllcll m;ry occur because of bruxing, prcma- 
ture occlusal contacts, and/ol inadeclu,~te occlus,~l adjustments When cuspid- 
g~lidcd disclusion 1s ensu~ed, the wear of opposing enamel and dentin will be 
greatly ieduced I n  addition, if the occluding ceramic sulfate area is per~odically 
refrnished aftel occlus,~l '~djustment o~ f~equent exposule to carbonated beverages 
and/or acidulateci phosphate fluoride, the 'lbrasive weal of opposing tooth stnlctule 
is fullher leduced 

Abrnsivc wear mechanisms lo1 der-rtal restorative mc~teri,~ls and tooth en<lmel 
include (1) adhesion (metals and composites), in which locali~ed bonding of two 
surfaces occurs, result~ng in pullout and t ~ a n s f e ~  of mattel from one su~face to the 
other, and (2) microfracture (ceramics and enamel), which results from gouging, 
asperities, impact, and contact stresses that cause cracks or localized fracture kor 
ceramic and enamel, two-phase brittle structures are involved. The ceramic consists 
of a glass matrix that contains variable levels and siaes of crystals Tooth enamel con- 
sists of a small volume fraction of organic phase matrix and a high volume fraction 
of hydroxyapatite crystals The wear of either material depends 011 the ease with 
which cracks can propagate through the structure. If micioscopic cracks are forced 
to pass around the crystal particles rather than through them, the material will usu- 
ally be more fracture- and abrasion-resistant unless residual stresses enhance the 
propagation of the cracks through the glass phase, the particles are less fi-acture- 
resistant than the glass matrix, or excessive voids or other defects exist along the 
pathway. The relative strengthening effect is dependent on several factors, including 
the st~ength of the glass and crystal phases, the size and spacing of crystalline paltl- 
cles, the inte~faci~~l  bond strength of the c~ystal-glass interphase region, and the type 
and magnitude or  residual stresses in the stlucture. These factors are heyond the 
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contiol of the dentist, although the dentist and laboralory technician can select 
celamics that are highly fracture-resistant. 

The microfracture mechanism is the dominant mechanism responsible for su1- 
face blealtdown of ceramics and the subsequent damage that a roughened ceramic 
surface can cause to tooth e~ la~ne l  suifaces. Enamel is also susceptible to this kind 
of miciofracture through four specific mechanisms: (1) aspeiities extending from 
the ceramic surface that produce high localized stresses and microfracture, (2) gouging 
that results from high stresses and large hardness differences between two sulfaces 
or particles extending from these surfaces; ( 3 )  impact or erosion that occurs through 
the action of abrasive paiticles carried in a flowing liquid such as saliva; and 
(4) contact stiess microfracture that increases localized tensile stress and also 
enhances the damage caused by asperities, gouging, and impact or erosion. Because 
of microfiacture mechanisms, it may be necessary to polish the ceramic surface peri- 
odically to reduce the height of asperities and to minimize enamel wear rates. 
Of major concern is the potential catastrophic damage that can be incurred by 
enamel in contact with polycrystalline asperities having high fracture toughness 
(KI,) values such as alumina (3.5-4 0 Mpa.mM), magnesium-stabilized ~i rconia  
(9-12 MPa.mIh), yttrium-stabilized zirconia (6-3 MPa.mX), or cerium-stabilized 
zirconia (10-16 MPa. m%). In contrast, glass has a fracture toughness of only 
0 75 M ~ a - m ~  and should cause less gouging, contact stress, and impact damage 
within contacting enamel surfaces. 

The abrasiveness of ceramics against enamel is affected by numerous factors and 
properties of the crystal phase particles and the glass matrix (if present). These 
include hardness, tensile strength, fracture toughness, fatigue resistance, particle- 
glass bonding, particle-glass interface integrity, chemical durability, exposule fre- 
quency to co~rosive chemical agents (acidulated phosphate fluo~ide, carbonated 
beverages), abrasiveness of foods, residual stress, subsurface cluality (voids or other 
imperfections), nlagnit~ide and orientallon of applied lolces, chewing and bruxing 
frequency, contacting alea, lubrication by saliv'a, and wear frequency l hus it is 
unde~stairdable why the liai-dness of the ce~amic is not a good pled~ctor of the 
potential wear of enamel surfaces by a ceramic. IIowt-ve~, the Ialgel the hardness 
diffelence between two sliding sudaces, the greatel is the degree of gouging. 

Wear of Ceramics Compared with Other Materials 

'To minimize enamel abrasion by a contacting ceramic structure, we should use a 
ceramic that exhibits uniform surface microfracture at the same rate as tool11 enamel 
under the same conditions of loading, antagonist structure, food substance abra- 
siveness, applied forces, and degree of lubrication. The breakdown of the ceramic 
surface should be uniform so that asperities such as large ciystalline inclusions do 
not project out from the surface. 

'I'hese asperities produce high stress concentration areas within the opposing 
enamel surface that lead to gouging, troughing, and greater localized microfracture 
of the enamel structure. If such nonuniform surface wear of ceramics occurs dur- 
ing oral function, the only solutions available to reduce enamel wear are to reduce 
the occlusal load by occlusal adjustment or to polish the ceramic surface periodi- 
cally to reduce stress concentrations and the height of these asperities. 

Some of the new ultralow-fusing ceramics have a wide range of thermal expan- 
sion coefficients as listed in Table 21-5. These are approximate values estimated for 
several low-fusing ceramic products produced by the Duce~a company: Duceragold 
(780' C) and Duceram WC (Dentsply Ceramco) were introduced between 1991 and 
1992. Lluce~am LFC is classified as a hydrothermal ceramic that was clainled to 
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develop a hydrothermal layer approximately 1 yni thick in vivo and 3 yrn thick in 
vitro. In theory, this property allows a protective layer to seal microscopic surface 
cracks. Its veneer is a low-fusing ceramic that minimizes shrinkage of the core 
ceramic during subsequent firings. Ducerarn LFC and Duceragold do  not contain 
large leucite crystals and thereby retain a stable thermal expansion coefficient over 
several firings. ' h e  opalescence and fluorescence are also easier to achieve than for 
conventional low-f~~sing feldspathic porcelai~ls because of the ability to maintain 
very small crystal particles (400-500 nm). 8ecause of its high expansion coefficient, 
Duceragold is intended as a veneer for high-expansion alloys such as Degunorm, 
which exhibits an intense yellow hue and, potentially, superb PFM aesthetics. 

Iluceratin and AIICeram, ultralow-expansion, low-fusing porcelains, we]-e subse- 
quently developed as veneering ceramics for titanium metals and Procera A11Ceram 
(Nobel Biocare, Coteborg, Sweden) core ceramics, respectively. 'I'iCeram is another 
ultralow-fusing ceramic and has a firing temperature of approximately 740" C. 
'The initial veneering porcelain for Procera AllCeram was Vitadur N (Vita 
Zahnfabrik, Bad Sackingen, Germany), a large-particle aluminous porcelain. 
Currently, AllCeram porcelain (Degussa Dental) is used. Finesse, an ultralow-fusing 
ceramic (-760" C) that contains larger leucite crystals, was introduced by Dentsply 
Ceramco, Inc. (B. Windsor, NJ). Vita Omega 900 (Vita Zahnfabrik) is another 
ultralow-fusing ceramic. For CAD-CAM processing, Dicor MGC glass-ceramic 
(Caull/Dentsply, Milford, DE), Vita Mk I ceramic (Vita Zahnfabrik), and Vita Mk I1 
ceramic (Vita Zahnfabrik) blocks are available which also offer a small-particle dis- 
tribution of crystals that may reduce wear of opposing enamel surfaces. 

It is not known what effect, if any, thermal mismatch differences will produce on 
llle surface cluality of these ceramics. Microcracking can lead to surface flaws, loss of 
surface material, and increased wear of enamel. IIowever, this effect should only 
occur when a gross mismatch occurs between a core ceramic and its veneering 
ceramic. 

B;~scld on a study of abrasion by a 500-g slurry of glass (Derand and Verehy, 
1939), 100 g aluni-ina (100 pm), anti 120 g water, the mean wear depths (in 
microns) after a specified lime period for sever;il ceramics and tooth enamel were as 
follows: enamel (24.3), Finesse (20.3), Vitadul- Alpha (16.3), Procera (14.S), 
Denlsply (kramco 11 ( 1  3.6) ,  Vita Omega (13.1 ), Ti-Ceram ( 1  2. I),  I I'S Empress 
(11 . K ) ,  l>~~ccragold (11.51, and Creation (10.8). 'l'he enamel wear was significantly 
grealer tllan that of '111 eel-amics tested. '[he wear depth of Vitaduu Alpha was signif- 
icarllly greater than that for 115 Empress, Duceragold, and Ch-eation ceramics. It is 
clear that  he relative wear rate of enamel by a highly abrasive medium is greater 
than that of most porcelains. 

Wear of Enamel by Ceramic Products and Other Restorative Materials 

Another factor that can increase wear of ceramics against enamel is the nonuniform 
distribution or clustering of crystals. IPS Empress after hot-pressing at 1180" C 
exhibits clusters of relatively large (5-10 pm) leucite crystals (I(AISi,O,) with cracks 
between the crystal agglomerates. This noninterlocking arrangement of leucite crys- 
tals also occurs in the veneering ceramic after it is sintered at 910° C. In contrast, 11% 
Empress2 core ceramic exhibits a uniform dispersion of smaller lithia disilicate 
(LiSi,O,) clystals after hot pressing at 920" C and veneering at 800" C. 

One should expect greater wear of enamel by IPS Empress compared with IPS 
bmpress2. IPS Empress ceramic contains 35 + 5 vol% of leucite crystals that are 
formed in a noninterlocl<ing palticle cluster pattern (Hbland et al, 2000). 'The core 
microstructure of 11's Empress2 is quite different from that of IPS hmpress, 
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evidenced by elongated lithia disilicate clystals 0.5 to 4 pm in length and a snlaller 
concentration of lithium orthophosphate crystals (I,i,Si,O,) approximately 0.1 to 
0.3 pm in diametel (Holand et al, 2000). 

Studies of ultralow-fusing ceramics have generally revealed significantly lower 
enamel wear ~a t e s  than those produced by conventional low-filsing porcelains. 
I lowever, the results of a recent study suggest that one of these ceramics, Duceram 
LFC, caused significantly more enamel wear (0.1 97 mmi) than Creation po~celain 
(0.135 mm3) 01 Vitadur Alpha porcelain (0.15'3 mm3), presurnahly because of the 
higher void volurne within the surface layer of Ducera~n (Magne et al, 1399) In this 
study, the cornbined enanlel/ceramic wear rates were significantly g ~ e a t e ~  for 
Duceram L1.C (0.36'3 mmi) and Vitadur Alpha (0.333 mm3) compared with that 
for Creation porcelain (0.260 mm3) Veneering ceramics contain either large crys- 
talline fillel particles or a glass structu~e with no clystals or very small crystals 

Similarly, the results from another in vitro study (Al-Hiyasat et al, 1933) of 
enamel wear (aftel 25,000 simulated chewing cycles) by ceramics using a corn meal 
slurry (three-body condition) revealed greater relative wear depth in enamel by 
Duceram LFC (0.74 mm) and Vitadur Alpha (0 80 mm) compared with Vita Cerec 
Mk 11 (0.48 mm). The explanation given for the higher wear rate of enamel by 
Duceram LFC was the presence of porosities within the surface of the ceramic. This 
result for Duceram LFC is in contrast with two-body wear data (al-Hiyasat et al, 
1338a) that indicated significantly less enamel wear by Duceram LFC [also Vita Mk 
11 (0 65 mm) and a gold alloy (0 03 mm)] in distilled water without an abrasive 
food medium (0.54 mm after 25,000 simulated chewing cycles) compaied with 
Vitadur Alpha porcelain (0.93 mm) and Vita Omega polcelain (0.96 mm) The wear 
rate of enamel by gold alloy was significantly less than by the foul ce~amics. 

One would expect the latter types of ceramics to cause minimal wear of enamel 
Metzle~ et a1 (1999) reported th,~t  the relative enamel loss was less for two lowel- 
iusing crranllcs, I+inesse (0 56) and Vita Omega 900 (0 60), compaied with 
Dentsply Cerdnlco I I pol celain (0.85), a la~gt>-p,~lticle leucite-based pol celain. 

K~ejci et al (1994) ~ e p o ~ t e d  sign~licantly lower estimated 5-yea1 enamel wear rates 
for amalgdm (50 ym) and a new Cerec CAD-CAM ceramic (95 ym), Vita Cerec Mk 
I1 V7K, colnpdreci with the o~lginal Vita Cerec Mk 1 cera~nic (225 ym). In compari- 
son, the wear of enamel by enamcl was 107 pm. flaclzer et a1 (1 996) found consid- 
erably lowel enamel weal rales for a gold-palladium alloy (3 ym) compared with 
AIlCe~am venet.1 ceramic (60 pm) and Ilentsply Ce~amco po~celain (230 ym) 

Jagger et a1 (1 395) reported the following weal depths of dentin aftel exposure to 
wear by restorative materials. amalgam (0 pm), microfilled composite (7 pm), gold 
alloy (16.7 pm), conventional composite (31.7 ym), and Vitadur N aluminous 
porcelain (100 pm). These results indicate that direct filling materials are less abra- 
sive to dentin than aluminous porcelain. 'l'his result is not surprising. What is of 
importance is the significant potential benefit of amalgam and microfilled com- 
posite as the least abrasive restorative materials for situations in which dentin is 
exposed. 

Al-Hiyasat et al (1998b) investigated the effect of a carbonated beverage (Coca 
Cola) on the wear of human enamel and three dental ceramics. Vitadul Alpha 
(feldspathic porcelain), Duceram LFC (ultralow-fusing porcelain), and Vita Mark 11, 
a machinable ceramic. 'l'ooth and ceramic specimens were tested in a wear machine 
under a load of 40 N, at 80 cycles per minute, for a total of 25,000 cycles. The test 
was performed in distilled water or with intermittent exposure to a carbonated bev- 
erage (Coca Cola). When tested in watel, Alpha porcelain caused significantly more 
enamel wear and also exhibited gredter wear than Duceram LFC and Vita Malk 11. 
1 Jowever, after exposure to the carbonated beverage, the enamel wear produced by 
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Duceram LFC did not differ significantly from that produced by Alpha pol-celain. 
Vita Mark 11 produced the least amount of enarnel wear. Exposure to the carbonated 
bevelage significantly increased the enamel wear. The wear of Duceram LFC and Vita 
Mark I1 increased with exposure to the carbonated beverage. It was concluded that 
exposure to the carbonated beverage accelerated the enamel weal- produced by 
Duceram LFC and Vita Mark I1 ceramics Overall, Vita Mark 11 was the most resist- 
ant to wear and also significantly less abrasive than Vitadur Alpha porcelain. 

Reducing Abrasiveness of Ceramics by Polishing and Glazing 

In theory, the smoothest su~face should cause the least weal damage to opposing 
surfaces. Depending on the initial surface roughness of the ceramic surface, glazing 
the sulface may not adequately decrease the surface roughness since the glassy layer 
may be of insufficient thiclzness to fill in scratches and grooves within the ground 
surface. Thus, under certain conditions, polishing or polishing followed by glazing 
may be required. 

Jagger and Harrison (1394) reported that the amount of enamel wear produced 
by both glazed (28.8 pm) and unglazed Vitadur N aluminous porcelain (29 ym) 
was similar; however, the wear produced by polished porcelain (12 pm) was sub- 
stantially less. Polished or glazed porcelain caused significantly less wear than 
unglazed porcelain. Polishing was accomplished with 3M Soflex disks and Shofu 
rubber points. 

After 25,000 cycles of abrasion testing of various porcelain surfaces on human 
enamel in vitro, Al-I-liyasat et a1 (1997) reported no significant difference between 
the enamel wear of glazed and polished groups, but weal produced by the unglazed 
gloups was significantly higher (P <0 05). Sixty pairs of tooth-porcelain specimens 
were tested undel load in distilled water with and without intermitlent exposure to 
a carbonated bevelage Wear of enarnel anrl Vitadu~ Alpha porcelain specimens was 
determined aftel 5,000, 15,000, and 24,000 cycles. kxpos~~re to carbonated Coca 
Cola and Schweppes bever,~ges significantly increased the amount of ennniel wear 
p~odclced by all porcelclin su~faces (P <0.001) L'he finish of the porcelain surface d ~ d  
not influence its wear resistance ~lndei- these concl~tions. 

Guidelines for Minimizing Excessive Wear of Enamel by Dental Ceramics 

To minimi~e the wear of enamel by dental ceramics, the following steps should be 
taken: ( 1  ) ensure cuspid-guided disclusion; (2) eliminate occlusal prematurities; 
(3) use metal in functional bruxing areas; (4) if occlusion in ceramic, use ultralow- 
fusing ceramics (5) polish functional ceramic surfaces; (6) repolish ceramic surfaces 
periodically; and (7) readjust occlusion periodically if needed. 

Some ultralow-fusing ceramics are less abrasive than traditional low-fusing 
ceramics, but few clinical studies have been reported on any of these materials to 
validate the in vitro findings. Caution should be exercised in selecting these new 
ceramics for use since they exhibit widely variable expansion coefficients and may 
not be thermally compatible with certain ceramic core materials or metal substrates. 
Malocclusion is likely the major wear-causing factor that must be avoided to achieve 
acceptable wear performance with any ceramic product. 

Polishing is preferred over glazing as a procedure to reduce abrasion damage of 
enamel. Ceramic surfaces should be refinished periodically after acid exposure, 
especially acidulated phosphate fluoride. The Shofu porcelain polishing kit fol- 
lowed with diamond paste or Sofl,ex disks (3M) without a diamond paste follow- 
up dre useful as effective finishing products. 
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Ceramic and opposing surfaces should be examined periodically for evidence of 
excessive weal Occlusal adjustment and polishing of tlie ceramic surfaces should be 
pelformed to  educe the risk for further surface degladation. Noble metal surfaces 
are especially indicated for individuals who exhibit evidence of severe bmxing since 
the wear rates of gold alloys are vely low compared with tlie wear damage caused by 
either traditional ceramics or recent lower-fusing celainics. 

A rough ceramic sulface that is in hypri-occlusion with opposing enamel is very 
likely to cause great abrasive wear of tooth surfaces l o  minimize the risk or such 
wear damage to tooth enamel or other surfaces, the smoothest possible ceramic sur- 
face should be produced. This can be accomplished by (1) polishing only, (2) pol- 
ishing followed by gla~ing, or (3) glazing only. I'he second choice is preferred. 
Glazing is recommended whenever possible befo~e cementation of a plosthesis. 
If this is not possible, polishing alone is acceptable. I Iowever, gla~ing of a veiy rough 
ceramic sulfate may not sufficiently leduce the surface roughness to minimize wear 
damage. It is clear that a glazed rough surface is better than a rough, nonglazed sur- 
face because the more-abrasive crystalline particles tend to be covered by the less- 
abrasive glass phase. 

It is not always possible to polish a ceramic surface in the clinic. Because of 
the heat generated during the polishing of ceramic-based prostheses that require 
extensive polishing, the temperature increase of pulpal tissue may lead to irre- 
versible pulpitis This is especially true when the tooth has been greatly reduced 
in size and the pulp chamber is within 0.5 mm of the external surface of the pre- 
pared tooth. 

There are several clear indications for polishing ceramic surfaces. Polishing of 
ceramic prostheses should be performed when they cannot be autoglazed. 
Polishing of ceiarnic restorations that have functional occlusal pathways or sub- 
gingival extensions will ensure optimal smoothness. All  <:AD-CAM inlays or 
other ce~nmic prostheses that will no t  receive veneering cei-nnlic should also he 
pol ished 

rntrao~al instnlrnentc1lron c~tn p~oduce n smoother su~f,lce than a n  autoglaz~ng 
procedu~e tlighly polished porcelain may also be naturally glazed or ove~glazed 
withoul significantly inc~e~tsing the surf'lce roughness. Increased tirnc or cycles of 
gladng will decrease sulface roughness 

Polishing instiurnents should be selected acco~ding to type of ceramlc, typtx of 
restoration, and level of smoothness desued If the crown was g~ound with a 100 pm 
grit diarnond, the f i~st  polishing abrasive shoulci be 75 pm or less. If the abrasive 1s 
too fine, mole time will be needed to polish the surface. 

IIulterstrom and Bergman (1 993) found that two of the best polishing systems 
are Sof-Lex disks (3M Dental) and Shofil Porcelain Laminate Polishing Kit followed 
by diamond paste. For the Sof-1,ex disks, one should start with a disk that is the most 
effective at removing the initial grinding patterns. If the abrasive grit size on the disk 
is too small, it will take too long to decrease the roughness. If the grit size is too large 
(e.g., extia-coarse or coalse), the surface will become roughel. Also, if the polishing 
procedure is performed in the mouth, care should be taken to avoid heat build-up 
Sof-Lex disks are made to be used in a wet environment, so water coolant should be 
used whenever possible. 

l'he Shofu kit contains a series of rubber point abrasives and rubbei wheels. 
The shank of the rubber tips is color-coded to distinguish the abrasive grit char- 
acteristic. The diamond paste is expressed from a tube or removed from a jar and 
applied to the ceramic surface using either a Robinson Wheel brush or a felt 
wheel. This paste is more amenable to use f o ~  exlraoral polishing of dental 
cerarn ics. 
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CLINICAL PERFORMANCE OF CERAMIC PROSTHESES 

As stated ear lie^; the su~vival of metal-ceramic clowns and fixed partial bridges is as 
high as 97.7% after 7.5 years ((:oornaelt et al, 1384). I'his lepresents the standard 
against which ceramic prostheses should be judged This section is focused on sev- 
eial relevant studies that ale at ledst three years in duration. 

Few published iepoits on the long-telm clinical peifor~n,lnce of ceramic prosthe- 
ses are available, and of those that exist, the dimensions of the crowns usually have 
not been reported. Mcl,ean reported in the results of a comprehensive analysis of 
the clinical performance of porcelain jacket crowns constnlcted with an aluminous- 
core that has an innel layel of a 2'5 pm-thiclz platinum foil electroplated with a 
0.2-pm thick layer of tin, which was subsecluently oxidized. Although the theo~y of 
this approach was that bonding of c o ~ e  porcelain to the plated and oxidized tin film 
on platillurn foil would eliminate open surface defects fiorn which terisile failure 
may originate, McLean indicated that the cumulative failu~e rates after five yeam for 
these crowns were 2.1% for incisor crowns and 1.3% for canines The failure rates 
for premolar and molar crowns after 5 years were unacceptably high (8% and 15%, 
respectively) and suggest that extleme caution should be exercised before using 
aluminous porcelain crowns or onlays for posterior teeth on a routine basis. 

A reduced failure rate of 1 3% was reported for 143 anterior and 254 posterior 
Dicor crowns, which were luted with a resin cement (Dicor Light-Activated Cement, 
Dentsply). A possible explanation of this improvement is that resin cement may fill 
in macroscopic flaws and may prevent water access to the ceramic surface. 
Microcracks that are present within the internal surface of a crown can be blunted 
during the etching procedure before bonding This blunting process reduces the 
stless concentration at the clack tips. 11 any voids are trapped within the interface 
between the clown and cerneilt in the occlusal area, occlusal loads above this site can 
generate tensile stlesses in the ccramic that may cause crack formation or fracture 

Malament and Socransky (199C)) reported survival plobabilities for acid-etched 
Dicor and nonelched Dicor restorations of 76% and SO%, respectively, at 14 years 
(P <0.001). Nonetched Dicor crowns exhibited a 2 2 timcs greater risk for failure 
than acid-etched, iesin-bonded restorations (P <O 01). lhe survival probability of 
acid-etched, resin-bonded c ~ o w ~ l s  was 76% after 14 years cornpared with 50°h for 
the noneiched crowns. Ceramic crown survival was greatest for incisor teeth and 
decreased plogress~vely to a maximurn fail~lre level for second mola~ crowns A11 lat- 
e ~ a l  incisor clowns survived dur~ng the 14-year study. Survival of acid-etched I3icor 
CIOWIIS for subjects 33 to 52 years of age was 62% a1 14 years compared with 82% 
for those 52 years of age and older 

100th preparation for these ceramic crowns is virtually the same as that required 
for PFM restorations. Occlusal surfaces and incisal edges must be reduced about 
2.0 mm. Axial surfaces should be reduced at least 1.0 mm circumferentially. 
The preparation should be either a shoulder with a rounded gingivoaxial line angle 
or a 120" chamfer (deep chamfer) 

Odkn et a1 (1998) reported a 5.2% fracture rate for Procera AllCeram crowns after 
5 years. Of the 97 crowns that were placed, 3.1% fractured through the core 
and veneering ceramic and 2.1% fractured only though the veneer. Odman and 
Andersson (2001) reported survival rates for Procera crowns of 97.7% after 5 years 
and 93.5% after 10 years. The marginal integrity was judged to be acceptable to 
excellent in 92% of the cases. Gingival bleeding occurred adjacent to 35% of the 
teeth with crowns and 27% of the contralateral teeth. Boening et a1 (2000) reyo~ted 
a median maximal gap width of 80 to 180 pm for anterior teeth restored with 
Procera AllCeram crowns and 11 5 to 24'5 ym for poste~ior crowns. 
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20 Residual stress in the porcelain veneer of a metal-ceramic crown for a case in which the 
coefficient of thermal contraction for the porcelain is greater than that for the metal. 

C D 
21 Allergy to nickel alloy. A, Eczematous type reaction to metal watch buckle. B, Potential allergy to 
nickel-based alloys used for metal-ceramic crowns on FPD (B and C) and single crown (D). 
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22 Cross-section of a metal-ceramic crown. 

23 Condensation of porcelain slurry on a metal framework for a four-unit fixed partial denture (FPD). 



25 CaptekTM metal-ceramic crowns. 
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26 Cross-section of three principal types of interfacial zone fracture. 
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27 Stress distribution resulting from loading (close to the marginal ridge area) of the occlusal surface 
of a finite element model of a Dicor glass-ceramic crown with an occlusal thickness of 0.5 mm. 
The maximum principal tensile stress is located directly below the point of occlusal loading within the 
internal surface of the crown adjacent to the 50-pm-thick layer of resin cement (arrow). 



 



31 A, three-unit ceramic anterior-posterior FPD produced with a lithia disilicate-core ceramic. 
To increase the fracture resistance, no veneering ceramic was used in this case. Note the relatively large 
connector size (4 mm in height) that is necessary to reduce the risk for fracture in posterior areas. 
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32 Cross-section of an In-Ceram (glass-infiltrated core) crown. 

33 Maximum principal tensile stress based on finite element analysis of the gingival embrasure area of 
the connector in a model of a three-unit fixed partial denture subjected to an occlusal load of 250 N. 
(Modified from Oh W, Gotzen N, and Anusavice KJ: Influence of connector design on fracture 
probability of ceramic fixed-partial dentures. J Dent Res 81 (9):623-627, 2002.) 



34 Cercon zirconia core ceramic during initial millin0 nf the "green state" ceramic. (Courtesy of 
Dentsply Cerarnco, Burlington, NJ.) 

35 Cercon FPD being placed in the furnace. (Courtesy of Dentsply Ceramco, Burlington, NJ.) 

36 Trimming of Cercon zirconia core ceramic. (Courtesy of Dentsply Ceramco, Burlington, NJ.) 



37 Finished core ceramic framework made with Cercon core placed on teeth. (Courtesy of Dentsply 
Ceramco, Burlington, NJ.) 

38 Final Cercon FPD with veneering ceramic and stain characterization. (Courtesy of Dentsply 
Ceramco, Burlington, NJ.) 



r 
39 Steps in mold preparation (compression molding technique). A, Completed tooth arrangement 
prepared for flasking process. 6, Master cast embedded in properly contoured dental stone. C, Occlusal 
and incisal surfaces of the prosthetic teeth are exposed to facilitate subsequent denture recovery. 
D, Fully flasked maxillary complete denture. E, Separation of flask segments during wax elimination 
process. F, Placement of alginate-based separating medium. 



42 Steps in mold preparal in te A, Completed tooth arrangement positioned in a 
fluid resin flask. B, Removal of tooth arrangement from reversible hydrocolloid investment. 
C, Preparation of sprues and vents for the introduction of resin. Dl Repositioning of the prosthetic teeth 
and master cast. E, Introduction of pour-type resin. F, Recovery of the completed prosthesis. - - -  --- 



41 Steps in mold preparation (injection molding technique). A, Placement of sprues for introduction 
of resin. B, Occlusal and incisal surfaces of the prosthetic teeth are exposed to facilitate denture 
recovery. C, Separation of flask segments during wax elimination process. D, Injection of resin and 
placement of assembly into water bath. 



45 Endosteal implants are placed directly into bone, and they mimic root forms for proper placement 
and location in bone. 

46 A, Subperiosteal implant positioned beneath the periosteum. Impression making often requires a 
difficult surgical technique. 6, Superstructure for subperiosteal implant allowing for attachment of . 
prosthesis. C, Denture restoration for subperiosteal implant. (Courtesy of Dr. Joseph Cain and 
Dr. Richard Seals.) 



47 Transmucosal abutment for transosteal implant allowing for placement of denture restoration. 
(Courtesy of Dr. Joseph Cain and Dr. Richard Seals.) 

48 Diagram of implant components. A, The implant fixture 
(endosteal root form). B, Transmucosal abutment that serves 
as the attachment between fixture and the actual prosthesis. 
C, The actual prosthesis that can either be cemented, 
screwed, or swaged. 

49 lntramobile element that is believed to act as an 
internal shock absorber. 



Quality 1 Quality 2 Quality 3 Quality 4 

50 Four types of bone ranging from homogenous compact bone to low-density trabecular bone. 

51 A, The original Branemark hybrid prosthesis designed to accommodate severely atrophic 
mandibles. B, The hybrid prosthesis usually requires 4 to 6 implants. C, Corresponding superstructure 
that is screwed onto the implants. 



43 Dimensional changes resulting from polymerization. A, Chemically activated resin, pour 
technique. B, Microwave resin, compression molding. C, Conventional heat-activated resin, 
compression molding. D, Heat-act~vated resin, iniection molding. 

44 Failed blade implant prosthesis that was also attached to natural teeth. (Courtesy of Dr. Mickey 
Calverley.) 
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Von Steyern et a1 (2001) leported that 10% (2 of 20) of In-Cer'lm FPDs had fiac- 
t~lred during a 5 - y t ~  period Both occuried in the connector area Although not 
stated, it is assumed that the material used as the core ceramic was In-Celam 
alumina. 

Clinicians have expe~ienced fractul-es of crowns during inilia1 seating because of 
ove~extended marginal aieas, undetected or irlcolnpletely I emoved ceramic pa~ticles 
on the internal surface, distortion of impressions or trays, undercut aieas on the 
tooth that were not prope~ly blocked out, and inadequate occlusal or connector 
thickness under hyperocclusion conditions 

A light seating force combined with internal inspection and correction of these 
irregularities is indicated as '1 routine procedure For cementation, a resin cement 
is indicated f o ~  the wealzer products such as Dicor, OI'C, OPC-3<:, Finesse All- 
(:eiamic, 113 Empiess, 11's Empress2, anci In-Ceram Spinell. All but (he last p~oduct  
can be etched to create micromechanical retention areas on the interndl surface. 
A dual-curing or self-curing cement is recommended. A vibratory instrument or a 
light tapping procedure will ensure complete seating since some of these cements 
are quite viscous or behave in a thixotropic manner (increased flow under vibratory 
or light tapping action). The cement excess should be removed completely imme- 
diately after seating. After polymerization, residual resin can be removed w ~ t h  abra- 
sive disks, stones, or burs. For any ceramic crown, large voids in the cement must be 
minimized since the tensile stresses in the adjacent ceramic crown will be increased 
under occlusal forces 

PORCELAIN DENTURE TEETH 

The manufacture of denture teeth constitutes virtually the sole culrent use for high- 
f~ising or medium-fusing dental porcelains. Ilenture teeth are made by paclzing two 
or more porcel~ins of differing trdnslucencies for each tooth into metal molds 'I'hey 
ale fired on lalge trays in high-ternperatu~t, ovens. Porcelain teeth <ire designed to 
be retained on the denture hase by mechanical inte~locking 1 he anterior teeth are 
made with projecting metal pins that become su~rounded with the denture base 
resin during processing, whereas the posterior teeth are molded with diatolic sp'lces 
into which (he denture hase resin mdy flow 

Either porcelain denture ~ee th  or acrylic resin denture teeth can be employed in 
the fabrication of complete and partinl dentures. Porcelain teeth are generally con- 
sidered to be more aesthetic than acrylic teeth. They are also much more resistant to 
wear, although the development of new polynlers has improved the weal resislance 
of acrylic teeth. Porcelain teeth also have the advantage of being the only type of 
denture teeth that allow the denture to be rebased (replacement of all the 
acrylic denture base). 

The disadvantages of porcelain teeth are their brittleness and the clicking sound 
produced on contact with the opposing teeth. Porcelain teeth also require a greater 
interridge distance because they cannot be ground as thin in the ridge lap area as 
acrylic teeth without destroying the diatoric channels that provide their only means 
of retention to the denture base. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE COLOR OF CERAMICS 

The principal reason for the choice of porcelain as a restorative material is its aes- 
thetic quality in matching the adjacent tooth structure in t~nrlslucence, roloi, and 
chloma. Color phenomena and terminology are discussed in Chapter 3. Pelfect 
color matching is extremely difficult, if not impossible. 'Ihe structure of the tooth 
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influences its colo~ Ilentin is more opaque than enamel and ieflecls light. bndmel 
is a c~ystnlline layer over the dentin and is cornposed of tiny p~isms or ~ o d s  
cementcd together by an organic substance. I he indices of refi-action of the rods and 
tlie cementing substance are different As a iesult, a light ray is scatteled by reflec- 
tlon and refraction to produce a tlanslucent effect, and sensation of depth as the 
scattered light ray reaches the eye As the light ray strikes the tooth surface, part of it 
is reflected, and the remainder penetr,ltes the enamel and is scatteled Any light 
reaching the dentin is either absorbed 01 ieflected to be again scattered within the 
enamel. If dentin is not plesent, as in the tip of an incisor, some of the light lay may 
be t~a~lsmitted and dbso~bed in the oral cavity. As a ~esult, this area may appeal to 
be more tlanslucent than that towa~cl the gingival area Thus, because the law of 
energy conselvation must apply, the following relationship shows the four energy 
components that are derived from the ellelgy (E) of the incident light. 

'inridcnr = 'scatter-ed + 'reflected + 'dhaorhed + r'transmitted + 'fluorcsrcd 

Although some of the absorbed light may be converted into heat, some may be 
transmitted back to the eye as fluorescent energy. When the ultraviolet rays of day- 
light or of nightclub lighting contact teeth or restorations, some of the radiant energy 
is converted into light of one or more colors, for example, red, orange, and yellow. 

Light rays can also be dispersed, giving a color or shade that varies In different 
teeth. The dispersion can vary with the wavelength of the light. Therefore the 
appearance of the teeth may vary according to whether they are viewed in direct sun- 
light, reflected daylight, tungsten light, or fluorescent light This phenomenon is 
called rnetclrnerism It is impossible to imitate such an optical systeill perfectly. 
The dentist <~nd/or laboratory technician can, however, ~ e p ~ o d u c e  the aesthetic chdr- 
actelistits sufficiently so that the clifferer-rce is conspicuous only lo the tianled eye 

Dental porcelains ale p~gmen~ed  by the inclusion of oxldes to provide desired 
shades, as discussed ea111er Specimens of each sli,~de (collectively called a shade g~srrle, 
as shown in Chapter 3) are provided for the dentist, who in turn attempts to match 
the tooth colo~ as nea~ly as possible Shade guides made of solid poicelain ale used 
most often hy dentists to desciibe a desired ~Ippealnnce of a natural tooth o~ ceramic 
prosthesis I Towever, there are several deficiencies of shade guides Shade guictc labs 
,Ire much thickel than tlie thickness ofce~amic used for dental clowns or veneers, anct 
they ale more translucent than teeth and ceranlic crowns that ale backed by a non- 
translucent dentin substructure M t ~ h  of the incidellt light is transmitted through a 
tab. In contrast, most of the incident light on a crown is reflected back except at the 
incisal edge and at inciso-proximal areas. Furthermore, the necks of shade tabs 
are made from a deeper hue, that is, higher chroma, and this region tends to distract 
the observer's ability to match the gingival third of the tab To avoid this situation, 
some clinicians grind away the neck area of a set of shade tabs (see Fig 3-7) 

The production of color sensation with a pigment is a physically different 
phenomenon from that obtained by optical reflection, refraction, and dispersion. 
The color of a pigment is determined by selective absorption and selective reflec- 
tion. For example, if white light is reflected from a red surface, all the light with a 
wavelength different from that of red is absorbed and only the red light is 
reflected It follows, then, that if a red hue is present in a ceramic crown, but the 
red wavelength is not present in the light beam, the tooth will appear as a differ- 
ent shade. If the tooth o~ ~estoiation siulnce is rough, most of the light will be 
scattered and little will penetrate the structure. In some instances, almost no color 
can be seen 
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CHEMICAL ATTACK OF GLASS-PHASE CERAMICS BY ACIDULATED 
PHOSPHATE FLUORIDE 

Topical fl~~orides are routinely used for caries control The effect of such agents on 
the su~face of ceramic restorations has been studiecl Acidulated phosphate fluoride 
(API ), one of the most corninonly used fluoride gels, is known to etch glass, typi- 
cally by selective leaching of socliuni ions, the~eby disrupting the silica nrtwolk 
When glazed feldspd~hic porcelain is contacted by 1 23% APF o~ by 88% stannous 
fluoride, a surface roughness is produced withln 4 min. As can be seen in I i p r e  21-24, 
a 30-min exposu~e to 1.21O/0 APF gel appears to prefe~entially attack the glass phase 
(areas with white piecipitdte particles) of a gingival (body) po~celain When the 
exposure time is increased to 300 min, a geneidli~ed severe degradation of 
the porcelain sillface has occurred (Fig. 21-25). Obviously, this roughness could 
lead to staining, placlue accumulation, and Curthc~ bleakdown of the structure. 
I Iowever, other fluoride agents, such as 0.4% stannous fluoride and 2% sodium flu- 
oride, have no significant effect on a ceramic surface. Dentists should be aware of 

Fig. 21-24 Surf,lce of tcltlsl),lthic gingival (body) porcelain after ,I 30-lnin c3xpowre Lo I .21'%j 
at itlul,iteti phospti,~Lc fluoritle. 

Fig. 21-25 Surface of ft.ldsl~atliic gingival (I~ody) porcelain after a 300-min cxposurc lo I .ZJ" /o  
acidulated phosphate fluoritle. 
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these long-term clinical effects of fluorides on ceramic and composite restorations 
(because of their glass filler panicles) and avoid the use of APF gels when compos- 
ites and cerarnics are present. API gels should not he used on glazed porcelairl sur- 
faces. If such a gel is used, the surface of the restoration should be protectect with 
petroleum jelly, cocoa butter, or wax. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION AND USE OF DENTAL CERAMICS 

[More a decision is made to use an all-ceramic crown, six criteria should be consid- 
ered to minimize the rislzs for poor aesthetics, clinical failures, remakes, and possi- 
ble lawsuits among dentist, patient, technician, and manufacturer. 

1. The dentist should not use all-ceramic crowns for patients with evidence of 
extreme bruxism, clenching, or n~alocclusion. In this case, metal-eel-amic or 
all-metal prostheses should be used. 

2. The experience of the laboratory technician should be extensive to ensure a 
success rate of at least 38% over a 3-year period. This is the success rate for 
metal-ceramic crowns and bridges after 7.5 years. Only technicians who 
demonstrate meticulous attention to detail should be selected. Technicians 
with high ethical standards are reluctant to accept impressions with unread- 
able or i~lcomplete margins. 

3. The dentist should judge whether previous aesthetic success with metal- 
ceramic prostheses combined with the aesthetic demands of the specific 
patient would yield more predictable outcomes alld longevity than an all- 
ceramic crown. A metal-ceramic crown made from metal-ceramic systems with 
which one had previous clinical success is preferred over a ceramic crown when 
the patirnt has an avel-age or less-than-average appreciation of aestheiics. 

4. Use al l -cr~~~rnic crowns when adjacent anteriol- teeth exhibit a high degrec of 
tran~slucency. Bccause ol' their n-ela~ively hransluccra~e core ra~,~trrials, Optimal 
Pressable Ccr-amis, 01" .3(:, l lPS Empl-crss, 11% Hmyrcss2, and I:incsse All- 
Ceramic systcrns are 11sefu1 for snatching acljacena toot11 shades for young 
paLients and others who may exhibit a high drgl-re of translucency. llsr the 
toughest ceramic core matrr-ials ('lahle 21-11) in poster-iol- areas when limited 
space or high stress conditions exist. 

5. J"~iicnes rnust accept [PIC describetl bcnrfits, rislts, anti altel-natives to ~l lc  pro- 
posed treatment, and they must give theil- corlsent f c~ r  the trcatrnrnl lo he per- 
for-med. This mear-rs that informed consent must be obtained fro111 the patient, 
preferably in writing. As one gains experience and success with these prostheses, 
this precaution will be of secondary importance. Initially, how eve^; the patient 
should be informed of the higher success rates of me~al-ceramic crowns over 
longer periods of time, especially when used for posterior applications. In addi- 
tion, the cost differential between the ceramic crowns and metal-ceramic crowns 
should be considered. The initial cost and the expenses associated with remakes 
for the ceramic crowns will be higher than those associated with metal-ceramic 
crowns. 'lhe patient should again be informed of the relative cost of these 
restorations and their consent obtained for the proposed material of choice. 

6 .  The skill of the dentist is of paramount importance in producing perfect impres- 
sions derived from smooth preparations free of undercuts with continuous, 
well-defined margins and with adequate tooth reduction. If this performance 
cannot be consistently maintained without a significant increase in preparation 
time compared with preparations for metal-ceramic prostheses, the use of the 
ceramic crowns is contraindicated. As stated in criterion 2, a reputable techni- 
cian should not accept impressiorls with incomplete or unreadable margins. 
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Flexure Strength and Fracture Toughness of Some Ceramics and a Gold Alloy 

Material 
Fracture toughness 

Flexure strength (MPa) ( ~ ~ a - r n " )  

1:eldspathic porcelain 

Glass-ceramic reinforced with 
tctrasilicic fluormica 

Aluminous porcelain 

Class-ceramic reinforced with 
lcucitc 

Glass-ceramic reinforced with 
lithia disilicale 

Glass-infiltrated spinel 

Glass-infiltrated alumina 

Glass-infiltrated alumina-zirconia 

Alumina 

Zirconia (yttrid siahilized) 

Gold alloy 

Verleeri~lg ceramic 

Cole ceramic 

(:ore ceramic 

Cole ceramic 

Core ceramic 

Core ceramic 

Core ceramic 

Core ceramic 

Core ceramic 

Metal-ceramic alloy 

Although an all-ceramic crown exhibits superb aesthetics, ceramic kPDs are not usu- 
ally as aesthetic because the connectors must be sufficiently thick to mii-rimlze the 
risk for fiactu~e Some cernnllc clowns will not be aesthetic rf the t o o h  plepai,ltionq 
are ~nadecluatc, pa~ticulally when rnsufficlent tooth structulc has been ~emoved Not 
all parlents w~l l  benefit lrorn tllc placement of ,111-ce~amrc clown\ or 11"s Soone 
~ndrvrduals cxl~rbtt celtarn chaoacben~sbics bhat would ,111ow only '1 metal ol r~~eaal 
cerarnrc 6PD to be used lor rxarnplc, nf arr 1lldlvndua8 bruxes fiecl~iently and wlt11 
great force, an all-ceiamic I B'1P would not be llkcly lo su~vive Pat~ents wtth short 
crown height\ should not be treated wlalm ceinrrhlc bbD\ brause  nnada.qu,~tc conalec- 
to1 he~ght will rncle,lqe the r~sk fol cornlllcctol faactulc A celarnlc I I'll shoulti not be 
placed 111 patients who have a long sp'ln acioss (be pontlc srk, slncc the la~gllci 
stresses under fut-rctlon could lead to prenn,lteule I ~ a c ~ u l e  I hcse cond~t~onr  s h o ~ ~ l d  be 
Izept In rnlncf when planning crown and blldgc case\ Gel alnlcs are applopr latc whein 
<~esthetlcs 1s a prlrnnly conceln, when PFM aesthet~ca ts undccepr,~ble, and wllell a 
history of metal hypersensitivity exlsts Contlaindications lor all-ceramic prostheses 
Include severe hruxlsm, extensive wear of tooth structure or restoration\, excessive 
b ~ t e  force capability, and a prevlous h~story of all-ceramic Inlay ol crown fractures 

Recent alumina-core ceramics are stronger and tougher (see Table 21-11), 
and they have very opaque coles (In-Gel-am Alumina, In-Ceram Zirconla, 
Procera AllCeram, Cercon, and Lava) that are veneered with layeis of more translu- 
cent ceramics. Other products (e g , OPC, OPC-3C, IPS rmpress, IPS Empress2, and 
Finesse All Ceramic) are less tough, but they have more translucent cores 

The success rate of etched and bonded porcelain veneeis has been well estab- 
lished since the concept of acid etching of porcelain was established In 1981 In gen- 
eral, ceramic veneers ale not as aesthetic as full ceiamic crowns 
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KEY TERMS 
Inhibitor-Chcmic~l comy~oncnt that prevents or inhibits undr:sirablc polylncrizatiori of the 

monomeric liquid during S~I-age. 
Liner-Thc r~olynieric nialeri,ll ~rsetl to replace the tissue-contc~c[ing surface of an existing 

denture. 
bong-term soft liner-licdl-activated polymeric rnalcrial t h ~ t  is more clural-)le than c:he~nicaIly 

activated linel-s. 
Rebasing-Process of replacing an entirc denlure base on an existing complete or partial 

denture. 
Relining-Proccss of replacing the tissue-contacting sut-face ol' J n  existing denture. 
Soft denture her-Polynleric malerial placed on [ h e  [issue-contacting ~ L I ~ ~ J C C  of ;I denlure 

base to absorb some of tlie energy produced by masticatory impacl and to acl as a type oC 
"shock absorber" between the occlusal surfaces of a denture and the underlying oral 
tissues. 

Short-term soft liner (tissue conditioner)-Chemically activated polymeric material that 
tends to degrade more rapidly than heat-ac~ivated resins. 

The Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms defines a complete denture as a removable dental 
prosthesis that replaces the entire dentition and associated structures of the maxilla 
or mandible. Such a prosthesis is composed of artificial teeth attached to a denture 
base. In turn, the denture base derives its support through contact with the under- 
lying oral tissues, teeth, or implants. 

Although individual denture bases may be formed from metals or metal 
alloys, the majority of denture bases ,ire f a b ~ i c ~ ~ t r d  using common polymers. Such 
polymers are chosen based on availability, dimensional stability, handling charac- 
teristics, color, and compatibility with oral tissues. 
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A discussion of comrnonly used denture base polymers is presented in this chap- 
ter. Considerable a~e11tior-r is given to individual processing systems and polymcl- 
izntion techniques. In addition, methods f o ~  impioving the fit and d~mensional 
stability of resin-based prostheses are prc)vided. 

General Technique 

Several PI-ocessing techniques are available for the fabrication of denture bases. Each 
technique requires the fabrication of an accurate impression of the associated ar-ch. 
Ilsing this imp~vssion, a dental cast is generated. In turn, a resin record base is fab- 
ricated on the cast. Wax is added to the record base, and the teeth are positioned in 
the wax. 

A denture flask is chosen, and the completed tooth arrangement is encased in a 
suitable investing medium. Subsequently, the denture flask is opened, and the wax 
is eliminated. After a thorough cleansing of the mold, a resin denture base material 
is introduced into the mold cavity. Subsequently, the denture base resin is polymer- 
ized. Following polymerization, the denture is recovered and prepared for insertion. 

Acrylic Resins 

Smce the mld-1940s, the major~ty of dentu~e  bases have been fabr~cated uslng 
poly(methy1 methacrylate) reslns Such lesins are resil~ent plastics formed by jo~n- 
ing multiple methyl methacrylate molecules 01 "meis " The chem~cal bas~s for t h ~ s  
reactlon is descr~bed In Chaptei 7 

Pure poly(methy1 methacrylate) is a colorlc\\, t~an\parent so l~d To fac~l~tate its 
use in dental applications, the polymer may be tinted to provrde d1111ost any shade 
and degree of translucency Its co lo~  ant1 optical plopertles 1cma111 stable undel nor- 
mal i n t ~ a o ~ a l  concl~t~ons, and ~ t s  phys~cal propeltles h,we p~oven adequate for clcn- 
tal appl lcatlolls 

One ctecrded advantage of poly(methy1 methac~ylate) as a denture base rnatc~ial 
is the relative ease w r ~ h  which ~t can he processed Poly(methy1 methaciylate) den- 
tule base mdleildl usually is suppl~ed as a powdel-I~qu~d system I he lrcluid contans 
nonpolymelr~ed methyl methacrylate l he  powder cont,lins p~epolyme~ized 
poly(met1iyl methac~ylate) res~n tn the form of sm,lll beads When the 11qu1cI and 
powder ale rnlxed in the plopel p lopo~ t~ons ,  n wo~liable mass 15 formed 
Subsequently, the matrr~al is int~oduced Into a mold cavlty of the deslied shape and 
polymerized LIpon conlplet~on of the polymel~zation plocess, the resultant p ~ o s -  
thesis 1s ret~ieved and prepared for delivery to the dentist and patlent 

HEAT-ACTIVATED DENTURE BASE RESINS 

Heat-activated materials are used in the fabrication of nearly all denture bases. The 
thermal energy required for polymerization of such materials may be provided 
using a water bath or microwave oven. Emphasis will be placed on heat-activated 
systems because of the prevalence of these resins. 

Composition 

As previously noted, most poly(methy1 methacrylate) resin systems include powder 
and liquid componerlts (Fig. 22-1). The powder consists of prepolymerized spheres 
of poly(methy1 methacrylate) and a small amount of benzoyl peroxidu. The benzoyl 
peroxide is responsible for starting the polymerization process and is termed the 
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Fig. 22-1 A rrprrsrnt,>tivc, li(,.~l- 
activated rrsin. The majority of 
heat-activatctl rcsins are supplied 
as powd~r-l iquid systems. 

znztzator Jhe liquid is predominantly nonpolymerized methyl methacrylate with 
small amounts of hydroquinone Hydroqulnone is added as an inhibitor and it ple- 
vents undesirable polymerization or "sett~ng" of the liquid during storage 

A cross-linking agent also may be added to the liquid. C:ly~ol dznzetlzacrylate com- 
monly is used as a cross-linhzng agent in poly(methy1 methacrylate) denture base 
resins. Glycol dimethacrylate is chemically and \tructul-ally similar to methyl 
lnetllacrylate and therefole may be incorpo~ated into growing polymel chains 
(Fig. 22 2) I t  is important to note that although metl~yl methacrylate possesses one 
ca~bon-cC~rhon double bond per molecule, glycol d~ruethncrylatr posscsscs two dou- 
ble bonds pel molecule. As a result, an mdividual molecule of glycol d~mcth~crylate 

Methyl Glycol 
methacrylate dimethacrylate Crosslinked poly(methy1 methacrylate) 

..........-- 

I Activator : I :  + CH2 w I CH2 j 
I Initiator : I j  

: 0 ,  
I ; I :  

H 60 H CH, I H  C = O ~ H  CH, H CH, 
I I 
C = C  

I I j l I : I I  I I  
- - C - C - C - C ~ c - C - c - c -  

I I 
H  CH3 

I I i l I j I I  I I  
H  -0 H  CH3 ; H  C=O H 60 
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I 
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I 
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Fig. 22-2 CIiemic,il basis (or the formation of cross-linked poly(metl1yl rncthacrylate). Ethylene glycol 
clirnetlidcryla~c is incorporated into ~)oly(methyl mcthacrylate) chains and may "bridge" or 
"interconnect" such chains. 
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may serve as a "bridge" or "cross-member" that uniles two polymer chains. If suffi- 
cient glycol diinethacrylate is included in the mixture, several intercoilnections may 
he formed. A polymer formed in this manner yields a netlike structule that provides 
incleased resistance to deformation. Cross-lin king agents are incorporatecl into the 
liquid component at a conceiltration of 1% to 2% by volume 

Storage 

Manufacturers of heat-activated resin systems generally recommend specific tern- 
perature and time limits for storage. Strict observance of such recomnlendations is 
essential If recommendations are not followed, components may undergo changes 
that can affect working properties of these resins, as well as the chemical and phys- 
ical properties of processed denture bases. 

COMPRESSION MOLDING TECHNIQUE 

As a rule, heat-activated denture base resins are shaped via compression molding. 
Therefore the compression molding technique will be described in detail. 

Preparation of the Mold 

Before mold preparation, prosthetic teeth must be selected and arranged in a man- 
ner that will fulfill both aesthetic and functional requirements. This necessitates 
absolute accuracy in impression making, cast generation, record base fabrication, 
articulator mounting, tooth arrangement, and wax contouring. When these objec- 
tives have been accomplished, the completed tooth arrangement is sealed to the 
rnastel cast. 

At this stagc, ~ l l e  mastcr cast and completed tooth anangeinmt die removed from 
the dental articulator (I ig 22-3, A) The mastel cast is coateci will1 '1 thin layel of 
sepalatol to pievent adherence of dental stone during the flaslzing process The 
lowel portion of a dentuie flask is filled with fleshly nlixed dental stone, and the 
master cast is placed into this 111ixtu1e Ihe dental stone is conloured to facilit'lte 
wax elimination, packing, and dcflnslting procedules (big 22-3, R )  Ilpon reaching 
its initial set, the stone is coaled with an applop~i'lte sepalatol. 

Ihe uppel poltion of the selected dcnture flask is then positioned alop the lowel 
1.301 tion of the flask A surface-tension-~educitig agent is applied to exposed wax sul- 
faces, and a second mix of dental stone is prepa~ed The dental stone is pou~ed into 
the denture flask. Care is taken to ensure that the investing stone achieves intimate 
contact with all external surfaces The investing stone is added until all surfaces of 
the tooth arrangement and denture base are completely covered. lncisal and 
occlusal surfaces are minimally exposed to facilitate subsequent deflasking proce- 
dures (Fig 22-3, C). 'lhe stone is permitted to set and is coated with separator. 

At this point, an additional increment of dental stone is mixed, and the remain- 
der of the flask is filled The lid of the flask is gently tapped into place, and the stone 
is allowed to set (I'ig 22-3, L) )  

Upon completion of the setting process, the record base and wax must be 
removed fi-om the mold. 'lo accomplish this, the denture flask is immersed in boil- 
ing water for 4 min The flask is then removed from the water, and the appropriate 
segments are separated I he record base and softened wax remain in the lower por- 
tion of the denture flask, while the plosthelic teeth remain firmly embedded in the 
investing stone of the re~n~~ini i ig  segment (Fig. 22-3, b). The record base and soft- 
ened wax are carefully removed from the s~~rface  of the mold. Residual wax is 
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Fig. 22-3 Stcps in ~ n o l d  11rep~lration (c.om[~rc.\sion molt l i~ ig Icchniclt~r). A, Completetl loolh 
.~rrangcrncnt prepared tor il;rsking pro( e5s. B, Master cast crnl)txtltietl in properly contouretl clCnt,ll 
ston(,. C, ( ILcIu~JI ;~ntl incisnl surfaces o i  thc prosth(?ic teeth '11-e cxpose(l to 1,icilitate suhsc~clurr~t 
dcntut-e recovc,ry. D, I'ully flasketl rn,lxillary conl[)lrte t l en t~ t r~ .  E, Seyar,~tion of  flask scgmerits during 
wax elimination process. F, Placement of alginnte-based separating medium. See also color plates. 

removed from the mold cavity using wax solvent. The mold cavity subsequently is 
cleaned with a mild detergent solutioll and rinsed with boiling water. 

Selection and Application of a Separating Medium 

'l'he next step in denture base fabrication involves the application of an appropriate 
separating medium onto the walls of the mold cavity. This medium must prevent 
direct contact between the denture base resin and the mold surface. Failure to place 
an appropi-iate separating medium may lead to two major difficulties: (1) If water is 
permitted to diffuse from the mold surface into the denture base resin, it may affect 
the polyrnerizatioil rclte as well '1s the optical a ~ l d  physical properties of [he result- 
ant denture base. (2) If dissolved polymer or flee monomer is permitted to soak 
into the mold surface, portio~ls of the investing rnediu~ll may become fused to the 
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denture base. These difficulties often produce compro~nises in the physical and aes- 
thetic properties of processed denture bases. Hence the importance of selecting an 
appropriate separating medium should not be overloolted. 

One of the first widely accepted methods for protecting denture hase materials 
was to line molds with thin sheets of tin foil. Unfortunately, placement of tin foil 
sheets was time- and labor-intensive. Therefore practical substitutes were sought. 
A variety of paint-on separating media were introduced cluing subsequent years. 
'I'hese materials included cellulose lacquers, as well as solutions containing alginate 
compounds, soaps, and starches. 1Secause these separating media were used in lieu 
of tin foil liners, they were termed tin jozl subsritutes. 

Currently, the most popular separating agents are water-soluble alginate solu- 
tions. When applied to dental stone surfaces, these solutions produce thin, relatively 
insoluble calcium alginate films. 'Fhese films prevent direct contact of denture hase 
resins and the surrounding dental stone. Iherefore undesirable interactions between 
denture base resins and dental stones are eliminated. It is important to note that the 
physical properties of denture base resins polymerized against calcium alginate 
films are not significantly different from those of resins polymerized against tin foil 
liners. 

Placement of an alginate-based separating medium is relatively uncomplicated. 
A small amount of separator is dispensed into a disposable container. Then a fine 
brush is used to spread the separating medium onto the exposed surfaces of a warm, 
clean stone mold (Fig. 22-3, F) The separating medium is carefully guided into 
interdental regions. Separator should not be permitted to contact exposed portions 
of acrylic resin teeth, since its presence interferes with chemical bonding between 
aciylic resin teeth and denture base resins. The mold is inspected to ensure that a 
thin, even coating of separating medium is evident on  all stone surfaces. 
Subseq~tently, the mold sections are oriented to prevent "pooling" of separatol; and 
the solution is permitted to dly 

Polymer-to-Monomer Ratio 

A proper polymer-to-monomer ~ a t i o  is of considerable importance in the fabrica- 
tion of well-fitting denture bases with desirable physical properties. Ilnfortunately, 
most discussions of polymer-to-monomer ratio are vague and plovide little practi- 
cal infc>rmation for dental personnel. L.urther~l~ore, these discussions do not address 
relationships between molecular events and gross handling characteristics of den- 
ture base resins. The following paragraphs are intended to provide such information 
in an understandable manner. 

The polymerization of denture base resins results in volumetric and linear 
shrinkage. This is understandable when one considers the molecular events that 
occur during the polymerization process. 

knvision two methyl methacrylate molecules. Each molecule possesses an elec- 
trical field that repels nearby molecules. Conseq~lently, the distance between mole- 
cules is significantly greater than the length of a representative cal-bon-to-carbon 
bond. When the methyl methacrylate molecules are chemically bonded, a new 
carbon-to-carbon linkage is formed. This produces a net decrease in the space occu- 
pied by the components. 

Research indicates that the polymerization of methyl methacrylate to form 
poly(methy1 methacrylate) yields a 21% decrease in the volume of material. As 
might be expected, a volumetric shrinkage of 21% would create significant difficul- 
ties in denture base fabrication and clinical use. To rninimize dimensional changes, 
resin nlanulacturers prepolymelize a significant fraction of the denture base 
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material. 'l'his may be thought of as "preshrinking" the selectecl resin fraction. At this 
point, the prepolymerized material is mixed with compatible monomer, ancl (he 
resultant mass is then polymerized. 

As previously noted, the majority of denture base resin systems are composed of 
powder and liquid components. 'l'he pow(l~r consists of prepolymerized poly(methy1 
methacrylate) beacts, commonly referred to as polymer. The liquid contains nonpoly- 
merized methyl methac~ylate, and therefore is termed the monorner. When the pow- 
der and liquid components are mixed in the proper proportions, a doughlike mass 
results. f i e  accepted polymer-to-n~onome~- ]ratio is 3: l  by volume. rlllis provides suf- 
ficient ruonomer to thoroughly wet the polymer particles, but this ratio does not 
contribute excess monorner that would lead to increased polymerization shrinlzage. 
[[sing a 3: l  ratio, the volumetric shrinkage may be limited to approximately 6% 
(0.50/0 linear shrinkage). 

Polymer-Monomer Interaction 

When monomer and polymer are mixed in the proper proportions, a workable mass 
is produced. Upon standing, the resultant mass passes through five distinct stages 
'I'hese stages may be described as (1) sundy, (2) strzngy, ( 3 )  doughlzhe, ( 4 )  rubbey, or 
elustzc, and (5) stiff. 

During the sundy stage, little or no  interaction occurs on a molecular level. 
Polymer beads remain unaltered, and the consistency of the mixture may be 
described as "coarse" or "grainy." Later, the mixture enters a strzngy stage During this 
stage, the monomer attacks the surfaces of individual polymer beads. Some polymer 
chains are dispersed in the liquid monomer. These polymer chains uncoil, thereby 
increasing the viscosity of the mix. This stage is characteri~ed by "st~inginess" or 
"stickiness" when the material is touched o~ drawn apart 

Subsequently, the mass enters '1 ( I O Z L S ~ ~ L / Z P  stage On a niolecula~ level, an 
increased number of polymer chains e n l e ~  solution t lence a sea of monomel and 
dissolved polymel is folrned. It is impo~tant  to note that a ln~ge quantity of undis- 
solved polymer also remains. Clinically, the nlass behaves as a pliable dough. It is 
no longel tacky and does not adhere to tlle surfaces of the mixing vessel or spatula 
' h e  physical and chemical cha~acter~stics exllibiled during the latter phases of this 
stage ale ideal for corupression molding Hence ~ h c  material should be inserted into 
the mold cavity du~ ing  the latter phases of the doughlike stage. 

rollowing the doughlike stage, the mix t~~re  enters a iubbeiy or elastz~ stage. 
Monomer is dissipated by evaporation and by further penetration into lemaining 
polymer beads. In clinical use, the mass rebounds when compressed or stretched 
Because the mass no longer flows freely to assume the shape of its containel, it can- 
not be molded by conventional compression techniques. 

Upon standing for an extended period, the mixture becomes stiff. 'This may be 
attributed to the evaporation of free monomer. From a clinical standpoint, the mix- 
ture appears vely dry, and is resistant to mechanical defo~mation. 

Dough-Forming Time 

'The time required for the resin mixture to reach a doughlike stage is termed the 
dough-forming time. American National Standards InstitutelAmerican Dental 
Association (ANSIIADA) Specification No. 12 for denture base resins requires that 
this consistency be attained in less than 40 rnin from the start of the mixing process. 
111 clinical use, the nlajority of lesins reach a doughlike consistency in less than 
10 min. 
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Working Time 

Working tzme may be defined '1s the time that a dentwe base material remains in the 
cloughlike stage. lhis period is critical to the comp~ession molding proccss. 
ANSI/ADA Specification No 12 ~equires the dougl~ to remain moldable for at least 
5 min. 

The ambient temperature aSfects working time. I lerice the working time ofn den- 
ture lesin may be extended via ~efiigeration. A significant d~awbaclz associated with 
this technique is that moisture may condense on the resin when it is removed from 
the refrige~atol. The presence of moisture may degrilde the physical and aesthetic 
plopelties of A processed resin. Moisture corltaminatiori may be avoided hy sto~ing 
the resin in '111 ailtight container. I8ollowing removal from the refrigerator, t l ~ e  con- 
tainer sho~lld not he opened until it I-enches room tempe~ature 

Packing 
'l'he placement and adaptation of denture base resin within the mold cavity is 
termed packing. 'l'his process represents one of the most critical steps in denture base 
fabrication. It  is essential that the mold cavity be properly filled at the time of poly- 
merization. The placement of too much material, that is, "overpacking," leads to a 
denture base that exhibits excessive thickness and resultant malpositioni~lg of pros- 
thetic teeth. Conversely, the use of too little material, that is, "underpacking," leads 
to noticeable denture base porosity. To minimize the likelihood of overpaclzing or 
underpaclzing, the mold cavity is packed in several steps. 

As previously stated, the packing process should be performed while the denture 
base resin is in a doughlil<e state. 'Ihe resin is removed from its mixing container and 
rolled into a ropelikze form. Subsequently, the resin form is bent into a horseshoe 
shape and placrtl into the portion of the flask that llo~isrs llle prosthetic teeth (Pig. 
22-4, A). A polyethylcnc shcet is placed over tlic resin, ancf thc flask is rc~c~sscml>led. 

'Ihe flask ;~ssemhly is placeci into a specially designlcci press, and pl-cssure is 
applied increinentally (1:ig. 22-4, B).  Slow application of pressure permits the resin 
dough to flow evenly throughout the n~o ld  space. Excess material is displaced cccen- 
trically. 'l'he application of pressure is continued until the denture flask is Grrnly 
closed. 'lhe major flask portions s~~bsecluently are separateel, and the polyethylene 
packing sheet is removed Srom the surface of the resin with a ~r'lpid, continuous tug. 

Excess resin will be found on the relatively flal areas surrounding the mold cav- 
ity. This excess resin is called flaslz. Using a gently rounded instrument, the flash is 
carefully Leased away fi-om the body of resin that occupies the mold cavity (Fig. 22- 
4, C). Care is taken not to chip the stone surfaces of the mold. Pieces of stone that 
have become dislodged must be removed so that they are not incorporated into the 
processed denture base. 

A fresh polyethylene sheet is placed between the major portions of the flask, and 
the flask assembly is once again placed in the press. Another trial closure is made. 
In most instances, the flask can be closed entirely during the second trial closure. 
Care should be taken not to apply excessive force to effect closure. Trial closures are 
repeated until no flash is observed. 

When flash is no longer apparent, definitive closure of the mold may be accom- 
plished. During the final closure process, no polyethylene sheet is interposed 
between the major mold sections. The mold sections are properly oriented and 
placed in the flask press. Again, pressure is incrementally applied. 'l'he flask is then 
transferred to a flask carrier (Fig. 22-4, D) ,  which maintains pressure on the flask 
assembly during denture base processing. A cross-sectional representation oS the 
denture flask and its contents are presented in 1:igure 22-5. 
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Fig. 22-4 Steps in resin packing (compression molding tech 
a horseshoe shape and placetl into the mold cavily. B, The fl; 
and pressure is applied. C, Excess malrrial is carefully remob 
to a Claslc carrier, which maintains pressure on the assembly ( 

Injection Molding Technique 

In addition to compression molding techniques, denture bases also may be fabri- 
cated via injection molding using a specially designed flaslz. One half of the flask is 
filled with freshly mixed dental stone, and the master cast is settled into the stone. 
The dental stone is appropriately contoured and permitted to set. Subsequently, 
sprues are attached to the wax dentirre base (Fig. 22-6, A).  The remaining poltion of 
the flask is positioned, ancl the investment process is completed (Fig 22-6, X).  Wax 
elimination is performed as previously described (lig. 22-6, C ) ,  and the flask is 
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Fig. 22-5 A c~ov-sec Iton;il rcprr<eritat~on of thc  tit,nturc flask ,rnd 11s ~onLenls 

reassembled. Afte~wa~tl, the flask 1s placed into n c;lrriel [hat maintains pressule on 
the assemhly d u ~ ~ n g  resin introduction and processing. LIpon completion of ihcse 
steps, resin is injected into the mold cavity (Fig 22-6, L)) 

When a powder-liquid mixture is usccl, the resin is mixed and introduced into a 
room temperature mold while at room temperature. The flask is then placed Into 
the water bath for polymeri~ation of the dentul e base lesin (see 1 ig. 22-6, 1)) As the 
material polymeri~es, additional resin is introduced into the ~no ld  cavity. 'This 
process offsets the effects of polylnerizatiorl sh~inkage. Upon completion, the den- 
ture is recovered, adjusted, finished, and polished. 

Currently, there is some debate regarding the comparative accuracy of denture 
bases fabricated by compression molding and those fabricated by injection mold- 
ing. Available data and clinical information indicate denture bases fabricated by 
injection molding may provide slightly improved clinical accuracy. 

Polymerization Procedure 

As previously noted, denture base resins generally contain benzoyl peroxide. When 
heated above GO" C, molecules of berlzoyl peroxide decompose to yield electrically 
neutral species containing unpaired electrons. These species are termed free radicals. 
Each free radical rapidly reacts with an available monomer molecule to initiate 
chain-growth polymerization. Since the reaction product also possesses an unpaired 
electron, it remains chelnically active. Consequently, additional monomer mole- 
cules become attached to individual polymer chains. This process occurs very 
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Fig. 22-6 Slcp  in rnolti prcpnr;~tion (irljection lrloltlir~g lechniquc). A, PI,lcelller~l of \[)rues for 
introdut lion o i  resin. 8, Occ-lusal anti incisnl s ~ ~ r f ~ t c s  of ~h( ,  ~~ros t l i r t i c  teeltl arcx exl)osctl lo f,~( (litate 
tl(1nture recovery. C, Separalion of fI;l\I< \rgrnent\ (luring wax eliniinalion ~)i-oceis. D, Injr,ctioti ol' rcsin 
,ti~tl placcmcnt of assembly into water hatl~. See also color p l ~ l c .  

rapidly, and terminates by either ( 1 )  coupling of two glowing chains (i.e, combi- 
nation) or (2) transfer of a single hydrogen ion from one chain to another 

111 the system under discussion, heat is required to cause decompositiol* of ben- 
zoyl peroxide molecules. 'I'herefore heat is terrned the a~tzvutor. Decoillposition of 
benzoyl peroxide molecules yields free radicals that are responsible for the initiation 
of chain growth. Hence benzoyl peroxide is termed the znitiator. 

During denture base fabrication, heat is applied to the resin by immersing a den- 
ture flask and flask carrier in a water bath. Subsequently, the water is heated to a pre- 
scribed temperature and maintained at that temperature for a period suggested by 
the manufacturer. 

Temperature Rise 

The polymerization of denture base resins is exothermic, and the amount of heat 
evolved may affect the properties of the processed denture bases. Representative 
temperature changes occurring in water, investing stone, and resin are illustrated in 
Figure 22-7. 

As shown in Figure 22-7, the temperature profile of the investing stone (denoted 
as "plaster") closely parallels the heating curve for the water. 'lbe temperature of the 
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Time of heating (min) 

Fig. 22-7 Temperature-time heating curves for the water bath, investing plaster, and acrylic resin 
during the polymerization of a 25.4-mm cube of denture resin. (Modified from Tucltfield WJ, Worner 
HK, and Gucrin BD: Acrylic rcsins in dentis~ry. Aust Dent J 47:119-121, 1943. Reproduced with 
permission from the AusLralian Dental Journal.) 

denture base resin lags somewhat during the initial stages of the heating process 
This may be attributed to the fact that the resin occupies a positiorl in the center of 
the mold and, thereforc, heat penetration taltcs longer. 

As the denture base resin attains a temperature slightly above 70" C, the temper- 
ature of the resin begins to increase I-apidly. In t u n ,  the decomposition rate of ben- 
zoyl peloxide is significantly increased This sequence of events leads to an increased 
late of polymerization, and an accompanying increase 111 the exothermic heat of 
reactloll Because resin and cientnl stone are ~elatively poor theimal conductors, the 
heat of reaction cannot be dissip'lted Theiefole the tempcldture of the resin rises 
well above the temperatures of  he invesling stone and su~roullding watel 11 should 
be noted that the ternperature of the ~es in  also exceeds the boiling point of the 
monomei (100 8" C). As will be discussed, this temperature increase p~oduces 
significant effects on the physical characteristics of the processed resin. 

Internal Porosity 

As we have seen, the polymerization process is exothermic. If the temperature of the 
resin exceeds the boiling point of unreacted monomer and/or low molecular weight 
polymer(s), these components may boil. 

Clinically, boiling yields porosity within the completed denture base. Such 
porosity usually will no1 be seen at the surface of the denture base. The heat gener- 
ated as a result of polymerization is conducted away from the surface of the resin 
and into the surrounding dental stone. Consequently, heat is dissipated, and the 
surface temperature of the resin does not reach the boiling point of the monomer. 

Because resin is an extremely poor thelmal conductor, heat generated in a thiclz 
segment of resin cannot be dissipated. As a result, the peak temperature of this lesin 
may rise well above the boiling point of monomer. This causes boiling of unreacted 
monomer and produces porosity within the processed denture base. 
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CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

M What causes poros~ly 111 o'er7t~lrc. bases! How c ~ l n  these defects he rnlnln~ized? 

Polymerization Cycle 

[lie heating plocess used to contlol polymer~rat~on is te~rned the polyrv~er~zr~rzon ~ y ~ l e  
or Luring (ycle Ideally, this p~ocess should be well cont~olled to avoid the effects o l  
uncon~rolled ternpelatuie rise, such as the boiling of the monorner, or derltuie base 
poroslty 

As might be expecled, the curing cycle presented in 1-ig~lre 22-7 1s unsatisfnctoiy 
because of the rnailted ternpeiature lnclcase d u ~ i i ~ g  the early stages of polyrnel I L ~ -  

tlon Fortunately, this process ]nay be controlled by heating the resin more slowly 
during the polymeri~atro~l cycle 

lhe relationship between the rate of heatrng and temperature rise within the den- 
ture base iesrn 1s illustrated in Frgure 22-8 I he polymer~zation cycle represented by 
curve C: probably would yield p o ~ o s ~ t y  rn thick poitlons of the denture, since the 
temperature of the resm exceeds the bolling point of the monomer (100 8" C) On 
the other hand, the polyme~ization cycle represented by curve A piobably would 
result rn the presence of unleacted monomer, since the iesln temperature fails to 
reach the boiling temperature of the monomer (100 8" C) 1 hus it 1s logical to 
assume that an optimum polymerization cycle l~es  somewhere between curves A 
and C 

Resea~ch has led to the development of guldel~nes for polyme~i~dtion of dent~ue 
b,~se les~ns The resultant polymer~zation cycles h,~vve been clulte successful fol dc11 
tlllc bases of val ious si~cs,  shapes, ,ind ah~cltne\\r\ 

Onc tethnrq~le involves processing the clentule IMSC 1es111 IBP a c01l~Lai16 
temperature watel hath at 74" (: (165 b)  for 8 hr 01 longel, w ~ t h  no be~rn~nal boil- 
ing tleatlnent A second technique is colls~sts of p~ocessing In a 74 C watel hath to1 
8 h~ and then Increasing the tempeiatule to 10O0 (: for I hl A th~rd  technrcjue 
involves p~ocessing the resin at 74" (: lor npploxlmately 2 hr and increasing the t t x -  
peldture ot the w'lter bath to 100 (: and processing f o ~  1 hr 

lollowlrlg complel~on of the chosen polyme~isatio 
should be cooled slowly to roorn ternperatule J b p ~ d  cool 
the dentuie base becn~~se of differences 111 the~mal contln 

Heating time (min) 

Fig. 22-8 Temperature changes in 
acrylic resin when suhjectcd to various 
curing schedules. (Modified from 
Tuckfield WJ, Wvrnrr HK, and Cuerin 
BD: Ac.rylic resins in dentistry. Ausl Dent J 
47:l 1C1-12l, 1943. Rcproduc.ed with 
permission from thc Australi,?n Dent<?[ 
Journal.) 
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stone. Slow, unifol m cooling of these materials minimizes potential difficulties. 
Hence the flask should be removed from the water bath and bench cooled for 30 
min. Subsequently, the flask should be i~n~nersed in cool tap wate~ for 1 5  min. 'l'lle 
denture base may then be deflasked and prepared Sol- delive~y. To decrease the prob- 
ability of unfavorable dimensional changes, the denture should be stored in water 
until it is delive~ed to the patienl. 

Polymerization Via Microwave Energy 

Poly(melhy1 methacrylate) resin also may be polymerized using microwave 
energy. Ibis ~echnique employs a specially formulated resin and a no~lmetallic flask 
(Fig. 22-9). A collveritional microwave oven is used to supply the thermal energy 
required for polymerization. 

The major advantage of this technique is the speed with which polymerization 
may be accomplished. Available information indicates the physical properties of 
microwave resins are comparable to those of conventional resins. I:urthermore, the 
fit of denture bases polymerized using microwave energy are comparable to those 
processed via conventional techniques. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the m a n  b~nei l ts  and drawbacks of denture base resins cured by a chemical- 
activation process compared with those that are heat-cured? 

CHEMICALLY ACTIVATED DENTURE BASE RESINS 

As discussed, heat and microwave energy rnay be used to induce denture base poly- 
merization. 'l'he application of thermal energy leads to decomposition of benzoyl 
peroxide, and the productioil of free radicals. l 'he free radicals formed as a result of 
this process initiate polymerization. 

Chemical activators also rnay be used to induce denture base polymerization. 
Chemical activation does not require the application of thermal energy, and there- 
fore may be completed at room temperature. As a result, chemically activated resins 
often are referred to as cold-curing, scy-curing, or aulopolymerizing resins. 

Fig. 22-9 
micrownvc 
microwave 

A represent,ltivtx 
resin ant! nonml 
flask. 
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In most instances, chemical activation is accomplished through the addition of a 
tertiary amine, such as dirnethyl-pai-a-t01~1idi11e, to the denture base liquid (i.e., 
monon~er).  Upon mixing powder and liquid components, the tertiary amine causes 
decomposition of benzoyl peroxide. <:onsequently, fi-ee radicals are produced and 
polymerization is initiated. I'olymerization progr-esses in a manner similar to that 
described for heat-activated systems. 

It should be noted that the f~indamental difference between heat-activated resins 
and chemically activated resins is the metllod l>y which benzoyl peroxide is divided 
to yield free radicals. All other factors in this process (e.g., initiator and reactants) 
remain the same. 

As might be expected, denture bases fabricated using chemically activated resins 
and heat-activated resins are quite similar. Nonetheless, chemically activated 
I-esins exhibit certain advantages and disadvantages worthy oS discussion. 

As a general rule, the degree of polymerization achieved using chemically acti- 
vated resins is not as complete as that achieved using heat-activated systems. This 
indicates there is a greater amount of unreacted monomer in denture bases fabri- 
cated via chemical activation. This unreacted monomer creates two major difficul- 
ties. First, it acts as a plasticizer that results in decreased transverse strength of the 
denture resin. Second, the residual monomer serves as a potential tissue irritant, 
thereby compromising the biocompatibility of the denture base. 

From a physical standpoint, chemically activated resins display slightly less 
shrinkage than their heat-activated counterparts. This imparts greater dimensional 
accuracy to chemically activated resins. 

'I'he color stability of chemically activated resins generally is inferior to the color 
stability of heat-activated resins. This pl-oper-ty is related to the presence of tertiary 
anlines within the chemically activated resins. Such ainines are susceptible Lo oxi- 
dation and accompanying color changes that affect the appearance of the resin. 
Discoloration of these resins may be minimized via t h e  addition of stabilizing 
agents that prevent sucll oxidation. 

Technical Considerations 

Chemically activated dentu~e base resins are most often molded using compression 
techniques. 'I herefore mold preparation and resin packing are essenti~~lly the same 
as those described for heat-activated denture ~esins. 

I'olymer and monolner are supplied in the form of a powder and a licluid, respec- 
tively. These components are mixed according LO manufacturer's directions and 
permitted to attain a doughlilze consistency. 'The working time for chemically activated 
resins is shorter than for heat-activated materials. Therefore special attention must be 
paid to the consistency of the material and rate of polymerization. 

A lengthy initiation period is desirable, since this provides adequate time for trial 
closures. One method for prolonging the initiation period is to decrease the tem- 
perature of the resin mass. This may be accomplished by refrigerating the liquid 
component and/or mixing vessel before the mixing process. When the powder and 
liquid are mixed, the rate of polymerization process decreases. As a result, the resin 
mass remains in a doughy stage for an extended period, and the working time is 
increased. 

Mold preparation and resin packing are accomplished in the same manner 
described for heat-activated resins. In cases of chemically activated resins with min- 
imal worlzing times, it is doubtful that more than two trial closures can be made. 
'I'herefore extreme care must be taken to ensure that a proper anlount of resin is 
employed and a minimal nuinber of trial closures are needed. 
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Processing Considerations 

Following final closure of the denture flask, pressure must be maintained thr-ough- 
out the polymerization process. The t i ~ n e  required for polymerization will valy with 
the material chosen. 

lnitial hardening of the resin generally will occur within 30 mi11 of final flaslc clo- 
sure. However, it is doubtful that polymerization will be complete at this point. 7b 
ensure sufficient polymerization, the flask should be held under pressure for a min- 
inlurn of 3 hr-. 

As previously noted, the poly~nerizatio~l of chemically activated resins is never as 
coruplete as tlle polymerization of heat-activated materials. Resins polymerized via 
chemical activation generally display 3% to 5% free monomel; whereas heat- 
activated resins exhibit 0.2Oh to 0.5°/~ free monomer. l'herefore it is important that 
the polymerization of chemically activated resins be as complete as possible. Failure 
to achieve a high degree of polymerization will predispose the denture base to 
dimensional instability and may lead to soft tissue irritation. 

Fluid Resin Technique 

The f2uzd iesin lechnzque employs a pourable, chemically activated resin for the fab- 
rication of denture bases. The resin is supplied in the fortn of powder and liquid 
components. When mixed in the proper proportions, these components yield a low 
viscosity resin. Subsequently, this resin is poured into a mold cavity, subjected to 
increased atmospheric pressure, and allowed to polymerize Laboratory aspects of 
tile fluid resin technique ale described In the following paragraphs 

100th arrangement is accompl~shed using accepted prosthodonlic principles. 7 he 
completed tooth alrangement is then sealed to the underlying cast and placed in a 
specially designed f l ~ s k  (big 22-10, A) .  'L'lie flask is filled with ,I leversihle hydro- 
colloid investment medium, and the assembly is cooled Following gelation of the 
hyd~ocolloid, the cast with the attached tooth arrangement is removed from the 
flask (l ig 22-10, H ) .  At this st'lge, spruss and vents ale cut horn the extellla1 surf<~ce 
of the flask to the mold cavity (Ilg 22-10, C). 

Wax is elirninated born the casl using hot watei l'he prosthetic teeth ale ret~ieved 
,lind carefully seated In their respective positions wi~hin the hydl-ocolloid irlvestirig 
mrd i~un  Subsequently, the cast is retuned to its position within the mold (Fig. 22- 
lo ,  D).  

'I'he resrn is mixed according to manufacturer's directions and poured into the 
mold via the spnte channels (l+ig. 22-10, E). The flask is then placed in a pressurized 
chamber (i e., pressure pot) at room temperature and the resin is permitted to 
polymerize According to available information, only 30 to 45 min are required for 
polymerization. Nevertheless, a longer period is suggested. 

Following completion of the polymelization process, the denture is retrieved 
from the flask (Fig. 22-10, I , ) ,  and the sprues are removed. The denturelcast assem- 
bly is returned to the articulator for correction of processing changes. Subsequently, 
the denture base is finished and polished. After finishing and polishing, the denture 
should be stored in water to prevent dehydration and warping 

Advatitages claimed for the fluid resin technique include (1) improved adapta- 
tion to underlying sofi tissues, ( 2 )  decreased probability of damage to prosthetic 
teeth and denture bases during deflasking, (3) reduced material costs, (4) and sim 
pliiication of the flaking, deflasking, and finishiilg procedures 

Potential disadvantages of the fluid resin technique include (1) noticeable shift- 
ing of prosthetic teeth during processing, (2) ail entrapment within the denlu~e base 
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Fig. 22-10 Sicps In rnolcl prc\p,~r.rtion (fluid resin Icchniquc). A, Cornplcicd ioo t l~  dl-r~ngc'rnc~rit 
riositiotietl in ,I fluid r'sin fl,irk. 5, Rcmov,ll of tooth ,~rr,lngenirni [rom rc>vet-\iljle hydro( olloid 
invcstmt>nt. C, 13rcp,~r,ltiori o i  SIII.LICS vents for i l ie inlroduciion of rrsin. D, R(~posi1ioning of the 
pros[htltic teeth ,inti nlastcr cast. E, Introcluction o i  pour-iypc rosin. F, R~covcxry of tlic completed 
prosihrsis. See also color p l ~ i c .  

material, (3)  poor bonding between the denture base material and acrylic resin 
teeth, and (4) technique sensitivity. 

In general, denture bases fabricated in this manner exhibit physical properties 
that are somewhat inferior to those of conventional heat-processed resins. 
Nonetheless, clinically acceptable dentures can be obtained using fluid resins. 

LIGHT-ACTIVATED DENTURE BASE RESINS 

A visible light-activated denture base resin has been available to the dental commu- 
nity for several years. This material has been described as a composite having a 
matrix of urethane dimethaclylate, microfine silica, and high r~ioleculnr weight 
acrylic resin monomers. Ac~ylic resin beads are included as organic filler. Vzsible light 
is the uclzvator, whereas ~umphorquinone serves as the mitiatof for polyrneri~ation. 
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The single-component derlture base resin is supplied in sheet and rope forms ancl 
is packed in light-proof pouches to pi-event inadve~teslt polymeri~ation (I'ig. 22-11, A). 

As might be expected, dentule base fabrication using a light-activated resin is sig- 
nificantly different from the techniques described in previous sections. Opaque 
investing media prevent the passage of light; therefore light-activated resins cannot 
be flasked in a conventional manner. Instecid, teeth are arranged, and the denture 
base is molded on an accurate cast (Fig. 22-1 1, B). Subsequently, the denture base is 
exposed to a high-intensity visible light source for an appropriate period (Fig. 22- 
11, C). Following polymerization, the deslture is removed from the cast, finished, 
and polished in a corlventional manner. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DENTURE BASE RESINS 

The physical properties of denture base resins are critical to the fit and function of 
removable dental prostheses. Characteristics of interest include polymerization 
shrinkage, porosity, water absorption, solubility, processing stresses, and crazing. 
These characteristics are addressed in the following sections. 

Fig. 22-11 Steps in denture fabrication (light-activated dcnture base resins). A, Representative light- 
activated denture base resin. Sheri and rope forms arcx supplird in light-proof pouche~ to provent 
iriadver['nt polyrnc~riralion. 6, Tc>clh are ,rrrangrti ant1 the dcnturr bas? sculpted using light-activ,~tccl 
re5in. C, The denture base is ~)l,~ccd into ,i light ch,~mber ,~nd polymcrizecl acc.ording to manuiacturet-'s 
rccommcnda[ions. 
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Polymerization Shrinkage 

When methyl methacrylate monomer is polymerized to form poly(nlethy1 
methacrylate), the density of the mass changes from O 94 g/cm3 to 1.19 g/cm3. I'his 
change in density results in a volurnetric shrinltage of 21%. When a conventiollal 
heat-activated resin is mixed at the suggested powder-to-licluid ratio, about one- 
third of the mass is liquid. The remainder of the mass is pre-polynieri~ed 
poly(methy1 methacrylate). Consequently, the volumetric shrinkage exhibited by 
the polymeri~ed mass should be approximately 7%. 'l'his figure is in agreement with 
values observed in laboratory and clinical investigations 

There are several possible reasons why materials exhibiting such high volumetric 
shrinkages can be used to produce clinically satisfactoly clenture bases. It appears 
the shrinlzage exhibited by these materials is distributed unifol-mly to all surfaces. 
I lence the adaptation of denture bases to underlying soft tissues is no1 significantly 
affected, provided the materials are manipulated properly. 

In addition to volumetric shrinkage, one also must consider the effects of linear 
shrinkage. Linear shrinlzage causes significant effects upon denture base adaptation 
and cuspal interdigitation. 

By convention, linear shrinlzage values are determined by measuring the distance 
between two predetermined reference points in the second molar regions of a com- 
pleted tooth arrangement. Following polymerizatioll of the denture base resin and 
removal of the prosthesis from the masler cast, the distance between these reference 
points is measured once again. The difference between pre- and postpolyrnerization 
measurements is recorded as linear shrinkage. The greater the linear shrinkage, the 
greater is the discrepancy observed in the initial fit of a denture. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

W l ~ y  I S  the rc~1,ttrvely I J I~ I J  vol~rmrirrt $hrrnk,~gc oi ,J ckv~tclre base re5111 r~o i  usually r o~?sr(J- 
( ' T P ~  CIS  J ~lgnr / l~ , ln l  c / ~ I J I C C ~ /  ploh,en~? 

Based 011 a p~ojt'ctcd V O ~ U ~ ~ C L J  IC s l l l l~~k~ige  of 7%0, an A C ~ ~ I C  lesm dentulc base 
should exhihrt a l~neal  shi~nltagc of c~pp~ox~m,.rtely 2% in rcal~ty, the observed l ~ n -  
eal shl~nkagc genelally obselved l r  less than 1% (Iable 22-11 

Lxarn~nallon o l  the polymcrrzat~on process ~lld~cates thclmal sh~~nlt,lge of ~es ln  
is p~~mar i ly  respons~ble for the I~neal shlinlt,lge phenomenon In heat actrvatcd sys- 
tems During the 1r11tla1 stages of the cooling process, the resin rema~ns relatively 

Polymerization Shrinkage of Maxillary Denture Bases 

Material Linear shrinka~e ( O h ) )  
- 

High-impact acrylic resin 

Virlyl acrylic resin 0.33 

Convelltional acrylic resin 0.43 

Pour-type acrylic resin 0.48 

I < ~ P L ~  hcat-cured ac~yl~c resin 0 97 

Adapted I ~ o m  Staffold GU, Batcs IF, Hugget( R, 'lnd 1 landley RW A lev~cw 01 the plopertles of borne den(u~c  base poly~llclb 
1 Dent 8 292, 1360 
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soft Therefole the pressure maintained on the flask assembly causes the resin to 
contract ~ l t  apploximately the saine rate as the surrounding dental stone 

As cooling proceeds, the soft resin approaches its glass irlansitzon tunperlalure I'he 
glass trC~nsitlon temperature is a therrnal r'inge in which the polymerized resin 
passes frorn a soft, r~~bbe ly  state to a rigid, glassy state I lence, cooling the dentule 
base ~cs in  beyond the glass transition temperature yields a rigid mass. In tu111, t h ~ s  
rigid mass contracts at a late different from that of su~rounding dental stone. The 
shlinkage occurring below the glass transition temperature is the~mal in nature and 
valies according to the composition of the resin. 

'Ah illustrate the effect of thermal shrinkage, consider the following example. The 
glass t~ansition temperature for poly(methyl metliacrylate) is approximately 105" C. 
Room tcmpelature 1s 20" C Tile genelally accepted value for lineal coefficient of 
[hernial expansion, a, for poly(methy1 methacrylate) is 81 pprn/" C. Tl~e~efore, as 
the denture base resln cools from the glass transition temperature to room temper- 
ature, it  undergoes a linear shrinkage that may be expressed as: 

Linear Shrinkage = a K I =  (81 ppm/" C)(105" C: - 20" C)(100?h) = 0 63% (1) 

This value 1s in agreement w ~ t h  linear shunkages of 0 12O/0 to 0 97O/0 reported for 
valrous commercial denture reslils (see Table 22-1) 

Complete dentures constructed w ~ n g  chem~cally activated leslns genelally dis- 
play bette~ adaptation than those conslructed using heat-activated reslns 7h1s phe- 
nomenon may be attributed to the negligible thermal shr~nkage displayed by 
chem~cally act~vated resins Processing 4hrinkage ha\ been rneasuled as O 2hC?4o for a 
rcpxcscntatlve chem~cally d~tlvdtcd reun, con~pared w ~ t h  0 53% fol a I eplesentatrve 
heat-activated lesrra 

I,lvc-nu t l ~ c  plctrci~ng ~raio~matlon reg;rld~ng p o l y m e ~ ~ ~ , ~ r ~ o n  .;hlmknge and dcil- 
tusc b ~ s e  adaptation, chcn~~cally actlvateci resmns appeal to p~ovldc slgn~fitarlr 
ndvCant;rges ovct ileC~t-actlvated I esrnr I-Lowt,vel, the1 r ,ale sevel al olher factors that 
dffcct tile ovelali dlnlensiorxal cl~alacte~ rctics of processed dentule bases ~ncluclmg 
t l ~ c  type of Invcsklng metllum selected, nlethoci of 1e41n ~nlrod~actlon, and the tern- 
pel alwe used to dctlvdte the po ly rne l~~a t~on  pl oce4s 

On completion of the polymer17~1tlon ploce%s, ~ndivldual denture base\ and nus- 
tel c;l\ts ale letrreved and retuineci to the11 lespectivc artrculnto~(s) At t h ~ s  \(age, 
cd~rnenslonal changes nie assessed wlth respect to p~oposed veltical d ~ m e n s ~ o n  of 
occlus~on 

Fluid resin techniques used In conjunction with hydrocollo~d ~nvestrng media 
generally y~eld decreases In vert~cal d~mension Conversely, dentures processed 
u\lng heat-act~vated or chemically activated reslns rn conjunct~on with compres- 
s~on-mold~ng techniques usuallv dlsplay increases in overall vert~cal d~menslon 
M~nimnl increases in vert~cal dimension are cons~de~ed desirable, slnce they permlt 
a ieturn to the ploposed occlusal vertical d~menslon through occlusal grlnd~ng pro- 
cedures Dimensional changes occurring In denture bases fabricated from varlous 
~esins are ~llustrated In Elgure 22-12 

CRlTlCAL QUESTIONS 

What are the causes of porosity when using fluid resin r lentur~ fabrication techniques? 

How c an this pi o!)/em be minimized? 
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Fig. 22-12 Dimensional changes resulting from polymerization. A, Cheniicnlly activated resin, pour 
technique. B, Microwave resin, compression molding. C, Conventional heat-activatcd resin, 
compression molding. D, Heal-activated resin, injection molding. Sec 'tlso color plate. 

Porosity 
I he plesence of su~fncc and s u h s ~ ~ l f ~ ~ c e  voids may comp~omise the physic,ll, acs- 
thetic, and Ilygien~c plope~t~es  of a plocessed d e i l ~ u ~ e  base It  has been 11oted that 
porosity is lilzely to develop in thickel portions of a denlure basc Such porosity 
results fiom the v,lporization of ~~nieacted monorner and low molecul,~l weight 
polymers, when the temperature of a resin reaches or sulpdsses the boiling points 
oi these spccies Nonetheless, this type of poiosily may not occur eqnally through- 
out affected ~es in  segments 

lo facil~tate an undeistnnding of this concept, considel (he specimens 111 1:igules 
22-13, A (no porosity) ancl 22 11, K (locali~eci subsurface porosity). Specimens B 
and C were flasked in such a manner that the sectioll displaying po~osity was nealcr 
the center of the investment mass, whereas the nonporous section was nearer the 
surface of the metal flask. As might be expected, the metal of the flask conducted 
heat away from the periphery with sufficient rapidity to prevent a substantial tem- 
perature rise. Consequently, the low-molecular-weight species did not boil, and 
porosity did not develop. In conlrast, resin specimens occupying central positions 
in the mold were surrounded by large1 amounts of dental stone. Because this mate- 
rial is a poor thermal conductor, heat was not readily dissipated, low-molecular- 
weight species were vaporized, and noticeable porosity was produced. 

Porosity also may result from inadequate mixing of powdel and liquid compo- 
nents. If this occurs, some regions of the resin mass will contain more monomer 
than others. During polymerization these regions shrink more than adjacent 
regions, and the localized shrinkage teilds to produce voids (Fig. 22-13, D). 

'I'he occurlence of such polosity call be minimized by rnsuling the greatest pos- 
sible homoge~leity of the resin. IIence, the use of proper polymer-to-monom~er 
ratios and well-controlled mixing plocedules is essential. kurthermore, because the 
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Fig. 22-13 Heat-aclivatetl tl[vlure I-),lsc resin cxhibiling tiiftcrent types anti degrees of porosily. 
A, Properly r~olyrnerizetl; no porosity. B <~nd C, Knpitl hcv~ing, rclativrly srnall sul-~s~~riace voitl5. 
D, Insuiiicicllt mixing o i  monomer and polymcl-; largc voitl< rcsuliing irom loc.llireti r~olynirriration 
shrinkage. E, Insuificicnt pressure during polymerization; relatively large, irregular voids. (From 
Tucldield WJ, Worner t i K ,  and Guerin BD: Acrylic resins in  dentistry. Aust Dent J, March, 1943.) 

material is more homogeneous in the doughlike stage, it is wise to delay packing 
until this consistency has been reached In evaluating the information presented in 
Figure 22-13, it should be recognized that such porosities can occur in surface and 
subsurface locations Porosities resulting from rapid temperature elevation can be 
much larger than those presented in Figu~e 22-13, R and C 

A third type of porosity may be caused by inadequate pressure or ~nsufficient 
material in the mold during polymelization (lig 22-13, E).  Vo~ds resulting from 
these i~~adecluacies are not spherical; they assume irregular shapes These volds may 
be so ab~mdant that the ~esultant lesirl appears significantly llghter and mole 
opaque than its lntended color 

A final type of porosity is most often aswciated with f lu~d ~esrns Such po~osity 
appears to be caused by all ~ncluslons ~llcolporatrd during mmxlng and pouring pro- 
cedu~es If these illclusiorls 'Ire not ~emoved, sizable voids may be p~oduced m the 
~esultanl denture bases Careful mixing, spi~~lllg, and venting seem to help leduce 
the incidence of air mclusions 

Water Absorption 

I'oly(metl~y1 methacrylate) ahsol bs re1;llively small amounts of water when placed 
in a n  aqueous environment 7'11is water exerts sigi~ifica~lt effects on the mecha~lical 
and dimensional properties of the polymer 

Although absorption is facilitated by the polarity of poly(methy1 methacrylate) 
molecules, a diffusion mechanism is primarily responsible for the ingress of water. 
Diffusion is the migration of one substance through a space, or within a second sub- 
stance. In this instance, water molecules penetrate the poly(methy1 methacrylate) 
mass, and occupy positions between polymer chains. Consequently, the affected 
polymer chains are forced apart. I he introduction of water molecules within the 
polymerized mass produces two important effects. First, it causes a slight expansion 
of the polymerized mass. Second, water molecules interfere with the entanglement 
of polymer chains, and thereby act as plasticizers. 

Poly(methy1 methacrylate) exhibits a water sorption value of 0.69 mg/cm2. 
Although this amount of water may seem inconsequential, it produces significant 
effects in poly~ilelized resins. It has been estirnntecl that for each 1 %  increase in 
weight produced by water ahsorptiorr, ncrylic resin expands 0.23% linearly. 
Laborato~y trials indicate the linear expansion caused by water absorption is approx- 
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irnately equal to the ther~nal shrinkage encountered as a result of the polymeriza- 
tion process. I Ience, these processes very nearly offset one another. 

As previously noted, water molecules also may interfere with entanglement 
of 1.~11ymer chains, and thereby change the pllysical characteristics of the resultant 
polymer. When this occurs, polymer chains generally hecorne more mobile. This 
permits the relaxation of str-esses incurred during polymerization. As stresses are 
relieved, polymerized resins may undergo changes in shape. Fortunately, these 
changes are relatively minor and do not exert significant effects on the fit or hnc -  
tion of the processed bases. 

Because the presence of water adversely affects the physical and dimensional 
properties of denture base resins, diffusiori coefficients also warrant consideration. 
'I'he diffusion coefficient (L3) of water in representative heat-activated denture acrylic 
resin is 0.011 x 10~%crn'/s at 37" C. I;ou a representative chemically activated resin, 
the diffusion coefticient is 0.023 x 10-"m2/s. Since the diffusion coefficients of 
water in representative denture resins are relatively low, the time required for a den- 
ture base to reach saturation can be considerable. This depends on the thickness of 
the resin, as well as the storage conditions. A typical denture base may require a 
period of 17 days to become fully saturated with water. 

Results of laboratory investigations indicate there are very slight differences in the 
dimensions of heat-activated and chemically activated denture bases following pro- 
longed storage in water. Compression molded, heat-activated denture bases are 
slightly undersize when measured from second molar to second molar. Conversely, 
compression-molded, chemically activated denture bases are slightly oversize when 
measured in the same region. The clinical significance of this difference appears neg- 
ligible. 

ANSI/ALIA Specification No. 12 identifies g~~idelines regarding the testing and 
acceptance of denture base resins. 'lb test water absorption, a disk oS material with 
specified dilnensio~ls is prepared and dl-icd to a constant weight. 'b'llis weight is 
recorded as a hascline value. The disk is then soalied in distilled water SOL seven days. 
Again, the disk is weighed, and this value is compared with the baseline value. 
According to the specification, the weight gairi following inlrnersion must not be 
greater than 0.8 mg/cm2. Additional information regarding ANSI/AIIA Specification 
No. 12 is pl-esentrd in subsequent sections. 

Solubility 
Although denture base resins are soluble in a vaiety of solvents, they are virtually 
insoluble in the fluids commonly encountered in the oral cavity. ANSI/ADA 
Specification No 12 prescribes a testing regimen for the measurement of resin sol- 
ubility. This procedure is a continuation of the water sorption test described in the 
preceding section. Following the required water immersion, the test disk is permit- 
ted to dry and is reweighed. This value is compared with the baseline value to deter- 
mine weight loss. According to the specification, weight loss must not be greater 
than 0.04 mg/cm2 from the specimen surface. Such a loss is negligible from a clin- 
ical standpoint. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Whal are the causes of processing stresses? What are the cltnical implicat~ons of these 

stresses, ~f m y ?  
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Processing Stresses 

Whenever a natural dimen~ion~il  change is inhibiteci, the affected nlaterial contains 
stresses. If st]-esses are relaxed, a resultant distortion of the nlaterial niay occur. This 
principle has impo~tant ramifications in tlie fa'abrication of denture bases, since 
stresses are always incluced during processing. 

1'01- purposes of this discussion, consider the events that occur during denture 
base polymerization. As previously stated, a moderate amount of shrinkage occurs 
as individual monomers are linked to form polymer chains. During this process, it 
is possible that friction between the mold walls and soft resin may inhibit norrnal 
shrinkage of these chains. As a result, the polymer chains are stretched, and the resin 
sustains tensile stresses. 

Stresses also are produced as the result of thermal shrinkage. As a polymerized 
resin is cooled below its glass transition temperature, the resin becomes relatively 
rigid. Further cooling yields thermal shrinkage. The clinician must remember that a 
denture base resin generally is encased in a rigid investing medium such as dental 
stone, during this process. Since denture base resins and dental stones contract at 
markedly different rates, a contraction differential is established. This disparity in 
contraction rates also yields stresses within the resin. Additional factors that may 
contribute to processing stresses include improper mixing and handling of the resin, 
and poorly controlled heating and cooling of the flaslz assembly. 

The release of stresses yields dimensional changes that are cumulative in nature. 
Fortunately, these dimensional changes are quite small. 'lhtal dimensional changes 
occurring as a result of processing and water sorption are in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 mm 
(as lneasured from second molar to second molar). Therefore it is doubtf~il such 
changes would be noticed by a palient. 

Crazing 
Although dimensional changcs may occu~ during  ela ax at ion ol p~ocess~ng stlesses, 
these changes genelally do not cause clinical cliificulties In contrasl, slress relax- 
ation~ mily produce small su~face flaws th,lt can adversely affect thc aothetic '11nd 
physical plopelties of a alenlu~e The p~oduction of such flaws, or rnic~ocl~~clzs, 1s 

tclrmed L ~ ( I Z I I Z ~ :  

In a cl~~rical sctting, clazing is evidericed by small lineal clacks that appear to 
01-iginalc at a cienture's surfcicc Crazing in a transpalent resin imparts a "hazy" or 
"foggy" appealance. In a tinted lesin, c~ a/ing imparts a whitish appearance In addi- 
tion, surface cracks pledispose a denture resin to fracture. 

From a physical standpoint, crazing may result from stress application or partial 
dissolution of a resin, for example, attack by a solvent. 'Tensile stresses are most 
often responsible for crazing in denture base applications. It is believed that crazing 
is produced by mechanical separation of individual polymer chains that occurs on 
application of tensile stresses. 

Crazing generally begins at the surface of a resin and is oriented at right angles to 
tensile forces. Microcracks formed in this manner subsequently progress internally. 
An example of crazing is presented in rigwe 22-14 

As noted, crazing also may be produced as a result of solvent action. Microcracks 
produced in this manner are oriented more randomly than those depicted in Figure 
22-14 Solvent-induced crazing generally results from prolonged contact with 
liquids such as ethyl alcohol. The developrrlelit of improved acrylic resin teeth and 
cross-linked denture base resins has resulted in a decreaseci incidence of denture 
base crazing. 
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Fig. 22-14 Crazing 
porcclaln Iccth. 

arouncl 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Wh,11 variables reduce the strength of acrylrc dentures? What processing metl~od 1s inost 

I~kely to produce denture bases with lower fracture rcsrstance? 

Strength 

Ihe \t~cngth of an ~ n d l v l d u ~ ~ l  dentu~e  base icsln is dependent on many factols 
Ilacsc r<~caols lntlude tonllpo\lblon of el-ne le\mn, g,rocCsslm-ng tcchrr~qe~c, and sondl 
[(on\ plescnted by alle old1 E I I V I I O I ~ ~ ~ C P ~ ~  

lo p~ovide ncceptable phyucal pnopcltles, dcntule base nc\rns rnuct lraeeh or 
exceed the st,~ncla~cls prrsentcci In RNSIIADA Specificnt~on No 12 A trdncvelsc lest 
1s used to cvalu,lte tlac relat~onsh~p betwccn applied load , ~ n d  resultnnt dcilcction In1 

a lt,s~n speclmlen o l  prescl ibrcl dlrnen\nons bjipic,ml 10,lcl-dcflrctlon recults arc pnc- 
sented In F ig~~ lc  22-1 5 

Inspettion o l  krgure 22 15 leveals a culv,itule to e,lch component 01 the d d e c -  
tion load plol Since no stlaight I ~ n e  porlron 15 cv~denr, one rnay 'lssulnc that plas- 
t ~ c  defo~rrl,ltion ( I  e ,  ~irevers~ble defo~malron) occurs duling the load~ng plocess. 
Some elastic deformatloll (i e ,  ~ecoverable deformation) also occurs From a clini- 
cal standpo~nt, thls means that load application produces stlesses w~thin a resin and 
a change in the overall shape of the denture base When the load is released, stresses 
w ~ t h ~ n  the resln are lelaxed and the denture base beglns to return to ~ t s  original 
shape Nevertheless, plastlc deformation prevents complete recovery and some per- 
manent cteformation will emst 

Pelhaps the most impoltant determinant of resin strength is the degree of poly- 
merlmtlon exhibited by the mateiial. As the degree of polymerizat~on ~ncreases, the 
strength of the resln also increases In this regard, the polymerization cycle 
employed with a heat activated resin is extremely important kigure 22-16 reveals 
the effects that processing cycles exert upon load-deflect~on properties Note that 
increased duiation of the polymerization cycle appears to yield ~mproved physical 
properties 

In cornpa~ison with heat-dctiv,lted resins, the chemically activated i e ~ n s  gener- 
ally display lower degrees of polymerization As a result, chemically activated leslns 
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Fig. 22-15 Transverse load-deflec.tion curve for .I typical denture base resln, showing the influences of 
different conditioning procedures and testing environments. All specimens were conditioned for J days 
ns indicatecl before testing. (From Swnney A(', Paff(7nhargrr CC, C'tul HI, anti Sweeney WT: American 
Dcnt,ll Asso~iation Spec.ific,rtion No. I2 for t len t~~rc  b,ise resin, ed. 2 ,  J Am Ucnt Assoc . lh(l): ' i4-66, 
January, 1953. Rcprinlcd by pernlission of ADA I'ul-)li\h~ng, a Division of ADA Rus~ncss Fnlcl-prises, Inc.) 

exhibit inc~e~lsecl levels of iesidual mollomer dncl decreased strength and sldfness 
Despite these characteristics, heat and chemically activated resins ~tispl~ly silllildr 
elastic moduli 

Creep 

Dentu~e Ieslns disp1;ly vzst oclusizc. hehav~o~  In other wolds, these 111,1teiials act as rub- 
bery solids that Iecover eldst~c deformat~on over time oncc (he stlesses inciuced in 
the resin have been eliminated When a denture base resin is subjected to a sus- 
tained load, the material exhibits an initial deflection or deformation. If this load is 
not removed, additional plastic deformation may occur over time lhis additional 
deformation is termed 61-eep. 

The rate at which this progressive deformatloll occurs is termed the ueep rate This 
rate may be elevated by increases in temperature, applied load, residual monomer, 
and the presence of plasticizers Although creep rates for heat-activated and chemi- 
cally activated resins are very similar at low stresses, (e g ,  3 MPa) creep rates for 
chemically activated resins increase more rapidly as stresses are raised. 

Miscellaneous Properties 

The Charpy impact strength for a heat-activated denture resin may range from 0 0 8  
to 1 27 joules, whereas that for a chemi~~ll ly activated resin 1s somewhat lower (0.78 
joules). Values for high-impacl resins such as 1,ucitone 199, cdn be twice as high as 
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Load (kg) 

Fig. 22-16 Transverse slress-strain curves for samples o i  poly(mclhyl methacrylate) polyrnerired Tor 
cliffererlt periods at 71" C (160- F). Processing limes and fracture loatis are nolcd on individual curves 
(From Hnrman IM: CiTecls of time ant1 temperature on polymerization of a methncrylate resin denture 
I~ase, J Am D m t  Assoc 38(L):  1 t18-203, Febl-umy, 1 04i1. Reprinted by pcrrni5sion oi ADA Publishing, a 
Division of ADA I3usinc.s.; Enterprises, Inc.) 

the v<llue\ ~ e p o ~ ~ c d  to1 convent~onal poly(met11yl nleth,~clylate) reslnc Thc clinician 
should recognize that these figu~es are useful only foi comp;r~isons of p~oclucls, 
since the enelgy abso~hed by an indiv~dual spec~men 1s dependent on specrmtv size 
and geometry, distdrlce between specimen suppolis, drld the plesence or absence of 
notch~ng 

The l<noop ha~dness values fol heat activated iesins may be as h ~ g h  ns LO, 
whereas cherrl~cally act~vnted lesi~is genelally display Knoop haldrless values of 16 
to 18 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

M What is the optimal technique for repairing a fracturecJ aciyltc denlure base? 

MISCELLANEOUS RESINS AND TECHNIQUES 
Repair Resins 

Despite the favorable physical characteristics of derlture base resins, denturc bases 
sometimes f~~~ct tu-e.  In most instances, these fractures may he repaired using corn- 
patible resins. Repail ~esills nlay be light-, heat-, or chemically nctivated. 
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To ,iccu~ately ,iccomplish Iepaii oC ,I fractulcci plostllcs~s, the cllnrc~an must 
realrgn and lute components togctller uslng an adhelent wax 01 modellr-rg plastic 
When t h ~ s  11'1s been accomplished, a Icpalr ~'1st 15  generated uslng dental stonc The 
denture 15 tlleri removed fionl the ca\t, and the luting meclsum 1s el~ln~iiated 
Suhsequen tly the fiacture su~faces 'lie l~lmmed to p~ ovrde sull~cir~it I oom fol Iepnll 
mateli'11 I he cast 1s coaled w ~ ~ b  sepamting lnedlunl to plevent adheaerrce o l  
iepall lesin, ~ l n d  the dentu~e h ~ s c  section5 die repositioned and '~fflxed to the cast 

At t h ~ \  polnt, a rcparn m,itc~lal ~c chosen Chem~cally dct~valed leslns grneldlly are 
pwfer~eci o v c ~  heat a d  Ilght-c~~tivdtcd ~esins, desp~te the fact t h ~ t  chr1111c~1BIy 
activ,lted l r s~ns  display lo we^ tlansverse 5~1engths I he plancipal '~dvantnge of chemr- 
cally activatetl rcsrns 1s that thcy nlay be p o l y r ~ l c ~ ~ ~ e t l  at loom teinperaturc I leal- 
dnd light-activated Iepalr matel~als must be placed in water baths md l lgh~ cllill1-1- 
has,  1e5pectlvely I-LC~II geneiated by w;ltcrj bdths ,~nd light charnbe~s often cnuws 
st~css ~clease and d~s to l t~on  of pleviously polynlel~zed dentu~e  base segrrlerlts 

7 he following sequence 1s employed to accomplish denture base repain using a 
chemically activated resin A small amount of monomer 1s painted onto prepared 
surfaces of the denture base to facilitate bondrng of the repalr materral Increments 
of monomer and polymer are added to the iepaii area using a small sable-hail brush 
or suitable substitute A slight excess of materlal is placed at the repalr slte to 
account for polymer~zat~on shrinkage Subsequently, the assembly is placed in a 
pressure chamber and allowed to polyrnen~e lhe  repall slte 1s then shaped, fin- 
ished, and polished using conventional technaques 

The rnlnlmum requlrernents for chernlcally acrlvated resrns used In repair appli- 
cations ale ~dent~fied In ANSIIADA Specification No 1'3 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

j;'..7..;' 
Why ~irc denrut t. rel~net 17?,1fcv tnls c onstdo P(! tcnlpomry oL,e prot/ucts/ 

Relining Resin Denture Bases 

I3ecause soft ~t~ssut~ contouls change during dent~ue  service, it is sonlctrnlrs neccssnry 
to alter tissuc s u ~ f ~ ~ c e s  o l  p~ostheses to crisule ploper fit ,~ntl f~~nct ion .  In some 
instances, this l r ~ y  be dchleved by selrclive grinding procedures. In otllel ~nslanccs, 
tissue s u ~ f ~ ~ c e s   nus st be rep1,lced by reliiling or rebasing existing cientuies 

Relining lnvolves replacement of the tissue surface of an existing denture, 
whereas rebasing involves replacement of the entire denture base. In both instances, 
an impression of the soft tissues is obtained using the existing denture as an impres- 
sion tray A stone cast is generated in the impression, and the resultant assembly is 
invested in a denture flask. Subsequently, the flask is opened and prepared for (he 
introduction of resin. 

If the denture is to be relined, the impression material is removed from the den- 
ture The tissue surface is cleaned to enhance bonding between the existing resin and 
the reline material Following this sequence, an appropriate resin is introduced and 
shaped using a compression molding technique. 

For relining, a low polymerization temperature is desirable to minimize distor- 
tion of the remaining denture base. Ilence, a chemically activated resin usually is 
chosen 'I he selected material is mixed according to manufactu~el's recommerlda- 
tions, placed into the molci, compressed, and permitted to polymeri~e. In turn, the 
denture is recovered, finished, and polished. 
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If a chemically activated resin is selected for relining the existing denture, a spe- 
cialized mounting assembly (i.e., reline fixture) may be used in lieu of flaslzing. This 
assembly maintains the correct vertical and horizontal relationships between the 
cast and the denture, while eliminating the need to encase the remaining denture 
base in dental stone. 'l'his facilitates recovery of the denture at the end of the relin- 
ing process. 

Several manufacturers offer chemically activated resins for relining dentures 
intraorally. Unfortunately, many of these materials generate sufficient heat to injure 
oral tissues. 'lb receive ADA approval, matel-ials must co~nply with ANSIIADA 
Specification No. 17, which places lirnits on the rate of temperature rise and maxi- 
mum acceptable temperature. 

Relining also may he accomplished using resins that are activated by heat, light, 
or microwave energy. In all of these instances, significant heat may be generated, 
and distortion of the existing denture base is more likely. 

Some materials are manufactured for repair as well as relining purposes. 'The 
practitioner should be extremely cautious in using such products. Some of these 
materials comply with ANSIIADA Specification No. 13 for repairs but fail to meet 
temperature requirements set forth in ANSIIADA Specification No. 17. Other mate- 
rials comply with specification No. 17 but fail to meet the requirements of specifi- 
cation No. 13. Such materials often discolor, harbor microorganisms, and separate 
from underlying denture bases. 

Similar materials are marketed for home use. Unfortunately, the majority of 
patients do not possess adequate knowledge to manipulate these materials correctly. 
As a result, the use of such products may result in irreparable damage to the oral tis- 
sues. Consequently, the purchase and use of such products should be discouraged. 

Rebasing Resin Dentures 

The steps required in denture rebasing are very sirnilar to llrose descr-ibed lor relin- 
ing. An accurate impression of the sol[ tissues is obtained using the existing denture 
as a custonl tray. Subsequently, a stone cast is fabricated in the impression. 'l'he cast 
and dentuve are inou~ited in a device dcsignecl to maintain the correct ve~aical and 
horizontal relationships between the stone cast and surfaces of the prosthetic teeth. 
'I'he resultant assenlbly provides indices for the occlusal surfaces of the prosthetic 
teeth. After these indices have been establislaed, the denture is ren~oved and  he 
teeth are separated fr-orn the existing cient~lre base. The teeth are repositioned in 
their respective indices and held in their original relationships to tlle cast while they 
are waxed to a new baseplate. 

At this point, the denture base is waxed to the desired form. The completed tooth 
arrangement is sealed to the cast, and the assembly is invested as previously 
described. Following elimination of the wax and removal of the baseplate, resin is 
introduced into the mold cavity. The material subsequently is processed. After pro- 
cessing, the denture is recovered, finished, and polished. Consequently, the pros- 
thesis consists of a new denture base in conjunction with teeth from the patient's 
previous denture. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Under what conditions might soft denture I~ncrs he used rather than rehasrng an acrylic 
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Short-Term and Long-Term Soft Denture Liners 

'I'he purpose of a soft denture liner is to absorb some of the enel-gy produced by 
masticatory impact. Hence a soft liner- serves as a "shock ahsol-ber" between the 
occlusal surfaces of a denture and the u~lderlyirig oral tissues. The most corninonly 
used liners are plaslicized acrylic 1-esirls. These resins may be heat-activated or chemi- 
cally activated, and are based on familiar chemistries. 

Chemically activated soft liners generally ernploy poly(methy1 methacrylate) or 
poly(etlly1 methacrylate) as principal structural components. 'l'hese polymers are 
supplied in powder form, and subsequently are rnixed with licluids containing 60%" 
to 80% of a plasticizer. 'Ihe plasticizer usually is a large molecular species such as 
llibzllyl phthalate. 'l'lle distribution of large plasticizer molecules minimizes entangle- 
ment of polymer chains, therehy permitting individual chains to "slip" past one 
another. This slipping motion permits rapid changes in the shape of the soft liner and 
provides a cushioning effect for the underlying tissues. It is important to note that the 
liquids used in such applications do not contain acrylic monomers. Consequently, 
the resultant liners are considered short-term soft liners, or tissue conditioners. 

Unlike chemically activated soft liners, heat-activated materials generally are 
more durable and may be considered long-term soft liners. Nonetheless, these 
materials degrade over time and should not be considered permanent. 

A number of heat-activated soft liners are supplied as powder-liquid systems. The 
powders are composed of ac~ylic resin polymers and copolymers, whereas the liq- 
uids consist of appropriate ac~ylic monomers and plasticizers. When mixed, these 
materials form pliable resins exhibiting glass transition temperatures (To) below 
mouth temperature. 

n 

Although plasticizers impart flexibility, they also present certain difficulties. 
I'lasticizers are not bound within the  resin mass a n d  therefore may be "leaclird out" 
of soSt liners. As [his occurs, soft lir~crs become progressively more rigid. 
C:onsequen~ly, it is c~dvantageo~~s to use linel-s that are less prone, to leaching phe- 
110111e11a. 

As poly(methy1 methacrylate) is replaced by higher methacrylates (e.g., ethyl, 
11-propyl, and n-butyl), the T becomes progressively lower. As a result, less plasti- 

F, 
cizer is recluired and the effects of leaching can be minimized. 

Vinyl  resins also have heen used in soft liner appli~~ltions. [~nfortunalely, plasti- 
cized poly(viny1 chloride) and poly(viny1 acetate) are suhject to leaching and 
harden during sustained use. 

Perhaps the most successful materials for soft liner applications have been the sil- 
icone rubbers. These materials are not dependent on leachable plasticizers; therefore 
they retain their elastic properties for prolonged periods. Unfortunately, silicone 
rubbers may lose adhesion to underlying denture bases. 

Silicone rubbers may be chemically activated or heat-activated. Chemically acti- 
vated silicones are supplied as two-component systems that polymerize via con- 
densation reactions. I Tence, these materials are quite similar to condensation 
silicone impression materials. 

Placement of chemically activated soft liners is relatively uncomplicated. Relief is 
provided to permit an acceptable thickness of the chosen material. Adhesive is then 
applied to the surface of the denture base to facilitate bonding of the hard and soft 
resins. The resilient material is mixed, applied to the denture base via compression 
molding, and permitted to polymerize. Subsequently, the denture is recovered, fin- 
ished, and polished. 

Heat-activated silicones are one-component systems supplied as pastes or gels. 
These materials are applied and contoured using compression molding techniclues. 
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Heat-activated silicones may be applied to polymerized  resin bases, or they tmay be 
polymerizecl in conjunctio~l with freshly mixed resins. 

To promote adhesion between silicone soft liners and rigid denture base materi- 
als, rubbei--poly(methyl methacrylate) cernents often are used. 'lhese cernents selve 
as chemical intermediates that bond to both soft liners and denture resins. 

At least one silicone liner- does not require an adhesive when it is cured together 
with an acrylic denture base n~aterial. This material actually is a silicone copolymer 
that contains components capable of bonding with acrylic resins. 

1,aboratory procedures for heat-activated silicones are sinlilar to those described 
for cllernically activated materials. lZases are invested, and rnold spaces are prepared 
as required. Relief is provided to permit an acceptable thickness of the chosen male- 
rial(s). Packing, conlpression molding, and processing are performed in accordance 
with manufacturer's recommendations. The denture is then recovered, finished, and 
polished. 

Other polymers that have been used as soft liners include polyurethane and 
polyphosphazine. All of the described liners display certain shortcomings. For 
instance, silicone liners are poorly adherent to denture base resins. Silicone liners 
also undergo significant volume changes with the gain and loss of water. Many soft 
liners bond well to denture bases but become progressively more rigid as plasticiz- 
ers leach from liner materials. Hardening rates for these liners are associated with 
the initial plasticizer content. As the plasticizer content is increased, the probability 
for leaching also is increased. I Ience materials with a high initial plasticizer content 
tend to harden rather rapidly. 

Soft liners also exert significant effects on associated denture bases. As the thick- 
ness o l  a soft liner is increased, the thiclzness of the accompanying denture base 
must be decreased, and this results in decreased denture base strength. I:urthermore, 
materials used in conjunction with soft liners (e.g., adhesives and monomers) may 
cause partial dissolution of the accompanying denture bases. The resu~tanl decrease 
in base strength nlay result in fracture during clinical service. 

I'erhaps the greatest difficulty associated with long- and short-term soft liners is 
111~1t these materials cannot be cleaned effectively. As a result, patients olten report 
disagreeable tastes and odors related to these materials. Research i~idirates the l i  t i -  

ers themselves do  not support mycotic growth, hut such growth is supported by 
debris that accumulates in the pores of these materials. The most common fungal 
growth associated with soft liners is Candida albic-ans. 

Several regimens have been used in attempts to improve the hygienic character- 
istics of soft liners. Unfortunately, these regimens have met with limited success. 
Both oxygenating and hypochlorite-type denture cleansers have been employed. 
These agents can cause significant damage to soft liners, especially the silicone 
materials. 

Mechanical cleaning of soft liners may lead to damage, but such debridement 
often is necessary. If mechanical cleaning is undertaken, a soft brush should be used 
in conjunction with a mild detergent solution or nonabrasive dentifrice. 

In attempts to address potential problems, antimycotic agents have been incor- 
porated into soft liners. Although this approach appears promising, the duration of 
antimycotic activity is questionable. I Ience additional research is needed. 

Based on the preceding information, it appears that none of the existing soft 
liners may be considered entirely satisfactory. Few of the materials remain soft 
indefinitely, although some harden more slowly than others. In addition, exist- 
ing materials accumulate stains and are dilficult to clean. For these reasons, avail- 
able materials should be considered temporary and not permanent clinical 
agents. 
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Resin impression Trays and Tray Materials 
Resin trays are often used in dental impression procedures. llnlike stock trays, resin 
i~npressioll trays are fabricated to fit the arches of individual patients. As a result, 
resin ilnpression trays are often called custom lruys. 

'l'he steps in custom tray fabrication may be described as f'ollows: A preliminary 
impression is made using a stock tray and an appropriate irnpressioll material. In 
turn, a gypsum cast is generated. A suitable spacer is placed on the stone cast to PI-o- 
vide the desired relief. Subsequently, a separating rnediurn is painted onto exposed 
cast surfaces. 

A resin dough is formed by mixing an inorganically filled polymer and the appro- 
priate monomer. ln most inslances, the material of choice is a chen~ically activaled 
poly(met1lyl methacrylate) resin. 'l'he dough is rolled into a sheet approximately 2 
mm thick, adapted to the diagnostic cast, and allowed to polymerize. 

It should be noted that a resin impression tray may undergo noticeable dimen- 
sional changes for 24 hr following fabrication and therefore should not be used dur- 
ing this period. At the end of the prescribed period, the f i t  of the tray is evaluated 
intraorally, and necessary modifications are made. Subsequently, the spacer is 
removed and a master impression is niade using an appropriate elastomeric impres- 
sion material. 

In recent years, light-activated urethane dimethacrylate resins also have been used in 
tray fabrication. These resins are supplied in sheet and gel forms. Sheet forms are pre- 
ferred for custom tray fabrication because of their favorable handling characteristics. 

Tray fabrication procedures for urethane dimethacrylate resins are similar to 
those described in the previous paragraphs. 'To Sacililale tray fabrication, a diagnos- 
lic cast is made and one or more layers of wax relief are placed. A separating 
rnediurn is applied to exposed cast surfaces, and a tray is fashioned using  reth thane 
dimc~haclylate sheet material. Thr cast and tray are placed in a light charnbcr, imncl 
the resin is polymerized. 

'hays fabricated using urethane dimethacrylate resins are dimensionally stable 
during post-polymerizatio~~ stages. Nonrtheless, these maacrials al-e brilile and pro- 
duce fine particles during grinding procedures. 

Denture Cleansers 

I'atients use a wide varicty of agents fol cleaning artificial dentu~es In apploxinlate 
order ot p~eference, these include the following. dentifiices, ploplieta~y denture 
cleansers, mild detergents, household cleansers, bleaches, and vinegar Both immer- 
sion and brushing techniq~~es are used with these materials 

The most common commercial denture cleansers are based upon or require 
immersion techniques. 'lhese cleansers are marketed in powder and tablet 
forms. Immersion agents contain alkaline compounds, detergents, sodium perbo- 
rate, and flavoring agents. When dissolved in water, sodium perborate decomposes 
to form an alkaline peroxide solution. I'his peroxide solution subsequently releases 
oxygen that loosens debris via mechanical means. 

l-iousehold bleaches (hypochlorites) also are used in denture cleaning applica- 
tions. Dilute bleach solutions may be used to remove certain types of stains 
Concentrated solutions should be avoided, because prolonged use may affect den- 
ture coloration. Bleaches also may discolor soft relining materials, particularly the 
silicorles 

Bleaches and bleach solutions should not be used for cleaning metal plostheses, 
such as removable partial dentu~e fi-ameworl<s. Such solutions produce s~gnificant 
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darkt,ning of base metals '~nci may 1 1  I epal ably d;lmage the se~v~ceability of affected 
prosthesc5 

The effects oi abrdsrve agents on ,~cryIlc re51n suif<~ces also 11~1vr been mvest~gated 
loothb~ushes alone exert little elsect on lesin sullaces loothh~ ushes 111 conjunction 
w ~ t h  most com~nerc~~l l  dent~fr~ces, m ~ l d  drte~gents, and soaps do riot appeal to be 
halrnl~rl Convelsely, household cleansers, 4uch as kitchen and b,lthloom ab~~lsives, 
aic defin~tely cont~a~ndicated Prolonged use of such cleansers may cause noticeable 
weal of resin surfaces and may ddveisely affect the functlon and aesthetics o l  these 
prostheses As a ~esult, each pat~ent should be educated regalding the care and 
clearling o l  I esin p1oslhe5e~ 

infection Control Procedures 

Care s h o ~ ~ l d  be taken to prevent cross-contamination between patients and dental 
personnel, including those personnel in the dental laboratory. New appliances 
should be disinlected before leaving the denla1 laboratory. Existing prostheses should 
be disinfected before entering the laborato~y and after completion of laboratory 
procedures All materials used for finishing and polishing procedures should be 
handled according to established infection control guidelines. Items such as rag 
wheels should be autoclaved, and materials such as pumice should be used accord- 
ing to unit-dose recommendations. 

M Which conlponenls of cienfurc rcslns are ,nost lrltely lo cduse ,tr? allcrgrt redctron? 

Allergic Reactions 

Possible toxlc or alleig~c leactlolls LO poly(metby1 ~nethnc~yl,~tc) h,ive long been 
p o s ~ ~ ~ l a t e d  'I'llco~et~c,jlly, such Ieactlon5 could occur following contdct wlth the 
polyme~, ~es~ci~la l  Inonomel, ben~oyl  pc~ox~de,  hydroclulnonc, plgmeni5, 01 a Ieac- 
tion pi(x1uct betwre~l co~nc  component ol thc cfenture base and 11s cnvuomment 

Clinic'11 expel lence illd~cates that true dllelglc ~eactions to dclylnc lcsilis seldom 
occu~ In the o ~ a l  cavity Res~dual monome1 is the C O J I - J ] I ) O I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  most often cited as an 
irritant It should be ~ecognized that the resldual monomer content of a properly 
processed denture is less than 1%. Furthermore, surface monomer is completely 
eliminated following storage in water for 17 hr. 

Based on the preceding information, reactions to residual monomer should 
occur shortly aftel prosthesis delivery IIowever, the majo~ity of patients reporting 
denture sore mouth have worn the offending prostheses for months ol even years 
Clinical evaluation of these cases indicates tissue irritation generally is related to 
nonhygienic conditions or trauma caused by poorly fitting denture bases 

Repeated or prolonged contact with monomer also may result in contact der- 
matitis This condition is most commonly experienced by personnel involved In the 
manipulation of denture iesins Because of this possibility, dental personnel should 
refrain from handling such materials with ungloved hands l'he high concentration 
of monomer in freshly mixed resins may produce local iriitation and seiious sensi- 
tization of the fingels 

I'inally, it should be noted that inhalation o l  monomei vapor may be detrimen- 
tal 'I herefoie the use of monornel should be restricted to well-ventilated areas 
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Toxicology 

There is 110 evidence that corn~nonly used dental resins p~oducc systelnlc toxic 
effects in humans. As p~eviously noted, the amount of residual monome) in 
p~ocessed poly(methy1 metl~~~crylate) is extremely low. 1'0 enter the circuldto~y sys- 
tem, I-esidual monolner must p a s  through the oral mucosa and uncle1 lyrng tissues 
These structures fi~nction as barriers that significantly diminish the volume of 
monomer leaching the hlooctstrearn 

Residual rnollomer that does leach the bloodstream is lapidly hydiolyzed to 
methaciylic acid and exc~eted It is cstim'~ted that the half-l~fe of methyl methac~y- 
I'ite in circulating blood is 20 to 40 min (See Chapter 8 Sol more informalion on 
biocompatibility of derital materials ) 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Whai precautions should be tdkcn when using porcelain teeth in a denturel What are the 

cl in~cally relevant hffercnces between porcela~n teeth and acrylic resln teeth! 

RESIN TEETH FOR PROSTHETIC APPLICATIONS 

The majority of preformed artificial teeth sold in the United States are made of 
acrylic or vinyl-acrylic resins As might be expected, the majority of resin teeth are 
based on poly(methy1 methacrylate) compositions 

I'oly(methyl mcth,lc~ylate) resins used in the fabrication o f  prosthelic teeth are 
very simila~ to those used in dentule b,~se construction Neverlheless, the deglee of 
c~oss-linlilng withirl p~osthetic ~eetli is sornewlint greatel than  hat within polylner 
i ~ e d  dentu~e  b,~ses This Incrensc is nchirved by elevating the amount o l  class 

linking agent In the clerltu~e base llcluid I hc lesultC1nt polymc* dlsplays enhanced 
sl,lbil~ty and imp~oved clinical plopel ties. 

(:ervical po~tions of p~osthetlc teeth orten whiblt reduced cross-linking 1 his fea- 
ture facilitdtcs chernical bonding with dentu~e  base reslns. Additional enhancement 
oTchemical hondi~lg may be achieved by ~emoving thc glossy "ridge-l'lp" surfaces of 
lesin teeth. 

(:hemica1 bonding between resln teeth and heat-activated dentu~e  base materials 
has proval ext~emely effective Nonetheless, bond fa~lures may occur if ridge-lap 
surfaces are contaminated by residual wax or misplaced separating media 'The stone 
molds must be flushed with hot water and exposed cervical portions of prosthetic 
teeth must be thoroughly cleaned with mild detergent solutions. Separating media 
must be applied to stone mold surfaces but should not be permitted to extend onto 
the exposed surfaces of resin teeth. As a final measure, ridge-lap surfaces should be 
wetted with monomer immediately before resin introduction. Adherence to these 
guidelines facilitates effective chemical interaction and enhanced bonding. 

The use of mechanical retention has been the primary means fol securing resin 
teeth to chemically activated denture base materials. It should be noted that chem- 
ical bonding also may be used in joining these resins. To accomplish this, a mixture 
of equal volumes methylene chloride and chemically activated methyl methacrylate 
monomer is applied to the necks of preformed resin teeth for approximately 5 min. 
Excess solution is then removed This treatment produces softening of the resin and 
facilitates chemical bonding during dentule base polymerization Resultant bond 
strengths are similar to those obtained between resin teeth and heat-activated den- 
ture base resins. 
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Lkspite the current einphasrs on resln teeth, piosthet~c teeth also may be fabll- 
cated uslng dental poicelarns I lence a comparison of resin and porcel,l~n teeth 1s 
p~ovrded foi co~npleteiless 

Res~il teeth d~splay grater inlpact Icslstance ; ~ n d  ductil~ty than polcrlaln teeth As a 
result, iesrn teeth ale less liltely to chip or fiactuie on Impact, such as when a denture 
1s dioppeti ruithermole, lesrn teeth are easrer to adjust and drsplay grcatel resistance 

to tlle~mal shock In compal Ison, poicelain teeth d~splay bet t t~ d~mens~onal s tab~l~ty 
and rncreased wear resistance IInfortunately, porcelaiil teeth often cause s~gilificailt 
we'tr of opposlng enamel and gold su~f~lces, especially when c ~ n t ~ ~ c t ~ n g  surfaces have 
been roughened As a result, porcela~n teeth should not oppose such surfaces, and ~f 
they are ~ ~ s e d ,  they should he polrshed periodically to reduce ab~asive damage 

As a final ilote, re5111 teeth are capable of chernrcal boildlng with commonly used 
den tu~r  base ~esins Po~celarn teeth do not folnl cheni~cal bonds wrth dentule rcsrns 
and inust be retained by other means, for example, mechanical undercuts and 
sllani~ation 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

What are the benefits and drawl~acks of rnate~lals used ~n the construct~on of n7axillofaaoal 

prostheses? 

MATERIALS FOR MAXlLLOFAClAL PROSTHETICS 

kol centurres, piostheses have heen ustd to mask ~ ~ ~ ~ u c ~ l l o f ~ ~ c r a l  detects I ht, ancrent 
bgypt~,lils and (:hlnesr used waxes and 1es111s to reconstruct mrsslilg portlons of the 
c~an~of, lcr~~l  co~nplex By the 16th centuly, the I lcnch suigeon Ambro~sc Pale 
dcscr~hed a v,lrlety of simple prostheses used f o ~  tlrc cosmctlc and func~ronal 
rrplntement of ~ n ~ ~ x ~ l l o f ~ ~ c ~ a l  structures D ~ ~ l r n g  subsequent years, rcstolntive tecti- 
nlclues and m,ltellals imp~oved slowly (:asuall~cs In World Wa~s  1 d~ ld  I I  cstnhl~shed 
a grent need for max~llolac~al p~osthet~c\,  and the denla1 proLc\\lorl n\scrrnecl ,I 

rnajol role In reconstmctlon ;~ncl r e h , ~ l > ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ o n  processes 
Desprte ~mp~ovements 111 surg~cal nnd restolatlve tcchnlques, the matelrals used 

111 inax~llofacial prosthctlc5 ale tal flom dea l  An ~de,ll matel~al shoultl be InFxpen- 
srve, hiocompatrble, stiong, and stable In , ~ d d ~ t ~ o n ,  the 111~1ter1al should he \k~nl~lze 
In co lo~  and textule Maxrllofaclal rnnte~rals 11lust exh~brt resrstarlce to tearrng, and 
should be able to wrthstand moderate thermal and chemical challeilges Cuirently, 
no material fulfills all of these requirements A biief summary of mnxillofacial mate- 
rials 1s included 111 the following paragraphs 

Latexes 

Latexes are soft, inexpensive materials that may be used to create lifelike prostheses. 
IInfortunately, these materials are weak, degenerate rapidly, and exhibit color insta- 
bility. Consequently, latexes are infrequently used in the fabrication of maxillofacial 
prostheses. 

One synthetic latex is a tripolymer of butyl acrylate, methyl methacrylate, and 
methyl methacrylamide. Superior to natural latex, this material is nearly trailspar- 
ent Colorants are sprayed onto the reverse or tissue side of the prosthesis, thereby 
providing enhanced tra~lslucency nrld imploved blending. Despite these advantages, 
technicnl processes arc lengthy and resultant prostheses last only few months. AS 
a res~lt ,  synthetic latexes have limited applications. 
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T'lasticized vinyl resins so~netirnes are used in lnaxillofacial applications. l'laslisols 
are thick liquitls composed of small vinyl particles ctisperscd in a plasticizer. 
Colorants are added to ~llese materials io match individual skin tones. 
Subsequently, vinyl plastisols are hcatecl to impart desired pl~ysical characteristics. 
Llnfortunately, vinyl plastisols harden with age as a result of plasticizer migration. 
11lt1-aviolet light also has an adverse eflcct o n  these materials. For these reasons, the 
use of vinyl plastisols is lirniled. 

Siiicsne Rubbers 

Although silico~les were introduced in the mid-1 940s, only in recent years have they 
bee11 used in maxillofacial applications. Both heat-vulcanizing and room tem- 
perature-vulcanizing silicones are in use today, and both exhibit advantages and 
disadvantages. 

Room temperature-vulcanizing silicones are supplied as single-paste systems 
that are colored by the addition of dyed rayon fibers, dry earth pigments, and/or oil 
paints. Prostheses call be polymerized in artificial stone molds, but more durable 
molds can be made from epoxy resins or metals. These silicones are not as strong as 
the heat-vulcanizeci silicol-res, and they are generally monochromatic. 

Heat-vulcanizing silicones are supplied as semisolid or puttylike materials that 
require milling, packing under pressure, and a 30-min heat application cycle at 
180" C. Pigments are milled into these materials. As a result, intrinsic color can be 
achieved. I Teat-vulcanizing silicones display better stl-ength and color stability than 
I-oom temperaiui-e-vulcanizing silicones. 

'[he major disadvantage of heat-vulcanizing silicones is tl-~c. rcquircmcnt for a 
~miilling machine ;slaal ,a press. I:urthcl-more, a ~rletdl mold 11or1n;llIy is used, and fab- 
rication of the mold is a lellgthy ~>roceclurt.. A stone mold within a cienbure flask anay 
hc used, but this increases the risk fol- damage to the material during deflaskilmg. 

Polyurethane Polymers 

Polyc~reth,ine 1s the most lecent adcl~tlon to mate~ials usccl nn ~ndxillobc~dl ~ 1 0 s -  
hetics k a b ~ ~ c a t ~ o n  of a polyurrthnnr plostl~es~s requi~es acculdtc p~oj)o~Lion~ng of 
thlee components The ~nntelial 1s placed in a stone 01 metal mold and allowed to 
polynle~ize at room temperature. Although a po lyu~e~hnr~r  prosthesis has a natural 
feel and appearance, it is susceptible to rapid deterioration 

Additional information may be found in texts that deal with the fabrication of 
maxillofacial piostheses 
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KEY TERMS 

Alloplastic-liclntcd to ~mpldntdtlon of ,In Inert folelgn body 
Ankylosis-A contl~tlon of jo~nt  or tooill ~ rnn lob~ l~ t y  result~ng from or,il pathology, surgery, or 

t l ~ ~ e c t  cont,lc I w ~ t h  bunc 
Anodization-An oxldatlon pro( ess In whlc h a f ~ l m  15 p~otluc etl on tlic surtace of a metal by 

elec trolyt~c trcallncnt a1 the ,~not!e 
Bioacceptance-AI3111ty to he toleratetl rn a I)~olog~c a1 eriv~ronmenl In splte of crdvcrsc ctfects 
Bioactive-Capable of p~omoting the forrnatlon of hyclroxyapal~tc and I~oncllng to hone 
Biocompatibility-Al~llity of a rnatcrlal to c l l c~ t  an appropriate hlo log~c~l l  rcsponse In a glvcn 

appl~c~lt lon In the body 
Biointegration-Process In w h ~ (  h bone OI other I lv~ng t~ssue I)ecorncs ~ntegrdted w ~ t h  an 

Implanted materlal w ~ t h  no ~nterven~ng space 
Endosteal implant-A dev~ce that 1s placed Into the alveolar and/or basal bone of the 

mand~ble or maxllla, whlch transects only one cortlcal plate 
Epithelial implant-A dev~ce placed w~ th in  the oral mucosa 
Implantation-Process of graft~ng or Inserting a material such as an inert fore~gn body (allo- 

plast) or tissue wl th~n the body 
Ion implantation-Process of alter~ng the surface of a metal w ~ t h  des~rable Ionic species 

Osseointegration-Process In which l l v~ng bony tlssue forms to w l th~n  100 A of the Implant 
surface w~thout any Intervening f~brous connectwe t~ssue 

Osteoinductive-Ab~l~ty to promote bone forniat~on through a mechan~sm that Induces the 
d~fferent~at~on of osteoblasts 

Passivation-Process of transform~ng a chemically act~ve surface ot a metal to a less active surface 
Replantation-Re~nsert~on of a tooth back Into ~ t s  jaw socltet soon after ~ntentlonal extraction 

or acc~dental removal 
Subperiosteal implant-A dcnlal dev~cc (hat 15 placed bcnealh the perlostcum and overllcs 

cort~cal hone 
Texturing-P~ocess of lncreas~ng surf,lce roughness ot the area to wh~ch  hone Lan bond 
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Toxicity-Ab~l~ty oC a material to cause cell or tissue death 
Transosteal implant-A device (hat penetrates both corhcal plalcs and the lh~ckncss of (he 

alveolar I~onc. 

HISTORY OF DENTAL IMPLANTS 

The restoration ol~llissing teeth is an important aspect of inoclern dentistry. As teeth 
are lost to decay or periodontal disease, there is a demand for I-eplacement of aes- 
thetics and/or f~~nction.  (:oiiventio~ial methods of restoration include a removable 
complete denture, a removable pa~tial denture, or a fixed prosthesis. Each method 
has its ow11 indications and its share of advantages and disadvantages Removable 
dentures have long been considered cumbersome because of the inconvenience of 
removing thern one or Inore times pel day. The stigma of removing one's teeth is a 
major drawback, especially for the younger generation. Also, these removable den- 
tures are bulky, they complicate chewing, and they are often unaesthetic. 

I'ixed prostheses appear to be more natural and more convenient, but they involve 
preparation of adjacent teeth that could lead to a different set of problems, such as sec- 
ondary decay or irreversible pulpit~s. If the adjacent teeth are not restored, the decision 
to prepare them for a f ~ e d  prosthesis is quite difficult because two or more natural 
teeth must be surgically altered to provide retention for one or more artificial teeth. 

For centuries, people have attempted to replace missing teeth using implanta- 
tion. Implantatzon is defined as the insertion of any object or material, such as an 
alloplastic substance or other tissue, either partially or completely, into the body for 
therapeutic, diagnostic, prosthetic, or experimental purposes. Implantation should 
he differentiated from two o t h c ~  sirni1'11 procedures naiiiely, replantation and 
transplantation. Repl(lnln~lor7 iefers to the reinseltion of a tooth back into its jaw 
soclzc~ ,~fter accidentnl 01 intentional removal, wllcleas rrilrispli~ntc~rzon 1s the t ~ , ~ n s f c ~  
of a body pa11 fiom one s ~ t e  to  nothe her. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How did the concept c l /  ~n ip l~an t~~ t~o i i  evolve 117to one o/ t l ~  most widc~ly ured rclstorative 

tec hn1que5 in okntisti y? 

llle origins of dental implants began as early as the Creelzs, Etruscans, and 
Egyptians These civilizations employed different designs and materials ranging 
from jade and bone to metal Some of the designs they ~1st.d have evolved into the 
modern implants we see today. 

Albucasis de Condue (936-1013) attempted to use ox bone to replace missing 
teeth and this treatment was the first documented placement of implants This was 
followed through the centuries by a series of tooth transplants of either human or 
animal teeth. lhese transplants became a status symbol and quickly replaced other 
artificial alternatives for restoring missing teeth. Toward the 18th century, Pierre 
Fauchard and John ITunter further documented tooth transplantation with condi- 
tions for its success. They claimed that success was grealer with anterior teeth or pre- 
molar replacement and in young people with healthy tooth sockets. Failure was 
believed to be the result of the incompatibility of the type of tooth used or the lack 
of conformity of the tooth to the socket. 

'I'he increased f<~ilure rates of transplants brought about interest in implantation 
of a~tificial loots. Ti1 1809 Maggiolo fabricated gold roots that were fixed to pivot 
teeth by means of a spring. lhese gold implants were placed into fresh extlaction 



sltes ,llthougli not t ~ u l y  s~~bmerged Inlo bone The clowns were placed after healing 
had occulred n ~ o u ~ l d  the Implant I la11 1s followed 111 1887 with the implantat~on of 
a p lC~ t~num post coated w~tl-1 lead The post was s11~1ped 11ke a tooth loot, and the 
lead was ioughened f o ~  lctentlon in the socket Bonwell 111 1895 used gold 01 111d- 
lum tubes implanted into hone to lestore a s~llgle tool11 01 to suppoll complete den- 
t u ~ e s  Payne, in 1898, implanted a s11vc.1 capsule as a foundat~on f o ~  a po~celaln 
ciow~i that was cementetl stvela1 weeks later In 1905 Scholl demonstrated a polce- 
lam co~rugated root implant The ~rnpl'lnt was successful lo1 two yenis and was 
ancliored to adj'tcent teeth and fillings through the use of prns 

In 1913 C>reenfield int~oduced a hollow haslzet implant matie frolrl a rncshwork of 
24-gauge ~ ~ r d i u m - ~ ~ l ~ ~ t ~ i l u m  wlres soldered w ~ t h  24-lza~at gold 1 his was used to support 
slngle ~mplants, ns well as fixed partla1 denturcs uslng as many as elght ~mplnnts 

Consistent failu~e\ w~th  these artific~al ~mplant matt,l~als b~ougllt about a sc~ent~fic 
approach to implant placement More emphasis was placed on the tissue tolerance as 
well as the bone reactloll toward metal implants In 1937 Venable, Strock, and Beach 
analyzed the effects of metals on bone 'I hey concluded that certain metals produce a 
galvanic reaction that leads to corrosion when they contact tlssue flulcts lhey proposed 
the use of Vitallium, a material composed of cobalt, chromium, and molybdenum 
lhis metal was considered to be inert, compatible with liv~ng tissue, and resistant to 
body flulds Vitallium has been used in different forms of surgical appl~ances, such as 
skull plates and orthopedic screws, nails, and hip joints The earllest successf~~l docu- 
mented case of Vitallium implants indicated survival times of 15 years 01 more. 

Many other materials and designs followed, including the use of porcelain, h~gh-  
density aluminum oxide (alum~na), sapphire (alpha alum~na), bioactive glass 
(Rloglass), and ca~bon In 1947 170rrniggini developed a s~ngle helix wilc s p ~ ~ a l  
rniplant ~nndc  from tantalum o~ st,linless steel In 1948 C;oldbe~g and (:eishlzoff 
reported the insertion of the first viable saabperiostea8 implaaat. In 1963 Lrnlzow 
drs~gned , ~ n d  rntroduced the l~ollow basket design with vents '~nci sclew 111b~dcls 811 
1 %2 TiranernarJz developed ~1 thlcaded 1rng3l;lnt des~gn made of pule tlt'lnrum that 
~nclcased tlre popula~~ty  of impl,lnts to new levels el~~lrlzc Ills plcdcccssols, 
1<1anem,illt slud~ed evciy aspect oi ~mplnnt  des~gn, including blolcpg~tnl, mccllclnr- 
ccal, pl1ysiolog1~~11, and functional phenomen,~ ~el,ltlvc LO the s~acccss of the 
eu~dostcal implant. 'The lesult is an ~mplnnt  system that was not m,~ilteted ui~trl 17 
yeals o f  exlenswe c l~n~cal  testlng nncl study li,~ci been co~nplc~cd 

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPLANTS 

Implants can be classified according to implant design, implant properties, or 
implant attachment mechanism. There are four types of implant designs that have 
evolved during centuries of development. 

Implant Design 

There are four types of implant designs that have evolved during centuries of devel- 
opment The first and most commonly used type is the endosteal implant, which is 
a device that is placed into the alveolar and/or basal bone of the mandible or max- 
illa and transects only one cortical plate. These implants are formed in different 
shapes, such as cylindrical cones or thin plates, and can be used in all areas of the 
mouth. One example of an endosteal implant is the blade implant (Fig. 23-I), 
which was developed independently in 1967 by two groups led by Linlzow and 
Robeits. Endosteal blade i ~ n p l ~ ~ ~ l t s  consist of thin plates embedded into bone; they 
are used for narrow spaces such as poste~ioi edentuloc~s areas 

Uecause of the predictable fnilure lntes of blade impldnts, the associated excessive 
bone loss, and lack of documented long-terru success, their npplication in nlodern 
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Fig. 23-1 A, Blade impl,rnts embedded in bone showing some bonc loss. B, Failed blade implant 
prosthesis that was also attached to nalural teeth. Sce also color plate. (Courtesy of Dr. Mickey 
Calvcrley.) 

Fig. 23-2 A, Endosteal ~mplants arc placetl d~rectly Into bone, and they n1lmlc roo[ forrns for proper 
placement and lo~at lon  In hone See also color plate B and C, Kestorcd anter~or lmpl,lnt blcndlng well 
w ~ t h  atllacent teeth 

implantology is minimal. Another example of an endosteal implant is the ramus 
frame implant, which is a horseshoe-shaped stairlless steel device inserted into the 
mandible from one retromolar pad to the other, passing through the anterior sym- 
physis area. As with the blade implants, there is no docu~ne~ltation of success or 
longevity, and failure is associated with great morbidity. The most populnr endosten1 
impla111 is the root-form (Fig. 23-2), which was designed to mimic the shape of tooth 
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Fig. 23-4 A, I$~nol-amic r,ldiogr,rph of a transoslt~l irnplnnl showing pcrioration ot I>otl> cortical [)1,11~5. 
t lence, [he name staple implant. B, Iransmucosal abutment tor transostenl implant allowing for placrmenl 
of denture restoration. See also color plate. (Courtesy of Dr. Joseph Cain anti Dr. K i~hard  Seals.) 

The fourth implant design is the epithelial implant, which is inserted into the oral 
mucosa. '[his type is associated with a very simple sul-gical technique and requires that 
the mucosa be used as an altachment site for the metal inserts. There are several dis- 
advantages associated with the epithelial implant, most notably painfill healing and 
the requirement for continual wear, which probably explains why it is no longer used. 

implant Properties 

Implant b~omater~als can also be classified accoiding to ~hc11 compos~t~on and t11e11 
pllys~cal, mechan~cal, chem~cal, arid b~olog~cal propelties l hese clnsslfrcations 
oftell intlude ranlzed cornpansons o l  plopcrlles s~lch ns ela\trc ruodul~, tcmsrle 
strer~g~h, and ducbrlkly to cirtclm~ne o p t ~ ~ n a l  clnnncal appInt,~tnons (Iahle 23 1 )  
Thew plopeltics ale ~ ~ s e d  to are4 ~n the deslgn and the  fabr~cat~on of the p~osthesis 
lor example, the elas~ic modulus of tlie 11'11~1allt is I I I V C ' P ~ ~ I ~  nelnted to the stlnln 
tr,lnsmnbtcd across the n n 1 p 1 ; l r i - s  rnterfacc An ~n~pla l l t  w~ th  a compalnble 
elastrc rnoclulus to kwnc sllould hc selected to p~oduce 'I more u~l~fol rn  stless dis- 
tiibutron acloss the ~ n t c l l ~ ~ c e  Metals possess high strength and cluctrlrty, whereas 
the ccidrnlcs and cabons rl~e bl~ltlc 11latcl1~1s D~ctlllty IS also ~mpoltant becnuse 
~t relates to the potenlr,tl fol perm~jnenr defoi mnllon of abutrnen~s or fixtures In 
aleas of h ~ g h  tens~le stress 

What 15 flie preferred inelhod oi~mplant att'tchment! How has th~s affected the popularity 
of ~mplant placement? 

Attachment Mechanisms 

Another way of classifying implants is through the nature of their attachment mech- 
anisms. Periodontal fibers, which attach a tooth to the bone, consist of highly dif- 
ferentiated fibrous tissue. These fibers are replete with numerous cells and nerve 
endings that allow for shock absorption, sensory function, bone formation, and 
~ o o t h  movements. Although this is llte most ideal lorn1 of c~tlacllme~tt, there is no 
ltnown implant material o~ system at present that can stimulate the growth of these 
fibers and rnimic the function of a natur-a1 tooth. 
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Mechanical Properties and Density ooT Metallic and Ceramic Implant Materials 

Grade or Yield Elongation Modulus of Tensile Strenglh Densily 
Material Condition Strength (MPa) (%) Elasticity (GPa) (MPa) (gl/cm') 

Ti-6A1-4V 

'l'i-6A1-4V ELI 

(;o-Cr-Mo 

Stainless steel 

Aluminum oxide 

Zirconium oxide 

Cortical hone 

Dentin 

Enamel 

1 

2 

3 

4 

(:as1 

Annealed 

Cold-worked 

Polycrystalline 

Y 2 0 3  
(stabilized) 

1 70 

275 

180  

481 

860 

735 

450 

190 

690 

400*(550) 
(flexure) 

1200 
(flexure) 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
- 

*ASTM Standard M~ilimurn Values 

Y I~s~orrcally, impl,~nt attachment t h ~ o u g h  low-d~fiercntlaacd f i b ~ o ~ ~ s  TISSUC was 
w~dely accepted as n medsulc of successful implant placeinerrt Ilowevcr, ~t was Later 
lealned (hat this type of attachment 1s '3  n~an~fes ta t~on of adverse ie,lctrons that Idler 
lead to iniplnnt fdrl~~le Such re,lctions include tissue ~cjection wllene an ,~cutc ot 
c h ~ o n ~ c  ~nflammaloly lesponse is nccompan~ed by parn and event~ldl loss of the 
~mplant  Anothc~ man~festat~on 1s implant encnpsulntion by poolly d~f t e~cn t i~~ ted  
fibers th;lt have often been c~l led  ,I "pseudo-pel1odont111111 " Dc5pite numelous 
claims by sonic h a t  this constitutes ~mpldnt succes4, clrnlcal studrcs nr~dicale that 
this type of ,ittachrnent can even~ually lend to ,1cute reject~on or acute reaction, 

and progiessive looseness will occul 
Osseointegration is characterized by the direct contact between bone and the sur- 

face of the loaded implant lhis was initially described by Branemark as direct anchor- 
age to bone and is now the primary attachment mechanism of commercial dental 
implants This mode is described as the direct adaptation of bone to implants wilh- 
out any other intermediate interstitial tissue, and it is similar to a tooth ankylosis 
where no periodontal l~garnent exists l he  strength of this contact increases over time, 
as opposed to the pseudoperiodontiurn desc~ibed previously, which iesults eventually 
in loosening of the implant Integration occurs initially through osteoconduction 
wherein bone-producing cells migrate alongside the implant surface through a con- 
nective tissue scaffolding formed adjacent to the implant surface Attachment of 
this scaffold is highly dependent on the implant surface design Bone apposition 
is encouraged through microscopic surface ridges Osseointegration can also be 
achieved th~ough the use of bioactive matclrals that stimulate the formation of bone 
along tlie surface of the implant A second rnechan~sm of osseo~nlegration involves 
"de novo" bone formation wherein a minera l~~ed inte~facial rnatiix IS deposited along 
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the implant surface. Once again, the surface topography will determine the bond 
strength of bone to the implant surface. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

IMPLANT COMPONENTS 

To understand the rnatelial chatacteristics and function of an implant, one must 
fiist be knowledgeable of its numerous parts Although each implant system varies, 
the parts are basically consistent. The fixture (Pig. 23-5, A) is the implant compo- 
nent that actually engages bone. Depending on the implant system, the fixture can 
have different surfaces-threaded, grooved, perforated, plasma-sprayed, or coated. 
Each surface type is meant to serve a particular purpose-fo~ example, increased sur- 
face area enhances osseointegration, or better cortex engagement ensures immedi- 
ate and long-term bone anchorage. The coated or plasma-sprayed materials are used 
to enhance attachment to bone. These materials are discussed later in this cllapter. 
The second component (Fig. 23-5, B) is the transmucosal abutment, which provides 
the connection between the implant fixture and the prosthesis that will be fabri- 
cated (Fig. 23-5, c). The abutment is usually connected to the fixture by means of a 
screw; it can also be cemented or swaged. Abutments can engage either an internal 
o~ exter rial llexdgo~l on tile fixlure tlint serves as an antirotation device, which is pal- 
ticularly important for single-unit restorations. The last part of an implant is the 
prosthesis. This can be attached to the abutments th~ough the use of screws, cement, 
o~ precision attachments, such as those used for implant ovcldentu~es 

Placement and restoralion of implants are usunlly performed in stages. I he first 
stage illvolves the surgical part where the actual implant is placed into the bone I Ile 
implant is left alone for a per~od of four to six months depending on the bone qual- 
ity and allowed to heal and hecome osseointegrated A seco~idasy surgery is required 

Fig. 23-5 Diagram of implanl components. A, The implanl 
fixture (cndosteal root form). B, Transmucosal ahutmcnt that 
scrvcs as the attachment between fixture ancl the at-tual 
proslhcsis. C, The actual prosthesis that c,ln rithcr be 
tenientcd, screwed, or swaged. Scc also ~ o l o r  plale. 
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in which the implant is uncovered and exposed through the oral environment with 
a healing cap placed to ensure ploper he'lling of soft tissues around the site of the 
future abutment. The restorative phase then follows with placement of cibutrnents 
and either a fixed pa~tial denture or a removable denture. 'lhere are some implant 
systems that require only one surgical inte~vention, and the implant is immediately 
placed in contact with the oral environment. Sorne of these systems have even been 
advocated for immediate loading with reports of relative success. 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

Wl7en tan an implant restoraiion be cn17s1dclcd successful? Wl~nt cr~ierla are used to 

detenn~ne tl71s success! W l ~ t  tI117,caI S I ~ U R ~ I O ~ S  tan dfkct the success rate ofdcntnl 

1n7plants? 

CLINICAL SUCCESS OF DENTAL IMPLANTS 

l'here have been several long-standing debates about what is considered successful 
in implant dentistry. It was originally believed that the encapsulation of an implant 
with a pseudoperiodontium was a successful implant until the fixture loosened 
itself out of the bone. The most frequently cited success criteria are those by 
Schnitman and Schulman (1979) and by Albrektsson et a1 (1986) Schnitman and 
Schulman proposed the following requirements: 

1. The mobility of an implant must be less than 1 mm when tested clinically. 
2. 'Ihere must be no evidence of radiolucency. 
3 .  Kone loss sliould be less than one-third the 1ieigli~ of the iml)lants 
4 There should be an absence of infection, damage to structures, 01 violatiovl of 

body caviti

e

s. Inflnnlmation present must be amenable to trentrnent 
5 Ihc success rate must he 75(% or more , ~ f t e ~  5 yenls of f~ inc t ion~~l  scrvlce. 

'Ihesr rrquirements ale diffr~enl~ated lrom the clite~i,l of Albrelzlsson et a1 ( 1  986), 
which ~nclude the following conditions. 

1 I'he individual, unattached implant is irnmobile when tested clinically 
2. 1 lie radiograph does not demonstlate any evidence olperiapical radiolucency 
3. Vertical hone loss should be less than 0 2 mnl ann~~al ly  following the 

implant's fils1 ycal of service 
4 Individual implant pevfo~rndnce must be c l ln lac te~~~ed by an absence of signs 

; ~ n d  symptoms such CIS pain, infections, neuropathies, paresthesia, o~ violation 
of the mandibular canal. 

5. Success rates of 85% or more at the end of a 5-year obse~vation period and 
80% at the end of a 10-year period are the minimum critelia for success. 

Smith and Zarb (1989) modified Albrektsson's criteria by stating that the patient's 
and dentist's satisfaction with the implant prosthesis should be the primary consid- 
eration and that aesthetic requirements should be met. Patient satisfaction and 
patient attitude toward the prosthesis have been included in some subsequent lists 
of criteria for success. Although these criteria have become more stringent in recent 
years, measulement of success in implant dentistry is still difficult to quantify. It is 
important that standardized criteria for success be established to enable ploper eval- 
uation and evolution of implant dentistry 

Clinical success is no longer a game of chance. With the progress achieved by 
Branemark in studying osseointegration, a more scientific approach to implant den- 
tistry has erne~ged Performing a lisk assessment analysis of the patient and 
minimizing the ~ i s k  factors involved can maximize clinical siuvival. Subject iisks 
i~lclude facto~s such as ciga~ette smoking, osteopenia, osteoporosis, diabetes, 
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patient debilitation, and polypharmacy. I he presence of these conditions has been 
known to compromise the success of osseointegation. Studies have concluded that 
the success rates for patients with controlled diabetes are 85.5% and 85.7% for the 
lnaxllla and mandible, respectrvely, with an overall success rate of 85.7% after 6 5 
years 'Fllis is sorncwhat lower than the SLLCCCSS rate for noncompromised patients, 
which is reported to be above 95% This increase in failure rate usually occurs dur- 
ing the f i~st  yeat of loading of a prosthesis 

The leasons f a  tooth loss and the presence of uncontrolled periodontal disease 
and infectioils have also been implicated in the success or lailure of the implant. ['eri- 
implantitis, which causes inflammation of the supportive tissues around the implants, 
has heen linked to the same bacteria plevalent in pelioclontal disease. The~e are also 
more internal factors specific to the site of placernmt, including hone height, bone 
density, and the amount of attached mucosa. Minimal bone height indicates the need 
for shorter implants, which have a relatively poorer prognosis. In comparison, 
implant placement in dense bone as opposed to spongy bone has a higher success 
rate Some studies have noted the success rate for implants to be 34 5% when placed 
in the edentulous mandible consisting of denser bone, but only 72.4% when 
placed in the maxilla with spongy bone. Movable tissue around an implant has also 
been implicated in inducing the onset of peri-implantitis, which can lower the prog- 
nosis. Surprisingly, even the choice of implant type or material plays a role in clinical 
success. For example, studies have shown that hydroxyapatite-coated implants have a 
higher failure rate than other implant materials. However there are certain indications 
for use of hydroxyapatite crystals; these are discussed later in this chapter. 

In a recent statistical study, implant failure has also been associated with imme- 
cliate loacting of the i~rlpla~its as well '1s implant staging (two-stage versus one-stage). 
Other critical factors include implant proximity to natural teeth and other existing 
implants 

IMPLANT MATERIALS 

'loday, implant m,rtelials are subjected to significant stie~itific scrutlny before they 
are used in vivo. I he most commonly used implant materials are made from some 
form of metallic substance. Implants also differ in the nature of their surface coat- 
ing. Some implants are not coated; others are coated with ceramic, carbon, or a 
polymer. Of  the four types of ~mplants, endosteal implants are the most commonly 
used for dental applications. 

Metallic implants 

Metallic implants undergo one or more of several surface modifications to enable 
them to become suitable for implantation. These modifications are passivation, 
anodization, ion implantation, and texturing. Passivation refers to the enhance- 
ment of the oxide layer to prevent the release of metallic ions as a result of surface 
breakdown. Minimizing ion release also enhances the biocornpatibility of these 
rnate~i~~ls. Passivation treatments call be pelformed through irnrnersion in 40% 
nitric acid or n~lodiaation where ail electric current is passed through the metal. 
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I he fo~mer  method of tieatrnent rnrnlmnlly Increases thc oxide layer thickness, 
whele,ls the latter tlcalmcrlt ~esults in  a thlcltcl oxlde layen, whlcli 1s mole beneirclnl 
111 cn l la~lc~~lg  col ros~on resistdrlce 

SLII lace tcxturlng Ineleases the su~face 'uea of tllc ~rr-apl,~nt tpy up to s ~ x  time\ and 
enhances os\eolntegratlon by Incleaslng tllc ale,) to wh~ch  bone cnn bard Ihrs 1s 
nccompl~shed thiough scveial methods, ~nclucllng plaslna spnaymg w~~l-a t~t,ar~rum, 
acid clclllng, and blasting wrlh alurninui~~ oxldc ol anothcl tcrarnlc m;lte~r,~l It IS 

~rnpol tan1 (Ilat the inc~ rased ~ ~ n p l a n t  suiface\ lemaln passlvc, hcc,rme a gra,ltel sur- 
face alea tends to encoulngc the release olmctalllc Ions 

Another \u~face mod~ficat~on for the ~rnplant ns 1011 ~ ~ n p l , ~ n t n ~ a o l ~ ,  wlmlcll consists 

of bomhalding (he su~lace oi ~ h c  lmplnnt with hgh-enclgy iona up to n surface 
dcpkh of 0 1 prn lhrs procrdule is cla~~ired to inclcasc the collosion Icslsbance of 
thc ruela1 through thc f o ~  rnatrorl o l  a TIN wrface layan 

lhc  mo\t popular inlplailt mate~laP rn use today r \  tltanlum As a result of 
Kranemarlz's extensive stud~es, titanium has become the gold standard In ~rnplant 
mater~als l~taniurn exlsts In nature as a pure element wlth an atomlc nurnbcr of 22 
In the p e r ~ o d ~ c  table W ~ t h  an atomic werght of 47 9, titan~um composes about 0 6% 
of the earth's crust and is a million times more abundant than gold lhls metal 
exists as rutile (T1O2) or ilmen~te (re7 10,) and recluires speclfic extraction methods 
to be recovered In its elemental state Ihe Kroll process illvolves reduction of TlG1, 
by magnesium, whereas the ~odide  piocess ~nvolves format~on of tltannuln iodide 
through the leacllon of law tltanium w ~ t h  ~ o d ~ n e  Ihe tltanlurn locllde 1s Patel 
decomposed on a heated tltanium wlre 

l~ tanium has several favorable phy\~cal properties, which ~nclude a low specific 
gravlty with a dens~ty of 4 5 g/cm3, h ~ g h  heat resistance, and high strength cornpa- 
~nhle  w ~ t h  that of slarnle\s steel Iitnn~um IS  also vely Ic\rslanb to corroslorr, as a 
I ~ \ L I ~ I  of lhc pas\ivatllig effect d f o ~ d e d  by a rhrn I,~ycr of Ilbdnlurm oxldc rha t  1s 
lor~ned on I[\ surface It has thc nbnlley to fon-ia n n  oxide layarn 10 j\ rnr thncksra.\s 
wrtllrrl a ~nrIP~secorid and 1s gene~aJly seli-he,ll!rlg It left ~nnchccl<rci, thils iaxrelc 1,~ycr 
can become 100 thick witli~n ;r rurrleute Pule titanrum has tlac abnlrty to fonnl scv- 
e ~ a l  ox~drs, including TI<), 1 102, and 1 1 ~ 0  O f  these, 110, IS cons~dercd the arlost 
stable ant1 1s used more often unde~ pl~yslologucnl conclltnok, 

I he most cornmonly used tltanlum ploducts ,Ile pure 1 1  and t~tarnlum ,alloy\, 
namely, 10 6AI-4V and Ti-6A1-4V extra low ~nter\tltial (1 11) T~tdnnum can he 
alloyed w ~ t h  d~ffeient elements to rnod~fy its plopertres I'we blt,rn!lr~~~n car1 
uiidc~go a transfolrnation f ~ o m  n hexagonal-closc-~3ackeci alpha phase lo ;a body- 
centeretl cub~c beta phase at 883" C Alloying elements ale added lo stabrlrze 
e~ther  phaw 11-6Al-4V 1s one of the more commonly used tltailium alloys 
Alum~nurn acts as an alpha stablll~ei for the purpose of lncleaslng strength and 
decieasing the mass Vanadium, copper, and pallad~um ale beta phase stabill~ers, 
which are used to mlnlmlze the formation of IiAl, to app~ox~mately 6% or less to 
decrease its susceptrbll~ty to colrosion Wlth the exception of pure titanium, the 
modulus of elastlc~ty of Ti-GA1-4V is closer to that of bone than any other 
widely used implant material This ensures a more uil~form d~stlibutioil of stress, 
particularly along the bone-implant rnterface, as the bone and the implant flex 
slm~larly 

A comb~nat~on of these phases enhances the alloy's strength b1,I contams low 
levels of oxygen dissolved In interstitial sltes in the metal Lowel amounts of oxygen 
and iron improve the ductility of the bL1 alloy Newer titanium alloys have been 
developed, which include Ti-1 3Nb I 3Zr and Ti-1 5Mo-2 8Nb These alloys ~ i t i l l ~ e  
other phase s tab~l l~e is  Instead ot alumlnurn and vnnadlum, and they may exhlh~l a 
greater corrosion leslstnnce 
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Composition of CP Titanium and Alloys (Weight Percent) 

Titanium N C H Fe 0 A1 V Ti 

CP grade 1 0 0 1  0 0 8  0015 0 2 0  0 1 8  - - balancc 

CI' grade I I 0.03 0.08 0.015 0.30 0.25 - - balance 

C P  g~ acle IV 0 0 5  0 0 8  0015 0 5 0  0 4 0  - - balance 

Ti-GAL-4V alloy 0.0.5 0.08 0.015 0.30 0.20 5.50-6.7.5 3.50-4.50 balance 

Ti-GAI-4V(ELIalloy) 0.05 0.08 0.012 0.25 0.13 5.50-6.50 3.50-4.50 balarlce 

ASI'M s (and ,~~-d :  mi~iinlum values. 

Con~mercially pure 7'i comes in different grades, from CI' grade I to CP grade 
IV. 'l'he compositions of these metals in weight percentage are given in 'hble 23-2. 
The strength of CPTi is less that1 that of 'l'i-6Al-4V alloy, although the modulus of 
elasticity values are comparable. The elastic modulus of 'l'i alloys (113 GPa) 
(see Table 23-1) is only slightly higher than that for the CP grade 1V Ti (102 GPa). 
'Ihe yield strength values for EL1 and Ti6A14V alloys (795 MPa and 860 MPa, 
respectively) are 65% to 78% greater than that for CPTi. Ti alloys are able to 
maintain that fine balance between sufficient strength to resist fracture under 
occlusal forces and a lower modulus of elasticity for a more uniform stress dis- 
tribution across the bone-implant interface. 

Another alloy used for implantation is stainless steel. Used in the form of surgi- 
cal austenitic steel, these metals have 18% chromium for corrosion resistance and 
8% nickel to stabilize the auslenitic structure. Stainless steel is most oftell used in the 
wrought and heat-treated state and possesses high strength and ductility. 'l'his metal 
is not widely used in implant dentist~y despitc its low cost anci ease of lab]-ication 
hccause of the allergenic potential of nickel, as well as its susceptibility to crcvice 
and pitting corrosion. Its corrosion products include iron, chromium, nickrl, and 
molybdenum. These elements or their ions can accumulate in  the tissues surround- 
ing the implant and subsequently he  rans sported lo different parts of the body 10 

produce a potentially unfavorable immune response. Surface treatments such as su~-- 
face passivation and ion implantation are used to improve the corrosion rt~sistance, 
although austenitic stainless steels are still PI-one lo localized attack in long-term 
applications. 'l'he presence of a galvanic potential with the use of different metals is 
also an area of collcern for the decreased coi-I-osion resistance of stainless steel. 

Cobalt-chromium-molybdenum alloys generally consist of 63% cobalt, 30% 
chromium, and 5% molybdenum with small amounts of carbon, manganese, and 
nickel. Molybdenum is a stabilizer; chromium provides the passivating effect to 
ensure corrosion resistance; and carbon selves as a hardener. Vitallium was intro- 
duced by Venable in the late 1930s and is part of the Co-Cr-Mo alloy family. It was 
initially shown to lack electrochemical activity and tissue reaction. Ticonium, a 
Ni-Cr-Mo-Re alloy, was also used as a dental implant material, although it showed 
less biocompatibility. In later studies, Vitallium was shown to evoke a chronic 
inflammation with no epithelial attachment and with fibrous encapsulation accom- 
panied by mobility. 

In an attempt to improve the alloy's performance, inert materials in the form of 
aluminum oxide ceramics were added to the surface. Aluminum oxide and zirconium 
oxide coated on Vitallium were found to have no effect on improving biological 
acceptability of the melal. Co-Cr-Mo alloys have a high elastic modulus and resist- 
ance to corrosion, although they have low ductility. Studies have shown that this 
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low dirctility is a result of the agglomeration of particles, which ale ~ i c h  in carbon, 
chromium, and molybdenum. Ih~ctility can he irnprovecl through the I eduction of 
the ca~bon  content in the metal. In spite of titanium's excellent biocompatibility, 
Co-Cr-Mo alloys and stainless steel are still sometimes used f a -  larger implants such 
as subperiosteal and t~ansosteal implants because of their castability and lower cost 

Ceramic and Ceramic-Coated Implant Systems 

There ale several synthetic and biological ~ n a t e ~ ~ a l s  that have been used in the 
-treatment of bone defects, ~ idge  augmentation, and osteoporotlc lesions These 
mate~~als  are also ~lsed to coat ~netallic implants to produce an ionic celarnlc sul- 
face, which is therrnodynarnically stable and hydr ophilic, thereby producing a high- 
stlength attachment to bone and the su~rounding tissues I'hese ce~a~nics can either 
be plasma-sprayed 01 coated onto h e  metal implant to ploduce a bioactive su~face 
The term bioactzve refers to a variety of inorganic materials that can stimulate adhe- 
sion and bonding to bone. These materials are generally brittle and have a high elas- 
tic modulus and low tensile strength. 

Ceramic implants can withstand only relatively low tensile stresses ~nduced by 
occlusal loads, but they can tolerate quite high levels of compressive stress. 
Aluminum oxide (A1,0,) is used as the gold standard for ceramic ~mplants because 
of its inertness with no evidence of ion ielease or immune reactions in vivo 
Zirconia (ZrO,) has also demonstrated a high degree of inertness, although alumina 
(AI,O,) has shown a higher surface wettability compared with those of metallic sur- 
face implants These ceramic implants are not bioactive in that they do  not promote 
the formation of bone They have high strength, stiffness, and hardness and func- 
t ~ o n  well as subpeiiosteal or tl'insosteal implants 'Tahle 23 1 lists the mechanical 
ploprrties of d~f fe~en t  metall~c ~ n a t c ~ ~ a l s  compared w~tl l  ce~nmic  inp plant materinls 

Of the syntlietlc ~ypes ot n ~ ~ i t e r i ~ ~ l s ,  calcium phosphates ale the most succc>ss- 
f ~ ~ l  foi g~afting and ;lugmentnllon of bone Thls perfolmance 1s plobnbly assocl- 
ated wit11 the fact that vital hone 1s composed of 60°/0 to 70°h calcium phosphate 
l hese mate~i,ils nle nonimmunogen~c and nrc b~ocompatible with host tissue5 
Ihe two rnost conirnonly ~ ~ s e d  calcium phosphates ale hydroxyapatite (I IA), o~ 
Calo(PO,),(OH),, and t ~ i c d l c ~ ~ ~ ~ n  pliosph,ite (TCP), o~ Ca,(PO,), T l y d ~ o x y ~ ~ p d t ~ ~ ~  
and t~ l c~ l l c~um phosphate nle used as bone giaft matel ials in granula~ or hlock to1111 
to serve as a template fol the fc)lrnntion o f  new hone Because these n~atcrinls alc 
known to piornote and ach~eve a direct bond of the ~mplant  to hard tissues, they are 
cl~~ss~fred as h~odctive Both also p~oiiiote verticnlly ciiiected hone growth, '1s well as 
a stronger bond to bone. Biointegration is defined in the 7th e d ~ t ~ o n  of the Clossary 
of I'rosthodontz~ Terms as "the benign acceptarice of a foreign object by living tissue " 
More specifically, the biointegration of bone with an implanted material indicates 
the bond of bone to I JA IIA, ICP, and other calcium phosphates ale biocompati- 
ble as a result of the release of calcium and phosphate ions to the surrounding tis- 
sue 1 Iowever, the attachment stlength of the calcium phosphates is far below that 
of alumina and zirconia. Studies have ~evealed several differences in the tissue 
response to these materials following implantation TCP is resorbed more rapidly 
than HA and results in a breakdown of material and replacement by mesenchymal 
cells with features resembling osteoprogenitor cells It has also been shown that 
after 4 weeks of implantation, osteocytes accumulate adjacent to HA granules, indi- 
cating the possibility of osteogenesis with these implants 

lTsr of these calcium phosphates as coating mate~ials for metallic implants is 
di~ectly lelated to the11 crystnllin~ty The Inole crystalline the I IA coating, the 
mole resistant it 1s to clln~cal clissolution. A mlnlmuln of 500h crystall~ne HA is 
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cons~tlc~ed an ol>tim;ll concentration rn coat~ng f01 trnplants Cornmcic~al 
~lnplants coatcd with [ I A  have ~angcd fiorrl 8'i0io cly\t~~lline tiA and 1 5 %  1 C P  to 
C)7(X/i, clystall~ne I lh D~ssolurlon of the ceramlc coatlng occu~s at a hrgllei late with 
a mole ~molphous  HA structure I lent tleatment nftcr the depos~tlon plocess has 
been shown lo iinprove the ~ rys t~~ l l~n r ly  of I I A  The rn;ljoi atlvantngc of these 
cei,~rnic coatrngs 1s that thcv can stimulate (he adaptation of bone, and they c,xhrh~t 
a more lntlrnate bone-to ~ m p l a n t  cont,\ct compa~cd w~t l l  ,i mci~lll~t s u ~ f ~ ~ c e  I he 
,lmocrnt of n\sco~ntcg~nt~on was collilparcd brtwce11 nleta\\lc ~rnplnnts , ~ n d  ctlalnlc 
coated 1mp1,lnts in numerou, studles I llesc studies suggest that thcrc I\ '1 gieatcr 
bone-to-I rnplan~ lrltegratlorl wlth thc I IA-coated implants, wlth vnlucs I anglng Clam 
17 1% for 7 day\ to 75 3% for 3 months f o ~  I IA-coatetl ~mpl ,~nts  velsus 1 2% (7 dayys) 
to 45 7% (3 months) for titanium impl'lnts However, n stucly by Gottlander and 
Albrelziason ( 1092) coileluded t l l ~ t  thei c was 110 s~gn~frcani dlffe~ cnce between tlrc 
celainlc coatcd a11d the C I I I C O ~ ~ C ' C ~  1111p1allls afiel 6 months of integlailon, wh~ch 
~rnplles that early Integration and leslstance to toicpe fa~lule of HA-coated lrnplants 
ovel urlcoated ones may be only of short-term dulatio~l 

7 he bloglasses ( S I ~ ,  Ca(1-Na,O-P,O,-MgO) are another form of bloactive ceram- 
~ c s  These matel~dls are known to form a cal bonated hydroxyapatite layel In vlvo as 
a ~esult  of therr calcium and phosphorus content Ihe formation of this layer 1s 1n1- 
trated by the migration ofcalcrum, phosphate, silica, and sodium Ions towald tissue 
as a lesult of external pII changes A silica-rrch gel layel foims on the sulfate as ele- 
ments are released and lost Ihe sillcon depletion init~ates a mlgradlon of calcium 
and phosphate ions to the sillca gel layer from both the b~oglass surface and tlssue 
fluids l h ~ s  results In the formation of a calcium-phosphorus layel that st~mulates 
osteoblasts to piol~ferate I'hese osteoblasts produce collagen fibr~ls that become 
incorpo~,lted Into the c,llcium phospholus layel and are Idler ,~nclio~ed by the 
calcium-phospliorus c~y,~alq This layel 1s 100 to 200 pln rh1c1< and 11,)s ba,rn \howla 
to folln a veiy dlong boimc-bloglass ir>tcrf,mtr 131oglass~a , I I C  cl,assiiicd GI\ bloactivcr 
rn,atcn,~l\ Vsec,~uqe alaey \61inul,rnrc iile folnnatlon of bone These rnaac~r,nls ,Ire more 
oftera usrcd dqgl,~ft~ng rnCater~'~ls 501 ridge ,lugincntntfoam oi bony defects tllnil ns co,ab 
lng mntel rals foi rnetall~c rmpl,snts bec,~usc the 1ntc.1fac1~11 bond strength ofb1ogl~1sses 
with metal arid obllel ceramlc sul>stldtes 1s weak nnd is \uhjcct to C ~ I S S O ~ L ~ ~ ~ O L I  111 VIVO 

De\p~rc their favol,~ble osteoinductive 'ib~llty, h~oglassc\ ale also vcny bl rrtlc, which 
makes them un\ultablc for Ll\e as a stress-beanng i~mplailt ~nnterldls 

How does an rntrdmob~le element alfect the lunction of an implant? 

Polymers 

Polymeric implants in the form of polymethylmethacrylate and polytetrafluoroeth- 
yle~le were first used in the 1930s. These substances are made of simple and recul- 
ring structural units called monomers, which are connected by covalent bonds 
formed during the polymerization process to form a polymeric substance. They are 
generally complex molecules of high molecular weight, but they are much softer 
and more flexible with a lower modulus of elasticity than the other classes of bio- 
materials. 'l'he low mechanical strength of the polyme~s has precluded their use as 
impl'lnt materials because of their susceptibility for mechanical fracture d u ~ i n g  
function. Also, pllysical properlies of the polyrners are greatly influenced by changes 
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in temperature, environment, and composition, and as such, their sterilization can 
be accomplished only by garnrna irradiation or exposure to ethylene oxide gds 
Contamination of these polymers is another disadvantage, because electrostatic 
chaiges often attract dust and other impu~ities from the environment. 

During the mid 1940s, methyl methacryl,lte was ~lsed fo1 tempomiy acrylic 
implants to pleserve the dissected space lo receive a Co-Cr implant at a later tilne 
I he tissues did not show any evidence of in itation or destruction with the use of this 
material 

The use of polymers for osseoi~lteg~ated implant\ is now confined to coinpo 
llents Ihe IMZ implants ale e~ther  t~td~liurn plasm'l-sprayed oi TIA-coated and 
incorpo~ate a polyoxymetllyle~le (POM) int~dmobile elerneilt (IMB), wh~ch acts as 
an inteinal shock nbso~ber Ihe 1Mb is placed between the plosthes~s and the 
ilnplarlt body (Fig 23-61 to initiate mobility, stress relief, and shock absorptioil 
capability to mlmic that of the natural tooth When rncorporated Into the TML 
implant, the 1ME initiates the biomechanical function of the natural tooth unit, 
periodontal ligament, and alveolar bone. The IMC is designed to ensure a more uni- 
form stress distribution along the bone-implant interlace. Studies have demon- 
strated that this shock-absorbing element also helps in reducing occlusal loads 

Other implant Materials 

Carbon and a carbon compound (C and SIC) were introduced in the 1960s f o ~  use 
in implantology Vitieous carbon, which el~cits a very min~mal response fiom host 
tissues, is one of the most biocompatlble materrals Stud~es have confirmed that the 
morphology of the bone-implant interface is sim~lar to that associated with an 1lA 
~niplant Cornpaled with rnclall~c ~mplants, calhon is Inert undei physrological con- 
d~tions and has a modulu\ of cJC~st~clty equrvalent to that of den t~n  and bone 'Ih~ls 
~t defoim\ at a late s ~ r n ~ l a ~  to those tlssues, c.nabl~ng adequate Llansmisslorl ol\trcss 
1Ioweve1, because oi ~ t s  br~ttleness, carbon is susceptrble to Ilactu~e u n d e ~  tensile 
stiess, whrch is usually generated as a component of flexu~al stless It also has a 
lelnlively low complc\\Jve strc~~gth rhus a large sulface area and geometry ale 

Fig. 23-6 Intraniobilc clement that is 
I~elievecl to acl as an internal shock 
absorber. See ,llso color pla~e. 
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required to resist Si-acture. Carbon-based ~nateri~lls are also used for- ceramic and 
metallic implant cocitings. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Wrtli the nhrlndance of ~mplnni niater~als to choose iro~n, how does a (Irn~cran know 

whlch materra/ lo L I S ~  for a p,lrl~cu/,?r srf~rabon! 

SELECTlNG A N  IMPLANT MATERIAL 

because of the abundance of dilfeient implant mc~teri'~ls and implant systems, it is 
irnpo~tant to know the indications for use of these different ~nate~ials Perhaps the most 
important consideration is the strength of the lrnplar~t material and the type ot bone in 
which the implant will be placed The other factors to consider are implant design, 
abutment choices and availability, surface finish, and biomechanical considerations 

7'he strength of an implant is often a consideration, depending on  the area of 
placement of the implant. If the implants are located in a high load zone (e.g., in 
the posterior areas of the arch), the clinician might consider using a higher-strength 
material such as CP grade IV titanium or one of the titanium alloys. Some contro- 
versy exists as to which titanium metal to use, because some researchers believe that 
aluminum and vanadium can be toxic if released in sufficient quantities. 

Other considerations for selection include a history of implant fracture in the 
placement alea of interest, the use of narrower implants, and a history of occlusal or 
parafunctional habits Anterior implants designated for use in narrow spaces have 
smaller diameters in the inngr or  1.25 Inm Conveisely, single imp1,ints placed in 
posterioi dieds have h g e ~  diametei-s up to 50 mm Table 21-3 shows some irllpla~lt 
systelns and tllc type 01 metal uwd by the mnnufaclurers. 

M How do bone herglil ' ~ n d  dental bone cpal~iy nifect the s u r v ~ v ~ ~ l  trn7e o/ rmphnts, 

As previously s ~ ~ t e d ,  the type of bone in which the implant will be placed is of crit- 
ical importance. Bone quality has been classified into four typcs: Type 1 consists of 
mostly homogenous compact bone; Tme 11 consists of a thiclz layer of compact 

Compositions of Current Implant Systems 

CP Ti CP Ti CP Ti CP Ti Ti-6AI-4V Ti-6AI-4V 
grade I grade II grade Ill grade IV  ELI alloy alloy 

Biol lorizons X 

Nobel Biocare X 

Paragon 

Steri-Oss 

From McCuacken M: I)ent,il i~np l , i~ l t  materials: Commc~-cidlly purc titalli~l~n and titaniunl alloys. I I'rosthodon~ 8.40-43, 1999. 
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bone surrounding a Cole of dense trabecula~ bone; 'I ype I11 is a thin layer of co~ti-  
cal bone surrounding a core of dense t~abecular bone; and Type IV is composed of 
a thin layer of cortical bone with a core of low-density trabecular bone (Fig. 21-7). 
Type IV bone is by far the worst possible bone environment for implant plncernent 
because of inadequate stability and pool bone cluality. 

'I'llere is much debate about when to use metal implants or ceramic-coated 
implants. As mentioned earlier, IIA-coated implants stimulate bone growth and 
have been shown to have a greater bone-to-implant integ~ation 1 Ioweve~, there ale 
also some st~ldies showing that HA is a very unstable implant material and can 
prove detrimental to bone and tissues in the long term. Cottlander and Albrektsson 
(1331) examined the bone-to-implant contact area both at 6 weelzs and 12 months 
for tlA-coated and CPI i implants. They concluded that the hone-to-implant contact 
area at 6 weelzs was 65% for I TA and 59Oh for Ti. I Iowevei at 12 months, Ti exllib- 
ited a 75% contact area versus 53% tor IIA. 'l'he bond for IIA is fo~med from a very 
dynamic bone reaction to the material and is later maintained by a continuous ion 
exchange. Some contend that the bond of HA to bone is biologically unstable as a 
result of this exchange. As mentioned earlier, HA is also subject to dissolution, and 
high crystallinity must be maintained to minimize this occurrence Unfortunately, 
some amount of amorphous substance must be present to complete the bond to 
metal, and this substance is susceptible to dissolution. 'lRe long-term stability of the 
HA-coated implants is still very controversial. Although the bond between I-IA and 
bone is considered to be strong, the mechanical stability of the interface between 
the coating and the metallic substrate can be unstable. 

Some studies have shown that the survival rate of IIA-coated implants is initially 
higher than that for titanium plasma-sprayed implants, but the survival rate signifi- 
cantly decreases after 4 years. 1 ailures are caused by inflammation of the surround- 
ing tissues w ~ t h  delamination and exfoliation. Some implants wcre retrieved belo~e 
failure, and these revealed partial loss of the 1 IA coating w ~ t h  flattening and chill- 
ning in some areas, as well as an increase in C1 and Mg ions. Ihe implic,ltions of 
these factois relative to clinical Implant failure are still unknown. 

Another concern is the adherence of mic~oorganisms to the 1 IA sulface A study 
of tailed titanium and TIA-coated implants revealed a colon~zation of coccoid and 
rod-shaped bacteria on I I A  implants, possibly ns a ~esult of the biorenctivity of I IA. 
The ~oughcned surface of the IIA impl'lnts can also contribute to plaque glowtll 
once the coating is exposed This can lead to peri-implantitis, which decreases the 
chance of long-term survival 

In spite of all the disadvantdges, hydroxyapatite still has some ind~cations for 
implant applications. Studies reported on the biological response to both the coated 
and ~lncoated implants suggest that HA-coated implants were interfaced intimately 
with bone and that the mineralized matrix extended into the microporosity of the 
HA coating. Numerous osteocytes were found along the periphe~y of TTA-coated 
implants, which indicates that I fA-coated implants are a better option for poor bone 
quality areas such as the maxilla. In one study, Branemark-type titanium implants 

Quality 1 Quality 2 Quality 3 Quality 4 

Fig. 23-7 IYour lypes of hone ranging lrom homogenous compact bone to low-density ~rahecular bone. 
See also color plate. 
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were evaluated in lype IV bone and a survival rate of 63Vo was founci for mandibu- 
lar implants and 56% for maxillary implants. 'These values are lower than the sur- 
vival rates of 30% or more when these implants were placed in Type I and II bone. 
Another study compared the sulvival rates of titanium screw-type implants and HA- 
coated cylinders in Type 1V bone. At 36 months, Ti implants had a survival rate of 
78.3%, compared with 38% f o ~  HA implants. At 48 months this survival late fell to 
74.7% for the metal implants. In a follow-up study, titanium screws exhibited a 91% 
?-year su~vival late and 89% for a 7-year period in Wpe IV maxillary bone. I hese 
rates can be cornpaled with a sulvival level of 3 5% fol HA implants during a 7-year 
period. All of these studies indicate that IIA-coated implants have a greatel survival 
rate in Type IV bone Therefore the dentist should be inclined to use IiA-coated 
implants fol areas where poor or less than ideal bone is to be used for implant 
placement 

The bone height available for implant placement is also a factor for consideration 
of which type of implant to use. A five-year study revealed a 70% failure rate for tita- 
nium screws with only a height of 8 mm. The same height of HA-coated screws 
resulted in only a 4% failure. There was no  significant difference in the failure rates 
between the two types of implants when the length of the screws was increased to 
12 mm. 

Another indication for I IA-coated implants is their placement in fresh extraction 
sites. Immediate implant placement can sometimes be performed immediately after 
an extraction if there are time constraints and no existing pathological conditions, 
such as periodontal conditions or diseased bone states Initial stability is difficult to 
obtain in some of these cases, and this leads to implant failure. A comparison of the 
survival rate of HA-coated implants, metallic implants, and hollow basket i~nplants 
was made after 7 years of immediate implant placement. Survival lates of 3T,O/o, 
90°/o, and 82% were found, respectively The implant-bone interface contact sea 
was also shown to be 61 Sn/o to1 IIA coated irnplants and 29 2% for ~ ~ i r t ~ ~ l l i c  
implants after 28 days of placement. The initial stability afforclrd by the IIA-coated 
implants rndlzes them tnore suitable lo1 placement in fresh extraction sites 

Further advances in the field of dental surgery have allowed placement of 
~mplants in areas in which bone is not no]-rnally present. Maxillary and nd~dl  s i n ~ ~ s  
lilts are comlno~lplace in paltially dentate individuals who requue an implant. 
Bone grafts have enabled placement of a sinus lift in postelior areas w h e ~ e  bone is 
deficient. Llnfortunntely, the quality of bone produced flom these bone glafts is 
poor and an implant is required to establish ,I substantial implant-bone contact 
area. Most of these implant sitcs oppose fully dentate arches, which exell a higher 
amount of masticatory force. Thus initial stability, proper osseointegration, and 
high shear strength are important implant properties for these locations. Studies 
have revealed that I-iA-coated implants exhibited a push shear bond strength of 
7.3 MPa versus a value of 1.2 MPa for titanium metallic implants after a period 
of 10 weeks. After 32 weeks HA-coated implants still had shear bond strength val- 
ues that were five times gleater than those for metallic surface implants. 

Another study compared the torsional strength of commercially pure titanium, 
'I'i-GA1-4V, and IHA-coated implants. Values for a period of up to 4 months ranged 
from 74.0 Ncm to 186 0 Ncm (HA-coated implants). These torsion strength values 
reflect the failure resistance of the implant. 'Thus HA-coated implant surfaces can 
provide a greater implant-bone interface, higher shear bond strength, and higher 
torsional strength in areas that require a sinus lift procedure. 

A recent meta-analysis revlew was conciucted to compare the perfo~rnance of 
coated and noncoated implants The review suggests that the survival rates are 
similar for both coated and uncoated implants and that the IiA-coating did not 
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compromise the long-tam suivival of these implants. Indications to suppo~t the 
selection of I IA-coated implants over titanium or metallic sulfaced implants include 
(1) the need for greater bone-implant interface contact area, (2) the ability to place 
the implant in Iype IV bone, ( 3 )  fresh extraction sites, and (4) newly grafted sites. 
It has also been shown that the advantages of I IA-coated implants are ~nainly short- 
term in nature and are  elated to the initial stability of the implant, which most 
often determines its prerestorative success or failure. 

CRITICAL QUESTION 

Scveml lypes of b~ocomp~t~h~ l r t y  test d'lta may be usetul fbr select~on of .In approprrdte 

~mplnnt What 1s the prlnc~pal fac lor on wh~ch an ~~nplant  mnter~al should be selected as 

su~rahle or ~ i r ? s ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ b l e  for osseo~nte~qra/,on! 

BlOCOMPATlBlLlTY O F  IMPLANTS 

The concept of biomaterial biocompatibility does not refer to total ineltness, but 
rather the ability of a material to perform with an appropriate response in a specific 
application. Biocompatibility is affected by the intrinsic nature of the material, as 
well as its design and constniction. 'I'herefore the state of biocompatibility may be 
confined to a particular situation or function in the human body. The American 
Dental Association outlines some acceptance provisions for dental implants, includ- 
ing (1) evaluation of physical properties that ensure sufficient strength, (2) demon- 
stration of ease of fabrication and sterilization potential without material 
degradation, (3) biocompatibility evaluation, including cytotoxicity testing; 
(4) fieedorn from defects, and (5) a minimum of two clinical trials, each with a 
minimum of 50 hu~ndn subjects conducted for 3 years to eain provision,ll accept- 
ance or 5 yeas to earn dcceptdllce 

Ochc~ materials such as stainless steel ,md cobalt-ch~oniium alloys ale mainly 
used for construction of the supe~structui-e in the lestordtlon phase 01 as fixation 
screws. Conceln exists over the potential electlolytic action nnd inc~eased corrosion 
associated with the cornbirlation of co~ltacting metals, anotllel concern is the possi- 
ble release of niclzel and beryllium ions 

The p~imaly intrlactions between an inlplnnt m'lterial ,~nd its host take place at 
the su~face of the implant within 'I legion of approximately the size of one water 
molecule (-0 1-1 0 nm). I (owever, this does not mean that the implant-tissue inter- 
actions ale isolated at this inte~face. Some studies have repolted unusually high tita- 
nium levels in both the spleen and lungs of rabbits immediately following surgery, 
but these concentrations were well within normal limits. In humans, Ti levels are 
normally 50 ppm, but they can reach levels of up to 300 ppm in tissues surrounding 
titanium implants. Tissue discoloration at this level may be visible, but it is still well 
tolerated by the body. IZasemo and Lausmaa (1 991) demonstrated the dissolution of 
corrosion products into the bioliquid and adjacent tissues. Thus the outermost 
atomic layers of an implant are critical regions associated with biochemical interac- 
tions of the implant-tissue interface. l'his should have a tremendous influence on a 
high degree of standardizatio~i and surface control in the production of implants 

Disintegrating particles of I-TA, which result from dissolution of the amorphous 
substance, are believed to be toxic to fibroblasts, especially when they are smaller 
than 5 pm. Direct interaction with the cells has resulted in irreversible cell mem- 
brane damage 

The response of bone to different implClnt materials is the principal fact01 on 
which an implant material is selected as s~~i table  or unsuitable for osseointeglation. 
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Reports have concluded that the percentage of bone volu~ne in cortical bone aiound 
CIYl'i and HA implants were the same. However-, when these implant materials were 
placed in bone manow, a maiked difference was reported. 'litanium irnplants 
induced a steady increase in bone volume directly adjacent to the irnplant and sul- 
rounding it for up to 8 weeks. 'lhe volume of bone adjacent to the surface of IlA 
implants increased to a maximum level at 4 weelzs This clearly emphasizes the need 
for more studies highlighting the effects of biomaterials to surrounding tissues as 
well as their effect on clinical effectiveness. 

Reaction to polymers includes a chronic irritation of the sunounding connective 
tissue with ,I fibrous encapsulation Polyme~s are also allergenic and have caused 
carcinogenic reactions in some studies. Other reactions include bone loss, gingival 
recession, and peri-implantitis. As such, polymers are no longel being used as 
implant rna~eri~~ls .  

CRITICAL QUESTION 

How does a tooth-implant-supporied prosfhesis compare with an implant-supported 
prosthesis? 

BIOMECHANICS 

The attachment of bone to implants serves as the basis for the biomechanics analy- 
ses performed for dental implants. Close approximation of osseointegrated bone 
with the surface of an implant fixture permits the transfer of %tresses with little rel- 
ative displ;lcement or  the bone and implant Tlie stresses that are generated ale 
highly affected by tth~ec main variables: ( 1 )  masticato~y factols (frequency, bite 
force, and ~nandib~ilar movements), (2)  support for the plosthesis (implant- 
supported, ~mplant  tissuc-supported, implant-tooth-supported), and (3) the 
mech,~n~cal properties of the materials involvtd in the implant restoration (elastic 
nlodulus, ductility, fracture strength, etc.) One o l  the most important variables 
affecting the close apposition of bone to the irnpldnt surface is the relahve move- 
ment, or "mic~o-motion." It has long been docurnented that movement sholtly after 
implarltation prevents the formation of bone and encouldges the fo~mation of 
fibrous collnectlve tissue around the implant surface This collagen rich connective 
tissue is considered to be non~etentive and provides no support for the impl,int fix- 
ture. lhis is the reason that a delay of 4 to h months is recommended befo~e loading 
after surgery. As mentioned previously, there has been some success reported with 
immediate loading of implants depending on bone quality and patient selection 

There are two main types of loading condition that can occur in an implant site. 
Ihese are represented by axial forces and bending moments. A bending moment can 
best be demonstrated by visualizing a cantilever beam design in which the maxi- 
mum bending moment that is located at the fixed base of support is calculated as 
folce (perpendicular to the beam) times the length of the lever arm. These bending 
moments become highly significant, depending on the type and design of implant 
restoration that is planned. 

Rangert (1389), Slzalak (1981), and Brunski (1388) analyzed the theoretical 
effects of cantilever length, number of implants, the arrangement of implants, and 
prosthesis design Their models were based on the initial Branemarlz hybrid pros- 
thesis for the atrophic mandible (Fig 21-8). This type of restoration usually involves 
four to six implant fixtures confined to the area between the mental foramina of the 
mandible with cantilevers extending from the most distal implant. These were 
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Fig. 23-8 A, The original Kr,~neniarlt hybriti ~jrosthrsi\ tirsignrti to act ommotlalc scvcl-cly atrol)liic. 
nlaritiibles. B, Th(3 hyl)ritl prosthesis l ~ s ~ ~ a l l y  requires il to 6 implants. C, Corrclspontii~lg superslruclurc 
[hat is sc ~roweti onto Ihc implants. Srcx .llso c-olor plat?. 

~estored with acrylic resin and denture teeth, which wele attached to the implnnt 
metal superstructule th~ough the use of chemical and mechanical bonding. The 
most significant aspect of these studies is the optininl ratio of the cantileve~ length 
to the ~nteifixture distance 

When two o~ more impl'ints are placed in '1 st~aight line, the bending nlomcnt 
will be dlst~ibuted proportionately to all fixtu~es, p~ovided that the p~osthesis is suf- 
ficiently ligid. I'lacement of the lnlplants in nn offset manner has been suggesled as 
a more favorable o~ientation because it is believed to increase the resistance to load- 
ing. However, recent studies have shown that tripodization of implants does not 
necessarily minimize stresses as much as the use of wider-diametel implants placed 
in a straight line. An increase in the anterior-posterior placement of implants is also 
recommended to minimize the angular loading of the implant components. The 
load is greatest at the most distal fixture when an anteriorly positioned cantilever 
prosthesis exists. Thus the distance between the most terminal abutment and the 
one directly adjacent to it should be increased to reduce the stress and strain 
induced within the most distal abutment. 

Another important factor to consider is the fit of the prosthesis on the implant. 
An inaccurate fit will lead to a nonuniform distribution of load with the unit clos- 
est to the load bearing most of the forces. For well-integrated implant f~utures, the 
weakest link in the system becomes the gold or abutment screw, which is regarded 
as the safety feature in these restorations. All of the external tension is usually 
borne enti~ely by the gold screw if an inaccurate fit exists and a preload is applied 
to the sclew connection These screws are fairly retrievable and are easy to replace. 
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The ultimate tensile strength of the gold screw is approximately twice the stress 
induced by maximum occlusal force in the m o l a ~  region 

The Branemark hybrid implant has been designed with variable cantilevel dis- 
tances based on the numbel of implarlts available in the prosthesis. Bianemark 
recomme~lded a maximum length of three pr-eniolars. Others have suggested a 
20-mm distance with five to six implants for the lestoration and a 15-mm 
distance if only four implants are to be used Other recommendations include a 
15- to 20 -m~n  separation in the mandible arid 10 rnm in the maxilla because of 
poorer bone quality. Sorne guidelines include computing the anteiiol-posterior 
span of all the implants and allowing a distance of 1.5 times the cantilever width 
but limiting the maxilla to a rnaxirnum of 8 Inn1 because of poor bone quality. Any 
ca~ltilever length over 7 mm causes the largest iticreases in microstlain within both 
the flamework and bone. Therefole for any length over 7 mm, ideal condit~ons 
should be ensured, or the decision to proceed urlder less ideal conditions should 
be approached with extreme caution. 

Another area of debate is the attachment of implants to natural teeth. The con- 
sensus seems to be that attaching them to natural teeth should be avoided and that 
having lone-standing implants is a better restorative option. However, in cases 
in which it is absolutely necessary to include a natural tooth in the restoration 
(e g., when a low maxillary sinus position is present), there is disagreement as to 
whether or not this lowers the prognosis of the entire restoration The issue stems 
from the different nature of attachments to bone between the implant and the 
tooth. The implant is osseointegrated, meaning that it has a direct conilection with 
bone. In essence, the fixture itself is ankylosed to bone. On the other hand, a tooth 
is attached to bone through the periodontal ligament, which provides sensory func- 
tions to the tooth and also cusllions the masticatory load. 

I3one formation or resorption is determined by the tension or compiession 
within the periodontal liganclnt A conce~n ,~ssocialed with att,-lchmcln~ of an 
implant to '1 natu~al tooth is that the inohility of thc tooth ]nigh( m~niniizcl 11s load 
sharing ability and ove~load the implant ol undelstimulatc the tooth Several 
dev~ces, such as the IML in t~amob~le  clement, have bee11 developed to allow the 
impld~ll to ,~ccommodate thc nlovement of the periodonla1 ligarnent In any event, 
studies will contirlc~e to e l ~ c i d ~ ~ t e  the effects of implant and natural tooth attach- 
ment on the probability of success The lesults lrom rnost of the previous st~ldies 
suggest that the attachment of natu~al teeth to implants does not complornise the 
prognosis of the p~osthesis. liecause these studies ,11so confirm the over,ill excellent 
success rates of implant-supported prostheses, it is still iecommended that this be 
the first approach for treatment. 

SUMMARY 

The implant systems currently available are diverse. In 2002 there were at least 30 
companies manufacturing 20 different implant systems. 'The implant materials 
range from commercially pure titani~lm to HA-coated devices. Manufacturers have 
developed individualized designs for- their implants, and they are contillually altel- 
ing marketing strategies to highlight the features of each implant. Although most of 
the implant materials that have been described in this chapter are believed to be bio- 
compatible, the precise bone-bonding mechanisms are not fully characterized 011 a 
molecular level. When the mechanisms that ensure implant bioacceptance and 
stl~ictural stabilization are fully understood, inlplarit f'ailures will hecolne a rare 
occurrence, provided that they are used properly and placed in sites for which they 
are indicated. 
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Appendix 
The FDA Modernization Act of 1997 

The 17DA Mode~~lization Act of 1997 1s major legislation that is designed to reform 
the legilat~on of food, medical product\, anti coslnetlcs The coded initiatives 
include measures to modernize the regulation of biological products by bringing 
them in harmony with the regulations for drugs. I'he act (1) eliminates the need for 
establishment license application, batch certification, and monograph requirements 
for insulin and antibiotics, (2) streamlines the approval processes for drug and bio- 
logical manufacturing changes, and (3)  reduces the need f o ~  environmental assess- 
men1 as part of a product application 

The act is designed to increase patient access to experimental drugs and medical 
devices and to accelerate review of important new medications The law provides for 
an expanded database of clinical trials, which is accessible by patients Results of 
such clinical t~ials will be included in the database when a sponsor consents to it. 

The law allows dissemination of information by manufacturers about unap- 
proved uses of chugs dnd medical devices It allows 'I company to provide peel- 
~eviewed loulna1 a~ticles about off-label indications of its products, p~ovided that 
the company files, within a specified tirne, a supplemental nppl~cat~on based on 
approl'iia~e resealch to establlsll the safety and effectiveness of the ullapp~ovetl use 

The ,icl ensures an inclcdscd emphasis on iesou~ces coveling n ~ e d ~ c ~ t l  dev~ces thdt 
present the gleatest ~isks to pnt~cnts The law exernpts fioin piernd~lzet notification 
any (:las\ 1 dev~ce that IS  ilol ~ntended f o ~  a use that is of suhsta~llial importance In 

preventing ~mpairrnent of llulnall he'1lt11, or that do not p~esent a potentla1 unlea- 
sonnblc risk of illness oi injuly The law di~ects the TLIA to focus its postmdiltct 
suiveillance on highei-rlsk devices 

Although the act silnpl~fies many ~egulatory obligat~ons lor rnc~nufacture~s, ~t 
does not reduce the standaids hy wh~ch medical ploblems ale ~ntroduced into the 
market place The act preserves the general rule that requires at least two well- 
controlled studies to prove a product's safety and effectiveness The acts specifies 
that the FDA may keep out of the market products whose manufacturing processes 
are so deficient that they could present a serious health hazard The law also 
gives the agency authority to take appropriate action if the technology of a device 
suggests that it is likely to be used for a potentially harmful unlabeled use 
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Alhrektssori implant success criteria, 767 
Alginate. See Irreversible hycirocolloids 

(alginate). 
Allergic reartion(s), 18, 175-177 

casting alloys, 568 
crowns and bridges, 603 
denture base resins, 753 
elastomeric impression materials, 

228-22'1 
hydrocolloids, 245 
inflammation, causes of ,  174 

Allel-gic 1-eartion(s) ((lontinuecl) 
Idtex, 194-196 
to nirltel. See Nirltel ullet;q. 

Allopl,~stic substances, ir~ipl,lnts, 
759, 760 

Alloyccl electrolytic PI-ecipitate, 550-551 
Alloy(s). See also specific ,llloys. 

alloy systems, 119, 121 
atonlic percentages, 120 
he~yllium, 1 07 
bridge ,rlloys, 572 
rer~rriorrietal alloys, 581 
classification, 120- 121 
corrosion resistance, 66-68, G7-GI 
definition of, 103, 104 
dent'll prostheses production, 

119-120 
do~ninant  phase system, 121 
electromechdniral impedance 

spectroscopy, 68 
energy equilibrium, 120 
hypereutectic alloys, 134 
hypoeutectic alloys, 134 
intermetallic compounds, 121 
major elements, 121 
microstructures, 120 
nobility, 121 
peritertic alloys, 121, 134-135, 135 
[writertic transforrnatiorl, 1 34 
phase diagrams, 124.130, 125 

coring, 11 0 
definition of, 119 

~)ll<lscs, 120 
physical constants, 1081 
~pliysicnl pro1)erties of, 134 
~o ten t iodyn~~ni i r  pol'~rization tests, 

00-68, 67-68 
clu.~lcrnary dlloys, 119, 121, 140 
sc.1nning electrochcrni(-a1 

microscope 08, 69 
soldering or. Sec Soldering o/ dei~lal 

c1lloy(s) 
solidific,itio~i of, 110, 120 
solid solutions, 119, 121-1 24 
solid state re,Ictio~ls, 115-139 
temperature of, casting defects, 340 
ternary alloys, 113, 121, 140 
use of, 103-104, 120 
in vitro toxicity test, 7 74 
weight percentages, 120 
wrought alloys. See Wrought alloy(s). 
zinc-containing alloys, 436 

Alumina core, cerdmirs, 655, 662 
Alumiilous porcelain, 658 

coefficient of thermal 
expansion, 55t 

composition, 658t 
crowns, 680-681 
definition of, 65.5 
flexural strength, 659t  7151 
fracture toughness, 715t 
history of, 661 

Aluminum 
electrode potential, 601 
physic,ll constants of 

alloy-forming elements, l08t 
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Aluniiilun~ oxitlc 1021, 370 
Alveolar hone, 4 
At~~alg,trn, 490 

alloys. See Amalgan~ dlloy(s) 
,~rnalgdmnlion. See Amalgrrrnalion. 
arnalgdrn,rtors, 496, 5 2 3 2 4 ,  524 
hioconipatihility, 1 9 7  1')') 
ho~ lds  and honeling, 396, -396 
humishing, 510 
capsule-pestle combinalions, 

524, 52.5 
rdrving arid fiilishitig, 530-511, -531 
cocfficiclit of thcrmal cxpansiou, 

-5 5 I 
ronclensaliori, 527-530, 528 

strengtll, 514, 528 
creep. Scc C~recp. 
definition 01; 495, ?')(I 

density and thcl-ma1 properties 
of, 54t 

dirllensional stability and change, 
508-509 

cliilical significance, 531--535 
contraclion, 533-534 
delayed expansion, 510, 511, 

532-533 
expansion, 510, 532-533, 

.532-534 
mois t~~re  contamination, effect 

of, 510, 5.1 1.134 
secondaly exp,insion, 510 
theoiy of chmge, 509-510 

finishing and polishing materials, 
371-172 

fi-acture toughness, 4761 
t~nrdncss v~llilues, 362t 
histouical ~rsc, 7, 8 
nlei-ru!y/,illoy ~nlio, 521-521 
inol-1.11- ,u~d pealc, 523, 525 
r~i~!l l i i~g process, 525 
I-cstoi-.ltio~~s. Scc A~t~iil:;irit~ 

I ~ ~ . S / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A / I U ~ ~ ( . ~ ] .  
sf.it~clai-ds Sol- clent,ll m,rtcrials, 0 
sticng~h, -511 

harclcning rate and, 51/1-51 5 
bull< SI-,icturc, ' i l l ,  -512 
co~npi-cssivc st~englh, 51 2-511, 

5121, 513 
c-ondensation, crlert 01; 

514, 528 
mc,~surcincnl ol, 1 2 - 5 1 3  
merculy, effect of, 9 3 ,  51 3 514 
porosity, effect of, 'il4 
tensile strength and stress, 

512.513, 512t 
trituration 

effecl of, on slrengtl~, 51 3 
niechanical, 523.527, 524-527 

Amalg'rm alloy(s), 496-498, 497.4'98 
admixed alloys, 504-506, 

r- r .>0.1-506, 509 
Ag-Sn phase 500 
condensation, 497 
dental amdlgam alloys, 415, 497 
lligh-copper alloys, 504, 509 
low-copper alloys, 502-504, 

-503-504, SO9 
marginal breakdown, 496, 505 
mercury/alloy ratio, 521523 
rnctallurgical pllascs, 499, 4991 
ininim,il nlcreuly tcchi~ique, 521 
no~izir~c alloys, 490 
powder, 500-502 

A~nalgam al loy(s) (Continuc.rl) 
pi-opoi-tioning ,tlloy and mcrcuiy, 

2 2 - 5 2 1  
sclr-a~tiv~ilii~g cnpsules, 52.3 
silver-lili systctn, 499, 499 
single-compositio~~ ,rlloys, 

-506-508, -507-108, 509 
success fdctors a ncl cluali ty, 4'18 
trituration, 496, 497 
zinc-coiltaining alloys, 49(, 
zinc-free alloys, 534-535 

Aiii,rlgamaliol~, 496 
definition of, 495 
. ~ n d  resulting rnirrostr~~rtl~rcs 

,~dmixctl alloys, 504-506, 
r r r  .>0.1-.10(,, 509 

dispersiot~ strengtlicning, 505 
Iligh-cropper dlloys, 504, 509 
low-copper alloys, 502-504, 

50.1-504, 503 
marginal breakdown, 496, 505 
single-composition alloys, 

506-508, 507-508, 509 
Amalgamalor(s), 496, 521-524, -524 

mercury, side erfects of, 537 
Aillalgarn restor,ition(s) 

cliiliral performdnce of, 516-520 
ditched restora~ion, 538-530, 539 
m,itiipul~tion characteristics, 

520-521 
illargillal deterioratio~~, 538-540 
mercury, side effects of, 515-538 
repairs, 540-541 
selection criteria, 520-521 
success faclors, 520-521 

Americ,in 1)cnt.il Assori,ition Scc ALlA 
(An!lpril it11 l)c,r!toI Asol iof~oti) 

Anl~ydro~ls gl,lss ionoincr, 472 
Anim,ll Icsts for biocomp,ltihilily,ti i I ,  1 75 
Ankylosis, i~npl,unts, 7.59, 765 
Alrrlc,lling colcl-wol-ltcd mct,il, 033, (i(4 

rnst sti-ur~ul-c ~~osirs  wrougl~t 
struc-tt~rc, 6 35-6-36 

definition of, 621 
g r i n  growtlr, Oi?, 635, 63.5 

delinition of; 621 
rcrovcly, 031, 614 

tlclinition oi, 621 
rcc~ysl~illizatio~r, h i? ,  6.34 

definiiior~ of; 621 
teilsilc str-cngth ,ir~cl, 033, 63.1 

Annealirlg dit-ect filling gold, 54.5, 
551-553 

Anode, electrochemical corrosion, 58 
Anodizalion, implants, 759, 768 
Antic'iriogenic potential of silicate 

cement, 443, 446 
Antiflux, soldering of der~tal alloys, 

563, 608 
Antimony, 60t, 108t 
Argon lasel- lamps, 412 
Arkans,is stone, 367 
ART, 443, 481, 482 
Artiri~latrs, gypsum and gypsurn 

products, 278, 279 
Asbestos, thermal conductivity, 460t 
Atornic perrent~rges, ,illoys, 120 
Atomized powder, 501, 502 
Atom size, alloy solid solutioris, 121 
Atratlnliltic- ~rhtor-ativc ttcat~iicnt (All l ' ) ,  

443, 481, 482 
Atlaclrrrlcnt mccl~anisrris, implants, 

704-766 

Austenitc-Gnish tctnperature, 
nickel-titaniuir ,rlloys, 648 

Austenitic NiTi, 646-048 
Austenitic staiilless slccl(s), 

038-639, 038t 
Ibuaided and twisted wil-cs, 642, 642 
causes o l  corrosion, 640 
mech,iriic-a1 propc~-tics of, 

640-641, 641 t 
rccovcly heat trcatnicnt, (3112 
snlsitiznlion, (130 
~tahiliz~rtion, 640 

A~~topoly~ncrizing resins, rhcmiral 
,ictivation ofdenturc b'rse resins, 734 

Auxilinry dcrital rndlc~-isl(s). See dlso 
specific t o ~ i r s .  

cl ass~fication . ,. of ,  5, (7 
dcfini~iorl of, 1 
stand,i!tls f o ~  delila1 rrlaterials, 3 

B 
Uacltbone, polymers, 143, 148 
Back-pressure porosity, 346, -147 
Ralancing agents, gypsum-bonded 

investments, 299 
Base mctal(s) 

casting alloys, 564, 560 
tnelting of, 336 
preclorniuantly base metal alloys. 

See I'rudorninunlly base rnelal (1'U) 
irlloy(s) 

wrought bast. metal alloys. See 
Wro~ight alloy(s). 

Llase paste 
,~tldition silicorlc, 205, 215 
polysulfidc, 20.5, 21 3 

R,lscpl.ltc wax, 281, 292 
Unsc(s), temenl, 44 3, 445 

pulp prolection agents, 450-461, 
4(>0l, 461 

Llnsis rrlct,ll, soldeiiilg oS tlc~rt~ll alloys, 
608 

liending (f lcx~t~-~l l)  stress, 71, 77, 75-79 
licnclit~g strength. Scc Nc..vlutiill stlai~glh. 
Bel~zoyl pc~~oxide 

Iic,il-,lrtiv;llio~~ of denture bast 
resins, 722.723 

ns i~liti,itor, 711 
licrylli~~rn 

hioronipatihilily, 197 
c-,istir~g ,~lloy Ibiological h,iz,lrds, 

596-598 
crowns a i d  bridges, 598-603 
nickel alloys, 9 4 - 5 9 6  
partial denture alloys, 604-605 

Reta-titanium alloy(s) 
corrosion resistance, 651 
crystallographic forrns of titariiurrl 

and titanium alloys, 649-650 
rr~echailical properties, 650 
welding, 050-651 

Ri,xial flexure strength, 89 
Llifi~nctional moriomer(s), 162 
Kirlary alloy(s), 121 

debnition of, 119 
gold alloys, 139 
gold-copper systein, 1 3 5  139, 

136-1.18 
palladium alloys, 140 
silver-copp'r system, 119 

liio,lcccpt,lncc, ilnpldnts, 750, 780 
Rioaclivc mnteri,ils, use of, irnplal~ls, 

759, 765, 771 
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Uioconipatibility, 171-1 72 
allergic respoiises, 17.51 77 

elastomeric ilr~prcssion 
ni,ilrridls, 228-229 

liydrocolloids, 245 
inflanim,~tioii, cat~ses or, 174 
nickel, 176, 196-197 

arn,~lg~lrii, 1 97- 1 9') 
ani~nal  test Tor, 7 7.5 
helylliosis, 197 
hcryllium, 197 
I,ioiiitcg~-nlion, 171, 187, 187 
hisphenol A, 199-200 
casting alloys, 567-568 
clinical guidelines, 200-201 
crowns ,uicl bridges, 508, (100t 
definition of, 171 
denlin-rcsin interface, 185-186 
durnticni oS malerial, 188 
el,lstomeric impression materials, 

228-229, 221 
E-screen assay for xeiioestrogenic 

activity, 199 
estrogenicity, 171, 191-200 
ethics, 172 
historicnl hackground, 172-174 
humtin research, 172 
hydrorolloids, 245 
hypersensitivity reactions, 171, 176 

bei-yllium, 197 
latex, 196 

imniunotoxicity, 179-180, 180 
irnplarlts, 185-1 86, 768, 777-778 
inflammation, 174-175 

beryllium, 197 
informed consent, 172, 201 
iiltcr,cctioris, 173, 171- 174 
latex, 194-190 
loc,il rcsponscs, 177 
low ti or^ of rn,rtcri,il, I88 
mnlcrinl ~Iegr~lddtioll, 178 
JIlcl-cllry, I <)7- I99 
nletnl corr-osion types, 178, 178 
rnirroIcdli,igc, 185, 186 
~ilut,igcnic rcsponscs, 174, 177 
nilit.itio~is, 177 
rl,l~iolc,ikagc, 180, 180 
nirkel, 176, 196-1 97 
ordl ,Inntomy and, 181-185 
om1 i n i ~ n u r ~ c  sysicrn, I 8 7  188 
organic forms of mercury, 198 
osseoi~ltegrdtion. See 

Osseoinlegration. 
partial denture alloys, 604 
resins, 14.5, 200, 436 
risk-benefit analysis, 201 
st,indai-ds, 192-193 

ANSIIADA Dorccment 41, 193 
IS0 standard 10993, 193-1 94 
test methods, 19.5t 

stl-ess on  material, 188-1 89 
surface characteristics, 179 
systemic effrcts, 177 
testirlg of materials, 172-173 

,111inial tests, 175, 189-1 90, 192t 
clinical guidelines, 201 
rlinical trials, 190 
comparison of results, 192t 
estrogenicity, 171, 191 
methocls or st,l~id,irds groups, 

194, 1951 
mtiltiplc tests, 190- 192, 

191, 193 

Biorompatihility (Coiltinrr~.d) 
lesling of matcr-inls ((Z~nlinurri) 

chh,iscs, 190-1 92 
prirn,~i-y tests, 191 
p~hgrcssion of tests, 191, I 9  i 
secondary tests, 191 
sciisiiiz,ilion, 171, 100 
usage tests, 189.191, 192t 
in vitro tests, 174, 189, 192t 

toxicily, 171, 174 
e1,rslonicric irnpl-cssioi~ 

materials, 228-229, 22') 
me)-cury, 118 
ill  vitro lesl, 174 
in vitro toxicity test, 174 
xenocstrogen, 171, 113 
zinc polyrdrl>oxyldtc ccmcnl, 

469 
Biointcgration 

biocompatibility, 171, 187, 187 
impldnts, 771 

Biological hazards 
casting alloys, 596-598 
of the finishing process, 3.57-358 
zinc polyrarhoxylate cement, 469 

Biomechariics of impl,inls, 778-780 
Bismuth, hot, 108t 
Bisphenol A (RPA), biocompatihiliiy, 

199-200 
Bile registration pastes, 253-254 
Bite wrlxes, 283, 292 
Blade implants, 762 
Rlock copolymer, 143, 148 
Body and incisdl porcelains, -580 

rnctal-ccrarnic prostheses and 
systcrns, 655, 673 

lionded ahrnsive(s), 361-305, i(?l 
Roncis a n d  honding 

nricl-cttli tccli~~icl~re, 382-386, 
IS I- 384 

, ~ n d  ndhcsion. See Adlrr~.iion. 
am,~lgnnl, 196, 306 
cement. SFE (:<JIILPII~(S). 
covalent Ihorids, 23-24, 24 
(-row11 and briclge sti-e~lgtli, 59')t, 

600i, 001 
ciystallilic str-ucturcs. Scc (:t-yslirllinr 

S~~I!~-IIII(,(S) 
dentin bonding, 381, 386, 387 
dentin honding agents. See L)cntiiL 

Iiorrti~r~,~ clCq(~qr.n I (s) 
encrhy, 27, 28, 28 
glass ionorricr restor,~tives, 

19.5 
hydrogeri bonding, 25, 25-26 
interatomic distance, 26-27, 27 
interatomic primary honds See 

1ntc.riLtumic piimary 6onil(s). 
interatomic secondary honds. See 

lnterinoinic secondari, honri(s). 
ionic honds, 21, 24 
inech,uiical bonding, 34-35 
rnet,~l-ceramic pi-ostheses and 

systems, 677-679, 679 
rnetals See Metallic bonri(s) 
microle,ikage, 381, 382, 394-395 
inicromecha~iical bonding, 22, 1 5  
pit and fissure sealants, 396-397, 

397 
prevenlive-resin restoration, 

181, 397 
resin tags, 181, 181  
sandwich tcclliiicluc, 381, 395 

I3oilds ,rnci honding (C:oritirird) 
sintci-ing bonds, 'ibi-'isive 

instrunlents, 361 
strength me.isurcmcnls, 194-395 
vitreous bonding, 361, ih4 

Bone types, 4 
qi~dlily rl.assifiwtior~s, iniplants, 

774-777, 775 
13oratc, 235, 2151 
Boric oxide adtlitivcs, 670 
Boxing, process of, 274 
Roxirig wax, 281, 292 
Bl'A, t~iocornp~~iibilily, 11')-200 
Br.inchcd copoly~llc,r, 143, 148 
Rrancm,~rk llyhrid prosthesis, 

778-779, 771 
I3mzing of alloys, 501, (>O8 
Bridge ,~lloy(s), 572 
liridges. See Crowns und hridgr,s. 
Rrinell hardness test, 17, 97-08 
Rrittlencss, 94-95, 95 

compressive stress, 99 
definition of, 73 
wrought alloys. See Wrought alloy(z). 

Buffing, 351, 355 
Bulk FI-acture, amalgam, 51 1 ,  512 
Bullt reduction, 351, 355, 356 
Buri~ishing, arnalgam, 530 
B~rrno~ct process, 295, 296 
Iiurs, ef ict  of, 154, -155 

abrasion, 359 
bulk reduction, 356 

C 
(;AD-(;AM PI-occssing, 606-607 
(hdniium 

clcc~rodc potenti.11, 601 
pliysic,cl consl,ints, lOSt 

(:,llrilc lia~cl~iess v,lluc, 3621 
(,,ilciurii, clcrt1-oclc l)otcilti,il, 601 
(;,11~-ium hycll-oxide, 4001, 411 
C,ilcitlm sl~lf;lte, 210, 2401 
C,~lciurrr s t ~ l f ~ t c  dihydrnte, 1-56, 

257-258, 258 
(;,~ilclclill.i wax, 280 
(:aps~illc-pcstlc comhin,ltions, anralg,im, 

524, 525 
C,q)tek tcclinology, (176, 676-677 

(:,lthide, wrouglit alloys, 017 
Caibo~r ,ind r,lrhon c-on~pou~icl(s) 

implniits, use or, 771-774 
physical constnllts, 1081 

Carbon inclusions, casting defects, 341 
Carbonized foil, 549 
Carbon steels, wrought alloys, 

636-637 
Carniuba wax, 286 
Carving and finishing, arnalgam, 

530-531, 531 
Carving wax, 292 
(;astable rer,ln~ics, 655, 681-681, 

6871-688t 
(;asting alloy(s), 110 

aesthetics, 568 
allergic reactions to, 568 
alternative technologies to, 

605-606 
(:AD-(:AM processing, 606-607 
C,lptek crowns, 606 
copy rriillirig, 564, 606, 607 
cle(-troforli~irig, 007 
rnct,rl foil, 504, 606 
sintering of Ihumishecl loil, 606 
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, '  astmg alloy(s) ((:on/inued) 
hdsc rnetal, 564, 566 
beryllium, 596-5912 
bioronipatibility, 67.568 
biological hazards, 596-598 
cast  prostheses and fianieworh, 503 
castability, 569 
classific,ltion systems, 570-572 
cobalt-ctlromil~m ,~lloys, 578 
corrosion resistance, 568 
crowns and bridges. See Cruu~rrs and 

bririg~s. 
desirable properties, 567-570 
finishing oC cast metal, 569 
gold casting alloys See Cold custlrrg 

alloy(5) 
high noble alloys. See High noble 

(11N) ulloy(s). 
idcntific~tion of, 574 
investments, 564, 568 
laboratory costs, 570 
liquidus temperature, 564, 577 
melting range, 568 
nickel biological hazards, 596-598 
nickel-chromium alloys, 578 
noble alloys. See Noble (N) alloy(s). 
partial derlture alloys, 593, 

604-605, 604t 
porcelain bonding, 569-570 
predominantly base metal alloys. 

See Preilonzini~ntly base mela1 (1%) 
alloy(s). 

remelting, 578 
shrinkage, 577-578, 57811 
silv

e

r-palladium alloys, 578 
soldering of. See Suldering ofilei~tr~l 

alloy(s). 
solidilication, compensntion Col; 

568-509 
solidus tcrnper,lttirc, 564, 568 
strength, 50') 
t,lrnish resista~~cc 568 
them~.ll puopcrtics, 568 
tit,~nium and titani~t~n alloys, 

579-580 
Cdsting defects, 137-338 

air bubhles, 338.339, 333 
,111oy ten?peratlIrc, 340 
r,lrbon inclusions, 341 
co~npositio~l of the investment, 

140-341 
disto~tion, 338 
foreign bodies, 339, 341 
gold alloys, 341-342 
iricomplete casting, 347-348, 

347-349 
liquidlpowder ratio, 340 
rnercury penetration, 342 
molten alloy, impact of, 341 
pattern position, 341 
porosity. See I'orusily. 
pressure, casting, 340 
prolonged heating, 340 
rapid heating rates, 333-340 
sudace, irreg~~larilies, 338, 341-342 
underheating, 340 
water films, 339, 339 

Casting investments and procedures, 
324-325, 326 

alloys, 564, 568 
base metals, melting of, 336 
ceramics, 665t 
rlearli~~g the ca t ,  335-336, -146 

(:asling investments dncl procedures 
(Corrtiituctl) 

clinical evaluation of casting fit, 
314-316, 315 

controlled water-&led, 326 
rrurihlcs, 333 
derective castings. Src Casting defic-ts 
ethyl silic,~te-bonded, 31 3-31 4 
green shrinkage, 1 1  4 
gypsum and gypsurn products, 255, 

256, 278 
gy~>sum-honded investments. See 

(:ypsum-bonded InvcJAtrneills. 
hygroscopic techniclue, 316, 

326-327 
i~npression materi,~ls, 205, 207 
machines. See Cbslirr~ rnirc.11irres. 
master die preparation. See Master- 

die prepui-aliurl. 
noble metal alloy, torch melting of, 

333-335, 3.34, 335 
phosphate-bonded inveslments. See 

Phosphate-bonded investments. 
pickling, 335, 346 
ringless casting system, 31 6 
ring liners, 323.324, 324 
shrinkage compensation, 325-326 
solidification shrinkage, 316 
sprue former. See Sprue furmer. 
thermal expansion method, 316, 

326-327 
time allowable for casting, 330 
vacuum mixing, 325 
wax elimination and heating, 

326-327, 347-348, -148 
waxes, 281 

C,lst ing machines, 330-333 
Cast-joining plocess, 56.3, 582 

crowns and hriclges, 602 
solclcring of dental ,llloys, 61 7, (11 H 

C'lst rnrt,ll prostheses, base rnet,il alloys 
for, 594-590 

( ;r t~(  st1-uc111re Y('ISILS wru~lght stlucture, 
635-636 

(:dlalyst paste, 205, 21 3, 215 
(:atllocle, 58 
Chvilies 

configur,ltio~l, ctrritlg of resin-basecl 
composites, 415-41 (I 

m,lrginal dctcuior,~tiorl, -51')-540, 
540 

varnishes, 453, 461 
Cavity liners 

calcium hydroxide, 460t, 491 
cements, 443, 445 
pulp protection agents, 453, 461 

Cementite, wrought alloys, 636-637 
Cement(s), 445, 446, 493. See also 

specific cements. 
acid-base reaction, 443, 445 
cavity liners, 443, 445 
comporner. See Compomer. 
components, 44.5 
definition of, 443-444 
disintegration, 492 
glass particles, 444, 445 
restorations, 444, 445 
solubility, 432 
varnish, 445 

C,crnent(s) as luting agent(s), 445, 
446, 449 

abutment-PI-osthesis interface 
ch,lr,~cteristics, 450-451, 4.52 

(:rrncnt(s) as luting agent(s) 
(Contirrued) 

cornpornel; 444, 449, 450t 
definition of, 444 
dual-cure I-esin cements, 454, 455 
excess rndterial rcrnoval, 454-45.5 
film thickness, 4411, 456, 458 
glass io~lorilcr cement, 4501, 

451t, 465t 
placement o f  cerncnt, 4 52, 453 
polyc~~rboxyl,ltc cement, 451t 
1>ostcernentatiol1, 455 
procedure for Itrtirlg prostheses, 

4 51, 45.1 
p1-ostheses dislodgment, 

456-458, 4.57 
I-esin rcrnents, 449, ilcillt, 4.51 1 

delinition of, 444 
resin modified glass ionomer 

cement, 450t 
retention mechanism, 455, 

455-456 
seating, 452-454, 453, 454 
setting time, 445, 449 
silicophosphate cement, 

4.51 1, 465t 
working time, 445, 449 
zinc oxide-eugenol cement, 450t. 

451 1, 454 
zinc phosphate cement. See Zinc 

phosphale cenlent. 
zinc polycarl>oxylate, 450t 465t 

Cementum, 4, 362t 
Centrifugal casting lnn ac 1 IIIICS, ' 

330-332, 331 
Ceramic {)I-osthescs 

alu~nil~ous porccl,lin crowns, 
680-081 

(:AD-(:AM tcrdmics, 692-691, 
692-693, 6941 

Cerron Zirconia systcm, 693-6'15, 
695-697 

clinic,ll pcrrorr11,ulce of, 710-711 
ropy-rnillcd rcramirs, 634t 
gl,~ss-cer.imirs. See Chss-cci-arrrlcz. 
111-(:rr,lrii, 686-692, 690 
~>oucelain denture tccth, 711 
l'rocera AIICcrarn crown, 0'12 
resin rcnlcrlts, 489, 48') 

(:cr,lrnics 
abrasiveness, 704-709 
alumind core, 655, 662 
alunlinous porcelain, 655, 658, 658t 
CAU-CAM, 662, 664 

comparative characteristics, 
687t-688t 

dehi t ion  of, 655 
processing methods, G65t, 666 
prostheses, 692-693, 632-693, 

694t 
castable ceramics, 655, 681-683, 

6871-688t 
casting method, 665t 
classificatio~~ of, 663-664, 664 
color of, factors affecting, 711-71 2 
comparative characteristics, 

G87t-688t 
composition, 658-659, 658t 
conde11satio1l method, 665t 
copy-n~illirlg, 063 

definition ol, 655 
processing methods, 665t 
prostheses, 694t 
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Ccr,lrnics ((:ontinued) 
core ceramics, 661 

definition of, 655 
definition of, 655 
feldspatliic porcelains. See 

Felds(mlh~r porcelain(s). 
flaking process, 660 
flexural strength, 657, 659t 
I1uo1-idc, effects on, 711, 713-714 
fracture toughness, 657 
glass, 650, 657 
glass-reramirs. See Glass-~eramirs. 
glass-i11lil1r,tted ceramic, 656, 657 
glaze ceramics. See (-:laze cerarnlcs. 
green state, 656, 663 
hislot-y, 660-601 
hot-pressing melhod, 665t, 

6871-6881 
implants, 771-772 
metal-ceramic prostheses. See 

Metal-ceramic prosthese5 and systems. 
metamerism, 71 2 
nature of, 657-660 
press,lble ceramics, 666, 689t 
processir~g ~nethods, 664-666, 665t 
prostheses. See Crmmic prostheses. 
selection criteria, 714-715, 715t 
sintering, 657, 671 -672 

comparative characteristics, 
687t-6881 

definition of, 656 
slip-cast ceramics, 656, G65t, 666 
spinel, 650, 657 
stain ceramic, 656, 663 
strength and strengthening, 701 -704 

flex~~i-'11 strc~lgth, 657, 6.531 
slress, 6'17-70 1 
use cl-itcr-ia, 71 4-71 5, 71 51 
wear- of cernlnics, 705-706 

Cct-,trnic slccl, 704 
Ccmli~rniiig, 681, 6871-6881 
(:er,~mometal ,~lloys, 581 
Ccrcon Zirconis systcm, 003-6'15, 

695-697 
Cerer system, 601 
Cermet 

definition of, 4/14 
fluoride release, 4811 
fracture toughness, 4761 

(2-l,lccor, curing of resin-hased 
cornpositcs, 339, 41 5 

(:hain branching, polylners, 
147.148, 148 

Chain length, polymers, 146-147, 147 
Chain transfer stage, addition 

polymerization, 141, 158, 159 
Chalk, 367 
Change of state, 22-23 
Chemical activation 

curing of resin-based composites, 
410 

denture base resins. See Denture base 
resin (s) . 

Chemical affinity, alloy solid solutions, 
123 

Chemical corrosion, 57-58 
Chemical erosion, finishing and 

polishing, 359 
Chemically activated resins, 399, 402, 

407-408 
Chelnirally cured cornpositcs, 393, 41 3 
Chernical s~,tbility, resins, 146 
Chemical tempering, 701 

(:hroma, 42, 49 
definition or, 41 
metals, 105 
reprewi~tation of, 50 

(:hrornium 
cobalt-chrornium ,~lloys, 578, 653 
cob,rlt-chrorniurn-molybdenum 

alloys, 770-771 
cohnlt-chromi~~m-riicI<el alloys, 645 
col>al~-chroniium p,lrtial de~ltul-e 

,~lloys, 565t, 566 
nickel-chromium alloys, 578 
physical ronstan(s, 1081 

Cl,lss I devices, FDA rcbwlations, 13 
Class I1 devices, FDA reg~~lations, 1 1 
(:lass I11 devices, FDA regulations, 13 
Cl,tssification or dental rn,ltcrials, 5 
Clean air acts, 567 
(:leaning dentures, 752-753 
Cleaning the cast, 335-336, 346 
(:liniral considerations 

amalgam restorations. See Amalgain 
restomtion(s) . 

biorompatibility, 200-201 
casting fit, 314-316, 315 
hybrid composites, 426-427, 427 
implants, success of, 767-768 
metal-reinforced glass ionomer 

cement, 481 
microfilled composites, 426 
pulp protection agents, 461 
small-particle-filled composites, 

422-423 
traditional composites, 421 

Coatecl abrasive disks and strips, 
355-366, 367 

(:oated thin disks, 101 
Cohalt dlloy(s) 

c-ohall-cf~iorriiurn, 578, 6.53 
rohalt-rl~roini~r~~~~i~~lyl~dc~~~~~i~, 

770-771 
cobalt-ct~iornlutrl-nickel, 045 
coh,~lt-rhromir~m partial denture, 

5651, 566 
partial clentllre, 565t, 56(1, 004-(705 
physical constants, 1081 

Coefficient of tIicrrn,~l coi~ductivity, 
52-53, 541 

clcli~iitio~l 01; 42 
(:oeffirient of thermal expansion 

definition ol; 21, 41 
physical constants of 

alloy-forming elements, 108t 
thermal energy, 21, 29 
thermophysical properties, 54-56 

basis of, 42 
definition of, 41 

Cohesion, 21, 34 
Cohesive gold, 549 
Cold-curing 

chemical activation of denture base 
resins, 734 

of resin-based composites, 410 
Cold welding, direct filling gold, 545, 

547,553 
Cold working 

casting alloys, .563, 576 
strength, 88 
wrought alloys 

annealing. See Annealing 
colil-iuorited melal. 

strengthening mechanisms, 
629-630, 6-31 

Colloidal state, 231 
Colloicl,ll theory, 259 
Colloids, 205, 231 
C:olor and color pcrreption, 42, 

46-48 
ceramics, 711-712 
chroma. See (:hrorrru. 
definition of, 41 
dentifrice coinposition, 374t 
fluorescence, 52 
hue. See Hup 
m,ltrhing or tooth shades, 51, 51 
rnet,rrnevisrn, 42, 52 
near-ultraviolet radiation, 52 
neural responses, 48, 51 
shade guide, 50, 50-51 
three dirnei~sions of, 48-52, 

4 9-51 
value, 42, 4') 

Comitt Europeen de Normalisation 
(CEN), 16-1 7 

Commonwealth Bureau of Dental 
Standards, 16 

Complete dentures, 721 
Comporner, 472, 484-485 

cements as luting agents, 444, 
449, 450t 

characteristics, 48.5-486 
composition arid chemistry, 485 
definition of, 444 
manipulation of, 486 
representative s,lmples, 485 
resins, 169 

Composiles 
coefficient of thermal ex~>ansion, 

551 
density ancl tlicr~n,ll properlies, 

-541 
flow,lblc. Scc 1:lowizblr corrlpositc~. 
hardness v,~lues, 3621 
hyhrid rolnposites. Sec llyblirl 

ornposltcs. 
microfilled roinposilcs. Scc 

Mic.ro/illi~d cornpositcs. 
~x~sterior rcstor,rtio~l composites. 

See I'osterior restorullon cornpositec. 
resi11-b,~scd. Scc Resin-birseil 

con~positcs. 
sulvival PI-ohnhility of, 4181 
~raditional rorilposiles. See 

Trirdil~or~al cornposi1c.i. 
Compression rnolding of clcrlture base 

resins. See Denture base resin(s). 
(:ompressive strength, 85 

amalgam, 512-513, 5121, 513 
cement base materials, 460t 
definition of, 73 
elastic n~odulus, 81 
gypsum and gypsum products. See 

Gypsum and Xypsuin products. 
gypstirn-bonded investments, 

307-308 
setting gypsum products, 260, 

260, 26.3 
~ i n r  oxtde-eugenol cement, 

4601 
zinc phosphate cement, 

462, 463 
Compressive stress, 75-77 

concentration factors, 99 
definition of, 71 
flaws in mnteri,~ls, 99 
bypsu~n-bonded investments, 308 
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Conren1rC1iion cell corrosion, 41, 
03-(14, 64 

(:ondc~ls,iblc composites, 430 
Co~lclcnsation 

amalgani. Scc A~nalfii~n!. 
rcrnmics, 665t 
direct filling golcl, 545, 547 
clastoinerir irnpucssion materials, 

205, 210 
mc~al-ccramir prostllescs and 

systems, 071 
t :onderrsation polymcrizntiori, 154, 

161-lh2 
Condrns,rtion silicone, 210 

rh,rrarterislics of, 2321-2331 
cornmrrci,rlly av.lil.lhlc, ,210 
compdr.~tive propcrtics, 2311 
nature of, 21 3-214, 214 
~c,ri strength, 228 
working and setting times. 

223, 5231 
Conditioning, reversible hvdrocolloids, 

2.36, 2 3 6 - 2 7  
(:onductoi-s, 52 
Configuration factor, curing of 

resin-based composites, 393, 41 5 
Confinement, gypsum-bonded 

i~ivestmenls, 302-301 
Constit~~tional supercooling, 11 3, 11 6 
Constitution diagrams. See Alloy(sJ. 
Contart angle of wctting, 21, 37, 

-38-$9 
(:ontouring, 351, 356 
Contrartion, amalgam, 533-534 
Controlled water-added technique, 326 
Co~ivcntion,rl GIC, 472 
(:ooling culves, .llloy phase di,lg~a~ns, 

125-120, 126 
Cooling o l  rnct,il-rel-nniic p~ostlicscs 

a n d  systems, 071-671 
Copings 

gyps11rr1-1bonclcd investments, 296 
rnc~;rl-reramic PI-ostheses , ~ n d  

systrms, 674.670 
Col>l>cl- 

,it(>inir dianictcrs, 1231 
elertl-ode potcn~ial, 60t 
gold-roppcl- syslc111, nllov solid st,rtc 

rearlions, 135-13'). 136-1.38 
l>.~ll,ldiu~~l-rol>~~cr-g~llliurn ,1lloys, 

587 
physic,rl constants o l  

alloy-Couming elements, 108t 
shear strength, 625t 

Copy milling, 564, 600, 607 
reramics. See C2ririi1ics. 

(:ore components, 129 
Cored structure, 12') 
(:oring, 119, 128-129, 1281 
Cork, 4601 
Correclive WAXES, 283, 292 
Corrosion, 56-58 

,~malgam restorations, 517-51 9, 518 
austenitic stainless steel. See 

Auslrwzric staiilless slerl(s). 
beta-titanium ,illoys, 651 
casting alloys, ,568 
crowns and bridges, 601 
definition of, 41 
of dental restorations, 65-66 
dirrrt filling gol~l, 557 
electroc-hcmir,~l col-rosion. Scc 

L'lectmr-hemici~l ~orroslon. 

Corrosion ((:or!lirri~cd) 
clectrochcmiral imped,3ncc 

slxctrosropy, 68 
pitting rol-rosion, 42, 65 
potwtiodyl~amir polarizaiion tests, 

06-68, 67-68 
]~r(nlcction against, 05 
I-csistanrc lo, 65-08, 67-09, 105 
sranning clertl-ocl~cn~ir,~l 

microscopt', 68, 69 
wet corrosion. See Elrrlnx~heirrictrl 

c urrosior~ 
Cori-ug,t~cd foil, 4 ' )  
Cortic,il Ibone, 4 
(:o~-ur~clum, 362t, 307-368 
Coupling ,>gents, rcsi~i-based 

composilcs, 399, 406, 407 
(:ov<ilc~~t honds, 23-24, 24 
(:razing properties of dcr~tui-e h,isc 

resins, 744, 745 
Creep, 51 5 

rompressive strength, -5121 
crowns and bridges, hoot, 601 
definition of, 415 
denture base resins, 746 
manipulative variables, 516 
mal-ginal deterioration, amalgam, 540 
metal-ceramic prostheses and 

systems, 674 
rnirrostructure, 51 6 
moislure contamin,~tion, 510 
p,rlladium-silver alloys, 586 
significance of, 515-516 

Crevire corrosion, 41, 64 
Cristohalite inveslments, 298, -305 
Cross-linl<ecl resin, 147 
(:ross-l inliing 

,rgcnts, 723, 72 i 
cl.tstorneiic i~npl-cssion ~rlatcrinls, 

206, 210 
j)olyrncrs. See 1'111yn!i~1s irrirl 

l)olyn~erizi~fion 
(:rowns .~ncl Ibridgcs, ,508-604 

,~csthctic potcntinl, 670-671 
,ilurrlinous ~po~celain crowns, 

680-681 
hurnistlccl foil copings, h7(,-077 
Captck tcclr~rology, 606, 676, 

(,76-677 
flux, 564, (102 
gold rasting alloys, 572 
his~orical usr of, 7, 8, 660-(502, 661 
In-Ccrarn, 686-692, 690 
presoldering, 564, -598, 601-602 
I'rocera NlCerarn crown, 6q2 
processing methods, 664 
vesin remerlts, 488-489 
shoulder porcelain, 656, 671 

Clucible former area, sprue, 121, -121 
Cnrribles, 333 
Crystalli~le gold. See Eleclrolytic 

precipil~lle. 
Cryst,illine structure(s), 30-32 
Clystallirie volume, setting gypsum 

produrts, 266 
Cure lime, 206, 226-227 
(:uring, polymers, 143, 148 
Curing c)~clc, 711, 733-734 
(;uring of resin-based romposites, 

410-4 17 
C-factor, 199, 41 5 
rlicrnicnlly cured composites, 

199, 410 

Curing o l  I-csin-h,lsed composites 
(Cor~lirrllnl) 

clegrcc of co11version Scc L)rcqree oj 
ronvrision (L)(,'J 

dual-cure rcsins, 400, 413-414 
light-c-ured co~nposites, 400, ,411 

Cutting mdlc~-ials, 351, 152 
Cutting operations, 353-354, -151-354 
Cuttlr, 362t, 360 
(:ylindcrs, gold foil, 5/19 

D 
Ll,~slipot romp,rl-isons, LOO, 211, 212 
DC:. See L)qn~c, of corrueistoi! (DC). 
r)cform,iliorl 

elastic. Sec Eli~zlrr .\troirr 
pen-inancnl. See l'c,r-mi~nc?rl 

iliqor ~nnlion. 
plastic tleform~ilior~, stueilgth, 88  
polyniel-s, 1.50 

Lkgassing, direct filling gold, 545, 547, 
552-553 

Degree of conversion (DC), 414, 
414-41 5 

definition of, 399 
depth or  curing and exposure time, 

41 2 
resins, 107 

Delayed curing of resin-based 
composites, 416-41 7 

Delayed expansioti, amalgam, -510, 3 1 ,  
532.53 

Llemineralization, fluoride-releasing 
cements, 444, 446, 447-448 

Dendrites, solidification of nirtals, 101, 
112-111 

r)endritir lormation in ,llloys, 110 
Ljendl-itic iniri-oscr~~clurcs, solidilic,rtioii 

o r  rnctals, I I 3 ,  I J  .i 
I)cnsity 

ofcl-owns a n d  111-itlges, 'iC)9I, 6OOt 
of direct lilling gold, 557 
of high nohle ,~lloys, 594t 
01- i~l~plnnts, 7651 
of nohlc alloys, 5041 
of I-csin basrd ronrpositcs, 54 

Dental amdlg,lrris. See AnwI~i~~n .  
IL)entnl casting alloys. Scc Cn.\tiri:{ 

12lloy(s) 
L)entnl rcmcnls. See (:einc~nl(s). 
Ikntal cci;mlirs. Scr C(~i-i~irriclc- 
Dental impl,lnts. See lmpli~nls. 
Dental plastel-, 255, 256 
L)ental polymers. See Polynzen and 

polyrneiiwtion. 
1)ental prosttleses. See Pi-osthtses. 
Denlal St<luldards I,aboratory, 16 
Dental stone, 256, 2731, 274-275 

definilion of, 255 
gyps~un aalld gypsum products, 273t, 

275. 276 
high strength, hi$ expansion, 318 

Denlal w'axes. See Wiixcs. 
rlentifl-ices, 373, 376 

abr,~sives, 3741, 375-376, 17% 
ALlA acceptance program, 376 
romposition, 374, 374t 
toothbr~~shes, 376 

Dentin, 4 
corfficient of the-rmal expansion, 

55t 
rompositcs, cx,rrnplc of, 402 
composi t io~~ of, 38% 
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Dentin ((:onlintrr'il) 
clcllsily ,u~cl thcm~al  properties, 

54, 54t 
clnstir modulus, '131 
cnanlel-dentin-pulp ciiviroi~rr~crit, 

181, 181-183 
fracture to~~ghness 01; '12 
h'irdness v,llrlcs, 162c 
i ~idcri t,ltioil cricugy, 33t 
periapical area of the tooth, 184, 

184-185 
po~-ccl,ri~~ conll,ositior~s, 658t 
properties of, 41% 
resin intrrf~icc, biorompaiihility, 

185-186 
srnmr l,lyer, 182 
stress-str,?in graph, 81-82, 82 
toughness and h,lrdncss, 331 

Dentin ho~lding, 381, 386, 187 
Dentin bonding agent(s), 385, 386-387 

bonding rnech,lnisms, -188 
composition of enamel and dentin, 

183t 
definition of, 381 
dentin conditioner, 381, 187, 331 
fifth-generation dental adhesives, 

333-394 
first-generation dental adhesives, 

187-330, 388-390 
fourth-gcner'ltion dental adhesives, 

392-393 
hyhrid layer, 381, 386-387 
primel; 381, 391 
second-generatio11 dental adhesives, 

lclO, 391 
smc,lr layel; 181, 386 
ihird-gcnel-ation clciltal adhesives, 

190-192, 392 
tot.11-ctcli icrhliiquc, 3!)2 

r)c~lturc b,~se ~csiil(s), 721-722, 738 
,iciylir resins, IIS? of, 722, 73'11 
allcl-gic rc,lctions to, 753 
cller~iic,~l ,~ctivation, 714-715 

fl~rid rcsin icrhnicluc, 736-737, 
737, 740 

p~owssiing ronsidcr,ltioris, 716 
tcchnic,ll co~isiclelations in, 7 15 

cle,uiiirg dentures, 7 52-7 51 
romplctc dentures, 721 
co~rlpl-cssion molding, 7211-728 

packing, 728, 729, 7-50 
el-dzing pl-opereics of, 744, 7.15 
el-eep, 746 
glass transition temperature, 740 
hardness properties of, 747 
heat-activation, 722-724 
impression t~dys, 752 
inrection co~ltrol proceclures, 753 
injection molding iechnique, 

729-730, 731 
light-activation, 737-718, 738 
liners, 721, 750-751 
long-terin soft liners, 721, 750-751 
m,ixillof~~cial prosthetics. See 

Maxillofuciizl pi-osthe,~rs. 
plasticized ,lcrylic resins, 750-751 
polymerization, 710-731 

curing cycle, 733, 733-734 
q r l e  of, 711-714 
polymer-monomer interaction, 

727 
polymer-to-mono~iicr ratio, 

726-727 

1)cllture base resin(s) ((i~nlinlroil) 
polyrneriz,ttion (C:on~in~red) 

porosiiy, intclnal, 712 
shri~lkage from, 73'1-740, 

7i9t, 741 
teml>'rature rise, 7.31-712, 732 
vi,i micnlw,ive enel-gy, 734, 734 

pouosity properties 01; 732, 
741-742, 742 

rehasing dcntul-cs, 721, 748, 749 
relining dcliture h,iscs, 721, 

748-749 
repair resins, 747-748 
resin tecth, 754-755 
sllort-term sofi linel-s, 721, 

750-751 
sofi denture liners, 721, 750-751 
solubility proprl-tics (01; 743 
strength propcriics ol; 745-746, 

746, 74 7 
stress processing properties of, 744 
technique, 722 
tissue conditioners, 721, 750-751 
toxic reartions to, 753 
viscocl,~stic behavior, 746 
water absorption properties of, 

742-743 
Dentures 

base resins. See Derll~ri-e base I-csin(s). 
coefficient of therrr~al expansion, 

55c 
full-metal and metal-ceramic 

prostheses and partial dentures, 
572, 573t 

historical use of, 7, 8 
p'lrti'11 denture alloys. Scc I'irrliirl 

rleittui-I, itlloy[s). 
porccl,lin clciltui-c teeth, 711 

J)cpth of iurtz, resin-l>,lsccl composites, 
400, 408, 41 2-41 3 

I)cscnsiti~,ltioli ngerrts, drntifl-ice 
composition, 1741 

Dcsorpiion, direct fillirrg gold, 545, 
547, 552-551 

Llctail I-cpl-od~lrtion, pliosl,h.~tr-l>o~icIccl 
invcsl~llcnts, 31 1 

Lktcrgent, dentirricc co~~iposition, 174t 
"Dcvirc" 

Europe;~i~ Mcdir,ll r)cvitcs Llircrtivc, 
507 

FDA regulations, I3 
Mcdiral nnd I)cnl,rl 1)cvircs Art, 567 
safety, 18 

Llew point, glass ionomer cemenc, 
444,477 

L)I:C: See Ilirec-1 Fflling Golrl (1)I:C). 
Di'lmetral compression test, 88, 89 
Diarnetral tensile strengh, 88-83, 8'9 
Diamond cleaniilg stones, 364-365, 366 
1)iamond instruments, 364-36.5 
Diamond(s), 362t, 168 
Lliatomareous earch 

abr'isives, 369-170 
irreversible hydrocolloids, 

composition of, 240, 240t 
Lliatoms, 369-370 
Dicor, 681-682, 681-683 
Llies 

innstcl- die prcp,lr,llion. See Mrrsler 
(lie pr-quinlton. 

L)iffi~sion, 31-34 

L)irrusion rocflicierlt, 21, 14 
Dil,lt,lnt liquitls, 45 
I)irnensional effects, 11yd1-ocolloicls, 234 
L)imensionnl stability 

ariinlg,im. Scc Ami~lgnnt. 
cl,~storncric irripl-ession nlateridls, 

224, 224-225 
hydrocolloids, 246-247, 246-247 
irnlxcssion coml>ouncls, 251 
zinc oxide-eugeilol impression 

matcri,ils, 2'53 
L>irncr, addition poly~iicriz,~tioii, 157 
rlircct-cuirei~t arc rr~eltiilg m,ic-hi~ie, 331 
Llirect filling gold (L)I:C;), 540 

annc,tling, 545, 551-553 
cold welding, 545, 547, 551 
compaction o t  547, 551-558, 555 

definition of, 545 
condc~>s ,~ t io~~ ,  545, 547 
corrosion, 557 
crystalline gold defined, 547 
degassing, ,545, 547, 552-553 
density, 557 
desorption, 545, 547, 552-553 
ductile nature, 545, 4 7  
electrolytic precipitate. See 

Electrolytic. precipili~t?. 
fibrous gold defined, 4 7  
foil. See C:old fill. 
foi-111s of, 547-548 
granular gold. See I'owdei-ed gold. 
hardness, 557 
heat treatment, 552 
lnalleable nature, 545, 547 
nlelallic bonding, 545, 547 
 pot-nsity, 557 
powclcred golcl. See l'orl~rlererl gold. 
~XIK,  gold, ~prolw~-ti's of, 540-547 
~-csto~-,rliolls, 556-559, 558-5611 
strength, 557 
S I I I ~ ~ C - c  i1n11111-iiy rctii(ov~i1, 551.553 
welelfng, 545, -547 
work hardening, 545, 547 

r)i~-cct pcrstcl-iou co~npositcs, 428, $2:) 
L)irec-t restorative clentnl matrrial(s). See 

d l s ~  spc~iric ~iidtrri~tls. 
t l,~ssilic~rtiotr, 6 
definition of, 1 

nil-cct WAX tecllniq~~c, 283, 284 
L?isinfcrting methods, 2 2 0 ~  

cldsiomcric iml,rcssion ru,ilcri,lls, 
225 

liydrocolloicls, 246 
impression compo~~nds ,  2.51 
zinc oxide-eugenol impression 

materials, 2.53 
Disordered solid solutions, 122, 122 
L)ispensing and lnixii~g devires, 218, 

21 8-21 3 
Llispusion phase, hytirorolloids, 

206, 231 
L)ispersion strengthnling, 702-703 
Dissolution-precipilation theoiy, 259 
Llistoition 

casting defects, 338 
cluring gelation, reversible 

hydrocolloids, 233 
waxes, 289-290, 290 

Ditched restoration, amalgam, 
518-519, iT9 

r) iv ,~c,ul( i~~,  wro~rght alloys, (125, 625 
Ilivcsting, pllosplldtc-bonded 

investmcnts, 235, 310 
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Divcsti~~eiit, mnstcr die, 317 
1)oininant ph,ise system, alloys, 121 
Llo~lhle bond, addition polymerization, 

155 
Dough-forming tirnc, 727 
1)oughlike sl,igc, 727 
Dressing procedures, abr,isive 

instn~ments, 103-364, 365 
Dry corrosion, 58 
Lhy strength, gypsuni and gypsum 

~xoducts, 271 
Dual-cure resins 

remenls, 454, 455 
curing of resin-based composites, 

400, 41 1-414 
I)ual-cure syslenis, resin cenicnts, 

480, 487 
Dtlclilily, 95-96 

compressive stress, 91 
definition of, 73 
direct filling gold, 545, 547 
elastic modulus, 82 
wrought alloys, 621, 631-632, 633 

Duplicating materials, hydrocolloids, 
24.5 

Dynamic fatigue failure, 11, 91 

E 
Eames technique, 521 
Edge dislocations, 626, 626-627 
Elastic deformation. See Elastic struin. 
Elastic memoly, waxes, 283, 281 
Elastic modulus, 75, 80-81 

calcul,itions, 82-83 
crowns and bridges, 599t, 

6001, 602 
definition oC 73 
denlin arid enamcl, 8182, 82 
ductility, 73, 82 
clynamic- Yo~~ng's inodulus, 79, 83 
eldstic uccovery, 80-81, 81 
inlpl,unts, 7051 
orthodontic wiues, 621 
[,u.irlial clcntr~i-e alloys, 605 

F,l,istic recovery, polyrricrs, 141, 150, 151 
E1,istic stagc corr~pression nloldi~ig, 727 
Elastic strain, 70 

clefinition ol, 73 
cl,istic inodulus See Tlirsli~ ?irorlulus. 
Ilcxibili~y, 79, 83-84 
niaxirnurn flexibility, 84 
Poisson's ralio, 79, 83, 8 
polymers, 1.50 
resilience, 79, 84, 84-85 

Elastomeric impression material(s), 210 
addition reactions, 205, 210 
addition silicone. See Addition 

silicone. 
biocompatibilih/, 228-229, 229 
characteristics ol, 210-211, 

232t-233t 
classification, 20% 
common failures, 2301 
comparative properties, 231t 
condensation reactions, 205, 210 
condensation silicone. See 

Condensalion silicone. 
cross-linking, 206, 210 
cure time, 206, 226-227 
dashpot comparisons, 206, 

211, 212 
climensioual stability, 224, 

224-22 5 

Elastomeric impression rnaterial(s) 
((:on/znuedJ 

disinfecting, 225, 226t 
elispensing ,ind mixing devices, 21 8, 

21 8-219 
elasticity, 226-227 
elastomers, 206, 208 
history, 208 
iml)ibition, 206, 224 
impression trays, 219 
ii~tercIi~inge,ibilih/ of tray adhesives, 

213 
Maxwcll-Voight viscoelaslic model, 

211,212 
mishandling, 230, 230t 
nondclu~)u~las to i~ ie r ic  impression 

~naterials, 210 
polyether. See I'olye/h~r. 
polynlerization, 206, 210 
polysulfide. See Polysuljide. 
l~olyvinyl siloxane, 214 
preparation of materials, 216-21 9, 

21 8 
preparation of stone casts and dies, 

222 
pseudoplastic properties, 206, 220 
renloval of impression, 222 
reproduction of oral detail, 22.5 
rheological properties of, 206, 

210, 226 
setting time, 210-211 

comparative properties, 231t 
defined, 206 
elasticity, 227 
nonaclueous elastomeric 

i rnpressio11 m,itcrials, 
223, 2211 

shear-thinning beli,lvio~; 200, 218 
shelf life, 229 
steps rcquircd to inakc nn 

iml>ressio~i, 219-221, 220, 221 t 
slrain in comprcssioi~, 200, 227 
tcar strength, 227-228, 228, 2.311 
terhniqucs, 21?-221 
thixotropir m,llci-i'ils, 206, 220 
toxicity, 228-229, 220 
vinyl polysiloxnne iinpressioli 

rr~aterials, 21 4 
viscocl,istic properlics, 207, 211 212 

M,wwell-Voight n~odcl, 211, 212 
solids, 210 

viscosity of single-phase vinyl 
polysiloxanes, 2211 

working tinie, 210-211 
comparative properties, 231t 
defined, 207 
nonaqueous elastomeric 

impression ~naterials, 
223, 223t 

Elastolners 
elastomeric inipression materials, 

206, 208 
irreversible hydrocolloids, 244 
polymers, 144-145 

Electrical resist,ince-heated casting 
machine, 331, 132-333 

Electrochemical corrosion, 58-61 
concentr,ltion cell corrosion, 41, 

63-64, 64 
cl-evice corrosion, 41, (54 
currcnt p,rthwnys, 67, 62 
dissiiiii1a1- metals, 61, 61 -62, 62 
elect]-oche~~iical cells, 58, 58-53 

Clcctrochernic~il corrosion (ii~nlznuctl) 
electromotive series, 59, 60t 
galvanic co~rrosion, 61-62 

clinical significance, 6'1-70 
delinition of, 42 

galvanic shock, 42, 61, 61 
heterogeneous surface composition, 

62-01 
oxida~ion reaction, 58 
reduction reactions, 59 
stress corrosion, 42, 63 

Elcctrorheniical impedance 
spectroscoly, corrosion, 68 

Electrode potential, elcc~rochemical 
cori-osion, 59 

Electrodeposited substrates, 678-67') 
Electrofornied dies, 318-110 
Electroforn~i rig casting '11 loys, a1 tcrnative 

technologies to, 607 
Rlectrogalvanism, 42, 61 -62 
Electrolytes, corrosion, 58 
Electrolytic precipitate, 547, 550 

alloyed electrolytic precipitate, 
550-551 

classification, 547-548 
mat gold, 550, 550, 556t 

Electromotive series, 59, 60t 
Elgiloy wires, 645 
Elongation 

ductility, 96 
implants, 7651 
mechanical properties, 71, 75 

Einbiyos, solidification of metals, 
111-112 

Rmr~y, 162t, 168 
Ernulsion syst

e

ms, hycir-ocolloids, 231 
Enamel, 4 

,icid I-csistancc of; 447, 447t 
coeffirirnt oT lhcr-rr~al cx.xpansion, 

.55l 
composites, cxaml>lc of, 402 
c-oml>osition of, 389t 
density ancl thermal properties, 54, 

54t 
e1,istic rnodulus, 93t 
c~i,irncl-deiitin-~,u~~l~,u cnvi~-on~llcnt, 

1x1, 181-183 
li,i~-dliess values, 362t 
iridcntation energy, 01t 
porcclaii~ compositions, 058t 
["operties of, 4l9t 
stress-str,lin graph, 81 -82, 82 
toughness and hardness, 33t 
wear of, 706-709 

Endodontic insnurnents, 648-643, 649 
Endosteal implants, 759, 761, 762 
Endurance limit, 90 
Energy 

bonding energy, 27, 28, 28 
equilibrium, alloys, 120 
surface energy, 35, 35-36 
thermal energy, 27-29 

Entrapped-air porosity, 346 
Epithelial implants, 759, 764 
Epoxy die materials, 318 
Ccluiaxed fine-grain microstructures, 116 
Equiaxed grain structure, 103, 114 
Equiaxed polycrystalline microstructure, 

114, 114 
Eqnilihrium diagrams. See Alloy(s). 
Erosion, 159, 360 
E-screen assay, 193 
Cstrogenicity, 171, 199-200 
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Ethirs and biocoriipatibility, 172 
Ethyl, softe~iing ternpc~atures, 165t 
Ethyl silicate-bonded i~lvestment, 

313-114 
Europcnn Medic,il r)cviccs nircclivc, 

567 
Eutcctir alloy(s), 121, 110- 133 
Evaporation, hydro(mlloids, 214 
Exothermic ~reactions, addition 

polyrnerization, 158 
Expansion 

nrnalgarn, ,510, 512-531, 3 2 - 5 3 4  
gypsurn-bonded invcst~nents. See 

i,ypsufrf-bunrlerl investments. 
phosph,~te-honded investments, 

111, 312 
and setting bypsu~ll products. See 

S~ttlng '~pSU" pr01I11cts. 
Exposure time, curing or  resin-based 

composites, 412-41 1 
External plasticizers, polymers, 152 
F,xtraoral curing of resin-based 

composites, 413-414 

F 
Fatigue failure, 90 
1;atigue strength, 90-91, 31 
FDA 

Modernization Art of 1997, 781 
regulations, 13-14 

Feldspathic porcelain(s), 658 
roml>osition, 65% 
definition ol, 656 
flexural strength, 659t, 715t 
fi-acturc toughncss, 715t 
histoly of, 660-(~01 
metal-ceramic pl-ostheses and 

systems, 668.670 
I:crrite, wro~rght alloys, 616 
1:ihrous goltl. See Col1l foil. 
Filler and filling(s), 403-406 

definition or, 400 
direct lillillg golcl. See Direct fillin'q 

'yulli (1~)fT;) 
historical use of restorative 

~nnterinls, 7, 8 
in~ern,ition,il standards, 15 
soldcling of dental alloys, 

610-61 2, 610-612 
Fi l m I hicltncss 

renlents as luting agents, 444, 450, 
458 

zinc polycarboxylate cement, 444, 
467.468 

Final set, addition polymerization, 
143, 158 

Final setting time, gypsum products, 
263 

Fineness 
gold casting alloys, 574 
gypsum-bonded investments, 

308 
setting gypsum products, 264 

Finishing and polishing, 356-357, 372 
abrasion and abrasives. See Abrasion 

and abrusiue(s). 
abrasive instruments. See Abmsive 

inslrumenf(s). 
acid etching, 359 
aclylic resins f o ~  denture bases and 

veneers, 373 
air-abrasive terhnology, 171 
amalgam, 371-372, 530-531, 531 

Finishing ,incl polishi~lg (i,'on/inur~i) 
herrefits of, 352 
biologir,ll hazards, 157-3511 
huffing, 151, 155 
bulk recluction, 351, 155, 356 
burs, effert of, 1 4 ,  3-55 

abrasion, i.;!, 
hulk reduction, 3~56 

ceralliic ahuasiveness, 708 
cerxnic resto~,ltions, 372 
rhemiral erosion, 359 
conlou~-ing, 151, 350 
crowns and bridges, 602 
rutting, 151, 152 
culling operatio~ls, 351-154, 

353-354 
definition of, 151 
den1 i friccs. See llrrltifrires. 
erosion, 359, -160 
finished 'ind polished restorations, 

351, 352 
glaze, 351, 372 
gold alloy, 372 
grinder's disease, 357 
grinding, 351, 352, 354 
h,irdness of particles or surface 

materials, 360-361, 362t 
hard-particle erosion, 359, 360 
natural glaze, 351, 372 
overglaze, 351, 372 
polish, 351, 352 
principles of, 352-355 
procedures, 371 3 7 3  

goals, 353 
polishing, 354-355 

I-esin-based composites, 371, 
4 3 4 - 4 1  

silirosis, 357 
substrates, 358 
thrre-body dhr,ision, 158, 360 
two-body abrasion, 158, 360 

1:inishing diamonds, 164 
1:inishing o l  ~'1st metal, 500 
Firing cycles, 700 
1:issurf sral,lnt appliwtion, 484 
Fixed partial de~itures (I:PD) 

casting alloys, 581 5 8 2 ,  582 
resin cements, 488-48') 

t'lr1killg proress, rerdmics, 660 
1:lame tem],cr,ilurc, 612-613 
Flash, corrlpression molding, 728 
1:Iavol-ing, dentifrice coniposition, 374t 
Flexibility, 79, 81-84 
Flexur,il (bending) stress, 73, 77, 78-79 
Flexural strength, 73, 85, 89-90 

ceramics, 657, 659t 
cera~rlic strength and strengthening, 

657, 65% 
leldspathic porcelains, 6591, 715t 
glass-ceramics, 715t 
glaze cera~nirs, 65% 
pressable glass-ceramics, 684t 
rcsi~i-based composites, 437 

Flow, waxes, 284, 287 
definition of, 283 
requirements, 287, 287t 

Flowable composites 
classification, 41 81 
definition of, 400 
 roperti tics of, 419t, 428, 428 

t:low bel-laviol; polymers, 150 
Fluid resin teclnliclue, 736-737, 

7.17, 740 

l:luornpatite, 444, 447 
1:luorcscerice and color, 52 
Fluoride 

ceramics, effects 011, 713, 713-71 4 
dentilrice romposition, 174t 
FDA uegulations, I? 
glass ionoriicr cenlent, 481t 
historic,il use, 8 
melal-rcinforred glass iononier 

celnent, 481 t 
Fluoride-rele,ising cenlents for 

dirrrt-fi lling restoration(s), 444, 
446-447 

x i d  resistance of ellamel, 
447, 447t 

anticariogenic polrnti,il, 443, 446 
dc~llineralia,ition, 444, 446, 

447-448 
fluorapatitt; 444, 447 
flux, 444, 447 
glass ionomer cement, 444, 446, 

446, 447t 
intermediate restorations, 

444,446 
plaque metabolism, 448 
recharging fluoride, 449 
remi~ieralization-demi~leralization 

balance, 444, 447-448 
saliv'i concenlrations of fluoride, 

448 
silirate rement, 445, 446 
sources of fluoride release, 

448-449 
zinc oxide-eugenol cement, 

445, 448 
~ i n c  phosphate ceriicnt, 445, 448 

Flux 
rl-owns and hridgcs, 564, 602 
llt~oridc-~ele,rsirig cerrielils, 

444, 417 
soldering o l d r ~ ~ ~ a l  alloys, 564, 609 

Fractures. See ,tlso lirifllenoss. 
bulk fr,lrture, ,~m,llg,lni, 511, 112 
wrought alloys, 623, 631-613 

Fracture toughncss, 73, 92, 94 
c-cmmirs, 657 
feldspathir port elains, 715 t 
gl.1~~-reramirs, 71 5t 
glass iono111e1- cefncnt, 476, 476t 
pwssahle glass-reramics, 684t 

171-cc electrons, n1ct,illir bonds, 107 
Free radicals 

addition polymerization. See 
Addition polymerization. 

denture base resin polymerization, 
730 

1:ull-metal and rnet'll-ceramic prostheses 
and partial dentures, 572, 5731 

ITusion temperature 
impression compounds, 206, 250 
solidification of metals, 109 

G 
Galvanic corrosion (electrogalvanism), 

42, 61 -62 
Galvanic shock, electrochemical 

corrosion, 42, 61, 61 
Garnet, 3621, 368 
Gas inclusion porosity, -144, 344-346 
(:,luge length, ductility, 96 
Gel, hycirocolloids, 206, 224 
Gelation, reve~-siblr hydrorolloids, 

206, 234 



Gelation process, in-eversible 
hydl-ocolloids, 241, 241-242 

Ccl,itioll tcinperaturc, I-eversil,le 
hydrorolloids, 235 

(:el strengrh, hydrocolloids, 234 
(:I(:. See C:I(lss iunonln c-emerrl ( ( C I C ) .  
Gillrirore test fol- final sctting tirrrc, 263 
Gingiva, 4 

periodont,il attachment, 183, 
183-184 

Giiigival porcelain, 655 
Gingival sulcus, 227-228, 228 
(:lass 

Il,~rdilcss values, 1021 
noncrystalline solids, 32-33 
pdrticlcs, ccincnts, 444, 445 

(:lass-ce~amics, 650, G 7 ,  658 
c,~st~ible rrramirs, 6.55, 681 -681, 

6871-6881 
ceramming, 681, 687t-688t 
definition of, 656 
Dicor, 681 -682, 681 -683 
flexure strength, 71 5t 
fluoride, etfects on, 71.1, 711-71 4 
Sr,ictui-e toughness, 71 5 L 
hot-pressed cer,imic, 656 
IPS Empress, 683-686, 684 
IPS Cmpress2, 684-686 
lithia disilicate-h,ised core ceramics, 

685-686, 685-686 
niachinable, 681-683 
pressahle ceramics, 656, 

683-686, 684t 
Gl,iss-infiltrated ceramic, 656, 657 
Glass ionorncr 

coefficient of tticl-~ri,il expansion, 
55t 

tlcirsity and tlicrn~dl PI-opcrties, 54t 
hardness v,ilucs, 3h2t 
survival prohahility (01; 4381 

(:l,~ss ionomcr remcnt (GlC), 
471-472 

,idl~csio~r, 475 
.iilhy(irot~s gl,iss iono~ne~;  472 
d t r ~ ~ l l l l ~ i t i ~  rcstol-dtivc trcdt11ie111, 

44.3, 481, 482 
hiologic,il piopertics, 475 
ccri~cirts .is l ~ ~ t i n g  ,igc~its, 450t, 

4511, 4651 
conipoiilcr See i,'orr~po?i~r~r. 
composition, 472, 472t, 47 3 
coilve~itio~rdl CIC, 472 
dew point, 444, 477 
excess removal, 478 
fluoride release, currlulative release 

rrorn, 481t 
fs-arture toughness, 476, 476t 
highly viscous coilventional CIC, 

481-482, 482 
manipulation, 476 
ni,iterial preparation, 477-478 
maturdtion, 444, 471 
nlet,il-reinforced. See Mr~trrl-reirlj~rcerl 

glass ionorner cenlunt. 
physical properties, 475-476, 476t 
placement oT, 478 
postoperative procedures, 479, 

479, 480 
prepropoitioned powder and licluid, 

478, 478 
resin-modified. See Kmin-rnodifirtl 

,ylass iorturntii- ce~nenl (hybrid 
fo~toriicr). 

(:lass iono~nci- cement (GIC) 
(G~r~li~rzrcd) 

setting, 473-474, 4 74 
surf~ice preparation, 476-477, 477 
ti-i-cure, 445, 472 
w'tter-settnhlc gl,tss ionomel; 472 

(-1 . ass , , .  ionomer I,oirding, 395 

(:l,iss ~nodifici-s, 667-668 
i:lass transition tenlperatui-e (Tg), 

21, 31 
denture hdsc rcsiiis, 740 
~~olymci-s, 148 
w,utcs, 288 

Glaze and glazing 
cer~irnic ahrasivrncss, 708 
finistiirrg and polishing m,ileri,ils, 

351, 172 
metal-ccr,irrrir PI-osthcses and 

systc~ns, 672-67.3, 67.3 
Glaze ceramics 

cldssification ol, 663 
definition of, 656 
flexural strength, 6591 
surface features, 659 

Glutathionc, biocompatibility, 
179-180, 180 

Glycol dimethacryl,ite, 721 
Gold 

,itomic diametel-s, 123t 
coefficient o l  thermal expansion, 

,551 
density and themial properties, 54t 
direct filling gold. See Direct filling 

gold (DFC) 
elect~~odc p~tci l t i~l l ,  6Ot 
ptlysical const,lnls of 

alloy-forming clcinenls, lO8t 
powdc~-ccl. See l'cllc~(Ir?~i~l golrl 

Goltl ;1lloy(s), 13'1 
rdsting dcl-ccts, 141-3112 
Sitiishirrg <111d polishirig mntcri,lls, 

172 
flcxurc streirgth, 71 51 
rr,lctui-c tollghncss, 715t 
gold-pnll,idiun~, 584-585, 585 
golcl-p~illadi~tii~-silver, 582-584 
11,li-clness values, 362t 
rnct,il-ccr,~iiiic prostheses and 

systellls, 074 
(:old rasling ,illoy(s) 

a1 I-rliet,tl and resi nvcilccred 
I-estouations, ,574-575, 575t 

bridge alloys, 572 
classification, 571-572 

histo~y, 565, 565t 
crown alloys, 572 
fineness, 574 
heat treatment, 575, 576 
inl,iy ~illoys, 572 
karat, 574 
~ncchaiiical requirements, 571 1, 572t 
types, -571-572 

(;old-copper system, 135-139, 1.36-138 
Golcl foil, -546-549, 548 

historic~il use of; 7, 546 
physical properties, 556t 
reslor,itions, 558.559, 558-560 

Cold shell crowns, 7 
Cold standard, 566-567 
CI-aft ropolyrrlcl, 141, 148 
Grain refinemcnl and gr,~in size 

solidific,iliorr of inrt,ils, 116 
wrought alloys, 621, 62') 

(:rains, solidification of nietals, 103, 
114, 115 

Gr,ulular gold. Scc R~tud(~red gold. 
(kerning, 588-589 
( :reen shriirliagc, 114 
Creel1 state, ceramics, 056, 663 
Grceii strcngth, 260, 271 
(:rindcr's disc,rse, 357 
(;rinding 

crowns and [,I-itlgcs, 602 
finishing and polishing mnteri,ils, 

351, 7-52 
(<rindilrg opci-,ilions, 354 
Gull1 darnmar, 286 
C;ylis~~r~i and bypsum 131-odurts 

,iccelcr.itors 
comlxessivc strcngth, 269 
setting gyps~~ni  p ~ o ~ i ~ t c t s ,  

265-266 
use, 268-269 

,irticulators, 278, 271 
boxing, process of, 274 
calcium sulfate dihydratc, 2.56, 

257-258, 218 
caring for gypsun1 products, 279 
c,ists, 255, 256, 278 
coinmercial gypsum products, 258 
coinpi-essivc strength, 271-273 

accelerators and retarders, 
268,269 

drying, erfect on, 271, 272 
setting gypsum products, 260, 

260, 263 
W/P ratio, effect on, 272, 2721 

~ i ~ f i ~ l i t i ( ~ ~ i  of; 2.55 
dcnt'il pl,~stci-, 2-55, LO 
clcnt,~l stone, 255, 256, 27 11, 

274-275 
dcnt,~I stone, high strenglh, 2731, 

271, 275-270 
dics, 255, 256, 274 
dl-y sticngth, 271 

hnrducss valltcs, 362t 
hydror(~lloids, colrrpatihility with, 

2.47-248 
inrcrtions, 280 
mixing of, 277, 277 
i i ~ i x i ~ ~ g  titile, 20 I, 263 
models, 255, 256 
~riounting stones, 278 
plaster, impression, 273-274, 273t 
plaster, model, 273t, 274 
plaster of Paris, 255, 256, 256 
proportioning of, 276 
rct,~rdei-s 

cnmpressive strength, 269 

use, 268, 269-270 
selection of type, 273 
setcing. See Setlir~g ~ypsum products 
special products, 278-279 
synthetic gypsurn, 276 
tensile strength, 271-272 
use of, 255-256 

gypsum-bonded investments, 
297,238 

wash impl-cssioil, 274 
wet \tlength/glt.cn stlength, 

260, 271 
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Cypsl~iil-bo~~dccl investments, 290 
b,llanting agents, 299 
bur~iout  pl-oress, 295, 296 
rornpositio~i, 296-297, 302 
corripressive sti-etib<h, 307-308 
colr~prcssive stress, 108 
ronfin'menl, effect of, 302-303 
copings, 296 
cristol),~litc investments, 298, iO5 
fineness, ?OH 
g y l ~ ~ ~ n i ,  use of, 297, 238 
hygn~scopic scttil~g expal~siori, 290, 

300-304 
irnmei-sion lime, efft.ct ol; 302 
ingate, 296 
inoclificrs, 298-299, 299, 106 
nonnal setting expansion, 300, 307 
plastel- of P'iris, 305 
~>orosity considcr,~tions, 308-309 
procedures, 327-329, 328 
quauts, 298, 305 
refractoly i~lvestmenls, 295, 296 
setting lime, 299-300 
shelf-life, 302, 303 
silica, use of, 297-298, 299 
spatul'ltion, effect of, 302 
slwue, 295, 296 
sprued wax pattern, 295, 236 
sprue former base, 296 
storage considerations, 309 
strength, 306-308 
thermal contr,lction, 306 
thermal expar~sion, 304-306, 

-105, 307 
water added, effect of, 703, 

301-104 
W/P r'ltio, cf ict  of 

t~yg~oscopic cxp.lnsion, 
102, iOi 

t l i c ~ - ~ i ~ t ~ l  exptn1bic)~r, 306, 307 

H 
HA impl,~nts, 771-772, 775-778 
I1,lud conclcnsation, nmalg,lm, 

528-52') 
H,lrcl~less, 75 

abrnsivcs, 300-iOl, 3621 
Hrinell h,lrdncss test, '17, 97-98 
c ~ - o w ~ ~ s  ,111d hriclgcs, 538, 002 
definition of, 73 
denture b ~ s c  resins, 747 
dil-ect filling gold, 557 
finishing and polishing materials, 

360-361, 3621 
high noble alloys, 594t 
Knoop hardness test, 37, 98, 

360-361 
noble alloys, 594t 
p,lrlial denture alloys, 605 
Korkwell hardness test, 97, 98 
tests generally, 96-97 
Virkers hardness test, 97, 98, 

360-361 
IIard-particle erosion, 3.59, .i60 
Heal 

activation of denture base resins. See 
Llen~ure base resin(s). 

age-hardening heat treatment 
,~lloy solid stale re,lclions, 137 
casting ,~lloys, 564, 575-576 

c,~p.ir~ty, thermophysical propel-tics, 
5 1 

c,lsting dcferts. See Casting defects 

1 l e a  ((~onttnurd) 
direct lillirlg gold, 552 
gold casting alloys, 575 

heat treatment, 576 
high noble ,llloys, 575 
homogcniz,ltior~ heat trentment, 

alloy phase diagrams, 129 
noble alloys, 575 
solution heat trc,ltment 

,llloy solid stat? re,lctio~ls, 138 
casting alloys, 575 

specific lie,it, tl1c1-rnophysiral 
properlies, 53, 54t 

I Tcdt ofv,~porization, 21, 22 
IlEMA, 180, 180 
Ileterogeneous nltcleation, 

solidific~ltion of metals, 103, 112 
J Ictelogcncous surfare cornposition, 

electrochemical corrosion, 62-63 
I Iigli-intensity curing of resin-based 

romposites, 41 7 
Highly viscous conve~ltio~lal CIC, 

481-482, 482 
IIigh noble (HN) alloy(s) 

classificatio~l, 570, 570b, 575t 
crowns and bridges, 598, 600t 
gold alloys, 582-585, 585 
heat tre,rlmetit, 575 
metal-ceramic proslheses, 

580-582, 583t 
pall,~diurn alloys, 585-588, 586 
partial denture, 9 3  
porcelain discoloration by silver, 

588-589 
~xopmties, '593, 5941 
~prosthcscs and p,lrti.ll dcntuucs, 

572, 5711 
lhc,r~i?~l ro~i?~~~~tik) i l i ty ,  580-592, .590 

Ilistol-iwl use of mntrri.lls, 6-8 
bioro~np~ltihility,tilili~y, 172-174 
r,lsling alloys. See (lustirrx alloy(s) 
ccr,unics, 0(1(>-0(1i 
crowns and hridgcs, 7-8, 

660-662, 661 
elastomerit impression rr~atcrials, 

208 
gultl foil, 7, 540 
hytlrocolloids, 208 
impl,lnts, 6, 760-701 
i~lelastic- in~prcssiorl rrl,ltcrials, 208 

1 IN dlloy(s). See Jliglr rtuble (HN) 
ulluy(s) 

Homogeneous nucleation, 103, 111 
Ilomogenization, ,llloy phase diagrams, 

129, 129-130 
Ilomogenizing annedl, 500-501 
tlomopolymers, 148 
Hol-pressed ceramic, 656 
I lot-pressing melhod, cer,lmics, 665t, 

6871-688t 
l lot  spots, porosily, 343 
Hot tears, solidification of mer,lls, 113 
llue, 42, 49 

metals, 105 
I lumectant, dentifrice composition, 3741 
Hybrid composites, 400, 417, 418t 

clinical ronsiderations, 426-427, 427 
Iracture toughness, 476t 
properties of, 4191, 426, 427 

IIyhrid ionomcr Scc I<r~sin-rnoilificrl glrzss 
ioitoin~~ rorr~v~l (hyhrirl iorlornerl) 

llybrid 1.1ye1; dcntin bonding agents, 
381, 386-387 

J lydratiol~ tl~eoly, 259 
Ilydrocolloids, 214 

arrurnry 
irrcvcrsihle, 244 
reversible, 238, 239 

hio(mrnpnti1iit  245 
rh,lr,lc-terislics 01; 232t-233t 
classilic,ltion of impression 

materials, 20% 
colloids, 205, 211 
coml>osition o I  

irreversible, 240, 2401 
rcvcrsihlc, 235, 215t,236 

definition of, 2Oh 
dilncrlsio~lal cf(ects, 234 
tlirnensional stability, 240-247, 

246-247 
disinfcclitig ~nethotls, 226t, 246 
dispersion pl-lase, 206, 231 
duplicating materials, 245 
ernulsio~r systems, 231 
evaporation, 234 
gel, 206, 224 
gel stl-ength, 234 
gylx~un, compatibility with, 

247-248 
history, 208 
imbibition, 200, 214 
impressions, malting of 

irreversible, 243-244 
reversible, 237, 238 

irreversible. See Insvet-sible 
hydi-ocolloids (ulginat(.). 

laminate terhniclue, 245 
I I I ~ L I ~ ~ [ > L I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I I  

irrevcrsihle, 24 3 
revel-siblc, 235-236 

~r~icclles, 206, 214 
mishandling, 248, 2491 
I-cvcl-siblc. Scc I<~~ver.\iblc hydro[-ulluids 

('1'?"1) 
shelf life, 248 
single pLi,~sc, 206, 231 
sol, 211 
sol-gel l~-~nsf(>~-ni,ltion, 234 
strength o f  

irrevcrsiblc, 234, 244, 2441 
reversible, 2 14 

suspfl?sion systct~~s, 231 
syncl-csis, 206, 234 
tedr strcngtli, 227-228 

llydroge~l bonding, 2.5, 25-26 
tiydrophilic surfaces, addition silironc 

206, 215 
Ilydropliobic nattlre, addition silirone, 

206, 21 5 
I Iydrocluinone, 721 
Hytiroxye~hyl~nethacryl,ltc (HEMA), 

180, 180 
I-lygroscopic setting expansion, 296, 

300-304 
gypsum produrts, 270, 270-271 

definition of, 255 
normal setting rxp,lnsion co~npared, 

3 01 
I lygroscopir technique, 31 6, 

326-327 
Ilypereutectic ,~lloys, 134 
Hyperscnsilivity, 171, 176 

bcrylliuirr, 197 
latex, 13(, 
IIJCI-cury, 5.36 

I lyl>oe~~tectic alloys, 134 
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I 
Iml>il>ilio~~ 

el,~stomeric impression materials, 
206, 224 

hydrocolloids, 206, 234 
Imnicl-sion time, gypsum-l>ondcd 

investments, effcct of, 302 
Ilr~~nunotxicity, 179-1 80, 180 
I i i ~ p ~ ~ c t  slrength, 91-92 
Irnplnnls, 780 

,illoplastir suhs~nnccs, 759, 760 
ankylosis, 759, 765 
anodi~,ition, 759, 768 
nll,ichmcnt mechdnisms, 764-766 
bioarccptance, 759, 780 
bioartive materials, use of, 7-59, 

765, 771 
bioco~npatihility ol; 185-186, 708, 

777-778 
hiointegration, 771 
biomechariics of, 778-780 
blade implants, 762 
bone quality rl'issifications, 

774-777, 775 
Branemark hybrid prosthesis, 

778-779, 779 
carbon and carbon compound, use 

of, 773-774 
ceramic and ceramic coated irnplant 

systems, 771 -772 
clinical success of, 767-768 
cobalt-chromium-molybderlum 

alloys, use of, 770-771 
components of, 766, 766767 
derlsity of, 765t 
dcsign of, 761-764 
clollgation, 76 51 
cndostt~,il iriipl,~ilts, 751, 701, 

762 
epithelial implants, 753, 761 
1IA impl,~nts, 771-772, 775-778 
1iislo1-y of use, 6, 760-761 
implantation, 753, 760 
intcrn,iliori,~l st,mdards, 16 
iorl irrlplant,ltion, 750, 768, 769 
~llctallic i~nplants, 768-771 
modulus of elasticity, 765t 
osscointegration. Scc 

O.sseo~iilr~gr-~flion. 
ostcoirldurtive properlies of, 

759, 772 
passivation, 759, 768 
polymeric i~~~pla i i t s ,  772-773, 

773 
properties of, 764, 765t 
replarltation, 7.53, 760 
selection of implant material, 

774-777, 774t 
stainless steel, use of, 770 
suhperiosteal implants, 753, 

761, 763 
surcess criteria, 767 
tensile strength of, 765t 
texturing, 759, 768, 769 
titanium, use of, 769-770, 

770t, 774t 
transosteal implants, 759, 

763, 764 
transplantation, 753, 760 
yield strength of, 7651 

Impression cornpound(s), 250-251 
disinfcc-ting methods, 2261. 251 
fusion Lcmpcrdture, 206, 250 

Impression rn,ilcrial(s), 205-208 
r,lsls, co~istrurtion 01; 205, 207 
compounds. See Impress~on 

coinpoz~nd(s) 
elastomcric materials. See Elastomc~i-ic 

~r~zprc,ss~on inulerinl(s). 
hydrocolloids. See Iiydrocollo~ils. 
inelastir materi,ils. See Inc~lastic- 

irnpi-[?ssion miltel ~al(s). 
irrcvrl-sible reactio~is, 208, 2091 
rnoclcls, constructiol~ of, 206, 207 
purpose, 207 
requircrncnts, 207 
I-eversible reactions, 208, 2011 
typical i~npressiolls with gypsuln 

rasts, 207 
~~ndrrcuts, 206, 208 
ziric oxide-eugenol. See Zinc 

oxide-eugeilol (XOE) irrrpressiun 
malerial(s) 

Impressions, making of 
irreversible hydl-ocolloids, 

243-244 
reversible hydrocolloids, 237, 2.38 

Impression trays 
denture base resins, 752 
elastomeric impression materials, 

21 '1 
Impurities, setting gypsum products, 

264 
In-Ceram, 686.692, 690 
Incomplete casting, 347-348, 347-349 
Incremental buildup, 415-41 6, 41 6 
Illdirect posterior composites, 433 
Indirect ~eslo~dlive dental ~rlatrrial(s) 

casting ,illoys. Sce ':cislrng ulloy(s). 
cc~-ar~~ic-s. See i:ei-limits. 
classification, 6 
definilioli of, 3 
denture h,lse rcsitls. See I~c~ncuic base 

1-es1r1 (s) 
irnplarlts. See Implanls. 
wuought dlloys. See Winu,yIi/ ulloy(s) 

lnclirect w,ix tcchniqur., 283, 284 
Induction forc-es, 22, 26, 26 

polymers, 153 
Induction rnclting casting marlline, 332, 

333 
Incl,~stic impression malcrial(s), 

248-249 
cldssifirdtion of in~pressioll 

malerials, 20% 
definition of, 206 
history, 208 
master die preparation, 318 

Infection control 
denture base resins, 753 
gypsum and gypsurn products, 

280 
lnfldmmation, 174-175, 176 

be~yllium, 197 
Informed consent, 172, 201 
Ingate, 296 
Inhibitors 

heat-activation of denture base 
resins, 721, 723 

rcsi11-based composites, 400, 
402, 408 

Initial Gillmore test, 262, 263 
Initial set 

addition polyrncrizdtion, 158 
scttitlg bypsum products, 

261 -262, 26.3 

Injertion riloltlillg technique, 
720-730, 7.71 

Inlays 
gold casling alloys, 572 
resin cerncnts, 488-4233 

Inlay w'utes, 283, 284 
coeffirient of thcrlnal expansion, 

55t 
romposition, 285 
cooli~lg ~LIIW, 285 
tlistortion, 289-290, 290 
flow, 284, 287 

definition or, 283 
requireme~its of, 287, 287t 

~nanipulation of, 290-291 
inoder~i propcflics, 286 
paraffin wax, 285-286, 288 
Iherinal properties, 288, 288-28') 

Illorganic ion form oTmerculy, 198 
Insulators, ther~nophysical properties of, 

52, 54t 
Interatomic bond(s), 23-27,27 

van der Waals forces, 22, 26, 26 
Interdendritic regions, 12') 
Interfaces and biocompatibility, 173 
Intergranular fractures, 633 
Intermediate restorations, 444, 446 
l~itermetallic compounds, I21 
Internal plastirizer, 152 
Illter~lationdl standards, 14-16 

European Medical Devices Directive, 
567 

Interstitial solid solution, 122 
Illvestments and investing procedures, 

casting. Src Cirslirig inl~estr~rents und 
pi oced~m~.~. 

111 vitlo toxicity test, 174 
Ion exch,lngc, eel-arnic stlength and 

strcligthcnillg, 701 
Toriic bonds, 21, 24 
lo11 impldnt,itio~l, 759, 708, 700 
IPS Ernpress, 683-(180, 684 
TI'S Emprcss2, 684-686 
Iridiu~ii, 108t 
Iron, shear strrngth, 6251 
Irreversible hydl-ocolloicls (,~lginate), 

230, 240 
ac-turary, 244 
cli,lractcristics of, 232t-233t 
corrrposition, 210, 240t 
definition of, 205, 206 
duplicating materials, 245 
elastomers and adhesion, 244 
gelation process, 241, 241 -242 
impressions, making of, 243-244 
laininate techniclue, 245 
manipulation, 243 
modifiecl alginates, 245 
retarders, 241 
setting time, 242, 242 
strength, 234, 244, 2441 

Irreversible reactions, 208, 20% 
Isobutyl, softening temperatures, 165t 
Isopropyl, softening temperatures, 165t 
h o d  impact tester, 92 

J 
Junctional epithelium, 183 

K 
Karat, gold casting alloys, 574 
I<icselph~; 30')-370 
Knoop hardness test, 97, 98, 300-361 
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L 
Laminale technique, 245 
Laser welding o( pure litmiurn, 

61 6-61 7 
L,iteiit heat of fusion, 21, 23 
Latent heat of solidification, 109 
I . ' I ~ ~ x  

biocor~lpatibility, 194.196 
maxillofacial prosthetics, 755 

Lathe-cul powdel; 500, 502 
lead 

electrode poten~ial, 60t 
physical constants, 108t 

LED lamps, 41 1 
1.evcr nlle, 128 
Light, nature of, 47, 47 
Light-,~ctivation 

curing of rt-sin-hascd composites, 
410 

denture base resins, 737-738, 738 
resin-based composites, 408, 409 

Light-cured composites, 400, 411 
Linear coefficient of expansion. See 

Coeffczenl of lhermal expansion. 
Liners, 721, 750-751 
Liquefaction temperature, 235 
1.iquid-phase sintering, 668 
Licluid/powder ratio, casting defects, 

340 
Tiquidus temperature 

alloy phase diagrams, 126 
casting alloys, 564, 7 7  

1.ithia disilicate-based core ceramics, 
685-686, 685-686 

I .ocalized shrinkage, porosity, 
142-344, -14.3 

sll<lpc 344 
technical fartors, effect of on, 

14 5t 
I.oecll rcsporlscs, I)iocomp,rlibility,)ility, 

177 
London (orces, 22, 20, 26 

polymers, 153 
Long-ten11 soft Iii~crs, 721, 750-751 
I.ong-lerm ZOII luting ccmcnl, 411 
I.oss of gloss test, 261, 263 
Lost-wax process, 564, 565, 505t 
I.umin,t ,tddi~ivcs, 670 
Luting  gent, te~llent as. See (:emenl(s) 

11s lfrfing c ~ ~ e n f  ((1. 

M 
Machinable glass-ceramics, 681-683 
Macrofilled composites. See Traditional 

~oinposites. 
Magnesium, l08t 
Malleability, 96 

direct filliilg gold, 545, 547 
Manulaclured abrasives, 367 
Marginal deterioration, amalgam, 

538-539 
cavity preparation and finishing, 

improper, 539-540, 540 
excess mercury, 540 

Marginal leakage, 430 
Martensite, 637 
Maltensitic Ni'ri, 646-648 
Master die preparatio~i, 316-319, 317t 
Mastication forces and stresses, 93-94 
Mat gold, 550, 550, 55ht 
Matrix 

alloy phase diagrams, 12') 
of iiilpi-essioil cor~~pounds, 250 

Matur,ltioil, glass ionomer cernent, 
444, 471 

M,ixillofaci,~l prosthetics, 755-756 
Maximunl flexibility, elastic strain, 84 
Maximurn selvice stress, 90 
Maxwell-Voighl viscoclastic inodcl, 

211, 212 
Mccha~>ical bonding, 34-35 
Mechanical mndensation, anialgain, 

510 
Mcchdnical pi-opei-ties of dental 

ii~aterial(s), 74-75 
brittleness. See Brillleness. 
criteria (or selcclion of materials, 

100-101 
ductility See L)uctility. 
elastic deforma~ion. See Elastic 

slrcrin. 
fidctul-e toughness, 7 3 ,  92, 94 
hardness. See Ilarilness. 
ilnpression materials, 208 
malleability, 96 
mastication forces and stresses, 

93-94 
modulus of resilience, 94 
strain. See Slrain. 
strength. See Strength. 
stress See Stress. 
tooth stn~cture, 92-93, 93t 
toughness, 92, 94 

Medical and Dental Devices Act, 567 
Medium wax, 284 
Meltirlg range, casting alloys, 568 
Melting temperature (melting point), 

21, 23 
partial denture alloys, 605 
lilaniurn, 579 

Mercury 
alloy r,~tio, 521 -523 
,~rn,rlg~lrr~ ~cstorations SEC Aii~alg(~it~ 

rmloration(sj. 
amalgam strength, elrect of, 51 3, 

51 3-51 4 
hiocoml>atihility, 1'17-1 99 
eler~rode polcnlial, 60t 
irl,~rginal deterioration, ,~riialg,ltrl, 

540 
rncl,ll hrrn of, 198 
pcnetr~tion, (-asling dckcts, 312 
physical consl,ults, 108t 

Metal-cei-arnic prostl~cscs and systerns, 
580-582, 5831 

base metal alloys for, 594-596 
benefits of, 679-680 
body porcelain, 655, 673 
bonds and bonding, 677-679, 679 
boric oxide additives, 670 
Captek technology, 676, 676-677 
classificatio11, 572, 573t 
cornposition of dental porcelains, 

666-667 
condensation, 671 
cooling of, 673-674 
copi~lgs for, 674-676 
creep, 674 
crowns and bridges. See Crowns and 

bridges. 
definitio~l of metal-ceramic 

prosthesis, 656 
dentin porcelain, 655 
drawbacks of, (179-680 
elcc~rodepositcd substrates, use of in 

bonding, 678-673 

Metal-ceramic prostheses and systcrrls 
((:ontini~cd) 

ralbrication ol, 675 
feldspatllic porcelains, 668-670 
gingival porcelain, 6-55 
glass modilie~-s, 667-668 
glxzing, 672-673, 673 
goltl alloys, 5 8 2 - 5 8 ,  58.5, 074 
heat treatment, 575 
high nohlc alloys, 580-582, 583t 
less abrasive porcelains, 592 
licl~~itl-phase sintering, OG8 
lumiila addit ivcs, 670 
natural glaze, 656, 672 
~loblc alloys, 580-582, 58% 
overglaze, 050, 672-673 
pallndiurn alloys, 585-588, 586 
pigmenling oxitle additives, 670 
porcelain discoloration by silve~; 

588-589 
predomiila~ltly base metal alloys, 

594-596 
sag resistance, 674 
self-glazing of porcelain, 668 
shading ceramics, 672-673 
sin tering of porcelain, 671 -672 
tensile stresses, 675 
thermal compatibility, 589-592, 590 

bonds, 678 
defi~litiorl of, 656 

thermal expansion coefficients, 
670, 6701 

ultralow-fusing porcelair~ alloys, 592 
vacuum firing, 672 
veneering ceramics, 669, 669t 

Metal foil, 504, 000 
Mcl,ll Term of mercury, 198 
Metallic bond(s), 24, 24-25 

dcfinition of, 22 
dircr~ fillinggold, 545, 547 
fi-ec electroi~s, 107 
slrurture, 107 

Mct,lllic impl,lnls, 708-771 
Metallic prostheses, resin cc~nc~lls, 488 
Metallizing, master die plepai-ation, 318 
Mctc~l-~-ci~llcr~-ccd g l ~ s s  ionomel- (wment, 

471, 476t, 479 
ce1-IllCl, 444, 470 
rli~lical collsiclcl-,rtio~is, 481 
delinition of, 444 
fluoritle release, 48 1 I 
properties, 479-480 
representative samples, 480 
silver ,llloy admix, 445, 479 

Metals, 103-105 
alloys. See Alloy(s). 
base rnetals. See Base nieti~l(s) 
hasis metal, soldering of dental 

alloys, 608 
bonds. See Melclllic bondfs). 
corrosion. See Corros~on. 
electrochemical corrosion. See 

Clecfrochemici~l corrosion. 
inflammatory response to, 176 
noble metals, 652-653, 652t, 653t 
nonmetals and, 105 
periodic chart of elements, 105, 106 
physical constants, 108t 
pure metal usage, 107 
solidification of, 108-110 

roilstituliotral suprrcooli ng, 
113, 116 

dendrites, 103, 112.11 3 
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Metals ((:onctnrrrd) 
solidiliatior, of (Continztcd) 

dendritic microstructures, 
113, 113 

embryos, 111-112 
cq~liaxcd fine-grain 

rnit rostrurturcs, I1 6 
eq~~iaxed grain structure, 103, 114 
eqllidxcd polycuystalli~~e 

lnicrostructure, 11 4, 11 4 
grain refinemen1 and grain size, 

1 1 0 
g~-~iirls, 103, 114, 115 
Iletcrogeneous n~~clcalion, 

103, 112 
homogeneous nuclwtion, 

103, 111 
liot tears, 113 
latent ht-,1t of~olidilic~~tion, 109 
miciostn~ctures, 103, 113, 113 
illodes and effects on  properties, 

112-115 
negative temperature gradient, 

112 
11ucleus formation, 110, 

110-112, 112 
pattern, 110 
surfdce free energy, 111 
thermal supercooling, 11 2, 11 6 
volu~ne fiee energy, 111 

tarnish. See Ti~rr~uh. 
Metamerism 

ceramics, 712 
color and color perception, 42, 52 

Methyl, softening temperatures, 165t 
Mcthyl mclh,lrryl,itc, resiris, 165, 

165-1 66 
Miccllcs, hydrocolloids, 206, 234 
Mirrofillrd rorn lposi tcs, 41 8t 

clinic,ll corlsiclcrations, 426 
org,inir fillrl-s, 424 
p~ol r r l i r s  ol; 4191, 42.i-42.5, 

423-426 
resill-hascd rornpositcs, 400, 404 

Mirsolcalz,igc 
,idlicsion, 181, 382 
,~malgdrn rcsto~-,itio~is, 516 
I>ioco~ripdtibility, 185, 186 
boiicls and bonding, 381, 382, 

394-305 
Mic1-o1i~ccll,lrii(-~11 bonding, 22, 35 
Mitroporosity, 343, 344 

shape, 344 
technical Lictors, effect of on, 3451 

Microsegregation, alloy ph'ise diagr,irns, 
129 

Micl-oslructures 
alloys, 120 
solidilication of metals, 103, 

113, 11.3 
Microwave energy, denture base resin 

polymerization via, 734, 734 
Minimal mercury technique, ,521 
Mixing devices, 21 8, 21 8-21 9 
Mixing time (MT), gypsuln and gypsum 

products, 261, 26.3 
Modeling plastic, impression 

compounds, 250 
Models 

corlstruction of, impression 
ril,rterials, 206, 207 

gy1>~11n 'i~nd gypsum proclucts, 
255, 256 

Modilicd algi~i,itcs, irreve1-sihle 
hydrocolloids, 245 

Moclificrs, gypsum-ho~iclcd investmcrits, 
298-2'19, 290, 306 

Modulus of elasticity Set- Eluslic 
~nodulrrs. 

Modulus of rcsilie~lcc, 94 
Modulus of rupture, 73, 89-90 
Moisl~~rc cont,i~l~in,ltion, am,ilgam, 

cKcct or, 510, 511--534 
Molecular organix,~tiorl, 149, 1 5 0  
Molecular wciglit, polymers, 

146-147, 147 
Molten ,illoy, irnp,ict of, tasting defects, 

341 
Molybdenu~n, 770-771 

physic,il constan(s, 108t 
Mo~lomers, 141, 144 
Monophase tcclrniclue, 21 0, 220 
Mortar, amalgam, 523 
Mounting slones, 278 
MT, gypsurn and gypsum products, 

261, 26.3 
Murostatir irnpr-ession materials, 208 
Mulling process, 525 
Multifunction,~l methacry1,ite and 

aclylate resins, 166-169, 167-1 68 
M~rltiple niixirig techniqt~e, 21 9 
Mutagenic responses, 174, 177 
Mutations, 177 

N 
N ,llloys. See Noble (N) alloy(s) 
Nanoleakage, 186, 186 
National I~lstitute of Standards and 

'Ikrhnology (NISI'), ?, I0 
Natural ahr-asives, 107 
Nntu~nl gas, 01 21, 61 3 
Ndtl~l.~ll 

li~iisl~iirg and polislli~ig nlateri,1ls, 
151, 172 

mcldl-ccr-ailiic prosthcscs ,~rrcl 
systems, 050, 072 

N,ltu1-,11 waxes, 285 
n-Kutyl, softcniilg tenipcraturcs, I051 
Negative tempcr,llurc gr,~dient, 11 2 
Neulrdl dxis, strength, '10 
Ncwtoniair beh,lvio~; 44 
Nickel 

'illel-hy, 176, 19(, 107, -505 
crowns and bridges, 603 

hiologic,il Il,~z,irds, 59h-538 
electrode potential, 601 
pkiysiral constants, 108t 
shear- strength, 625t 

Nickel ,illoy(s), 594.596 
cobalt-chromiu m-nickel 

orthodontic wires, 645 
wrought alloys, 645 

rrowns and bridges, 538-603 
nickel-chromium, 578 
nickel-titanium. See 

Nickel-titunilrm alloy(s). 
partial denlure alloys, 604-605 

Nickel-titanium alloy(s), 646.649 
super-elasticity, 622, 646 

NIST, 9, 16 
Ni'I'i, 646-648 
Noble metals, 564, 652-653, 652t, 6531 
Nol>lr ( N )  alloy(s), 121, 566, 572-573 

classification, 570, 570h, ,575~ 
fi~ll-nicldl dlid metal-cer,~rrlic 

111-ostthesrs, 572, 5 7 i t  

Noble (N)  ,illoy(s) ((:oi~~irtue~l) 
gold .~llcys, 8 2 - 5 8 5 ,  585 
heal tredlment, 575 
nlet,~l-eel-ainic prostheses, 

580-582, 5831 
palladium alloys, 585-588, 586 
partidl dc11ture ,~lloys, 593 
 porcelain discoloration hy silvrr-, 

588.58'1 
prolx~tics, 593, 5941 
thc~-m,il comp,~tibility, -589-592, 510 
to]-cll 111elting of, 331-335, 334,  3-35 

Nunac[ueous el,istonieric impression 
materials, 210 

Nonl>olitlcd abrasives, 300 
Noncohcsive gold, 549 
Noncrystalline solicls, 32-33 
Noncugcriol pastes, 2.53 
Nonniric alloys, 496 
Normal setting expansion 

gypsum-bonded investments, 
300, ,701 

selliilg gypsum products, 255, 271 
n-Propyl, softelli~ig temperatures, 165 t 
Nucleus form,ltion, solidification of 

metals, 110, 110-112, 112 

0 
Onlays, resin cements, 488-489 
Optical modifiers, resin-based 

composites, 408-410 
Oral immune systern, 187-188 
Ordered structure, ,111oy solid solutions, 

122, I22 
Organic fillers, microfilled co~npositcs, 

421 
Orthodontic hr,ickc~s, ~resirr ce~rrents, 

488 
(-)rtliodontic wirc(s), 622-621 

bct.1-tit.ini11n1 .illoys. Scc 
Kcli!-/iloi~irrrrr rrlloy(,) 

c ohalt-rhn~mi1~1i1-1ii(-I~cl ,il loys, 645 
nicltcl-lit,ini~~~rr alloys, 640-648 
noble inet.tls, 052-051, 6521, 651l 
soltlcring, 643-644, 644 
s~,linlcss steel 

hr.lidcct and twis~cd wircs, 
642, 642 

~rlccll,l~lic,ll properties, 
640bh4 1, 04 I t  

soldc~-irlg, 641-644, 644 
Osscointegration, 179, 187, 765 

concepts, 18 7 
definition of, 171 

Osteoiriductive properties of implants, 
759, 772 

Oven soldering, 61 3-61 4 
Overglaze 

fihisliing ,ind polishing materials, 
351, 372 

metal-ceramic prostheses ancl 
systems, 656, 672-673 

Oxidation reaction, 58 
Oxygen-inhibited layel; 400, 414 

P 
l'ackable composites 

posterior restor-,ition composites, 
429-430 

I-esin-based composites, 400, 
41 8, 41 9L 

I',icking, colnpl-cssio~l rnolding of 
den~urc  b'ise resins, 728, 729, 7 30 
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PA(: lamps, 411 
Palladium 

,~lomic diameters, 1231 
electrode potential, 60t 

Pnlladium alloy(s), 140 
gold-palladium, 584-585, 185  
gold-pdlladium-silvcr, 582-584 
~>all,rdi~~m-col>l 'er-galli~~r~~, 587 
palladiuln-galli~~m-silvw 587-588 
palladium-gold, 585 
pal1,ldium-goltl-silver, 585 
p,rlladiurn-silve~; 585-587, 586 
silver-p,illadiurn, 578 

T'drafiin wax, 285-286, 288 
I',lrti,il denlu~-' ,illoy(s) 

casting ,rlloys, 503, 604-605, 6041 
coh,ilt alloys, 565t, 566, 604-005 
high noble ,illoys, 533 
noble alloys, 533 

Passivation, implants, 753, 768 
Pastes, abr,isives, 370-371 
Pattern position, caslirig defects, 341 
PR alloys. See 1'1edon1inanily base rnetal 

(PBJ alloy(s). 
Peal-lite, 636 
Peierls stress, 628 
PENTA-P, 167, I68 
Percent offset, streng~h, 87 
Periapical area of the tooth, 184, 

184-187 
Periodic table ofelernents, 105, 106 
Periodontal attachment, 183, 181-184 
I'eriodont,ll bone, 4 
Periodontal ligament, 1 8  
Periodon~al pocltet, 183, 18.3 
Peritectir alloys, 121, 1 1 4  13.5, 1.15 
I'cr~n,lnent drforin,itioii 

irnpwssion materials, 206, LO8 
polyme~s, 151 
strength, 88 

I'ciin,lriclil reslor,~tions, rc~l~ellts, 
444,445 

I'cstlc, am.ilgnm, 52.3, 525 
I'l:M, 581 

casting ,illoys, Ilistorir,il perspective 
011, 5651, 506 

Ph,ise dingrarns, ,llloys. See Alloy(s) 
I'll'lscs, alloys, 1 20 
I'henyl, solierii~ig lempemtures, 165t 
Pl~osph~~~c-bondt . t l  i~lvcstrncnts, 309, 

110-311 
detail reproduction, 3 13 
divesting, 235, 310 
expa~ision, 311, 31 2 
procedures, 129-330 
setting expansion, 311, 312 
setting time, 313 
surface smoothness, 313 
technical considerations for, 

336-337 
thermal expansion, 311, 312 
working tirne, 31 3 

Photocuring with visible (blue) light, 
411 

Photoinitiator curing lamps, 411412 
Physical properties of dental 

material(s), 42 
abrasion, 42, 43 
alloys, 134 
alloy solid solutioi~s, 124 
color. Sre C:olor urril color per-~epiior~. 
corrosion. See Corrosion. 
crccp, 41, 42, 46 

I'hysicnl propcrlies of dentnl m.lterial(s) 
(Cuniinuc?il) 

distortion of rtlatcri,ll, 45 
erosion, 42 
Ilcxrll-,ll creep, 46 
flow, 46 
hardness. See 1 lurdnc~ss. 
polymers. Ser Poly~1rer3 irrld 

[~olymeriz.i~llon. 
resins. See Rrszn(s). 
sag, 42, 4 6  
slress. See Stress. 
stl-uclur,il relaxation, 45-40 
tarnisli. See Tarnuk. 
thermop11ysicaI properties. See 

T/r~rrfropkysici~/ proper-tics. 
viscosity. See Viscosity. 
warping of inatel-ial, 45 
wear, 42, 43 

Pickling, 135, -146 
I'igmenting oxide additives, 670 
Pinhole porosity, 343, 344-346 
Pit and fissure sealant 

bonds and bonding, 396-397,397 
coerficient of thermal expansion, 

55t 
Pitting corrosion, 42, 65 
Placlue metabolism, 448 
Plaster, impression, 273-274, 2731 
I'lasler, model, 273t  274 
Illaster of Paris 

gypsum and gypsum products, 255, 
256,256 

gypsum-bonded investments, 305 
Plasfic deformation 

polyrncrs, I 50 
strength, 88 

Pl,lslir flow, polymers, 14.3, 151 
I'lastic fluids, 45 
Pl,istirizcd aclylic 1-csins, 750-751 
J'l,islirizf~rs, polyiners, 1.52 
I'lastii stu,iin. See Eli~slic SIT-ain. 
Platinized gold foil, 549 
l ' l~i l i~iu~n 

atomic cli,unctci-s, 1231 
clcclrode potential, hOt 

I'oillt de~ecls, 621, 625, (,25-026 
Points, ahr.lsive iilstn~lncnts, 361 
Poissoo's r,ilio, 70, ti?, 85 
Polishing. See Finul~in'q i111t1 ~~~li.shrr~,q. 
Polyr,irboxyl,1te tement, 451t 
I'olydispersity, 151 
l'olye~her, 210 

characteristics of, 232t-2331 
com~nercially available sample, 

210, 210 
conlparative properties, 231t 
disinfecting methods, 2261 
nature of, 216, 21 7 
tear strength, 228 
working and setting times, 223, 223t 

I'olyrneric implants, 772-773, 77.3 
Polymer-monomer interaction, denture 

base resins, 727 
Polymers and polymerization, 143, 

144, 146 
addition polyrnerizatioi~. See 

Addilion polymer-ization. 
backbone, 143, 148 
hifunctior~aI inollon1crs, 162 
ch'lin hrnnrhing, 147-148, 148 
chain length, 1 4 6  147, 147 
classification, 144- 145 

I'olyrncrs and polyn~ei-iz,r~ion 
( C O ~ I ~ I I I I I P ~ )  

rol~olyrncrs, 148, 102- 163, 164 
cross-linking, 147-148, 148, 143 

solv,ition properties, 152 
tllenll,il properties, 154 

rui-ing, 141, 148 
delinilion of, 143 
delorrnalion dnct recovery, 150 
denture base resins. Sce Ilentuia bast? 

resirt(s) 
elastic deformation, 150 
e1,istic recovcry, 143, 150, 151 
clastonrcric i~rlpression materials, 

200, 210 
claslomers, 144- 145 
exteni,il plasticizers, I52 
flow behavior, 150 
gldbb-tldll~iti~ll tClll~Xl~dlLLTe, 148 
graft copolymer, 143, 148 
homopolymers, 148 
induction forces, 153 
internal plasticizer, 152 
London forces, 153 
rnolecu1,ir organization, 143, 150 
molecular  weigh^, 146-147, 147 
monomers, 143, 144 
permanent deformation, 1.51 
plastic deformation, 150 
pldstic flow, 143, 151 
plaslicizers, 152 
polydispersity, 151 
polyurethane polymers, 756 
resins. See Kesin(s). 
rhco~nctrir plopel tics, 150-151 
solv,rtion 131-opertirs, 151-1 52 
step-giowth polymerization, 154, 

161-I62 
thermal prolwrtics, 1.52-1 54 
thc~iriol>l,islir polyrncls, 144, I53 
lhennosettirig polyrnrrs, 144, 153 
v,rn der W,ials forces, I .5? 
viscocl,lslicity, 150 
viscoelastic recovery, 151, 1-51 
v i sco~~s  flow, 150 

I'oIymcr--to-tno11o111e1- ratio, 726-727 
I'olymctI~.icrylatc cstcl-s, 1051 
I'oly(r1iethy1 mctharryl,itc) resins, I Oh 
I'olyslllfide, 210 

ch,tr,ictrsistics of, 2321-2311 
com~ner-ci,tlly availnhlc s,i~~nple, 210 
compa~dtive plope~ties, 231t 
disinfecting methods, 226t 
nature of, 212-213, 213 
pastes, 205, 21 3 
tear strength, 228 
working and setting times, 223, 223t 

I'olyurethane polymers, 756 
Polyvinyl siloxane, 214 
Porcelain 

aluminous. See Alurninous po?celuzn. 
body and incisdl, 580, 655, 073 
bonding, casting alloys, 569-570 
discoloration by silver, 588-589 
feldspathic porcelain. See Feldspathic 

porc:elain(s) . 
hardness values, 362t 
histo~y of, 660 
metal-ceramic systems. See 

M?lill-ccriifnzc pl-osthe~es irnd systerrls. 
shoulder porteltiin, 656, 671 
sinterirlg of porcelain, 671 -672 
teeth, 7-8, 711 
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I'orccl,iirr filsed to met'il (I'FM), 581 
wsting alloys, historical perspective 

on, 5651, 566 
Porosity, 342 

arnnlgdlri strength, eCect of, 514 
hack-pressure porosity, 340, 147 
denturc base res i~~s ,  properties of, 

712, 741-742, 742 
direct filling gold, 557 
eritrapped-air porosity, 346 
gas inclusion porosity, 144, 

344-346 
gypsum-bonded irrvestments, 

3 0 8 0 0  
hot spots, 343 
inteni,rl, 732 
lowlized shrink,rgc, 342-344, 

-34.3, 1451 
microporosity, 343, 344, 345t 
pinhole porosity, 34.5, 344-346 
s~rbsurrace porosiw, 343, 345t, 

346 
suck-back porosity, 343, 344 

l'ostbl-azi ng, 609 
Postcementation, 455 
Posterior restordliori composites 

condensable composites, 430 
direct, 428, 429 
indirect, 433 
marginal leakage, 430 
pack,tble composites, 429-410 
placement time, 439, 4'19, 4391 
radiopacily, 430-431 
selectioll criteria, 432-433 
weal; 431, 431-412 

Poslsoldering, 504, 609 
T'otassium, elcctroclc potcntinl, 60t 
I'otassium alginate, 240, 240t 
Pot,rssiuiri titanillrn fluoride, 

210, 2401 
I 'otentiodyi~~i~~iic pol,lrizatior~ tests, 

66-68, (j7-(~8 
I'owcle~; allidlga~n alloy(s). See Anwlgarn 

llll~)l() 
Powdered gold, 551, 5-51 

tl ass~ficdtio~~, . ,' 547 

physicdl propt-rtics, 55ht 
I'ower(:ast Ringless System, 1 1  6 
I'rehl-,>zing, 609 
PI-ecipitation hardening, 621, (120 
I'redomin,lntly b,~se metal (PR) alloy(s), 

573-574 
cast metal prostheses, 594-596 
classification, 570, 570b 
crowns and bridges. See Crowns and 

bl-itlges 
full-metal and metal-cerarrlic 

prostheses and p,irtial dentures, 
572, 573t 

melal-ceramir prostheses, 
594-596 

I'reformed gold foil, 549 
Presentation wax, 292 
Presolderirlg 

crowns and bridges, 564, 598, 
601-602 

soldering of dent'il alloys, 603 
Pressable cerarnics 

ceramics, 666, 689t 
gl.iss-ceramics, 656, 683.686, 684t 

I'ressure 
c~rsting defects, 340 
merhanical propcrtit-s, 73, 75 

I'rcventive dental material 
applications and durability, 

5, 5L 
classification of materials, 5 
tlcfinition of, -3 
fluoride, 8 
standards for dentdl ~natc-ri~tls, 0 

1'1-cvciitivc-rcsili restoration (PRR), 
381, 397 

Prim,lry inipucssions, 250 
Primer, 381, 391 
I'roccr,t All(:er,im crown, 612 
I'roof stress, 85, 87-88 
Prol>dgatior~ stage, 144, 157-1 58, 158 
Puop,ine, 6121, 613 
I'roportional limit 

mechanical properties, 71, 75 
orthodontic wires, (123 
stlength, 85, 86-87, 88 

Prostheses 
abutment-prosthesis interface 

characteristics, 450-451, 452 
cast metal prostheses, base metal 

alloys for, 594-596 
ceramic. See Ceramic prosthes~s. 
dislodgment or, 456-4.58, 457 
maxillofacial prosthetics. See 

Maxillofacial proslhetics. 
metal-ceramic. See Metal-ceramic 

prostl~eses and systems. 
resin cements, 488 
production alloys, 119-1 20 
resin teeth, 754-755 

PRR, 381, 397 
I'sencloplastic I,chavior, 45 
I'seudoplastic properties, 206, 220 
Pull' 

clianibcl; 4 
enamcl-cle~rti11-~>11I p envil-on ~nent ,  

181, 181-181 
iilll.lmm.llory responses, 1 7.5 
PI-olcclioi~ agcnts, 458-401 

I'~unicc, 362t, 30') 
I'utty-wah lcchriiclue, 221 

Qua! t i  
ahr,isives, 369 
gyps~1i1-bonded irrvestrnents, 

298, 305 
tiardness values, 362t 
used as filler, 406 

Quaternary alloys, 119, 121, 140 
Quenching procedure, 137 

R 
Radiopacity 

of liller, 406 
posterior restoration composiles, 

430-431 
Rarnped ruring, 416-417 
Random copolymer, 144, 148 
Rapid heating rates, 331-340 
Reactions, gypsum, 259-260 
Ready-for-use crilerion, 263 
Rebasing dentures, 721, 748, 749 
Recharging fluoridc 449 
Recovery, polymers, 150 
Rcc~ystallizalion tempcr,iture, wrought 

alloys, 622, 62') 
Kcdurtion in xea,  ductility, 96 
Reduction renrtiolls, 59 

Itefl-action 
ceramics, 659 
01- filler, 405-406 
bypsuln-honded investments, 

295, 206 
Keline tcchniclue, 221 
Rcli ning tlellturc bases, 721, 748-749 
Rcrnelti~lg previously c a t  metal, 578 
l<crnincr,lliz,ition-de~riiileraliz,it ion 

b,ll,ince, 444, 447.448 
Remov,il of impression, 222 
Repair resins, 747-748 
Keplant,rtion, 750, 760 
Kesral-ch in dental materials, 17 

I>iorompalihility, 172 
Kesidual comp~-essive stresses, 

developing, 699-700 
Rcsitlual stress, 589, 590 
Icesidual stress reduction, 415 
Resilience, 75 

definition of, 74 
elastic strain, 79, 84, 84-85 
~nodulus of resilience, 94 
strength, 92 

Resill-based composites, 401 
acid-etching, 437 
activator-initiator system, 402, 

406-407 
l>iocompatibility of, 436 
chemically activated resins, 339, 

402, 407-408 
classification, 405, 41 7-418, 418t 
coefficient of thern~al expansion, 

5 5t 
components, 402 
touplirig ,igcnts, 399, 406, 407 
curing of  See ihr- in^ of r~,.~-bilsed 

ro~npos~/r.i. 
dcnsily r i ~ ~ ~ l  then-111~11 propel-ties, 54 
depth of turr, 400, 408 
fillen Sec 17illel- i~riil filling(s). 
finisliillg ,111d polishing, 171, 

434-435 
fle~lll~dl ~llW1lgL11, ".j7 
flow,il>lc composites. Scc rl~1wirb11: 

c orllpositc~s. 
hybrid conrposites. See Nyb~ ~d 

I cjinposites 
inhihitors, 400, 402, 408 
light-,rctivattcl resins, 408, 409 
rnicrofillcd ronlposiles. Scc 

Microfilled compnslta. 
microfillers, 400, 404 
noncrystalline solids, 32 
optical modifiers, 408-410 
oxygeil-inhibited layer, 400, 434 
packable, 400, 41 8, 41 9t 
posterior restoration. Sec I'osterior 

restoration compmlles. 
repair oT, 437, 437 
resin matl-ix, 402-403 
shrinkage, 402-403, 404 
small-particle-filled. See Small- 

particle-filled (SPF) coinposites. 
strength, 403-404 
survival probability of, 437-439, 

438, 438i 
test result comparisons, 192t 
traditional. See liaditiunnl composites. 
veneers, 431-434 

Resin remenl(s), 446, 486, 486-489 
,IS luting agents, 449, 450L 451t 
definition of, 444 
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Resin dies, 318 
Resin-modified glass ionomer cement 

(hybrid ionomer), 444, 471, 
482-484 

reinents as luling ,igents, 450t 
sandwich technique, 444, 484 

Resinoid honding, 361 
Kcsill (s) 

ac~ylic resins, 1 (,?- 105, l h i t  
,~csthctic properties, 146 
,rcsthclic restorative illatcri,rls, 

400-401 
applir,~tion, 144 
hiorompatibility, 145, LOO 
chcrnic,rl ~l~~lhility, 146 
classification, 144- 145 
romlx~mer, 169 
rompositcs. See Resin-birsr,d 

cornposiles. 
cross-linked resin, 147 
degree of conversion, 167 
denture base resins See Dentuia base 

resin(s) 
economic considel-,~tions, 146 
filler. See Filler and filling(s). 
hardness values, 3621 
manipulation, 145 
nietllyl methacrylate, 165, 165- 166 
multifunctional ~nelhacrylate ancl 

acrylate resins, 166-1 69, 167-1 68 
PBNTA-P, 167, I68 
physical properties, 14.5 
poly(methy1 methacry late), 166 
requisites for, 145-146 
setting, 144, 145, 167 
urctl~,rnc dimethariyl.~te, 167, 168 

Resin tags, -381, 383 
Resin It-clh, 754755 
Kestor,rtivc dcnl,~l matcri,ll(s) 

aesthetic ~rlatc~-i,rls, 400-401 
,tm,rlg,~~n See Ainirlgirin. 
appliwtions , ~ n d  durability, 5-6, -51 
bonding. Scc Honiis ianri bonrlirrg. 
c,~sling alloys See (:ilsl~ng ~lloy(s) 
(c~l lc~rts .  Scr (:ernent(.~) 
ceramics. See C:t,ri~~rrzt~.~. 
cornposiles. Sfc (~urnposilc,~. 
ronosion, 65-6h 
cielinition of, 3 
dclitui-c I,,lsc resins. See L)rnlrr~c< btrsi~ 

icsirt(s). 
direct Silli~lg gold. See Ilirecl Jillzng 

gold (DFG). 
filler. See Filler and filling(s) 
finishing and polishing, 372 
gold foil, 558-559, 558-560 
implants. See Implants. 
international stand,rrds, 15 
mechanical properlies See 

Mechanicid pi-opcrltes of denlal 
nlcllei-iczl(s) 

physical properties. See Physicial 
properties of dental milterial(s). 

posterior restoration composites. 
See Poslcnor restoration composilrs. 

resin-based composites. See 
Resin-based composites. 

resins. See Resin(s). 
safety of, 18 
selection cl-itcria, 100-101 
standards for dellt,ll rn,~tc~-ials, '1 
tcnlpor.rry rcstor,itivF materi;~ls. See 

'lb~~ipoi-rir-y rmloralive mulcrial(s). 

Restorative dental rn,rtcrial(s) 
((:nntinued) 

lypcs, 5-6 
wrought ,rlloys. See W~orrght irlloy(s). 

Retarders 
gyl>xun and gypsum produrts 

rornl,ressive strength, 26') 
setting, 265-266 
use, 208, 269-270 

irreversible hyclrorolloids, 241 
l<cus,lhle cdpsi~lcs 

,~rrlalgd~n, 524, 525 
mcrculy, side cflpcts o f ,  517 

Kcvcrsihle hydrocolloids (ag,ir), 200, 
208, 234-215 

accuracy, 238, 231 
rharacteristics of, 212t-2131 
cornposition of, 235, 2351, 236 
~on~li l ioning,  236, 236-237 
definition of, 205, 200 
distortion during gelation, 239 
duplicating materi,rls, 245 
gelation, 206, 234 
gelation temperature, 235 
impressions, lnaking of, 237, 238 
laminate techniclue, 245 
liquefaction lemprralure, 21.5 
marlipulation, 235-236 
preparation, 236-237 
strength of, 214 
terriperi~~g of material, 217 
viscosity of the sol, 238-239 

Reversible reactions, 208, 209t 
KLieology, 42, 41  

rlastor~leric impression rnaleri,~ls, 
206, 210, 226 

Rlieometric properties, 150-151 
Rhodium, 108t 
Kigiclity, 81 
Ringless c-asti~~g systc~ii, 316 
Ring lintm, 121-3211, i24 
I(isk-hc~~clit ,~~l,rlysis, 201 
Rockwell hardness tcst, 97, 98 
Rouge, 1(1Lt, 170 
I< phase, 646-647 
Rulhhr~y stage, 727 

S 
SaTcly or  m,~lerinls, 18 
Sag. See ,~lso (:n'r~p. 

crowns and bridges, 6OOt, 601 
deSonn.itions, 581, 582 
melal-ceramir prostheses and 

systems, 674 
Saliva ro~~centrat io~ls  of fluoricle, 448 
Sand, 3621, 369 
Sandwich techniclue 

bonds and bonding, 381, 395 
resin-modified glass ionomer 

cemenl, 444, 484 
Sandy stage, 727 
Schnitman and Schulman success 

criteria, 767 
Seating, cements as luting agents, 

452-454, 453, 454 
sec-Butyl, 16.5t 
Second,lry expansion, 510 
Seconday impressions, 250 
Self-activating capsules, 523 
Self-curing 

chcmirnl activation of dent~ire base 
rcsiils, 734 

of resin-basecl coinpositcs, 410 

Self-difrusion, 22, 11 
Self-glazing of porccl,rin, 668 
Sensitivity, clowns ,n~cl bridges, 6OOt 
S c p ~ r ~ t i n g  disks, 101 
Scl ,rrld setling 

gldss iono~rlcr cenlcnt, 471-474, 474 
gypxun products. See Setti~rg gypsum 

pi-oduct.~. 
heat-ac~iv,~tion o fdcn~ure  hnse 

ucsilis, 721 
impression materials, 206-208, 209t 
phosl>h,~tc-bonded investments, 

310-311, .112 
resill-moclified gl'lss iorlomer 

remcnl, 483 
~rcsilis, 144, 145, 167 
zinc oxide-eugcnol cement, 490 
zinc phosphate ccrrrc~~t, 401 -402 

Selling gypcuni pi-otlucts, 256, 258-25') 
accelerators, 265-266 
colloidal theo~y, 259 
compressive strength, 260,260,263 
crystalline volurne, 266 
dissolution-precipitation theory, 259 
final setting time, 263 
fineness, 264 
(;illmore test, 263 
hydration thco~y, 259 
hygroscopic setting expansion, 270, 

270-271 
definition of, 255 

impurities, 264 
initi,ll Gillmore test, 262, 263 
initial set, 261-262, 263 
loss of gloss trst, 261, 263 
mixing, 264 
normal sctting cxpaiisio~l, 255, 271 
renctiol~s, 25')-213) 
rc,ldy-for-use critcl-ion, 2(11 
rct~rdcrs, 205-266 
setting limc, 262, 204-266 

defillitio~, of, 201 
Icmlwr.lture, 265 
true volume of crystals, 266 
Virnt tcst, 262, 262 
wcl sli-cngth, 260 
W/I' ratio, 261, 264 

cxp.~nsiioi limc, cffeit on, 2681 
selling time, efkcl on, 205t 

Setting time (ST) 
ccrncnls '1s luti~lg agents, 445, 449 
e1artoinc1-ir i~npressioll rn,~leri,ils. 

See Glmslorneri~ imprrsslon 
matei-iill(s). 

gypsum-bonded investments, 
293-100 

i~rlpression materials, 206, 207 
irreversible hydrocolloids, 

controlling, 242, 242 
phosphate-bonded investmenls, 311 
setting gypsurn produrts, 261, 262, 

264-266 
zinc phosphate cement, 462-463 
zinc polyc,~rlhoxylate cement, 

468,468 
Shacte guide, 50, 50-51 
Shading ceramics, 672-673 
Shape mernory, nickel-titanium alloys, 

648 
Shapes, abrasive instn~inents, 361 
Shear strength, 85 

nlcchnniral propcrlics, 74, 78 
wl-ought alloys, 624, 024-625, 6251 
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Shear str-css 
mcch,rrlical proper~ics, 74, 

75-78, 79 
wrougllt ,illoys, 627 

Shear-thinrii~lg bc11,~viot; 206, 218 
Shelf-life 

cl,~stomerir irnpl-cssion malcrials, 
221 

gypsum-l>onded inveslrnci~ts, 102, 
303 

I~yclrorolloids, 248 
Short-term sost liners, 721, 750-751 
Should

e

r porcelain, 650, 671 
Shrinkage 

cdsling I~IIoy~,  77.578,  5781-, 
conlpensati~i~i, casting invcstmcnts 

and pn~ccdures, 125-326 
from tlcrlturc h.tsc resin 

polymeri~~llion, 71'1-740, 
739t, 741 

green shrinkage, casting investments 
and procedures, 31 4 

locdlized shrink,ige, porosity. See 
1.ocalizcd shrinhage, porostly. 

resill-based composites, 402-403, 
404 

Silica, gypsum-bonded investmen~s, 
297-298, 29') 

Silicate cement 
fluoride-releasing cements, 

445, 446 
test result cornpal-isons, 192t 

Silicon 
'~tornir di'itneters, 123t 
physir,il constants, 108f 

Silicon rarhidc ZhLt, 370 
Silironc rubbers, 710 
Siliropl~ospllate tcnicnt, 451t, 405i 
Siliccisib, 357 
Silvel 

atomic tliamclcrs, 123t 
coellicienl oT tl~errnnl cxpansio~r, 

55t 
clcctrodc potcnli,il, 6Ot 
physic,ll rollstants, lO8l 

Silver ,illoy(s) 
golcl-1)all.tdiurn-silver, 582584 
~~~etal-rcir~fortcd glass i o r ~ o t r ~ e ~  

rcnleilt, 114.5, 47') 
p,tllndiunl-gdl lium-silver; 

587-588 
k>.ill,~di~~m-gold-silver, 585 
palladi~lm-silver, 585-587, 586 
silver-palladium, 578 

Silver-copper system, 139 
Silver-tin syslern, 499, 499 
Single phase, t~ydrocolloids, 206, 

231 
Single-viscosity technique, 220 
Sintering, ceramics. See Cer-i~trlic.~. 
Sir~tering bonds, abrasive instruments, 

361 
Sintering of burnished foil, 606 
Sintering of porcelain, 671-672 
Slip-cast eel-amics, 656, (,(>lit, 666 
Slip system, wrought alloys, 627 
Sniall-particle-filled (Sl'F) composites, 

418t, 421, 422 
clirlical considerations, 422-423 
pi-operties of, 41 !It, 421 -422 

Smear I,iyer, 22, 3') 
tlclltin bonding agents, 181, 386 

Soclic~m, electrode polentiCll, 001 

Sodiurr~ phosphate, irrevi~rsil~lc 
llyclrorolloids, composition or, 
240, 240t 

Sort dcl~ture lincl-s, 721, 750-751 
Soft-start cluing, 41 0 
Soft waxes, 284 
Sol, hydrocolloids, 231 
Soldering o f  dclital alloy(s) 

,~ntifl~uc, 563, (108 
b .'. as15 ~ne t~ i i ,  008 
brazing, 501, 608 
cdst-joining process, 61 7, 61 8 
clefillition of, 564 
fillcr mcl,il, 010-612, 610-612 
flux, 564, (,OO 
Ilc,lt sources fo~; 61 2-614 
laser welding or  lx~vc titanilrrn, 

01 6-61 7 
m.1nllf;rrturcr instructio~ls, 

608-609 
orthodon~ic wires, 643-644, 644 
postbrazing, 609 
postsoldering, 564, 609 
prebrdzing, 609 
presoldering, 609 
radiographic analysis of joint 

quality, 61 6, 61 7 
solder, 608 
substrate n~etal for, 608.609 
technique, 614-61 6 
welding, 564, 608 

Sol-gel transform,ltion, 234 
Solidificalion 

alloys, 110, 120 
c.rsting alloys, compensation for, 

-568-509 
metals. Scc Mptills. 
shrinl%ngc rompcnsation, 31 6 

Solid solutions. See Alloy(s) 
Solicl solution strcngthcnir~g, 124 
Solid sldtc rc,lrtions. See Alloy(s). 
Solidus t e m p c r a ~ ~ r c  

alloy ph,tsc cli,lgranrs, 120 
rasling ,tlloys, 564, 568 

Solubility 
rrmrnts, 492 
dclllu~e base rcsills, 741 
zini polyw~boxylalc cement, 

468-469 
Solution he,1t ~ r c a t ~ r ~ e n t  

alloy solid state rc,lctions, 
118 

casting alloys, 575 
Solvation properties, polymers, 

151-152 
Spaculation, gypsum-bonded 

investments, 302 
Specific heat, 51, 54t 
SPF composites. See Small-pui-ticle-Jtlleil 

(SPI') composites. 
Spherical powders, 501, 502 
Spinel, ceramics, 656, 657 
Spingback, orthodontic wires, 622, 

621 
Spongy bone, 4 
Spnlc, 295, 296 
Sprued wnx pattern, 295, 296 
S p ~ u e  former, 319-323, 320t, 321, 

322, 32.3 
gypsum-bonded investments, 

2 'I G 
XI.. See SrTtin~ fttnc. (S'l). 
Stain rcramic, 656, 663 

Stdillless steeI(s), 637, 653 
austeni~ic. See Austcw~tic sluzrlless 

~lt.(.l(i). 
rcrritic, 037-638, 638t 
irr~pl.lnts, use of, 770 
martensitic, 638, 0181 
orthodontic wires 

braided <11nd twisted wires, 642, 
642 

mcchanicdl properties, 
640-641, 641t 

soldrririg, 641-644, 044 
soldering 

fluxes, (143 
solders, 643 
tcchriical con side^-ations, 

643-644, 644 
wcltling, 044-645 

Stand.lrtls for den~.rl inaterial(s), 3 
ADA acceptance program See ADA 

(American Dentill Association). 
biorompatibility, 192-1 13 

ANSIIADA Document 41, 133 
JSO standard 10993, 1 9 3 1  94 
test methods, 195t 

Cornit6 E~iropCen de Nor~~lalisalion, 
16-17 

Commonwealth Iiureau of Dental 
Stdnd,il-cls, I6  

Dentdl Standards I.aborato~y, 16 
inter~lationdl slandards. See 

lnterni~~iorial stundunis. 
National Institute of Sta~ldards and 

Tect~nology, 9, 16 
State changes, 22-21 
SLtlic f'ltigue, 90, '11 
St,ltic fatigrtc C,iilurc, 91, 91 
Stc,ldy sl,rte conditions, 52 
S~cl>-growth (tondc~is,rtion) 

po ly~~~er i / .~ i~ io r~ ,  154, 101-1 02 
Stitky wdx, 281, 292 
Stifiicss, 81 
Stiff st,lgc, 727 
Stone wsts and dit,s, 222 
Stor,~ge considel-'~tions, 

gyl'%t~~>-bollded invcstmcnls, 303 
Stl-,iil~, 73, 74-76 
Str,iin hal-dcning 

r,isting alloys, 564, 576 
strength, 74, 88 

Strain in co~lipression, 200, 227 
Strenglh 

amalgam. See Anlillgan~. 
bending strength, 73, 89-90 
biaxial flex~lre strength, 89 
bonds and bonding, 394-395 
casting ,~lloys, 569 
cer-arnics. See Ceri~mics. 
cold working, 88 
compressive strength. See 

Conzpressivr strfngth. 
drfir~ition of, 74 
denture base resins, properties of, 

745-746, 746, 747 
diametrdl compression test, 88, 89 
diarnetral tensile strength, 

88-89, 8'1 
direct Glling gold, 5 7  
dry strength, gypsuln and gypsum 

products, 271 
elastic limit, 85, 87, 88 
eildru-ancc lirr~it, 110 
Klliguc strength, 10-91, 91 
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Strength ((:ontinued) 
flcxr~rnl strength. Scr 1:lcxural 

,,iun,qrh. 
gypsum-bonded i~~vcstrnci~ls, 

10(1-308 
hydrocolloids, 214, 244, 244t 
irnpdcl scrcnglh, '11-92 
irreveisiblc tiydl-ocolloitls, 234, 

244, 211t 
lzod impact tester; 92 
rn,utimu~n service stl-ess, 90 
rnodulus ofriiplrrrc, 71, 8'1-'10 
permanent defornlatiou, 88 
pl,~stir defol-mation, 88 
proof stless, 85, 87-88 
prolx>~tion.11 limit, 85, 86-87, 88 
resilience, '12 
resin-h,lscd romposilrs, 401-404 
~rcvcusiblc hydl-ocolloids, 214 
sheds strength. See Shear strength. 
strain hardening, 74, 88 
tear strength. See lbirr sti-o~ngth. 
tensile strength. See Teraile sti-englh. 
transverse strength, 89-90 
ultimate strength, 85 
work hardening, 74, 88 
wrought alloys. See Wrought alloy(s). 
yield strength. See Yield s~ren,qth. 

Stress, 44, 44-45, 74-75. See ,ilso 
specific stress types. 

bending stress, 73, 77, 78-71 
concerltration hclors, 39-100 
conrentrations 

adhesion, 22, 18  
mecharlical properties, 74 

dcl i~~it ion of, 74 
flexulal stress, 73, 77, 78-70 
hardness, 73, 75 
~n.islic.ition forces and stresses, 

9-3-94 
modulus of elnsticity, 73, 75 
pc1-t-cr11agc clorrgntion, 73, 75 
~"essll": 7 3 ,  75 
~xopo~t iona l  limit, 7.3, 75 
I-cldx,~~ion, 45-40 
~esilicl>cc, 74, 75 
stress iontentr,~tion, 71 
torrghn'ss, 74, 75 
tllle sti-CSS 

definition of, 74 
cl,lslic rnociulus, 80 

units of, 75 
yield strength, 74, 75 

Stringy stage, 727 
Subperiosteal implants, 759, 761, 76.3 
Substitutional solid solution, 121 
Substrdles 

finishing and polishing materials, 
358 

metal for soldering of den~a l  alloys, 
608-609 

Subsurface porosity, 14.3, 346 
shape, -344 
technical fartors, effect of on, 345t 

Suck-hark porosity, 343, 344 
Sulf,~te, reversible hydrocolloid 

impression mnteri,il composition, 
235, 2351 

Superabrasives, 368 
Supel-cooled liquids, 22, 12 
Supercooling, solidific-ation of metals, 

109, 10'1 
Superel,~slicily, 622, 040 

Superlattire, 122, 122 
Surfarc 'nergy (~ur f~ i re  ce~~sion) ,  22, -35, 

35-16 
Surf'~cc leaturcs 

casting ticfects, 338, 141 1 4 2  
glaze rcrarnirs, 05') 
phosph,ltc-bondcd investments, 113 

Surface free cner-by, 111 
Surfare preparntio~l 

dirrrt filling gold, -551 -553 
glass ionoincr cement, 470-477, 477 
zinc pulytarhoxy1,ite cemenl, 

470-471 
Surfare tension, 22, 3.5, 3-5-36 
SUI-gic'il pdslcs, 253 
Suspension syslenls, 231 
Syncresis, 206, 234 
Syi11llctic ahrasivcs, 170 
Synthetic di,~rnonds, 368 
Synthetic gypsum, 276 
Synthetic waxes, 285 
Systemir effects from dental materials, 

177 

T 
Talc, hardness values, 362t 
Tantalum, 108t 
'I'arnish, 56 

amalgam, 517-51 9, 51 8 
casting alloys, 508 
causes, 57 
crowns arid bridges, 601 
defiilition of, 42 
resistance, 66-08, 67-63, 10.5 

'Tartar control agents, 374t 
Tedr rcsistdnrc, 228 
'lkai- slrc~igtll, 227-228 

clastomeric impression mdtcri,ils, 
227-228, 228, 211 1 

' lk~~ipci-~tcire 
c,lsti~~g defects, 140 
denlure lh,isc resin polyrncriz,itio~~, 

731 -732, 7-32 
gelation tempcralurc, 23 5 
glass Ir,insiliori tcnlpcr,iture. See 

(:lius lrirns~l~on tcJrriper-~rtz~rr. ( 7 :~ )  
liq~ief,artion tcmlhcr,~lu~-c, 235 
~nclting. Scc Meltir~y rrirrpeintztie 

(iirclting poiiit) 
selling gypsum 131-oducts, 265 

'Tcrnpcii~~g of mate~inl, reversihlc 
hydrocolloicls, 217 

'I'emporaly restorations, ZOE cement, 
4 9 0 

Temporary restorative material(s), 1, 6 
'lknsile strength 

amalgam, 51 2-513, 512t 
anne,ili~lg cold-worlied metal, 

633, 634 
cobalt-chromium alloys, 653 
crowns and bridges, 53% 
diametral tensile strength, 88-89, 89 
gypsum and gypsum products, 

271 -272 
implants, 76.5t 
mechanical properties, 74, 70 
wrought alloys, 631, 634 
zinc polycarboxylate cement, 467 

Tensile stress 
cci-,~rnic strength, 700-701 
r~lcch,lnic,il properties, 74, 75-77, 77 
metal-rcramir proslhcscs ,ind 

systc~~ls, 583, 590, 675 

'lknsile test, 84, 86 
Tcrn>in,tlion stage, 144, 158-160, 

160-161 
'l't'maly alloys, 119, 121, 140 
test-Butyl, 165t 
Tcsling of m,~lcrial(s) 

,tnirn,il tcsts, 175, 18:)-130, 1321 
hiocompatihility, 172-171 
clinical gliidclincs, 201 
(-Iil~ic-~~l lrit1ls, 190  
cornparison o f  results, 192t 
cstrogenirily, 171, 1'11 
methods of sl,irld,~~-ds groltps, 

1114, 195t 
nlultiple tests, 190- I 92, 191, 1'1.3 
phases, 100- 192 
~nirndry tests, 191 
prog~ssicon of tests, 191, 193 
secondary tests, 191 
resin-baed composites, 192t 
sensitization, 171, 190 
usage tests, 181-1 91, 132t 
in vilro tests, 174, 189, 1921 

'kxturing, implants, 759, 768, 769 
l'g. See (:lass transition temperature (2k). 
Thermal energy, 28-23 
'l'llermal properties 

am;llgdm, .54t 
castlng alloys, 568, 581 
casting investrnents ,ind procedures, 

316, 326-327 
crowns and bridges, 601 
gypsum-bonded inveslments, 

304-306, 305, 307 
high noble alloys, 589-592, 590 
inlay waxes, 288, 288-289 
mct.11-rcr.lmir prostheses ancl 

sys1c1ns, 670, 6701 
honds, 678 
drfinition of, (156 

~lolhlc ,~lloys, 580-592, 590 
~>l~ospllate-l>o~iciecl ii~vcslments, 

i l l ,  112 
~'olymtrs, 152-154 
~xcssablc gl,iss-ccralilirs, 0841 
IXIIP protection cigcnts, 4601 
~csin-l,dscd romposites, 54 
~hernlopllysiwl propcrtirs Sre 

7l1o~rmopli}~si~irl p~~iIic'rlzc~s. 
waxes, 288-28') 
zinc oxide-euge~iol cenicnl, 4601 
zinc p l~os~ l id tc  cerneilt, 4601 

Thermal supprc-ooling, 112, 11 6 
'l'hermal tempering, 701702 
Thern~ophysical properties, 52-54 

coefirient of thermal expansion. See 
CoeJfictent of thcrmal eqanslon. 

Ihern~oplastic polymers, 144, 153 
'l'hermosetting polymers, 144, 1.53 
'Thixotropic liquids, 42, 45 
'l'hixotropic materials 

elastomeric impression materials, 
206, 226 

reversible hydrorolloid impression 
material romposition, 235, 215t 

Three-body abrasion, 158, -160 
'l'hrowing power, 319 
Time allowable for casting, 330 
'l'in 

atomic diarnetess, 12% 
clcctl-ode p13tcntidl, OOt 
pliysi~-nl constants, 108t 

Ti11 Coil substitutes, 720 
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'fin oxicle, 3621, 170 
Tissue conditioners, 721, 750-751 
'I'itanit~rn ,lnd titanium dlloy(s), 651 

bela-tit,~nium alloys. See 
lii~ta-titilrriurrr alloy(,). 

casting ,~lloys, 579-580 
cocffiricwt of therni,ll expansion, 

551 
h,11-tlness values, 36Lt 
iinplants, 769-770, 7701, 774t 
laser weldiug o f  pure litdnium, 

61 6-617 
~iicltel-titanium ,~lloys. See 

Nickel-lililnium alluy(s). 
pal-tial denture alloys, 604 
p l i y ~ i c ~ ~ l  consldnts, l08t 

'licottibi~~shes, 376 
Toot11 structure, 4, 4, 91-93, '111 
'1'01-rh rncltirlg 

c'isting investinents and procedures, 
113-335, -1.34, 335 

c,tstirig machines, 330-312 
Total-etch technicjue, 392 
Toughness, 75, 92, 94 

dcfillition of, 74 
Toxicity, 18, 171, 1 74 

crowns and bridges, 607 
denture base resins, 753 
elastomeric impression niaterials, 

228-229, 229 
mercury, 198, 516-538 
i11 vitro test, 174 

Traclitional composites, 418, 
4181, 420 

clinical considerations, 421 
~xol>c~-tics of, 4191, 420 

T~ansfoim,ltion touglle~liiig, 701-704 
'Ti,~nsgranul.lr I~actui-cs, (1.31 
'l'mnsicnt stress, 589 
'Trdris<,stenl implants, 759, 761, 764 
'1)-,iiisplant.ition, 759, 760 
'1'1-ansvrrsc strength, 8')-'10 
Tr'ly conlpot~nds, 250 
hi-curt., glass ionorner tcmcnl, 

445, 472 
Tllp~lli, 3(12l, 36') 
'l'ritl~~-,llion, auialgam 

alloys, 490, 4'17 
effert ol; on  sticrigtll, 51 1 
rnccll,lnical, 523-527, 5234--527 

11-ivac.~ncirs, wrought ,llloys, 625, ( 2 5  
'I'r~le stress 

definition of, 74 
elastic m o d ~ i l ~ ~ s ,  80 

'Iiue volume of crystals, setting gypsum 
products, 266 

Truing, 161 
'Fi~ngsten, 108t 
Tungsten carhide, 362t 
'liviniiing, 630, 6.32 
Two-body abrasion, 358, 360 
'ho-stage putty-wash technique, 221 

U 
IIDMA, 167, 168 
Llltimate strength, 85 
llltitnate Lerisile strength, 85 
Llnderruts, 206, 208 
llnderheating, 340 
Llnsteady state conditions, 53 
LIrctll,~nc dimcthacryldte (IIL)MA), 

107, 768 
L1.S. FLIA I-egul,ltions, 13-14 

v 
V~~rancies, 22, 31 

wrollght alloys, (>22, 025, 625 
Vacuum liring, 672 
V,~ciiuni mixiug, 125 
Vacuum or pressure-assisted c,lsting 

machine, 333 
V'llencc, alloy solicl solutions, 121 
V,iluc, color, 42, 4'1 
van cler W,lals forces, 22, 26, 26 

polymers, 153 
VCl1-nish, cements, 44.5 
Vciiccrs 

inet,~l-ca ainir prostheses ,111d 
systems, (169, 669t 

[wcss,tblc glass-cerdmics, 684t 
resill-hasccl ronipositcs, 433-434 
resin rc~ricnts, 488-489 

Vir,ll lest Tor scttirig time, 262, 262 
Virkers hardness test, 97, 98, 160-361 
Vinyl plastisols, 756 
Vinyl polysiloxane, 214 
Viscoeldstic behavior, denture base 

resins, 746 
Viscoelastirity 

elastorncric impressiorl niaterials. 
See Elirslumer~c iml~ression 
malerial(s). 

polymers, 1.50, 151 
Viscosity, 42, 43-45 

of single-pl~ase vinyl polysiloxanes 
addition silicone, 221 t 
elastomeric impression 

materials, 221L 
of the sol, 238-239 

Visco~ls flow, polyincrs, 150 
Vitl-cous bo~lclii~g, 161, -164 
Volurrre free encrgy, solidification or  

lrlet<lIs, 11 1 

W 
W,tsh iin~-rrcssioii, 274 
W.1tt.r 

,lbsorption ~propcrties or  denture 
hnsc rcsiils, 712-741 

density ,lud  the^ ~nd"iiroi>t-r~ics, 
lilt ~. 

dent illrice conipositioll, 174 I 
dntl &y11~~1n-honclcd invc'st~licnts, 

TO 3, 103-104 
W,ltcr filn~s, casting dcktts, 319, 3.19 
Watci-settahlc glass ioih1ec1;,-4-72 
Waxes, 284 

classifcaliorl of impressioil 
materials, 2091 

composition, 285 
definition of, 281 
desirable properties, 286-287 
direct wax technique, 283, 284 
distortion, 28'1-290, 290 
el,lstic memory, 283, 289 
elimiiiation and heating, 326-327, 

347-348, 348 
flow, 283, 284, 287 
glass transition temperature, 288 
indirect wax technique, 283, 284 
inlay waxes. See Ir~lay waxe5. 
investments, 284 
medium wax, 284 
pattern removal, 113-320 
lxescnl,ltioil wax, 2'12 
rcversihlr hydrocolloid irnpression 

m,rtcrial coinposilioil, 235, 235t 

W,ixcs ((:oiltiilt~ed) 
soft w.lxes, 284 
sticky wax, 283, 292 
synthetic waxes, 285 
tllelnial propcrlics, 288-289 
types of, 281, 285-286, 288, 202 

Wedging, 554 
Welding 

 bet,^-titmiurn ,llloys, 650-651 
clirect filling gold, 545, 547 
soldering of dcr\t,ll alloys, 564, 608 

Wet corrosion. See L:lectrochemirilI 
COri~OS1011. 

Wet strengtl~ (green strength), gyl-rsum 
, ~ n d  gypsu~n products, LOO, 271 

Weltirig, 22, 16-38, -18--19 
Work hardcrling 

direct lilliiig gold, 545, 547 
strcngtll, 74, 88 

Working railgc, orthodonlic wires, 
022, 623 

Worl<ing time(s) (WT) 
addition silicone, 223, 223t 
cements as luting agents, 44.5, 449 
cornpression molding of denture 

base resins, 728 
condens,ltion silicone, 223, 221t 
elastomeric irnpression m,llcrials. 

See Clastuir~ei-LC irnyrf?sszon 
mirtcriiil(s). 

gypsum and gypsum products, 
261, 263 

phosph'ltc-bonded investrrients, 311 
polyether, 223, 223t 
polysr~lfide, 223, 2 2 3  
ziiic phosph,llc rclrleilt, 4(12-463 
zinr polyc.l~-boxyldte c-rmcnl, 468 

W/l> ratic 
c,~stiiig dcfcrls, 140 
gypsitni-l>ondcd i~rvestmcnts 

hygl-oscopic exp,lnsion, 
102, i o i  

thcrm,ll cxp,riision, 306, 107 
setting gypsu~il 111-oduc-ts, 201, 264 

expansion lime, c k c c  ori, Lh8t 
st>(ling tinlc, cflect on, 265t 

Ill alloy(s), 022-(I23 
lealing cold-wol-lwd rnct,ll. See 

Anneiilin,y cold-~cniiltcil mrlal. 
I>ct,l-titarliuin alloys. See 

Lk'til-l1Lilflll~Wl lZllOy(.S). 
hrittlc r~-,~ctu~-c, 631.632, 6.12 
carhide, 637 
carbon steels, 616-617 
cast struclure versus wrougllt 

structure, 635-636 
cementite, 636-637 
cob,tlt-chromium alloys, 653 
cobalt-chromium-nicltel alloys, 645 
cold working 

annealing. See Annealing 
cold-woi-lzc~il metal. 

strengthening mcchanisnls, 
623-630, 631 

disloc,~tions, 626, 628 
th,~racteristics and types of, 

626-628 
definition of, 621 
edge disloc,1tions, 626, 626-627 
streng~hcning mrchanis~ns 

involving, 628-(,1(1 
div,lwilcics, (125, 625 
clurtile li,lcture, 621, 611-012, ( 3 3  
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Wrought alloy(s) (Conlinlreil) 
edge dislocatioils, 626, 616-627 
ferrite, 636 
~ S , ~ ( - ~ L U - ~ S ,  623, 031-633 
grain refinement, 621, 029 
intergranular rrdclures, 631 
m,lrtcnsite, 637 
nickel-titaniunl alloys. See 

Ntckel-titi~ni~rm illloy(5) 
noble rnclals, 652-653, 652t, 05% 
orthodontic wires. See Oilhorionti~ 

wii-e(s). 
pearlitc: 636 
Peierls stress, 628 
poinl defects, 621, 625, 625-626 
pi-ecipit,llion h,lrdeni~lg, 621, 629 
recrystdllizalion Iemperaturc, 

622, 629 
shear stl-ess, 627 
slip system, 627 
st'~i~lless steels. See Slainless steel(s). 
strain hardening, 622, 62'1-630 
strength 

dislocations, 628-630 
shear str-ength, 624, 624-625, 

625t 
tensile strength and annealing 

rold-worked metal, 611, 634 
structural imperfections, 624 
trailsgranul,lr fractures, 633 
trivarancies, 625, 621 
twinning, 630, 632 
vacancies, 622, 625, 625 

WT See Woihing tirne(s) (W'I). 

X 
Xcnocstrogen, 171, 190 

U 
Yiclcl stic~igtli, 85, 87-88 

crowns and hritlgcs, 5001, 002 
high ~iohlc alloys, 594t 

Yield strength ((:o~~finired) 
of impl,lnts, 765t 
mechanical properties, 74, 75 
~ lob lc  alloys, 5941 
orthodontic wires, 623 

Young's modulus. See Eluslic- rnodullrs. 

z 
Zinc 

,~tomic diameters, 1 L3t 
electrode po~ential, 60t 
pllysical conslants, lO8t 

Zinc-containing alloy(s), 496 
Zinc oxide, irrevel-siblc Ilydi-ocolloids, 

coinposition of, 240, L40t 
Zinc oxide-eugcnol (ZOE) cenlclit, 

446, 489 
cements as luting agents, 45Ot, 

4511, 454 
characteristirs, 490 
composition, 430 
compressive streilgth, 460t 
fluoride-releasing cements, 

445, 448 
long-term ZOE luting cement, 

431 
setting, 490 
temporary restorations, 490 
ternpoi-a~y ZOC luting cement, 491 
Lest result roinparisons, 192, 192t 
thermal conductivity, 460t 

Zinc oxide-eugenol (ZOE) impression 
material(s), 208, 2091, 251 

bite registration pastes, 253-254 
co~nmercially available samples, 

2.52 
coiilposition, 251-252, 252t 
ditne~lsioilal sklbility, 253 
tlisinlccting mcthods, L26t, 253 
i ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i ~ > i ~ I ~ ~ l i ~ ? r l ,  252-253 
noneugenol pastes, 253 
surgic,ll pastes, 253 

Zinc pliosphatc cement, 401 
biological prnperties, 464 
comlx)sition, 461-462 
comlxessive strengtli, 4601, 

462, 463 
density arid tllcrnl,rl propt,tties, 

-541 
fluoride-rclc,~sing rcments, 445, 

448 
,IS 1ut111g agents, 454 

pH, 465t 
properties, 451 I 
reactions, 450t 

rnanipul,llion, 465, 465-466 
p t i y s i ~ ~ ~ l  properties, 463-464, 

4 6 4  
retention, 464 
setting, 461-403 
thenn,~l conductivity, 4601 
working times, 462-463 

Zinc polycarhoxylate cement, 450t, 
465t, 466 

biological corisiderations, 469 
bonding to tooth structure, 

467, 467 
composition and chemistly, 

466, 467 
excess content removal, 471 
film thickness, 444, 467-468 
manipulation of, 469, 470 
mechanical properties, 468 
setting tirnes, 468, 468 
solubility, 468-469 
surface preparation, 470-471 
tensile strength, 467 
working limes, 468 

%irconiu~ri silicdtc, 302t, 363 
ZOE cernrnt. See Xir11. oxiih-nrgenol 

(ZOE) l~ l~ l~ l i~~ l t .  
% O E  inrpi-ession rn.ltfri.?ls. See Zinc 

ox~dc-cugc.nol (ZOE) ~w~pressiorr 
i t r~~k~ri~~l(s)  
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